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KENT AGAINST RESORT TO ESCA

MPICC MayAuthorize Co-ordinating Sub-corn.
New York Headquarters for

Unity Program in Prospect;

Discuss Financing Jan. 21

An executive or co-ordinating com-
mittee may be created within the
Motion Picture Industry Conference
Committee to carry out the func-
tions of the unity program. It was
reported on Wednesday that the

netting up of such a body will be

one of the major subjects for con-

sideration when the general com-
mittee holds its first meeting on Jan.

21 at the Warwick Hotel in New
York.
Because it will be almost' impos-

(Continued on Page 8)

(has. Skouras Leads

(oast Dimes March

Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles — Charles Skouras

will preside on Monday at a lun-

cheon in the Hotel Ambassador at

which independent exhibitors and
the Fox West Coast theaters or-

ganization will complete plans for

(Continued on Page 8)

Warners to Pay 96 V4 Cent
Dividend on Preferred

A dividend of 96% cents on the pre-

ferred stock payable March 1 to

stockholders of record Feb. 13 was
declared at a regular meeting of

(Continued on Page 4)

'Fifth Column'-ist?
Laughs and snorts greeted a col-

umnist's report Wednesday that

M-G-M would "refugee" its home
office to Chicago and that other

companies would do the same be-

cause of air raid dangers. The Broad-

way Association, while doubting the

story, even got a little worried and

started checking. The only way
Metro can explain the yarn is that

Jack Flynn, newly appointed Central

Division manager, chose to keep his

office in Chicago instead of New
York. And the rumors started from

there.

IS 5; Trend I incur tl

In Detroit Houses
Detroit—Show business here has

shown contradictory tendencies over

the holidays, but appears definitely

upward in the period between Christ-

mas and New Year's.

While the tendency of late has

been for Detroiters to centralize

their patronage downtown, contrary

trend is anticipated shortly as re-

alization shows that tire shortage

means saving cars for essential pur-

poses. Customers are expected to

learn how to walk to the neighbor-

hood houses again, in coming months

—even in the Motor City.

Film Story Editors

Wary of B'way Plays

Broadway play mart will have to

produce some new wares if it is to

interest the film companies, was the

general consensus among the East-

ern story editors Wednesday.

Since Pearl Harbor, the situation

has changed drastically as far as the

(Continued on Page 4)

Cuban Exhibitors' Union
Will Revise Trade Code

Havana (By Air Mail)—Revision

of the proposed code of fair trade

practices has been delegated by the

Motion Picture Co-ordinating_ Com-
mission to the National Union of

Exhibitors. The code was drafted

(Continued on Page 4)

Should Not Be Utilized Unless All Parties Agree,
Declares 20th-Fox Prexy; Feels It Is Too Early to Say
Whether Consent Decree Can Be Called a Success

By DAVE GOLDING FILM DAILY Staff Writer

Major companies should not take advantage of the escape
clause in the New York consent decree, Sidney R. Kent. 20th-F<-

president, declared in an exclusive interview with The Fl
Daily.

European Shipments

Stymied by Gov't

Shipping problems of the major
companies were thrown into a fur-

ther chaotic state, when it was
learned Wednesday the State Depart-
ment is withholding permits and
navicerts on all shipments to Por-

tugal, Switzerland and Sweden.
Latest move of the State Depart-

ment, it was explained, was a result

of Government's policy to determine

enact neutrality status of these

countries.

Portugal was the most important
destination since film shipments were

(Continued on Page 6)

Pa. Exhibs. Meet to Talk
Air Raid Precautions

Philadelphia—Theater men from
all parts of the state met Tuesday
in the office of Ted Schlanger, Stan-

ley-Warner zone chief, to formulate
plans for theater co-operation dur-

ing air raids and the present emerg-
ency. Meeting was composed solely

of theatermen.
In attendance were John Nolan,

(Continued on Page 8)

Decree Binds Appeals Board
Allied Blasts Expected to Draw That Answer

Detroit Theaters Cut
Scales for Service Men

Detroit—Detroit exhibitors have

united on a policy of greatly reduced

prices for service men in uniform,

with the first-runs dropping their

65-cent charge to 30c for men in
(Continued on Page 4)

The Motion Picture Appeals Board
is bound by the rules of the New
York consent decree and its opin-

ions cannot go beyond the instruc-

tions set forth by the court. That
in substance is likely to be the

answer to Allied's request for the

abolishment of the board on the

grounds that its decisions allegedly
(Continued on Page 8)

if,Kent, who said he was spea,

personally, asserted he does nof ta^

lieve the escape clause shouh hje
utilized unless all parties agree. He
added if any such action were taken,
it must be "in the public interest."

In discussing the issues involved,
Kent, one of the industry's distribu-
tion leaders for years, sounded the
first important distributor reaction
to the future fate of the consent de-

cree.

Too Early for a Decision
Acknowledging widespread exhibi-

tor displeasure existed, Kent stated
(Continued on Page 6)

Dave Fleischer Quits

As Studio Chieftain

Dave Fleischer has resigned as
director general of the Fleischer
Studios, Inc., in Miami, but he will

retain his interest in the cartoon
producing organization. Sam Buch-
wald, who has been an executive of

the studios since its founding, has
(Continued on Page 4)

New Jersey Allied Holds
Unity Dinner Wednesday

A unity dinner at the Roger Smith
Hotel, New Brunswick, N. J., will

climax a day of activities planned
by New Jersey Allied next Wednes-
day. Invitations have been ex-

( Continued on Page 8)

Who's Next?
Akron, 0.—The Akron motion pic-

ture operators' union has bought a

$250 Defense Bond to present to the

first American aviator to drop a bomb
on Tokyo.
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NEW YORK STOCK

Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (2i/

2%)
Columbia Picts. pfd.

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd...
East. Kodak 1

do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc.

do pfd 1

Faramount . .

.
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RKO
RKO
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Net
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20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd

NEW YORK
Loew's deb. 3i/2s46.

Para. Picts. cv. 3V4S47
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48

NEW YORK
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Radio-Keith cvs
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc.
Universal Picts

13i/8
31/4

47
71/g

18%

V413 13 —
31/4 31/4 .

47 47
63/4 6%
18% 18% + %

51/2

68
1/2

BOND

951/2

CURB
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7
9-16
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51/4 51/2 + %
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"HARD-TO-GET-TO" PEOPLE

ARE EASY TO GET TO BY

Tostal
Telegraph

CHARGES FOR TELEGRAMS
'PHONED IN APPEAR ON YOUR

ffi^kv TELEPHONE BILL.

comsiui DUD goidg
DARRYL F. ZANUCK arrives in Washington

for huddles on Army training films.

JAMES R. GRAINGER leaves Sunday for New
York after spending 10 days on the Coast.

DOROTHY LAMOUR left Hollywood last night
on an extended tour for Treasury Department
to sell U. S. Defense Bonds. Her first stop
is Chicago on Saturday.

MARY ANDERSON, Paramount actress, has
arrived in New York for an appearance in the
stage play, "Cuest in the House."

JAMES A. FITZPATRICK, M-G-M short sub-
ject producer, arrives today from Hollywood.

ARNOLD PRESSBURGER, UA producer, leaves
for the Coast today.

TOM FARRELL, M-G-M salesman in Detroit,

is vacationing in New York.

FRANK REDMAN, RKO cameraman, is here

from the Coast and returns next week.

CHARLES COBURN leaves Hollywood today for

New York.

FORREST TUCKER, Columbia contract player,

planed in from the Coast to spend the New
Year holiday in New York. He will be here
for about two weeks.

RAY McDONALD and ELIZABETH PATTERSON,
M-G-M contract players, are visiting in New
York.

OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND, having just completed
"This Our Life," arrives in New York next week.

IRVING HOFFMAN, publicist, leaves Hollywood
today for New York.

TOMMY GOLDBERG returns to Baltimore at
the week-end.

Newark Exhibs Warned
To Bank Their Receipts

Newark, N. J.—Police this week
sent a special notice to all theater
operators urging them to bank re-
ceipts immediately instead of leaving
them in a safe overnight. Warning
followed the third case in the past
few months of removal of safes from
theater offices. This week thieves
carted off the Mayfair safe, and
according to Manager Bill Kane, got
$150 and 800 pounds of metal. Re-
cently the Hudson safe was taken,
along with $1,500 in Christmas
money, and earlier in the year
thieves got the Roosevelt safe and
$4,000.

New Haven Salesmen Vacation
New Haven — Salesmen at local

exchanges are on vacation in most
instances, although many have been
curtailed from two to one week on
account of the consent decree method
of selling. Earl Wright of 20th-Fox,
is vacationing in Waterville, Me.
Benjamin J. Lourie, Columbia sales-
man, is vacationing in Boston. Peter
DeFazio, of Vitagraph, Inc., is visit-

ing his family in Pittsburgh. Henry
Germaine of Paramount, is spending
his vacation in New Haven and visit-

ing the office frequently. William
Canelli, of RKO, is on a motor trip

to Washington and Baltimore.

Lou Pollock Under Knife

Lou Pollock, Eastern director of
publicity and advertising for Uni-
versal, underwent an operation for
appendicitis at the Fifth Ave. Hos-
pital Wednesday.

Edward L. Roddan Joins
MPPDA Information Dept.

Edward L. Roddan has joined the
MPPDA's information department,
Will H. Hays announced Wednes-
day. The information department
covers public relations and press
contacts. Roddan has been in the
newspaper field since 1923 and for-

merly was with Universal Service

and International News Service.

Aug Replaces Lemper as
Cincy Tribunal Clerk

Lorenz Lemper has resigned as
motion picture arbitration clerk in

Cincinnati and he has been replaced
by J. Vincent Aug. Aug is an attor-
ney and formerly was connected
with the city solicitor's office.

Metro Signs Film Daily
Staff Man as Writer

San Francisco -— Jack Pollexfen,
Film Daily staff correspondent, is

leaving town for a Hollywood screen-
writing job. Goes to work at Metro,
developing an original idea for Sam
Marx.

Chaplin Corp. Dissolves

Dover, Del.—The Charles Chaplin
Film Corp. has filed a certificate of
dissolution with the corporation de-
partment of the Secretary of State's
office.

F. F. F
You Want to Know?

Longer Runs in Chicago
Loop Picture Theaters

Chicago—Longer runs are preva
if

ing in the Loop, witness the six^
week of "Scarface" at the Wooc'j
the fifth of "Honky Tonk" at t

Apollo, the third of "Keep 'Em Fl
ing" at the Garrick, and the thi

of "Forty Thousand Horsemen" A

the World Playhouse.

"Sergeant York" has just >'

after nine weeks in B & K
houses.

Longevity mark is held by "Mil'
Ma Mere" and "School for Hu

'

bands," dual bill in its ninth moir
at the Studio Theater.

FitzPatrick Arriving Today
James A. FitzPatrick, producer 1

TravelTalks, arrives in New Yoi;
today in connection with a missic
into Central and South Americ
Trip will be in collaboration wi1
the John Hay Whitney office.

new ycer
THEATERS

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
50th St. & 6th Ave.

MICKEY ROONEY and JUDY GARLAND
in

"BABES ON BROADWAY"
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

ON STAGE: "THE BELLS RING OUT."
Produced by Florence Rogge. Symphony Orches-
tra under the direction of Erno Rapee.

1st Mezzanine Seats Reserved Circle 6-46C0

Bob Hope, Vera Zorina
and Victor Moore in

Paramount's

"LOUISIANA
PURCHASE"
PARAMOUNT

IN PERSON
GENE

KRUPA
and Orchestra
Extra: DINAH

SHORE
TIMES
SQUARE

CLAUDETTE COLBERT

"REMEMBER THE DAY"
with

John Payne
A 20th Century-Fox Picture

PLUS A BIG
STAGE SHOW

DAVV 7 1 AVENUEnVAI 50th STREET

1 T. \ 3 Ttf;H9

'How Green Was
My Valley'

Walter Pidgeon—Maureen O'Hara

AT LAST IT'S ON THE SCREEN

JHELLZaPOPPIN
OLSEN & JOHNSON • MARTHA RAYE
UNITED DIVAS I BROADWAY
ARTISTS *»*/! & 49th ST.

MIDNIGHT SHOW • DOORS OPEN 9:30 fl. Ml
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WEST SWELLS YEAR'S BUILDING TOTALS
J

Survey Shows '41 Notable YearfFor Equipment
Many Advances Emerged
To Benefit the Present

And Future of Filmland

Despite a 12-month span devoted
ito intensive defense preparations
and climaxed by the enforced entry
k f the U. S. into the world struggle
as an active belligerent, and not-
withstanding severe stress occas-
ioned by economic dislocations upon
the motion picture industry and allied

businesses, the year just terminated
shows progress on an impressive
scale which included the stepping-up
of scientific research; emergence of
newly-created products; refinements
effected to existing ones used in the
production, distribution and exhibi-
tion of films; striking ingenuity of

(Continued on Page i>)

Big WB Stand Ready

For Remodeling

Wilmington, Del.—Queen Theater,
">th and Market Sts., closes at mid-
night tomorrow for a $75,000 remod-
eling job and will reopen Jan. 23

as a first-run house, A. J. Vanni,
zone manager for Warner Bros., has
announced. Harry S. Lynch Co.,

Wilmington, is general contractor.
A permit has been issued to the

{Continued on Page 4)

Alexander Smith Carpet
For Remodeled Sevier

Johnson City, Tenn.—The Sevier
Theater here is being "completely re-

decorated inside and out" at a cost
of several thousand dollars under
the direction of R. F. Bourkard, in-

terior decorating specialist. New car-
(Continued on Page 4)

Lens-Coating Brish
Indianapolis—Extent to which film

theaters are taking advantage of

RCA's Magicote System for modern-
izing old lenses to give them longer

life at small cost is indicated by the

fact that, during the past several

weeks, more than 100 pairs of lenses

from the Chicago territory alone have

been sent for Magicote-ing to RCA's
factory here, where the work is done.

EQUIPMENT HEADLINES

• JANUARY •

Executives generally predicted further equipment progress during '41 despite

national defense program demands; a survey conducted by FILM DAILY EQUIPMENT
NEWS cautioned exhibitors to place their equipment orders at once.

Loew's American, located in East Bronx and designed by John Eberson, and first

Loew house launched in Greater New York in three years, is hailed by trade.

Dr. C. E. Mess of Eastman Kodak disclosed in Philadelphia a new, quicker and

better process for developing color motion pictures.

Defense program boomed theater attendance and theaters expected continuance.

Agfa revealed new High-Resolving Sound Recording 16 mm. film.

U. S. Rubber Co. labs, disclosed new upholstery material for theater chairs.

Obsolescence of film houses seen up by 4 per cent.

Figures released showed film theater projects gained in '40.

Monograph assured exhibitors company would meet all sound changes.

National Theater Supply and manufacturers set New York sales meet.

• FEBRUARY •

Theater Equipment Dealers Protective Assn. in full accord on co-operating 100

per cent with the Government.

Green declares IPC can meet all normal demands for projection and sound equipment.

(Continued on Page 8)

Plain Talk About Equipment
By GEORGE H. MORRIS

Equipment Editor, The Film Daily

VESTERDAY another year was born, at-

' tended by the traditional expressions of

hope and manifestations of gaiety. But it

was neither of these aspects which really

held the stage as 1942 came into being.

For, indeed, above the shouts of "Happy
New Year!" the exchange of boasts as

glasses tinkled, and the din of whistles,

horns and bells, there stood in full and

majestic relief the symbolic figure of

Liberty.

Twas she who held the spotlight in the

hearts and minds of our millions, notwith-

standing the apparent homage paid to

Infant 1942. The Little New Year, it was
apparent, would, like all its predecessors,

grow old and die. But not Liberty. She

must be kept immutable, ever strong. She

must be cherished. She must be protected.

That was the overtone heard and felt both

before and after the clock struck twelve.

IT is human, as well as divine, that those

' things we cherish most excite in us the

instinct and will to most carefully and stren-

uously protect. The prerequisite to true

and effective protection is determination

so to do. To the defense of Liberty, the

nation is dedicated in this hour and hence-

forth, as at no other period in our history.

Filmland, and its interlaced industries,

—

part and parcel of the nation,—intend and
will do all that is possible for that success-
ful and just defense, and to secure the good
end to the good fight.

But we cannot, and must not, let fear

and lethargy creep into our actions, thoughts
or decisions. We cannot let either ideals

or our business activities grow stagnant.
We must progress,—calmly, deliberately,

purposefully. We must work one with the

other in patience, understanding and trust.

We must serve nation's needs to our utmost,
and our industry with all that can be spared
equitably. We must continue to build new
theaters; to remodel existing ones, and pay
heed to their efficient maintenance,—for

the shadow drama is now more than meets
the eye. It is,—in the providing of recrea-

tion and information, and in the sustaining

of morale,—a mighty factor in bringing

about the inevitable triumph before us.

•

TO all engaged in this mighty factor we
call filmland, the staff of FILM DAILY

EQUIPMENT NEWS extends most cordial

wishes for a New Year replete with every-

thing worth while, and that the industry

in its true character and wisdom will con-
tinue to act upon the words attributed

poetically to America's discoverer:

"Sail on! sail on! sail on! and on!"

Returns Being Gathered
From 11 States Disclose

Many Important Projects

San Francisco — As statisticians

bent over calculating machines and
thumbed stacks of new building and
remodeling data, covering some
dozen States along this seaboard and
in the Rocky Mountain sector, pre-
liminary estimates indicated a better
than even chance that the theater
construction and renovation totals

for the calendar year 1941 in these
sectors might boost the national

(Continued on Page 4)

Altec Biz Booming

In Two Large Keys

Brisk new-business activities, as
reported by the Boston and New
York districts of Altec Service, are
reflected in sound service contracts
with the following theaters.
Magnet, Claremont, N. H.; Plaza,

Berry, N. H.; Scenic, Keene. N. H.;
State, Burlington, Vt.; Welden, St.

Albans, Vt.; Avon, Springfield, Vt.;

Colonial, Maynard, Mass.; Eastwood,
East Hartford, Conn.; Fort Lee, Fort
Lee, N. J.; Union Hall, Gouverneur,
N. Y.; Avon and Hollvwood. Syra-
cuse, N. Y.; and Capitol, Niagara
Falls.

Contract Is Let For New
Theater In Northwest

Poulsbo, Wash.—J. Alamos has let

contract for a new theater here to

take the place of the Alamos Thea-
ter.

Work will be started early this

year.

Keep 'Em Crashing!
Rochester—Funds of the Red Cross

will be boosted by novel plan started

by 300 employes in two departments

of the Kodak Park plant of Eastman
Kodak Co. For every Jap plane

reported shot down, each of the 300
employes will drop a penny in a box

in the departments. One plane

equals $3, and 10 planes $30 daily

for the Red Cross.
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Allis-Chalmers Official

Joins York Directorate

York, Pa. — Walter Geist, vice-

president of Allis-Chalmers Manu-
facturing Co., was elected a director

of York Ice Machinery Corp. at a
recent meeting of the board of di-

rectors of the corporation held here.

Geist was born in Milwaukee in

1894 and entered the employ of Allis-

Chalmers in 1909. After a rapid
advance in many positions he became
a designing engineer and researcher
in the principle of multiple V-belt
power transmission which he de-

veloped into the "Texrope Drive"
that has accounted for an appre-
ciable volume for the Allis-Chalmers
Manufacturing Co. since its intro-

duction in 1925.
From assistant manager of the

milling department, Geist became
general representative in charge of
the company's domestic and foreign
offices, and in 1939 was elected vice-

president of Allis-Chalmers.

Toledo's Loop Theater
Improved by O'Connell

Toledo, O. — The Loop Theater,
closed since it suffered a $1,000 fire

Nov. 30, has reopened after having
been completely modernized and re-
decorated, announces Jack O'Connell,
manager. The blaze started in the
basement, from defective wiring, and
the floor supports were burned
through and required entire recon-
struction. Quantity of cocoanut oil

used for popcorn, stored in the base-
ment, exploded.
New type of screen . and several

major improvements to the sound
and project equipment were installed,
O'Connell said.

Gets New Marquee
Hartford—A new 14 x 20 all-neon

marquee has been installed at the
Shulman Kivoli.

(letitaU,—
P^ FULL line of modern

equipment together with
a staff of trained men to
handle any job large or small
anytime, anywhere. Genera-
tor trucks, searchlights and-
floodlights, for premieres and
general lighting activities.

Let Us Enlighten You on
Your Lighting Problem!

CHARLES ROSS Inc.
333 W. 52nd St.. New York City

Telephone!: Circle 6-5470-5471

Lewis Named Vice-Prexy
By RCA Mfg. Co. Board

Edward E. Lewis has been elected
to the position of vice-president of
the RCA Manufacturing Co. by the
board of directors, it has been an-
nounced by G. K. Throckmorton,
president.

In his new executive position,
Lewis will direct the activities of
the company's Finance and Accounts
Divisions, and will continue in his
former capacity as director of the
Priorities Division. These assign-
ments will relieve F. H. Corregan,
vice-president and secretary, for gen-
eral executive activities.

Rising from time clerk in the fac-
tory of the Maxwell Motor Car Co.,
Lewis held a number of increasingly
important positions with several cor-
porations. His wide experience in-
cludes supervisorv and executive con-
trol of production, coordination, cost
control, payroll, industrial analysis,
and finance.

He joined the RCA organization to
take over important duties in con-
nection with accounting and statis-
tics. Later he was placed in charge
of Works Accounting at Camden. A
short time after he was promoted to
take over increased responsibilities
as General Administrator of Ac-
counts and Finance. His most recent
position has been as Director of
Priorities.

Third Largest Para. Stand
Reopens in Florida

Coral Gables, Fla.—All the fan-
fare of a Hollywood premier was in
evidence when the remodeled Gables
Theater opened for the season. The
building emerged from its cocoon
after undergoing a $50,000 face-
lifting operation, a literally glitter-
ing monument. The exterior has
been covered with plexeglass in gold
and silver. New sound and projec-
tion equipment has been installed,
and fluorescent carpeting covers the
aisles. Super comfort seats have
been placed.
The Gables is the third largest

theater in the Paramount chain, and
is operated under the management
of Leroy J. Boone.

Crestview Betters Projection
Crestview, Fla.— New projectors,

sound svstrms and screen are being
installed in the Crestview Theater.
The work is being done under the
supervision of Simplex technicians.

35MM SOUND PRINTER--$295.00

Contact continuous type for table mount-

ing. RCA PHOTOPHONE RECORDER,
35mm — $795.00 with galvanometer,

motor, all ready to go. EYMO CAMERA
with 2" COOKE LENS—$175.00 with

case, matched finder for telephoto.

SEND FOR BARGAIN BULLETIN
RECOR-3M-FD.

S. O. S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.

636 Eleventh Ave., New York, N. Y.

Trio of Equipment Firms
Chartered in N. Y. State

Albany—Three equipment concerns
have just been chartered to do busi-

ness in New York State, according
to the Secretary of State's office.

Pan-Am Newsreel Corp., motion
picture machines, $20,000 authorized
capital stock, subscribers being Ralph
Bosch, Flushing, L. I., Nicholas H.
Ruiz, New York and Albert V. Testa,
Brooklyn. Counsel for the concern
is Bosch, whose law office is at 52
Wall St., and Troob-Blumenthal,
Inc., motion picture film, 100 shares,

no par value, subscribers being Le-
Roy Blumenthal, Emanuel H. Rand
and Lester Troob, 1560 Broadway.
Counsel is Jerome S. Blumenthal,
1476 Broadway, New York.
Also Colonial Productions, Inc.,

$10,000 authorized capital stock, mo-
tion picture films, subscribers being
B. L. Crantz, Frances Carrier, both
of New York and Emmitt Jones,
Leonia, N. J. Counsel filing papers
was J. J. Goetz, 245 West 55th St.,

New York.

Redecorated Flagler Is

Launched by Copelan

Miami—Gus Copelan is the new
owner of the Flagler Theater, which
he obtained from Paramount Thea-
ters, Inc., of Miami. This is a 980-

seat house and has been redecorated.
Copelan comes to Miami from De-
troit where he operated the Colum-
bia, Times Square and the Cinema
Theaters. He also built and oper-
ated the Vanity Theater in Windsor,
Ont.
Copelan states it will be his policy

to show exploitation films as often
as feasible, and that the house is to

be operated on a low price policy.

S. D. Smith, formerly of the Smith
Road Shows, is manager.

Morin Selects Simplex
Brookville, Ind.—Howard F. Morin,

operator of the Morin Theater, has
purchased Simplex E-7 Mechanisms,
LL-3 pedestals, 18-inch magazines,
Simplex high lamps and rectifiers.

Ritz Is Modernized
Newcomerstown, O. — Orrt Bros.

have modernized their Ritz Theater
with Simplex E-7 projectors, Sim-
plex lamp houses and full uphol-
stered Irwin chairs.

i
Always

Dependable

MOTIOGRAPH
PROJECTORS

See Your Independent Theatre

Supply Dealer for Full Information

COmmC and Gome

CHESTER OWLETT has arrived in Rocheste
from Poughkeepsie to serve as principal enginee
in the ordnance division of Eastman Kodak.

BILL GEDRIS. Ideal Seating Co. prexy, v.

scheduled to arrive in New York next week frorr

firm's headquarters in Grand Rapids.

JOE HORNSTEIN. head of Joe Hornstein, Inc.

returned to New York this week from a busir

trip to New Haven where he supervised insta

tion of Mirrophonic equipment in the Paramou.
exchange.

JOHN EBERSON is back in town from Pitts-

burgh where he has been inspecting progress of

the Alvin Theater's remodeling.

STANLEY HAND, Altec staff representative,

has returned to company's headquarters follow-
ing a business trip through the Southwest.

DREW EBERSON, junior partner of the archi-

tectural firm of John and Drew Eberson, will

arrive in New York next week from Florida.

Dipson Chain Appoints
Finley Mgr. of Amherst

Buffalo—John Finley has been ap-
pointed manager of the newly-con-
structed Amherst Theater, nabe
house in a new development opposite
University of Buffalo campus, An-
drew Gibson of the Dipson chain
announced. House has just opened.

C. S. Williams succeeds Finley as
house manager of the 20th Century,
Dipson's downtown house. Formerly
treasurer of the Teck Theater, Buf-
falo, and manager of the Circle The-
atre, Indianapolis, Williams for the
last three years has been with Ross
Federal Service, Buffalo.

NTS Supplies Deuber
Cleveland—National Theater Sup-

ply's Cleveland office is furnishing
practically all of the equipment for
the new 998-seat new Deuber Thea-
ter, Canton, which Harold Makison
and Frank Goetke are opening. It

consists of super E-7 Simplex projec-
tors, Simplex sound, Hertner gene-
rator, Brenkert magnarc lamps,
Walker screen, Crestwood carpet and
Bosch & Lomb F-2 lenses. Seats are
being supplied by American Seating
Co. and were sold by Frank Boyd,
American representative.

For_
FLAGS-
BANNERS—
VALANCES—

IT'
LIEBERMAN
Flag and Valance Co.

71 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y.

646 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Illinois

8954 Cibson Street, Los Angeles, Calif.
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HIGHEST EFFICIENCY IN SCREEN LIGHT PRODUCTION IS

OBTAINED WITH THE ONE KILOWATT HIGH INTENSITY ARC

• The phenomenal progress in efficiency

of projection lighting is shown in the

accompanying chart. For each watt of

power purchased the modern "One Kilo-

watt" high intensity arcs deliver approxi-

mately 30 times as many screen lumens as

the old condenser type low intensity arcs

and from 2 to 3 times as many screen

lumens as the later

reflector type low

intensity arcs. The
THE NEW "ONE KILOWATT" ARCS USE "NATIONAL,"

"SUPREX" AND "OROTIP" CARBONS

remarkable increase in efficiency of these

modern high intensity arcs enables the

owners of small theatres to offer their

patrons the highest standard of projection

in the industry. Installation and operating

costs are low. If you are using low inten-

sity projection it will pay you to ascer-

tain what the new "One Kilowatt" arcs

can do for you. Ask

your dealer for a

demonstration.

The wards "National,** "Suprex." ami "Orotip" arc trade-marks of National Carbon Company, Inc.

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.
Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

Carbon Sales Division, Cleveland, Ohio

GENERAL OFFICES

30 East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.

BRANCH SALES OFFICES

New York, Pittsburgh, Chicago, St. Louis, San Francisco
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West Swelling '41

Building Totals

(Continued from Page 1)

total to an aggregate exceeding that

which was registered in 1940.

While the actual returns are not

yet in, channels close to the com-
pilations called attention to the fact

that the Western States have been
particularly active in putting up new
houses this past year, and improv-
ing extant stands. Adding appreci-

ably to the national totals will cer-

tainly be the expansion and improve-
ments effected by Fox West Coast
Theaters, Fox West Coast Theaters
of Northern California, Fox Inter-

Mountain Theaters, T & D circuit,

Principal Theaters, Golden States

circuit, Warners, and others. Para-
mount's extensive job in altering

the recently-acquired El Capitan
(now the Hollywood Paramount) is

also a factor in swelling the remod-
eling figure, since this was a costly

and major operation.

One of the chief reasons why the
November-December total is expected
to be higher than a year ago is the

rapidity with which a number of

chains, anticipating then-impending
defense needs, hastened their proj-

ects to completion. Many houses,
too, changed ownership in the final

quarter of 1941, and their new pilots

promptly improved them.
When returns nationally are in,

the 1941 figures are expected to show
new construction and remodeling
reaching the highly satisfactory

total of between $23,000,000 and
$24,000,000.

Alexander Smith Carpet
For Remodeled Sevier

(.Continued from Page 1)

pets have been laid by Alexander-
Smith, while a new front is being
constructed by Otis L. Tyre, John-
son City contractor.
Work is being done while the

house is dark and so far no moving
picture time has been lost, manage-
ment says.

Hot Springs Theaters
Will Undergo Repairs

Hot Springs, Ark.—If it is possible

to obtain materials the Malco Music
Hall on the site of the old Princess

Theater will be completed at a cost

of some $50,000. W. Clyde Smith,
manager of the Malco Theaters here,

asserts.
Smith declared that the project

hinged upon the ability of the Malco
interests to obtain the necessary ma-
terials.

Weiland Building 500-Seater

Pittsburgh—A. A. Weiland, pioneer
exhibitor in this territory, who for

many years formerly operated the
Rialto Theater, Mt. Oliver, and the

Weiland Theater, East End, is build-

ing a new 500-seat house in Coraop-
olis, Pa., which is reported to be
completed by the end of January.

• • • GOOD progress is reported on that "Big Game Hunt" which

National Theater Supply Co. launched at December's outset to grab

large contracts for G-E Mazda Lamps, of which there is no supply

shortage Cash bounties were offered to NTS branches during the

designated contract "hunting season." set to end April 30 Every-

one in the branches is eligible, and, instead of the cash (if they win it),

those successful can take Defense Savings Stamps or Defense Bonds

to help the U. S. along the victory road Bounties run from $10

to $30 Incidentally, G-E is in reportedly excellent shape to supply

Mazda Lamps, having been sufficiently far-sighted to build up a

materials backlog Besides,—did you know that the org, has its

own tungsten mines in China?

• • • FEW weeks before Xmas, Bell if Howell inaugurated a

unique and helpful service to dealers in the matter of helping latter

to know and predict delivery dates accurately on "back orders"

A special secretary was moved into the B if H shipping room, and,

as shipments went forward to a dealer, company wrote that dealer

by air mail, notifying him what was coming and when to expect

it. Thus the dealer could plan to advertise, or telephone his cus-

tomers, or plan a display Back of the idea was sincere desire

of B if H to be as heupful and co-operative as possible during difficult

period when supply cannot equal demand

• • • BITS from Rochester: Philip C. Wolz, assistant per-

sonnel director at Eastman Kodak Co.'s Kodak Park, is the new chief

zone warden of Rochester's air raid protective service In his

new post, Wolz, who trained in evacuation and blackout work in

World War No. 1, will assist and advise the zone wardens in perfecting

the air raid precaution setup, and will be in charge of the civilian

program, working with the police precincts Thomas J. Hargrove,

Eastman Kodak prexy. and Frank W. Lovejoy. chairman of Kodak's

board, have been elected trustees of the Rochester Chamber of Com-

merce

T T

• • • AS part of a company-wide program of war prepared-

ness, employes at the Kearney, N. J., Works of Western Electric are

currently giving a series of demonstrations of civilian first aid prac-

tices under blitz conditions In the first of this series, graudates

of a WE first aid course staged a simulated attack by enemy bombers,

then demonstrated their skill in an emergency before an audience of

their fellow employes And, Boy, what showmanship! To
add to the dramatic effect, motion pictures of big bombers and crumb-

ling buildings introduced the demonstration Additional realism

was imparted by crashing sound effects of bomb emplosions and anti-

aircraft fire The stage setting, prepared from photographs of

devastated dwellings in Europe, represented the demolished interior

of a home Plaster, bricks and debris were heaped on the floor

Lying as they fell, their clothing torn and stained by "blood"

(roten polish), were a man and a woman, victims of the "raid"

Onto this scene of chaos came the first aiders, ready to render any

immediate treatment necessary In case Cecil B. Demille wants

the original cast for a production, here 'tis: The "victims,"—

Miss Miriam Hull and Edward Gill The first aiders—Charles E.

Vaughn, Herman Kurre and Irving J. Ran Dr. F. Parker Willey,

company physician, supplied the offstage commentary, and the setting

was designed by Herbert Goodman and William Dilger

Big WB Stand Ready

For Remodeling

(Continued from Page 1)

Wilmington Amusement Co., owne
of the building, by the building in

spector's office for a $1,500 semi
circular marquee with a neon sigi

bearing the theater's name. A n
entrance of white mahogany will
constructed with the box-office move-
from the center to the right side.

Interior marble will be replace*
with white mahogany, set off witl

damask drapes and a modernisti'
ceiling will be installed. The las

three rows of orchestra seats wil
be removed to enlarge the lobby an(

new seats with 32-inches of spac<

from back to back will be installed

The boxes in the orchestra and bal
cony will be removed and the seatinj
capacity will be reduced by abou
200.

The lounge and rest rooms fo:

orchestra patrons will be on the sec
ond floor, reached by a staircas<|

leading from the first floor. Simila:

quarters for balcony patrons will bi

on the second floor.

Throughout the building there wil
be new draperies, carpets and fix

tures. The latest type of screen
new curtains and set will be installei

on the stage. Improved RCA supe
sound and projection equipment wil

be added.
Parts of the renovation not inter

fering with the operation of th>

house have been under way for sev
eral weeks. Richard V. Kirsh i

house manager.

Theater Fires

Atlanta — Fire destroyed loca
Tenth Street Theater on Christma,
Eve, damage amounting to som

:

$20,000. About 30 patrons were h
the auditorium when blaze started
but escaped injury. However, twj
pedestrians and three firemen wer
hurt when the theater's chimne;
fell. Day prior to the conflagration
house's owner, John G. Evins, died

and the theater had opened late oj

Christmas Eve to permit employe
to attend his funeral.

Osceola, Ark.—Miss Emma Co>
owner of the Gem Theater whici
burned recently at an estimated los

of $60,000, and who also owns th.

Joy Theater here, said the Gem wil

probably be rebuilt. ' Insuranc
amounts to $15,000.

Rochester—The Babcock Theate
in nearby Bath was damaged b;

smoke when a fire broke out in th

office of Harold Lee, manager. Caus
of blaze was undetermined. Dam
age was set at more than $1,000.

Toledo—A fire that caused con
siderable damage has closed Jac^

O'Connell's Loop Theater for sev
eral weeks, during which time it i

being remodeled.
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Warner Bros. Build

Air Raid Shelters

By RALPH WILK
IV,-.' Coast Bureau w THB FI1 M DAILY

Burbank — Warner Bros, studios

riere have completed the first sand-

iiagged air raid shelters in the mo-
ion picture industry with an auxili-

ary system of branches, parapets

ind dugouts, and 10 more are to be

built.

Four major shelters, all situated

in basements of steel and concrete

buildings, and all honey combed with
sand-bagging, are now ready for any
emergency. At same time, Blayney
Matthews, Superintendent of Safety
and Personnel, revealed three 200-ft.

branches en back lot. Trenches are

in readiness for safety of persons
who may be too far from shelters

at time of a raid.

Warner Bros, plan is to provide

for evacuation of up to 3,500 em-
ployes within 12 minutes after a

warning. If warning is flashed when
enemy planes are sighted off coast,

this could give time to spare to in-

sure safety of every person in studio.

Need Anticipated

Warner Bros, shelters now ready
are result of months of planning.
They are complete with beds, hospi-

tal units, water in gas-proof con-
tainers, kitchens, and gas protection.
Wardens have been appointed, col-

ored arrows have been painted on
sidewalks pointing to shelters, and
within few days rehearsal will be
held to time studio evacuation.
At the same time, Warner Bros,

has set up elaborate checking sys-
tem against possibility of sabotage,
has acquired three surgical ambu-
lances, and has installed field tele-

phones all over lot so as to be inde-

pendent of any breakdown in wire
service.

Field hospitals and fire-fighting

units are in training and first-aid

groups are organized. Studio has
been divided into four zones, each
with a commander and staff under
him. Rescue, salvage and incendi-
ary bomb extinguisher squads are
also organized.

Specially built underground stor-
age room has been installed for
fuel, lubricants, paints, lacquers and
other inflammable material. Mem-
bers of police and fire departments
have been assigned to air raid sta-
tions, protected by sandbags, from

SIMPLEX PORTABLE
35 mm. Projectors

in excellent condition

Models SPS and SPU

1936 and 1937

Complete . . . Guaranteed

CRITERION PRODUCTS CORP.
1600 Broadway, New York

WHO'SWHO IN EQUIPMENT
BERT SANFORD, JR. Eastern District Manager, Altec Service Corp. Born in

New York City and attended local public and private schools. Began his

versatile and highly successful fiim industry career as an actor with D. W.
Griffith's Biograph productions, his first role being a "spear carrier." In 1912

he joined General Film Co. as a booker, later becoming head booker, and subse-

quently shifted into the sales field for the organization

which then appointed him assistant manager of the New
York exchange. In 1917 joined Pathe and was placed in

charge of bookings, going from that post to salesman for

the New York territory. Joined Erpi as New York sales-

man in 1929. Was soon promoted to take charge of sales

throughout New York State. In 1931 was again pro-

moted, this time as manager of merchandise sales. Then
received still another boost,—to office of Northeastern

Divisional Sales Manager, Dec, 1933. Some four years

later, Altec Service Corp., then newly-formed, made him

the firm's Eastern Sales Manager. Currently occupies

post of Eastern District Manager. Is member of the

Motion Picture Pioneers and numerous other industry

organizations. Among his hobbies is golf. Enjoys high

admiration, popularity and good-will among all branches

of filmland. Resides in New York at Castle Village. Is

married and has a daughter, Patricia.

Novelty Scenic Studios

Complete Four Houses

Novelty Scenic Studios reports
that it has completely finished deco-

rating the newly-opened new Edge-
moor Theater, Edgewood Hills, Wil-
mington, Del. Firm furnished grey-
blue velour wall coverings, gold vel-

our stage curtain decorated with
fluorescent paint, and the tufted
leatherette wall treatment in the
foyer.

Company has also finished deco-

rating the new Duabar Theater,
Canton, O., for Frank Gaethke.
Work consisted of draperies and
stage equipment, wall coverings, and
fluorescent murals.
Other recently completed decorat-

ing jobs include the New Grove The-
ater, Lorain, O., for George Schenker,
with draperies, stage equipment and
wall coverings, and the Garden The-
ater, Portsmouth, O., with wall cov-

erings and standee rail curtains.

Suburban Detroit House
Opened by Brooks Bros.

Detroit—The Rouge Theater, new
900-seat suburban theater in River
Rouge, has been opened by Bernard,
Joseph, and Leonard Brooks as a
companion to their completely re-

modeled Admiral, opened only three
weeks earlier.

New house feature the use of
Flex-glass, in convexly bent mirror
form in complete trim around the
columns.

Principal contractors on the new
house were: C. Howard Crane, archi-
tect; Adler Contracting Co., general
builders; Hans Teichert, decorations;
American Seating Co., seats; Mork-
Green Studios, scenery; RCA-Photo-
phone, sound; and National Theater
Supply Co., National marquee, car-
pets, fixtures, Peerless Magnarc
lamps with Simplex E-7 heads, and
cooling system.

Canadian Circuit Is

Improving Houses

St. John, N. B. — Franklin &
Herschorn theaters are being recon-
ditioned. A new vitrolite front has
bfen completed at the Family, Hali-
fax, enhancing this front greatly.
Some changes are being planned at
the Oxford, Halifax, recently ac-
quired from Famous Players Cana-
dian. Just what will be done has not
been decided on. The first inspection
of this theater, about three years
old, since F & H took it over, was
made by J. M. Franklin, of St. John,
although convalescing from an ill-

ness.

Work in enlarging and renovating
the Community, Yarmouth, is con-
tinuing, although scarcity of ma-
terials is slowing up the work. Re-
modeling of the Mayfair, St. John,
has been deferred indefinitely due to
the dearth of materials including
seats. The changes here planned in-

clude locating of a large and ornately
finished and fixtured room for wo-
men and girls, and another for males,
less fastidious. There will also be
a foyer, not now available. House
will be re-seated, and there will be
new lighting fixtures, screen, and
sound. Enlargement of the offices

has been completed. This has about
doubled the space, and allowed in-
stallation of a larger filing system.

Ezella's Equip. Bought

Cleveland — The Scoville, Essick
and Reif circuit has purchased from
National Theater Supply for its new
Ezella Theater, Simplex projectors,
Peerless Magnarc lamp houses, Hert-
ner generator, Simplex sound, Bosch
& Lomb F-2 lenses Walker screen
and Alexander Smith Crestwood car-
pets. The 1,350 seats are being sub-
plied by Frank Boyd of American
Seating Co.

upAIRco

EXHIBITORS

"BOOKING DATES" ADVANCED BY THE WAB

ON ALL THEATRE COOLING EQUIPMENT!

If you are planning to install Kooler-aire Comfort

Cooling in your theatre in time for next summer's

hot weather business, DON'T PUT IT OFF AN-
OTHER DAY! "Book" your needs NOW while the

price and delivery situation are still favorable. There

is no obligation in asking a usAIRco representative to

call and discuss your requirements—but it is defi-

nitely to your interest to have him call at the earliest

possible date. Write us TODAY.

UNITED STATES AIR CONDITIONING CORPORATION MINNEAPOLIS

MINNESOTA
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'41 Advances In Equipment Are Many/Varied
Strides Were Registered

In All Branches of Trade;

Theaters Benefit Chiefly

(Continued from Page 1)

architects in fashioning new and
practical designs to conform with

the exigencies of the times; and the

strategic as well as sound judgment
of circuits and individual exhibitors

in constructing new theaters, remod-
eling present properties, and main-
taining their houses in efficient con-

dition,—these in brief form the gen-

eral picture of 1941 in retrospect, a
survey of the year discloses.

Eastman's New Glass

One of 1941's major developments
was the new optical glass developed
by Eastman Kodak's research labo-

ratories in Rochester'. The new glass

represents the first great change in

optical glass since Jena made a new
glass, about 1890.
Eastman's glass is made of a mix-

ture of the oxides of the rarer metals
—tungsten, tantalum, thorium, and
lanthanum—mixed with borax.

It makes possible a tremendous
forward step in making lenses for

aerial cameras. What is wanted in

these lenses is glass that has a high
bending power for light with as

little dispersion of the rays as pos-

sible. This means clearer, sharper
pictures taken from great heights.

What this glass will eventually do
to the science of glass making, and
to cameras, is still impossible to say.

So far, it is being made on a labora-
tory scale, and it sells for a high
price. It will probably always be
much more expensive than ordinary
glass, because of the cost of the

rare materials involved. (Inciden-
tally, it has created a new use for
a group of metallic "chemicals.")

The glass was invented by Dr. G.

W. Morey, U. S. Geophysical Labora-
tory in Washington. He first got
the idea for using these new mate-
rials, and the Eastman laboratories

helped in wokring out methods of
putting the theory into practice.

Plastics Advance
One of the most important forward

steps in plastics was Eastman's dis-

covery that cellulose, treated with
both acetic and butyric acid, makes
a much better material highly resis-

tant to moisture and with great
dimensioned stability—which means
it doesn't change shape. The new
material, called cellulose acetate
butyrate, was first introduced about
a year ago in the form of long
strips, like reeds, woven into out-
door furniture. The strips are ex-
truded, like tooth-paste, in a contin-

ous process, and the development of
this new technique, called extrusion
molding, has led to many important
new uses for this type of plastic.

Architectural moldings to bind wall
boards account for a large share of

the business.

Strides by Motiograph

Motiograph, Inc., during 1941, ma-
terially expanded its sound system

Bucci Drops Plans To Build The Cine Boma;
And It Sounds Like a Very Practical Idea

Detroit—Practically complete stoppage of available film product from Italian

sources has caused dropping of plans for the Cine Roma Theater, according

to Paris Bucci, who headed the project. Bucci has been showing Italian films

for several years in various local houses, especially the Park. The ultimate aim

was a new theater, to be erected on a lot selected a year ago on Gratiot Ave.,

but construction had not been started, and plans are now off, Bucci said.

line to include models particularly

suited for the needs of the smaller
theater. The Mirrophonic Sound Sys-
tem line now has 10 different models
as compared to but four in the pre-

vious year.

Company also added to its line in

1941 a new low-cost projector stand
with many of the adjustable fea-

tures heretofore available on only
higher cost projector pedestals.

Motiograph, too, added to its K
projector mechanism the full and
exclusive use of score-proof remov-
able oil absorbent and self-lubricat-

ing bearings instead of bronze bear-
ings formerly utilized.

NCC's Contribution

National Carbon Co. has been
gradually feeding into the trade, dur-
ing the past year, new "Suprex"
type carbons, both positives and neg-
atives, which will result in a saving
of approximately 15 per cent in the
cost for the same amount of light

on the screen as was obtained with
the old carbons, or an increase of

from 15 to 20 per cent in the amount
of light for the same cost. It has
not been possible to date to change
over 100 per cent of production to
make this advantage available to all

parts of the United States, but early
in 1942 company expects this change-
over to have been accomplished.

Improvements have, likewise, been
made in 16.6 mm. high intensity car-
bons, whereby a greatly increased
amount of light is available for a
slight increase in power and carbon
costs. These carbons were developed
primarily for those large first-run
houses who require very large
amounts of light, and enable them
to show color pictures, or dense film
prints, with a sufficient amount of
light on the screen for the comfort
and enjoyment of their patrons.

Accent on Carpet

Alexander Smith & Sons made
impressive strides in both manufac-
turing and distribution of their car-
pets, and sales were heavy through-
out the 12-month span. Refinements
were effected in organization's fluor-

escent carpet which glows with so-

called black light activation. Many
new theaters, as well as extant ones,
installed this ultra-modern carpet.
It was particularly popular among
the more progressive architects and
theater owners.

One of the outstanding develop-
ments in carpet weaving, from the
standpoint of theater operators in-

terested in long wear, unlimited de-
sign and color possibilities and avoid-
ance of waste was made via Lok-

weave Broadloom, product of the
Bigelow Weavers. Lokweave emerged
with a unique construction especially

desirable, its makers stated, for the-

ater use. Numerous advantages
spring from fact that every tuft is

woven through the back, and that
each tuft is locked into place by a
special backing compound, which
prevents "sprouting" of tufts.

Chairs Improved

Kroehler Mfg. Co., Chicago, re-

fined its sensational Push Back thea-
ter chairs which many theaters or-

dered during the year, and, upon a
number of occasions, turned out
these chairs in special designs for
architects and theaters. Broadcast-
ing studios, because of their silence-

demands, also freely ordered Push
Backs.

American Seating, Heywood-
Wakefield, Ideal, Irwin and other
chair manufacturers likewise brought
out chairs of ultra quality and ser-

viceability. American Desk Mfg. Co.
redesigned their opera chair hinges,
added streamlined seat bottom pans,
and also furnished new-type back
construction on certain types of

their chairs.

All seating companies were
weighed down with national defense
work.

One of the standout chair devel-

opments was made by the Peabody
Seating Co. during the year, but its

actual introduction will be made at

some future time when materials
are available to manufacture it. In
the interim, the company,—also in-

undated with defense orders,—will
market its regular chairs in limited
quantities, with accent on comfort
and serviceability.

USAirCo Sets Record

Vast strides were registered in the
air conditioning field by United
States Air Conditioning Corp. of
Minneapolis. Not only did this or-

ganization institute many refine-

ments to its line of theater units,

but had the biggest year in firm's
history, passing the 8,000 mark in

theater installations, which means
a figure representing more than half
of the theaters now operating and
attended by the public.

York Ice Machinery Corp. antici-
pates many improvements in its line

for 1942. Research activity has been
expanded so that latest develop-
ments in design, materials, manu-
facturing technique, and application
engineering can be incorporated im-
mediately in York products for every
requirement. York "Freon - 12"

Water Cooling Systems, Yorkaire

Research, Developments
Aimed At Giving Public

More Comfort Than Ever

self-contained air conditioners, coils

and coil type air units for theater .

systems have been developed to inf

corporate these technical advances^
and manufacturing refinements,
which in many cases permit the use
of materials which should be avail-

able, in some degree, for civilian re-

quirements.
S.O.S. Cinema Supply Corp.'s In-

verse Feedback Amplifiers met with
wide success among exhibitors, espe-
cially in Latin America. Firm's
Gyro-Stabilizer Soundheads repre-
sented a forward step in construc-
tion of low-priced sound reproducers,
and the S.O.S. line of Stereopticons
were bettered. Refinements were
also incorporated the company's
cooling units.

Coin Machine Scores

New admission taxes and demand
for box-office efficiency saw the Mod-
el 201 Brandt Automatic Cashier in

lively demand. This machine became
of standout importance because of
its ability to deliver any amount in

change from one cent to $1 by press-
ing but one key,—the key corre-
sponding to the price of admission.
For example, if an admission is 44
cents and $1 is tendered in payment,
the ticket seller merely presses key
44 and 56 cents is instantaneously
and automatically delivered directly

into the cup for the patron.
With mushrooming of small house

where the marquee fits against the
building facade, demand was brisk
for the lower-priced marquees man-
ufactured by the Artkraft Sign Co.,

of Lima, O. There are four models,
—Crown, Regent, Royal and Prin-
cess,—ranging from 12 ft. to 20 ft.,

built to company's general prefab-
ricated construction. Company also
did strong business in their refined

pre-fabricated marquees of all sizes.

New Plastic Letters

Certainly a big advance was af-

fected via introduction by Wagner
Sign Service, Inc., of Chicago, via
its sensational new Plastic Letters
capable of being mounted in frames,
used as standee letters on top of
frame, and suspended from bottom
of frame in theater lobbies. They
are available in 4-inch and 10-inch

sizes in Opaque Black, Translucent
Red, Amber, Green and Blue.
Aforementioned are but a few of

the vast list of 1941 developments.
Technicians were busy throughout
the span bringing about improve-
ments and new developments in pic-

ture-making. Evolving of color pix
for all cameras by Eastman, and
that organization's acquisition of

the patent covering the "gold" sound
track, developed by Leopold D. Man-
nes and Leopold Godowsky, Jr., are
examples.

RCA-Brenkert Pact

During 1941, RCA took over world-
wide distribution of all the products

(Continued on Page 7)
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-Dimension Tele

yed by Pic Trade

London (By Air Mail)—Film tech-
eians are showing inten?e and
ogressive interest in the recent
monstration of three-dimensional
levision image in color, another
iumph achieved here by science,
spite wartime handicaps.
John L. Baird, inventor of tele-

sion, revealed for the first time
development in photo-transmission
radio waves which, he said, may

wal in importance the birth of the
lephone and wireless.
Those who saw the pictures said
ey had the illusion of peeking into
i intensely real world. The pictures
?re transmitted from a nearby
udio.

In addition to the fllowers, the
itehers say a puff of smoke spiral-

g up first from a pipe and then
om a cigaret.

The pictures were in color, and
ey had the qualities of depth ap-
rent to images on the naked eye.

Admittedly, Baird barely is past
e experimental stage with the new
velopment. He said one of the
ijor handicaps to be overcome is

pansion of screening facilities for
jlticolored three-dimensional tele-

iion from the present limits, which
able only one person to see at a
ne.

Costly Experiments
At present the pictures must be
jwed from directly in front of the
reen to get the three-dimensional
ality.

Baird said he was working to de-
lop the invention so that the pic-

re could be expanded for large
eater screens.
The 53-year-old father of tele-

~ion said he achieved his three-
mensional colored picture- by ap-
ying principles of stereos:opy with
mplicated color processes to radio
:ture transmission.
''All the experimental work is be-

g done at my own expense," he said.

Cheap Sets Loom
Baird predicted that after the war
-ners of television sets would be
le to get instruments adapting the
reivers either to color or stereo-
)pic reception at reasonable cost.

Some observers believed that only
acetime facilities now are needed
permit football, tennis and base-

11 games to be seen in color on
?ater screens.

% of Elgin to Barrow
Crestview, Fla.—Tom Barrow has
rchased a half interest in the
gin Theater, and work will begin
mediately on remodeling the thea-
c. New seats will be a part of the
oject.

ys Via NTS, Buffalo
Ithaca, N. Y.—Simplex Four-Star
und will go into Ryan Bros. Ithaca
eater here according to the Buf-
o Branch of National Theater
pply Co. Super Simplex Projec-
ts, Hertner Generators, Simplex
gh Lamps, Bausch & Lomb Lenses,
ilker PM Screen, National Crest-
od Carpet and a National Marquee
il also be installed.

'41 Proved Big Equip. Year
All Branches of Field Registered Gains

(Continued

of Brenkert Light Projection Co. of

Detroit, including motion picture pro-
jectors, lamps, bases and accessories.

For some time RCA and Brenkert
have co-operated in the domestic
field in distributing products of both
concerns. The new arrangement
centralized and consolidated the sales

programs for both in RCA's nation-
wide sales and service organization.

During the year distribution of
motion picture arc-lamp rectifiers

manufactured by the Benwood Linze
Co. of St. Louis was also taken over
by the Photophone Division. This
move was a totally new development
growing out of RCA's desire to sup-
ply a complete line of quality thea-
ter equipment.

Lens-Coating to Fore

One of the most important devel-
opments during the year was the
introduction of the RCA Magicote
lens-coating process. A microscopi-
cally thin chemical coating applied
to the surface of glass has been
found to reduce reflection greatly
and thus in effect increase the trans-
parency of glass pieces so treated.
Motion picture camera and projector
lenses treated in this manner be-

from Page 6)

come noticeably more efficient, pro-
ducing brighter, clearer and more
contrasting pictures. The Magicote
process makes this possible. RCA
coats the lenses at its Indianapolis
factory.

Improves Coast Plant

Important accomplishments were
were also achieved last year at RCA
Photophone's Hollywood studios,

where an extensive modernization
program has just been completed.
The acoustic properties have been
improved to keep step with increased
technical development, while lighting
and appearance have also been im-
proved immeasurably to increase ef-

ficiency. RCA's mobile sound record-
ing units have also been rebuilt and
modernized.
Company installed direct 16 mm.

sound recording facilities at its

Hollywood studios to further in-

crease the facilities at the disposal
of producers using these studios,
and also expanded its sound record-
ing facilities at the Republic studios.
Other sound recording licenses of
RCA and Warner Bros., RKO, 20th
Century-Fox, Columbia, Walt Dis-
ney, Pathe Newsreel, March of Time,
and Minoco Productions.

Would Amend Detroit's

Theater Sign Ordinance

Detroit — Theater operators are
backing an amendment to existing
ordinances, in order to allow erec-

tion of larger stickout signs on the-
aters and other commercial struc-

tures. The present ordinance re-

stricts all signs to a maximum size

of 96 square feet, except for those
erected with special permission of
the City Council.

Proposed amendment would allow
the Department of Building and
Safety Engineering to issue permits
for erection of larger sign without
such special action by the Council.

Another ordinance banning all

stickout signs on Woodward Ave.,
and affecting two theaters now un-
der construction is being fought in

court.

ReDair Permit Issued
Springfield, 111.—The city building

inspector's office here has just issued
a permit for the repairing of the
Esauire Theater. Amount involved
is $5,000. The Esquire is a neigh-
borhood unit and is operated jointly

bv the Frisina Amusement Co. and
the Kerasotas Brothers Theaters,
Inc.

Roqvoy on Five Jobs
Detroit — Ted Rogvoy, theatrical

architect, is completing: work on the
new Mel Theater in Melvindale for
Louis Schlussel, and on four remod-
eling jobs: Iris for Associated Thea-
ters. Town (renamed the Paradise)
for Ben and Lou Cohen, De Luxe for
A. D. Rosen, and Calvin in Dear-
born for Wisper & Wetsman.

Construction Commences
On New Kalofat House

Churubusco, Ind.— Alex Kalofat,
who operates the Garrett Theater in

Garrett, Ind., is constructing' a new
376-seat theater here, which will be
operated by a brother, William Kalo-
fat. The theater will be on N. Main
St. and is being built by William
Schenkel, Fort Wayne, to be com-
pleted by Feb. 1.

In ceremonies marking the begin-
ning of construction, Churubusco
businessmen presented Alex Kalofat
with a floral horseshoe. The Churu-
busco School Band played at the cere-
monies, which were attended by a
delegation of Garrett citizens, includ-
ing: Mayor Fred Feick.

Gets Curtain Contract
Knoxville, Tenn.—A contract for

stage curtains for nine U. S. Defense
Theaters has been awarded by the
Government to Knoxville Scenic
Studio for a price of $10,665.

AS Sole Eastern Distributors, we
carry the full and complete line of

equipment manufactured by:

—

MOLE-RICHARDSON CO.
Hollywood, California

Incomparable Lighting Equipment

Estimates Cheerfully Given

Let Us Enlighten You on
Your Lighting Problems

CHARLES ROSS Inc.
33S W. 52nd St., Now York City

Telephones: Circle 6-5470-5471

Eastman Melon Will

Benefit 27,175

Rochester — The record $4,200,000
wage melon will be distributed Mar.
13 by Eastman Kodak Co., it is an-
nounced here. For many of the
estimated 20,000 Rochesterians who
will share in the dividend, it will
come just in time to meet their
increased federal income tax pay-
ment, due Mar. 15.

Last year's dividend was cut 27,175
ways for Kodak employes in the
Western Hemisphere, 18,133 in
Rochester.

IN TIMES LIKE THESE keeping your
equipment in tip-top condition is

more important than ever! Guard
against a dark house and lost box-

office by calling on RCA's Nation-
wide Service Organization for
periodic check-ups. Remember, it's

far better to prevent breakdowns
than tofix breakdowns !

Only RCA Theatre Service
Offers You All These Advantages

!

• Frequent, scheduled check-ups
• Prompt emergency service
• Sound and projection parts
• RCA Magicote Lens Service
• Laboratory, engineering and manufactur-
ing coordination

• Projection engineering service
• Acoustic engineering service
• Emergency portable sound system
• Emergency parts stocks

1 THEATRE
SERVICE

PHOTOPHONE DIVISION
RCA Manufacturing Company, inc., Camden, N. J.

Hon of Ar
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PROSCENIUM
CHATTER

COMPLETE interior remodeling, refinish-

ing and refurnishing of the Sevier Thea-

ter in Johnson City, Tenn., is now under

way. A bright color scheme will add a

modern appearance to the interior. Alexan-

der Smith carpet will be used for floor

covering throughout the house.

* * *

The Alamo Theater, Chicago, has
just installed Tri Phonic sound equip-

ment.
Sfc + ifc

Carroll Morten of the Skokie Theater,

Skokie, III., says that some $16,000 will be

spent soon on improvements for the 400-

seat house. An extension will be built to

add more seats to the auditorium. All will

be on the first floor, as plans call for

removal of the stand's balcony.

Springer Pictures, Inc., new indus-

trial film producers in Detroit, have
moved from their plant on Hubbell
Road to a central location in the up-
town Fisher Building.

& * *

Inability to get seats is holding up recon-

ditioning and remodeling projects at a num-
ber of Eastern Canadian theaters including

the Imperial, Moncton, N. B.; Mayfair,

St. John; Community, Yarmouth, N. S.;

Garrick, Halifax, N. S. Not in the history

of theater operation in Canada has there

been such a bottle-neck on seats, with thea-

ters waiting as long as six months for

enough chairs to complete reseating. Scarc-

ity of metal for other than war uses, and

Governmental regulation of the metals sup-

ply, are factors in the dearth of theater

chairs.

The Grand Theater, Harrisburg, III.,

operated by Steve Farrar, is installing

new Western Electric sound unit pur-
chased through the Exhibitors Supply
Co. of St. Louis.

* * *

B. I. Gonder has purchased Simplex E-7

projectors for his Maryland Theater. Oak-
land, Md. Pittsburgh branch of National

Theater Supply made the installation.

A new theater is being erected in
Caruthersville, Mo., to be operated by
I. W. Rodgers & Co. It will be
christened the Gem Theater.

* '-* *

Clearfield Amusement Co., operator of

nine theaters in Pennsylvania, is bringing its

Lyric in Clearfield up to date with new
RCA Photophone sound and Brenkert booth

equipment. W. K. Jackson concluded nego-

tiations for the company.
* * *

Elias Berenson and Meyer Berenson,
brothers who operate several theaters

and a department store in Gretna, La.,

are completing construction of a new
1,100-seat theater to be known as the
Tower.

* * *

National Theater Supply Co.'s Buffalo

offices report installation of National Crest-

wood Carpet in the following theaters:

Avondale, North Tonawanda, N. Y. ; Alcazar,

Syracuse; Acme, Syracuse; Cameo, Bing-

hamton; Jarvis, Binghamton; and the Holly-

wood, Syracuse.

Year's Happenings Reviewed
Headlines Tell Definite Progress Story

(Continued from Page 1)

$2,000,000 being spent on film exchanges.
SMPE crystallizes Spring Convention plans.

National Theaters assigned record sum to

equipment purchases.

Altec asserts modernization trend strong in

the U. S.

New Irwin chairs placel on market.
Elliott Harrington named air conditioning sales

manager by General Electric.

• MARCH •
Equipment field in national upswing, with con-

struction and remodeling intense in several

sectors.

CE announced plan to open Taunton, Mass.,
plant to turn out plastics.

Metals shortage began to loom, with copper
and aluminum scarce, and delays noted in steel.

74 new projects announced as West's total in

'40.

Motiograph's new sound held boon to Drive-

ins.

Equipment opportunities declared big in South
America.

Theaters acclaimed newest Vallen track.

• APRIL •
Earle G. Hines, CTE prexy, declared equipment

gains to be mounting.
Film theater boom evidenced in Canada.
Formation of Marquee Services, Inc., with

E. Wagner as president and Harvey Roemer as

vice-prexy in charge of operation, announced.
Drive-In investment hits $2,000,000.
Eastman develops revolutionary lens glass.

Theater building in Cleveland reported aggre-
gating $750,000.

• MAY •
Emery Huse, SMPE prexy, expressed optimism

on future flow of equipment, but urges exhibs.

to embark on a policy of "Buy Now and Be
Sure."

Altec Lansing Corp. formed with G. L. Car-
rington as head.

Great States opens improvement drive.

USAirCo expands to fill theater orders.

Motiograph appoints additional distributors.

Canada curtailed building of new houses.

Wider use of fine grain film given sharp im-
petus by SMPE.

Key DeVry posts go to sons of company's
founder.

Edward T. Murphy, of Carrier Corp., elected
prexy of the Air Conditioning and Refrigerating
Assn.

• JUNE •
Coast studios press their modernization pro-

grams to head off possible curbs.
Projector manufacturers set to maintain South

American gains, and call Nazi-inspired attempt
to undermine their position as "clumsy propa-
ganda."

'41 new building and remodeling were reported
to be holding up well.

Army announced completion of 95 theaters.
Equipment manufacturers and dealers move to

keep equipment supply channels open.

• JULY •
Trade gets acoustic recommendations issued by

Research Council of Motion Picture Academy of
Arts & Sciences.

Legislation spurs theater building in Cuba.
Duplex theater idea revived in Detroit with

idea of testing duals.
Eastman's "matte transfer film" praised for

speeding defense work.
John and Drew Eberson inaugurate theater in-

spection service.

Coasts, South and Southwest appraised as best
current marts for equipment sales.

National plan to replace present projection
equipment in Loew houses inaugurated by the
circuit.

SMPE lists committees for New York conclave
in October.
Academy issues bulletin on sound standards.

AUGUST
Equipment manufacturing and sales keep on

steady keel.

Large demands reported for Kroehler chairs.

Film industry widely represented at dedication
in Tulsa, Okla., of Will Rogers Theater.

Bausch & Lomb employes get Navy "E" pen-
nant for their contribution to national defense.

Trade eyes value of "bandbox" stands.
'41 expected to show drop in theater obso-

lescence.

RCA announces it will distribute Brenkert
products.

Ansell Bros, plan $500,000 pic house in sub-
urban St. Louis.

IPC announces exec, shifts; H. Barnett ap-
pointed director of engineering to succeed George
Friedl, Jr., with latter to presidency of Blud-
worfh, Inc., wholly-owned subsidiary.

Projector flow to theaters remains steady.
Building of new stands held to face possible

curtailment because of national defense demand
for materials.

Paramount and Erpi sign "sound insurance"
pact, Barney Balaban acted for Paramount.

• SEPTEMBER •
Survey shows few studios feel materials pinch.
Tri-States in $215,000 improvement program.
John Eberson says new theater construction is

assured by Government's understanding of the
nation's needs, and also because architects can
devise excellent houses with certain substitute
materials.

National Theater Supply celebrated firm's 15th
Anniversary.

Priorities worry small equipment manufacturers.
Sales pace continues on Four Star sound.

• OCTOBER •
Washington channels expressed belief that

filmland, because of its importance in morale
maintenance, has nothing to fear in way of dras-
tic curtailments and restrictions.

Excise tax held curbing GE lamp price drop.
SMFE holds Silver Jubilee meet at New York's

Hotel Pennsylvania, Glenn L. Dimmick, of RCA
Laboratories, Indianapolis, receiving the Progress
Medal.
RCA and Republic Productions revise license

agreement to end in 1951.
Altec's E. S. Seeley given leave of absence to

serve the Government.
Confidence grows on materials issue.

Acoustical Society of America holds conclave
in New York.

Agfa Ansco reveals fastest 8 mm. film.

• NOVEMBER •
Film theater upkeep seen as certain as Warn-

ers' Joseph Bernhard acts to assure consistent
supplies for whole exhibition field.

Lighting executives hold New York meet.
New process spurs 3-dimensional pix.

USAirCo's theater jobs rocket above the 8,000
mark.
RCA named distributor for motion picture recti-

fiers manufactured by Benwood Linze Co.
Heywood-Wakefield earnings show big advance.
Ebersons set master Drive-In plans for Park-In

Theaters of Camden, N. J.

Standards are sought for studio electrical

equipment.

• DECEMBER •
Newly-developed "gold" sound track goes to

Eastman on patent assignment.
RKO opens thoroughly-equipped, new exchange

building in Chicago.
Department of Commerce lists substitute ma-

terials.

First exhibit sponsored by M. P. Academy opens
at Warner Studio, Burbank.

Trade agreed on keeping business initiative

regardless of U. S. participation in the war, and
unflaggingly support the national effort for vic-
tory.

Eastman evolves color pictures for every
camera.

1941 theater construction figures for first 10
months show volume virtually as great as in

corresponding period of 1940.

Remodeled Capitol Bows
Oneida, Tenn.—The Capitol Thea-

ter, closed for several weeks for re-
modeling, reopened Dec. 22 as the
New Capitol. Manager Leon Webb
has announced that a formal open-
ing will be staged in January. The
theater operates on a seven-day-a-
week schedule.

Elects Simplex Equipment
Cresson, Pa.—Simplex Four-Star

Sound has been selected for the
Cresson Sanatorium here. Super
Simplex Projectors, Simplex Lamps
and National Rectifiers completed
the job. Installation was made by
the Pittsburgh Branch of National
Theater Supply Co.

EQUIPMENT
FIELD NOTES

IP IN CALAIS, ME.—town on the Cana-
*' dian border whose citizens pronounce

its name in thorough American fashion in-

stead of the traditional French,—the State,

Theater of the Lockwood & Gordon chai/

reopened on Christmas Day after a on

week's shuttering during which time its

interior was completely redecorated, acous-

tics improved, and new drapes, carpets and

projection equipment installed. Renovation

was effected by using day and night shifts.

State Theater is only one currently function-

ing in the community, the St. Croix being

dark.

Work is expected to be completed
some time this month on the new
Durand Theater, Durand, Wis., a unit

of a project which will also give the
town a civic auditorium and council
rooms. New house will seat about 500.

* * *

Five Paramount-affiliated theaters in Flor-

ida have contracted for new RCA Photo-

phone sound equipment under modernization

plans that have included a number of other

houses in recent months. Affected by the

new contracts are the 1,100-seat Victory,

the 800-seat Garden, and the 800-seat

Seminole, all in Tampa; the 800-seat Ritz,

in Winter Haven; and the 800-seat Roxy in

St. Petersburg.
* * * .

National Theater Supply Co.'s Den-
ver branch reports sale of Walker
screens to the following theaters: Fox
Inter-Mountain Theaters, Inc., Walsen-
burg, Col.; Mesa, Clovis, N. M.; Arc-
ade, Newell, S. D.; Roxy, Glasgow,
Mont.; Uptown Pueblo, Col. National
also reports Alexander Smith Crest-

wood Carpet installations in the Ra-
mon Theater, Wheatland, Wyo.; Arc-
ade, Newell, S. D.; Luna, Clayton,
N. M.; Bighorn, Greybull, Wyo.; and
Fiesta, Gillette, Wyo.

* * *

R. T. Arnold and M. R. Morris of Atlanta

announce work will be completed on their

new theater in Mulberry, Fla., as soon as

materials can be obtained. Machinery is

being installed at the present time. Delay

in completing the building has been due to

inability to obtain certain metals needed
in construction.

* * *

The Fairmont, a new 1,500-seat the-

ater, has been built in the Shaker
•Heights section of Cleveland, and oper-
ated by the Fairmont Amusement Co.,

of which Seymor Amster is prexy.
* * *

Don George, operator of theaters in Alex-

andria and Shreveport, La., is building a

700-seater in Bossier City, La.

Liberty Theaters Corp. has redecor-
\

ated the lobby of the Strand in Spring-
field, Mass. The manager's office has
been moved to an empty store next
door, which was completely renovated.
The wall between the lobby and thii

old office has been knocked out, an
arch built in, and the candy depart-

ment installed here. A new Burch pop
corn machine has been installed and
a neiv candy counter has been built to

order.



"YOUR HAND, PLEASE!''
It's a call you can't resist, the cry of thousands of

little ones who are depending on you to enlist in their

behalf in the "FIGHT INFANTILE PARALYSIS" campaign.

Their champion is President Roosevelt, sponsor of

the campaign, who has not forsaken them despite the

cares of his office. And the motion picture industry

says: "Mr. President, count us in too!"

Please join the 10,000 theatres which will show the

trailer (supplied gratis) and make lobby collections

during the week of Jan. 22, 1942.

Please write today to MARCH OF DIMES, Hotel Astor,

New York, and say, "Here's my hand* Count me in."
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Dave Fleischer Quits

As Studio Chieftain

(Continued from Page 1)

been appointed executive general

manager.
The present executive production

staff, headed by Seymour Neitel and
Isadore Sparber, has been augmented
by the addition of Dan Gordon, and
other additions to the story depart-

ment will be announced shortly.

Fleischer subjects are released by
Paramount. Its "Mr. Bug Goes to

Town" will be released next month.

A heavy program is planned for the

1942-43 season.

Reports that Paramount would

take over the operation of the

Fleischer studio in Miami could not

be confirmed Wednesday.

Cuban Exhibitors' Union
Will Revise Trade Code

(.Continued from Page 1)

by a four-man film industry com-
mission in August and rejected by
the Union.
The Union has named a committee

to prepare the revisions and has
asked exhibitors outside of Havana
to send in suggestions. The Havana
committee is composed of Jose Val-

carce, for the first-run theaters;

Edelberto de Carrera, president of

the Union; Humberto Lopez, for the

second-runs; Celestino Diaz, for the

third-runs, and Ricardo Vinalet for

the fourth-runs.

Extends Time for Filing

Oriental, Alcyon Briefs

Chicago — B & K, Paramount,
Twentieth Century-Fox, and Mc-
Viekers Theater attorneys have been
given time extension, to Jan. 9

to file answers in the Oriental The-
ater arbitration case.

Arbitrator Drennan Slater granted
Sam Myers theater circuit attorneys
an extension to January 5 to file

their briefs in the Alcyon Theater
case.

JANUARY 2

W. Ray Johnston Vera Zorina

Walter A. Futter Moo Silver

JANUARY 3

George B. Seitz Dorothy Arzner
Anna May Wong Paul Benjamin

Eddie Gribbon Marion Davies

JANUARY 4

Sam Dembow Virginia Colleen

Alicoate

Some Recollections of the Bygone Year:
• • • BOB O'DONNELL AND KARL HOBLITZELLE'S aid to the

under-privileged kids in Texas Ned Depinet's promotional letters

in behalf oi RKO Radio product Jimmy Grainger's magnificent sell-

ing job for Republic Monroe Greenthal's swell ad campaign for

"The Shanghai Gesture" Mary Louise (San Antonio News) Walliser's

wedding A. M. Botsford's transfusion of life-blood into 20th-Fox

promotion H. M. Warner's patriotism Radie Harris's li'l Red

Riding Hood coat Charles (Barnes Printing) Stuart's card announcing

a family addition Will Hays's oration before the Indiana Society of

Chicago William S. Hart's speech at an Ampa luncheon

Exploitation of tab reels by Universal's Bernie Kreisler The Joe

Hornstein-Hal Hode work on the Picture Pioneers' dinner whereat

Wendell Willkie and Jimmy Walker were honor guests

V V V
• • • BARNEY BALABAN'S enthusiasm for the Red Cross and

Federation Preview Theater's efficiency Si Seadler's pencil

sketches Legal talent which screened the industry from Witch and

other hunts Herb Berg's service to Ye Trade Press Arthur

Mayer's horror pix and contrasting sense of humor Monogram
(not a film company) designed by Hap and Bob Hadley Akron, O.,

motion picture operators' union posting alluring cash award for first

U. S. airman to drop a bomb on Tokyo Hoyland Bettinger's films

of the Province of Quebec Besa Short's vitalizing of shorts

Lou Lifton's keeping up communications with New York albeit head-

quartering in Sunny Cal Charley Pettijohn's tie P. A.

Mc-Guire's energy Jimmy (Rivoli) Dunn's gallantry in personally

ushering an elderly lady to a loge seat.

T T T
• • • "CHICK" LEWIS'S ace job in nationally spotlighting the

Variety Clubs The film producer who walked into a Manhattan

steak house, saw a Sailor and a Marine enter and patriotically asked

them to be his guests, when up suddenly slithers an FBI gent and sez it's

agin' regulations.—but the film producer allows it is like hell, and proves

his right to host the two unknown service men by producing irrefutable

evidence that he's in Government ranks himself, and the Government's

duty is to feed the armed forces Aileen Brenon's smart raiments

(especially when green) Gus Eyssell making a transcending art of

theater management Harry Sherman making ditto of westerns

Toni Spitzer's publicity prowess on Disney and Dumbo Barret

McCormick's steamer rug at the Louis-Nova fight Emerson Yorke's

defense films Charley Einfeld's red leather, midget radio The

Sunday breakfasts with Jack (RKO) Lewis Evelyn Koleman's grab-

bing of agate lines W. G. Van Schmus's studio parties at the

Music Hall

V V Y
• • • NIGHT "Citizen Kane" bowed on B'way with Orson

Welles the idol of adoring thousands as he exited from the premiere,

and how, the following morn he walked into a big B'way barber shop

and not a soul even recognized him. . . .THE FILM DAILY'S poll of

the nation's pic critics re war propaganda which went a long way

toward killing the Senate sub-committee's probe Feed-bag sessions

with John Eberson M-G-M's first Exhibitor Forum in Columbus

where 250 exhibs. sat in a room for eight hours and loved it The

Warner junkets to Littleton, N. H., and Washington and Universal's

trade press trek to Detroit The "Yank in the R.A.F." premiere

at the Roxy with a carnival thrown in The Variety Club conven-

tion in Atlantic City Yes, recollections of a bygone year!

V V

i)

Film Story Editors

Wary of B'way Plays

(Continued from Page 1)

story requirements are concerned
Eastern editors are on the lookou
mainly for comedies and moral
plays. Serious and realistic sfc"1

does not appeal to them any lc' '(

As one astute observer pu u .

there isn't much left to choose frorif

the present crop. Such plays a

"My Sister Eileen," "The Wookey !l

and "Claudia," have already beei
r

sold and Columbia has the inside

track for the outstanding corned;
|

hit, "Junior Miss," he said.

All feelers for bidding havi'

slowed down until the story editor
(

can size up the new scripts fo

laughs and for themes that wil

bolster morale. Those are the onk,
kinds of plays that will be consid .

ered by story eds. for the duration

Detroit Theaters Cut
Scales for Service Men

(Continued from Page 1)

uniform. Agreement was secure

through the joint lead of Unite;

Detroit Theaters and Co-Operativi

Theaters of Michigan. New scal<

for service men only at second-run:

is 25 cents; keys, 20 cents; and sub

sequent-runs, 15 cents.

Warners to Pay 96 Va Cent
Dividend on Preferred

(Continued from Page 1)

the Warner Bros, board of directors :

All officers of the parent compan; =

and the subsidiary, Stanley Co. o

America, were re-elected for th

ensuing term.

GE and Bondy Renew
General Electric has announcec

the renewal of its contact with Al 0,

Bondy, Inc., Film Center Building, as

its exclusive theatrical distributor
of the G-E institutional films. Tht^
Bondy organization has been hand'tf

ling the G-E pix for 11 years. [^

U. K. Thriller for PRC Here

"Angel of Terror," one of Edgai
1

Wallace's best-sellers, will be made '

in England by Pathe and distrib

uted by Producers Releasing Corp <

over here. Martin Mooney is adapt

ing the story for the screen.

Attendance in "Frisco

Bach on Even Keel
San Francisco—Show business in

this city pretty well back on even

keel—although by no means good.

Marquee lighting is permitted pro-

viding all lights can be switched off

on a second's notice. Worst wallop

theaters are getting is that customers

still don't like to take their cars out

after dark for fear of being caught

in blackout.

I

III
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"Quiet Wedding"
<ith Margaret Lockwood, Derek Farr,

A. E. Matthews

versal 63 Mins.

AMIABLE AND ENTERTAINING BRIT-

: COMEDY; WILL APPEAL STRONGLY
iiHE FEMININE TRADE.

\.r must be well with British production

;n they can find the time to turn out

; unpretentious but entertaining comedy,

ceedings have a disarming and engaging

considering the lightweight material.

t is a simple tale of the nerve-wracking

jrs a girl must endure before her mar- I

2e. All the fuss by the mother and
|

atives will carry strong appeal among the

ninine customers who should know the !

jation well enough to enjoy the girl's

ght.

Fortunately, as far as this department is

-icerned, the star is the charming and

rt Margaret Lockwood. While the make-

and lighting are not entirely to her

nefit, she easily surmounts such minor

rhnical difficulties and gives the film the

Dstance it needs.

Some fairly well-known British comics,

tably Frank Cellier, as the groom's father,

vid Tomlinson, the bride's brother, and

land Culver, a relative, contribute much
the film's brighter side. A. E. Matthews

good as the bride's father, Derek Farr

acceptable as the groom. Marjorie Field -

g, the bride's mother, and Athene Seyler,

Aunt Mary, offer capable minor support.

Direction by Anthony Asquith is deft

ough to keep the comedy in proper, light

in.

CAST: Margaret Lockwood, Derek Farr,

arjorie Fielding, A. E. Matthews, Athene
v lei Jean Cadell. Margaretta Scott, David

>mlinson, Sidney King, Peggy Ashcroft,

ank Cellier, Roland Culver, Michael Shep-

f, Muriel Pavlow. Margaret Halston, Rod-

s Hughes.

CREDITS: Producer, Paul Soskin; Direc-

r, Anthony Asquith; Original Play, Esther

cCracken; Screenplay, Terence Rattigan

d A. de Grunwald; Cameraman, Bernie

lowles.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
'erage.

rov't to Censor Hawaiian
hots for "Tripoli"

eat Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Unit which filmed
ckground scenes for "To the Shores
Tripoli" for 20th Century-Fox in

awaii returned to San Francisco
"ednesday headed by James Hav-
is.

The footage shot will be censored
' the Government here or in Wash-
gton before being made available

i 20th-Fox.

tart Two New Sound
tages at Chaplin Studios

est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Construction will

art in January on two new sound
;ages at Charles Chaplin studios,

hese buildings also may be used
v other United Artists produc-
es in event stage space is not avail-

:>le at other plants.

Fiesta
with Anne Ayars, George Negrete, Armida,

George Givot

UA-Hal Roach 45 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW!

AMUSING MUSICAL WITH MEXICAN
BACKGROUND LONG ON ENTERTAIN-
MENT IF WEAK IN STORY.

This is an amusing and musical peak

into that colorful land below the Rio Grande
—Mexico. Another of the Roach stream-

liners, "Fiesta" is rather weak on story

bur long on entertainment. The leading

players are versatile and talented. Much
aod music and clever dancing are displayed.

LeRoy Prinz, noted for his fabulous dance

sequences, does a good all-round job. His

direction of the "talking" as well as musical

sequences is able.

Edward Ward's music is catchy and well

scored and diiected.

The story is a simple tale of a girl who
leaves her Rancho home to go to Mexico
City. She returns, presumably to her child-

hood sweetheart, but shows up with a

fiance, George Givot. The peons are heart-

broken but everything is straightened out

when the native lover and a few friends

scare the daylights out of the imported

fiance—showing him up to the girl.

Beautiful Ann Ayars, who is under con-

tract to M-G-M, vivacious Armida, George
Givot, the comedian, and George Negrete,

an American screen newcomer are among
the principals.

CAST: Anne Ayars, George Negrete,

Armida. George Givot, Antonio Moreno,
Nick Moro, Frank Yaconelli, George Hum-
bert, Paco Moreno, Betty Bryson, Carlos

Valdez, Jose Arias and his Mexican Tipica

Orchestra and Guadalajara Trio.

CREDITS: Producer and Director, Le Roy
Prinz; Adaptation, Kenneth Higgins; Screen-
play, Cortland Fitzsimmons; Cameramen,
Alfred Gilks and Robert Pittack; Art Di-

rector, Charles D. Hall; Musical Director,

Edward Ward; Film Editor, Bert Jordan;

Words and Music, Edward Ward, Chet For-

rest, Bob Wright and Nilo Menedez.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

"Swamp Woman"
with Ann Corio, Jack LaRue, Mary Hull

PRC 63 Mins.

ANN CORIO MAKES HER SCREEN DE-

BUT IN AN INAUSPICIOUS OFFERING.

Film's main interest is centered in debut

of Ann Corio who has acquired an estimable

reputation in burlesque circles as a strip-

tease artist. Miss Corio has also ventured

into the field of legitimate theater through

stock and summer shows. She acquits her-

self adequately, in fact, far better than

the meagre dramatic offering which suffices

as her initial screen vehicle.

Miss Corio is cast as a honky tonk danc-

er who returns to her family in the swamp
lands. During her stay, she undergoes a

change for the better and the man, Jack

LaRue, who onced loved her, falls in love

with her again. There is a second romance

between Mary Hull, a younger cousin, and

an escaped convict, Richard Deane. Miss

Corio's main effort is proving the young

man is not guilty so everybody is happy

at the finish.

Story never carries much credibility as it

tries to impart the flavor of the back-

woods life in the swamp country. Most of

the proceedings are on the tepid side.

There is only a brief reminder at the

opening and little more thereafter on how
Miss Corio achieved her recognition as an

actress. Exhibs.' only bet for box office

returns is prominent mention of Miss Corio

where her fame is greatest.

CAST: Ann Corio, Jack LaRue, Mary Hull,

Ian MacDonald, Jay Novello, Richard Deane,

Lois Austin, Earl Gunn, Guy Wilkerson,

Jimmy Aubrey, Carlin Sturdevant.

CREDITS: Producers George Merrick and

Max Alexander; Director, Elmer Clifton;

Original Story, Fred McConnell; Screenplay,

Arthur G. Durlman; Cameraman, Eddie

Linden; Film Editor, Charles Henkel.

DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY, Fair.

Operators' Local 306 Elects

Herman Gelber President

Du Pont Film Mfg. Co. Files

Dissolution Certificate

Wilmington, Del.—Certificate of
dissolution of the DuPont Film
Manufacturing Corp. has been filed

with the Secretary of State at Do-
i

ver and I. E. DuPont de Nemours &
\

Co., sole stockholders, Wednesday i

announced it has succeeded to the
assets and will continue the business
as a newly-formed photo products

!

department.

Newton I. Steers, with DuPont
j

and the film corporation nearly 50
years and since 1925 the film cor-
poration's president, plans to retire. I

George .A. Scanlan, director, vice-
|

president and assistant general
manager of the dissolved company,
becomes general manager of the
new department.

Office headquarters are expected
to be moved here from New York
in the near future.

Motion Picture Operators Local 306
Wednesday night announced the elec-

tion of the following officers at its

biennial election:

President, .Herman Gelber, who de-

feated Joseph D. Basson, the Local's

president since 1935, by a vote of

1,024 to 821; Vice-president, Steve
D'Inzillo who defeated a field of five;

recording secretary, Nat Doragoff
who defeated two other candidates;
financial secretary, Charles Beckman,
re-elected; treasurer, James Ambro-
sio, re-elected; N. Y. City business
agent, Bert Popkin, re-elected;
Brooklyn business agent Jack Teit-

ler, re-elected.

Board of three trustees was elect-

ed—William De Sena, Herman Boritz
and George Magarian.

Election was held at Palm Garden,
306 West 52nd St., with the polls

open from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. Of the
2,152 members, 1,975 voted.

Tracy and Hepburn to Co-star
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Sidney Franklin will

produce "American Cavalcade" for
Metro with Spencer Tracy and
Katharine Hepburn co-starring.

* SHORTS *

"Cavalcade of Aviation"

(Universal Featurette)
Universal 19 Mins.

Fine Two-Reeler

Produced by Tom Meade and Joe
O'Brien, Universal and its customer
outlets have a swell, spectacular two-
reeler in this attraction, and one
which is timely and crammed with
interest fcr all patrons.
Footage comprises some 17 inter-

related sequences which trace avia-
tion from the first flight by the
Wright Brothers at Kitty Hawk to
the present moment when the air
might of America is pitted against
that of the Axis in the world-wide
"battlegrounds" of the skies. It is a
thrilling compendium, revealing the
events leading to the mastering of
aerodynamics; the daring and sacri-

fices which were essential to the con-
quest of the air; triumphs and fail-

ures of the pioneers, and those who
carried high the torch they threw to
successors; and the necessity for our
nation to create and man the great-
est of air fleets if it and its allies

are to achieve swift and certain vic-

tory.

Standout scenes are those of the
first experimental tilt 'twixt airplane
and dreadnaught; World War "ace"
Eddie Rickenbacker in action in

France; the catastrophe of the Hind-
tnburg; the inauguration of the air

mail system during the administra-
tion of President Wilson; aerial
combat in the present war; and the
various types of planes comprising
our present air arm of Army and
Navy. This cavalcade, too, includes
many amusing shots of queer flying
machines and those who conceived
them. But of all the views of a spine-
chilling nature is the fatal crash of
Lowell Bayles, noted speed flyer.

This is one of the greatest action
shots in film annals.

This is a "must" short for every
stand.

"Stars Day Off"
RKO 8 mins.

For the Fans
With Helen Broderick handling the

commentary, this reel about the
activities of the stars is interesting
program fare. Clips show little Joan
Carroll taking skating lessons; a
party consisting of Shirley Ross,
Frances Langford, Jon Hall and
Felix Mills sailing; and different
kinds of sailing by Marian Marsh,
Joan Woodbury, Henry Wilcoxon and
Eddie Norris who use model boats.

Hilda Growald with Bud Fox
Hilda Growald has joined the pub-

licity staff of Bud Fox Enterprises,
250 Park Ave., New York. The Bud
Fox organization is handling com-
mercial tieups for Alexander Korda's
forthcoming Technicolor film, "The
Jungle Book."
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Kent Against Resort

To Escape Clause

i Continued from Page 1)

it was a "little too early" to say
whether the decree has or has not
been a success.

Kent, with his characteristic

straightforward response to ques-
tions, attributed much of the dis-

content to exhibitors who are too
prone to assay success by the selfish

quotient of whether the decree af-

fects them adversely for the moment,
legardless of how it serves the

public interest.

According- to Kent, those indepen-
dent exhibitors, who have used
block-booking to cry "wolf" are still

operating theaters and their busi-

nesses are prosperous. He said those

were the people who marshalled pub-
lic opinion against block-booking and
yet were responsible both for the

Department of Justice taking action

and such statutes as the Minnesota
anti-five law.
Kent pointed out that in spite of

the fact pictures are now sold in

blocks-of-five, and exhibitors can
pass up any block, there is still dis-

satisfaction with the decree.

"Give Decree a Better Trial"

"I, personally, would like to give
the decree a better trial," Kent de-

clared.

The 20th-Fox prexy stressed the

fact that there had to be an over-all

picture in which all industry ele-

ments had to fit as nearly as they
can in a harmonious manner before
any change should be made.
Unless industry is careful, Kent

warned, the problem will be taken
out of its hands and there will not
be any chance for "second guessing."
He advised the industry to be care-
ful before it went off half-cocked.

Kent observed exhibs. are dis-

posed to criticize the decree for the
increased price of pictures. Accord-
ing to Kent, pictures are costing
more and, he pointed out, that in

comparison with other major indus-
tries, the proportionate increase has
been less.

Cites Higher Costs

In the last five years, Kent pointed
out, labor costs have risen 30 per
cent and other production costs from
30 to 40 per cent.

Kent said he did not think exhibs.
are paying more for their product

STORKS!

Chicago—Harry Mintz, of War-
ners' Partheon Theater, Hammond,
is the father of a baby boby.

James Mahan, Vitagraph shipper,
New Haven, is father of a baby girl,

Marilyn, his third child.

Frieda Hilfer of Metro's Story
Department produced a son at the
French Hospital Saturday. Subject
has yet to be titled.

Theater Ushers to Help Swell the Funds
In the Industry's March of Dimes Drive

Ushers in 10,000 theaters throughout the country are being enlisted in the

industry's March of Dimes drive. Approximately 50,000 ushers and usherettes

are being asked to solicit their friends outside the theater for dimes to fill

up at least two of the birthday greeting coin cards, each card holding 20 dimes

and representing a tribute to President Roosevelt's birthday. It is estimated

that if each usher turns in $2, the total will reach $100,000.

Nicholas M. Schenck, president of Loew's, Inc., will award a $100 defense

bond to the usher who fills in the largest number of cards. Idea was tried

successfully last year by Loew theater ushers who turned in several thousand

dollars in extra collections.

DimesDrivePressBookReady
Goes to Exhibs. to Aid in Local Campaigns
Oscar A. Doob, national public

relations director for the motion pic-

ture March of Dimes committee, re-

leased to the trade on Wednesday
copies of a 12-page press book,—the
first such promotional accessory to
be created and used for the great
drive to fight infantile paralysis.

The campaign book has red, white
and blue cover bearing a picture of
President Roosevelt, a boy and a
girl who have been stricken by the
dread disease, and a message from
Nicholas M. Schenck, national chair-
man of the motion picture commit-
tee, urging every film theater owner
in the nation to support the drive
from Jan. 22-28, inclusive.

Press book, designed to be read in

12 minutes, was prepared by Ernest
Emerling, and its content is based
on actual experience in previous
campaigns. Exhibs. are given com-
prehensive plans for local parades
and for various stunts designed to

swell the collections. New York
parade is tentatively set for Jan.

21; in line will be some 20 bands,
50-odd screen and stage "names,"
Powers beauties, ushers and a bri-

gade of school children.

Highlight of the March of Dimes
drive will be President Roosevelt's
Diamond Jubilee Birthday, on Jan.

30, and the campaign provides greet-
ing cards to which dimes may be
attached, each card containing the
printed numerals "60" which age the
President will have then attained.

There are spaces for 10 dimes on
the numerals, and the slogan printed
on the greeting cards is "Fill This
60 With Dimes."

First mailings of the 20,000 cam-
paign books were made Wednesday.
It is expected that more than 25,-

000,000 buttons will be used. Over
300,000 coin collection cans may be
needed. Better than 100,000 minia-
ture "wishing wells" coin collectors

are ready. Some 200,000 President's
Birthday coin cards will be provided
for ushers, projectionists and other
staff members.
Ten thousand trailers are being

printed on donated film and distribu-

tion will start next week through
National Screen exchanges.

All materials are furnished to the
theaters gratis—to be paid for later

by the National Motion Pictures
Committee out of collections.

Theaters are urged to order no
more supplies than they feel sure
they will need—order enough but
avoid waste—so that the expense of
the campaign may be held to a min-
imum.

"Vanishing Virginian"
In Lynchburg Opening

"The Vanishing Virginian" will

have its world premiere Jan. 23 at

the Paramount Theater, Lynchburg,
Va., Metro announces.

and the answer to that can be found
in the earnings of the theater-
operating distribs. He said an ex-
amination of their financial state-
ments show that they have made
their profits from the theaters, and
not from sales.

"Surely," Kent declared, "distribs.

cannot be accused of profiteering,
especially when one considers the
amount of money we risk on the
production of pictures."

Turning to the unity program re-
cently adopted, Kent asserted he was
"very hopeful." He emphasized that
it was "the last chance." Kent said
he hoped "the mistakes and lessons
of the past will help us battle more
sanely the problems of the present
and the future."

Arbitrator Will Inspect

Parkside Case Houses

Detroit—Evidence that a final de-
cision in the important Parkside
arbitration case has not been reached
is seen in the request of ex-Gov.
Wilbur M. Brucker, who has the case
up for decision, as arbitrator, follow-
ing the hearing concluded early in

December, for a personal inspection
tour.

Arrangements are being made for
a tour the first part of next week,
at which time all the theaters in-

volved in the controversy will be vis-

ited by Brucker and any other inter-

ested parties who choose to join the
cavalcade. A decision is expected
early in January in this case.

Buffalo's CTE Dissolves

Albany—Century Theatrical En-
terprises, Inc., Buffalo, has been dis-
solved, according to the Secretary
of State here. Papers were original-
ly submitted by Samuel L. Yellen of
Buffalo.

European Shipments

Stymied by Gov't

(Continued from Page 1)

routed by plane to Switzerland ami
other points where companies con-

tinued to do business. Sweden was
reached mainly by plane servl

from England.

Academy Board Defers
Action on Awards Banquel

West Coast Bureau of THF. FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Academy board of di-

rectors Tuesday deferred action on
whether the annual awards banquet
will be held, but indications are that
it will be. In any event the organi-
zation will grant awards in some
manner.
Walter Wanger was unanimously

elected president and George Stev-

ens was added to list of vice-presi-

dents.

Will Test "Sweater Girl"

Metro and 20th-Fox have scheduled
screen tests for Margaret Landry,
"Sweater Girl of 1941," upon her
arrival here Jan. 10.

C'est la Guerre!

Milwaukee — Tire companies are
co-operating with theaters in drives

to collect worn tires by children.

In Eau Claire, the Churchill Tire

Co. gave free theater tickets to each
boy or girl under 12 years who
brought in a used automobile tire a
ticket of admission to a matinees
at the O'Klare Theater. In Antigo,
the Lake Region Oil Co. gave a
child's ticket for the Palace Theater
to each youngster bringing tires to

the company's stations.

"Goose Step" will be re-released in

New York State by PRC as "Hitler
—Beast of Berlin."

Freeland, Pa.—With new and old

rubber becoming scarce, a garage
in this area made a tie-up with the
Refowich Theater and the Legion
Theater in nearby White Haven
whereby free tickets to the Saturday
matinee performances were given to

children bringing old tires to the
garage. Tickets were later paid for
by garage.

Rochester — Local Schine houses
are going to do their bit again to

help the country's war effort.

This time it's tires. Any young-
ster taking an old car or truck tire

to a Schine theater tomorrow will

be admitted free.

Scranton, Pa.—All-expense trip to
Hollywood for the 10 winners in the
annual Comerford Theater Managers
Drive has been called off and winning
managers in the drive's six divisions

as well as four district managers
will receive three $100 Defense
Bonds.



WE ALL KNOW
THAT WE ARE NOW CONFRONTED

WITH A HUGE TASK-

MUCH IS EXPECTED
OF THE THEATRE—

WEIL CARRY ON!

AS USUAL

THE THEATRE OWNERS OF

NORTH and SOUTH CAROLINA ,«.

WILL CONVENE AT

CHARLOTTE, N. C. on JANUARY 18 th and 19th

BUSINESS SESSIONS

INTERESTING DISCUSSIONS

INDUSTRY UNITY

AND TO CELEBRATE ITS

30
th anniversary

ORGANIZED MAY 12, 1912

MOST OF THE OLD TIMERS - - - AND ALL THE YOUNGSTERS WILL

BE THERE!!

"BUY DEFENSE BONDS ... TO LICK THE OTHER SIDE!"

Most Theatre Owners in North and South Carolina Own Defense Bonds
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MPICC May Form

(o-ordinafing Com.

(Continued from Facie \)

sible for the full group of 26 mem-
bers to attend the frequent meet-
ings that will be necessary, indus-
try authorities indicated that a

smaller operating group would be
essential. It also was said that a

New York office might be opened
for the purpose of having a central
headquarters in which to clear all

activities of the master committee.
Financing of the project also will

be one of the more important sub-
jects to be agreed upon by all part-
ies. A number of suggestions al-

ready have been advanced and these
will be sifted in order to arrive at

the best formula.

Pa. Exhibs. Meet to Talk
Air Raid Precautions

(Continued from Pane 1)

Comerford Circuit; Lewen Pizor,

representing the UMPTO; Sidney
Samuelson, Allied; Frank McNamee;
William Mansell; Joe Eagan, for
Wilmer & Vincent; Sam Schwartz
and Abe Einstein, Stanley-Warner
Circuit; and Jay Emanuel, in addi-

tion to Schlanger, who called the
session.

Detailed instructions will be made
available to all theaters of the area,

it was announced.

The Red Cross Appeals to YOU
The American Red Cross is appealing for $50,000,000 to provide relief for

American war victims and to carry on rapidly expanding Red Cross services for

the armed forces. The Red Cross War Fund of Greater New York is seeki.J

$7,330,000 of the national goal in a united local chapter appeal in the five

boroughs, as follows: Manhattan and the Bronx, $6,250,000; Brooklyn, $700,000;
Queens, North Shore, $50,000; Central Queens, $250,000; Staten Island, $80,000.

Checks should be made payable to the American Red Cross and envelopes

marked "For the War Fund." Residents of Manhattan and the Bronx should

send their contributions to 315 Lexington Ave.; residents of Brooklyn to 57
Wiiloughby St.; residents of Queens to 136-48 Roosevelt Avenue, Flushing, or

92-32 Union Hall St., Jamaica, and residents of Richmond to 36 Richmond Ter-
race, St. George, S. I.

Charles Skouras Leads
Coast March of Dimes

(Continued from. Page 1)

California's part in the industry's
March of Dimes drive.

George Mann of San Francisco has
been appointed chairman to co-or-

dinate all northern California for
the campaign. A. M. Bowles has
been named vice-chairman. Skouras
and Robert H. Poole will handle or-

ganization of southern California.

New Jersey Allied Holds
Unity Dinner Wednesday

(Continued from Page 1)

tended to all branches of the in-

dustry. The board of directors is

scheduled to convene at 12:30 P.M.,
and a general membership luncheon
meeting is slated for one o'clock.

The unity dinner is scheduled for
seven o'clock. Harry H. Lowenstein,
president, will preside at the three
functions.

"Ball of Fire" Clicks in L. A.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Samuel Goldwyn's

"Ball of Fire" opened at the Hill-

street and Pantages heie on Tues-
day to the biggest opening day's

business of the entire year. En-
gagements were the first two in the

country.

WEDDING BELLS

Sam Galanty, Columbia Pictures'
Mideast division manager, was mar-
ried Christmas Day in Washington
to Annabelle Lee Rousseau, of Ala-
bama, and more recently of Holly-
wood, where she appeared in sev-

eral Samuel Goldwyn productions
and on the stage of the Pasadena
Playhouse.

Marriage of Alexander H. Cohen,
Jr., stage producer, and Jocelyn
Newmark will take place Sunday.

Western New York Exhibs
Organize for Dimes Drive

Buffalo—A. Charles Hayman, state
chairman for western New York,
reports the following appointments
as county chairmen for the theaters'
March of Dimes campaign: Vincent
McFaul, Buffalo; J. Golden, L. Pol-
locak and W. Cadoret, Rochester; T.
Walsh and N. Kornblite, Bingham-
ton; R. Crabhill and T. Robert, El-
mira; M. Leggiero and R. Horning,
Jamestown; R. Booth, Batavia; B.
Bordonaro and M. LaFayette, Or-
lean; C. Lathrop, D. Burget, Dun-
kirk; J. Reed, Gowanda; I. Price and
M. Kayser, E. Aurora; W. Sunder-
land and W. Smith, Warsaw; J.

Montesano, Mt. Morris; F. Brownell,
Geneseo; L. Pressler and A. Peters,
Hornell; H. Lee, Bath, and C. Young,
Geneva.

Hughes Appeals Censor's
Rejection of "The Outlaw"

Consent Decree Binds

M. P. Appeals Board

(Continued from Page 1)

have interpreted the decree as a
of rights "for the existing order."

In a Film Daily interview
with two members of the boau
held prior to the Allied blast, '^C\ f
pointed out that the body coi? n

no more than stay within the scopL.

of the decree, . that its function
were laid out by the court and tha

it could do nothing but base its opir
ions on an interpretation of th

decree, itself.

There have been criticisms froij

several quarters that the decision

of the board have been too tecl

nical. These criticisms were con
veyed to the board. In answer, :

was said that again the board had tt

stay within the confines of the dc

cree and that if the decisions ap

peared technical, it was only b<

cause the decree was being proj

erly interpreted.

Oil City, Pa.—Marriage of Morton
Stahl, son of Mr. and Mis. H. L.

Stahl, who operate the Drake and
Lyric Theaters here, to Perle Mer-
melstein, of Sharon, took place' at
the home of the bride on New Year's
Day. Immediately after the cere-

mony they left for a Florida honey-
moon.

Columbus, O. — Lyle Talbot will

marry Tommye Adams in Omaha
Jan. '22.

Ricketson Organizes Colo.
Counties for Dimes Drive
Denver—Every Colorado county

has been organized for the indus-
try's March of Dimes drive accord-
ing to State Chairman F. H. Rick-
etson, Jr. His list of county chair-
men include: Dick Dekker, Fred
Eisele, Berald Hart, Chas. Run-
bough, Frank Barnes, C. E. Mc-
Laughlin, Sterling Day, George
Hodge, M. C. Korrell, J. J. Good-
stein, Chick Kelloff, C. L. Canda,
Jr., Ned Collins, Harry Huffman,
Mrs. Delpha Moreland, Larry Stars-
more, George McCormick, Harold
Johnson, R. D. Ervin, Ben Snyder,
lack Bruno, Donald Hart, L. E.
Polk, James Hughes, Bob Nelson,
H. E. Gollogher, L. C. Snyder, Les
Newkirk, E. K. Naione, jr., C. E.
Miller, Luther Strong, John Greeve,
Stan Stannll, Ben Fischer, Ed Nel-
son, J H. Roberts, Bob Pennock,
Chas. Diller, Russell Guild, Walter
Janacke, Sam Cain, Harlan Coulter,
Ray Lounsbury, Bob Smith, Ross I

Albany—Legal department of the
State Board of Education has re-

ceived an appeal from the censor's
rejection of Howard Hughes' "The
Outlaw." Signed by Albert Lod-
wick, vice-president of the Howard
Hughes Production Co., the appeal
asserts that the cuts demanded by
the censor are not necessary, as the
picture has been passed by other
state boards and other strict cities

such as Boston, Chicago and others.
"The Outlaw" is expected to be
screened and reviewed by a sub-
committee of the Board of Regents
which will make a report at the
board's January meeting.
There is an unconfirmed report

here that "The Birth of a Baby,"
which was the subject of a contro-
versy three years ago, may again
come before the regents. The board
turned down an appeal for general
release but gave an educational per-
mit. Censor ultimately was upheld,
but the Court of Appeals overrode
the appeal in July, 1939.

Martin to Vincent Agency
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIIA
Hollywood—Ken Dolan of the Do

Ian & Doane, Inc. agency, has sol

the managerial contract of Mar
Martin to the Frank Vincent Agenc
for $20,000.

Now It's "Thunder Birds"
"Thunder Birds" has been set a

title for the 20th-Fox film formerl;
known as "A Tommy in the U.S.A

TO THE COLORS!

CBS Tele Honors "Kane"
Orson Welles' "Citizen Kane," has

been chosen the best picture of the
year by the CBS television depart-
ment and was presented in its "Vis-
ual Review of the Year" program
yesterday over Station WCBW.

Labart, Lynn Zorn, Merle Kassey,
M. S. Beach, Bob Huffman.

Rubens to Serve With Kirsch
As Dimes March Co. Chairman

Chicago—Jules J. Rubens has ac-
cepted the post of co-chairman to
serve with State Chairman Jack
Kirsch of the Illinois committee for
the 1942 March of Dimes drive.

Ed Connelly, of Warners horn
office publicity department, has en
listed in the Army and leaves oi

Tuesday for Fort Dix. After a shor
period at the New Jersey camp h
will be transferred to the Army Ord
nance station, Orlando, Fla. Connel
ly had served with the U. S. Marim
Corps, prior to his joining Warners

tt
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Cleveland—Proctor Jones of tlfi
Warner theater publicity depart
ment, has resigned to go into th<

U. S. Army Air Corps.

is the first on Film Row to enlist ir

the Army

Indianapolis — Jackson Lang, as V
sistant shipper, Paramount exchange ?rt

fan

Cleveland—"Bud" Gilliam of thotrit

Warner theater department, has en :?s

listed in the naval reserves. He ex oi

pects to be called to active dutjftie

early in January

New Haven—Elliot Kronish, for
merly on the Loew-Poli division staff

has enlisted in the Quartermastei
Corps at Camp Lee, Va.

rii

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAID
Hollywood — Lieut. Com. Franl

Wead, USN, is reporting for active

duty with the plans and operations
department of naval aviation.

z
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AR-TKE RATIONING HITS SALESJORGES
'way's Holiday Grosses at Peak Despite War
THE WEEK
IIV REVIEW
In Film Circles

— By L. H. MITCHELL —
ERSONALITIES: Sidney R.
It, 20th-Fox prexy, broke into
le news twice during the week

—

: through Film Daily interviews
i'hich he came out against resort
he part of distribs. to the escape
ise in the consent decree; and
>nd, through a statement that
erican films should tell why this

ntry fights. . . . Barney Balaban,
a. prexy, stated that the theaters
:he country are recovering from
"war jitters". . . . Howard Dietz,
;ro sales and publicity chief, will

? a sub-committee post (that of
it III on institutional advertising)
the all-industry unity program.
. Col. H. A. Cole, Allied prexy,
>wtd charge that the consent de-
is being "sabotaged" by distribs.,

it least by their salesmen. . . .

An W. Aaron was named Loew's
stant sales chief. . . Dave Fleisch-
esigned as studio chieftain at the
c Fleischer studios. . . . Fred
enberg was promoted by Warner
s., to the post of Los Angeles
ich manager. . . Charles Skouras,
C head, leads the Coast March
Dimes drive.

* * *

[ISCELLANY: Para, sues George
Browne and Willie Bioff for
),000 to recover money paid them
>revent a studio strike. . . . Gov-
nent promises to hold no dual
-trust trials—each to be tried at
irate times. . . . SPG and the
ribs, were reported setting up a
tract. . Loew's reported a year's
of $11,134,593. . . . N. Y. Film
ics picked "Citizen Kane" as best
of the year, Gary Cooper as the

>r giving the best performance
9rgeant York"); Joan Fontaine
:he actress giving the best per-
nance ("Suspicion") and John
d for the best direction ("How
en Was My Valley"). . . . Exhibs.
worried by Ascap's action free-
its members to protect their in-
sts individually in Nebraska. . . .

of So. Calif, and Ariz., took
t via a resolution against in-
tsed rentals. . . . First MPICC
ley will be held In New York Jan.
co-ordinating sub-committees

J be authorized by it.

Roxy and Paramount Re-

port New Records; Music
Hall, Strand Biz Both Big

Broadway is catching its breath
today after one of the most sensa-
tional holiday periods in the history
of the street. In fact, two theaters,
the Roxy and Paramount, estab-
lished new all-time records despite
the war.

It is estimated that Radio City
Music Hall played to a half-million

persons between Dec. 18 and last

night. One of the biggest two-
day attendance figures in the history
of the house was recorded Dec. 31

(Continued on I'ucie 7)

4,000 Theaters Back

Dimes March Drive

With some 4,000 theaters already
lined up for campaign participation,

nation-wide exhib. support of the in-

dustry's March of Dimes drive dur-
ing the week of Jan. 22 was gaining
steadily at the week-end, the na-
tional headquarters reported.
The South in particular is giving

(.Continued on Page 7)

Disney to Make 20 Shorts

To Train Navy Lookouts

WaxMnaton Bureau nf THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Twenty single-reel

films are to be produced by Walt Dis-
ney Productions under a cost only
contract for the U. S. Navy, it was
revealed here yesterday. The films

(Continued on Page 7)

Ted ft. Gamble Named
Treasury Consultant
Portland, Ore.—Ted R. Gamble,

widely-known Portland and Pacific

Northwest theater executive, has

been appointed special consultant

in the office of Secretary of Treas-

ury Henry Morgenthau, Jr.

While Gamble will have his head-

quarters in Washington, he hopes

to spend part of a week each month
in Portland.

Company Chiefs Due

At Labor Conference

Nicholas M. Schenck, George J.

Schaefer, Barney Balaban and Nate
Blumberg are among the heads of
the companies expected to attend
the IATSE studio labor conferences
at Pat Casey's office this afternoon.
Negotiations for contracts of eight
Coast locals are to be negotiated
during the conferences.

Business delegates from the eight
(Continued on Page 7)

Academy Awards Banquet
Cancellation Still Stands

Wc<f Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — President Walter

Wanger of Academy of Motion Pic-

ture Arts & Sciences yesterday
issued the following statement rela-

tive to annual Academy awards:
"Decision of the Academy's board

of governors cancelling this year's
(Continued on Page 4)

Ask Majors' Shorts for Tele
ATS Plea Linked to National Defense Needs

Houston Theater Workers
Giving Days Pay to R. C.

Houston—Employes of Interstate
Theaters here, at their annual holi-

day party, voted by acclamation to
donate a full day's salarv to the Har-
ris County branch of the American
Red Cross. The vote came after an
appeal by R. J. O'Donnell, general

(Continued on Page 6)

Fresh move to induce major dis-

tribs. to make available product for
television's use, predicated on Amer-
ica's entry into the war, was made
Friday by Norman D. Waters, presi-

dent of the American Television So-
ciety, who addressed a telegram to

Will H. Hays, MPPDA prexy, asking
for an appointment to discuss the
situation.

Waters' telegram follows action of
(Continued on Page 4)

Film Salesmen May be
Forced to Travel Territories

By Omnibus and Rail Lines

With new tires and autos being
rationed, sales departments of all

film companies are beginning to won-
der how their salesmen will be able
to call on their accounts when their
present cars and rubber wear out.

As salesmen are not on the priority
lists, the film men face the prospects
of covering their territories by bus
and train, if their tires are beyond
the possibilities of being re-tread
or their motors give out.
Not only would such a situation

materially increase the time de-
mands, but the cost of selling would

(Continued on Page 4)

Republic Buys Ohio

Franchise of Leflon

J. R. Grainger, Republic president,
announced Friday that the company
has purchased the franchise agree-
ment held by Nat L. Lefton of
Cleveland, for the distribution of Re-
public pictures in the territories

served out of Cleveland and Cin-
cinnati, Ohio. Lefton, who came to

New York to consummate the deal,

plans to take a vacation.
Grainger stated that the personnel

(Continued on Page 6)

Hal Roach Here to Talk
'42-43 Production With UA
Hal Roach is in New York to dis-

cuss his next season production plans
with United Artists executives.
Roach will continue making the
"streamlined" features which, it is

(Continued on Page 6)

PinanshVs War Post
Boston—Samuel M. Pinanski has

been appointed by Gov. Leverett

Saltonstall to the post of Commander
of the Motion Picture division of the

Department of Public Safety and will

have immediate charge of all defense

and war activities of tfte industry ipg

this region.
- ± S HI +7*7 ' MHZ
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

High
Ne:
Chg.Low Close

Am. Seat
Col. Picts.vtc. (2'/2%) 51/2 5V8 51/2+ 'A

Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 85/g 71/2 8% + 1

V

East. Kodak 138 Vi 137i/
2 138y2 + V:

do pfd
Cen. Th. Eq
Loew's, lnc 383/8 37 383/8 + 17/8
do pfd IO6V2 IO6V2 IO61/2 + Vi

Faramount 143^ 141/4 14% + ]/<

Para. 1st pfd
Para. 2nd pfd 13V4 12% 13 1/4 -f 'a
RKO 31/4 31/s 31/4

RKO $6 pfd
20th Century-Fox . 75/8 7l/

8 7% + 3/

20th Century-Fox pfd. 203/8 19y4 203/8 + \%
Univ. Pict. pfd

55/s 53/g 51/2

69 69 69

BOND MARKET

Warner Bros.

do pfd

NEW YORK
Loew's deb. 3'/2s46

Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3l4s47
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 95V2 95 95 Vi

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Radio-Ketih cvs. ... 5-32 % 5-32 +1-32
Sonotone Corp 2 2 2 — Vf

Technicolor 7% ^ 7% + Va
Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc. . 7% 7'/8 TVs — Vs
Universal Picts

F.

F.

F
You'll Find Out

® The Broadway Parade ®
Picture and Distributor Theater

Dumbo (RKO Radio Pictures-Walt Disney) 11th week Broadway
Forgotten Viilage (Mayer & Bursfyn)—8th week Belmont
Hellzapoppin (Universal Pictures)—2nd week Rivoli

You're in the Army Now (Warner Brcs. Pictures)—2nd week Strand

The Shanghai Gesture (United Artists-Tressburger)—2nd week Astor

Remember the Day (Twentieth Century-Fox)—2nd week Roxy
Sundown (United Artists-Wanger)—2nd week Criterion

Quiet Wedding (Universal Pictures)—2nd week Little Carnegie
Two-Faced Woman (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures) Capitol

Babes on Broadway (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures) Music Hall

Louisiana Purchase ( Paramount Pictures) Taramount
The Mad Doctor of Market Street (Universal Pictures) Rialto

Paris Calling (Universal Pictures) Globe
How Creen Was My Valley (Twentieth Century-Fox) (b) Talace

Outlaws of the Desert (Paramount Pictures) (a) New York
Riot Squad ( Producers Releasing Corp.) (a) New York

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES
The Girl from Leningrad (Artkino Pictures)—3rd week Stanley
The King (Trio Films)—2nd week (b) World
Servants' Entrance (Scandia Films)—2nd week 48th St. Theater

FUTURE OPENINGS.*
Sullivan's Travels ("aramount Pictures)—Feb. 4 Paramount
All Through the Night (Warner Bros. Pictures)—Jan. 23 Strand
Design for Scandal (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures) (c) Capitol
I Wake Up Screaming (Twentieth Century-Fcx) (c) Roxy
Pacific Blackout (Paramount Pictures) (c) Criterion
They Died With Their Boots On (Warner Bros. Pictures)—Jan. 9 (a-b) Talace
B ues in the Night (Warner Bros. Pictures)—Jan. 9 (a-b) Palace
Saddle Mountain Roundup (Monogram Pictures)—Jan. 6 (a) New York
Miracle Kid (Producers Releasing Corp.)—Jan. 6 (a) New York

(a) Dual bill, (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill.

20th-Fox Wins Suit

Over "Brigham Young"

Suit brought by Eleanor Harris
against 20th-Fox was dismissed Fri-
day by Federal Judge Henry W. God-
dard. Miss Harris had claimed she
was not given author's credit for

the film, "Brigham Young," and had
sued for $50,000.
The Court ruled that with the sale

of Miss Harris' book, "Empire of
Profits" to 20th-Fox for $1,000 and
her subsequent employment by the
studio, Miss Harris had forfeited any
credit rights except those given to
her by the studio. Miss Harris was
given research credit.

Connors, Gehring to Minn.
To Outline Selling Policy

Twentieth-Fox's selling policy to
meet the provisions of the Minnesota
state law banning five-blocks will be
outlined by Tom Connors and Wil-
liam C. Gehring at meetings in Min-
neapolis today and tomorrow. Con-
nors and Gehring left for Minnesota
Saturday.

Broadway, Norwich, Conn.,
Acquired by Loew-Poli

The 800-seat Broadway Theater in

Norwich, Conn, was taken over at
the week-end by the Lcew-Poli cir-

cuit and will be reopened as a first-

run house around Feb. 1, according
to announcement by J. R. Vogel, who
handled the deal. The theater has
been under lease by the old Poli cir-

cuit to Warner Bros. The lease ex-
pired Jan. 1 and the theater reverts
to the original operators. It will be
known as Loew's-Poli. New seat-
ing and other improvements are be-
ing made.

Eastman Staff Unhurt
In Japs Manila Raids
Rochester — "Entire staff un-

harmed."
That was the message from Man-

ila to Eastman Kodak officials here
and told Kodak that company repre-
sentatives in the islands' capital had
escaped the latest Japanese attacks
on the undefended citv. Cablegram
was sent by H. J. Heesch. Kodak rep-^

resentative in charge of Manila.

CORRECTION!
M-G-M TRADE SHOWING
(New York and New Jersey Only—At M-G-M Screening

Room, 630 Ninth Ave., New York City)

"WOMAN OF THE YEAR"
and

TUES. JAN.
9:30 A.M.

"CHINA CARAVAN" J 1:30 P.M.

"WE WERE DANCING" — WED. JAN. 14th

1 :30 P.M.

13th

COminG and GOIIIG

SPYROS SKOURAS returned from Denver Sal

urday.

BERNIE KREISLER. Universal short subjei

manager, leaves for Dayton this week.

ARTHUR W. KELLY arrives in Hollywood tt

day.

JUDY GARLAND, and her husband DAJjP
ROSE, arrived yesterday from the Coast./;|'

TOM CONNORS and WILLIAM C. CEHk>r)
left for Minneapolis Saturday.

ADOL:H JOHNSON, operator of the Stran

Hamden. Conn, is spending a few weeks :

Miami Beach.

Switch Hotel for Metro
Memphis Exhib. Forum

M-G-M's Exhibitors' Forum
Memphis on Jan. 13 will be held
the Gayoso Hotel instead of th

Pcabody as previously announced

NEW ycEr
THEATERS

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
50th St. & 6th Ave.

Mickey ROONEY • Judy GARLAND
"BABES ON BROADWAY"

An M-G-M Picture
ON STAGE: "THE BELLS RING OUT"—
Florence Rogge's gay spectacular revue. Sym-
phony Orchestra under the direction of Erno
Rapee.

1st Mezzanine Seats Reserved Circle 6-4600

PARAMOUNT PRESENTS

"LOUISIANA
PURCHASE"

in Technicolor

Starring BOB HOPE
Vera Victor

ZORINA MOORE
PARAMOUNT

IN PERSON
GENE

KRUPA
AND BAND
Extra: DINAH

SHORE
TIMES
SQUARE

CLAUDETTE COLBERT

"REMEMBER THE DAY"
with

John Payne
A 20th Century-Fox Picture

7th AVENUE
50th STREE1

PLUS A BIG
STAGE SHOW ROXY

Ti\1 xBSBJ
'How Green Was

My Valley'
Walter Pidgeon—Maureen O'Hara

\

AT LAST IT'S ON THE SCREEN

J HELLZaPOPPIN
OLSEN & JOHNSON • MARTHA RAYE
UNITED Dll/ni I BROADWAY
ARTISTS nl"'U & 49 th ST.
MIDNIGHT SHOW • DOORS OPEN 9:30 A. Ml
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Ask Majors' Shorts

For Television

(Continued from Page 1)

the Society in forming a "talent
pool" of volunteers to aid in the
planning and presentation of defense
programs by various Government
departments, in which it is serving
as a central agency to co-ordinate
the industry and develop the poten-
tialities of television for the national
emergency.

In the telegram to Hays, Waters
said:

"The American Television Society
is endeavoring to co-ordinate tele-
vision activities for national defense,
in co-operation with Governmental
departments. Television stations have
generously offered their time and
facilities for such programs. There
is an urgent need for patriotic and
historic short subject films to supple-
ment regular Government defense
films. We are confident of the de-
sire of the motion picture industry
to co-operate in every possible man-
ner with such a move, in the inter-
ests of our defense efforts, and
request an appointment which would
enable us to discuss this situation
with you at your earliest conveni-
ence."

In a statement issued simultane-
ously, Waters said :

"The time has come to put aside
all other motives and roll up our
sleeves for Uncle Sam. All indus-
tries should join hands in a co-opera-
tive effort to aid our country in its

hour of need. Regardless of past
policies and attitudes, there is no
doubt that absolute teamwork is now
essential between the television and
motion picture industries.

"Just as officials of NBC, CBS and
DuMont Television have been quick
to offer their services and facilities,

I know that our vital motion picture
industry will more than do its pax*t

to work hand in hand with television,

throughout the war period."

Weber Offices Moved
Law offices of Daniel A. Weber

are now located at Suite 1410, 1450
Broadway.

JANUARY 5

Edward Sutherland William Wright
Flora Schikler

JANUARY 6
Fred Niblo Ludwig Berger

Loretta Ycung Stanley Smith
Ruth Hiatl Ben H. Serkowich

JANUARY 7
Adolph Zukor Ernest L. Robbins

Kenneth Thomson Mary Louise Walliser

T T
• • • IT'S not that Phil M., like the proverbial prophet, is without

honor in his own land.—but, confessedly, is without information on a cer-

tain subject We mean those three letters, F.F.F., which have been

appearing in ads in this Ii'l ole trade paper Baffling mystery, that!

Accordingly we tried by the sporting process of deduction to see

if we could dope out what F.F.F. meant It couldn't signify "Fine For

Fishing" because no matter how fine the fishing might be just now (and

everybody knows it ain't). Uncle Sam won't let any party boats go off-

shore And it couldn't signify "Flat Foot Floogie" because that guy

is happily out of the public eye and ear It couldn't be,—aw, nertz,

we gave up, and decided to ask our FILM DAILY business department,

inasmuch as it knows all about our ads and the copy therein But

we were politely told to stick to our knitting, seein' as how there's no

connection 'twixt our advertising and our editorial wings Since con-

fession is said to be good for the soul, we confess that we don't know

wotinhell that F.F.F. means

T T T
• • • ARTHUR "RIALTO" MAYER is achieving swell results

at his House of Horror as result of screen and lobby campaign urging

patrons to take their change at the b.o. window in Defense Stamps

Yes, and Zeb Epstein, managing director of the N. Y. Strand, is also on

his patriotic toes, having created for that theater's lobby a Defense Bond
display which will probably make good displays for pic theaters through-

out the land It consists of a shadow box, the front mat in the

shape of a shield with cutout Eagle, center top, and transparent stars

cutout throughout the mat The background effect is a facsimile

of the Minute Man Defense Bond Poster Floor of the shadow

box has an inclined outline map of the U. S Through the center

of the map, a flagpole with silk flag attached is displayed Base of

the flagpole has an electrically-operated fan which sends a current o)

air through the hollow pole, animating the flag We tell you this

in some detail, Mister Theater Owner, 'cause it's worth doing something

about for your lobby,—and that something is to help via the display

to sell more Defense Bonds, thereby hastening Victory

T
• • • THE House of Warner has promotionally reinforced its two

eye-filling Technicolor shorts, starring the Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo,

with a very practical and effective pressbook The said shorts are

"The Gay Parisian" and "Spanish Fiesta". ... • Anent pressbooks,

that issued by 20th-Fox on "How Green Was My Valley" is a whiz for

completeness and quality of material Two sections were prepared

by A. M. Botsford's boys, and the third section by the Hal Home or-

ganization. ... • And reverting again to shorts for a moment, that was
a slick break Jose Schorr, Columbia's tab reel publicist, grabbed in PM
for "New York's Finest,"—a full page, no less!

T T
O • • HONEST to goodness, it seemed like old times when a copy

of the new "Universal Exploited" landed on our desk top It felt

good to see the name "Universal" back on a mag cover For many,

many years the "Universal Weekly" held sway in the industry, being

widely read by Mister Exhibitor The new mag will have an even

greater niche in filmland, because it tells theatermen how to make
money,—which, after all, is the raison d'etre No. 1 for the industry's

existence So our renowned Order of Applause (with two palms)

goes to the publication's staff,—John Joseph, Harry Ormiston, Louis Pol-

lock, and Sidney C. Davidson

T T

Car, Tire Rationing

Hits Sales Forces

(Continued from Page 1)

be jumped appreciably, it is pointt •

out.

Many film salesmen drive as mui
as 40,000 miles or more a year. Undt

]

the five-picture selling plan, i£f''

necessary to hit the road at m^i
frequent intervals than under tl :

block-booking system, and consei
j

decree selling will be in force untj

at least next June.
M-G-M can get around the direi

selling problem through a shor

!

form contract issued on the fif1

block-of-five pictures. Because <l

its sliding scale policy, the shoil

form contract, bearing the titles ([

the block, is mailed to all account
J

with the notation that the terms wi
[

be the same as those for the pri

vious block. To some extent this wi I

eliminate the necessity of frequei

direct salesman contact.

Academy Awards Banqui
Cancellation Still Stands

(Continued from Page 1)

annual awards banquet still stanc

As no dinner has been decided upi

and even the date of presentatii

of awards is now indefinite, no offici

Academy invitations to attend ha
been or can be extended.

"Several possibilities for the pre

entation of awards are now being e

plored and until these exploratio
have been completed results naturi

ly cannot be announced.

"The Academy board is anxio
not to anticipate or take chances
running counter either to speci

Army regulations or general Go
ernment policies. These are not 5
clarified and cannot be clarified tl

early for an event which ordinari

takes place at the end of Februa
or early in March. Voting on awar
is in progress but decision on foi

of presentation will be kept op
until the last minute for obvio

Chaplin Pix to Guaranteed
Guaranteed Pictures is the on

authorized company to distribute t

Charles Chaplin 16 mm. subjec

owned by Festival Films, Inc., a

cording to Herbert Silverberg, i

torney for the company. Festrv

recently won a judgment against t

Movie Parade Theater, Los Angeli
for showing a Chaplin picture own
by Festival without authority.

WEDDING BELLS

Keene, N. H.—Robert H. Slade
this city, who was an assistant.ma
ager of a chain of theaters in Miat]

Fla., until he entered the Army, h
been married in Springfield, O.,

Miss Dorothy G. Tinsley of Miai
Beach.
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Para., WB Common Among Active '41 Stock'
Total Sales of Industry
Securities on Big Board
Shows Big Jump Over '40

For the first time in years, Para-
mount and Warner Bros, common
stock were back on the list of the
20 most active issues on the New
York Stock Exchange in 1941, year-
end financial analysis for 1942 Film
Daily Year Book of Motion Pictures
discloses.

Paramount, with a turnover of 1,-

517,800 shares, was 11th on the list

of 20, with Warners in the 16th posi-
tion with total sales of 1,265,700.
Paramount's total gain was 4%
points, and Warners, 2%.
The roster of 20 also includes two

other securities with industry inter-
est, General Electric and RCA. GE
rates seventh with 2,018,750 turn-
over, but shows a 6V2 point drop for
the year. RCA is in 14th place with
1,400,700 turnover; stock had a two
point drop in 1941.

Total number of shares of indus-
try securities sold on the New York
Stock Exchange in 1941 was 6,062,-
100 as against 3,895,440 in 1940.
On the Curb Market, 1941 sales of

industry securities totaled 458,000
shares; figure in 1940 was 457,375.
There was a marked drop in the

New York Bond Market sales of in-

dustry issues, the 1941 total of $2,-
881,000 comparing with $7,088,000 in
1940 and $9,046,000 in 1939.

Hal Roach Here to Talk
'42-43 Production With UA

(Continued from Page 1)

claimed, have caught on definitely
with exhibitors and the public.

It is estimated that Roach will
have more than 10,000 contracts on
the streamliners by Feb. 1. Pictures
are being i shown in "A" houses
throughout the country and, because
of their shorter length, a theater
can play an extra show without go-
ing overtime and at the same time
increase the gross on a program.
Three streamliners on the second

group are completed and two are in
production. "Fiesta" was released
Dec. 25, "Hay Foot" on Jan. 1 and
"Brooklyn Orchid" will be released
on Feb. 1. In production are "Ca-
bane" and "About Face."

It is understood that no definite
number of pictures will be announced
by Roach for next season.

Schine Circuit Adds Two
Houses in Md. and Del.

Gloversville, N. Y. — The Schine
Circuit has added two more theaters
to its string, the acquisitions being
the Globe, Berlin, Md., and the Dia-
mond, Selbyville, Del. The Globe is

a 250-seat house, while the Dia-
mond's capacity is slightly over 400.
Both are to be renovated and adapted
to Schine policies.

Spencer Steinhurst, former man-
ager for Schines in Oneonta, is to
manage both houses.

Year's N. Y. Stock and Bond Sales

New York Stock Market Sales:
1941

6,062,1000
1940

Stocks and Dividends
American Seating $1.00 (c)

Columbia Pictures
Columb.a Pictures pfd. (254)
Consolidated Film Industries
Consolidated Film pfd. $1.00 (a)
Eastman Kodak $6.00 (b)
Eastman Kodak pfd. $6.00
general Theater Equip. $1.00!
Loew's, Inc. $2.00 (b)
Loew's, Inc. pfd. ($6.50)
Paramount $.90 (c)
Paramount 1st pfd. $6.00
Paramount 2nd pfd. $.60
Kadio-Keith-Orpheum
Radio-Keith-Orpheum pfd. $2.00 (a)

.

20th Centurv-Fox
20th Century -Fox pfd. $1.50
Universal Pictures pfd. $1.00 (a)
Warner Bros
Warner Bros. pfd. $3.85 (a)

TOTAL

Sales
34,000
78,000
14,600
45,500
56,600
124,600
263,000*
126,500
339,000
14,900

1,517,800
46,000

198,100
233,400
20,600

351,300
34,500
695,000*

1,265,700
603,000*

6,062,100

High
105/6

7A
28/

11

145/
182/
16J4
3954
110
16/
11554
145/8
33/
55/
95/

24
162
6/

77

Date
10-2
10-22
8-28
7-7

7-10
9-18
1-9

1-6

10-31
7-24

12-4
12-3

12-3
1-2

10-1
9-17

12-4
10-31
12-3
12-5

Low
6

4/
21/
A

7

120/
160

95/
28

105
10

95/
9/8
2

38/
5

16/
133
2/

53

Date
12-10
5-16
4-17
12-10
12-27
5-26
4-29
12-10
5-22
6-4
2-14
2-14
5-27

12-10
3-14
5-23

5-20
1-17
2-19
1-2

Last
7 'A
5/

24
Vs
7/

138
176
10%
36/
106%
14/

111
13

3/
47

1854
152
5/
68/

+

Net Change— H-
54

+ 2- a— %— i— 4
- l'A

354
2/8

-1- 4/ <

+14/
+ 2/— A

"

+ 4

+ M
+24
+ 2/
4-15/

High
11%
8/ . .

26
1/8

.

10/
166J4
180
1354-

3754
109/
10/8
99
11/
354
43/
.13/
25/

128 -

4/
56/

5

14

11/

15:
7

2C
97

6A

t

34
9

New York Curb Market Sales: 45 8,000
1941

Stocks and Dividend Rate
Monogram Picturest
RK-Ot oht. war
Sentry Safety Controlt
Sonotonet $.20
Technicolor $1.00
Trans-Luxt $.05 (c)
Universal Picturest

TOTAL

Bonds
Loew's 3/s '46

Paramount-Broadway 3s '55.

Paramount 4s '56

Warner Bros. 6s '48

Sales
38,400
123,900
14,800
42,600
161,000
65,300
12,000

458,000

High
1/
1G

A
2/
11

1

30/

Date Low
A
A
v»

154

145/

Date Last

2/

26

Net Change
+ ^—

~h
—7/32
+ n— \%— H
+ 11/

1940

High L
1

l\
i'A

r\2/
1654 :

\tt
1554 4y

New York Bond Market Sales: $2,881,000
1941 1940

Sales
$471,000
516,000
485.000

1,409,000

High
105
60/
10054
97

Date
1-28
9-23
11-5
9-4

Low
1023/
52
98/
92

Date
11-21

4-17
12-9
12-10

Last
1023/
58
9954
95/

Net Change— 1%
+ 5/

High
105

52/

L
lot

4C

+ 1.

New issue

9754

TOTAL $2,881,000

* Unit of trading, 10 shares; t Fully listed on Curb Exchange; (a) Accumulated dividends paid or declared in 1941; (b)Also extra or extr;
(c)Declared or paid so far in 1941.

Houston Theater Workers
Swing Day's Pay to R.C.

(Continued from Page 1)

manager and vice-president, for

every employe to give financially and
physically to national defense.

The gift of a day's salary by In-

terstate employes to the Red Cross
was followed by similar action of

other employes of every theater in

Houston, making the gesture 100
per cent for Houston for movie house
workers.

Interstate sent checks as a holiday
bonus to all former Interstate em-
ployes who now are in the U. S.
armed forces.

Houston Newsreel House
Location for Interstate

Houston—R. J. O'Donnell, general
manager of Interstate Circuit, and
John R. Moroney, attorney for In-
terstate, have taken an option on a
location for a newsreel theater in
Houston. It will be the first for Hous-
ton. Interstate has the new Telenews
Theater in Dallas.

Republic Buys Its Ohio
Franchise from Nat Lefton

{Continued from Page 1)

of both branches will remain intact,

and that there will be no changes ot
any nature.
With the closing of the Lefton

deal, Republic now controls 23 of its

33 distribution offices. Of the 10 re-

maining under outside control, five

are operated by J. H. Sheffield in the
Northwest.

Gibbons Burke Appointed
E. V. Richards' Assistant

New Orleans — Gibbons Burke.
New Orleans attorney, has been
named assistant to E. V. Richards,
president of Paramount-Richards
Corp. Burke is a native of this

city, a graduate of the Harvard Law
School, belongs to the Louisiana Bar
Association, and the Boston, Harvarl
and Pickwick clubs.

Movie Flash Co. Folds

Detroit — The Movie Flash Co.,

operating a theater-photo tieup, has
closed here, Herman R. Feil, man-
ager, has left for California.

Dipson Drops 20th Centur
Murphy Heads New Firm

Buffalo— Withdrawal of Nikit^

D. Dipson from control of the 20
w

Century was revealed with disclosu'

that a new corporation shortly w
formally take over- management
the downtown first-run. Robert

Murphy will be president and ge

eral manager.

Andrew Gibson, Dipson's partn<

acting as nominal head of the nc ,

20th Century, Inc., is expected
retire in Murphy's favor at the Ja
uary stockholders' meeting. M;
Yellen, general manager of Midla
Properties, Inc., which owns t'

building, has moved his office to t

Century to collaborate with Murpr

Manta & Rose to Operate
Simansky-Miller Houses

Chicago—Alex Manta and Ja
Rose of the Illinois-Indiana circ\

have taken over operation of t

four-house circuit of Simanskv a

Miller.
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roadway Holiday

rosses At Peak

(Continued from Pane 1

)

i Jan. 1 when a total of 54,615

trons stormed the theater. Gross
• New Year's Day was $20,000
• the opening of "Babes on Broad-
v." On Friday, the gross went
i"r the $16,000 mark, and stayed
se to that figure for the remainder
the week-end.

By grossing $25,000 on its open-

j day, New Year's Eve, "Louisiana
rchase" broke all existing records

the Paramount Theater in its 15-

ar history. Closest single day gross
s chalked up by "The Right tc

ve" on Dec. 31, 1930, when the
:ake was $21,748. The two-day
nss this year exceeded by more
in $8,000 any other two-day period

the house.

Ihe Roxy hit an all-time eight-

y record with "Remember the
y," piling up a gross of $111,576
id out by 169,831 persons. On New
ar's Day, alone, 18,259 patrons
id $11,765.

'The Man Who Came to Dinner"
,s ushered into the Strand on New
ar's Day, playing to SRO from
tning until closing. A gross of

3,000 for the week is expected.

'Shanghai Gesture" at the Astor,
undown" at the Criterion, "Two-
ced Woman" at the Capitol and
tures in all other Broadway houses
I capacity business during the
liday week-end.

Out-of-town openings also drew
avy business. "Ball of Fire"

sed out "Kitty Foyle" top grosses
20 per cent in all situations. "The
in Who Came to Dinner" opened
roughout the country to business
sorted to be from 40 to 220 per
it ahead of last year in the same
uations. "Louisiana Purchase" and
ahama Passage" were running
II ahead of last year's holiday
tactions reports indicated.

ompany Chiefs Due
t Labor Conferences

(.Continued from Pane 1)

als arrived over the week-end as
1 the following studio managers:
ed Meyers, 20th-Fox; Charles
>ren, Paramount; Sid Rogell, RKO;
ive Garbcr, Universal; and Carroll
xe, Warner Bros. Fred Pelton, aide
Pat Casey, producers' studio labor
ntact, was also among the ar-
rals from the West Coast.
Sessions will also mark the initial

pearance of Richard F. Walsh,
meting with the producers, in his
pacity as IATSE president.

iil Engel to Boston

Phil Engel, Eastern field public-
' representative for Warner Bros.,
11 make his headquarters in the
>ston office as of today. Engel has
en working out of the New York
ice for the past six and a half
ars.

Goldtvyn Selects

Gehrig Pic Title

Samuel Goldwyn has selected "The
Pride of the Yankees" as the title

for his picture based on the life of

Lou Gehrig in which Gary Cooper

will play Gehrig and Babe Ruth will

play himself. Barbara Stanwyck and

Theresa Wright are leading contend-

ers for the role of Mrs. Lou Gehrig.

Director Sam Wood will start filming

late in January from the script pre-

pared by Paul Gallico. Lefty Odoul,

manager of the San Francisco ball

team, has been engaged as technical

adviser.

Dueber, Canton, Files

Some Run Complaint

A some run complaint has been
filed with the Cleveland tribunal by
Park Theater Co.. operator of the
Dueber Theater, Canton, O., which
names the five consenting companies
as defendants. Named as interested
oarties are the McKinley, Mozart.
State, Valentine and Strand Thea-
ters, all of Canton, and the Botzam
Theater Co. of Akron.

Complainant charges that request?
for pictures from the five companies
have been made for the last six or
=?even months and that the request?
Nave been refused. Complaint was
'iled under Section VI of the New
York consent decree.

State Labor Board Reverses
Local 306-Wolff Dispute

State Labor Board reversed the de-
cision of its own trial examiner and
decided asrainst Local 306 in a dis-

pute involving: Julius Wolff, opera-
tor of the Livonia, Brooklyn.

The board held that Wolff did not
refuse to bargain in good faith with
Local 306 and it is not necessary for
him to rehire the three union projec-
tionists who went on strike April 6,

1940.

At same time, the board ordered
+he closed shop contract between
Wolff and the Empire Motion Picture
Operators Union set aside since con-
tract was signed at time when nonp
if projectionists were members of
Empire.

Louis Nizer represented the de-
fendant.

FitzPatrick to S.A. or

New Travel Talks Jan. 18

James A. FitzPatrick will head s

unit into Central and South America
to make a series of Travel Talks
which will be of interest to all the
Americas, FitzPatrick said in New
York at the we^k-end. Series will

he made in collaboration with the
John Hay Whitney office. The Fitz-
Patrick unit will leave for Central
and South America on Jan. 18.

4,000 Theaters Back

Dimes March Drive

(Continued from Pane 1 )

enthusiastic support, according to

Harry Brandt, co-chairman. New
Orleans exhibitors held a meeting
Saturday at which all first-run

houses pledged support. Subsequent
runs will hold a meeting; this week.

J. L. Cartwright of Florida State
theaters has been made co-chairman
to serve with M. C. Moore of Jack-
sonville as Florida state leaders in

the drive. Bob O'Donnell's circuit

in Texas is signed up and ready to

go.
Barney Balaban reports ready re-

sponse from Paramount affiliated cir-

cuits. Among those wiring promises
of support are Jules J. Rubens, Hunt
Perry, Harry L. Royster, William K.
Jenkins, H. F. Kincey, Frank Rog-
ers. John J. Friedl.

W. L. Crull, Jr., Loew manager in

Nashville, has been named state co-

chairman for the general Tennessee
committee.
Frank L. Newman, Sr., chairman

for the State of Washington, reports
the following county chairmen:

Eeroy Johnson, Seattle; Bob Monahan.
'iellingham ; Harry Percy. Stevenson ; Rex
Thompson, Pt. Orchard; C. L. Kirby, Mon-
roe; E. G. Abbott, Sedro Woolley ; O. C.
Paisley, Coeur D'Alene, Idaho; T. P. Kelly.

\berdeen ; Harry Ulsh, Seattle; Mike Barovic,
Tacoma ; Mr. Klanton, Vancouver; Charles
Grieme. Wenatchee ; Wm. Ripley, Longview ;

'errv Randolph, Cathalamet ; A! St. John,
Chehalis; H. D. McBride, Spokane; Prey
Morgan. Colville; Frank Fountain, Pt. An-
teles;. R, L. Brogan. Clarkston; Clarence
Farrell. Ellensburg; Don Glover, Pullman;
W. P. Brown, Waterville; Howard Mavlor.
Oak Harbor; Charlie Laidlaw, Davton; Tohn
Eee, Ephrata ; Clarence Spangler, Friday Har-
bor; Mrs. L. A. Moore, Goldendale ; Fred
Mercy. Sr.. Yakima; A. G. Basil, Ravmond

;

-\gnes Frakes, Newport ; Don Pearl. Prosser

;

W. B. McDonald. Olympia; Sydney Turner.
Pasco; Mrs. A. B. Thompson, Pomeroy ; Roy
Stevens, Pt. Townsend; Gus Bergstrom. Re-
public; Roy Irvine, Ritrville: Gus Graf, Shel-
on; Tack Wright. Walla Walla.

Disney to Make 20 Shorts
To Train Navy Lookouts

(Continued from Pane 1)

will be used to train Navy lookouts,
observers and pilots in recognizing
U. S. warships and aircraft as well
as the air and sea forces of other
nations. They will be shown to navy
nersonnel at all ships and shore sta-

tions.

The films will be unique in that
they will incorporate three methods
of photography—live or actual pho-
tography, model photography and the
animated cartoon style of photogra-
phy. All three types will be used in

the same film, a method believed
never before attempted by the motion
picture industry.

Metro Switches Tradeshows
Metro will tradeshow "Woman of

the Year" and "China Caravan" for
the New York and New Jersey ter-

ritories at the New York exchange
on Jan. 13, starting at 9:30 a.m.,

and "We Were Dancing" at 1:30 p.m.
on the 14th instead of the previous-
ly announced dates.
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BIG DOINGS

BIG PICTURE

"LADY FOR A
NIGHT" is iruly

BIG! Big in

TERMS of story,

THRILLINGLY

TOLD in the

CONFLICT

BETWEEN

ROISTERING •q^*

MISSISSIPPI River life ond proud

SOUTHERN aristocracy! Big in

TERMS of stars!

THE most brilliant /*•»-••

CAST of screen

FAVORITES

EVER

ASSEMBLED by

REPUBLIC for one 1

FILM! JOAN
BLONDELL in the most

DRAMATIC role of her great

CAREER! Handsome

JOHN WAYNE,
GREAT as a river

GAMBLER, killer,

LOVER! Suave

RAY MIDDLETON

IN a role you'll never

FORGET! Plus a <^

GREAT aggregation

OF Broadway's

BRIGHTEST stage stars, including'

PHILIP MERIVALE, BLANCHE

YURKA, EDITH BARRETT,

LEONID KINSKY and

MANY more! Big

IN terms of

PRODUCTION!

NOTHING was

SPARED in

EXPENSE or {(\\

EFFORT to makeS^V
"LADY FOR A
NIGHT" the year's

MOST memorable

FILM triumph. It's

A REPUBLIC PICTURE
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timate in Character
ternational in Scope
dependent in Thought
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INIONS, PRODUCERS IN SHOWDOWN PARLEY

941 English Business at Ail-Time High—Harley
rsonnel Shortage Felt;

omen May Be Used to

?11 Film, Says 20-Fox Exec.

3usiness in England for 1941 was
best ever including any pre-

r period, Francis L. Harley, man-
ng director of 20th-Fox in Great
.tain, stated yesterday. Harley,
o arrived here in time for the

ristmas holidays, would not make
y estimates but said the gross

iped any previous year.

Twentieth-Fox, according to Har-
, is continuing production at the

insborough studio although the

(Continued on Page 8)

earn Testimonial

(tended by 300

Cleveland — Approximately 300
n and theater executives gathered
the Statler Hotel last night to

nor Bert Steam recently promoted
UA from district manager to

sstern sales manager. Guests
me from Chicago, New York and
actically all points between. Inser-
tions included 40 from Pittsburgh,

from Buffalo, 15 from Indianap-

s, 15 from Cincinnati, two from
(Continued on Page 6)

''est Coast Studios Will

art Nine Pix This Week
st Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Nine new pictures are

neduled to go into production this

;ek. The check-up:
At Columbia: Four shooting, in-

lying "Highly Irregular," comedy
(Continued on Page 8)

Congress Will Act
On Daylight Saving

Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington — From both Senate

and House leaders yesterday came
assurances that there would be quick

consideration of daylight saving time
legislation as a war measure. Pend-
ing bill would permit the President

to advance or retard the nation's

clocks up to two hours.

Phone Co. Suit Ashs Damages for Private
Phone Use to Solicit Benefit Tichet Sales

Milwaukee, Wis.

—

Of interest to organizations soliciting ticket sales for

theater benefits is the action started in circuit court here by the Wisconsin

Telephone Co. agains five telephone subscribers to collect damages for alleged

use of private telephones to solicit theater benefit ticket sales.

The defendants were alleged to have permitted use of their "one party

unlimited" residence telephones for the business. The action asks that they

be restrained from continuing the practice on the ground the company is de-

frauded by use of private telephones for business purpose and tying up of the

lines interferes with service to other customers.

Now It's Official:

"Witch Hunt" Ended

Washington Bureau nf THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Oh, well, better late

than never.
"In the interest of national unity,"

Sen. D. Worth Clark, D., Idaho, yes-

terday announced that he had for-

mally suspended the "witch hunt"
into charges of alleged war film

propaganda.
Clark, chairman of the special

(Continued from Page 8)

Nick and Weston Start

Terms in Federal Pen.

Terre Haute, Ind.—John P. Nick,
former IATSE vice-president, and
Clyde A. Weston, one-time business

agent for Local 143, operators, St.

Louis, today are No. 1058 and No.
1059, respectively, in the new Fed-
eral Penitentiary here.

The two former labor leaders will

(Continued on Page 8)

20th-Fox fo Comply

With Anti-Five Law

Minneapolis—Twentieth Century-
Fox will comnly with Minnesota's
anti-blocks-of-five law until the act

is declared unconstitutional and will

revert to blocks-of-five selling with-
in the state once the law is declared
invalid. That was the message
brought to 50 or more Twin City and
Northwest exhibitors who were
guests at luncheon there yesterday

(Continued on Page 3)

Victor Thien Appeals
Palm Complaint Dismissal

Victor Thien, owner of the Palm
Theater, St. Louis, whose clearance
complaint was dismissed by J. W
McAfee, arbitrator, has filed an ap-
peal against the decision.

Thien had charged that the seven-

day clearance over the Palm granted
to Fanchon & Marco's Aubert and

(Continued on Page 8)

Create 3 UA Sales Divisions
New One in Dominion; Exchanges Realigned

Hunt Stromberg Tenders
Resignation from M-G-M
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Producer Hunt Strom-

berg, who has been with M-G-M for
the past 16 years and whose contract
expires March 1, 1944, has resigned
but is expected to remain with the
organization until he can complete

(Continued on Page 8)

Re-alignments in exchange designa
tions and the creation of three divis

ions in place of two in the United
Artists' sales organization were an-
nounced yesterday by Carl Leser-
man, general sales manager. To the

Eastern division, headed by Harry
L. Gold, and the Western division,

headed by Bert M. Stearn, has been
added the Canadian division with
David Coplan as manager. Canad-

(Continued on Page 3)

Studio Locals Demand
That New Pacts Be Made
Retroactive to March, 1941

By DAVE GOLDING
FILM DAILY Staff Writer

Showdown meeting between the
eight Coast IATSE studio locals and

'

the producers opened yesterday
afternoon at Pat Casey's office with
a general discussion of the demands
made by the unions.

All contracts negotiated must be
retroactive to last March, it was
learned. That the unions will not
back down from that demand was
made clear to the producers headed
by Nicholas M. Schenck, Sidney R.
Kent and Barney Balaban.

There was an air of finality among
the 14 union delegates who are here
from the Coast. Counter-demands:
made by the producers last October

' (Continued on Page 6)

MPT0A Board Solidly

For Unify Program

MPTOA's entire board of direc-

tors has approved the industry's

unity program as set up in Chicago
last month, according to Ed Kuy-
kendall, president. Kuvkendall con-

ducted a mail vote among his di-

rectors on their reaction to the five-

point plan conceived by the Motion
(Continued on Page 6)

Majors Without Advices
On Personnel in Manila

Major film companies with offices

in Manila have not received any
word from their personnel there

since the Philippine capital fell tp

the Japs. There is no information
(Continued on Page 6)

JV. Y. SPG to Act on
Contract Tonight?

New York Screen Publicists Guild

will hold a special membership meet-

ing tonight at which it is expected

a proposed contract will be presented

by the Negotiating Committee for

ratification.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Ne!

High Low Close Chg.
Ati. Seat 7Vi 71/2 71/z + '/4
Col. Tiers, vtc. (2i/

2%>
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 85/8 8S/
8 85/8

East. Kodak 139 138% 139 + i/2
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq 12 12 12 + IVs
Loew's, Inc 39% 39% 39*i — %
do pfd IOS1/2 lOSi/2 IOSI/2

Paramount 15% 14% 15
Para. 1st pfd
Para. 2nd pfd 13i/

2 13V4 133/8 + %
RKO
RKO $S pfd
20th Century-Fcx 8 7% 8
20th Century-Fox pfd. 21 21 21

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 5% 5% 5% + %
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Loew's deb. 3V,s46.102% 102% 102% — %
Para. B'way 3s55.
Para. Hots. 4s56. . . 99% 99 1/2 99V2 — %
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 95% 95 95Vi + %

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Sonotone Corp 2% 2% 2% -f- %
Technicolor 7% 7% 7% — %
Trans-Lux
Universal Ccrp. vtc. 8 8 8
Universal Picts

Hold Funeral Services
Today for Otis Skinner

Funeral services for Otis Skinner,
83, retired stage and screen star,

who died Sunday night following an
illness of less than a month, will be
held today in the Church of the
Transfiguration. Interment will take
place in Woodstock, Vt., Skinner's
summer home.

The dean of the American stage
is survived by his daughter, Cor-
nelia Skinner.

Skinner in 1930 starred in the

screen version of "Kismet," one of

his outstanding stage vehicles.

He was president of the Episcopal
Actors Guild and vice-president of

The Players.

"Fighting the Fire Bomb"
Has Television Premiere

First official training film approved
by the Office of Civilian Defense, en-
titled "Fighting the Fire Bomb,"
had its premiere last night over
Television Station WNBT and in

other simultaneous special show-
ings in 81 schools, before air raid
wardens being trained by the Police
Department of New York City.

The film, which was under the
technical supervision of the Chem-
ical Warfare Service of the U. S.

Army and the National Fire Protec-
tion Association, is a 15-minute
short produced by Transfilm, Inc.

Author-director-produeer of the
bomb film was Sherman Price,

president of Transfilm, Inc. Narra-
tion was by James Lehman.

Plans are being rushed for the
release of a special 35 mm. the-

atrical version, which has been
shortened to meet crowded projec-

tion schedules.

$92,000 N. Y. Para. Week
Expected for "Purchase"

The Paramount Theater, Broad-
way, will complete its first week
with "Louisiana Purchase" tonight
with an estimated record-breaking
gross of $92,000, according to Man-
ager Bob Weitman. House took in

$25,000 on the New Year's Dav
opening and garnered $30,000 on
Saturday and Sunday.

"Louisiana Purchase" is beina1

accorded extended playing time in

31 key city situations, it was re-

ported yesterday.

Powland Will Produce
"The Commandos" In N. Y.

William Rowland will put into im-
mediate production at the local Fox
Movietone Studios a motion picture
titled "The Commandos." The story
was written by Stedman Coles and
Irvin Shapiro.
At the present time Rowland is

awaiting from England actual film

of the Commandos in preparation
and action.

Helen Mason Stricken

Toronto—Helen Mason, for the last
five years with General Films, Ltd.,
and formerly with Victor Animato-
graph Corp., died here suddenly.

40,000 Children at

Defense Matinees
Cleveland—Fifty-four theaters in

the Greater Cleveland area partici-

pated Friday in a Free Defense

Matinee to which all children, under

12 years of age, were admitted upon

showing to the doorman a 10 cent

Defense Stamp purchased at the

theater box office. It is estimated

that more than 40,000 children at-

tended the matinee. Film (1940-41

product) was furnished free by the

distributors. The operators donated

their services and the theater own-
ers contributed the theaters.

Auto Plant Shutdown
Effect Hard to Gauge

Detroit—The effect of the auto
plant shutdown on show business is

difficult to gauge because of the com-
bination of post-holiday slump and
first extreme cold weather of the sea-
son. Slump over the week-end ap-
pears to average 25 per cent. Con-
trarily, the Rio, neighborhood house,
reported the best Sunday for the year
while nearby houses slumped off.

Check of conflicting reports in-

dicates that good box office films are
drawing average or better biz, and
drawing away from houses playing
below average attractions. Consen-
sus of exhibitor reaction, as voiced
by Edgar E. Kirchner, Michigan Al-
lied secretary, is that the men laid

off will spend somewhat more time
at the movies at first, but will cut
attendance sharply if they feel the
layoff will last any length of time.

With strong union activity here at
present, auto workers are partially
confident that unemployment will not
hit them individually for very long,

although their confidence appears
somewhat misplaced. Big downtown
houses, which have had good holiday
business, are especially hit as when
the trend toward economy sets in the
higher prices prove an obstacle.

W. N. Skirball to Coast
Cleveland — William N. Skirball,

head of the Skirball circuit operating
a chain of 12 theaters in Ohio,
has left for California for a three
month's visit with his brother, Jack
Skirball.

Gus Railey Dead
Houston—A. R. (Gus) Railey, vet-

eran Interstate stage hand, is dead.

F. F. F.
Something to think about-

COfllinG and GOIRG

COL. DARRYL F. ZANUCK and CORDOI
MITCHELL, of the Motion Ticture Academy
left New York last night for Washington.

ARTHUR L. PRATCHETT, Central America
manager of Paramount, arrived yesterday fror

Mexico City.

IRVING BERLIN returned to Hollywood
terday to write more musical numbers for
day Inn."

I. J. SCHMERTZ, Ceveand branch manage
of 20th-Fox, has returned to his desk afti

home office conferences.

PATRICIA DANE, M-G-M player, is here fo
3 short vacation.

CHARLES COBURN arrives today from th

Coast.

CARL LESERMAN, UA sales manager, left yes
terday for Cleveland and Chicago.

BEN KALMENSON, Warner Bros, sales man
ager arrived on the Coast yesterday for studi
conferences.

IRVING HOFFMAN, publicist, arrives tonigh
from Chicago.

JAKE MILSTEIN has returned from Hollywood

JACK MILLS, president of Mills Music, le*
-^

yesterday for the Coast where he will spen
two weeks.

LEW SCHREIBER, 20th-Fox casting directo
arrived last night from Hollywood.

TEX RITTER, Columbia contract player, I

on a personal appearance tour.

MONROE RUBINGER, Chicago publicity an,

-

exploitation manager for Warner Bros., has re
[

turned to that city after home office conferences

'Babes' and 'Woman' Bott

Slated for Holdovers Here

"Babes on Broadway" and "Two
Faced Woman" have played to mor
than 225,000 paid admissions at th
Music Hall and Capitol, respective e:

ly, since they opened New Year'
Day, M-G-M announced yesterday
Holdovers are slated for both the
aters.

In its first 49 openings, "Babe
on Broadway" has played to busi
ness averaging 238 per cent of nor
mal.

.11

Rites for Mrs. Roseniield
Funeral rites for Mrs. Carolyr I

Rosenfield, mother of Jonas Rosen-,

field, Jr., 20th-Fox ad copy chief v

were held on Sunday at the Fresl n

Pond Crematorium, L. I. Other sur
vivors include her husband and twe

sons, Maurice and Ulman.

ITOA to Meet Thursday
ITOA will hold a luncheon meet

ing at the Astor Hotel Thursday.
: I

MITCHELL MAY, Jr.

CO., INC.

INSURANCE
Specializing

in requirements of the

Motion Picture Industry

75 Maiden Lane, New York

510 W. 6th St. Los Angeles
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reale Three UA

- ales Divisions

(Continued from Paae 1)

i exchanges previouslv included
the Western division will now op-
ite as a separate unit.

Four exchanges in the Southern
-ftrict have been transferred to
'? Western division under Steam.

I

ey are New Orleans. Dallas, At-
"lta and Charlotte. Re-alignment
the exchanges in Jack Goldhar's

.trict has been effected, bringing
troit, Cleveland, Cincinnati, In-

mapolis and Pittsburgh unler the

stern divis : on.

-The Far Western district under
. E. Callaway now includes the

s Angeles, San Francisco, Seat-
. Salt Lake City and Denver ter-

ories.

Leserman left yesterday for a

'eting to be held in Cleveland to-

y with Goldhar and the following
anch managers: M. Dudelson, Har-
. Dudelson. Nat Beier. G. R. Frank
d James Hendel. In Cleveland, he
tended a testimonial dinner last

?ht to Bert M. Stearn, recently
• pointed Western division sales

anager.
Tomorrow, Leserman will meet in

licago with Bert M. Stearn:
larles Stern, district manager of

e Chicago territory, and the fol-

ding branch managers: Ralph
amblet, J. S. Abrose, Ben J. Rob-
5, D. V. McLucas and William E.

ruog.
iAt these meetings, Leserman will

5cuss the completion of the cur-

nt season's selling, dating and
;|uidation, and will present the set-

• for new productions to be re-

ased by United Artists during the

jmainder of the season.

usicians Buy $700,000

i Defense Savings Bonds

The American Federation of Mu-
i:ians and its affiliated local unions
: ve bought $700,000 worth of the
irious types of defense savings

i 'nds during the past two months.

:dil Rosing Dead on Coast
-st Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Bodil Rosing, 64,

i : reen character actress, died here.

Ludwig Berger
Stanley Smith

Ben H. Serkcwich

T T
Exhibitor Profiles: Arthur L. Mayer
• • • YOU'LL not find his name mentioned as a factor of profit

in annual financial leports of manufacturers of vaseline hair tonic and

heavy woollen undershirts, but this exhibitor makes more locks stand

on end. and more spines chill, than any of his contemporaries Is

known everywhere as the unrivalled Champion of Frightfulness

Boasts that his heavily patronized pic palace in the heart of Times Square

plays only two types of films,—horror and horrible—, with these two

characteristics overlapping more often than not Cherishes bad re-

views given by carping metropolitan critics to attractions he books, and

waxes indignant if not credited with having exhibited the most moronic

and unintelligible product Jokes merrily about all this, and can

afford to laugh, because his coffers bulge with grand grosses annually

Makes this dough with the worst of pictures, while many of his

more serious (and less astute) showmen friends have the Devil's own
time making a pittance with the best

• • • SCARCELY beyond the diaper and bassinet age, Arthur L.

(the tniddle name is Loeb) Mayer came to New York from his native

Dcmopolis, Alabama Was educated in local schools, climaxing

mental cultivation by graduating from Harvard in '07 Bent was

for the artistic Essayed reluctantly a few commercial ventures,

temporarily winding up in the Panama hat biz, which, despite its pay-

ing him profits, he ached for something more esthetic Quest led

him to enlist influence of his uncle Latter paved way for Arthur

to join Samuel Goldwxn Then landed with Lubliner ir Trinz, and

thereafter with lialaban & Katz, accounting for his later affiliation with

Publix In 1932 became director of publicity-advertising for Para-

mount Publix Corp Following year resigned to return to exhibi-

tion field, taking over the old Rialto from Paramount Expanded

activities to distribution of foreign pix in 1935, with Joseph Burstyn. . .

In November of that year, their first opus, "The New Gulliver," played

the Cameo The next month took over the new Rialto which

bowed on Xmas Day Has since imported numerous fine features

with Partner Burstyn

• • • IS married,—his wife being the former Lillie Stein They

have three children. Peter, the eldest, active in Coast production; Michael.

a senior at Yale; and Nora, currently at finishing school Peter

was with Paramount and a member of Julian Bryan's expedition into

Russia; on the city desk of Pathe News In New York; then with Herb

Klein through Europe, making "Lights Out In Europe," and was in Poland

at time of the "blitz"

T T

• • • DURING nine months of year, Arthur resides in Mt. Ivy,

N. Y., and during the Winter in New York City Is omnivorous

reader of plays, and long interested in the "legit," having been one of

producers of "The Old Maid" which Warners made into top-flight film

Also co-produced "Oh, Evening Star" which shone for exactly

two evenings Has sold articles on pix to national mags

Gifted and clever writer, razor-sharp mind, huge sense of humor

Swell, frothy speaker, wag and wit Director of Trans-Lux York-

ville and Trans-Lux Washington Corporations; operator with Rapf &
Rudin of Cort Theater, Somerville, N. J., and Gramercy Park Theater,

New York City Member of Harvard Club and Grand Street boys

It is said of him that he is the only exhibitor, who, no matter

how bad or good business may be, doesn't have to play M-G-M shorts

on Nostradamus in order to show a prophet

20lh-Fox to Comply

With Anti-Five Law

(Continued f om Page 1)

of 20th-Fox and Tom Connors, new-
ly appointed assistant to President
Sidney R. Kent.

Connors, who presided at the
luncheon, explained he had ccme to
Minneapolis to get acquainted with
exhibitors and to renew old friend-
ships among them. His firm, he ex-
plained, has challenged the anti-
five law here in two actions, trial of
one of which is to be resumed in
Ramsey District Court in St. Paul
tomorrow. "The law makes it neces-
sary for us to maintain one method
of selling in Minnesota and one for
other surrounding states, both out
of the same exchange," Connors said.
"That increases distribution costs
and gives us quite a few other spe-
cial problems from time to time."
He stressed the value cf unity in

the motion picture business, specially
at this time, and said that would be
the goal he would strive for in his
new position. Little was said about
sales policies as Connors explained
these were pretty well governed by
the Minnesota law.

Other 20th-Fox officials who at-
tended the all-day session were Wil-
liam Gehring, Central division man-
ager; M. A. Levy, district manager,
and J. M. Podoloff, Minneapolis ex-
change manager. It was the consen-
sus among exhibitors who attended
the session that the war will im-
prove theater business generally and
that the slump in business, felt when
hostilities started, already is begin-
ning to lighten.

Warners Sign Shumlin;
To Direct 'Watch on Rhine'

Wc*t Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Herman Shumlin,

whos. stage production, "Watch on
the Rhine," has been purchased by
Warners, will direct the film version.
He has signed a long-term contract
with Warners.

to run counts:

Boston—Capt. James L. Caddigan,
for the last 14 years supervisor of
the film department for Paramount's
local exchange, has been promoted
to the rank of major on the staff of

Brigadier General Edgar C. Erick-
son, adjutant general, of Massachu-
setts. He will be in charge of pub-
lic relations.

Detroit—Ed Carlson, manager of
the Dawn Th.ater fcr the Kilbride
Circuit, is resigning to jo'n the
Navy. His post is being taken by
Al Ruttenberg, former owner of the
Iris Theater.

Dallas—Alex Barr, chief of ser-

vice of the Palace Theater and his

brother, Francis Barr, of the pub-
licity department of Interstate The-
aters, are now U. S. Marines.
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Unions, Producers

In Showdown Parley

REVIEWS Of H€UI films

(Confiiiiifd /rom Pa<?e 1)

had been turned down by the mem-
bership. It was pointed out the con-

tract demands made by the IA locals

are substantially the same as those

presented last March and that the

unions feels enough time has elapsed.

Parley May Last a Week
Pat Casey, studio labor contact,

said he thought the matter would be

settled in a week. According to

Casey, no wage proposals were made
and discussed. He said most of the

time was spent analyzing working
conditions.

Producers were confronted also for

the first time, it was said, with the

eight IA locals acting with complete
local autonomy although in harmony.
Richard F. Walsh, IATSE president,

was there but only in an advisory
capacity.

"I'm just sitting there and listen-

ing to what they have to say," Walsh
said when he left the meeting room.
"I give them advice or help when
they want it."

Following the first session the
union delegates headed for the In-

ternational's headquarters for a brief

meeting. The studio managers re-

mained behind closeted with Casey.

Sound men, electricians, makeup
artists, laborers, prop workers, grips,

and costumers are the locals which
are seeking new contracts. Previous-
ly the lab technicians negotiated
their own contract and the projec-

tionists reached an agreement at

the last meetings in New York.

Those Attending the Meeting

Complete list of those attending
the opening conference follows:

FOR THE PRODUCERS: Loew's,
Nicholas M. Schenck; 20th-Fox, S.

R. Kent. W. C. Michel, vice-presi-

dent, and Fred Meyers, studio man-
ager; Paramount, Barney Balaban
and Charles Boren, studio mana-
ger; Warner Bros., Joseph Hazen and
Carroll Saxe, studio manager; Uni-
versal, John J. O'Connor and Dave
Garber, studio manager; RKO, Ma-
jor Leslie E. Thompson and Regin-
ald Armour, personal assistant to

George J. Schaefer; Columbia, Ar-
thur Schwartz; Samuel Goldwyn
Studios, Keith Glennon; Pat Casey,
studio labor contact; and Fred Pel-

ton, assistant to Casey.

FOR THE UNIONS: Richard F.

Walsh, IATSE president; Louis
Krouse, IATSE secretary; Carl Coo-
per, International representative;

Herbert Aller, Burnett Guffey, Gus
Peterson and Gilbert Warrenton,
Local 659, Cameramen; J. P. O'Don-
nell and A. J. Mike Moran, Local

728, Electricians; J. F. Swartz, Lo-
cal 165, Projectionists; Wm. L. Ed-
wards, Local 705, Costumers; B. C.

DuVal, Local 44, Props Workers;
W. C. Barrett, Local 80, Grips; C.

Westmore, Local 706, Makeup Ar-
tists; Harold V. Smith, Local 695,

Sound Men, and Neal Fairbanks,

Local 727, Laborers.

"Call Out the Marines"
with Victor McLaglen, Edmund Lowe,

Binnie Barnes

RKO 67 Mins.

McLAGLEN AND LOWE RETURN TO
MARINE CORPS COMEDY ROLES BUT
FILMS HANDLING IS INEPT.

Patterned after their successful charac-

terizations of Captain Flagg and Sergeant

Quirt, Victor McLaglen and Edmund Lowe
continue their friendly scrapping under

different nom de plumes in the service of

the U. S. Marines.

While McLaglen and Lowe perform va-

liantly, production is a jumble of good

intentions. Inept handling is reflected in

the film's indecision to continue as a straight

and lusty farce or an action drama about

spies with emphasis on the humor. As for

humor, a glance at a retreating but shape-

ly rear or the ogling of a curvaceous blonde

is not as funny as it used to be.

Throughout it all, Binnie Barnes carries

on in a commendable manner as the main

object of attraction between our scrapping

marines. Both Paul Kelly and Miss Barnes,

whom McLaglen and Loew believe are

working with spies, are really helping Uncle

Sam.

There are a couple of good comedy bits,

notably a slapstick chase in a pair of jeep

cars. Unlisted, but deserving of mention,

is an attractive lass with a good voice called

Zana Zaranda who sings a song by that

title and one other in a style that attracts

attention.

CAST: Victor McLaglen, Edmund Lowe,
Binnie Barnes, Paul Kelly, Robert Smith,

Dorothy Lovett, Franklin Pangborn, Corinna

Mura, Kings Men, Six Hits and a Miss.

CREDITS: Producer, Howard Benedict;

Directors, Frank Ryan and William Hamilton;

Screenplay, Frank Ryan and William Hamil-
ton; Cameramen, Nicholas Musuraca and J.

Roy Hunt; Film Editor, Theron Warth;
Songs, Mort Greene and Harry Revel.

DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Wall St. Sees Good Year
In Prospect for Industry

A good year for theaters and pro-
ducers was predicted by the Wall
Street Journal in two forecast ar-
ticles yesterday by Sydney B. Self
and Joseph Maguire, the latter a
Hollywood staff correspondent.

Pointing to the good business in

England, despite its blackouts, as an
example, the Journal asserts that
the American film industry believes
its business will be as good as last

year, and probably better. It con-
tends that pictures are not likely

to be affected much by priorities,

inasmuch as there is plenty of film

available and its raw stock is not
on the list of A-l war essentials as
yet. Loss of trained personnel to

the armed forces will be a handicap
rather than a serious obstacle in

making pictures, it is said.

Financially speaking, the Journal
points out, the motion picture in-

dustry has never been in a strong-
er position than it is today.
Although attendance dropped off

for four days after the attack on
Pearl Harbor, patronage has been
returning to normal steadily, the
Journal states.

"Son of Fury"
with Tyrone Power, Gene Tierney,

George Sanders

20th-Fox 98 Mins.

ROMANTIC, COSTUME SAGA OF A
MAN WHO SETS OUT TO RECOVER HIS

BIRTHRIbHT; STRONGEST APPEAL FOR
FEMME AUDIENCES.

Task of transcribing Edison Marshall's

novel, "Benjamin Blake," has been handled

in a workmanlike fashion but without the

verve and fire that was to be expected. The
treatment is almost languid and lacks the

dramatic intensity which would have made

tilm a pulsating action yarn.

Film, nevertheless, is entertaining and

with Tyrone Power in the lead should have

strong appeal for the feminine trade. It

is doubttul though whether title has been

improved upon and it is this department's

guess the original should have been re-

tained.

Character of Benjamin Blake, as portrayed

by Power, is a hero of the Anthony Ad-

verse romantic and swashbuckling school.

Background of yarn takes place in England

in early 17th century when story opens.

Roddy McDowall plays part of Blake as

young lad who is taken by his father's

naif-brother, a cruel and vicious lord, as a

servant in the house. Title to the estate

rightfully belongs to the lad but since his

birth is clouded, he has no rights.

Numerous adventures befall Blake as he

sets out to obtain his fortune so that he

can clear his name. Before he departs,

the lord's daughter promises to wait for him.

When discovered with her, Blake receives

a cruel beating by her father. Then to

some South Sea Island where he finds a

fortune in pearls and falls in love with one

of the natives. Blake returns to England

and clears his name. He obtains the

estate but leaves it to his friends and re-

turns to the South Sea Island.

Transformation of the lord's daughter re-

vealing Blake's hideout to her father

upon his return so that he is arrested is

not clearly brought out but is sufficient in

that it returns Blake to his native sweet-

heart.

Power is good as the hero and acquits

himself handily. Native girl is played by

Gene Tierney who looks very attractive at-

tired in a sarong. No great strain is placed

on her acting ability, therefore she is a

pleasing addition to the cast. Another

able portrayal is delivered by George Sand-

ers as the cruel nobleman.

In lesser roles, Roddy McDowall is splen-

did as young Ben. Elsa Lanchester is a stand-

out in a small part as the strumpet who be-

friends Blake. Harry Davenport, as Ben's

grandfather, Dudley Digges, as the barrister,

John Carradine, as Ben's friend who chooses

to remain on the island, turn in good acting

jobs in minor roles.

Direction is capable without being drama-

tically exciting and Philip Dunne has adapted

with skill the novel into a screenplay.

CAST: Tyrone Power, Gene Tierney,

George Sanders, Frances Farmer, Roddy

McDowall, John Carradine, Elsa Lanchester,

Harry Davenport, Kay Johnson, Dudley Dig-

ges, Halliwell Hobbes, Marten Lamont,

Arthur Hohl, Pedro de Cordoba, Heather

Thatcher, Lester Matthews, Charles Irwin,

Dennis Hoey, Ethel Griffies, Robert Grieg,

Ray Mala, Clifford Severn.

CREDITS: Producer, Darryl F. Zanuck;
Director, John Cromwell; Associate Produc-

er, William Perlberg; From novel by Edison

MPTOA Board Solid

For Unity Program

(Continued from Page 1)

Picture Industry Conference C<

mittee, at the Chicago meeting.
The MPICC will hold its f

general meeting at the War
Hotel, New York, on Jan. 21.

mittee is composed of five MP
members, five from Allied, five fi

independent units and one from e

of the distributing companies. J
Kirsch of Chicago is tempor;
chairman.

3•T

300 Attend Cleveland
Testimonial to Steam

(Continued from Page 1)

Boston, two from Chicago, four fr

Detroit and five from New York
Carl Leserman and Hal Ro™

came from New York. John Har
National Variety chief barker
James G. Balmer, national tr

urer, were honor guests from Pi

burgh.
Testimonial dinner, arranged

the Variety Club of which B
Stearn is the outgoing chief bar
was done with a strictly West
background.
A blow-up of the guest of hoJ

showed him wearing a 10-gallon l|

bearing the slogan, "Westward H
Music had a western flavor and 1

entertainment carried out the we
ern theme.
As a parting gift, Stearn was p

sented with a traveling bag and

signed testimonial book. At
personal request, all funds in <

cess of the cost of the party, w<

turned over to the Variety CI

Charity Fund.
Dave Miller, Universal distr

manager, was general chairman
charge of arrangements.

Cleveland—Frances Turner, si

retary to Bert Stearn when he v>

UA district manager, will go
New York to continue with him
his new capacity as Western div

ion manager.

Majors Without Advices
On Personnel in Manila

(Continued from Page 1)

as to whether the offices are fuj

tioning or whether the records a
film were moved elsewhere befo

the enemy forces entered the ci 1

Paramount has received an ordinal

business cable but it contained

hint as to the fate of the office.

Betty Bell at Copley Plaza

Boston — Betty Bell, daughter
Floyd L. Bell, Film Daily staff c<

respondent, has been named pv

licity director of the Copley Pla

in Boston.

-
a!

Marshall; Screenplay, Philip Dunne; Cam
man, Albert Miller; Film Editor, W,
Thompson.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGf
Top-Notch.



>AMUEL GOLDWYN'S
BALL OF FIRE 7

3ROKE 12 NEW
i

fEARS' RECORDS

f

::

)UT OF A TOTAL OF
12 OPENINGS!

1. WASHINGTON 5. LOS ANGELES 9. KANSAS CITY

2. BOSTON 6. SAN FRANCISCO 10. LOWELL

3. CHICAGO 7. PROVIDENCE 11. SYRACUSE

4. COLUMBUS 8. OMAHA 12. DES MOINES
s

SAMUEL GOLDWYN PRESENTS

1RY COOPER • BARBARA STANWYCK

;

R K O
RADIO
PICTUI

reefed by HOWARD HAWKS produced by samuel goldwyn 1
Screen Play by Charles
rackett and Billy Wilder
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Now It's Official:

"Witch Hunt" Ended

{Continued from Page 1)

Senate Interstate Commerce sub-
committee, made public a letter to

Sen. Burton K. Wheeler, D., Mont.,
chairman of the full committee, in

which he said it was the sub-com-
mittee's belief that continuance of

the investigation was not desirable.

Letter said:

"In view of the fact that our
country is now at war and hence
some of the matters covered in

Senate resolution 152 and amend-
ments thereto are now moot, and in

view of further fact that other mat-
ters covered by Senate resolution 152

and amendments thereto are quite

controversial, it is believed by your
sub-committee that in the interest of

national unity, it would not be de-

sirable to report in detail upon them
at this time, unless ordered to do

so by your full committee."
It has been generally understood

since the hearings flopped so dis-

mally that they would never be re-

sumed, and that the sub-committee
was content to let the matter die

out. Declaration of war. however,
gave it an "out" for officially de-

claring it dead.

See No Congressional Action
On Pending Ind. Measures
WasVnaton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— With exception of

the film propaganda investigation

which was officially killed off yes-

terday in the interest of "national

unity," other congressional bills af-

fecting the industry, which were
introduced in the last session, in-

cluding the Boren measure to in-

vestigate the industry, and the

Neely divorcement and block-book-

ing b ;
lls, will continue alive but

dormant, according to present indi-

cations.
Unlike at the end of a Congress,

bills do not die at the close of a

session, but continue from one ses-

sion to another until the Congress
itself ends—a period of two years

—

hence the measures introduced last

session will continue alive until and
unless officially killed off by positive

action.

However, a checkup by The Film
Daily indicated yesterday that no
action will be taken on pending film

legislation.

STORKS!

Houston—The birth of a daugh-
ter to Mrs. Bob Kelley, wife of the
Houston press agent for Interstate

Circuit, on Dec. 31, is announced.

Cleveland — Paul Gusdanovic,
prominent local circuit owner, is a
grandfather for the second time.

His daughter, Mrs. Richard Robrack
presented him with a 9 pound grand-
son on Dec. 29.

Your Country Needs Money NOW
War Needs Money!
It will cost money to defeat- Japan. Your Government calls on you to help

now.

Buy defense bonds or stamps today. Buy them every day if you can. But
buy them on a regular basis.

Bonds cost as little as $18.75. Stamps come as low as 10 cents. Defense
bonds and stamps can be bought at all banks and post offices and stamps can
also be purchased at retail stores.

THE FILM DAILY urges all Americans to support your Government with your
dollars.

Buy Defense Bonds Today

West Coast Studios Will
Start Nine Pix This Week

{Continued from Pane 1)

with Joan Bennett and Franchot
Tone. Richard Wallace directing for

producer B. P. Schulberg; "Alias
Boston Blackie," mystery, with Ches-
ter Morris, Richard Lane and George
E. Stone. Producer, Wallace Mac-
Donald and director, Lew Landers.
At M-G-M : Seven shooting.
At Monogram: One shooting, "Mr. Wise

Guy," comedy, with Leo Gorcey, Huntz
Hall, Bobby Jordan, Gabriel Dell, Joan Bar-
clay and Ann Doran. Sam Katzman pro-
duction and William Nigh directing.

At Paramount: Pine and Thomas produc-
tion, "Wildcat," adventure romance, star-

ring Richard Arlen. Frank McDonald di-

recting.

At Republic : Three shooting.
At RKO-Radio: Three shooting.
At 20th Century-Fox: Twelve shooting,

including "Whispering Ghosts," mystery-
comedy, with Milton Berle, Brenda Joyce
and Jorn Shelton. Director, Alfred Werker;
"Secret Agent of Japan." mystery drama,
with Preston Foster and Lynn Bari. Direc-
tor, Irving Pichel ; "Hearses Don't Hurry,"
mvstery drama, with Sheila Ryan, Joseph
Al'en, Jr., Mary Howard and Robert Lowery.
Zolley W. Lerner directing; "Sundown Tim."
western, starring John Kimhro"erh. Direc-
tor, James Tinling. Sol M. Wurtzel pro-
ducer on all four of these.

At Universal: Four shooting, includ'np
"Wske Up and Dream." musical, with Glo-
ria Jean, the Andrews Sisters, Robert Paige.
Leo Carrillo. Charles But+erworth. Billip

^nrke. DonaM O'Connor. Woody Herm';
and his Orchestra. Edward F. Cline di-

recting.

At Warner Bros. : Two shooting.

Victor Thien Actuals
Palm Complaint Dismissal

(Continued from Pane 1)

TTnion theaters was unreasonable.
Named in the complaint were Para-
mount, 20th Century-Pox and F
& M.

Aoollo. Buffalo, Requests
Reduction in Clearance

Buffalo—Reduction in clearance to

nermit the new Apollo Theater at

1346 Jefferson Ave., to exhibit m'c-

tures immediately after Shea's Elm-
wood Theater is sought in a demand
for arbitration filed by Basil Bros.
Theaters against Paramount. Loew's,
RKO, Vitagraph and 20th-Fox. The
Elmwood now has 21 days' clear-

ance over the Apollo.
The paper names the Elmwood as

the theater "whose business or prop-
erty may be affected by an award."

Hamilton Will Arbitrate
Cuba Clearance Complaint

Buffalo — Edward W. Hamilton,
Buffalo attorney, has been desig-

Nick and Weston Start

Terms in Federal Pen.

(Continued from Page 1)

serve five years each for violations

of the Federal anti-racketeering act.

They surrendered to a U. S. mar-
shal in St. Louis at the week-end.

St. Louis—John P. Nick and Clyde
A. Weston, until their surrender
here, had been at liberty under $20,-

000 bond since their conviction on
Sept. 18, 1940, in the Federal Dis-
trict Court here on 11 counts of
racketeering in their dealings with
local motion picture theater owners
while in control of the affairs of
Local 143.

In addition to meting out the

five-year prison terms Federal Judge
John Caskie Collet ordered them to

pay fines of $10,000 each.

Nick and Weston lost an appeal
to the United States Circuit Court
of Appeals and later the United
States Supreme Court declined to

review that adverse decision.

The principal charge against Nick
and Weston was that they conspired
to obtain $6,500 from theater own-
ers in the Fall of 1937 to forestall

a threatened drastic increase in the

wages of projectionists.

Hunt Stromberg Tenders
Resignation from M-G-M

(Continued from Page 1)

his current production, "I Married
an Angel."

His resignation has not been ac-

cepted as yet by Loew's board of
directors.

Cleveland Exhib. Ass'n
To Elect Officers Ian. 22

Cleveland—Cleveland Motion Pic-

ture Exhibitors Association will hold

its annual meeting for election of

officers on Jan. 22.

nated arbitrator and the first hear-
ing has been set for next Monday,
in the clearance case brought by the

Cuba Theater at Cuba, N. Y., against
the Big Five.

The Cuba's demands would affect

three Olean theaters, the State,

Haven and Palace.
The Cuba Theater is listed as a

co-partnersbirj of Nunzio Tantillo.

Sarah Tantillo, Rose M. Scura and
Nina C. Montesano.

English 1941 Biz

At Ail-Time High

(Continued from Page 1)

personnel and material shortage ha J

made things increasingly difficur

He said the studio has just con
pleted "The Young Mr. Pitt," >*

rected by Carol Reed and star/

Robert Donat, a production cost**

over $1,000,000.

Other films produced by 20th-Fo
in England were "Kipps" with Dian"
Wynward and Michael Redgrav
directed by Carol Reed, and a less?

effort, "Once a Crook." Harley sai

the studio would next start on "Ur
censored," the story of the Belgiui

underground movement.
A brief insight into the manm

theaters and the industry are fun<

tioning in England was offered b

Harley. He said all theaters all<

cate five minutes of their prograi

to Government war films of whk
the British Ministry of Informatio

produces one a week. He also pai

tribute to Paul Kimberly, Nation;

Screen Service representativ in Loi

don, who is in charge of Army ii

struetional films and the distribi

tion of all films to camps.
Shortage of male personnel f(

the sales organizations is becon

ing increasingly acute with wome
more and more filling key spot

Harley stated. If it gets wors
Harley said, women may be calh

upon to sell films.

Industry there is also feeling tl

shortage of raw stock and mat-

rials which is reflected in the dra

tic curtailment of photos and pos

ers, Harley related.

On the basis of his experienci

in England since the war starte

Harley believes films will becon

the principal source of entertar

ment here once we settle down to tl

course of the war.
Harley had no comment on tl'

remittance situation except to s?

it is in the hands of the proper a

thorities.

I. D. Hcdlisey Dead
Nashua, N. H.—Jeremiah D. Hs

lisey, once manager of the Tremo
Theater here, is dead following

long illness. He had been the loc

postmaster since 1933 and had al

held city and state offices.

8

WEDDING BELLS

La Crosse, Wis.—Mary Jane Ko
pelberger, daughter of Frank L. Ko
pelberger, head of the La Cros
Theaters Co., and Mrs. Koppelbergt
was married to Ralph C. Hartman
Bay City, Mich.

Chicago—Rita Saindon, of Warn
Theaters headquarters, will be ms
ried shortly to Phil Seitz.

Steve Loewer, of Warner Br
home office publicity departme'
was married Dec. 31 to Mildred A
nolds.
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)PM CALLS CONFERENCE ON THEATER NEEDS
— - ..—— i

1 1A Unions Start Individual NegotiationsToday
nions Present 16-Point

rogram on Working Con-
itions to the Producers

J !

By DAVE GOLDING
FILM DAILY Staff Writer

The eight IATSE studio locals

ter two days of preliminary dis-
: ssion will begin individual nego-
: itions with the producers this
- orning.
I Reason for the prolonged opening
i :ssions, The Film Daily learned
'& 1st night, was the presentation by

(Continued on Page 8)

3 IHied Board Parley

i New York Jan. 22

Allied States Association directors

11 convene for the annual board
eeting at the Warwick Hotel here

, Jan. 22, it was disclosed here yes-
'.rday by Abram F. Myers, Allied's

ard chairman and general counsel.

%. one-day postponement is possible,
(Continued on Page 6)

Ii Louisiana Purchase" Sets

, ecord at N. Y. Paramount
-i? i

. .

} '"Louisiana Purchase" cracked the
1 '3,000 mark and set a new record

the Paramount Theater, Broad-
ly, in its first week which ended

(Continued on Page 6)

r
;r

B

rtu»
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"Carpet of Dimes"
For Warner Houses

All Warner theaters will observe

the night of Jan. 23 as "Night of

Dimes" in co-operation with the na-

tional drive for contributions to the

President's Infantile Paralysis Fund.

Plan calls for the placing of car-

pets in front of the houses and

passers-by will be solicited to drop

their gifts on the "Carpet of

Dimes." Warner field exploitation

men additionally have been instruct-

ed to assist non-WB houses desir-

ous of staging similar campaigns.

PEGGED RENTALS LOOM FOR CANADA
Gov't Names Director of Theaters-Film Section of

War-Time Prices Board

Toronto—Announcement was made
yesterday of the appointment of R.

G. McMullen by the Federal Govern-
ment as director of the Theaters and
Film Section of the War-time Prices
and Trade Board, with offices in Tor-
onto, to deal with problems of the

film business under the admission
price ceiling regulations.
McMullen appeared before a meet-

ing of independent exhibitors yester-

day afternoon to discuss develop-
ments and divulged that the Govern-
ment is considering pegging of film

rentals in Canada.
McMullen declared it was the de-

sire of the Government to deal with
independents as well as distributors

and circuits in laying down the basic

(Continued on Page 8)

Report Pathe Gelling

Full Control of PRC
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — It is reported that

Robert R. Young of Pathe has pur-

chased for Pathe the controlling in-

terest of Producers Releasing Cor-
poration from franchise owners and
is now negotiating to purchase the

(Continued on Page 6)

111. Allied to Discuss
Admission Increases

Chicago—Jack Kirsch, president

of Illinois Allied, has called a meet-
ing for this afternoon at the
Congress Hotel. Increased admis-
sions, war measures, Red Cross and
the March of Dimes drive will be dis-

cussed.

Miss. Exhibs. Want

Sunday Ban Lifted

Jackson, Miss.—Legislation legal-

izing Sunday shows will be pressed
by exhibition interests at the ses-

sion of the state Legislature which
opened here Monday.
With Governor Johnson on rec-

(Continued on Page 4)

20th-Fox Will Release
Eight Musicals in '42

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Eight musical films

will be released by Twentieth-Fox
as part of its 1942 program. Octet
—largest number in many years

—

are "Iceland," the Sonja Henie-Ty-
(Continued on Page 4)

Raid Rules tor Mass. Exhibs.
All New England May Adopt Regulations

Sam Wood Dickering
With United Artists

We't Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Contrary to a pub-

lished report, Sam Wcod has not
closed any deal with United Artists,

but his representative admits nego-
tiations are pending with that.J}r-

ganization.

Wood has definitely decided to en-
CContinued on Page 4)

Boston—Official air raid rules for

theaters, the result cf conferences
held by Dean James M. Landis, New
England Regional Director of Ci-

vilian Defense, with representatives

of theater owners and of the New
England State Councils of Defense,
became effective with state-wide pub-
lication yesterday.
The rules include explicit instruc-

tions to theater owners how to per-

fect emergency blackout and air raid
(Continued on Page 8)

Eastern Theater Operators
Will Meet With OPM Reps.

In Washington on Friday

By OSCAR HUME
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — An informal

conference on material require-

ments for motion picture the-
aters throughout the country will be
held here on Friday, between East-
ern theater operators and owners
and representatives of the Office of

Production Management.
The meeting, to be held at 2 P.M.

in the Earle Theater building was
(Continued on Page 6)

Connors Sees War

Booming Film Biz

Minneapolis—The war is going to

bcom theater business to new heights
in the United States, according to

Tom Connors, new executive assist-

ant to Sidney R. Kent, president of

20th-Fox who left here last night
after spending two days with Twin
Citv and Northwest exhibitors.

Connors was host at a luncheon
and all-day meeting of exhibitors

here Monday and spent yesterday
(Continued on Page 4)

Tele Film Report Going
To Directors of MPPDA
Use of patriotic and historic short

subjects for television may result

from a meeting held Monday by Will
H. Hays, Francis S. Harmon and
Norman D. Waters, the latter presi-

dent of the American Television So-
ciety. As a result of the meeting,

(Continued on Page 4)

Expect No Industry
Legislation in ft. I.

Providence, R. I.—The General

Assembly convened yesterday but

theater men here foresee no new
laws in the making likely to affect

the film industry.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Ner

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Seat 7% 75/8 75/8 + y8
Col. Picts.vte. (2i/

2%) 5% 5% 5% — Va
Columbia Picts. pfd

Con. Fm. lnd

Con. Fm. lnd. pfd... 8% 85/8 85/8
East. Kodak 140 139% 140 +1
do pfd

Gen. Th. Eq 11% 1 1
1/2 1 1

1/2 — i/
2

Loew's. Inc 39% 38% 39y4 — Va

do pfd
Paramount 15 14% 14%— %
Para. 1st pfd Ill 1 10l/4 110l/4 — %
Para. 2nd pfd 13% 13% 13%— Va
RKO 3% 3% 3% — %
RKO $6 pfd
20 l

h Century-Fox . . . 8% 77/8 7% — %
20th Century-Fox pfd. 2U/2 21 21 % + V2
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 5% 5% 5% — Vs
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Loew's deb. 3V2S46
Para. B'way 3s55
Fara. Picts. cv. 3i/4s47
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 95 Vi 95 95 !4 — Va

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Radio-Keith cvs.

Sonotone Corp.
Technicolor 7% 7% 73^
Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc. . 8% 8 8
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45. .64 66
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 623/8 65

5-32 5-32 5-32

Cohen Succeeds Leserman
As Vitagraph, Ltd., Exec.

Toronto—Election of Wolfe Co-
hen, long Warners' district manager
in Canada, as vice-president of Vi-
tagraph, Ltd., succeeding Carl Les-
erman, is announced.

Dumas Story, Capitol's Next

"The Corsican Brothers" will fol-

low "Two-Faced Woman," current,

at the New York Capitol,

New Documentary Film
Course at City College

City College of New York is inaug-
urating a practical course of study-
to train experts in the making and
showing of factual motion pictures,
according to Dr. Harry N. Wright,
president, who announced that the
Institute of Film Technique would
cpen here in February.

A series of 12 workshop and lec-

ture courses conducted by outstand-
ing producers and directors of Gov-
ernment and educational films will be
offered by the Institute. Supervised
by Irving Jacoby, producer and di-

rector of "Big Town, Small Town."
"Latitude 20" and "Hot Ice," the In-
stitute includes among its instruc-
tors and lecturers several well-known
authorities. Among them are John
Grierson, Government film commis-
sioner of Canada and founder of the
documentary film movement; Joris
Ivens, director of "Spanish Earth";
Willard Van Dyke, co-director of

"The City"; Stuart Legg, producer
and director of "Canada Carries On";
John Ferno, director of "A Child
Went Forth"; Alice V. Keliher, as-
sistant professor of education at New
York University, and Kurt London,
author and authority on the socio-

logical aspect of motion pictures.

Harnes-Gray Suit Against
Warner Bros, is Settled

Suit for $75,000 damages for al-

leged breach of contract, brought by
Alvin R. Harnes and Howard A. Gray
against Warner Bros., was settled

yesterday in Federal Court for an
undisclosed figure.

Plaintiffs had charged violation
of a contract allegedly made in De-
cember, 1936, in which Warner Bros
agreed to pay for a plan calline: for
the dramatization of Dr. Ehrlich's
work. Harnes and Gray claimed
$75,000 compensation for alleged use
of thp plan in Warner Bros.' picture,
"Dr. Ehrlich's Magic Bullet."

"Frrvored Nation" Clause
In Proposed SPG Pact

Terms of the pronosed contract
fov the New York SPG with the ma-
iors include a "favored nation"
clause, providing1 that no other com-
nanv mav be given a better agree-
ment after the pact is signed with
any one distributor.

Contract is reported in memoran-
dum form at the present time, with
a few angles still to be ironed out.

Agreement on retroactive pay re
auires that the agreement be effec-

tive as of tomorrow.

Two Tickets in Field

For N. Y. SPG Offices

Perkins Succeeds Burton
In Para. Maintenance Post

Resignation of Charles Burton as
head of the maintenance department
of the theater division of Paramount
was announced vesterdav bv Leon-
ard Goldenson. Evan H. P r rkins has
been named to succeed Burton.

President Joseph H. Gould of the

New York Screen Publicists Guild

will be opposed for re-election by
Carl Rigrod, who has been nomi-
nated by petition. Election will

take place this week, under a course

of procedure determined at a spe-

cial meeting of the SPG member-
ship at the Hotel Piccadilly last

night.
Candidates nominated and sec-

onded from the floor at the Decem-
ber membership meeting, and who
have not declined, are in addition to

Gould, Larry Lipskin for 1st vice-

president; Jonas Rosenfield, Jr. (in-

cumbent) for 2nd vice-president;

Stephen L. Freeland for secretary;

Charles Wright for treasurer.

Members nominated by petition in

addition to Rigrod for president

are: Mort Gerber for 1st vice-presi-

dent; Arthur Jeffrey for 2nd vice-

president; Leonard Daly for secre-

tary; Charles Wright for treasurer.

5,000 Theaters Pledge
Dimes Campaign Support

.

Approximately 5,000 theaters have
pledged the use of their lobbies or

auditoriums for March of Dimes col-

lections during the week of Jan. 22.

More than 600 new pledges were re-

ceived yesterday.
First actual cash contribution was

received yesterday by Nicholas M.
Schenck, chairman of the New York
committee, from A. R. Hamerslag,
president of Pace Press, theatrical

printers. Hamerslag turned in 1,000

dimes contributed by Pace employes
and matched by the company.

FCC Okays New DuMont
Tele Station for N. Y. C.

Wos<< :natnn Bureau oi THF FILM DAILY
Washington—The FCC yesterday

granted the application of Allen B.

DuMont Laboratories. Inc., for a new
television station in New York City
to operate on 78,000-84,000 kilocycles,

Channel No. 4. unlimited time, to be
completed within 90 days.

Para. Signs McCrea to New Pact
We-t Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Paramount has made

a new deal with Joel McCrea to star

in four pictures during the next two
years, with options on the actor for
an additional picture a year.

COfllinG and GOIflG

GEORGE J. SCHAEFER returned from Chica

yesterday.

ABRAM F. MYERS is in town and stoppii
1

at the Warwick Hotel.

ED SAUNDERS, M-G-M's Western sales md
ager, left for the Coast last night.

BILL HEINEMAN, Universal's assistant sal

manager, left for Cincinnati last night. ,^1

ARTHUR SILVJRSTONE, UA's Eastern I

manager, is in Philadelphia. -Ff" 1

PATTERSON McNUTT, scenario writer, retunj

to Hollywood today.

DENNIS HOEY arrives in New York tomorn
for his role in "The Heart of the City."

ANDY DEVINE. and his wife, are in tot

and are stopping at the Waldorf-Astoria Hot

WALLACE BEERY goes to Louisville Jan.

J

for the world premiere at Loew's there of "Tj
Bugle Sounds."

E. O. WILSCHKE, Altec's district manager!
Philadelphia, spent the day in New York Cil

at the Altec home office.

TOM CONNORS left Minneapolis last nigj
for New York.

Cuban AMPTW Places 91
U. S. Pix Among "10 Besj

Havana (By Air Mail)—The Al
sociation of Motion Picture aJ
Theater Writers which, in the par
has been pro-Spanish and pr
French in its annual Cuban "T<
Best" selections, currently does i

about-face, placing nine America
productions on its 1941 roster.

Selections in order of rank fc

low: 1.—"Citizen Kane" (RK(
Welles); 2.—"The Thief of Bagda<
(UA-Korda); 3.—"The Long Vo;

age Home" (UA-Wanger); 4.-

"Lydia" (UA-Korda); 5.—"Th
Great Dictator" (UA-Chaplin); 6.-

"Here Comes Mr Jordan" (Colur

bia); 7.—"Two Women" (French
8.
—"The Flame of New Orlean:

(Universal) ;
9.—"T he Morti

Storm" (Metro); 10.—"Major Ba
bara" (UA-Pascal).
The AMPTW selected the follov

ing films for special award: "Se
areant York" (Warner-Lasky) ; "Mei
John Doe" (Warner-Capra) ; "Tl

Philadelphia Story" (Metro); "Th
Knew What They Wanted" (RK
Radio); "Tom, Dick and Harr;

(RKO Radio); "Pride and Prejudio
(Metro); "A Woman's Fad
(Metro); "That Hamilton Womai
(UA-Korda) ; "Come Live With M
(Metro); and "Out Of The Fof

(Warner)
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ALL-OUT AMERICA!
To answer the burning question, "Are we prepared for war?/' comes this vivid, vital report to

the public on the state of our defenses, featuring Defense Chiefs William S. Knudsen, General

George C.Marshall, Admiral Harold R. Stark.. .a factual, forceful screen survey of America's first

line of defense— the production line ... and our fifty million defense workers who are meeting

the challenge of Totalitarianism with Americanism . . . here is a picture to stir the heart of America

... to make them proud ... to make them strong ... to pack every theatre that shows it . . . M-G-M

presents for immediate booking, the terrific two-reeler . .

.

MAIN STREET
ON THE MARCH!

narrated by

JOHN NESBITT
Directed by Edward Cahn

Recommended for wide circulation by Eleanor Roosevelt in her nationally syndicated column!
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Connors lea War

Booming Film Biz

(.Continued from Page 1)

with individual exhibitor organiza-
tion heads and the branch office sales

force of his company.
"Theater business in England and

Canada rose to new heights after

those countries got into the war and
there's every reason why it should
follow suit in this country," Con-
nors said.

"The public will seek the cheaper
form of entertainment and the
movies just fill the bill."

Connors added that he expected
the movement to theaters will be-
come more pronounced as tires and
automobiles are withdrawn from the
market. Exhibitors here were in-

clined to agree with him.
Connors left last night to return

to New York.

Tele Film Report Going
To Directors of MPPDA

(Continued from Page 1)

the ATS is preparing a report on the

situation which will be forwarded
this week to the members of the
Hays board for their approval.
Hope was expressed in television

circles that the move will result in a
change of policy by producers, which
would make patriotic and historic

shorts available for immediate use
in television defense programming.

Jack Levin Testimonial

At Hotel Newton Today

Memorial services for Sophie Lev-
in, who coined the expression "Carry
On" in the last war and who or-

iginated the Annual Red Cross Roll

Call will be held by the Levin Family
Tree at the Hotel Newton today.

Services will be followed by a testi-

monial to its leader and ex-president,
Jack H. Levin, executive director of

the Copyright Protection Bureau.

Get "Journey Into Fear" Leads
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Dolores Del Rio and

Joseph Cotten will play the leads in

"Journey Into Fear" which will be
made by Mercury Productions for
RKO. Orson Welles will also play
important role in the picture. Nor-
man Foster will direct.

Adolph Zukor
Kenneth Thomson

Ernest L. Robbins
Mary Louise Walliser

V V T
• • • AS we write this, the details oi Universal's new good-will

Short Subjects Dating and Exploitation Contest are in the hands of all

theatermen Via this contest, the company and its Mister Bernie

Kreisler aim to convince outlets that "U" tab reels on their programs

mean extra attendance and extra coin at box-offices Too, that such

product has marquee-appealing titles; timely subject matter keyed to the

topics oi the day; real showmanship reflected in offering feature-star

personalities, hit-tune songs, and famous name-bands; and that use of

these tab reels will increase audience entertainment and satisfaction

Universal's confidence is genuine and justified, and is no mere pro-

motional shouting from the housetops There is a tried and true

saying in this biz of ours that "money talks" Hence "U" has posted

$2,400 in cash for showmen to shoot at The individual showman

has, in brief, only to book "U" shorts, and send his detailed campaign,

as prescribed in the rules, to be judged at the home office,—said cam-

paigns to be in the mails on or before the deadline of Feb. 15, next

T
• • 9 THAT the campaigns submitted will be judged in justice

and thoroughness is evidenced by the "blue ribbon jury" selected for the

task On that body are Eddie Alperson, Sam Dembow, Gus Eyssell,

Si Fabian, Eddie Grainger, John Harris, Jack Hattem, Irving Lesser,

Arthur Mayer, John Nolan, Eugene Picker, Sam Rinzler, Harry Rosen-

quest, Herbert Scheftel, George Skouras, and John Wright, plus a panel

of trade press personages including Chester B. Bahn, Jay Emanuel, John

Flinn, Pete Harrison, Jack Harrison, Red Kami, Chick Lewis, Terry

Ramsay e, Sam Shain, Lionel Toll, A-Mike Vogel, and Mo Wax
From the dating standpoint, the contest lasts from now until Jan. 31.

T T
• • • THUS far on the Main Stem "The Shanghai Gesture" is the

plunking of John Q. Public's hand down on the b.o. window and enthusi-

astically dropping coin. ... • All theaters under the direction of Sidney

(Washington, D. C.) Lust are urging their patrons to take their change in

Defense Stamps. ... • The New York Post, with promotional ads on

page one, truck cards and other accessories, launched on Monday pub-

lication of "Woman of the Year" serial based on M-G-M's new Spencer

Tracy-Katharine Hepbum co-starring pic Yarn, which is appearing

in 10 daily installments, with illustrations, is that submitted to Metro in

short story form by Ring Lardner, Jr., and Michael Kanin, and which was

purchased by the company for $111,000. ... • Lou Pollock, Universal's

Eastern advertising-publicity manager, has a temporary change of tele-

phone number For the next few days 'twill be LEhigh 4-3300, which

means you can get him at Fifth Avenue Hospital where he is recuperat-

ing rapidly from a visit to that institution's "cutting room," wherein he had

his appendix removed t'other day

V

• « • For many years, about the gayest annual event hereabouts

from the standpoint of dancing, entertainment, and a bit o' tippling,

has been the Annual Ball of the Press Photographers' Association of

New York This year's affair is set for Friday evening, Feb. 6, and

the Hotel Astor the venue Pasteboards for the shindig can be ob-

tained in Room 139 of the hostelry at the modest sum of $2.75 each.

... • The House of Warner is currently giving "The March of

Dimes" campaign special attention in all its advertising, and, since New

Year's Day has been plugging nationally in its theaters' ads the purchase

of U. S. Defense Bonds

T

Miss. Exhibs. Want

Sunday Ban Lifted

(Continued from Page 1)

ord as favoring the move, theate

operators are highly confident o

passage. Decision as to whether U
ask for outright repeal of the sta

tute which now makes Sunday film

illegal or to request adoption
local option law is still to be rea ™n

Theater men, too, will attempt t

secure repeal of the state amuse
ment tax law, identical with th

Federal tax, making the total lev

20 per cent in Mississippi. Th
state tax is estimated to yield $500,

000 in revenue annually.

20th-Fox Will Release
Eight Musicals in '42

(Continued from Page 1)

rone Power co-starring film; an
William LeBaron's production
"Springtime in the Rockies," mu
sic for both now being written b

Mack Gordon and Harry Warren
"Strictly Dynamite" and "Coney Is

land," which will feature songs b

Leo Robin and Ralph Rainger, Acac
emy Award winning tunesmiths
"Hello, Frisco, Hello," "Melod
Man," "Campus in the Clouds" an
"Orchestra Wife."

Sam Wood Dickering

With United Artists

(Continued from Page 1)

ter independent production but ha
first to make "The Pride of th

Yankees" for Samuel Goldwyn an
"For Whom the Bell Tolls" fo

Paramount.

WEDDING BELLS

Hamden, Conn.—Albert Robbin
operator of the Strand, Hamdei
was married New Year's Day t

Clarice Miller of New York and :

honeymooning in Miami.

Springfield, Mass. — Katherir
Eastman, cashier at the Phillij

Theater, Springfield, and Henry I

Rickaby, manager of the Gardei

Springfield, and Mildred Eastma
and John S. Gatelee, projections

at the Garden were married in

double ceremony at Chester, Vt.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIL
Hollywood—Joseph Pasternak ar

Dorothy Darrell will be marrie

Friday at Palm Springs.

Joe Jareck, formerly of RKO R;

dio Pictures still department, ar

Gloria Gibson will be married Sa
urday afternoon, at St. Bernard
Roman Catholic Church, 330 W. 141

St. Jareck is now with New Yoi

City Sanitation Department.
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OPM Calls Parley

On Theater Needs

(Continued from Page 1)

called by the Electrical Appliances

and Consumers' Durable Goods
Branch.

All problems confronting theater

operators and owners as the result

of shortages of critical materials

will be discussed at the conference.

The following were invited to at-

tend:
Joseph Bernhard, vice-president,

Warner Bros. Pictures; George J.

Schaefer, president, RKO; Sidney

Samuelson, director, East Pa. Allied;

Carter Barron, Eastern district man-
ager, Loew's Theaters, Inc.; William

Crockett, president, MPTO of Vir-

ginia; Si Fabian, independent the-

ater owner of New Jersey; Abram
P. Myers, general counsel and board

chairman, Allied States; Arthur
Lockwood, MPTO of Connecticut;

Frank Horning, MPTO of Maryland;
Charles A. Arrington, MPTO of

North and South Carolina; Nathan
Yamins, independent owner of Fall

River, Mass., and former president

of national Allied; Knute Carska-

don, independent owner of Keyser.

W. Va.; and Kenneth Duke, inde-

pendent owner of Leonardtown, Md.

A. Julian Brylawski, who will pre-

side at the meeting for OPM, said it

was called with the purpose of dis-

cussing a formal limitation order

for the industry in the use of critical

materials, and possible substitutions

of others.

Brylawski said that the invitations

were confined to Eastern exhibitors

because of the shortness of the no-

tice. He pointed out that the group
is a representative cross-section of

the industry. Brylawski previously

warned that the industry will have
to make some sacrifices because of

the victory program, and the meet-

ing was called to talk over the ex-

tent of the sacrifices which can be

made.

Don Theater Wins Second
Week Clearance from 4

Chicago—Don Theater, Downers
Grove, 111., wins second week clear-

ance from Paramount, B & K, Loew's
and Vitagraph, providing the West-
mont Theater had not already con-

tracted for the films wanted. RKO
and 20th Century-Fox clearance in

the same case was taken under arbi-

trator's advisement for later deci-

sion.

WB Files Oriental Reply,
Alcyon Brief Submitted

Chicago — Warner Bros. Pictures
has filed a reply to the Government's
brief in the Oriental Theater case.

The Arbitrator has given other com-
panies to Jan. 15 to file their briefs.

Will Sohm of Quincy, 111., Dies

Quincy, 111.—Will Sohm, 71, vet-

eran theater owner of this city, is

dead from a heart attack.

REVIEWS Of fl€UI flLfflS

"Joe Smith,
American"

with Robert Young, Marsha Hunt
M-G-M 63 Mins.

STRONG, EXCITING, PATRIOTIC MEL-
LER WHICH IS SURE TO SCORE WITH
FANS EVERYWHERE.

An unusual story originally appearing in

Cosmopolitan Magazine from the pen of

Paul Gallico has been fashioned into one

of the '41 -'42 season's most unusual pho-

toplays by M-G-M. Because of its time-

liness, patriotic theme, exciting quality,

and, at times, stark and hair-raising ac-

tion, "Joe Smith, American" is a smash

box-office attraction, packing appeal for

all types and ages of fans. It is melodrama,

yes,—but plausible and inspiring. Too,

it is Americana of the vigorous sort.

The screenplay recounts the designation

of Robert Young, a worker in an aircraft

factory, to handle the assembly of the

United States' secret aerial bombsight, thus

placing upon him a tremendous responsi-

bility, as well as trust in keeping the

technical nature of the device a secret.

Shortly after he takes over his duties, the

agents of a foreign power take him from

his homeward-bound automobile; whisk him

off to a dingy house on the outskirts of

the city; and expose him to fierce grilling

and torture in an effort to force him to

disclose the bombsight's details.

During the cruel inquisition he attempts

'o cushion his suffering by recalling epi-

sodes of his past life, such as his recent

effort to make his little son disclose the

purpose to which his 25c allowance had

been put; the following day when the boy

had asked him if he would have given his

life for his country as Nathan Hale had

done; the circumstances surrounding the

lad's birth; and his own courtship and

marriage.

Much of the central footage, devoted to

the retrospectives reminds the onlooker of

the technique used in "The Power And
The Glory," "Citizen Kane" and "Lydia."

When Young's stout stoicism convinces

his inquisitors that it is useless to con-

tinue his torture, they take him away in

an automobile to murder him and dispose

of his body But Young manages to es-

cape from the car en route, in the interim

having made careful mental note, while

blindfolded, of the landmarks and apparent

characteristics of the route over which his

captors take him

It is through these physically detected

"clues" that he is subsequently enabled to

collar, with the aid of the police, three of

his four inquisitors,—and finally the re-

maining one who was the ringleader. Marsha

Hunt assays the role of Young's wife, and

Darryl Hickman their little son. Jonathan

Hale is cast as leader of the spy ring.

Leads and supporting players turn in con-

vincing performances under the capable

direction of Richard Thorpe.

"Joe Smith, American" is a film which,

despite the fact that it is not an elaborate

production, will give patrons of big and

little stands alike a full 63 minutes of

thrills, human interest, and dynamic en-

tertainment

CAST: Robert Young, Marsha Hunt, Har-

vey Stephens, Darryl Hickman, Jonathan

Hale, Noel Madison, Don Costello, Joseph

Anthony, William Forrest, Russell Hicks,

"Sing Your Worries
Away"

with Bert Lahr, June Havoc, Buddy Ebsen,

Patsy Kelly

RKO 71 Mins.

AMUSING COMEDY WITH MUSIC;
OFFERS SUBSTANTIAL ENTERTAINMENT
AS A PROGRAMMER.
One thing this film does establish is that

Bert Lahr should be seen more often on the

screen. His comic talents are an important

asset to any picture. Lahr does a heroic

job and lifts this film out of the ordinary

slough of musical comedy pictures.

While film is entertaining and will

satisfy, general reaction is a number of

able comic talents in the persons of Sam
Levene, June Havoc, Buddy Ebsen and

Hatsy Kelly have not been utilized suc-

cessfully. Production obviously needed

some one with a flair for musical comedy.

Yarn has Levene, as racketeer opera-

tor of swanky restaurant, who with his

lawyer, Morgan Conway, and Miss Havoc,

attempting to worry Lahr to death so

they can collect on an inheritance of which

Lahr and attractive Dorothy Lovett are the

heirs.

Story itself is inconsequential but the

mugging of Lahr who is cast as Chow
(Chow for Tschaikowsky) Brewster, an as-

piring songwriter of corny lyrics, is good

for many laughs. He is a splendid comed-
ian. Ebsen and Miss Kelly are good with

the former getting little chance for hoofing.

Mort Greene and Harry Revel have writ-

ten a torchy song "Cindy Lou McWilliams,"

which features Miss Havoc, a recent re-

cruit from the musical comedy stage and

a fine comedienne. Number is spotted

poorly, however, and it really doesn't click

the way it should. Composers also con-

tribute "How Do You Fall in Love?" and

"Sing Your Worries Away." Alvino Rey

and his orchestra supply the music and

the vocals are handled by the King sis-

ters. In a lesser role, Sammy Stein, a for-

mer wrestler as one of the henchmen, ac-

quits himself favorably.

CAST: Bert Lahr, June Havoc, Buddy

Ebsen, Patsy Kelly, Dorothy Lovett, Sam
Levene, Margaret Dumont, Morgan Con-

way, Fortunio Bonanova, Don Barclay, Russ

Clark, Sammy Stein, Alvino Rey and his

Orchestra and the King Sisters

CREDITS: Producer, Cliff Reid; Direc-

tion, A Edward Sutherland; Screenplay,

Monte Brice; Original, Erwin Gelsey and

Charles E. Roberts; Cameraman, Frank

Redman; Film Editor, Henry Berman;

Songs, Mort Greene and Harry Revel.

DIRECTION, Average. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Julius Austin Dead
Rochester — Julius M. Austin,

doorman at the RKO Palace, died

here. He was clerk of the Board of

Assessors for many years until his

retirement last Fall.

Mark Daniels, William Tannen
CREDITS: Director, Richard Thorpe;

Producer, Jack Chertok; Author, Paul Gal-

lico; Screenplay, Allen Rivkin; Cameraman,
Charles Lawton; Recording Director, Doug-

las Shearer; Art Director, Cedric Gibbons;

Film Editor, Elmo Vernon.

DIRECTION, Keen. PHOTOGRAPHY,
High Order.

Allied Board Parley

In New York Jan. 22

{Continued from Page 1)

should the meeting of the Motion
Picture Industry Conference Com-
mittee, set for the same hotel on
Jan. 21, be extended beyond a single

day, Myers told The Film Daily.
Decision to hold the board meeting

virtually in conjunction with the f~ -

ference Committee's first impol.pvJ'
sessicn results from the fact that
the latter will require the presence
of five Allied directors, plus the fact

that Allied directors generally are
keenly interested in the Conference
agenda's success, Myers stated.

Allied board meetings customarily
are held in Washington, but lack of

accommodations there, due to the I

war, caused the switch.

"Louisiana Purchase" Sets

Record at N. Y. Paramount
(Continued from Page 1)

last night. Picture drew $13,000 more
than "Love Thy Neighbor," the pre-
vious record holder which was the
New Year's attraction last year.

Meanwhile, Broadway continued to
draw big business. "The Shanghai
Gesture" has been breaking records
at the Astor where it will go into its

third week tomorrow. "Remember
the Day" played to 251,043 persons in

11 days at the Roxy and grossed
$148,161, an all-time high. "Quiet
Wedding" is in its second week at
the Little Carnegie after setting a
house record for the first week.

In other parts of the country, "Ball
of Fire" has proved a 100 per cent
holdover in all opening situations,
while "Babes on Broadway" has been
held over in 14 spots. In Des Moines
and Omaha where one of the worst
blizzards in history hit, "Babes" drew
business from 215 per cent to 252
per cent of normal.

Report Pathe Acquiring
Full Control of PRC

(Continued from Page 1)

balance of the stock from franchise
owners, which, if accomplished in
next few days as expected, will give
Pathe approximately 85 per cent of
PRC shares issued to cost about
$100,000.
Approximately $50,000 of the above

sum will be used by PRC to liquidate
an old indebtedness to Pathe. Ap-
proximately $25,000 will go to fran-
chise and stock holders. The balance
will be used to pay current indebted-
ness and for new working capital.

Injunction Against RKO's
"Lady Scarface" Denied

Chicago—Calumet Film Corpora-
tion's request for an emergency in-

junction against RKO's "Lady Scar-
face," the film opening the Oriental
Theater this week, was denied by
Federal Judge William Holly. Plain-
tiff claimed similarity with "Scar-
face," now playing Essaness' Woods
Theater.
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Open Individual IA

Negotiations Today

(Continued from Page 1)

the unions to the producers of a 16-

point program of general working
conditions.
Unions feel the program should be

standard for all six-hour studio
crafts. It was said that while both
sides failed to reach an agreement
on a majority of the issues, enough
of the program was adopted so that
the unions could work out the other
points during their individual nego-
tiations.

The six-hour call is a major con-
cession which the producers had pre-
viously granted to the studio locals

although the three-hour call is the
standard scale.

Issues included in the 16-point pro-
gram are as follows: computation of
daily overtime; computation of Sun-
day work time; computation of holi-

day work time; conditions when
called more than once in a day; pro-
visions for working in a higher clas-

sification; provisions for employes
receiving above scale; provisions for
ratios of apprentices and helpers;
cancellation of calls; minimum calls;

pay off requirements; provisions for
"keying" a man for troupe work;
computation for pay when "keyed";
meals and meal period provisions;
provision for near-by locations; pro-
vision for distant location; and pro-
visions for travel time.

156 Vaude Acts in 13

Revues to Play Camps

Vaudeville does a comeback this

week via USO-Camp Shows, Inc.,

which starts 13 shows on a Coast
to Coast circuit of 141 Army posts
and naval stations. Shows, framed
as revues, will use 156 acts..

N. J. Allied Unity Dinner

New Jersey Allied's unity dinner
will be held at the Roger Smith Ho-
tel, New Brunswick, tonight. Several
distribution executives are expected
to attend.

New Delivery Rate Card
Chicago—Film Truck Service head-

quarters is working on a new film

delivery rate card for 1942.

Jerry Coan In Capital

Jerry Coan, formerly at the Para-
mount home office, is now booker at

the Washington Exchange.

Partial Cure
Newark, N. J.—Chiropody and the

cinema chucked off a neat chuckle

at a neighborhood theater building

here the other day. The foot fixer's

neon sign is just above the marquee,

and this was the combination they

offered:

"Dr. J. H. Blank—Chiropodist"
"One Foot in Heaven."

Raid Rules for Mass. Exhibs.
All New England May Adopt Regulations

(Continued

precautions. Although the rales are
described as "suggestions and in-
structions which have been pro-
posed," and carry no force of law,
defense authorities expect that New
England states will either make their
adoption a requisite for obtaining a
theater license, or take other meas-
ures to ensure enforcement.

Text of rules follows:
1. The Aircraft Warning System—Theater

management should be familiar with the air-

craft warning system. The presence of enemy
aircraft is signalled from one central source
in New England to points in the various states
known as District Warning Centers, by lights.

The yellow light is the first signal. It may be
followed by a blue light and this, in turn, by
a red light. A white light indicates an "all-

clear" situation. These signals are transmitted
from District Warning Centers to Report Cen-
ters and to the A. R. P. Services. The yel-

low and blue signals are confidential. A public
alarm is given only on the red signal.

2. Uniform Public Alarm—The uniform
public alarm in New England consists of a
series of short blasts on a siren or whistle,
or, if given by bells, by a constant ringing of

the bells. The "all-clear" signal consists of
long, continuous blasts, or, if given by bells,

a slow tolling of the bells.

3. Notice of Public Alarm in Theaters

—

Theater management must take means to see

that their patrons are quietly but effectively

given notice of a public alarm and that such
notice shall be given only by the responsible
head of the theater on duty at the time. The
notice of the alarm shall be accompanied by
the suggestion that the safest course of con-
duct for patrons to pursue is to remain seated,

and patrons shall be requested to remain seat-

ed. Theater management shall then see to it

that the show that has been momentarily in-

terrupted shall go on.

4. Wardens and A. R. P. Services—Every
theater owner shall appoint one member of the

from Page 1)

staff to be head air-raid warden of the theater.

One or more deputies shall also be appointed
so that at all times, one responsible individual

shall be in charge. Sufficient of the staff of

the theater shall also be trained as air-raid

wardens. This staff of air-raid wardens shall

be instructed as to their duties in the event
of an air raid and shall be thoroughly and
regularly drilled in the same. The head air-

raid warden of the theater or his deputy,
being part of the regularly enrolled A. R. P.
Services of the community, will receive those
signals that the A. R. P. Services are entitled

to receive.

5. Instructions to Patrons—In theaters
where instructions to patrons are given as
to their conduct in the event of fire, by
means of programs or otherwise, instructions
at to their conduct in the event of an air-raid

shall similarly be included. These instruc-
tions shall advise patrons to remain seated and
not seek the greater danger of the streets.

6. Persons Seeking Shelter in the Theater
—In the event of a public alarm, persons seek-
ing shelter in the theater or the theater lobbies
shall be admitted freely without regard to ad-
mission fees.

7. Overcrowding of Theaters—Efforts shall

be made by theater management to reduce
overcrowding of the theaters and to assist

barring persons standing in the rear of halls,

in aisles, or elsewhere.
8. Lighting—The lighting system of all

theaters shall be re-examined to make certain

:

(a) That all exterior lighting can be imme-
diately and simply extinguished in the event
of a public alarm or the command for a black-
out, and (b) that interior lighting shall not
emit any light outside the theater. To effect

this latter objective, skylights, windows, may
have to be covered so that no light shall be
emitted. Interior lighting may thus be kept
burning through an air-raid.

9. Exit Lighting—Exit lighting shall be so
arranged as to permit the burning of exit

lights despite an air-raid or a blackout. Until
standard blackout fixtures are available for ex-
terior exit lights, a 10 watt inside frosted
bulb, will give allowable, safe, illumination
from about a 9-foot mounting height.

High Officials See USO's
"Letters of Private Dobbs'

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—High-ranking Army,

Navy and Government officials yes-
terday saw a private preview of the
USO's first anniversary motion pic-

ture, "The Private Letters of Pri-
vate Dobbs," at the National Press
Club.

The film was made in co-operation
with the Army at Fort Hancock and
Fort Mcnmouth, in New Jersey.

The two-reeler, which was written
by Edward Adolphe and produced by
B. K. Blake under the technical
supervision of Miss Marie C. Sul-
livan, shows the development of a
typical Army recruit from the time
he leaves home until he becomes a
polished soldier. The lead is played
by Herbert Evers.

Columbia Pictures is dickering
with USO for theatrical release of
the film.

Walker to be Toastmaster
For MPA's Installation

Former Mayor James J. Walker
will be toastmaster at the installa-

tion meeting of Motion Picture As-
sociates at the Hotel Astor on Fri-

day. New administration is headed
by Harry Buxbaum, prexy, and Jack
Ellis, vice-prexy.

Receivership Requested
For Shamokin Theater Co.

Scranton, Pa.—A bill in equity

filed in the Federal Court here by

stockholders of the Victoria Amuse-
ment Enterprises, Inc., of Shamokin,

requested the appointment of a re-

ceiver for the firm and also for the

liquidation and distribution of its

assets. The action chiefly alleges

that L. J. Chamberlain, president of

Amusements, Inc., of Allentown, Pa.,

had obtained control of the Vic-

toria firm and had jointly operated
both companies in such a manner
as to benefit Amusements, Inc.

while the affairs of the Victoria

firm suffered.

Senator Taft Delays Action

On Daylight Saving Bill

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Senator Robert Taft

of Ohio blocked action by the Sen-
ate yesterday on the daylight saving
bill.

Taft prevented agreement by
unanimous consent for immediate
consideration of the bill which the
Committee on Interstate Commerce
had approved a short time previous-
ly giving the President, authority,
during the war and for six months
afterward, to put daylight saving in

force in any part of the country.

Pegged Rentals Loom

For Dom. of Canada

(Continued from Page 1)

policy and regulations for the moving
picture business. McMullen also gave
assurance of government policy for

equitable distribution of available

product for all theaters.

Unaffiliated theater owners or"',

n-

ized the Independent Motion P'
j

Exhibitors Association to deal Y.lm
the situation and elected Barnett
Laxer, head of Biltmore Theaters,
Ltd., operating theaters at Oshawa
and Kingston, as president, with
Henry Falk appointed to represent
independents on the board to safe-,

guard their interests.

R. I. Theaters' Defense
Role Outlined at Meet

Providence, R. I.—Managements
of all Rhode Island theaters sat in

at a meeting at Strand Theater here
to discuss part theaters will play

in State's defense set-up. Edward
M. Fay, Edward L. Reed (of Provi-

dence) and Martin Toohey (of Paw-
tucket) have been named as Greatei
Providence theater committee on

State Defense Council.

Film Quints to Open Season
The Motion Picture Basketball

League presents the inaugural bask-
etball double header and dance to

night at the Heckscher Foundation
1 E. 104th St., just off Fifth Ave
The Universal Pictures team wil

start off the evening at 7:30, playing
opposite Paramount. The seconc

game at 9:00 features the Metro anc
International Projectors' teams, and
will be followed by the dance.

i

TO TUB COLORS!

John Oliveri, one of "Hap" Had-
ley's artists, has enlisted in the U.

S. Marine Corps and left yesterday
for Paris Island.

I

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Headed for Officers'

Training School at Fort Benning,
La., Richard Webb, young Para-
mount contract player, enlisted in

the Army and reports immediately
to Fort Ord, Calif., for induction and*

preliminary examination.

Frank Liberman, a member
Warner Brcs. Chicago field publicity

staff, has joined the U. S. Army and

is stationed at Fort Monmouth. He
joined the company first as a mem-
ber of the home office publicity de-

partment.

Henry Hoogland of RKO's home
office still department reports at

Camp Upton, L. I., next week. He
leaves RKO on Friday after three
years with the company.
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FILMS TO SHARE IN INCREASED TAXATION

Producers Agree on Vital Working Conditions

epinet Takes Stand

In Minn. Anli-5 Trial

Prop Men's Local First

To Start Individual Negot-

iations With Producers

Agreement on a number of im-
portant points covering studio work-
ng conditions were reached Wed-
aesday in the conferences between
:he producers and the IATSE lo-

:als.

Individual negotiations also start-

fed yesterday with B. C. Du Val of

Local 44, Property Men, the first

to confer with the producers. Lo-
cal 80, Grips, and Local 728, Elec-

(Cuiitimu d on Page 4)

Minneapolis—"Your honor, don't

let anyon fool you. A motion pic-

ture studio is just an old-fashioned

rwtrkshop. There's no glamor what-
ever ab^ut it."

Ned E. Depinet, RKO vice-presi-

dent in charge of distribution, in-

ejected a bit of humor into the anti-
(Continued on Page 6)

RKO Radio May Roadshow
"Joan of Paris" in N. Y.

RKO may open "Joan of Paris"
as a roadshow in New York. It is

reported that executives are now
considering several theaters for a

possible spot in which to present

j
the picture.

Walker to Broadcast
F.D.R. Word Picture
An intimate word picture of

President Roosevelt will be broad-

cast by Postmaster General Frank

C. Walker at 10:15 p.m. EST, Sat-

urday over NBC's Red network un-

der the sponsorship of the Commit-

tee for the Celebration of the

President's Birthday for the National

Foundation for Infantile Paralysis.

Walker's subject is, "This Man I

Know." F.D.R. and his Cabinet

member have been friends for many

years.

Not a Single Squawk on Moral Character
Of Motion Picture Advertising Copy in '41

No protests by organizations and church groups against motion picture

advertising copy were registered during 1941, it was reported at a meeting

of company ad chiefs on Tuesday. In past years a few groups have made
occasional complaints regarding copy, but the moral character of the adver-

tisements last year drew no fire from any source.

It was the first time since the industry adopted its system of self-regulation

of advertising that a year passed without one or more protests.

Mandatory Daylight War Dept. Surveying

Saving Bill Okayed WB Brooklyn Studios

npton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — The House Inter-

state Commerce Committee yester-

day ordered reported a bill provid-
ing mandatory daylight saving time
for the whole country. The meas-
ure, designed to save electrical pow-
er, would set clrcks ahead one hour
all over the country. It would be-

come effective 20 days after enact-
(Continued on Page 8)

Theater Staffs to Send
F.D.R. Greeting Scrolls

One of the unique methods by
which President Roosevelt will be
made keenly aware of the part that
film theaters are playing in his 1942
March of Dimes campaign will be
the prsentation of bound volumes of

Birthday Greeting scrolls from in-

dividual theaters.

C. C. Moskowitz, co-chairman,
{Continued on Page 5)

War Department is making a sur-

vey of Warner Bros.' Brooklyn stu-

dios for the purpose of determining-

its adaptability for the production

of Army training films and other

defense pictures. A sinrlar surve 1

was made at Eastern Service Stu-

dios in Astoria.

It was reported yesterday tha+

the Government will decide thb
month which of the two studios it

will take over.

B & K Files Motion
To Dismiss Murray Suit

Chicago — A motion to dismiss

Themas Murrav's million-dollar anti-

trust suit against B & K and dis-

tributors was filed yesterdav bv Soit?

& Adcock, attorneys for B & K. Mur-
ray, formerly owner of the Thalia

Theater here, contended that the de-
(Continucd on Page 6)

Treasury, House Ways and
Means Committee Will Set

Amount of the Impost

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—What the film indus-

try in general with ether business
faces in the way of additional taxa-
tion was outlined broadly here yes-
terday by President Roosevelt in his

buget message to the Congress which
asked for $9,000,000,000 in new Fed-
eral levies.

The tax picture, with its specific

industry application, will be filled in

by the Treasury and, subsequ ntly,

by the House Ways and Means Com-
mittee.

In his budget message yesterday,
the President estimated that exist-

(Continucd on Page 7)

Pathe's PRC Control

To Bring Expansion

Expansion of all Producers Releas-
ing Corp. operations is likely to re-

sult from the purchase by Pal-he

Laboratories Inc., of the controlling
interest in PRC, it was indicated yes-
terday. A detailed statement of
iroductirn and distribution plans now
hein? formulated will be ma^le fol-

lowing the annual meeting of PRC's
(Continued on Pane 8)

Sosna Victorious on Appeal
Arbitrator Reversed in Mexico, Mo., Case

Warner Executives Add
To Common Stock Holdings

IVash-'ngton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Substantial acquisi-

tion of Warner Bros, common stock

by principal officers is disclosed by
the SEC summary of transactions

made public yesterday.

Jack L. Warner bought 17,000

(Continued on Page 8)

Motion picture Appeals Board has

reversed the decision of the arbitra-

tor in the complaint filed bv Louis

Sosna, owner of the Sosna Theater,

Mexico, Mo. In reversing the de-

cision, the exhibitor becomes the

victor in the case.

The arbitrator dismissed Sosna's

complaint on the grounds that the

exhibitor did not prove his case in

contending that M-G-M had refused
(Continued on Page 5)

Kent and Connovs Will
Head for Coast Monday

Sidney R. Kent. 20th-Fox prpsi-

dent, and Tom Connors, ex°cutive

assistant, leave for Hollywood Mon-
day for product conferences with

(Continued on Page 4)

Bomb Demonstration
For B. I. Theatermen
Providence — Representatives of

theater interests in Providence, Paw-

tucket, Woonsocket, Central Falls,

Cranston, Centredale, Thornton and

Newport will attend a demonstra-

tion of various types of bombs at a

meeting to be held Monday at Fays

theater.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Se3t
Col Picts. vtc. (2Vz%)
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind 9-16 9-16 9-16+3-16
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 85/8 85/8 8%
East. Kodak 141 140'/2 14034 + 3/4
do pfd 175 175 175 — 1

Cen. Th. Eq liy2 11V2 llVi
Loew's, Inc 39% 39V4 39'/4 — 1

do pfd 106V2 IO61/2 106y2
Paramcunt 14% 14y4 14y2 — Va
Para. 1st pfd 108 108 108 —2%
Para. 2nd pfd 13 12}4 13 — Ms
RKO 3 3 3 —'Vs
RKO $5 pfd
20th Century-Fox 8Vs 8 8 + i/

g
20th Century-Fox pfd. 21 1/2 21i/

2 2iy2
Univ. T ict. pfd
W rner Bros 5% 5% 5%
do pfd 71 71 71 +2

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Loew's deb. 3V?s46'

10": 1-32 102 1-32 102 1-32
Para. B'way 3s55... 59 59 59 — %
F'-ra. Picts. 4s5S . . . 993,4 993/4 99%
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 95'/2 95

V

2 95 Vi
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Monogram Picts 11-16 11-16 11-16 + 1/

Radio-Keith cvs. ... 5-32 5-32 5-32
Sonntone Corp 2 2 2 — i/f

Technicolor 7% 7% 7% + 1/

Trans-Lux
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES

Bid Askec^
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45.

. . 64 66
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 62% 65

Writers' Project Readying
2 More Industry Volumes

The New York WPA Writers'
Project is preparing two more book?
on the motion picture industry. One
is entitled "Films as Industry,"
dealing with the commercial aspects,
production, financing, exhibition and
jurisprudence of the business; the
other is "Films in Society," which
will cover the educational, cultural,

social, religious and moral phases
of pictures.

The project's first book, "Films
Index," had a wide distribution.

Local 306 Installs New
Slate, Headed by Gelber

Installation of the newly elected
officers of Local 306, Moving Pic-
ture Machine Operators Union, was
held yesterday noon at the Manhat-
tan Opera House before approxi-
mately 800 members. Joseph B.
Basson, defeated president, inducted
the new administration headed by
Herman Gelber, president. Other
officers installed were: Steve D'ln-
zillo, vice-president; Nat Doragoff,
recording secretary; Charles Beck-
man, financial secretary; James Am-
brosio, treasurer; Bert Popkin, New
York business agent; and Jack
Teitler, Brooklyn business agent.

Local 306 Moves to Fix
Legal Fees of Ex-Counsel

Proceedings to fix the lien of Mat-
thew M. Levy for legal services
rendered as attorney to Local 306
and to compel him to surrender pos-
session of all papers was signed
yesterday in N. Y. Supreme Court
by Herman Gelber, new president of
the operators' local. Gelber claims
that Levy's retainer expired Dec.
31, 1941 and that Nathan Frankel
has been provisionally designated
attorney for the union.
The petition alleges that a dispute

exists in that Levy claims $27,500
is owed to him by the union while
the union concedes only $2,000.

New York SPG to Elect

New Officers on Jan. 15

New York Screen Publicists Guild
will elect new officers on Thursday.
Jan. 15, as a result of action taken
at the special membership meeting
Tuesday night. Administration and
opposition tickets, headed respec-
tively by Prexy Joseph Gould and
Carl Rigrod, are in the field.

Pollock Leaves Hospital
To Convalesce at Home
Lou Pollock, Eastern director of

publicity and advertising for Uni-
versal, was discharged yesterday
from the Fifth Ave. Hospital where
he underwent an appendectomy. He
is recuperating at his home, 87
Buckingham Road, Yonkers.

"Call Out Marines" Feb. 13
RKO's "Call Out the Marines" will

have its national release on Feb. 13.
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Haines, Sachson to Hold
Hub Parley on Saturday

Roy H. Haines, Eastern and Can-
adian sales manager for Warners,
and Arthur Sachson, Warner sales

executive, will hold a sales meeting
this Saturday at the Ritz Carlton
Hotel, Boston, with all branch heads
in the Eastern district. The two
executives will outline plans for han-
dling of product during current "Vi-
tagraph's Drive Of Champions."
Boston meeting follows huddles
held with other branch heads and
district managers in Haine's division.

Those attending will include: Nor-
man Ayers, Eastern district man-
ager; William Horan, Boston branch
manager; Paul S. Krumenacker,
Albany branch manager; Max Roth,
Buffalo branch manager; and Roger
Mahan, New Haven branch man-
ager. Haines and Sachson will re-

turn to the home office Monday
morning.

Paramount to Tradeshow
Fourth Block on Jan. 15-16

Paramount's fourth block-of-five

pictures will be tradeshown in 31

key city exchange centers on Jan.
15 and 16. The package includes

"The Lady Has Plans," "The Re-
markable Andrew," "The Fleet's In,"

"Fly By Night" and "Torpedo Boat."
Screenings in New York will be

held in the 20th Century-Fox pro-

jection rooms, 345 W. 44th St. Lo-
cal schedule is as follows: Jan. 15

"Torpedo Boat," 10:30 A.M.; "The
Remarkable Andrew," 2 P.M., and
"The Ladv Has Plans." 3:30 P.M.
Jan. 16: "Flv Bv Night," 10:30 A.M.
and "The Fleet's In," 2:30 P.M.

SPG Membership May Get
Pact's Terms Tomorrow

New York SPG membership is

now expected to get the terms of the
proposed contract with major com-
panies at a special meeting tomor-
row night.

While the contract was expected
to be more or less in final form for
consideration at the SPG meeting
Tuesday night, company heads, tied

up with the IATSE parleys now in

progress here, asked for an addi-

tional 48 hours time to complete
their end. The request was granted.
No hitch in finalization is anti-

cipated.

COmiM and G0II1G

TOM CONNORS, executive assistant to S. R
Kent, returns from Minneapolis today.

WARD SCOTT, 20th-Fox's Midwest district

manager, is here from Kansas City for home
office conferences.

ROY H. HAINES, Warner Bros. Eastern a

Canadian sales manager, and ARTHUR SACHF
sales executive, leave for Boston tomorrow
a week-end sales meeting.

ANN SHERIDAN and GEORGE BRENT a

scheduled to return to Hollywood from Florii

this week-end.

DOROTHY LAMOUR, who is engaged in sell

ing defense bonds, is in town and stopping at
the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel.

JAKE MILSTEIN visits Washington Monday
for a week.

RA1/H McCOY, Warner Bros. Southern and
Midwestern sales manager, has returned to his

desk.

JUNE HAVOC, who recently completed three
assignments for RKO, returns to New York to

morrow.

JOHN A. OJERHOLM, of the Paramount staff

in Lcndon, has srrived from England and is

stopping at the Warwick Hotel.

JOHN DOERR. booking manager of the Alii

ance Theater circuit, has returned to Chicago
from a visit to the Des Moines territory.

BEN FELDMAN, manager of B & K United
Artists theater has returned to Chicago from
Atlanta.

SEYMOUR SIMON, special assistant to the at-

torney general, is in Chicago.

NEW yCEK
THEATERS

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
50th St. & 6th Ave.

Mickey ROONEY • Judy GARLAND
"BABES ON BROADWAY"

An M-G-M Picture

ON STAGE: "THE BELLS RING OUT"—
Florence Rogge's gay spectacular revue. Sym-
phony Orchestra under the direction of Erno
Rapee.

1st Mezzanine Seats Reserved Circle 6-4600

PARAMOUNT PRESENTS

"LOUISIANA
PURCHASE"

in Technicolor

Starring BOB HOPE
Vera Victor

ZORINA MOORE
PARAMOUNT

IN PERSON
GENE

KRUPA
AND BAND
Exira: DINAH

SHORE
TIMES
SQUARE

CLAUDETTE COLBERT

"REMEMBER THE DAY"
with

John Payne
A 20th Century-Fox Picture

PLUS A BIG
STAGE SHOW ROXY 7th AVENUE

50th STREET

I *- J
B'WAY A
47th St

STARTS TOMORROW
"THEY DIED WITH
THEIR BOOTS ON"

ERROL FLYNN—OLIVIA DeHAVILLAND
and "BLUES in the NIGHT"



I

BROADWAY n

TOPS "BOOM TOWN"!
(Yes, at last the advanced-price record-holder is surpassed

as M-G-M's new marvel sweeps America!)

MICKEY ROONRY • JUDY GARLAND in "BABES ON BROADWAY" with Fay Bainter • Virginia Weidler • Ray McDonald

Richard Quine • Donald Meek • Alexander Woollcott • Screen Play by Fred Finklehoffe and Elaine Ryan • Original

Story by Fred Finklehoffe • Directed by BUSBY BERKELEY • Produced by ARTHUR FREED • An M-G-M Picture.

March with the Industry! Enlist your theatre in the "March of Dimes/
1 week of January 22nd
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Producers Agree on

Working Conditions

(Continued from Page 1)

tricians are slated to take up their

problems today.
The producers agreed yesterday

to the following points:

1—Establishment of the six-hour
day with time and a half for over-

time, replacing the standard three-

hour call.

2—Time and a half on the fourth
or "graveyard shift." Regular scale

prevailed previously.

3—Double time and a half for the

"golden hours" (time following 16

consecutive work hours) with a
meal included.

4—Double time for a Sunday call.

Regular rate is time and a half.

5—Computation of time and a
half for call-backs within worktime
with double time for Sundays and
holidays.

6—Wages of overscale employes
are not to be reduced.

7—Either one-quarter of a reg-
ular pay check for a cancellation

call or employment on another
shift.

8—Payoff requirements which
would enable employe to get salary

at time of layoff or within 24 hours
by mail.

9—Payoff by individual depart-
ments.

10—Double time if the call for a

lunch period is neglected during a
working day.

11—Meals must be furnished
where there are no meal facilities

including a midnight meal.
Conditions surrounding all "key"

men in the various unions are to be

settled during individual negotia-
tions. Conditions for near-by loca-

tions remain the same and a formula
for distant locations is to be sub-
mitted. Problem of transportation
first class remains open during pres-

ent emergency.
Procedure the producers are fol-

lowing before taking up the mat-
ter of proposed wage increases is

to first reach a general agreement
on most of the working conditions

outlined in the 16-point program
presented by the IA unions and then

iron out the remainder with the in-

dividual locals.

Larry Darmcur
Cary Grant

Charles H. Ryan
Joe Weil

V
• • • MISTER CELLULOID BIG-WIG swung around in his swivel-

chair yes'day and expressed these thoughts:

T T T
• • O THE rise of crime during the Prohibition era brought

gangster sagas roaring to the screen Steady drift of population

into industrial centers gave impetus to the outdoor drama, by reason

of our naturally vicarious natures. .... .Weigiit of political, social and

economic cares occasioned the whirlwind renaissance of ye good ole

comic strips, which producers quickly seized upon to satisfy the escape

complex of John (>. Public And now we can expect the war

dramas, romances and comedies to blossom on a grand scale

Already, they have a grand start

T T T
• • • PIC cycles, sez he, appear in accordance with the wants

and needs of the masses When a iilm on a certain theme strikes a

particular resonant chord among fans, off to Buffalo, so to speak, go

our Hollywood producers,—and a cycle is born The producer who

is sufficiently smart (or lucky) to discern initially the public's want and

need is held a true genius for having his fingers on that strange, unfath-

omable current we know as the "pulse of the people" There's no

trick in locating the public pulse today, because it is quickened by the

war All Americans have a direct stake in the outcome They

think and live the war They obviously want films wherein some

phase of the conflict is dominant or at least prominent It can be

stark and serious, light and frothy, satirical or comical Indeed a

war theme is what the public wants Too, it is what the public

needs to keep the conflict and ultimate victory before them And

for these two reasons combined, vast momentum is and will continue

to be given to the cycle

T T T
• • • WHEN we left the august presence of Mister Celluloid

Big-Wig, we reflected on what he said We thought of M-G-M's

"Joe Smith, American," a rousing, action-packed opus which John Q.

Public will avidly devour because, in addition to its inspiring, patriotic

side, the story revolves around a typical citizen—a defense worker

It strikes home to every moviegoer Then on the more inter-

related side—that of our allies, the British and the Free French, plus

those in both occupied and unoccupied France whose hearts are with

use—there is RKO Radio's "Joan of Paris" This is a hair-raising

tale which is bound to go down as one of the top-flight adventure-and-

intrigue pix of the year, acted up to the hilt, and worth anybody's

admission price Additionally, Metro has the Wallace Beery

starrer, "The Bugle Sounds," whose sequences of rolling tanks and

other mechanized equipment will thrill the onlooker The list is

much longer, but citation of these films indicates that the war cycle

is in high gear

T T T
• • • NOT to the straight drama films is the war theme confined

Witness in the frothy, musical field Columbia's "You'll Never Get

Rich," with Fred Astaire and Rita Hayworth And the knock-'em-

down-drag-'em-out comedy bracket entries such as Warners' "You're in

the Army Now," wiih Jimmy Durante, and the Abbott & Costello succes-

sive wows, "Buck Privates," "In the Navy" and "Keep 'Em Flying"

Field of the featurettes has also proved fertile via Hal Roach's

"Tanks a Million" and "Hay Foot" And ditto with the tab reels

which are legion on the war Even the chapter plays are repre-

sentsd, no'.ab'y through Universol's "Don Winslow of the Navy"

We see what Mister Celluloid Big-Wig means

DATE BOOK
Ian. 9: Actors' Equity quarterly membership

meeting, Hotel Astor.

Jan. 10: Nsw Ycrk Film Critics dinner, Leone's

W.ne Cellar.

Jan. 13:Metro Exhibitors' Fcrum,
Hjte., Memphis.

Jan. 15: Metro Exhibitors' Forum, Coro
Hotel, S.\ Louis.

Jan. 18-19: Theater Owners of North and South
Carolina convention, Char.otte.

Jan. 21 : Motion Picture Industry Conference I

Comm.ttee meeting, Warwick Hotel, New
York.

Jan. 22: Cleveland MP Exhibitors Association

annual meeting.

Jan. 29: M?TO of Virginia convention, John
Mjrshall Hotel, Richmond.

Jan. 30: Chicago Reel Fellows Club dinger I

dance, Congress Hotel.

Feb. 3: Loew's stockholders meeting, home office.

Feb. 6: Press Photographers Association ball,

Hotel Astor.

Feb. 6: Chicago Reel Fellows Club dinner dance,
Congress Hotel.

March 3: Schine anti-trust suit to trial, Federal
i

Ccur,', Butialo.

March 6: Will H. Hays testimonial, Waldorf-
Astoria.

March 14: Warner Club banquet and ball, Wal-
oork-Astoria.

March 28: Baltimore Variety Club biaquct,
Lord Baitimoie Hotel.

May 4-8: SMPE Spring convention, Hollywood-
Kooseve.t Hctei, Ho.lywood.

Kent and Connors Will
Head for Coast Monday

(Continued fiom Page 1)

Darryl F. Zanuck, Joseph Schenck
and William Goetz. Connors, whe
returns from Minneapolis today, will

be making his first studio trip in

his capacicy as aide to Kent.

Chi. Operators Union
To Induct Permit Men

Chicago—For the first time ir

years, the local operators union wili'

admit new members. Permit men
will be inducted early in 1942. Gus'

Anders heads the committee ir

charge.

R. R. Martin's Father Dead
Samuel Martin, father of Ralpl

R. Martin of the Columbia exploita

tion department, died yesterday
Funeral services will be at Pari

West Memorial Chapel tomorrov
morning

Broume-Bioff Payoff
Suits Now Total 3©

Box score on the stockholders'

suits against Loew's, Paramount,

Warner Bros, and 20th-Fox as an

aftermath of the Browne-Bioff trial

reveals that 30 have been filed.

Warner Bros, has 10, Loew's, eight,

20ih-Fox is down for seven and

Para, trails with five.
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Theater Greeting

= Scrolls for F.D.R.

{Continued from Page 1)

opes to be able to present to the
resident, at the close cf the drive,

: rolls from at least 7,500 theaters.
J*rinted in red, white and blue,

trolls are included in the campaign
l?ok being supplied to all theaters,
'he form is a birthday greeting to

e signed by ev^ry person on the

^

:heater payroll — porters, ushers,
ashiers, doormen, stage hands, pro-
tectionists, manager—everybody. Op-
osite each name is the amount cf
-ersonal contribution, no matter how
mall.
Through this testimonial it is

banned to present to the President
he signatures of some 50,000 the-
iter workers in the U.S.A.—all loyal,

'iard - working supporters of the
'resident's March of Dimes.

.

Sidney Kornheiser, general man-
ager of Paramount Pictures music
subsidiaries, Famous Music Corp.

and Paramount Mus ; c Corp., has

; i been named music publisher co-or-

dinator for USO-Camp Shows, Inc.,

by Abe Lastfogel, chairman.

°arade to Open Dimes March
^ampaign In Hub Houses
Boston, Mass.—Boston is going tc

lave a March of Dimes parade to

•ignalize the opening of the motion
jicture theaters' drive for dimes.
Joseph P. Longo, publicity director

"or Loew's, is lining up a dozen
school bands, hundreds of ushers
"rom Boston theaters, a platoon of

pretty girl dime-collectors. Gover-
lor Saltonstall will make the open-
ng announcements for the industry
campaign.

Schulte Adds to County
Chairmen for Wyoming

Casper, Wyo. — E. J. Schulte,

Wyoming state chairman for the
industry's March of Dimes cam-
paign, announces the following addi-

tional county chairmen: Tom Berta,

Sweetwater; Joe McDonald. Goshen;
O. S. Cleveland, Weston; Wm. Rob-
erts, Crook; Fred Curtis, Hot
Springs; E. J. Corder, Park. Wyom-
ing is now completely organized.

Sidney Kornheiser Named
]To USO-Camp Shows Post

- •

J
Realty Post for Turley

St Louis — Clarence M. Turley,

secretary of the St. Louis Amuse-
ment Co., was installed as presi-

dent of the St. Louis Real Estate
Exchange last night.

WEDDING BELLS

New Haven — Florine Bower, of

the Loew-Pcli division staff, has an-
nounced her engagement to Dr.

sfr Aaron Jacobs of Ansonia.

.

//THERE MUST BE NO REPETITION
New York Herald Tribune Comments on Termin-

ation of Senate Committee's "Witch Hunt"

II

Terming the Senate Interstate
Commerce sub-committee's film in-

dustry "witch hunt" an ''inexcusable
usurpation of power and threat to
basic liberties," the New York Her-
ald Tribune yesteraay editorially
commented on the committe-'s action
in terminating the inquiry "in the
interest of national unity."
The paper declared that in "let-

ting bygones be bygones there is

legitimate rcom for discrimination,"
and went on to say:

"Forgiveness is due for the
appalling mistake these men
made in opposing the President's
foreign policies; it se-ms hard-
ly in order for the manner of
their attack, that of a conspiracy
deviously and dishonestly con-
cocted against a medium of free
expression, and hence in con-
tempt cf the Bill of Rights.
Theirs was an inexcusable usur-

pation of power and threat to

basic liberties which the country
cannot afford to forget, and least

of all the Senate, sworn guar-
dian of those liberties, whose
prestige suffered thereby. There
must be no repetition of a
'smear' campaign conducted by a
hand-picked tribunal without
majority consent and making use
of the subterfuge that it was
an investigation into the need
lor an investigation.
"But perhaps we should mix

a smile or two with the indigna-
tion of the memory. They did
make such fools of themselves,
this sub-committee, all but the
minority member, Senator Mc-
Farland, of Arizona, fcr whom
the iv st served as foils for his

sarcasm and wit. It must be
that they have learned their les-

son."

Fight Pa. Permit Charge Buffalo Variety Club
For Panorams in Taverns

Harrisburg, Pa. — The Dauphin

County Court has directed the State

Liquor Control Board to show cause
why an injunction should not be
granted Harrisburg Soundies, Inc.,

Panorams distrib., restraining the
Board from demanding amusement
permits in connection with movie
slot machine operation in bars.

Counsel for Harrisburg Soundies
told the Court the Board was at-

tempting to collect a permit charge
of one-fifth of the regular license

fee. Counsel argued that it was the

intent of the Legislature in enact-

ing the statute to prevent the sale

of beer and liquor in film theaters,

and that Soundies were non-existent

at the time the state law was
enacted.

Horace A. Segelbaum, counsel for

the Liquor Board, pointed out to

the court that the requirement of

the Board is in line with the section

of the act providing for amusement
permits where "moving picture ex-

hibitions of any sort" are displayed.

WB Refuses Comment on
Wallis Withdrawal Report

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Warner Bros, repre-

sentatives refused to comment on
publishid reports that Hal B. Wallis
would withdraw from executive pro-

ducership to head his own unit at

the Burbank plant and that Jack L.

Warner would assume the executive

producership.

They also declined to comment on
a published report that negotiations

are pending with Hunt Stromberg
for Sternberg to assume a top pro-

duction berth at Warners.

Will Install Saturday

Buffalo — Chief Barker Stanley
Kozanowski and other newly-electea
officers of the Variety Club of Buf-
falo, will be installed Saturday at

ceremonies in the club's Delaware
Ave. quarters. The new chief barker
is managing director of the Rivoli

Theater.

Other officers chosen by the new
board of directors are: First assis-

tant chief barker, Elmer F. Lux,
Buffalo branch manager for RKO-
Radio Pictures; second assistant,

Andrew Gibson, secretary of Play-
house, Inc., which owns the Erlang-
er Theater; secretary-treasurer, W.
E. J. Martin, drama editor of The
Courier-Express, named for a
seventh consecutive year.

With the four officers on the di-

rectorate are Nicholas J. Basil, vice-

president and general manager of

Basil Brothers' Theaters; Irving

Fried, president of Tri-State Auto-
matic Candy Corporation; Ralph W.
Maw, Buffalo branch manager of

M-G-M Pictures; Dewey Michaels,

managing director of the Palace and
Mercury Theaters; Sydney Samson,
Buffalo branch manager of 20 th

Century-Fox Films; Matthew V.

Sullivan, Jr., of United Artists sales

staff, and Murray Whiteman, of

Whiteman's Song Shop.

Pittas Opens Law Office

Chicago — Con Pittas, formerly
parking let supervisor, for Warners'
Rhodes theater, has opened a law
office.

Presentation to Greenberg
Indianapolis — Members of the

Indianapolis Variety Club presented
Fred Greenberg, with a solid gold

money clip, at a farewell party.

Sosna Wins Appeal

In Arbitration Case

(Continued from Page 1)

to license him product under pro-
visions of Sect :on VI of the con-
sent decree. While Metro did offer

him pictures, Sosna claimed that the
terms were too high.

Sosna appealed the decision of the
arbitrator. The appeals board ruled
that Sonso did prove his case and
directed Metro to sell him product.

Mt. Kisco Theater Files
Arbitration Award Appeal
F-M Theater Corp., operator of

the Kisco Theater, Mt. Kisco, N. Y.,

has filed an appeal against an ar-
bitrator's decision that the theater
was not entitled to day-and-date
availability with Keith's White
Plains Theater. Complaint was
filed against the five consenting com-
panies.

Distribs. Agree to Sell,

Bowles Drops Complaint
Indianapolis—Complaint filed by

Charles G. Bowles, operator of the
New Grand Theater, Elizabethtown,
Ky., against the five consenting
companies has been withdrawn. The
distributors have agreed to sell him
product under the provisions of Sec-
tion VI of the consent decree. Case
was to have been heard yesterday.

Ferris Stone to Arbitrate
Two Grand Rapids Cases

Detroit—Ferris D. Stone, promi-
nent specialist in trust and real es-

tate law, and president of the De-
troit Bar Association last year, has
been named arbitrator for the two
cases involving Grand Rapids the-

aters. The houses, the South Lawn
and the Galewood, have cited simi-

lar issues, and have agreed, with the

consent of all other parties, to have
the two cases tried simultaneously.

Inspection in the Parkside Theater
case has been set for 12:30 p.m.,

Saturday by the arbitrator, former
Gov. Wilbur M. Brucker, who will

visit all theaters named and involved

in the issue at that time. All in-

terested parties are being notified

and invited to accompany the tour.

Cadoret Estate at $82,000

Rochester—Property estimated at

$82,000 was left by William H. Cado-
ret, general manager of Monroe
Amusements, Inc., operator of five

downtown houses, who died here
Dec. 20. His widow was named to

administer the estate. The estate

includes personal property estimated
at $76,000.

STORKS!

Detroit—Louis Goodman, manager
of the Oakman Theater, is the father

of a son, Philip Marshall.
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"A Gentleman at

Heart"
with Cesar Romero, Carole Landis,

Milton Berle

20th -Fox 67 Mins.

HOW A COUPLE OF MUGGS TURN
ART DEALERS MAKES FOR ENJOYABLE
COMEDY.

It is undoubtedly a source of great pleas-

ure to all hands concerned when a lesser

budgeted effort blossoms out into a film

of major entertainment. "Gentleman" is

that kind of picture. It is a swell little

comedy and will please in all situations.

Main leads are handled by Cesar Romero
and Milton Berle. Romero is an important

gambler and bookie and Berle is one of his

henchmen who gets in debt with his boss.

Berle inherits an art gallery that is on its

last legs and Romero declares himself in

so that he can declare his equity. Romero
changes his mind about selling the place

when he discovers the manager is lovely

Carole Landis.

Situations become increasingly humorous

from there on as Romero sets about winning

Miss Landis and becoming an art con-

noisseur. A mixup ensues when Romero

runs across a brilliant artist, played by J.

Carrol Naish, who copies originals. Naish

is so good he has copies hanging in many
museums and the film ends with the Gov-

ernment getting one of Naish's copies as an

original which Romero had to engineer in

order to extricate himself from a jam. While

twist ending may be questionable, it's all

in fun and there is no harm done.

Romero is suave and sure and makes an

ingratiating hero. Berle gets off some good

laugh lines and furnishes strong support.

Miss Landis does not have much to do ex-

cept to be herself which is more than good

enough. Minor roles are well played by

Naish, Rose Hobart, Francis Pierlot, Chick

Chandler and Steve Geray.

Ray McCarey's direction is smooth and

Leo Loeb and Harold Buchman have writ-

ten a script well-studded with gags.

CAST: Cesar Romero, Carole Landis, Mil-

ton Berle, J. Carrol Naish, Richard Derr,

Rose Hobart, Jerome Cowan, Elisha Cook,

Jr., Francis Pierlot, Chick Chandler, Steve

Geray, Matt McHugh, Kane Richmond, Syd

Saylor, Charles Lane, William Halligan.

CREDITS: Producer, Walter Morosco;

Director, Ray McCarey; Screenplay, Leo

Loeb and Harold Buchman; From story

"Masterpiece," by Paul Hervey Fox; Camera-
man, Charles Clarke; Film Editor, J. Wat-
son Webb.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,

Good.

Reeliellows Name Van Dyke
Chicago—A. M. VanDyke of the

20th Century-Fox, has been elected

president of the Reelfellows Club.

Nat Nathanson was named vice-

president, Frank Young, secretary,

and Robert Funk, treasurer. An-
nual dinner dance will be held at

Congress Hotel, Feb. 6.

Renew Greendale's Lease
Greendale, Wis. — The three-year

lease on the Greendale Theater held

by Ervin Koenigsreiter has been re-

named by the Greendale Co-operative
Asscciation with the approval of the

Government. Greendale is a Fed-
eral housing project just west of

Milwaukee.

"Young America"
with Jane Withers, Jane Darwell,

William Tracy

20th -Fox 73 Mins.

SALUTE TO THE 4-H CLUBS OF AMER-
ICA IS MAINLY FOR THE MATINEE
TRADE.

Jane Withers' latest will probably find

its greatest appeal in the rural areas where

the 4-H Clubs of America are an impor-

tant part of community life. Wholesome
aspects of the film as entertainment, how-

ever, are diminished by a script that is

bare of dramatic situations

The 4-H Clubs have as members young
men and women who come from the farms.

To a rural community comes Jane Withers,

spoiled daughter of a wealthy man. She

spurns membership until she discovers the

president of the local club is a handsome

lad.

Remainder of film is devoted to Jane

Withers' interest in farm life. At the

annual state fair, Jane is accused of

breaking faith with a fellow club member
who is the girl friend of the club presi-

dent. After several incidents, the matter

is squared up to everyone's satisfaction.

Role which Miss Withers plays is not

a particularly happy choice. In a number

of scenes, she does not act with her natural

ease. William Tracy, somewhat miscast

as the rural sharpster, does the best he

can with his part. Other performances

are undistinguished, particularly that of

the male lead, Robert Cornell.

CAST: Jane Withers, Jane Darwell, Lynne

Roberts, William Tracy, Robert Cornell,

Roman Bohnen, Irving Bacon, Ben Carter,

Louise Beavers, Darryl Hickman, Sally

Harper, Carmencita Johnson, Daphne Og-
den, Charles Arnt, Myra Marsh, Hamilton

MacFadden.
CREDITS: Producer, Sol M. Wurtzel;

Director, Louis King; Screenplay, Samuel

G. Engel; Cameraman, Glen MacWilliams;

Film Editor, Louis Loeffler.

DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Okay.

Depinet Takes the Stand
In Minn. Anti-5 Trial

(Continued from Page 1)

blocks-of-five trial in Ramsey Dis-

trict Court in St. Paul yesterday
when he addressed Judge Albin S.

Pearson with the above statement.
Depinet was the first RKO witness

in the trial in which RKO, Para-
mount and Twentieth Century-Fox
are charged with violating the state's

new anti-five law. The case was re-

sumed yesterday after a holiday
postponement.
The RKO distribution chief

charged exhibitors fail to co-operate
with picture firms in launching new
stars, that freelancing by actors is

a major problem of the industry and
that competition for story material
is so frantic that often the firms pay
prices away above what stories actu-
ally are worth. He admitted a good
story is prime requisite of a suc-
cessful picture.

Depinet related his long years in

the business and testified a bit about
sales practices. He was still on the
stand when court adjourned until

today.

"Mexican Spitfire at

Sea"
with Lupe Velez, Leon Errol,

Charles "Buddy" Rogers

RKO 73 Mins.

HECTIC COMEDY WHICH NEVER
REALLY IS ABLE TO UNTANGLE ITSELF.

Comedy plot for the latest adventures of

Lupe Velez and Leon Errol resolves itself

into such a confused labyrinth of story struc-

ture that even the laughs have a hard time

finding their way out. Aside from several

amusing characterizations, film is a weak
program offering.

Errol, who is a gifted comedian, again

portrays Lord Epping, an absent-mindea
British nobleman who is quite a tippler.

While it is a comic characterization of high

order, Errol does not register as solidly as

in previous efforts. That can undoubtedly

be blamed on the ineffectual script.

Miss Velez is cast in her typical role of

a Mexican firebrand married to Errol's

nephew, Charles "Buddy" Rogers. Others

in the cast are Elizabeth Risdon, Errol's

wife, ZaSu Pitts, who impersonates Lady

Epping, Marion Martin, the blonde menace,

Lydia Bilbrook, the real Lady Epping, Flor-

ence Bates and Harry Holman, as the

wealthy hosts.

All the action revolves about Errol's dual

characterization aboard a ship. Complica-

tions set in when it is discovered the real

Lord and Lady Epping are on board. Then
there's the tiff between Miss Velez and

Rogers. And above all, the competition

for an advertising contract from the wealthy

hosts. It all somehow simmers down to an

ending.

CAiT: Lupe Velez, Leon Errol, Charles

"Buddy" Rogers, ZaSu Pitts, Elisabeth Risdon,

Florence Bates, Marion Martin, Lydia Bil-

brook, Eddie Dunn, Harry Holman, Marten
Lamonr.
CREDITS: Producer, Cliff Reid; Director,

Leslie Goodwins; Screenplay, Jerry Cady
and Charles Roberts; Cameraman, Jack
MacKenzie; Film Editor, Theron Warth.
DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY,

Okay.

B & K Files Motion
To Dismiss Murray Suit

{Continued from Page 1)

fendants conspired over a period of
years to prevent his theater from
booking first-run pictures.

Joins Army's Film Service
Cleveland—Ralph Landnaes, M-G-

M booker has resigned to join the
U. S. Army Motion Picture Service
with headquarters in St. Louis. His
successor is George Tarassoff, stu-
dent booker in the local exchange.

Esquire Theater Re-opens Soon
Boston—The new Esquire Theater

on Huntington Ave., formerly the
Civic Repertory, completely remod-
eled and remade, opens soon under
the operations .of M & P circuit

as a first-run house.

"Paris Calling" on Jan. 17
Premiere of Universal's "Paris

Calling" at the Globe Theater has
been set back to Jan. 17 because of
incompleted alterations now being
made in the theater.

;

"Hay Foot"
with William Tracy, Joe Sawyer,

James Gleason

UA-Hal Roach 48 Mins

LAUGH-A-MINUTE SERVICE COMED1
SHOULD CLICK WITH ALL AGES.

"Hay Foot," this latest of the Hal Rol|
Streamliners, is a worthy sequel to his higl

ly successful "Tanks a Million." The sam<

cast and the same producer-director, Fret

Guiol, have again captured that feel of rh

Army camp—but this time the boys an
j

seasoned campaigners—Sergeants all.

Roach, and his little family of funsters
j

have stuck to the old slapstick formula, gat

nished with clever dialogue, that made tht

first Service film so acceptable. Guiol':

direction is clever and milks the sure-fin

situations for everything in them. Thii

troupe should, with proper exploitation, be-

come as popular as any of the comedy-

producing groups we have on the top today

Of no little assistance to the principals ar:

James Gleason, again playing the testy com-

mandant, Noah Beery, Jr., the Top-Kick
side-kick, and lovely Elyse Knox, whe
although she has little to do but look lovely

does that in so outstanding a manner thai

she deserves mention with the rest of the

fine cast.

Young William Tracy, it will be remem-
bered, was inducted into the Armed Force;

and so amazed his superiors that after 3C

minutes in the Army he was appointed i

non-com., with a higher rating than hard-

boiled Joe Sawyer—who disliked him from'

the start

Here we find him in a soft berth, writing

speeches for Colonel Gleason and the object

of smiles of appreciation from all the bold

Braid on the post. His jealous enemies dis-

cover one day that while the genius is

great at book-learning, he has one phobi;

a soldier is better off without: he is gun-
shy.

Through a series of accidents he leads

his Colonel to believe that he is a crack

shot—and winds up, to his dismay, having

to prove it. He doesn't! The meat of the

yarn is how Tracy tries to win his way
back into the affections of Gleason, because,

of his daughter, and how he almost does.

Joe Sawyer does a very fine piece of.

work as the envious Sergeant. This is a

short picture, but excellent fare for all audi-

ences of all ages. There is a laugh a min-

ute, and, that inevitable Roach belly-laugh;

at the tag.

CAST: William Tracy, Joe Sawyer, James

Gleason, Noah Beery, Jr., Elyse Knox, Doug-

las Fowley and Harold Goodwin.

CREDITS: Producer-director, Fred Guiol;

Cameraman, Robert Pittack; Photographic

Effects, Roy Seawright; Film Editor, Richard

Currier; Musical Score, Edward Ward; Art

Direction, Charles Hall.

DIRECTION, First-rate. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Excellent.

Warners Buy Play Rights

Warner Bros, has acquired the
screen rights to an unproduced play,

"Everybody Comes to Ricks," by
Murray Burnett and Joan Alison.

Company is reported to have paid

$20,000 for the script.

33 Warnerites in Uniform

Chicago—Warners Theaters here '

have sent 33 men into the armed
services, including one enlisted in

the Canadian air force.
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creased Taxation
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[
tax laws would raise $17,852,000,-

i ) as against the record-breaking
3,852000,000 of taxes called for.

*.
additional $33,000,000,000 is to

f\e thrrugh the sale of Defense
rings Bonds and Stamps as well

other Government securities.

\dvance in Social Security Taxes

The President proposed a $2,000,-

0,000 advance in social security

xes in return for which employes
'mid get Federal disability insur-

ce, hospitalization benefits and
\eralized unemployment compensa-
>n. Extension of social security

irkers to classes not now covered
is also proposed.
The additional $7,000,000,000 in

w revenue would come via income.

cess profits, estate and gift and
cise levies.

Heavier corporation and personal

jcome taxes are definitely in the

ids; in the instance of the former,

^tention is certain to be given to

".cess profits levies. In his m ssage.

ie President said, "Excessive prof-

it undermine unity and should be
.captured." The basic personal in-

me tax rate of 10 per cent, may
doubled or more.

Collect Taxes at Source

' The message proposed that one

ay to aid the public to meet its

•eater tax burden would be to collect

^ixes at the source by weekly de-

letions from pay checks. At a

i-ess conference, following the sub-

ission of the message, the Presi-

•nt suggested that income taxes
light be collected in monthly in-

tad of the four auarterly install-

lents now pcrmissable.

If the Congress accepts the Presi-

nt's suggestion, the higher social

curity or payroll taxes may be the

'\st to become effective. The mes-
ge stated in this respect:

•'The existing administrative ma-
linery for collecting payroll taxes

j.n function immediately. Fcr this

ason congressional consideration
ight be given to immediate enact-

ent of this proposal, while other
cessary measures are being per-

! cted."

W'* DAILY

:-:

Federal Sales Tax
With regard to a Federal sales im-

bst, the President said:

''All through the years of the de-

|
'-ession I opposed general excise

nd sales taxes and I am as con-
(nced as ever that they have no
;rmanent place in the Federal tax

- -stem. In the face cf the present

:< REVIEWS Of THE REUi fILITIS v>

From Tokyo to Yee
Veedersburg, Ind.—After several

complaints about the name of the

Tokyo Theater here, Max Page, own-
er and operator, decided after a week
of blackout to change the name to

"Vee," "V" in large letter for vic-

tory.

"Valley of the Sun"
with James Craig, Lucille Ball,

Sir Cedric Hardwicke

RKO 84 Mins.

SPIRITED AND ENTERTAINING OUT-
DOOR ACTION FILM PORTRAYING AN
EXCITING ERA OF THE OLD WEST.

Ever so often a western comes along that

stands out because of its superiority in all

departments. "Valley" is that kind of an

action film. It moves with spirit against

a background of eye-filling vistas and is

well played by capable principals. George

Marshall's topflight direction is reflected in

the general merit of the film.

Best part about the film which deals with

the Indian problem in the 1860's is that

most of the situations and actions have a

convincing bite of reality about them. The
script by Howard McCoy, which is based

on the story by Clarence Budington Kel-

land, avoids the customary sagebrush cliches

and has some right crisp dialogue.

As the blood brother of the Indian chief,

James Craig does a swell job as the Indian

scout who prevents the crooked administra-

tor of Indian affairs, Dean Jagger, from gyp-
ping the Indians and marrying Lucille Ball,

looking mighty attractive in blonde tresses.

There is a good share of action under-

lined by a fine score and some entertaining

comedy. Highlight of the film takes place

at the Indian camp where Craig and one

of the braves go through a contest to de-

termine who has the rabbit heart. Worthy
of mention is an interesting tribal dance

performed with loops.

Sir Cedric Hardwicke is good as the

Englishman living in the small desert town.

Peter Whitney, as the half-witted friend of

Miss Ball's; Billy Gilbert, the judge; An-
onio Moreno the Indian chief; and George

Cleveland, all offer solid support.

CAST: Lucille^- Ball, James Craig, Sir

Cedric Hardwicke, Dean Jagger, Peter Whit-
ney, Billy Gilbert, Tom Tyler, Antonio

Moreno, George Cleveland, Hank Bell, Rich-

ard Fiske.

CREDITS: Producer, Graham Baker; Di-

rector George Marshall; Original, Clarence

Budington Kelland; Screenplay, Horace Mc-
Coy; Cameraman, Harry Wild; Music, Paul

Saw tell; Film Editor, Desmond Marquette.

DIRECTION, Topflight. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Excellent.

Foreman Adds Salem's State
Portland, Ore.—William Foreman

has added to his Pacific Northwest
chain, by taking over the State The-
ater in Salem.

financial and economic situation,

however, we may later be compelled
to reconsider the temporary neces-

sity of such measures.
"Selective excise taxes are fre-

quently useful for curtailing the de-

mand for consumers' goods, espe-

cially luxuries and semi-luxuries.

They should be utilized when manu-
facture of the products competes
with the war effort."

The House Ways and Means Com-
mittee, will start work on its tax
bill shortly after the middle of the

month when the Treasury's program
is expectc d to be entirely formulated
and ready for submission to Con-
gress. No definite date has been as-

signed for the start of the hearings
as yet.

* SER IflL *

"Holt Of The Secret Service"

Average Chapter

Columbia 20 mins.

Lively Adventure Yarn
One of filmland's most popular

action luminaries of all time,—Jack
Hclt,—stars in this 15-episode chap-
ter play, the first episode of which
runs for 30 minutes and each of its

subsequent chapters on the average
of 20 minutes. The Holt followers
are legion, due both to his personal-

ity and the fact that for 25 years he
has exemplified red-bloodedness on
the screen. Larry Darmour is ser-

ial's producer; James W. Heme, di-

rector; and the screenplay is an orig-

inal, representing close collabora-

tion 'twixt Basil Dickey, George
Plympton and Wyndham Gittens.

Titles of the individual chapters
are: "Chaotic Creek," "Ramparts of
Revenge," "Illicit Wealth," "Menaced
by Fate," "Exits to Terror," "Deadly
Doom," "Out of the Past," "Escape
to Peril," "Sealed in Silence,"

"Named to Die," "Ominous Warn-
ings," "The Stolen Signal," "Prison
of Jeopardy," "Afire Afloat," and
"Yielded Hostage."

In the first episode, Holt, a G-Man,
is on the trail of counterfeiters. The
latter kidnap an expert Government
engraver whom they put to work at
enforced labor to prepare copper
plates wherewith to flood the country
with bogus money. Assisting Holt,
and posing as his wife in order to

bring the mob to justice, is Evelyn
Brent. Working together, they
"spring" one of the crcoks from a
prison infirmary so that he will lead
them to the mob's hideout.

Ruse is successful up to the point
that Holt travels solo with his pro-
posed quarry on a swift rushing
waterway. In a canoe thereon, the
crook discovers that he has been
hoodwinked, and a fierce fight fol-

lows,—the pair and their craft hurt-
ling over a waterfall. With chapter
number one as a barometer, this

serial should provide the adventure
fans with many thrills. Other mem-
bers of the cast are Montague Shaw,
Tristram Coffin, John Ward, Ted
Adams, Joe McGuinn, Edward Hearn,
Ray Parsons, and Jack Cheathams.

Wants U. S. To Place Ban
On Immoral Pix Imports

Detroit— The Michigan Catholic
in its current issue calls for a ban
on the importation of "immoral and
lascivious movies" in the interest of

national defense. Paper points out
that nearly half of 40 pictures which
ran afoul of the Legion of Decency
were made abroad, and demands,
"Why should not the importation of

such screen rot be prohibited in the
interests of national defense?"

* SHORTS *

"Porky's Pooch"
(Looney Tune Cartoon)

Warners 7 mins.
Amusing. Tid-Bit

Porky Pig, a prosperous plutocrat,

is minding his own good business at
home in a lofty apartment house,
when a rap comes at the door. It's

a mongrel, persuasive, persistent pup
in search of a master. Porky isn't

interested, all arguments to the con-
trary, and gives the visitor the well-

known bum's rush. But back comes
the pooch, time and again. The dia-

logue is crisp and amusing. Finally,
the dog falls from a window ledge,
apparently despondent. Heart-
touched, Porky hastens down to the
street and consents to take the hound
into his home. It's all actionful and
diverting. Producer is Leon Schles-
inger; supervision is by Robert
Clampett; story by Warren Foster;
animaticn, I. Ellis; and musical di-

rection by Carl W. Stalling.

"Carl Hoff And Orchestra"
(Melody Masters Series)

Warners 10 mins.
Tip-Top Band Short

A very fine band subject, both
from production and musical stand-
points. Jean Negulesco's technical

din ction is tops, achieving many
striking effects in shades and shad-
ows via clever use of lighting. At
no time is monotony permitted to

creep into the proceedings. Hence
optical and oral interest is sustained
throughout, which is somewhat rare
in ork presentations. Hoff has a
wealth of specialty musicians who
perform well as individuals and as a
group. Five selections of popular
stamp are played in complex, spec-
tacular swing style. These are:
"Blue Danube," "Dark Eyes," "I
Know That You Know," "I Could
Use a Dream," and "When Yuba
Plays the Rhumba on the Tuba."
Mark it down as one of the better
tab offerings currently.

"When Air Raids Strike"

March of Time 20 mins.
Instructive

The manner in which the British
have faced and fought air raids is

vividly brought home to Americans
who now face similar danger in this

latest issue of the March of Time.
The subject deals mainly with the
conduct of civilians in Britain and
the way in which they have been
trained to meet emergencies caused
by incendiaries and explosive bombs.
The picture should be a "must" for
all Americans who live in coastal
cities.

Bill Schneider With Moss
Bill Schneider, formerly assistant

to Robert Gillham at the Paramount
home office, is now handling exploi-

tation tie-ups under Alec Moss.
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Boston Film Houses

Scoring B. 0. Gains

By FLOYD BELL
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Boston — Business at all Boston
theaters has definitely picked up
and is better than in many weeks.
The Metropolitan estimates busi-

ness about 28 per cent better than
one year ago, the Loew houses are

emphatic in their statements of

business being at least 30 per cent

better while the RKO houses are

even more optimistic in their re-

ports of business being nearly 35

per cent greater than at this time in

1941.

The house which is showing at the

moment the greatest increase is the

Coolidge Corner in Brookline, Bos-

ton's swanky suburb surrounded by

the Hub. Manager Jack Markle
says that business there is nearly

double that of one year ago.

Continued notices to the citizens

that there is less danger in the the-

aters than in their own homes in

the event of air raids has unques-

tionably boosted business in the film

houses greatly

Incidentally, the gains in film biz

have been registered in the face of

stiff opposition. Setting a new
record for attendance and receipts

in Boston Garden, the Ice-capades

played, in eight days, to more than

88,000 persons who s°nt a total of

$187,890 mto the till as gate re T

ceipts. The previous high was held

by the Ringling-Barnum circus. Bos-

ton has two more ice shows booked

into Boston Garden this winter and

a fourth one is to be the annual

Skating Carnival at the Skating

Club of Boston in its own huge

rink.

Current opposition to Hub pic-

tures comes from these legit, out-

lets, which are experiencing their

biggest season in many years.

"Porgy and Bess" at the Shubert;

"Mr. and Mrs. North" at the Ply-

mouth; "My Sister Eileen" at the

Wilbur; Philadelphia Opera Com-
pany at the Boston Opera House;

revival of Ibsen plays at the Co-

lonial.

C'est la Guerre!

Detroit—The last outlet for films

in the language of enemy aliens

here is being closed. The Europa
Theater is being renamed the Adlon
Theater, and drops German language
films for Hollywood product. Otto
Marx is the owner.

New Haven—In co-operation with
the Committee for Civilian Defense,
John Pavone, manager of the Uni-
versal exchange, is organizing
Meadrw St. for aid raid defense.

Ros: Romanoff of Universal, is in

charge of fire and air raid drills.

Each exchange will have its own air

raid warden.

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities • • •

/"\NA MUNSON. Actress. Born in Portland, Oregon. Parents non-profes-
^-^ sional. Educated at private schools in Portland. Began studying dancing
at about four and moved to New York with her mother when 12 to continue train-

ing. Was discovered by Gus Edwards and featured in one of his children's

revues. Became child star of dancing act touring Keith and Orpheum circuits

throughout country. Went to Europe with her mother
'--• - r "' ff- r0 travel and continue studies, then returned to

»t •„ New York and became musical comedy star. Was
starred in "No, No, Nanette," "Tip Toes," "Twinkle
Twinkle," "Manhattan Mary," "Hold Everything,"

and many others. Made motion picture debut in

1930s and has appeared in both musicals and
straight roles on the screen. Well-known on the

radio especially as Lorelei, the girl reporter in

the "Big Town" series, now in its third year on
the air. Recent pictures are "Gone With The
Wind," "Wagons Westward," "Lady From Louisi-

ana," "Wild Geese Calling" and "Shanghai Ges-
ture." Stands 5, 3. Has blonde hair and blue

eyes.

Mandatory Daylight

Saving Bill Okayed

(Continued from Page 1)

ment, and would expire six months
after the end of the war.

In reporting the mandatory bill,

the Committee turned down the pro-
posal that President Roosevelt be
permitted to order discretionary day-
light saving by areas.
The Senate passed a bill authoriz-

ing the President to advance or re-
tard clocks of the country up to two
hours in any area in the country. The
bill, when sent to the House, was re-
jected in favor of the House alternate
bill.

to Propose

Tax Cuts

Warner Executives Add
To Common Stock Holdings

(Continued from Pane 1)

shares, Albert Warner 14,900, Harry
M. Warner 6.200 and Joseph Bern-
hard 2,500. In October, Jack War-
ner bought 22,900 shares.

RKO's report shows Atlas Corp.
bought 2,600 more shares of com-
mon, increasing its total holdings to

836,823 shares.

Mrs. Thomas Joyce Again
On Portland Censor Board

Portland, Ore.—Mrs. Thomas M.
Joyce, has been named by Major
Earl Riley to succeed Mrs. B. K.
Lawson on the municipal censor
board. Mrs. Joyce was a member
of the board for eight years and for

most of that time was its chairman.
Mrs. H. H. Sichel, whose term ex-

pired Jan. 1, Was reappointed for a

term of three years. The terms of

E. N. Weinbaum, who has been
chairman of the board for the past
year, and William E. Graener Jr.,

run to January, 1943, while the term
of Mrs. Leroy L. Mason, Ted Gam-
ble and Allan Rinehart run to Jan.

1, 1944.

Albany— The 6,000-word annual
message of Gov. Herbert Lehman
to the legislature yesterday was de-
voted entirely to defense.
The Governor declared that his

last budget wiped out the emerg-
ency 1 per cent levy on personal in-

comes. "You may expect that this

year I shall recommend further tax
reductions," he declared.
The Governor stated that price

and rent control are matters for
which Congress should legislate but
if it fails to do so, the State legis-

lature may have to act.

"Price and rent control should be

accompanied by a compulsory sav-
ings law with progressive rates to

reach the higher brackets," the mes-
sage said.

The Governor recommended that

the duration of benefits under the

unemployment insurance law be in-

creased from 13 to 16 weeks.

Revise Juvenile Prices

Houston — The Metropolitan and
Majestic Theaters here have an-
nounced price revision for juveniles.

Children between 12 and 16 years
of age hereafter will be admitted at

the standard price of 20 cents plus

tax. Formerly, all persons over 12

years of age paid full adult charge.

21-Year Pact for Baby
Wet Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Columbia has given a

21-year contract to a one-year old

baby, Daw James, who was in "The
Lady is Willing."

Tarkington Role for Judy
We. t' Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Metro has cast Judy

Garland for the role of Lily Mars in

Booth Ta^kington's "Presenting Lily
Mars" which Joseph Pasternak will

produce.

Pathe's PRC Control

To Bring Expansion

(Continued f'om Page 1)

board scheduled for this month j

New York.
Path 's acquisition of control do

not affect the territorial franchv*
now held and operated by the 28 « I

exchanges, O. Henry Briggs, pres
dent, said yesterday. The prese
management headed by Briggs ai

Leon Fromkess, vice-president, cc
tinues in office. Purchase of tl

stock brings into association the ol

est and newest corporate names
the film industry.

:

Cleve Adams Heads PRC J

Exchange in Milwaukee
Cleve Adams has been appoints

manager of the Milwaukee exchangl
of Producers Releasing Corp. by J

N. Jovaney, Chicago franchise h'oh'!

er of PRC who controls the MilwaiJ
kee branch. Adams was former'
manager for Grand National in Mi"
waukee and also in Chicago.

TO TIME COLORS!

Harrisburg, Pa.—Fred K. Marti
assistant manager of Loew's The;
ter, has been called back to Arm
service after having previously be
discharged as being over the 28 yes

age limit. Martin, who h^d operate
the theater at the New Cumberlar
rec:ption center, is back at the ce
ter.

Rochester— Robert E. Dickinso
photographic salesman for Eastms
Kodak company, has been commi
^ioned a lieutenant in the Coast A
tillery Corps.

Cleveland — The Jones bovs a
popular with the Warner theati!

publicity department. Proctor Jon
resigned last week to join the U
Army air force, and his success^

is William Casey Jones.

i

Dallas — Fred McFadden, whj

-erved more than a year at Can
Bowie near Brownwood. as a select*

•^nd was then released to civilig;

Mfe among those in the over-28-yea'

group, will return to his old po

<»t Camp Bowie. Since Irs releas

McFadden h«s been publicity dire'

tor for the Telenews Theater

;

Houston—Harry E. Hergsheime
formerly head usher at the Tow
Theater here, is now a flier in tl

Royal Canadian Air Force. He is li

Ashley, Pa.—Walter Dykes, pr

jectionist at the Ashl°y Theate
has been recalled for Navy duty

Frank J. Homsher, formerly Alti

inspector in the Philadelphia are

has been commissioned a lieutenai

in the U. S. Navy, as a specialist i

radio.
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PRICE CONTROL EXEMPTION FOR MOVIES
, „

Canadian Indie Ass'n Asks Gov't Regulation
J itervention in Respect
o Trade Reforms Asked
y New Ontario Group

V.

H 1 Toronto—On the ground that the

anadian Government has assumed

_ „>ntrol of the moving picture busi-

3ss, the newly organized Indepen-
?nt Motion Picture Exhibitors As-
jciation yesterday moved for Fed-
*al regulation of trade practices in

idition to stabilization of admis-

; on prices, theater construction ban
nd possible ceiling on film rentals

= strictly war measures.
Move for Federal intervention

ith respect to trade reforms fol-
(Continued on Page 4)

tf(h. Places Tax

In Film Rentals

Detroit—Action was filed yester-

ay by the Michigan State Board of

ax Administration seeking to col-

ct so-called use tax on all film

mtals. This is a three per cent

'fix equivalent to a state sales tax

n tangible goods but assessed on

oods purchased by Michigan resi-

?nts from sources outside of the

;ate.

j First action was filed against Al-
(Continued on Page 9)

j

Canadian Partial Blackout

"o Darken Theater Fronts

Toronto— The Canadian Govern-
lent yesterday prepared to order a

ermanent partial blackout in dif-

?rent cities with the shutting off of
(Continued on Page 8)

5% of Weehly Wages
For Defense Stamps
Dublin, Ga.—Employes of Martin

Theaters here voted unanimously for

5 per cent of their weekly salaries

or wages to be invested in Defense

Savings Stamps and Bonds, accord-

ing to fL H. Hightower, local man-
ager. Plan is expected to cover

2,200 employes of the Martin Cir-

cuits' 70 theaters in Georgia and

Alabama.

Eastman Plant Air
Raid Test Tomorrow
Rochester—A test air raid alarm

will be conducted at the huge Kodak
park works of Eastman Kodak Co.,

here tomorrow. The test at the

400-acre park will be a prelude to

the actual installation of a warning

system.

Name Arbitrators

For Buffalo Cases

Buffalo — Arbitrators have been
selected and dates set for first hear-
ings in three clearance cases.

Arbitrator Richard H. Templeton.
former U. S. district attorney, has
set Saturday, Jan. 24. for opening: of
the hearing on the complaint involv-

ing some run and clearance filed by
•Tames, John and William Rvan. op-

orators of Rvan's Ithaca Theater.
Tthaca, against the "Big Five." Con-
tending clearance now favors the

(Continued on Page 10)

Plan Theater Collections

For March of Dimes Drive

Hundreds of theater operators
participating in the industry's March
of Dimes Jan. 22-28 will substitute

auditorium collections for the lobby
solicitation originally planned, it

was announced yesterdav.
At a meeting of exhibitors yes-

(Continued on Page 4)

Senate Acts Unanimously on Sen. Downey's Motion;
Places Films on Par With Press and Radio; Action
Seen as Bar to Any Peace-time Move for Censorship

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The Senate yesterday voted to exempt motion

pictures from the provisions of the price control bill, placing
films in the same category as press and radio.

Action was taken on the motion
of Sen. Sheridan Downey of Cali-

fornia who pointed out that films are
forms of human expression iust the
same as press and radio and should
not be differentiated against.

In addition to exempting it from
the price control bill, the motion is

important in that it is official recog-
nition by the Senate that films are
on a par with press and radio. This
action should be very important in

connection with any future peace-
(Continued on Page 8)

Federation Fetes

Shirer on Jan. 23

Leaders of screen, stage and ra-

dio will pay tribute to the career o^

William L. Shirer, famous broad
caster and writer, via a testimonia

1

luncheon which will be held in hi?

honor at the Hotel Astor on Friday
Jan. 23. Plans for the event werr
made at a luncheon meeting yester-

day in the Astor, called by the

Amusement Division of Federation
which will sponsor the Shirer testi-

monial. David Bernstein, co-chair

man with Maj. Albert Warner of
(Continued on Page 4)

Cole to Attend Unity
Committee Parley Here

Dallas—Col. H. A. Cole, national

president of Allied, left yesterday
for New York to attend a sub-com-
mittee meeting of the Motion Pic-

ture Industry Conference Commit-
tee to be held in New York tomor-
row. The sub-committee, of which
George J. Schaefer is chairman, cov-

(Continued on Page 3)

Making New Stars Difficult
Depinet Tells Minn. Court Exhibs. Don't Help

More Union Execs. Here
For Producer Conferences

General discussion on studio work-
ing conditions marked the fourth
day of the conferences between the
producers and IATSE Coast locals,

according to Richard F. Walsh,
IATSE president. Walsh stated a
number of the points are still being

(Continued on Page 8)

Minneapolis—Motion Picture Ex-
hibitors "go fishing too often" with

the result that producers have seri-

ous trouble in building up new stars,

Nd E. Depinet, RKO vice-president,

testified yesterday in Ramsey Dis-

trict Court.
RKO, Paramount and Twentieth

Century-Fox are on trial in St. Paul
charged with violating the state's

new anti-blocks-of-five law, and
(Continued on, Page 3)

N. Y. SPG Contract

Negotiations Flop

The Screen Publicists Guild of
New York, following repudiation, ac-
cording to the Guild, by the major
motion picture companies of the
agreement previously reached with
them, sent a telegram, signed by.
Joseph Gould, SPG president and
chairman of the negotiating commit-

(Continued on Page 8)

Ont. Censors Lift Quota
Requirement for Newsreels

Toronto—The Ontario Board of
Moving Picture Censors has lifted

the quota requirements under which
(Continued on Page 4)

Old Motor License
Plates for Defense

Buffalo— Managers have placed

barrels in front of all Shea theaters

to facilitate collection of 1941 auto-

mobile license plates. The metal

will be salvaged for use in the na-

tion's armament drive.

Each barrel bears the legend:

"Help national defense. Deposit

old license plates here."
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NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat

Col. Picts. vtc. (2%%) 6 6 6 + %
Co'umbia Picts. pfd.. 24 24 24
Con. Fm. Ind

Ccn Fm. Ind. pfd. 9 834 8% + V*

East. Kodak 140V4 140 140 — %
do pfd
Cen. Th. Eq 12 12 12 + i/2

Loew's, Inc 38i/4 38 38V4
do pfd

106 9-16 106 17-32 106 9 16 +1-16
Paramount 14?4 14V, 14V2
Para. 1st pfd 109% 109V2 109y2 + 1V2
Para. 2nd pfd 13V4 13 13

PKO 3 3 3

PKO $6 pfd

20'h Century-Fox . . 8 7% IVa — Va
20th Cen fury-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 5% 5% 5% — Va
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Loew's deb. 3'A S46
Para. B'way 3 r55
Tara. Picts. 4s56... 99^ 993/4 993/4
Warner Bros.' dbs.6s48 95 Vi 95'/2 95 Vi + Vi

N^W YORK CURB MA'K CT
Monogram Picts 11-16 11-16 11-16
Radio-Keith cvs 5-32 5-32 5-32
Srnotone Corp 2 2 2
Technicolor
Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc. .8 8 8
Universal Picts

Baltimore V. C. Fetes
Eddie Sherwood Tonight

Baltimore—Local Variety Club is

giving a testimonial dinner to Eddie
Sherwood, who is being transferred
from this city to Cleveland by Ascap
tonight at the Lord Baltimore Hotel.

Gcrynor to Coast on Deal
Leonard Gaynor, formerly with

20th Century-Fox and the Lynn Far-
nol organization, is flying to the
Coast tonight on a business deal.

He is scheduled to return here lace

next week.

WE's "Telephone Arsenal'
Shown to Its Employes

James W. Bancker, Western Elec-
tee's vice-president, addressed 800
company employes and their guests
in the New Yorker Hotel last night,
and, through a new two-reel film,

"Telephone Arsenal," demonstrated
organization's response to President
Roosevelt's call for all-out war ef-
fort.

The film, in which Clarence G.
Stoll, WE's president, delivers a
message to company's 61,000 em-
ployes, was also shown by William
F. Hcsford, vice-president, to his
departmental workers in the New
Yorker on Tuesday night, and by
T. Kennedy Stevenson, also a vice-

president, as well as president of
Western Electric Export Corp., to

^hose under his jurisdiction on Wed-
nesday night.

Plans also call for the film's ex-
hibition at company's thr e works
locations in Chicago, Baltim^e, and
Kearnv, N. J., and in 29 WE dis-
tributing establishments nationally,
nlus 70 installation locations from
Coast to Coast.

RCA Workers Near Goal
In Defense Bond Drive

Eighty-five hundred employes of
the Camden plant of the RCA Manu-
facturing Co. have pledged to buy
U. S. Defense Bonds at the race
of more than $1,600,000 annually
through payroll allotments, with the
tttals of subscribers and subscrip-
tions mounting daily, according to

the RCA Victor Bond Committee
\Vhich is conducting a plant-wid^
drive.

|

The sum pledged thus far repre-
sents 88 per cent of the monthlv
quota of $150,000 established by the
committee. Approximately 70 per
"'ent of the employes have sia'ned up.
When the canvass of the entire plant
oersonnel has been completed, it is

expected that the quota will be
reached and surpassed.

! The company keeps the deductions
in a separate fund and, when suffi-

cient monev has been accumulated by
each individual, arranges to buy a
bond for him. The company absorbs
the extra accounting and handling
costs involved.

Hirschmann, Hutchinson
To Address ATS on Jan. 16

I

American Television Society lunch-
eon meeting at the Hotel Woodstock
a! week from today will be address, d
by I. A. Hirschmann, vice-president
of Metropolitan Television, Inc., and
Thomas H. Hutchinson, formerly ex-
ecutive producer of NBC television.

Hutchinson will discuss "Television's
Wartime Job."
ATS members will attend the tele-

viskn meeting of the Institute of
Radio Engineers at the Hotel Com-
modore on Monday night. The Soci-

ety also has sch duled a meeting in

connection with television defense
volunteer work Jan. 28 at the Wood-
stock.

12 Films Rejected by
Chi. Censors in 1941

Chicago—The Chicago police cen-
sor board rejected 12 and "pinked"
27 films for adults only during 1941,
the annual report discloses. Board
inspected 1.420 films, a total foot-
age of 5,515,200 feet, in the 12-mcnth
period.

In December, th° board "pinked"
four—"Two-Faced Woman," "Johnny
Eager." "The Wolf Man" and "Le
Roi Kink"—and rejected one, "The
Nude Ranch." Fourteen cuts were
made. Month's total of films given
the o-o was 129, and total footage,
539.800 feet.

Board comments that a distinctly
better type of films was submitted
in 1941.

Miami Theaters Set for

Sunday's Test Blackout

Miami—All local theaters are co-
operating with the Dad; County De-
fense Council in the plans for a 30-
rhinute experimental blackout here
Sunday night. Paramount Enter-
prises is using newspaper copy to
advise patrons of its own arrange-
ments. Wometco Theaters is install-
ing manual-operated talking ma-
chines and a supply of records in

all houses to meet a situation should
there be any current cut off during
an actual air raid.

"Dinner" Sets Eight-Day
Mark at New York Strand

Playin°- to approximately $65,000
in eight days, Warners' "The Man
Who Came to Dinner" established a
new high for the New York Strand,
it was reported by the management
vesterday. Pic opened New Year's
Eve with Will Osborne's ork, with
J'mmv Dorsev's band replacing on
New Year's Day.

Karl Vollmoeller Taken
Into Custody as Alien

Karl Vollmoeller, one of the screen
writers of "The Shanghai Gesture,"
has been taken into custody by the
Government as an enemy alien. Voll-
moeller's name has b en removed
from all screen and advertising cred-
its by United Artists, it was learned.

COfllinG and GONG

SEYMOUR M. PEYSER, of Thillips, Nizer. Ben-
jamin & Krim, returned Tuesday from a three-
week stay at the Coast. BOB BEN'AMIN of
the same law firm is due back next Tuesday.

FRANCES LEVINE, formerly employed at War-
ners' New Haven, is visiting from Chicago at
the home of her brother, Sidney Levine, Vitaj-
graph booker.

SPYPOS SKOURAS planed out for the L^\
last night.

RICK RICKFTSON. head of Fox Intermountain,
is here for home office talks.

MIKE SIMONS, editor of the Loew's house
crgan, left for Indianapolis last night.

LEONARD GAYNOR left last night for Holly-
wood for a 10-day stay.

HERBERT T. SILVERBERG, attorney, leaves
Ho'Iywood today on the Super Chief for New
York.

JUDY CARLAND, and her husband DAVID
ROSE, left last night for Florida.

ANNE NFWELL, secretary to an Eastman
Kodak executive in Honolulu, has returned to
Rochrs'er. She was in Honcluiu when the Japs
attrckeJ.

FDDIE ZABEL, head film buyer of National
Theaters, is vacationing on the Coast.

CARL LESERMAN, UA sales manager, re-
turned last night from Chicago.

JACK SCHWARTZ of Chicago's Republic Ex-
change has returned from a Winter vacation
at Phoenix. Ariz.

ABE KAUFFMAN, chief of the B & K booking
st-ff; ARTHUR SCHOFNSTADT of the Schoen-
stadt circuit; FRANK FLAHERTY of the Colum-
bia exchange, and EDDIE GROSSMAN of the
Mode circuit are among Chicago film folks now
in Florida.

'

Modification of Labor
Laws Looming in N. Y.

Albany — Modification of labor
laws pertaining to hours of work in
concerns engaged in national de-
fense was empewered in a bill carry-
ing the gubernatorial approval and
hoppered in the legislature here
opening day. The Industrial Com-
missioner would be given power to
treat each as an individual case
with licenses to be issued.

While the present bill does not
effect the film biz, there is talk of
amendments to broaden the scope of
the measure and also to remove the
licensing feature.

Roslyn, Baltimore, to Open
I

Baltimore — Roslyn, new 1,000-
seater operated by Jack Levin op^ns i

Jan. 16, with first popular-priced run
of Warners' "Sergeant York."
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Envisions Million

Audience for Tele

Television's present potential aud-

tnce in New York is approximately

»J,000, but under a plan new in work

ay the American Television Society,

-. ence possibilities can be raised

Jj-Ov* million persons. This was point-

•d out yesterday by Norman D. Wat-
•rs, president of the Society, in a
•eport on short subjects requirements
'or television in national defense.

The report was sent to Francis S.

Harrmn, executive vice-chairman of

hhe War Activities Committee, Mo-
Jon Picture Industry.

Waters wrote that a plan is now
Deing put into operation by the So-
ciety whicr, it is believed, will con-
siderably increase the audiences of

:elevision for defense programs. He
paid that "defense units of tele-

Vision" are being formed, which
,-ave as their goal the assembling
)f maximum audiences in the pri-

vate hemes and public places where
receivers are installed. A "turn-
over" group of almost a million per-
sons can be reached in this manner,
within a reasonable time for proper
n-ganization, Waters said.

A request for short subjects to

De used on television was made by
:he Society. Currently, the major
,'ompanies have agreed net to re-

ease any of their pictures for tele-

vision, but Waters believes that pa-
triotic srorts should be given the
.videst possible circulation in the
nterest of national defense.

Shorts specifically asked for are
'Air Army," "America's Youth,"
'Britain's R.A.F." "Canada at War,"
'Labor and Defense" and "U. S.

Navy," all of RKO; "Our National
Defense," "U. S. Military Academy,"
•Inside cf F.B.I." and "The Ar-
chives," Columbia; "Eyes of the
Navy," "The Flag Speaks," M-G-M;
'Cruising with the Coast Guard,"
Universal; "Flag of Humanity,"

;
'March On, Marines" and "S rvice

,.vith the Colors," Warner Bros., and
'several from Paramount and 20th
3entury-Fox.

JANUARY 9
Harry M. Goetz George Batcheller, Jr.

Vilma Banky

JANUARY 10

Douglas MacLean Dan Silbert

JANUARY 11

Ernest rascal Earl Baldwin
Monte Blue Dave Davidson

T
Monieland Miscellany:
• • • GERRY LINCER. son of Irving Lincer, 20th-Fox's transporta-

tion manager, is now with the Army at PeaTl Harbor. . . • J. J. Mil-

stein leaves lor Washington Monday where he will make a survey of

training films for the Army He visited Fort Dix yesterday to com-

pile a report on the best manner of handling the pix Mission is "on

his own," and Phil M. understands he turned down a commission. . .

• La Dottie Lamour will be guest of honor at the Poor Richards Club

annual dinner in Chicago next Friday. . . • Holding the palm as the

oldest theater owners' organization in America, the Theater Owners of

North and South Carolina, Inc., will stage its 30th annual convention in

Charlotte, N. C, Jan. 18-19 Body was founded, Suh, in 1912. . .

• A. H. Blank, prexy of Tri-States Theater Corp., of Des Moines, has

been named a member of the Iowa Advisory Committee for the Defense

Savings Campaign in that State Designation calls for him to serve

on the publicity end

T T T
• • • PERHAPS it was association of thought with yesterday's

low temperature but, after looking out of our northern exposure

window in the Paramount Building for some five years, we never

noticed before the frieze on Loew's State,—lions holding up medallions.

• Charles Rook, owner-manager of the Charles Theater down Mont-

gomery, Ala., way, has been installed as a new board member of that

city's Exchange Club. . . • Samuel Goldwyn is said to have paid out

largest sum of his career to annex an original, "The Washington

Drama" by Len Spiegelgass arid Leo Rosten, and, furthermore, to

have made the buy in record Goldwyn time He received the

manuscript long 'bout 10:30 at night and effected the purchase at noon

the following day

T T T
• • • FILE under "lilt and letdown": For a week or more,

Phil M. has been trying1 to find out what those F.F.F. ads are in Ye

Fillum Daily are all about Well, into our bailiwick yes'day barged

the breathlessly excited Jack (Pic Veteran) Fuld, and announced he had

the answer High with hope, we urged him to spill it It seems

lack was passing one of the chain of Orange Grove Stores, when he

spied on its facade a big F.F.F Pulling himself together optically,

he perceived the words "Free From Frost," a!ong with the inio that the

emporium specialized in fresh fiuits of that description Now our

latest guess is that F.F.F. means "Fuld's Findings False" Donahue

6 Coe, please note

T T T
• • • REPRESENTATIVES of the U: S. War Department, aug-

mented by many defense and civic groups, will participate in a big

parade down in Louisville next Wednesday evening as a curtain raiser

for the colorful military world premiere of M-G-M's "The Bugle

Sounds" at Loew's Theater City will have an appropriate mili-

tary bearing, and the pavements will be bearing the military, what

with an Army band from nearby Fort Knox, soldiers, tanks and jeeps

in line Wallace Beery, one of our more shy and dainty movie per-

sonalities, and- star of this opus, will be personally present for the pre-

miere He's also scheduled to be the guest of honor at an of-

ficers' luncheon at Fort Knox It's only fair to warn the officers

to expect a subsequent bread famine at the Fort,—for Mister Beery

has been famous for the roles he's taken since about 1904.

T T T

Exhibs. Don't Help

Make Stars—Depinel

(Continued from Page 1)

Depinet was undergoing his second
day on the stand as a defense wit-
ness. "Exhibitors, distributors and
producers all have an equal respon-
sibility in the motion picture indus-
try," Depinet told Judge Albin S.

Pearson, "but the exhibitors duck
their share of the task by going
fishing too often. That's why its so
tough for the producers to build up
new stars as drawing cards."

Depinet admitted his company did
not favor the New York consent de-
cree because it would prefer to sell

all of its product at the start of a
season. He said the Minnesota law
also was hard on distributors be-
cause it prevented split deals which,
over the nation, comprise about half
the booking deals made.

He add.d that RKO is having
trouble in Minnesota booking "Dum-
bo," "Fantasia" and "Bambi" but
admitted, under cross-examination,
that exhibitors might cancel one of
the three after contracting for the
trio. He said Army camp bookings
in the state are "up in the air" be-
cause these are regarded as "spot"
bookings which are prohibited by the
anti-five law.

Spectators laughed when Depinet,
asked if Frank Capra produced pic-

tures for his company, replied "un-
fortunately not." He admitted RKO
had few stars under contract and
said this was because most of these
who had been built up by his com-
pany had slipped away to other pro-
ducers. He then mentioned a long
list of RKO features, giving the num-
ber of bookings for each, as illus-

trating the hazards of the film busi-
ness.

Cole to Attend Unity
Committee Parley Here

(.Continued from Page 1)

ers Point 2 of the unity program;
namely, co-ordination of policy and
action in protecting the gtod name
and integrity of the industry as a
whole.

Col. Cole will attend the general
committee meeting on Jan. 21 and
the Allied board meeting the next
day.

But Who Wants to
Show This Pic Now?
Albany—The Appellate Division,

Third Department', has affirmed an

order of the Supreme Court which

dismissed a petition of Richard R.

Rollins who sought to have the Com-
missioner of Education restrain the

further exhibition of the film, "Vic-

tory, in the West" or "Sieg urn Wes-
ten," and to discipline the distribu-

tor and exhibitor.

The Commissioner of Education

had ruled that the film was a news-

reel ?.nd that no license was neces-

sary for its exhibition.
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Can. Indies Ass'n Asks

Gov't Regulation

{Continued from Page 1)

lows the appointment of R. G. Mc-
Mullen of this city as administrator
of theaters and films under the War-
time Prices and Trade Board. Mc-
Mullen has officially recognized the
new association as representing un^
affiliated exhibitors.
Henry Falk, appointed spokesman

for the independents body on the so-
called Government Entertainment
Board declared in a formal stater

ment:

Anti-Profiteering Measure
"A new situation has arisen in

Canada today. The war emergency
gave rise to the Wartime Prices and
Trade Board primarily to stop profi-

teering and prevent inflation. Ac-
tually Government regulation of in-

dustry and commerce, including mo-
tion pictures, has arrived in Canada.
Some of the basic matters concern-
ing the operation of our business,
such as taxes, ceilings on admissions
and film rentals, distribution prob-
lems and fair trade practices, will

now receive consideration. In order
that we may deal for ourselves, we
must organize. We can map out
some long-overdue reforms so that
the new Government board may be
in a position to deal with individual
complaints or difficulties and give
us relief in accordance with plans
and policks which we may help to

shape now."
In his statement Falk referred to

the New York consent decree devel-
opments in the United States and
regulation of film industry there un-
der Government supervision as a
parallel situation and, regarding the
trade in Canada, declared:

Changes Distrib. "Camouflage"
"For years, the powers-that-be in

the motion picture business have
fooled around with ideas of self reg-
ulation. We heard a lot about arbi-
tration, conciliation, clearance boards
and codes of fair practices but very
little good came of these things be-
cause their sponsors used them as
camouflage."

Falk charged that the old wheeze
of self-regulation to dissuade the
Government from exercising control
is sure to be pulled again" and that

TO THE colors:

Chicago—Stanley Levine, general
manager of the Stanley Theater
Supply Co., has joined the Navy and
is stationed temporarily at the Great
Lakes Naval station. Dorothy Your-
mark is in charge of the business,

for the duration.

Springfield, 111.—Edward Maisel of
the Tivoli Theater has enlisted in

the Army and is now at Jefferson
Barracks, Mo.

Miami Beach, Fla.—Fred Greene,
assistant manager of the Surf Thea-
ter, enlisted for Army service and
has gone to Camp Blanding.

Flames Raged in Theater's Lower Regions—
Rut Couldn't Stay (iRage In Reaven" Above
M-G-M's "Rage In Heaven" convincingly proved its pulling power on Wed-

nesday night at the Brandt-operated Colony Theater in Union City, N. J. Fire

broke out in a storeroom under the stage, and the management rushed to get

the audience to safety. But the later refused to budge, and insisted on re-

maining while the city's fire-fighters extinguished the blaze. By that time,

the auditorium was filled with smoke, but the audience patiently (and adamant-

ly) stayed on. Management shrugged shoulders and finally decreed that if

the patrons could so sroically "take it," that the house should "dish it out."

So, on went the show again.

Plan Theater Collections

tor March of Dimes Drive

(Continued from Page 1)

teraay in the national movie head-

-iuai'Lers ior me inarcn ox Dimes,
an circuits anu groups represeiueu
agreeu to maKe auiuturiuiil Cuuec-
.ioiis. rtauio oity music nau win
uo iiKewi&e, as will tne ±uoadway
iirst-run nouses, ine Loew ana KJ^-u

ciicuits leu into Inu; aiso tne isranut

circuit, tne oenoiry circuit, .babian

theaters ana otners.

Wires were received from the E.

v'. iuciiarus cncuit ana tne Wiiby-
xuncey circuit in tne boutn tnat tney
vvan^ea to maKe auuitorium collec-

tions. Similar suggestion came by
wire from tne Fox west Coast the-

aters, tne tneaters in at. Louis ana
Pennsylvania.
Among tnose attending the Thurs-

day meeting of tne JNtw lorK Uity
ana btate committees were: Tom
vvrigiey, national March of Dimes
publicity cnairman; Harry Branat
ana unarles U. Moskowitz, inaustry
arive co-cnairmen; uscar A. Uooo,
national publicity chairman Motion
Pictures' Committee; Harry Mandei,
xiHU; n,rnest Urnierlmg, Lioew's; Gus
•CiVseil, Music Hall; Ivred Scnwartz,
iN. Y. State cnairman; Leslie
ochwartz, Century Circuit; Eddie
uowaen, Loews; Eaward Rugotf,
Rugolf and Becker; Jim Dunne, Ki-
voli Theater; Ben Serkowich and
James Kolbeck, Capitol Theater; Phil
ijaufer, Criterion Theater; Terry
Donoghue, Loew's State Theater;
.Lionel Toll, Bingo Brandt, Brandt
Circuit; Jerry Magone, Prudential
Theaters; Samuel Rosen and Edward
Fabian of Fabian Theaters; Mike
Rosen, Loew's; John Shubert.

the distributors and circuits were
now dusting off their established
boards and committees to be groom-
ed to go before the Government, Falk
implying this move was intended to
show the trade could handle its own
problems.
The new association has rushed in-

vitations to independents in other
provinces to line up with Ontario to

support its unaffiliated representa-
tive on the Government trade com-
mittee.

Vaude In Portsmouth, N. H.

Portsmouth, N. H.— Vaudeville
has been resumed Saturdays only
at the Colonial Theater here.

Essaness Starts Premiums
Chicago—Essaness circuit is now

using dinnerware premiums at its

Argmore and Vic.

Ont. Censors Lift Quota
Newsreel Requirements

(Continued from Page 1)

newsreeis must have 25 per cent
.british Empire news content belore
approval lor showing in Ontario.

ino omcial announcement was made
in the matter but tne entry of the
United States in the war and im-
portance of American war develop-

ments has caused easing of regula-
tion, clips in recent releases being
mostly of U. S. origin.

Pictures Dramatize
U. S. Unity Proposed

With the Senate Interstate Com-
merce sub-committee's abandonment
of its industry "witch hunt," the

Stop Film Censorship Committee,
neaded by Bert Lytell, Actors' Equity
president, yesterday announced its

suspension of operations.
The announcement was coupled

with a call by the Committee "for
films which shall dramatize the no-
bility of the nation's unity in its

hour of crisis."

In a formal statement, the Com-
mittee said:

"America must dedicate its cul-

ture to the defeat of Hitlerism."
America must be the guardian of the
culture of the occupied countries.

Theater, film, radio, literature, mu-
sic and art must play their historic

role in the fight for the freedom of

the nations, for the continued free-

dom of America."
Signers included Jerome Chodorov,

Norman Corwin, Bosley Crowther,
Florence Eldridge, Norman Bel Ged-
des, Oscar Hammerstein, Dashiell
Hammett, Otto Harbach, Moss Hart,
Lillian Hellman, Fannie Hurst, Nun-
nally Johnson, Garson Kanin, Ger-
trude Lawrence, Fredric March,
Groucho Marx, Burgess Meredith,
Philip Merivale, Jo Mielziner, Alice
Duer Miller, Gilbert Miller, Dudley
Nichols, Arch Oboler, Eugene O'Neill,

Brock Pemberton, Molly Picon, Cole
Portei-, Paul Robeson, Herman Shum-
lin, Elias E. Sugarman, Lee Shubert,
Gladys Swarthout, Tamara, Deems
Taylor, Gregg Toland, W. R. Wilker-
son, Dwight Deere Wiman, Ed Wynn.

"Babes" Stays In 21 More
"Babes on Broadway" has been

held over in 21 more of its first key
city engagements, M-G-M announces,
bringing the total of extended en-

gagements to 37 thus far. Business
on the picture throughout the coun-
try is reported to be averaging more
than 200 per cent of normal.

Federation Fetes

Shirer on Jan. 23

c

(Continued from Page 1)

the Amusement Division, presided a

yesterday's meeting.

William Morris, Jr. and Jules (.

Stein are co-chairmen of the S 1

^

Luncheon committee and L\re
-

Jaffe, theatrical attorney, is chair

man of the Committee on Arrange
ments. The full personnel of th

committees will be announced earl;

next week, the chairmen stated.

The signal services of Shirer t

the cause of world democracy wa
cited by Bernstein in announcing th

luncheon. "Every year the Amuse
ment Division climaxes its efforts o;

oehalf of Federation and its 116 af
filiated charities with a luncheoi
in honor of some inaividual who ha
aistinguisned himself by service t

the American public," he said.

"It is fitting that this year w
honor William L. Shirer. For mor
than five years he lived in Berlin an.

|

watched Hitler's every move, keepin;
America iniormed in regular broad
casts to this country. Months be
lore we entered the conflict, Shirer'
oook, 'Berlin Diary,' warned Americ

.

what to expect from the Naz
crew. There is no doubt that, ha.

we listened to him sooner, and taite:

heed of his warnings, our task to

aay would be much easier."
Among those who attended, an

who will co-operate with the lun
cheon committees, are: Jack Alii

coate, Louis Bernstein, Max I
Blackman, William Brandt, Harr;
Buxbaum, J. W. Coffman, Max A. Co
nen, Oscar A. Doob, Leopold Fried
man, Leon Goldberg, Monroe Green
thai, Toby Gruen, Marcus Herman:
Arthur Israel, Jr., Henry Jaffe, Mai
colm Kingsberg, Milton Krasnji
Howard Dietz, Aubrey Schenck
Bertram Lebhar, Jr., Nat Lefkowitz
Samuel Machnovitch, Louis Nizer
Eugene Picker, Sam Rinzler, Budi
Rogers, A. Schneider, Max Selig
man, Sam Shain, Nate Spingold, A
P. Waxman, Bob Weitman, Charlei
Sonin and Joe Lee.

C'est la Guerre!

Scranton, Pa.—Through the med
ium of special morning shows a
which they admitted children fre
upon presentation of bundles of pa
pers and magazines, eight Comer
ford theaters in this region collectei

more than 10 tons of waste pape
for the civilian defense salvage com.
mittee. The paper realized $128.5'

for civilian defense use through sal<

of two local junk dealers. An esti

mated 4,000 children attended.

Dallas—Appointment of Karl Hob
litzelle as chairman of the voluntee:

personnel service board of the Civil

ian Defense Council is announced b;

Mayor Woodall Rodgers, chairman.
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, BAHAMA PASSAGE"**"-""" #
with Flora Robson • Leo G. Carroll • Mary Anderson * Cecil Kellaway

Produced and Directed by EDWARD H. GRIFFITH • Screen Play by Virginia Van Upp
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One B. O. report is worth a thousand H. O.

claims, too—and here's the Boxoffice Verdict on
'BAHAMA PASSAGE in its first reported dates:

above "ALOMA of the SOUTH
SEAS" and J^^above
''VIRGINIA" at the Paramount

Theatre, New Haven!

/s°
HEVO

r above "ALOMA" and f«
above "VIRGINIA" at the Metro-

politan Theatre, Boston!

SO*"ALOMA" and I

"VIRGINIA" at the Allen

0/

above

above

Theatre, Hartford!

above "ALOMA" and Ap'
above "VIRGINIA" at the Capitol

Theatre, Worcester!

above "VIRGINIA" and NECK-

AND-NECK with "ALOMA" at

the Strand Theatre, Lowell!

to /s
*!£.

above "ALOMA" and

above "VIRGINIA" at the Brock-

ton Theatre, Brockton, Mass.!

Z&% above "ALOMA" and *m5'
above "VIRGINIA" at the Malco

Theatre, Memphis, Tenn.!

BIGGEST SUNDAY GROSS IN FIVE YEARS

foropeningdateatthe Paramount

Theatre, Montgomery, Alabama!

carried over to Paramount and Fenway Theatres

THE SMASHING ADS THAT
PUT BAHAMA OVER ARE
READY FOR YOUR DATES!
Thtrty-tw© pages of powerful showmanship sell-

ing, keyed by the sock ads that sold the picture

in these early dates, are waiting for you in the

"BAHAMA PASSAGE" Press Book!
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Set Price Control

Exemption for Pix

{Continued from Page 1)

time attempts to censor the indus-

try.

The price control bill already has
been apnroved by the House without
the exemption for movies. How-
ever, it is expected that the House
will agree to the Senate provision.

The full measure is expected to pass
the Senate today and will then be

referred to conference where such
differences as the exemption of mov-
ies will be worked out between lead-

ers cf both branches.
In presenting the motion, Senator

Downe" said he had already con-
ferred with Senator Brown of Mich-
igan, who is in charge of the price

control bill and that Brown agreed
with the proposal. The motion was
passed with unanimous consent.

HOLLYWOOD SPEARING-
By RALPH WILK

Oldfield Back on Air

Lincoln, Neb.— Lincoln Theaters
Corp. returned Barney Oldfield,

Journal film columnist and editor,

to his old KFOR mike job to deliver

the Hollywood chatter daily as he
did 819 times prior to being called

in the Army more than a year ago.

While awaiting recall, the theater

string decided to put him in harness
on a day-to-day basis.

HOLLYWOOD
D OY DEL RUTH is studying galley proofs

* * of "Sabre Hill," Civil War novel by

iVtarion Calhoun, as a possible next Metro
jssignmenr. Story, which is a first novel

oy a Charleston, S. C, school teacher, hits

t ne bookstalls in the Spring.

• •
i/IRGINIA VAN UPP, Paramount scripter,
"

has been asked by Sam Selnor, New
fork producer, to write a play version of

he translation of "We Are Three," Emil

iVlarchant's French farce. Selnor plans on

a Spring production.

• •
DHILIP REED'S collection of early west-

' ern cattle branding irons will be placed

on exhibit in the Nevada State Historical

.society museum in Carson City, Nev., dur-

.ng the entire month of February. Collec-

rion is one of the biggest in the state.

• •
r\ I RECTOR Al Santell has boosted Laki,^ girl singer with the South Sea Island-

ers, native musical group, to a speaking

part in "Pearl of Paradise," which Santell

directs for Metro. Johnny Weismuller will

play the lead.

• •
kiETRO has acquired motion picture

» rights to the story, "Journey for Mar-
garet," by William L. White, recently pub-

lished by Harcourt Brace & Co.

"A YANK ON THE BURMA ROAD" is

•** announced by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
as the final title for the picture formerly

called "China Caravan." Laraine Day ana

tiarry Nelson have the leading roles in the

film, which was directed by George Seitz.

• •
"LIISTORY OF MR. POLLY," widely read

' ' H. G. Wells novel, has been bought

as a starring vehicle for Charles Laughton
by RKO Radio. Published in 1921, "His-

tory of Mr. Polly" is a comedy-spiced hu-

man interest study.

• •
/"COLUMBIA Producer Sam Bischoff has

^^ conferred with George Murphy regard-

ing possible production of the actor's orig-

inal story, "The Chicago Method," which
revolves around British Commando "suicide

raiding forces."

• •
PyANA BARRYMORE, now appearing in

'"' "The Land Is Bright," New York stage

production, has been signed for the femi-

nine lead in "Eagle Squadron" which Wal-
ter Wanger will produce for Universal.

• •
CCENARIST Bradbury Foote, having pur-

** chased the remaining portion of his con-

tract checked off the M-G-M lot, is now
being sought by Gilbert Miller, New Yoik
stage producer, to dramatize two stories

which the impresario owns and wants to

produce in the Spring.

SURE-BUT 1T0II
CAN WALK!

SIGNUP
TO HELP THOSE
WHO CAN'T!

MARCH of DIMES PLEDGE
I will show the March of Dimes
trailer (supplied gratis.) and make
collections in my lobby the week
starting Jan. 22. Send full details.

Name.

Theatre

City ..

Mail to your County or State Chairman, or to National

Chairman, Motion Pictures Committee, March of Dimes,

Hotel Astor, Suite 173, N. Y. C.

FIGHT INFANTILE PARALYSIS

More Union Execs. Here
For Producer Conferences

(Continued from Page 1)

thrashed out but expressed the hope
that unanimity will be reached soon.

Union's ranks were swelled with
the arrival of John R. Martin, presi-
dent of Local 683, Lab Technicians,
and Norval Crutcher, vice-president.
Althcugh Lab Technicians negotiated
a contract with the producers last

August, Martin and Crutcher ar-

rived to observe whether conditions
granted to other unions may be more
favorable. J. F. Swartz of Local 165,
Projectionists, is likewise sitting

in on the conference. His union had
also agreed to contract last October.

Canadian Partial Blackout
To Darken Theater Fronts

(Continued from Page 1)

neon signs, illuminated billboards
and bright displays until further no-
tice. Only municipal street lighting
will remain in full effect, subject to

raid warnings.
Official comment was this was one

result of the conference en joint de-
fense measures by Canada and the
United States.

It is expected theater fronts will

have to go dark in many centers.

So Take Your Choice
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Director Albert S. Ro-

gcll recorded Judy Canova in the

title song of "Sleeptime Gal" at Re-
public and they are doing the song
in four different musical styles

—

rumba, boogie woogie, swing and
syncopation.

N. Y. SPG Contract

Negotiations Flop

(Continued from Page 1)

tee, to Columbia, RKO, Loew's, Ui
versal and Paramount, in which t

Guild advised the companies that
would take the matter up with go
ernmental agencies. Similar exp>c
sions were sent to the hea^.l
Warner Bros., United Artists "a!

Twentieth Century-Fox.
The wire recounted the mont

spent in negotiations before ;

agreement was finally reached, t

concessions made by the SPG a;

went on to characterize the comp
nies' action as "contrary to eve
fundamental principle of bona fi

collective bargaining," and "inev
ably calculated to disrupt labor pea
in this vital industry."
The telegram then continued:
"Your action leaves us no alte

native except to revert to our ori

inal demands which we have alwa
considered fair and reasonable a:

which we shall press with all t-

energy and resources at our cor
mand. Moreover, since bona fr

collective bargaining by the comp
nies with us seems impossible wit
out governmental intervention, a

propose to call the conduct of r

companies to the immediate atte
tion of appropriate government!
agencies before taking other stc

to protect the interest of our mei
bership unless we are immediate-
advised that the agreement alreai

reached is to be promptly accept
by your company."

Efforts to reach company e

ecutives last night for a stateme
were unavailing.

Frank Borchert Dies at 49
Milwaukee—Frank Borchert,

for many years manager of the Do
Theater, Sturgeon Bay, Wis., is de:

here. Burial will take plac^ Mond:
in Sturgeon Bay. His wife, so

mother, two brothers and two siste

survive.

Canada Rations Gas April 1

Ottawa—Canada will start ratio

ing gasoline on Apr. 1.

East Pittsburgh, Pa. — Engag
ment of Anthony Antonoplos, son
the veteran theater owner, Peter A
tonoplos, to Sassa Langas, has ju

been announced. The marriage w
take place in the early Sprin
Father and son operate the Rive

Theater here and the Olympic The
ter, Turtle Creek, Pa.

Pittsburgh—Engagement of Mi
Gladys Jackson, of the local Repu
lie exchange, to Dave Dietterich,

Buffalo, has been announced. Tl

marriage will take place in Februar

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAI1

Hollywood— Rosella Towne, fil

actress, married Harry Kronma
radio writer.
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'Joan of Paris'

..

Michele Morgan, Paul Henreid

i Radio 95 Mins.

HRILLING ROMANTIC DRAMA OF
SENT WAR. WILL ROUNDLY EX-

PAND ENTERTAIN FANS.

9Fng high among the romantic dra-

of the war to date, "Joan of Paris" is

ating entertainment, packing punch and

Is from first to last. Filmgoers who
st in screen diversion on the basis of

Jiry and quality, rather than attracted

:tar names primarily, will find this yarn

of interest and excitement. It has,

the valuable assets of exploitability

he hands of energetic showmen,

ction recounts the downing of five

bat fliers during a British raid on the

tinent,—four English lads and their

<dron leader who is in the service of

Free French. All manage to get to

s where they plan to contact British

lligence representative in order to be

rned to England. Paul Henreid has the

of the Free Frenchman whose cap-

means certain death because he had

i condemned by the Vichy authorities

I traitor.

e contacts a friendly priest who was

instructor in Latin, and also accident-

meets Michele Morgan, a pretty but

• French girl who is serving as a bar-

d in a dingy resort frequented both by

soldiery and the agents of the

apo. Through the efforts of the

• st and the girl, Henreid is able to get

from Occupied France, with all of

companions except one who dies in

Paris sewers from a wound inflicted

the Nazis.

remendous suspense pervades the foot-

Against the stark note is built the

uisite but futile romance 'twixt Hen-

and Miss Morgan. Scenes have all

, dynamics of a super-thriller. Acting

I

direction are of a high order. Thomas

chell is excellent as the priest, and

d Cregar as the cruel and clever leader

the Gestapo.

Convincing performances are likewise

ted in by May Robson as the elderly

aol-teaching British spy, and by Alex

nach as the omnipresent Gestapo agent.

• picture has a sacrificial, patriotic end-

t- with Miss Morgan giving her life as

contribution to the ideal that the

; ts of Paris and of all France will burn

in some day in their one-time bright-

""^s and freedom.

CAST: Michele Morgan, Paul Henreid.

mas Mitchell, Laird Cregar, May Rob-

Alex Granach, Alan Ladd, Jack Briggs.

J^ies Monks, Richard Fraser, Paul Weigel

n Abbott, The Robert Mitchell Boy

>ir.

:REDITS: Producer, David Hempstead;

octor, Robert Stevenson; Screenplay,

jrles Bennett, Ellis St. Joseph; Authors,

iques Thery, Georges Kessel; Music by

Webb; Musical Director, C. Bakaleini-

f; Cameraman, Russell Metty; Art Di-

tors, Albert S. D'Agostino, Carroll Clark;

n Editor, Sherman Todd; Assistant Di-

tor, James A. Anderson.

)l RUCTION, Fine. PHOTOGRAPHY,
ert.

Hi

Jift" at Squire Saturday
'The Eternal Gift," Catholic mass
n, opens at the Squire tomorrow.

"Right to the Heart"
with Brenda Joyce, Joseph Allen, Jr.,

Stanley Clements.
20th-Fox 74 Mins.

AVERAGE ROMANTIC COMEDY YARN
WHICH EMPLOYS A FIGHT CAMP AS
BACKGROUND.
What may have started out as a story

of a rich lad who goes to a fighters' train-

ing camp to become a fighter simmers down
to an ordinary love story. Film has a few
flashes of entertainment and gets under the

wire as a passable program pic.

Yarn deals with a wealthy playboy who gets

kayoed in a night club by an ex-champ and

decides to get in condition so he can

avenge the wallop. He heads for a fight

camp, under a different name, run by a

"enial manager who does not let on that

he recognizes the playboy. Daughter of the

manager, who is very lovely, falls in love

with the wealthy chap. Latter after a

"rueling training period heads back to New
York and evens the score. He then returns

to the camp and the girl.

Lead is played by a oersonable newcomer,
Joseph Allen, Jr. Although he never looks

auite at home in the ring, he gets by. In

fact, none of the ring sequences shape up

like the real thing. Brenda Joyce is satis-

factory as the girl. Most of the comedy is

contributed by young Stanley Clements, as
vhe hard-boiled kid who acts as the trainer

for the stable of fighters. Cobina Wright,

lr., as the other girl; Charles D. Brown, the

manager, and Ethel Griffies, as the wealthy

lunt, turn in capable supporting perform-

ances.

CAST: Brenda Joyce, Joseoh Allen, Jr.,

Cobina Wright. Jr., Stanley Clements, Don

OeFore, Hugh Beaumont, Charles D. Brown,

Ethel Griffies. Frank Orth, Phil Tead, Wil-

liam Haade, Soencer Charters.

CREDITS: Producer, Sol M. Wurtzel; Di-

-ector, Eugene Forde; Screenplay, Walter

3ullock- Original. Harold MacGrath; Cam-
eraman, Virgil Miller; Film Editor, Louis

Loeffler.

DIRECTION, Routine. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Mich. Tax Board Seeks
Use Tax on Film Rentals

(Continued from Page 1)

Med Film Exchange, local indepen-

dent, distributing: Astor Pictures, as

a test case and intention is to pro-

ceed against all companies if up-
held.

David Newman, theatrical attor-

ney, has been retained by several

distributors to represent thTn in

contesting claim of the state board.

Belief here is that if the claim is

unheld it will be passed on to ex-

hibitors by the distributors.

Savini Sees Midwest Boom
1 "Boom" conditions in the Mid-

west, especially in the Kansas Citv

alrea, were reported yesterday by
Bob Savini, president of Astor Pic-

tures Corp., who has .iust returned

from a tour of exchanges. Savini

slaid that "Scarface" was in its

seventh week at the Woods Theater

ih the Chicago Loop and that it

probably will run for three moi-e

months. One hundred and ten prints

of "Scarface" are in work.

* SHORTS *

"A Torrid Toreador"
20th-Fox 7 mins.

Lively Cartoon

A Terry-Toon in Technicolor cov-
ering the adventures of the Ameri-
cano Cat with the Mexican Senorita.
Papa finds the pair together and
challenges the bravery of the Amer-
ican by putting him into the bull

ring. Considerable action takes
place some of which should register
for laughs.

"Dutch Guiana"
20th-Fox 9 mins.

Tropical

Dutch Guiana recently placed un-
der the protection of American troops
furnishes the subject material for
this timely travelogue. Country is

rich in bauxite necessary for the
production of aluminum. Among the
places seen are the capital and the
bush Negroes who still follow their
primitive customs.

"A Yarn About Yarn"
20th-Fox 7 mins.

Diverting

Time-honored fable of the black
sheep who makes gocd after caus-
ing a great deal of trouble. In this

average cartoon, the black sheep
cries "wolf" once too often and the
Mother Sheep is captured and taken
to the lair of the wolf where she
is about to be sheared. Then the
black sheep arrives in time and the
wolf is sent spinning through the
mill machinery.

"Evergreen Playland"

20th-Fox 9 mins.
Eye-Filling

This reel is a splendidly photog-
raphed presentation in Cinecolor
about the natural beauties of British
Columbia. Winter and Summer it

is a picturesque country full of

breath-taking beauty. There are
grand shots of skiers gliding down
Mt. Revelstoke and a trip down the
fjords amidst the wooded cliffs. It

will make a handsome addition to

the program.

"Playtime in Hawaii"

20th-Fox 10 mins.
Standard

A glimpse of Hawaii before the
Japs started to drop bombs. Reel
in present shape adds up to what a
nice place Hawaii is when it is peace-
ful. Native sports of fishing, wrest-
ling and fencing open up the reel.

Then to the famous seashore where
surf-board riding is the most popu-
lar sport. Ed Thorgersen handles
the commentary.

One o£ the Biggest
News Stories

of the Year

"THE TEN BEST" PICTURES

OF 1941

ad delected by tU&ie- important aiticd and

leuieweld
&fr

the leadina neutdfLG<p,e*idr maa-

a^ined, pAadd d&iviced and dtfndicated In the

FILM DAILY'S
20th ANNUAL POLL
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Name Arbitrators

For Buffalo Cases

(Continued from Page 1)

Strand, State and Temple theaters,
complainants charge the distirbutors
refused to license their product and
that the few pictures that were of-

fered were unsatisfactory on clear-

ance and rental terms.
Joseph M. Boehm, arbitrator, on

Thursday, Jan. 22, will begin hear-
ing the case brought by Vincent Mar-
tina of the Astor Theater, Attica,
against all the decree-signins: com-
panies except 20th-Fox. Martina
contends clearance now favors the
New Family Theater, Batavia.
Hearing of the complaint of the

Clyde Playhouse, Clyde, against the
"Big Five" wi'l begin Fr ; day, Jan.
23, wif-h Attorney William E. Barrett
of Buffalo as arbitrator. The arbitra-
tion demand, signed by Caroline Per-
riello, named the Capitol Theater,
Newark, N. Y., operated by the
S^hine circuit, and the Ohman The-
ater, Lyons, owned and operated by
Ohman Brothers, as favored by cur-
rent clearance.

Cuba Theater's Complaint
Will Be Heard on Jan. 21

Buffalo—By agreement of the in-

terested parties, first hearing on the
clearance complaint of the Cuba The-
ater, Cuba, N. Y., against the "Big
Five" has been postponed from Jan.
12 to Wednesday, Jan. 21. Attorney
Edward W. Hamilton has been se-

lected as arbitrator. A group of

defending parties asked the post-

ponement because of a conflict of

dates.

Knnczkowski's Continued
Illness Postpones Hearing
Buffalo—Because of continued seri-

ous illness of Mieczlaw Konczakow-
ski, operator of the Marlowe, Arbi-
trator George Wanamaker has post-

poned until Tuesday, Feb. 3, the
hearing on the Allendale's clearance
demand against 20th-Fox, Warner
Bros., Paramount and Loew's. The
Marlowe filed as intervener.

Apollo Theater, Buffalo,

Clearance Squawk Withdrawn
Clearance complaint filed early

this week by Basil Bros. Theaters,
operators of the new Apollo Theater,
Buffalo, yesterday was withdrawn.
Naming the five consenting compa-
nies, the complainants asked that
the Apollo be permitted to show pic-

tures immediately after Shea's Elm-
wood Theater. Reason for the with-
drawal was not learned.

Lpmmuchi-Banducci Lose
Their Arbitration Action
We'd Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Arbitrator Eugene

Breitenback yesterday handed down
his decision in clearance case of D.
Lemmuchi-James Banducci versus
Paramount Pictures, Vitagraph,
Loew's and RKO.

Claim asking not more than 21
days clearance for claimant's River
Theater in Oildale over the Bakers-

:< REVIEWS Of THE REUI fILfllS tf
"Man From
Cheyenne"

with Roy Rogers, George "Gabby" Hayes
Republic 60 Mins.

PLEASING WESTERN WITH GOOD IN-
CIDENTAL MUSIC. HAS THE STUFF TO
SCORE WITH STAR'S FANS.

In this well-made western, whose screen-
play has enough twists to make it consid-

erably more interesting than the majority

of its contemporaries, Roy Rogers returns

to his native surroundings under Govern-
ment auspices to bring a band of cattle

rustlers to their legal desserts. His efforts

are crowned eventually with both material

and romantic success, in the latter instance

because he wins the heart and hand of his

pretty childhood playmate.

Of course Winston Miller's original script

doesn't effect all this as easily as a review
of the proceedings sounds. Along the line,

the rampant Rogers has to determine who
is pilfering the herds of Gabby and his

neighbors. But that essential materializes

without Roy having to go very far afield,

—

or "aprairie" should be the proper term.

It develops that the magnetic, stream-

lined Lynne Carver, an heiress who dwells

in the immediate vicinity, is the sinister

leader of the rustlers, with accent on the

"sin." Her aide-de-camp, William Haade,
shoots one of the ranchmen dead as a door-

nail, and it is this overt act which proves

the gang's undoing.

There is a fair amount of hard riding, a

few fisticuff flare-ups, and other ingredi-

ents to enliven the footage. Many of the

backgrounds filmed are eye-filling, direction

is solid, and several musical numbers at-

tractive to the ear. By and large the offer-

ing is right up to snuff as a Rogers vehicle,

which means that it will roundly please

outdoor drama fans.

CAST: Roy Rogers, George "Gabby"
Hayes, Sally Payne, Lynne Carver, William

Haade, James Seay, Gale Storm, Jack In-

gram, and The Sons of the Pioneers.

CREDITS: Associate Producer-Director,

Joseph Kane; Original Screenplay, Winston
Miller; Cameraman, Reggie Lanning; Film

Editor, William Thompson; Musical Director,

Cy Feuer.

DIRECTION, Solid. PHOTOGRAPHY, Tip-

top.

Boston Projectionist Union
Re-Elects Barrows Prexy

Boston—Thad C. Barrows, who
was again re-elected president of the
Moving-Picture Operators Union Lo-
cal 182, has started his 25th con-
secutive year as head of Boston
IATSE projectionists. Barrows for

vears national president of the Pro-
iection Advisory Council, is a mem-
ber of SMPE and Ampas.
James F. Burke was re-elected

business representative at the same
meeting.

field second-run and 42-day clearance
for the Arvin Theater in Arvin over
the Bakersfield first-run was denied.

Failure to exhibit pictures under
their present contract until as late

as 72 days after availability was the
main reason for the denials. Costs
were shared equally by all parties
with exception of the Fox-Bakers-
field Theater Corp., the intervenor.

"Road to Happiness"
with John Boles, Mona Barrie, Billy Lee,

Roscoe Karns.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

Monogram 84 Mins.

CORKING FILM FOR ALL AUDIENCES;
PACKS PLENTY OF ENTERTAINMENT
VALUES.

In this excellent picture, Producer Scott

R. Dunlap has a piece of merchandise which,

as well as living up to the studio's boast of

being the finest picture Monogram has ever

made, can take its place among the "A"
product of any of the Majors, and sell on
even terms. This accomplishment—on a

short budget—is something that Dunlap may
well crow about.

"Road To Happiness," a formula picture,

owes its success wholly to the combined
efforts and talents of the cast and crew.

John Boles, seen much too infrequently

in the past couple of years, gives a simple,

straight-forward performance; and will no

doubt draw the acclaim of "surprised" crit-

ics wherever the film is shown. There are

many who will say this is his finest work.

Little Billie Lee is a standout. He wets the

eyes of his audience at will, and balances

his performance with really fine acting in

both comedy and dramatic sequences. In

the supporting cast, Mona Barrie, Roscoe

Karns, Lillian Elliott and Paul Porcasi up-

hold the standard set by the leads.

It has come to be expected that when
megger Phil Rosen is the guide, a good

picture will result. This, probably more
than any other film he has made during the

past year, and despite the excellence of the

cast is a director's picture. For, with a

short shooting schedule, and just stock ma-
terial to work with, it takes artistry to pro-

duce the results obtained here.

One other member of the Monogram
family must be singled out for individual

mention. He is Eddie Kay, Monogram's
musical director. Kay's direction of his

orchestra is good, but his orchestration of

the score—the difficult score—and his set-

ting of that score to the sound track is a

masterful job.

The meat of the tale concerns the adven-

tures of John Boles, an aspiring opera

singer, in his efforts to earn a living in his

chosen field and keep his son, who has been

abandoned—for a wealthy re-marriage—bv

his mother, with him. He is forced to take

a position as an Indian character on a soap-

ooera radio program, but, with' the assistance

of a few good friends he finally achieve;

this end, and happiness and success come
to the struggling pair.

This is a film for all audiences, because

it's bread for the family trade and can't

fail to move even the hard-boiled sophisti-

cates. It's a good bet for top or second

spot on anv bill.

CAST: John Boles, Mona Barrie, Billy Lee

Roscoe Karns, Lillian Elliott, Paul Porcasi

Sam Flint, Brandon Hurst, Byron Folger.

Selmer Jackson, Harlan Tucker and Antonio

Filauri.

CREDITS: Producer, Scott R. Dunlap-

Direction, Phil Rosen; Screenolay, Robert

D. Andrews; Authors, Matt Taylor; Camera-
man, Harry Neumann; Production Manager.

C. J. Bigelow; Musical Director, Edward
Kay; Film Editor, Carl Pierson.

DIRECTION, Top-notch. PHOTOGRA-
PHY, Excellent.

"Arizona Terrors"
with Don "Red" Barry, Lynn Merrick, 4

Al St. John.

Republic 56 Mini

UP TO PAR WESTERN FOR FAST RID
ING AND ACTION; FOLLOWS FORMULA
IN GOOD STYLE. *-^j
The Robin Hood of the Republi!\,)

Donald "Red" Barry again saves the rancnti
in a western which has its share of actio

and fast riding. It's a neat little sagebrus
effort and will fulfill requirements in th

subsequent spots.

The plot is developed on a grandiose seal

and takes place at the turn of the centur

Couple of gents perpetrate a fantastic swin

die with one posing as a Spanish noblema
to gain possession of a million acres. The
the pair start squeezing the ranchers wh
have lived there and gradually drive ther

off the land. But Barry comes to the rescue

He even has an audience with Presiden

McKinley. By chance, the fraud whereb
the grant of land was obtained is discoverer

and the villains are driven from the place

Barry turns in another dependable per

formance as a cowboy hero. Al St. J oh

supplies the comic relief as his buddy. Ree

Hadley is good as the phony Don Pedro

Lynn Merrick is the girl.

CAST: Don "Red" Barry, Lynn Merrick
j

Al St. John, Reed Hadley, John Maxwell
Frank Brownlee, Rex Lease, Lee Shumwa,
Tom London.

CREDITS: Associate Producer-Directoi>

George Sherman; Screenplay, Doris Schroe

der, Taylor Caven; Cameraman, Ernest Mil

ler: Film Editor, Les Orlebeck.

DIRECTION, Okay. PHOTOGRAPHY
Good.

Court Order Will Cut
Minnesota Theater in Two

Minneapolis—An order of the Dis
trict Court here yesterday will re

suit in the Minnesota Theater, larg
est of the city's picture houses, be
ing cut almost in half. The house
finest in the Northwest when erected
is built on property with two own
ers and the estate controlling tha
portion on which the stage and boile:

room stand petitioned the court ask
ing it be permitted to pay its taxe:

separate and apart from those of thi

cwner of the balance of the ground
The court granted the request, in

structure: the county auditor to ta:

the two portions of ground and build
ing separately. Trustees of th(

John E. Andrus estate, which own:
the ground under the backstage sec
lion, announced they planned t(

wreck their portion of the building i

The house has been dark about
year.

Indie Projectionists Pick
Axelrod to Head Union

Indie projectionists have organ
ized the Independent Motion Pictun
Operators Union with Charles Axel
rod, president and business agent
Other officers are James Rollo, vice

president; James Lemonda, treas

urer; and Joe Castaldo, secretary
Union will attempt to organize al

unorganized theaters. Headquarter!
are at 132 W. 43d St.
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IN REVIEW
Labor Troubles

3=5 By L. H. MITCHELL —
UNIONS: Eight IATSE studio

dons negotiating here with pro-

.tcer-distribs. on a new contract,

ter reaching certain basic agree-

ments on working conditions, began
negotiate individually on the re-

aming points. More union execs,

rived from Coast during the week
participate. . . . The New York

3G contract negotiations with the
• ajors broke down.

)PM WARNS THEATER MEN OF SHORTAGES
i|

.ocal 306 Defers Loew Strike Decision

HIGHLIGHTS: Pathe Labs, ob
in control of PRC, with expansion

: the latter to result. . . . OPM
ills conference on material re-

jirements of theaters during
nergency. . . . Senate sub-commit-
e's "witch hunt" investigation of

ms' alleged propaganda for war,
officially ended. . . . Mandatory

iylight saving bill okayed by the

ouse for the entire country, fol-

ding Senate's passage of bill em-
jwering the President to advance
• retard clocks in any area. . . .

PTOA board of directors backs
ie all-industry unity program
>lidly. . . . Movies will be exempted

JiXim price control.

* * *

' THIS AND THAT: Films will "do
leir bit" in sharing increased taxa-
on. . . . Michigan takes steps to

npose a "use tax" on film rentals.

. . 20th-Fox and RKO execs, heard
Minnesota's action against com-

anies alleged to have sold films in

ie state contrary to its anti-blocks-
?

-five law. . . . Five thousand the-

ters are backing the March of

imes. . . . UA creates a third sales

ivision—that for Canada. . . . Al-
ed board parley will be held in

ew York Jan. 22. . . . Mississippi
<hibs. want that state's Sunday
leater ban lifted. . . . Republic
uys its Ohio franchises from Nat

. . Lefton. . . . Company sales forces

a ) be hard hit by rationing of motor
irs and auto -tires. . . . War Dept.
arveys the Astoria, L. I. studios
nd Warners Brooklyn Studio for
roduction of defense training films.

Union's Policy is to

Organize City Without
Calling Strikes—Gelber

Any decision regarding the threat
to call a strike against the Loew's
theaters by Local 306, Moving Pic-

ture Machine Operators Union will

not be made until about the first of

next month, Herman Gelber, newly
elected president, declared in an in-

terview Friday.
At the same time, Gelber reit-

erated the determination of Local
306 to "organize the city 100 per

cent one way or the other and clear
(Continued on Page 6)

$802,602 Net for

FPC in 9 Months

Toronto—Famous Players Cana-
dian Corp., Ltd., reports earnings af-

ter bond interest, but before income
and excess profit taxes, for the nine

months ended Oct. 4 at $1,898,142,

compared with $1,669,420 for the

12 months of 1940, and $1,091,706

for 1939.
Despite a sharp jump in income

(Continued on Pape 4)

7,000 Theaters Pledge
Dimes March Assistance

By mail and wire more than 1,100

pledges showered into the national

headquarters of the industry's

March of Dimes Friday with an-

other 500 over the week-end. More
(Continued on Page 6)

RANK HEADS
0DE0N BOARD

G-B Board Chairman Succeeds

the Late Oscar Deutsch

London (By Cable)—J. Arthur
Rank was elected chairman of the

board of Odeon Theaters, Ltd., cir-

cuit, succeeding the late Oscar
Deutsch, at a meeting on Friday.
Rank, in association with Lord

Portal and C. M. Woolf, recently ac-

quired control of Gaumont-British
from the Ostrer interests. He for

some time has been chairman of

General Film Distributors and Pine-

wood Studios. Following the con-

summation of the G-B deal last Oc-
tober, Rank also succeeded Isidor

Ostrer as chairman of the G-B board.

Mulling Auto Show

Rooms as Theaters

Portland, Ore.—With the Govern-
ment virtually calling a halt on new
car sales, auto dealers in the North-
west, casting about for a solution of
their economic problem, are reported
considering transformation of their

larere showrooms into film theaters.
Plan being mulled over by several

auto dealers in this territory calls

for the installation of portable rather
than permanent equipment, and the

(Continued on Page 6)

Doubt "New Time" Will Hurl
Industry's Summer Experience is Cited

Expect Senate to Accept
Mandatory New Time Bill

Washington Bureau oi THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The House Friday

passed by an overwhelming major-
ity a bill providing mandatory day-
light saving time throughout the

nation. The measure, which would
set clocks ahead one hour all over

(Continued on Page 4)

Probability of national daylight
saving should not be the burden that
many exhibitors anticipate, industry
observers baid yesterday. While day-
light saving during Summer months
has had seme effect on box-office3,

the extent of the harm has been
greatly exaggerated in the opinion

of trade authorities.
Exhibitors apparently are not

"beefing" over the proposed "new
(Continued on, Page 6)

New Construction to End;
No Freon Gas After Apr. 1;

Alterations Only for Safety

By OSCAR HUME
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Exhibitors through-

out the nation were warned here
Saturday by A. Julian Brylawski
OPM expert on industry priority
problems, that there will be no
more Freon gas for air conditioning
equipment after April 1 and that
they must stock up on this essential

material before that time if they
do not want to be caught short.

Brylawski also warned that any
(Continued on Page 4)

Hoyls' Board Haines

Powers as Chairman

Realignment of the executive per-

sonnel of Hoyts' circuit in Austra-
lia has been completed, according
to advices reaching here at the week-
end. William T. Powers was named
chairman of the board of Ernest

(Continued on Page 4)

Misquoted, Depinet
Says of Testimony

Queried about his testimony at St.

Paul on Friday, Ned E. Depinet, RKO
Radio's vice-president in charge of

distribution, stated upon his return

to New York over the week-end that

"the correspondent must have been

listening to someone else's testimony,

as much of it was at variance with

what I said."

"Among other things," Depinet as-

serted, "I was misquoted with re-

spect to my Company not favoring

the consent decree, and I was par-

ticularly disturbed by the reference

to my exhibitor friends preferring

fishing to work. What I actually

said was that exhibitors could have

successful engagements with 'Abe

Lincoln In Illinois,' 'Mary of Scot-

land,' 'Quality Street,' and 'The In-

former,' if they took off their coats

and went to work to advertise and

exploit them, and didn't go fishing."
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Ne;

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (2i/

2%
Columbia Picts. pfd.

Ccn. Fm. Ind
Con. Fti. Ind. pfd.. . .

East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's. Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Para. 1st pfd
Para. 2nd pfd
RKO
RKO $5 pfd
20th Century-Fox . .

.

20th Ontury-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd

9-16 9-16 9-16

139 137 1371/s 2%

12V2 117/8 12V2 + Vi
38V4 37 V8 37V8 — 1%
106V, 106V, 106V, —1-16
143/4" 141/, 14i/

2
109 109 109 — Vi
131/8 13 13", + i/o

3 27/, 2-v, — yB
46V2 46 V, 46 V, — y2
8 77/g 7%

156 156 156 4- 4
5% 51/z 57/8 + 1/4

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Loew's deb. 3 V,546
Para. B'way 3'55
Para. P :

cts. 4s56 .100 100 100 +
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 95V2 95V4 95y2 .

.

1/4

-1-32

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Ticts

Radic-Keith cvs Vs Vs Vs
Sonotone Corp 2 2 2
Technicolor 75/8 7% 1% + i/

8
Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc... 8 8 8
Universal Picts.

"Hellzapoppin" to Start

In Major Keys in 10 Days

Alter successful preliminary en-

gagements, Universal's "Hellzapop-

pin" moves into major key run situ-

ations during the next 10 days.

Picture has been held over in most

of the early engagements.

"Hellzapoppin" opens this week in

Denver, Duluth, Kansas City, In-

dianapolis, Baltimore, Atlanta, Chi-

cago, Rochester, Syracuse, Spring-
field, 111., Kalamazoo, Battle Creek,
Flint, Bethlehem and Providence.

B The Broadway Parade i.

Picture and Distributor Theater
Forgotten Village (Mayer & Burstyn)—9th week Belmont
Hellrapoppin (Universal Pictures)—3rd week Rivoli
The Shanghai Cesture (United Artists-Pressburger)—3rd week Astor
Remember the Day (Twen'ieth Century-Fcx)—3rd week Roxy
S :ndown (United Art!sts-W3nger)—3rd week Criterion
Quiet Wedding (Universal Pictures)—3rd week Little Carnegie
Two-Faced Woman (Metro-Go dwyn-Mayer Pictures)—2nd week Capitol
Babes on Broadway (Metro-Go'dwyn-M yer Pictures)

—

Ind week Music Hall
Louisiana

r
urchase (Paramount P'ctures)—2nd week Paramount

The Man Whc Came to Dinner (Warner Bros. Pictures)—2nd week Strand
Bombrv Clipoer ( Universal Pictures) Rialto
They Died W th Their Boots On (Warner Bros. Pictures) (a-b) Palace
Blues in the Night (Warner Bros. Pictures) (a-b) Pa'ace
Saddle Mountain Roundup (Monogram Pictures) (a)... New York
Miracle K'd ("roducers Releasing Corp.) (a) --.N3W York
Fant2sia (RKO Radio Pictures-Walt Disney) (b) Broadway
The Eternal Gift (Lamont Productions) Squire

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES
The Cirl from Leningrad (Artk'mo Pictures)—4th week Stanley
The King (Trio Films)—3rd week (b) World

FUTURE OPENINGS.*
Paris Calling (Universal Pictures)—.'an. 17 Globe
A'l Through the N ?ht (Warner Bros. Pictures)—Jan. 23 Strand
Sullivan's Travels (Paramount Pictures-Sturges)—Feb. 4 Paramount
Pacific Blackout (Paramount Pictures) (c) Critericn
The Corsic-n B-others (Uni'ed Artists-Small) (c) Capitol
Ball of Fire (PKO Radio-Samuel Goldwyn) (c) Music Hall
Son of Fury (Twent ;eth Century-Fox) -. Roxy
G est Ba?rdsen 'Norsk Fi'rn)—Jan. 17 (a) 48th St. Theater
Baldevin's Wadding (Scandia Films)—Jan. 17 (a) 43th St. Theater

(a) Dual bill, (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill.

Expect 500 Will Attend
Metro Exhibitor Forums

M-G-M's second and third Exhibi-
tors' Forum will be held this week
when more than 500 exhibitors are
expected to convene in two cities to

discuss ways and means of building
theater attendance. Under the di-

rection of H. M. Richey, in charge
of exhibitor relations, a forum will

be held tomorrow at the Gayoso
Hotel in Memphis. Another session

will be held at the Coronado Hotel,
St. Louis, on Thursday. -

Headliners on the two programs
will be Joseph X. Gooris, Western
manager of the Bureau of Adver-
ri?ina: of the American Newsnaper
Publishers Association: Be=a Short,
nf the Interstate circuit of Texas;
William R. Ferguson, exploitation
chief of M-G-M, and Edward Salz-

berg, exhibitor of Bluefield, W. Va.

Alycon Hearing on Jan. 14

Chicago—Arbitrator Drennan Sla-

ter has set the Pearl Alycon Theater
case for Jan. 14.

M. P. Associates Install

New Officers at Astor

One of its largest luncheon gather-
ings turned out Friday at the Mo-
tion Picture Associates installation
of officers at the Hotel Astor. Jimmy
Walker was toastmaster at the first

meeting over which Harry Buxbaum
presided as president.
Buxbaum announced at the meet-

ing that the MPA had voted to pur-
chase $5,000 worth of defense bends.

Speakers included Joseph Higgins,
Collector of Internal Revenue, Louis
Nizer, Sam Rinzler, Harry Brandt,
William Brandt, Max A. Cohen and
ethers.
B sides Buxbaum, the new MPA

officers are Jack Ellis, vice-president;
Sol Trauner, treasurer; M. Fraun,
secretary; Charles Penser, financial
secretary; Lou Kutinskv, sergeant-
at-arms; and Seymour Schussel and
Moe Kurtz, trustees.

Wrisley's New Service Co.
New Haven—N. C. Wrisley has

organized a new display service
here, Theater Advertising Co.

F. F. F.

It won't be long, now!

COminG and G01DC

ALEXANDER KORDA and MERLE OBERON a

rive in New York today from the Coast; Ml.
OBERON leaves l?ter in the week for Na
Orleans whi e KORDA will Clipper to England.

MAX WIISFELDT returns from Florida today

FLORrNCE MacMICHA'L returns to New Yo
from the Coast this week.

REBECCA BROWNSTEIN, Actcrs' Equity
ciate counsel, planed to Florida Friday.

HARRY KAUFMAN has returned from Florid

WALT DISNEY now in Washington conferrii
with executives pertaining to special defen
film work, returns to Hollywood within a fe
days to supervise finishing touches on "Bambi

GEORGE WEBER, Metro exchange office mai
ager in New Haven, has returned with MRW T BER^ and daughter, from a motor trip
Miami Beach.

q

Pacific Coast Conference
Approves Unity Program
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIL
Hollywood—ITO of Northern Cal

fornia and Nevada which is a un;
of PCC of ITO Friday approved th
motion picture industry's unity pre
gram and members have instructe
their president, Rotus Harvey, 1
continue his activities at furthei
meetings cf the industry's confei
ence committee.

NEW yccK
THEATERS

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
50th St. & 6th Are.

Mickey ROONEY • Judy GARLAND
"BABES ON BROADWAY"

An M-G-M Picture
ON STAGE: "THE BELLS RING OUT"—
Florence Rogge's gay spectacular revue. Sym-
phony Orchestra under the direction of Erno
Rapee.

1st Mezzanine 8eats Reserved Circle 6-4600

CLAUDETTE COLBERT

"REMEMBER THE DAY"
with

John Payne
A 20th Century-Fox Picture

PLUS A BIG D A V V 7,h AVENUE
STAGE SHOW |f fj A I 50th STREET

°j<f« i T»
B'WAY *
47th St

"THEY DIED WITH
THEIR BOOTS ON"

ERROL FLYNN—OLIVIA DeHAVILLAND

and "BLUES in the NIGHT"

MARGARET
LOCKWOOD
'QUIET

WEDDING'
A UNIVERSAL RELEASE

J?ijttle CARNEG1E-5Z0. ^Utir
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0PM Warns Theater

Men of Shortages

(Continued from Page 11

exhibitor needing wool carpets had
better e-et them right away as these,

too, will be very short after present
storks are exhausted.

Similar warnings were conveyed
by Brylawski at a meeting here
Friday of ee stern exhibitors called

to discuss priority problems with
OPM chieftains. He told the
meeting that the April 1 deadline
will be put on Freon in order to

permit exhibitors to fill their tanks
and stop leaks in the meantime. He
pointed out that if all leaks are

stopped, supplies of the gas should
last indefinitely. Otherwise, they
will just be out of luck, he said.

No New Construction

Brylawski told the meeting that
there will be no new construction,

and no alterations except in the in-

terest of safety for the duration.

There will be no more Manila or jute

rope, no more rubber for mats or

other purposes, except for fire hose;

no metal for toilet partitions, no
metal furniture, electrical fixtures,

silk for draperies or alcohol. He said

that only smrll quantities will be

available of iron, steel, copper,

bronze, aluminum, and other critical

metals, coatings for screens, sound
and amplifying equipment, electric

motors and cables, rough and finish-

ed hardware and steel crbles.

Two proposals for conserving

scarce materials were discussed at

the meeting. One was that because

of the tremendous demand of the

armed forces for power and trans-

mitting tubes, and to preclude build-

ing up of inventories, exhibitors be

required to turn in old tubes before

receiving new ones.

The other was to heve containers

at the base of lamp houses to reclaim

copper drippings from copper-

coated carbons for projection lamps.

The industry uses between 300 and
400 tons of copper a year, and much
of this could be reclaimed in this

way OPM officials believe.

Definite Action Deferred

No definite action was teken on
either of the two proposals.

Addressing the meeting, Brylaw-
ski assured the exhibitors that OPM
is aware of the importance of the

industry.
"The movies will assist in keep-

ing up morale of civilian population,

help in dissemination of important
information, the showing of govern-
ment films, provide that relaxation
and diversion needed to counteract
the strain of war tension and serve
as air raid shelters and places of

assembly in emergencies," he ssid.

Brylawski, on leave from Warners,
pointed out that in Englrnd theaters
are kept open even during the sever-
est air raids. In addition to Brylaw-
ski, OPM was represented by M. D.
Moore, chief of the electrical ap-
pliances branch, and representatives

(Continued on Page 6)

Down the Hatch,—and What's Cookin'
• • • MEMO to our filmland Marines and ex-Marines:

Those week-end reports from the Navy Department re our Leather-

necks' exploits at Wake Island puts in the same class with Warren

at Bunker Hill the name of Major James P. S. Devereux No
news channels have yet told us what those two mid-initials, "P. S.,"

stand for Until they do, "Phenomenal Stand" will be good enough.

• Canada has not given out any weather reports since the war
started. However, there IS one exception Each week Ray
{Canadian Moving Picture Digest) Lewis tells us that her "tale is

told". . . m Our famous Order of Applause (with two palms) to

that quartet of Metropolitan Opera luminaries,—Rise (Chocolate

Soldier) Stevens, Lily (Flocks o' Pix) Pons, Lauritz Melchior, Ezio

Pinza—and Radio City Music Hall's famous organist, Dick Leibert,

for their having hied over to the New York Society for the Relief of

the Ruptured and Crippled on Friday to sing for the forthcoming

birthday of President Roosevelt, "Happy Birthday To You," with

the crippled youngsters joining vocally News of the Day camera

and sound crew shot and recorded the melodic proceedings, and the

footage will be shown nationally on pic screens shortly

T T T
• • • UNITED ARTISTS' Sammy Cohen astutely observes:

"The world-wide war has dramatically emphasiz2d the vital importance

oi convoys.—of moving men, mun.tions and materiel from the United

States to Great Britain and other fighting fronts under the organized.

protective guidance of batllaships The motion picture industry too

will need powerful ships in 1942 to convoy it safely into the harbor of

prosperity,

—

leadership in management; cia'Asiaanship in produ;tion;

salesmanship in distribution; showmanship in exhibition"

T T
• • • ANENT another astute Cohen: Designation of

Wolfe Cohen to replace Carl Leserman as vice-prexy of Vitagraph,

Ltd., up Toronto way, has an interesting sidelight, namely that this

is the first time a Canadian has been named an officer of that film

firm Complete charge of all operations in the Dominion goes

with the advancement Wolfe (who has proved himself that kind

of a salesman since 1925, when the Warners took over the Vitagraph

exchanges in Canada) has been Canadian district manager since 1936.

• The Somersworth (N. H.) Theater, pic stand, has maintained in

1942 a tradition which has associated it with the city government since

Somersworth became a city .. . ... Inauguration of Mayor Alfred J.

Boucher, for his seventh consecutive term, kept intact the theater's

record of being the scene of every such ceremony Oddly enough,

a few years ago, Peter M. Gagne, at the time proprietor of the the-

ater, was also sworn in there as city's chief executive.

T T
• • • ON Saturday night, the New York Film Critics made their

annual awards at a dinner party in Leone's, and ceremonies were

broadcast via NBC Lieut. Commander John Ford came from Wash-
ington to accept award for his direction of "How Gr*en Was My Vallsy"

George J. Schaefer represented Joan Fontaine, named for con-

tributing best '41 femme performance via "Suspicion," and Orson Welles,

producer-director of "Citizen Kane," selected as best '41 film......

Mort Blumenstock proxied for Gary Cooper, named best '41 actor for his

job in "Sergeant York". . . • Tonight Columbia's Ja:k London-authored

"The Adventures of Martin Eden" will hold the spotlight during the

testimonial commemorating Jack London's 66th Birthday,—Ihs shindig

to take place under auspices of The MrSorley Mounted Literary Society

in McSorley's Old Ale House down on East 7th Street

Hoyts' Board Names |
Powers as Chairman

(Continued from Page 1)

Turnbull, formerly 20th-Fox man
ager in Australia, managing direc

tor. Herschel Stuart will be i

charge of theater operations.
Although no definite word

been received, it is understood
ers is on his way back to this coTEi

try and should be here in February
It is doubtful whether Powers wil
return, since he is a reserve office

in the Army, and in that case Johi

Cecil Graham is expected to replao
him.
Move has been a. long time in th<

making since Charles Munro, for

mer chairman, and Maurice Sloman
?ener°l manager, never met witl

complete satisfaction of Nat ;ona

Theaters, the majority stockholders

ers.

New setup is expected to provr :

more favorable to the major compa
nies. Present circuit operators ar

vvell acquainted with distribs. prob
lems and are expected to be morf 2

co-operative.

$802,602 9-Mos. Net for

Famous Players Canadian
: a

(Continued fiom Page 1)

and excess profits taxes for the nin

months of 1941 to $1,095,54C

against $660,356 for 1940, and $263
674 for 1939, the balance of nejsl

earnings was $802,602 for the nin

months, or at a considerably highe
annual rate than the $1,007,064 re z:

ported for 1940 and $828,032 fo

all of 1939.

The nine months net equals $1.8

oer share of capital stock outstand
ing. against «5> 34 for all 1940 an
$1.92 for all 1939.

'

Expect Senate to Accept
Mandatory New Time Bill

(Continued from Page 1)

the country would become effectiv

20 days after enactment and woul>

continue until six months after th

end of the war.
The Senate is expected to agre

to the bill as passed by the House

Sr®*9^**

IEC

Marvin Schenck

Henry Liner

R A *»)

Eddie Seller

Evelyn Koleman

•:•
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V V R€VI€UJ5 Of TH€ n€W flLfllS <t ik
"The Broadway Big

Shot"
with Ralph Byrd, Virginia Vale,

William Halligan

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
ed Buell-PRC 59 Mins.

DIFFERENT SORT OF PRISON STORY
^bULD APPEAL TO MOST AUDIENCES.
Producer Jed Buell has a neat little pro-

rammer in this story of the big house; it

hould be gratefully accepted by the PRC
istributing organization.

Credit for the opus rightfully belongs to

J Martin Mooney, who, despite the set rule

r not deviating from formula on films made
n this budget class, has given the prison

am some realty novel twists that put "Big

hot" in the "different" class.

Star Ralph Byrd, who, by the way, has

tist recently been signed to a Fox termer,

ioes an excellent piece of work as the

ocky football-playing reporter who is slick-

rrfid into the pen. Virginia Vale and Wil-

iam Halligan are more than adequate in

heir roles.

Byrd, a reporter on a big time newspaper,

|as been holding his job because he is a

rackerjack quarter-back on the Publisher's

>rofessional football team. He complains

•e wants better assignments and is given

>ne when he pleads guilty to a phony crime

^ind is committed to jail where he is sup-
* ]

josed to "get the true story" from a con-

'icted embezzler. He arrives in prison to

nd that the convict has just died. But,

- 'when he tries to get out, he is told that

- ie will have to remain a few months, until

ifter election, before he can get a promised

sardon.

During the time he is in jail he assists

i n building the morale of the inmates and

issisrs Warden Halligan in furthering a

lumanitarian policy the Warden has put

nio practice there. He wins the big foot-

sail game for the prison, and, of course,

narres the Warden's daughter—after he

;ets his story.

This is pleasant fare and should appeal to

nost audiences.

CAST: Ra.ph Byrd, Virginia Vale, William

-Halligan, Dick Rush, Herbert Rawlinson,

Zecile Weston, Tom Herbert, Stubby Kruger,

Frank Hagney, Jack Buckley, Harry Depp,
1 Jack Roper, Al Goldsmith, Joe Oakie, John

Ince, Alfred Hall, Jimmy Aubrey, Dick

Cramer, Jack Cheatham, Jack Perrin.

CREDITS: Producer, Jed Buell; Associate

Producers, Dick L'Estrange and Charles

vVayne; Director, William Beaudine; Author,

'Martin Mooney; Screenplay, same; Camera-
man, Jack Greenhalgh; Film Editors, Rob-—-erf Crandall and Guy Thayer; Technical Di-

rector, (football sequences) Billy Byrne,

rourtesy Loyola College; George Batcheller

// in char"e of production.

if DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
y^Good.

r// 'Pick Up McDonald Option
Vli'est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Universal has picked
up the option on Marie McDonald
with an increase in salary, and has
assigned her to Frank Lloyd's pro-
duction "Saboteur," which Alfred
Hitchcock is directing.

Esscmess Aids Chi. Fund
Chicago — Essan. ss circuit and

employes gave $3,000 to the Chicago
Community Fund.

DOCUMENTARY

"Our Russian Front"
Artkino 43 mins.

Important

Here is a topical documentary
of vital importance. The footage
is material photographed at the
Soviet front and behind the lines.

It has been edited under the super-
vision of Lewis Milestone and Joris

Ivens. An inspiring narration which
was written by Elliot Paul, is de-

livered by Walter Huston. The
>core was arranged by Dmitri Tiom-
kin.

Main emphasis is on the Russian
conduct of the war and the deter-

mination of the nation to destroy

vhe Nazi armies. The documentary
includes a statement delivered by
W. A. Harriman on what he founa
on his trip to Russia. How tht

people have plunged into the war
oehind the lines and the tasks

assumed by the women are graph-
ically shown. There are vivid

jxamples of Stalin's "scorcheo
earth" policy. The film clearly em-
phasizes the scope of the struggle
lacing all nations lined up against

Hitler and the part the Russians
are playing.

Public Should be Judge
Of Pix, Levy Tells Court

-

St. Paul—Minnesota's anti-blocks-

;>f-five law makes the exhibitor soU
judge of what pictures he is to

offer, when the public really should
be the judge, M. A. Levy, Distric.

manager here for Twentieth Cen-
tury-Fox, testified Friday at the

inti-five trial in Ramsey District

Court in St. Paul.

Fox, Paramount and RKO are on

trial before Judge Allison S. Pear-
son, charged with selling pictures

in violation of the new state stat-

ute. Levy was criticizing the law
because it allows exhibitors to can-

cel 20 per cent of pictures purchased,
making cancellations of their own
choosing. He testified also regard-

ing sales practices.

Only other witness was Paul Laz-
arus of New York, United Artists

representative, whose testimony re-

garding distribution problems was
intended to corroborate previous

statements made by other witnesses.

United Artists is not a party to the

present case on trial.

Stack With "Di" Barrymore
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Robert Stack has been

assigned the lead opposite Diana
Barrymore in Walter Wanger's
"Eagle Squadron," to be produced
fcr Universal with Arthur Lubin di-

recting.

* SHORTS *

"Sweet Spirits of Nighter"

Columbia 16 mins.
Poor

Hard to find a laugh in this two-
reel comedy which uses a poor sub-

ject as its fount lor numor. Tom
Kennedy and El Brendel, who are

two private investigators and very

dumb, are sent to guard a cemetery.
Tney fail in and out of graveyarus
and get chased by a weird cnarac-

cer wno has been brougnt to life,

it is not the type of conieay to aisn

up for the youngsters or for taut,

matter lor adults.

"Men for the Fleet"

20th-Fox 9 mins.
Interesting

With the Navy in tne news, this

trip to the San Uiego training school

ior sailors maKes an interesting sub-
ject. Number of steps wmen tne

rooKies undergo before they become
full-fledged sailors are sdown. All

auds up to a timeiy subject with
faul Douglas doing the narrating.

"Red Riding Hood Rides Again"
Columbia 7 mins.

Sub-par
Cartoon in I ecumcolor about the

adventures of little Ked Riding Hoou
has very little in animated humor
to mane it a presentable program
offering. Even the ending is in

questionable taste as it employs a

patriotic device whereby the wolf

iS oralttd into the army just as he it

about to eat little Red Riding Hooa.
Doesn't make much sense.

"Happy Circus Days"
20th-Fox 7 mins.

Entertaining
This Terry-Toon in Technicolor

presents a little lad who goes to

the circus and listens to the barker
explain the wonders under the big
top. Barker's spiel is so graphic,

the lad can picture what happens.
So he and his dog set eff for the
movies. Which may not b<_ so funny
but it is a good plug.

Equity Balloted Friday
On Anti-Nazi Amendment

Result of the secret ballot by sen-

ior members of Actors Equity on
a proposed constitutional amend-
ment to bar Nazis, Fascists, Reds
and their sympathizers from hold-

ing office in the organization and
bring employed by Equity, was taken
Friday but was not made public Fri-

day night.

Effort to table the voting by Lee
J. Cobb, formerly of the Group The-
ater and now in Clifford Odets'
play, "Clash by Night," was de-

feated.

"Flying Fever"
20th-Fox 7 mins.

Fair
A bit of cartoon animation that is

neither here nor there. In other
words, the antics of Gandy the Goose
are not funny althcugh they cer-
tainly take in a great deal of terri-
tory. Most of it has to do with
Gandy's attempt to become an avia-
tor.

"Some More of Samoa"
Columbia 17 mins.

Awful
This one has to be seen to be

believed. It is an awful concoction
of what passes for comedy that is

slapped together with a series of
gag sequences which have no rhyme,
reason or humor. The Stooges
continually bang each other on the
noggin for laughs but not hard
enough. In this, the Stooges are
tree surgeons and end up going to

an island infested by cannibals to
get a rare tree. They make their
escape as the boat sinks.

"New York's Finest"

Columbia IOV2 mins.
Good Reel

A well-deserved tribute to New
York's finest, the police' force. Reel
shows how New York's 19,000 po-
lice guard the city's vast popula-
tion day and night from land, sea
and air with their various tech-

nical equipment. Some attention
is given to the training a rookie
undergoes before he obtains his

place on the force. End is a dra-
matized version of the police mak-
ing an arrest.

"Week-End in Havana"
In Swank Cuban Debut

Havana (By Air Mail)—This city

now knows what a Hollywood pre-

miere means, thanks to the sendoff
given "Week-End in Havana" at the
American theater here. Opening
was a benefit for the Cuban-Amer-
;can Allied Relief Fund with ad-
mission $1.

In the swank aud : ence, among
others were: Capt. Antonio Torra,
representing President Batista, Dr.
Cuervo Rubio, vice-president of

Cuba, Col. Jaime Marine, president
of the Direccion General de Depor-
tes, A. Cidre, president of the Cor-
poration Nat : onal of Turismo, Her-
bert A. White, and Enrique Lopez
Porta, president and manager of

the Fox; Basilio de Armas, Enrique
Perdices, Henry Weiner, Leandro
Garcia, Mary Louise Blanco, Film
Daily staff correspondent, Charles
Garrett and Francois Baguer.

Sir Oswcdd Stol1 Dead
London (By Cable)—Sir Oswald

Stoll, 75, British theatrical produc-
er, one-time head of a string of the-

aters and long active in the film in-

dustry, died Thursday at his home
in Putney.
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Local 306 Defers

Loew Strike Decision

{Continued from Page 1)

up the situation which plagues the
trade."

Reason Local 306 has obtained an
adjournment for another 20 days in

filing an answer to Loew's suit is

Local 306 has purchased $5,000

worth of defense bonds and will

purchase another $45,000 shortly

as soon as the necessary financial

arrangements can be made, Her-
man Gelber, president, revealed.

He also estimated that the union's

2,155 members have already spent

individually approximately $300,-

000 for defense bonds.

that the union at the last meeting
engaged ISathan Frankel as the new
attorney, replacing Matthew M.
Levy.

In Squabble With Attorney
Gelber revealed that Local 306 is

engaged in a legal squabble with
Levy who he claims is demand-
ing $40,000 as fees before surren-

dering papers belonging to the

union. As a result, Gelber said that

the union had to call upon J. Robert
Rubin, Loew's general counsel, for

copies of all papers for the suit

so the new administration coulu

study the facts.

Gelbtr said that Levy first claim-

ed the union owed him $28,000 which
included $18,000 for the annual sal-

ary and the rest for disbursements.

Vvhen union offered to pay Levy
$2,000 on grounds there was no ba-

sis for any sum over $18,000 ana
that Levy held $16,000 belonging

to the union and its members, Gel-

ber said Levy then raised the ante

o $40,000.

The union prexy said the new at-

torney would receive $10,000 a year

as his retainer and that no union

lawyer should get more than that.

Gelber stressed the policy of the

union to organize without resorting

to strike unless all means to achieve

that end had failed. He added, how-
ever, the union had no intention of

relinquishing its right to strike.

Mutual Formula for Rival Unions
In regard to Empire Motion Pic-

ture Operators Union, Inc., the in-

dependent union, Gelber stated he
believed both sides do not have far

to go in reaching a mutual formula
for consolidation. He said he was
appointing a committee at the next

WEDDING BELLS

Havana (By Air Mail)—Ernesto
Caparros, director, married Haiyde

Maulini Morale* here. They are

honeymooning in New York.

Engagement of Frank Rosenberg,
exploitation director of Columbia
Pictures to Thelma Dorfman was
announced yesterday. Wedding will

take place in March.

80 JV. Y. Televiewers Donate Pint of Their
Blood for Benefit of Men in U. S. Service

Responding to television's appeal, more than 80 New York televiewers
have offered to contribute to a branch of the "blood bank" established by
NBC's icevision department for the benefit of the boys in Uncle Sam's Army
and Navy.

The leleviewers' offers of a pint of their blood began immediately after
the first of four short announcements of the "bank" branch over the NBC
sight-sound Station WNBT. The blood is "typed" treated and stored by new
processes to aid in saving the lives of sold.ers and sailors in the thick of
America's battle for freedom.

In recognition of the televiewer's gift, the NBC television department is

giving to each donor a monogram of Station WNBT's call letters.

Mulling Use of Auto
Show Rooms as Theaters

(Continued from Page 1)

presentation of programs under mer-
jnant sponsorship.

In some instances, this would pro-
vide film theater facilities for tovvns
now lacking houses, but in others,
uhere would be competition with es-
tablished exhibitors.

Dishman, Wash.—First auto sales
agency to enter the film field in the
pacific Northwest may be the Ap-
pleways Motors Co. here, it was
.earned at the week-end.

To Report Year's Progress
In Color Television Today

Progress made in color television
during the past year will be demon-
strated by CBS today at the Insti-

tute of Radio Engineers meeting at
<s:30 p.m. at the Hotel Commodore.
Dr. Peter C. Goldmark, CBS chiei

tele engineer, and his staff will dis-

close new data on the subject. The
CBS transmitter will broaacast sig-

nals picked up by newly designee
color tele receivers specially installed

at the hotel for the engineers' meet-
ing.

Dr. Goldmark will describe a new
system of automatically synchro-
nizing the color discs at both send-
ing and receiving ends. He will also

describe and demonstrate the new
system for automatically phasing
the colors in the discs at both ends.

"Valley" Into State Lake
Chicago — "How Green Was My

Valley" is expected to go into the
B & K Loop State Theater for an
extended run Jan. 16.

meeting Tuesday to meet with Em-
pire officials.

When asked what faction he rep-
resented, Gelber emphatically af-

firmed he was elected as an inde-

pendent and was previously elected

thrice as a secretary on that rec-

ord. He asserted several reports
linking him with other cliques or
factions are untrue.

Gelber stated that out of present
membership of 2,155, 200 are un-

employed and pointed out several

benefits that accrued to the member-
ship. He said in one year dues and
assessments amounted to $600 and
now the dues are only $50 a year
and the union has accumulated $63,-

000 toward a pension fund.

OPM Warns Theater Men
Of Impending Shortages

{Continued from Page 4)
of the legal civilian allocation and
conservation divisions.

Those Attending Parley
Those present included Sam Mor-

ris, of Warner Brothers, Francis
Harmon, executive vice-chairman of
the film industry's war activities
committee, G. L. Carrington, vice-
president and general manager of
Altec Service; Sidney Samuelson,
director, East Pa. Allied; Carter
Barron, Eastern district manager,
i^oew's Theaters, Inc.; William
Jrockett, president MPTO of Vir-
i-nia; Si Fabian, independent thea-
ter owner of New Jersey; Abram
/. Myers, general counsel and board
jhairman, Allied States; Arthur
^ockwood, MPTO of Connecticut;
/rank Horning, MPTO of Maryland;
shades R. Carrington, MPTO oi
->Jorth and South Carolina; Nathai.
/amins, independent owner of Fall
civer, Mass., and former president
>£ national Allied; Knute Carskadon,
^dependent owner of Keyser, W.
/a.; and Kenneth Duke, independent
jwner of Leonardtown, Md.

Connors to Meet Entire

Field Force of 20th-Fox

Tom J. Connors, executive assis-

tant to the president, who leaves

with Sidney R. Kent for the Coast
uoday, will personally meet everj

member of the field force before re-

turning to the home office.

On his swing through the ex-

changes following the completion 01

„he studio conferences, Connors wih
be accompanied by Herman Wob-
ber, general sales manager, whv.

will join the group for the product

talks.

20th-Fox Auditors Return
To Field After H.O. Confabs

Nine traveling auditors of 20th-

Fox returned to the field over the
week-end after winding up home
office conferences. Highlight of the
sessions was a talk delivered by S.

R. Kent who warned the group to be
on the alert for sabotage.
Group included William Cohen,

Lew Lichtenstein, A. C. Wilson, Tcm
J. Cleary, Morris Schmalzbach,
George C. Cooper, J. J. O'Leary,
Richard Hildreth and J. P. Burke.

Doubt "New Time

Will Hurl B.O. Biz

(Continued from Page 1)

time" law inasmuch as it is designed
to aid national defense. Some cir-

cuit operators, however, declared yes-
terday that there had been no posi-

tive evidence cr proof that daylight
.saving actually has been a seri/^

detriment to patronage. ^_
It was pointed out that the mov-

ing of clocks ahead one hour came
at the beginning of warm weather
and that thi_ lure of other amuse-
nents had more effect than the
2hanging of time.
A checkup last year of business

n localities where daylight saving
vent into effect and in spots where
he clocks were not moved ahead re-

vealed that there was practically no
'.ifference in grosses.

7,000 Theaters Pledge
Dimes March Assistance

{Continued from Page 1)

than 7,000 theaters are now enrolled

md indications point to more thar
10,000 coming in, according tc

Harry Brandt, co-chairman. Eight
clerks are busy handling pledges
Nearly 2,000 of the theaters en-

rolled have announced that thej
will make collections in auditoriums
>f theaters, instead of just in the

'obbies.

ITOA Okays Unity Plan;
Movie Ball Called Off

ITOA has given official approva
of the industry's unity plan and h. s

pledged its support. Action w
taken at a meeting last week whe
the organization also voted to cal

off its annual Movie Ball. The so

cial event had been scheduled ten
tatively for March 211

The ball has been cancelled b

cause of the war emergen?
Whether it will be held later in the

year has not been determined.
Harry Brandt, ITOA presiden

will be one of the speakers at th<

annual convention of the Theatei
Owners of North and South Caro
lina in Charlotte next Monday.

Ann Sheridan's Next Role
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIL\
Hollywood—Warner Bros, has casi

Ann Sheridan and Ronald Reagar
for the leads in "Shadow of Then
Wings," by Harrison Orktw, Byror
Morgan and Richard Macaulay.

STORKS!

William Elder, with Loew's a

Indianapolis, former manager of th
Bijou, New Haven, and Mrs. Eldei
formerly at the Loew-Poli divisioi

office, are the parents of a 7 poun<
baby boy, born at St. Vincent'
Hospital, Indianapolis, on Jan. 9.



not TOO LITTLE not TOO LATE
These four words are the epitaph written for the people of so many countries in Europe! "Too

Little . . . Too Late" to save France, to succor Holland, to help Belgium and Greece.

WE WILL NOT HAVE THAT HERE IN AMERICA
We will not do too little. We will not be too late. One hundred and thirty million Americans

are today united in their determination that the rising sun of aggression must set. WE ARE AT
WAR. We are just beginning. We are fighting the Japanese. We are fighting Hitler. We are

fighting Mussolini.

WE WILL NOT DO TOO LITTLE . . . WE WILL NOT BE TOO LATE

THERE IS STILL ANOTHER WAR
We have been fighting it here in the United States every year, all year, for nine years. It is a war

led by our Peace-and-War Leader— President Franklin D. Roosevelt.

IT IS OUR NEVER-CEASING WAR AGAINST INFANTILE PARALYSIS

WEWILL NOT DO TOO LITTLE. WEWILL NOT BETOO LATE.

January 12 officially opens the annual Appeal of the Committee for the Celebration of the Presi-

dent's Birthday for the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis. On January 30, the entire

nation will honor President Roosevelt with a Diamond Jubilee Birthday Celebration.

Stars of the stage, screen and radio have already contributed their talents to the most noble

cause of current times.

Scores of radio stations have already volunteered their facilities and cleared their time.

BUT, NOT ENOUGH. * * WE ARE APPEALING TO THOSE OF THE ENTERTAINMENT
WORLD ... WE ARE APPEALING TO THE RADIO STATION OWNER, MANAGER,
ANNOUNCER, AND ADVERTISING EXECUTIVE ... TO HELP US

FIGHT INFANTILE PARALYSIS
DO NOT DO TOO LITTLE. DO NOT BE TOO LATE.

*
THE COMMITTEE FOR THE CELEBRATION OF THE PRESIDENT'S BIRTHDAY
FOR THE NATIONAL FOUNDATION FOR INFANTILE PARALYSIS

G. W. JOHNSTONE
Chairman, Radio Division

50 East 42nd Street, New York City

KEITH MORGAN
National Chairman

J. H. KNOX
Radio Director
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A FAMILY
RESEMBLANCE

ALL three Eastman negative films

have one all-important attribute in

common—unvarying high quality.

This uniformity has been character-

istic of Eastman films ever since the

first motion picture was made. Eastman

Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.

J. E. BRULATOUR, INC., Distributors

Fort Lee Chicago Hollywood

PLUS-X SUPER-XX
for general studio use when little light is available

BACKGROUND-X
for backgrounds and general exterior work

EASTMAN NEGATIVE FILMS



Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Twenty-Three Years Old
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DECREE STAND OF ALLIED UNITS SOUGHT

Wallis Signs New WB Pact to Produce Group
'act Runs for 5 Years
Vith Wallis to Produce
'our Pictures Annually

By RALPH WOK
'est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Jack L. Warner, vice-

resident in charge of production
t Warner Bros, studios, yester-
ay officially announced that Hal
;. Wallis, who has been with War-
iers for 20
ears, had
e e n signed
o a new
o ng- term
o n t ract to

•ecome a unit
•roducer.

His pictures
/ill be known
s Hal B.

Vallis Pro-
Suctions and

i is under-
tood the new
. e a 1 is for
lve years
•ith Wallis to make four pictures

(Continued on Page 8)

HAL B. WALLIS

Werage Attendance

S
1
2-4 Times Monthly

Average film theater attendance
n New York City now is three and
. half to four times a month, ac-

ording to a research study just

ompleted by the Motion Picture Re-
earch for the Office of Radio Re-
earch of Columbia University,

(Continued on Page 6)

Milwaukee Houses
Advance B.O. Prices
Milwaukee—Fox's Wisconsin and

Palace, first-run houses, have raised

their admissions after 6 p.m. five

cents from 55 to 60 cents, including

tax. The admission price from open-
ing to 6 p.m. remains at 44 cents, in-

cluding tax. The Warner and Stand-
ard's Riverside still retain their 33
cents early bird, including tax, until

l~p.m.Tand~their 55 cent top, includ-

ing tax.

Industry Conference Taxation Sub-committee
To Formulate Plans at Parley on Thursday

Sub-committee of the Motion Picture Industry Conference Committee which

will act on the co-ordination of policy and action in reference to taxation will

meet on Thursday under the chairmanship of Spyros Skouras. Committee will

draw up plans which will be submitted to the general group at its meeting in

the Hotel Warwick on Jan. 21.

Tentative plans for the co-ordination of policy and action in protecting

the good name and integrity of the industry as a whole were prepared at a meet-
ing of the sub-committee covering that phase of the unity program on Saturday.

Another meeting of the group, of which George J. Schaefer is chairman, may
be held later this week to perfect the ideas submitted.

Higher Admissions

Urged by Ohio ITO

Columbus, O.—A general increase
in admission prices, especially in

theaters in the larger Ohio cities,

is urged by Pete J. Wood, secretary
of the ITO of Ohio, in an organiza-
tion bulletin.

Commenting on the need for high
scales, Wood wrote: "All business
analysts are agreed that we are in

an inflationary period and we will

(Continued on Page 6)

Dominion's Control of Pix

Is Facing a Battle

Toronto — Signs that industry
groups in Canada are organizing for

battle were noted yesterday in the

news that J. J. Fitzgibbons, presi-

dent of Famous Players, had left

for the Pacific Coast to confer with
(Continued on Page 8)

Relief Awarded Not

Granted, Say Koczaks

Because they allegedly have not
received the relief granted to them
by an arbitrator, John and Grace
Koczak, operators of the Earle The-
ater, Newcastle, Del., have filed an-

other demand for arbitration in the

Philadelphia tribunal. Loew's, Inc.,

is the only defendant.
Case originally was filed by Da-

vid Silver who sold the theater to

(Continued on Page 4)

March of Dimes "Take'

Seen at Million Dollars

Predictions that the industry's

March of Dimes campaign, headed by
Nicholas M. Schenck, will result in a

million dollar "take" for the "fight

infantile paralysis" fund were made
yesterday as the total number of

(Continued on Page 4)

Schenck Reversal Plea Heard
Trial Court's Rulings Prejudicial, is Claim

Expect House to Agree
To Exemption of Films

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Conferees to de-

termine whether the House of Rep-
resentatives will accept the Senate
amendment placing the motion pic-

ture industry on a par with press
and radio and exempting it along

(Continued on Page 4)

Strongly attacking the alleged

prejudicial rulings of Federal Judge
Gtover C. Moscowitz and the charged
failure of the Government to prove
criminal intent on part of the de-

fendants, John W. Davis and Joseph
M. Proskauer yesterday asked the

U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals to re-

verse the conviction of Joseph M.
Schenck and Joseph H. Moskowitz for

alleged tax evasion. The High Court
(Continued on Page 8)

Conn. Group Asks Determ-
ination of Attitude Before
Board Meeting Jan. 22

Asking every Allied unit in the
country to obtain and express the
opinion of its membership on the

New York consent decree before the

Allied board meeting here on Jan.

22, Allied Theater Owners of Con-
necticut has addressed a letter to

these units stressing the importance
of "crystallizing" the independent
exhibitor stand on the possibility of

extending consent decree selling pro-

visions beyond June 1 next.

Although leaders of the Connec-
(Continued on Page 8)

Studio Union Parley

At Crucial Stage

Producers and delegates of the

IATSE studio locals expect to get
down to the all-important business

of proposed wage increases today.

According to Pat Casey, studio labor
contact, the three remaining unions
which will clear up issues pertaining

(Continued on Page 6)

RKO Board Defers

Stockholders' Meeting

George J. Schaefer, RKO Corp.

president, announced yesterday that

its board of directors had determined
not to call a special meeting of its

stockholders at this time, and that

(Continued on Page 4)

Defense Giveaway
Plan Born in Conn.

Hamden, Conn. — The Dixwell

Playhouse will be first in the ter-

ritory to give away 25c Defense

Stamps three nights a week. Every

tenth adult attending the show will

receive a stamp, first of which will

be presented in an album to en-

courage the purchase of further

stamps. The "Help Win the War"
circulars are printed in patriotic

motif.
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riNANCIAL
(Monday, Jan. 12)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Nef

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (2'/2%) 5y8 5% 5% — Vs
Columbia Picts. pfd.. 24 1/2 24'/2 24'/2 + '/2
Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 8y2 8'/2 8V2 — Vs
East. Kodak 136'/2 135 135 —1
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc 38 V4 38 38l/4 + 1

do pfd
Paramount 15 14% 14% + %
Para. 1st pfd
Para. 2nd pfd 13% 13% 13y4 + 1/4

RKO 3 3 3 + %
RKO $6 pfd
20th Century-Fox . . 7% 7% J3/4
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 5% 5% 5% + %
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Loew's deb. 3V2s46
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3y4s47
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 95% 95% 95%

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Radio-Keith cvs
Sonotone Corp 2 2 2
Technicolor 7% 7% 7'/2 — 1/

Trans-Lux 11-16 11-16 11-16 +1-16
Universal Corp. vtc. 8 8 8
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45. 64 66
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 62% 651/4

Buell Home on Furlough

Cleveland — Dean Buell, former
Republic shipper, is home on fur-
lough from Fort Knox, Ky., where
he is with the 1st Armored Tank
Division.

B & K Tilts Night Top
Chicago—A tilt in the night ad-

mission from 65 to 75 cents is in
effect at the B & K Loop United
Artists theater.

Canadian Dollar Will
Remain at 11% Discount

Toronto — The Dominion Govern-
ment has ruled that the establish-
ment of the Canadian dollar as par-
ity with that of the United States
cannot be attained in connection
with mutual defense measures to
facilitate the trade movement of mu-
nitions and war equipment between
the two countries. The Canadian
dollar will remain at a discount of
11 per cent.

A proposal for dollar reciprocity
aroused considerable intei-est in film

exchange circles because of heavy
payments to producing companies in

the United States for films and ad-
vertising accessories. The film in-

dustry's funds have not been frozen
in Canada but, because of the pegged
discount, it is expected that the dis-

tributing companies will make sub-
stantial investments in Canada's
next War Loan in February.

Set 5 World Premieres
For "Captains of Clouds'

"Captains of the Clouds," War-
ners' Technicolor story of the Royal
Canadian Air Force, starring James
Cagney, will have simultaneous
world premieres early next month
in New York, Ottawa, London, Cairo
and Melbourne.

Prints of the picture willl be flown
to the outposts of the British Em-
pire by aircraft of the Royal Can-
adian Air Force, Roval Australian
Air Force and the RAF.

Prints of the pic are now in the
air, en route to the distant premiere
cities.

James Cagney may come on for
the opening at the New York Strand.
Charles Einfeld is expected East for
the event.

Ont. Premier Pledaes
No New Industry Tax

Toronto—Premier M. F. Hepburn
has given public assurancp that no
new or increased taxes will be lev-
;"d bv the Ontario Government in

1.942 on the theaters or film indus-
try because the administration
costs of the Province are being; cu+
so that there will be no interfer-
ence, financial nv otherwise, with
Canada's war effort.

Henburn has also intimated that
new legislative measures will be at

a minimum for the nrogram of the
Legislature, the 1942 session erf

which will nnen in Fehmarv. Chief
subiects will be the labor supply
problem and air raid precautions.

Leo F. Russell Dead
Fond du Lac, Wis.—Leo F. Rus-

sell, 42, projectionist at Fox's Ret-
law theater until forced by illness

to retire several years ago, is dead
here.

Probst, Architect, Dead
Chicago—Edward Probst, 75, wide-

ly-known theater architect, is dead

Newsreels Await Gov't
Okay on War Coverage

A plan for newsreel coverage of
the war has been submitted to the
War and Navy departments and ap-
proval by department heads may be
forthcoming today. Details have
not been released but it is under-
stood that each newsreel company
may be assigned certain phases and
geographical areas for coverage in

order to avoid duplication.

Newsreel shots having a Govern-
ment message or other important
stories will be cleared through Lo-
well Mellett's office, with Claude
Collins as the executive go-between.
It. is understood that the Govern-
ment preferred to handle newsreel
matters through one man rather
than with five different newsreel or-

ganizations. Collins formerly was
in charge of newsreel coverage at

the New York World's Fair.

The coverage plan was worked
out at a meeting of newsreel ex-
ecutives last Friday at the Hays
office.

Discuss Navy Relief Show
Plans at Luncheon Today

Marvin Schenck of Loew's will

act as chairman of production for

a Navy Relief show at Madison
Squai-e Garden on Mar. 10, for which
plans will be made at a luncheon
meeting at the Hotel Astor today.
Meeting has been called by Junius
Spencer Morgan, chairman of the

newly-formed Civilian Committee for
the New York Auxiliary of the Navy
Relief Society.

Howard Dietz of Metro has beer
designated chairman of publicity

for the Committee.

Vinton Freedley will be chairman
of the show's producers' committee,
and Abe Lastvogel of the talent
committee.

Rey's Son Dies In Cuba
Havana (By Air Mail)—Mario

Rey, son of Constantino Rey, man-
ager of the Principal and Salon Rey
theaters, died here.

Silverstein Leaves Para.

Adolph Silverstein has left the
Paramount advertising- and public-

ity department to do USO Camp pub-
licity for the Hal Home organization.

corninc and come

HERBERT J. YATES leaves for the Coast F

day, to be gone a month.

COL. NATHAN LEVINSON. head of the War:
Bros, sound department, arrived in New Yi

yesterday.

SIDNEY C. DAVIDSON, who has been handl
road campaigns for Universal pictures, has
turned to the studio.

MANIE SACKS, of Columbia Records, af\ i

on the Coast yesterday for a three-weeks st

JOHN C. ROSE, of the Walt Disney srudH
is at the Warwick Hotel.

JACK COHN arrived over the week-end fr

studio conferences.

HENRY FALK arrives from Toronto today. I

DAVID ROSE, Paramount s managing direc

of Great Britain, leaves for the Coast Jan.

SPYROS SKOURAS arrives from the Coast
plane tonight.

RICK RICKETSON, Fox Intermountain, returi

to Denver yesterday.

ROY DISNEY has arrived from the Coast.

TOM WALKER, treasurer of Edward Sn
Productions, arrived yesterday from the Coa<

COL. H. A. COLE is in for a short stay.

BOB BENJAMIN, attorney, returns today fr

Hollywood.

BETTE DAVIS leaves Hollywood today for N
York to appear in a radio show next Monda

LOU WEINBERC, Columbia sales executi

,

has returned to his desk after a Florida va .

tion.

BRIAN DONLEVY flies East next Monday. •

ALLAN JONES left Hollywood yesterday to
U. S. defense bonds in Tulsa and Oklahoma C

MORRIE RYSK1ND returns to Hollywood tod

Goldwyn's "Swing Shift"

To be Comedy with Musi

Samuel Goldwyn plans to produ
a modern comedy with music bas
upon the activities of youthful c

fense workers. Title will be "Swi
Shift." Sol and Ben Barzman
Bess Taffel have been engaged
write the story.

Goldwyn's "Ball of Fire" is sche
uled to open at Radio City Mu:
Hall on Thursday. Picture sta

Gary Cooper and Barbara Stanwyt

Yates to Coast Friday
For Stay of a Month

Herbert J. Yates leaves Frid
for the Coast for conferences on E;

public production. He will spe
about one month at the studio.

F. F. F.

More important than ever—now I
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Relief Awarded Not

Granted, Say Koczaks

(Continued from Page 1)

the Koczaks while the decision was
on appeal. Following the hearings,

Loew's was instructed to offer prod-

uct to the Earle which claimed it

was unable to get M-G-M pictures

on any run. Loew's appealed and
the Appeals Board upheld the de-

cision of the arbitrator.

The Koczaks complain that Loew's
has not lived up to the order and
that the pictures offered are on
terms and conditions calculated to

defeat the provisions of the con-

sent decree. They ask for the same
run and clearance granted to them
by the other four consenting compa-
nies.

Rosenthal, Indianapolis,
Files Clearance Complaint

William Rosenthal, operating the

Irving Theater, Indianapolis, has
filed a demand for arbitration, nam-
ing Loew's, Inc., as defendant and
the Rivoli Theater as the inter-

ested party. Rosenthal asks that

the 42-day clearance now given to

the Rivoli by Loew's be reduced.

RKO Board Defers
Stockholders' Meeting

(Continued from Page 1)

the election of new directors would
not take place until later, possibly

at the regular time for the annual
meeting of stockholders in June pro-
vided for in the by-laws.

Annual report to stockholders cov-
ering the operations of the corpora-
tion and its subsidiary companies
for the year 1941 will be forwarded
to stockholders prior to the time for
their next annual meeting.

New Jersey Allied Names
E. T. Kelley as Field Rep.

E. Thornton Kelley was appointed
field representative of New Jersey
Allied at a meeting of the organi-
zation in New Brunswick last week.
A round table conference of New

Jersey Allied members will be held
today at the unit's headquarters in

the Sardi Bldg.

Kay Francis Herbert Brenon

Donald Duck

• • • HENRY JAFFE, chairman of the arrangements committee for

the big amusement industry's luncheon to be held in the Hotel Astor on

Friday, Jan. 23. announces that Eddie Cantor will be host at the gala

event Reservations for batches of tables have already been made
by major pic companies, and other film, stage and radio orgs Per-

sonnel of the arrangements committee: Willard Alexander, Irving Berlin,

Eddie Duchin. Benny Goodman, John Golden, Joseph H. Hazen, Marcus

Heiman, George Heller, Harry Kalchelm, Milton Krasny, Bert Lebhar,

Nat Lefkowitz, Harry Levine, Harry Mayer, Charles Miller, Sidney Pier-

mont, Walter Reade, Herbert I. Rosenthal, Marvin Schenck, Lee Shubert,

A. P. Waxman, and Bob Weitman B. S. Moss is treasurer of the

luncheon, and Federation will sponsor it

• • • SPEAKING of eating, this corner is always getting into

domestic hot water as a result of taking home all the promotional ac-

cessories which come to Phil M.'s desk We worked kinda late last

night and finally headed homeward with a crisp imprinted napkin

which Mort Blumenstock and his Warner aides sent over Besides,

it was all neatly rolled in a golden napkin ring It gets you hungry

for the film ("The Man Who Came To Dinner"), as well as for culinary

fare Barging into the old Daly homestead, we said to the better

half: "Well, let's eat,— I brought my own napkin!" Sez she: "Now
all you need is the dinner,—I figured you weren't coming home"

P.S.—It's the first time anybody saw a linen napkin in Thompson's

• • • BERNIE EREISLER, Universale featurette manager, will today

accept, on behalf of the company, a Silver Airplane Trophy awarded by

Capt. Eddie Rickenbacker to "U's" production, "Cavalcade of Aviation"

Presentation will be made in the offices of Eastern Air Lines by

the famous world war ace himself, who is prexy of Eastern Air The

trophy is deserved, 'cause the "U" two-reeler is a honey

• • • OUT of the lair of Leo the Lion came a suggestion yester-

day which affords exhibs. the opportunity to inject into co-op ads a

timely and patriotic note by having advertisers donate Defense Bonds

to lucky store or theater patrons Thought is put on the table,

so to speak, via the third issue of Metro's Ideas of the Month, org.'s new

free service issued twice each month to theaters in smaller towns and

cities A stage gag, which may be tied in with trailers; tie-ups with

local merchants, and other attention getters, are included in the ideas

just issued

T T
• • • THERE'S enough confusion around New York as a result of

Columbia University and Columbia Pictures being located hereabouts

without the senior class of Columbia voting Loretta Young, Columbia

star, "the person to whom I would most enjoy telling a bedtime story"

Heretofore, most of the Columbia U. and Columbia Pix mixup used

to come betimes in conversation, plus the letters which should have gone

to Nicholas Murray Butler instead of to Harry and Jack Cohn, and vice

versa Dr. Butler, it is said, has learned the film biz thoroughly just

by opening envelopes addressed to Columbia (Pictures), and the Columbia

(Pictures) home office has had a liberal education reading missives on

such subjects as matriculation, "please send me a catalog," and "I'm

taking Chauncey out of school next month"

T T T

Dimes March "Take"

Of $1,000,000 Seen

(Continued from Page 1)

pledges for theaters to co-operal
passed the 9,000 mark.
Only one report of a circuit refu:

ing to co-operate has reached natipj

al headquarters, and that is ju£
small group in Missouri. \A
The March of Dimes trailer ths

will appear on thousands of screer

during the week of Jan. 22, and i

which Clark Gable makes a stirrin

appeal for contributions, will be tel<

vised by both the NBC and CBS teh
vision stations. On Jan. 20, WAB
(CBS) will give 15 minutes (4:30 i

4:45) to an industry March of Dime
program.

Spencer Tracy has accepted th

chairmanship of the Hollywood Sti

dio Committee for the drive. Con
mittees will be formed in each fib

studio. First theater in the U. S. 1

send in its completed Happy Birtl

day scroll for President Roosevelt-
with every member of the theate
staff, from manager to porter coi

tributing—is Loew's Plaza Theate
Corona, L. I., N. Y. Manager Alia
J. Isaacs, with 33 employes, cor

tributed a total of $32.50.

Expect House to Agree
To Exemption of Films

(Continued from Page 1)

with them from provisions of th

price control bill will be named wit!
in the next few days.

Senators who will argue in favc
cf the Senate amendment spoi
sored by Senator Downey of Cal
fornia, are Brown of Michigan, Glas
of Virginia, Barkley of Kentuck;
Taft of Ohio and Danaher of Cor;
necticut, who have been named cor
ferees for the Senate.
The House which failed to exemp

motion pictures when it passed th
bill, is expected to agree to the Ser
ate amendment.

N. Y. Bill for Vending
Machine Tax Re-Introduce

Albany, N. Y.—Senator Edwar
Coughlin, Democrat, Brooklyn, las

night re-introduced a measure t

amend the tax law relative to impos;
ing a tax on operation of vending ma
chines for unemployment relief pur
poses.
Tax would be on a sliding seal

according to worth of coin machin
used from $1 per year up to $100.

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph H. Cohn, 2nd
announce the birth of a seven-pounj
son yesterday at the Lenox Hi!

Hospital. Mrs. Cohn is the forme
Jewel Hart, Broadway ingenue
Cohn, an account executive at Weis
& Geller, New York advertisin;

agency, is the son of Jack Corn,

Columbia vice-prexy.
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Average Attendance

3
1
2-4 Times Monthly

(Continued from Page ])

headed by Dr. Paul F. Lazarsfeld.
Study was based on field work

done during December last in Man-
hattan, Brooklyn, Queens and the

Bronx, with an equal number of men
and women interviewed and special

care taken to obtain a good age,

income and occupational cross-sec-

tion, according to Dr. Leo Handel,
director of the Bureau.

Questionnaire analysis showed that

22.6 per cent of those interviewed
had not attended a film theater dur-

ing the month preceding the in-

terview; other percentages were:
one to two times, 19.3 per cent; 3-5

times, 30.7 per cent; 6-9 times, 17.7

per cent and over nine times, 9.7

per cent.

Study showed that, on the basis

of their last film attendance, those

interviewed were motivated as fol-

lows:

To see a particular program, 36

per cent; just felt like going to the

theater, 50 per cent; bill was sug-

gested by another, 11 per cent; mis-

cellaneous other reasons, 3 per cent.

Question on choice of hour and
day for film patronage netted these

results:

Free at this particular time, 30

per cent; nothing else to do, to pass

time, 21 per cent; go usually this

day, 12 per cent; had the opportu-

nity, 9 per cent; just felt like going,

8 per cent; to see picture in time,

6 per cent; particular picture in

neighborhood, 5 per cent; for relaxa-

tion, 4 per cent; other reasons, 5

per cent; no particular reason, 4

per cent.

Persons who indicated they went
to see a definite picture were asked
how they first learned about it with

these results.

Reviews in papers, magazines, 31

per cent; recommendations by other

persons, 31 per cent; ads in papers,

magazines, 27 per cent; preview
trailers, 8 per cent; billboards, cir-

culars, 7 per cent; advertising (un-

specified), 6 per cent; information

on marquee and in theater, 5 per

cent; read book, saw play, 3 per

cent; radio, 2 per cent; other rea-

sons, 2 per cent.

The same group of persons was
asked what attracted them most
when they first learned about the

particular picture, with these re-

sults :

Stars, 41 per cent; story, 33 per

cent; just considered it good, 7 per

cent; title, 6 per cent; songs, mu-
sic, 5 per cent; like cartoons, 4 per

cent; part of series, 3 per cent;

other, 7 per cent; don't remember,

3 per cent.

The three preceding tables add to

more than 100 per cent because some
of those interviewed gave more than

one reason.
Twenty-five per cent of those in-

terviewed indicated that they were

faced with the necessity of choos-

ing between film attendance and

listening to a radio program.

Urge Higher Ohio
Wood Suggests 50-ct. Level for All First-Runs

all know that every type of com-
modity has gone up in price. We,
however, are selling our merchan-
dise at practically the same prices
that we were a year ago but, in

view of what we face in increased
Federal taxes of many sorts, I can-
not see how we can much longer
adhere to these lower scales of ad-

mission."

Wood contends that the time is

ripe for theater owners in the large

cities, such as Cleveland, Cincin-

nati, Columbus, Toledo, etc., to in-

stitute a general increase all down
the line. He makes the following

suggestion:

"The first-runs in these cities

have, in most instances, an estab-

lished night price of 47 cents gross.

If this rate were increased to 50

cents gross, the subsequent-runs
now charging 30 cents could very

well increase to 33 cents gross, and
the 25-cent houses to 28 cents gross.

With the additional money in cir-

culation and the increased cost of

practically all commodities, there

would be little complaint received

from patrons."
Citing President Roosevelt's bud-

(Continued from Page 1)

get message to Congress, Woods
points out that Congress will un-
doubtedly give thought to an in-

crease in admission taxes, a tax on
film rentals and a seat tax.

Public Expects to Pay More
Says Hone of Northwest TOA

Seattle—The public expects to pay
more for first-run quality features
just as it expects to pay more for
everything else, in the opinion of

James Hone, executive secretary of

the Northwest Theater Owners As-
sociation.

Hone advised his members that
they should find out what they have
to get for pictures and then get it.

"Don't worry about your competi-
tor," Hone said. "You haven't any
except yourself. The fellow down
the street is doing his own worry-
ing for himself. All your costs will

probably be higher this year. You
are justly entitled to a margin of

profit over your increased expenses.
"Check your prices and expenses

and then get the increased admis-
sion prices. The new year will treat

you right if you treat your business
right."

Podoloff on the Stand
In Minn. Anti-5 Trial

Minneapolis — Joseph Podoloff,

branch manager here for 20th Cen-
tury-Fox, spent all day yesterday on
the witness stand in Ramsey Dis-

trict Court as a defense witness in

the trial of his company, Paramount
and RKO on charges of violating

the state's anti-blocks-of-five law.

Under cross-examination by Wil-
liam Desmond, assistant county at-

torney, Podoloff denied any pictures

are actual "flops" and admitted the

degree of success scored by a film

is dependent to some extent on how
they are handled by exhibitors.

"One theater manager will play a

picture and it will be a great suc-

cess while another manager, playing
the same picture under same gen-
eral conditions, will flop with it,"

Podoloff said.

"But aren't some pictures just na-

tural 'flops' no matter how much
promotion is given them or how
much is spent on them?" Desmond
asked.

"No, that isn't always true. Big
pictures with big name casts usual-

ly get money and then there are

the other kind which need added pro-

motion to make money," was the

reply.

"Don't you now and then get pic-

tures to sell that you wish the pro-

ducer had kept at home?"
"Well, that's not a fair question,"

Podoloff came back.
Podoloff then described how pic-

tures are set into different price

brackets, saying this wasn't done en-

tirely by producers because "pro-

ducers usually think all their pic-

tures are good."
He admitted pictures with proved

box-office value get more bookings.

Beery in Louisville for

"Bugle Sounds" Opening

Louisville — Wallace Beery's ar-

rival today from Hollywood will

signal the start of two days of ac-

tivity which will be climaxed by to-

morrow night's gala military pre-

miere at Loew's of M-G-M's story

of mechanized divisions of the Amer-
ican armed forces, "The Bugle
Sounds."
An honor guard will meet Beery

at Bowman Field and escort him to

Fort Knox, where he will spend the

day as guest of Major-General De-
vers.

William R. Ferguson, M-G-M ex-

ploitation manager, will attend the

premiere and the company's Exhibi-

tors' Forums in Memphis and St.

Louis today and Thursday, respec-

tively. Other home office executives

who will attend the premiere are

E. K. "Ted" O'Shea, Eastern and
Southern sales manager, and J. E>
Flynn, Central division manager.

'Corsican Brothers" Runs
Ahead of Other Small Pix

On the basis of its b.o. showings
thus far, United Artists yesterday
estimated that Ed Small's "The Cor-
sican Brothers" will reach 137 per
cent of the take of "The Count of

Monte Cristo" and 142 per cent of

that cf " My Son, My Son."

The Baker's Wife, Inc.. Moves
The Baker's Wife, Inc., has re-

moved its offices to 729 Seventh
Avenue. Gilbert Josephson and Joe
Rice Malcolm have severed their

connections with the company.

Para. English Biz

Tops Pre-War 50%

-HIM'

eJ

1

Paramount's current business
England is approximately 50
cent better than it was prior to t

outbreak of the war in Septembe
1939, according to David Rose
company's managing directo

Britan. Rose, now in New
said yesterday that cabled repor
from London indicate that Par
mount's current billings from En
land is 40 per cent ahead of the co

responding period last year.
Rose leaves Jan. 21 for Hollywoc

where he will remain two or thr

weeks. Upon his return, he w
stay in New York for a few da;

before flying back to London

British Production 50%
Of Pre-War Days, Says Kam
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAll

Hollywood—Robert T. Kane, he;

of English production for Twentie
Century-Fox, who is here conferrir

with studio officials said that pr
duction in Great Britain is rollii

about 50 per cent as compared
pre-war days. Each English stud
is rationed enough material equi;

ment and personnel to keep thn
companies in work simultaneous
all the time with results that rese
vations for production facilities hav
to be made six months ahead
order to make a picture.
Kane has just finished "Young M

Pitt," a million dollar productio
the most expensive 20th-Fox ha
made in England, starring Robei
Donat, and "Uncensored" which h

prepared has started.

Studio Union Conferences
Reach Crucial Stage

(Continued from Page 1)

to working conditions are Local 69!

soundmen, Local 659, cameramen an
Local 683, lab technicians.

Although the lab technicia

signed a contract with the produc
ers last August, it was agreed th

union could reopen the subject o

working conditions at general ses

sions with other studio locals.

That discussions have reached th

crucial stage was indicated yestei

day when Sidney R. Kent, 20th-Fo
prexy, postponed his scheduled de

parture for the Coast for at least an

other week. Kent and Nicholas M
Schenck are the chief spokesmen fo

the producers during the presen
negotiations.

"Witch Hunt" Bills Get
Senate Committee Okay
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAIL
Washington — The Senate Aud:

and Control Committee finally ha

okayed bills to cover the Senate Ir

terstate Commerce sub-committee'
industry "witch hunt." Approve
bills totalled $2,445.09. Jimmie Fie

ler, witness, gets $285.54 expenses

George Fisher, another witness

$264.50.
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Seek Decree Stand

Of Allied Units

(Continued from Page 1)

ticut group feel their own opposi-

tion to the decree provisions is in-

dicative of general feeling through-
out the country, it is pointed out

that exhibitors have failed to make
their protests known. The unit's

own poll, not confined to its mem-
bers, showed the state's exhibs. ap-

parently 98 per cent against the

decree.

In the letter to all Allied units,

Maxwell Anderson, executive secre-

tary of Connecticut Allied, advised:

"The main objections by the inde-

pendent exhibitors indicated that the

consent decree retained all the evils

of the old block-booking system,

without offering any relief; that

shorts and newsreels were forced

upon the independent exhibitor, to-

gether with the forcing of prior

blocks of pictures as a condition

precedent to the purchasing of sub-

sequent blocks; that under the con-

sent decree no provision had been

made for any cancellation privilege,

whereas under the old system, many
contracts contained a cancellation

privilege of anywhere from 10 to

20 per cent. It was suggested
that an alternative plan be evolved

whereby we return to the old block-

buying, which should carry with it

a reasonable cancellation privilege

on all groups of pictures without any

strings attached, and the elimina-

tion of the forcing of shorts and

newsreels."

Allied's N. Y. State Unit

Would End Blocks-of-Five

Albany—Poll conducted by the New
York State Unit of National Allied,

Inc., concerning members reaction

to the new selling of blocks-of-five

under the consent decree returned a

majority opinion that the new sell-

ing system was impractical and that

it resulted in increased film rentals.

An alternative suggestion made
by many members was for a return

to buying under the old system,

with a 20 per cent cancellation privi-

lege on purchase of the complete

block.

Results were announced by Leon-

ard L. Rosenthal, executive secre-

tary, of Troy, in the wake of the

recent Allied meeting here late last

week.

St. Louis MPTO Would Have
N. Y. Consent Decree Vacated

St. Louis—Text of a resolution

asking the Department of Justice

and Federal Judge Henry W. God-
dard to vacate the New York con-

sent decree was released yesterday

by Fred Wehrenberg, president of

the MPTO of St. Louis, Eastern
Missouri and Southern Illinois.

Resolution was passed by the or-

ganization at a meeting on Dec. 22.

As an alternative to the vacating

of the decree, the resolution asks

that the decree be revised "to the

SchenckReversal Plea Heard
Trial Court's Rulings Prejudicial, is Claim

(Continued from Page 1)

reserved decision after taking active
part in an argument which con-
sumed the entire day.

Davis, who opened the argument,
contended that Schenck's deductions
in expenses for 1935 and 1936 were
"reasonable, ordinary and necessary."
Both Davis and Proskauer pointed
out that Schenck's records had been
carefully and truthfully kept and
that the Government's entire case
had been on these records.

One question, which defense at-

toxmeys and U. S. Attorney Mathias
F. Correa fought over, was whether
Schenck's Agua Caliente stock sales

were legitimate sales to take a tax
loss or "phony" as Correa main-
tained. Attorneys on both sides ap-
parently recognized the saliency of

this question and discussed it at
length.
Another disputed issue was the

midnight instruction delivered by
Judge Moscowitz at the trial in which
he told the jury it must consider
the failure on either side to call a
witness. Proskauer said these in-

structions, "delivered at this drama-
tic moment was tantamount to di-

recting the jury to bringing in a
verdict of guilty."
A point upon which Proskauer

offered to rest his entire appeal was
the issue of whether a statement of
disallowed expenses given to the
jury by Lawrence W. Givney, Fed-
eral tax man, was properly supported
by the evidence in the case. The
Bench conceded that it would be
"terribly harmful" to the defendants
if no evidence supported this state-

ment.
Davis argued that evidence of elec-

tion bets made by Schenck in 1936
had been "fed to the jury" although
they had no relevancy to the issues.
These bets, he said, were not part
of the fraud charged by the Govern-
ment and yet were considered by the
jury while deliberating.
A number of other claims of error

were touched upon by the defense
counsels who stoutly maintained that
the defendants had not been given
an impartial trial. Proskauer caus-
tically referred to the "puritanism"
oi. part of Treasury men who had
disallowed expenses which they seem-
ingly did not approve of in principle.

Dominion's Control of Pix
Is Facing a Battle

(Continued from Page 1)

theater owners regarding the move
by the Wartime Prices and Trade
Board for Government control of film

industry and that Clarence M. Rob-
son of the Odeon chain had departed
for Atlantic provinces to organize
exhibitors for negotiations with the
Federal Government.

In the meantime, Henry Falk of
Toronto, appointed spokesman for
the unaffiliated theater owners, left

yesterday for New York to discuss
matters with impoi'tant officials.

R. G. McMullen, administrator of
Theaters and Films for Wartime
Prices and Trade Board, declared
steps would be taken to provide
equitable supply of product to all

exhibitors and asserted no one group
would experience shortage of films

although the Government is not con-
cerned with trade problems other
than those affecting ceiling on the-
ater admission prices and film rent-

als.

McMullen declared conditions of
sale last September would continue
to be basis of film business under
Government supervision.

extent that all of the product of a
distributor shall be offered to an
exhibitor at one time, instead of in

blocks of five, with the proviso that
such contracts shall cai*ry a 20 per
cent cancellation privilege."

In a preamble to the resolution, the
organization asserts that the de-

cree has not given exhibitors the

relief hoped for.

Support from other sections of

the country in getting the decree

amended is urged by the St. Louis
group.

RKO Theater Promotions
Announced by Koerner

RKO's newly apnointed division
managers, John C. Hearns and
Michael "Mike" Edelstein, who as-
sume the duties formerly supervised
by Sol Schwartz, were introduced to
managers of the RKO metropolitan
theaters and home office staff by
Charles W. Koerner, general manag-
er of RKO theaters, at a luncheon
yesterday at Toots Shor's. Schwartz
has been placed in charge of a new-
ly created out-of-town division of
theaters.

At the luncheon Koerner an-
nounced a number of promotions.
Harry Lyons, manager of the RKO
Alden, Jamaica, has been made city
manager of Yonkers in charee of
Proctor's, the Park Hill and Strand
Theaters, and Sigrid Wexo,
manager of the Strand. Far Rock-
away, becomes RKO district man-
ager for the Rockawavs. In addition
to the Strand, hp will supervise the
Columbia, Far Rockaway, and the
Park, Rockaway Park.

Othpr promotions and changes in

the RKO theater set-up are as fol-
lows: John Dewberrv. assistant at

RKO's 86th Street, Manhattan, will

man a ore the Park Hill in Yonkers:
Al Pluchns, assistant at Proctor's
Mount Vernon, will become aetine
manager of this theater, pending the
leturn of Baker Sh^lton, who has
b^en recalled to military service:
Thomas Johnston, assistant at the
Strand, Yonkers. will he transferred
to Proctor's. Mount Vernon, as act-
ing assistant manawr: -Tohu Bergpr
manager of Park Hill. Yorkers, will

bpcome manage*- of the Strand in

this sp.mp cit-^: Lee KoVon, manager
of Keith's Richmond Hill, replaces
Harry Lyons at the Alden, Jamaica;

3 A N

Hal Wallis Signs

New WB Contract

i

(Continued from Page 1)

annually. It is believed it includ
a percentage arrangement for hi

Wallis praised associate produ
ers, stars, directors, writers ai

technicians who had worked t»*

him as executive producer, a pos^
now relinquishes.

It is expected that Warners w:
hereafter stress unit productions.

.

Wallis leaves for New York
the end of this week to check ne
shows and on his return will sta
preparations for his initial produ
tion.

Jack Warner who set the deal,

a statement said that "we have loi

felt that such a setup would resu
in more big time attractions" ai

described the step as "another mo
to insure an even bigger supply
top-bracket pictures."

Wallis for some time was knov
to have desired to devote his enti
attention to actual production

Hachman Dies in Omaha
Closing Colorful Career

Omaha—Jule Rachman, 49, Oma.
theater operator, died yesterds
ending a colorful career. In 19
Rachman was sentenced to 15 yea
in Neb. State Penitentiary after h

ing convicted of murdering his t\

cousins, Harry and Sam Goldbei
while they worked in their offic

in a downtown Omaha theater. T
three men had quarreled over co

1

trol of group of theaters.
Last September, Rachman w

released on parole after an outstan
ing prison record. He was credit

with lifting morale in Nebrask;
Big House through promotion of ej

tertainment for prisoners, includi:

movies. He returned to Omaha <

ter release and was beginning
rise again in the theater woil
when he died from disease contra<

ed at the penitentiary.

Fred Smith transfers from the Cs

pheum, Brooklyn, to Keith's Rid
mond Hill; and Maxwell Levine, ma
ager of the Colonial becomes ma
ager of the Orpheum, Brooklyn. Re
mond Malone will be in charge
exploitation for the new John
Hearns division, and Vincent Ligu<
will serve in the same capacity i

Michael "Mike" Edelstein.

This meeting was the first of

;

series that Koerner is planning a

which prominent industry heads v
speak. The guest of honor yest<*t

day was Gradwell Sears who spo
briefly of his company's product.

Others attending the lunche
were, Malcolm Kingsberg, Leon Go
berg, Edward Alperson, Senator
Walters, W. B. England, Harry Me
del, Tom Gorman, Chicago divisi

manager, James Brennan, New J •

sey-Washington division manag

,

Max Fellerman, William Howa I

John Redmond, David Canavan, J

Dawson and Cliff Giesseman of lj

Uptown, Detroit.

1 S Hl+7 *7 M ( 2
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IWTW CAPTURES CRITICS' POLL
nity Must Come From "Grass Roots"— Cole

ied President Says
ity Must be Based On
r Trade Practices

By AL STEENhoi

FILM DAILY Staff^ Writer

fnity in the motion picture

istry is going to have to

le from the "grass roots"
,'. not from the top of the plant,

/ iding to Col. H. A. Cole, presi-

. of national Allied, who cur-

ly is in New York from Dallas.

Col. Cole's contention that the

Ijjlributors will have to discard

r alleged discriminatory prac-

3 right down the line if there
(.Continued on Page 19)

nn. Indies to Ask

tiling on Rentals

inneapolis—Charging that "rent-
demanded by major film com-
ies for showing of product in

— nesota are exorbitant, uncon-
lable and punitive," independent
iter owners in this state yester-

(Continucd on Page 2)

I Y. Film Board of Trade
jets David Levy Prexy

;

:

avid Levy of the Big U exchange
.erday was elected president of

(Continued on Page 19)

Great Showing for
Howards, Coopers

The Howards and the Coopers, they

ut a great show. Folks bearing these

. isringuished cinema names were
identified with seven of the 1941

Ten Best" films. Two of the

lowards, Leslie and Sidney, were

, £l
>rominently associated with GWTW;

;,

:

,
ohn with "The Philadelphia Story";

nd Kathleen with "Blossoms in the
Just." Gary Cooper led movie Clan-

-ooper by essaying top roles in

Sergeant York" and "Meet John
'oe," while George and Gladys were
•arficipants in "Here Comes Mr. Jor-
lan" and "Kitty Foyle," respectively.

"TEN BEST" of 1941
As Selected by 546 Representative American
Critics and Reviewers from 432 Eligible Features

I

VOTES

Gone With the Wind ... 452
A Sri; nick International production, distributed

by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayei

II

Sergeant York 413
A Warner Bros.-First National picture

in

The Philadelphia Story 358
A Metro-frolfhnj)i-Majf< r production

IV

Citizen Kane 341
A Mercury Theater production for RKO Radio

V
Here Conies Mr. Jordan 248

A Columbia Pictures production

VI

The Little Foxes 243
A Samuel Goldwyn production . distributed by RKO Radio

VII

Kitty Foyle . . . 233
A RKO Radio production

VIII

The Great Dictator 229
A Charles S. Chaplin production, distributed, by

United Artists

IX

Meet John Doe...... ... 218
A Frank Capra production, distributed by Warner Bros.

x
Blossoms in the Dust

.

.... 153
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer production

"Sergeant York" in Second
Places as Record 548-Vote

Is Cast in 20th Contest

By CHESTER B. BAHN
Editor. THE FILM DAILY

"Gone with the Wind," David
0. Selznick's unforgettable pro-
duction of Margaret Mitchell's
epic of the old South, directed by
Victor Fleming with a brilliant cast
topped by Clark Gable and Vivien
Leigh, is rated 1941's No. 1 feature
release by American critics and re-

viewers, voting in the 20th annual
Film Daily "Ten Best Pictures"
poll.

Four hundred and fifty-two ballots

were cast for the Selznick produc-
tion, distributed by Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer, in the coast-to-coast and bor-
der-to-border contest, and the pic-

(Cotitinued on Page 4)

Industry WAC Adds

Two New Divisions

War Activities Committee of the
Motion Picture Industry has been
expanded to include a "drives" divis-

ion and a division on publicity and
(Continued on Page 18)

War Emergency Can End
Trade Evils—MPTOA
The war emergency may unex-

pectedly open the door to the re-

moval of old abuses as well as such
(Continued on Page 18)

Quadruple "10 Best"
Credits Make Debut
Quadruple credits on a dual basis

make their first appearance in the

"Ten Best Pictures" of 1941, as voted

in THE FILM DAILY'S annual nation-

wide poll. "Citizen Kane," fourth

on the list, had Orson Welles as co-

author, star, director and producer;

"The Great Dictator," the eighth

film, was written, directed and pro-

duced by Charles Chaplin, with Chap-
lin himself starring.
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FINANCIAL
(Tuesday, Jan. 13)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Low Close

Net
Chg.

5% 53A Ve

8% + 3/s

136'A + iy4
176 f 1

High

Am. Seat

Col. Picts. vtc. (2y2 %) 53/4

Columbia Picts. pfd

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 8% 8

East. Kodak 137 136

do pfd 176 176

Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc. 383/4 383/8 38 ft + 1/4

do pfd.

Paramount . .. 15 143/4 15 + %
Para. 1st pfd. .110ft 110ft 110ft + 1ft
Para. 2nd pfd. 133/8 13 1/4 133/8 + ft
RKO 3 3 3

RKO $6 pfd

20th Century-Fox 7ft 73/4 7% + ft

20th Century-Fox pfd

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 5% 53/4 5% — ft

do pfd.

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Loew's deb. 3fts46
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 4s56 ... 100 96% 100

Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 95ft 95ft 95ft

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Radio-Keith cvs ft ft ft

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc. 8'/4 8ft 8ft + ft
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45... 64 66
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 63 65ft

New Ticket Printers Price List

Chicago—Reported theater ticket

printers here are planning new price

list, owing to increased cost of ma-
terial and labor.

REEVES
Sound Recording Studios Inc.

j'he Most Complete Sound Recording
Service in New York City

1600 Broadway New York City

35mm. 16mm. Film, Acetate and Wax
Recording Facilities. Complete Location

Equipment.

Wilt Ask Rentals
Minn. Indies Urge Willkie to Act as Counsel

(Continued from Page 1)

day appealed to Wendell L. Willkie
to represent them in their efforts to
obtain pictures from these firms at
reasonable prices.

At the same time, the exhibitors
sent a representative to Washington
to confer with Minnesota Senators
and Congressmen and ask that efforts
be made at once to offer an amend-
ment to the price control bill which
will set a ceiling on film rental prices.

The exhibitors will request that
their proposed ceiling on licensing
fees be set at the 1941 level.

The joint action was taken at a
meeting of Twin City independents,
called by Allied Theater Owners of

the Northwest, and those present in-

cluded several independents from
over the state.

The product situation has grown
more serious daily in Minnesota and
only Metro pictures have been sold
generally throughout the state be-
cause this firm is the only one which
has sent a steady flow of top pic-

tures into Minnesota Amusement's
first-run houses.

Following is the wire sent to Will-
kie by the exhibitors:

"Independent theater owners of Minnesota
desire to retain your services as counsel in

connection with the following circumstances

:

independent theater owners, exercising their

constitutional rights, with support of social

and public groups, sponsored enactment of

a statute regulating licensing of motion pic-

ture films.

"Upon signature of Governor Stassen to

this act. the major motion picture distributors

refused, by common action, to license feature

pictures in this state for several months there-

after, causing irreparable loss and injury to

the exhibitors, and inconvenience to the pub-
Ik"

.

''Since resumption of licensing in this state,

by concerted action, terms demanded by the
distributors are exorbitant, unconscionable
and punitive. These terms threaten the con-
tinued existence of the independent exhibitor
and many of them now are faced with bank-
ruptcy and ruin.

"These monopolistic trade practices and
terms are imposed upon the independent theater
owners without regard to ethics, equity or
common decency.

"This matter is urgent. Will appreciate your
consideration and immediate reply, stating
terms of your retainer."

At the meeting, several exhibitors
said their advance bookings would
last only for another 10 days or two
weeks and that they very shortly
would be compelled to close their

houses because of the shortage of
satisfactory product. Some even
hinted that "wholesale closing" would
result if distributors continued to in-

sist on the high license fees they are
asking.

Says 4 Para. "Specials"

Got $18,000 Each in Minn.
Ohio-Nebraska Allied

Endorses Unity Plan

Minneapolis—Four "specials" re-

leased in the past eight years by
Paramount grossed about $18,000
each in Minnesota, Ben Blotcky,
Paramount branch manager here,

testified yesterday at the trial of

Paramount, RKO and 20th Century-
Fox in St. Paul on charges of violat-

ing the state's new anti-blocks-of-

five law.
Blotcky was on the stand all day

and during a part of the trial session

Judge Albin S. Pearson joined in

questioning him. Most of his testi-

mony concerned distribution prob-
lems.

MPEDC Parley Tonight
Second meeting of the Motion Pic-

ture Emergency Defense Conference,
called by the Screen Publicists Guild
of New York, will be held tonight in

the Floral Room of the Hotel Edi-

son, starting at 8 p.m. Ampa will

act as host and Joseph Gould, SPG
president, will preside.

FOR SALE

Approximately one-million feet

of silent 35MM motion picture

negative accumulated over a

long period of years by a short

subject producer. Contains

nature — novelty — travel and

human interest subject matter.

Reply to Box 950, The Film

Daily, 1501 Broadway, New
York, N. Y.

Chicago—President Leo Wolcott of

Iowa-Nebraska Allied has advised
Jack Kirsch, Illinois Allied prexy,
that his organization endorses the
unity plan.

J. A. Blatt Under Knife

Pittsburgh—J. A. Blatt, of the

Blatt Circuit, which operates 20

theaters in the Western Pennsyl-
vania territory, underwent a seri-

ous operation at the John Hopkins
Hospital in Baltimore on Monday.

200 at Metro Forum
Memphis—More than 200 theater

men attended M-G-M's Exhibitors'

Forum here yesterday and partici-

pated in discussions led by nationally

known advertising and exploitation

experts, H. M. Richey presided. An-
other forum will be held tomorrpw
in St. Louis.

cominc and come

LEONARD C0LDENS0N and SAM DEMB
JR., of Taramount's theater department ar

Washington today for conferences with F

master General Frank Walker in connection
the Comerford circuit.

NAT GOLDSTEIN, Paramount theater par
in Massachusetts, was a New York visitor

terday. ^
FRANCIS S. HARMON, WAC vice-cr(7

left for the Coast last night. <U

F. J. A. MCCARTHY, Universal^ Canadian
Southern sales manager, left for Toronto

|

night for sales conferences. JULES LAP1
Eastern district manager, headed for Boston

MORT ARONSON, who handles studio
ups for Columbia, leaves for Boston today.

AL 0. BONDY has returned from a bus
trip in New England.

WHITNEY BOLTON, David S. Selznick's
licist, planed in from the Coast yesterday

PATRICIA DANE, M-G-M actress, arrives i

day from Hollywood for a week's stay here

HEBERT T. SILVERBERG, Coast film atro
is at the Waldorf-Astoria.

Gov't Making Use of

Screen, Radio Writers

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DA
Hollywood — Ralph Block, Scr

Writers Guild v.-p. and chairmar
its war emergency committee,
turned from Washington after c

sulfations held with Government
cials on co-ordination of efforts
Hollywood writers with Governm
agencies. He completed arrar
ments for use of Hollywood wril
with the Office of Government
ports, Office of Information and O;
of Facts and Figures. He acted
the Screen Writers Guild, Rs
Writers Guild and Screen Public
Guild.

Block said there was great in
est in Washington on the part tc

played in war effort by these Gu !

and that already assignments
been made to the guilds by the at
agencies as a result of the infor

|

tion supplied.

RKO Names Hawkinson
Latin-American Chief

Robert K. Hawkinson has 1

named Latin-America manager
RKO with headquarters in Bui!

Aires. He succeeds Ben Y. C
mack who has been returned to
domestic field. Hawkinson alro
has taken over his new dutie:'

Buenos Aires.

/• /• /•

no matter how you write it it's F.F.F.
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SON OF
rightful successor te

ths> many great 20th
Cantury-fox grossers,

hat baan duly acclalmtdt

"EXCITING HIT! POWERFUL ADVENTURE!
»

DARRYL F. ZANUCK'S BEST SHOWMANSHIP!"

"VASTLY ENTERTAINING BOXOFFICE SUCCESS!"

"A BIG PICTURE! BACK IT UP!"

"A SUCCESS IN THE FIELD OF ADVENTURE!"

"A FAVORITE WITH CUSTOMERS AND EXHIBITORS!"

MJwm
Ifce Storp qf!Ben/amin 2$la%£

GEORGE FRANCES RODDY

SANDERS- FARMER -McDOWALL
John Carradine • Elsa Lanchester • Harry
Davenport • Kay Johnson • Dudley Digges

proved by DARRYL F.ZANUCK
Orrecfed by JOHN CROMWELL Associate Product
William Per/berg . Screen Play by Philip Dunn
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61 Features Find Places on 1941 Honor Rol
Metro With Three on "Ten Best" and 12 on Honor Roll Again Leads Proeessio

{Continued from Page 1)

ture finished with a 39-vote lead

over its nearest competitor. Total

number of critics and reviewers par-

ticipating was 548, again a new high.

It is the second successive year
that the outstanding picture of the
12-month period has come from Selz-

nick; in 1940, the critics and review-
ers gave the accolade to his "Re-
becca," that picture receiving 391
out of a possible 546 votes.

While "Gone With the Wind" was
first presented in December, 1939,
it was not eligible for "Ten Best"
consideration until 1941, eligibility

being contingent upon general re-

lease at normal box office scales.

GWTW originally was roadshown.
GWTW and "York" in Close Race
Second place in the close race for

critical laurels went to Jesse L.

Lasky's production for Warners,
"Sergeant York," which polled 413
votes. GWTW and "York" took the

lead early in the contest, and at no
time were more than 45 votes apart.

The polls closed on Dec. 31.

The other eight oustanding 1941
features, as determined in the pio-

neer symposium, in order of selec-

tion follow:
"The Philadelphia Story," "Citi-

zen Kane," "Here Comes Mr. Jor-

dan," "The Little Foxes," "Kitty
Foyle," "The Great Dictator," "Meet
John Doe" and "Blossoms in the
Dust."
The 1941 list of eligible features,

comprising those generally released
between the dates of Nov. 1, 1940,

and Oct. 31, 1941, totalled 432, eight
less than a year ago and 16 less than
in 1939.

Despite America's entry into

World War II, which naturally made
great demands upon staffs, partici-

pation by critics and reviewers for
newspapers, magazines, news ser-

vices and syndicates, ran ahead of
that in 1940. Considering pressure
on news space, increased many fold
after that fateful Dec. 7, the number
of 1941 local polls conducted by daily
and Sunday newspapers was espe-
cially gratifying.

Estimated reading public of the
participating newspapers and maga-
zines again held at the 50,000,000
mark, according to a circulation sur-
vey.

61 Features on Honor Roll

Indicative of the steadiness of
production quality, the number of
pictures nominated by critics in
1941 was 162, only two less than in

1940. However, 'in 1940 when 440
productions were eligible, there were
53 on the Honor Roll, composed of
all features receiving 10 or more
votes. With fewer pictures eligible

in 1941, 61 qualified for the Honor
Roll.

GWTW's 452 compares with "Re-
becca's" 391 in 1940, and with the
record 472 polled by "Goodbye Mr.
Chips" in 1939, the 419 of "Snow
White and the Seven Dwarfs" in
1938, the 453 of "The Life of Emile

THE HONOR ROLL
Of Pictures Receiving 10 Or More Votes

Picture, Director and Distributor Votes

The Long Voyage Home, John Ford (UA-Wanger) 151

The Letter, William Wyler (Warner Bros.) 92
Cheers for Miss Bishop, Tay Garnett (UA-Rowland) 89
Man Hunt, Fritz Lang (20th-Fox) 82
Escape, Mervyn LeRoy (Metro) 73
Dumbo, Ben Sharpenstein (RKO-Disney) 71

That Hamilton Woman, Alexander Korda (UA-Korda) 67
All That Money Can Buy, William Dieterle (RKO) 63
North West Mounted Police, Cecil B. De Mille (Paramount) 62
Hold Back the Dawn, Mitchell Leisen (Paramount) 58
The Maltese Falcon, John Huston (Warners) 57
Major Barbara, Gabriel Pascal ( UA-Pascal ) 56
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, Victor Fleming (Metro) 52
Honky Tonk, Jack Conway ( Metro) 50
The Great Lie, Edmund Goulding (Warners) 49
A Woman's Face, George Cukor (Metro) 49
The Devil and Miss Jones, Sam Wood (RKO) 47
Penny Serenade, George Stevens (Columbia) 46
The Lady Eve, Preston Sturges ( Paramount) 43
Blood and Sand, Rouben Mamoulian (20th-Fox) 42
The Stars Look Down, Carol Reed (Metro) 40
Virginia, Edward H. Griffith (Paramount) 38
Tobacco Road, John Ford (20th-Fox) 34
A Yank in the R.A.F., Henry King (20th-Fox) 33
Underground, Vincent Sherman (Warners) 32
Ziegfeld Girl, Robert Z. Leonard (Metro) 31

Arise My Love, Mitchell Leisen (Paramount) 30
Ladies in Retirement, Charles Vidor (Columbia) 30
Tom, Dick and Harry, Garson Kanin ( RKO) 30
Caught in the Draft, David Butler ( Paramount) 29
I Wanted Wings, Mitchell Leisen (Paramount) 29
So Ends Our Night, John Cromwell ( UA-Loew-Lewin) 28
Thief of Bagdad, Ludwig Berger, Michael Powell and

Tim Whelan (UA-Korda) 28
Buck Privates, Arthur Lubin (Universal) 26
Dive Bomber, Michael Curtiz (Warners) 25
Men of Boys Town, Norman Taurog (Metro) 25
High Sierra, Raoul Walsh (Warners) 22
Smilin' Through, Frank Borzage (Metro) 22
The Westerner, William Wyler (UA-Goldwyn) 22
Charley's Aunt, Archie Mayo (20th-Fox) 21

When Ladies Meet, Robert Z. Leonard ( Metro) 21
The Bride Came C.O.D., William Keighley (Warners) 20
Western Union, Fritz Lang (20th-Fox) 20
Strawberry Blonde, Raoul Walsh (Warners) 19

Chad Hanna, Henry King (20th-Fox) 16

Comrade X, King Vidor (Metro) 16

Back Street, Robert Stevens (Universal) 14
Hudson's Bay, Irving Pichel (20th-Fox) 14

The Sea Wolf, Michael Curtiz (Warners) 14

The Shepherd of the Hills, Henry Hathaway (Paramount) 14

Road to Zanzibar, Victor Schertzinger (Paramount) 13

Belle Starr, Irving Cummings (20th-Fox) 12

Rage in Heaven, W. S. Van Dyke, II (Metro) 12

It Started with Eve, Henry Koster (Universal) 11

Lady Be Good, Norman Z. McLeod (Metro) 11

Nothing But the Truth, Elliott Nugent (Paramount) 11

Tin Pan Alley, Walter Lang (20th-Fox) 11

Arizona, Wesley Ruggles (Columbia) 10

The Reluctant Dragon, Alfred L. Werker, Hamilton Luske
Jim Handley, Ford Beebe, Irwin Verity Jasper Blystone (RKO-Disney).. 10

Shining Victory, Irving Rapper (Warners) 10
Sundown, Henry Hathaway (UA-Wanger) 10

Zola" in 1937 and the 416 of "Mu-
tiny on the Bounty" in 1936.

In the present poll, there were nine
features receiving 200 or more
votes, but only two in the 100-vote

received 200 or more votes, 10, 100 or
more.
Again Metro leads the "Ten Best"

procession, but this time with three
instead of four, as was the case for

category. A year ago, five pictures I the last three years. In addition to

the Selznick-International prodi

tion, Metro had two from its o

studios— "The Philadelphia Stoi
and "Blossoms in the Dust."
RKO Radio is represented

three, two of which came from o

side producers. Its own pictures
"Kitty Foyle," while Sam GoP]
supplied "The Little Foxes" amill
son Welles, via the Mercury Thea
production, "Citizen Kane."
Warner Bros, is represented by

Jesse L. Lasky production of "S
geant York" and by the Frank Ca]
production, "Meet John Doe."
Columbia with "Here Comes 1.

Jordan" and United Artists with
Chaplin production, "The Great E
tator," complete the "Ten Best" c

tributor lineup.

Metro Has 12 on Honor Roll

A company breakdown of the c
rent Honor Roll shows Metro ag
leading with 12, but pressed clos

by Paramount, Twentieth Centui
Fox and Warners with 10 pictuj

each. United Artists has eight on I

Roll, RKO Radio, five, and Columi
and Universal, three apiece.
Walter Wanger's "The Long V|

age Home," with 151 votes, tops
Honor Roll and his "Sundown" cc

pletes it with 10. Other UA prod
ers represented on the Roll incli

Richard A. Rowland, Alexander K
da, Gabriel Pascal, David Loew
Albert Lewin, Samuel Goldwyn
Walt Disney is represented on

Honor Roll with two RKO relea:

"Dumbo" and "The Reluct
Dragon."

Sidelights on the Selections

Poll sidelights:
1. Five of the "Ten Best" vi

based on originals as against c

two in the preceding year; quii

are "Sergeant York," "Citizen Kai
"The Great Dictator," "Meet J
Doe" and "Blossoms in the Du

2. Three stemmed from play
"The Philadelphia Story," "The ]

tie Foxes" and "Here Comes
Jordan." Latter was based on "E
v<_n Can Wait," unproduced dra
In 1940, two of the "Best" jsi

based on stage plays.
3. Whereas last year, five of

winning pictures represented tr

ments of novels, only two curi

"Bests"—GWTW and "Kitty Fo;
—came from the roster of best
ers.

4. Two of the 1941 winners v
in Technicolor—GWTW and "B
soms in the Dust."

5. Musicals again were a "B>
minus quantity.

6. Qualifying as pictures in
tume or uniform are GWTW, I'

I

geant York," "Citizen Kane"
"The Great Dictator."

7. Two of the "Ten Best" ad
tedly were rooted in biograpl
material — "Sergeant York"
"Blossoms in the Dust." As to
others, "The Great Dictator"
"Citizen Kane" critics and review
had their own opinions.
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Again the spot-light is on

GONE WITH
THE WlND

-

Naturally!

VOTED BEST FILM OF THE YEAR
in Film Daily's Annual Ten Best Poll of the Critics!

550 critics across the nation have told America! For the millions who
have not yet seen it, for the millions who want to see it again, an impor-

tant announcement will shortly be made regarding its new presentation.
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NewYork^te-Telegram
andWilUamBoehnelwh^eB^Ten

^E^fSoT^NHEAVEN THE
MALTESE FALCON and MEET

JOHN DOE with TARGET FOR

TONIGHT named as the befct doc-

umentary.

THE FILM CRITICS OF THE AIRwho picked SERGEANT YORK
HEAVRM

941 With °m F°OT IN

fTlcon
an

,

dZHE MALTESE
belt T„!!

'nC Ud6d amon* the ^e.oest. lop performances rated (1)Gary Cooper, (2) Bette Davis, 3Humphrey Bogart. Ho-hum'

YORK, DCN c TARGE^
UPA.VEN and ^V tHe
?Sr TONIGHT êET

iSK^WDB as run-

ners-up.

THE MILWAUKEE JOURNAL
whose readers picked ONE FOOT Il>

HEAVEN as their favorite picture wit]

SERGEANT YORK and THEY DIEE
WITH THEIR BOOTS ON as runners

up, Bette Davis as the favorite actress, an<

Gary Cooper by an eyelash over Erro
Flynn as favorite actor. A clean sweep fo

WARNERS!



DM*

,;1
^..v,.«

tett

du<"
Vn£

who named nine pic-
tures in all as "most
important". SER.
GEANT YORK led
the list and was fol-

lowed byONE FOOT
IN HEAVEN,
MEET JOHN DOE
an <* UNDER.
GROUND. Four
out of nine for
WARNERS!

who named SER-

GEANT YORK
as the year's No.

1 money maker

(and, man, how

right they are)

!

... and DIVE
BOMBER as one

of the top six

grossers of the

year. (Right again!)

I

1

rrn,

ifet

otN
ANAwhochoseSERGEANT

YORK for the J-"*** direc.

b^ "tbe^uTpo^ng Perform-
U°n

THE MALTESE FALCON,"5IV H ta far and away the

adds Mr. H., is iar

best murder mystery... as .»«

didn't know!

a^'WeS^
In1

ten

JfflVmAPMAJV'S

money maL "V^' *?««
WITH THEIR boS?n^wonderful h^ b ON ls a

ye-rtKSSffiJ^ is the

MAN WHO CAME Tn r™E

seen all year."
'novie I ve

Y1
,

u*
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Complete Credits On "Ten Best" Pietore
Production Staffs, Players and Others Who Contributed to Winning Selection

wr"Gone With the Wind
A SELZNICK-INTERNATIONAL PRODUCTION

A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER RELEASE

Producer .David O. Selznick

Director Victor Fleming

Author Margaret Mitchell

Screenplay Sidney Howard
Designer William Cameron Menzies

Art Director Lyle Wheeler
Director of Photography Ernest Haller

Technicolor Supervision Natalie Kalmus
Technicolor Associates Ray Rennahan, Wilfred Cline

Musical Score .... Max Sieiner

Associate Lou Forbes

Special Effects Jack Cosgrove, Lee Zavitz

Costumes Wa'.ter Plunkett

Supervising Film Editor. Hal C. Kern
Dance Directors Frank Lloyd, Eddie Prinz

General Press Representative Howard Dietz

Produced at Hollywood
Released January 17, 1941

CAST: Clark Gable, Vivien Leigh, Thomas Mitchell, Olivia de Havilland, Leslie

Howard, Fred Crane, George Reeves, Hattie McDaniel, Everett Brown, Zack
Williams, Oscar Polk, Barbara O'Neil, Victor Jory, Evelyn Keyes, Ann Ruther-

ford, Butterfly McQueen, Howard Hickman, Alicia Rhett, Rand Brooks, Carroll

Nye, Marcella Martin, Laura Hope Crews, HaTry Davenport, Leona Roberts,

Jane Darwell, Albert Morin, Marry Anderson, Terry Shero, William McClain,

Eddie Anderson, Jackie Moran, Cliff Edwards, Ona Munson, Ed Chandler,

George Hackathorne, Roscoe Ates, Eric Linden, John Arledge, Tom Tyler,

William Bakewell, Leo Phelps, Paul Hurst, Ernest Whitman, William Stelling,

Louis Jean Heydt, Isabel Jewell, Robert Elliott, George Meeker, Wallis Clark,

Irving Bacon, Adrian Morris, J. M. Kerrigan, Olin Howland, Yakima Canutt, Blue

Washington, Ward Bond, Cammie King, Mickey Kuhn, Lillian Kemble Cooper.

"Sergeant York"
A WARNER BROS.-FIRST NATIONAL PICTURE

Produced by Jesse L. Lasky and Hal B. Wallis

Director Howard Hawks
Original Screenplay by

Abem Finkel, Harry Chandlee, Howard Koch and John Huston

Based upon the Diary of Sergeant York, as Edited by Tom Skeyhill

Art Director John Hughes
Director of Photography Sol Polito

Battle Sequences Photographed by Arthur Edeson
Sound Oliver S. Garretson
Technical Advisors Donoho Hall, Paul Walters, Capt. F. A. R., William Yetter

Film Editor William Holmes
Makeup Artist Perc Westmore
Music Max Steiner

Orchestral Arrangements Hugo Friedhofer

Musical Director Leo F. Forbstein

General Press Representative Charles Einfeld

Produced at Warner Bros. Burbank Studio

Released September 27, 1941

CAST: Gary Cooper, Walter Brennan, Joan Leslie, George Tobias, Stanley Ridges,

Margaret Wycherly, Ward Bond, Noah Beery, Jr., June Lockhart, Dickie Moore,
Clem Bevans, Howard da Silva, Charles Trowbridge, Harvey Stephens. David
Bruce, Charles Esmond, Joseph Sawyer, Pat Flaherty, Robert Porterfield, Erville

Alderson.

"The Philadelphia Story"
A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PRODUCTION

Producer Joseph L. Manki*^
Director George (SU
Play Philip Ba
Screenplay Donald Ogden Stew
Art Director Cedric Gibbc
Associate Art Director Wade B. Rubott .

Musical Score Franz Waxm
Recording Director Douglas Shea
Director of Photography Joseph Ruttenbe

Set Decorations * Edwin B. Wi'
Gowns Adr;

Hair Styles Sydney Guilai

Film Editor Frank Sulli-

General Press Representative Howard Di

Produced at M-G-M Studios, Culver C
Released January 17. 1!

CAST: Cary Grant, Katharine Hepburn, James Stewart, Ruth Hussey, John Howe'
Roland Young, John Halliday, Mary Nash, Virginia Weidler, Henry Dani
Lionel Pape, Rex Evans.

ItCitizen Kane
A MERCURY THEATER PRODUCTION

AN RKO RADIO RELEASE

rr

Producer Orson We
Director Orson We
Original Screenplay Herman J. Mankiewicz, Orson We
Director of Photography Gregg ToL
Music Bernard Henm
Special Effects ' Vernon L. Wd
Art Director : Van Nest Polgl

Associate Perry Fergu

Recording Directors Bailey Fesler, James G. Stev

Set Decorations Darrell Sih .

Costumes Edward Steven I
Film Editor Robert V

General Press Representative. Barret McCcrn
Produced at RKO Radio Studios, Hollyw I

Released September 5, 1

CAST: Orson Welles, Joseph Cotten, Dorothy Comingore, Everett Sloane, Gee I
Coulouris, Ray Collins, Agnes Moorehead, Paul Stewart, Ruth Warrick, ErsiP
Sanford, William Alland, Fortunio Bonanova, Gus Schilling, Philip Van Zc

\

Georgia Backus, Harry Shannon, ^Sonny Bupp, Buddy Swan.

"Here Comes Mr. Jordan'
A COLUMBIA PICTURES PRODUCTION

Producer Everett Ri

Director Alexander I

Screenplay Sidney Buchman, Seton I. W
Play by Harry Se

Director of Photography Joseph Wc
Film Editor Viola Lawn
Art Director Lionel B<

Assistant Director William

Gowns Edith i

Music Frederick Holla

Musical Director M. W. St

Sound Engineer George Co
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eral Press Representative David A. Lipton

uced at Columbia Studios, Hollywood. Calif.

ased August 21. 1941

HlfTT: Robert Montgomery, Claude Rains, Evelyn Keyes, Rita Johnson, Edward
Everett Horton, James Gleason, John Emery, Donald MacBride, Don Costello,

Halliwell Hobbes, Benny Rubin, Bert Young, Ken Christy, Joseph Crehan, Billy

Newhall, Abe Roth, Tom Hanlin. Joe Hickie, Warren Ashe, Billy Dawson. Bobby
Larson, Johnnie Kerns, Mary Curier, William Forrest, Ed Bruce, Douglas Wood,
Selmar Jackson, Joe Conti, Chester Conklin, John Rogers. Lloyd Bridges, Edmund
Elton.

"The Little FoxesWW

A SAMUEL GOLDWYN PRODUCTION

AN RKO RADIO RELEASE

t ucer Samuel Goldwyn
:i ;t3r William Wyler

ic r Lillian Hellman
:| enplay . . .- Lillian Hellman

= ant Director William Tummel
c or of Photography Gregg Toland
ical Director Meredith Wilson
Director Stephen Goosson
umes Orry-Kelly

t scorations Howard Bristol

id Recorder Frank Maher
i Davis' Makeup Perc Westmore

Editor Daniel Mcndell

eral Press Representative Barret McCormick
.uced at Goldwyn Studios, Hollywood
csed August 29, 1941

Bette Davis, Herbert Marshall, Teresa Wright, Richard Carlson, Patricia

Col'inge. Dan Duryea, Charles Dingle, Carl Benton Reid, Jessie Grayson, John
Marriott, Russell Hicks, Lucien Littlefield, Virginia Brissac, Terry Nibert, Alan
Bridge, Charles R. Moore.

"Kitty Foyie WW

AN RKO RADIO PRODUCTION
" mtive Producer Harry E. Edington

lucer David Hempstead
cor Sam Wood

Christopher Morley
enplay Dalton Trumbo

:

. ilonal Dialogue Donald Ogden Stewart

ctor of Photography Robert de Grasse

I

Director Van Nest Polglase

ciate Mark-Lee Kirk

- rial Effects Vernon L. Wa'.ker

Renie

Decorations Darrell Silvera

ording Director John L. Cass
Editor Henry Berman

s crat Director Argyle Nelson

eral Press Representative Barret McCormick
luced at RKO Radio Studios, Hollywood
ased December 27, 1940

[J >T: Ginger Rogers, Dennis Morgan, James Craig, Eduardo Ciannelli, Ernest

Cossart, Gladys Cooper, Odette Myrtil, Mary Treen, Katharine Stevens, Walter
Kingsford, Cecil Cunningham, Nelia Walker, Edward Fielding, Kay Linaker,

Richard Nichols, Florence Bates.

Ij

t "The Great Dictator"
A CHARLES CHAPLIN PRODUCTION

A UNITED ARTISTS RELEASE

.ucer Charles Chaplin
-i ::

ictor Charles Chaplin
'•' aor Charles Chaplin

"-*
1 istant Directors Dan James, Wheeler Dryden, Bob Meltzer

Flflu
DAILY:

Musical Director Meredith Willson
Directors of Photography Karl S truss, Roland Totheroh
Art Director J. Russell Spencer
Sound Percy Townsend, Glenn Rominger
Film Editor Willard Nico

General Press Representative Monroe Greenthal
Produced at Chaplin Studios. Hollywood
Released March 7. 1941

CAST: Charles Chaplin, Jack Oakie, Paulette Goddard, Reginald Gardiner, Henry
Daniell, Billy Gilbert, Grace Hayle, Carter de Haven, Maurice Moscovich,
Emma Dunn, Bernard Gorcey, Paul Weigel, Chester Conklin, Hank Mann,
Florence Wright, Eddie Gribbon, Robert O. Davis, Eddie Dunn, Nita Pike,

Peter Lynn.

It'Meet John Doe WW

A FRANK CAPRA PRODUCTIONS, INC.. PRODUCTION

A WARNER BROS. RELEASE

Producer and Director Frank Capra
Screenplay Robert Riskin

Based on a Story by Richard Connell and Robert Presnell

Art Director Stephen Goosson
Director of Photography George Barnes
Sound C. A. Riggs
Film Editor , ....... .Daniel Mandell
Gowns by " '.

.

. .'Natalie Vlsart

Musical Score ..-..-.*. . ... . . . .Dimitri Tiomkin
Choral Arrangements Hall Johnson
Musical Director Leo F. Forbstein

Assistant Director Arthur S. Black

Special Effects Jack Cosgrove
Montage Effects Slavko Vorkapich

General Press Representative Charles Einfeld

Produced at Warner Bros. Burbank Studio

Released May 3, 1941

CAST: Gary Cooper, Barbara Stanwyck, Edward Arnold, Walter Brennan, Spring
Byington, James Gleason, Gene Lockhart, Rod La Rocque, Irving Bacon, Regis
Toomey, J. Farrell Macdonald, Warren Humer, Harry Holman, Andrew Tombes,
Pierre Watkin, Stanley Andrews, Mitchell Lewis, Charles Wilson, Vaughan
Glassr, Sterling Holloway, Mike Frankovich, Knox Manning, John B. Hughes,
Hall Johnson Choir.

tl WW"Blossoms in the Dust
A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PRODUCTION

Producer Irving Asher
Director Mervyn LeRoy
Author Ralph Wheelwright
Screenplay Anita Loos

Directors of Photography Karl Freund, W. Howard Green
Technicolor Director Natalie Kalmus
Associate Henri Jaffa

Musical Score Herbert Stothart

Recording Director Douglas Shearer
Art Director Cedric Gibbons
Associate Urie McCleary
Set Decorations Edwin B. Willis

Special Effects Warren Newcombe
Gowns Adrian
Men's Costumes Gile Steele

Hair Styles Sydney Guilaroff

Make-up Creations Jack Dawn
Film Editor George Boemler

General Press Representative Howard Dietz

Produced at M-G-M Studios. Culver City

Released July 25, 1941

CAST: Greer Garson, Walter Pidgeon, Felix Bressart, Marsha Hunt, Fay Holden,

Samuel S. Hinds, Kathleen Howard, George Lessey, William Henry, Henry
O'Neill, John Eldredge, Clinton Rosemond, Theresa Harris, Charlie Arnt, Cecil

Cunningham, Ann Morriss, Richard Nichols, Pat Barker, Mary Taylor, Marc
Lawrence.



For 10 Consecutive Years Number 1

Producer in Motion Picture

Herald's Exhibitor Poll

to "Rebecca" for the Best

Picture of 1940

to "Gone With The Wind" which won 10

out of 14 specific Academy Awards

"Rebecca" first in popular

appeal for the year

eicHiitewemen

(fylnifect'*JWl/€&fo is proud, too, to b(,

company to give the industry these next i

DAVID O. SELZNICK Producth



n

i6 hnniea^u^aS/u frwud c£ iAe

%mw> © raoc^
the only producer ever to win both the Academy Award

and the Film Daily Poll two years in succession . . . these

coveted honors going consecutively to "Rebecca" and

"Gone With the Wind"

The KEYS OF

THE KINGDOM
America's top fiction seller

already jar past the half

million mark

CLAUDIA
The character loved by millions

on the stage, on the radio

and in Redbook Magazine

C nartotte t^yDronte i

JANE EYRE

Another world-famous novel to

be added to Mr. Sehnick's

roster of great novels

IALES 01 PASSION

and ROMANCE
The screen's first anthology

— a revolutionizing event

ior all theatres
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The 548 Critics Who Selected The Ten Best]
Newspaper, Magazine and Trade Paper Participants Set a New Record for Poll

ALABAMA
Harry P. Hall, Eagle, Dothan.

Louis A. Eckl, Times and Tri-Cities Daily, Florence.

Cecil S. Stowe, Daily News, Opelika.

Mildred Smith, Advertiser, Montgomery.

ARIZONA
Emily Brown, Arizona Daily Star, Tucson.

Betty Bandel, Arizona Daily Star, Tucson.

ARKANSAS
Alfred W. Rose, News, Camden.
Wallace White, Tribune, Jonesboro.

Effa Laura Wooten, Arkansas Democrat, Little Hock.

CALIFORNIA
Everett Johannes, Times-Star, Alameda.

Clayton Ward, Post-Advocate, Alhambra.

Mae Saunders, Californian, Bakersfield.

Carroll Stalcup, Kern Herald, Bakersfield.

Hal Johnson, Daily Gazette, Berkeley.

Evaleen Locke, Daily Review, Buibank.

R. E. Hines, News, Burbank.

Will N. Speegle, Humbo'.dt Times, Eureka.

Charles Hed, News-Press, Glendale.

Walter Ives Christie, Journal, Hanford.

Bruce Crayer, Evening Free Lance, Hallister.

Harry E. Modisett, Press-Telegram, Long Beach.

Harry Mines, Daily News, Los Angeles.

Virginia Wright, Daily News, Los Angeles.

Edwin Schallert, Tmes, Los Angeles.

Philip K. Scheuer, Times, Los Angeles.

Jimmy Starr, Herald and Express, Los Angeles.

John T. Holden, Journal, North Sacramento.

Howard Waldorf, Post-Enquirer, Oakland.

Wood Soanes, Tribune, Oakland.

Harry J. Olbert, Jr., Argus-Courier, Petaluma.

Okey King, Progress-Bulletin, Pomona.
Earl W. Porter, Daily Press, Riverside.

Don Howard Short, Union and Tribune-Sun, San Diego.

Ennis B. Gicker, Daily Commercial News, San Fran-

cisco.

John Hobart, Chronicle, San Francisco.

Paul Speegle, Chronicle, San Francisco.

Claude A. La Belle, News, San Francisco.

Jack Pollexfen, FILM DAILY Correspondent. San
Francisco.

Stanley Waldorf, Evening News, San Jose.

Litti Paulding, News-Press, Santa Barbara.

Carl White, Evening Out'.ook, Santa Monica.

Jean Nowell, Stanford Daily, Stanford University.

Fred H. Jenkins, Register-Pajeronian and Sun, Wat-
sonville.

Virginia Roy, Daily Democrat, Woodland.

COLORADO
Kay Rae, Daily Courier, Alamosa.
Robert C. Looney, Daily Camera, Boulder.

Betty Craig, Post, Denver.

Charlotte Fisher, Daily Sentinel, Grand Junction.

Max W. Vawter, Herald Democrat, Leadville.

Fred E. Winsor, Chronicle-News, Trinidad.

CONNECTICUT
Chester F. Biggs, Evening Sentinel, Ansonia.

Leo Miller, Herald, Bridgeport.

Fred H. Russell, Post & Telegram, Bridgeport.

Curtiss A. Wilson, News Times, Danbury.
Mrs. Blanche H. Smith, Morning Record, Meriden.

Jack W. Schaefer, Journal-Courier, New Haven.
Gertrude Pearson, FILM DAILY Correspondent, New
Haven.

Beckwith Roger Bronson, Yale Daily News, New
Haven.

Thank You
AGAIN it is a privilege to extend to

the nation's leading motion picture

critics and reviewers serving represen-

tative newspapers, magazines, wire

services and syndicates a most sincere

Thank You for their participation in

the 20th annual Ten Best Pictures poll

of The Film Daily.

To the friendly interest, intelligence

and integrity of these ladies and gentle-

men of the Fourth Estate the entire

industry is deeply indebted for that

measure of inspiration so essential to

the screen's artistic progress.

Dean Hunt, Advocate, Stamford.

John H. Thompson, Register, Torrington.

George T. Dillon, Democrat, Waterbury.

DELAWARE
Helen Barrett, Journal-Every Evening, Wilmington.
Daniel E. Button, Morning News, Wilmington.
Henry L. Sholly, FILM DAILY Correspondent, Wil-

mington.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Nelson B. Bell, Post, Washington.
Derek Fox, United States News, Washington.

FLORIDA
Cleone F. Hawkins, Polk County Record, Bartow.
Herbert M. Davidson, News-Journal, Daytona Beach.
Elizabeth Eastman, News-Journal, Daytona Beach.
Leone Kyle Ross, News, Fort Lauderdale.
Richard G. Moifett, Florida Times-Union, Jacksonville.

Bob Dow, Jr., Journal, Jacksonville.

Jack Kofoed, Daily News, Miami.
E. W. Sudlow, FILM DAILY Correspondent, Miami.
Jesse W. Broday, FILM DAILY Correspondent, Miami

Beach.
Ruth Edna Pierce, Daily News, Palm Beach.
Jane Quinn, Record, St. Augustine.

A. R. Dunlap, Evening Independent, St. Petersburg.

Mrs. Marion Aitchison, Times, St. Petersburg.

E. D. Lambright, Morning Tribune, Tampa.
L. C. Robertson, Saturday Evening News, Tampa.
Harry E. Schaden, Tribune, Tampa.

GEORGIA
Jimmy Robinson, Herald, Albany.
Emily R. Jerger. Times Enterprise, Thomasville.

Jack Williams, Jr., Journal-Herald, Waycross.

IDAHO C
Bill A. Wheeler, Capital News, Boise.

Kenneth Allen, FILM DAILY Correspondent, Boise.

Louise M. Shadduck, Press, Cour D'Alene.

W. B. McEwen, Morning Tribune, Lewiston.

IlXIiVOIS
Mrs. Robert L. Kern, News-Democrat, Belleville.

Helen Farlow, Evening Courier, Champaign-Urbane.
Lucia Abbott Perrigo, Herald-Tribune, Chicago.

Robert Mitchell, Journal of Commerce, Chicago.

Joseph Esler, FILM DAILY Correspondent, Chicago.

W. H. Hackman, Commercial-News, Danville.

Miss Layah Riggs, Herald-Review, Decatur.

Maynard Schwerdlin, Daily Northwestern, Evanston.

Grace Leone Barnett, Journal-Standard, Freeport.

W. K. Turner, Daily Register, Harrisburg.

Oldham Paisley, Daily Republican, Marion.
R. M. Shepherdson, Journal-Transcript, Peoria.

Evabeth Miller, Star, Peoria.

Harriet S. Jeanes, Argus, Rock Island.

C. H. Nelson, Morning Star, Rockford.

W. F. Dagon, Illinois State Journal, Springfield.

Carrol C. Hall, FILM DAILY Correspondent, Spring-

field.

E. J. Macklin, News-Sun, Waukegan.

INDIANA
Camille Utter Meno, Daily Mail, Bedford.

Gertrude Burke, Daily Times, Bedford.

Dan Albrecht, Truth, Elkhart.

Leah Bodine Drake, Courier, Evansville.

Ed Klingler, Press & Courier Press, Evansville.

Fred T. MacFeely, News-Sentinel, Fort Wayne.
Nelly L. Claybaugh, Morning Times, Frankford.

Miss Jean Craig Cunningham, Times, Hammond.
Charles E. Bangs, News, Huntington.

Herbert Kenney, Jr., News, Indianapolis.

Corbin Patrick, Star, Indianapolis.

Howard M. Rudeaux, FILM DAILY Correspondent,

Indianapolis.

M. C. Tull, Tribune-Dispatch, Kokomo.
Al Sauers, Pharos-Tribune, Logansport.

C. Gayle Warnock, Chronicle Tribune, Marion.
Georgia E. Metcalf, Tribune, New Albany.
Frazier Thomas, Republican and Telegram, Nashville.

Mabel McKee, Star, Terre Haute.

John L. Traugott, Purdue Exponent, West Lafayette.

IOWA
Irma I. Masterson, News-Republican, Boone.

L. Gene Farmer, Gazette, Cedar Rapids.

Lucille Foote, Nonpareil, Council Bluffs.

John E. O'Donnell, Democrat, Davenport.

Don H. Allen, Democrat, Davenport.

Rex J. Ballard, Times, Davenport.

Otto Weber, FILM DAILY Correspondent, Des Moines.
Virginia Donovan, Tribune, Dubuque.
Loren L. Hickerson, Daily Iowan, Iowa City.

Edwin B. Green, Press-Citizen, Iowa City..

David B. Kaufman, Globe-Gazette, Mason City.

C. D. Foehlinger, Herald, Oskaloosa.
Emmeit I. Mowery, Courier, Ottumwa.
R. K. Tindall, Evening Sentinel, Shenandoah.
L. E. Wood, Courier, Waterloo.

Robert C. Davis, Freeman-Journal. Webster City,

KANSAS
Harry K. Houghton, Daily Call, Beloit.

William J. Kirkpatrick, Republican, Cherryvale.
Hugh J. Powell, Journal, Coffeyville.
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'B. Hough. Daily Globe. Dodge City.

r.ie C. Montgomery. Times, El Dorado.

ik C. Clough. Gazette, Emporia.

,( Marion Ellet. Blade-Empire. Concordia; Globe,

(edge City; Tribune. Great Bend.

cwson May, Herald, Hutchinson.

put Awbrey, News-Herald, Hutchinson.

Busby, Journal-World, Lawrence.

: A. Moorhead, Daily Sun, Neodesha.
:. Kei'.mann (Ki), Daily Capital. Topeka.

lard L. Armiield. Beacon. Wichita.

L KENTUCKY
I Lee Harris. Herald, Lexington.

3. Ferguson, Leader. Lexington.

d Martin, Courier-Journal. Louisville.

A. Dougherty, Times, Louisville.

r Schatzmann, Daily Independent, Maysville.

LOUISIANA
iter Jarreau, Daily Town Talk. Alexandria.

old Rubin, Daily Reveille, University Station,

aton Rouge.
jrge V. Lotton, Morning World, Monroe.

R. Liuzza, Item, New Orleans,

veland Sessums, Times-i'icayune, New Orleans,

rence Deigle. Item, New Orleans,

nk Grosjean, Journal, Shreveport.

.emary Danforth, Times, Shreveport.

MAINE
B. Whitney, Evening Journal, Lewiston.

hard H. Woodbury, Sunday Telegram, Portland.

cold L. Call, FILM DAILY Correspondent, Portland.

MARYLAND
:-bara J. Lovell, Evening Capital, Annapolis.

-aid Kirkley, Sun. Baltimore,

troll Dulaney, Sunday American, Baltimore,

ixwell Weinberg, FILM DAILY Correspondent, Bal-

imore.

Henry Decker, News-Post. Frederick.

Richard Rauth, Daily Mail. Hagerstown.
S. McWilliams, Morning Herald, Hagerstown.
3gene Caruthers, Times, Salisbury.

MASSACHUSETTS
S. Sherman, Daily Sun. Attleboro.

wrence P. Stanton, Evening Times, Beverly.

>yd Lee Bell, Brookline Chronicle, Boston.

F. Melvin, Christian Science Monitor, Boston,

irjory Adams, Globe, Boston,

ror L. Hughes, Herald, Boston,

ster Smith, News Bureau, Boston.

Ian Eagsr, Traveler, Boston.

in C. Robbins, Jr., Harvard Crimson, Cambridge.
id L. Gillis, Evening Record, Chelsea.
a M. Naughton. Daily Item, Clinton,

m Burke, Record, Haverhill,

nothy F. O'Hearn, Eagle-Tribune, Lawrence,
ward E. Jaffe. Daily Evening Item, Lynn.
,ncent P. O'Brien. Daily Evening Item. Lynn.
:u! F. Kneeland, Daily Evening Mercury. Medford.
«arles F. Martin, Evening Chronicle, North Attleboro.

ngs'.ey R. Fall, Berkshire Evening Eagle. Pittsiield.

. Harley Rudkin, Daily News, Springfield,

uise Mace, Republican, Springfield.

L. S. Wood, Union, Springfield,

mes Gordon, FILM DAILY Correspondent, Spring-

field.

lomas J. Murphy, News-Tribune, Waltham.
crence L. Moody. Evening Gazette, Worcester.
mes Lee, Gazette, Worcester.
. Alfred Marcello, Telegram, Worcester,
sslie Moore. Telegram, Worcester.

MICHIGAN
adge A. Milliken, Telegram, Adrian.
avid Lachenbruch, Michigan Daily, Ann Arbor.
wd W. Eastman, News-Palladium, Benton Harbor.
arl F. Pangborn, News-Palladium, Benton Harbor.
eorge Huckle, Evening News, Cadillac.

yrton M. Riggs, Daily Tribune, Cheboygan.
ank P. Gill, Free Press, Detroit.

arold Heffernan, News, Detroit.

. F. Reves, FILM DAILY Correspondent, Detroit.

Richard Shappell, Journal, Flint.

Alta Lawson Littell, Herald. Grand Rapids.

Janet Logie, FILM DAILY Correspondent, Grand
Rapids.

Walter H. Hackett, State Journal, Lansing.
Mr. Jean Worth, Herald-Leader, Menominee.
Frank G. Schmidt, News, Saginaw.
T. Jane Duus, Daily News, Wyandotte.
Clarence A. Liebelt, News, Wyandotte.

MINNESOTA
Harriet Lloyd, Daily Journal. International Falls.

Merrie Cornwall, Daily Transcript, Little Falls.

Joanne Pierson. Daily Times, Minneapolis.

Robert E. Murphy, Star Journal, Minneapolis.

Marguerite Schnorr. Post-Bulletin, Rochester.

Mrs. Fred Schilpin, Daily Times, St. Cloud.

Jules L. Steele, Press-Dispatch, St. Paul.

F. L. Hancock. Daily Enterprise, Virginia.

MISSISSIPPI
Cosman Eisendrath, Daily Herald, Biloxi.

Sumter Gillespie, Commonwealth, Greenwood.
Katie Lou Keahey, American, Hattiesburg.

Ea.l C. Magee, Daily News, Jackson.

William Louie Ellison, Star, Meridian.

MISSOURI
Fletcher Cupp, Evening Press, Carthage.
Phil Koury. Star, Kansas City.

Merta Mary Parkinson, FILM DAILY Correspondent,
Kansas City.

Marjorie J. Pearman, Chronicle-Herald, Macon.
Goetze Jeter, Monitor-Index. Moberly.
Mrs. Harold C. Grabill, Daily Banner-News,

St. Charles.

Frederic M. Pumphrey, News-Press. St. Joseph.

Herbert L. Monk, Globe-Democrat, St. Louis.

Colvin McPherson, Post-Dispatch, St. Louis.

Mr. Marion Boone, Star-Times, St. Louis.

Jim Billings. Springfield Newspapers, Springfield.

MONTANA
Al Gaskill. Independent, Helena.

NERRASKA
Arch W. Jarrell, Daily Independent, Grand Island.

Barney Oldfield, Nebraska State Journal, Lincoln.

Ann E. Wary, News-Press, Nebraska City.

S. R. McCaw, Daily News, Norfolk.

Victoria Spears, Daily Bulletin, North Platte.

Keith Wilson, World-Herald, Omaha.
Bill Romberg, FILM DAILY Correspondent, Omaha.

NEW HAMPSHIRE
John I. Quirk, Union-Leader, Manchester.

Marge de Long, Telegraph, Nashua.

NEW JERSEY
W. E. McMahon, FILM DAILY Correspondent, Atlantic

City.

Mickey Nimetz, Times, Bayonne.
Doiothea Wingert, Daily Journal, Elizabeth.

Arthur D. Mackie, Jersey Journal, Jersey City.

Norman B. Tomlinson, Record, Morristown.

Will Baltin, Daily Home News-Sunday Times, New
Brunswick.

Gordon F. Allison, Sunday Call, Newark.
Max L. Simon, Sunday Eagle, Passaic.

Milton S. Levine, Evening News, Paterson.

Margaret J. Garlick. Sunday Eagle, Paterson.

Alex Y. Burslem, State Gazette, Trenton.

Albert B. Thompson, Sunday Times-Advertiser, Tren-

ton.

Gordon J. Hart, Evening Journal, Vineland.

NEW YORK
C. R. Roseberry, Knickerbocker News, Albany.
Edward C. Cuyler, FILM DAILY Correspondent,

Albany.
Hugh P. Donlon, Evening Recorder, Amsterdam.
Victor J. Callanan, Citizen-Advertiser, Auburn.
P. Walter Hanan, Press, Binghamton.

William F. Clark, Sun, Binghamton.
William E. J. Martin, Courier-Express, Buffalo.

J. Howard Garnish, Courier-Express, Buifalo.

Herbert G. Schwartz, Evening Observer, Dunkirk.

Jack Brady, Leader-Republican-Herald, GloversviUe-

Johnstown.
Ben White, Newsday, Hempstead, L. I.

William J. Waters, Journal, Ithaca.

William H. Price, Post-Journal, Jamestown.
Leo Miskin, Morning Telegraph, New York.
Kate Cameron, News, New York.

Wanda Hale, News, New York.

Dorothy Masters, News, New York.

Cecilia Ager. PM, New York.

Archer Winsten, Post, New York.

Irene Thirer, Post, New York.
Bosley Crowther, Times, New York.
Walter Snow (Chris Graham), Bronx Home News.
New York.

Edgar Price. Brooklyn Citizen, Brooklyn.

Herbert Cohn, Brooklyn Eagle, Brooklyn.

Frank Frazer. Long Island Daily Advocate, Broolkyn.

J. K. Secor, Queens Evening News, Jamaica, L. I.

Frank N. Leonard. Staten Island Advance, Staten

Island.

E. Joe Albertson, Evening Star, Peekskill.

John Springer, Catholic Courier, Rochester.

George L. David, Democrat and Chronicle, Rochester.

Arthur D. Goodman, Times-Union, Rochester.

Amy H. Croughton, Times-Union, Rochester.

C. R. Abbey, FILM DAILY Correspondent, Rochester.
Everett L. Finch, Union-Star, Schenectady.
Joseph Sage, Daily Orange, Syracuse.
Hayden D. Hickok, Herald-Journal and Herald-Ameri-

can, Syracuse.
Estelle H. Hillegas, Post-Standard. Syracuse.
Dominic Pepp, Daily News, Watertown.

NORTH CAROLINA
Louise Merrill, Citizen-Times, Asheville.

Dick Pitts, Observer, Charlotte.

Mary Brooks Parham, Observer, Charlotte.

Fred L. Harvey, Morning Herald, Durham.
Lester Clark Gilford, Daily Record, Hickory.

M. William Workman, Daily Independent, Kannapo-
lis.

John W. Harder, Post, Salisbury.

Raymond Lowery, Daily Star, Shelby.

John G. Thomas, Daily Times, Wilson.

NORTH DAKOTA
Gaylord E. Conrad, Capital, Bismarck.

John C. Hjelle, Tribune. Bismarck.

OHIO
Ed E. Gloss, Beacon Journal, Akron.
Marceil Houston Troxel, Times Gazette, Ashland.
Robert V. Kincaid. Daily Leader, Bellaire.

Dennis R. Smith, Repository, Canton.
Rex McConnell, FILM DAILY Correspondent, Canton.

Alvin C. Zurcher, Gazette and News Advertiser, Chil-

Iicothe.

Clara Hyde, FILM DAILY Correspondent, Cincinnati.

Helen Fallon, Tribune, Coshocton.

Arthur F. Spaeth, News, Cleveland.

Elsie Loeb, FILM DAILY Correspondent, Cleveland.

William S. Cunningham, Citizen, Columbus.
Samuel T. Wilson, Dispatch, Columbus.
Harrold C. Eckert, Ohio State Journal, Columbus.
George J. Kienzle, FILM DAILY Correspondent
Columbus.

Chuck Gay, Daily News, Dayton.
A. S. Kany, Journal-Herald, Dayton.

Miss Pat Tilton, Gazette, Delaware.
Constance Carle, Daily Times, Fostoria.

Clayton A. Leiter, Journal-News, Hamilton.

Richard F. Moffat, News, Lima.
R. N. Rochester, Daily News, Logan.
John W. Saffell, Journal, Lorain.

Hallie Houck, Star, Marion.
Dean G. Warner, Daily Times, New Philadelphia.

H. E. Johnson, Telegraph, Painesville.

Lola Hill, Daily Call, Piqua.

Nancy Grimes, Times, Portsmouth.

Ruth E. Obernour, News, Salem.
Alfred Karl Murway, Daily News, Springfield.

(Continued on Page 16)



THE BEST FIGURE

OF 1941
IS YOUR BEST BOX-OFFICE

BET RIGHT NOW!

MM*F
The Mercury Actors

JOSEPH COTTEN DOROTHY COMINGORE
EVERETT SLOANB RAY COLLINS
GEORGE COULOURIS AGNES MOOREHEAD
PAUL STEWART RUTH WARRICK

ERSKINE SANFORD WILLIAM ALLAND

(^Nationally selected in the great

annual poll of the New York Film

Critics . . . Voted best by National

Board of Review . . . Chosen first by

Look Magazine.)

OF THE NATIONAL CRITICS' TEN BEST:
"Citizen Kane," "The Little Foxes," and "Kitty Foyle" chosen by the

votes of more than 500 critics of newspapers all over the country in

Film Daily's annual poll . . .

FOUR OF THE BOARD OF REVIEW'S TEN BEST:
"Citizen Kane,'' "The Little Foxes," "Dumbo" and "Tom Dick and Harry"

honored by the Committee of Exceptional Photoplays of the National

Board of Review as among the ten best pictures of the year.



THE BEST At I Kb
W

« OF 1941
NY

*

JOAN FONTAINE
for her appearance

'"•"SsL

/£

-aV/ ;

C^s^
p

V c&aa

;* i*v
GRM FONTAINE
SIN % f

SIR CEDRIC HARDWICKE
NICEL BRUCE • DAME MAY WHITTY

Screen play by Samson Raphaelson, Joan Harrison, Alma Reville

fyiucltJly ALFRED HITCHCOCK

(*Awarded top honors by the New
York Film Critics annual poll, nation-

ally broadcast over NBC coast to

coast network.)

'i'iiri :li€l]jK

ONE COMPANY! MORE
THAN A FAIR SHARE OF

EVERYBODY'S FIRST TEN...

AND FURTHER AWARDS
OILING IN EVERY DAY!...

\ George J. Schaefer, president of RKO, receiving them
\New York Film Critics' award plaques and certificates

on behalf of Miss Fontaine and Orson Welles.

>AKH RKO RADIO IN 1942!
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{Continued from Page 13)

Kenneth Wurtzbacker, Sun, Springfield.

Mary Berger, Herald Star. Steubenville.

Mitchell Woodbury, Blade, Toledo.

Jack Jordan, Gazette, Xenia.

Charles J. Mulcahy, Vindicator, Youngstown.

Charles A. Leedy, Vindicator-Telegram, Youngstown.

Jim Alexander, News, Zanesville.

Earl W. Brannon, Times-Signal, Zanesville.

OKLAHOMA
J. Allen Thomas, Morning News, Enid.

Bruce B. Palmer, Daily Oklahoman, Oklahoma City.

John H. Booker, Daily World, Tulsa.

OREGON
C. E. Ingalls, Gazette-Times, Corvallis.

Herb Grey, Mail Tribune, Medford.

Harold Hunt, Journal, Portland.

Herbert L. Larson, Oregonian, Portland.

George H. Holmes, FILM DAILY Correspondent,

Portland.

PENNSYLVANIA
Michael Frome, Main Line Times, Ardmore.

Jack A. Remley, Enterprise, Berwick.

James A. Glenney, Times, Chester.

Dot Rickers, Evening Journal, Corry.

Roselyn Isiminger, Herald-American, Donora.

Edwin Larsson, Daily Express, Easton.

Clarence Snyder, Morning Free Press, Easton.

J. A. Wurzbach, Dispatch-Herald, Erie.

Ralph E. Wallis, Patriot, Harrisburg.

Paul Walker, Telegraph, Harrisburg.

William F. Blithers, Telegraph, Harrisburg.

George E. Shelley, FILM DAILY Correspondent, Har-

risburg.

Harry Hesselbein, Tribune, Johnstown.

Herbert B. Krone, New Era, Lancaster.

Rose E. Berkmyre. Bulletin, Latrobe.

Preston Rittenhouse, Daily Sentinel, Lewistown.

Sally O'Reilly, Express, Lock Haven.
Dorothy Guinan, Daily News, Philadelphia.

Sol Schulman, Dispatch, Philadelphia.

Henry T. Murdock, Evening Public Ledger. Philadel-

phia.

GeraTd Gaghan, Evening Public Ledger, Philadelphia.

Arthur B. Waters, Gazette Democrat, Philadelphia.

Mildred Martin, Inquirer, Philadelphia.

Elsie Finn. Record, Philadelphia.

Ed Rosenbaum, FILM DAILY Correspondent, Phila-

delphia.

Harold V. Cohen, Post-Gazette, Pittsburgh.

Kasper Monahan, Press, Pittsburgh.

Karl Krug, Sun-Telegraph, Pittsburgh.

William J. Lewis. Sun-Telegraph, Pittsburgh.

Betty Miller, FILM DAILY Correspondent, Pittsburgh.

Shandy Hill. Mercury, Pottstowru

Herrwood E. Hobbs, Journal, Pottsville.

Marion Clifford, Republican, Pottsville.

E. M. Schoffstall, Times, Reading.

John U. Shaffer, Jr., Daily Record, Renovo.
Thomas F. Connor, Tribune-Scrantonian, Scranton.

Kenneth Mi'ls, Herald, Sharon.

Dick Peebles, Herald, Sharon.

Leonard A. Unger, Evening Herald, Shenandoah.
Margaret T. Riley, Centre Daily Times, State College.

Julia Rishel, Valley Daily News, Tarentum.
James F. Abell, Observer & Reporter, Washington.
John M. Moore. Record, Wilkes-Barre.

Milton Miller, Record, Wilkes-Barre.

Paul J. Walter, Sunday Independent, Wilkes-Barre.

Madeline J. Jeatley, Times-Leader-News, Wilkes-Barre.

Milton Miller, FILM DAILY Correspondent, Wilkes-
Barre.

Richard G. Runk, Gazette & Daily, York.
Wilbert L. Haare, Dispatch, York.

RHODE ISLAND
Garrett D. Byrnes, Journal-Evening Bulletin, Provi-

dence.
Paul B. Howland, Sunday Journal, Providence.
Charles A. RossKam, FILM DAILY Correspondent,

Providence.

SOUTH CAROLINA
Willis H. Harper, Morning News, Florence.

Yancey Gilkerson, Piedmont, Greenville.

Bob M. Ward. Herald, Rock Hill.

Ernest K. Hall. Herald-Journal, Spartanburg.

W. E. Seifert, Jr., Herald & Journal, Spartanburg.

J. E. McKnight, Daily Item, Sumter.

SOUTH DAKOTA
F. C. Patten, American-News, Aberdeen.
Evelyn Hartnagel. Evening Huronite, Huron.

TENNESSEE
Warner Ray, Evening Times, Chattanooga.
Miriam Rosenbloum, News-Free Press, Chattanooga.
James Elliott, Sun, Jackson.

Douglas E. Beane, Press-Chronicle, Johnson City.

Larston D. Farrar, FILM DAILY Correspondent, John-

son City.

Malcolm Miller, Journal, Knoxville,

Harry Martin, Commercial Appeal, Memphis.
Robert Johnson, Press-Scimitar, Memphis.
Milton Randolph, Banner, Nashville.

TEXAS
Ruth Lewis, American, Austin.

Stanley Gunn, Daily Tribune, Austin.

Hugh Robinson, Bulletin, Brownwood.
Jim Vinson, Daily Index, Childress.

James Lovell. Times Herald, Dallas.

Mary Tierney, Western American, El Paso.
Jack Gordon. Press, Fort Worth.
Katherine Howard, Star-Telegram, Fort Worth.
Ida Belle Hicks, Star-Telegram, Fort Worth.
Anna May Pendergraft, Daily Sun, Goose Creek.
Maurine Currin. Evening Banner, Greenville.
Mildred Stockard, Chronicle, Houston.
Hubert Roussel, Post, Houston.
William H. Murray. Post. Houston.
Paul Hochuli, Press, Houston.
John L. Mortimer, FILM DAILY Correspondent, Hous-

ton.

Pericles Alexander, News-Herald, Kilgore; Record.
Gladewater; News, Longview.

Charles W. Ratliff, Avalanche-Journal, Lubbock.
Lois June Joslin, American, Odessa.
Brownwood Emerson, News, Pampa.
Elizabeth Duvall, News, Paris.

E. B. Miller, Evening Herald, Plainview.
Mary Louise Walliser, Evening News, San Antonio.
B. F. Anthony. FILM DAILY Correspondent, San An-

tonio.

Charles D. Nethaway, Daily Tribune, Terrell.

Mrs. Louise Frederick, Courier-Times, Tyler.

Clark Aten, Daily Record, Vernon.
J. A. Wray, Daily Times. Wichita Falls.

UTAH
Alice Pardoe West, Standard-Examiner, Ogden.
E. E. Hollis. Tribune, Salt Lake City.

VERMONT
William P. G. Chapin, Herald, Rutland.

VIRGINIA
Oliver C. McAlister, Virginian, Covington.
Wilbur Jennings, Free Lance-Star, Fredericksburg.

Theodore Taylor, Star, Portsmouth.
W. F. Dunbar, Jr., Daily Record, Richmond.
Virginia Oakey, News Leader, Richmond.
Edith Lindeman, Times-Dispatch, Richmond.
Stewart B. Tucker, FILM DAILY Correspondent, Rich-

mond.
E. Lewis Knowles, Evening Leader, Staunton.

J. Baldwin Burwell, News-Leader. Staunton.

WASHINGTON
Harland L. Plumb, Daily World, Aberdeen.
Hal Reeves, Herald, Bellingham.

J. Willis Sayre, Post-Intelligencer, Seattle.

Richard E. Hays, Times, Seattle.

Seymour Standish, University of Washington DaD
Seattle.

Wafford Conrad, Daily Chronicle, Spokane.
Margaret Bean, Spokesman-Review, Spokane.
Hal S. Nelson, Times, Tacoma.
Mrs. Iris L. Myers, Union-Bulletin, Walla Walla

WEST VIRGINIA
Ted McDowell, Post-Herald, Beckley.

R. W. Jackson. Daily Mail, Charleston.

Frank E. Carpenter, Telegram, Clarksburg.

Sarah W. Rock, Times, Fairmont.

Don Bond, Daily Atheaneum, Morgantown
Robert T. Beans, Intelligencer, Wheeling.
William De Muth, Jr., News-Register, Wheeling

c,

WISCONSIN
Peg O'Brien, Gazette, Janesville.

Ellen Gibson, Evening News, Kenosha.
Chester M. Zeff, News, Kenosha.
Sterling Sorensen, Capital Times, Madison.
George J. MacFarlane, Herald-Times, Mantiowoc
Fritz Jochem, Journal, Milwaukee.
Buck Herzog, Sentinel, Milwaukee.
W. W. Belson, FILM DAILY Correspondent, Milwc

kee.

Dorothy M. Lawton, Journal-Times, Racine.

Clarence H. Witter, Daily News, Watertown.

WYOMING
Jack G. Sellers, Tribune-Herald, Casper.
Wilson King Lythgoe, Republican-Boomerang, Lai

Trade Papers, Magazines,
Syndicates, Etc.

Gertrude J. Huebner, American Mercury.

F. R. Fraprie, American Photography.
Vance Chandler, Authenticated News Service.

Eugene Burr, Billboard.

Robert F. Klingensmith, Boxofiice.

Maurice Wolff. Boxoffice.

Ray Lewis, Canadian Moving Picture Digest.

Kyle Crichton, Collier's.

Philip T. Hartung, Commonweal.
Coles Phillips. E'is Magazine.
Easton West, Continental Feature Syndicate.

Audrey Hoyt, Esquire.

Gilbert Fraunhar, The Exhibitor.

Chester B. Bahn, George H. Morris, David Goldir

Al Steen, Don M. Mersereau, Chas. A. Alicoa

L. H. Mitchell, Winfield Andrus, FILM DAILY.
Frank S. Leyendecker, Film Bulletin.

William Lewin. Group Discussion Guide.
P. S. Harrison, Harrison's Reports.

Joan Votsis, Hollywood Magazine.
Lionel Toll, The Independent.
Herbert M. Miller, Jay Emanuel Publications.

Alice L. Tildesley. Ledger Syndicate.

Angelica Calvo, Mademoiselle.
Ralph S. Matz, Matz Feature Syndicate.

Al Delacorte, Modern Screen.

A. D. Williams, Moose Magazine.
Laurence Reid, Motion Picture Magazine.
Terry Ramsaye, Motion Picture Herald.
Dorothy Hosking. Movie Story Magazine.
James Shelley Hamilton, National Board of Revie

Magazine.
Otis Ferguson, New Republic.

T. H. Wenning, Newsweek.
Mrs. Ralph T. Edwards, Parents' Magazine.
Ernest V. Heyn, Photoplay-Movie Mirror.

Fred R. Sammis, Radio Mirror.

Llewellyn Miller, Screen Life.

Delight Evans, Screenland Magazine.
"Chick" Lev/is, Showmen's Trade Review.
Lester C. Grady. Silver Screen.

Sam Black, Studio News.
E. Merker, Woman's Home Companion.
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SAMUEL GOLDWYN

WINS AGAIN!

The FILM DAILY POLL of

CRITICS again selects a SAMUEL

GOLDWYN PRODUCTION.

Ci i 1936 * fDvdiworffi-

Vm*"Z)ead£fid"
"< i

1939 *'M//fimfigjf/eiy$tA

"

I O A II ({yVof in, Jroduciion^)

/\/<hu in R&le&be.:

"BALL OF FIRE" <****,
Gary Cooper—Barbara Stanwyck

fiocv in P*ioduct<ton:

"PRIDE OF THE YANKEES"
The Life of Lou Gehrig
starring, Gary Cooper
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War Emergency Can

End Trade Evils

{Continued from Pane 1)

"new mistakes as the blocks-of-five

selling and the consent decree," Ed
Kuykendall, MPTOA president,

writes in a current general bulle-

tin.

Asserting that war conditions will

change a lot of things in the indus-
try, Kuykendall declares that "Gov-
ernment controls will undoubtedly
be extended in many directions un-
der war conditions, not only in the

defense effort but also to eliminate
waste, prevent inflation and in-

crease efficiency. The imposing of

such controls arbitrarily can lead

to the uniform and effective abol-

ishing of double features, give-

aways, the music tax, blocks-of-five

selling, designation of play dates,

excessive Hollywood salaries, and so

on, as well as the drastic regula-

tion that may be necessary but
which will damage the business."

Kuykendall believes that the real

No. 1 war activity of the business

is "to keep our theaters running
and to provide good entertainment
at prices they can afford to pay for

our workers and warriors." Co-op-
eration and support of A. Julian

Brylawski in his job of tackling

the priorities problem is urged by
the MPTOA president.

Ampa Defers Testimonial

At Request of Hays

At Will H. Hays' request, Ampa
has decided to postpone the dinner
scheduled for March 6 when the in-

dustry was to have paid homage on
his 20th anniversary as president

of the MPPDA.
In a letter to Vincent Trotta,

Ampa president, Hays expressed
his appreciation and his desire that
"when the dinner is held, it be not
a personal tribute but a recognition

of the real significance of the art-

industry's purpose to make certain

the establishment and maintenance
of its self-regulation, based upon in-

tent and accomplishment that war-
rant that trust."

Hays said he feels that such an
affair "will be more timely and fit-

ting if it be postponed until we are
further through this crisis."

Major Edward Bowes Edward P. Curtis

Hendrik Willem Van Loon Bebe Daniels

The 1941 "Ten Best"
• • • TO paraphrase ole Doc Coue. every year and in every way
THE FILM DAILY'S Ten Best Pictures Poll gets better and better,—and

along with it the many local polls conducted by U. S. newspapers to aid

in determining the results While, of course, the voices oi the

nation's professional pic appraisers are dominant in the proceedings, the

local p«lls hurl a valuable popular factor into the over-all formula, thus

disclosing what John Q. Public, the wife, and kids opine to be the best

attractions Thus a Lincolnesque touch is imparted to an otherwise

somewhat academic process of selection

T T T
• ••//" would require a column as physically long and large

as the Lincoln Highway, instead of this Rialto feature, to cover in de-

tail the local polls just completed Among the many standouts

iuos that staged by the institutional Denver Post, under the immediate

aegis of its drama editor, A. De Bernardi, Jr Some 5,000 ballots

were cast in the whirlwind, eight-day campaign, wherein public inter-

est was high, and that interest manifested right in the teeth of the war
jitters occasioned by the Pearl Harbor affair! According to com-

muniques out of Denver, the poll gave plenty of competition to war
news, indicating that movie fans remain movie fans apparently under

all conditions City's four first-run stands participated,—the Den-
ham, Denver, Orpheum, and Paramount The plethora of prizes

was headed by a free one-week trip to Hollywood

T T
• • • FOR the fifth year, the Cleveland News, in conjunction with

THE FILM DAILY's annual, nation-wide sounding of the critics, polled its

readers A grand total of 7,500 vied for cash prizes and ticket

awards, reports Arthur Spaeth Here's the way the News readers

picked 'em: "Sergeant York," "Gone With the Wind," "Kitty Foyle," "The

Little Foxes," "Citizen Kane," "The Philadelphia Story," "Blossoms in the

Dust," "The Great Dictator," "Meet John Doe," and "Dr. Jekyll and Mr.

Hyde" T T T
• • • DECIDED interest again outcropped in the co-op poll by

the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, which features it on one day in its mag-

azine section, and without previous fanfare The date varies annu-

ally and a ballot is submitted somewhat by surprise Colvin Mc-

Pherson of the editorial department states that "comment is frequent

and we find it an excellent guide in determining just what the public

wants in movies"

• • • IN spite of war outbreak on Dec. 7, the ninth annual Ten

Best poll was initiated that day by the Bridgeport Herald, and, according

to Film Editor Leo Miller, when the first shock of hostilities subsided, the

votes started to pour in The winner gets two days and two nights

in New York, all expenses paid for self and escort The Bridgeport

Herald's Ten Best tie-up with THE FILM DAILY will have covered an

even decade when the next poll comes around

T
• 6 # ALTHOUGH holiday advertising pressure curtailed norm-

al promotion of the Buffalo Courier-Express poll, balloting was strong

W. E. J. (Bill) Martin, newspaper's amusement editor, discloses

that of the approximately 3,500 entries, only three nominated nine of

the Ten Best as selected nationally and announced today Count

shows, too, that 16 selected eight of the Ten Best There was ap-

parently no doubt on the part of the voters in Buffalo re the supremacy

of "Gone With the Wind" and "Sergeant York" "Citizen Kane"

ran much better out that way than "Philadelphia Story," analysis shows.

T T
• • • HATS OFF to the local polls! They're builders of

benefits to press, public, and the industry, and builders, too, of better

understanding and co-operation among all three

Industry WAC Adds

Two New Divisions

(Continued from Page 1)

advertising. Adolph Zukor head
the drives division and Monro
Greenthal will be in charge of th^

advertising and publicity grouj
with Howard Strickling serving a

vice-chairman of a Hollywood f
tion. \\\;

Drives division, according 1

George J. Schaefer, chairman of th

War Activities Committee, will Ij

split up into three sub-committee?
(1) Theater participation, compose
of Charles Koerner, chairman; Ma
A. Cohen, S. H. Fabian, C. C. Mo;

J

kowitz and Sidney Samuelson; (2

talent participation, composed of re]

resentatives of Hollywood guild;

and (3) industry employes partic

nation with Abe Montague headin
the New York group and a co-chai:

man in Hollywood.
Greenthal's committee include

Armando, Mort Blumenstock, Ro<
ney Bush, Edward Churchill, Kei
neth Clark, Joseph Gould, Charl<

Reed Jones, Barret McCormick, D;
vid Lipton, Louis Pollock, Si Sea
ler, Vincent Trotta and Al Wilki
Arthur Mayer and Si Fabian w;

be assistants to Francis H. Harmc
and will be in charge of commi
tee's office in the Paramount Bld{
during the absence of Harmon wl
left yesterday for the Coast.
Edward Arnold, Ed Kuykenda

Abe Lastvogel, Abram F. Myei
Robert Poole and Herman Robbii
have been added to the co-ordina

ing committee.

Unemployment Insurance
Bill Affects Theaters

Albany—Sen. Phelps Phelps, Nt'
York Democrat, yesterday introduc'

several labor-sponsored bills

broaden the unemployment insn

ance benefits base. One would r

duce from four to one the numb
of employes necessary to requi

employers to furnish unemployme
insurance. Proposal would affei;

many small theaters presently n
subject. Another Phelps bill defi {

ing the word "employer" similar I

broadens the base.

Metro Re-signs Behrman
West Coast Bureau, of THE FILM DAIl\

Hollywood—S. N. Behrman has
new Metro termer.

Consensus of Locttl

"41 Polls Tomorrow
j

Consensus of 1941 local polls con-
J

ducted by representative metropolitan I

and small city newspapers through-

out the United States in conjunction

with THE FILM DAILY'S national

contest will be published tomorrow, h

Full list of multiple "Best" credits •

and of critics who selected nine and

eight of the winning pictures also will

appear.
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inity Must Come

rom "Rools"—Cole
(Continued from Page 1)

: to be any semblance of unity or

the industry's unity plan is to be

i accomplished fact.

The Colonel yesterday said there

been some criticism by film ex-

Ives of his statement that the

i..! in the field employed by the dis-

ibutors were acting in such a man-
•r as to nullify the steps toward

lity taken by the industry.

"Field Force in Tough Spot"

•'The industry set-up as it has

•en in the past, and still is. puts

e field force in a tough spot," Col

>\e said. "Their companies' reve-

and their own jobs appear to

T'pend upon the good will and co-

4ieration of a few large film buy-

's in each exchange center. Let's

ant that their home offices have

i ftructed them positively along the

1 nes of fair practice to their cus-

! liners, big and small; nevertheless,

.] \ry film salesman and every branch

anager knows too well that the

J limosity of one of these large film

rs engendered by a single act

pposition to its will, can and

cquently does over a period of

'< me result in loss of revenue to his

npany and may result in the loss

lis job."

Col. Cole contended that "unless

mi until this condition is recog-

ized and squarely faced by the

II "I© Best" Continuity Record Unbrohen;
58 Metro Pix on "Best" Lists in 20 Years

United Artists, represented through Charles Chaplin's "The Great Dictator"

—

on THE FILM DAILY'S 1941 "Ten Best," maintained its exclusive record of

having at least one of the company's releases in each of the 20 consecutive years

representing the poll's span as a national institution.

Metro-Goldyn-Mayer, by again placing three among the "Ten Best" for

the third successive year, boosted its total named since the poll began to the

astounding high of 58, of which 46, no less, placed in the polls of the last 11

years.

Tabulation of poll results to date, since 1921, reveals these grand standings

by companies:

Metro, 58; UA, 35; Paramount, 20; Warners, 22; 20th-Fox, including Fox

Film, 16; RKO, 14; Columbia, nine; Universal, six; First National (old company),
seven; Pathe (prior to RKO merger), six; Associated Exhibitors, PDS, Hodkinson,

Filmchoice, Tiffany and Goldwyn and Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan, prior to Samuel
Goldwyn's UA association, one each.

film companies themselves, this mat-
ter can't help but cause friction and
ill-feeling."

Cites Arbitration Case

As specific examples, Col. Cole
pointed to the recent arbitration

proceedings in Dallas where a case

was heard and ultimately dismissed

by the arbitrator on the grounds
that the complainant had not sus-

tained his arguments. The circuit

involved, which would have been af-

fected by an adjustment of clear-

ance in favor of the complainant, was
not represented at the hearings,

but the distributors' attorneys de-

fended the circuit's claim to prior

clearance.

It was proved, Col. Cole said,

that the independent theaters in-

volved returned a greater percent-

age of the amusement dollar to the
distributors than the circuit the-

aters. For every dollar spent by
patrons in the circuit theaters, 25
cents went to the distributors, Col.

Cole said, adding that for every dol-

lar spent in the independent the-

aters, 40 cents went to the distribu-

tors.

Here is a case, the Colonel said,

where the distributors fought against
an account that was returning to

them a greater percentage of reve-

nue than the account they were de-
fending. Why ? Because they pre-
sumably can't afford to offend a

big film buyer, he said.

Other Practices Under Fire

Col. Cole said he was sure simi-

lar incidents have occurred and are
occurring in other parts of the

N. Y. Film Board

Elects Levy Prexy

(Continued from Page 1)

the New York Film Board of Trade,
succeeding Bob Wolff of RKO.

Other officers elected include Clar-
ence Eisman, United Artists, first

vice-president; Harry Randel, Para-
mount, second vice-president; Sam
Lefkowitz, Vitagraph, treasurer;
Robert Fannon, Republic, secretary,
and Ralph Pielow, Loew's, Inc., ser-

geant-at-arms.
New officers will be installed on

Jan. 28.

country. He cited cases where dis-

tributors allegedly have claimed
lack of prints in order to refuse
playdates for independents so that
a picture would not follow too close-

ly to a competitive circuit's run.
These practices must be stopped

if we are to have complete unity.
Col. Cole said. These are the points
that must be cleared up by Point
5 of the unity program; namely,
"formulation of a program provid-
ing, if possible, for the adjustment,
or modification of the policies or
practices of one branch or member
thereof which are opposed by any
other branch or a substantial por-
tion thereof."

It is understood that there will be
no sub-committee to handle Point 5

but will be considered by the gen-
eral committee as a whole.

I

JESSE L. LASKY
Wishes To Thank The Critics

Who Voted

"SERGEANT YORK
One of the Ten Best Pictures

of 1941 in the Film Daily Poll

arm
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J. E. BRULATOUR, Inc.

Congratulates
all the cameramen who were responsible for

the outstanding photography in the production

of the pictures, as selected by the Critics of the

Nation, in the Film Daily Annual poll.

J. E. BRULATOUR
(INC.)

SOLE DISTRIBUTORS

EASTMAN FILMS
Fort Lee • Chicago • Hollywood
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THEATERS, LABOR TO MEET ON WAR CO-OP

Signal Corps Purchases Para.'s Astoria Studios
Training Film Production
laboratory to be Housed
In New Army Post by Mar. 1

lashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Paramount's East-

ern Service Studios, Astoria, L. I.,

will become an Army post, occu-

pied by the Signal Corps' Training
Film Production Laboratory now
stationed at Fort Monmouth, N. J.,

t was learned yesterday.

Contracts for the purchase of the

studios by the Government have
oeen approved and the Laboratory
command of Lieut. Col. Melvin E.

Gillette will be fully housed at the

Astoria plant by March 1.

Acquisition by the Signal Corps
(Continued on Page 4)

Urge Allied Board

Action on "Ceiling

Northwest Allied's move for a
"ceiling" rn rentals and its proposal

to retain Wendell Willkie in assisting

its members to obtain better terms
are regarded as issues to be con-

sidered by national Allied's board of

directors, leaders indicated yesterday
Willkie said he has not yet made

(Continued on Page 7)

UA Theater Circuit Again
Elects Schenck as Prexy

Joseph M. Schenck was re-elected

president and chairman of the board
of United Artists Theater Circuit,

Inc., at a meeting of the directors

(Continued on Page 4)

Record Air Coverage
For 1941 "Ten Best"
Radio, both over Coast-to-Coast

networks and local stations in scores

of cities up and down the country,

gave the 1941 FILM DAILY "Ten
Best Pictures" record air coverage

yesterday. In New York City, the

results of the national poll were in-

cluded in newscasts over all three

nets, while local news commentators
also included them in their sum-
maries.

Editorial

Local "Ten Best" Polls
. . . and identity of viewpoint

i
. By CHESTER B. BAHN

THE fidelity with which THE FILM DAILY's annual "Ten Best Pictures" poll of leading

American newspaper, magazine, wire service and syndicate critics and reviewers re-

flects the collective viewpoint of the screen's mass audience of millions is strikingly

instanced in the consensus of local polls published today.

While the results of the nation-wide polls have not departed markedly from the

yearly consensus since the local contests became sufficiently numerous to provide an

accurate cross-section of fan opinion, both 1941 "Ten Best" rosters are identical in

complexion, although the order of selection varies.

This parallel between professional appraisal and audience selectivity is important

for many reasons, not the least of which, certainly, is this: It establishes that just as

the level of film criticism in the lay press has been materially raised during the last

decade, so has the level of audience appreciation also been elevated.

It is a fair interpretation to call this a manifestation of the law of cause and effect,

with all the obvious implications.

C PEAKING of film criticism, the reviewing staff of your favorite daily trade newspaper
^ may be excused for blushing modestly as it scans the excerpts from FILM DAILY

(.Continued on Page 2)

Critics, Fans Agree

On "Ten Best" Pix

Complete agreement of the mil-^

lions of American moviegoers with
the 1941 "Ten Best Pictures" as de-

termined by The Film Daily's 20th
annual poll, is indicated by a com
sensus of local polls conducted by

(Continued on Pane 6)

Board of Mediation Steps
Into SPG's Pact Dispute

New York State Board of Mediaf
tion yesterday intervened in the
two-year old collective bargaining
dispute between the New York SPG

(Continued on Page 7)

Wobber Signs Pad

For Two Fox Posts

Conference to be Aimed at

Conservation to Materials
Essential to Operation

Herman Wobber, general sales

manager of 20th-Fox, has signed a

five-year contract as both Western
division and Western district man-
ager, it was disclosed yesterday in

a report published by the SEC. Con-
(Continued on Page 8)

Navy Usina B & K's Tele
Station as Training School

The U. S. Navy is developing high
frequency radio as a new weapon for

the Nation's armed forces, it was re-

vealed yesterday when the Navy
(Continued on Page 8)

Pix H'wood's War lob
'Your Greatest Service', Mellett Tells Studios

By RALPH WILK
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — "Unless the Army,

Navy or some oth r Government
agency calls upon you for a specific

task, your greatest war service will

be to stay right here on the job in

Hollywood, making pictures," was
the message brought to Hollywood

(Continued on Page 8)

67.1% Para. Pfd. Stock

Converted Into Common
Paramount reported yesterday that

10,250 additional shares of second
preferred stock were converted into

common on Tuesday. This brings the
(Continued on Page 8)

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Exhibition in-

terests and industry labor lead-

ers are slated to hold a vital
conference on the subject of co-op-
erative methods aimed at assuring
conservation of materials essential
to theater operation during the war,
it was disclosed here yesterday by
sources which added that place and
time of the confab would be an-
nounced shortly.

Spokesman for circuits, both ma-
jor and independent, together with
heads of exhibitor organizations

(Continued on Page 4)

Van Schmus Stricken;

Funeral Tomorrow

W. G. Van Schmus, managing di-

rector of Radio City Music Hall and
the Center Theater, died yesterday
afternoon of a heart ailment. The
end came at St. Luke's Hospital af-

ter an illness of several months.
Van Schmus, whose achievement

(Continued on Page 8)

16 mm. Competition
Spreads in Albany Area

Albany—Indie exhibs. in outlying
rural towns in the Albany exchange
territory are kicking strenuously
right now about the growth of

(Continued on Page 4)

Sees SPAB End As
Speeding Film Aid

Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Abolition of the Sup-

ply Priorities and Allocation Board

was viewed here yesterday by A. Julian

Brylawski, OPM motion picture ex-

pert, as a step that will speed up

work on applications on priority aid

to the industry. Brylawski said the

move would cut red tape and reduce

the number of persons through which

recommendations have to clear.

LI
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FINANCIAL
(Wednesday, Jan. 14)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (2'/2%> 6 6 6 + i/4
Columbia Picts. pfd.. 25 25 25 + '/2
Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 8% 8% 8%
East. Kodak 137 1361/2 137 + %
do pfd
Cen. Th. Eq 12y8 12'/8 12'/8 — 3/4
Loew's, Inc 39 38% 39 4- 1/2

do pfd
Paramount 15 14% 14%— i/4
Para. 1st pfd

Para. 2nd pfd 13% 13% 133/8
Pathe Film

RKO
RKO $6 pfd
20th Century-Fox ... 8 7% 8 4- %
20 h Century-Fox pfd. 22 22 22 + %
Univ. Tict. pfd 156 156 156
Warner Bros 5% 5% 5% + %
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Loew's deb. 3!/2s46
Para. B'way 3s55 . . . 59% 59% 59'/2 + %
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 95% 95% 95%

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Radio-Keith cvs % % %
Sonotcne Corp
Technicolor 7% 7% 7% + %
Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc

Universal Picts

Editorial

Local "Ten Best" Polls
. . . and identity of viewpoint

;
(Continued from Page 1)

estimates of the 1941 "Ten Best" which also appear elsewhere in this issue. While pri-

marily intent upon measuring the box office value of the pictures, the tabloid citations

reprinted today hint that the boys are not indifferent to cinematic art values. That may
explain why hundreds of newspapers across the country quote so widely from FILM DAILY
reviews.

* * *

A S WAS to be expected, the treacherous Japanese attack at Pearl Harbor and in the

** Philippines and the American declarations of war against the Axis powers which
quickly followed, resulted in some curtailment of the newspaper local poll participation.

Not only was there increased demands upon newspaper staffs, but there was greater

pressure on the news columns.

Yet with very few exceptions those newspapers which followed through with local

polls found that there was no lessening of reader interest in the annual contests. And
in specific cases, despite the war, the total number of local poll ballots hit new highs.

The significance of this situation will not be missed by lay press publishers and
editors when weighing cuts in departmental space which the war may make not only

advisable but necessary.

Defense Conference Okays
Basic Program for Action

Basic program for action, de-
signed for the united participation
of local industry groups in the na-
tion's all-out war effort, was adopt-
ed by the Motion Picture Emerg-
ency Defense Conference, called by
the New York SPG, at the Confer-
ence's second meeting, last night at

the Hotel Edison. Ampa acted as
host and Joseph Gould, SPG presi-

dent, was chairman.
The Conference will work on both

a local and a national scale, with
emphasis on the former, co-operat-
ing with the Office of Civilian De-
fense and the War Activities Com-
mittee—Motion Picture Industry.

^isnev Productions Reports
Year Loss of $789,297

A net loss of $789,297 has been
reported bv Walt Disnev Productions
for the fiscal year ended Sept. 27.

1.941.. This compares with a net loss

of $1.2^9,798 for the preceding year.
Net ]o<=s is computed after provid-

ing $1,000,000 for excess cost of fea-
tures over estimated income.

Signs Final RKO Reorg. Decree
Federal Judge William Bondy yes-

terday signed a final decree washing
up all proceedings in the RKO reor-
ganization and discharging Irving
Trust Co. as the trustee. Decree
provides that creditors who have
claims and security holders who
have not yet surrendered their se-

curities for new ones have 11 years
from Wednesday's date to partici-

pate in the plan.

Senate Passes House's
Daylight Saving Bill

W~'"*w*nn Bureau n-f TFR FILM DATJ.V
Washington—The Senate yester-

^av passed the Honse mandatory
Ha-^lieht saving bill by a voice vote
without debate.
Undfr the bill clocks will be put

"head one hour throughout the na-
tion early next month.

H. A. Ross Back at Desk
H. A. Ross, president of Ross Fed-

eral Service, Inc., has returned to his

desk after being laid up with a

severe attack of inflammation of the
gall bladder.

Dr. Tollifte Aide to Srrrnoff

Dr. Charles B. Jolliffe h^s been
appointed assi=^nt to David Sarnrff.
nresid r nt of RCA. In making: the
announcement. Sarnoff said that Dr
Jo'liffe. in addition to his new duties
will continue the position he has held
for some time as chief engineer of
the RCA laboratories.

Albert B. Fuller Dead
Rochester—Albert Browne Fuller.

Eastman Kodak research aide, died
here.

To Honor John E. Flvnn
At M-G-M's Forum Today

St. Louis—John E. Flynn, M-G-M's
Central division manager, will be
the luncheon guest of honor today at

the company's third Exhibitors'
Forum at the Coronado Hotel. Flynn,
formerly M-G-M's St. Louis district

manager, is making his first visit to

this territory in his new capacity.

Today's conclave is the second this

week, following Tuesday's success-
ful session in Memphis. More than
300 showmen are expected to attend
today's conferences at which H. M.
Richey will preside.

Grainger, Back, Reports
Biz Good Throughout U. S.

J. R. Grainger, Republic prexy.
returned to New York yesterdav
from Toronto, where he attended
two-day sales meeting held by the
Empire Films Ltd. sales staff, dis-

tributors of Republic pictures in

the Dominion.

Grainger was away from New
York for five weeks, during which
he visited Republic's North Holly-
wood studios and nearly all of the
Republic branches. He reports busi-

ness conditions good throughout the

U. S.

Fred Fisher, Composer,
Found Dead in Apartment

Fred Fisher, music publisher and
composer of many hit songs, was
found dead in his penthouse apart-
ment on West End Ave. yesterday.
Among Fisher's compositions were

"When Irish Eyes Are Smiling,"
"Dardanella," "Peg O' My Heart"
and "I'm Always Chasing Rainbows."

You'll find it

on Page 7 today.

COminG and GOIfiG

h

GRADWELL L. SEARS, UA's vice-president ii

charge of distribution, leaves for Hollywood to

day. CARL LESERMAN, sales manager, leave

Friday.

DOUGLAS SHEARER, M-G-M sound director;

is here frcm Hollywood and stopping at thi

Warwick Hotel.

PAT O'BRIEN arrives from Hollyw
morning.

VICTOR JORY has arrived from the Coast.

RALPH BERGER, art director for Harry Sherd

man reductions, leaves Hollywood Friday fo"

New York.

JACK BENNY is slated to arrive in Net
York on Jan. 25.

(AMES R. GRAINGER returned to New Yor|
yesterday from Toronto.

TIM O'TOOLE, Columbia manager, New Haven
is vacationing at Finehurst.

"The Bugle Sounds" Has
Premiere in Louisville

Louisville—Before a distinguishes

audience including military and civi

officials, M-G-M's "The Bugl
Sounds'" had its military world pre
miere last night at Loew's Theate
here. A colorful parade to the the

ater preceded the opening.

new ycer
THEATERS

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
50th St. & 6th Ave.

SAMUEL GOLDWYN'S PRODUCTION
GARY COOPER * BARBARA STANWYCK

"BALL OF FIRE"
The March of Time: "WHEN AIR RAIDS
STRIKE." ON STAGE: "TURN BACK THE
CLOCK"—Leonidoff's recollections of palmy days
of yore. Symphony Orchestra, direction of Erne
Rapee.

1st Mezzanine Seats Reserved Circle 6-4600

PARAMOUNT PRESENTS

"LOUISIANA
PURCHASE"

in Technicolor

Starring BOB HOPE
Vera Victor

ZORINA MOORE
PARAMOUNT

IN PERSON
GENE

KRUPA
AND BAND
Extra: DINAH

SHORE
TIMES
SQUARE

Starts Tomorrow

"IWAKE UP SCREAMING"
A 20th Century-Fox Picture

PLUS A BIG
STAGE SHOW R0XY

7th AVENUI
50th STREE1

HiMt tH B'WAY &
47th St. .

Starts Tomorrow

"ONE FOOT IN HEAVEN"
FREDRIC MARCH—MARTHA SCOTT

"YOU'RE IN THE ARMY NOW"
JIMMY DURANTE—JANE WYMAN.
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IF HE TALKS-THEY DIE!
FIRST FIERY STORY OF THE SECRET
DANGERS ON THE HOME FRONT!
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TRADE TALK!
"THE VANISHING

VIRGINIAN"
"A sleeper, capable of exceptional grosses. Will be
talked about by critic and customer. Something
which can be sold to countless seekers of a peace-

ful and soothing hour by whoever has the knack
of selling fine film wares. Comic, dramatic, excit-

ing, touching." __DA|LY VAR|ETY
"Rich rewards are there waiting for real showmen.
It will pay off in proportion to the exhibitor's

ability to realize what he has in it and to communi-
cate that realization to potential customers. What-
ever the effort in this respect, the picture merits it

and the exhibitor expending it seems destined to

meet pleased patrons and new patrons."

—M. P. DAILY
"Engrossing, compelling story in pictures. Audi-
ences will urge their friends to see it. Contains all

the comedy, romance, tragedy and pathos that

makes for an entertaining evening."

—M. P. HERALD
"A prestige picture for the industry. Proper exploi-

tation may unearth surprise grosses."

—VARIETY (Weekly)

"A wholesome, radiant and thoroughly entertain-

ing slice of Americana. Should engage the atten-

tion of all types of families. A fine cast and able

direction by Frank Borzage virtually guarantee it."

—BOXOFFICE
"Word of mouth is sure to be enthusiastic. Whole-
some, homey, moving. Adroitly mixes laughter

with honest sentimentality."

—HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

"JOE SMITH, AMERICAN a

"Strong, exciting, patriotic meller which is sure to

score with fans everywhere. One of the '41-'42

season's most unusual photoplays. A smash box-

office attraction, packing appeal for all types and
ages of fans. Thrills, human interest and dynamic
entertainment." —FILM DAILY

"Keyed to the headlines. Destined for 'sleeper'

business. Should serve admirably to picture the

significant work of the unsung heroes who are the

men behind the men behind the guns."

—M. P. DAILY

"Sturdy entertainment geared for popular recep-

tion. Loaded with heart tug, drama and suspense."

—DAILY VARIETY

"Timely, inspired film entertainment. Here is a

stirring hit. A story to arouse pride in our hearts

that we can lay claim of being fellow Americans."

—HOLLYWOOD REPORTER
"Timely. Potent drama, well acted, suspenseful and
m°vin8-" -VARIETY (Weekly)
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Signal Corps Buys

Astoria Studios

(.Continued from Page 1)

of the studios means that the pro-
duction of training films for the
Army will be permanently centered
in the East. The Laboratory, in

addition to Lieut. Col. Gillette, has
as its top rankers, Lieut. Col. Rob-
ert M. Shaw, executive officer, and
Maj. Robert R. Presnell, head of
the production department.
The Laboratory command will be

moved in sections from Fort Mon-
mouth, with several companies early
being shifted to the large indoor
stages. Sufficient alterations will

be made immediately to meet the
usual demands of an Army post,

plus those peculiar to the Labora-
tory itself.

The Signal Corps personnel sta-

tioned at Astoria will comprise
from 350 to 500 officers and men,
it is expected. The Laboratory's
production schedule calls for an an-

nual output of 125 to 130 Army
training films, ranging in length
from one to 15 reels. Average sub-

ject is from two to three reels. The
Laboratory will be equipped to han-
dle from 12,000 to 20,000 feet of film

daily, it is understood.

Operating from Fort Monmouth
as a base at the present time, the

Laboratory now has 10 companies
shooting in the field.

Laboratory was organized by
Lieut. Col. Gillette at Fort Mon-
mouth several years ago. Prev-
iously, he had studied production

methods for two years in Hollywood
and, in 1937, had been in charge of

the Signal Corps' Photographic Di-

vision. Major Presnell, writer and
associate producer, was called to

active service last year.

16 mm. Competition
Spreads in Albany Area

(.Continued from Page 1)

16 mm. competition in towns they
service.

Complaints that subsequent-runs
in outlying rural territory get pic-

tures six to tight months after re-

lease date and that many of the
companies are selling 16 mms. to
competitors at less than half the cost
for a 35 mm. show are rife.

William Beaudine Chauncey Brown
Karl Freund

T T T
Dissecting the Critics

• • • BECAUSE motion pictures are products made ior sale to the

public, there is, ior the reason that there must be, a qualified group of

appraisers to guide the purchasers This is the province of the

critics, or reviewers.—and regularly, eagerly and logically, millions turn

to these oracles for advice The critical profession is not an easy

one It demands both a wide and intense knowledge of commodity

and customer-satisfaction Too. it demands a sense of the material

as well as the esthetic; of human nature and of responsibility; of be-

haviorism and ethics; of the real and the imaginary It's a pro-

fession beset with complexities, and a helluva lot of work

T T T
• • • THE critic, because his or her work is paradoxically enter-

tainment, is often regarded by the unthinking and unknowing as oc-

cupying a "soft" berth as far as toil is concerned Nothing is further

from the truth It would be just as fair to say that any profes-

sional man or woman, because of following a chosen vocation, is having

a whoopee time of it There isn't a critic whom this corner has ever

met, either within the trade or on outside publications, who ever enters

a theater or screening room in the line of duty without being conscious

of the professional side of the mission That consciousness is pri-

marily dominated by the thought that honesty must be extended to the

product AND the purchaser of it .It's like the job of the "tea-

taster"

T T
• • • THERE is no single group in filmland which is in as advan-

tageous a position to talk about product quality as the picture critics. . .

.

By and large, they have the natural faculiy for impartiality .They

have no investment in either the product, or in the mart wherein it is

vended In other words they can speak freely, and neither the

grinding of axes nor the sparks of prejudice, for one reason or another,

arises to becloud their opinions Further, the critics as a group have

unrivalled opportunity to see and weigh attractions on the screen

The scope of this viewing is rarely publicized, probably because

the function is taken for granted. .... .But Phil M. can assure you, with-

out calling up a lot of figures, that there are loads of individual critics

in the nation who see the tidy sum of several hundred features a year,

—

and that breaking the 300 mark in this respect is not at all uncommon

One of our own correspondents in a mid-West key considers a year

in which he doesn't see anywhere from 400 to 500 full-lengthers, an in-

ordinately dull span,—which was especially the case before the faucets

supplying foreign pix were turned off The point is that reviewers

have the experience of seeing films on a wholesale scale

T T T
• • • WITH this experience goes hand-in-hand the opportunity

to observe audience reactions And don't think for a moment that

these aresnt consciously noted Indeed, they are often balance-of-

power, or weight, determining the eventual tenor of a review Such

reactions are purposely looked for, and form the brake on purely per-

sonal taste The producer, the exhibitor and the public all look

upon the film reviewer as their natural proxy That is why a poll

of the critics on a national scale is of transcending, all-around value. . .

.

The greatest of the nation-wide polls of critical opinion is that held

each year by THE FILM DAILY That is why the Ten Best ARE
the Ten Best

Y Y V

Theaters, Labor to

Meet on War Co-op.

(Continued from Page 1)

whose rosters comprise the bulk <

the nation's theaters, are schedule'
to attend, as are officials of til

IATSE, OPM, and representative
of plants fabricating materi-

1

, fcj

use by the motion picture ii /*
y
'tr\

it is said. *

At the impending conferencj
plans are expected to be formulate]
which will (1) clarify the priorititf

situation, (2) enable the absolu
J

necessities for theater operation ai

maintenance to flow on a scale whit
will not impair the requisites fi

full prosecution of the war; (3) su
ceed in trading-in old, worn-oi
equipment items which can be sa

vaged for re-manufacture; (4) sa
ing machine "sweepings" and oth
usually wasted metal, and (5) ev<

keeping from the scrap heap su<

items as carbon butts.

To achieve conservation, in ord
to lighten the burden of the co

sumer theaters, the co-operation
labor is held essential,—all the ws
from the factory machinist to tj

projectionist. Consequently, the
workers' aid must be enlisted wit
out exception.

Naturally, there are some iten

usually considered requisite to th

ater operation, and materials whil

have normally gone into equipmen
making, which will have to be rj

tioned, and others which cannot !

obtained at all,—such as certaj

metals. However, the conference

expected to step-up the develol

ment and application of substitute

But, it is stressed, the entire ej

hibition field will have to make I

its collective mind to both preserl

and conserve as much as human]
possible, or the alternative will

|

Government action to effect this

UA Theater Circuit Again
Elects Schenck as Prexy

(Continued from Page 1)

last week, it was reported yesterdaj

Other officers re-elected were L^
Shubert, vice-president; Dennis
O'Brien, vice-president; William
Philips, vice-president and trea

urer; Bertram S. Nayfack, secretai!

and A. M. Gtorger, comptroller.

Raymond's Experience
Aids Cleveland Defense

Cleveland—Charles Raymond, (

vision manager in charge of Loe

theaters in this district, was namfl
chairman of a theater defense coijl

mittee at an exhibitor meeting he I
in the offices of the Cleveland Moti.l
Picture Exhibitors Association. Ral
mond was manager of Loew's The I
ter in London, England, during tj
period of the heaviest air raid. .1
soon as he names the personnel I

his committee, local theaters wl
be zoned. Each zone will condi;!

classes in fire prevention and tfl

elementary rules of first aid.
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Nation's Critics and Public Agree on "Ten Best"
Consensus of Local Polls

Identical in Complexion
With Film Daily Roster

{Continued from Page 1)

leading American metropolitan and
small city newspapers in conjunc-
tion with the national contest.

While the order of selection dif-

fers, the two lists single out the
same 10 productions for honors.
Whereas David O. Selznick's "Gone
With the Wind" tops the national
"Ten Best," the consensus palm goes
to RKO Radio's "Kitty Foyle," but
by a single vote.

Canvass of the local polls, dis-

closed that the most astute ama-
teur film critics in the U. S. at

the present time are in the bail-

iwick of Dick Shappell, who re-

views for the Flint, Mich., Jour-
nal. Fans voting in Shappell's

contest picked the same lineup

as emerged as winners in the

national symposium.

Consensus this year is on the ba-

sis of 19 newspapers thus far re-

porting on the tallies of ballots cast

in their local polls. Many news-
papers, however, make no count of

vote cast, determining local contest

winners by checking ballots against

the official "Ten Best" list of The
Film Daily.

Winning pictures in the local con-

tests where sponsoring daily and
Sunday newspapers tabulated and
reported results follow:

Flint (Mich.) Journal (Dick Shap-
pell): "Gone with the Wind," "Citi-

zen Kane," "Kitty Foyle," "The Lit-

tle Foxes," "Sergeant York," "The
Philadelphia Story," "Meet John
Doe," "The Great Dictator," "Here
Comes Mr. Jordan" and "Blossoms in

the Dust."

Des Moines Register (Ken Clay-
ton): "Gene with the Wind," "Ser-
geant York," - "Kitty Foyle," "Men
of Boys Town," "The Philadelphia
Story," "The Letter," "Citizen Kane,"
"Blossoms in the Dust," "The Little

Foxes," "Tobacco Road."

Philadelphia Inquirer (Mildred
Martin) : "Blossoms in the Dust,"
"Sergeant York," "The Philadelphia
Story," "Kitty Foyle," "The Little

Foxes," "Here Ccmes Mr. Jordan,"
"The Great Lie," "A Woman's Face,"
"M^et John Doe," "Cheers for Miss
Bishop."

Philadelphia Record (Elsie Finn):
"Gone with the Wind," "Sergeant
York," "Blossoms in the Dust,"
"Kitty Foyle," "Meet John Doe,"
"The Philadelphia Story," "A Wo-
man's Face," "The Great Dictator,"
"Here Comes Mr. Jordan," "That
Hamilton Woman."

Rochester Democrat & Chronicle
(George L. David) : "Blossoms in the
Dust," "The Little Foxes," "Sergeant
York," "The Philadelphia Story," "A
Woman's Face," "Meet John Doe,"
"Kitty Foyle," "Citizen Kane," "The
Great Lie," "Hold Back the Dawn."

Buffalo Courier-Express (W. E. J.

Local Polls9 Consensus

THE FIRST TEN
'Kitty Foyle" ( RKO Radio) 18

'Sergeant York" (Warners) 17

'The Philadelphia Story" (Metro) 17

'Blossoms in the Dust" (Metro) 17

'Gone With the Wind" (Metro-Selznick) 16

'Citizen Kane" ( RKO-Mercury) 16

'Meet John Doe" (Warners-Capra) 15
'The Little Foxes" (RKO-Goldwyn) 11

The Great Dictator" (UA-Chaplin) 11

'Here Comes Mr. Jordan" (Columbia) 8

OTHER PICTURES CHOSEN
'Men of Boys' Town" (Metro) 5
'Honky Tonk" (Metro) 4
'Tobacco Road" (20th-Fox) 4
The Letter" (Warners) 4
'Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde" (Metro) 4
'A Woman's Face" (Metro) 3
'A Yank in the R.A.F." (20th-Fox) 3
'Blood and Sand" (20th-Fox) 3
"The Great Lie" (Warners) 2
'Cheers for Miss Bishop" (UA-Rowland) 2
That Hamilton Woman" (UA-Korda) 2
'Hold Back the Dawn" ( Paramount) 2
'One Foot in Heaven" (Warners) 2
'All That Money Can Buy" ( RKO Radio) 2
The Long Voyage Home" ( UA-Wanger)
'Shepherd of the Hills" (Paramount)

'Hold That Ghost" ( Universal)

'Caught in the Draft" (Paramount) .

'Penny Serenade" (Columbia)

The Bride Came C.O.D." (Warners)

'Back Street" ( Universal)

'Smilin' Through" ( Metro)

'Little Nellie Kelly" ( Metro)

'Virginia" ( Paramount)

'Dumbo" (RKO-Disney)
'Dive Bomber" (Warners)

'Hudson's Bay" (20th-Fox)

"The Big Store" ( Metro)

Total Number of Local Polls Represented in Consensus, 19.

Total Number of Pictures, 38.

Note: Many papers conducting local polls do not tabulate votes, merely checking
against the national "Ten Best" to determine their contest winners.

Martin) : "Gone with the Wind,"
"Sergeant York," "Citizen Kane,"
"The Little Foxes." "Kitty Foyle,"
"Blossoms in the Dust," "the Great
Dictator," "Honky Tonk," "A Yank
in the R.A.F.," "The Philadelphia
Story."

Cleveland (O.) News (Arthur
Spaeth): "Sergeant York," "Gone
with the Wind," "Kitty Foyle," "The
Little Foxes," "Citizen Kane," "The
Philadelphia Story," "Blossoms in

the Dust," "The Great Dictator,"
"Meet John Doe," "Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde."
Berkeley (Cal.) Gazette (Hal John-

son) : "Gone with the Wind," "The
Great Dictator," "Here Comes Mr.
Jordan, "That Hamilton Woman,"
"Hudson's Bay," "Honky Tonk,"
"Citizen Kane," "All That Money
Can Buy," "The Big Store," "Dr.
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde."

St. Louis Post Dispatch (Colvin
McPherson) : "Blossoms in the Dust,"
"Sergeant York," "Penny Serenade,"
"Gone with the Wind," "A Yank in
the R.A.F.," "Caught in the Draft,"
"Blood and Sand," "Kitty Foyle,"

"The Philadelphia Story," "Hold
That Ghost."
Lansing (Mich.) State Journal

(Walter Hackett) : "Blossoms in the
Dust," "Meet John Doe," "Citizen
Kane," "One Foot in Heaven," "A
Yank in the R.A.F.," "Men of Boys
Town," "Honky Tonk," "Shepherd
of the Hills, "Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde," "The Letter," "The Great
Dictator."

Mason City (la.) Globe Gazette
(David B. Kaufman) : "Sergeant
York," "Gone with the Wind," "Kitty
Foyle," "Citizen Kane," "The Long
Voyage Home," "Meet John Doe,"
"The Latter," "Hold Back the Dawn,"
"Here Comes Mr. Jordan," "The
Great Dictator."

Lewiston (Pa.) Daily Sentinel
(Preston Rittenhouse): "Sergeant
York," "Gone with the Wind,"
"Blossoms in the Dust," "Kitty
Foyle," "The Philadelphia Story,"
"Meet John Doe," "Citizen Kane,"
"Cheers for Miss Bishop," "The Lit-
tle Foxes," "The Great Dictator."

Springfield (111.) State Journal (W.
F. Dagon): "Gone with the Wind,"

Decision in Crescent

Trust Suit Delayed

Nashville, Tenn.—Decision in ^ the
t

*.;

Government's anti-trust suit a
Crescent Amusement Co., its

iates and the "Little Three" is not
now expected at an early date, ac
cording to counsel for defendants,
the latest delay being caused by the

illness of Federal Judge Elmer D.

Davies. Judge Davies returned to

his office Monday, after a 10 days'

indisposition, but had to begin prep-
aration immediately for opening a

new term of court yesterday which

'

will continue until April 1. Just
whether he will be able to write a

decision while this term continues
in session remains to be seen.

A long-delayed decision in the

Crescent suit might have consider-

able bearing on other suits involv-

ing the same issues in New York
and in Buffalo, it is felt.

"Sergeant York," "The Philadelphia
Story," "Blossoms in the Dust,"

"Kitty Foyle," "Men of Boys Town,"
"Meet John Doe," "Citizen Kane,"
"One Foot in Heaven," "Tobacco
Road."

Austin (Tex.) American Statesman
(Ruth Lewis) : "Gone with the

Wind," "Sergeant York," "The Phila-
delphia Story," "Kitty Foyle," "Citi-

zen Kane," "Meet John Doe," "To-
bacco Road," "Here Comes Mr. Jor-

dan," "Blossoms in the Dust," "Blood
and Sand."

Torrington (Conn.) Register (John
H. Thompson); "The Philadelphia
Story," "The Great Dictator," "The
Bride Came C.O.D.," "Back Street,"

"Kitty Foyle," "Smilin' Through,"
"Here Comes Mr. Jordan," "Little

Nellie Kelly," "The Letter," "Blood
and Sand."

Shenandoah (Pa.) Evening Herald
(Leonard A. Unger) : "Gone with the
Wind," "Sergeant York," "Blossoms
in the Dust," "Kitty Foyle," "The
Philadelphia Story," "Citizen Kane,"
"Meet John Doe," "Virginia," "The
Little Foxes," "Dr. Jekyll and Mr,
Hyde."
Harrisburg (Pa.) Telegraph (Paui

Walker): "Gone with the Wind,'
"Citizen Kane," "Dumbo," "The
Great Dictator," "Kitty Foyle,'

"Meet John Doe," "The Philadelphia
Story," "Sergeant York," "Here
Comes Mr. Jordan," "All That Mone-v
Can Buy."

Charlotte (N. C.) Observer (Dicli

Pitts) : "Sergeant York," "Gone with
the Wind," "Kitty Foyle," "Blossoms
in the Dust," "Meet John Doe," "Cit-
izen Kane," "Honky Tonk," "Men oi

Boys Town," "The Great Dictator,'
"The Little Foxes."
Grand Rapids (Mich.) Herald (Al

ta Littell): "Sergeant York," "Citi-

zen Kane," "Meet John Doe," "Blos-
some in the Dust," "The Philadelphia
Story," "The Little Foxes," "Men oi

Boys Towns," "Gone with the Wind,'
"Dive Bomber."
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Mine of "Ten Best

kicked by 7 Critics

Seven film critics picked nine and
18 ethers selected eight of the pic-

iires comprising the "Ten Best Pic-

tures" of 1941, analysis of the 548
. Jlots cast in the 20th annual Film

^\/ poll establishes.
"£^" was the case in 1940, no critic

>icked all 10; last year, eight re-

-iewers named eight of the winning
.0, none nominated nine.

In 1939, six critics selected nine

tnd 24 nam d eight, although no
-ritic nominated all of the 10 win-
ung productions. In 1938, one critic

-W. E. J. Martin of the Buffalo
Tourier-Express — named all 10,

vhile 10 critics picked nine and 34

;elected eight. Martin is one of the

.4 to pick eight.

Of the seven picking nine this

sear, Martin is the only critic who
also was among the leaders in 1940,

giving the Buffalo reviewer an envi-

ible record.
Critics who picked nine follow:

J. Richard Rauth, Daily Mail, Hag-
jrstown, Md.; P. Walter Hanan,
Binghamton Press, Binghamton,;
William E. J. Martin, The Courier-

Express, Buffalo; Alvin C. Zurcher,
Mews Advertiser, Chillicothe, O.;

Bruce B. Palmer, The Daily Okla-
noman, Oklahoma City, Okla.; Alice

Pardee West, Standard - Examiner,
Ogden, Utah; Chester B. Bahn THE
Film Daily.

The following critics selected eight
of the "Ten Best":

Wallace White, Jonesboro Daily Tribune.
Jonesboro, Ark. ; Wood Soanes, Oakland Tri

Ibune, Oakland, Cal. ; Richard G. Moffett

Florida Times-Union. Jacksonville, Fla.
; Jacl

Kofoed, Daily News, Miami. Fla.
; Jesse W

Erodey, Film Daily Correspondent, Miam
Beach. Fla. ; Mrs. Marion Aitchinson, St

Petersburg Times, St. Petersburg, Fla. ; Hugh
J. Powell, Coffeyville Journal, Coffeyville.

' Kans. ; Lew Schatzmann, The Daily Indepen
dent, Maysville, Ky. ; Frank Crosjean, Shreve
port Journal, Box 1276, Shreveport, La.

;

Richard H. Woodbury, Portland Sunda>
Telegram, Portland, Me.; Richard Shappell
The Flint Journal, Flint, Mich.; Frank G

i Schmidt. The Saginaw News. Saginaw, Mich.

;

] Jim Billings. Springfield Newspapers, Inc.
' Springfield, Mo.

Jack Brady, Leader-Republican-Hcrald,

|
Gloversville, Johnstown, N. Y. ; Edgar Price

, Brooklyn Citizen, Brooklyn ; George J. Kien
jzle, Film Daily Correspondent, Columbus
O.; H. E. Johnson, Painesville Telegraph

' Painesville, O.; Charles A. Leedy, Vindicator
Telegram. Youngstown, O. ; J. Allen Thomas

!

Enid Morning News, Enid. Okla. ; Harold
Hunt, Journal, Portland. Ore.

; J. A. Wurz
bach, Dispatch-Herald. Erie, Pa. ; Paul Walk-
er, The Harrisburg Telegraph, Harrisburg
Pa.; Preston Rittenhouse, The Daily Sentinel.
Lewiston, Pa.; Kaspar Monohan, The Pi Is

' burgh Press. Pittsburgh, Pa. ; Marion Clifforr
" Pottsville Republican. Pottsville. Pa. ; Idr.

. Belle Hicks, Star Telegram, Fort Worth. Tex

J. A. Wray, Wichita Daily Times, Wichita
Falls, Tex.; Hal S. Nelson, The Tacom
Times, Tacoma, Wash.; Mrs. Iris L. Myers

' Union-Bulletin, Walla Walla, Wash.; Clar
|
ence H. Witter, Watertown Daily Times
Watertown, Wis.; Vance Chandler. Authenti
cated News Service, Hollywood, Cal. ; Her
bert M. Miller, Jay Emanuel Publications
Philadelphia, Pa.; A. D. Williams. Moose
Magazine, Washington ; Laurence Reid. Mo-
tion Picture Magazine; "Chick" Lewis, Show-
men's Trade Review ; Frank S. Leyendecker.
Film Bulletin ; P. S. Harrison, Harrison's
Reports.

Chi Red Cross Quota $31,000
Chicago—The Red Cross quota for

the Chicago amusement industry is

$31,000.

CRITICAL SLANT AT '41 "TEN BEST"
Thumbnail Estimates of the Winning Productions by Staff

Reviewers of THE FILM DAILY

"GONE WITH THE WIND": "As memorable as the historic era it so vividly recreates

and quickens with life." (Dec. 13, 1939).

"SERGEANT YORK": "Like the incredibly accurate marksmanship of its title

character, the footage scores entertainment bull's-eyes from start to finish." (July

3, 1941).

"THE PHILADELPHIA STORY": "A brilliant and important picture, easily one of

the standout, smart comedies of the '40-'41 season." (Nov. 26, 1940).

"CITIZEN KANE": "A 22-karat artistic achievement, marked by impressive de-

partures in technique, by an absorbing story ... by an array of brilliant characterirations

and sincere portrayals, by magnificent direction ... by outstanding photography, and

by the deserved personal triumph of Welles." (Apr. 11, 1941).

"HERE COMES MR. JORDAN": "Chalk this one down as an exceptional picture, a

picture that will be widely discussed, a picture that will catch the fancy of both

young and old." (July 30, 1941).

"THE LITTLE FOXES": "A great stage play transformed into a great screen drama

. . . nothing is lost. The production has gained in stature and blossomed forth with

new dramatic power and beauty." (Aug. 12, 1941).

"KITTY FOYLE:" "One of the most human pictures that has been produced in

Hollywood in many, many moons." (Oct. 23, 1940).

"THE GREAT DICTATOR": "Runs the histrionic scale from broadest slapstick to

deftest satire, from brilliant pantomime to articulate dramatics, from sensitive romance

to profound emotionalism." (Oct. 16, 1940).

"MEET JOHN DOE": "A wealth of socko drama, effective comedy and suspenseful

action." (March 13, 1941).

"BLOSSOMS IN THE DUST": "Loaded with human interest, possessed of a brilliant

and touching story, studded with excellent acting." (June 23, 1941).

"Best" Multiple Credits

Analysis of production and cast credits of the 1941 ''Ten Best Pictures," as

voted in THE FILM DAILY'S 20th annual poll, spotlights these multiple con-

tributions:

ADRIAN designed gowns for "The Phila-

delphia Story" and "Blossoms in the Dust."

* * *

IRVING BACON was cast member of

"Gone With the Wind" and "Meet John

Doe."
* * *

WARD BOND enjoyed the distinction of

having played in the No. 1 and No. 2 pic-

tures of the Poll: "Gone With the Wind"
and "Sergeant York."

* it if

WALTER BRENNAN had roles in "Ser-

geant York" and "Meet John Doe."
if if it

CHARLES CHAPLIN was a "one man
band" in fashioning "The Great Dictator."

He was the film's producer, director, author,

and star. Production was even made in his

own studio.
if it if

CHESTER CONKLIN played in "Here

Comes Mr. Jordan" and "The Great Dic-

tator."
* * *

JACK COSGROVE supplied the specal
effects for "Meet John Dae," and collabo-

rated on same with Lee Zavitz for "Gone
With the Wind."

* * *

GARY COOPER was star of "Sergeant
York" and "Meet John Doe."

* * *

CECIL CUNNINGHAM had roles in

""Kitty Foyle" and "Blossoms in the Dust."

HENRY DANIELL appeared in "The Phila-

delphia Story" and "The Great Dictator."

LEO F. FORBSTEIN was musical director

of "Sergeant York" and "Meet John Doe."

CEDRIC GIBBONS was art director for

"The Ph ladelphia Story" and "Blossoms in

the Dust." * * *

JAMES GLEASON was a cast member of

both "Here Comes Mr. Jordan" and "Meet
John Doe."

* * «

STEPHEN GOOSSON was at director for

(Continued on Pane 8)

Urge Allied Board

Action on "Ceiling

(Continued from Page 1)

a decision as to the Allied unit's
plea for assistance and had not had
time to study the telegram's pro-
posals. Friends late last night said
Willkie would refuse the offer.

Col. H. A. Cole, national Allied
president, said he was surprised at
the move of the Northwest unit but
admitted that it was probable that
"every other source of relief had
been exhausted."

Sidney Samuelson, an Allied di-
rector and leader, said he believed
Northwest's action was one for na-
tional board action and probably
wculd be a major topic for discus-
sion at the directors' meeting next
w^ek in New York.

Board of Mediation Steps
Into SPG's Pact Dispute

(Continued from Page 1)

and the majors. Paul Hayes, pro-
fessor of law at Columbia Univer-
sity, will act as mediator.

Negotiations broke down last
week, with the SPG claiming repud-
iation of a reached agreement.

Yolen Heads New Warner
H. O. Exploitation Unit

An exploitation division headed by
Will Yolen has been set up in the
Warner Bros, publicity department
in the home office, it was announced
yesterday by Mort Blumenstock. New
divisicn will be under the direction
of Mitchell Rawson, Eastern pub-
licity manager. Assigned to the
division under Yolen are Abe Kron-
enberg, Bill Berns and Reginald Rose.
Yolen came to the home office six
months ago from the Warner coast
studios where he handled exploita-
tion.

Local 266 Gets A F of L Charter
Local 266, Motion Picture Theater-

Managers, Assistants, and Cashiers
and Doormen has been granted a
charter by the Building Service Em-
ployes International, A F of L, it

was disclosed yesterday. Union has
an organizing drive under way in
local theaters.

F. F. F
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Van Schmus Stricken;

Funeral Tomorrow

(.Continued from Page 1)

in transforming a "white elephant"

into one of the most profitable the-

aters in the country has been con-
sidered an important chapter in the
history of motion pictures, was 66

years of age. He is survived by his

widow, the former Margaret Alice
Mack of Toledo, three daughters,
five grandchildren, two brothers and
three sisters.

In addition to his post at the
Music Hall and Center, Van Schmus
was a director of Rockefeller Cen-
ter, Inc., RKO Radio Pictures, a

trustee in the Kent Place School,

Summit, N. J., and a former presi-

dent of the
National Re-
tail Credit
Associa-
tion. He
went to the
Music Hall
in March,
1933, from
the firm o f

Van Schmus.
McDermid &
Crawford, in-

dustrial en-

gineers, one

6f whose W. G. VAN SCHMUS

p r i n c i-

pal clients was Radio City.

The body will repose today at

Frank Campbell's Funeral Church,

81st and Madison Ave..

Funeral services will be held at

the Church of the Ascension, Fifth

Avenue at Eleventh Street, tomor-
row afternoon at 3:30;

Born in Illinois

Van Schmus was born in Bensen-
ville, 111., the son of a minister. He
attended Northwestern College, Na-
pierville, 111., for three years, leav-

ing school to join the Hill Publish-

ing Co. of which he ultimately be-

came treasurer. He next entered

the department store field in Chi-

cago and Cleveland, a business in

which he remained for 20 years,

next going to an advertising agency
before organizing the firm of indus-

trial engineers.

The industry was skeptical in 1933

when the Rockefellers named Van
Schmus as managing director of the

Music Hall which had not been the

profitable investment that had been
anticipated. But Van Schmus in-

jected common sense and his own
personality into the world's largest

theater and the success of the house

is well known history in the indus-

try.

Leaders Pay Tribute

Mild-mannered and conservative,

Van Schmus was held in the high-

est esteem by the entire industry,

and news of his unexpected death
saddened the industry last night.

Will H. Hays, president of the

MPPDA, declared yesterday that

"Best" Multiple Credits
(Continued from Page 7)

"The Little Foxes" and "Meet John Doe."

* * *

SYDNEY GUILAROFF created the hair

styles for "The Philadelphia Story" and

"Blossoms in the Dust."

* # *

LILLIAN HELLMAN authored "The Little

Foxes" and wrote the screenplay.

* * *

NATALIE KALMUS was Technicolor

supervisor for "Gone With the Wind" and

"Blossoms in the Dust."

* * *

EVELYN KEYES played in "Gone With
the Wind" and "Here Comes Mr. Jordan."

* * #

DANIEL MANDELL was film editor for

"The Little Foxes" and "Meet John Doe."

* * *

RICHARD NICHOLS had roles in "Kitty

Foyle" and "Blossoms in the Dust."

* * *

VAN NEST POLGLASE was art director

for "Kitty Foyle" and "Citizen Kane."

* * #

DOUGLAS SHEARER was recording direc-

tor for "The Philadelphia Story" and "Blos-

soms in the Dust."
* * *

DARRELL SILVERA contributed set deco-

rations for "Citizen Kane" and "Kitty

Foyle."
* * *

MAX STEINER supplied the music scores

of "Gone With the Wind" and "Sergeant

York,"—the top features in the Poll.

* * *

DONALD OGDEN STEWART did the

screenplay for "The Philadelphia Story" and
supplied the additional dialogue for "Kitty

Foyle."
* * •

GREGG TOLAND was director of photog-

raphy for "Citizen Kane" and "The Little

Foxes."
* * *

VERNON L. WALKER supplied the spe-

cial effects for "Citizen Kane" and "Kitty

Foyle."
* * *

ORSON WELLES produced, directed, and
starred in "Citizen Kane," and collaborated

with Herman J. Mankiewicz on the original

screenplay.
* # *

PERC WESTMORE was makeup artist for

"Sergeant York " and Bette Davis's makeup
for her role in "The Little Foxes."

* * *

MEREDITH WILLSON was musical direc-

tor for "The Little Foxes" and "The Great
Dictator."

Wobber Signs Contract
For Two 20th-Fox Posts

(Continued from Page 1)

tract was signed last November be-
fore Wobber returned to the Coast.
When informed of the SEC state-

ment, Tom Connors, executive assist-

ant to Sidney R Kent, stated that
Wobber is still the general sales

manager of the company
According to Connors, Wobber is

waiting: on the Coast to join Kent
and himself at the studio product
conferences but the labor huddles in

New York have delayed the trip for
at least another week. Connors said
that he and Wobber would tour all

the exchanges following the meeting
at the studio.

Van Schmus "had every quality of

character and ability which made
him valuable as an executive, a

friend and an American."

George J. Schaefer: "Our industry
has suffered a great loss in the death
of W. G. Van Schmus. We have lost

a very dear friend and one who can't
be replaced. To me he has been more
than a friend."

Said Barnev Balaban, Paramount
president: "The entire industry suf-

fered a great loss with the death
of W. G. Van Schmus. A truly out-
standing showman and gentleman."

Neil Agnew: "His unselfish sup-
port to motion pictures will never
be forgotten."
Tom J. Connors said: "I am

shocked at the death of Mr. W. G.
Van Schmus. Our industry has lost

a true and able friend, one who was
esteemed and loved by those who
knew him. His sincere interest and
his friendly counsel will be sorely
missed by all.

Navy Using B & K's Tele
Station as Training School

(Continued from Page 1)

Department announced it had opened
a Navy Primary School for Train-
ing in High Frequency Radio in Chi-
cago. This school, the only one of
its kind in existence, is located on
the top floor of the State Lake Build-
ins:, 490 State Street, and occupies
8,500 square feet of space. The course
will require approximately two
months. The Navy expects each
class to number about 100 men. Bal-
aban & Katz Corporation, owner
and operator of television station
W9XBK, fosters the new project.
It has given the Navy floor space,
equipment, instructional staff, heat,
light and maintenance at its own ex-
pense for the duration of the emerg-
ency.

Lt. William C. Eddv, U. S, Navy
retired, currently emnloved as Tele-
vision Director of Station W9XBK.
will direct the activities of the high
frequencv class which will be known,
as a Naval Training School (Radio
Materiel).

67.1% Para. Pfd. Stock
Converted Into Common

(Continued from Page 1)

total up to 434,210 shares, which is;

67.1 per cent of the total shares
orieinally issued. There are now-
187.370 shares outstanding.
The conversion date expires on

Jan. 20. Shares not converted will

be paid for at $10.06 on Feb. 3.

Clayton Jenckes Dead
Providence— Clayton Jenckes, 57J

for past 35 years stage electrician at
Albee Theater here, died in his sleep
at his home in Pawtucket.

Making Pictures

H'wood's War Job

(Continued from Page 1)

film workers by Lowell Mellett, co-

ordinator of Government films.

"We are hoping that most of youi
and your fellow workers will stay;
right here in Hollywood and ke L^v.

doing what ycu are doing be {*$k
your motion pictures are a vital con-
tribution to total defense efforts,'

he continued. Mellett stated that
the industry has not only contributec
greatly to national morale but it

has accomplished a great education
al feat. He stressed the fact the

Government has no idea of censoring
material that goes into films for pub.
lie's consumption.

Mellett made these statements a
meeting of the War Activity Com
mittee of the Motion Picture Indus'
try, Hollywood Branch. He points;

out his office will function primarily
in an advisory capacity in transmit
ting to producers the Government'!
views of the international situatioi

as they relate to production of films/

He said he would appoint a Govern
ment assistant to make his office ii

Hollywood as a clearing house o
such Government information fo:

producers.

Francis S. Harmon, executive vice
|

chairman and co-ordinator of Wa
Activities Committee of the Motioi
Picture Industry addressed studii

publicity directors' committee an(
informed the publicity men that thei

committee has been incorporated a
a unit into the War Activities Com
mittee setup to handle its public re:

lations and publicity on the Wes;
Coast.

Producers Offer Locals
A Counter Proposal

Counter proposals on working cor
ditions upon which no agreeimnt ha
been reached were submitted by th
producers to the IATSE studio local

yesterday. General feeling amon
both sides is that as soon as workin
conditions are clarified the questio
of wages will be settled quickly.

Reason for the extended discus

sions is that this conference for th

first time has afforded studio local

an opportunity to clear up and estal
|

lish a formula for studio workin
conditions that will prevail for a Ion

j
time.
Custom in the past few years whe I

George E. Browne and Willie Bio J

dominated the scene was to includl
the studio locals in the basic pac I

with little opportunity for studii
unions to adjust their grievance!
concerning working conditions.
Necessity of establishing a formuJH

by both producerIis appreciated
and the unions,
smallest detail

thoroughly.

As a result even th
j

is deliberate

Para. Renews Blumenthal Pact
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIl I

Hollywood—Paramount has signe
|

Richard Blumenthal to a new year
contract as an associate producer,

j
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CONSTRUCTION BAN ALREADY INJFFECT

Honolulu Theaters Doing Excellent Daytime Biz
Military Governor Bans
"oreign Language Films;

.obbies Become Shelters

By EILEEN O'BRIEN
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Honolulu (By Air Mail—Passed

y Censor)—Local theaters report
xcellent daytime business, although
ncome has naturally dropped con-

iderably due to the fact that houses
iust shutter at 4 p.m.
With the bars closed, soldiers and

ailors with a few hours' daytime
iberty, find their chief recreation
t the movie houses. Thus, typical-

f, at 11 a.m., the 2,000-seat Prin-
ess theater was SRO, with a line

(Continued on Page 3)

/ariety Clubs Start

)rive for New Tents

An all-out drive to line up Var-
bty tents in cities where there are

- o units and to bring in new mem-
ers into existing tents will be
aunched by the national officers of

he Variety Clubs of America. Drive
tarts Feb. 1 and will continue
hrough Feb. 14.

Purpose of the "Hey Rube" cam-
(Continued on Page 2)

| I. McCarthy New UA
Manager in Denver

Denver — B. J. McCarthy has
noved across the street to become
Jnited Artists exchange manager,
mving resigned as RKO exchange
inanager. He succeeds Al Hoffman,
or several years in the Denver ex-

(Continued on Page 3)

Arbitration Review
Issued This Month

The full text of all arbitration

awards, appeals made from such

awards and the full text of the deci-

sions and opinions of the appeal

board, covering the first year of arbi-

tration under the motion picture

arbitration system, will be issued this

month as a permanent historical rec-

ord for the motion picture industry.

Exhibitors See Little Effect from Daylight
Saving Law; Bill Goes to FDR for Signature

Theater operators contemplate little effect on theater business as a result

of the plan to inaugurate national daylight saving, possibly on Feb. 8, it was indi-

cated yesterday. Proposal to advance clocks one hour was passed by the House

on Wednesday and the Senate approved it yesterday. The President is expected

to sign the law before Monday.

Films Vital, Hays

Tells War Rally

Indianapolis—The motion picture

is vital under the added strain of

war, Will H. Hays, president of the
MPPDA, declared here last night at

a war rally organized by the Treas-
ury Department and the Indiana
Defense Council.

Not only is the motion picture

recording history, not only is it aid-

ing directly through information and
visual instruction, but it admittedly
is an essential factor in relaxing

nerves too tightly stretched and in

strengthening morale, Hays said.

Hays urged Americans to buy de-

(Continued on Page 3)

Field Quits NW Allied

Board; Stays With Org.

Minneapolis—Harold Field, mem-
ber of the board of governors of

Allied Theater Owners of the
Northwest, has resigned from the
board but not from the organiza-
tion, Fred Strom, executive secre-

(Continued on Page 3)

Chilean Government

To Back Production

Santiago (By Air Mail)—Chile
Films, with a capitalization of 13,-

000,000 Chilean pesos (approximate-
ly $500,000), has been chartered
here to establish a native film in-

dustry. The Ministry of Finance
is supplying 40 per cent of the
capital, it is reported.
The Government has established

the Corporation for the Promotion
of Production in line with the move.
Argentine producers have pledged

their assistance. Angel L. Mentasti
of the Argentina Sono Film has been
here in connection with the new cor-
poration's organization.

Designated Run Case
Dismissed in Pittsburgh

Case of David Green who sought
a designated run for his Beacon The-
ater, Pittsburgh, has been dismissed
by the arbitrator. In the opinion of
the arbitrator, Green did not have
a case qualified to be brought under
Section X of the consent decree.

Prepare for Unity Meeting
New Name May Replace MPICC Tag

Boston Theater Business
Soars; Legits Big, Too

Boston—Business in Boston the-

aters this past week continued to

soar and all exhibitors are patting
themselves on their respective backs.
Legitimate theaters continue their

surge in box-office receipts, but in
(Continued on Page 3)

A new name for the Motion Pic-
ture Industry Conference Commit-
tee, a plan for financing the unity
program with the minimum expense
for everybody involved and the ap-
pointment of a permanent chairman
are among the jobs which the gen-
eral committee will tackle next week
at the Warwick Hotel.
The present title of the group

(Continued on Page 2)

Brylawski Says Ban May
Include Construction
Up to 50% Complete

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—While the ban on

new theater construction has not
been officially announced, it is im
reality in effect due to inability of
prospective builders to obtain mate-
rials, A. Julian Brylawski, OPM,
motion picture expert, told Film
Daily yesterday.

Brylawski said that the official

ban may include constructions up
to 50 per cent complete due to the
scarcity of vital materials such as

steel. Repair parts will be avail-

able for projection machines and
(Continued on Page 3)

Van Schmus Rites

To Be Held Today

Funeral services for W. G. Van
Schmus, manageing director of Ra-
dio City Music Hall, who died Wed-
nesday, will be held this afternoon
at the Church of the Ascension,
Fifth Ave. and 11th St. It is under-
stood that burial services will be
private and attended only by mem-
bers of the family.

Mono. Franchise Holders
Meet on Coast May 11-13

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Monogram's annual

franchise holders convention will be

held at the Ambassador Hotel on
May 11-12-13, according to an an-

(Continued on Page 3)

Taxation Sub-Group
Formulates a Plan

Sub-committee of the industry

unity plan, to deal with taxation, met
yesterday and formulated a plan

which will be presented next week
at the scheduled meeting of the

Motion Picture Conference Commit-
tee. Spyros Skouras is chairman of

the -sub-group.
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FINANCIAL
^ (Thursday, Jan. 15)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. <2'/2%) 6 6 6
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd

East. Kodak 137y2 137'/4 137i/4 + 1/4

do pfd 176 176 176
Gen. Th. Eq 12'/8 12V4 12'/8
Loew's, Inc. 39 38y4 38% — i/4
do pfd
Paramount 1478 H% 14%— 'A
Para. 1st pfd 110% 11034 1103/4 + i/4
Para. 2nd pfd 13'/4 13Vs 13'/8 — l/4
RKO 3i/

8 3 3

RKO $6 pfd
20th Century-Fox . . 8 8 8

20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 5% 5% 5% — Vs
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Loew's deb. 3y2s46
Para. B'way 3s55-
Para. Picts. dbs. 4s56. 100 100 100
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 951/2 95i/

2 95'/2
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Monogram Picts

Radio-Keith cvs Vs i/
8 Va

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor 7% 7% 7%
Trans-Lux % % % —1 -16

Universal Corp. vtc

Universal Picts. 7T.~. .

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45. 64 66
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 623^ ...

Cameramen Confident
Of Separate Union Charter

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—President Fred Jack-

man and Third Vice-President Len
Smith of American Society of Cine-
matographers, upon their return

from New York following con-

ferences with IATSE officials, ex-
press themselves as quite confident
their organization will receive a sep-
arate union charter.
They will make a report on their

conferences to the society's gen-
eral memberships Monday night.

Industry Prepares

For Unity Meeting

(Continued from Page 1)

does not describe the aims and du-
ties of the group, according to in-

dustry authorities who believe the
word "unity" should be emphasized.
It is understood that a tentative
financing formula has been drawn
up which will give the committee
approximately $50,000 as working
capital and yet not put a burden on
anybody.
Committee members from out of

town are expected to start arriving
this week-end. Some Allied leaders
are due Monday for pre-meeting con-
ferences. Sessions are scheduled
for Wednesday at the Hotel War-
wick, although they may be carried
over until Thursday, which would
mean that the Allied directors' meet-
ing would be pushed back to Friday.

300 Attend M-G-M's 3rd
Forum in St. Louis

St. Louis—More than 300 show-
men attended M-G-M's third Exhibi-
tors' Forum yesterday at the Coro-
nado Hotel and participated in dis-

cussions on ways and means to

building business at the box-office.

H. M. Richey, assistant to William
F. Rodgers in charge of exhibitor
relations, presided.
The conclave was carried out with

the co-operation of Fred Wehren-
berg, president of the Motion Pic-

ture Theater Owners of St. Louis,
Eastern Missouri and Southern Il-

linois.

Central Division Manager John E
Flynn was the luncheon guest of

honor.

Other M-G-M executives present
at the Forum were District Man-
ager Harris P. Wolfberg, John X.
Quinn, branch manager; Irving Wa-
terstreet, field representative, and
Mike Simons of the home office staff.

St. Louis IATSE Saves
Copper from Carbons

A plan for copper conservation
has been adopted by Local 143.

IATSE of St. Louis, with the hope
that the idea will be adopted by
others. The St. Louis projection-

ists strip the copper plating off the

butt ends of used copper plated

projector carbons and save all coo-

per drippings which accumulate in

the lamp house.

Copper thus saved is turned over
to local salvage organizations or

sold to regular metal scrap dealers
where, in turn, it finds its way into

use for national defense.

Sid Rogell Quits RKO
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Sid Rogell, for sev-

eral years studio manager at RKO
Radio, has resigned effective Feb. 1.

Variety Clubs Start

Drive for New Tents

(Continued from Page 1)

paign is to hasten a solid front of
all persons connected with the mo-
tion picture industry so the war ef-

fort and charity drives may be bet-
ter co-ordinated.
John Harris, national chief bar-

ker, and R. J. O'Donnell, assistant,
will make a tour of cities to or-

ganize tents, particularly in New
York, Chicago, Seattle, Portland, San
Francisco, Denver, Salt Lake City
and New Haven. Goal is to have a
Variety tent in every exchange city.

COminG and GOIRG

150,000 Film Workers
Join March of Dimes

Industry's March of Dimes cam-
paign will have approximately 150,-

000 workers actively engaged during
campaign from Jan. 22-28, accord-
ing to C. C. Moskowitz, co-chair-
man. Warner circuit was added to

list of theaters making collections

from auditorium, making about 2,500
doing so out of approximately 10,-

000 theaters in drive.

On the Coast Charles Skouras
announced appointment of Col. Ed
Schiller as treasurer for the Cali-

fornia theater division. National
Screen and Consolidated Film will

have shipped some 7,500 appeal
trailers • to theaters by tonight.

E

JOSEPH BERNHARD leaves over the week-en.
for Warner Bros, studio conferences. En rout
he will make several stops in the Western terri

tory.

FRED MEYERS, Universal's Eastern sales mar
ager, left last night for Washington.

J. J. MILSTEIN has returned from Washin

TOM WALKER, treasurer of Eddie Smal
ductions, returns to Hollywood today

BETTY FIELD, who recently finished "King
Row," arrived yesterday for a short vacation.

BERNIE KREISLER, Universal's short subjec
,

sales manager, left for Dayton. O., last night

HARRY KALMINE, LEONARD SCHLESINCER

HARRY GOLDBERG and RUDY WEISS, Warne
circuit executives, have returned from Cleveland

WILLIAM R. FERGUSON, M-G-M exploitatiot
manager, returns today from a field trip. E. K
O'SHEA, Eastern and Southern sales manager
and MIKE SIMONS, editor of the house organ
return over the week-end.

FRANCIS ALSTOCK, aide to Jock Whitney
arrived en the Coast yesterday for the Inter;
America Committee.

ELISABETH BERCNER is slated to arrive h

'

New York today from Hollywood.

W. F. RODGERS has returned from a Florid;
vacation.

EMIL STERN and EDDIE SILVERMAN of thr

Essaness Circuit, Chicago, are in New York or

booking deals.

Wilshire Making Series

Of One-Reel Comedies

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Wilshire Pictures

has produced "Golf Slappy," first

of series of one-reel comedies. It

stars Eddie Gribbon. Second sub-
ject, "Radio Nuts," goes into pro-
duction next week. Wilshire Pic-

tures is headed by Charles R. Do-
rety.

Ask Col. Depositions

Five consolidated stockholders of
Columbia Pictures yesterday filed

application in the N. Y. Supreme
Court to take the depositions before
trial of 10 top Columbia executives.
Acts of mismanagement and issu-
ance of illegal stock options to of-
ficers are charged in the suit.

Propaganda Probe

Costs U. S. $2,300

The propaganda probe of the filn

industry will cost the taxpayers $2,-

300, according to Drew Pearson and
Robert Allen, Washington column
ists.

Writing in yesterday's New York
Mirror, Pearson and Allen said thai
this was the total of the bills Sen-
ator Clark slipped to the Senate
Audit Committee, even though the

Clark - Wheeler - Nye investigation
was held without Senate authoriza-
tion.

"Chief outlays," the columnist?
wrote, "are two bills for $250 each,

submitted by Hollywood gossip-col-

umnists, James Fidler and George
Fisher, for expenses to Washington
to testify against the industry; big-

gest is $1,80.0 for stenographers re-

cording emanations of John T.

Flynn and other invited isolationist

witnesses.
Approval of the bill by the audit

committee is certain, they said.

I
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onslrudion Ban

Iready in Effect

(Continued from Page 1 i

her equipment, but no new ma-
ines will be available except in

ry limited quantities where it is

early demonstrated that repair

I

impossible,

j
flere has been some discussion

-
i discontinuing double feature?

a means of conserving film, but
far no decision to make this man-

itory has been reached, Brylawski
lid.

A formal limitation order embody-
^- points covered in the confer-

Fiiday is now being drawn up
il will be announced in a short

>fne. Brylawski said that other
eetings likely will be held in the

i?ar future but so far no definite

ans have been made.

lono. Franchise Holders
leet on Coast May 11-13

(Continued from Page 1

)

•mncement by W. Ray Johnston
ne dates for the sales conclave
ive been set to precede immed-
tely the three-day sessions of the
»tional Variety Club, likewise
heduled for the Ambassador.
At the same time Johnston re-

galed that sales on the 1941-42 pro-
ara show an increase of 40 per
nt over figures available a year
*o of the same date on the 1940-
. program.

. J. McCarthy New UA
lanager in Denver

(Continued from Page 1

)

ange job, and as salesman. Hoff-

man said he would announce plans
a few days.

Song of the Islands"
remiere Set for Miami

The world premiere of 20th Cen-
ry-Fox' Technicolor film, "Song
the Islands," has been set for

lursday, Feb. 5 at Sidney Meyers'
ncoln Theater in Miami Beach.
>oceeds of the opening night will

donated to the Navy Relief Fund.
Jtty Grable, star of the musical
mance, will be present at the pre-
iere as guest of honor.

Representing Twentieth Century-
)x at the premiere will be Bots-
rd, Bush and Kahn.

pc Help in Java
That motion pictures in Java are
lping to maintain morale and that
x-office conditions are as good as
n be expected under war-time re-
rictions is the word relayed to
alter Gould, UA's foreign man-
;er, by Sidney J. Albright, the
mpany's representative in Bata-
a. Albright is also NBC's radio
vvs reporter and is heard here
igularly over WJZ.

/''^,^

• • • FROM HITHER AND YON Plans for the enlistment of

some of the greatest names in show business to appear at the

great Navy Relief show at the Garden March 10 will be discussed

in Marvin Schenck's office this afternoon Daniel Arnstein. who
established the Burma Road as the life line of the Far East, will speak

before the Cinema Lodge of the B'nai B'rith on Jan. 28 at the Hotel

Edison Century Circuit was the host to 200 managers, home office

executives and Empire operators and electricians at the Essex House

Wednesday night at a dinner which will become an annual affair

Among those present were Fred Schwartz, Albert Hovel. Abe

Kindler and Charles Bowers The Denver Film Employes' Union has

pledged itself to buy at least one Defense Bond every month

Chicago film row is extending congratulations to Dominic Frisina on the

opening of his 57th theater at Pawnee. Ill where he started busi-

ness 32 years ago

T T T

• • • WARREN IVIELLAND, of the Wielland and Lewis cir

cu.it, has been elected a director of the Boardwalk National Bank

Joyce Dana has been named officially dramatic editor of the Boston

Daily Record, succeeding Edward A. Harkins, who retired after many

years of service Bernie Brooks, of the Rosenblatt-Welt circuit,

was installed as president of the Motion Picture Bookers Club last

night at the Cafe Loyale All newspaper ads for the Mecca and

Royal Theaters, Enid, Okla., carry the following: "Remember Pearl

Harbor, Buy Defense Stamps and Bonds, Movies Are Your Best Enter

tainment. Save the Difference and Help Keep America Free"

Greta Garbo makes her first radio appearance on the NBC and Mutual

March of Dimes program Jan. 24

T V

Field Quits NW Allied

Board; Stays With Org.

(Continued from Page 1)

tary of Northwest Allied, announced.
Field, who is chairman of the

organization's legislation committee
which drafted and lobbied through
the legislature the Minnesota anti-

blocks-of-five bill, had been named
chairman of a special exhibitors'

committee which was to confer with
distributors and try to work out

a satisfactory plan which would as-

sure theater owners of sufficient

product.

The committee failed in its ef-

forts toward securing product of

major distributors and Field's resig-

nation from the board followed.

Lewellyn Miller Named
Editor of Movie Life

Lewellyn Miller has been appoint-
ed editor of Movie Life by Muriel
Babcock, executive- editor of Ideal
Publishing Co. Miss Miller, a former
Los Angeles newspaper woman and
former editor of Fawcett's Screen
Life, has resigned from Fawcett Pub-
lications and will take over her new
duties on Monday.

Boston Theater Business
Soars; Legits Big, Too

(Continued from Page 1)

spite of this the picture theaters
are at tops right now. The Metro
politan, the two RKO theaters,
Keith Memorial and RKO Boston,
the two Marcus Loew theaters, State
and Orphem, the Paramount and
the newsreel theaters continue to

set the pace but all of the downtown
and suburban theaters are doing
big right now.

Inject Disney Into Minn.
Anti-5 Blocks Trial

Minneapolis—Walt Disney and his
cartoons took the center of the stage
yesterday at trial of three major
film companies in St. Paul for alleged
violation of the state's anti-blocks-
of-five law.

Disney was not present but he was
injected into the case when Louis E.
Goldhammer, RKO district manager,
was questioned by David Shearer,
attorney for the defense. Under
questioning, Goldhammer said Dis-
ney would prefer to sell his full-
length features one at a time but
that he couldn't do this in Minne-
sota because of the anti-five law.

Honolulu Daytime

Business Excellent

(Continued from Page 1)

a block long waiting for admission.
The military authorities relaxed

the territorial ban on Sunday morn-
ing shows and allowed motion pic-
ture houses to open at 10 am., but
this was rescinded subsequently.
Neighborhood theaters, which for-
merly had only two or three Sunday
shows ran continuously from 10 a.m.
until 4 p.m. for a week, but now
may not open until noon. Week-day
shows now begin at 9 a.m.

Lobbies of several downtown the-
aters are being converted into splin-
ter-proof shelters, with re-inforced
wooden barriers being erected along
the curbstone of the sidewalk facing
the lobbies.

Foreign language pictures have
been banned by the military gover-
nor. This at present includes Fili-

pino pictures, which were shown on
an average of one new film a week
previously. However, this ban pos-
sibly may be lifted by written per-
mission of the military authorities.
The Toyo theater, Consolidated's

house formerly devoted to Japanese
films, has re-opened as the Aala
theater and will operate as a nabe
with five changes weekly.

Films Are Vital, Hays
Says in War Rally Speech

(Continued from Page 1)

fense bonds and stamps because, he
said, "they are armor for our ships,
we have to lick Japan and Germany,
we are determined to keep intact
the heritage of our ancestors, this
is a struggle for the preservation
of humanity and because this is a
universal war and a struggle for
survival."

Charles Koerner Heads
Special Events Group
Drives Division sub-committee of

the War Activities Committee—Mo-
tion Picture Industry headed by
Charles W. Koerner will be known
as the Special Events group instead
of Theater Participation, as pub-
lished in The Film Daily.

"My Buddy" for Republic
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Republic has pur-

chased the rights to the song, "My
Buddy," to be used in a forthcoming
production. Picture also will be
titled "My Buddy." Studio has in
preparation another picture titled

"Thumbs Up."

Acquires Formby Film
Astor Pictures has taken over for

national distribution "George Takes
the Air," starring George Formby
in accordance with a deal between
R. M. Savini, president of Astor Pic-
tures, and Jack Barnstyn of the
B.S.B. Corp. This is the second fea-
ture to be distributed by Astor star-
ring George Formby.

•



• The phenomenal progress in efficiency

of projection lighting is shown in the

accompanying chart. For each watt of

power purchased the modern "One Kilo-

watt" high intensity arcs deliver approxi-

mately 30 times as many screen lumens as

the old condenser type low intensity arcs

and from 2 to 3 times as many screen

lumens as the later

reflector type low

intensity arcs. The
THE NEW "ONE KILOWATT" ARCS USE "NATIONAL,"

"SUPREX" AND "OROTIP" CARBONS

remarkable increase in efficiency of these

modern high intensity arcs enables the

owners of small theatres to offer their

patrons the highest standard of projection

in the industry. Installation and operating

costs are low. If you are using low inten-

sity projection it will pay you to ascer-

tain what the new "One Kilowatt" arcs

can do for you. Ask

your dealer for a

demonstration.

The tvords "National" "Suprex" and "Orotip" are trade-marks of National Carbon Company. Inc.

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY/INC.
Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

Carbon Sales Division, Cleveland, Ohio

GENERAL OFFICES

30 East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.

BRANCH SALES OFFICES

New York, Pittsburgh, Chicago, St. Louis, San Francisco
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41 LAMP SALES SHOW BIG INCREASE
Mew Motion Picture Lens Announced By B & L
'evice Seen As Solving

>ne of Main Limitations

l Current Photography

Rochester — Although the living

pe, with its elastic lens, automati-
tlly fccuses objects at varying dis-

nces, optical engineers have looked

skance at many ingenious proposals
• accomplish this purpose in a pho-
^raphic lens. But a four-element
otion picture lens has now b.en
asigned by Bausch & Lomb in which
le double-ccncave element is elec-

onically oscillated on its axis by
eans of a special cell mounting
aveloped by P. Stanley Smith, a

ew York radio engineer.

The new lens is confined to a dis-

nice of three-tenths of a millimeter
{Continued on Page 8 >

iroehler Push Backs

ontinue In Demand

Chicago—B. B. Buchanan of Kroeh-
sr Mfg. Co. states that large sales

olume on company's Push Back
hairs remains at a high level, with
lost recent orders coming from Tri-

tates' Capitol in Sioux City, la.;

'alace Theaters' Palace, Las Vegas,
Jev.; the Cinema Encanto S.A. in

lonterey, Mexico; Auburn, Rock-
(Continucd on Page 8)

a A & F Makes Changes
n Executive Ranks

Binghamton—Directorate of Gen-
ral Aniline & Film Corp. has ac-

epted the resignation of Ernst
ichwarz as director and vice-presi-

ent of General Aniline & Film
(.Continued on Page 7)

Straw in The Wind
St. John, N. B.—Despite virtual

closing of U. S. border theaters to

Canadians by wartime regulations,

there has been much recent activity

in theater improvement along the

Maine side of the New Brunswick
line. This is held an augury that

campaign of Maine merchants and

theatermen to have regulations modi-
fied may achieve some success.

In Interest of Service

Following the current trend is this new Milk and Health Bar which has opened in Para-

mount's Chateau Theater, Rochester, Minn. Such bars have proved their good-will value,

as well as a source of income to film houses.

Plain Talk About Equipment
By GEORGE H. MORRIS

Equipment Editor, The Film Daily

XA/ORDS of warning spoken in Washing-
* ^ ton this week, and the latter part of

the previous week, to the effect that thea-

ters should stock certain items essential to

so-called normal operation if they don't

want to be caught short, should be heeded,

yes,—but they should not be interpreted

with undo alarm by the exhibition field, and,

above all, should not cause panic. Rather,

theater operators should calmly and delib-

erately face certain facts surrounding the

entire materials situation.

First of all, let us embrace logic and shun

emotion. When we do that, a number of

things immediately occur to us. First, we
are at war, battling in the present to secure

the future, and, therefore, we should make
Victory, and all action necessary to its

achievement our mutual Exhibit A. Second-

ly, this corner is convinced,—although ad-

mittedly fallible,—that Uncle Sam is not

going to clamp the thumb screws too pain-

fully upon exhibition. What the Govern-

ment apparently wants theaters to do is to

preserve their equipment, and conserve all

supplies, thereby making unnecessary the

enforcement of stringent regulations and

control. If any such latter dictum can be

avoided, it should be, by all means.
•

"THIRDLY, preservation of equipment and

' conservation of supplies cannot possibly

be fully or even satisfactorily attained with-

out the whole-hearted aid of Labor. Noth-
ing must go to waste. The factory worker

must perform mechanical operations on ma-
chines which are in the best of working
order. Every sliver of metal must be saved.

And so on down the line to the theater

projectionist, and even to those engaged
in the care and cleaning of theater appoint-

ments.

We have something more than a hunch
that if equipment manufacturers, plant em-
ployes, and theatermen and their staffs frdm

the front of the house to the back, work in

unity, harmony and enthusiasm in the task

(Continued on Page 6)

GE Figures Reveal Gain
Of 300% In Fluorescents;

Latter Volume 22,000,000

Cleveland—As has been the case
with but one exception during the
past 10 years, the number of lamps
sold increased substantially during
1941, it is declared here by Robert L.
Oetting, Nela Park Engineering De-
partment of General Electric.
Although the increase amounted

to 234,527,000 lamps the real signifi-

cance lies not in the numerical in-

crease but in the fact that the de-
(Continued on Page 7)

Company Is Formed

To Build Drive-Ins

Chicago—Drive-In Builders, Inc
has been organized here by Normal
Cullen, C. W. Nichol and E. L'Hom-
medieu, the latter prominently iden-
tified with open-air theaters through
being in charge of construction of
various Drive-In projects including
those in Tampa, St. Petersburg, and

(Continued on Page "i

800 Bodiform Chairs
Ordered by the Grove

Coconut Grove, Fla. — Some 800
Bodiform chairs are being installed
in the Grove Theater. The smoking
section will have the seating capacity
increased approximately 100 per cent,
and all chairs so spaced as to permit
ample room for passing in or out.
According to Charlie Ozburn, the

installation of these seats is but the
first step on the list of many new
innovations to be made to the thea-
ter.

Glowing Suggestion
Use of "black light" in film thea-

ters has run the gamut from carpets,

to stage curtains, and even ushers'

uniforms. Now comes the suggestion

that in case of air raid where elec-

tricity is cut off, ushers could con-
trol audiences through the use of

ultra-violet flashlights, which would
activate carpets or other fluorescent

material.
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For Up-To-Date Stands

A Section of THE FILM DAILY compre-

hensively covering the equipment field pub-

lished every second Friday, except holidays

by Wid's Films and Film Fo'.ks, Inc., 1501

Broadway, New York City. John W. A icoate.

Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau. General Man-

ner; Chester B. Bahn. Editor; George H.

Morris Equipment Editor, West Coast Bureau,

0425 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood, Lai.,

Ralph Wil'k, Bureau Chief

PLAIN TALK
. . . about equipment

{Continued from Page 5;

at hand, there will be no immediate and

oppressive Government dictum forthcoming

Furthermore, it is within the power of

theater operators, manufacturers and Labor,

to postpone almost indefinitely regulatory

measures which are really burdensome.

•

EVERY time the subject of priorities arises

as a result of Washington conferences

or dispatches, a considerable number of

industry and "kin" folk go into a flat spin,

and shed tears of fright and panic. They

interpret (and misquote in their unwar-

ranted, exaggerating, and jittery state of

mind) any Government reference to poten-

tial curtailments as a sure sign of impending

materials famine.

It's not famine of materials,—except in

certain rather rare instances,—with which

we should be immediately concerned, but

more precisely with "diet." If we stick to

a rigid diet (which is to say, conservation

to the limit), the future of physical theater

operation and of supplies should pretty well

take care of itself. Only we'll have to look

facts in the face, and, in doing so, work

,ike hell to CONSERVE.

COmillG and GOIFIG

Cross-section of a suggested stair installation developed by Product Engineering Dept. of

Alexander Smith b Sons Carpet Co. On tread, 64-ounce felt fastened with linoleum

cement. On nose, five inches of '/2-inch sponge rubber fastened with rubber cement.

On riser, %-inch oak slat is fastened with toggle bolts. Carpet is fastened to slats

with one-inch plated screws and washers spaced every three inches.

Altec Pioneers Attend
Anniversary Luncheon

February Opening Set

For the $35,000 Plaza

Wharton, Tex. — A new $35,000

theater, the Plaza, is now being

completed here for the Long-Griffith

interests, a concern owning about 40

theaters in Texas. The Plaza will be

ready for opening about the middle

of February.
The Wharton house will seat 900,

and have a balcony. It is being

erected on the site of the old Plaza

Hotel on a site 40 x 150 ft. Con-

tractor is Henry Vaclavik and the

architect is Ernest L. Shult.

AS Sole Eastern Distributors, we
carry the full and complete line of

equipment manufactured by:-

—

MOLE-RICHARDSON CO.
Hollywood, California

Incomparable Lighting Equipment

Estimates Cheerfully Given

Let Ut Enlighten You on

Your Lighting Problem!

CHARLES ROSS Inc.

333 W. 52nd 8t., New York City

Telephone!: Circle 6-5470-5471

Altec Service Corp.'s fourth anni-

versary was celebrated recently by
the Altec Pioneers via a luncheon at

Totts Shor's Restaurant. The par-
ticipants were those who were with
the organization at the time of its

launching, or immediately there-

after'.

Those present included L. W. Con-
row, president; G. L. Carrington,
vice-president and general manager;
Harry M. Bessey, secretary-treas-
urer; L. J. Patton, Harold Wengler,
Frank J. Daut, F. C. Dickely, Bert
Sanford, E. Z. Walters, Stanley
Hand, Warren Connor, A. J. Rade-
macher, E. O. Wilschke, Jerry L. Lit-

tenberg, and Don L. Turner.

Fire Destroys Theater

In Hopkinsville, Ky.
Hopkinsville, Ky.—Fire of unde-

termined origin destroyed the 520-

seat Princess Theater here with a
loss estimated at $30,000, partially

covered by insurance.
The Princess had been in opera-

tion here since 1911.

i
Always

Dependable

Contract Is Awarded
For So. Carolina Stand

Columbia, S. C.—Contract has been
awarded to W. P. Crosland for con-
struction of a new theater at 1519
Harden St. to cost $16,826. It will be
operated by the Elite Amusement
Co.
The new house will have one and

one-half stories and will be fire-

proof.

New Shook House Bows
In Suburban Detroit

OSCAR S. OLDKNOW, National Theater Supp
Co.'s vice-president in charge of the Weste:
and Southern divisions, has arrived in New Yo
for home office conferences.

HARRY M. BESSEY, Altec's secretary-treasure

has returned to the home office, following

business trip to Cincinnati.

HARRY STRONG, head of Strong Electric Co
Toledo, is in New York this week.
JOHN EBERSON, senior partner of the aj

tectural firm of John and Drew Eberson, is sd]

uied to go to Milford, Conn., early this fi

for final inspection of the Capitol Theater pro

ecr there.

JCE HORNSTEIN, president of Jce Hornsteii

Inc., returned to New York yesterday from Syra

cuse where he went on an equipment advisor

mission.

JOE ROBIN, of Imperial Electric, Akron, w;

in New York this week, and has left for Wash I

ington.

D. C. COLLINS, Eastern manager for Erp
'

has left Rochester, Minn., for the South t

recuperate from a recent illness, and CLIFFOR
SMITH, company's Western manager, has com

]

to New York to pinch hit for him.

New Chairs for Almiia
Cleveland—L. C. Baldwin has in

stalled new International chairs h
his 900-seat Almira Theater, pur
chased from Oliver Theater Suppb
Co.

Detroit—New 448-seat house, the
Eastwood has been opened by Don-
ald R. Shook, newcomer to show
business, in East Detroit, making the

second theater in this suburb.
House has been equipped by Na-

tional Theater Supply Co., including
Simplex lamps with Peerless lamp-
houses, and Garver converters.

VOICE OF
THE PEOPLE

MOTIOGRAPH
PROJECTORS

See Your Independent Theatre

Supply Dealer for Full Information

For_

IT

FLAGS-
BANNERS—
VALANCES—

s
LIEBERMAN
Flag and Valance Co.

71 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y.

646 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Illinois

8954 Cibson Street, Los Angeles, Calif.

MOLLIFIES HER TEMPER i

Chicago, Oct. 15— I think we should con
gratulate the three gentlemen who createc
the push-back seats insome ofour theaters

,

They are truly an improvement. I air

one of the many people who object tc

being trampled on and having my ne^v

hair do messed up by some stumbling in-

considerate. It usually happens when the
most interesting part of the film is being
shown. Aside from cursing to myself it

i

doesn't do my disposition or nerves a bit

of good. One could have started to the
theater in a jovial mood, and lo—that par-
ticular thing happening can ruin a whole
evening.
Do you suppose the gentlemen who

thought of such a novel idea could also
invent a seat that would give a hot foot to
any one who persists in kicking your seat

every time he shifts his feet?

PATRICIA McCOY
Reprintedfrom Oct. 17 Chicago Tribune

When people write the "Voice of
the People" letters like this, it's

lime to get the facts about this revo-
lutionary theater seat. Write

Kroehler Mfg. Co., Public Seating Division,
1248 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Illinois

206 Lexington Ave., New York, N. Y.
20 1 3 S. Vermont Ave., Los Angeles, California

24 Golden Gate Avenue, San Francisco, Calif.

Standard Theatre Supply Corporation,
78 Broadway, Boston, Massachusetts

Elliott Film Co., 72 Glenwood Avenue,
Minneapolis, Minnesota

L. T. Rockenstein, 3327 Locust St.,

St. Louis, Missouri

(Export) Roy Chandler, 505 Fifth Avenue,
New York, N. Y.

KROEHLER

SEATS """'

Madeby World's Largest Furniture Manufacturer
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• • OUT oi Washington. D. C,

ines word that The General Electric

lployes Association has filed a noti-

• ion of registration with SEC,—the

—
:>any classifying itself as a non-

rersiiied, closed-end management com-

< my On Tuesday, next, the new-

t theater in Appleton, Wis.,—the 900-

ct Viking— , has its formal opening

in go-getter Henry Quartemont as man-

ret Odeon Theaters of Canada has

ided the Tivoli at Saskatoon, Sask., to

active list, the 750-seater having been

opened after considerable remodeling

th Harry Hurwitz in management seat.

• • RETURN OF THE 77-

-IX: This little human interest

\rn is about a boy who made good

is home town was Pawnee, III., a vil-

2,e of less than 1,000 souls, located a few

iles from dynamic Springfield

hen the lad was 15, he began his the-

rical career in said village Later,

left the scene for wider horizons

,rj his happy business hegira, he acclim-

ated some 60 theaters in Illinois, Iowa,

id Missouri All that happened

fer a span of some 32 years But

>w he's honored his home town by

uilding a new $30,000 theater there, on

xact spot where his first successful

nture began House is the Frisina-

y, which is tantamount to revealing

tame of the Horatio Alger himself

i Yep, you guessed it,—Dominic

irisina—, prexy of the Frisina Amusc-

<ent Co

T T
• • MACHINES of Rochester's

ar industries continue to roar a unani-

ous response to President Roosevelt's

raand for more and more production

.... Says Bausch & Lomb: "Our pro-

iction is increasing almost daily. We
ive three shifts working six days a week

»w and some on Sunday. We're going

continue to increase our production

the utmost possible limit" And
a Eastman Kodak Co. official tells us:

We intend to continue to enlarge our de-

nse effort to the utmost of the ability

this company and its people. This

impany has adapted its optical and

echanical facilities to the production of

ilitary equipment of types never before

ade by Kodak in fulfillment of contracts

the value of approximately $50,000-000"

... Make no mistake about it,—what

& L and Eastman are doing in war
ill bring vast benefits to filmland in

aace

Big Gain Recorded

In '41 Lamp Volume
{Continued from Page 5)

mand for the 200- to 1,500-watt

'

lamps increased 16 per cent while the

lower wattage lamps (from 150-watt
to 7% -watts) gained but 6 per cent.

Showing a spectacular 300 per cent
increase, the fluorescent lamp,—not
yet four years old,—reached the
22,000,000 sales mark before the
year ended. This is a tremendous
record and yet fluorescent lamps still

account for only a small fraction of

the total, since, for the second time
in history, more than a billion lamps
were produced in the United States
last year.

Estimates indicate that 740,000,000
were large lamps, 610,000,000 were
miniature.

New Company Is Formed
To Construct Drive-Ins

(Continued from Page 5)

East St. Louis, while Cullen has had
correspondingly wide experience on
such building.
The new organization is said to

have many projects currently on the
drawing boards, the designing end
being under the direction of C. W.
Nichol. Plans for the outdoor stands
will get under way this year, pro-
vided of course that essential mate-
rials can be obtained. It is pointed
out that Drive-Ins use considerably
less priority-rated materials than do
the indoor type of film houses, and,
consequently, hope is high that their

construction can be achieved, espe-
cially through employment of substi-

|

tute materials.

G A & F Makes Changes
In Executive Ranks

(Continued from Page 5)

Corp. and as general manager of the
Agfa Ansco Division.

At the same time, President John
E. Mack announced the appointment
of Leopold Eckler, assistant vice-

president of General Aniline & Film
Corp. as acting general manager of
the Agfa Ansco Division. Eckler has
been for many years director of pro-
duction for the Agfa Ansco Division.

Playhouse's Remodeling
Estimated at $30,000

Rochester—Modernization of the
Playhouse, largest theater in nearby
Canandaigua, now under way will

cost approximately $30,000, accord-
ing to reports.
Work on the Schine house, of

which George D. Cameron is mana-
ger, is in charge of Ernest Sanders,
general contractor of Amsterdam,
N. Y.
New seats are being provided by

Heywood-Wakefield Co., Cleveland;
lighting by Langdon & Hughes,
Utica; and operating equipment by
National Theater Supply Co., New
York. Most of the work is being
done by Canandaigua concerns to
which contracts have been sublet.

GROUND CREW
B

ack of every airplane pilot, so they say, is a ground

crew of men in grease-stained overalls.

There's very little glamor about these men. The public

rarely sees them. Yet you couldn't get an airplane off

the ground without them. That's how important they are.

Picture business, like every other industry, has its

ground crews that the public never sees. In your theatre

it's the projection and sound, for without them you

couldn't sell a ticket at the boxoffice.

Today, more than ever, Simplex Projection, Simplex

Sound and National Theatre Supply Company make

the best ground crew for any theatre.

NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY

is the preferred

PROJECTION & SOUND
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POSSIBILITY of a new stand for Bur-

lington, la., is seen in announcement

that A. H. Blank, Tri-States solon, is nego-

tiating for purchase of the five-story Tama
Building there. Blank, however, says he

intends to acquire the property for an in-

vestment purpose. He did not disclose

amount involved in the real estate deal.
* # *

A. E. Birchman, new lessee and oper-

ator of the 288-seat State Theater, New
Haven, will close the house this coming
Monday for reseating and renovations

and will reopen Feb. 1.

* * *

James Stone makes an auspicious '42 start

via reopening of the renovated Roxy in

Aberdeen, Wash.
* * #

The 800-seat Broadway, Norwich,
Conn., recently taken over by Loew's,

Inc., as the 15th in the Loew-Poli chain,

will be closed until Feb. 1, or after,

for new seats, marquee, re-decoration

and other repairs. Mouse was previous-

ly leased to Warner Theaters for about
10 years, although it was kept dark
periodically. Lease expired Jan. 1, and
Loew's took over on same first-run

policy.
* * *

J. Harry Gluver is building a new theater

in Glenburnie, Md.. to be known as the

New Glen. This is a 700-seater.

* * *

Arlington Theater, new stand in

Arlington Heights, III., has opened
with Kroehler Push Back chairs and
so-called "black light" features of the

house.
* * *

General Electric has acquired a plant in

Fitchburg, Mass., for heavy war industry

work. Plant was built at a cost of $2,-

000,000 some 25 years ago.

* * *

The Playhouse, Portland, Ore.,—
known as the Family Theater, and
subsequent-run house for Hamrick-
Evergreen Theaters—, has been quick-

ly renovated, following a ten-day shut-

tering which took place Jan. 2. New
carpets, drapes, sound, box-office and
lobby lighting were included in the

modernization. The house, for many
years known as the Baker, is one of the

oldest houses in the Pacific Northwest.
* * *

Celotex Corp. reports theaters are show

ing more interest in Celotex Acoustical

Treatment for walls and ceilings, and that

recent installations include the Highland,

Moline, III.; Dade, Miami; Capitol, Sioux

City, la.; Circle, Vancouver; and the

Walker, Walker, Minn.
* # *

Approximately $10,000 has been
spent in renovating the Grove, Coco-
nut Grove, Fla. Some work remains
to be done, but it will not be under-
taken until the resort season is over.

This is a Wometco house.
* * #

City Council in High Point, N. C, has

approved installation of new chairs in the

municipally owned Paramount Theater Build-

ing there at a net cost to the city of $3,200.

B & L Announces New Kroehler Push Backs

Motion Picture Lens Continue In Demand
{Continued from Page 5)

in its axis movement but the oscilla-

tions are at the rate of 23,200 times
per minute, thus continuously alter-

ing the focus so that all objects are
uniformly in register from four feet
to infinity. Although all objects are

slightly softer in focus than with
lenses of a fixed focal length, many
photographers regard this as an im-
provement.

Smith, following the work of Dr.
Ludwig Dieterich, an Austrian-born
engineer, who patented a mechanical
method for vibrating a lens element,
designed an electronic method of

achieving this purpose and has suc-
cessfully incorporated the lens in a

motion picture camera which it is

believed will offer greater flexibility

in motion picture photography and
direction.

At present action must be kept
mobile within the set focus of the
camera. Actors must work within a
chalk line necessitated by the focal

range of the camera. Lighting must
be rearranged for each new focus,

cameras reset, and distances taped.

The new electroplane camera, with
a lens which keeps all moving objects

in perpetual focus, holds the promise
of a solution to one of the chief limi-

tations in motion picture photogra-
phy.
Bausch & Lomb engineers stated

emphatically that the new oscillating

lens could not be incorporated in

hand cameras.

(Continued from Page 5)

ford, 111.; State, Hollister, Cal.; Sun-
nyvale, Sunnyvale, Calif.; and the
Vacaville Theater, Vacaville, Cal.

Other orders for Push Backs have
been received from the Mt. View
Theater, Mt. View, Cal.; Telenews,
Detroit; Main, Coldwater, Mich.; the
DuPont Meeting Room, Wilmington,
Del.; and the Admiral Theater, West
Seattle, Wash.

Stich Gets Promotion
From Artkraft Sign Co.

Ready to Let Job

Maywood, 111.—Construction con-
tracts will be awarded soon for the
new $250,000 motion picture theater
which Paramount plans to erect here
at Fifth Ave. and Warren St. Plans
and specifications have been pre-

pared by Rapp & Rapp, prominent
Chicago theater architects.

Lima, O.—Announcement of the
appointment of W. R. "Bill" Stich,

of Carrolltown, Pa., as sales mana-
ger of the Theater Letter Division
of the Artkraft Sign Co., has been
made by Morton L. Clark, president
of the organization.

Stich is no newcomer to the thea-
ter field having served Artkraft for
a number of years as Pennsylvania
state manager, during which time
he contacted most of the independent
and chain operators in the state. He
has been an active member of the
Variety Club for a number of years,
and has a host of friends among the-
ater operators. For the past two
years he has been National Account
Executive with the company and his
promotion to his new position signals
Artkrafts's concentrated efforts for
more theater marquee letter busi-
ness.

Deckman Places Order
Berea, O.—Charles Deckman has

purchased from Lou Walters of Na-
tional Theater Supply Co., ticket
machines, aluminum frames and
draperies for his new Berea Roller
Bowl, devoted entirely to bowling.

PROSCENIUM
CHATTER

CONSTRUCTION of a new theater builc

ing has been started in Middlefie

O., on property recently purchased by Mayt

G. W. Mclllroy and G. H. Mumaw. s%
* * * P1

The Reflector Screen ManufactufzW
Co. has just been organized in Chicag i

by F. R. Allan and Irving Lustfleld. Th
organization will make a line of reflec

tor screens for the trade. Allan is net

org.'s prexy, and Lustfleld is technicc

director.
* # *

Another new Chicago firm is the Thre

Dimension Corp., organized by R. V. Bros

G. K. Lewis and W. C. Lewis. Compan
will develop cameras and film projectoi

for third-dimension work.
* * *

Anent Chicago, work is now unde
way to reseat the Drake Theater, take

over a bit ago from the GCS circu,

by Balaban & Katz. Stand will als

get a new cooling system and screer

The Admiral there will also receiv

some 1,400 seats.
* * *

The 800-seat King Theater, Glouceste

N. J., is being equipped with RCA Photc

phone sound and Brenkert equipment. Hou
is covered by a service contract, signed t

Samuel Kalikman, of Gloucester City Amuse
ment Co., affiliated with the Varbalow chaii

* * *

A certificate of necessity coverin
expenditure of $495,000 by Eastma
Kodak Co., Rochester, for expansio

of facilities for defense production ha

been issued by the War Departmen
Expansion is at the Hawk-Eye Work
plant.

* * *

Fred Quatrano, Robert Schwartz, an

William Sirica, who recently opened th

750-seat New Newington in Newingtoi

Conn., have started erection of a new 65C

seater in Bethel, Conn.,—the first in th;

town.

usAIRce

EXHIBITORS

"BOOKING DATES" ADVANCED BY THE WAB

ON ALL THEATBE COOLING EQUIPMENT!

If you are planning to install Kooler-aire Comfort

Cooling in your theatre in time for next summer's

hot weather business, DON'T PUT IT OFF AN-
OTHER DAY! "Book" your needs NOW while the

price and delivery situation are still favorable. There

is no obligation in asking a usAIRco representative to

call and discuss your requirements—but it is defi-

nitely to your interest to have him call at the earliest

possible date. Write us TODAY.

UNITED STATES AIR CONDITIONING CORPORATION =-MINNESOTA
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ELIMINATE HAZARDS, THEATER MEN TOLD

Columbia Files 15 Interrogatories in Equity Suit
THE WEEK
IX REVIEW

"Ten Best" of 1941
sss By L. H. MITCHELL ^^
GWTW LEADS POLL: David 0.

lelznick's "Gone With the Wind,"
eleased by Metro, won the Film
)aily's 1941 critics' poll for the 10
•est pictures of the year by a vote
f 452 out of 548 votes cast. Jesse
Lasky's "Sergeant York," distric-

ted by Warner Bros., won second
•lace with 413 votes; Metro's "Phil-
delphia Story" was third with 358
•allots, and Orson Welles' RKO pic-

ore, "Citizen Kane," fourth with 341
•totes.

* * *

INDUSTRY AND WAR: 0PM
earned exhibitors of shortages in

naterials, both immediate and pros-
•ective. ... A. Julian Brylawski,
ndustry priorities consultant to the
T)PM, subsequently said that a ban
'. n theater construction may include
ouses 50 per cent complete.

* * *

DAYLIGHT SAVING : House
Massed nation-wide mandatory day-
ight saving bill. Later in week,
he Senate (which previously had
•assed bill giving President power
o regulate "new time" in any area)
.pproved the House bill. Clocks will

•e set ahead one hour following
'residential signature. Indusrty was
skeptical of any hurt from the
new time."

* * *

THIS AND THAT: W. G. Van
Schmus, managing director of the
dusic Hall in Rockefeller Center
ince 1933, died following several
veeks' illness. . . . Hal B. Wallis
igned contract whereby he will pro-
uce four pictures annually for War-
ier release; he relinquished his post
-s executive producer for the com-
>any. . . . Herman Wobber, it was
earned, has signed contracts for
wo 20th-Fox posts—Western dis-
rict and Western division manager.
. . Minnesota indie exhibs. appealed
o Senators and Representatives
rom that state to get an amend-
ment to the price control bill put-
ing a ceiling on film rentals. ...
Signal Corps bought Para.'s Astoria
tudios and will produce training
-lms there.

Instances, Dates, Details

And Persons Involved in

Gov't Charges Are Asked

Columbia Pictures on Friday serv-

ed upon the Government and filed

in the Federal Court a list of 15

interrogatories covering all phases
of the D of J's amended complaint
against the Little Three in the main
N. Y. equity suit.

The interrogatories ask the Gov-
ernment to stipulate instances,

dates, details and persons involved
in a number of Government charges
of acts of monopoly on the part of

Columbia. Columbia also requests
(Continued on Page 7)

Industry's Leaders

At Van Schmus Rites

Between 600 and 700 persons, in-

cluding scores of industry executives
and trade leaders, attended the fun-
eral services for the late W. G. Van
Schmus, managing director of Ra-
dio City Music Hall, at the Church
of the Ascension Friday afternoon.
Services were conducted by Dr. Don-
ald Aldrich. Department heads of

(Continued on Page 5)

New York SPG Re-elects

Toseph Gould President

Joseph Gould of UA has been re-

elected president of the New York
SPG, defeating Carl Rigrod of RKO-
Radio. The other officers for 1942

(Continued on Page 5)

Truman Talley Dies;

Hold Rites Tomorrow
Truman H. Talley, 50, executive

vice-president of Fox Movietonews,

died yesterday morning at Memorial

Hospital. He is survived by his

widow, a son and a daughter. His

body will repose at 1 W. 53rd St.

until burial services tomorrow at St.

Thomas', 53rd St and Fifth Ave.

Poll Shows Exhibs.

Oppose Blocks-of-5

Minneapolis — Ninety-eight per
cent of exhibitors in North and South
Dakota and Western Wisconsin terri-

tory, served by Minneapolis ex-
changes, are opposed to the New
York consent decree method of sell-

ing pictures in blocks of five after
tradeshowings.
Fred Strom, executive secretary of

Northwest Allied, reported this re-

sult after a survey of every theater
owner in the territory served by

(Continued on Page 7)

Circella and Kaufman
Will Face Trial Today

Nick Circella (Dean) and Louis
Kaufman, who are charged with con-
spiracy to extort over $1,000,000 from
the film companies, face trial today
in the U. S. District Court here.
Both defendants have been named

by the Government as co-conspira-
tors with George E. Browne and Wil-
lie Bioff in threats of strikes against

(Continued on Page 7)

Renew Rental Ceiling Plea
Minn. Congressmen Get Appeals from Indies

WB May Clear Up Arrears
On Pfd. Thru New Issue

While confirmation was lacking,
week-end Wall Street reports indi-

cated that Warner Bros, is again
considering plans for clearing up the
arrears on its $3.85 preferred stock.
This may be done by offering to hold-

(Continued on Page 5)

Minneapolis — A new appeal for
Federal placement of a ceiling on
film rentals via an amendment to
the price control bill, the Senate
version of which exempts films from
its provisions, was before the Min-
nesota Congressional delegation at
the week-end.

Independent theater owners here
Thursday night telegraphed iden-

(Continued on Page 4)

N. Y. City Building Code
Requires Changes in 60%
Of Houses in 5 Boroughs

Virtually every circuit in the lo-

cal five-borough area was represent-
ed at a meeting on theater safety
held in the Building Department's
offices in the Municipal Building on
Friday. Conclave, called essential-

ly to discuss methods for protect-
ing the public in the event of air

raids, and attended by Acting Com-
missioner Arthur Benline as well as
by Commissioners Gilroy and Wil-

(Continucd on Page 4)

Loew's Asks Ouster

Of Stockholder Suit

Alleged excessive payments of bo-
nuses to Loew's officials to the ex-
tent of $14,250,000 were claimed in

a stockholder's suit filed Friday by
Marian Gottlieb in the N. Y. Su-
preme Court against Loew's and 28
of its officers. The Supreme Court

(Continued on Page 5)

Producer-Locals Pacts
Are Expected This Week

Conferences between the produc-
ers and representatives of the
IATSE studio locals over new con-
tracts should be completed by the

(Continued on Page 7)

IV© IA Dimes Drive
Overtime Charges

Richard F. Walsh, IATSE president,

Friday advised the Motion Pictures

Committee for the "March of Dimes"
that IA members will make no charge

for overtime, during the Dimes drive,

where such overtime is caused by

the showing of the special Clark

Gable appeal trailer, or consumed by

making the actual auditorium collec-

tions.

First print of the appeal trailer to

come from Consolidated Film Co.'s

labs, was previewed by President

Roosevelt Friday night at the White
House.
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FINANCIAL
(January 16)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Seat
Col. ricts. vrc. (2i/

2%) 57/8 5% 5% — V&
Columbia Picts. pfd.

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd

East. Kodak 137 134'/2 135 — 2i/4
do pfd

Gen. Th. Eq 12 12 12 — '/s

Loew's, Inc 38% 38'/8 38y4 — ]/2

od pfd
Paramount 14i/2 14'/8 14'/8 — i/

2
Para. 1st pfd 110 109% 10934 — 1

Para. 2nd pfd 13 125/8 125/8 — l/
2

RKO 3 3 3

RKO ?6 pfd
20th Century-Fox . . 7% 7% 7% — '/4
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 5% 5% 5% — '/8

do pfd 74 74 74 +3
NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Loew's deb. 3y2 s 46
Para. B'way 3s55 . . . 59'/2 59'/2 59 Vi
Para. Ficts. dbs. 4s56 100 100 100
Warner Bros. dbs. 6s48 95 Vi 95 Vi 95'/2

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts % % % — '/s

Radio-Keith cvs

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor 7% 7'/2 7>/2 — Va
Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc

Universal Picts

Ask NLRB Certification

For RKO Office Workers

Local 109, Screen Offices and Pro-
fessional Employes Guild has filed a
petition with the NLRB to certify
the union as the bargaining agent
for RKO Radio Pictures. SOPEG
claims a majority of the office work-
ers

Screen Readers Guild, a SOPEG
unit, will reopen negotiations with
the producers this week.

Prof. Dale, Mellett Aide
Prof. Edgar Dale of Ohio State

University has been appointed edu-
cational advisor to Lowell Mellett,

co-ordinator of Government films.

® The Broadway Parade &
Picture and Distributor Theater

Forgotten Village (Mayer & Burstyn)—10th week Belmont
Hellzapoppin (Universal Pictures-Jules Levey)—4th week Rivoli

The Shanghai Gesture (United Artists-Pressburger)—4th week Astor
Quiet Wedding (Universal Pictures)—4th week Little Carnegie
Louisiana Purchase (Paramount Pictures)—3rd week Paramount
The Man Who Came to Dinner (Warner Bros. Pictures)—3rd week Strand
Ball of Fire (RKO Radio-Samuel Goldwyn) Music Hall

The Corsican Brothers (United Artists-Edward Small) Capitol
Pacific Blackout (Paramount Pictures) Criterion
The Eternal Light (Lamont Productions)—2nd week Squire
I Wake Up Screaming (Twentieth Century-Fox) Roxy
Paris Calling (Universal Pictures) . . Globe
Treat 'Em Rough (Universal Pictures) • Rialto

Fantasia (RKO Radio-Walt Disney)—2nd week (b) Broadway
One Foot in Heaven (Warner Bros. Pictures) (a-b) Palace
You're in the Army Now (Warner Bros. Pictures) (a-b) Palace
College Sweetheart (Producers Releasing Corporation) (a) New York
Masked Rider (Universal Pictures) (a) New York

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES
The Girl from Leningrad (Artkino Pictures)—5th week Stanley
The King (Trio Films)—4th week (b) World
Gjest Baardsen (Norsk Film) (a) 48th St. Theater
Baldevin's Wedding (Scandia Films) (a) 48th St. Theater

FUTURE OPENINGS . 4
All Through the Night (Warner Bros. Pictures)—Jan. 23 Strand
Sullivan's Travels (Paramount Pictures-Sturges)—Feb. 4 Paramount
Mr. and Mrs. North (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer Pictures)—Jan. 22 Criterion

Call Out the Marines (RKO Radio Pictures)—Jan. 24 Rialto

Joan of Paris (RKO Radio Pictures)—Jan. 24 Rivoli

Design for Scandal (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer Pictures) (c) Capitol
Son of Fury (Twentieth Century-Fox Pictures) (c) Roxy
Nine Bachelors (Dome Films)—Feb. 2 World
The Confessions of a Cheat (Principal Films)—Jan. 26 Belmont
Remember the Day (Twentieth Century-Fox)—Jan. 23 (a) Palace
Confirm or Deny (Twentieth Century-Fox)—Jan. 23 (a) Palace
Public Enemy (Republic Pictures)—Jan. 20 (a) New York
Riders of the Badlands (Columbia Pictures)—Jan. 20 (a) New York

(a) Dual bill, (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill.

Tay Golden Testimonial
In Rochester Tomorrow

Rochester — A testimonial dinner

for Jay Golden, new city manager

for the five houses in the RKO-
Paramount-Comerford pool, will be

staged at the Seneca Hotel here

tomorrow night.

Lester Pollock, Loew's Rochester

manager, is chairman of the ways
and means, and the entertainment

committees, while Howard Carroll

of the Strand is handling the ticket

sale. Others on the committee ar-

ranging the affair are Bud Silver-

man, Schine city manager, and Art
Krolich, Century and Regent chief.

Jacob Ark, state commander of

the American Legion and a personal
friend of Golden, will be the prin-

cipal speaker. Jack Barry of WHEC
will act as emcee for the entertain-

ment. Mayor Dicker will be a guest
of honor.

Kramer Theater Award
Is Upheld on Appeal

Detroit—Circuit Court of Appeals
at Cincinnati confirmed the decision
of Federal District Court here in

the Kramer Theater case. Under
this, the house, now under receiver-
ship of Edgar E. Kirchner, reverts
to the possession of the Kramer fam-
ily, and circuit owners, Cohn & She-
vin, who were ousted from opera-
tion by the court order, lose out.

PRC to Hold Series of

Four Regional Parleys

Four regional conventions have
been scheduled by Producers Releas-
ing Corp. during the next four
weeks. First will be held in New
York Jan. 24-25, to be followed by
others in Little Rock, Jan. 31-Feb.

1; Chicago, Feb. 7-8, and Los An-
geles, Feb. 14-15.

Sales representatives and man-
agers of branches in the respective

territories of each city will attend
the sessions at which expanded pro-

duction and distribution plans will

be discussed.

Carolina Theater Owners
Convention Ends Tonight

Charlotte — Theater Owners of
North Carolina, Inc., is observing its,

30th anniversary as a continuous
organization during its two-day an-
nual convention which started yes-
terday. Jimmy Walker will be the
toastmaster at the banquet tonight
which winds up the sessions.

Others here for the convention are
Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA president;
Harry Brandt, president of the
ITOA; Claude Lee, of Paramount,
and Dave Palfreyman, of the
MPPDA.

Columbia to Pay 68 3/4C Div.

Columbia's board Friday declared
a quarterly dividend of 68%c per
share of the $2.75 convertible pre-
ferred stock payable Feb. 16, to

stockholders of record, Feb. 2.

COminG and GOinG

JIMMY WALKER, CLAUDE LEE, HARF
BRANDT and DAVE PALFREYMAN left at th

week-end for Charlotte.

JAMES A. FITZPATRICK leaves today fc

Mexico and South America.

BRIAN DONLEVY arrives in town this wee)

DOROTHY LAMOUR returns to the ''*£"

about Feb. 1. a*,

H. M. RICHEY returns today from St. Loui'

SABU arrives in New York today.

STEPHEN SLESINGER left Friday for Holly!
wood.

HARRY OWENS, composer, is here from th
|

Coast.

KATHRYN GRAYSON will be in Lynchburf
Va., this week.

NAT LEVY, WALTER BRANSON and HARR
CITTLESON return to New York from the Coa-
this week.

ARCHIE CRINDALS and PAUL HODGES c

Station WSAI, Cincinnati, and HAROLD BURK
of WBAL, Baltimore, are at the Warwick.

G. L. CARRINGTON, Altec executive, h;
left for the Coast.

HERBERT S. HOUSTON, chairman of the In

stitute for the Advancement of Visual Educatio
and Vocational Training, returned from Wash
ington Friday.

VERONICA LAKE and her husband, JOH
DETLIE, are en route to Miami.

"Girl From Leningrad"
To be Remake on Coast

Eugene Frenke and Gregor Rabi
nowitch have purchased re-mak
rights to "The Girl from Leningrad,
Soviet picture, and will produce it i

Hollywood. Some of the footag
from the original picture will be in

eluded in the new version. Ann

,

Sten, husband of Frenke, may sta
in the picture.

new ycer
THEATERS

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
SAMUEL GOLDWYN'S PRODUCTION

GARY COOPER • BARBARA STANWYCK
50th St. & 6th Ave.

"BALL OF FIRE"
The March of Time: "WHEN AIR RAIDS
STRIKE." ON STAGE: "TURN BACK THE
CLOCK"—Leonidoff's recollections of palmy days
of yore. Symphony Orchestra, direction of Erno
Rapee.
1st Mezzanine Seats Reserved Circle 6-4600

"I WAKE UP SCREAMING'
A 20th Century-Fox Picture

PLUS A BIG
STAGE SHOW ROXY

7th AVENUE
50 th STREET

E JBi

B'WAY &
47th St. .

"ONE FOOT IN HEAVEN"
FREDRIC MARCH—MARTHA SCOTT

"YOU'RE IN THE ARMY NOW"
JIMMY DURANTE—JANE WYMAN
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Eliminate Hazards,

Theater Men Told

(Continued from Page 1)

son, revealed that unless city the-
aters eliminate hazards, notices of

violations will be served on their

operators.

The Building Department, it was
implied, has been lenient in the mat-
ter of technical violations since the
new building code was enacted by
the City Council and signed by
Mayor F. H. LaGuardia, but that
the public welfare now demands
strict enforcement, particularly in

view of the number of houses said

to be violators currently. Number
of such stands was declared to be
some 60 per cent.

Whereas in peace time, such mi-
nor violations were venial, in war
time, it was pointed out, they easily

mav become serious, arid, therefore,

will have to be quickly corrected.

For example, it was pointed out
where crowds normally might flow
leisurely through entrance and exit

doors under normal circumstances,
in event of air raid they would be
handled perforce in the mass. Peo-
ple on the street might have to be
suddenlv given shelter in theaters.

Also discussed at the Friday af-

ternoon conclave were safety meas-
ures to be taken in advance of po-
tential raids, such as the elimina-

tion of all chandeliers, the covering
of skylights and other sources of

possible escaping light, and other

such items.

1,400 N. Y. City Air Raid
Wardens See M of T's Pic

At the request of the N. Y. Police

Department, The March of Time
showed "When Air Raids Strike,"

Friday night at the Hunter College
auditorium to over 1,400 air raid
wardens. Similar screenings are
being arranged throughout the coun-
try by local theater managers in co-

operation with Civilian Defense Or-
ganizations.

Chinese Star. War Casualty
A burst of shrapnel during the

siege of Hong Kong resulted in the

death of Butterfly Wu, outstanding
Chinese screen star, according to

press cables at the week-end.

Hal Roach

P. Schulberg

Harry H. Buxbaum

Lou Metzger

Review of Reviewers
• • • LET'S get on with our past week's dissection of the critics

We asserted here on Thursday that producer, exhibitor, and
public, all look upon the film reviewers as their natural proxy By

proxy we mean agent, and in a collective sense Obviously, Mis-

ter Producer must have an agency whose role is to interpret for him, his

licensees, and the fans, the commercial worth and entertainment value of

every picture he makes That Mister Producer needs an interpreter

is not at all strange, for, without the genus "reviewer," the film-fashioner

would be kept almost as much in the dark during the major part of an

attraction's release-life, with respect to whether his brain-child was a

girl or a boy, as in the picture's pre-release stages Too, Mister

Producer, when his product receives acclaim, is provided via reviews

with invaluable promotional ammunition which he can fire at outlet and

fan targets Additionally, there is the promotional value of the

review itself as the result of publication And, don't forget that

many a reviewer is more than the designation, implies, for lots of critics

pen general film news, thus giving Mister Producer an avenue for pub-

licity in behalf of his picture, both prior to and during release The

smart producers,—and they are legion—, avidly and strategically keep

in step with critical comment in order to diagnose the trend of of public

taste Many a successful film has sprung from such diagnoses,

and even many a cycle

T T
• • • OF equal value is the reviewer to the exhibition field

The theater operator, as well as the circuit solon, follows critical com-

ment like the proverbial hawk Only the pseudo-showman is re-

miss in this respect The press appraisement of any attraction or

program goes far in determining the box-office "take" Real show-

men know this, and are quick to capitalize upon the favorable review

Oh, yes, there are some exhibitors, when their pride or judg-

ment is wounded by adverse press appraisement of their attractions, who
will deprecate the value of reviewing But ain't it strange that

these same gents do a complete reverse somersault when a film sales-

man barges in It is then that the theaterman finds reviews (par-

ticularly negative and bad ones) wonderfully important and service-

able in beating down the price of product But don't let us kid

ourselves,—ALL reviews are important, as are ALL reviewers

T T T
• • • NOW the third main division of filmland served splendidly

by the critics is the public John Q. is just as much an integral

part of the industry as any other To him, and his wife and kids,

reviews, excepting purely trade appraisement of product, is addressed

The broad highway of film entertainment would be tortuous,

winding and confused, indeed, were it not for the "signposts" supplied

by the critics The latter, and the public, are much closer to one

another than some folks might concede The public is highly ob-

jective in the matter of spending hard-earned coin Critics are high-

ly objective in telling them on what entertainment to spend it

The harmony 'twixt critics and the public is not attributable to close

association alone, i.e. their meeting daily, weekly or monthly, through

the printed word Rather is it the coinciding of their tastes in the

vast majority of instances Perhaps the most striking example of

this is the fact that in the recently-conducted '41 Ten Best Pictures Poll

of THE FILM DAILY, 548 critics all over the nation selected 10 pix as

the span's outstanding, and, when the consensus of the co-op polls in

which the public voted was compiled, the SAME 10 FILMS were the

winners, though in slightly different order! Yes, the Ten Best ARE
the Ten Best

Minn. Indies Renew

Rental Ceiling Plea !

(Continued from Page 1)

tical requests which were delivered

to members of the delegation in

Washington Friday. The wires
asked that the delegation insist f*j^»

any price control bill agreed XjQ,
by Senate-House conferees contair
a ceiling on rentals no higher than
was paid for similar product for the
1940-41 season.

In the wake of the declination by
Wendell L. Willkie to represent the

indies in their fight to secure "satis-

factory" pictures, the exhibitors
committee met here, but the strat-

egy adopted was cloaked with sec-

recy by the indies.

Ben Kalmenson, Warner Bros, gen-
eral sales manager, was due here at

the week-end for conference with the

same committee of indie exhibs. who
asked for a ceiling on film rentals

and tried to get the services of Will-

kie to see that they get pictures.

Neil F. Agnew, Para., vice-prexy, is

due here early this week for simi-

lar confabs. Both execs, were called

by telephone on Thursday by the in-

die exhibs. who demanded that the

companies do something at once

about giving them product.
The exhibitors also have now ap-

pealed to three attorneys of national
prominence, whose names were nol

revealed, hoping one of these maj
accept the assignment to see pic

tures are sold at proper terms. Ex
hibitors say if no satisfactory re

suits are obtained at the Kalmensor
or Agnew conferences they will ap
peal to Governor Stassen to enforce

the state's anti-trust law against th(

distributors.

WEDDING BELLS

Herbert Hillman, former studen
assistant at the College, now af

Bangor in the Air Corps, was mar
ried to Mildred Lichter of New
Haven, at Bangor.

Detroit—Harry Remington, pub
licity director of the Fox theater

was married to Mary Owen, forme]
model.

Lewiston, Me. — Engagement o

Maxine Heldman of this city to Ralpl
E. Draper also of Lewiston, mana
ger of the Camden Theater of th<

Graphic Theater Circuit, has been
announced.

Chicago—Jacquelin Stern, daugh
ter of Emil Stern of the Essanes
circuit, was married to Arthur Brh.

of New York.

Memphis, Tenn. — Raphael I

Dawson, with Universal Film Ex
change here, was recently marrie<

to Nell Salmon.

Chicago—Dorothy Freidman of th

20th Century-Fox exchange wil

marry Herman Naditch shortly.
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s theater acted as church ushers,

.rial was private.

Among executives present were
Ve J. Schaefer, Ned Depinet,

I
/. Rodgers, Lynn Farnol, Mon-

e Greenthal, Jack Cohn, Nate
ingold, Charles C. Pettijohn, Tom
nnors, Spyros Skouras, George
igels, M. L. Aylesworth, Murray
Iverstone, Sidney R. Kent, John
Rockefeller, Jr., Laurence Rocke-

Ber, the staff of the Center The-

pr and the directors of Rockefel-
- Center.
Practically the entire staff of the

jsic Hall attended, including the

-'ickettes, ushers, cashiers, music-

is and stage crew.

ew York SPG Re-elects

iseph Gould President

{Continued from Page 1

)

ie Lawrence H. Lipskin, Columbia,
•e-president; Arthur Jeffrey, UA,

Jcond vice-president; Stephen L.

•eeland, 20th-Fox, secretary, and

tarles Wright, free-lance artist,

easurer.

Gould received 115 votes and Rig-

d, 102. Lipskin beat Morton Ger-

r of Warners, 112-105; Jeffrey

'pped Jonas Rosenfield, Jr., of 20th-

jx, 110-107; Freeland won over

sonard Daly of UA, 108-107.

right, unopposed, received 216

•tes.

Guild members in the armed forces

ted by mail.

At a luncheon meeting at the Ho-
1 Bryant Friday, immediately fol-

Twing the elections, all the candi-

ites joined in issuing a statement
hich stresses unity of effort "to

-.lfill our membership's basic pro-

'am of all-out war activities and
just contract with the motion pic-

re companies."

lirisch Added to RKO
ilm Buying Department

i

i Harold J. Mirisch, former opera-

r of the Tower and Oriental The-

irs in Milwaukee and a former
me manager for Warner theaters,

is been added to the RKO film buy-

g department under Edward Al-

jison, chief film buyer.

Calling Manila" for O'Brien
'est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Twentieth-Fox will

:ar Pat O'Brien in "Calling Ma-
ila," Irving Pichel directing.

STORKS!
Detroit—Harold Bernstein, owner

t a circuit in Bay City and Port
[uron, Mich., is the father of an
% -pound boy, Daniel. Mother is

ie former Marge Barnett, Mono-
ram exchange cashier.

TO THE COLORS!
Cleveland — Bill Andrews, Para-

mount shipper, has reported for ac-
tive duty in the U. S. Army.

Toronto—Two more employes of
the film industry in Toronto have
joined the colors. One is James No-
lan, shipper of Regal Films Corp.,

and the other is Ivan Wilson, in

charge of the poster room of Em-
pire-Universal-Films. Wilson has
enlisted in the Royal Canadian Air
Force.

Cleveland—Bob Nero, Monogram
shipper, recently released from army
duty on the West Coast having
passed the 28 year age limit, has
been ordered to report back for

service on Feb. 1. Leonard Born-
field takes over for him again.

Cleveland — The Warner theater

department held a party in honor
of Bud Gilliam who has joined the

Naval Reserve.

Pittsburgh — Joe Minsky, Vita-

graph office manager here since his

release a month ago from the Army,
has reported back for duty to Camp
Meade, Md.

St. Louis—George Rixner, man-
ager of Fanchon & Marco's Mis-

souri Theater, has enlisted in the

Coast Guard.

Loew's, Inc., home office employes
who recently joined the armed forces

are Arthur Ehrlich, Sid Salitsky and
Bennett Goldstein, all of the contract

department; Albert Cohen, mailing
room, and Eddie Gelfand, purchasing
department.

Detroit — Lawrence Allen, man-
ager of the Temple Theater at Wind-
sor, Ont., is leaving to join the

R.A.F. as a navigator. He is the

son of Max Allen, owner of the

Lincoln Park Theater at Lincoln

Park, and of some 40 Canadian the-

aters.

Coconut Grove, Fla.—Floyd Blitzh

of the Grove theater has been called

to service in the Army.

Miami Beach, Fla.—Oscar L. Car-
ter of the Strand theater has en-

listed in the Navy.

Coconut Grove, Fla. — Richard
Wanklyn, assistant manager of the

Grove theater, has joined the navy
and is now at Norfolk, Va.

Lincoln, Neb. — Lieut. Henry A.
Keller, of Altec, has been ordered to

Ft. Leavenworth, Kan.

Reino Maddough, assistant booker
at the New Haven Paramount ex-

change, has been recalled to Army
service.

at 20th Century-Fox exchange here,
have both enlisted in the Army Air
Corps, with assignment to Maxwell
Field, Ala.

Chicago—Martin DeLong of War-
ners' Partheon Theater has joined
the Navy and Thomas Kee of the
Hamilton Theater has enlisted in

the Marine Corps.

Springfield, 111.—Pat Mitts of the
Fox Lincoln Theater has joined the
Navy.
Edward Maisel of the Tivoli Thea-

ter is now in the Army, stationed at
Jefferson Barracks, Mo.

Albany — Morris Cohn, Columbia
salesman, who was recently released
after serving his year in the Army,
rejoined at Fort Dix, N. J.

Providence -— Louis Robertson,
doorman at Majestic here, has re-

ported for service in the U. S. Marine
Corps Jan. 12.

Pittsburgh— Robert Finkel, son
of William Finkel who operates the
Arcade and Colonial Theaters, has
resigned as an assistant director

for Republic Pictures and after a

short visit with his parents here,

leaves for Camp Meade to join

Uncle Sam.

Loew's Asks Ouster

Of Stockholder Suit

{Continued from Page 1)

will hear this morning an application
by Loew's to dismiss the complaint.
The plaintiff, owner of 100 shares

of common, lists five alleged in-

stances of over-payments to com-
pany officials under the agreement
which provides for a percentage of

the distribution of the profits.

Among the claims is the conten-
tion that Loew's $3,500,000 invest-

ment in Gaumont British Picture
Corp., Ltd., is worthless because of

the repercussions of the war and
that the company has failed to take
this into consideration in fixing the
profits of Loew's officials.

Complaint charges a failure to

deduct losses caused by foreign reg-
ulations which have frozen and
blocked monies abroad. Illegal pay-
ments totaling $1,100,000 were made
to unknown persons and concealed
on the company's books, it is also

alleged.

WB May Clear Up Arrears
On Pfd. Thru New Issue

{Continued from Page 1)

ers shares of a new $5 preferred
which would relieve the company of
the necessity of putting out a large
amount of cash.

and wheif\F/xN^

he woke up he was c

^ o j

I

Albany—Scot Lester, poster clerk,

and E. Bud Dale, assistant shipper

jp>~"
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:< :< R€VI€UIS Of THE IttUJ FILHIS :< A
"The Remarkable

Andrew"
with William Holden, Ellen Drew,

Brian Donlevy

Paramount 80 Mins.

SPLENDID PICTURE, ABLY CON-
CEIVED AND ACTED, WILL MERIT
STRONG PRAISE AND WIDE ATTEN-
TION.

Every so often, but not often enough,

a picture emerges from the lesser budget

brackets with true, dramatic distinction.

"The Remarkable Andrew" attains such

rating because of the sincere and eloquent

manner in which it combines entertain-

ment and a reaffirmation of the funda-

mental truths of our democracy. It is

the kind of picture which will build

through word of mouth and is worthy of

astute showmanship.

The tale, although utilizing fantasy, is

human and real. A young lad, named af-

ter Andrew Jackson, is- a bookkeeper in

City Hall. He unearths a discrepancy in

the balancing of the figures which in-

volves the grafting politicians in City Hall

from the Mayor down. Instead of cover-

ing up, he attempts to expose it and is

in turn arrested by the politicians.

His hero, Andrew Jackson, appears in

full regalia to help him. Only the lad

can see him. Jackson is continually at

his side giving him advice and people

begin to think the lad is crazy and talk-

ing to himself. Jackson calls upon the

ghosts of George Washington, Thomas Jef-

ferson, Justice Marshall, Ben Franklin,

Jesse James and an unsung private from

the Revolutionary army for counsel. The
ghosts unearth the evidence the lad needs

and as a result all the politicians resign.

When the boy and the girl go on their

honeymoon, the ghost of Andrew Jackson

is with them for a while but she

catches a glimpse of him as he leaves and

realizes the general was really with her

sweetheart.

And that is the outline of the tale which

Stuart Heisler has directed with skill and

a full appreciation of the story's values.

The film is dotted with genuine flashes of

humor and moments of moving drama.

Heisler, who attracted attention with his

directorial effort on another "B" effort,

"Among the Living," establishes himseif

as a topflight director with considerable

talent. Dalton Trumbo has adapted his

own novel, which was a fine literary

achievement, with equal skill for the

screen.

William Holden is an excellent choice as

the lad who never loses faith in the

ideals of democracy and gives the best

acting performance yet. His girl is played

by Ellen Drew with appealing charm.

Brian Donlevy turns in a sterling per-

formance as Andrew Jackson. Other stand-

out parts are handled by Montagu Love,

George Watts, Porter Hall, Jimmy Conlin

and Tom Fadden.

CAST: William Holden, Ellen Drew, Brian

Donlevy, Rod Cameron, Richard Webb, Por-

ter Hall, Frances Gifford, Nydia West-
man, Montagu Love, George Watts, Bran-

don Hurst, Gilbert Emery, Jimmy Conlin,

Spencer Charters, Wallis Clark, Tom Fad-

"Torpedo Boat"
with Richard Arlen, Jean Parker,

Mary Carlisle

Paramount 69 Mins.

STEREOTYPED ACTION DRAMA WHICH
STACKS UP AS BELOW AVERAGE PRO-
GRAMMER.

Title in a sense is misleading since action

only has the remotest connection with the

Navy. Story is essentially about a couple

of pals who design boats with a girl thrown
in for the triangle.

Production seems to be a series of process

shots which offers no support to the weak
story idea. It has been done many times

before and in a more credible manner.

Richard Arlen and Phil Terry are cast

as the two close friends who design a new
style torpedo boat. Arlen is more self-

headed and stubborn. For awhile, their

friendship goes on the rocks when Arlen's

former girl friend marries Terry after Arlen

refuses to make up with her. Then Arlen

comes between another friend, who is super-

intendent of the plant and the owner's

daughter with whom he is in love.

After Arlen sells owner on building a

torpedo boat, he and Terry are reunited.

In the trial run, Terry dies when the boat

sinks because of Arlen's failure to listen

to reason. Arlen then steps out of the

picture as far as the other romance is

concerned and lets the owner's daughter
think he is a heel. During a test run for

the Navy, Arlen gives his life when he
prevents his other friend and girl he loves

from running into a barge hidden behind

a smoke screen.

Considering material, Arlen and Terry

turn in acceptable performances. Jean
Parker is good as the girl who marries

Terry and Mary Carlisle looks cute as the
owner's daughter. Dick Purcell, Ralph San-

ford and William Haade offer capable sup-

port.

CAST: Richard Arlen, Jean Parker, Phil

Terry, Dick Purcell, Ralph Sanford, William
Haade, Oscar O'Shea, Robert Middlemass.
CREDITS: Producers: William Pine and

William Thomas; Director, John Rawlins;

Screenplay. Maxwell Shane; Original, Aaron
Gottlieb; Film Editor, Bill Zeigler; Camera-
man, Fred Jackman.

DIRECTION, Routine. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Edward G. Cooke Dies
Edward G. Cooke, 73, a noted

theatrical advance agent and pro-
ducer, died Friday at his home in
New York. He was acting general
manager for John. Golden at the
time of his death. He had been as-
sociated with Golden since 1916.

"Dumbo" in 125 FWC Houses
Fox West Coast has closed with

RKO for the showing of "Dumbo" in
125 theaters in the Los Angeles and
San Francisco territories, Ned Depi-
net announced Friday.

den, Minor Watson, Milton Parsons,

Thomas W. Ross.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Richard

Blumenthal; Director, Stuart Heisler; Novel

and Screenplay, Dalton Trumbo; Camera-
man, Theodore Sparkuhl; Film Editor, Ar-

chie Marshek.

DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRA-
PHY, Excellent.

"The Fleet's In"
with Dorothy Lamour, William Holden,

Eddie Bracken

Paramount 93 Mins.

SHOULD BE CLEAR SAILING FOR TOP
GROSSES WITH THIS ZIPPY MUSICAL
LOADED WITH GAGS AND TUNES.

This musical docks with plenty to spare

as far as entertainment is concerned.

Film is endowed with a sprightly story,

pleasant tunes and a cast of principals

who figure prominently in supplying the

merriment. With Dorothy Lamour, more

attractive than ever, and Jimmy Dorsey's

orchestra, as marquee names, film looks

like top grosser.

Musical is held together by a breezy

yarn about a book-loving sailor who is

cast into the spotlight after his picture

appears in the paper kissing a movie star.

Sailor was taken unawares but his repu-

tation as Casanova grows and the sailors

bet he cannot kiss the Countess, singin?

star of a Frisco dance hall. Sailor ends

up marrying the girl and his pals collect.

The Countess is played by Miss Lamour

who clicks big. Her vocals, especially,

"When You Hear the Time Signal," and

"Not Mine," are rendered in swell style.

William Holden is good as the sailor who
becomes the Casanova.

Brighter moments of the film are sup-

plied by Eddie Bracken, who scores in his

comic role. Film supplies a blonde bomb-
shell of mirth in Betty Hutton whose

energy and talents as a comedienne are

virtually breathtaking. She's solid in three

specialty song numbers and looks like a

good screen bet if she continues on the

more subdued side.

Rest of the entertainment is supplied

by a group which looks as if it might have

been recruited from a Paramount Theater

stage show. There is Jimmy Dorsey and

his orchestra with Helen O'Connell anc

Bob Eberly as the vocalists; there is r

funny comedian, Gil Lamb, who registers

a hit with his routine, with the exceotion

of a questionable joke that should be

scissored; Cass Dailey, the songstress who
makes all the funny faces; and the com-

edy dance team Lorraine and Rognan.

Betty Jane Rhodes is on only for the

opening and sings the title song nicely.

Film is last directorial effort of the late

Victor Schertzinger and a good one.

Schertzinger also wrote the music to the

songs with Johnny Mercer. "The Fleet's

In," "Arthur Murray Taught Me Dancing

in a Hurry," "If You Build a Better Mouse-"

trap" and "Tangerine" complete the score.

CAST: Dorothy Lamour, William Holden.

Eddie Bracken, Betty Hutton, Cass Daley,

Gil Lamb, Leif Erickson, Jack Norton,

Roy Atwell, Harry Barris, Dave Willock,

Rod Cameron, Jimmy Dundee, Jack Chap-

in, Jimmy Dorsey and Orchestra, Bob

Eberly, Helen O'Connell, Lorraine and

Rognan.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Paul

Jones; Director, Victor Schertzinger;

Screenplay, Walter DeLeon, Sid Silvers,

Ralph Spence, From story by Monte Brice

and J. Walter Ruben; From play by Ken-

yon Nicholson and Charles Robinson;

Cameraman, William Mellor; Film Editor,

Paul Weatherwax.
DIRECTION, Good; PHOTOGRAPHY,

Top Flight.

"Fly by Night"
with Nancy Kelly, Richard Carlson,

Albert Basserman

Paramount 74 Min

GOOD PROGRAM ATTRACTION T#4
PACKS PLENTY OF SUSPENSE CfC\
SOME LAUGHS. Cn

There are moments of exceptional mei

in this mystery yarn but unfortunately thi

are not sustained for duration of film. )

it stands, it is still a superior progra

feature which will offer strong support f

any dual spot.

Pic packs plenty of suspense and if ya \

continued in straight melodramatic ve

result probably would have been a ti

thriller. Tale loses its punch when it stra

to romantic and comic interludes whi

Richard Carlson and Nancy Kelly are elui

ing their pursuers. Robert Siodmak, neve i

theless, has done a capable and workmai
like job of directing.

Story gets off to fast start with n*
escaping from insane asylum. He fore

j

a young interne to befriend him meat
while insisting that he is not insane. TI

pair go to the interne's hotel room whe
the escaped man is killed but not befo
revealing the reason for his confinemer
Police do not believe interne's story

he makes a break for it and escapes, r

,

is forced to take an attractive girl wi

him so that she will not give him aw;

He finally convinces her that the sla^

man did give him a baggage check for

package that contains a secret formula ail'

that the professor responsible for the ii

vention is confined at the insane asylui

Weak moments are those when the p;

go through getting married to throw tv

policemen off the trail. The pair find tl

professor at the asylum and the poli

arrive in time to save all.

Richard Carlson as the pursued interi

handles his role in great style. He ge
effective support from Nancy Kelly as tl

girl. Martin Kosleck, as the man wl

escapes from the asylum, and Albert Basse

man, as the villainous doctor, are good
minor roles.

CAST: Nancy Kelly, Richard Carlso

Albert Basserman, Martin Kosleck, Walt
Kingsford, Nestor Paiva, Edward Garga
Mary Gordon, Oscar O'Shea, Miles Mandt
Michael Morris, Arthur Loft, John Butlf

John Dilson, Cy Kendall.

CREDITS: Producer, Sol C. Siegel; Asa
ciate Producer, Colbert Clark; Directc

Robert Siodmak; Screenplay, Jay Dratle

Additional Dialogue, F. Hugh Herber
Original, Ben Roberts and Sidney Sheldoi

Cameraman, John Seitz; Film Editor, Arth
Schmidt.

DIRECTION, Very Good. PHOTOGR/
PHY, Tops.

Garvin to Alaskan Spot
As Successor to Beale

;

Portland, Ore. — Charlie Beal
who has managed B. F. Shearer
Capitol Theater in Juneau, Alask
for the past seven years, has resigne

and will go into business in Lc

Angeles. Homer Garvin, form*
[

theater operator in Hastings, Neb:
as a Paramount-Publix partner, wi

replace Beale in Alaska.
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ol. Files 15 Equity

iiit Interrogatories

(Continued from Page 1)

9 Department of Justice to name
persons having knowledge of the

levant facts of the case.

Questions seek the following in-
-
-Ration: Nature and scope of al-

)i conspiracy; all stars and di-

YCors under contract to both Co-
mbia and another defendant; in-

ances in which Columbia, with an-

her major, excluded independent
•odueers; instances where Colum-
a's license terms were fixed be-

xe an exhibitor could estimate the

due of a film; details on the fixing

minimum admission prices; in-

iances of the conditioning of the

:ensing of one picture on another
tture, or the licensing of one the-

fer conditioning the licensing of

uther theater; details on alleged

^crimination against indie houses
favor of affiliates; instances of

'leged clearance contracts calcu-

ted to suppress competition; de-

.ils on alleged refusals to license

ans on any terms; and instances

alleged withholding of prints to

ivor one exhibitor against the

Cher.
Demands for interrogatories does

:>t ask for a time limit in which
•ie Government must file its answer.

'oil Shows Exhibitors

)ppose Blocks-of-Five

(Continued from Pane 1

)

orthwest Allied outside Minnesota.
The poll was made by means of a

nestionnaire sent to exhibitors, sim-
ar in form to one used previously

I checking sentiment of Minnesota
vhibitors. The latter were over-

, helmingly against the blocks-of-
ve selling plan. Questions con-
lined in the questionnaire sent out

y Strom were:
Do you favor tradeshowings and

locks-of-five booking?
Has the consent decree affected

our rentals by increase or decrease?
Do you prefer seasonal block-

ooking with 20 per cent cancella-
tion?

According to Strom's announce-
ment, only two exhibitors failed to

nswer yes to the first. One said
Okay up to now"; and another
Don't know." All said their film

entals had been raised. Two an-
wered "no" to the third question,
II others answering "yes."

Dircella and Kaufman
Will Face Trial Today

(Continued from Page 1)

iffiliated circuits which resulted in

•he payment of large sums of money.
]ircella was an IA representative in

Chicago and Kaufman is a business
igent for Local 244, Newark.

'rom Kellard to Stevens
Columbia has signed Robert Kel-

ard of the Broadway stage and will
iring him to the screen in "Hello
Annapolis" as Robert Stevens.

Service Record
Detroit— Proud record of being

probably the first nabe theater in

the country to have members of its

staff in all three services—Army,
Navy, and Marine Corps—has been
set by the Stratford Theater. House,

a 1,000-seater, is operated by F. A.

Schneider, and managed by his two
daughters, Gertrude and Bernadette.

Producer-Locals Pacts
Are Expected This Week

(Continued from Page 1)

end of the week, according to Rich-
ard F. Walsh, IA president. Walsh,
who expressed satisfaction with the
progress made, pointed out the IA
executive board will hold its semi-
annual meeting next Monday at the
Hotel Everglades in Miami.

Meetings on Friday were termi-
nated early so that many of the com-
pany executives could leave early to

attend the funeral services for W.
G. Van Schmus. Both sides re-

sumed negotiations on Saturday.
A jurisdictional thorn in the side

of the IA is also expected to be

settled this week when the Amer-
ican Society of Cinematographers to-

night in Los Angeles hears the re-

port delivered by Fred Jackman,
president, on his conversations with
Walsh.

Local 659, Cameramen, has claim-

ed jurisdiction over the ASC by vir-

tue of an International charter. In-

dications, based on the strong har-
mony evident among the IA locals,

point to a satisfactory solution for

the IA local.

AAAA Asks Waiver of Dues
For Camp Show Troupers

A resolution recommending the
waiving of union dues for all mem-
bers of the AAAA who are engaged
in USO-Camp Shows productions
was made last week by the AAAA,
Frank Gillmore, International pres-

ident, announced today.
Member branches of the AAAA

recently exempted artists from dues
payment during the period of their

entertainment tours of Army camps.
More than 400 performers are

currently touring a total of 225
army camps and naval stations for
USO-Camp Shows, and are being
supplemented by volunteer appear-
ances of artists from the stage,

screen, radio and concert divisions

of USO-Camp Shows.
AAAA representatives previous-

ly elected to the board of directors
of USO-Camp Shows have now been
appointed to serve as a co-ordinat-

ing committee with full power to

represent the AAAA in solving prob-
lems directly connected with the use
of members of the various AAAA
branches in the national war enter-
tainment program.

Selbyville Sunday Ban
Selbyville, Del. — Town council

here has banned Sunday film and
theatrical performances.

January 21st, 1942

(It's a Wednesday)

thru this paper

the proverbial

cat will be out

of the bag

F.

F.

F.
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:< :< Reviews of thc new funis :< t*
"We Were Dancing"
with Norma Shearer, Melvyn Douglas,

Gail Patrick, Lee Bowman
M-G-M 94Mins.

FROTHY ROMANTIC DRAMA, WELL
MADE AND ACTED, BUT HANDICAPPED
BY UNTIMELY STORY.

In a welter of high society, as well as

that aristocracy which emanates from wealth

rather than proud lineage, Norma Shearer

flashes her beauty and histrionics in a man-
ner well calculated to please her many
fans.

The story and action, however, lack

consequence currently in that the more

stark realities of the war occupy the public

mind. Hence the character of the Polish

Princess who weds a titled Continental

nobleman, Melvyn Douglas, and gads about

the U. S. with him as a lilting team of

"professional house guests," for the reason

that neither wants to go to work, is dif-

ficult psychology even for an actress as

gifted as Miss Shearer, and, for that mat-

ter, the Chesterfieldian Douglas.

But if the production lacks timeli-

ness, it is handsomely made as well as

nobly played. The yarn's outset finds Miss

Shearer about to wed a lawyer of wealth

and station, but on the eve of the nuptials

fate brings to her the titled Douglas. And
so they elope. All goes well in their life

of social sponging until their cash and,

more important, their invitations to go

visiting at the menages of nouveau riche

friends run out. Miss Shearer finally sues

for divorce, and it is granted. Then she

is all set to wed the lawyer she jilted.

But along comes Douglas again, this time

with a job, and the lovers are off again

on a second marital venture.

Robert Z. Leonard's direction is skillful,

and so is Robert Planck's photography.

CAST: Norma Shearer, Melvyn Douglas,

Gail Patrick, Lee Bowman, Marjorie Main,

Reginald Owen, Alan Mowbray, Florence

Bates, Heather Thatcher, Connie Gilchrist,

Dennis Hoey, Sig Ruman, Nella Walker.
CREDITS: Director, Robert Z. Leonard;

Producers, Robert Z. Leonard, George
Froeschel; Based in part on "Tonight at

8:30" by Noel Coward; Director of Photog-

raphy, Robert Planck; Musical Score, Bro-

nislau Kaper; Recording Director, Douglas

Shearer; Art Director, Cedric Gibbons;
Associate, Daniel B. Cathcart; Set Decora-

tions, Edwin B. Wallis; Film Editor, George
Boemler.

DIRECTION, Tip-Top. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Ditto.

20th-Fox Gets 10 More
Days for Pickwick Reply

New Haven — Ten-day extension
of time in which to file an answer
to the plaintiffs' interrogatories has
been granted 20th-Fox for the third

time, in the $5,452,575 Pickwick
Greenwich anti-trust suit against
the eight majors in the U. S. Dis-
trict Court here.

The lengthy interrogatories filed

several months ago includes ques-
tions on corporation matters, per-

sonnel, selling policies and other
questions. The suit, brought last

April charges "conspiracy" to re-

strain interstate trade, particularly

in and about Greenwich.

"A Yank on the Burma
Road"

with Laraine Day, Barry Nelson, Keye Luke
M-G-M 65 Mins.

GETS UNDER WIRE FIRST WITH JAP
SLANT BUT IS ONLY A ROUTINE
EFFORT.

Only distinction this routine programmer

can gather is that it manages to wind up

with direct reference to the Japanese as

our enemies and pays tribute to an Amer-

ican who did his bit before it all started.

Fault with this film is that it is slapped

together without much conviction and fails

to have the punch it should have considering

the locale of story.

It has a pretty good idea about a taxi-

cab driver who becomes a hero wh°n he

singlehandedly captures two murderers and

nonchalantly brings them to the police in

his cab. He then accepts an offer to lead

a motor caravan ovei the Burma Road. Al-

though he enjoys the publicity he is also

motivated by the plight of the Chinese.

Yarn then dovetails into a hackneyed pat-

tern when the hero is persuaded by a young
woman to take her across the Chinese border

so that she can visit her husband who is

held prisoner because he has been flying

for the Japs. Finale has the hero leading

the guerilla band and capturing the town
from the Japs.

Barry Nelson does the best he can with

the role of the cab driver who falls for

Laraine Day's charms. Part selected for

Miss Day is not a happy choice and she

struggles through bravely. A pair of Chinese

actors, Keye Luke and Sen Yung, are good
in minor roles.

CAST: Laraine Day, Barry Nelson, Stuart

Crawford, Keye Luke, Sen Yung, Phillip Ahn,

Knox Manning, Matthew Bouton.

CREDITS: Producer, Samuel Marx; Di-

rector, George B. Seitz; Original Screenplay,

Gordon Kahn, Hugo Butler and David Lang;

Cameraman, Lester White; Film Editor,

Gene Ruggiero.

DIRECTION, Routine. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

UA Biz in Minn. Hurt
By Anti-5 Law—Cramblett

Minneapolis—Business of United
Artists has been hindered in Min-
nesota by the state's anti-blocks-of-
five law, Ralph S. Cramblett, the
company's branch manager here, tes-

tified in the anti-five case now on
trial in St. Paul in which Paramount,
RKO and 20th Century-Fox are
charged with violating the anti-five

law.
Cramblett was called as a defense

witness, even though his firm is not
a defendant. He said his firm once
considered closing its exchange here
because of the anti-five law but re-

considered later and continued the
office in operation. He testified UA
previously had sold all its product
on one-picture contract, permitting
no cancellations but now and then
agreeing to substitutions.

Trial was adjourned to today at
conclusion of Cramblett's testimony.

"Bombay Clipper"
with William Gargan, Irene Hervey,

Charles Lang
Universal 61 Mins.

FAST-MOVING MYSTERY THRILLER
ABOUT JEWEL THIEVES WHICH SUS-
TAINS INTEREST ALL THE WAY.

Mystery yarn about jewel thieves with

most of the action occurring on a Clipper

bound from Bombay to Manila. Pic is

handled in a capable manner and manages
to sustain interest. It follows formula for

mystery tales of its ilk and should prove a

satisfactory programmer.

Leads are handled nicely by William Gar-

gan and Irene Hervey. Gargan plays the

role of a foreign correspondent whose mar-

riage to Miss Hervey is continually inter-

rupted by news assignments. His boss

tips him off to a story about expensive

diamonds being smuggled out of the country

to America on the Clipper.

Gargan goes along with the promise he

will find a desk job waiting for him back

in the States. He convinces his girl the

trip will be their honeymoon. Aboard the

Clipper are a number of assorted characters

after the diamonds. Suspicion is naturally

diverted and a couple of killings add to the

action. The conspirators almost bring plane

down near waiting submarine but Gargan

and aviator whom Gargan once called "yel-

low," succeed in thwarting the enemies.

As the reporter, Gargan is convincing

while Miss Hervey is both pretty and un-

affected, turning in a good performance.

Wade Boteler, Charles Lang, Philip Trent

and Mary Gordon are good in lesser roles.

CAST: William Gargan, Irene Hervey,

Charles Lang, Maria Montez, Lloyd Cor-

rigan, Mary Gordon, Truman Bradley, Philip

Trent, Turhan Bey, John Bagni, Roy Harris,

Peter Lynn, Wade Boteler, Billy Wayne,
Paul Dubov.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Marshall

Grant; Director, John Rawlins; Original

Screenplay, Roy Chanslor and Stanley Rubin;

Cameraman, Stanley Cortez.

DIRECTION, Capable. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

* SHORTS *

"Tanks"
OEM Film Unit 10 mins.

Excellent

There has been considerable talk

about production and the lack of it,

but here is eloquent testimonial on
how the U. S. defense program is

rolling. For one thing, the OEM
Film Unit has brilliantly conceived
a formula for presenting subject
matter related to defense in an en-

tertaining: manner. The photography
is magnificent, the musical score by
Jack Schaindlin forms a meaning-
ful background to the film; and
Orson Welles reads a fine script with
dramatic excellence. In telling the
tale of how the M-3 medium tank is

assembled, tested and shipped over-

seas, all the component factors are
fused into an outstanding reel. Ex-
hibs. will find the subject an excit-

ing way of showing how our produc-
tion plants are forging the "arma-
ment of victory."

"Woman of the Year'1
with Spencer Tracy, Katharine HepbufJ

Fay Bainter

M-G-M 112 Mil

ROMANTIC COMEDY WITH HEPBURI
TRACY COMBINATION IS TOP ENTE <

TAINMENT AND STRONG BOX OFF^T
Just about a year ago M-G-M pre^V

Katharine Hepburn in "The PhiladelpM
Story," which was swell comedy and a b

|

office smash. In what seems like a Ioj

time, Miss Hepburn is back again in a

other enjoyable romantic comedy. Wh
film is not the same calibre as the previo

Hepburn starrer, it is still top entertainme
and will be in the hit class.

Comedy is gay but paced in a leisure
|

tempo. Director George Stevens' deft fl,

!

for comedy is strikingly evident in a numb
of bright scenes despite a script that is t f

episodic and not consistently substantial.

Role patterned after a famed worn
columnist the counterpart of Dorot

Thompson offers Miss Hepburn many o

portunities to display her acting skill ail

charm. She is captivating both as the i
|

formed columnist whose work earns her tl

award of the "woman of the year" and tl

woman in love with the sports column

j

of the paper.

As an example of perfect casting, Spenc
I

Tracy is the sports writer who marries Mi
Hepburn. Only flaw in Tracy's splendid pe
formance is a tendency to under-emoj
where the characterization should ha'

been keyed more vigorously.

Story is a simple one. Tracy meets Mi
Hepburn when he goes to the managii
editor to complain about her remarks <'

baseball. He falls in love with her ai

marries her. Miss Hepburn continues h

career with no diminishing of activity. Tra<

walks out and the career woman realiz

marriage is more important and returns

her husband.

Above outline does not include a numb
of warm and human touches which contim
ally illuminate the film. Number one scei

of the film is where Miss Hepburn attemp
to prepare breakfast for her surprised hu

band. It is a howl. The baseball gam
the honeymoon night and other situatioi

furnish the film with many amusing mi

merits.

The supporting cast is not large but

capable one. Deserving of mention are F;

Bainter, as the companion; Reginald Owe
the managing editor; Ludwig Stoessel, tl

Yugoslavian minister; William Bendix, tl

bartender; George Kezas, as the your

Greek refugee lad; Roscoe Karns, reporte

Minor Watson, the father; and Dan Tobi

Miss Hepburn's secretary.

CAST: Spencer Tracy, Katharine Her.

burn, Fay Bainter, Reginald Owen, Mini

Watson, William Bendix, Ludwig Stoessel

George Kezas, Gladys Blake, Dan Tobii

Roscoe Karns, William Tannen.
CREDITS: Producer, Joseph L. Mankit

wicz; Director, George Stevens; Origini

Screenplay, Ring Lardner, Jr., and Michaij

Kanin; Cameraman, Joseph Ruttenberg; Fill

Editor, Frank Sullivan.

DIRECTION, Fine. PHOTOGRAPH 1
!

Tops.

"General Billy Mitchell"

To be Produced by RKO
Hollywood—William Hawks wi'

produce and Howard Hawks will di

rect "Gen. Billy Mitchell" for RKC
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'rice Control Exemption GetsOkay of Conferees
entative Agreement Said
eached to Give Pix Same
tatus as Press, Radio

ashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Conferees on the
•ice control bill have agreed tenta-

vely to exempt motion pictures

om the formal price control, it was
arned in reliable Capitol Hill quart-

Js ast night.

Conferences on other provisions of

ie bill are still being held, and foi'm-

announcement of the decision on
{Continued on Page 5)

ilm Can Shortage

ritical—Eastman

Shortage of film cans has reached
it critical stage, according to the

astman Kodak Co., which is pre-

aring a campaign for industry co-

operation in returning cans in which
nv film has been received from
ne manufacturers.
K. M. Cunningham, of the East-

(Continucd on Page 6)

' ep. Purchases Okla.

"ranchise Agreement

Republic yesterday announced that

lie company has purchased the

anchise agreement of Sol Davis
(Continued on Page 4)

"Disunity Confab"
Set for Chicago?

Chicago—New York's unity con-

ference scheduled late this week
will be countered with a "disunity

conference" here in early February

if plans of some Minnesota inde-

pendents go through, it was learned

last night.

It is understood that local hotels

yesterday received overtures from

Minnesota exhibitors, presumably

members of the indie exhibs.' com-
mitttee there which has been ap-

pealing for a price ceiling on rent-

als amendment to the price control

measure now before the Congress.

The meeting here, it was reported,

would be national in scope if held.

568 Features Given Code Seals During >41;

Represents Gain of 38 from 1940's Total

Total of 568 features, of which 546 were domestic and 22 were foreign,

was approved by the Production Code Administration in 1941, the PCA re-

ported yesterday. In addition, four domestic features in the re-issue category

were given Code seals.

Year's total reflects a gain of 38 features, the PCA in 1940 giving the nod

to 530.

Of the domestic features, 143 were produced by non-members of the

MPPDA; of the 22 foreign films, nine were distributed by non-members.

Name Gus Eyssell

Musk Hall's Head

G. S. (Gus) Eyssell yesterday was
named president of Radio City Music
Hall Corp. and managing director
of both the
Music Hall
and the Cen-
ter Theater.
Eyssell suc-
ceeds the late

W. G. Van
Schmus who
died last
Wednesday.

Announce-
ment of Eys-
sell'sappoint-

m e n t was
made by Bar-
ton P. Turn-
b u 1 1, acting
president of Rockefeller Center, Inc.,

at a small gathering of Music Hall
executives in the theater's studio
apartment following a meeting of

the board of directors at which three
new members were elected.

Added to the board were Lawrence
(Continued on Page 5)

GUS EYSSELL

Hold Funeral Rites

Today for Talley

Funeral services for Truman H.
Talley will be held this morning at

11 o'clock at the St. Thomas Protes-

t a n t Epis-
copal
Church,
Fifth Ave.
and 53rd
St. Dr.
Roelif H.
Brooks,
rector,
will offic-

iate. Burial
will be pri-

vate.

Talley,
who was
the execu-
tive vice-president of the 20th-Fox
subsidiary, Movietone News, Inc.,

producers of Movietone News and

shorts subjects, has been a leading

newsreel figure for two decades.

He joined the Fox organization as

(Continued on Page 4)

TRUMAN H. TALLEY

13% of Theaters in 14 Cities
Circuits Operate Houses in 2,424 Towns

Plainfield Arbitration

Award Modified on Appeal

The award of the arbitrator in the
case of the Andora Amusement Co.,

Plainfield, N. J., against RKO, 20th
Century-Fox, Warner Bros, and
Paramount has been modified by the

(Continued on Page 6)

Fourteen cities of over 500,000
population contain better than 13

per cent of total U. S. film theaters
with more than 22 per cent of the

total seating capacity, it is revealed

by a study of Film Facts, published
by the MPPDA today. Publication
shows 2,301 theaters with 2,374,108

seats for the 14 situations against
(Continued on Page 8)

Year's "Take" $1,100,000,-

000, Average Attendance
Up 5,000,000, MPPDA Says

Average film theater attendance
in the U. S. soared approximately
5,000,000 in 1941, sending the gross
boxoffice up an estimated $100,000,-

000 to $1,100,000,000, the MPPDA
reported yesterday with the release
of Film Facts, an annual summary
of statistical information prepared
by the staff of the Hays office here.

According to the summary, the
estimated weekly average attendance
last year was 85,000,000, marking
a return to the level in 1938 and
1939. All-time high was established

(Continued on Page 8)

WB Gel Loan !o

Reacquire 6% Debs.

Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc., board
has authorized the borrowing of $2,-

000,000 for the purchase of its six

per cent debentures, series due 1948.

Loan was arranged at two-and-a-
half per cent with the New York
Trust Co., Guaranty Trust Co. of

(Continued on Page 6)

Connecticut Theater Men
Meet on Air Raid Code

New Haven—Connecticut MPTO
and Allied Theater Owners of Con-
necticut members will meet jointly

at a luncheon meeting tomorrow
at Ceriani's Restaurant here, with

(Continued on Page 6)

$3,118,087 to Coast
Extras During 1941

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Coast extras during

1941 collected a total of $3,118,-

087.43 for production work, with the

average daily rate (including over-

time payments) standing at $11.50,

according to Central Casting Corp.

figures announced yesterday.

Total for 1941 was materially

higher than in the preceding year,

the 1940 wage aggregate hitting $2,-

529,766.10. Average daily rate in

1940 was $11.08.
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FINANCIAL
{Monday, Jan. 19)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg,
Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (2l/2%)
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East. Kodak 132i/

2 131 14 132]/2 + %
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc 38i/

2 38 38y2 + i/2
do pfd
Paramount 14% 133/4 143/4 + %
Fara. 1st pfd
Para. 2nd pfd 13'/8 12'/4 13'/8
RKO 3 3 3

RKO $6 pfd

20th Century-Fox . . . 8 1% 8 +14
20th Century-Fox pfd

Univ. Pict. pfd.. ... 156 156 156
Warner Bros 5y2 5% 5V2
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Loew's deb. 3y2s46
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3

y

4s47

Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 95 96 96 + l/
2

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts. ... % % % + Vs
Radio-Keith cvs 7-32 5-32 3-16 +1-16
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc. 8y4 8% 8%

Essaness Closes Product
Deals With Para, and "U'

Chicago—Emil Stern and Eddie
Silverman have returned from New
York, where they closed a deal for

Para.'s first three blocks-of-five for

the Essaness circuit. They also

made a deal with Universal for

first-run films for the Loop Woods
theater. Latter deal will not. inter-

fere with the RKO Palace's Uni-
versal run.

Larry Larsen, Organist, Dies
Chicago — Larry Larsen, veteran

theater organist, is dead from a

heart attack. Burial will be in Mt.
Olive Cemetery.

End of Union Parleys
Expected Tomorrow Night

Windup of the contract confer-
ences between the producers and
the business delegates of the IATSE
studio locals is expected tomorrow
night. In most cases all that re-
mains is the question of wage in-

creases which will be adjusted in

the next two days.
Richard F. Walsh, IATSE presi-

dent, is planning to leave Thursday
for Miami for the International's

semi-annual board meeting starting
Monday. Another indication of the

widespread accord was evident
among a number of union delegates
who said they were leaving for the
Coast Thursday.

It is also understood that Sidney
R. Kent, 20th-Fox president, who
with Nicholas M. Schenck, has been
taking a leading part in the nego-
tiations for the producers, is pre-

paring to leave with his aide, Tom
Connors, for studio conferences on
Friday.

Vitagraph Rep. on Stand
In Minn. Anti-5 Law Trial

Minneapolis—Defense in the anti-

blocks-of-five trial in Ramsey Dis-

trict Court began yesterday to bring
in exchange managers of companies
other than the three on trial in an
effort to show the new law affects

all companies about the same.
H. T. Balss of Vitagraph, Inc.,

was a witness yesterday, testifying

that his company also is hampered
in distributing pictures because of

the law. Defense attorneys said

they expect to place other branch
managers on the stand before com-
pleting their case against Para-
mount, RKO and 20th Century-Fox.

Leo Mishkin Named Press

Rep. Here for Selznick

Leo Mishkin has been named New
York publicity representative for
David O. Selznick Productions, Inc.

Mishkin, who is motion picture critic

for the New York Morning Tele-
graph and chairman of the New
York Film Critics' Circle, will work
under Whitney Bolton, Selznick pub-
licity director.

Freeman Luncheon Put Off

By Washington Confab

Paramount's luncheon for Y. Frank
Freeman, vice-president in charge
of production, scheduled for Thurs-
day at the Hotel Astor, has been
postponed until Friday.
Freeman, who arrived from the

Coast yesterday, is slated to confer
with Secretary of the Treasury Mor-
genthau in Washington on Thursday.

"Woman of the Year" Set

For Music Hall Jan. 29

M-G-M has booked "Woman of
the Year," into the Music Hall start-

ing Jan. 29.

President Roosevelt
Sends Regrets to Gable

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — President Roosevelt

yesterday sent a telegram of sym-
pathy to Clark Gable whose wife,
Carole Lombard, was killed in the
TWA crash Saturday morning. The
message read:

"Mrs. Roosevelt and I are deeply
distressed. Carole was our friend
and our guest in happier days. She
brought great joy to all who knew
her and to the millions who knew
her only as a great artist. She
gave unselfishly of her time and
talent to serve her Government in

peace and in war. She loved her
country. She is and always will be
a star, one we shall never forget or
cease to be grateful to. Deepest
sympathy."

Funeral plans for Miss Lombard
and her mother, also killed in the
accident, were incomplete last night.

Washington—The Senate yester-
day halted business briefly while Sen-
ator Willis of Indiana paid a tribute

to Carole Lombard. He praised her
as "a great actress and a loyal

citizen."

WB Opening "Kings Row'
At Astor Theater, Feb. 2

Warner Bros.' "Kings Row," is

set for a special engagement at the
Astor Feb. 2. Hal B. Wallis, pro-
ducer, David Lewis, associate pro-
ducer, and principals of the cast,

will be on hand for the opening.
Following the invitational opening

night showing, the picture will play
the house for an extended run on a
popular price basis.

One of the largest electric signs
ever erected on Broadway will rise

above the marauee of the theater
and an unusual lobby display is be-

ing desiened for the house. Gen-
eral outline for the "Kings Row"
campaign will be modeled after that

of "Sergeant York."

Circella-Kaufman Trial

Postponed Till Feb. 2

Federal Judge Simon H. Rifkin
yesterday ordered a postponement of

the trial of Nick Circella (Dean) and
Louis Kaufman until Feb. 2. Rea-
son for nostponement as given by
the U. S. Atorney's office is that
there is no judge available at this

time to hear the suit.

Circella and Kaufman are charged
with conspiracy to extort upwards
of $1,000,000 from the film compa-
nies.

Buxbaum Guest of Honor
At a Birthday Luncheon

Harry Buxbaum, New York branch
manager of 20th Century-Fox, was
the guest of honor at a birthday
luncheon yesterday at Sardi's, given
by his friends.

A number of RKO executives were
present, including Charles Koerner
and Edward Alperson.

COminG and Gome

JAMES R. GRAINGER, Republic prexy,
yesterday for three-day visit to Boston.

ELMER RHODEN, head of Fox Midwest,
rived yesterday from Kansas City.

GEORGE WELTNER, assistant to John
Hicks, head of Paramount's foreign departm-
returned from a South American trip yesj)

O. R. HANSON, of Pioneer Films Ltd.

is stopping at the Warwick Hotel.

CHARLES WEINER, PRC franchise holder
Minneapolis, is in town conferring with h

office executives.

ABE SCHWARTZ, Cleveland exhibitor, and
wife, have left for Florida for their Wi
vacation.

SAM STECKER, executive of Associated 1

aters circuit, Cleveland, and his wife, stop
in New York over the week-end on their

to Florida.

BEN MICGINS, 20th-Fox's foreign departn
executive, left for the Coast Sunday night.

MITZI CPEEN begins a two-week pers

:

appearance tour through Virginia and Mary
Army encampments with her first stop ton
at Fort Belvoir, Va.

H. A. ROSS, president of Ross Federal Ser<

left over the week-end for a tour of the f

cipal cities. He was accompanied by f
MAGEE of the research division.

HERB ELLISBURG of the Studio Theater,
c'ago, is vacationing in Florida.

JEANETTE BERLINER. Republic booker,
Haven, is back from a Miami vacation.

MRS. DAVE MILLER of Cleveland, wife
Universal's district manager, is spending

week in New York,
on her way East.

WALLACE BEERY is at Johns Hopkins Hosp
Baltimore, for a routine checkup.

IRA BECK, Loew's Rochester student as

ant, is visiting the home office.

Y. FRANK FREEMAN arrived from :

yesterday.

HARRY SHERMAN is in town from Hollyvv

She stopped off in Bui

Argentine Critics Acclaii

'Kane/ 'Voyage Home'

Buenos Aires (By Cable)—

C

standing pix of 1941, as selected
Argentine critics are: "Citizen Ka
(RKO-Mercury) ; "Long V o y a

Home" (UA-Wanger); "Orchi
Tuesday", "Gaucho Priest", "I

tory of a Night" and "Argent

'

Song."

Sears Predicts Escapist Pix

Chicago — Grad Sears told

press here yesterday that films fi

now on will either be escapist

tures or based on war-time subje
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Carolina Exhibitors

Condemn Decree

Charlotte, N. C—Theater Owners
of North and South Carolina yester-
day took a definite stand against the
consent decree in a formal resolu-

tion, and elected Roy Rowe of Bur-
gaw, N. C, president for 1942.

Other officers elected were: A. P.

Sams, Jr., of Statesville, N. C, first

vice-president; Boyd Brown of Wins-
boro, N. C, second vice-president.

and Mrs. Walter Griffith of Char-
lotte, secretary and treasurer.

Reasons for condemning- the con-

sent decree, included in the resolu-

tion, are: Lack of cancellation privi-

leges with forced buying in blocks-
of-five; Necessity of waiting until

after pictures are screened for pur-

chase and presentation, thereby in-

creasing costs to producers which
in turn is passed on to exhibitors;

Interference with bookings of the-

aters by reasons of delays occa-
sioned bv negotiations for pictures;

A steadily increasing demand for
increased admission prices.

The resolution suggested that an
alfprnative plan be evolved so the

industry can return to the old block-

buving system.
Leading the discussion of the ill

effects of the consent decree was
Ed Kuykendall, president of the
MPTOA, who also expressed the
urgent need for complete unity
among theater owners—among them-
selves as well as with all branches
of the industry.

Resolutions also were passed com-
mending the War Activities Commit-
tee of the industry, local and na-
tional Variety Clubs, and the work
of Judy Canova, Republic Pictures'

singing star, and James J. Walker,
former mayor of New York City in

helping with the sale of defense
bonds at historic Independence
Square here at noon.

This public sale, sponsored by the
theater owners and the local com-
mittee on defense bond sales, re-

sulted in the sale of $79,500 worth
of defense bonds.
Harry Brandt, president of the

Independent Theater Owners of

New York City, told the convention
that the film industry is the most
maligned and discriminated against
industry in the country and only by
unity may theater owners fight for
their rightful place in the business

Dennis F. O'Brien Hugo Mayer

• • • NOT since the fracas last Autumn when the Bronx Bombers,

alias the New York Yankees, and the Brooklyn Dodgers met head-on has
Pa Knickerbocker's realm been treated to such an inter-borough rivalry as

the current "Boxoffice Battle of the. Boroughs," which finds more than 60

houses of Loew's Metropolitan chain in knock-'em-down, drag-'em-out

promotional competition Whereas the World Series was essentially

a feud 'twixt two boroughs, the present warfare involves what amounts

to four plus To be exact, there are 14 Bronx stands, 19 in Brooklyn,

22 in Manhattan, and 12 in Queens, Westchester and North Bergen sec-

tors

T T
• • • WHAT precipitated the constructive battle-royal (which

might well be duplicated in many areas of the nation to build biz) was

a deal calling for four pairs of Paramount pix to play the Loew Met.

circuit The attractions are "Nothing But The Truth" and "Buy
Me That Town"; "Hold Back The Dawn" and "Henry Aldrich For

President"; "Skylark" and "New York Town"; and "Birth Of The
Blues" and "The Night Of Jan. 16" Well, Paramount suggested

a b.o. drive, and, while the Loew forces felt that their own theater staffs

didn't need any extra stimulation to make 'em lug the leather as show-

men, Charles C. Moskowitz gave his okay to the contest, principally on

the point that here was a golden opportunity to show the Paramount
distribution forces how Leo if Sons can really roar to produce theater

attendance

T T
• • • TO explain the set-up of the "Battle of the Boroughs," Para-

mount has posted $2,000 in Defense Bond prizes for the individual man-

agers and assistant managers of Loew's in-town theaters adjudged to

have turned the biggest exploitation guns to the advantage of the ole

b.o. when the four pairs of Para, pix play their situations The bond

prizes represent an even one-fifth of the 10-Grand "kitty" which Para.

has allocated to the campaign The four-fifths increment over and

above the prize sum is earmarked so that the pix themselves can be

publicized, advertised and exploited in honest-to-goodness manner, and

allow the entire competition to benefit

T T
• • • DURING the past week, Alec Moss, acting as something

of a one man "mission" in behalf of Paramount, visited many Loew
houses on the far-flung, four-sector front to see how the Battle of the

Boroughs was progressing Upon his return, his eyes were consid-

erably wider with wonder than the vaunted orbs of Bette Davis, or even

the pupils of Professor Cantor What amazed Mister Moss was the

creative prowess, ingenuity , enthusiasm, elan and confidence of the Loew
field forces A single, direct query at some of the Loew theaters as

to what this and that house was planning in the way of promotional

campaigns gave Mister Moss the feeling that he was being dive-bombed

with ideas So valuable, novel, and business-getting were most of

the ideas that Paramount, we are informed, intends to collect them

all at the end of the Battle of the Boroughs in the form of a manual

which should, for a long time to come, be a bible for the promotion

and retail merchandising of subsequent-run attractions

T T T
• • • IF, dear reader, you should pass a local Loew theater very

late at night and see lights shining therein, it's only the managerial

staff burning the midnight oil to annex Defense Bond prizes And if

you see a strange glow, don't turn in an alarm It's just that the

boys are red hot on the job The rivalry is downright terrific

No quarter is asked, and none given in this inter-borough duel

But there will be a helluva lot of quarters in the contestants' jeans and

in the b.o. e'er the battle is over

Hold Funeral Riles I

Today for Talley .

(Continued from Page 1)

foreign editor of Fox News in 1925

Two years later, Talley became d

rector-in-chief. He became Williar
Fox's personal representative/^
1928 during the reorganization. \),<
1929, he organized British Movk
tone News and other foreign office

for the company.
Talley is credited with many in-

novations that expanded the scop
of the newsreel when sound revolu
tionized motion pictures. As gen
eral manager of Fox Movieton
News in 1934, Talley hired Lowel
Thomas and Laurence Stallings t

assist him in developing a new typ
of pictorial journalism.

Talley was born in Rockport, Mo
March 18, 1891 and was a graduat
of the University of Missouri. Af
ter a career on St. Louis papers-

Talley became director of The Her
aid's Paris bureau during the peac
conference in 1919, and later becam
European manager of New Yor)

Herald News Service. He was alsi

a special magazine writer on forj

eign affairs.

S. R. Kent, 20th-Fox president, is

sued the following statement:
"The passing of Truman Talle;

at this time will be felt deeply ii

the industry's war effort. As ai

outstanding authority on documen
tary motion pictures, his vast knowl
edge of the international scene madi
him a personality we will find hare

to replace. To me personally hi:

death is particularly grieving. Ou:

association extended beyond the of

fice where I found him a most warm
ing friend. Twentieth Century-Fo3
Film Corporation is indeed thi

poorer by this sad occurrence whicl

takes from it one of its most capabh
executives."

Rep. Purchases Okla.
Franchise Agreement

I

:

(Continued from Page 1)

and Morris Loewenstein, of Okla
homa, for the distribution of Repub-
lic pictures in the territory servec

out of Oklahoma City.

II'wood's 941 Charity
Gifts $2,251,373

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Charity contributions

by the Hollywood film colony in

1941 reached a high of $2,251,373,

industry checkup for the year estab-

lishes. These organizations benefited:

Los Angeles Community Chest, $475,-

826; American Red Cross, $440,000;

Infantile Paralysis Fund, $75,000;
Motion Picture Relief Fund, $295,-

714; British War Relief, $250,000;

Greek War Relief, $104,833; United

Jewish Welfare, $325,000; United

China Relief, $70,000; U. S. O.,

$215,000.
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lame Gus Eyssell

1u$ic Hall's Head

(Continued from Page 1)

ikland, Vanderbilt Webb and Rus-
11 V. Downing. Rudolph Travers

elected secretary of the cor-

ation, succeeding Eyssell.

lerlin H. Aylesworth was re-

acted chairman of the board; Leon
eonidoff, vice-president, and Russell
. Downing, treasurer.

Eyssell joined the Music Hall in

inuary, 1933, four weeks after the

juse opened, as assistant managing
rector. He started his career in

18 as an assistant to the man-
ner of the Isis Theater in Kansas
ity, one of the first deluxe suburban
<eaters in the city. This job he kept
hile still attending Central High
.•hool. His next step upward was
; treasurer of the Newman, down-
-wn house, and, in 1925, as man-
ner of Paramount's Million Dollar

heater in Los Angeles.
In sequence, he became manager
the Metropolitan, Publix district

'imager in Dallas, Houston and
'an Antonio, city manager of Pub-
's houses in New York and finally

distant managing director of the

orld's biggest theater.

lickey Rooney to Appear
t Hub War Fund Rally

Boston—Harry MacDonald, RKO
leaters district manager in New
ugland, has been named head of

le theater division of the United
"ar Fund and as such will direct

le big meeting at Boston Garden
hursday when Mickey Rooney and
is bride will appear before an ex-

acted audience of 18,000 persons.

he United War Fund is sponsoring
Me meeting.

ialtimore V. C. to Sell

200,000 in War Bonds

Baltimore — Local Variety Club,

as pledged itself to sell $200,000
i defense bonds.

liller. District Manager
Chicago—George Miller has been
amed district manager of the
'idiana-Illinois circuit, in charge of

le Simansky-Miller theaters recent-

f taken over by the circuit.

WEDDING BELLS

Cleveland—Irene Jaskulek of Vi-
agraph's cashier department, and
'red Heiber of this city, were mar-
ied.

Cleveland—Helen Lehman, secre-
ary to Henry Greenberger of Com-
lunity Circuit, will be married to

lyron Miller on Valentine Day, Feb.
4. The wedding will be solemnized
y a twilight ceremony at St. Chris-
Dphers-by-the-River in Gates Mills.

Basie Admission Scales and Film Rentals
Both Bided Under Canadian Price Controls

Montreal— Basic rates of admission to motion picture houses are under the

"ceiling" and cannot be increased, James Stewart, administrator of Services, War-
time Prices and Trade Board, announced. Rental of films by exhibitors also comes
under the price control regulations, the Administrator of Services declared.

"The admission fee cannot be greater than the basic rate charged between
Sept. 15 and Oct. 11, 1941," he said.

The "ceiling" on admission prices does not apply in the case of legit, the-

aters, Stewart stated.

Says "York" Policy Change
Would be Breach of Faith

Albany—Joseph Bernhard of War-
ners has flatly rejected the appeal
by New York State Unit of Na-
tional Allied, Inc. that "Sergeant
York" be released now to subse-
quent-runs for less than the 55-cent
minimum at which first-run exhibs.
have been playing the picture.

Bernhard, answering a letter sent
to Harry M. Warner by Leonard
L. Rosenthal, executive secretary of

N. Y. State Unit of National Allied,

Inc., agreed that " 'Sergeant York'
should be shown everywhere now,"
but said Warner sales policy with
respect to the picture was formu-
lated last July and due to increased
admission prices charged then, he
feels "it would be a breach of faith
with these exhibitors and the public
who paid the increased admission
prices to abandon our sales policy

at this time and allow subsequent-
run exhibitors to play this picture
at their regular admission prices."

150 Will Honor Golden
At Rochester Tonight

Rochester—More than 150 man-
agers and theater men from through-
out the state are expected to be
present at Hotel Seneca tonight for
the testimonial dinner to Jay Gol-
den, new city manager for the five

houses in the RKO-Paramount-Com-
erford pool.

Charles Koerner, RKO executive,
and William England, RKO per-
sonnel director, both of New York,
have notified Howard Carroll of the
Strand, chairman of the affair, that
they intend to be here.

Others who have made reserva-
tions include: Ralph Maw, M-G-M
branch, Buffalo; Elmer Lux, RKO
branch, Buffalo; Sidney Samson, Fox
branch, Buffalo; Ken Robinson, Par-
amount, Buffalo; Jack Baumann,
Republic, Buffalo, and Max Roth,
Warners, Buffalo. Several Schine
executives are also expected from
Gloversville, as well as managers
from Syracuse, Carroll said.

Appeal Piedmont Decision

Twentieth Century-Fox, Salano
Theaters, Inc., and Fox West Coast
have filed an appeal against a de-
cision in the San Francisco trib-

unal upholding the complaint of the
Piedmont Theater. The Piedmont
asked that its clearance be cut from
60 to 21 days.

'Captains of Clouds' Opens
At N. Y. Strand Feb. 12

"Captains of the Clouds," War-
ners' Technicolor story of the Royal
Canadian Air Force, will be world
premiered Feb. 12 at the New York
Strand. Picture will make its bow
that night with the first showing at

seven o'clock. House to be darkened
an hour earlier to prepare for the
premiere, which will have all the
glitter of a Hollywood "first night"
but no kleig lights, due to the war.

Quimby Circuit Boosts

Employes' Salaries 10%

Fort Wayne, Ind. — Mrs. Helen
Quimby, president of the Quimby
Theaters, has announced a blanket
10 per cent increase in salaries for

all employes. The increase will af-

fect 150 employes, and add approxi-
mately $25,000 to the theaters' an-

nual payroll, it was said.

Pix Price Control

Exemption Okayed

(.Continued from Page 1)

films will not be made until the con-

ferees are in agreement on all phases

of the legislation.

When this has been done, the

measure will then be presented to

both House and Senate for formal

approval. The House and Senate

will vote on the conference report as

a whole, rather than on individual

portions, and will either accept or
reject the whole bill. Passage is be-
lieved certain.

Because they will not have oppor-
tunity to pass separately on the film
exemption, individual members who
have been petitioned on the bill are
not expressing their views. They
include the Minnesota Congressmen,
who have been asked by indies in
their state to press for a film rental
ceiling amendment.
Exemption of films was passed

by the Senate, but the House bill

eortained no such provision. House
conferees said to have raised no ob-
jection to placing motion pictures in
the same category as press and ra-
dio are Reps. Steagall, Williams,
Spence, Wollcott, and Gifford. Sen-
atorial conferees are Glass, Brown,
Danaher, Barkley, Bankhead, and
Taft.
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Film Can Shortage

Critical—Eastman

(Continued from Page 1)

man motion picture film department,
has warned that steel is a priority

and must be conserved for an all-

out defense program. Steel is re-

quired for making cans in which
film is shipped from the film manu-
facturer to the studios and labora-

tories and no practical substitute

has been found.
The manufacturer, therefore, must

buy back cans to maintain and ship

the industry's requirements of film.

Since August, Cunningham said,

Eastman has been buying film cans
from the industry. In August, he
said, the situation was serious; now
it is critical.

Connecticut Theater Men
Meet on Air Raid Code

Variety Club's "Hey Rube"
Drive Seeks New Members

National Variety Club's "Hey
Rube" drive is being launched for

the purpose of bringing into the

clubs every person connected with
the motion picture industry. Par-
ticular attention will be directed at

all exchange staffs and theater man-
agers, who are not members now, to

join their local tents and thereby
line up with the industry's solid

front.

It is pointed out that this can
best be accomplished through the

medium of the national Variety
Club with its high standing locally

and nationally with its background
of work accomplished during its 13

years of activities.

As the expression "Hey Rube" is

the call that goes out when the big

tent is attacked, Variety Club ex-

ecutives declare that the biggest
tent on earth is being attacked and
that "all hands must band together

to fight it out and win."

TO THE COLORS!

Chicago—Charles Levine, manager
of the Biograph Theater, who re-

turned from his Army service re-

cently, has been called back for the

duration.

New Haven—Ray Hughes, assis-

tant at the Roger Sherman, and em-
ployed at this Warner house for
the past four years, left Saturday
after enlisting in the U. S. Navy.

Jules Ruskin, chief usher of the

Roger Sherman, has enlisted in the

Army.

Rochester—Robert J. Kusse, photo-
graphic chemist in the research labo-

ratory of Eastman Kodak Co., has
been appointed a flight instructor at
the Air Corps Training School at
Douglas, Ga.

Chicago — Marshall J. Hollander,
son of Will Hollander, B & K pub-
licity chief, has joined the Navy.

(.Continued from Page 1)

Irving C. Jacocks, Jr. and Herman
M. Levy of MPTO and Dr. J. B.
Fishman and Maxwell Alderman of

Allied, presiding. The new regula-
tions regarding air raid emergency
issued to all managers and employes
of theaters in Connecticut by State
Police Commissioner Edward J.

Hickey, will be discussed, as well as

the general air raid protection sug-
gestions of the Regional office of

Civilian Defense and the Connecti-
cut Blackout Code, issued by the
Connecticut Council of Defense.
The State Police regulations pro-

hibit "holdouts" and order that the

lobby "must be kept free and clear

of all obstruction, and persons seek-
ing shelter from the streets during
a blackout shall have right of

entry." Local Defense Councils may
designate the theaters to be used
as air raid shelters, and only framed
steel or framed concrete construc-
tion buildings are to be offered.

Managers and assistants, or some
suitable persons 25 years old or
over, shall act as wardens, all of

whom are to take a 14-hour course
of instruction, and one of whom is

required to be present in the audi-
torium or lobby at all times during
theater operation. Staffs are to

be organized so that every person
will be assigned to specific duties
in case of raids, and duties are to

be learned by means of weekly drills.

The warden is the authority who
shall exercise his judgment as to

when the audience ought to be no-
tified of the air raid alarm, shall

turn on house lights, and address
the audience in a more or less pre-
pared speech. Each member of the
staff not otherwise assigned is to

stand in an emergency exit or other
conspicuous place and open or shut
doors as directed by the warden.
The rules state that no policeman

or fireman shall act as warden, but
that notice of the alarm shall im-
mediately be given by the warden
to police and fire departments and
to the nearest State Police. Auxil-
iary lighting is to be provided, ade-
quate to permit people to see each
other and for all seats and stairs

and passageways. The ticket of-

fice is to be closed and the cashier

to be prepared to act as telephone
operator or otherwise as directed,

as soon as funds have been pro-
vided.

Theaters shall run a trailer on the
screen during each performance for
public instruction purposes, when
and if requested by the State Coun-
cil of Defense or the State Police.

Failure to observe these rules is

punishable by revocation of license.

Joseph A. Hopsenberg Rites Held
Funeral services were held Sun-

day for Joseph A. Hopsenberg, 51,

an associate of Jacobo Glucksmann,
film importer of 729 Seventh Ave.
Hopsenberg died suddenly on Sat-

urday. He is survived by his widow,
a son and a daughter. He was a
member of the Picture Pioneers.

Want Cuban Anthem
To Open and Close

Havana (By Air Mail)—All Cuban
exhibitors have been requested by

the Council of the Committee for

Defense of Democracy to open and

close all programs with the national

hymn.

Plainfield Arbitration

Award Modified on Appeal

(Continued from Page 1)

Appeals Board so that greater relief

has been granted to the complainant.
Andora Amusement Co., which

operates the Liberty, Plainfield,

charged that the 30-day clearance
granted to the Strand, Paramount
and Oxford, operated by the Strand
Theater Operating Co., in Plainfield

was unreasonable. The arbitrator
ruled that the clearance should be
reduced to 21 days, but the com-
plainant appealed on the ground that
the clearance should be still further
reduced to "14 days after single fea-
tures and seven days after double
feature exhibition."

After reviewing the case, the Ap-
peals Board modified the arbitra-
tor's decision, ruling that the Strand
should have 21 days clearance over
the Liberty, while the clearance of
the Paramount and Oxford be re-

duced to 14 days.

Iowa Exhibitor's Complaint
Charges Refusal to License

Charging that Paramount has re-

fused to license him product on any
run, Charles Kuech, manager of the
Gem Theater, Charles City, la., has
filed a demand for arbitration with
the Des Moines tribunal. Kuech
claims that Paramount's alleged re-

fusal is in violation of Section VI
of the consent decree.

Engel Files Clearance Case
For Plains, Pa., Theater
A clearance complaint was dock-

eted in Philadelphia by J. Engel,
owner of the Plains Theater, Plains,

Pa. Engel charges that the seven-
day clearance granted to the Par-
sons Theater is unreasonable and
asks for day-and-date availability.

Anetta Arbitration
Case Continued to Jan. 29

Chicago—Anetta Theater arbitra-
tion case has been continued to Jan.
29, when the arbitrator will give de-
cision on Attorney Aaron Stein's mo-
tion to dismiss the case.

Paul Peters Joins 20th-Fox

Paul Peters, associate editor of
Life Magazine since 1937 as editor
of the movie, theater and book de-
partments, becomes associated with
Twentieth-Fox's New York story
department, effective Feb. 1.

Eugene F. Givet Dead
Rochester—Eugene Frank Givet,

backstage electrician at Loew's
Rochester since the theater opened
15 years ago, died here.

WB Gel Loan to

Reacquire 6% Debs.

(Continued from Page 1)

N. Y. and Continental Illinois Na
tional Bank & Trust Co., of Chi
cago repayable $1,000,000 on Oct
1, 1945 and $1,000,000 on Apri
1946. This loan is secured by
same collateral now pledged in the
same banks as security for its exist-
ing $4,000,000 loan with them and
the new loan will be substantially:
subject to the same terms and con-
ditions as the existing loan.
Company has invited sealed tend-

ers from its debenture holders for
debentures at not exceeding 96 per
cent of the face value flat. Cou-
pons maturing March 1 are to be
presented in the usual manner.
The corporation now has in its

treasury sufficient debentures to
meet its sinking fund require-
ments through 1944. Acquisition
of additional debentures will be held
in the corporation treasury for sink
ing fund requirements for 1945.

Some Run Cases Filed
As First in Des Moines

Ira Lee and William Tiermeier,
owners of the Avon Theater, Bur-
lington, la., have filed the first de-
mands for arbitration in the Des
Moines tribunal. Two cases were
filed, one against Warner Bros, and
the other against RKO.
Both complaints involve some run,

|

In the case against Warner Bros.,
it is charged that the Capitol The-
ater played "Smiling Ghosts" on
Oct. 30 and brought the picture back
again some weeks later, thereby
pushing back the second run play-;

dates for the Avon to 180 days af
ter first-run.

A similar complaint was lodgec
against RKO whose product ha?
been sold second-run to the Avor
for several years. The Palace in

Burlington played "Look Who's
Laughing" first-run and then re

peated the picture, pushing back
the Avon's run.

Complainants charge that undei
such a situation they are not get-

ting a legitimate second-run and ask
that second-run, as prescribed, be

maintained.

Rites for Mrs. Bertha Poke
Pittsburgh — Funeral rites were

held yesterday for Mrs. Bertha A
Poke, 80, widow of the late Henrj
W. Poke, pioneer exhibitor in this

territory, who died Friday from s

lingering illness. She is survived bjj

three sons, Carl A., who owns ancl
operates the Shiloh Theater here |
Henry W. and Raymond, and one

daughter, Mrs. Harry W. Meyers.

Edge Quits Radio for Tele

Bob Edge, CBS outdoor reporter
centers all his attention on televis

ion starting today, when he wind:

up his current series of networl
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"Captains of the

Clouds"
with James Cagney, Dennis Morgan,

Alan Hale, George Tobias. Brenda Marshall

vVarner Bros. 113 Mins.

SUPERB, THRILLING AND TIMELY AT-
""ACTION WHICH IS ACE BOX-OFFICE

ID ONE OF YEARS STANDOUT PIX.

When the history is written of the part

«vhich motion pictures, both functionally

3nd as entertainment, play in the current

war, and the notable productions are listed,

' Captains of the Clouds" is certain to re-

ceive an enviably high place, for on every

count it is a superb attraction,—far and

away the best all-around contribution which

the industry has made to the category of

aviation films.

Colorful, both figuratively and literally,

for it is made in exquisite Technicolor;

tremendously timely, for it recounts both

rhe drama and spirit of the Royal Canadian

Air Force; and surging with the human

side of the present conflict,—for in its story

are bound up the sagas of the fliers who
blazed the primitive fastnesses of Canada

to open up those regions to trade and de-

velopment, and of the patriotism of these

men as well as the Dominion's youth,—this

feature is a box office ace which is one

of the signicant milestones of the 1941-

42 season.

If any Achilles' heel presents itself it is

in two minor respects, namely that the

screenplay holds to the conventional strains

of predecessors insofar as the love inter-

est goes, and, secondly, the footage might

stand a bit of expeditious pruning for added

pace,—although such a stepping-up of the

action would be like suggesting that a plane

go 475 miles an hour instead of 450. At

no stage of the action do matters lag.

Such breathing spaces as exist keep the

onlooker enchanted by their inspirational

and pictorial beauty. Many a motion picture

of far less vitality and ruggedness has been

roadshown with potent success. It is worth

any picgoer's extra coin to witness the

eye-filling flying shots alone. Add to this

element a grand lot of acting, fine direction,

and pulse-tingling episodes.—particularly

the rousing finale, and you have "Captains

of the Clouds."

James Cagney who portrays the aggressive,

chunky "bush pilot" grabs flying assign-

ments from under the very noses of his

rivals. One of these, Dennis Morgan, is

engaged to wed a comely maid of the back-

woods (Brenda Marshall), but Cagney, see-

ing her ruthless character, and to protect

Morgan (who has saved his life' from marry-

ing the girl, does so himself. When Britain

is hard pressed at Dunkirk, Cagney and his

buddies enlist in the Canadian Royal Air

Force, after the former has disgustedly left

forever his bride-of-a-night. In the ser-

vice Cagney again meets Morgan, who is

ignorant of the true reason for Cagney's

i

having stolen his prospective bride.

Combat flying being for men of more
tender years than the veteran Cagney, he
is shunted into an instructor's post, and
finally expelled from the service for failure

to obey regulations, one overt act causing

the crash of a bomber. But under the

assumed name of a pal who has crashed
on a bull-headed flight over the training

field, Cagney gets a bomber to fly to Eng-
land in the capacity of a civilian pilot. Be-
fore taking off there is a reconciliation

between Morgan and Cagney, but the latter

is killed on the ocean cross ; ng, but not until

"The Lady Has Plans"
with Paulette Goddard, Ray Milland,

Roland Young
Paramount 77 Mins.

WELL-GAGGED BROAD FARCE WITH
SPY ANGLE IS AMUSING FARE.

Employing the back of an attractive wo-
man spy for carrying secret plans is a good

springboard for broad farce. Situations

which develop furnish opportunity for many

gags and that is what this picture provides

in a generous measure.

The fun commences when Paulette God-

dard, unknowingly is confused with the

spy, Margaret Hayes, who has the plans

on her back. Since both backs are lovely

it is easy to understand the confusion of

the Nazi and British agents in Lisbon when
Miss Goddard arrives there.

Miss Goddard is sent to Lisbon as an

assistant to a network's radio news re-

porter. Her place on the Clipper was to

have been taken by the spy who was to use

Miss Goddard's name and connection to sell

the plans. At last moment, the spy is

prevented from going and Miss Goddard
lands in Lisbon.

Almost all things are provided for. Miss

Goddard has a large suite at the best hotel

and a stunning wardrobe which gives her

boss, Ray Milland, the wrong impression.

The Nazi baron, Albert Dekker, is not as

tactful as the British agent, Roland Young,

in asking for a look at the plans. Miss

Goddard then becomes quite concerned over

the Continental male and is set to go home.

After awhile, Milland realizes it has been

all a mistake and he and Miss Goddard set

out to get information from the agents.

They are imorisoned in dungeon of old hotel

but break out in time to get the big story.

Milland turns in a winning and engag-

ing performance as the news broadcaster

and demonstrates that type of light comedy
role is right up his alley. Miss Goddard
fulfills her role with proper amount of

indignation at the proper time and teams
up nicely with Milland. Young is droll

and amusing while Dekker is an effective

heavy. Miss Hayes is good in a lesser role.

Sidney Lanfield has maintained film at

frothy pace by deft direction and there are

a number of bright lines in the script by

Harry Tugend.
CAST: Paulette Goddard, Ray Milland,

Roland Young, Albert Dekker, Margaret

Hayes, Cecil Kellaway, Addison Richards,

Gerald Mohr, Edward Norris, Thomas W.
Ross, Arthur Loft.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Fred Kohl-

mar; Director, Sidney Lanfield; Screenplay,

Harry Tugend; Original, Leo Birinski; Cam-
eraman, Charles Lang; Film Editor, William

Shea.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

he proves a hero bringing down a Messer-
schmitt via his own unarmed craft.

CAST: James Cagney, Dennis Morgan,
Alan Hale, George Tobias, Brenda Marshall,

J. M. Kerrigan, Clem Bevans, Russell Arms.
CREDITS: Executive Producer, Hal B.

Wallis; Associate Producer, William Cagney;
Director, Michael Curtiz; Dialogue Direc-

tor, Hugh MacMullan; Screenplay, Arthur
T. Horman, Richard Macaulay, Norman
Reilly Raine; Directors of Photography, Sol

Polito, Winton C. Hoch; Aerial Photography,
Elmer Dyer, Charles Marshall; Technicolor
Color Director, Natalie Kalmus; Film Edi-

tor, George Amy.
DIRECTION. Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY,

Splendid.
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Weekly Attendance Back to 1938's 85,000,001
Industry's Gov't Tax Bill

For First Defense Year
Boosted 60% to $160,000,000

(.Continued from Page 1)

in 1930 with 110,000,000, FILM
DAILY YEAR BOOK records in-

dicate.

Just as attendance and gross took
an upward bound in 1941, under the

impact of the defense program, there

Total production cost of all V.

S. pictures in 1941 is estimated by
the MPPDA at $215,600,000. No
comparable figure for 1940 is

available; however, according to

the 1941 Film Daily Year Book
the Hollywood production outlay

in 1940 alone was $150,000,000,

with $140,000,000

spent on features.

of that sum

was a marked hike in the industry's

tax bill. From the $100,000,000 paid
the Federal Government in 1940, the
total was boosted to $160,000,000.
States and municipalities accounted
for $250,000,000 more in industry
l6Vl6S.

Capital Investment $2,050,000,000
The Haysian statistics place the

industry capital investment in the
U. S. at $2,050,000,000, representing
$1,900,000,000 in theaters, $125,000,-

000 in studios and $25,000,000 in dis-

tribution.

Number of persons employed in

the industry and total payrolls both
dipped in 1941, comparison of the
Film Facts statistics with those for
1940 found in the 1941 FILM DAILY
YEAR BOOK discloses. The com-
parative figures:

Industry Employes
1940 1941

Exhibition 241,000 145,600
Production 29,000 33,700
Distribution .... 12,500 14,300

Totals .... 282,000 193,600
Industry Payrolls

194© 1941
Exhibition $250,000,000 $160,000,000
Production 130,000,000 139,000,000
Distribution 27,560,000 23,500,000

Totals $407,560,000 $322,500,000

Florida Music Users Meet
On Ascap Operation Plan

Jacksonville, Fla. — Following a
series of meetings last week by Flo-
rida users of music, there was a
two-day conference with Ascap of-

ficials and attorneys at which plans
were discussed whereby Ascap might
operate in Florida. Tom Watson,
State Attorney General, attended
the parley. Ascap was represented
by John G. Paine, general manager,
and Attorneys Herman Finkelstein,
Frank Weiderman of Washington
and J. T. Cohen.

It is understood that some prog-
ress on a plan of operation was made,
but nothing definite was announced.

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The U. S. Supreme

Court yesterday dismissed the appeal
of Ascap from a Washington state

U.S. THEATERS BY LOCATION AND SIZE

Theaters Operating in the United States—By Location (1941)

Population of Town
Over 500,000 .

500,000 to 200,000 .

200,000 to 100,000 .

100,000 to 50,000 .

50,000 to
20,000 to

10,000 to
5,000 to
2,500 to

1,000 and less

20,000
10,000
5.000
2,500 1,398
1,000 2,736

Towns
With

Theaters

14
29
49
107
304
550
937

2,364

Cumulative
Total

43
92

199
503

1,053
1,990
3,388
6,124
8,488

No. of
Theaters
Operating

2,301
1,099
743
898

1,278
1,405
1,715
1,967
3,075
2,470

Population of Town
No. of
Scats

Cumulative
Total

Over 500,000 2,374,108
500,000 to 200,000 962,770
200,000 to 100,000 685,674
100,000 to 50,000 " 808,872
50,000 to 20,000 1,072,839
20,000 to 10,000 991,773
10,000 to 5,000 1,016,366
5,000 to 2,500 924,676
2,500 to 1,000 1,021,051
1,000 and less 613,713

,336,878
,022,552
,831,424
904,263
895,636
912,002
836,678
857,729
451,442

Cumulative
Total

3,400
4,143
5,041
6,319
7,724
9,439

11,406
14,481
16,951

Average
Seats per
Theater

1,031
877
923
901
841
706
593
470
332
248

Theaters Operating in the United States—By Seating Capacities (1941):
No. of Cumulative

Theaters Total

112
319 431
556 987

1,000 to 1,500 seats 1,312 2,299
500 to 1,000 seats 4,689 6,988
200 to 500 seats 7,854 14,842
less than 200 seats 2,109 16,951

Seating Capacities

3,000 seats and over
2,000 to 3,000 seats
1,500 to 2,000 seats

13% ot Theaters in 14 Cities
Circuits Operate Houses in 2,424 Towns

(Continued from Page 1)

a total of 16,951 theaters with 10,-

451,442 seats for the U. S.

A check also reveals that 304

towns of from 500,000 to 20,000

population have a total of 6,319
theaters, or slightly better than 37
per cent of the total houses, but at

the same time these theaters con-
tain 5,904,263 seats, or better than
56 per cent of the total.

Circuits Operate in 2,424 Towns
Film Facts also shows that circuits

were operating theaters in 2,424
towns at the close of 1941 compared
with 2,084 at the end of 1940. To-
tol number of unaffiliated theaters
was given as 357 at year's end
against 279 at the close of 1940.

Theaters under independent cir-

cuit management were indicated at

4,839 at the end of 1941, compared
with 3,829 at the close of 1940,

while affiliated and partly affiliated

circuit holdings remained at 2,600

theaters.

CMPEA to Hold Luncheon
Cleveland—Annual meeting of the

Cleveland Motion Picture Exhibi-
tors Association Thursday will be
preceded by a buffet luncheon for
members. Speakers at the luncheon
will be Mayor Frank J. Lausche and
John Lokar, secretary to the mayor.

Schwartz With Lou Irwin
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Bobby Schwartz has

joined the Lou Irwin Agency as an
associate.

court decision that it had violated
the Sherman Anti-Trust laws and
therefore was not regulating the use
of copyrighted music. Ascap had al-

ready agreed to comply with the
Washington law. Appeal was dis-

missed by stipulation of counsel for
both sides.

Ceike Painting Exhibited

Alfred Ceike, artist in Warners
home office advertising department
has had a painting accepted for ex-
hibition at the Metropolitan Museum
of Art beginning today. The paint-
ing was chosen from several of the
artists' work on exhibition at the
Associated American Artists, where
he recently completed a one-man
show.

PRC Sets Two Titles
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — PRC's "Girl Trou-

ble," produced by Bernard B. Ray,
featuring Neil Hamilton and June
Lang, has been changed to "Man
Trap," and "The Lone Rider In
Cheyenne" has been selected as the
title for Sigmund Neufeld's current
George Houston starring picture.

Pix Ad Rejects Up

Slightly in 1941

Siight increases in percentages,;?
advertising and publicity matet
discarded or revised in six or sevl*/

classifications is shown in a report I

of material cleared through the Ad-
']

vertising Advisory Council.
Report shows that of 121,584 stills

submitted during 1941, 2,350 or
1.932 per cent were discarded or re-

vised, compared with 98,333 sub-
mitted and 1,217, or 1.237 per cent
discarded or revised in 1940.
Advertisements submitted showed

the largest percentage of rejections,!
4.236 per cent compared with 2.878/
per cent in 1940. In 1941, 11,143 J
ads were submitted and 472 dis-

carded or revised as against 11,256
submitted in 1940 and 324 discarded
or revised.

Of 1,615 posters submitted in

1941, 37, or 2.291 per cent were-'

thrown back. Similar figures for
1940 were 1,759 posters submitted
and 39, or 2.217 per cent discarded
or revised.

Three publicity stories of 9,844
submitted were discarded or revised
during 1941, or .03 per cent. None
of the 10,646 stories submitted dur-
ing 1940 were penciled.

Of 9,641 exploitation ideas sub-
mitted in 1941, 21, or .218 per cent
were discarded or revised against
9,021 submitted and 11, or .122 per
cent changed or thrown out in 1940.

Eighteen miscellaneous accessor-

ies, or .366 per cent of the 4,916

submitted last year were discarded
or revised compared with 16, or .334

per cent of 4,796 in 1940.

Trailers were the only publicity

classification to show a smaller per-

centage of rejects. During 1941,

three of 1,129 submitted were dis-

carded or revised. The .265 per cent
comparing with .876 per cent in

1940 when nine of 1,027 trailers

were discarded or revised.

Tyrone Power to Finance
Pic to be Made in Alaska

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Tyrone Power, turn

ing producer, will finance an Alas-
kan film to be produced and directed

by Mala, Eskimo actor.

"If at First . . . ."

Clifton, N. J. — An 1,800-pound

concrete and steel vault at the Clif

ton Theater was blown up by yeggs

who got away with $385 in cash

and $500 worth of indorsed checks.

In the four years the theater has

been in operation, safe crackers failed

three times previously in attacks on

the heavy safe. Nitro-glycerine did

the job on the fourth try.
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J
a x^ A general agreement on new contracts calling for improved working conditions and a

niOfl I QCtS ^^Qr©©Q N^/ll '. reported 10 per cent wage increase betweer the producers and the 10 IATSE studio locals

I
as reached at 1 o'clock this morning. Final meeting will be held today to iron out term of contracts and date of effectiveness.

!
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PICK FILMDOM'S FAMOUS FIVES
Schine Trust Suit Trial Date Shifted to April 28
"ederal Judge John Knight
Denies Motion by Defense
ror Complaint's Dismissal

By I. HOWARD GARNISH
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Buffalo—The Schine circuit yes-

erday won its demand for delay

f trial of the D of J's anti-trust

itction. Federal Judge John Knight
set the trial for April 28 and denied
;he Schine motion for dismissal of

:he Government's complaint.
Postponement of the Schine trial

(Continued on Page 4)

FFF

Defense Bonds for

Col. Drive Winners

Columbia will bestow upwards of

$50,000 in Defense Bonds upon win-
ners in its "Victory Sales Drive for

Columbia's Greatest Year," it was
announced yesterday by A. Monta-
,gue, general sales manager. The

(Continued on Page 4)

FFF

War Darkens Marquees
And Signs in Toronto

Toronto—A meeting of exhibitors
in the Toronto area, which has been
designated as a vulnerable district

by APR authorities, was held in the

(Continued on Page 8)
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16 Stars for D. C.

President's Ball
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—At least 16 prominent

film stars will be guests at the Presi-

dent's Birthday Ball in Washington,

it was reported here yesterday.

The list includes James Stewart,

Robert Montgomery, Douglas Fair-

banks, Jr., Edward Arnold, Jean

Hersholt, Mickey Rooney, Bette

Davis, Joan Crawford, Rosalind Rus-

sell, Gene Tierney, Pat O'Brien, Gene
Autry, Andy Devine, Judy Canova,

Dinah Shore and Bonita Granville.

Stewart, Montgomery and Fair-

banks are in the service.

THE FILM DAILY today presents Filmdom's Famous Fives,

the outstanding stars, supporting players, juvenile actors

and actresses, directors, screenplays and Hollywood "finds"

of 1941, as voted by representative critics and reviewers

of leading newspapers, magazines, wire services and

syndicates in a nation-wide poll. This survey of critical

opinion, another unique industry "first," formed part two

of the 1941 "Ten Best Pictures" symposium in which 548

critics and reviewers participated.

For complete tabulation of Filmdom's Famous Fives,

turn to Page 9

Nation's Critics Confer
Honors on Players, Direc-

tors, Writers, Cameramen
By CHESTER B. BAHN

Editor, THE FILM DAILY
Nineteen forty - one's best

performances on the screen
were those of Gary Cooper in
"Sergeant York," Jesse L. Lasky's
production for Warner Bros., and
Vivien Leigh in "Gone With the
Wind," David O. Selznick's Metro
release voted the No. 1 picture of

the year in The Film Daily's 20th
annual "Ten Best Pictures" contest.

Cooper's delineation of the out-
(Continucd on Page 8)

FFF

Unity Consolidation

Before Trade Group

The industry's unity program will

be given further impetus today when
the Motion Picture Industry Confer-

ence Committee holds its second
meeting for the purpose of consoli-

(Continucd on Page 11)

FFF

2,000 Mourn as Rites

Are Held for Talley

Approximately 2,000 persons at-

tended the funeral services yesterday
for Truman H. Talley, executive

(Continued on Page 11)

War-time Daylight
Saving Begins Feb. 9

Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington — President Roosevelt

yesterday signed a bill placing the

entire nation on daylight saving

time, effective at 2 a.m. Feb. 9.

The statute, which will place clocks

one hour ahead, will continue in

effect for the duration of the war
and for not more than six months
thereafter.

Nation-wide daylight saving time

will save an estimated 500,000 kilo-

watt hours of power annually.
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.FINANCIAL
(Tuesday, Jan. 20)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Ne;
Chg.

132i/
2 i32i/2

High Low Close

Am. Seat 7S/8 7% 7%
Col. Picts. vtc. (2l/2%)
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd

East. Kodak 133
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq 12'/2 12y2 12l/2 + s/8

Loew's, Inc 38% 38% 383/4 + i/4
do pfd
Paramount 14% 14'/4 14'/2 — 1/4

Para. 1st pfd 109 109 109 — V4
Para. 2nd pfd 13% 12% 13%
RKO 3 3 3

RKO $6 pfd
20th Century-Fox .8 8 8

20th Century-Fox pfd. 22 22 22

Univ. Pict. pfd

Warner Bros 5% 5% 5'/4 — V4
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Loew's deb. 3i/

2 s46

Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. deb. 4s56 99% 99% 99%— %
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 96

V

2 96 96 Vi + 1/2

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Radio-Keith cvs. ...5-32 5-32 5-32—1-32
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc

Universal Picts 28% 28% 28% + 1 %
FFF

Added Duties ior Piazza

Ben Piazza, head of RKO's talent
department, will take on the added
duties of casting director for the
studio, replacing Robert Palmer, re-
signed. Piazza currently is seeking
talent in Mexico and South Amer-
ica.

POSITION WANTED
Publicity man, experienced, age 29,

married, newspaper contacts, good

writer. Reply Box 975.

THE FILM DAILY
1501 Broadway, N. Y. C.

Dorothy Lamour's appearance at a
special meeting of the Paramount
Pep Club yesterday resulted in the
sale of $60,000 in Defense Bonds, sub-
scribed by three top executives of
the company. Stanton Griffis, chair-
man of the executive committee of
Paramount, was Miss Lamour's first

customer. In addition to his pre-
vious Defense Bond purchases, Griffis

bought $20,000 worth from the
actress.

Griffis' purchase was followed im-
mediately by one from President
Barney Balaban for $20,000 and an-
other from Y. Frank Freeman for
the same amount.
Through the courtesy of Griffis,

four $25 bonds were awarded the
holders of lucky numbers, Miss La-
mour pulling the winning numbers
from a box. Winners were Joe Yantz,
of the accounting department; Mar-
jorie Minscher, exchange contract;
Katherine Janz, budget, and Kath-
erine K. Way, sales statistics.

More than 800 members attended
the meeting which was presided over
by Joseph Doughney, president of

the Pep Club. Following Miss La-
mour's talk, in which she urged the
support of the defense drive, Griffis

briefly discussed a payroll allotment
plan which soon will be instituted

by Paramount.
FFF

Lyiell, Equity Prexy, to

Direct Public Relations

Bert Lytell, Actors Equity presi-

dent, has been appointed director of
public relations and will represent
Equity in all war activities until

Oct. 1. Lytell will receive a draw-
ing account for that post since there
is no compensation attached to the
president's job. He will also repre-
sent Equity on a new committee of

the Associated Actors and Artistes
of America which will clear all war
benefits in place of Theater Author-
ity.

FFF-

Giesseman Succeeds Bole
At Frisco's Golden Gate

Cliff Giesseman, manager of the
RKO Uptown Theater, Highland
Park, Mich., will replace George
Bole as manager of the RKO Golden
Gate Theater, San Francisco. Bole
has resigned to join Universal Stu-
dios. Norman Ek, present manager
of the RKO Keith's 105th Street The-
ater, Cleveland, will take over the
managership of the Uptown in High-
land Park. These changes become
effective the first two weeks in Feb-
ruary.

FFF

Appoint Victor Kleinfeld

As Mellett Gen'l Counsel

Victor A. Kleinfeld has been ap-
pointed general counsel of the Office

of Co-ordinator of Government Films
under Lowell Mellett. Kleinfeld was
formerly with the solicitor's office

of the Farm Security Administration
where he was active in Government
films produced by that agency.

Broadway Parade Today
To Launch Dimes Drive

A parade up and down Broadway
will launch the motion picture in-

dustry's March of Dimes drive today
when theater staffs of the metro-
politan area will be in the line of

march. Procession will wind up in

Times Square where Mayor LaGuar-
dia will change the street markers
from Times Square to Dimes Square.
An outdoor show, with Ed Sul-

livan as master of ceremonies, will

include Carmen Miranda, Jimmy
Dorsey, Benay Venuta, Dick Powell,
Olsen and Johnson and others.

A total of 10,009 theaters have
pledged themselves to make collec-

tions throughout the country.
FFF

ASC Votes 117 to 21

Not to Join IP Local 659

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—By a vote of 117 to 21

members of American Society of
Cinematographers voted against join-

ing International Photographers
Local 659 and instructed their officers

to continue their separate campaign
for a charter in IATSE.

President Walsh of IA will be
asked to place the ASC application
for charter before the IATSE execu-
tive board in Miami, Jan. 27.

ASC has a five-year contract with
major picture companies and it is

understood producers favor separate
charter for it.

FFF

Kelley, Speers Promoted
At Universal Studios

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Dan Kelley has been

placed in charge of all creative tal-

ent at Universal including artists,

writers and directors. Robert D.
Speers, assistant publicity director,

has been promoted to casting direc-

tor.

Martin Murphy, in charge of all

operations at studio and who has
been with Universal for 27 years,
has been given added duties.

FFF

Ascap Dismissal Motion
In Coast Suit on Jan. 26

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Due to the illness of

Attorney Albert J. Law, represent-
ing 137 members of the PCC of ITO
who are suing Ascap for $240,000^
argument for dismissal of the suit,

to have been made Monday by
counsel for Ascap, will not be heard
until Jan. 26.

FFF

GWTW Starts Third Round
In Four Cities on Feb. 13

"Gone With the Wind" starts its

third engagements in Cleveland,
Houston, New Orleans, Cincinnati
and Buffalo next month, M-G-M an-
nounced yesterday. Picture opens
in the first four cities on Feb. 13
and in Buffalo the next day. GWTW
already has played more than 12,500
engagements.

COmiM and GOIIIG

NEIL F. ACNEW, Paramount sales chief, le

last night for a visit to the Atlanta, New Oi
leans, Dallas and Chicago Exchanges.

JACK KIRSCH. Illinois Allied prexy, is d

here today from Chicago for the unity meefir

DAVID HEMPSTEAD, producer, and the st;

!

of "Joan of Paris," MICHELE MORGAN a I

PAUL HENREID arrive from the Coast today.

MERLE OBERON leaves today for New 01
leans to appear in the "It's Fun to Be Fre'

!

pageant there Friday night.

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS arrives from WasJ
ton this morning to appear on the Fred
show tonight.

RUTH HUSSEY arrives in Lynchburg, V.

Thursday for the premiere of "The Vanishi
Virginian."

MORT ARONSON, studio tieup contact f

Columbia, has returned from the Coast and
at the Warwick Hotel.

EDDIE REED, operator of the Strand, Prov

dence, returned last night after a short st

here.

BEN KALMENSON, Warner Bros, general sal

manager, has returned to the home office frc

the Midwest.

NOaMAN ELSON, general manager of Tran
Lux, leaves today for Philadelphia and Was
ington; he returns Friday.

GLORIA WARREN, singing star of "Aiwa
j

in My Heart," arrives from the Coast today.

MICKEY ROONEY and his bride, AVA GARI
NER, have arrived from Hollywood.

MATTHEW FOX, vice-president and assista ,

to President N. J. Blumberg of Universal, h
arrived in New York for an indefinite stay
the home office.

JULES LAPIDUS, Universal district manag(
left yesterday for Philadelphia for a few da
of sales meetings.

FFF

Name Painter Republic's
Canadian Sales Manage

Toronto—Empire Universal Film
Ltd., Republic's distributor in tl

Dominion, announces the appoin
ment of H. O. Painter as Republ
Canadian sales manager.

Painter has been associated wi1

Empire Universal Films, Ltd., f<

the past two years and previous!

was district manager for Warnei
in Canada.

FFF

RKO Names Rettig Studio
Mgr., Succeeding Rogell

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIL
Hollywood—Earl Rettig, assistai

treasurer of RKO-Radio Studios, h«

been appointed studio manager su
ceeding Sid Rogell who resigned.

H. William Fitelson S. Carlisle
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Schine Trial Date

Shifted to Apr. 28

(Continued from Page 1)

raised the possibility that the New
York equity suit against the "Little

Three" will be completed before the

Schine case is tried. The equity

suit is on the Feb. 16 day calendar

before Federal Judge Henry W.
Goddard in New York City.

At a hearing here Dec. 30, Sey-
mour Simon, special assistant to

the U. S. Attorney General, guar-
anteeing that the Government will

not require United Artists, Univer-
sal and Columbia to defend them-
selves simultaneously in the equity
suit and the Schine action, said one
trial will not be pressed until the
other has been concluded.

In his opinion filed yesterday.
Judge Knight said that "since tak-

ing up consideration of this motion
(for dismissal), I have been advised
that Schine is making an application
in the District Court of Columbia
for an order authorizing the exami-
nation of certain representatives of

the plaintiff concerning matters in-

volved in the interrogatories in

question before me."
Declaring he had taken this fact

into consideration and had consulted
attorneys for both sides, Judge
Knight added that he had decided

to deny the defendant's motion for
dismissal of the complaint. (Schine
had asked dismissal on the ground
the Government had failed to an-
swer some interrogatories).

"Involved in this motion and prop-
erly considered with it," Judge
Knight's opinion continued, "is an-
other motion for re-argument as to

the trial date. This case was set

down for March 3. It is now ap-
parent that it is practically impos-
sible for either party to be ready
for trial at that date, and the soon-
est thereafter at which this court
can try the case is April 28, 1942,

and the date of trial is fixed for
then."

Cincinnati—Sam Oshrey, Warner
booker, married Dorothy Kruse, or
20th-Fox. Oshrey leaves for Army
service on a recall, in March.

Cincinnati—20th-Fox's May Von
Lehman was married to Martin
Rettig.

Boston—Brad Angier, trade mag-
azine rep. in the Boston film district,

will become a benedict on Jan. 29.

Harrisburg, Pa. — Ruth Hazel
Mumma, cashier of the Paxtang The-
ater, and Nelson L. Maus, Jr., a pro-
jectionist at the same house, have
announced their engagement. No date
for the wedding has been set.

• • • F.F.F., which stands ior Filmdom's Famous Fives, also stands

for the initial instance whereupon the critics and reviewers of news-

papers, magazines, syndicates and news services, voting in a national

poll in connection with THE FILM DAILY'S "Ten Best" selection, have ex-

pressed their opinions anent best performances, best directors, best

screenplays, outstanding photography, and "finds" of the year

Thus 1941 brings to the industry and fandom a new reservoir of valuable

appraisal, and, to those designated by the balloting critics, honors richly

deserved

T T T
• • • SCOPE of the categories of Filmdom's Famous Fives pre-

cludes over-all analysis and comment So Phil M. has selected as

today's epistle the Directors In this bracket, F.F.F. coincidentally

is "First For Fleming," and it is a further coincidence that the gentle-

man's first name is Victor To him, so decree the 548 critics and

reviewers, goes top place for his fashioning of the mighty GWTW
In the second slot you will find a newcomer, Orson Welles, whose grab-

bing of runner-up laurels is an astonishing feat when you consider that

"Citizen Kane" was his initial directorial fling in Hollywood In

third place is the veteran, Howard Hawks, who guided the making of

the magnificent grabber of magnificent grosses, "Sergeant York"

Then comes John Ford, chosen for the glory he imparted to "The Long
Voyage Home" Completing Filmland's Famous Five megaphoners

for '41 is the masterful Frank Capra for having wrought "Meet John

Doe"

T .

• • • WITH the exception of the brilliant "freshman," Orson Welles,

each of the foregoing is the possessor of cinema garlands won in the

past Victor Fleming's entrance to the Ten Best Pictures' own hall

of fame came in 1927 via his direction of "The Way of All Flesh," and

subsequently scored with "Captains Courageous" in 1937, and "Wizard

of Oz" in 1939 Howard Hawks made the Ten Best when he made
"Scarface" in 1932, and John Ford with "Four Sons," 1928; "Arrow-

smith," 1932; "The Informer," 1935; "The Hurricane," 1938; and "The

Grapes of Wrath," 1940 Frank Capra, whose laurels are virtually

annuals, crashed the Ten Best with "Lady For a Day" in 1933, and rail-

roaded along with "It Happened One Night," 1934; "Mr. Deeds Goes to

Town," 1936; "Lost Horizon," 1937; "You Can't Take It With You," 1938;

and "Mr. Smith Goes to Washington," 1939

T T T
• • • JOHN FORD enjoys the unique position of being the

sole director among the chosen five who didn't have a feature in the

1941 Ten Best But he only missed by the margin of a mere two

votes, "The Long Voyage Home" receiving 151, and "Blossoms in the

Dust" 153 In addition to the former winning top spot on the

Ten Best Honor Roll, another Ford-directed opus, "Tobacco Road,"

also received honorable mention And besides Ford, the only other

director in the selected quintet to grab an Honor Roll niche was Victor

Fleming with "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde"

V Y Y
• • • By virtue of Frank Capra and George Cukor having made
the Ten Best in '41 through "Meet John Doe" and "Philadelphia Story,"

respectively, the big directorial race tightens Standing now, among

those who have directed five or more Ten Best attractions, reads: King

Vidor, 8; Frank Capra, 7; George Cukor, 7; Frank Borzage, Henry King,

Sidney Franklin, 6 each; and Ernst Lubitsch, John Ford, Raoul Walsh,

Clarence Brown, and Frank Lloyd, 5 each Mr. Fleming is just out-

side this charmed circle, with 4 But in winning first place in Film-

dom's Famous Fives, he is knocking on the gates In that respect

he has the deep satisfaction of knowing that to the Victor went the spoils.

Defense Bonds for

Col. Drive Winners

(.Continued from Page 1)

bonds will replace the usual cash
prizes.

Coincident with the start of the

drive comes the announcement that

Columbia in the six-months just past
has increased its domestic sales 5C

|

per cent over the corresponding pj
iod last year, making the June
January period the greatest by far

in the company's 22-year history.

The drive period will cover the

first six months of 1942 during
which the greatest array of top-

bracket productions yet produced by
|

Columbia will be released, accord-

ing to Montague.
Added playdates and speediei

liquidation will keynote the cam-

1

paign in which the entire nation-

wide sales force of Columbia will \

vie.

"Our first duty is to help win the

war," Montague's announcement
read. "Columbia is happy to aid

the war effort by the purchase of

these defense bonds for distribu-

tion to its entire sales personnel
It gives a two-fold purpose to those

who participate in the drive. Co-

lumbia is proud to be the first film

company to utilize defense bonds

for this purpose."
fFF

Schenck Will Supervise
PRC Branch Operations

Appointments of Armand Schencl
as supervisor of branch operations

of Producers Releasing Corp. anc

Bernard Greenbaum as traveling

auditor were announced yesterday

by Leon Fromkess, executive vice-

president.

Schenck for the last five years

has been with Pathe Laboratories

in an executive capacity, previously

having been business manager ol

James Cruze Productions. Green-

baum formerly was special investi-

gator in receivership for Fox Films

and since 1934 has operated his owr
business as a certified public ac-

countant.

TO THE COLORS!

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILi
Hollywood — Edgar Keyes, Jacl-

Hyde, Gordon Schaeffer, Charles Nei-

man, Robert Zwissler, and Charles

Hayden, all employed at Warnei
Bros, studio in Burbank, have en-

listed in the Royal Canadian Ait

Force and left for Vancouver.

Leon Stashin, of Warners horm
office sales department, will be in-

ducted into the Army on Jan. 27.

Pittsburgh—Steve Rodnenok, whe
has been associated with his fathei

in operating the Oak and Lehigh

Theaters in Oakmont, Pa., has en-

listed in the Army Air Corps.
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The Picture of the Hour! Listen!
n
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THE BUGLE
SOUNDS
It sounds Louisville's success story!

It sounds 325% biz at Loew's Theatre there!

It sounds Louisville's great promotion campaign!

It sounds the call to alert showmen to book it fast!

It sounds timely thrills and robust fun for patrons!

It sounds like— and is— money in the bank!

"THE BUGLE SOUNDS" starring WALLACE BEERY with Marjorie Main • Lewis Stone • George Bancroft • Henry O'Neill

Donna Reed • Chill Wills • William Lundigan • Screen Play by Cyril Hume • Based on a Story by Lawrence Kimble
and Cyril Hume • Directed by S. SYLVAN SIMON • Produced by J. WALTER RUBEN • A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
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BIG-TIME IN EVERY RESPECT

The production by Albert J Cohen

is big time in every respect andcer

tainly stacks up with major att ac

tions of like calibre as a sohd piece

of entertainment. „«, r.RTFR
HOLLYWOOD REPORTER
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There is much
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MOTION PICTI
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This is one of the 8^1*3"* &£,2
budget obvions «*™r; Wayne close «

roX.« n"'eh bndge, are apparent.
j

Joan BLONDELL- John

RAY MIDDLETON
PHILIP MERIVALE • BLANCHE YURKA • EDITH BARRETT • LEONID KINSKEY

LEIGH JASON— Director • Original screen play by Isabel Dawn and Boyce DeGaw
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"Famous Fives" Honors to Cooper and Leigl
Gleason, tie HuvilUind, Rooney, Weidler, Fleming Also Acclaimed by Critics

{Continued from ge 1)

standing American hero of World

War I scored virtually a three-to-one

lead over his nearest rival, Orson

"Citizen Kane" Welles, in The
Film Daily's first national poll of

newspaper, magzine, syndicate and
news service critics and reviewers to

establish Filmdom's Famous Fives.

While Miss Leigh's vote was less

decisive, she nevertheless ran well

ahead of Bette Davis, whose charac-
terization in "The Little Foxes,"
Samuel Goldwyn's production re-

leased through RKO Radio, placed
second.

Clark Gable's performance as

Rhett Butler in "Gone With the
Wind," Charles Chaplin's dual role in

"The Great Dictator," a United Art-

ists release, and Spencer Tracy's
dual role in Metro's "Dr. Jekyll and
Mr. Hyde" were selected in that or-

der to complete Filmdom's Famous
Five male stars.

To similarly round out the best

performances by feminine stars, the
critics and reviewers chose Kath-
arine Hepburn's brilliant delineation

in Metro's "The Philadelphia Story,"

Greer Garson's well-rounded study
in "Blossoms in the Dust," also a
Metro release, and Ginger Rogers'
highly effective titular characteriza-

tion in RKO Radio's "Kitty Foyle."

Supporting Performance

Honors Go to Gleason

The palm for the best performance
by a supporting actor went to James
Gleason on the basis of his work
in Columbia's "Here Comes Mr.
Jordan." However, Gleason was
pressed closely by Walter Brennan,
whose fine performance in "Ser-
geant York" won him second place.

Two other delineations also
brought Brennan critical accolades.

He received the identical number of

votes for his performances in "Meet
John Doe," the Frank Capra produc-
tion for Warners, and "The West-
erner," a Samuel Goldwyn produc-
tion released by United Artists, to

take fourth and fifth places.

Third place went to Jack Oakie as

a result of his corking comedy char-
acterization in Chaplin's "The Great
Dictator"; however, a single ballot

separated Oakie and Brennan in the
checkup that determined third,

fourth and fifth places.

de Havilland's GWTW
Role Wins Critics' Palm
Filmdom's Famous Five support-

ing actresses are topped by Olivia de
Havilland, who received the critics'

votes for her sympathetic perfor-
mance in "Gone With the Wind."
Margaret Wycherly, seen as Gary
Cooper's mother in "Sergeant York,"
finished second, while Hattie McDan-
iel's Mammy in "Gone With the
Wind," won for her third place.

Mary Astor, honored on the basis of

Sum Goldwyn Casts Teresa Wright Opposite
Gary Cooper in "The Pride of the Yankees"

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Teresa Wright, designated as one of FILMDOM'S FAMOUS

FIVE "finds" of 1941 by critics and reviewers voting in THE FILM DAILY'S
poll, will play Mrs. Lou Gehrig in Sam Goldwyn's "The Pride of the Yankees,"

it was announced yesterday. Miss Wright, also honored for one of the best

performances by a juvenile actress (in "The Little Foxes"), will play opposite

Gary Cooper, who tops another of FILMDOM'S FAMOUS FIVES, his role of

Sergeant York taking rank as the best stellar performance in 1941.

her performance in Warner's "The
Great Lie" and Patricia Collinge, so

effective in "The Little Foxes," com-

plete the quintet.

Rooney Doubly Hailed

For His Juvenile Parts

Mickey Rooney scored twice in the
vote for the best performance by a
juvenile actor. His work in Metro's
"Andy Hardy's Private Secretary"
so impressed critics that it rated No.
1 in the poll; second place also went
to Mickey for his role in "Men of
Boys Town."
To complete this particular "best"

performance" bracket, the critics

singled out Roddy McDowall, for his
role in 20th Century-Fox's "Man
Hunt," Dickie Moore for his charac-
terization in "Sergeant York" and
Bobs Watson for his delineation in

"Men of Boys Town."
Incidentally, it is interesting to

note that had the Famous Five been
instead the Famous Seven, Rooney
would have had sixth and seventh
places, the former because of blanket
votes for his work in the Andy Har-
dy series, the latter because of his
specific performance in "Life Begins
for Andy Hardy."

Weidler Places First

With "Philadelphia Story"

As the best performance of 1941
by a juvenile actress, the critics gave
a substantial lead to Virginia Weid-
ler for her role in "The Philadelphia
Story." Carolyn Lee placed second
on the basis of work in Paramount's
"Virginia," while Teresa Wright
was third, thanks to "The Little
Foxes." Fourth place went to Kath-
erine Grayson for her role in "Andy
Hardy's Private Secretary," and
fifth to Deanna Durbin for her work
in Universal's "It Started with
Eve."

Fleming Noses Out Welles

For '41 Best Direction

Victor Fleming's direction of
"Gone With the Wind" was hailed
as outstanding by the critics, with
Orson Welles' guidance of his ini-

tial production, "Citizen Kane,"
rated a close second. To Complete
Filmdom's Famous Five directors,

the critics named Howard Hawks for
"Sergeant York," John Ford for
"The Long Voyage Home," Walter
Wanger's production for United Art-

ists, and Frank Capra for his "Meet
John Doe."

"Mr. Jordan" Script Wins
Miller-Buchman Honors
The closest Famous Five competi-

tion resulted in the balloting for the
ytar's outstanding screenplay, that
of "Here Comes Mr. Jordan," by
Seton I. Miller and Sidney Buchman,
nosing out the Orson Welles-Herman
J. Mankiewicz screenplay of "Citi-

zen Kane" by a single vote.

The screenplay of "Sergeant
York," accredited to Abem Finkel,

Harry Chandlee, Howard Koch and
John Huston, placed third, that of

"Gone With the Wind" by Sidney
Howard, fourth, and that of "The
Philadelphia Story" by Donald Og-
den Stewart, fifth.

Toland's Photography
For "Citizen Kane" Scores

As the No. 1 example of outstand-
ing photography the critics cited

"Citizen Kane" for which Gregg To-
land contributed the camera work.
"Kane" had better than a two to one
lead over "Gone With the Wind" on
which Ernest Haller was camera-
man. Toland, too, saw his "The Long
Voyage Home" placing third.

Fourth spot went to Paramount's
Technicolor production of "North-
west Mounted Police," with camera
credits shared by Victor Milner and
Duke Green, while the Korda-United
Artists "The Thief of Bagdad," also
in color, placed fifth. "Bagdad"
cameras were guided by George Peri-
nal and Osmond Borradaile.

Gene Tierney of 20th-Fox
Chosen as Year's "Find"
Hailed as the outstanding "find"

of the Hollywood year was Gene
Tierney, under contract to Twentieth
Century-Fox. There was a neck- and-
neck race for the No. 2 position,

with Teresa Wright leading War-
ner's Joan Leslie by one ballot, while
Orson Welles finished fourth with
only four less ballots than Miss Les-
lie. Completing Filmdom's Famous
Five "finds," the critics selected Par-
amount's Veronica Lake.

Miss Tierney was seen in four pic-

tures: "Tobacco Road," "Belle Starr,"
"Sundown" and "Shanghai Gesture";
Miss Wright had a single appearance
to her credit, in "The Little Foxes";
Miss Leslie was presented in "High
Sierra," "Wagons Roll at Night,"
"Thieves Fall Out," "Sergeant York"
and "The Great Mr. Nobody"; Welles,

War Darkens Toronl

Marquees and Signs

(.Continued from Page 1)

private theater of 20th Cenfcw
Fox yesterday, for the purpoaf/
receiving instructions and sugji*

tions for blackout arrangements
theaters.

The first of the precautions to

taken consists of the discontinuai
of lighted signs and marquees,
well as the illumination of outdc
advertising displays where no ;

tendant is in charge for the shi

ting off of the current in the eve
of a raid warning.
The meeting was held under t

direction of a theaters committee e

pointed by the Ontario ARP autho
ties for the purpose of organizi
standard precautions. The comm
tee consists of 0. J. Silverthon
director of the Theaters Branch
the Ontario Government; W.
Scott, Ontario Fire Marshal, a
Jack Purves of Famous Playe
Canadian Corp. These officials ;

tended a general meeting of tl

ater managers in Hamilton, Sund
for a general outline of plans.

Propose Liability Relief
For Blackout Accidents

Toronto—The move has been ma
in official circles for Federal leg
lation which would relieve the ow
ers of property in Canada frc

financial liability in the case of £

cidents to persons resulting frc

blackout rehearsals, precautiona
measures in the event of an acti

emergency or from the regulation

prohibiting the use of lights 01,

side of theaters and other buildin

continuously from sunset to sunri

as already put into effect in soi

Canadian cities.

If the measure is made effecti

by Parliament, the theaters wot
not be tied down to responsibili

for mishaps through the darkenh
of theater fronts and lobbies.

FFF

Rites for Michael Schorr
Funeral services were held Mo:

day for Michael Schorr, father
,

Hortense and Jose Schorr of Colui;

bia, who died Sunday. Widow all

survives.
FFF

Eddie Schnitzer Quits WB Post
Eddie Schnitzer, Eastern distri

manager of Warner Bros., has r

signed. Warner Bros, officials ye

terday were reticent over his su

cessor.

of course, was in only "Citizc

Kane," for which he was also pr

ducer, director and co-author; Mi;

Lake made her bow in "I Wantc
Wings," and followed with the fern

nine lead in "Sullivan's Travels."
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i 1 111do in's Famous Fives: Screen's Greatest
lected by the Reviewers of the Nation

Filmdom's Famous Five Players, Directors, Screen Writers, Cameramen
and "Finds" of 1941, Chosen on the Basis of Performances and

f Achievements in a Coast - to - Coast Poll of 548 Leading Publications

Five Best Male Stars
iry Cooper in "Sergeant York" (Warner Bros.).

son Welles in "Citizen Kane" (RKO-Mercury).
ark Gable in "Gone With the Wind" (M-G-M-Selznick).
larles Chaplin in "The Great Dictator" (UA-Chaplin).

•encer Tracy in "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde" (M-G-M).

Five Best Feminine Stars
vien Leigh in "Gone With the Wind" (M-G-M-Selznick).
:tte Davis in "The Little Foxes" (RKO-Goldwyn).
itharine Hepburn in "The Philadelphia Story" (M-G-M).
-eer Garson in "Blossom in the Dust" (M-G-M).
inger Rogers in "Kitty Foyle" (RKO).

Five Best Supporting
Aetors

mes Gleason in "Here Comes Mr. Jordan" (Columbia),

'alter Brennan in "Sergeant York" (Warner Bros.).

ck Oakie in "The Great Dictator" (UA-Chaplin).

'alter Brennan in "Meet John Doe" (WB-Capra).
'alter Brennan in "The Westerner" (UA-Goldwyn).

Five Best Supporting
Actresses

livia de Havilland in "Gone With the Wind" (M-GM-
Selznick).

largaret Wycherly in "Sergeant York" (Warner Bros.).

attie McDaniel in "Gone With the Wind" (M-G-M-Selz-
nick).

Jary Astor in "The Great Lie" (Warner Bros.).

atricia Collinge in "The Little Foxes" (RKO-Goldwyn).

Five Best Juvenile
Actors

lickey Rooney in "Andy Hardy's Private Secretary"

M-G-M).
lickey Rooney in "Men of Boys Town" (M-G-M).
oddy McDowall in "Man Hunt" (20th Century-Fox).

ickie Moore in "Sergeant York" (Warner Bros.),

obs Watson in "Men of Boys Town" (M-G-M).

Five Best Juvenile
Actresses

Virginia Weidler in "The Philadelphia Story" (M-GM).
Carolyn Lee in "Virginia" (Paramount).

Teresa Wright in "The Little Foxes" (RKO-Goldwyn).
Katherine Grayson in "Andy Hardy's Private Secretary"

(M-G-M).
Deanna Durbin in "It Started With Eve" (Universal).

Five Best Birectors
Victor Fleming for "Gone With the Wind" (M-G-M-

Selznick).

Orson Welles for "Citizen Kane" (RKO-Mercury).
Howard Hawks for "Sergeant York" (Warner Bros.).

John Ford for "The Long Voyage Home" (UA-Wanger).
Frank Capra for "Meet John Doe" (Warner Bros.).

Five Best Screenplays
"Here Comes Mr. Jordan"(Seton I. Miller, Sidney Buchman)
"Citizen Kane". . . Orson Welles, Herman J. Mankiewicz)
"Sergeant York" (Abem Finkel, Harry Chandlee,

Howard Koch, John Huston)
"Gone With the Wind" (Sidney Howard)
"The Philadelphia Story" (Donald Ogden Stewart)

Five Best Cameramen
"Citizen Kane" (Gregg Toland)
"Gone With the Wind" (Ernest Haller)

"The Long Voyage Home" (Gregg Toland)
"Northwest Mounted Police" (Victor Milner, Duke Green)
"The Thief of Bagdad" (George Perinal,

~T7~- . j, . u- J-. Osmond Borradaile)* Joint photographic credits.

Five "Finds" of the Year
Gene Tierney Twentieth Century-Fox
Teresa Wright Samuel Goldwyn
Joan Leslie Warner Brothers

Orson Welles RKO-Radio
Veronica Lake Paramount
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Jay Golden Honored

At Rochester Dinner

13% DAILY

Wednesday, January 21, 1M

Rochester—More than 150 theater
managers and friends paid tribute
to Jay Golden at Hotel Seneca here
last night.

The testimonial dinner, for which
Howard Carroll of the Strand served
as chairman, honored Golden on his

selection as city manager for the
RKO Palace, Century, Regent, Tem-
ple and Capitol—theaters in the
RKO-Paramount-Comerford pool.

Seated at the speakers' table last
night, were Louis W. Schine, Jacob
Ark, State Commander for the Amer-
ican Legion, who served as toast-
master; Mayor William Dicker; Carl
Hallauer, vice-president of Bausch
& Lomb Optical Co.; Michael Mun-
govan, president of the stage hands'
union here; Lester Pollock, manager
of Loews' Rochester, who aided in
arranging the facts, and Carroll.

Gift Aids March of Dimes
During the affair Golden was pre-

sented with a large bag of dimes as
a token of the esteem of managers
and friends. Golden immediately
turned the gift over to the local

infantile paralysis fund drive com-
mittee toward the "March of Dimes."

Koerner, England, Schine and Gus
Lampe of the Schine group lauded
Golden and his work, as did others
who were called upon to speak.

Besides the chiefs from local and
surrounding houses, among those
who attended were:

Ralph Maw, M-G-M branch office;

Elmer Lux, RKO; Sidney Sampson,
Fox; Ken Robinson, Paramount;
Jack Baumann, Republic, and Max
Roth, Warners, all of Buffalo; Fred
Bogart of the operators' union and
other operators; police officials head-
ed by Police Chief Henry Copen-
hagen, city officials and newspaper-
men.

Schine managers were headed by
Bud Silverman, Schine city mana-
ger, while seated at a table directly
in front of Golden were the managers
and assistants from the houses over
which he is chief: Francis Anderson,
James McAllister, Arthur Krolich,
Harold Martz, Wallace P. Folkins
and Lou Mayer.
Harry Unterfort, Schine city man-

ager, Syracuse; Joe Rosenberg, Troy;
John Scully, Universal; Frank Rob-
erts, 20th Century-Fox; Irving Fried,
Buffalo; Fred Boekout, were also
among those present.

A scroll signed by all present was
given to Golden.

Pollock, Carroll, Silverman and
Krolich comprised the committee in
charge of the affair.

fFF

Blanks Host Exchange Heads
Des Moines, la.—A. H. Blank, head

of Tri-States Theater Corp. of Des
Moines and his son, Raymond, were
host at their home to a stag party
for branch managers of the film ex-
changes in Des Moines and other
friends.

PREVIEWS Of THE DEUJ flLfflS />

"Salute to Courage"
with Conrad Veidt, Ann Ayars,

Martin Kosleck

M-G-M 82 Mins.

INTERESTING ANTI-NAZI SPY DRAMA
RATES AS SATISFACTORY ENTERTAIN-
MENT.

The title piece is for a peace-loving Ger-
man residing in America who sacrifices his

life in the struggle against the Nazis. Film

packs many moments of absorbing drama
but the impact is softened by the injec-

tion of the romantic angle.

Conrad Veidt is cast in the dual role of

the cultured man who runs a book store and
the twin brother, as a German baron who is

a consul in an American city. Rebelling

against his brother's use of his store, the

shop owner kills the Baron and assumes his

place in the Nazi machine.

In the position of the German consul, he
reveals anonymously to American officials

spies are at work and prevents a steamer
from being exploded in the Panama Canal.

Only one member of the Nazi consulate

knows the consul's identity. Veidt makes
a bargain to save the life of one of the

members of the spy ring, an attractive wo-
man, whom he realizes has no place with

the ill-fated gang. He goes back to Ger-
many with the woman remaining in America
safe.

Best portions of the film are strikingly

evident during the masquerade of Veidt for

his twin brother among the Nazi gang.

They contain scenes of genuine suspense.

The romantic angle is sentimental intrusion

and conveyed in an unconvincing manner.

Final fadeout showing Veidt on the deck
of an outgoing steamer staring sadly at the

Statue of Liberty is on the corny side. That
type of symbolism was okay for World
War I.

Veidt handles his roles with admirable

restraint and turns in a fine acting job. Ann
Ayars is good as the woman spy in a role

that does not carry much weight. Martin
Kosleck as the aide to the consul con-

tributes another ace performance. Frank

Reicher, Dorothy Tree, Marc Lawrence and
Sidney Blackmer offer capable support.

CAST: Conrad Veidt, Ann Ayars, Frank

Reicher, Dorothy Tree, Ivan Simpson, Wil-
liam Tannen, Martin Kosleck, Marc Law-
rence, Sidney Blackmer.

CREDITS: Producer, Irving Asher; Direc-

tor, Jules Dassin; Cameraman, Harry Strad-

ling; Screenplay, Paul Gangelin and John
Meehan, Jr.; Film Editor, Frank E. Hull.

DIRECTION, Capable. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Defense Near Close of Case
In Minn. Anti-5 Law Trial

Minneapolis — The defense was
nearing the close of its case yester-
day in the trial in Ramsey District
Court of Paramount, RKO and
20th Century-Fox, charged with
selling pictures in the state con-
trary to the provisions of the Min-
nesota anti-blocks-of-five pictures
law. Indications were it might rest
today. Rebuttal testimony by state
witnesses will follow before the case
is submitted for decision to Judge
Albin S. Pearson.

Born To Sing
with Virginia Weidler, Ray McDonald,

Leo Gorcey, "Rags" Ragland,

Douglas McPhail

M-G-M 82 Mins.

DIVERTING COMEDY WITH INCI-
DENTAL MUSIC AND A SOCKO FINALE;
BRISK FARE FOR THE FANS.

When a feature has the power to enter-

tain in the sense of affording diversion, it

stands a solid chance of pleasing our war-

time filmgoers. "Born to Sing" is that

type of picture. It is light and laugh-

packed for the most part, and will, because

of its versatile content, brighten audiences

of all age-brackets. Analyzed from the

viewpoints of either outlets or public, the

footage is rather strange in the technique of

assembly.

For something more than an hour, the

story deals with what has come to be

known in cinema circles as Dead End Kid

material, plus a cop-and-gangster touch,

Cinderella stuff, and a husky dash of musical

comedy material presented through the

channels of an admirable group of juvenile

performers. But just when you think that

all the frothy, funny, and precocious pro-

ceedings are about to be merrily wound-
up, along comes a sequence which is cer-

tainly one of the most impressive, magni-

ficent and inspiring to come out of the

Metro lot in many a moon.

It is the piece's finale, "Ballad for

Americans," composed by Earl Robinson

and John Latouche; directed for the film

by Busby Berkeley; and sung by Douglas

McPhail, supported by a vast polyglot chorus,

while enormously effective camerawork and

recording delineate it all. The transition

is as sharp as going from a lilting fun-fest

to an appended short subject which appears

good enough to win an Academy Award.
Before reaching this rousing appendix,

the story relates the discharge of hard-

boiled Leo Gorcey from the reformatory.

After joining his pals, Ray McDonald and

Larry Nunn, the trio prevents Virginia Weid-
ler's despondent dad from committing sui-

cide because a producer has stolen his songs.

In a plot to get the score back, before the

pilfering producer has opened his show, the

lads run afoul of the law and are taken

to the clink. En route, they fall in with

Sheldon Leonard, a gangster, who eventu-

ally aids them not only in escaping (along

with himself), but sponsors their scheme to

put on their own show and beat the pil-

fering producer to the punch.

The youngsters' production is packed with

juvenile talent, the most uproarious cast

member being pint-size Richard Hall who
was a sensation in "Babes On Broadway"

and of a Carnegie Hall concert just re-

cently when he was slightly bigger than the

piano bench. Then comes the aforemen-

tioned "Ballad for Americans" finale. Vir-

ginia Weidler continues her excellent work
which won her renown particularly in "The
Philadelphia Story." Ray McDonald is a

personable young actor and a clever dancer.

CAST: Virginia Weidler, Ray McDonald,

Leo Gorcey, "Rags" Ragland, Douglas Mc-
Phail, Sheldon Leonard, Henry O'Neill, Larry

Nunn, Margaret Dumont, Beverly Hudson,

Richard Hall, Darla Hood, Joe Yule.

CREDITS: Director, Edward Ludwig; Pro-

ducer, Frederick Stephani; Screenplay, Harry

Clork, Franz G. Spencer; Author, Franz

G. Spencer; Musical Directors, David Snell,

ef in

"Cowboy Serenade"
with Gene Autry, Smiley Burnette,

Fay McKenzie
Republic 66 Mil

GENE AUTRY IS UP TO PAR Wli
PLEASING WESTERN COMBINING A>

TION AND MUSIC.

This is another good Gene Autry weste
It contains enough action to justifi

sagebrush background and the tunes a'

the pleasant side. Photography is a def

asset and the musical score underlines ef fe

tively the story's continuity.

Autry is cast as the head of a cattlemai

association who appoints a young friend

take the collective shipment to the packi

plant. En route the friend is fleeced

professional gamblers acting in cahoots w

,

the man, Addison Richards, who opera'

the trunk line of the railroad. Autry's frie

loses all the cattle to the gamblers.

It is up to Autry to make good. Acco
panied by Smiley Burnette, he gets a

,

on the ranch owned by Richards. Richar

daughter, Fay McKenzie, believes her fatl

is honest and attempts to enlist his a

Autry discovers what is going on and af

a series of climatic events, Richards is kill

and the gambling ring broken up.

Songs featured in the picture a

"You Are My Sunshine," "Sweethearts
Strangers," "Cowboy Serenade," "Ther
Nothing Like a Good Ole Fashioned He
down," "Nobody Knows" and "Tahiti S'

enade."

Autry again delivers a solid performan
Fay McKenzie is satisfactory and acqi

herself favorably in a vocal number. Smi
Burnette and Cecil Cunningham, the gi

aunt, furnish the comedy in a broad si;

stick manner. Richards is credible as i

heavy and Lloyd Andrews is good in

minor role.

CAST: Gene Autry, Smiley Burnette, I

McKenzie, Cecil Cunningham, Addison Ric

ards, Rand Brooks, Tristam Coffin, Ll<

"Slim" Andrews, Melinda Leighton, John
Berkes.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Harry Gr
Direction, William Morgan; Screenpl

Olive Cooper; Cameraman, Jack Mar
Film Editor, Les Orlebeck; Musical Sup
visor, Raoul Kraushaar.

DIRECTION, Standard. PHOTOGRAPf
Top-Notch.

Train Hurts Kill Davis
Falls, Pa.—Edwin Davis, 61, ov>

er of the first film theater in Dii
yea, was fatally injured when stru

;

by the Black Diamond passeng
train of the Lehigh Valley Railro
near here. He is survived by 1

wife, six children and two brothe
FFF

Para. Buys "The Storm"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAI.
Hollywood—Paramount has pi

chased George R. Stewart's b£
seller, "The Storm."

Lennie Hayton; Director of "Ballad for Am
icans," Busby Berkeley; Dance Direct

Sammy Lee; Director of Photography, Sidi

Wagner; Recording Director, Douglas She

er; Art Director, Cedric Gibbons; Film I

itor, Robert J. Kern.

DIRECTION, Skilled. PHOTOGRAPr
Excellent.
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Jnity Committee Convenes to Consolidate Plans

Vednesday, January 21, 1942
mi

11

DAILY

essions May Extend Thru
omorrow; Sub-committees
leports to Be Received

(Continued from Page 1)

»ting the plans conceived at the

'licago meeting in December.
Almost the full committee of 26

lumbers are expected to attend the

Prions which open at 2:30 o'clock

If afternoon and which may ex-

iid through tomorrow, in which
se the annual national Allied

•aid meeting, scheduled for tomor-
will be set back to Friday.

ith meetings will be held at the

farwick Hotel.

Chairmen of the various sub-com-
ittees, each appointed to tackle

je of the problems set forth in

PICC's five-point program, will

port to the general group. These
ib-committees have concerned
emselves with taxation, protection

the good name and integrity of

e industry, plans for institutional

Ivertising, securing of priority rat-

gs and a program for fair trade
•actices.

Jack Kirsch, president of Illinois

Hied, is temporary chairman of

ommittee. Either he or some-
pdy else probably will be named
jprmanent chairman. It is reported
mt efforts are being made to draft
'. F. Rodgers, M-G-M's general
jles manager, as permanent chair-

man, a post he probably will decline

offered because of his M-G-M du-

es.

A financing program, decision on
i national headquarters and the se-

ction of a new name for the com-
littee are among other topics slated

3i' discussion.

Howard Dietz, chairman of the

lab-committee for the formulation
f plans for institutional advertis-
ng and other good will activities,

jailed a meeting of his group yes-

terday. This sub-committee is com-
osed of the advertising and pub-
city chiefs of the distributing com-
anies.

FFF

A. J. Buckley Stricken

j
Pittston, Pa.—M. J. Buckley, of

he American Theater, was fatally
tricken with a heart attack as he
.as leaving the theater with his

.randchildren whom he had taken to
he theater on his night off. He was

5 ne of the oldest members of the
ATSE in the region. He is sur-

vived by a wife and a son.

FFF

4u.rd.ock Joins Columbia
Henry T. Murdock, who was mo-

ion picture editor of the Philadel-
>hia Evening Ledger until the paper
/eased publication recently, has
pined Columbia's Home Office pub-
icity department. Murdock will han-
lle special publicity for "The In-
aders," English pic which Columbia

.
s distributing.

Portland, Me., Theater Finds Musicians
Needed to Play Show Are Building Ships

Portland, Me.—Add horrors of war. When Harry Smith, manager of the

Civic Theater started looking for six union musicians to play during a couple

of presentations he has booked later in the month, he found that all those with

show experience were working at the shipyards. Even the secretary of the union

is thus engaged. Don't know just how they're going to work it out.

2,000 Mourn as Rites

Are Held for Talley

(Continued from Page 1)

vice-president of Movietone News,
at the St. Thomas Church.

Protestant Episcopal services were
conducted by the Rev. Dr. Roelif H.
Brooks, rector. Internment was pri-

vate at the Fairview Cemetery,
Westfield, N. J.

As a tribute to Talley, all offices

of 20th-Fox and its subsidiaries in-

cluding Movietone News and Na-
tional Theaters were shut down yes-
terday between 10:30 a.m. until 1:30

p. m.

Among the mourners were: S. R.
Kent, Joseph Moskowitz, Spyros
Skouras, W. C. Michel, Herman Place,

William Sussman, W. C. Gehring,
Sam Dembow, George Dembow, Ed-
mund L. Reek, Tony Muto, E. W.
Hammons, Mort Blumenstock, Mor-
ris Gest, Harry H. Buxbaum, Bill

Corum, Mickey Owen, Dolph Camilli,

Keith Morgan, Clay Morgan, W. A.
Montague, George Durant, Dr. Ed-
gard Mayer, Irving Maas, Francis L.

Harley, Irving Lesser, Glen Allvine,

Ed Hatrick, Lowell Thomas, William
J. Kupper, Tom Connors, Ed Col-

lins, William C. Collins, Joe Pincus,
Earl Wingart, Roger Ferri and
others.

FFF

Northwest Allied Calls

Emergency Meeting Today

Minneapolis—Call for a special
emergency membership meeting of

Allied Theater Owners of the North-
west for today in Minneapolis went
out from headquarters of the organ-
ization last night.

Although Fred Strom, executive
secretary of Northwest Allied, re-
fused to reveal reasons for the spe-
cial call, it was said some radical
action may result.

Rumors current here indicated the
Northwest organization will demand
a national meeting of Allied groups,
or of independent exhibitor groups
throughout the country, to be held
in Chicago early in February, to dis-

cuss film rentals which exhibitors
here claim have been increased far
beyond reason since major compa-
nies secured relief from the New
York consent decree in order to sell

in Minnesota under the State's anti-
blocks-of-five law.

FFF

Small's "Friendly Enemies"
Hollywood—Edward Small has ac-

quired rights to "Friendly Enemies"
from Al Woods and will re-make it.

E. L. Connelly Funeral
Services in Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh — Funeral services for
Eugene L. Connelly, 69, showman
and publicist, who died of a heart
attack Sunday, were held yesterday
in Shadyside Presbyterian Church.
Burial was in Allegheny Cemetery.
His wife and daughter survive.

Connelly began his career as a re-

porter, later he became a dramatic
critic, and theater manager, subse-
quently becoming general manager
of the Harry Davis Theatrical Enter-
prises. He was in the show business
from 1906 until 1931, his last post
being that of vice-president of the

Harris Amusement Co., which he
resigned to become manager of the
Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra.
He founded the Associated Artists

of Pittsburgh, and was an original
member of the One Hundred Friends
of Pittsburgh Art.

"Disunity Parley"

"Befuddles" Industry

Northwest Allied's reported plans

for a "disunity parley" in Chicago

next month has caused industry

leaders to be "befuddled," to use

the exact term of one executive.

The Allied unit's contentions that

its rental modification conferences

with distribution heads have failed

do not tally with reports from the

distribution men, themselves.

Several of those who went to Min-
neapolis for talks with Northwest
leaders say that the controversies
have been settled and the way paved
for an understanding; at least, that
situation appeared to be prevailing
when they left Minneapolis.
Although not admitting it, na-

tional Allied leaders appear to be
embarrassed by Northwest Allied's
activities, especially in view of Al-
lied's initiative in promoting the
unity program. It is believed by
several of the leaders that the North-
west's actions are points that should
be considered at round table discus-
sions of the unity committee.



^V* Backing j
tto

The launching of a great picture becomes an industry event. The

magic name of Charlie Chaplin will soon shine from thousands

of marquees. But before "The Gold Rush" reaches this wide dis-

tribution, it will first play the important key runs of this nation.

Frankly, we are going to be very particular in choosing the first few

showmen to whom we will entrust the premiere engagements of

Charlie Chaplin in "The Gold Rush".

We will hand-pick showmen with reputations of years stand-

ing . . . men who have proven many times over their ability to

handle big attractions in a big way.

Several of these theatre men merchandised previous Chaplin

pictures to record grosses. Others are numbered among the new group

of enterprising exhibitors who by their recent achievements have lifted

their theatrical showcases head-and-shoulders above their opposition.

In the Klondike one miner's discovery started the Gold Rush.

But United Artists is going to launch Charlie Chaplin in "The

Gold Rush" with the brains, backing and ballyhoo of the industry's

greatest showmen.

Vice-President in Charge of Distribution

United Artists Corporation

%
THE WORLD'S GREAT LAUGHING PICTURE
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HREE POINTS OF UNITY PLAN APPROVED

Jniversal's 1941 Net Up $282,477 to $2,673,249
30,283,523 Gross Income
uring Year; Provision for

axes More Than Double

Consolidated net income from op-
ations, after all charges except in-

nie and excess profits taxes, of
U n i v e r s al

P i c tures
Company,
Inc., for the 52
weeks ended
Nov. 1, 1941,
amounted t o
$4,396,499 as
compared to

$2,861,472 in
the preceding
fiscal year,
according t o
the annual
report to
s t ockholders
by J. Cheever

)wdin, chairman of the board.
After all charges, including in-

(Continued on Page 4)

— Save Your Film Cans —

almenson Advances

efkowifz and Mahan

J. CHEEVER COWDIN

Ben Kalmenson, Warners general
les manager, announced last night
at Sam Lefkowitz, metropolitan

(Continued on Page i)

— Save Your Film Cans —
March of Dimes" Parade
raws 20,000 to Times Sq.

With 21 bands and more than 1,000
line, the Motion Picture Industry's
>tarch of Dimes" campaign in the

(Continued on Page 7)

37 of RKO's 1941-42
Pictures Completed

George J. Schaefer, RKO radio

prexy, stated yesterday that 37 of 40
of his company's 1941-42 pictures

have been completed and that all

stories for 1942-43 have been pur-

chased and most of them are in script

form. Number of productions for

1942-43 will be decided upon when
Schaefer goes to the Coast in about
two weeks.

NAME R0DGERS
MPICC'S HEAD

Metro Vice-President Suc-

ceeds Jack Kirsch

William F. Rodgers, vice-president
and general sales manager of

M-G-M, yesterday was elected per-
manent chair-

m a n of the
Motion Picture
Industry Con-
ierence Com-
mittee at the
opening ses-
sion of the
group's meet-
i n g at the
Hotel War-
wick.

Jack Kirsch,
p r e s i dent of
Allied Theater
Owners of Illi-

nois, has been
acting as temporary chairman of the

(Continued on Page 9)— Save Your Film Cans —

Shirer Luncheon to

Call Trade Leaders

Wheels of the local film industry
will slow down to a virtual crawl
during mid-day tomorrow, it was in-
dicated via the announcement yes-
terday by Chairman Henry Jaffe that
more than 500 reservations have been

(Continued on Page 9)

W. F. RODGERS

Motion Picture Industry Conference Committee to

Tackle Financing and Plans for Permanent Group
Today; Important Point 5 to be Finalized

By AL STEEN FILM DAILY Staff Writer

Approval of three of the five points in the industry's unity
program, the tabling of one and the carrying over until today
of the fifth, and all-important, point for consideration was the

result of the Motion Picture Industry
Conference Committee's meeting yes-
terday at the Hotel Warwick. The
general committee went into session
last night to map out a financing
formula and a plan for a permanent
organization, details of which will

be revealed at a carry-over meeting
today.
The element of time prevented the

representatives from reaching Point
5, which calls for the "formulation
of a program providing, if possible,

for the adjustment, or modification
of, the policies or practices of one

(Continued on Page 7)

— Save Your Film Cans—

Nelson Puts Films

Under WPB; 0PM Out

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — The motion picture

unit in the Office of Civilian Supply
today was placed under the War Pro-
duction Board in a sweeping reor-
ganization by Donald M. Nelson, new
"czar" of production and chairman
of WPB.
The Office of Production Manage-

ment, under which the motion pic-
ture unit formerly fell, was abol-
ished in the reorganization, and the

(Continued on Page 10)

— Save Your Film Cans —
First Draft of Blackout
Regulations Submitted

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—First draft of pro-

posed regulations to be followed by
exhibitors and film house personnel
during blackouts and air raids was
discussed at a meeting of leading the-
ater men here yesterday.
The operators will present the reg-

ulations to representatives of the Of-
fice of Civilian Defense today. OCD

(Continued on Page 7)

2^Year Studio Union Pacts
Wage Jump to Cost $3,500,000 a Year

N. W. Allied's Emergency^
Meeting is Postponed

Minneapolis — Special emergency
meeting of Minnesota members of
Allied Theater Owners of the North-
west, which was to have been held
here yesterday, was postponed be-
cause nearly a score exhibitors from
points throughout the state have
been subpoenaed as state witnesses

(Continued on Page 10)

By DAVE GOLDING
FILM DAILY Staff Writer

Official announcement that the 10
IATSE studio locals and the produc-
ers had agreed to the signing of
two-year contracts retroactive to
July 1, 1941, was made yesterday in

a joint statement issued by Richard
F. Walsh, IA president, and Pat
Casey, labor relations representative
for the producers.
Although the statement made no

(Continued on Page 3)

Goldwyn and Sparks

In "Foxes" Dispute

Due to fact that Sparks circuit re-
fused to book his production, "The
Little Foxes," on a percentage basis,
Samuel Goldwyn in an unprecedented
move has taken his case to the pub-
lic through advertisements in Flo-
rida newspapers explaining why the
picture will not be seen in situations

(Continued on Page 7)

— Save Your Film Cans —
Record Ad Budget Set
For 1942 for Columbia

Columbia is shooting the works
on its ad budget for 1942, and plans
to spend 30 per cent more than it

ever has before, it was announced
(Continued on Page 10)

Allied Nat'l Board
Will Meet Today

Board of directors of national Al-
lied will meet at the Hotel Warwick,
this afternoon, following the unity

conference. Session will start about
2:30.

I
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FINANCIAL
(Wednesday, Jan. 21)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Ne:

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Seat 7S/8 75/8 75/8
Col. Picts. vtc. (2V2%) 5% 53/4 53/4— >/s

Columbia Picts. pfd.. 26 26 26+1
Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd..

East. Kodak 132'/2 130 130'/8 — 23/8
do pfd
Cen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc 38% 383/8 38>/2 — i/4
do pfd
Paramount 14'/, 13% 13%— %
Para. 1st pfd 108'/2 108'/2 108% — %
Para. 2nd pfd
RKO 3 3 3

RKO $6 pfd

20th Century-Fox .8 77/8 8

20th Century-Fox pfd

Univ. Pict. pfd 159 159 159 + 3

Warner Bros 53/8 5% 5% — %
do pfd 73 73 73 — 1

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Loew's deb. 3%s46
Para. B'way 3s55
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 963/4 963/4 963/4 — %

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts. ...11-16 11-16 11-16—1-16
Radio-Keith cvs 5-32 5-32 5-32
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor 7% 73/8 7%
Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc. . . 8'/4 8'/4 8l/4

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45.. 64 67
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 623/4 65V4

— Save Your Film Cans—

Griffith Circuit Books
"Road to Happiness"

The great theater circuit of the
Griffith Amusement Co., with head-
quarters in Oklahoma City, has
signed contracts for approximately
100 bookings on Monogram's recent-
ly completed John Boles starring
vehicle, "Road to Happiness," ac-
cording to Steve Broidy, general
sales manager for Monogram.
The Griffith Circuit operates houses

in Oklahoma, Texas and Missouri,
and the bookings, beginning on Feb.
4-5, cover virtually the entire list of

houses.

coining uno goihg
S. R. KENT and TOM CONNORS plan to leave

Friday night for the Coast for studio confer-
ences.

HAL B. WALLIS, accompanied by CASEY
ROBINSON arrives tomorrow from Hollywood.

HARRY BALLANCE, 20th-Fox's Southern dis-
trict manager, is in town for home office con-
ferences.

NAT LEVY, captain of RKO's Ned Depinet
Drive, WALTER BRANSON, Western sales man-
ager, and HARRY CITTLESON are expected back
tomorrow from Los Angeles.

JOHN A. OJERHOLM, general manager of
Paramount's Olympic lab in London is sched-
uled to fly back to England by Clipper at the
end of the week.

BERT STEARN, UA's Western division sales
manager, who has just returned from tour of
the various Midwest exchanges, leaves for a

tour of the Southwest territory over the week-
end.

JAMES K. McGUINNESS, M-C-M producer, CHARLES R. ROGERS left yesterday for the

is visiting in New York. Coast by train, arriving Saturday.

WALLACE BEERY has arrived in town and is

stopping at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel.

MICHELE MORGAN arrives from New Or-
leans today.

LEONARD GAYNOR arrived yesterday from
the Coast to assume his duties as Eastern repre-

sentative for Frank Lloyd productions.

IRVING BERLIN arrived yesterday from Holly-

wood after completing the score for "Holiday
Inn."

BABE RUTH left yesterday on a hunting trip

to recuperate from a recent illness before leaving

for Hollywood.

SABU starts his Defense Bond tour Monday
accompanied by BERNIE KAMBER, UA exploiteer.

RICHARD WALSH, IATSE president and LOUIS
KROUSE, secretary, leave for Miami today to at-

tend the executive board meeting beginning

Monday.

Convert 570,000 Shares
Of Para. Pfd. Into Com.

In excess of 570,000 shares of the
second preferred stock of Paramount
Pictures, Inc., were converted into
common on or before Tuesday, Stan-
ton Griffis, chairman of the executive
committee announced yesterday. Be-
cause of the last minute rush to con-
vert these shares before their re-
demption date, exact figures are not
yet available.

This total represents 90 per cent
of the second preferred stock of the
company and leaves approximately
51,800 shares still outstanding. The
currently outstanding shares have
been called for redemption on Febru-
ary 3 at $10.06 per share.

— Save Your Film Cans—
Funeral of Carole Lombard
In Hollywood Yesterday

West Coast Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Private funeral ser-

vices for Carole Lombard and her
mother, Mrs. Elizabeth K. Peters,
were held yesterday afternoon at the
Church of the Recessional, Forrest
Lawn Memorial Park, with the Rev.
Gordon C. Chapman officiating.

Interment was in Forrest Lawn.
Casket bearers for Miss Lombard
were Fred MacMurray, Harry Fleish-
man, Walter Lang, Buster Collier,

Danny Winker, Nat Wolff, Zeppo
Marx and Al Menasco.

— Save Your Film Cans—
Extend Time for Briefs

In Murray's B & K Suit

Chicago—Spitz & Adcock, attor-
neys for Balaban & Katz, has ob-
tained from Federal Judge William
Campbell extension of time to Feb.
5 for filing briefs in Thomas Mur-
ray's $1,000,000 anti-trust suit.

Murray, former owner of the Tha-
lia Theater, brought suit last No-
vember against B & K and the dis-

tributors alleging the defendants had
conspired over a neriod of years to
nrevent the Thalia from booking
first-run pictures.

Cuban Artists Decree
Modification Expected

Havana (By Air Mail)—Federal
decree which provides that film the-

aters must employ Cuban artists a

stated number of days monthly is

expected to be modified by amend-
ment.

The Co-ordinating Commission es-

tablished by the decree discussed a

demand for its enforcement, made
by artists' groups, at a recent meet-
ing, but reached no decision.

A second meeting may be held this

week to consider memoranda now
being formulated by the Commis-
sioners.

— Save Your Film Cans —

UA Short-Wave Programs
Timed for Rio Congress

UA has arranged two short-wave
broadcasts beamed to Rio de Janeiro
timed to coincide with the Pan-Amer-
ican Congress currently in progress
there, Watler Gould, foreign sales

manager, announced yesterday.

Sabu will be featured tomorrow
night on the RCA-Victor program,
"Life in Hollywood," from 6:15 to

6:45 over the short-wave stations

WRCA and WNBI. Jean Kean, fea-

tured in Hal Roach's "Cobana," goes
over the same stations tonight from
7:15 to 7:30.

— Save Your Film Cans —

"U" Signs Boyer to Term
Producer-Actor Contract

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Universal has signed

Charles Boyer to a long-term con-

tract as producer-actor. He will be
producer on all of his own pictures,

and some in which he does not ap-
pear.

The deal starts as soon as he
finishes "The Constant Nymph" at

Warner Bros.

George Thomas, Jr. has been pro-
moted assistant to John Joseph, pub-
licity director at Universal.

J. Roy Price Heads WB
Office Employes Union

Warner Bros. Associated Offk-

Employes Union has elected the fc
lowing officers: J. Roy Price, pres
dent; Leo Haas, vice-president; Ir,

ing Klein, general secretary; Irvir
Reiner, recording secretary; Josep
H. Newman, treasurer; Arthur All

sot, sergeant-at-arms; and G. V. I'

Tasker, financial secretary.

— Save Your Film Cans—

Neufeld's PRC Unit Space
In the Chadwick Stuidos

Sigmund Neufeld, producer c

westerns for PRC, has leased a uni

of the Chadwick Studios in Hollj
wood, according to announcement b
O. Henry Briggs, president of PR
A new building is now being cor

structed for Neufeld's exclusive us<

— Save Your Film Cans—

N. Y. Para. Bookings Set

Through Easter Holidays

The New York Paramount Tht
ater has set its booking schedul
through the Easter holidays. "Su
livan's Travels," will open Jan. 28.

It will be followed by "Baham
Passage." Next will come "The Lad
Has Plans" and "The Fleet's In.'

Easter attraction will be Cecil I ;

DeMille's "Reap the Wild Wind."

new yccr
THEATERS

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
SAMUEL GOLDWYN'S PRODUCTION

GARY COOPER • BARBARA STANWYCK
50th St. & 6th Ave.

aBALL OF FIRE'
The March of Time: "WHEN AIR RAIDS
STRIKE." ON STAGE: "TURN BACK THE
CLOCK"

—

Leonidoff's recollections of palmy days
of yore. Symphony Orchestra, direction of Erno
Rapee.
1st Mezzanine Seats Reserved Circle 6-4600

ii

I WAKE UP SCREAMING"
A 20th Century-Fox Picture

PLUS A BIG
STAGE SHOW ROXY

7th AVENUE
50th STREET

PARAMOUNT PRESENTS

"LOUISIANA
PURCHASE"

in Technicolor

Starring BOB HOPE
Vera Victor

ZORINA MOORE
PARAMOUNT

IN PERSON
GENE

KRUPA
AND BAND
Extra: DINAH

SHORE
TIMES
SQUARE

MUEIZ B'WAY &
47th St. .

STARTS TOMORROW
CLAUDETTE COLBERT in

'REMEMBER THE DAY'

"confirm" or deny"
DON AMECHE—JOAN BENNETT
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ialmenson Advances

efkowitz and Mahan

{Continued from Page 1)

inch manager, has been promoted
. Metropolitan district manager,
pcceeding Ed Schnitzer, resigned.
At the same time Kalmenson an-

fcinced the appointment of Roger
J^ian, New Haven branch manager,
1 succeed Lefkowitz as Metropoli-
an branch manager, while Philip

herman, Montreal manager, is shift-

d to the New Haven exchange in

-ame capacity; L. I. Coval, man-
ger at Vancouver, is transferred to

similar post in Montreal, and Earl
t. Dalgleish, booker in Vancouver,
i promoted to the managership of

nat branch.
The new appointments are effec-

tve immediately.
Lefkowitz joined Warners in

larch, 1932
s office man-
g e r and
ead booker
i the New
o r k Ex-

hange. H e

^fas promot-
d to branch
lanager i n
a n u a r y,
940. Before
iming to

Warners,
j e f k o witz
i a d been
vith First
National from 1918 to 1929, and with
*KO from 1929 to 1932.

:
Mahan was with PDC in Philadel-

phia from 1924 to 1925, then in Bos-
i on for the same company from 1925
o 1927 and with Pathe in that city

rom 1927 to 1930. During 1930-33
le was associated with Erpi in New
t'ork. Joining Warners in August,
.933, as salesman in the Philadel-
phia branch, he was promoted to New
-laven manager in November, 1939.

— Save Your Film Cans —
Stars at TSC Benefit
' Stars of the screen, stage and ra-
lio will appear at the annual benefit
)f the Theatrical Square Club Sun-
day night at the Manhattan Center.

— Save Your Film Cans —
Exit Lobby Standees
Boston—No standing in the lob-

bies of theaters in Boston during
"the duration of the war will be per-
mitted.

SAM LEFKOWITZ

D. W. Griffith Conrad Veidt
Ann Sorhern

• • • OVER on the tar-flung and frigid Russian front, exposure

is an agency of death But on the relatively compact and sunny

Hollywood front, it is the agency of life Without exposure, no mo-

tion pictures could be made Consequently, the men whose job

it is to effect this,—scientifically, mechanically and esthetically,—are

supremely vital cogs in our industry We mean the cinematog-

raphers To their skilled minds, hearts and hands is entrusted the

task of transferring all that happens of dramatic purpose, on sound

stages and location, to so-called celluloid They are the bridge

between the organic and inorganic in picture making They, as

persons and as craftsmen, are absolutely indispensable So much
in the way of talent is packed into cinematographers as a group that

the 548 critics and reviewers, who were called upon in connection with

the recenlly-completed FILM DAILY nation-wide poll, to name Filmdom's

Famous Five cameramen of 1941, must have found themselves in a

decided quandary

• • • WHEN the ballots were counted, the following was the

verdict of the voting critics and reviewers: Gregg Toland, for his

photography of "Citizen Kane," stood in first place, and also annexed

the third spot lor "The Long Voyage Home" Second position was

accorded to Ernest Haller for "Gone With the Wind," while the fourth

and fifth slots, respectively, went to the team of Victor Milner and

Duke Green for "Northwest Mounted Police," and George (Gorgeous

Georges) Perinal and Osmond Borradiale for "The Thief of Bagdad."

T T T
• • • THAT Toland garnered top honors is in itself a notable

achievement, but the lily is further gilded by his being second runner-up

to himself, which should delight rather than confuse him Or, to

put it another way, he got 40% of the mathematically possible glory

Gregg has been in the picture biz for some 23 years, although he is

not yet 40 His initial association was as an office boy, and jumped

within a year to an assistant cameraman with Fox Since then, he

has been on the shootin' end of a vast array of features, in fact just

since 1932 a list of nearly two-score standout productions were filmed

by him, several of which made FILM DAILY'S Ten Best

T
• • • ERNEST HALLER will go down in film history as the

man who photographed "Gone With the Wind," just as Billy Bitzer

won particular renown as man who "shot" the immortal "Birth of a

Nation" .So earnest has Ernest been at his trade,—and skilled—,

that close to 80 attractions are credited to him The team of

Victor Milner and Duke Green is an accomplished duet The
former is the Pride of Paramount, more officially known as that com-

pany's first cinematographer, i.e., first in rank Either directly

or in collaboration, Victor has made scores of features, many of which

were of toweling quality and stature

T T T
• • • A PLEASING international flavor was imparted to Film-

dom's Famous Five cameramen when the critics selected George Perinal

and Osmond Borradiale—top technicians on the British scene carrying

the stamp of both London Films and UA-Korda Their careers have

brought forth one big production after another One of the highly

interesting angles anent the F.F.F. cameramen is that each one is a whiz

both at black-and-white photography and color Paradoxically.

three-fifths of the films which formed the basis for the awards were in

color.
—
"Gone With the Wind," "Northwest Mounted Police" and "The

Thief of Bagdad," yet Gregg Toland photographed the other two-fifths

("Citizen Kane" and "The Long Voyage Home") and these were in

black-and-white! Well, so are the glories of all the F.F.F. cinematog-

raphic winners,—yes In black-and-white lor all men to read

Studio Union Pads

To Run Two Years

(Continued from Page 1)

mention of the wage increase, it was
generally agreed the studio workers
received average hikes of 10 per
cent which will mean for the pro-
ducers an additional cost of approxi-
mately $3,500,000 a year in salaries.

Contracts of the makeup artists,

projectionists, costumers, props,
grips, sound men, lamp operators,
cameramen and laborers include the
improved studio working conditions
outlined in the 16-point program
which was submitted collectively by
the unions to the producers. De-
tails were published in The Film
Daily Jan. 8.

It was recommended by Walsh that
the back pay due to the locals from
March be paid in Defense Bonds or
Stamps. This procedure will be fol-

lowed, it was said, if the membership
of the various locals approves.

Most significant aftermath of the
16-day conferences is that the 10
locals have negotiated their own con-
tracts for the first time in the his-

tory of studio labor. Method em-
ployed, which witnessed the locals

negotiating in the presence of each
other with the advice of Internation-
al officials, also marked a departure
in labor relations.

The parleys were completed in a
spirit of good-will. Walsh said he
was happy over the results of the
meeting with the producers and
looked forward to a long period of
peace and harmony.
Speaking for the producers Casey

said: "This was a labor conference
that was a pleasure." He praised
the meetings as a grand demonstra-
tion of what the proper union lead-
ership can accomplish' and called the
workers "partners in the making of
entertainment for the public—part-
ners in every sense of the word."

— Save Your Film Cans —
Increase Waterbury Vaude
Waterbury — The Loew-Poli will

have two-a-week vaude, instead of

periodic one-a-week stage shows,
beginning Jan. 29. The shows will

come directly from their Monday-
Tuesday-Wednesday engagements at

the Lyric, Bridgeport. The remaind-
er of the week at the Waterbury
house will be devoted to one 5-day
dual program, instead of split-week.

STORKS!
Pittsburgh— A seven pound

daughter was born to Mr. and Mrs.
William Kane, of the Nemo The-
ater, Pitcairn,- at St. Francis Hos-
pital here.

Oscar Shanken, manager of the
Lyric, New Haven, is father of a
baby girl, 8 pounds 12 ounces, Susan
Arline, born at Grace Hospital. Se-
lig Fishman of Fishman Theaters,

Inc., is the grandfather.
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Coast Studios Give

Gun to 11 Features

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Eleven new pictures

are scheduled to go into production
this week. The check-up:
At Columbia: Three shooting, in-

cluding "The Gentlemen Misbehave,"
comedy-drama, with Cary Grant,

Jean Arthur, Ronald Colman, Claire

Trevor and Edgar Buchanan. George
Stevens producing and directing.
At MG--M: Nine shooting, including

•'Somewhere I'll Find You," drama, co-

starring Clark Gable and Lana Turner, with

Charles Dingle, Molly Lamont and Leonio
Kinsky, with Wesley Ruggles as the direc-

tor and Pandro Berman as the producer

;

"Love Me Not," Norma Shearer and Robert
Taylor starring production with George Cu-
kor as the director and J. Walter Ruben as

the producer, and "Sunday Punch," prize

right film with William Lundigan, Dan
Dailey, Jr. and Jean Rogers in featured

roles with David Miller as the director and
Irving Starr as the producer.
At Monogram: Three shooting, including

A. W. Hackel's "Shed No Tears," drama,
with Phil Rosen directing; Robert Tansey's
"The Avenging Rider," western starring

Tom Keene, with Tansey directing as well

as producing.
At Paramount: Five shooting, including

"The Black Curtain," mystery, with Bur-
gess Meredith and Claire Trevor, with Jack
Hively directing for producer Sol Siegel

;

William H. Pine and William C. Thomas
"Wildcat," adventure romance, with Richar t

Arlen, Arline Judge, William Frawley, and
Buster Crabbe. Frank McDonald directing.

At Republic: Six shooting, including

"Riders of the Range," western, with Tom
Tyler. Bob Steele and Rufe Davis. Asso-
ciate producer, Lou Gray.

At RKO-Radio: Four shooting.
At 20th Century-Fox: Eleven shooting

including "No Coffin for the Corps," mys-
tery drama, with Lloyd Nolan and Mar
jorie Weaver. Herbert I. Leeds directing

and Sol M. Wurtzel producing.
At Universal: Six shooting, including

Jules Levey's Mayfair Production. "Butch
Minds the Baby," comedy, with Virginia

Bruce, Brod Crawford and Dick Foran.
Albert Rogell directing.

At Warners: Four shooting.

— Save Your Film Cans —
20 Stars Leave Hollywood
Monday for Birthday Ball

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Twenty stars who will

represent the film industry as honor
guests at President's birthday ball

in Washington, D. C, Jan. 30 re-

ceived final traveling instructions

from John Leroy Johnston and Lou
Smith who have been named by the

publicity directors' committee to

handle the trip. Names of stars

selected will be made public in the

nation's capital.

Johnston leaves by train Monday
with the contingent going from Hol-
lywood. The party will arrive in

Washington Jan. 29.

'41 UniversalNet, $2,673,249
Year's' Income Before Taxes Was $4,396,499

(Continued from Page 1)

20th-Fox Relabels
Three New Films

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Rash of title changes

broke out at 20th-Fox. Musical form-

erly dubbed "Strictly Dynamite" and

"Lazy Galahad" became "The Mag-
nificent Jerk." "Hearses Don't

Hurry" was re-labeled "Who Is Hope

Schuyler?" and "No Coffin for the

Corpse" became "The Million Dol-

lar Ghost."

come and excess profits taxes, net
profits for the year were $2,673,249,
an increase of $282,477 over the pre-
ceding year, the report released yes-
terday revealed.

Taxs Equal to $10.52 a Share

Cowdin points out that although
gross income from operations rose to

$30,283,523 from $27,677,627 in 1940,
the company and its subsidiaries set
aside total taxes of $2,630,426 last

year, or more than double the tax
provisions of $1,210,648 for the pre-
vious fiscal year. Taxes last year
were equivalent to $10.52 per share
of outstanding common stock.

In his discussion of the tax situa-

tion, Cowdin commented:
"Consideration should be given to

allowing reasonable tax credits for
che payment of debts heretofore con-
tracted in good faith. Otherwise,
many taxpayers may be unable to
meet the increasing tax burden and
at the same time meet obligations
which they had undertaken prior to
the emergency and on an entirely
sound basis. Such a condition might
very easily have the effect of destroy-
ing large potential sources of taxes
and of impairing the ability to pay.

"In the case of your company, for
example, what percentage of earn-
ings is it safe to take and still en-
able the company to function prop-
erly and to meet its obligations here-
tofore contracted? This is the kind
of problem that must be most
thoughtfully weighed, bearing in
mind that increases in earnings will

no doubt be represented by increased
inventories, plants and receivables
rather than by cash, he declared.

Feels Biz Drop Temporary
Stating it is too early to gauge

the full effect upon the motion pic-

ture industry of our participation
in the war, Cowdin observes: "Your
management believes the current
drop will prove only temporary and
is confident that business will short-
ly return to normal, if it does not
exceed it."

"The working capital position of
your company continues to improve,"
Cowdin reports. Current and work-
ing assets, excluding blocked sterl-

ing, amounted to $14,139,817, with
current liabilities of $3,651,592, a ra-

tio of 3.9 to 1. In the previous fiscal

year, current and working assets
were $11,065,337, and current liabili-

ties were $4,241,774, a ratio of 2.6

to 1.

$19,008,495 Domestic Revenue
Cowdin points out that the Com-

pany's management has stressed the
desirability and need of building up
domestic and Canadian revenues suf-

ficiently to maintain profitable op-
erations without reliance on foreign
receipts. "Substantial headway has
been made toward this objective,
with the prospect of its attainment
reasonably soon. The rapid growth
of Universal's business in the domes-
tic and Canadian markets is shown
by the fact that combined revenues
from these two markets last year
were approximately equal to Univer-
sal's world-wide revenues three years
ago." The company's domestic reve-
nues last year totaled $19,008,495,
compared with $17,554,261 in the
1940 fiscal year.

The company's foreign busi-
ness last year was larger than
the year before, amounting to
$11,275,028 against $10,123,366,
and the amount of dollars re-
ceived from foreign territories
was greater. The volume of
business done in Great Britain
was the largest in the company's
history, and now comprises ap-
proximately half of Universal's
foreign business. Gross reve-
nues in Great Britain were £1,
499,907, which was a gain of 14.8
per cent over the 1940 fiscal year,
and which was 250 per cent of
the 1937 British business.
After deducting the blocked sterl-

ing estimated to be remittable on
March 31, 1942 under the new agree-
ment between eight major Ameri-
can companies and the British ex-
change authorities, Universal's sterl-
ing balance at the end of the fiscal
year, including accounts receivable
was approximately £504,000. This is

equivalent at the present exchange
rate to $2,030,000, and compares with
£379,000 and $1,524,000 respectively
at the close of the previous year.

Writing Off Foreign Assets
The volume of Universal's business

last year in China, the Philippines,
India, Japan, Java, Dutch East In-
dies, Straits Settlement and French
Indo-China, now in the war zone,
represented 2.3 per cent of the com-
pany's gross revenues. Certain as-
sets in foreign countries with which
we are now at war or in countries
occupied by enemies, are being writ-
ten off during the current year, and
Universal has set up a 100 ner cent
reserve against its investments in
Germany, Czechoslovakia, Hungary,-
Norway, Denmark, and Japan total-
ing approximately $230,000.

Universal continued to purchase
its first preferred stock for the sink-
ing fund during the year, and at
present there are 9,229 shares out-
standing. Dividends on this stock
were resumed last July 1, after a
lapse of nearly nine years.

E. C. Evans Re-elected Mayor
Milford, Del.—Edward C. Evans,

manager of the Plaza theater here,

was unopposed as candidate for re-

election as mayor in the municipal
elections yesterday. John W. Bur-
ns' withdrawal as candidate for

mayor was announced at a citizens'

meeting Friday night.

Move Sydney Film Vaults

All major companies in Sydney,
Australia have removed their film

vaults to the suburban areas to pro-

tect them in case of enemy bombing,
according to word reaching here. It

was also reported that M-G-M may
be the first company to move its en-

tire staff out to the country.

Sees U. S. Industry

Recapturing Market

Recapture of the world market t

the American film industry aft<

world War II is envisioned by tl

Wall St. Journal, which yesterda
in an analysis of the industry pos
tion, concluded that when the t»|

comes, the American picture i/
try will be in a stronger and rmsi

efficient position to meet post-w:
conditions.
Discussing the industry's situs

tion, the financial newspaper said,

part:
"Never before in the history of tl]

industry have so many investmei
portfolios had moving picture secur
ties in their lists. From a finai

cial standpoint, Wall Street long i<

garded the industry as a 'bad chil

whose expensive and expansive grcv
ing methods it did not like. Be thi

as it may, the industry has not on
cleaned house and adopted orthodc
financial and business methods bi

today it is as rich in cash as ar

other groups. Not so many yea:

ago this important cash item wa
in many instances, conspicuous I

its absence.
"Furthermore, leaders in the ii

dustry have been engaged for son
time in strengthening their financi

status by reducing funded debt ar

cutting down other capital liabilitie

The Street now regards the movir
picture industry as quite on its fekrn

and as such its securities have tak^

their place in investment broker
compilations.
"Buying of moving picture secur

ties by long-term investors is base

on their ability to maintain open
tions during war as well as in peac
At the same time they frequent
have been mentioned as 'peac

hedges in the investment field."

— Save Your Film Cans —
MD to Submit "Revealing i

Report to Allied's Board

Allied Information Departmei
(AID) will report its findings c

product terms to the national boai

today when the directors are schei

uled to meet at the Warwick Hot
at 2 p.m.
While details of the report ha\

not been revealed, members of tl

AID committee have indicated thi

the data is "very revealing" as 1

discrepancies of terms in differei

parts of the country.

Donald Duck Income
Tax Short OUayed

"The New Spirit," special Donald

Duck short in Technicolor made by

Walt Disney at the request of the

Treasury, has been okayed by the in-

dustry's War Activities Committee,

and 1,000 prints will be distributed

among the exchanges around Feb. 6.

Some 12,000 theaters are expected

to play the eight-minute reel creat-

ed to show the urgency of paying

Federal income taxes early this year.





JOHNNY EAGER

BELOW: This is the type of T. N. T. advertising

that's pulling them in from Coast - to - Coast

!

is M-G-M's &

Johnny Eager
A MERVYN LEROY

Production with

EDWARD ARNOLD
Van HEFUN • Robert STERLIHG • Patricia DANE

Glenda FARRELL • Henry O'NEILL • Diana LEWIS

Scrim Play by I0HH IEE MAHIM and MMES EDWARD 6HJWT

i HONKyIWtONK''OF 1942!
C

DYNAMITE
BUSINESS
EVERYWHERE!

Dlrtct* by Mtwnn LEBOf. ProdacwJ by JOHN W. COHSIDIME, Jr. I^CJn
A Mttro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictun

As predicted by (he critics!

The customers who recently saw Miss Turner with

Clark Gable will want to see the Taylor-Turner com-

bination. Packed with entertainment of the sure-fire

brand. LeRoy's direction is expert.

—

Daily Variety

Hard-hitting and absorbing box-office hit. A top

grosser. — Film Daily

Inflammable combination of Robert Taylor and Lana

Turner. Action for the men; romantic appeal for

the women —Motion Picture Herald

Smash box-office attraction. A top grosser.

— Hollywood Reporter

Torrid romance with two top stars. Full of action.

Torrid love scenes. —Showmen's Trade Review

The Taylor-Lana Turner starring duo is marquee volt-

age for profitable biz. — Boxoffice

Millions of shopgirls, collegiennes, clerks and house-

wives will swarm to see Lana Turner swooning in the

stalwart arms of Robert Taylor. Showmen sit back

and watch the money roll in. —Variety {weekly)

i
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Fair Trade Practice Plan Up at Today's Meeting
Campaign of Information
ror the Public is Urged
3y Schaefer as Necessity

(Continued from Page 1)

nanch or member thereof which
'fc^i opposed by any other branch or

Substantial portion thereof."

Dietz Absent Due to Illness

Sub-committee reports on points
•overing the co-ordination of policy

n reference to taxation, protecting

he good name and integrity of the
ndustry and protecting the neces-
sary supplies by securing proper
priority ratings were approved. Due
:o the illness of Howard Dietz, chair-

nan of the sub-committee to formu-
,ate plans for institutional advertis-

ng and other good-will activities,

,vho was unable to make his report,

iction was tabled until today if Dietz
s able to be present.

Spyros Skouras, chairman of the
fixation sub-committee, recommend-
ed that a careful watch and study
)f all proposed national tax meas-
ures affecting the motion picture in-

dustry, deciding which of such meas-
ures have direct and immediate effect

on the motion picture industry as
separate and apart from industry in

general.

Skouras's report recommended dis-

cussion, and if possible agreement,
among the various branches of the

business as to the policy of the film

industry with regard to proposed tax
measures in co-operation with, and
under the direction of, the central
committee. It further recommended
that machinery be set up to help
guide Congress in tax programs
without disrupting the economic set-

up of the motion picture industry.

Exchange Sub-Committees

Sub-committees were authorized to

appoint and establish permanent
committees of three persons each in

every exchange center, the commit-
tees to be composed of representa-
tives of independent associations, dis-

tributors and affiliated exhibitors or
independent circuits. The commit-
tees can be increased to a maximum
of five members. It was agreed that
local organizations and groups should
appoint their members from the
three classifications. The national
committee will be allowed to make
necessary appointments if the local

bodies do not name their committees
within 10 days.

The services of the industry's per-
sonnel in Washington are to be made

1 available to the sub-committee in

furnishing information on proposed
or pending tax measures. Attorneys
of all branches will be made avail-
able when called upon.

Skouras Taxation Chairman
Skouras was named permanent

chairman of the taxation sub-com-
mittee and his report was approved.
Machinery to prevent private in-

dustry business from becoming pub-
lic property to the detriment of the
industry's reputation was recom-
mended by George J. Schaefer, chair-

St. Louis BFC Fights Triple Features With
Cards Pledging Protests, l%on-attendanee

St. Louis—Adopting the tactics of the Legion of Decency, the Better

Films Council of Greater St. Louis is circulating thousands of pledge cards aimed

at the elimination of triple features. Signers pledge themselves to "protest

the showing of three feature films and support that protest by refusing to patron-

ize theaters showing such programs."

The BFC is preparing to renew its fight for State legislation banning

multiple features at the next session of the General Assembly.

"March of Dimes" Parade
Draws 20,000 to Times Sq.

i Continued f om Page 1

)

New York area was officially launch-
ed yesterday with a parade which
started at the Pennsylvania Termi-
nal, wound its way through the
thronged garment district, and cli-

maxed its march in front of a re-
viewing stand in jam-packed Times
Square.

Marchers, from RKO, Skouras,
Loew's, Brandt and Fabian circuits,

were headed by Keith Morgan, na-
tional chairman of the President's
b"0th Birthday Committee, and Harry
Brandt, co-chairman of the Motion
Pictures' committee. Eddie Dowden
of Loew's publicity staff, organized
and directed the parade.

In charge of the ceremonies on
the platform in Times Square were
Charles C. Moskowitz, Marvin
Schenck and Oscar A. Doob of
Loew's. Ed Sullivan, Broadway col-

umnist, acting- as emcee, introduced
the luminaries who put in an appear-
ance, including Patricia Dane; Jim-
my Dorsey's Orchestra, Jack Oakie,
Olsen and Johnson, Sabu, Dick Pow-
ell, Gene Krupa, Benay Venuta, Dean
Murphy, Benny Fields, and Don Al-
bert's WHN Orchestra. Police esti-

mate that 20,000 people heard the
Times Square appeal.

Dozens of pretty Powers' and Con-
over models, assisted by wives and
other volunteer workers recruited by
Loew's Theaters, made substantial
collections along the line of march
under the supervision of Bingo
Brandt.

First Draft of Blackout
Regulations Submitted

(Continued from Page 1)

will then incorporate the suggestions
into a pamphlet to be distributed
shortly to every theater operator in

the U. S.

Object of the regulations is not to

force the operators to do anything,
but rather to advise them of the man-
ner in which they and their staffs

can best prepare for the preserva-
tion of lives and property in time
of blackout and air raid.

The plan envisions regular drills

by theater personnel in order that
eash man will know his duty exactly
when a time of emergency arises.

J. J. Payette, Warner Bros, zone
manager, was chosen temporary
chairman of the group. A perma-
nent organization to study the situ-

ation in greater detail and work out
any problems that arise, will be
named in the near future, probably
at a meeting tomorrow.

Others who participated in the
meetings included: Carter Barron,
of Loew's; Hardie Meakin of RKO;
H. C. Barbee, of Lichtman Theaters;
Sidney Lust of Lust Theaters; Nat.
Browne, H. E. Loymeyer, E. N. Read,
A. J. Bachrach, and J. A. Pratt, of
Warners.

— Save Your Film Cans —
Party for Morgan-Henreid
With Jimmy Dunn hosting, buffet

and cocktail party will be given at
the Rivoli Theater tomorrow after-

noon for Michele Morgan and Paul
Henreid, stars of "Joan of Paris,"
and Producer David Hempstead.

man of the sub-committee covering
that point. In his report, Schaefer
said that a campaign of information
directed to the American public so

that public opinion, in its attitudes

toward the industry, may have the
advantage of a true understanding
of all permanent facts and informa-
tion was necessary. His sub-com-
mittee recommended that people in

the film industry be mindful of their

individual responsibilities so that
their conduct may reflect credit upon
the industry; that all branches "ad-
dress themselves not to individual

group advantage, but rather to the
ideal of serving ' the best interests

of the industry."
Committee the Recognized Authority

All branches of the business are
to co-operate with the committee
which is to be accepted as the recog-
nized authority.

Si Fabian's report on priorities

covered activities in Washington, de-
tails of which have been printed in

the trade press. It was urged and
demanded that theater owners elim-
inate all waste.

Point 5 and the plans for financing
and a permanent organization will

be taken up this morning by the
general committee.

Attending yesterday's meeting
were W. F. Rodgers, Jack Kirsch,
George J. Schaefer, Ned E. Depinet,
M. A. Rosenberg, Martin Smith, Col.

H. A. Cole, Ed Kuykendall, William
Crockett, Fred Wehrenberg, Joseph
Vogel, Spyros Skouras, Harry Thom-
as, Sidney Samuelson, Pete Wood,
Max A. Cohen, Lewen Pizor, Howard
Levenson, Tom Connors, James R.
Grainger, Sam E. Morris, Bob Poole,
Bob White, H. M. Richey, Harry
Brandt, Roy Harrold, Abe Montague,
Leonard Goldenson, Si Fabian, Frank
Cahill and Leo Brecher.

Goldwyn and Sparks

In "Foxes" Dispute

(Continued from Page 1)

where RKO has been forced to sell

away.
Ads, which are two columns wide

and 150 lines deep, have been in-

serted in newspapers in 12 cities

where there is no opposition to the
Sparks houses. Copy not only ex-
plains to local moviegoers why pic-

ture will not bee seen in their town
but calls attention to engagement of
picture in nearby situation.

In one portion of the ad Goldwyn
states his credo: "I believe, and have
always believed, that the producer of
a motion picture, the man who in-

vests his money in it and exercises
the judgment which makes it good or
bad, should gain or lose in propor-
tion to the favor with which the
public receives the picture. In short,
that pictures should be booked on a
percentage basis—the only basis
which is fair to both the producer
and the theater. If a picture pays
off at the theater box-office, the pro-
ducer should receive a fair price for
his work; and if it fails, he should
suffer proportionately."
"Your local theater owners insist

that instead of a percentage basis,
I should accept a flat price for all

their theaters. I cannot accept their
viewpoint."

After pointing out picture has
been chosen by nation's critics among
the "Ten Best," Goldwyn asserts: "It
is not fair that you, who support
motion pictures continuously, should
be deprived by the eccentricities of
your local theater operators of the
finest entertainment the screen has to
offer. By your constant supoort you
have earned the right to see the
best."
Film is now playing in seven situ-

ations in Florida in opposition to the
Sparks circuit. Only one paper, the
West Palm Beach Post & Times,
refused the ad because of policy of
not accepting ads criticizing another
advertiser.

— Save Your Film Cans —
William Fox on Stand
Again in Davis Case

Philadelphia—William Fox spent
a second full day on the stand before
the three masters continuing his
testimony concerning Morgan S.

Kaufman's alleged activities as go-
between for him and retired Judge
T. Warren Davis.
Fox said the Government' has

agreed to settle his back income tax
bill for $295,000 to be paid this

week.
Fox is still under sentence of a

years and a day for conspiracy to

obstruct justice and defraud the Fed-
eral Government.

— Save Your Film Cans —
Maiden Mayor Bans Beano

Maiden, Mass.—Mayor Vernon C.
Newman has banned Beano games.
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What to do in case of an air raid alarm

or blackout.

How to organize your staff.

Who to cooperate with locally.

How to conduct drills.

What to do with the front of the house.

What should he done inside.

How to prepare your theater NOW.

How to caution patrons.

What to do about the show.

And many other helpful and valuable bits

of information as outlined by important

theater executives to their houses.

All in the coming

BLACKOUT
NUMBER

of

THE FILM DAILY

REVIEWS Of nCUl flLfll!

"Treat 'Em Rough"
with Eddie Albert, Peggy Moran,

William Frawley

Universal 59 Mins.

BRISK ACTION FILM RATES AS AN
AVERAGE PROGRAM OFFERING.

Studio has turned out an average pro-

gram pic that should satisfy audiences gen-

erally. It has a good share of action plus

a fairly brisk tempo that maintains in-

terest.

Film's outstanding virtue is the presence

of Eddie Albert, a swell screen performer.

In this Albert is the middleweight cham-
pion of the world who is called home by

his father's private secretary, Peggy Moran.
Albert's father is a wealthy owner of an oil

company faced with an unexplained oil short-

age which puts him in a position where
the Government can accuse him of em-
bezzlement.

Explanation for disappearance of the oil

is found in the actions of a couple of under-

lings who have been selling the oil to a

foreign agent. Unsuccessful attempt is

made to kill Albert's father and Albert

decides to make his father's enemies be-

lieve he is dead. Albert gets on the track

of the oil thieves and he and his father do

a competent job of subduing the crooks.

Story is on the weak side and as a result

Albert does not get much to do. Consider-

ing the material, he gives a crediable per-

formance. The fact that he is a prize

fighter enables the use of that funny col-

ored comic, Mantan Moreland, as the train-

er, and William Frawley, the manager, in

minor roles. Peggy Moran supplies the ro-

mantic interest adequately and Truman
Bradley and Joseph Crehan are the vil-

lains. Lloyd Corrigan is good as the

father.

CAST: Eddie Albert, Peggy Moran, Wil-

liam Frawley, Lloyd Corrigan, Truman Brad-

ley, Joseph Crehan, Mantan Moreland.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Marshall

Grant; Director, Ray Taylor; Cameraman,
George Robinson; Film Editor, Maurice

Wright; Screenplay, Ray Chanslor and Bob

Williams.

DIRECTION, Okay. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Ditto.

Form Legion of Decency
In 17 Buffalo Schools

Buffalo—Five thousand pupils of
17 Catholic high schools in the
Catholic Diocese of Buffalo, mem-
bers of the newly-organized Buffalo
Scholastic Legion of Decency, have
launched a drive to have members
of their families and their friends
boycott motion pictures not approved
by the National Catholic Legion of
Decency.

The new organization, which has
a president and secretary in each
school, was established after high
school boys and girls petitioned the
Most Rev. John A. Duffy, Bishop of

Buffalo, to organize a scholastic
branch of the Legion. The Rev.
James H. Lucid, director, said its

aim is to raise the standard of mo-
tion pictures shown in Buffalo area
theaters.

"North to the
Klondike"

with Brod Crawford, Evelyn Ankers,

Andy Devine

Universal 58 Mir

LIVELY ADVENTURE YARN OF Tr
EARLY PIONEERING DAYS IN ALA

Yarn about settlers in the Mata
Valley in the early 1900 s packs considerat

action. Capable photography abetted

skillful editing of process shots enhanc
the production and imparts an outdo

flavor to the film.

I

Dramatic showdown finds Brod Crawfo
and his friend, Andy Devine, who aid t

settlers, squaring off against a group

crooked miners led by Lon Chaney. Latt

is anxious to get rid of settlers so he c

have clear claim to a mine located in t

valley where the settlers have receiv

Government permission to build their horn

Climax of the film is a walloping bra

between Crawford and Chaney which fei

lows revelation by Crawford that Chan I

is attempting to drive the settlers out

cutting off their food supply.

As the mining engineer, Crawford acqu

himself in a favorable manner. Devi

furnishes the comic support in his famil

style. Opening shot has Devine in make
probably for first time as an old man as

relates the story of the early days. Evel

Ankers is good as the girl. Chaney tur

in a commendable job as the villain with su

stantial support in lesser roles from Llo

Corrigan, Willie Fung and Keye Luke.

CAST: Brod Crawford, Evelyn Anke
Andy Devine, Lon Chaney, Lloyd Corrig;

William Fung, Keye Luke, Stanley Andrev

Dorothy Granger, Monte Blue, Roy Han
Paul Dubov, Fred Cordova, Jeff Corey.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Paul M
vern; Director, Erie C. Kenton; Screenpl

Clarence Upson, Young, Lou Sarecky, Geor

Bricker; Based on story by William Cast

Cameraman, Charles Van Enger.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPH
Good.

* SHORTS *

"Rack 'Em Up"
Columbia 9 mii

Interesting

The reel presents Erwin Rudolj
five times world's pocket billia

champion. After demonstrating t

fundamentals of handling a cue, B
dolph goes through an amazi
repertoire of trick shots on
billiard table. He makes the c

ball do everything but sing. Mi
customers will find the subject p*

ticularly interesting.

"Three Cockeyed Sailors" Set

"Three Cockeyed Sailors," a m
United Artists release, has be

booked into the Little Carnegie Pis

house Sunday to follow "Quiet W«
ding." — Save Your Film Cans —
Duals at Chi.'s Apollo

Chicago—B & K are double f<

turing at the Loop Apollo Theate
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If. F. Rodgers Named

hairman of MPICC

I
{Continued from Page 1)

PICC since the unity program was
rlined last month in Chicago,

irsch opened yesterday's meeting
r\ id turned the gavel over to Rodg :

I
it when the latter was elected to

P
T~ permanent office.

— Save Your Film Cans —

heresky Will Open First

"fouisville Newsreel House

Louisville—Long-dark Drury Lane
neater here, will become Louisville's

rst newsreel theater known as The
J^oop.

. A city building permit has been

sued for alterations to the build-

.g costing $15,000. A 30-year lease

volving more than $300,000 has
sen signed and renovation of the

leater and four stores under its

»of will begin as soon as incorpo-

ition of an operating company in

entucky is completed.
The property, owned by Dr. Irvin

bell, Louisville, was leased to

airy Sheresky, New York.
— Save Your Film Cans —

TS Moving in Des Moines
Des Moines, la.—National Theater
upply Co. will move to new quart-

s in Des Moines Feb. 1, occupying
le former offices of Grand National
t 11th and High St.

Riding Herd on the Hollywood News Range
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Riding herd on the Hollywood news range: Metro has pur-

chased McKinlay Kantor's forthcoming novel of the Oklahoma frontier, "Gentle

Annie," with Ruth Hussey in mind. . . . 20th-Fox has acquired Jo Eisinger's

"Twelve Men in a Box" for Lloyd Nolan's use. . . . Warners has bought Ruth

O'Malley's magazine story, "Go Catch a Falling Star". . . . Columbia is said to

have taken Elliott Arnold's unpublished novel, "Commando". . . . Same studio

has assigned Edward James to write "Broadway Daddies" and Harry Segal to

pen "Hellbent for Mr. Jordan" as a sequel to "Here Comes Mr. Jordan," one

of THE FILM DAILY'S 1941 "Ten Best."

Wisconsin Takes Palm as
Coin Machine Paradise

Defense Closes in Minn.
Anti-Blocks-of-Five Trial

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Wisconsin appears

to have more coin operated amuse-
ment and gaming devices than any
other state, the Bureau of Internal

Revenue reported yesterday on the
basis of tax collections under the

new revenue bill which went into ef-

fect Oct. 1. New York was sec-

ond and Minnesota, third.

In the country as a whole, collec-

tions from this source totaled $4,-
\

708,000 during the 3 months period i

from Oct. 1 to Jan. 1. Collections
j

in Wisconsin totaled $477,000.

— Save Your Film Cans —
Hicks Adds Two More

Baltimore—C. W. Hicks has taken
over two new houses, the Lord Cal-
vert and the Westway. This brings

\

his Baltimore chain up to a total of

eight theaters.

Minneapolis — The defense com-
pleted its case in the Minnesota anti-

five trial yesterday in Ramsey Dis-
trict Court in St. Paul and exhibitors
now will be called by the state as
rebuttal witnesses to counteract evi-

dence given by distributor-executives
and others. Paramount, RKO and
20th Century-Fox are on trial

charged with violating the state's

new anti-five law.
When the defense rested, James

Lynch, Ramsey County prosecutor,
announced he had summoned 17 ex-
hibitors as rebuttal witnesses.

Hyman Chapman, Columbia
branch manager here, was the last

defense witness. He testified he be-
lieved the new law was detrimental
to both sales and distribution.

First defense rebuttal witness is

expected to be John Friedl, president
of Minnesota Amusement Company,
one of those subpoenaed by the state.

Shirer Luncheon to

Call Trade Leaders

(Continued from Page 1)

made for the testimonial luncheon in

the Hotel Astor which the Amuse-
ment Division of the New York and
Brooklyn Federations of Jewish
Charities is tendering, as sponsor, to

William L. Shirer, renowned radio
commentator and author.

Eddie Cantor will present the
guest of honor, and George Z. Meda-
lie, president of the New York Fed-
eration, will be the guest speaker.

In addition to tables reserved by
executives of Loew's, Warner Bros.,
Columbia, Paramount, 20th-Fox, UA,
RKO, Universal, Republic, and an
impressive list of independent film
organizations, individual reservations
have been received from Fred Al-
len, Blue Barron, Irving Caesar, Rus-
sel Crouse, Morris Gest, Gene Krupa,
Tony de Marco, Paul Moss, Dinah
Shore, Billy K. Wells, and a host of

other luminaries of screen, stage, ra-
dio, and night club fields. Jaffe said

that reservations were still pouring
in.

David Bernstein and Major Albert
Warner are co-chairmen of the
Amusement Division of Federation.

— Save Your Film Cans—
Slotnick Renames House

Syracuse, N. Y.—Sam Slotnick, ac-
quiring the Schiller Park here, has
renamed it the Grant. House was
owned by George Phillips.

My appreciation

!

to the critics

i

GARY COOPER
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Nelson Puts Films

Under WPB; OPM Out

(Continued from Page 1

)

Priorities Division was placed under
a new division of industry operations,
headed by J. S. Knowlson, who has
been serving as Deputy Director of
Priorities.

Actually, however, the change is

largely a paper one so far as the
motion picture industry is concerned.
A. Julian Brylawski will continue to
handle the unit, and priority matters
will clear in the same way, except
that some of the red tape formerly
encountered is expected to be elimi-

nated.
Floyd Odium, Atlas prexy, who

was brought to Washington to get
wider distribution of contracts to

small business will be retained by
Nelson as special advisor on such
matters. Nelson said in announcing
the appointment, he considers Odium
one of the best versed persons in the

country on such matters.
— Save Your Film Cans —

Record Ad Budget Set

For 1942 for Columbia

OPM Form Confuses Exhibs.
Operation Items Can Still Be Obtained

(Continued from Page 1)

yesterday. Daily newspaper space
nationally will get the bulk.

Columbia's announcement of a
shooting schedule which includes the
largest number of top bracket pro-

ductions ever placed before cameras
by the studio, confidence in business
conditions for the future and the
prospect of the motion picture's

increasing importance in daily life,

in view of the priorities ban on rub-
ber and an anticipated rationing of

gasoline, were pointed to by com-
pany officials as prime factors be-

hind their approval of an all-out

advertising effort.

"The Invaders" ("49th Parallel"),

which will have roadshow premieres
in New York and Los Angeles in

February, will be backed by a record
ad expenditure.

Other early releases which will

share in the increased new appropri-
ation include: "The Lady Is Will-
ing," "Adventures of Martin Eden,"
"Two Yanks in Trinidad," and "High-
ly Irregular."

Subsequent pix to benefit include:

"The Gentlemen Misbehave," "He
Kissed the Bride," "My Sister
Eileen," "Salute to Tobruk," an as
yet untitled Fred Astaire-Rita Hay-
worth filmusical; "Pal Joey," "Miss
Grant Takes Richmond," "Destroyer
Men," "Burma Road," "Let the
Eagle Scream," "The Pioneers,"
"The Rumelhearts of Rampler Ave-
nue" and "Something Borrowed."

— Save Your Film Cans —
Drive to Unionize Nabes

Rochester — A drive is planned
here to organize all front of the
house employes in the neighborhood
theaters as they have been in the
downtown theaters. A business
agent of B90, Front of the House
Union, is expected here to work
first on Schine houses, it is re-

ported.

Exhibition interests are apparently
showing premature concern and a
degree of misunderstanding over pro-
cedure attendant upon the purchase
of materials and supplies for their

While the OPM was formally
abolished yesterday, it is assumed
that the same modus operandi for
industry priorities will be retained
by the Office of Civilian Supply's
motion picture unit which, in the

future, will function under the

War Production Board.

theaters currently, it was pointed
out yesterday by trade channels.

In most instances, operators of
houses are able to obtain those es-
sentials for operation and mainte-
nance from their local supply dealers,
insofar as those dealers have either
immediate stock or can obtain deliv-
eries from manufacturers within the
power of the latter to effect within
the near future.

There are certain items which are
definitely on the priorities list, and,
in order to obtain these, the theater
owner may apply to OPM via the re-
cently distributed Form PD-1 in the
event that the individual item or
items are not available through the
trade. In such cases where avail-
ability does not exist, the form must

be filled out. However, this even-
tuality has created the impression
that the form must be used for any
item of supply.

Actually, it is cited, the exhibition
field has no present rating under
OPM, and when that rating is finally
decided upon by the Government, it

is hoped that theaters will be given
a status in the national defense pic-
ture which will preclude their being
subjected to oppressive regulatory
measures.

Thus far, houses in the metropoli-
tan area have not needed, without
exception, to take recourse to Form
PD-1, because supplies have been ob-
tainable either "spot" or within a
reasonable time, and it is assumed
that the condition is much the same
in most sections of the nation, al-

though when an exhibitor goes di-

rectly to OPM and inquires about
procedure, he is told, and in the
strictly correct sense, that if he
wants restricted material he must
fill out Form PD-1.

It appeals to be anything but the
Government's intention to force the-
aters to fill out forms on a huge nu-
merical scale and thus inundate OPM
with requests for materials, espe-
cially without first exhausting trade
channels to legitimately obtain them.

N. W. Allied's Emergency
Meeting is Postponed

(Continued from Page 1)

at the anti-blocks-of-five trial in St.

Paul.

The special session was ordered
after a committee of its members
had conferred here with film com-
pany executives but had failed to
obtain reductions in film rentals
which they had expected.

Twin City independent exhibitors
and executives of Northwest Allied
had planned to get the approval of
the membership at yesterday's spe-
cial meeting for a national exhibi-
tors' meeting in Chicago early in

February, at which it was hoped a
nation-wide front against higher
film rentals could be worked out.

About a dozen exhibitors reported
for the special meeting but these de-
cided not to go ahead without the
others and the session was postponed
indefinitely.

Neil F. Agnew, Paramount vice-
president, who was to have come to
Minneapolis yesterday to confer with
independents, failed to put in an ap-
pearance but Allen Usher, Central
district manager with Chicago head-
quarters, arrived. He held no ex-
hibitor conferences yesterday, how-
ever. — Save Your Film Cans —
WB Expedition to Brazil
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—First color motion pic-

tures ever to be filmed in Brazil's
Matto Grosso, will be made by an ex-
pedition Warner Bros, is sending
there. Del Frazier will head the
party. Warners will make two Tech-
nicolor shorts from the material.

Submit Oriental Theater
Case Final Briefs Today
Chicago—Final briefs in Oriental

theater arbitration case, will be sub-
mitted today.
RKO and Loew's have withdrawn

motions to dismiss the case and will

go ahead with arbitration proceed-

Don Gets Reduction in

Clearance; Alcyon Hearing On
Chicago—Arbitrator Thomas Mc-

Connell awarded Jarman's Don The-
ater, Downers Grove, 111., reduced
clearance over the Westmont The-
ater, ordering RKO and 20th Cen-
tury-Fox not to grant the West-
mont more than 24-hour clearance
over the Don Theater.

Arbitration costs were assessed
equally against 20th-Fox, RKO and
George Zulas, Westmont owner.
Alcyon Theater case was post-

poned until today, the arbitrator
considering Attorney Aaron Stein's

motion to dismiss the proceedings
on behalf of the Sam Myers circuit.

Alcyon Theater Clearance
Found Not Unreasonable
Chicago—Alcyon Theater hearing

closed yesterday, with Arbitrator
Drennan Slater finding clearance ex-
isted but was not unreasonable.
Formal award will be handed down
shortly.
The complainant, William Pearl,

indicated an appeal will be taken.
— Save Your Film Cans—

"Screaming" Held ct Roxy
"I Wake Up Screaming" stays for

a second week at the Roxy. "Son
of Fury" opens there Jan. 30.

NTS Phosphorescent

Line for Blackouts

National Theater Supply Co.

prepared to market a varied line oil

phosphorescent items for use by filn

theaters to promote patron safety ii

the event of blackouts induced byyi
raids, it was disclosed in the if

territory yesterday.

Stressing the importance of mate
rials to which has been imparted th
property of phosphorescence, througl

the medium of so-called radium paint

James Frank, Jr., manager of th

NTS New York branch, said that th

NTS line,—including lengths of plas I

tic tubes of V4 inch diameter inti|

which phosphorescent material ha
been blown, and buttons and sign
capable of emitting light without in
convenient activation,—will enabl
guide-illumination to be achieve!
throughout the theater, and hencij
provide even more basic safety thai
emergency lighting can furnish.
The plastic, phosphorescent tubing

Frank said, can be utilized in a num
ber of ways, such as around doo
frames within the theater as well a
the lobby; also be advantageousl;
fastened to velour ropes; and evei
employed to distinguish ushers b;

means of attaching it to the latter'

uniforms or Sam Brown belts.
Buttons, capable of being seen ii

the dark, particularly in the one
and two-in sizes, can be used oi

stairs and on the arms of auditoriun
chairs, as well as in other parts
the house, while exit signs with phos
phorescent painted letters are als«i

highly desirable in providing trul;

basic safety.
Delineation of fixtures in res

rooms is another advantage in black
out safety control, he stated, am
pointed out that all sections of th
film theater can be distinctly out
lined by the tubing, signs and but
tons, all of which have a visibilit-

of some 200 feet. The "life" of th?

phosphorescent items is conservative
ly 10 years.
When Oscar S. Oldknow, vice-pres

ident in charge of the Western an
Southern divisions of National The
ater Supply, was in New York re
cently, he stated that there was n>

comparison between the Londoi
blackouts and those practiced on ou
West Coast, the latter being infinite

ly more intense, to the degree o
total. Passersby, in one populate*
center, could not tell whether th
box-office of a theater was open
not, and, had a phosphorescent sigi

been used, this disadvantage wouh
have been overcome, and without ex
posing any possible light to raidinj

planes.
— Save Your Film Cans —

Religious Pic for Starlight

Newark, N. J.—"The Stations
the Cross" is the title of the nex
production to be made by Starligh
16 mm. Film Co., which produce;
for the home projector market. Pic
ture will be 2,000 feet in length an<

will have color and sound.
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MVORCEMENT STILL A POTENTIAL—U. S.

femporary Financing Pledged for Unity Plan
xhibitor Organizations
oaning $3,000; Distribs.

^ill Advance $7,000 More

Participants in the industry's

! iity program yesterday pledged a
mporary budget of $10,000 to car-

• on the preliminary activities of
e program. The money is being
ivanced in the form of a loan which
ill be returned to all parties when
.o permanent budget is agreed upon
id set up.
MPTOA, Allied and the unaffil-

.ted organizations pledged them-
>lves to contribute $1,000 each; the

i Continued on Page 7)

tepinel and Brandt,

1MPI Co-Trustees

United MP Industry
As a Sub for MP1CC
United Motion Picture Industry is

the new name of the industry's unity

group which formerly was known as

the Motion Picture Industry Confer-

ence Committee. New title was
voted at the committee meeting yes-

terday.

Details in connection with the
uablishment of a permanent or-
anization to carry on the functions
f the United Motion Picture Indus-
ry have been entrusted to co-

rustees who are to set up a plan of
peration. This was decided yester-
ay by the central committee of the
JMPI at the Warwick Hotel.
Ned Depinet was named trustee

{Continued on Page 4)

Secret Air Raid Warning
System for Toronto Exhibs.

Toronto—A secret and indepen-
dent method of communication has
•een worked out for the protection
f theater audiences and property
n the event of an air raid warning
»r any war emergency in Toronto.
The exact nature of the system is

(Continued on Page 4)

Eyssell on Board of
Rockefeller Center

G. S. Eyssell, managing director of
the Radio City Music Hall and of the
Center Theater, as well as president
of the Radio City Music Hall Corp.,
was elected to the board of directors
of Rockefeller Center, Inc., yesterday.

Dietz Recommends

Research Project

A research job to determine just
how plans for institutional advertis-
ing and other good-will activities for
the industry
can best be
i n s t i tuted
was recom-
mended yes-
t e r d a y b yHoward
Dietz at the
i n d u s try's

unity meet-
ing at the
Warwick
Hotel. Dietz
i s chairman
o f t h e sub-
committee to
deal with
that problem.

Dietz told the meeting that it was
important to decide what is to be
accomplished before delving into
what might be called an unexplored

(Continued on Page 4)

D of J Says Consent Decree Has Given Some Relief;

Critical of Appeals Board's Interpretation of Sec. 8;

Plans to Ask Trial of Unreasonable Clearance Issue

By OSCAR HUME Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington—Although pointing out that the New York con-
sent decree has supplied "some relief to a substantial number of
exhibitors," the D of J yesterday indicated the Government's

belief that complete divorcement of

theaters might be necessary to effec-

tively remedy "discriminations in-

herent in the ownership of theaters
by distributors."

The conclusions were contained in

a review of the first year of the con-
sent decree. Summarizing its study
of the first year's operations, the
Department said:

"The Department on the basis
of its experience to date, has not
attempted to finally judge the
net result of the decree in solv-

(Continued on Page 4)

Some Progress on

Unity's 5th Point

HOWARD DIETZ

Some progress by the United Mo-
tion Picture Industry representatives
was made yesterday toward an
agreement on Point 5 of the indus-
try's unity program but no conclu-
sions were reached. This point,

which deals with the adjustment or
modification of policies or practices
between the branches of the indus-
try, is one that cannot be settled at
a single meeting, executives pointed
out.

This task will be placed in the
hands of a committee, not yet named.
It may be the function of this group

(Continued on Page 4)

Film Industrial Council
To Advertise Can. Gov't

Toronoto — The Wartime Prices
and Trade Board has made provi-
sion for the organization of an indus-
trial council for the film industry in
Canada for deliberations on trade
features involved in the stabilization

(Continued on Page 7)

Decree a Failure—Myers
Predictions Came True, Allied Board Told

Cleveland Exhib. Ass'n
Renames Ernest Schwartz

Cleveland—Officers of the Cleve-
land Motion Picture Exhibitors Ass'n
were re-elected yesterday by accla-
mation. Ernest Schwartz was named
president for a ninth term. Other
officers are Albert E. Ptak, vice-
president; George W. Erdmann, sec-

(Continued on Page 4)

The consent decree has proven a
"lamentable failure" and exhibitors

are experiencing one of the blackest

years in their history, Abram F.

Myers asserted yesterday in his an-
nual report to national Allied's board
of directors. Myers declared that all
the dire predictions made by Allied
in opposing the decree have come to
pass and that few, if any, of the

(Continued on Page 7)

See No Power Worry

For Film Theaters
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Film theater opera-

tors who are due to become increas-
ingly harassed by the scarcity of
essential materials necessary in their
business, do not have to worry about

(Continued on Page 7)

PRC Opens First of Four
Regionals Here Tomorrow

First of the four Producers Re-
leasing Corp. regionals starts tomor-
row at the Hotel Astor. Franchise
holders, branch managers and sales-

(Continued on Page 4)

Unity and Allied
Parleys Continue

Both the unity meetings and the

Allied board sessions will continue
today. Sub-committee to consider

institutional advertising convenes at

10 o'clock this morning; the general

committee for further discussions on
Point 5 resumes session at 12:30 p.m.,

and Allied's directors will continue
their discussions throughout the day.

All meetings are at the Warwick
Hotel.
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FINANCIAL
{Thursday, Jan. 22)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Ne:

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (2V2%)
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East. Kodak 130% 129% 130 — Vs
do pfd
Cen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc 38y8 38'/4 38S/

8 + Vs
do pfd
Paramount 14'/4 14 141/4 + 3/E
Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd
RKO 3 3 3

RKO $6 pfd
20th Century-Fox . . 8'/2 8V8 8l/

2 + 1/2

20th Century-Fox pfd. 21 % 213/4 213/4 — l/4
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 5% 5l/

8 514 + Vs
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Loew's deb. 3Vi 46
Par. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. debs. 4s56 995/8 99V8 99V8
Warner Bros. dbs. 6s48 963/4 96S/

8 96%

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Radio-Keith cvs. ... Vs Vs Vs —1-32
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lox
Universal Corp. vtc i

Universal Picts

Henry King Returns to Coast
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Director Henry King,

who has been on a leave of absence
from 20th Century-Fox inspecting
air patrol stations in 14 Eastern cit-

ies for the Government, has re-

turned to the Coast.

"Mister V" in Rivoli Bow
UA has booked "Mister V," for-

merly called "Pimpernel Smith," into

the Rivoli following the engage-
ment of "Joan of Paris." British

production stars Leslie Howard, who
produced and directed the film.

T T T
• • • POKING into Great White Way sector's feedbag emporia

reveals nother instance of promotional thoroughness of Mort Blumen-

stock's boys, via appearance on menu cards of a special Wild Bill Hickok

Sandwich Phil M. asked one headwaiter wotinell kindava sand-

wich it was "A Western," replied the maitre de salle a manger

We then inquired if tidbit hadn't some uncommon ingredient or

method of preparation to distinguish it from the ordinary Western Sand-

wich The headwaiter admitted that, but confessed the restaurant

didn't have the time or equipment to make it according to recipe, which

is: Beat two strictly fresh White Leghorn eggs in a bowl. Mince slice

of Texas onion and saute in pan. Mince pimento and green pepper,

and whip them and onion into the egg. Stir in two ounces of boiled

ham diced in form of the two letters, WB. Grill three minutes and serve,

after garnishing with prime cooked bacon strip into which has been

neatly carved.
—"'Wild Bill Hickok Hides' Opens at the Strand, Feb. 6"

(P. S.—Hickok ain't half as wild as the Broadway chefs)

T T
• • • IT could only happen in this country Airs. A. H.

Blank, wife of the president of Tri-States Theater Corp., of Des Moines,

was attending a wedding in that city when somebody , confused by the

physical resemblance 'twixt her and Mrs. Woodrow Wilson, wife of the

former President, approached her. Mrs. Wilson had been visiting in

Des Moines Well, Sir, the party offered Mrs. Blank her hand

and murmured that it ivas a great privilege to meet the wife of a

President of the United States Mrs. Blank graciously shook the

extended hand and explained: "My husband was never President

of the United States,—he's just president of Tri-States"

Mich. Seeks to Collect

3% Tax on Film Rentals

Detroit—The State Board of Tax
Administration has indicated its

intention to attempt collection of a
3 per cent use tax on all film ren-
tals, although only one case, against
Allied Film Exchange, has actually
been filed to date, David Newman,
attorney for several distributors,
said. Formal audit of Allied's books
has been ordered to set the basis
for the tax.

The case will be fought by Allied

Films at a hearing before the Board
at Lansing, but no date has yet been
set.

Harrower to Coast for PRC
Jack Harrower has been appointed

West Coast publicity representative
for Producers Releasing Corp., to

work under Joseph O'Sullivan, PRC
publicity chief. Harrower, who
leaves for Hollywood today, succeeds
William E. Raynor, who has been
called to service.

"Hellzapoppin" Breaks Marks
Jules Levey's "Hellzapoppiri',"

which Universal is releasing, is

knocking over records in Denver,
Rochester, Frisco, Reading and Har-
risburg:, and in some 30 other spots
in hitting top biz, with holdovers,
Universal reported yesterday.

Omaha's Variety Club
Going on a "War Basis"

Omaha—Members of Omaha Vari-

ety Club has called a "re-organiza-

tion" meeting for Jan. 31 at Hotel

Paxton, where new quarters are to

be opened. They're planning on put-

ting the club on a "war basis" for

the duration.

Plans include: "Drafting" D. V.

McLucas, United Artists branch

manager, as chief barker; a $6 a

year membership fee; no initiation

fee; quarters open two days a week;
an extensive membership drive; op-
eration of the club on a "conserva-
tive" basis.

Dietrich Contract Breach
Suit to Trial on March 16

Trial for alleged breach of con-

tract by Marlene Dietrich was set

for March 16 yesterday in the Fed-
eral Court. Judge John C. Knox
overruled a claim that an early trial

would force Universal to rush pro-

duction on "The Spoilers," which
stars the defendant. Plaintiffs are a
French producing corporation, For-
rester Parant, who claims Miss Diet-

rich was supposed to make a French
film in Paris for them.

COfniriG and G0IHC

WILLIAM A. SCULLY, Universale general salt

,

manager, returns Monday from studio confer

ences.
SPYROS SKOURAS spent yesterday in Wash

|

ington.

ARTHUR SILVERSTONE, UA'S Eastern distric

manager, has returned from Washington an

Philadelphia. _'

DAVID LEWIS, Warner Bros, associate (*""'

ducer, is stopping at the Hampshire House.

W. J. HEINEMAN, Universale assistant gen I

eral sales manager, returns today after a flyin

tour of the South and Southwest territory.

JUDY CARLAND and her husband, DAVE ROSEj
appear for the USO-Camp Shows at Fort Kno>

|

Ky., today and tomorrow.

AL JOLSON begins a two-week personal ap

pearance tour for the USO beginning Monday a

the Jacksonville Naval Air Station.

JOE E. BROWN and CONSTANCE MOOR
appear at Fort Monmouth, N. J., for the USO

WHITNEY BOLTON David O. Selznick's pub

licist, and KATHARINE BROWN, Eastern repre

senfative, arrived on the Coast yesterday.

JACK HARROWER leaves for Hollywood toda

to become PRC's West Coast publicity rep.

New Army Procedure for

Requests for Screen Talen

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIL);
Hollywood—Lieut. Gen. . L. Dewitt

commanding general, Western de

fense command and Fourth Army
has designated the Hollywood Victorj

Committee for the stage, screen anc

radio as the organization througl

which units of his command wil

make requests for talent from Hoi
lywood for the entertinment oi

troops.
General Dewitt's order also se(

up new procedure for Western de-

fense command. Units must hence
forth make such requests to the

Army rather than to the motion pic

ture industry direct as in the past.

Hayworth in "Cover Girls"

Columbia will star Rita Haywortl
in "Cover Girls of 1942"; cast wil:

include Jinx Falkenburg, Janet Blaii

and Harriet Hilliard, plus 12 covei

girls to be selected by as many na-

tional magazines. Company also con-

firmed purchase of "The Comman-
dos," by Elliott Arnold.

JANUARY 23

Humphrey Bogart Ben Bard

Ralph Graves Sid Rechetnik

JANUARY 24

Paul Fejoe Jack Lustberg

A. Zuelch

JANUARY 25
Abraham Schreiber
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HUMPHREY BOGART
CONRAD VEIDT
KAAREN VERNE

"ALL THROUGH
THE NIGHT"

with

JANE DAR WELL • FRANK McHUGH
PETER LORRE. JUDITH ANDERSON
Directed by VINCENT SHERMAN

Screen Play by Leonard Spigeigass and
Edwin Gilbert . From a Story by
Leonard Q. Ross & Leonard Spigeigass
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Gov't Ready to Consider Substitute Selling Plail

Will Oppose Return to Old
Method; D of J Studying
Major Circuits' Expansion

{Continued from Page 1)

ing the problems it was intended
to solve. The decree has certain-

ly already supplied some relief

to a substantial number of ex-
hibitors from certain unfair
trade practices. It has not yet
demonstrated that film licensing
discriminations inherent in the
ownership of theaters by distrib-

utors may be effectively reme-
died by measures short of di-

vorcement."
The Department indicated it is

particularly dissatisfied with inter-

pretation by the Appeals Board of
Section 8, and added:

"The decree unit, upon the
basis of experience to date, is of
the opinion that the Section has
not provided relief against un-
reasonable clearance to the ex-
tent which the Sherman Act
requires and will therefore rec-
ommend trial of this issue in
preference to continuation of the
Section in its present form at
the conclusion of the trial peri-
od."
Officials said the new method of

selling, provided by Sections 3 and
4, is still too new to permit appraisal,
and pointed out that the new method
cannot succeed unless the exhibitors
themselves desire that it succeed,
and added:

"Numerous complaints about
the method of selling have been
received from exhibitors but the
Department is not prepared to
move to abandon it until it has
had the full year's trial provided
in the decree. The Department
is open to any suggestion for the
substitution of a better plan at
the end of that period, but it will
continue to oppose a return to
the system of season block-book-
ing and blind-selling which was
previously in effect."

Pointing to the decree ban against
a general program of theater hold-
ing expansion, the announcement
said there has been more than 100
acquisitions by distributors in excess
of dispositions since the decree went
into effect, and:

"The Department has noted
that in some areas certain defen-
dants have extended their thea-
ter control in a number of towns
where they formerly had com-
petition from independent thea-
ters, to such an extent that the
public in those towns are now
forced to attend one of the de-
fendant's theaters or else fore-
go motion picture entertainment.

"In other instances, the de-
fendants have apparently ac-

quired independent theaters as a
means of preventing the prose-
cution of complaints by com-
petitors through legal proceed-
ings or arbitration.

"Whether these activities may
have violated the decree or the
Sherman Act or both and the

It's Victory In St. Louis As Film Patrons
Give Mihatlo Bum's Rush At Cost Of 50 Bucks
St. Louis—Local Mikado Theater, whose name St. Louis Amusement Co. and

Fanchon b Marco decided to change when the Japs dropped the pineapples on

Hawaii, is now the Victory. The house held a patron-contest to determine the

new name. So many people suggested Victory that the $50 prize to the assumed

single winner would have had to be split among more than 400 winners,—giving

each something slightly more than a dime. So it was decided that if it was

agreeable to the winners, the $50 would be given to the March of Dimes.

Letters were sent to gain this consent, and all agreed to the plan.

Name Depinet and Brandt
As Co-Trustees of UMPI

{Continued from Page 1)

representing the distributors; Harry
Brandt was appointed trustee for the
exhibitors. H. M. Richey will be the
alternate distributors' trustee, while
Max A. Cohen will act in a like ca-

pacity for the exhibitors.

Plans for the establishment of a
national headquarters, selection of an
executive secretary and other fac-
tors relating to the permanency and
stability of the enterprise will be in

the hands of the trustees.

Cleveland Exhib. Ass'n
Renames Ernest Schwartz

{Continued from Page 1

)

retary; and L. G. Baldwin, treasurer.

Frank Porozinski was elected to

board of directors for term of three

years and L. G. Baldwin, James E.

Scoville and Morris Berkowitz for

one year. Mayor Frank J. Lausche
was the guest speaker at the lunch-

eon.

PRC Opens First of Four
Regionals Here Tomorrow

{Continued from Page 1)

men from Albany, Buffalo, Boston,
Pittsburgh, Philadelphia and Wash-
ton will attend. Arthur Greenblatt,
general sales manager, will preside.

Speakers will include O. Henry
Briggs, Leon Fromkess, Arthur
Greenblatt and Joseph O'Sullivan.

Next meeting is slated for Little

Rock, Ark., Jan. 31.

Secret Air Raid Warning
System for Toronto Exhibs.

{Continued from Page 1)

withheld for military reasons but
the plan calls for a special central

control bureau and zone situations.

The system was studied at a meet-
ing of Toronto exhibitors under the
direction of Jack Purves, attached
to the Provincial Civilian Defense
Organization; Col. John A. Cooper,
chairman of the Motion Picture Dis-
tributors Association, and E. H.
Wells, secretary of the Film Boards
of Trade.

extent to which relief may be
obtained under the decree and
the Act if a violation has occur-

red are matters which are now
under consideration by the De-
partment."
The Department said that the only

criticism made of the personnel of

the arbitration system relates to its

lack of background in the motion
picture industry, and pointed out that
this system was deliberately created
to secure impartiality of decision.

"However," it added, "this fac-

tor of lack of knowledge of the
industry has, to some extent
given added weight to the super-
ior presentation of their cases
generally enjoyed by the con-
senting distributors, due to the
availability to them of legal tal-

ent which is more familiar with
industry problems than the legal
talent ordinarily available to

complaining exhibitors.

"Even where no lawyers have
been involved, the distributors
have enjoyed an advantage in
presenting their cases due to the
generally wider experience of
the ordinary exchange manager
in contrast to that of the ordi-
nary local exhibitor.

"It is, of course, impossible to

judge the extent to which this

factor has weighted the system
against the independent exhibi-
tor, but its presence cannot be

ignored.
"The problem of seeing that

the independent exhibitors se-

cure the benefit of an expert
presentation of their cases is

one which the national and re-

gional associations of such ex-
hibitors may be able to solve,

but it does not appear to have
been solved to date. This may
be due in part to the fact that
many exhibitor organizations
have deliberately discouraged
arbitration rather than further-
ing the use of the system."
Taking cognizance of complaints

against use of technical defenses in

the form of motions to dismiss for

want of jurisdiction, the Department
said:

"There is, of course, no reason
why the distributors should fore-

go the exercise of any legal

right in defending any of these
arbitration cases except as such
forbearance may prove bene-
ficial to them. Some of them
are evidently persuaded that
their interest lies in restricting

scope of matters to be arbitrated
rather than making the fullest

possible use of the system. In-

sofar as the Department is con-
cerned, such restriction tends to

similarly restrict the extent to

which the Department may rec-

ognize such a system as a valid

substitute for other relief."

Some Progress on

Unity's 5fh Point

{Continued from Page 1)

to suggest a revised system of sej

ing which the Department of Ju|£
indicated yesterday it would (*""

sider.

The general committee yesterd

could do little more than explore

problems, suggest tentative remed:
and try to lay the groundwork foi

complete harmony program. It w
pointed out that the sub-committ
assigned to Point 5 has a job of dc

ble importance since the D of J i

port on the New York consent c

cree's first year. Further discussic

on this point are scheduled for 12 a

this afternoon.

Dietz Recommends
Unity Research Job

{Continued from Page 1)

field, even though he and others hai

had a great deal of experience
j

promoting institutional advertising

A plan for a patron-survey will
|

taken up at a meeting of the Did
committee this morning. Pete Wo<|

secretary of the ITO of Ohio, told

a project he had prepared but hj

never been put into operation. J

press book of the plan was bei I

air-mailed last night from Columl: I

so that it can be studied today. Ho 1

ard Levenson, Warner Bros. att< i

ney, mentioned a telephone poll idl

which his company recently put ov I
while Col. H. A. Cole, Allied pre I

dent, told of a survey he made I

Texas.
These suggestions and others v I

be studied by the Dietz commitl
and a complete report will be ma|

to the United Motion Picture Indi

try.

"Show Builder" Tours Ohio
M-G-M's "Show Builder," mob

unit designed to assist smaller s

uations in getting maximum resu

from low-budget promotion cal

paigns, will continue its Ohio tc

the balance of this month and duri

the first week in February. K
Prickett, of the M-G-M field st£

is in charge of the unit.

WB Employes Unit to Meet
Warner Bros. Associated Off

Employes will hold a special me
ing Monday night at the Capi
Hotel for the purpose of discussi

and approval of contract classifh

tions. At the last meeting 26 me
bers were elected to the execut
board.

AFPA Affiliates With AIU
Buenos Aires (By Air Mail)—

1

Argentine Film Producers Assoc
tion has affiliated with the Argent
Industrial Union. Its delegates i

Julio Lofiego of Lumiton and An;,

L. Mentasti of Argentina Sono Fil
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temporary Financing

For Unity Program
ntinued from Page 1

)

articipating distributors will ad-
»nce $7,000.
A financing committee was named

D study the financial needs of the
trmanent organization and to de-

|de how and where the money is to

it spent. Size of the permanent bud-
fe was not determined, but the
amittee will probe all phases and

eport its findings to the general
tommittee.
The finance committee is composed

f H. M. Richey, chairman; Ned Depi-
»et, Max A. Cohen, Leonard Golden-
on, Jack Kirsch and William Crock-
|tt.

7ilm Industrial Council
To Advertise Can. Gov't

Decree a Failure—Myers
Predictions Came True, Allied Board Told

I

(Continued from Page 1)

»f admission prices and film rentals.

The Council representing distribu-

tes, circuits and independent theater
roups, will bring in recommenda-
ions for contemplated Government
;teps but will act merely in an ad-
visory capacity.

R. G. McMullen, Administrator of

Theaters and Films, will not be
)ound by the recommendations of
;he industrial council and it is point-
id out that agreement on any con-
:entious point by members of the
council may not be accepted by the
jovernment which is anxious for the
'weight and durability" of regula-
tions as a matter of policy.

William Fox Resumes
Stand in Kaufman Case

Philadelphia — William Fox said
yesterday that he had been prom-
ised "court consideration" for plead-
ing guilty and testifying against for-
mer Circuit Court Judge J. Warren
Davis. Fox, who is 62, took the
stand upon resumption of the "pro-
fessional conduct" case of Morgan
S. Kaufman, Scranton attorney, be-
fore three special masters.

Questioned by James J. Gallagher,
attorney for Kaufman, Fox told of
an appearance by himself and Martin
Littleton, of New York, his attorney,
at the U. S. Attorney's office in New
York. Gallagher asked Fox whether
he had been promised any considera-
tion if he would become a Govern-
ment witness and plead guilty to an
indictment charging conspiracy to
obstruct justice in the alleged ex-
change of $15,000 between himself
and Judge Davis.
Turning to the special masters,

Frederick L. Clark, Thomas B. K.
Ringe and Aaron S. Swartz, Jr., Fox
said: "I guess you know the consid-
eration I got—one year in jail."

Order Schaefer Testimony
Federal Judge Samuel J. Mandel-

baum yesterday ordered George J.

Schaefer, RKO president, to testify
before trial in the suit of George
Stein, who charges RKO with in-

fringing his work, "Turkey with
Dressing," in the film, "New Faces
of 1937."

(Continued from Page 1)

claims made in support of the decree
have been vindicated.
Hope that distributors would not

take advantage of opportunities of-

fered in the decree to add to the
burdens of exhibitors was short lived,

Myers told the board. Protests, he
said, started as soon as the first

blocks of five were announced.
"It was apparent," Myers contin-

ued, "that if the same ratio of high
bracket pictures to low bracket pic-

tures should be maintained through-
out the year, the average would ex-
ceed the wildest predictions of the
most rabid opponents of the decree.
Now it is apparent that, unless there
is an abrupt change of policy on the
part of distributors, this dizzy pace
will be continued with disastrous re-

sults to all concerned. The goose is

being slaughtered in a foolish at-

tempt to increase its production of
golden eggs."
Myers contended that distributors

were using the consent decree to raise
film rentals and gave, as examples,
franchise deals, consummated subse-
quent to June 6, 1940, and prior to

the signing of the decree. One of the
consenting companies, he said, nego-
tiated two-year franchises with cer-
tain Allied members, but because the
decree spared only franchises signed
prior to June 6, 1940, the company
refused to honor the deal, with the
result that the allocations to date
have been unfair to the exhibitors in

question.
Myers said that the decisions of

the arbitration appeal board have
been a disappointment. He declared
that the distributors' attorneys have
resorted to all manner of technicali-

ties in defending arbitration pro-
ceedings and that the appeals board
all too often has sustained and en-
couraged such tactics and "has been
diligent in upholding awards against
independent exhibitors." Greater lib-

erality of thought has been shown
recently, Myers said, "but the dam-
age cannot be undone."
Most of the items on the board's

agenda yesterday could not be cov-
ered as the directors felt it neces-
sary to observe the outcome of the
unity sessions, which, incidentally,

were going on in an adjoining room.

Minn. Court Hears How
Nabes Pick, Cancel Pix

Minneapolis — Methods by which
operators of nabe theaters determine
which pictures to play and which to

cancel after purchase were explained
to Judge Albin S. Pearson in Ram-
sey District Court yesterday by
George W. Granstrom, operator of

the Grandview and Highland Thea-
ters in St. Paul.
Granstrom was the second state

rebuttal witness, called at the trial of
Paramount, RKO, and 20th Century-
Fox on charges of violating the
state's new anti-blocks-of-five low. He
followed John F. Friedl, president of
Minnesota Amusement Company,
first rebuttal witness.

Questioned by William Desmond,
assistant county attorney, Gran-
strom said he bought 301 pictures in

the 1940-41 season for use at his two
houses situated less than two miles
apart and both of which play to

about the same class of trade. Of
these pictui'es, he plaved 167 at the
Highland and 182 at the Grandview,
showing most of them at both houses
for either three or four days, and
cancelling the balance.

His purchases, he said, were 44
from Universal, 11 from United Ar-
tists, 48 each from 20th-Fox, Warner
Bros., and M-G-M, 38 from Para-
mount, 33 from RKO and 31 from
Columbia. He said he was forced
to buy these lists of pictures, prac-
tically the entire output of all com-
panies except Columbia, in order to

get the ones he wanted.
Friedl said his firm purchased the

entire output of the older firms and
distributors and part of that of

others. He told about clearance time
between first-run in Loop houses and
uptown, deluxe nabe, staying this

way 28 days. Most of his testimony
concerned clearance given other
houses which the company operates
in Minneapolis.

Grand, New Haven. Case
Set for Hearing on Feb. 3

New Haven—The Grand Theater
clearance complaint, asking a maxi-
mum clearance of seven days after
the Pequot, New Haven, sixth arbi-

tration matter to be filed here, has
been assigned for Feb. 3 hearing.
Arbitrator is being appointed in New
York. The complaint is against
Loew's, Inc., 20th-Fox, RKO, and
Vitagraph, and Harry L. Lavietes,
operator of the Pequot, has inter-

vened.
Defendants' and intervener's briefs

in the Plaza, Windsor, complaint
against the consenting distributors,

and the Windsor Theater, are due
at the arbitration office today, after
which Arbitrator George P. Murdock
will take the six-days' testimony and
briefs under advisement.

Postpone Three Buffalo
Arbitration Hearings

Buffalo — Postponements of first

arbitration hearings in three clear-

ance cases were announced this week.
They are:
Ryans' Ithaca Theater, Ithaca,

against the "Big Five," from Satur-
day, Jan. 24, to Friday, Feb. 6, be-

fore Arbitrator Richard H. Temple-
ton.

Astor Theater, Attica, against all

the decree-signing companies except
20th-Fox, from yesterday to Monday,
Feb. 9, before Arbitrator Joseph M.
Boehm.

Clyde Playhouse, Clyde, against
the "Big Five," from today to Fri-

day, Feb. 13, before Arbitrator Wil-
liam E. Barrett.

FPC House Loses Abbott-Costello
St. John, N. B.—Universal's "Keep

'Em Flying" had its first showing in

the Eastern provinces in the Spencer
circuit's Strand here; previous Ab-
bott and Costello starrers bowed in

at the FPC's Capitol.

See No Power Worry

For Film Theaters
(Continued from Page 1

)

the power situation, at least for
some time to come, The Film Daily
was told yesterday by officials of the
War Production Board.

In spite of published reports to

the contrary, there is no present
power shortage even in those areas
where blackouts were enforced last

Fall, and none is expected during the
coming Spring and Summer months.
There is a likelihood that some cur-

tailments will have to be ordered in

the Autumn, but not before that
time. Even then, there is little like-

lihood that the shortage will become
general.
Most likely shortage spot is the

Southeastern states, where black-

outs were in effect for marquee and
outside lighting last Fall, and in the
St. Louis and Buffalo areas, where
tremendously increased war produc-
tion has made heavy drains on the
available supply.
However, before Fall the situations

in these areas might be ironed out
through power pools and other
means now being studied by power
experts.
When rationing does come, if it

does come, officials are determined
that it will work as little hardship
as possible on theater operators, be-

cause of the importance of movies
in maintaining public morale.
The same thing applies to scarce

materials. A curtailment order out-

lining the things movie theaters will

have to do without, and the things
which they will be given only in

cases of absolute necessity is now
being drafted by the Priorities Di-

vision and will be announced in the

near future. But none of the items
on the banned list will be materials
that are essential to operation.

In other words, exhibition houses
will be expected to co-operate by cut-

ting down in every way possible their

use of essential materials, but no
material absolutely necessary for the

operation of a house already in op-

eration will be denied.
The motion picture unit will con-

tinue to function under the Division

of Civilian Supply, except that now
it will come under the general pre-

rogative of the War Production
Board, instead of the Office of Pro-
duction Management which was abol-

ished by the new order.

USO-Camp Shows Gets 5

Film Star Entertainers

USO-Camp Shows, Inc., yesterday
announced it had obtained the ser-

vices of five film stars to entertain

service men at Army camps and na-

val stations. The five stars are Al
Jolson, Judy Garland, Ann Miller,

Joe E. Brown and Constance Moore.
Miss Garland opened her tour last

night at Ft. Knox, Ky.; Jolson be-

gins a two-week tour at Jacksonville

naval air station Monday; Miss Mil-

ler opens her tour at Camp Forrest,

Tullahoma, Tenn., on Wednesday;
Brown and Miss Moore will appear
at Fort Monmouth, N. J., on Mon-
day.



RKO RADIO, the award-winning company of 1941 , presents its

first Candidate for 1 942 honors—

A great new drama made by the producer of "Kitty Foyle"

—

the first Hollywood production to bring to your screen the

amazing talents and striking personality of gifted MiScheie
Morgan, and the dashing, vivid romantic magnetism of that

unforgettable star of "Night Train/' Paul Henreid—

A hint of the avalanche of acclaim to come is found in the

preview praise of the trade press-—things like: "One of tb©

finest," from Motion Picture Daily . . . "A natural," Motion Pic-

ture Herald . . . "Roundly exciting, entertaining," Film Daily .>

.

"Superb," Hollywood Reporter . . . "Suspense, high excite-

ment," Hollywood Variety . . . "Powerful," Showmen's Trade

Review . . . "Among the best," Box Office-

World Premiere at the Rivoli Theatre, New York, Saturday,

January 24.

M i C H E L E

MORGAN
PA U L

HENREID
IN

mm
WITH

THOMAS MITCHELL • LAIRD CREGAR

MAY RORSON
Produced by DAVID HEMPSTEAD •; Directed by ROBERT STEVENSON

Screen Play by Charles Bennett and Ellis St. Joseph
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How 'Superman' Got
That Way

by

Some months ago, the prophet of this pillar was called on to deliver*

a talk about movies (about which he knows somewhat less than do you)|

to an audience composed of adults and youngsters. At the end of the'

lecture, if you could call it that, there was a question period.

Guess what most of the questions were:

"When will the Superman films be re-

leased?"

Well, they've been out now a couple of

months, and theatre surveys, in key spots

and neighborhood houses, indicate that

the Paramount shorts already are THE
MOST POPULAR OF THE ANIMATED
CARTOONS.
But what I am trying to get at is that

not all the romance in movies is connected

with Cinderella girl stories in Hollywood.

First, "Superman" isn't made in Holly-

wood, but in the Miami Fleischer studios;

and second, the chief romantic figure in

this story isn't a girl, nor even a Super-

man, but a very nice and intelligent busi-

nessman.

So many legends already are being told

about the birth of Superman, it's difficult

to get at the truth, but this seems to be

the McCoy, and it stars a pleasant, sociable

chap named Harry Donenfeld.

Donenfeld was a prosperous printer,

publisher and distributor of "pulp" mag-

azines. His printing plant was owed a bill

of $1,000, so the story goes, by the pub-

lisher of a comic strip magazine who

couldn't pay.

I

i

So Donenfeld got the magazine and the'

comic strips, and "Superman," who (and

which ) was one of them. At that time the

magazine men didn't have much faith in!

comic books, so Donenfeld offered to sell

"Superman" to anyone who would give

him his one grand back. There were no

takers. Donenfeld continued to run the

book while trying to dispose of it, and

suddenly, overnight, it clicked into the

biggest sensation of the publishing or

amusement business.

Today his "Superman" magazines have

combined circulations in the millions. The'

"Superman" strip is widely syndicated im

newspapers throughout the world. "Super-

man" is heard on the radio. Hundreds of

colatteral by-products pay royalties for

the use of the name. NOW PARAMOUNT
HAS DISCOVERED ITS BOX OFFICE
WORTH AT MOVIE HOUSES WICKETS.

**&
In'tpay. , ^^ tf~-

Reproduced by courtesy
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JMPI COMMITTEE TO TACKLE PROBLEMS
reeman Sees Production Costs Up 10-15%

MP? Head Says It's Im-

ossible to Say Whether
ihere'll be Program Cuts

Y. Frank Freeman, president of

ie Association of Motion Picture

coducers and Paramount's vice-

president i n
charge of

studio opera-
t i o n s, told

the trade
press here
Friday that:

1. Produc-
tion costs in

H o 1 1 ywood
next season
i n e v itably

will run
10 to 15 per

cent higher
I n c r eased

.bor overhead and soaring prices
(Continued on Page (•)

Y. FRANK FREEMAN

Varners Supplying

Vallis Financing

New production unit which Hal B.

'allis is heading on the Warner lot

i Burbank is a company project,

nanced by the Warner interests,

was revealed by Wallis upon his

(Continued on Page 4)

'ress Drive for Funds
or Jewish Charities

With more than $100,000 already
mtributed, the Amusement Divis-

in of the Federation of Jewish
harities will continue to function

(Continued on Pain' 4)

"Dimes" March Way
Ahead on First Day

Reports based on the opening day

of industry's "March of Dimes" cam-
paign show the drive has far exceeded

any similar drive in theaters, accord-

ing to C. C. Moskowitz, co-chairman.

First day collections in Loew houses

were $12,000 as compared to $1,400

last year.

DECREE DOUBLES LIQUIDATION TIME
New Selling System Costing Five Majors $5,000,000, Says

Barney Balaban

BARNEY BALABAN

Period of liquidation has been in-

creased 100 per cent under the new

|

system of selling made mandatory
by the terms
of the New
York conserv

decree, it was
said Friday
by Barney
Balaban, Par-
amount prexy.
With double

the time re-

quired to liqui-

date, and the
greater outlay
for manpower,
e t c, Balaban
estimated that

the new system was costing the five

companies which are signatories to

the consent decree an aggregate of

$5,000,000.

Name Com. to Advise

OCD on Raid Problems

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—A permanent com-

mittee to advise the Office of Civil-

ian Defense on problems affecting

motion picture theaters and other

places of entertainment in connec-

tion with blackouts and air raids

was formed here Friday.

John J. Payette of Warner Bros.
(Continued on Pane 6)

This figure, Balaban said, was ex-

clusive of interest charges on money
poured into production to meet the

decree's tradeshow and five-block re-

quirements.
Paramount's president expressed

the belief that the decree's provis-

ion that only completed pictures

may be sold was beneficial.

Conceding that tradeshows have

not been too well attended, it was

pointed out that the longer selling

period incident to the decree en-

abled the exhibitor to get a definite

line on a picture's strength.

It was emphasized, too, that the

decree's provision also was having

a beneficial effect upon the type and

quality of production, programs be-

ing selected with greater care.

Rosenberg Elected

President of Allied

M. A. Rosenberg of Pittsburgh

was elected national president of

Allied at the Friday session of the

board of directors here. He suc-

ceeds Col. H. A. Cole of Dallas.

Rosenberg is president of Allied's

unit in Western Pennsylvania.

Don Rossiter of Indiana was
(Continued on Pane 4)

Admish Tax ' Take" Up 100%
Collections for 1941 Totalled $87,819,800

ASC-Local 659 Squabble
Before IATSE Execs. Today

Jurisdictional squabble between

the American Society of Cinematog-
raphers and Local 659, Cameramen,
will be the main business on the

(Continued on Page 4) ,

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Soaring to unpre-

cedented levels, admission "takes" in

the United States more than doubled

last year as compared with 1940, for

a total of $87,819,800 in 1941 as

compared with only $43,483,372.84 in
-
* (Continued on Page 6)

~i J i z

Myers, Jenkins, Levenson
Named; Jack Kirsch Heads
Committee on Point Five

By AL STEEN
FILM DAILY Staff Writer

A committee to iron out exhibitor-

distributor problems was appointed
Friday by the United Motion Pic-

ture Industry. This committee com-
posed of Abram F. Myers of Allied,

Felix Jenkins of 20th-Fox, and How-
ard Levenson of Warners also will

set up the corporate structure of a
unity organization on a non-profit

basis.

A committee to tackle Point 5 of

the unity program, namely a trade
(Continued on Page 6)

Allied Board Okays

UMPI Unity Moves

Allied's board of directors on Fri-

day ratified the acts of the United
Motion Picture Industry up to the

present time and approved the ac-

tions of Allied men in the negotia-

(Continued on Page 6)

House Acts Today on Pix

Price Control Exemption

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington—The House is ex-

pected today to agree to a Senate
amendment exempting films and film

(Continued on Page 4)

induct Tele Into
Civilian Defense

Television's induction into the offi-

cial Civilian Defense setup for New
York City was announced over the

week-end by Police Commissioner

Lewis J. Valentine. Instruction for

all civilian defense tasks starts to-

night and will be televised by NBC.
Receivers are being installed in all

station precincts but in the meantime

defense workers will observe lessons

in private homes and stores of radio

dealers, it was said.DAN
± s Hi^+7 m—n-z-
is i ci cm *i ci ci w
1H 111 MflV'J NW
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NEW YORK STOCK

High
Am. Seat

Col. Picts. vtc. (2i/
2%)

Columbia Picts. pfd

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 8Vi
East. Kodak ..'. f . . . 1 3 1 1

do pfd.

Cen. Th. Eq ... 12%
Loew's, Inc 39
do pfd
Paramount 14W
Para. 1st pfd

Para. 2nd pfd.

RKO 3

RKO $6 pfd
20th Century-Fox 85/8
20th Century-Fox pfd

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 514
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND
Lcew's deb. 3'/2s46

Para. B'way 3s55. . . 59%
Para. Picts. deb. 4s56 100
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 96%

NEW YORK CURB
Monogram Picts

Radio-Keith cvs Vs
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor 7%
Trans-Lux . .

Universal Corp. vtc

MARKET
Ne:

Low Close Chg

81/2 8% - =

30 131 + 1

12% 121/2

38% 39 + %
141 Hi/4

3 3

8% "8% + "Vs

51/8 51/4

MARKET

59% 59%
995/8 100 + 3/

963/4 963/4
MARKET

% "Vs '.'.'.'

7% 7% + "i/t

Columbia Gets Rights

To "The American Way"
Rights to "The American Way,"

once on RKO's schedule, has been
acquired by Columbia, and George
Stevens will produce and direct the

Kaufman and Hart Broadway hit

as his next vehicle. Company has
assigned Sidney Buchman to do the
script and will' give it a top budget.

Col. Coast Parley Closes
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Columbia yesterday

wound up a two-day meeting of its

Western division managers at the

Ambassador Hotel. Jerome Safron,
Western division manager, presided.

H The Broadway Parade H
Picture and Distributor • Theater

The Shanghai Gesture (United Artists-Pressburger)—5th week Astor
Louisiana Purchase (Paramount Pictures)—4th week Paramount
Ball of Fire (RKO Radio-Samuel Goldwynl—2nd week Music Hall
The Corsican Brothers (United Artists-Edward Small)—2nd week Capitol
I Wake Up Screaming (Twentieth Century-Fox)—2nd week Roxy
The Eternal Gift (Lamont Productions)—3rd week Squire
Paris Calling (Universal Pictures)—2nd week Globe
Fantasia (RKO Radio-Walt Disney)—3rd week (b) Broadway
Mr. and Mrs. North (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer Pictures) Criterion
All Through the Night (Warner Bros. Pictures) Strand
Joan of Paris (RKO Radio Pictures) Rivoli

Call Out the Marines (RKO Radio Pictures) Rialto
Three Cockeyed Sailors (United Artists) Little Carnegie
Confessions of a Cheat (Principal Pictures) Belmont
Remember the Day (Twentieth Century-Fox) (a-b) Palace
Confirm or Deny (Twentieth Century-Fox) (a) Palace
Riders of the Badlands (Columbia Pictures) (a) New York
Public Enemy '(Republic Pictures) (a) New York

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES
The Girl from Leningrad (Artkino Pictures)—5th week Stanley
The King (Trio Films)—4th week (b) World

FUTURE OPENINGS .

Sullivan's Travels (Paramount Pictures)—Jan. 28 Paramount
A Yank on the Burma Road (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures)—Jan. 28 Criterion
Woman of the Year (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures)—Jan. 19 Music Hail

Son of Fury (Twentieth Century-Fox)—Jan. 30 Roxy
Kings Row (Warner Bros. Pictures)—Feb. 2 Astor
Nine Bachelors (Dome Films)—Feb. 2 World
Design for Scandal (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer Pictures) (c) Capitol
Captains of the Clouds (Warner Bros. Pictures)—Feb. 12 Strand
Wild Bill Hickok Rides (Warner Bros. Pictures)—Feb. 6 Strand
Man Who Came to Dinner (Warner Bros. Pictures)—Jan. 30 (a-b) Palace
Red River Valley (Republic Pictures)—Jan. 27 (a) New York
Hurricane Smith (Republic Pictures)—)an. 27 (a) New York
Her Melody (Scandia Films)—Feb. 8 48th St. Theater
The Prime Minister (Warner Bros. Pictures)—Feb. 2 Art Theater
Mister V (British picture) (c) Rivoli

(a) Dual bill, (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill.

Two More Gov't Shorts

Approved for Theaters
Milstein Sues Small Prod.
For $60,000 Commissions

Two new defense shorts, "Safe-
guarding Military Information" and
"Tanks," have been approved by
the industry's War Activities Com-
mittee and are now available,

through designated exchanges, to

the more than 12,000 exhibitors who
have pledged themselves to play
these shorts as they are recommend-
ed by the committee.

"Safeguarding Military Informa-
tion" depicts in narrative form the
dangerous consequences of the care-

less revelation of military secrets.

This film was made by Lt. Col. Dar-
ryl F. Zanuck at Twentieth Century-
Fox Film Corporation as one of the
series of training films made at

cost for the War Department under
the auspices of the Research Coun-
cil of the Academy of Motion Pic-

ture Arts and Sciences.

"Tanks" presents the production
of these armored units in one of the

great arsenals of the nation. This
short was produced by the Office

for Emergency Management Film
Unit, with special commentary
spoken by Orson Welles,

i "Tanks" and "Safeguarding Mili-

tary Information" bring the total

number of defense shorts now avail-

able to exhibitors to 26.

Wall Handling Panorams
Peoria, 111.—John Wall, business

agent for Local 434, operators, has
taken the Mills Panorams franchise
for this county.

J. J. Milstein, former New York
representative for Edward Small
Productions, Inc., filed a $60,000
damage suit on Friday against the

company claiming that the sum was
due to him as a share in the de-

fendant's profits.

Suit is based on an alleged con-

tract made in December, 1938, un-
der which Milstein was hired to su-

pervise the selling and advertising
of Small's product. The complaint
claims that Small realized a $1,200,-

000 profit between December, 1938
and the expiration of the contract
on Sept. 1, 1941. Under the terms
of the contract, it is alleged five per
cent of this profit is due to plain-

tiff.

Green Light or Anti-Nazi

Films in South America

One result of the stand taken by
the Latin-American countries to

break off relations with the Axis
powers at the Inter-American Con-
ference going on in Rio de Janeiro
will be the releasing of a number
of anti-Nazi films which heretofore
have never been shown or banned.
Such pictures as "The Great Dic-

tator," "Confessions of a Nazi Spy,"
"The Mortal Storm" and "Escape,"
were not shown in Brazil and met
opposition elsewhere. Hollywood's
anti-Nazi films now have the green
light in South America, foreign man-
agers agree.

COminG and GOIflG

NATE BLUMBERG, Universal prexy, accom
panied by WILLIAM A. SCULLY, general sale

manager, arrived from the Coast yesterday.

S. R. KENT and TOM CONNORS arrive i

Hollywood today for studio conferences.

BEN KALMENSON, Warner Bros, general sale

manager, and RALPH McCOY, Southern -n

Mid-western division head, arrived in
"

over the week-end on business.

HARRY FEINSTEIN. Warner circuit executiv
in Pittsburgh, is visiting the home office.

GEORGE SKOURAS left for a Florida vacatio
over the week-end.

BRENDA MARSHALL and her husband, WIL
LIAM HOLDEN, leave Hollywood today to after,

the President's Birthday Ball in Washington.

ARNOLD PICKER, Columbia foreign depart
ment executive, left over the week-end for .

*

thre weeks' business trip to Mexico and Cuba

JOE E. BROWN arrives today on the Century

Duals Outbreak in Cincy
Debated at Ass'n Meeting

Cincinnati—Double feature issui

was discussed at the Cincinnati In-

dependent Theater Owners Associa
tion's monhtly meeting. Running
major attractions as duals came ir

for a heated discussion.

Until recent months Cincinnat
had been free of double features
especially in downtown areas. Wess
Huss, president, presided.

New FPC Bond Issue

Toronto—Famous Players Canad-
ian, has filed with the Toronto Stock
Exchange notice of a proposed issue

of 4% per cent first mortgage and
collateral trust bonds, series "C.

:

new ycer
THEATERS

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
SAMUEL GOLDWYN'S PRODUCTION

GARY COOPER • BARBARA STANWYCK
50th St. & 6th Ave.

"BALL OF FIRE"
The March of Time: "WHEN AIR RAIDS
STRIKE." ON STAGE: "TURN BACK THE
CLOCK"—Leonidoff's recollections of palmy days
of yore. Symphony Orchestra, direction of Erno
Rapee.
1st Mezzanine Seats Reserved Circle 6-4600

"I WAKE UP SCREAMING"
A 20th Century-Fox Picture

PLUS A BIG
STAGE SHOW

HAW 7tl> AVENUE

K || A ff
50th STREET

E23ES B'WAY &
47th St.

CLAUDETTE COLBERT in

REMEMBER THE DAY'
—and

—

"CONFiRM OR DENY"
DON AMECHE—JOAN BENNETT
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Rosenberg Elected

President of Allied

(Continued from Page 1)

elected recording secretary, replac-

ing Arthur Howard, Boston, and
Meyer Leventhal of Baltimore was
elected financial secretary, replac-

ing Herman Blum, Baltimore.
Abram F. Myers, board chairman

and general counsel, and other na-

tional officers were re-named.
Rosenberg was

formerly Eastern
regional vice-
president of Al-

lied and a mem-
ber of the nation-

al executive com-
mittee. In addi-

tion, he was an
alternate on the

Allied trade ne-
gotiating c o m -

mittee. He h a s

been active in

the Wes|tern
Pennsylvania or-

ganization for years.
Allied's new president, who left

Columbia University to join the

Army in the last war, purchased the

Rialto, Pittsburgh, in 1920 and has
been operating it ever since

M. A. ROSENBERG

House Acts Today on Pix

Price Control Exemption

(Continued from Page 1)

rentals from the provisions of the

price control bill. House conferees
already have agreed to the exemp-
tion.

c The Senate agreed to exempt mo-
Pion pictures on the motion of Sen-

ator Downey of California that, be-

cause of varying costs in producing
pictures, it would be impossible to

establish equitable ceilings.

The amendment places motion
pictures alongside of press and ra-

dio as expressions of human thought
on which it is impossible to lay down
arbitrary rules.

Newsreel Cameramen Negotiate

Local 64, Newsreel Cameramen,
an IATSE union with headquarters
in New York, has opened negotia-
tions with Pat Casey, labor rela-

tions representative for the produc-
ers, for higher wages and bonuses
for cameramen shipped to war zones.

Joan Leslie Norman Burnstine

DeWolf Hopper Abe Meyer
Ralph R. Martin

T
• • • THANKS to the hospitality oi Manager Jimmy Dunn oi the

Rialto. the social season had a brief but pleasant renaissance on Friday

alternoon via his buffet and cocktail reception held at that theater in honor

of the alluring Michele Morgan and the magnetic Paul Henreid. stars of

"Joan of Paris" which made its world bow at the house on Saturday
morning Among those who attended were A. M. Botsford. Phil

Reisman. Malcolm Kingsberg, Charles W. Koerner, S. Barret McCormick
Rutgers Neilson, Jack Lewis, Terry Turner, Irving Shiffrin, Jack

Alicoate Don Mersereau. Bill Boehnel, Hal Home, Edith van Cleve,

"Red" Kann, members of the trade press, news syndicates, national and
fan magazines

T T
• • • SERVICE to the service is whatcha'd call the fact that

any member of the U. S. armed forces can attend regular 50c matinee

performance at any of the Walter Reade houses for only a dime. . . .

• By way of a hint to cxhibs., this corner holds that "Joan of Paris"

is as rugged entertainment as "Foreign Correspondent," and possesses,

perhaps, a bit more consequence for audiences now that we are actively

and irrevocably in the war. ... # Speaking of flashes,—Ben Mancuso,

one of the ace photogs of the Cosmo-Sileo staff, is now in the LI. S.

Navy's photo division. ... «. Len (Peoria, III.) Worley, district man-

ager for Great States circuit, is celebrating his list year in show biz. . . .

• That trophy which was recently presented by Eddie Rickenbacker

to Bernie Kreisler for the Universal added attraction, "Cavalcade of

Aviation," and which in turn will be presented to the exhib. turning

in the best promotional campaign, cost $1,000, and that ain't hay, and

it ain't kiddin' either, because Phil M. knows just where the trophy was

purchased, and the price

Press Drive for Funds
For Jewish Charities

(Continued from Page 1)

to attain the $150,000 campaign
goal set, it was announced Friday
by David Bernstein, following the
Division's Hotel Astor luncheon at

which William L. Shirer was honor
guest.

More than 700 leaders in the

amusement industry attended the

affair at which Eddie Cantor was
emcee. In addition to Shirer, speak-
ers were Bernstein, division co-

chairman with Maj. Albert Warner,
and George Z. Medalie, president

of the N. Y. Federation.
Seated on the dais were: B. S.

Moss, luncheon treasurer; Herman
Robbins; Henry Jaffe, chairman of

the committee on arrangements;
William Morris, Jr., and Jules C.

Stein, luncheon co-chairmen; George
J. Schaefer; Paul Felix Warburg,
chairman of the Business Men's
Council of Federation; Commission-
er of Licenses Paul Moss; Jack
Cohn; Will H. Hays; Gilbert Miller;

John Golden; Albert D. Lasker; Ja-

cob Wilk, and William Klein.

Joseph Promotes Thomas
Hollywood—Promotion of George

Thomas as assistant to John Joseph,
U's ad-publicity director, is an-
nounced at the studio.

Minn. Indie Tells Court
Shorts Were Forced on Him

Minneapolis—Over the objections
of defense attorneys, Paul Mans,
operator of three Twin City suburban
picture houses, testified in Ramsey
District Court Friday that "pressure
was brought to bear" on him to pur-
chase short subjects along with fea-
ture pictures. David Shearer, one
of the attorneys representing Para
mount, RKO and 20th Century-Fox,
which firms are on trial on charges
of violating the state's anti-blocks-
of-five law, objected strenuously to

Mans' testimony but Judge Albin S.

Pearson permitted it to go into the
record.
Mans said he bought about 220

pictures a year for his houses, usual-
ly signing separate contracts for
each theater. He said Columbia,
Loew's and Warner Bros, were the
firms which insisted he buy short
subjects along with his features.
William Glasser, who operatts

two houses in Faribault, Minn., was
another rebuttal witness for the state

Friday.

Change Opening Day
Cleveland — Warner's downtown

houses, the Hippodrome, Allen and
Lake, are moving their opening day
to Thursday instead of Friday as

at present.

Warners Supplying

Wallis Financing

(Continued from Page ])

arrival in New York on Friday
from the Coast.

Wallis described his trek here
accompanied by Casey Robinson am
Philip J. and Julius Epstein,
"look see" trip, and, during his

of about a week, he plans to ]7

sonally scout the current Broadway
shows in order to round out the se-

lection of story properties for the
quartet of features he is scheduled
to make during 1942. He also said

that the current jaunt will provide
him with elements of a brief vaca-

tion.

Queried as to what screen attrac-

tions are on his unit's agenda, Wal-
lis stated that he may make "Watch
on the Rhine" and "The Corn Is

Green," and that in about a week's
time "Desperate Journey," with Er-
rol Flynn and Ronald Reagan will

go before the unit's cameras, with
Raoul Walsh directing and Karen
Verne in the top femme spot.

Mort Blumenstock, in charge of

WB publicity and advertising in the

East, headed the Warner home of-

fice delegation which met Wallis at

the train.

ASC-Local 659 Squabble
Before IATSE Execs. Today

(Continued from Page 1)

agenda of the IATSE executive
board meeting today in Miami.
ASC's president, Fred Jacjunan,

and Len Smith, vice-president, ar-

rived there this morning to present
their plea in person. Cameramen's
delegation consisting of Herbert
Aller, Burnett Guffey, Gus Peterson
and Gilbert Warrenton will also be

on hand to protect their charter.

ASC membership recently voted
they would accept a separate char-

ter but it is understood that the

ASC was told the International
would not issue a dual charter and
the only alternative left for the

ASC would be to go over to Lo-
cal 659.

"Dawn" for Adults Only
St. John, N. B. — Para.'s "Hold

Back the Dawn" opened at the FPC's
Capitol here on an "for adults only"
basis.

It's In The Wind
Strong probability that Air Mar-

shal William ("Billy") Bishop, of

the Royal Canadian Air Force, will

come to New York for the world

premiere of "Captains of the Clouds,"

which will be held on Lincoln's

Birthday at the local Strand Theater,

was voiced on the week-end by

sources close to Warners' home of-

fice. Bishop personally appeared in

one of the memorable sequences of

the film which glorifies the RCAF.



FROM THE DEEP, ROMANTIC SOUTH COMES ANOTHER
THRILLING DRAMA OF LOVE AND INTRIGUE!

Hers was a peerless beauty ... a

matchless charm. ..that won the

raucous cheers of the showboat crowd

. . . and won the hearts of the proud

aristocrats of the old South.

JOAN JOHN

BLONDELL WAYNE

LADY FOR A NIGHT
with

RAY MIDDLETON
PHILIP MERIVALE • BLANCHE YURKA • EDITH BARRETT

LEONID KINSKEY • THE HALL JOHNSON CHOIR
LEIGH JASON— Director

Original screen play by Isabel Dawn and Boyce DeGaw • Based on a story by Garrett Fori

A REPUBLIC PICTURE

:

* BUY U. S. DEFENSE BONDS *
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UMPI Committee

To Tackle Problems

{Continued from Page 1

)

practice code, was approved by the

UMPI. Committee consists of Jack
Kirsch, chairman; Ed Kuykendall,
Joseph Vogel, Max A. Cohen, William
Crockett, Robert White and Robert
Poole.
A third committee to set up the

machinery for the unity program and
to select an executive secretary was
appointed. It embraces Col. H. A.
Cole, Ed Kuykendall, Ned E. De'pinet

and Harry Brandt.
W. F. Rodgers, UMPI permanent

chairman, declared at Friday's ses-

sion that the problems that face the
committee as a whole in considering
Point 5 were:

(1) The finding of a better

method of selling than the five-

picture plan; (2) the finding of

ways and means within the Unit-
ed Motion Picture Industry to

prevent forcing of shorts and
features, if found true; (3) the
setting up of machinery where-
by proper and thorough inves-
tigation can be made of terri-

torial disagreements and ways
and means of correcting the
same; (4) a method and a source
through which individual com-
plaints can be investigated and
a determination made, and (5)
if the present method of arbi-

tration is unsatisfactory, a sub-
stitute plan evolved.
Continuing, Rodgers said:

"Because of the statement of the
Department of Justice relative to
the consent decree, some may be
inclined to consider these problems
with one eye on June first, but it

seems to me that the entire spirit

of this unity activity will be in-

jured, if not lost, if we approach
these problems from the angle of
'We better had or else.'

"I would like to see us continue to

approach these problems in the same
spirit that gave birth to this activity
and this meeting—a genuine desire
on the part of everyone to solve

within the industry our problems in

our way.
"I believe that the motion picture

industry expects from this unity
meeting this type of immediate ac-

tion or planning."

Col. Execs. Off to Launch
"Victory Sales Drive"

A. Montague, Columbia general
sales manager, and Lou Astor, sales

executive, left New York Friday to

launch "Columbia's Victory Sales
Drive," in which $50,000 in defense
bonds will be distributed as awards.

Schedule calls for stops in Chi-

cago, Los Angeles and San Fran-
cisco. '

Mainwaring Leaving WB
Dan Mainwaring has resigned from

the Warner Bros, home office pub-
licity department and leaves for Los
Angeles Feb. 1.

Sees Costs Up by 10-15%
Upped Overhead, Prices the Cause—Freeman

{Continued from Page 1)

of materials are the prime factors.

2. It is impossible to give assur-
ances that there will be no curtail-

ment in production for 1942-43. The
Government's war-time needs neces-
sarily must be the first considera-
tion.

3. Paramount itself is planning
approximately the same number of
features for next season, and is

pressing production.
4. There has been no attempt by

the Government, either through re-

quest or by pressure, to influence
Hollywood story selectivity. Pro-
ducers are entirely on their own
in injecting patriotic motifs and war
angles.

5. Production of short factual
films, to meet Government require-

ments, will be continued. Under
consideration is one designed to in-

struct civilians in proper air raid
warning procedure.

6. "Hate" pictures, with the Axis
countries and leaders as targets, will

not be barred by such provisions of
the Production Code as ordinarily
would prevent their production. The
war is deemed to nullify their ap-
plication as it does that of treaties
between the U. S. and its foes.

7. There will be no move by the
industry to ask for the service de-

ferment of stars or other talent.

(Lowell Mellett, co-ordinator of Gov-
ernment Films, told Coast trade
leaders recently that, "Unless the
Army, Navy or some other Govern-

ment agency calls upon you for a

specific task, your greatest war ser-

vice will be to stay right here on the

job in Hollywood making pictures").

8. Elimination of waste in pro-

duction may be expected to result
from the war's pinch; conservation
programs already are under way in

all studios.

9. There has been a noticeable in-

crease in the number of pictures
with top entertainment value, but
it is impossible to say whether that
is a result of the consent decree's

provisions.

10. The exhibitor, with a four-to-

one stake in the industry, must
awaken to the fact that he has a
job to do. Self-interest demands
that he do his part in putting across
"different" pictures and in building

new stars. With only a dozen top
box-office "names," the latter prob-
lem was rated serious.

Freeman met the trade press at

a luncheon given by Paramount for
its production chief at the Astor.
Company reps, around the table in-

cluded Barney Balaban, Austin C.

Keough, Claude Lee, J. J. Unger,
Russell Holman, Milt Kusell, Bob
Gillham, Al Wilkie, Herb Berg and
Ed Sullivan.

Those from the trade press were:
Jay Emanuel, "Chick" Lewis, Pete
Harrison, "Red" Kann, Chester B.
Bahn, Don Mersereau, James Cun-
ningham, John Flinn, Charles Aaron-
son and Jack Harrison.

Name Com'tee to Advise
OCD on Air Raid Problems

{Continued from Page 1)

was named chairman', with other
members as follows:

Carter Barron, Loew's; Hardie
Meakin, RKO; Eddie Plohn, Nation-
al Theater, Washington; Robert
Weitman, managing director, Para-
mount Theater, New York; H. G.
Barbee, Jr., Lichtman Theaters;
Sydney Lust, Lust Theaters; and
John Eberson, New York City the-

ater architect.

The group submitted to OCD de-

tailed plans for protecting lives and
property during blackouts and air

raids. Upon OCD approval, copies,

in pamphlet form, will be mailed to

every theater operator in the coun-
try.

In general, it is understood, the
recommendations call for detailed

drills for theater personnel, outline

the duties of every member of the

staff in blackouts and air raids, and
discuss in detail handling of patrons.

The rules are in line with the de-

cision that it is better to keep the-

aters open during blackouts and air

raids as generally being a safe place

for assemblies.

President's Ball on Tele
NBC will televise the President's

Birthday Ball at the Waldorf over

Station ~WBNT from 10:30 p.m. to

midnight next Friday night.

Admish Tax Collections

Up Over 100 P.C. in 1941

{Continued from Page 1)

the previous year, the Bureau of In-

ternal Revenue reported Friday.
Some of the increase was account-

ed for by the new war taxes which
went into effect Oct. 1, but during
the first six months of 1941 before
the new taxes went into effect col-

lections on admissions taxes were al-

most as great as during the entire

12 months of 1941.

The figure for the first six months
of 1941 was $38,647,553. The figure

for the second half including three
months October through December
of the new taxes was $49,172,247.
The New York City collection district shared

in the general increase, the collections there
totaling $16,380,696 in 1941 as compared with
only $8,935,470 in 1940. For the last six

months of 1941 the figure was $8,512,138 and
for the first six months $7,868,558.

Figures for the month of December alone

showed that the increase continued through
the end of the year in the country as a whole
collections during December 1941 amounted
to $11,412,678.66 as against $6,653,971 col-

lected during the same month in 1940. In
the New York City district collections totaled

$1,068,787 in December 1941 as against $1.-

109,505 in December 1940.

McCurdy as Censor Alternate

Portland, Ore. — Appointment of

William B. McCurdy, manager of

J. J. Parker theaters, as an alter-

nate for Ted R. Gamble, member
of the Portland censor board is an-

nounced.

Allied Board Okays

UMPI Unity Moves

{Continued from Page 1)

tions for a unity program during th

UMPI sessions.

Some of the subjects on the agend
of the board meeting for consider!

tion and action were set aside 7^",*i
ing the outcome of the various i^ijj
assigned to the several unity con
mittees. The board, however, vote

to amend Allied's by-laws authori;

ing the directors to meet four time
a year, instead of once; this mear
that the board again will meet i

April to pass on subjects not take
up at last week's sessions in Nc\
York.

While the Allied Information De
partment (AID) will complete it I

report now in preparation, futur
AID activities will be discontinue
until after the unity committee
start functioning or until furthe

orders by the Allied board.

Allied's attitude toward the con

sent decree and blocks-of-five sellin

was summed up in the annual repoi

of Abram F. Myers, general counsel

Selection of a city for this year'

convention was postponed until th

April meeting of the board. Ne\
Jersey Allied has bid for the con
clave, with Atlantic City the prot

able spot if the unit bid is accepted

The board took no action oi

Northwest Allied's recent moves fo

a ceiling on rentals, nor did it tak
any formal action on the Depart
ment of Justice's report on the firs

year of the consent decree.

A resolution congratulating Pet<

Harrison on his 25th year as a re
j

viewer was passed. The March oil

Dimes and other drives were ap-;

proved.

Appeals Board Modifies

N. J. Clearance Award

Motion Picture Appeal Board has

modified the award of the arbitratoi

in the appeal of the arbitration be-

tween the Alvin Theater Co., opera-

tor of the Colony Theater, Sayreville

N. J., and RKO, Paramount, Warnei
Bros., and 20th Century-Fox. Appeal
was brought by the Capitol Theater.

South River, N. J. The seven-day

clearance granted to the Capitol re-

mains, but appeals board ruled that

there shall be no clearance by Perth

Amboy theaters over the Colony as

long as the Colony is subjected to

clearance in favor of first run New
:

Brunswick.

8.000 "Hellzapoppin" Contracts

"Hellzapoppin' " already has more

than 8,000 contracts with more than

300 key city dates set, according to

Jules Levey, producer. Universal

execs, believe picture is on its way

to becoming biggest grosser company

has had in 10 years.



The finest Picture UltfJ^tf liltiUft

Has Ever Produced!
*>£ Aimed straight at your heart! The moving

story of a boy's love for his dad... and a father's

devotion to his son... brought to you by a

great star and a youngster you'll adore!
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Mona BARRIE • Billy LEE
Roscoe KARNS

A SCOTT R. DUNLAP Production

Directed by PHIL ROSEN
Screenplay by ROBERT D. ANDREWS

From the Famous .

AMERICAN MAGAZINE
Story

"FIRST PERFORMANCE"
by Matt Taylor M



^ Entertainment and morale go hand in

hand . . . and advertising . . . the right kind of

advertising... will play a more important part

in tieing these two together than any other

single factor except the motion picture itself.

Advertising with a punch and a promise.

Advertising with a message of confidence.

Advertising that sells the big idea.

Advertising that will make all people . .

in every phase oi our national life realize

that this industry is doing its share to keep

laughter, entertainment and enjoyment

in the forefront of everyday commodities.

T^f Yes1.—Roll up your sleeves. Get down to

business.

•fa Keep the American temperament on an

even keel.

•£ Tell them we're still making pictures for

fun and relaxation.

•£ Tell them with the most potent American

modern implement . . . Advertising

Tell them with

NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE
Prize Baby of the Industry1

.

0R6 SCAT



Intimate In Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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DISTRIBUTION SUPPLY RATIONING STARTS

Film Rentals Exempted From Any Price Control
louse Accepts Senate
\mendment Assuring It

Aftll be Written Into Law
'ashmgton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The House yesterday
oted to accept a Senate amendment
xempting film rentals from the pro-

isions of the price control bill.

The Senate amendment was placed
l the bill at the request of Senator
)owney of Calfornia who contended
hat films are expressions of ideas,

nd should be classed along with
ress and radio, especially since there
5 no way in which equitable price

(Continued on Page 3)

i,173 Bril. Houses

)pen, 437 Shuttered

Total number of theaters closed

n England as of Jan. 1 is 437, ac-

ording to the latest figures from
London. Operating houses total ap-
roximately 5,173.

Enemy action has closed 185

ouses, 172 have been shuttered by
oluntary action of their owners, 35

lave been commandeered by the

Government and 45 are dark for

>ther reasons.

DCD Advisory Committee
To Hold Second Meeting

Vashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Office of Civilian De-

fense is planning to hold another
neeting here soon of the newly-

(Continucd on Page 3)

Miss. Move to Lift

Sunday Ban Fails
Jackson, Miss.—By a margin of

only four votes, the Mississippi House

refused to approve a bill to repeal

the state's century-old ban on public

Sunday amusements.
Rep. Prentiss Russell, co-author

of the bill, asserted that 48 of Mis-

sissippi's 210 motion picture the-

aters "are operating on Sunday de-

spite the legal ban."

Argentine Industry Has 10,000,000 Meter
Reservoir of Raiv Stock to Meet War Crisis

Buenos Aires (By Cable)—Regardless of any restrictions on the manufac-

ture of film stock which the war may bring, there will be no decline in

Argentine production.

The native industry has accumulated a reservoir of 10,000,000 meters of

raw stock, and will carry on production normally. Argentine imports all of

its raw stock.

Censorship Revenue UMPI Sec'y, Point 5,

Drop in N. Y. Seen Before Unity Groups

Albany—A $50,000 drop in re-

ceipts from State film censorship
revenue is estimated by Gov. Her-
bert H. Lehman in his budget mes-
sage transmitted to the Legislature
last night. The Governor, who, in

the past, has proved to be a good
prophet on anticipated tax returns,

placed the censorship return for the

vear ending June 30. 1943, at $250,-

000.

Estimated receipts for the current
fiscal year are $300,000, while actual

(Continued on Pane (\)

New PRC Directorate

Orders Budget Boost

New board of directors of Pro-

ducers Releasing Corp. decided at

a week-end meeting to boost the

budget commitments for the re-

mainder of the current program and
on all product to be delivered on the

1942-43 schedule.

PRC's new board is composed of
(Continued on Page 6)

Sub-committees of the United Mo-
tion Picture Industry appointed to

select an executive secretary for the

unity program and to map out a
working plan for Point 5 will con-

vene today.
It is possible that both commit-

tees will be able to make a report

to W F. Rodgers, permanent UMPI
chairman, before the end of the
week, although the task of estab-

(Continued on Page 3)

Scope of UMPI Activities

To Determine Budget Size

A budget for the operation of the

United Motion Picture Industry will

not be determined until the scope
of its activities have been deter-

mined, leaders indicated yesterday.

It was pointed out that an amount
cannot be set down until all i*e-

quirements have been listed, but
estimates range from $75,000 to

$125,000.

Col. Interrogatories Opposed
Gov't Cites Objections; to Move to Strike

Coast Starts Six More;
20th-Fox Shooting 11

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Six new pictures are

scheduled to go into production this

week. The studio check-up:
At Columbia: Four shooting, in-

cluding "Hello Annapolis," drama
with Tom Brown and Jean Parker,

(Continued on Page 6)

Government will ask Federal
Judge Henry W. Goddard on Feb.
18 to strike out 15 interrogatories

served by Columbia Pictures in the
main New York equity suit, accord-
ing to a notice filed in the Federal
Court yesterday. Columbia is seek-

ing amplified details of the Govern-
ment's case against the Little Three.

Five objections raised by Robert L.

Wright, special Assistant Attorney
(Continued on Page 3)

20th-Fox Takes the Lead;
Other Companies Put Rigid
Check on All Reguisitions

Rationing of supplies and equip-
ment for the home office and ex-
changes has been ordered at 20th-
Fox. Complete details of the pro-
cedure in making requisition have
already been sent to the exchange
heads. Jack Sichelman, assistant
to Herman Wobber, and William
Freedman, purchasing agent, will

make a trip of several exchanges
this week to determine the effect

rationing will have on branch op-

erations.

While other companies have not
(Continued on Page 6)

Universal Corp. Net

Rises to $2,341,202

Consolidated net profit of Uni-
versal Corp., the parent company of

Universal Pictures, was $2,341,202
for the 52 weeks ended Nov. 1, 1941,

after all charges including excess
profits tax. For the same period

in 1940, the consolidated profit was
$2,232,805. For the current per-

(Continued on Page 6)

Dunellen, N. J., Theater
Files Clearance Complaint

Claiming unreasonable clearance,

John L. Fioravanti and Carman C.

Reina, owners of the Dunellen The-
ater, Dunellen, N. J., yesterday filed

a demand for arbitration, naming
(Continued on Page 6)

Chicago Theaters
Increasing Prices

Chicago—The Oriental Theater has

raised its evening price a dime to 50

cents, including tax. The RKO Pal-

ace Theater raised to 40 cents, before

1 p.m., 50 cents before 6:30 p.m.,

and 68 cents until closing. The Cine

Theater advanced its week - end

prices to 35 cents. Other theaters

are planning new and higher admis-

sion schedules.
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Reject 5% Wage Boost Offer

Chicago—Film exchange employes
union here is reported to have re-

jected a proposed 5 per cent wage
advance, and negotiations are con-

tinuing.

REEVES
Sound Recording Studios Inc.

The Most Complete Sound Recording
Service in Neic York City

1600 Broadway New York City

35mm. 16mm. Film, Acetate and Wax
Recording Facilities. Complete Location

Equipment.

Hollywood Stars Tour
Camps Under USO Flag

Hollywood stars now in the East
are taking an active part in USO-
Camp Shows this week. Mickey
Rooney, accompanied by Clyde Lu-
cas and his orchestra, left last night
for Fort Bragg, N. C, where they
will appear for a three-day show
starting tonight. Joe E. Brown and
Linda Darnell appeared at Fort Dix
last night and will perform at Fort
Monmouth tonight, with four other
Army camps on the itinerary. Ann
Miller leaves tonight for a series

of performances at four Southern
Army camps.

Extend March of Dimes
To F.D.R.'s Birthday

In response to wired suggestions
from exhibitors to Nicholas M.
Schenck, national chairman of the
March of Dimes drive, hundreds of

theaters have decided to extend the
campaign through Jan. 30—Presi-

dent Roosevelt's birthday anniver-
sary—instead of closing the drive

Jan. 28. The Loew's and RKO cir-

cuits all over the country, the Brandt
circuit in New York and other chains
signified their intention to continue
collections two extra days.

The success of the drive, so far,

is exceeding all expectations, ac-

cording to C. C. Moskowitz, co-

chairman.

IATSE and AFM Boards
Open Miami Meetings

Miami—Executive boards of both
the IATSE and the American Fed-
eration of Musicians convened here
yesterday, with sessions expected to

span the week. Richard Walsh, prexy,
is presiding over the IA, and Presi-

dent James C. Petrillo over the musi-
cians. Joseph N. Weber, honorary
AFM prexy, and Petrillo's predeces-
sor, is here for the board confabs.

Hails Col. Defense Bond Plan

Eugene W. Sloan, executive di-

rector of the Defense Savings Staff,

in a wire to Abe Montague, Colum-
bia sales manager, praised the com-
pany's plan of awarding $50,000 in

United States Defense bonds as

awards in the "Victory Sales Cam-
paign," now under way.

Ampa In Winkler Tribute

A message of sympathy to Mrs.
Otto Winkler, widow of the M-G-M
publicity staff member who accom-
panied Carole Lombard on the tra-

gic airplane journey, was sent yes-
terday by Ampa through its presi-

dent, Vincent Trotta.

Now Booking

In Theaters Everywhere

"CLOISTERED"
NU-ART FILMS, INC.

145 West 45th Street, New York

RKO Tilts Rochester
Prices for "Valley" Run

Rochester — Downtown theater
managers are watching with interest
the new admission price raise put
into effect here by the RKO Palace
for the run of "How Green Was My
Valley." There was no comment as to
whether the increase would be per-
manent. The price change makes
the Palace a one-price house after
1 o'clock. The house keeps its price
of 20 and 30 cents until 1 p.m. After
1 p.m. the price goes to 35 cents for
the whole house, an increase of five

cents, formerly, the balcony price
stayed at 20 cents until 3 p.m.

After 5 p.m., the price jumps again
to 44 cents for the whole house, thus,
after 1 p.m. the balcony price is elim-
inated, resulting in a 14-cent hike
for balcony seats after 5 p.m. On
Sunday, the price is 35 cents to 2
p.m., and 44 cents after 2 p.m.

Russian Newsreel Footage Here
Latest shipment of 3,000 feet of

Russian newsreel footage arrived
over the week-end and newsreel com-
panies are looking at the material
to select what they will use for im-
mediate release, it was learned yes-
terday.

RKO Passes Pfd. Dividend
Board of directors of RKO Corp.

yesterday decided to take no action

on the declaration of a dividend pay-
able Feb. 1 on the 6 per cent pre-

ferred stock.

COmiM and GQIOG

National Theaters' divisi

is in town for home off

i

Warner Bros, gene
the Coast for stuc

MIKE NEWMAN,
manager in Seattle,

conferences.

JOSEPH BERNHARD,
manager, has arrived o

conferences.,

HARRY H. BUXBAUM, 20th-Fox brancK^Tji
ager, leaves for a Florida vacation today, £
STEVE BROIDY, Monogram general sale?%/J

ager, and GEORGE WEST, Midwestern franchi -

holder, have left Los Angeles for a tour of t ,

exchanges in New York, Cincinnati. St. Loi

and Kansas City.

BILL RAYNOR, PRC publicity director, w
resigned his post to enlist in the Navy, has a

rived from the Coast to spend a few days wi
his family.

WILLIAM SUSSMAN, 20th-Fox Eastern divisi

manager, leaves Cleveland today to attend t

MPTO of Virginia meeting in Richmond star

ing tomorrow.

LINDA DARNELL arrived from the Coast ye 1

terday and left last night for a tour with t

USO-Camp Shows.

JAMES R. GRAINGER, Republic prexy, arrivj

in Cleveland today.

Newsreel Quota Stands,
Ontario Censors Affirm

Toronto—The Motion Picture Cei

sorship and Theater Inspecticj
Branch denies that quota requir< I

ments under which newsreels ai
j

now released in Ontario have bet
I

lifted or that such a move is und(
consideration. Story to that effe*

j

appeared in the trade press earlic
j

this month.

MURDER IN THE DEATH HOUSE!
* Surprise hit of the year!

The sensation-packed story

...of a murder committed

right before the eyes of a

roomful of crime experts

and reporters/

Produced by MAURICE KING

Associate Producer FRANKLIN KING

Directed by PHIL ROSEN

Screenplay by BENRY BANCROFT • Original Story

ny LEONARD FIELDS and DAVID SILVERSTEIN

THAT MAN'
Joan WOODBURY* Pat GLEASON

George PEMBROKE -Iris ADRIAN
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jiovernmenl Opposes

oi. Interrogatories

(Continued from l.'uue 1)

eneral, to Columbia's interroga-
ries, which were filed Jan. 15, were:
(1) lateness of date of filing which
ould unreasonably delay trial; (2)

_jest substantially same informa-
already supplied to Columbia;

Minswers to questions could not be
• iperly given by a Government rep-
•>entative; (4) a bill of particulars
<iuld be the proper manner to ob-

un the information, and (5) Co-
mbia cannot file new interroga-
•lies without first obtaining leave
ora the Court.

)CD Advisory Committee
o Hold Second Meeting

(.Continued from Payc 1)

•imed permanent committee whose
auction it is to advise OCD on mat-
h's pertaining to safety of film

icaters during blackouts and air

aids, as well as to adopt measures
• assure safety under such condi-

ons. Date of the meeting will be
inounced shortly.

Committee's personnel, in addition
• those already disclosed, includes

Fabian of Fabian Theaters.

efer Lombard Pic Release
roast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — United Artists has
jcided to postpone the release of

(To Be or Not To Be," the last

cture to star Carole Lombard,
rad Sears, vice-president, announc-
i yesterday. Sears said that in

;ference to the late star, an un-
verified period will be allowed to

apse before distribution, although
is ready for release now.

250,000 for "Purchase"
'Louisiana Purchase" will gross
ore than $250,000 during its four-

eek run at the Broadway Para-
ount, it was esitmated yesterday
; Manager Bob Weitman. Run
ids tonight. "Sullivan's Travels"
)ens tomorrow.

'rime Minister" at the Art
Premiere of the Warner Bros,
litish release, "The Prime Minis-
r," will be held at the Art Thea-
sr Feb. 2. Film stars John Gielgud
id Diana Wynyard.

Jerome Kern George G. DeSylva
Donna Reed

• • • SAMUEL GOLDWYN'S "Ball oi Fire" is proving just thai at

the b.o. in important keys, which accounts for the glee being manifest in

the producer's bailiwicks on both Coasts, as well as in the stands cur-

rently playing it, and, indeed among the fans On Thursday, for

example, the Cooper Stanwyck starrer goes into its third week at Radio

City Music Hall, which was virtually inevitable when you consider that

the attraction did a better biz the first day of its second week there than

on the big initial day of the run This corner happens to know that

to date Uncle Sam Goldwyn's cinematic sensashun has had a record

of 100 per cent holdovers It gets a fifth week commencing to-

morrow in Chicago, Boston, Washington, Kansas City and Providence,

and into a third in New Orleans Chi. biz was bigger on fourth

week than on third Thursday's opening in Buffalo was tremendous

And in Cincy, it has eclipsed any Goldwyn film to play that city.

#00 NOTHING is heller calculated to raise the morale and

ego for our armed forces, and. indeed, bust the buttons of service shirts,

than the sight we witnessed near the Defense Recreation Center on Park

Avenue on Sunday afternoon,—street urchins begging the khaki-clad lads

lor their autographs! Well, it's just another filmdom practice

which is helpin' win the war. ... • Anent the Defense Recreation

Center, Lars Calonius, animator formerly associated with Walt Disney

in Hollywood, and now in the U, S. Army, will be there tomorrow

night to sketch foi the soldiers and sailors. ... • appears that

almost every time Phil M. writes about fimmy Dunn, manager of the

Rivoli, into the copy sneaks the reference thai he's the Rialto's manager

The result is always devastating, for phone calls roar in from

the attaches of both houses, punctuated by l>uns such as "you've Dunn
it again," etc., etc., ad infinitum Now we know how the folks

in Coventry must have felt

Special Train Carrying Control of Horwitz
Pix Stars to Washington

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—On the special train

which left here yesterday for Wash-
ington carrying film stars to partici-

pate in the President's Birthday
Ball Friday were Rosalind Russell,

William Holden, Patricia Morison,
Jackie Cooper, Bonita Granville, Gene
Raymond, John Payne, Carol Bruce,
Brenda Marshall and Ensign Wayne
Morris, Betty Grable and Gene Autry
leave today.

Players now in the East who will

attend the ball include Mickey Roo-
ney, Ruth Hussey, Edward Arnold,
Judy Canova, Dorothy Lamour, Pat
O'Brien, Michele Morgan, Jean Hers-
holt and Lieut. James Stewart.

Baltimore—Among the film stars

who will appear at the President's
Birthday Ball here on Thursday, are
Carol Bruce, Judy Canova, Bonita
Granville, Brenda Marshall, Edward
Arnold, Jackie Cooper, Jean Hersholt,
Pat O'Brien and Gene Raymond.

Freedman With Wilck
Hollywood—David Freedman, for-

merly with Nat Goldstone Agency,
has joined the Laura D. Wilck
Agency as an associate.

Theaters Up in Court

Houston, Tex.—Control of the four
local Horwitz theaters, following the
death of Will Horwitz on Dec. 25,

came up in district court here yes-
terday. Suit brought by the Hor-
witz-Texan Theaters Co., Inc., seeks
to enjoin W. P. Hamblen, executor
of the Horwitz estate, from manag-
ing and controlling three of the the-

aters. Hamblen, complainant charges,
took charge of all four Houston the-

aters on Dec. 28.

The** surviving directors on Jan. 16

elected R. J. O'Donnell president. He
also continued as; treasurer. On Jan.
23 Hamblen filed a cross-action seek-
ing to enjoin O'Donnell and the other
directors from assuming control.

District Judge Roy Campbell set the
hearing for yesterday.

Kent Sees "Valley" Record
S. R. Kent, president, who ar-

rived on the Coast yesterday, pre-
dicted that "How Green Was My
Valley," will be the largest grossing
film ever released by 20th-Fox. Film
so far has topped every 20th-Fox
pic this season at comparable situa-

tions and has soared well over the
$1,000,000 mark.

Exempt Film Rentals

From Price Control

(Continued from Paf/r 1)

ceilings might be set on the various
classes of films because of the num-
erous factors entering into costs of
production.

Adoption by the House of the Sen-
ate amendment assures that the ex-
emption will be written into law
since it was already accepted by the
Senate.

UMPI Secretary, Point 5

Before Pix Industry Groups
(Continued from Payc 1)

lishing the problems under Point 5

may take longer.
Col. H. A. Cole, former Allied

president; Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA
president; Robert White, PCCITO
representative from Oregon, and
Jack Kirsch, head of Illinois Allied,

and Robert Poole of the PCC
are the out-of-town committee men
who will meet with Joseph R. Vogel,
Max A. Cohen, Ned Depinet and
Harry Brandt on the issues.

It was agreed that there should
be no delay in "oiling" up the ma-
chinery for the unity plan and those
from out of the city expressed a

willingness to remain until a ten-

tative working principle had been
set up.

It was believed by some committee
members yesterday that sessions
would be held throughout this week
and then adjourn for two weeks be-
fore delivering a report.

20th-Fox to Tradeshow
Eighth 5-Block Feb. 2-3

Twentieth Century-Fox will trade-
show five pictures in its eighth block
Feb 2 and Feb. 3. Ginger Rogers
in "Roxie Hart," "Castle in the Des-
ert" and "On the Sunny Side," will

be shown on Monday. "Song of the
Islands," and "The Night Before
the Divorce," will be screened the
following day.

Detroit Circuit in Cincy
Cincinnati— Associated Theaters

of Detroit are new operators of the
Strand theater, downtown Cincy.

Exec, of Pic Biz
is a Whiz at Quiz

A towering, athletic gent stepped

up to the mike on Sunday night as

a guest of the "Double or Nothing"

quiz program over WOR. The studio

audience and the army of listeners-in

heard him answer six successive ques-

tions which netted him 37 smackers.

Because the program threatened to

run over its allotted time, he didn't

get a chance to tell what he was

going to do with the money,—but

it is donated by him to th£ March

of Dimes. The gent is Bod Weit-

man, managing director of the Broad-

way Paramount-.



Just as with "Sergeant York"

the engagement beginning •

February 2nd at the Astor Ti

NXC.,will set up "Kings Row

for the entire nation.

ANN SHERIDAN • ROBERT CUMMINGS
RONALD REAGAN • BETTY FIELD

/KINGS ROW
CHARLES COBURN • Claude Rains • Judith Anderson • Nancy Coleman

KAAREN VERNE • MARIA OUSPENSKAYA • HARRY DAVENPORT

Directed by SAM WOOD • Screen Ploy by Cojey Robiman

From the Novel by Henry Bellamann • Music by Erich Wolfgang Korngold
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Distribution Supply

Rationing Starts

{Continued from Page 1)

put through a direct rationing or-

der, inability to get certain mate-
rials and the increase in cost has
caused them to place a stringent

check on requisitions from all de-

partments.
Purchasing agents of all the ma-

jor companies already have filled

out 18-page questionnaires covering
250 items for use in home offices,

branches and maintenance which the

Hays office will assemble for pres-

entation to the priorities board on
what the distribution end of the

business will need for 1942.

Dunellen, N. J., Theater
Files Clearance Complaint

(Continued from Page 1)

the five consenting companies as de-

fendants. The Brook Theater,
Bound Brook, N. J., is the inter-

ested party.
Complainants contend that the

seven-day clearance granted to the

Brook over the Dunellen is unreas-
onable because the two houses are

not in competition with each other.

Ex-Supreme Court Judge
Smalley Cases Arbitrator

Albany — Judge Joseph Rosch
counsel for the Delaware & Hudson
Railroad Corp. and a former Su-

preme Court judge, has been named
arbitrator for the cases of Smalley
Theaters, Inc., Cooperstown against

Paramount Pictures, Inc., 20th Cen-

tury-Fox Film Co., Inc., Loew's,

Inc., Vitagraph, Inc., and RKO Ra-

dio Pictures, Inc., it was learned

here. First hearing date is Thurs-
day. Schine Enterprises Corp. has

filed as an intervenor, it was also

learned.
Counsel for Smalley Theaters, Inc.

is Leonard L. Rosenthal of Troy,

executive secretary of New York
State Unit of National Allied, Inc.

Lectures Out of Modjeska
Milwaukee—Fox has dropped the

Modjeska from the roster of three

local theaters scheduled to carry

the five-lecture series, "The World
Today."

Reynolds Praises Pix
Quentin Reynolds, famous war cor-

respondent, paid a high tribute to

motion pictures last night at a din-

ner tendered to him by Collier's

Weekly at the Waldorf-Astoria. "The

experience in England," he said,

"shows that motion pictures are as

important as planes, guns, tanks and

factories." He said that Winston

Churchill and Lord Beaverbrook are

two of the world's greatest movie

fans. He quoted Churchill to the

effect that "a man who knows how

to smile knows how to fight."

Riding Herd on the Hollywood News Range
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Para, will reproduce scenes from "The Sheik," "The Covered
Wagon" and "The Affairs of Anatole" in its re-make of "Merton of the Movies"
.... Susan Hayward and Albert Dekker join the cast of "The Forest Rang-
ers". . . . With 16 completed and ready for release, Para, has nine more fea-
tures in the editing rooms. . . . Main title for the new Hope-Carroll starrer will

read, "Paramount presents Bob Hope who calls Madeleine Carroll 'My Favorite
Blonde' ".

. . . Walter Brennan and Dan Duryea have been cast as rival sports

writers in "The Pride of the Yankees."

Censorship Revenue Drop Coast Starts Six More;
In New York is Seen 20th-Fox Shooting 11

(Continued from Page 1)

receipts from this source for the
fiscal year ended June 30 last were
$315,962.50.
Three possible explanations, all

stemming from the war, for the an-
ticipated drop are offered by ob-
servers—sharp decline in the num-
ber of foreign films imported and
licensed; expected dip in American
production, and possible curtailment
in the number of prints.

Gov. Lehman highlighted the bud-
get message to the Legislature with
a recommendation that appropria-
tions for the fiscal year ending June
30, 1943, be cut $5,000,000 and with
a further recommendation of a 25
per cent reduction in each individ-

ual's personal state income taxes
payable this Spring and a similar
25 per cent reduction on State in-

come taxes payable in the Spring
of 1943. Budget total is $380,700,000
for the year beginning July 1, 1942.

Further good news for state tax-

payers was contained in Gov. Leh-
man's recommendation that income
tax payers be given the privilege of

paying income taxes in four equal
quarterly installments commencing
with payments due after Dec. 31,

1942. The quarterly tax payment
plan will necessitate a shift in the
state's fiscal year from July 1 to

April 1.

On the subject of the stock trans-

fer tax, important to film companies
whose shares are active in the mar-
ket, Gov. Lehman's message said the
"record of this tax has been very
disappointing of late," pointing to

receipts of $33,277,615.28 for the fis-

cal year 1934 as contrasted with
$11,974,752.63 for 1941. Collections

for this year to date brought the

Governor's estimate of a $14,000,000
yield for 1942 and a similar amount
for 1943.

New PRC Directorate

Orders Budget Boost

(Continued from Page 1)

O. Henry Briggs, president; Leon
Fromkess, viceTpresident; Robert
Benjamin, of Phillips, Nizer, Benja-
min & Krim; Kenneth Young, chair-

man of the board of Pathe Labora-
tories, Inc.; George Bonwick, vice-

president of Pathe Laboratories;

Harry Asher, Boston franchise hold-

er, and George Gill, Washington
franchise holder.

New York regional sales meeting
ended yesterday. Others are plan-

ned for Little Rock and Chicago.

(Continued from Page I)

Producer, Wallace MacDonald, and
director, Charles Barton; Larry Dar-
mour's sixth of the "Ellery Queen"
series, temporarily titled "The Liv-
ing Corpse," with William Gargan,
Margaret Lindsay, Charlie Grape-
win and James Burke. James Ho-
gan directing.
At M-G-M: bix shooting. "Love Me Not"

has been changed to "Her Cardboard Lover.'
Production has been suspended on "Some-
where I'll Find You," until Clark Gable's
return to the studio.
Monogram: Three shooting, including King

Bros.' "Klondike Victory," drama, with Ed-
mund Lowe. William K. Howard directing.
At Paramount: Five shooting, including

"The Forest Rangers," outdoor drama, in
Technicolor, co-starring Paulette Goddard,
Fred MacMurray and Susan Hayward, with
Lynne Overman, Albert Dekker, Phil Terry
and James Brown. George Marshall direct-
ing.

At Republic: Six shooting, including "Girl
From Alaska" (previously known as "Golden
Portage"), starring Ray Middleton, with
Nick Grinde directing. "Spoilers of the
North" has been changed to "Girl From
Dakota," and "Find Jimmy Valentine"
changed to "Affairs of Jimmy Valentine."
At RKO Radio: Four shooting.
At 20th Century-Fox: Eleven shooting.

"Hearses Don't Hurry" has been changed to
"Who Is Hope Schuyler?" and "No Coffin
for the Corpse" changed to "The Million
Dollar Ghost."
At Universal: Six shooting, including Wal-

ter Wanger's "Eagle Squadron," drama, with
Robert Stack and Diana Barrymore. Arthur
Lubin directing.
At Warner Bros.: Five shooting, including

"Desperate Journey," drama, with Errol
Flynn, Ronald Reagan and Kaaren Verne.
Associate producer, Jack Saper. and director,
Raoul Walsh.

Union to Invest Browne's
$50,000 Bail in War Bonds

Chicago—Local operators' union is

expected to invest the $50,000 posted
with the U. S. Fidelity and Guaran-
tee Co. of Baltimore to cover bail

supplied for George E. Browne, for-
mer IATSE prexy, in Defense Bonds
when and if Browne's appeal in the
Federal extortion case is denied. The
union recently invested $10,000 in

Defense Bonds.
Red hot fight for control of the

union is under way, with the ad-
ministration ticket opposed by a
group headed by Frank Norte. Sal-

aries paid the incumbents are said

to be: Business agent John Smith,
$20,000; President Peter Shayne,
$15,000; Vice-President Neal Bishop,
$10,000.

"The New Spirit" Via NSS
National Screen Service will dis-

tribute Walt Disney's Treasury
short, "The New Spirit." The Don-
ald Duck starrer will be available

to all theaters within a week or 10

days.

Universal Corp. Net

Rises to $2,341,202

lCCOU

ossibl

(Continued from Page 1)

iod, earnings amounted to $4.45 pi

share on the common stock (votin
trust certificates.)

Statement takes into accoui
Sterling revenues of Uni\
Pictures Corp. but because 01

restrictions, it has not been possibl
actually to transfer all these rev*

nues to the United States. Aft<
deducting the amount estimated 1

be remittable on March 31, 194
the balance of the restricted Ster
ing revenues, including accounts r<

ceivable, of Universal Pictures '

the end of the fiscal year, amounte 1

to approximately 504,000 pound
equivalent at the present official ra1

of exchange to $2,030,000, as con
pared to 379,000 pounds and $li

524,000, respectively, at the end (

the preceding year.

Other data revealed in the annui
statement of the parent compan
are as follows:

The 1941 British business was 25

per cent of the 1937 British bus
ness; current and working asset

amounted to $14,139,817, with cd
rent liabilities of $3,651,592; depre
ciation of capital assets was charge;

at $215,137.

Price Concessions Made
For Army, Navy Officers

All New York theaters, legit, an
motion picture, yesterday launche
their plan whereby Army and Nav;i

officers up to certain grades will b

admitted at half-price. Plan wa
conceived by John Golden who in

stigated a similar idea during th

last war.

Officers will obtain their ticket

in the lobby of the Hotel Commo
dore. Golden yesterday was hosi

at a luncheon at the Commodor^
where he explained the arrangemen
to approximately 40 officers an
theater men.

The half-price scale is available

to Army officers from first and secij

ond lieutenants to captains and Navai
officers from warrant officers and
ensigns up through lieutenants o:j

junior and senior grades.

Return That Trailer!
The March of Dimes Committee

urges that every theater now running

the March of Dime trailer appeal be

sure to return it promptly at the

close of the drive—to the National i

Screen exchange from which it was
j

received. With some 10,000 trailers, I

totalling nearly 2,250,000 feet of
j

film, it is hoped to reclaim several

thousands of dollars worth of silver.

The reclamation will be added to the

industry collections. PLEASE—re-

turn that trailer.



LET THESE HEADLINES OF FIRST

FEW DATES BE YOUR GUIDE LINES!
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HASH! "Hellzapoppin" breaks all box office

records for mid-week openings at Or-

pheum Theatre, San Francisco, Senate

Theatre, Harrisburg and Astor Theatre,

Reading, Pa.!

FLASH ! "Hellzapoppin" establishes new record

at Denver Theatre, Denver!

FLASH! "Hellzapoppin" breaks all records at

Palace Theatre, Rochester!

FLASH! "Hellzapoppin" in record-breaking
engagements in Toronto (held over), and
Hamilton, Ontario!

UNIVERSAL PICTURES presents

HELLZAPOPPIN'
starring OLSEN and JOHNSON

MARTHA RAYE
HUGH HERBERT • MISCHA AUER JANE FRAZGE > ROBERT PAIGE • GUS
SCHILLING • SHEMP HOWARD • The Six Hits • Sli i.and Slam • The Conaeroo*

and the OLIVE HATCH V LET

Screenplay by Nat Perrin «nd Warren Wilson igina! story by Nat Perrir>

Suggested by the stage play "Olsen tC Johnson' Directed by H. C. Potte

A MAYFAIR PRODUCTION Amoco**] '

-> on and Alex Gottlieb

300 KEY CITY BOOKINGS DATED IN NOW!
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NINE OUT OF **TEN"

NINE out of the Ten Best Pictures, se-

lected in the Film Daily's critics poll for

1941, were made on Eastman Negative

Films. This record reflects the strong pref-

erence for these high-quality films shown

by leading directors and cameramen.

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y.

J. E. BRULATOUR, INC., Distributors

Fort Lee Chicago Hollywood

PMJS-X SUPER-XX
for general studio use when little light is available

BACKGROUND-X
for backgrounds and general exterior work

EASTMAN NEGATIVE FILMS
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SOLUTION OF SHORTS FORCING INDICATED

May File Film Scores with Neb. Sec'y of State
Film Salesmen May Have
To Make Deals for Ascap's
Members for Music's Use

Lincoln, Neb.— Probability that

:he entire score of film productions
in which music of Ascap members
is used will be filed with the Secre-

tary of State of Nebraska loomed
this week, as the various released

members of the society sought to

protect themselves under Nebraska's
anti-Ascap law.

It means, too, that the likelihood

of the score charge returning is

high.

There was much checking of short

subjects in Nebraska by exhibs. who
were wary about the filing in the

(Continued em Page 6)

Anli-5 Trial Ends;

Majors' Case Starts

Minneapolis—Fred Strom, execu-
tive secretary of Allied Theater Own-
ers of the Northwest, was the last

state rebuttal witness called in Ram-
sey District Court yesterday where
Paramount, RKO and 20th Century-
Fox are on trial charged with violat-

ing the state's anti-blocks-of-five

law.

When the testimony ended, Judge
Albin S. Pearson took the case under

(Continued on Page 2)

Edit Army Training Films
For Latin-American Use

Committee headed by Irving Maas,
20th-Fox, Al Deane, Paramount,
Karl MacDonald, Warner Bros., and
Charles Goldsmith, M-G-M, has been
organized by the Hays office to su-

(Continued on Page 6)

Nazi Subs as Base
For Rental Cut Plea
Philadelphia—Shore theater opera-

tors are reported considering trying

a plea for film rental reductions due
to Nazi submarine activity along

the seaboard. At least, that's the

gossip on Film Row.

ASK MPS ABOUT U. S. FILM REPS.
State Dept. Moves Through Swiss to Ascertain Fate

of Far Eastern Execs. Trapped by War

Whereabouts of foreign managers
caught in Manila and Shanghai with
other Americans are being checked
by the State Department through
the Swiss counsulates in those cities.

No word has been received from any
representatives since Dec. 31 and
concern is manifested over the treat-

ment the American nationals may re-

ceive from the Japs.
Caught at their posts in Manila

carrying on business as usual for
their companies were: Jim Perkins,

Paramount's Far East manager and
Floyd Henry, Philippines manager;
Arthur G. Doyle, 20th-Fox's Far
East supervisor on his way home,
and D. Lederman, Philippines man-
ager; J. D. Berman, M-G-M's Far
East manager, and I. Korn, Philip-
pine manager; Charles Core, UA;
Cliff Almy, Warner Bros.; Ed Gold-
man, Columbia; George Kollman,
RKO; and L. DePrida, Universal.

In Shanghai, the list includes: Har-
(Continued on Page 6)

ICC Okays Cardboard

Containers for Film

Cardboard or fiberboard boxes
will replace tin cans in which new
prints will be shipped from film

laboratories to exchanges, under
new regulations approved by the
Interstate Commerce Commission.
Authority was granted by the ICC
as a result of a petition submitted

(Continued on Page 6)

$30,000 Settlement Ends
Local 306-Levy Dispute

Local 306 has settled its dispute
over fees with Matthew M. Levy,
former counsel for the projection-

(Continued on Page 2)

Decentralized Film

Buying Facing Curb!

Several of the major circuits are
reported considering the curtailment
of decentralized buying, following
experiences during the last several
months.
Under the sectional plan, some of

the buyers in certain sections are
reported making slips, with the dis-

(Continucd on Page 7)

Gorham, Me., Theater
Asks Better Clearance

Paul A Hunter, Jr., and Ruth M.
Hunter, owners of the Playhouse
Theater, Gorham, Me., have filed an
arbitration case in the Boston trib-

(Continued on Page 6)

Loew's Net Jumps $690,900
$2,627,145 Profit Reported for 12 Weeks

200 RCAF Men to Attend
N. Y. "Captains" Opening

World premiere of Warners' "Cap-
tains of the Clouds," story of the
RCAF, at the New York Strand
Feb. 12 will attract 200 members of

the Air Force, including the Pre-
(Continued on Page 2)

A net profit of $2,627,145 after
all charges and taxes was reported
yesterday by Loew's, Inc., for the
12 weeks ended Nov. 20, 1941. This
is $690,900 above the figure for the
corresponding period in 1940 when
the net was $1,936,245.
Earnings on the common stock

after deducting preferred dividends
(Continued on Page 6)

Understanding of Problem
Reached by Sub-com'tee;
Formula Remains to be Set

An understanding of the problem
arising from the alleged forcing of

shorts with features, which is Point
2 in W. F. Rodgers' five-point trade
plan, was reached yesterday at a
meeting of a sub-committee appoint-
ed to tackle Point 5 of the general
unity program.
The sub-committee, composed of

exhibitor and distributor leaders,

was in session all day yesterday and
will continue discussions today.

It was the consensus of those
present that the shorts situation can

(Continued on Page 6)

Arthur Silverslone

Reported Resigning

Resignation of Arthur Silverstone,

Eastern district manager of United
Artists, was reported yesterday. Al-
though not confirmed, it was ru-

mored that Ed Schnitzer, formerly
of Warner Bros., would succeed
him.
Emanuel Silverstone, Eastern rep-

resentative for Alexander Korda,
also is leaving the organization.

UA Indianapolis Branch
Shifted to Western Div.

United Artists' Indianapolis ex-

change has been moved from the
Eastern division to the Western di-

vision it was announced yesterday
(Continued on Page 6)

Jim and Bob Perhins
Both In Japs* Hands

Here is a father and son combina-

tion in the industry who stood by

their posts until the Japs came. Jim

Perkins, the father, is Paramount's

Far East manager, interned in Manila,

and son Bob is Universal's manager

in Shanghai, also under Jap surveil-

lance with other American nation-

als'.
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FINANCIAL
(Tuesday, Jan. 27)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Seat 7l/2 7y2 7i/2 — Vs
Col. Picts. vtc. (2l/

2%) 6V2 6i/2 6i/
2 + l/2

Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East. Kodak 133 132y2 132i/

2

do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq 125/8 12% 123/8 — l/8

Loew's, Inc 4iy4 39% 403/4 + 1 1/4
do pfd
Paramount 15% 14% 14% + %
Para. 1st pfd
Para. 2nd pfd
RKO 23/4 23/4 23/4
RKO $6 pfd

20th Century-Fox ... 9% 9l/4 9% + %
20th Century-Fox pfd. 223,4 223/4 223/4 + l

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 53,4 53/8 5% + %
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Loew's deb. 3%s46
Para. Picts. debs. 4s56
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 97 963/4 97 — %

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts % % 3A +1-16
Radio-Keith cvs

Technicolor 73/4 73/4 7% + V4
Trans-Lux S/8 9-16 %+l-16
Universal Corp. vtc. 8% 8% 8%

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45. 64 67
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 63 65%

Three Exchange Cities

To Get Variety Clubs

Organization of new Variety Club
tents in three exchange cities im-
pends; first is expected to be an-
nounced within a week.

Meanwhile, all tents will accept
memberships in a special class at $5
annual clues "for the duration." Mem-
bers in that class cannot vote or
hold office, but can transfer to regu-
lar membership at any time.

"New Wine" at Little Carnegie
UA's "New Wine," will have its

New York premiere at the Little
Carnegie Theater on Saturday.

200 RCAF Men to Attend
N. Y. "Captains" Opening

(Continued from Page 1)

cision Drill Squadron and the Cen-
tral Band of Ottawa, it was an-
nounced here yesterday by Flying
Officer T. C. McCall of the Air
Force.
During their stay here they will

place a wreath at the Eternal Light
in Madison Square and present an
official Air Force flag to Mayor
LaGuardia. In the evening, the air-

men will march from the Waldorf-
Astoria Hotel to the Strand.
The group of airmen coming to

New York includes one complete
flight of American boys who have
crossed the border to enroll in the

RCAF.

$30,000 Settlement Ends
Local 306-Levy Dispute

(Continued from Page 1)

ists union, for $30,000, it was
learned yesterday.
When new administration replaced

Levy with Nathan Frankel, the for-

mer refused to surrender legal pa-

pers in his possession belonging to

Local 306 unless the union paid him
$40,000. Although Levy's salary was
$18,000 annually, he first claimed
union owed him $28,000 to cover ex-

penses and later raised the ante to

$40,000.
New administration under Herman

Gelber, president, is reported pay-
ing Frankel $10,000 a year.

Claridae Hotel Owner Sues
Republic, 7 Theater Firms

A libel suit for $250,000 damages
against Republic Pictures Corp. and
$50,000 damages against each of

seven theater companies that play-

ed Republic's film, "Rookies on Pa-
rade," is asked for in a complaint
filed in the N. Y. Supreme Court
yesterday bv St. Thomas Hotel, Inc.,

owner of the Claridge Hotel, New
York.

According to the plaintiff, a con-

versation takes place in the film in

which one character asks where a

poker game is being held and is told

that the game "is at the Claridge."

Republic disputes the charge it im-
plied existence of gambling at thp

Broadway hotel and claims the word
was not "Claridge," but "Clare-

bride'e."

After situation was brought to

the company's attention, the se-

quence was dropped.

T,ate Product Deals Hit

Subsequents in Philly

Philadelphia—Late nroduct deals

in this territory is holding up both

features and shorts for the local

subsequents. Illustrative of the
shorts situation is the fact that no
"Superman" short has as vet played
a first-run downtown, which means
that no one account in the city has
had one on the screen.

Anti-Five Trial Ends,
Majors' Case is Started

(Continued from Page 1)

advisement with no argument by op-
posing attorneys, and ordered trial

of the majors' injunction suit against
law enforcement officers of Minne-
apolis and St. Paul to proceed at
once.

Efforts of Northwest Allied to ob-
tain release of product during the
period when the anti-five law was
causing a shortage among state ex-
hibitors was described by Strom. He
also put into the record the fact that
Allied had called upon all Minnesota
members signing contracts under
the new law to take the 20 per cent
cancellations permitted from all

brackets rather than confine these
eliminations to the lower grade fea-
tures. He said all distributors were
notified of this Allied action.

David Shearer, one of the defense
attorneys, dictated into the record,
with Judge Pearson's permission, a
recommendation that a finding of not
guilty be made. This was in lieu

of final arguments.
In the civil injunction action, trial

of which was started at once, the
five majors signing the consent de-
cree, together with United Artists,

are plaintiffs.

These six firms first asked a tem-
porary restraining order to prevent
Minneapolis and St. Paul officials

from enforcing the anti-five law.
After a lengthy trial in Ramsey Dis-
trict Court, the petition was denied
in a ruling which upheld the con-
stitutionality of the anti-five law.

The original action also asked a
permanent injunction and trial of
this petition now is under way.

Expect Fresh Move to End
Sunday Show Ban in Miss.

Jackson, Miss.—Although the bill

to lift the ban on public Sunday
amusements was defeated by four
votes in the Mississippi House, back-
ers indicated yesterday that another
attempt will be soon made to push
the bill through.

Two amendments are reported un-

der consideration. One would lift

the ban in areas within 50 miles

of military gathering's, and the

other provides local choice in the

matter.

Discrimination Bill Hoppered
Albany—A bill introduced in the

Assembly bv Daniel L. Burrows,
democrat of New York City, pro-
vides for suspension or revocation
of license of places of amusement for

denial of equal facilities or discrim-
ination as to race, color, or creed.

A similar bill failed to pass last year.

Stacy Woodard. Producer, Dies

Stacy Woodard, motion picture

photographer and producer, died here
vesterday in Knickerbocker Village.

With his brother Horace, he pro-
duced "The Adventures of Chico."
He had but recently returned from
Texas and Louisiana where he made
some shorts of the Shell Oil Co.

COmiHG and GOIDO

A. H. BLANK, Tri-States prexy, is due
the Savoy-Plaza today.

QUENTIN REYNOLDS leaves for the C
today to do a prologue for Walter Wang
"Eagle Squadron." After a week's stay,

leaves on a one-month lecture tour.

ED KUYKENDALL, MPTOA president
CLAUDE LEE, Paramount's public relatif

rector, left last night to attend the Ml
Virginia convention in Richmond.

CARL LESERMAN, UA sales manager,
MONROE GREENTHAL, advertising and publi

director, return from Hollywood today.

EDWARD COLDEN, president of Univei
Pictures, leaves tomorrow for a business toui

the Middle West and South.

FRANK J. A. MCCARTHY, Southern and C
adian sales manager for Universal, left yes

day to visit Columbus, Cincinnati and Indi

apolis territories.

TED SCHLANCER, Stanley-Warner zone cr

Philadelphia, is vacationing in Florida.

Mass. Solons to Ignore
Films at Special Session

Boston—For the first time in

decade, exhibitors and distribut<

in this district can breathe easy di

ing a session of the Massachuse
General Court. Called into spec
session by Governor Saltonstall, 1

solons are not to discuss any leg

lation affecting motion pictures
theaters. They have been cautior
that their sole job at this session

eight days or so will be to prov;

war powers for the Governor and
pass upon all emergency war me:
ures, including the $7,000,000 bi

get asked by the Governor.

Philly Trade Screening
Attendance Gets Worse

Philadelphia—Attendance at tr£

screenings here is no better, and,

anything, is worse. Top pix are I

tracting approximately 25, wh
lesser product is getting the o-o

five or six.

Claude Lee to Va. Conclave
Claude Lee of Paramount left 3fj I

York last night for Richmond, "\
i

where he will attend the meeting
Wednesday evening and Thursday
the Theater Owners of Virginia. ]j

will be joined in Washington by D
trict Manager Earle Sweigert a
Branch Manager J. E. Fontaine.

Ernst Lubitsch

Robert W. Bischoff

Florence Dudley

Paul Malvern
Ted Green
Tom Neal



They're out for

THE CASH AGAIN!
i

:

!

EVERY TIME

!





Ihey never busted a

Bronc in their lives— but

oh, what they're doing

to America's box offices!

STEP UP, PODNER!

NATIONAL RELEASE IS FEB. 13
l

STEP UP-AND CASH IN

AS THE CROWD

CRASHES IN!

and louCOSTELLO
at

'em
DICK FORAN • ANNE GWYNNE • JOHNNY MACK BROWN
SAMUEL S. HINDS - THE MERRY MACS • ELLA FITZGERALD
THE HI-HATTERS • THE BUCKAROO BAND • THE RANGER CHORUS OF 40
Screen Play, True Boardman, John Grant • Adaptation, Harold Shumate • Original Story, Edmund L. Hartmann

Directed by ARTHUR LUBIN • Associate Producer ALEX GOTTLIEB

A UNIVERSAL PICTURE
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Solution of Shorts

Forcing Indicated

{Continued from Page 1)

be improved or the problem solved

to prevent further protests by ex-

hibitors who claim that the forcing-

practice has not been curbed, but a

formula was not agreed upon.

The sub-committee first took up
Point 1 of Rodgers' program for

harmony; namely, "plans for a bet-

ter selling method than the decree's

block-of-five system." No conclu-

sions on this vital subject were
reached yesterday, but the commit-
tee "plowed" into the matter.

At one time, the exhibitors and
the distributors met separately to

discuss the issue and then returned

to a joint meeting at which they

submitted suggestions. It was in-

dicated that several more meetings
will have to be held before the

framework for a method can be

adopted.
It was believed by some that Points

1 and 2 are interlaced and should be

considered together.
Sub-committees named to select

an executive secretary of the United
Motion Picture Industry and to set

up a permanent organization did

not convene yesterday. The group
appointed to organize a system for

institutional advertising has com-
pleted its report which will be ready
for release this week.

Exhibitor members of the Point

5 sub-committee held a separate

session last night.

The exhibitor group is composed
of Ed Kuykcndall, Jack Kirsch, Sid-

ney Samuelson, William Crockett,

Col. H. A. Cole, Robert White, Rob-
ert Poole and Max A. Cohen.

ICC Okays Cardboard
Containers for Film

(Continued from Page 1)

by A. S. Dickinson, of the MPPDA
conservation department.

It is estimated that nearly 1,-

500,000 cardboard and fiber boxes
will be used during the next year
for film shipments. Because of the

insulating property, tests showed
that cardboard containers are a

slightly better protection against

fire hazards than cans.

WEDDING BELLS

Pittsburgh — Marriage of Miss
Dorothy Goldstein, of the local Para-
mount exchange, to Samuel Melnick,
of Ccnnellsville, Pa., will take place

in the early Spring.

Pittsburgh—Ruth Waag, secretary
to Harry Seed, district manager for

Warner Bros.-Vitagraph, and James
H. Brennan were married here.

Cashier Helene Beck of Loew's
Criterion Theater will be married to

William J. Malchik of Long Island

at City Hall tomorrow, at 3 p.m.

T T T
• • • MANY little things,—but big in the spirit which gives them

birth—, have come to the notice of Phil M. as evidence of how deeply

there is etched throughout the Warner organization the contagious

patriotism of its prexy. Harry M. . . • Another example of patriotic

zeal is the motion picture producer, who, upon being asked to place

an ad in a trade magazine, wired to the mid-West the following copy:

"With public sentiment nothing can fail; without public sentiment

nothing can succeed. Consequently he who moulds public sentiment

goes deeper than he who enacts statutes or pronounces decisions"

The words are those of Abraham Lincoln The advertiser was

Emerson Yorke Studios It's a grand quote which should be kept

on the desk of everyone in filmland and the press and radio. . . • Be-

fore the open season for selecting the "bests" wanes altogether, this

corner hastens to nominate the best trade ad: Si Seadler's ad for

"The March of Dimes,"—the baby's hand held in that of a man
Mister Rodin HAS a rival

# • • MORE than 800 members, guests and industry executives

are expected to attend the first Defense meeting of the Cinema Lodge,

of B'nai B'rith in the Grand ballroom of the Hotel Edison tonight

(Wednesday). . .
.'. .Arthur Israel, Jr., president of the lodge, will pre-

side with Daniel Arnstein and his aide, Harry Davis, as guest

speakers In addition to his talk, Arnstein will show slides of

his activities on his previous Burma Road trip. . . % List of luminar-

ies who will appear at the Press Photographers Ball at the Hotel

Astor on the night of Feb. 6 has reached such proportions that we

wonder if it wouldn't be better to let the stars be the audience, and

vice versa

T

Loew's Twelve Weeks'
Net Jumps $690,900

(Continued from Page 1)

amounted to $1.45 per share, com-
pared with $1.04 for the 1940 per-

iod. Reserve for excess profits taxes
in the 1941 period was $234,000;
there were no such taxes in effect

in 1940.

The company's share of the op-
erating profit after subsidiaries' pre-

ferred dividends but before charges
was $5,778,132 for 12 weeks in 1941,

against $3,805,255 in the same 12

weeks of the previous year.

Gorham, Me., Theater
Asks Better Clearance

(Continued from Page 1)

unal asking for more reasonable
clearance. The five consenting com-
panies were named.
The Playhouse now follows the

Star Theater, Westbrook, Me., by
30 days and the State and Strand,

Portland, by 60 days. Complain-
ants asks that clearance of the first-

run Portland theaters over the Star
in Westbrook be reduced to a maxi-
mum of two weeks and the clearance

of the Star over the Playhouse re-

duced to a maximum of one day.

Ask Japs About U. S.

Film Representatives

(Continued from Page 1)

old Dunn, Warner Bros. Far East
manager, and A. L. Caplan, Shanghai
manager; T. E. Lopato, 20th-Fox;
Alfred Katz, UA; Floyd Crowder,
RKO; and Bob Perkins, Universal.
Alf Daff, Universale Far East

manager, is en route to Australia
or America after a close call in

Tokyo. Lewis Pepperman, UA's
manager in Tokyo, is the only Amer-
ican citizen among the managers in-

terned there.

Edit Army Training Films

For Latin-American Use
(Continued from Page 1)

pervise preparation of Army train-

ing films produced by Lieut. Col-

onel Darryl F. Zanuck for the La-
tin-American countries.

Films are not for commercial dis-

tribution but will be handled by the

State Department, it was said,

which will distribute films to Latin-

American Republics for instructional

purposes. Hays office committee ad-

vises on adaptation and use of sub-

titles for various countries and
works with Lieut. Colonel Schloss-

berg of the Signal Corps in Wash-
ington.

May File Film

Scores in Nebraska

(Continued from Page 1)

Secretary of State's office here o

Charlie Tobias' song, "Rose O'Day.
It was admittedly not accordinj

to the terms of Nebraska's anti

Ascap law, but most music us,

didn't want to take any chance;

Copyright owners, individu

now are the only ones who ca

legally do business in music in Ne-il

braska. A copyright owner must
File each song owned by him witl

the secretary of state, paying 25'

filing fee; it must be stamped witl

sworn statement that he owns al

rights to it; all prices for public

performance must be printed on it

In the case of films, it'll be up t<

film peddler to make deals for th<

Ascap member the way it appear;

at the moment. Price for a film wil

first be determined, and then, everj

Ascap member who has a part of th(

score, if filed properly in Nebraska
will have his case presented in i.

separate bill. On some of the biggei

musicals, this is likely to make fiv<

or six such arrangements in everj

situation, one of the biggest mud
dies to hit the amusement trade

here.

Theater men feel they may be a1

the mercy of the setup, because

nearly all the film companies have

subsidiary music publishers: It wiL,

be a very easy thing for the film

prior to prints arriving in the state

to be completely covered by a filed

score with the secretary of state

They may have gotten rid of then

old 10c per set Ascap assessment,

but it'll be made up fast with indi-

vidual score charges.
Meantime, predictions are that the

Federal Court docket here will soon

be jammed with suits for infringe-

ment.

UA Indianapolis Branch
Shifted to Western Div.

(Continued from Page 1)

by Carl Leserman, company's gen-

eral sales manager. Office at Indian-^

apolis now becomes part of the dis-

trict of which Charles Stern is dis-

trict manager.

STORKS!
Hazleton, Pa. — A daughter was

born to Peter Maguzzi, owner of a

chain of theaters in Northeastern
Pennsylvania, and Mrs. Maguzzi at

Hazleton State Hospital.

Pittsburgh—Mr. and Mrs. Morris

Finkel, who operate the Capitol and

Hilltop Theaters here, are the par-

ents of a 7% -pound boy, their first

born.

Frank McKenna, long with M-G-
M's story department, has a new
daughter, Margaret.

MH^MMHHH
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"All Through the

Night"
*ith Humphrey Bogart, Kaaren Verne,

Conrad Veidt

arner Bros. 107 Mins.

GANGSTERS TANGLE WITH THE GES-

IN FAST-MOVING AND EXCITING
DRAMA.

There is a new twist in this gangster

tt-moving action drama which pits Hum-
rey Bogart against a mob—Gestapo agents

ht off the bright lights of Broadway.

Surprisingly, much of the action is cred-

e and exciting except for the climax

ich explodes all over the place with

:kless abandon. Vincent Sherman, who
I such a swell job on "Underground,"

ain displays a keen feeling for the melo-

amatic in addition to spotting a good

are of laughs throughout the film.

Humphrey Bogart continues to knock off

id characterizations. This time he is a

; shot gambler of Broadway who gets

xed up with the Gestapo when his favo-

e baker is killed by the Nazi agents.

:ad of the mob is Conrad Veidt in a

endid performance and the killer is Peter

rre, very villainous and sinister. Romantic

erest is furnished by Kaaren Verne, who
used by the mob because her father is

j>t in a German concentration camp.

Most of the laughs are garnered by Wil-

m Demarest, who is excellent as Bogart's

le, and Frank McHugh, who is the chauf-

Hir. Judith Anderson is effective in a

nor role and Phil Silvers clicks with minor

mic relief. Other lesser performances

i capably handled by Jane Darwell, Barton

acLane, Edward Brophy, Jean Ames, Lud-

g Stoessel and Jackie C. Gleason.

Yarn deals mainly with Bogart's attempts
I outwit the Nazi mob after police blame

n for a murder rap. When Miss Verne

icovers her father has died she goes all

t to help Bogart, but the police don't

lieve them. Bogart makes his escape

d enlists the aid of his underworld friends.

iey all convene at a secret meeting of the

;fapo agents and clean them up in a

isterous brawl.

Cast: Humphrey Bogart, Conrad Veidt,

aren Verne, Jane Darwell, Frank Mc-
igh, Peter Lorre, Judith Anderson, Wil-
m Demarest, Jackie C. Gleason, Phil St I

-

rs, Wally Ford, Barton MacLane, Edward

ophy, Martin Kosleck. Jean Ames, Ludwig
vessel, Irene Seidner, James Burke, Ben
elden, Hans Schumm, Charles Cane, Frank

lly, Sam McDaniel.

CREDITS: Director, Vincent Sherman;
-reenplay, Leonard Spigelglass and Edwin
Ibert; Original, Leonard Q. Ross and Leon-
d Spigelglass: Cameraman, Sid Hickox:

m Editor, Rudi Sehr.

.DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
iod.

I. P. Film Editors Guild
e-Elects John Michon

Motion Picture Film Editors'
jild has elected John Michon pres-
ent for the third consecutive term.
Other officers elected are Marc
sen, vice-president; Joseph J.

adala, secretary; Morris Roizman,
easurer; Oscar Canstein and Mike
•usch, sergeant-at-arms. James
olini, Bud Pollard and Max Roth-
ein were named as trustees.

"Brooklyn Orchid"
with William Bendix, Joe Sawyer, Marjorie

Woodworth and Grace Bradley

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
UA-Roach 50 Mins.

SWELL COMEDY WITH PLENTY OF
ACTION SHOULD CLICK WITH ALL
AUDIENCES.

This neat little number is solidly on the

comedy beam. From the opening line to

the punch tag, there is not a dull or wasted

moment. William Bendix and Joe Sawyer,

as a pair of ex-cab drivers who, although

wealthy have acquired none of the polish

of their new "class,'' not only do an ex-

cellent job of playing subtle comedy but

create characters here that fans and ex-

hibs. alike are going to demand in other

films.

The film is unusually well cast, and ex-

pertly directed by pilot Kurt Neumann. To
Neumann belongs probably the majority

of the credit for "Orchid," because he has

had all of his characters play their roles

straight—even the few scenes where slap-

stick has been permitted to rear its hilar-

ious head. The result is a more believ-

able and consequently a funnier picture.

Credit is also due Earle Snell and Clarence

Marks for the creation of the characters

and for out-Runyon-ing Runyon in some

of the lines they have written.

Marjorie Woodworth is lovely and great-

ly improved from her earlier appearances;

Grace Bradley does beautifully with this,

one of her too infrequent jobs; Florine

McKinney is stunning and looks like a

great bet in the dramatic field, and the

rest of the supporting cast, including

Skeets Gallagher and Leonid Kinskey, give

their best for the happy Messrs. Roach and

Neumann. Edward Ward's musical score

is an asset and Robert Pittack's camera-

work, great. The film is loaded with class

production—an "Orchid" for Art Director

Charles D. Hall.

The simple yarn deals with the exploits

of Bendix and Sawyer, wealthy cab com-
pany owners, and their tribulations brought

about by rescuing Marjorie Woodworth, The
Brooklyn Orchid, of beauty contest fame

from a watery grave. Because they have

cheated her of all the lovely things most

important of which was to be peace of

mind, she was going to find in the river,

Miss Woodworth tells the boys she is now
their "property" and responsibility and im-

mediately begins a campaign designed to

forever destroy their peace of mind.

She follows them to a resort, where

Bendix has taken his wife to escape his

new "property" and where he is accom-

panied by Sawyer and his girl friend, Flor-

ine McKinney. The boys try valiantly to

ditch Marjorie, but she sticks until in the

wind-up she turns out to be such a Mass-

ing that Sawyer fluffs off McKinney and

takes Marjorie exclusive

There is enough fast action here for

the kids and plenty of fast lines and

droll humor for all types of adults. You
can bet on a solid reception when you

play this.

CAST: William Bendix, Joe Sawyer, Mar-

jorie Woodworth, Grace Bradley, Skeets

Gallagher, Florine McKinney, Leonid Kins-

key, Rex Evans and Jack Norton .

CREDITS: Producer, Hal Roach; Direc-

tor, Kurt Neumann; Screenplay, Earle Snell,

"Snuffy Smith,
Yard Bird"

with Bud Duncan, Edgar Kennedy, Sarah

Padden, J. Farrell MacDonald, Pat McVeigh,
Andraia Palmer and Frank Austin

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
Monogram 67 Mins.

COMEDY BASED ON CARTOON STRIP

PACKS PLENTY OF LAUGHS AND
SHOULD CLICK.
Monogram should have a sturdy, worth-

while property in this Snuffy Smith char-

acter. This, the first filming of the antics

of the King Features comic strip character,

was well received by the preview audience.

Producer Ed Gross has had the foresight

to film the show very much in the same

style as the strip is written, and while it

is corny, it is the way millions have come

to know and like the diminutive hill-

billy.

Bud Duncan is a natural, in a difficult

casting assignment, as Snuffy. Edgar Ken-

nedy, Sarah Padden, J. Farrell MacDonald

and Jimmie Dod do well as other char-

acters in the strip. Dodd, playing a soldier,

also offers a song number and some fast

playing on a guitar. He authored his num-
ber, which is called "The Yard Bird."

The story concerns the efforts of Snuffy

to get into the Army and how he gets out

and back in again through the friendship

of General J. Farrell MacDonald. This is

plotted around the tale of the theft of a

revolutionary range-finder and how the

finder is finally used to win the war

games for the General's Red Army.

There are lots of good laughs and lovely

rustic scenery, which is well photographed

by Marcel Le Picard. Edward Cline's di-

rection is up to his usual fine standard.

This should play well to all audiences,

but will be particularly well received by

the kiddies.

CAST: Bud Duncan, Edgar Kennedy,

Sarah Padden, J. Farrell MacDonald, Doris

Linden, Jimmie Dodd, Pat McVeigh,
Andraia Palmer, Frank Austin.

CREDITS: Producer, Edward Gross; As-

sociate Producers, Jack Dietz and Dan
Keefe; Director, Edward Cline; Camera-
man, Marcel LePicard; Original Screenplay,

John Gray, Jack Henly, Lloyd French and

Doncho Hall; based on King Features Syn-

dicate's comic strip, "Barney Google and

Snuffy Smith" by Billy DeBeck; Art Direc-

tor, Richard Irvine; Editor, Robert Cran-

dall; Musical Director, Rudy Schrager.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Rialto Books Soviet Pic

Documentary subject edited by
Joris Ivens and Lewis Milestone,
"Our Russian Front," has been
booked into the Rialto Feb. 13, with
proceeds to go to the Russian War
Relief. Walter Huston is the nar-
rator and the commentary was writ-

ten by Elliot Paul.

Clarence Marks; Cameraman, Robert Pit-

tack; Photographic Effects, Roy Seawright;

Art Director, Charles D. Hall; Musical Di-

rector, Edward Ward; Film Editor, Ray

Snyder.

DIRECTION, First-rate. PHOTOGRA-
PHY, Great.

"Man From
Headquarters"

with Frank Albertson, Joan Woodbury,
Dick Elliott

Monogram 63 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
ACTION - PACKED MELODRAMA

SHOULD PLEASE THE GROWN-UPS AND
DELIGHT THE KIDS.

This is a good little programmer. It is

well-produced by Lindsley Parsons; well-

directed by Jean Yarbrough and well-played
by a competent cast.

Frank Albertson, a Chicago reporter, is

awarded a pistol by the Chicago Police

Commissioner for nabbing a gang of crooks,

and as a further reward is fired, slugged,

and thrown on a train bound for St. Louis.

He comes to as the train is pulling into

the station.

He meets Joan Woodbury, a young West-
erner stranded in the big city. The two
kids, without a dime, check into the best

suite in a swanky hotel and Albertson is

forced, because of the insistent dunns of

the management to make money fast.

Applying for a job on the town's major
newspaper, he is thrown right into the hunt
for a mysterious "Laughing Bandit." He
catches him and in the process very nearly

gets himself indicted for murder. However,
all ends well. He gets his job back—and
Miss Woodbury as a bonus.

This is pure action and should please the

grown-ups and delight the kids.

CAST: Frank Albertson, Joan Woodbury,
Dick Elliott, Byron Folger, John Maxwell,
Robert Kellard, Mel Ruick, Gwen Kenyon,
Jack Mulhall, George O'Hanlon, Christine

Mclntyre, Max Hoffman, Jr., Paul Bryar,

Arthur O'Connell, Maynard Holmes and
Charles Hall.

CREDITS: Producer, Lindsley Parsons;

Director, Jean Yarbrough; Cameraman,
Mack Stengler; Screenplay, John Krafft and
Rollo Lloyd; Additional Dialogue, Edmund
Kelso; Musical Director, Edward Kay; Film

Editor, Jack Ogilvie.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Decentralized Film Buying
Said Facing a Curb

(.Continued from Page 1)

tributors making use of such errors
in deals with other sectional buyers
subsequently.
A return to the old centralized

buying system would permit circuit

top execs, in New York to keep in

easy touch with deals in the mak-
ing.

Local 306 Benefit Feb. 1

1

Local 306, Moving Picture Machine
Operators' Union, will hold its 10th
annual sick benefit affair at the
Manhattan Center, Feb. 11. Mike
Rosenberg, chairman of the sick

committee, is lining up a host of

important guest stars.

150 "Paris Calling" Dates

More than 150 key city dates are
being set up for Universal's "Paris
Calling," now heading for its third
week at the Globe Theater on Broad-
way.



Howard Barnes, N.Y. Herald-Tribune:

"A challenging, exciting and magnificent motion picture ... As sheer enter-

tainment, it is tremendously vital . . . Michele Morgan is so lovely and noble

that she is certain to become a big star . . . Paul Henreid gives a sensitive

and extremely sympathetic portrayal."

Bosley Crowther, N.Y. Times:

"A rigidly exciting and tenderly moving film . . . taut with fearful uncertainties

and packed with sincere compassion."

Lee Mortimer, N.Y. Daily Mirror:

"Full of thrills and tears . . . exciting and fast-moving . . . Paul Henreid and
Michele Morgan powerful, bristling personalities."

Kate Cameron, N.Y. Daily News:
"Either Paul Henreid or Michele Morgan would have been qualified to carry

the picture alone . . .A moving and thrilling melodrama . . . filled with
breathless suspense."

William Boehnel, N.Y. World-Telegram:
"Everything first-rate entertainment should have— romance, laughter, senti-

ment, danger and surprise. And then there is Miss Morgan. She's the best

thing that's happened to Hollywood in years."

G. R., N.Y. Sun:

"A picture that must be seen . . . It marks the christening of two new stars

and a new director on the American screen."

Archer Winsten, N.Y Post:

"Engrossing and carefully made...Audiences' sympathy iscompletely engaged."

Rose Pelswick, N.Y. Journal-American:

"Marks the Hollywood debut of Michele Morgan and Paul Henreid, and both

give excellent accounts of themselves."

NOW PLAYING AT THE LONG-RUN RIVOLI THEATRE, N.Y.
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"The Greenie"
(M-G-M Miniature)

M-G-M 11 mins.
lop-Flight Attraction

Metro has one of the really top-

flight shorts of the current season
in "The Greenie," which is packed
with timeliness, human interest and
pathos, plus possessing much of the

core of the American way of life.

The story relates how a little

Polish boy finally arrives in New
York with his refugee father. They
take up their living quarters in one
of the poorer sections of the city.

The lad cannot speak English, is

lonely and wants to play baseball

with the other kids whom he sees

indulging in the pastime from a

tenement window. When they dis-

perse temporarily to run after an
ice wagon, the lad goes down to the

vacant lot and examines the bat,

ball and catcher's mitt. Upon their

return they bully the "greenie" be-

cause he cannot talk the American
language.

Suddenly an airplane drones over

the city. The Polish kid involuntar-

ily plunges under a crude shelter,

lies down and shakes with fright as

he reacts to the memory of the air

raids which leveled Warsaw and
killed his mother. After one of the

kids, who knows Polish, acts as his

interpreter, the gang of street

urchins let him play ball. And that

is his launching into the American
way of life.

"The Greenie" is a tab reeler

which is splendidly suited to cre-

ating a better understanding among
all nationalities in the United States.

It is a rare treat, and splendidly

directed by H. Alexander.

"American Anniversary"

Modern Talking Picture Service
10 mins.

Just Fair
A story of - an immigrant who is

honored by his associates after years

of service. Reel has been produced
by the Paramount educational divi-

sion for the National Association of

Manufacturers. It's free for the

asking but film does not offer much
in the way of entertainment. Patri-

otic appeal in reel has a synthetic

ring to it. There are more effective

ways of presenting what America
symbolizes to an immigrant.

"Main Street On The March"
(M-G-M Special)

M-G-M 20 mins.
Excellent Two-Reeler

One of the leading two-reelers
of the current season, "Main Street

On The March" traces the transi-

tion of Americans' peace time mode
of living and state of mind to its

war-time form. Finely conceived
and fashioned, the footage also deals

with the economic shifts which have
been made, as well as the progress
achieved toward building up the

sinews of war to assure victory.

Fundamentally, this short is an

accounting of official Washington's
stewardship anent the turning out
by our "arsenal for democracy" of

planes, merchant and warships,
tanks, guns, and trained manpower.
It is highly inspiring, and the vari-

ous steps toward the war footing
are impressively presented by re-

producing actual radio broadcasts
which took place at the respective
times.

President Roosevelt's memorable
"at least 50,000 planes a year"
speech; reports to the public by Gen-
eral George Marshall, Admiral H. R.

Stark, and William S. Knudsen; and
some inspiring scenes devoted to the
nation's military might, are high-
lights. This is a short which sin-

cere showmen should grab.

Keyss to Adventure"
Universal 9 mins.

Fair
A visit to the Florida Keys which

adds up to only moderate film adven-
ture. Reel opens with a view of the
tropical vegetation of one of the
islands. Then a visit to the Biscayne
Bay, a haven for lovers of water
sports. Concluding sequences deal
with fishing for crawfish and lobster
with a bit of comedy unnecessarily
thrown in.

"West Point On The Hudson"
(FitzPatrick Traveltalk)

M-G-M 9 mins.
Fine Reel

Here is a very well wrought short

which is sure to score with all fans,

for it presents the U. S. Military
Academy at West Point, and is re-

splendent Technicolor. The reserva-
tion's impressive buildings are
shown. Of special interest is the

famous chapel. Camera also catches
routine of the plebes in camp, the
Corps on parade, romantic Flirta-

tion, Walk, the officers' residences,

and several eye-filling vistas along
the lordly Hudson. One of the best

of the FitzPatrick subjects, it de-

serves wide favor among exhibs.

"Hollywood Matador"
Universal 7 mins.

Average
A Walter Lantz Cartune in Tech-

nicolor that has its moments of amus-
ing animation. Hero of the subject
is Woody Woodpecker who engages
the bull in a rousing struggle.
Woody comes out on top after the
bull wrecks the stadium.

"Fraidy Cat"
(M-G-M Cartoon)

M-G-M 7 mins.
Amusing Cartoon

A creepy radio program has Tom
Cat icy and shaking with excite-

ment. His agitated state is noted
by Jerry Mouse who decides, evi-

dently, that all a rodent has to do
to frighten the feline is to play on
his nervous system. So Jerry turns
on a vacuum cleaner which blows
a white sheet, and resorts to other

tricks to make Tom Cat shudder.
But when the latter discovers who is

perpetrating the practical jokes, he
goes after the guilty mouse hammer
and tongs. The mouse barely escapes
the jaws of Tom at the finale.

Amusing for both grown-ups and
the younger generation.

"Rhumba Rhythms"
Universal 15 mins.

Entertaining
Latin-American music has its in-

ning in this entertaining two-reel
musical. Music is supplied by Car-
low Molina and his recording or-

chestra. Band's vocalist is Luis Del
Campo who sings nicely. Outstand-
ing act is the Herrera Twins, Mexi-
can vocalists who look Irish. Pair
are cute looking and do a swell song
number. Other acts feature the
Guadalajara Trio, Marina Koshetz,
vocalist, Igor and Poggi, dancers,
and Inesita, Spanish flamenco dancer.

"Aqua Antics"
(Pete Smith Specialty)

M-G-M 8 mins.
Novel, Peppy, Humorous

As is characteristic of the Pete
Smith reels, this one has novelty,
fast pace, and a lot of laughs which
spring both from the action itself

and the narration. A group of guys
and gals, known as the Water Bugs,
strut their aquatic stuff in the form
of screwball stunts which are
packed with thrills, and a lot of

danger. They skim the surface of

shore and sea alike on water skis,

drawn along by various craft which
range from a blimp to a tremend-
ously speedy power boat. Some of

the stunts are downright nutty, and
audiences will scarcely believe their

eyes. It's among the better Pete
Smith offerings.

"The Gay Nineties"

Universal 15 mins.
Average

Two-reeler features Johnny Downs
in subject devoted to old-time songs.
Downs sings "The Man on the Flying
Trapeze." Others in the cast are
Susan Miller, The Rhythm Rascals
and a trio of the Keystone Kops. A
number of favorite songs are in-

cluded such as "Heaven Help the
Poor Working Girl," "Silver Threads
Among the Gold," "Down Went Mc-
Ginty," "Listen to the Mocking
Bird," "In the Merry Month of

May," and a swing version of "Annie
Laurie." It has its moments.

"Historic Maryland"
(FitzPatrick Traveltalk)

M-G-M 9 mins.
Tip-Top Subject

Although "Historic Maryland"
deals with more than Annapolis, the

center of interest is, nevertheless,

the locale of the U. S. Naval Acad-
emy, which makes the footage some-
thing of a companion piece to "West
Point on the Hudson." The lore of

Crabtown,—as Annapolis is fre-

quently termed in the vernacular

—

is presented via some handsome, in

formative sequences which stress th<

Revolutionary period when the com
munity was a hotbed of patrio-

activity. A number of landmark;
are depicted, but the real accent i:

on the Naval Academy. One of^fcj!

impressive scenes is the grav^ |
Francis Scott Key in the Frederi^f
cemetery. This is one of the three 1

places in the land where the Stars

and Stripes fly perpetually.

"Under the Spreading

Blackship Shop"
Universal 7 min

Sub-par
Technicolor cartoons is about And

Panda and Papa Panda who an
working as blacksmiths. Situations

are unimaginative as far as humo
content is concerned. The action ha
to do with Andy's desire to shoe
horse and Papa's idea to cure hi

which boomerangs much to Pap
Panda's discomfort.

"We Do It Because"
(Passing Parade)

M-G-M 7 mins
Interesting Stuff

Where some of the present-daj
practices have their origins, such

as kissing, hand shaking, hat tip-;

ping, clinking wine glasses, anr

brides wearing wedding ring anc

veil, are disclosed in this interesting

single reel. It is good audience
stuff, and smartly directed by B
Wrangell, who has injected humoi
and pace. Stands seeking shorts

which are off the beaten path will

find that this one will fill the bill

not only on screens but for enter-

tainment of the fans.

"The Field Mouse"
(M-G-M Cartoon)

M-G-M 9 mins.;

Actionful and Solid
Containing lots of imagination

and action. The story recounts how
young Herman, a field mouse, is

lazy about getting up in the morn-
ing and going to work. His kindly
old grandfather gives him some ad-

vice and a pep talk, and off goes
Herman to help gather and store

grain. But along comes a huge
harvesting and thrashing machine
which perils the field mouse colony.

Both Grandpa and Herman are

caught in its intricate belts and
mechanisms, and flght like mad for

their lives. Herman finally es-

capes and gets to a new home. Just

when all hope is o'er for Grandpa's
reutrn, he, too, shows up. Subject

is well delineated and among the

solid contemporary cartoons.

Trop Forms Own Company
J. D. Trop, who was formerly gen-

eral manager of Harry Sherman Pro-
ductions, has formed Trop's Pro &
Con, Inc., with offices in New York
for the production of short subjects.

J. H. Hoffberg is associated with the

corporation.
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TYRONE POWER in "SON OF FURY" The Story

of Benjamin Blake with GENE TIERNEY • GEORGE
SANDERS • FRANCES FARMER • RODDY McDOWALL
John Carradine • Elia lanchesler • Harry Davenport • Kay Johnson

Dudley Digges • Produced by DARRYL f. ZANUCK • Directed by

John Cromwell Associate Producer William Perlberg • Screen Play by

Philip Dunne • Bated en the Novel "Benjamin Blake" by Editor. Marshall
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AND KUDOS FROM THE NEW YORKER.'

"*Son of Fury* shows us both Gene Tierney

and Tyrone Power to better advantage,

perhaps, than we have seen them in any

other picture! The story is romantic and

adventurous and . . . there is a goodly

quantity of action, scenery, sinning, and

loving!"



A SURPRISE DRAMA THAT ROCKS THE
SCREEN WITH HORROR HAUNTED LOVE!

Strange, daring and

powerfully exciting!

• •

MURDERING
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Screen play by Gordon Rtgby •

fjirile Mrtoics • Ml FeirsS-i;

Roger Clark . Elisabeth Risdon • A Columbia Picture
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DEAR'S ARBITRATION EDGE TO EXHIBITORS

MPI Group Nears Trade Problem Solutions
ossible Answer to

orcing of Shorts Is

Seen by Sub-Committee

The trade practice sub-committee

If the United Motion Picture Indus-

ty yesterday made considerable
rogress in reaching agreements on

il oints 1, 2 and 3 in W. F. Rodgers'
[pity proposals and made some head-
way into Point 4. It was reported
|}llowing the meeting that the com-
mitteemen saw a possible solution
lo the problem of alleged forcing
|f shorts with features (Point 2).

Some of the issues involved in all

(Continued on Page 6)

— Save Your Film Cans —

Successor to Talley

wails Kent Return

first Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—President S. R. Kent

If 20th-Fox yesterday stated no suc-

lessor would be appointed for the
late Truman H. Talley, head of Mo-
I'ietone News, until his return to

|\
Tew York from the current studio

Conferences. Edmund L. Reek, who
pas been the acting head of the
|-ompany, is expected to be named
|'or the top spot.

— Save Your Film Cans —

Zxecs. in Richmond for

MPTO of Va. Convention

Richmond—Mid-winter convention
|}f the MPTO of Virginia gets under
l.vay here today at the John Mar-
Khali Hotel. President William F.
(Crockett, of Virginia Beach, pre-

sides at the business meeting which
(Continued on Page 8)

Bonoff Trains First

Feminine Operator
Saybrook, Conn. — Leo Bonoff,

operator of the Saybrook is training

a woman projectionist, who may be
the first in this part of the coun-
try. Drafting of employes into the

military service dictates the move.

Bill is Hoppered in the Senate to Permit
Itt-Hour Work Week Without Overtime

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—A bill to relax the wage-hour law so as to permit a maximum

48-hour work week without payment of overtime was hoppered in the Upper

House yesterday by Senator Reed of Kansas. The measure would increase the

regular work week for the duration of the war and for six months thereafter.

Under the present law overtime at the rate of time and a half must be paid

fo all work in excess of 40 hours.

Decree Gyps Exhib., Theater Circuit Tax

Mich. Co-op's View Bill to be Revised

Detroit—A year of operation un-
der the New York consent decree

has convinced Carl W. Buermele,
general manager of Co-Operative
Theaters of Michigan, booking 100
local houses, that the decree is defi-

nitely bad for the exhibitor.

"The exhibitor is definitely get-

ting gypped under the consent de-

cree," Buermele told The Film
Daily.

"In arbitration cases, this is large-
(Cont'mucd on Page 7)

— Save Your Film Cans —

Crawford Filling Lombard
Role; Salary to Charities

Albany—Scheduled for introduc-
tion next week is a bill calling for

! a tax on chain stores and including
theater circuits, working on a slid-

ing scale in groups of five. Measure
in the past has been shelved annual-
ly in the Assembly Taxation Com-
mittee.

Also pending is a move calling for

I legalization of Bingo, with taxes
accruing to the State financial set-

up. Under the proposed plan, the

'Continued on Paqe 8)

— Save Your Film Cans —

Schad Anti-Trust Suit

Starts Today in Philly

Joan Crawford will play the role

intended for the late Carole Lom-
bard in "He Kissed The Bride," it

was announced yesterday by Colum-
bia. Simultaneously came the state-

(Continued on Page 8)

Philadelphia — Anti - trust suit

brought by Harry Schad of Reading
against 20th Century-Fox, Vita-
graph, Warner Bros, and Wilmer &
Vincent, charging them with con-

(Continued on Page 7)

indie Producers Organize
File Papers in Sacramento, Issue Statement

Magill Named UA Branch
Manager in Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh—Mort Magill, United
Artists' veteran, has been promoted
from city salesman in the Philadel-
phia office to branch manager of the

local exchange, succeeding Nat
Brier who resigned last week. Ma-
gill takes up his duties here this

week.

By RALPH WILK
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Charles Chaplin, Walt

Disney, Samuel Goldwyn, Alexander
Korda, Mary Pickford, David O.
Selznick, Walter Wanger and Orson
Welles announced that papers are
being filed at Sacramento organizing
and incorporating the Society of In-
dependent Motion Picture Producers,
Inc.

The following statement was
(Continued on Page 7)

Theater Men Get Slight

Advantage in Both Awards
And Decisions on Appeal

Exhibitor complainants held a
slight edge in favorable awards dur-
ing the first year of arbitration un-
der the consent decree and a still

narrower margin in decisions of

the Appeals Board, a checkup yes-
terday revealed.
The first year of the arbitration

system ends on Saturday. In the
12 months of operation, as of yes-
terday, 167 cases were docketed in

the tribunals. Seventy-four awards
were made, 42 cases were withdrawn,
37 cases are uncompleted and 14

(Continued on Page 8)

— Save Your Film Cans —

Define Blackouts

And Raid Alarms

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—In order to prevent

misunderstandings by theater oper-
ators and others who will be pri-

marily concerned regarding black-
outs and air raid warnings and the
relation between them, the Protec-
tion Division of the U. S. Office of

(Continued on Page 6)

— Save Your Film Cans—

Conservation Importance
Stressed at AMPTO Meet

Pittsburgh — Importance of con-
serving equipment and supplies as a
result of the war emergency was
stressed at yesterday's meeting of

(Continued on Page 6)

Mexican Film Bank
Coin for Producers

Mexico City (By Air Mail)—Banco
Cinematografico, new organization

to finance local producers, has al-

ready made deals with Grovas y Cia,

Gorvas - Oro - Films, America Films,

Fernando de Fuentes and Vicente
Saiso Piquer. Bank has the support

of the Mexican government in its

effort to develop native production.
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~

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Ne?

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. <2'/2%>
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. .. 8% &*A 8%
East. Kodak 1323/4 132 1323/4 + l/4

do pfd

Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's. Inc 40% 39i/

2 39'/2 — 1 i/<

do pfd
Paramount ^5% 14y3 1514 + V4
Para. 1st pfd
Para. 2nd pfd
RKO 23/4 23/4 23/4
RKO $6 pfd
20th Century-Fox . . . 9% 93/8 93/8 — i/

8

20th Century-Fox pfd. 22i/
2 22 Vi 22i/

2 — '/<

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 5% 5% 55/g

do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Loew's deb. 3V2S46
Para. B'way 3s55... 583/4 583/4 583/4 — i/<

Para. Picts. debs. 4s5S 99S/
8 99y2 995/8

Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 97'/4 97 97i/4 + Vs

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Radio-Keith cvs 5-32 5-32 5-32+1-32
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor 8 7% 734
Trans-Lux % % % + Vs
Universal Corp. vtc

Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45
. 64 66

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 63 65'/2

— Save Your Film Cans —

"Economic Action" Plan
Before Council of SPG

New York SPG's new representa-

tive council is scheduled to nieet

tonight for the first time at the
Hotel Piccadilly, with the Guild's

negotiating committee sitting in.

It is understood that the council

will mull the immediate launching
of plans for "economic action" as a

result of the breakdown in contract
negotiations with the majors.

Morgenthau Asks Early
"New Spirit" Playdates

Secretary of the Treasury Henry
Morgenthau, Jr., yesterday sent an
open letter to the thousands of ex-

hibitors throughout the country ex-
pressing his gratification over the
Walt Disney-Treasury Department
short subject, "The New Spirit,"

shortly to be distributed through
National Screen Service under the
sponsorship of the War Activities

Committee.

In the letter Morgenthau also

urged exhibs. to show the film at

their theaters promptly so that the
millions of income tax payers be-

tween now and March 15 would
realize the urgency of paying their

taxes earlier this year than ever
before.

— Save Your Film Cans —

Navy Relief Show Plans
Before Committee Today

Leaders of the entertainment world
will meet at a luncheon today at the
Hotel Astor to discuss plans for aid-

ing ticket sales for the Navy Relief
Show at Madison Square Garden
March 10, according to George Jes-

sel, chairman of the amusement divi-

sion.

Industry committee is headed by
George J. Schaefer and includes Spy-
ros Skouras, William Feinberg, Ned
E. Depinet and Abe Lastvogel.

Latest addition to the long list

of stars, who are volunteering their

services, are Bud Abbott and Lou
Costello.

— Save Your Film Cans —

Park-in Theaters Wins
"Drive-over" Decision

The Board of Interference Exam-
iners of the U S. Patent Office has
rendered a decision in favor of the
patent application of S. H. Taylor,
Jr., controlled by Park-In Theaters.
Inc., Camden, N. J., and against
Louis P. Josserand of Houston.

Effect of this decision is to award
to Park-In Theaters, Inc., a patent
on the "drive-over" feature now be-
ing used generally in drive-in the-

aters licensed by Park-In Theaters.
Inc.

— Save Your Film Cans —

"Kings Row" Bow Monday
Will Attract Notables

World premiere performance of
"Kings Row" at the Astor Theater
Monday night will attract, among
others, Mr. and Mrs. Byron Foy,
John Hay Whitney, like Chase, Una
Merkel, Irene Delroy, Fannie Hurst,
Dr. Otto Ludwig Preminger, Mr.
and Mrs. James A. Farley, Dorothy
Kilgallen, Walter Winchell, Lowell
Thomas, Ted Husing.

— Save Your Film Cans —
Mrs. Pernella Bobian Dead

Detroit — Mrs. Pernella Bobian,
contract clerk for M-G-M, is dead,
following an operation in Women's
Hospital. Her husband survives.

Browne Files Denial
In Para. Recovery Suit

George E. Browne, convicted la-

bor leader, figured in the legal news
yesterday.

In the Federal Court, he filed an
answer as his own attorney denying
that Paramount had paid him $100,-

000 in extortion funds. Browne gave
his address as Leavenworth Peni-

tentiary and forwarded the denial

through a Chicago attorney. Para-
mount is suing to recover the sum
on the grounds the money was paid

because of illegal threats.

In the N. Y. Supreme Court,

Judge Charles B. McLaughlin or-

dered a consolidation of the seven
stockholders' suits against 20th-Fox
resulting from the Browne-Bioff
trial. Similar actions against 20th-

Fox were barred in the order.
— Save Your Film Cans —

RKO Radio Sets Feature
Releases Through Tune

RKO Radio has set feature re-

leases through June, it was learned
yesterday.
For March, the company will have

"Sing Your Worries Away," "Mex-
ican Spitfire at Sea," "The Bashful
Bachelor" and "The Magnificent
Ambersons." April releases will em-
brace "Fantasia," "Land of the Open
Range," "Syncopation," and the
fourth Scattergood Baines pic.

For May, "Mayor of 44th St.,"

"Tuttles of Tahiti," and "Powder
Town" are set, while June will bring
"Falcon Takes Over," "Come on
Danger," "My Favorite Spy" and
another Mexican Spitfire.

— Save Your Film Cans —
NLRB Orders Col., Loew
Bargaining Appearance

National Labor Relations Board
has ordered Loew's and Columbia to

set a date within next 30 days for
an election to certify Local 109,
Screen Office and Professional Em-
ployes Guild, UOPWA, as the bar-
gaining agent for the office workers.
NLRB has also asked 20th-Fox to

appear before the board Monday for
a formal hearing over SOPEG status
at the company.

— Save Your Film Cans —
Bamberger Co. Asks N. Y.
Tele Commercial Station

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Bamberger Broad-

casting Service, Inc., has asked the
Federal Communications Commission
for authority to construct a new
commercial television station at New
York.

— Save Your Film Cans —
City Closes Syracuse Nabe

Syracuse, N. Y. — Lyric, small
North Side nabe, was ordered closed
by Fire Marshal Charles Wilkes.

— Save Your Film Cans—
"Hellzapoppin" After "Fire"

Chicago— "Hellzapoppin" follows
"Ball of Fire" into the RKO Palace;
latter stayed five weeks.

COmillG and GOIflG

rri

4

MICHAEL DALY, Hartford and Plainfield, Com
exhibitor, is vacationing in Florida.

PHILIP GRAVITZ, Metro booker. New Havei
!
-s on vacation this week.

C. W. HICKS has left Baltimore for a vacatio

trip to Florida.

STEVE PALLOS, Alexander Korda's representa

tive, returns from his South American tr

Feb. 5.

DOROTHY LAMOUR, WILLIAM HOL
PATRICIA MORISON, RUTH HUSSEY
BRENDA MARSHALL arrive in Washington to

morrow to attend the President's Birthday Ba!

PAUL CALLICO will be guest of honor a

Advertising Club luncheon in Baltimore Feb.

for his story from which "Joe Smith, Amer
ican," was adapted.

JULES LAPIDUS. Universal's Eastern distric

manager, left Washington yesterday to atten

the MFTO of Virginia convention in Richmonc

GEORGE RAFT leaves New York tomorrow fc

Hollywood where he will do "Broadway" fo

Universal.

JACK KIRSCH, Illinois Allied prexy, is du
here today from Chicago.

— Save Your Film Cans —

"Keeps," "Andy Hardy"
Tradeshows on Feb. 10

M-G-M has set Feb. 10 as the dat>

for the next two pictures to h
tradeshown nationally. The film,

are "This Time For Keeps" an<

"The Courtship of Andy Hardy."

new ycer
THEATERS

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
50th St. & 6th Ave.

SAMUEL GOLDWYN'S PRODUCTION
GARY COOPER • BARBARA STANWYCK

"BALL OF FIRE"
ON STAGE: "TURN BACK THE CLOCK"—
Leonidoff's recollections of palmy days of

yore. Symphony Orchestra, direction of Ernb
Rapee.

1st Mezzanine Seats Reserved Circle 6-4600

TYRONE POWER
"SON OF FURY"

WITH

Gene Tierney
A 20th Century-Fox Picture

PLUS A 8IG DAW 7th AVENUE
STAGE SHOW || U A I 50fh STREET

JOEL McCREA
VERONICA LAKE

in Paramount's

"SULLIVAN'S
TRAVELS"
PARAMOUNT

In Person

GLENN MILLEF
AND BAND

Lorraine & Rognan

TIMES
SQUARE

Starts Tomorrow

B'WAY &
47th St. ,

"THE MAN WHO
CAME TO DINNER"

BETTE DAVIS—ANN SHERIDAN



*wWt! STOP the
cowres-..

"i<ouT;aw!"

JUST^WHEN THE
BOX-OFFICE CHAMPIONSHIP
CONTEST WAS GETTING HOT!
Just when everybody thought that only a miracle could bring forth an attraction to challenge "Babes on
Broadway" and "Johnny Eager" those record-breaking, extended-run sensations . . . the miracle happens
and it's "WOMAN OF THE YEAR!"



GOT ALL TH
•;:•:•::••:-:•:•:•::::•

ALA $3.30 WORLD PREMIERE AT LDMCOLf
THEATRE, MIAMII BEACH, THURS. NIGHT, F! ITH

• * • • Proceeds to Navy Relief Fund

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX-i
\

BETTY GRABLE VICTOR MATURE JACK OAK 1

in

SONG of the ISLANDS
in ffHSiaSta©®.!!.©®

I *

with

Thomas Mitchell * George Barbier • Billy Gilbert • Hilo Hattie :

HARRY OWENS and His Royal Hawaiians
Original Screen Play by Joseph Schra

Directed by WALTER LANG • Produced by WILLIAM LeBARON • RZirPirJ^Rob^Hii. anTrieien u..

AND SEE FOR YOURSELF! "SONG OF T i
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BALLYHOOED TO THE NATION'S MILLIONS BY A
WEEK'S BUILD-UP ON KATE SMITH'S NOON HOUR
SHOWS . . . CLIMAXED BY THE KATE SMITH HOUR
AT 8 P. M. (EST) FRIDAY, FEB. 6 OVER CBS! THE
FIBST MAJOB NETWOBK BBOADCASTS EVEB TO
EMANATE FBOM MIAMI! ENTIBE BADIO PBODUC-
TION UNDEB THE SUPERVISION OF TED COLLINS!

» + + 4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4-4.AJ.AA4.4.*4.+ 4.4.4.A4.4.X4.4.4.4.++ 4.++ + J.4.*4.^^

ETTY GRABLE
(4CK OAKIE

as Kate Smith's guest stars and

guests of honor at premiere!

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*••*••••••

Each daily Kate Smith show has approximately 10,000,000 listeners!

The Friday night Kate Smith Hour is heard by approximately 25,000,000

people over 91 stations! A tremendous aggregate audience. .
.
pre-sold

!

STEN IN! WATCH THOSE BOXOFFICE REPORTSJ/js

VEL IN 20TH CENTURY-FOX'S SHOWMANSHIP!

XV

iNDS" TRADE SHOWINGS FEB. 3"!

>•••»»•»•»•>•
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UMP1 Group Nearing

Solution to Problems

{Continued from Page 1)

the points are being crystallized in

such form as to permit them to be
submitted to the general UMPI com-
mittee, but they are not ready for

a final draft.

The sub-committee will continue
its sessions through tomorrow and
then adjourn until W. F. Rodgers
calls a meeting of the general com-
mittee. H. M. Richey is serving as

temporary secretary of the sessions.

Point 1 calls for the finding of a

better method of selling than the
blocks-of-five; Point 2 seeks a rem-
edy for the alleged forcing of shorts;

Point 3 calls for the setting up of

machinery for investigating terri-

torial disagreements and their cor-

rection; Point 4 deals with a method
through which individual complaints
can be investigated, and Point 5 con-
cerns a substitute for arbitration if

the present method is unsatisfac-
tory.

— Save Your Film Cans—

Conservation Importance
Stressed at AMPTO Meet

(Continued from Page 1)

the
_
AMPTO of Western Pennsyl-

vania here.
Unit received reports on both the

national Allied board meeting and
the UMPI conferences in New York,
the meeting being addressed by both
M. A. Rosenberg, Allied's new na-
tional prexy who is also president
of the unit, and Fred Beedle.

Strictly local problems also came
up for discussion.

— Save Your Film Cans —
Antonoplos Under Knife

Pittsburgh — Peter Antonoplos,
pioneer exhibitor in this territory,
who operates the Rivoli Theater,
East Pittsburgh, and the Olympic
Theater, Turtle Creek, has just
undergone an operation for the re-

moval of a cataract from his right
eye at the Montefiore Hospital here.

— Save Your Film Cans —
Columbia Advances Harnick

Toronto—Harvey Harnick, branch
manager of Columbia Pictures of
Canada at Calgary, Alta., has been
promoted to the head office, staff at
Toronto and has been succeeded at
Calgary by Jack Kohn, salesman.

Allan B. DuMont Johnnie Cassidy

T T T
That Fertile "Valley"
• • • EVERY now and then a film oi rare vintage comes along,

just as one in every so many years of grape culture produces a wine

which is exceptional When the 1941-42 history of 20th-Fox is fully

and finally written, the span will be immortalized no doubt by a product

from the company's studio "vineyard" which we all know as "How Green

Was My Valley" It is a phenomenal feature, and we use that

adjective not at all in the loose promotional sense, but for what its

real definition is,-—pertaining to a wonderful fact or event Here is

a picture which obviously, on its record, possesses what it takes to

score with both the classes and the masses When any screen at-

traction can do that, it rings the bell and out comes the coin in the true

fashion of the well-known jackpot Everybody hits, on such occa-

sions, that jackpot.—the producer, the distributor, the exhibitor, and the

public

T
• • • FRANKLY, this corner was somewhat confounded upon

seeing "How Green Was My Valley" when it world premiered at the

local Rivoli a bit ago So finely wrought was it that we wondered

if it might not be ultra-epicurean, like the shades of difference cap-

able of being fully appreciated only by the so-called connoisseurs,—in

this instance, those who recognize transcendent film entertainment

Transcendent it is, but, too, it has the common touch throughout the

dynamic story which it relates It is both earthy and down to earth

It gives you the impression, as it now wheels thunderously around

the country, of a laborer gaily swinging his dinner pail which is laden

with champagne and caviar // "How Green Was My Valley" were

not so much "of the people, by the people, and for the people," film

fans wouldn't be eating it up the way they are doing

T T
• • • PROOF that entertainment-seekers everywhere are rolling

in it like catnip can be called up in bulk,—widely, and, for you read-

ers, wearily Wearily because any comprehensive list of the in-

variable holdovers is monotonous to recite in type, even if space were

available Two witnesses are all Phil M. needs to call to the stand

The first is Mister Average Exhibitor We'll pick him at ran-

dom from a wealth of eligibles He runs a 1,000-seater in an East-

ern Seaboard State "How Green Was My Valley" was in the sec-

ond week's second day, when this is what Phil M. found out: Those

first two days of Week No. 2 clocked $1,772, in the wake of the initial

week when the "take" was $7,273! "If ever there was a picture

in the last five years that deserved increased admission prices and

extended playing time, this is it," said Mister Average Exhib.,—and we

have it in writing (P.S.—He did up the admish 20 per cent on

the second week's third day) Our second witness is Mister Sidney

R. Kent himself, who avers that the pic will not only be his company's

ace grosser this season, but the biggest revenue; property in its history

No picture can be that, or do that, and not be a tremendous, pop-

ular product

T T T

• • • NOW a helluva lot of the long "green" that's in the "Val-

ley," will accrue from its powerful promotional campaign hatched

by Mister A. M. Botsford That campaign flashed from the bar-

rier right here in New York via the big premiere doin's, and it's still

running strong around the land, bringing showmen heavily presold

audiences The picture is of the coal fields, but it's diamonds to

the b.o When you stop to think of it, coal and diamonds are

chemically the same, save in form

Define Blackouts »

And Raid Alarms
(Continued from Page 1)

Civilian Defense yesterday relea?

the following definitions:

"A blackout is a precaution;,

darkening of lights which mig
aid hostile aircraft in locating p;

ticular targets. Under a blacM(

it is expected that all normal acfc

ties will continue except those whi
mean showing lights. A blackc

does not necessarily mean that th<

are enemy aircraft in the vicini

Blackouts are precautionary me;
ures.

"On the other hand, an air r;

warning means there are hostile

unidentified planes close by.
means that normal activities must
modified to get people under sh
ter and preparations made for ci

ualties and other damages as I

result of the dropping of bom
should that take place, within a f

minutes. Air raid warnings i

protective. All air raid warnin
at night include blacking out,

course; they likewise include T

alerting of the various elements
the citizens.

"Thus, all air raid warnings i

also blackouts, but it does not f

low that all blackouts are also :

raid warnings."

Brandt Addresses Brooklyn
Group on Protection Setup

Precautions taken by theaters
protect their patrons during air rai

and other emergencies were (1

plained to the Motion Picture I

search Council in Brooklyn yesti

day by Harry Brandt, ITOA pre
dent. Brandt also discussed defer
activities of the industry.

WEDDING BELIi

Margaretha Magdalen Schaef :

daughter of Lou Schaefer, manag
of the Paramount, New Haven, w,
married to Carl Edward Johnson i

Glenbrook, Conn., at St. Brendar
Church in New Haven.

Albany—Mitchell Panzer, form*
ly chief clerk and booker for Mor
gram Film Exchange here and nc
a partner in the Independent Post
Exchange, Philadelphia, will mar
Frances Rudnick of Albany he
Thursday.

Cleveland — Miss Theresa Lam
daughter of Julius Lamm, manag
of Warners' Uptown Theater at

Mrs. Lamm, was married to Richa
Bandler.

Syracuse, N. Y. — Marriage
Frank Lindkamp, assistant manag
of the RKO-Schine Empire, to Lim
Fiello is set for Feb. 11.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAH
Hollywood—Married in Las Vegs

Kay Harris, film actress, and Hen:
Freulich, cameraman, have return*

here.
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die Producers

rm Organization

(Continued from Pane 1)

led by members of the society:

[First, There is our responsibility

strengthen and protect the role

function of the independent pro-

iT of motion pictures. As pro-

trs who do not own or control

ters, we have many common
blems, both artistic and economic,
Avhich we can direct our collec-

> judgment. As a group we can
mine individual policies in terms
long-run welfare of all of our

rubers and of industry as a whole.
Second, We recognize our share
responsibility for sound artistic

I economic practices in motion pic-

es. It is to the benefit of the in-

jtry as a whole that we, as in-

tendent producers, should have a

»icle for presenting our own needs
} interests and our own points of

w in matters of broad general
icern. In establishing this society

do not seek to create a minority
opposition group within the in-

stry. Rather we seek an organiza-

jd through which we, as responsi-

members of the industry, may co-

?rate with other motion picture

imps and through which we may
.ke our own contributions to sound
j healthy progress.

'Third, There is our responsibility
• wise use of the great medium
motion pictures. This, of course,

ibraces our responsibility to the

blic we serve and to the nation

which we are a part. Now, with
e country at war, this society

ould provide means for effective

-operation with other industry
oups in carrying out whatever the
vernment may expect of us.

'To discharge these responsibilities

II be our first and major purpose,
all of our activities, we shall be

,iintained as a force for good and
an integral part of a democratic
iety."

Attorney Loyd Wright, who will

-rve as president, is active in films.

mes Allen, the executive secretary
a former Washington and New

J)rk newspaper man and was also
member of the Department of Jus-
•e in Washington.

— Save Your Film Cans —
'.rginia Sallee Leaving "U"
Virginia Sallee, for the past two

),d a half years secretary to Louis
illock, Universal Eastern advertis-
£' and publicity manager, resigned
^is week in order to accompany
jr husband, Paul Sallee, to In-
anapolis where he has entered the
iploy of General Electric. Mrs.
illee will remain on the job until
9b. 6.

STORKS!
Detroit—Cassius Smith, manager
the Annex Theater, is the father
a baby girl, his first.

Short Short Story
Toledo, 0.—Spotted on the mar-

quee at the Palace:

"The Stork Pays Off

—

"Week-end for Three."

Submit Briefs in

Majors' Anti-S Suit

By GEORGE E. GUISE
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Minneapolis—Trial of the injunc-

tion suit by which the five majors
signing the New York consent de-
cree and United Artists hope to knock
out the Minnesota anti-blocks-of-
five law as unconstitutional was
halted yesterday when attorneys for
both sides agreed to submit the case
on briefs and arguments.
Judge Albin S. Pearson of Ram-

sey District Court set the case over
until March 1 but attorneys said
they believed briefs could be pre-
pared within two weeks. Whenever
these are filed, Judge Pearson and
the attorneys will go over them and
determine whether facts submitted
are sufficient on which to base a de-

cision.

The complete trial record just
completed in the cases of Paramount,
RKO and 20th Century-Fox, charged
with violating the new statute by
selling pictures in blocks-of-five, will

be used by Judge Pearson in his

study of the plea for injunction to

halt enforcement of the anti-five law.
Decision in the criminal case will be
reserved until the civil action is com-
pleted.

Plaintiff companies in the civil ac-

tion are attacking the constitution-
ality of the anti-five law, just as
they did when they sought a tem-
porary injunction to halt enforce-
ment of the law. They lost the pre-
vious case when the act's constitu-
tionality was upheld.

— Save Your Film Cans —
Wilmington Goes 'AH Out'
Welcoming Gloria Warren

Wilmington, Del.—Gloria Warren,
Warner Bros, new singing star in-

troduced in "Always in My Heart"
which will have its world premiere
with the reopening of the renovated
and redecorated Queen Theater to-

morrow night, arrived here in her
native city Tuesday afternoon. She
was interviewed on Station WILM
by Henry L. Sholly, The Film
Daily's Wilmington correspondent.
Yesterday she was the guest of

honor at a luncheon in the Hotel
DuPont, and in the afternoon sold
defense bonds at the Wilmington
Dry Goods Co.

— Save Your Film Cans —
Bob Adler in Detroit

Detroit — Robert Adler, formerly
with Columbia in the New York ter-

ritory for 15 years, has been named
booker and city salesman for PRC
here, replacing Herbert Ives, re-

signed.

Decree Gyps Exhib.,

Mich, Co-op's View
(Continued from Page 1)

ly because a man is brought in as

arbitrator who does not understand
the business. We are in a highly
competitive industry, and it takes
years of expei'ience to learn the
film business. Some of the arbitra-

tors who have sat on cases here
have not been able to understand
the industry, despite their best ef-

forts to do so. This has caused
them to allow the presentation of

irrelevant testimony.

"As for tradeshows, exhibitors no
longer attend them, because they
have found that, even if they do,

they still have no say whatever
about the classification of a picture,

with the consequent effect upon
rentals. I am strongly in favor of
going back to the old practice of

buying a year's product at a time."

Co-Operative Theaters is expand-
ing the office and contemplating re-

modeling or moving to handle in-

creased business. Two new theaters,
the Rouge and Delray, have just
been added to the Co-Op lineup.
•John Demback, former booker for
M-G-M, has joined Co-Op as booker
to handle increased bookings.

— Save Your Film Cans —
Schad Anti-Trust Suit

Starts Today in Philly

(Continued from Page 1)

spiring to take one-half of the 20th-
Fox product away from Schad's As-
tor Theater in Reading, goes to trial

today before Judge J. Cullen Ganey.
Plaintiff withdrew his application

for a temporary injunction last Sep-
tember. He now seeks a permanent
injunction.

— Save Your Film Cans —
Chi. Exchanges May Ship
Pix to Indiana Theaters

Chicago — George Busch, business
agent of the Chicago film employes
union, has wired Richard Walsh,
IATSE prexy, at the Miami meeting
regarding shipments of films from
Chicago exchanges for Indiana the-
aters serviced from Indianapolis ex-
changes where the employes are re-

ported striking.

If no word is received from Walsh
regarding these shipments, Busch
says they will start shipments from
Chicago exchanges today.

— Save Your Film Cans —
Field, Former N. W. Allied

Exec, Joins Indie Unit

Des Moines, la.—Harold Field's

independent Pioneer circuit has
joined the Allied-Independent The-
ater Owners of Iowa-Nebraska Inc.,

it is announced.
Field, former head of the Min-

nesota Allied group, has 16 houses
in eight Iowa cities which are lo-

cated at Spencer, Webster City, At-
lantic, Carroll, Perry, Grundy Cen-
ter, Clarinda and Jefferson.

* SHORTS *

"The New Spirit"

WAC-Disney 8 mins.
Give Three Cheers

Even Donald Duck is doing his
bit for Uncle Sam via Walt Disney
who has turned out a splendid car-
toon in Technicolor for the Treasury
Department. The subject is avail-
able gratis under the supervision of
the industry's War Activities Com-
mittee, with National Screen Service
also donating its services for phy-
sical distribution.

The effort rates cheers for a host
of reasons. In a short span it

switches from comedy to dramatic
and inspiring effect with ease. Made
mainly for the purpose of urging
folks to pay taxes promptly it comes
up with a good slogan: "Taxes to
beat the Axis." Any subject about
income taxes is tough to start with,
but when the Disney animators, can
present it in such a humorous vein
that the topic becomes enjoyable and
provides laughs, you have an idea
of what a swell job they did.

Comedy footage has Donald Duck's
reaction to a radio speech about
necessity of paying income taxes.
Latter portions are vivid screen can-
vases of where the money is going
concluding with a memorable draw-
ing of the sky patterned after the
flag.

After this short don't be surprised
if Donald Duck turns up on a dollar
bill. He deserves it.

— Save Your Film Cans—
Hurley's UA Contract Cancelled
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — United Artists and

Harold Hurley have worked out a
mutually agreeable cancellation of
his contract which provided for two
pictures annually for two years. It

is understood he did not want to be
obligated to produce high-budgeted
pictures at this time.

TO TUB COLORS!

Twentieth Century-Fox employes
yesterday hosted Shepherd Bloom, of
the contract department, at a lunch-
eon at the Hickory House. Bloom,
who leaves for the Army Tuesday, is

a son of Jack Bloom, contract man-
ager.

Ft. Payne, Ala.—S. S. Barksdale,
manager of the DeKalb and Strand
Theaters, and a first lieutenant in the
Officers' Reserve Corps, was called

into active duty in the office of the
Fourth Corps Area Chemical War-
fare Officer, Atlanta, Ga., for tem-
porary assignment.

Buffalo — Names of four former
Shea's Kenmore employes who have
entered the nation's armed services
have been added to the suburban
village's service roll, displayed in the
theater's lobby. They are Martin
Murrett, James Lovelace, John Seyse
and William Domedion, Jr.
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Year's Arbitration

Edge to Exhibitors
{Continued from Page 1)

are completed awaiting awards by
arbitrators. The appeals board
made 17 decisions from the 22 ap-

peals filed.

Awards all or partially in favor

of the exhibitor complainants to-

talled 38 during the year,- with 30

going in favor of the distributors.

Six cases were dismissed by con-

sent, the terms not revealed.

Cases going to appeal resulted in

eight benfiting the exhibitor and
seven for the distributors or inter-

veners. In two cases, both the com-
plainant and defendant won certain

concessions.
A single local tribunal—that in

Seattle—has a clean slate, with no
complaint received during the first

year of arbitration. Peak number
of cases was handled by the New
York tribunal.

Grand Rapids Arbitration
Award Covers 30 Houses

Detroit—Arbitration cases filed by
the Southlawn and Galewood The-
aters of Grand Rapids were settled

by agreement of all parties after two
days of being heard jointly before
Arbitrator Ferris E. Stone. The
award is the most comprehensive
filed here, setting a general clear-

ance setup for all 30 theaters in

that town of 175,000 in effect. All
theaters directly affected were
represented in the hearing, except
the Savoy, the only fourth-run house
in the town, which elected not to
intervene.
New clearance between first- and

second-runs is set at 45 days, max-
imum, in place of the 60 claimed
to be the former average. Second-
and third-runs are each given seven
days clearance over their succeeding
runs, reducing the former gap ac-
cording to the complaint.
The fourth-run Savoy is given only

one day's clearance over complain-
ing theaters which are fifth-runs, and
in any case pictures must be made
available to fifth-runs within 21 days
after first-runs. Contention was that
the Savoy held up pictures as much
as one month by not playing them
when available.

Consent Award Writes Finis
To Cuba, N. Y. Clearance Case
Under a consent award in the ar-

bitration case filed by the Cuba The-
ater, Cuba, N. Y., the maximum

Mexican Congress
Critical of Scales

Mexico City (By Air Mail)—Ad-
mission prices here are under the

fire of a Congressional committee
which regards present scale exag-

gerated and also as placing enter-

tainment beyond the means of mil-

lions of Mexicans whose sole recrea-

tion is provided by motion pictures.

Riding Herd on the Hollywood News Range
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Riding herd on the Hollywood news range: Alfred E. Green will

have William Holden, Frances Dee and Marguerite Chapman as leads in Colum-
bia's "Candy". . . . Warners will star Jack Benny in "George Washington Slept

Here" in addition to "The Widow Wouldn't Weep". . . . Metro's "Salute to

Courage" is now "House of Spies". . . . Sam Bischoff has signed a new Colum-
bia producing pact. . . . Coming up with another sequel, Warners announce
"Sons of the Fighting 69th". . . . Don Barry will star in "Eleven Were Brave"
for Republic. . . . Wallace Sullivan's "Lady of Science" has been acquired by

Charles R. Rogers, UA producer. . . . Republic's "Yanks Over Burma Road" is

now "Yanks Over Singapore". . . . Femme lead in 20th-Fox's "The Magnificent
Jerk" gees to Lynn B;ri.

Execs, in Richmond for

MPTO of Va. Convention

{Continued from Page 1)

will be attended by a number of
industry leaders.

Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA prexy;
Roy Rowe, president of the The-
ater Owners of North and South
Carolina; Dave Palfreyman of the
Hays executive; Claude Lee, Par-
amount executive; H. M. Richey,
Loew's exec; Ned Depinet, vice-

prexy of RKO Radio; Edgar Moss
and William Sussman, 20th Century-
Fox; Roy Haines, Eastern sales

manager for Warners, and branch
managers and salesmen from the
Washington exchanges, are sched-
uled to appear.

Annual election of officers and di-

rectors will take place. Present of-

ficers in addition to Crockett are
Benjamin T. Pitts, vice-president;

Harold Wood, secretary, and Sam
Bendheim, Jr., treasurer.

Meeting will close with a banquet
and ball. Guests of honor include

Gov. Colgate Darden, Lieut Gov.
William M. Tuck, and members of

the General Assembly; Mrs. Rebecca
Yancey Williams, author of "The
Vanishing Virginian"; members of

the Board of Censorship and the
press, and the stars of "Hellzapop-
pin," Billy House and Eddie Garr.

— Save Your Film Cans —
"Invaders" in 12 Premieres

Columbia's "The Invaders" (49th
Parallel) opens simultaneously in 12

Canadian keys today.

clearance granted to the Palace,

State and Haven Theaters, Olean,
N. Y., has been set at 14 days by
the arbitrator in hearings at Buf-
falo.

Oriental Theater Arbitration
Hearing Scheduled for Feb. 17

Chicago—The Oriental theater ar-
bitration case, in which the D of J
is manifesting a lively interest, will
be heard Feb. 17, it was said yes-
terday by Hayes McKinney, arbi-

trator.

The arbitrator ruled that he would
not decide on the dismissal motion
made by counsel for Paramount and
RKO until the conclusion of the
hearing.

Arbitrator James Sprowl yester-
day deferred the hearing of the Bar-
telstein Bros.' Anneta Theater case
for a month.

Australian Prints Will
Serve Dutch East Indies

Batavia (By Cable)—Government
here has taken steps to assure the
Dutch East Indies a regular supply
of U. S. films. Present Hollywood
footage at hand, it is estimated, will
last six months. In future, negatives
will be sent to Australia and posi-
tives for local distribution will be
printed there.

First casualty of the Pacific war
is a copy of Walt Disney's "Fan-
tastia," which left the United States
by Clipper for the Netherland East
Indies a few days before the out-
break of the war. It has not yet
arrived and "must be presumed lost."

Theater managers here say busi-
ness has returned to normal despite
an invasion of this territory. At-
tendance fell off somewhat but picked
up after a few days.

— Save Your Film Cans—

"All Thru the Night"
Gives Exhibs. an Idea

Pittsburgh—Theaters in the ter-
ritory are planning special matinees
of Warner's "All Through the
Night" for defense workers who
work "all through the night" at
their jobs. Exhibitors are playing
up the title angle in the early-bird
matinee shows, as thousands of de-
fense workers can only attend early
matinees. Exploitation stunt may
become a general practice in defense
manufacturing areas where plants
are on a 24-hour basis.

— Save Your Film Cans—

Mishkin Resigns as Head
Of New York Film Critics

Leo Mishkin, who recently became
press agent for Selznick Produc-
tions in New York, has tendered his
resignation as chairman of the New
York Film Critics.

His letter, addressed to the sec-

retary, will be considered at the
next regular meeting of the group.
No date has been set. Mishkin is

film critic at the Morning Telegraph.

— Save Your Film Cans —
To See Pic of London in Air Raid

Motion pictures of London during
an air raid are to be shown to the
members of the Columbia Broadcast-
ing System's Fire Warden class this
evening, 5:30 to 6:30, at 485 Madison
Avenue.

Theater Circuit Tax

Bill to be Revised

be

%\

(Continued from Page 1)

Secretary of State would
charge of licensing.

A measure to broaden the prese
law which sets up penalties for v
lation of the anti-discriminati
code by places affected with a
lie interest, including theaters,

been introduced by Assemblymi
Fred Washburn of Hudson and Se
William T. Condon of Yonke?
chairmen of the Assembly and Se
ate committees on Labor and Indu

j

tries.
— Save Your Film Cans

Crawford Filling Lombar
Role; Salary to Charities

{Continued from Page 1)

ment that in accordance with Mi"
Crawford's wishes, arrangemer,
have been made with the Treasu
Department whereby her entire s;

ary for the picture, $112,500, w:

be allocated to charitable organiz
tions.

Chief beneficiary of the stai

generosity will be the American R
Cross, which will receive $50,0(

To the President's Infantile Par
lysis Drive and the Motion Pictu
Relief Fund will each go $25,0
and the Navy Relief Fund will i

ceive $12,500.

In view of the unusual circui

stances involved, Metro granted Mi
Crawford a leave of absence. On
once before in her career has Si,

made a picture away from her hoi*

lot.

Now in New York, Miss Crawfo
returns to Hollywood early ne
week and will report immediately
Columbia Studios. With Melv
Douglas as co-star and Alexand
Hall as director, "He Kissed T
Bride" will go before the earner
in about two weeks.

Save Your Film Cans—

Republic Sets $800,000
Budget for "Commandos

i

West Coast Buieau of THE FILM DAl'r.

Hollywood— Republic has set
\

budget of $800,000 for "The Coi

mandos," formerly titled "Coi
mando." John Wayne and Ray Mi
dleton will be co-starred and p
ture is set to go about the midc
of February with Edmund Graing
as associate producer.

Rase Cuban Feature
On Life of Patriot

Havana (By Air Mail)—Historical

feature, based on the life of Jose

Marti, Cuban patriot, is in produc-

tion here, with Anibal Graupera pro-

ducing and Jean Angelo directing.

Leads are being played by Henry
Alexander, Marti's nephew, and Mar-
tha Elba Fombellida.
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Continued Upswing In Drive-Ins Seen For '42
iei

Dur More Now Building,

5veral In Plan Stages;

ttendance May Increase

lamden, N. J.—Between now and
]y 1, it is estimated that there will

10 to 15 Drive-In theaters con-

ducted in the U. S. ( W. W. Smith,
ecutive of Park-In Theaters, Inc.,

ensor of these open-air stands, as-

rted yesterday.
Smith added that during the last
arter of 1941 four Drive-Ins were
ded to the already impressively
ng list of such "houses." New-
tmers are at Corpus Christi, Tex.;

(Continued on Page 4)

— Save Your Film Cans —

ov'l Needs Getting

riority—Harbord

2

Philadelphia—Anti-trust suit filed
1

,7 Harry J. Schad and Sallie R.
:had against 20th Century-Fox,
'ilmer & Vincent Theater Co., Wil-
er & Vincent Amusement Co.,

|Brks Amusement Co., Inc., and sev-

(Continucd on Page 4)

Indianapolis— RCA's manufaetur-
g plant here, where making of
und equipment for film studios and
eaters is centered, is "more and
ore engaged in fulfilling the Gov-
nment's war-time needs in sound
mipment of all kinds, to the exclu-
on of commercial business," Maj.-

(Continucd on Pat/c 2)

— Return Your Film Cans—
ostponement of Schad
rial to May Expected

"Wild Wind" as Para.
30th Anniversary Pic
Paramount will make Cecil B.

De Mille's "Reap the Wild Wind"
its 30th anniversary pic, it was said

yesterday by Adolph Zukor, board

chairman and the company's founder.

Because of the war, Para, will forego

any banquet or broadcast to signalize

the anniversary, Zukor stated.

DECREE CHANGE VITAL-KUYKENDALL
MPTOA President Tells Virginia Convention Decree Not So

Bad As a Whole; Unit Re-elects Officers, Directors

Richmond, Va.—The consent de-
cree is not so bad as a whole but it

must be changed or modified if it

is to be of any benefit to exhibitors,

Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA president,

told the MPTO of Virginia conven-
tion here yesterday. Kuykendall
praised the recent unity meeting in

New York and the co-operative
spirit in which exhibitors and dis-

tributors entered into the discus-

sions.

William F. Crockett, president,

also reported on the progress of the
New York unity meetings.

Robert Barton, counsel for the or-

ganization, told the convention that
the State of Virginia had a surplus
of $13,000,000 and that no new tax
legislation was anticipated.
The organization voted to discon-

tinue the mid-summer conventions
for the duration of the war. Other
speakers included Claude Lee of

Paramount, Roy Rowe, Dave Pal-

(C'ontiiiued on Page 4)

Mono. 26 Weeks' Net Oklahoma Theater

Reported at $86,802

Monogram Pictures Corp. and
subsidiaries report a net profit of

$142,616.16 for the 26 weeks end-
ing Dec. 27, 1941, prior to provision

for Federal income taxes of $55,-

814.09, or a net profit of $86,802.07
for the period.

— Save Your Film Cans —

Canadian Notables Due
For "Captains" Premiere

Canadian delegation attending the
debut of Warners' "Captains of the
Clouds" at the New York Strand
Feb. 12 will be headed by Air Mar-

(Continited on Page 2)

Biz Back to Normal

Oklahoma City—State film men re-

port business is getting back to nor-
mal after the war shock dies.

Comedies are now sure-fire dollar
grabbers even in the smallest of com-
munities and fill the houses when
they have a reputation behind them.
Ordinary hum-drum reelers, how-

(Continued on Page 4)

— Save Your Film Cans —
M of T Trailers Will Be
Salvaged by Warner Plant

The Warner Bros, film salvage
plant in New York has volunteered
to handle the reclamation of all

March of Dimes trailers returned by
(Continued on Page 4)

End. Strikers Lose MA Charter
Exchange Workers Walkout Ruled "Outlaw"

Indianapolis License
Fee Suit Compromised

Indianapolis—As a culmination of
the law suit brought in 1940 by the
ATOI against the city of Indianapo-
lis, contesting the collection of the

(Continued on Page 4)

Declaring that the strike called by
back room exchange workers in
Indianapolis was an "outlaw walk-
out," the IATSE has revoked the
charter of Local B-35 of the Film
Exchange Employes' Union, home
offices were informed yesterday.

Indianapolis film exchanges on
(Continued on Page 4)

UMPI Sub-comm. Finishes

Consideration of Point

Four of Program for Unity

Discussion centered on a substi-

tute for the present arbitration sys-

tem, if the present method is de-

termined unsatisfactory, was start-

ed yesterday by the trade practice

sub-committee of United Motion
Picture Industry. This point in the
proposed formula for harmony is

considered one of the most impor-
tant in the unity plan.

The sub-committee yesterday com-
pleted consideration of Point 4, call-

ing for the setting up of a method
through which individual complaints

(Continued on Page 4)

— Return Your Film Cans —

Film Transfer Co.

Fights Tire Refusal

Springfield, Mass. — Joseph Cush-
ing, chairman of the Springfield Ra-
tioning Board, discloses that the
Film Exchange Transfer Co. of this

city has filed the first formal protest
with State authorities about a deci-

sion of the local board. The board
(Continued on Page 4)

— Return Your Film Cans —

1,738 Contracts in Week
Give Para. Sales Record

Paramount sales department set a
new mark in contract commitments
last week when the home office re-
ceived 1,738 contracts on the current

(Continued on Page 4)

Register 3,587, Use
1,076 Titles in '41

For every three titles registered

with the MPPDA's Title Registration

Bureau last year, less than one was
actually used for a production.

Total number of titles registered

in 1941 was 3,587, while the titles

actually used were 1,076.,

Titles used from the industry's

birth to Jan. 1, 1942, was 43,942. .
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (2'/2%) 6i/

2 63/8 61/2

Columbia Picts. pfd

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd

East. Kodak 133 132i/2 133 + Va
do pfd 171 171 177 — 5

Cen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc 393/8 383/4 39

V

8 — %
do pfd
Paramount 15y4 15 15Vs
Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd
RKO 23/4 23/4 23^
RKO $6 pfd

20th Century-Fox . . 93/8 9'/4 9i/4 — Ve
20th Century-Fox pfd. 22 22 22 — i/2
Univ. Picf. pfd
Warner Bros. ..:... 5% 5'/2 5!/2 — Vs
do pfd 72 71i/

2 72 — 1

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Loew's deb. 31/2S 46
Par. B'way 3s55 ;

Para. Picts. cv. 3i4s47
War. Bros.' dbs. 6s48 97 97 97 + 1/2

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts % 11-16 %
Radio-Keith cvs

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor V/2 T'A 7Vz — Vt
Trans-Lux % 3fa 3fc

Universal Corp. vtc

Universal Picts 29 29 29 + 1/2

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45.. 64 66
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 63 65V2— Save Your Film Cans—
25c. FPC Div. Feb. 27

Montreal — Directors of Famous
Players Canadian have declared a
quarterly dividend of 25 cents per
share, payable Feb. 27, to sharehold-
ers of record Feb. 14.

SECRETARY-ASSISTANT

Young lady, 10 years with famous Motion

Picture Executive. Personable, capable

relieving busy executive of details.

Box 1000

1501 Broadway

The Film Daily

New York

Government Needs Are
Getting Priority—Harboard

(.Continued from Page 1)

Gen. James G. Harbord, RCA's board
chairman, declared here last night.

General Harbord, who spoke at the
annual dinner of the Chamber of
Commerce, predicted that the road
of war may be long but that victory
will come to the U. S. and the asso-
ciated democracies.
RCA's Bloomington plant now en-

gaged in the manufacture of radio
receivers "ultimately" will be used
for war work, the former A.E.F.
chief of staff disclosed.

— Save Your Film Cans —

Detroit Chandler Now
The Hardy—For Andy

Detroit — The Chandler Theater,
East Side house, is being taken over
from the Joseph Mellon Circuit by
A. A. Moss and Edward Jacobson,
and will be renamed the Hardy—in
honor of Andy Hardy. The new
name will bring the Hardy's ads in
the papers just ahead of the big
Harper Theater—right across the
street.

Both men are new as exhibitors,
but Jacobson, long a theater mana-
ger, is a brother of Milton Jacobson,
owner of the Blackstone No. 2 Thea-
ter, and Moss is a brother of Erving
Moss, owner of the Parkside Theater.

— Save Your Film Cans—

T. A. Ross Named Schine's
City Manager in Coming

Rochester, N. Y.—Tobias A. Ross,
manager of Schine's Elmwood in
nearby Penn Yan, formerly musical
director at the RKO Palace here, has
been transferred to Corning as city
manager of the three Schine houses
there—the Fox, Palace and State,
effective tomorrow. He takes the
place of Leon Shafer, who has been
shifted to another post. Ross, who
has been in Penn Yan for the last
four years, served as assistant man-
ager in Corning in 1937.

— Save Your Film Cans —

Stacey Woodard Rites

On the Coast Tuesday

Funeral services for Stacey Wood-
ard will be held on the Coast Tues-
day with burial in Forest Lawn
Cemetery, Glendale. Horace Wood-
ard flew in from California yester-
day to claim the remains and will

return home today.

University Film Prod. Inc.

Announces as Its

Forthcoming Production

"HITLER'S CHILDREN"

Canadian Notables Due
For "Captains" Premiere

(Continued from Page 1)

shals Billy Bishop and L. S. Bread-
ner, and will include:

S. L. de Carteret, Deputy Minister
of National Defense for Air; the
Hon. Mr. Justice T. C. Davis, Deputy
Minister of National War Services
for Canada; Air Commodore J. A.
Sully, Air Member of Personnel of
the Air Council, R.C.A.F.; Air Chief
Marshal Sir Frederick Bowhill, Royal
Air Force; Wing Commander W. R.
MacBrien, Commanding Officer, No.
2 Service Flying Training School
(Uplands), Ont.; Flight Lieut. Geof-
frey MacDougall; G. Herbert Lash,
Director of Public Information,
Canadian Government; Peter Aylen,
Canadian Broadcasting Corp.; John
Grierson, Commissioner of the Na-
tional Film Board of Canada, and
Joseph W. G. Clark, Director of Pub-
lic Relations, R.C.A.F. and Army.

— Save Your Film Cans —

Report Mayer Recommends
Loew's Go Into Records Biz

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — No comment was

available on a published report that
Louis B. Mayer will recommend that
Loew's should invest $500,000 in the
records business.

It is understood that Tommy Dor-
sey will be given an interest in the
proposed business. It is believed
players who perform in Metro mus-
ical productions would be used to
make the records in addition to
others.

Save Your Film Cans

Panoram License Writ
Hearing Set for Feb. 9

Harrisburg, Pa.—Hearing in the
petition of Harrisburg Soundies, Inc.,

to enjoin the Pennsylvania Liquor
Control Board from requiring amuse-
ment permits for the use of automa-
tic panoram machines in licensed
premises has been continued in Dau-
phin County Court until Feb. 9.

Counsel for the Liquor Control
Board contends that the machines
which have small screen motion pic-

ture action of orchestras playing
music, are motion pictures prohibited
under the Liquor Act on premises
where beer and liquor are sold.

— Save Your Film Cans—
Philly Record for "Fury"

Wednesday opening of "Son of
Fury," at the Fox, Philadelphia,
broke a three-year house record, ac-

cording to 20th-Fox. George Gom-
pertz, 20th-Fox field representative,
and Everett Callow, local Warner
circuit publicity head, handled the
opening.

— Save Your Film Cans—
To Attend "Kings Row" Bow
World premiere of Warners'

"Kings Row" at the Astor Monday
night will attract Sam Wood, direc-

tor; Claude Rains, Brenda Marshall
and William Holden.

COmillG and come

GRADWELL L. SEARS and LAUDY LAWREN
expect to leave Hollywood for New York c

the week-end.

MURRAY SILVERSTONE arrives from I

Coast Monday.

BILLY WILKERSON, Hollywood publisher, il

rived in town yesterday.

STEVE BROIDY, Monogram sales managelO

,

in town from Hollywood and stopping av^"
j

Warwick Hotel. "
j

NAT LEVY, captain of the Ned Depinet Dri'

arrives from Los Angeles today after a si

week trip to the company's exchanges.

JAMES MONKS, who is seen as the Brit

pilot in "Joan of Paris" is here from the Co;

for radio engagements.

HAL WALLIS leaves for the Coast today.

— Save Your Film Cans—

Will Appeal Winnipeg
Conviction for Bingo

Winnipeg—Bingo, which theatei

have been prohibited from stagin;

has been permitted to be played f(

charitable purposes until recentl;

Yesterday, however, John McGe
proprietor of a hall which ran Bing
for seven charity organizations, we
fined $50, including costs, on tr

grounds that Bingo is illegal. E
will appeal.

— Save Your Film Cans—
Exhib. Units Hear Unity

Progress at Meetings

Philadelphia— Sidney Samuelso
business manager of the local A

,

lied unit, described progress of th

New York unity sessions to date 2

a meeting of the organization.

ITOA yesterday held a meetin
at the Hotel Astor where Presider

Harry Brandt discussed the unit

meeting and pointed out what waj

expected to be accomplished.
— Save Your Film Cans—

Pa. Okays "Outlaw" with Cuts
Philadelphia — The Pennsylvani

State Censor Board has passed Hen

:

ard Hughes' "The Outlaw" with cei

tain cuts.

JANUARY 30

Gradwell L. Sears Oscar Serlin

E. V. Richards C. C. Burr

JANUARY 31

Eddie Cantor Tallulah Bankhead
James Boyle

FEBRUARY 1

Clark Cable Ernest Hilliard

Helen Chandler Gene Sheldon

Franciska Gaal Marie "Pat" Donahoe
George Pal Maxwell A. Silver
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LISTEN!
Biggest Premiere since Atlanta's "Gone With

The Wind"! Lynchburg (5th day as we go

to press!) equals "GWTW" and trebles best

previous gross of other pictures!

A GREAT PICTURE DID IT!

"THE

VANISHING
VIRGINIAN

The picture with a heatt and soul! Put

yours into your campaign. GET FROM
M-G-M BRANCH COMPLETE
MANUAL OF LYNCHBURG's
MASTERFUL SHOWMANSHIP!

"THE VANISHING VIRGINIAN" with FRANK MORGAN • KATHRYN GRAYSON • Spring Byington

Natalie Thompson • Douglass Newland • Mark Daniels • A FRANK BORZAGE PRODUCTION • Screen

Play by Jan Fortune • Based on the Book by Rebecca Yancey Williams • Directed by Frank Borzage

Produced by Edwin Knopf • A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
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Drive-Ins Expected

To Show Gain In '42

(Continued from Page 1)

Columbia, S. C; Jackson, Miss.; and
Macon, Ga.

Drive-Ins under construction now
are in East St. Louis, 111.; JNorfolk,

Va.; San Diego, Calif.; and Michi-
gan City, Ind., and property has
been acquired and plans are in prep-
aration for others in several cities.

It is difficult to estimate, Smith
said, the effect the tire shortage,
blackouts, etc., may have on opera-
tion of Drive-ins for 1942, but he ex-
pressed the belief that there will be
very little, if any, curtailment in
Drive-In attendance. Very possibly,
he asserted, attendance may increase
because of the elimination of long
motor and week-end trips, which
have a tendency to increase Drive-
In patronage.

Oklahoma Theater Biz

Back Again to Normal

(Continued from Page 1)

ever, are showing to almost empty
houses.
The war trend is going to produce

a lot of changes in booking philoso-
phy as well as booking plans, it is

felt, and some of this has already
been noted. Big town houses have
as yet felt the "tire-scare" little but
are fearful of the future while nabes
over the area are looking forward
to considerably increased business.
Some country town exhibitors who

depend considerably on rural busi-
ness have already felt the pinch and
in a few instances have indicated
shutdowns except on week-ends may
be in prospect in these localities.

Northwest Theater Business
Good Despite Dark Marquees

After a shaky reaction during the
opening days of the war, business
has returned to normal in the North-
west, according to Frank Newman,
National Theaters' division manager
in Seattle.

Newman said blackout restric-

tions on the West Coast which have
darkened all marquees at night have
had no appreciable effect. Patrons
have easily accustomed themselves
to the different conditions, he added.

— Save Your Film Cans —

1,738 Contracts in Week
Give Para. Sales Record

(Continued from Page 1)

product, according to Neil F. Agnew,
general sales manager. This was
the greatest number received in any
week since decree selling commenced,
Agnew said.

— Save Your Film Cans —
Paul Stockdale Dead

Detroit — Paul T. Stockdale, 45,

production manager of Ross Roy,
Inc., sound slide producers, is dead.
Survived by his widow. Interment is

to be rn Crawfordsville, Ind.

• • • HEY, RUBE!!! National Variety Club's big membership
drive gets under way next week If there's a Tent in your town or

territory, you owe it to yourself and your industry to join up and
if there is no Tent, then you can get all the support you need from the

national officers in getting one started Drive extends from Feb. 1

to Feb. 14 The battle cry of "Hey, Rube!" is in the air So sign

up let's make it a united amusement industry for charity's and
good fellowship's sakes

V
• • • MISCELLANEOUS MEMOS When the unity meet-

ings end, H. M. Richey is planning to slip away for a well deserved

rest in Florida ... # George Pal, who produces those clever Pup-

petoons for Paramount, is preparing "Tulips Will Grow," which, it

is claimed, is a nominee for a special award in the short subject cate-

gory Jack Miller and Cecil Beard are scripting it . . . % Michele

Morgan is the latest of the Hollywood clan to join the President's

Birthday Ball in Washington tonight ... % A. H. Blank here from

Des Moines As head of the March of Dimes drive for Iowa and

Nebraska, A. H. reports 100 per cent support with first two days'

collections amounting to $10,000, and assuring the goal of $25,000 . . .

• George Eisele, assistant to Edgar Hollander, ad sales manager of

20th-Fox, yesterday celebrated his 25th year with the Fox organization

and 60 of his fellow-employes tendered him a luncheon at the

Hotel Woodward Earl Wingart was toastmaster

V V V

Indianapolis Strikers

Lose Charter from IATSE
(Continued from Page 1)

Tuesday discharged shippers, poster
clerks and inspectors because of a
violation of their contract in impos-
ing alleged unreasonable restrictions
made by the union on the number of
reels to be inspected each day. Ex-
changes are carrying on without re-
hiring the discharged employes, it

was learned, although it was pointed
out that in order to live up to their
contracts, the exchanges could ship
film from other exchange centers.

The State fire marshal has issued
an order prohibiting the use of film

unless inspected.

Film Transfer Company
Fights Refusal of Tires

(Continued from Page 1)

denied a petition of the film carrying
service for four truck tires.

The company has taken the peti-

tion to the State Rationing Board
with the contention that it is entitled

to the tires as a common carrier.
— Save Your Film Cans —

Film Truckman Killed

St. Louis—L. Kelly, a driver for
Bill Smith, who operates a film de-
livery truck line serving Northern
Missouri towns and vicinity, was
killed when his automobile collided

with a freight train near Hull, 111.

Postponement of Schad
Trial to May Expected

(Continued from Page 1)

eral Warner Brothers subsidiaries,

opened yesterday before Federal
Judge J. Cullen Ganey.

Trial can only last two days at

this time, it was indicated, with a

postponement until May if it goes
over that period.

First witnesses for the plaintiff

were Al Davis and Sam Gross, 20th
Century-Fox, and Jay Emanuel. The
first two men told of the Reading
theater setup, while the defense
sought to prove from Emanuel's
testimony that it was common
knowledge that the Schad interests

were going to take back the house
from Warners. At this point, an ar-

gument over Emanuel's testimony
arose. Emanuel was still on the
stand when court adjourned.

— Save Your Film Cans —
Next for Jack Benny
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Jack Benny's next

picture for 20th-Fox will be "The
Meanest Man in the World," comedy
by Augustin MacHugh in which
George M. Cohan starred some years
ago. William Perlberg will produce.
Screenplay is being prepared by Mor-
rie Ryskind.— Save Your Film Cans—
Warners Sign Milestone
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Warners has signed

Director Lewis Milestone to a termer.

Weigh Arbitration

System Substitute

(Continued from Page 1)

can be investigated. Conferen-
will continue through today and I

sub-committee then will adjourn
that the members can study the n
terial prepared during the week^
dividually and with represent^""
of their respective groups or^f]
ganizations.
Committee men yesterday W6|

optimistic over the possibility
solving trade problems and appeal
satisfied with their accomplishmei

|

to date. W. F. Rodgers, chairm
of the UMPI, is expected to call

meeting of the central group witl
the next 10 days to hear a repci
on the progress made by the su|

committee.
Meanwhile, other sub-committe

!

appointed to create a financial pk
select a permanent secretary a
set up a permanent unity organiz
tion are expected to hold sessio
next week.

— Return Your Film Cans—
Kuykendall Says Consen
Decree Change is Vital

(Continued from Page 1)

freyman and Morton Thalhime
Crockett and all officers and c

;

rectors were re-elected for anoth
year. Aside from Crockett, the c

fleers include Benjamin Pitts, vie
president; Harold E. Wood, seer
tary; Sam Bendheim, Jr., treasure

— Return Your Film Cans—
M of T Trailers Will Be
Salvaged by Warner Plai

:

(Continued from Page 1

)

exhibitors. It is hoped to realize 1
sizable amount of money by reclair
ing 2,250,000 feet of film—if all th
aters return their trailers. Haro
Rodner of Warner Bros, urges th;

all exhibitors return trailers promp
ly to National Screen exchanges fro
which they were received. Nation
Screen will turn them over to Wa
ner exchanges.

— Save Your film Cans—
Indianapolis License
Fee Suit Compromised

(Continued from Page 1)

$100 city license fee, local theatti

owners are saving approximate!
$5,600.

This saving is due to a compromis-
settlement with the city whereb
they waived the payment of the it

for 1940 upon payment of the fee fc

1941 and 1942.

The suit was only partially su(

cessful. Had it been a success
might have eliminated city licens

fees in every city in Indiana.
— Save Your Film Cans—

WB Tradeshows Postponed

Tradeshows scheduled by Warner
for Feb. 2-3 have been postponed t

a later date which will be announce
in the future.
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Service companies meeting challenge

iVar Production Board Fixing IndustrySchedules
-:

i jo Crippling Will be Key-
ote; Necessities Assured
nder WPB's Restrictions

;
ashinyton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The curtailment or-

for the motion picture industry
as been completed and will be an-
lunced in a few days by the War

4 reduction Board.
While details of the plan have not
•en made public in advance of the
:tual announcement, some things
>out the order are known. The in-

jstry is going to be required to do
ithout things it didn't think it could
5 without, and will be inquired to

at down drastically on other things,

owever, it will not be crippled. It

ill get the things it absolutely needs
) stay in business. And officials feel

(Continued on Page 8)

— Return Your Film Cans—

Conserve Materials,'

oe Hornstein Urges

In an effort to aid both the Gov-
rnment and filmland in the matter

- f conserving materials, Joe Horn-
ein, president of Joe Hornstein,

(Continued on Page 6)

— Return Your Film Cans—'.

ITS Introduces Its New
'luorescent Fixtures

A new line of fluorescent fixtures

i>r theater use has just been intro-
uced by National Theater Supply
o. A number of these fixtures are

(Continued on Page 7)

One Who Lives High
Portland, Me.—Hildon Cooper, who

as assistant manager keeps a hawk-
eye on the local Civic Theater's

equipment, keeps in a lofty state

himself. He is probably the only

assistant manager in the land who
lives in a pent house. His apartment
is atop the Chapman Building of

which the Civic is a part. The me-
nage was originally built by a banker
who lost it via financial reverses. So
Cooper stepped right up, and now
commands birds-eye view of Greater
Portland.

At Their Best

One of the new fluorescent ceiling fixtures in the line of theater lighting units

recently introduced by National Theater Supply Co. Features of this fixture are its

Duralite baked white body, handsome ornamental cast ends and Rubyco Lino carved fins.

Plain Talk About Equipment
By GEORGE H. MORRIS

Equipment Editor, The Film Daily

IN WAR, far more than in peace, it's the

little things that count. Things materially

small are frequently of vast consequence,

—

some tiny part of a bombsight, the spark-

plug of a PT boat, the fold of a parachute.

We are at war. Filmland is a vital cog
in the achievement of final Victory. If that

Victory is to be won, this industry, like all

others, must function smoothly, yes, flaw-

lessly. There must not be, there cannot be

allowed to be monkey-wrenches tossed into

this industry's machinery either purposely

or by any sin of carelessness or omission.

There is a seemingly little thing which
is a big thing,—and it needs the whole-

hearted co-operation of us all to correct,

and that is the shortage of cans in which
raw film is shipped from the manufacturer

to our trade generally. If we cannot ship

film safely, efficiently and effectively, this

industry is going to suffer out of all propor-

tion to the cause of that suffering.

Eastman Kodak officials are not holding

up any straw-man when they say that the

film can shortage is CRITICAL. It is every

bit of that.

PLEASE, PLEASE RETURN ALL FILM
CANS IN YOUR POSSESSION TO THE
MANUFACTURERS OF FILM. Collect them
Now. Ship them Now. Keep 'Em Rolling!

United Theater Supply
Lists Installations

Tampa, Fla.—United Theater Sup-
ply Co. has installed Ashcraft pro-
jection lamps in the Wometco Cir-
cuit's Grove, Miami; K9A Cutawals
in the Board of Public Instruction,
and in Paramount Enterprises, Inc.,

in that city.

Syncro-Magnetic sound heads
(Continued on Page 7)

Improvements Effected

To Buffalo Pic Stands

Buffalo—RCA Magic Screen is be-
ing installed in the 20th Century,
downtown house, to supplement the
recently - installed supercinephor -

treated B & L F-2 lens.

Robert T. Murphy, president of
both Buffalo 20th Century, Inc., and
of Riviera Theater, Inc., operating

(Continued on Page 7)

Gird for Conservation;
RCA in All Out Effort,

Altec Calls Mgrs.' Meet

Equipment service organizations
are finding themselves playing an
even more important role in the in-

dustry's war-time setup than before
hostilities commenced, as a result of
the pressing need for conservation of
materials and parts requisite for
operation of sound and projection
units as well as other mechanical

(Continued on Page 8)

— Return Your Film Cans—

Dec. Total $938,000

For New Construction

Outbreak of war on Dec. 7 nat-
urally curtailed the awarding of con-
tracts for theater buildings in the
37 States East of the Rockies, ex-
amination of the figures compiled
by Dodge Statistical Research Ser-
vice discloses. Valuation of such
buildings for the final month of
1941 is reported as $938,000.

Notwithstanding the fact that this
figure represents a sharp drop from

(Continued on Page 7)

— Return Your Film Cans—
Projectionists to Boost
Educational Activity

An active campaign, conceived
among projectionists themselves, has
been started and a committee or-

ganized to encourage educational ac-
(Continued on Page 7)

'Ttvas a Long Grind
National Theater Supply's Detroit

Branch recently received, as a trade-

in, a Simplex Mechanism which orig-

inally left the factory in 1913,—
two World Wars ago. This "mech,"
old No. 677, had been in virtually

continuous use in the Butterfield

Circuit's Ionia Theater, Ionia, Mich.,

ever since the head was purchased
over 28 years back. Bill Turnbull,

NTS's Detroit manager, claims that

careful examination of old 677
showed that this Simplex Old-Timer,
even after 28 years, was just get-

ting- its second wind.
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A Section of THE FILM DAILY compre-
hensively covering the equipment field, pub-

lished every second Friday, except holidays,

by Wid's Films and Film Folks, Inc., 1501
Broadway, New York City. John W. Alicoate,

Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, General Man-
ager; Chester B. Bahn, Editor; George H.
Morris. Equipment Editor, West Coast Bureau,
6425 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood, Cal.,

Ralph Wilk, Bureau Chief.
m

Orders for Motiograph
Maintain Swift Pace

Chicago -— Sales and installations

of Motiograph equipment continue
heavy, with all sections of the coun-
try represented in recent orders. Wil-
Kin Theater Supply, Inc., of Atlanta,
has placed Mirrophonic De Luxe
Sound in the Delta, Monroe, La.;

Lomo, Hattiesburg, Miss.; Florida
Farm Colony, Gainesville, Fla.; New
Carolina, Chapel Hill, N. C; Para-
mount's Center Theater, Hickory,
N. C; Calhoun, Anniston, Ala.; and
the Midway, Lancaster, S. C.

Henry Sorenson of Modern Thea-
ter Equipment, Dallas, announces
sale and shipment of four Mirro-
phonic Sound Systems to Jefferson
Amusement Co., Beaumont, Tex.; an-
other Mirrophonic installation in the
Border Theater, Mission, Tex., for
the R. N. Smith Theaters Circuit;

and projector installations in the
Queens, Mart, Tex., and the Palace,

Memphis, Tex.
Joe Hornstein, of Joe Hornstein,

Inc., has made more installations of
Mirrophonic De Luxe Sound Systems
for Paramount Pictures, the latest

being for company's screening rooms
in Los Angeles, Detroit and Chicago.
The Alban in St. Albans, W. Va., has
been supplied with Motiograph Pro-
jectors and Mirrophonic Sound by
Charleston (W. Va.) Theater Supply
Co., while B. F. Shearer, Los An-
geles, announces Mirrophonic Sound
has just gone into B. Aranda's
Eureka, Brawley, Cal., and Motio-
graph Projectors into the Needles,
Needles, Cal.

Other installations include Motio-
graph Projectors for the Palace,
Cape Charles, Va., and Rex, Berkley,
Norfolk, Va., by J. F. Busman of

Baltimore; Genesee, Buffalo, by Beck-
er Theater Equipment Corp.; and
Roseland, Flat River, Mo., by Exhibi-
tors Supply Co., St. Louis, while De
Luxe Sound went to Peoples, Garnet,
Kan., from Stebbins Theater Equip-
ment Co., of Kansas City, Mo.

AS Sole Eastern Distributors, we
carry the full and complete line of

equipment manufactured by:

—

MOLE-RICHARDSON CO.
Hollywood, California

incomparable Lighting Equipment

Estimates Cheerfully Given

Let U< Enlighten You en
Your Lighting Problems

CHARLES ROSS Inc.

333 W. 52nd St.. New York City

Telephones: Circle 6-3470-5471

Materials' Conservation
Urged by Hornstein

(Continued from Page 5)

Inc., has initiated a campaign
among his firm's many customers.
In a personal letter directed to them,
he outlined this week five sugges-
tions which would , help maintain
the flow of theater supplies and
equipment, and also turn waste in

fighting craft of all types.

The five-point plan addressed to

the customer-showmen suggested:

(1) Discuss with your projection-

ist the advisability of saving the
drippings from the copper-coated
carbons now in use in your lamp-
houses. Also strip off the copper
on all discarded carbon stubs. It

has been roughly estimated that
about 40 pounds per year per the-

ater may be reclaimed from these
drippings, and if you will multiply
this by the 16,000 theatres operat-
ing in the States, the industry can
reclaim plenty of tons of copper;

(2) Also recommend to your pro-
jectionist that he operate his lamps
at the minimum rating that is given
to the carbon sizes by the carbon
manufacturer. In this manner you
will be able to conserve approxi-
mately 15-20 per cent of carbon
usage;

(3) Repairs to your projector at
the inception of such repairs as re-

quired will be a means of saving-

several other parts and also the
initial cost of this repair;

(4) Motor generator commutators
should be kept free from grit and
dust. Check commutators and also
brushes for same;

(5) Use plenty of lubricants
where required.

Hornstein said that his organiza-
tion is endeavoring to maintain a
fair size stock of materials so that
outlets can operate, and can cur-
rently assure theatermen that, for
the present, the firm is amply able
to take care of what he character-
ized as "bread and butter items."
However, he added, "we must call

to your attention the inadvisability
of hoarding materials."

For_
FLAGS-
BANNERS—
VALANCES—

IT'
LIEBERMAN
Flag and Valance Co.

71 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y.

646 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Illinois

8954 Cibson Street, Los Angeles, Calif.

Brisk Influx of Pacts
Announced by Altec

A brisk increase in new-business
activities in theater servicing is re-

vealed by a current round-up of ser-

vice contracts reported from Altec
district offices. Service contracts have
been signed with the following thea-
ters.:

Lincoln, Charleston, 111.; Lake, De-
troit Lakes, Minn.; Roxy, Erskine,
Minn.; Durand, Durand, Wise; Sen-
ate, St. Louis, Mo.; Lexington, Cleve-
land, O.; Lyric, Fairport, O.; Lake,
Painesville, O.; McHenry, McHenry,
N. D.; Hollywood, Montevideo,
Minn.; Hollywood, Sioux Falls, S. D.;
Seville, Owensboro, Ky.; Elbert, El-
bert, W. Va.; Regal, St. Joseph, Mo.;
Palace, Snyder, Tex.; Crescent and
Vogue, Cincinnati, O.; Missouri, Co-
lumbia, Mo.; Pines and State, Tulsa,
Okla.; Civic, Brookfield, Mo.
James, Goldsboro, N. C; Rustic,

Parsons, Tenn.; Hill and Boro, Pauls-
boro, N. J.; Downtown, San Fran-
cisco, Cal.; Federal, Oriental, Egyp-
tian, Denver, Colo.; Cover, Fort Mor-
gan, Colo.; Orpheum, Plentywood,
Mont.; Vita, Spearfish, S. D.

— Return Your Film Cans—

Loew's Renovating Theater

Norwich, Conn.—Loew's, Inc., is

renovating the 700-seat Broadway,
renamed the Loew-Poli for a late

February opening. The house will

be enlarged to 1,000 seats, third bal-

cony pit and boxes removed, and new
heating, lighting, carpets, seats, and
decoration supplied.

COminG and GOinG

BERT BROWN, of National Theater Suppl
general office, has left the organization to j

the U. S. Army Air Corps.

HARRY STRONG, president of Strong Elect

Co. of Toledo, arrives in New York this week
business.

WALTER E. GREEN, president of Natio

Theater Supply, has returned to New York af

a series of one-day meetings with NTS m'r
gers throughout the South and Mid-West**"

DREW EBERSON, junior partnr of JohnV
Drew Eberson, left New York yesterday

Daytona, Fla.

LESTER ISAAC, director of sound and vis

projection for Loew's, Inc., has returned to I

home office from a trip to Minneapolis.

L. W. CONROW, Altec service president, I

returned to New York after a swing through I

South, the Southwest and Mid-West.

S. E. LAUER, president of York Ice Machim
Corp., was in New York yesterday to attend

dinner meeting at the Waldorf-Astoria tendei

by a group of manufacturers to Donald M. N
son, chief of the War Production Board.

BERT SANFORD, Altec's Eastern district ma
ager, is scheduled to return to the home offi

today from up-State New York.

ARTHUR KOSKOWITZ, THEO. JUNC, a

C. D. NORWOOD of the Loew construction d

partment, New York, are frequent visitors to t

Loew-Poli, Norwich, Conn., now being remodels

— Return Your Film Cans—

Leases Havana Stand

Havana—Amado Trinidad Velazc
president of the R. H. C. Cader
Azul, broadcasting company, and

j

a tobacco concern, has leased §1

Campoarmor Theater and will sta

renovation work at once. Operatioi
include air conditioning. He wi
adopt show and film policy.

MOTIOGRAPH

Proudly Presents the New
MIRROPHONIC DE LUXE

• • •

THE LATEST DEVELOPMENT IN SOUND
•

This new system is Western Electric built throughout

except for the Reproducer Set which is built by Motio-

graph, Inc. and based on designs of Electrical Research

Products Inc., Western Electric Company subsidiary.

Truly this sound system is the logical equipment

companion to the famous

MOTIOGRAPH PROJECTOR

for details, consult

Independent Theatre Supply Dealers Everywhere

or

MOTIOGRAPH, INC.
CHICAGO
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OF MATERIAL
INTEREST
/philm /^

/house

• • SIGNS of the time evidently

I please Walter E. Nelson, Oklahoma

y's building superintendent He

ers that many signs erected on roofs

anging over sidewalks in that com-

y,—some of which are represented

being on theaters—. constitute a seri-

s menace to the people below So

s asked for a new city ordinance

lson asserts that the city fathers are

-iously concerned because the courts

rve held that municipalities are liable

damages to persons injured by falling

•ns while walking on public side-

ilks So the ordinance may go

:^J
ough

T T T
• • INTO active service Feb.

goes Major Boyd W. Bullock, adver-

ting manager of GE's appliance and

•rchandise dept He will report

that date to the Infantry School,

il ,,. Benning, Ga Glenn Gundell,

xf'io has been assistant to the advertis-

y manager, now becomes assistant ad-

riisirig manager, and will be in charge

, ring Major Bullock's absence

T
• NEW prexy of the Roches-

2f • Association of Industrial Buyers is

ed W Haines of Eastman Kodak

Iward Van LeaT, also of Eastman Ro-

de, is a director of the group

T T T
• • WAFTED from Chi. comes

ord via Burton W. DePue, general

anager of the Burton Holmes Labora-

ries, that the company is in the midst

biggest production schedule in its

story Company has recently de-

loped improvements in methods of

iking 16 mm. black-and-white prints,

id have given the process a name,—

istrafilm A new roof has been

tilt on the main laboratory building

7510 N. Ashland Ave., and a new

rinkler system has been installed

T T T
• • SOON, hard-of-hearing pai-

ns of Chicago movie theaters will have

new service, as the Chicago Society

i the Hard of Hearing will open a

tearing aid bureau" with specially con-

ructed glassed-in audition chamber

here people can have their hearing

tnge measured, and find out the aids

hich will best help them Theater

anagements will co-operate with the

sw bureau Dealers and medical

ar specialists are also co-operating in

ie venture, according to Mrs. Donald

Boynton, chairman of the group

WHO'S WHO IN EQUIPMENT
MORTON D. O'BRIEN, assistant director of projection and sound, Loew's

Theaters. Born April, 1893, Washington, D. C. Migrated North at the

age of six months. Attended schools in New York City, graduating in 1910

from Newton High. Served from 1911-22 in the U. S.

Navy. Saw active duty in Vera Cruz, Mexico, 1914,

and overseas service as a Chief Electrician, 1917-18.

Instructor U. S. Navy Motion Picture Operators School,

Brooklyn Navy Yard, 1920-22. Traveling representative

of Nicholas Power Co., 1922-24. Motion picture pro-

jection engineering, 1924-26. Then became Assistant

Director of Projection and Sound for Loew's Theater,

which post he has held for a decade and a half. Mem-
ber of SMPE and Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences,

and charter member of Local 640, IATSE. Member
20 years of the S. Rankin Drew Post, American Legion,

and, for a similar span, of the Adventurers Club. Past

Master Mosaic Lodge, F. & A. M. Married and resides

in Merrick, L. I. Very proud of his son who is a

Lieutenant in the U. S. Marine Corps. Loyal, Like-

able. Sometimes called "Mr. O'Brien" but usually

"O. B." A competent draftsman. Has designed pro-

jection rooms for many theaters in the U. S. and throughout the world. An
experienced projectionist. Has supervised installation of sound and visual

equipment in many theaters. Knows how to keep cool, calm and collected on
opening nights.

Projectionists to Boost

Educational Activity

'Continued from Page 5)

tivities in the IA locals. Although
many Locals already have education-

al committees which keep their mem-
bers informed as to projection prog-
ress and discuss the many technical

problems connected with projection-

ists' work, it is now proposed both

as an industry measure and a pa-

triotic move to place such educa-

tional activity on a national basis.

Washington, D. C, IA Projection-

ists' Local for some time has had
complete projection equipment and
all members participate in the sound
and visual projection courses which
are an important part of the activi-

ties of this Local.

Sources close to the proposed ex-

tension of educational activities said

yesterday that "there is no doubt
whatever that everyone connected
with the industry, as well as the
public, will get better entertainment
and recreation at a time when it is

needed if projectionists do a good
job," and added that the educational
campaign "is not intended to train

new men, but to get the practical,

ambitious projectionist to study up
on the technique of his work, and
to encourage the exchange of ideas

on sotfnd and visual projection by
discussion."

— Return Your Film Cans—
To Rebuild Princess

Flemingsberg, Ky.—The Princess
Theater, operated by Mr. and Mrs.
A. Foxworthy, recently razed by
fire, is to be rebuilt. Work to start

immediately.

— Return Your Film Cans —
Stone Joins Colors
Denver — Joe B. Stone, National

Theater Supply salesman, second
lieutenant in the field artillery re-
serve, has been called, and has gone
to Camp Roberts for induction.

NTS Introduces Its New
Fluorescent Fixtures

(Continued from Page 5)

illustrated in an attractive broad-
side now being circulated by Na-
tional.

Among the fluorescent units shown
are ceiling fixtures, wall brackets,

cove units and strips. National
states that all these fixtures are
fully guaranteed as to workman-
ship and materials and carry the
standard guarantee furnished by the
leading manufacturers of auxiliar-

ies and parts.

"Fluorescent lighting fits into the
trend of things and adds a modern
touch," says the National announce-
ment. "In the theater its abundant
illumination adds more eye appeal,
besides giving a lot more light per
watt of electrical current."

— Return Your Film Cans—
Improvements Effected

To Buffalo Pic Stands

(Continued from Page 5)

the Riviera in North Tonawanda,
also announced that the latter house
has been redecorated by Novelty
Scenic Studios, New York. New wall
draperies, Mohawk carpeting and
American seats have been installed.

— Return Your Film Cans—
United Theater Supply
Lists Installations

(Continued from Page 5)

have .gone into the Eagle, Blounts-
town; Dalite screens in the North-
town, Tampa, and the Gilbert, Okee-
chobee; and Strong projection lamps
into the Prince, Pahokee.

— Return Your Film Cans—
Seider House Opens Today
Joseph M. Seider's Farmingdale

Theater, Farmingdale, L. I., reopens
today, following extensive remodel-
ing. John and Drew Eberson are
the project's architects.

Dec. Total $938,000

For New Construction

(Continued from Page 5)

certain preceeding months of 1941,

it is still an impressive sum, consid-
ering that the shock of hostilities

affected the greater part of Decem-
ber, added to the fact that the final

month of any year finds theater-
building contract awards consider-

ably below average. Actually, the
figure of contracts awarded in De-
cember, 1941, is less than nine per
cent under the corresponding month
of 1940.

IN TIMES LIKE THESE keeping your
equipment in tip-top condition is

more important than ever ! Guard
against a dark house and lost box-

office by calling on RCA's Nation-

wide Service Organization for

periodic check-ups. Remember, it's

far better to prevent breakdowns
than tofix breakdowns !

Only RCA Theatre Service

Offers You All These Advantages !

• Frequent, scheduled check-ups
• Prompt emergency service

• Sound and projection parts

• RCA Magicote Lens Service
• Laboratory, engineering and manufactur-

ing coordination
• Projection engineering service

• Acoustic engineering service

• Emergency portable sound system
• Emergency parts stocks

THEATRE
SERVICE

PHOTOPHONE DIVISION
RCA Manufacturing Company, Inc., Camden, N. J.

A Service of the Radio Corporation of America

In Canada: RCA Victor Company, Ltd., Montreal
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EQUIPMENT
FIELD NOTES

ANEW modern theater is to be erected

by F. L. Ketzler and F. C. Bonford on

W. Huron St., Pontiac, Mich. House will

be called "The Huron" and will cost ap-

proximately $75,000. It will seat 1,000.

Free parking space will be available to

patrons.

Two Long-Griffith stands in Texas,

the Showboat at Texas City, and the

Plaza at Wharton, are being modern-
ized with installation of new RCA
Photophone sound equipment.

Loren Fenstermaker is modernizing his

Bement Theater in Bement, III.

The Newport, new 950-seater in

Boardman, O., near Youngstown, built

by Raful Bros., had it's formal opening
on Jan. 16.

Chicago's Victory Theater, formerly the

Pix, has reopened after extensive mod-

ernization.

Fire recently caused shuttering of

the Palace Theater at Evarts, Ky., oper-

ated by Mrs. P. O. Lewis.

Joseph A. Barcelona, operator of a num-

ber of theaters in Baton Rouge, La., is

readying a new house, the 600-seat Re-

gina, for early opening.

RKO and United Artists exchanges
in Omaha have recently undergone ex-

tensive remodelling, including new
lights, bookers' booths and air con-

ditioning.

Julius Foder has let a contract for the

erection of a $30,000 film theater in Ben-

ton Harbor, Mich.

The Mode Theater, Columbus, Ind.,

operated by Syndicate Theaters, Inc.,

has purchased a pair of Simplex E-7

mechanisms.

National Theater Supply Co., Indian-

apolis, reports installation of a Walker
P.M. screen in the Lyric, Connersville, Ind.,

operated by Joe Schilling, and another in

the Indiana Theater, Bedford, Ind., op-

erated by William McCarrell.

W. W. O. Penety is improving his

Capitol Theater in Fredericton, N. B.,

but the renovation program has been
delayed by the difficulty of obtaining
chairs, theater seats being subject to

the priorities list. Penety also owns
and operates the Gaiety in that city.

Michael Sirica reopened his renovated

Capitol in Waterbury, Conn., last Sunday.

House has been reseated by American
Seating Co. It also got new carpet, lamps

and generator installed by National The-
ater Supply. A new concrete floor was
another improvement.

Doyle Carter, operator of the Roxy,
Bloomington, Ind., has purchased new
Alexander Smith Crestwood carpet for
his house.

WPB Reported Fixing Service Organiiations

Industry's Schedules

(Continued from Page 5)

also that after the first shock of the
restrictions, the industry will find

that it has not been hit so hard after
all.

First definite indication of what
the industry can expect was con-
tained in an announcement that pro-

duction of light bulbs for display pur-
poses will have to be cut 50 per cent
during February, March, and April,

as against the production in the same
months of 1940.

This curtailment, which applies to

all bulbs for advertising, decorative,

or display purposes, was designed to

save nickel, brass, and copper, all of

which are vital in the defense pro-

gram, and are used in large quanti-
ties in the bulbs.

Estimates showed that the use of

nickel wire in incandescent lamps
rose from 394,684 pounds in 1940 to

523,622 pounds in 1941, brass in-

creased from 14,590,800 pounds to

19,259,856, and copper from 623,160

to 822,571. Use of other materials
increased accordingly.
The curtailment program will save

at least 221,000 pounds of nickel,

2,874,000 pounds of brass and 295,-

000 pounds of copper this year.

Other things which will be banned
to the theater industry will include

any extensive alterations. Rubber and
metals for any purposes, new ma-
chinery and silk for drapes also will

be banned. Operators will be urged
to take every precaution to conserve
film.

Sound and projection equipment
parts are expected to be available in

limited amounts for replacements.
Wiring and new screens will be diffi-

cult to obtain, so officials are urging
that exhibitors keep careful check
over these. Fire hose, boilers, and
air conditioning equipment in par-
ticular should be checked carefully.

Meeting Challenge

(Continued from Page 5)

devices. Theatermen, in their com-
mendable co-operation aimed at keep-
ing present equipment in tip-top

shape, are leaning more heavily than
at any time heretofore upon the ser-

vice companies, a checkup shows.
The service organizations, in turn,

are recognizing their position and
attendant responsibility. Altec, for
example, has called a nation-wide
managers' conference to be held in

New York's Park Central Hotel on
Feb. 3, 4, and 5. Among the pur-
poses of the gatherings are to dis-

cuss all company policies, engineer-
ing development, electrical practice,

and plan widespread action to induce
exhibitors to prevent subtle deteri-

oration of equipment, and to keep
such equipment in a high state of

efficiency.

RCA is also in an all-out effort

to preserve extant equipment for ex-

hibitors. The latter, W. L. Jones,
RCA National Service manager,
states, are turning to the company
in record droves for mechanical up-
keep and service generally, and that
this trend was apparent during 1941,
with indie and circuit interests alike

taking action.
— Return Your Film Cans —

Switow-Altec Pact
Louisville, Ky.—Switow Theaters,

Inc., of this city, has renewed Altec
Service for ten theaters in Indiana
and Kentucky, and has added two
additional houses to the Altec list,

the Majestic, Seymour, Ind., and the
Elks, of New Albany, Ind. Warren
Conner negotiated for Altec Service.

— Return Your Film Cans—
Timko Register for Wayne

Ft. Wayne, Ind.—Pete Mailers,
operator of the Wayne Theater
here, has installed a three unit
Timco Ticket Register.

PROSCENIUM
CHATTER

f^AMP SHERMAN, Chillicothe, O., wil

^^ operate five new motion picture the

aters in army headquarters there, accord

ing to reports.
* * *

John Nagy, who formerly opetfjZ,

the theater in Sagamore, Pa., has tai- f-

over the Liberty Theater in Rural Vat

ley, Pa., which has been closed fo

some time. Considerable alteration

will be made and the seating capacit

increased before the theater reopen,

which is expected to be on or abou
Feb. 15.

* * *

Joseph Froese's newly-renovated Sli:

Theater, Sligo, Pa., is scheduled to reope.

this week-end.

* * *

The Vaudette Theater, Muncie, Ind
one of the oldest houses in that set

tion of the State, has been closed b
Lacey Bros., its operators, because c

loss of lease on the property.
* * *

The 1,100-seat West Theater, Trinidai

Colo., is being equipped with new RC
Photophone sound equipment and Brenkj

ert projection equipment. House is opei

ated by Fox Intermountain Amusemei
Corp.

* # *

The Lakeview, one of the three nab
stands under construction in New Ot
leans, has just opened. It is owned b
Guy M. Spicuzza, is modernly appoin,
ed and seats some 700.

Andy Anderson, operator of the Ker

tucky Theater, Hartford, Ky., has installe

Super Simplex mechanisms with dual shut

ter assembly.

F. H. Durkee Enterprises are adding

new theater, the Capitol at Annapoli

Md.

^usAIRco

EXHIBITORS

"BOOKING DATES" ADVANCED BY THE WAB

ON ALL THEATBE COOLING EQUIPMENT!

If you are planning to install Kooler-aire Comfort

Cooling in your theatre in time for next summer's

hot weather business, DON'T PUT IT OFF AN-
OTHER DAY! "Book" your needs NOW while the

price and delivery situation are still favorable. There

is no obligation in asking a usAIRco representative to

call and discuss your requirements—but it is defi-

nitely to your interest to have him call at the earliest

possible date. Write us TODAY.

UNITED STATES AIR CONDITIONING CORPORATION r=MINNESOTA
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THE WEEK
IN REVIEW
l/JWPI Progress

By L. H. MITCHELL =

LEDGE FORCED SHORTS SELLING RELIEF

) of J Considers Filing More Divorcement Suits

I'NITY: Abram F. Myers, Felix

wikins and Howard Levenson were

.raed a UMPI committee to iron

t exhib.-distrib. problems and to

; up a corporate non-profit struc-

ie. Allied board approved UMPIV
ity moves. Group reported near-

g solution of trade problems, in-

lding the forcing of shorts. Sub-

itute for the arbitration system

,is weighed.
* * *

FINANCIAL: Universal Corp. re-

nted a 52-week net of $2,341,202

Impared to $2,232,805 for 1940. . .

>ew's 12-week net jumped $690,-

iii to $2,627,145. . . .
Monogram

^ported a 26-week net of $86,802.

: . . Admission tax collections for

Ml were double the preceding year

S87,819,800 for 1941 as against

,13,483,372 for 1940.

CONSENT DECREE: MPTOA
rexy. Ed Kuykendall, told MPTO
f Virginia that a change in the

onsent decree is vital to exhibs. . .

'.arney Balaban, Para, prexy, as-

2rted decree doubles liquidation

ime, costing majors $5,000,000 £

ear. . . . Carl W. Buermele, general

nanager of Mich. Co-Op., stated

hat the decree is gypping exhibs.

4mn. anti-five trial against Para.,

:0th-Fox and RKO ended and Court

ook case under advisement as suit

>y five majors and UA seeking a

lermanent injunction against the

tfinn. law started.

* * *

NEWS GRAB-BAG: Warner Bros.

will finance Hal Wallis productions.

. . Y. Frank Freeman predicted

oroduction cost rise of 10 to 15 p. c.

. . M. A. Rosenberg, prexy of Al-

ied's Western Pa., unit, was elected

prexy of national Allied. . . . House
accepted Senate's amendment ex-

empting films from provisions of

(

the price control bill. . . Indep't

M. P. Producers, Inc., formed at

Coast.

Acquisition of Theaters

In Post-Decree Period

Under Government's Study
•

By OSCAR HUME
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington—The Department of

Justice is considering all the evi-

dence with regard to acquisition

by other producer-controlled cir-

cuits since the New York consent

decree, and it is likely that further

suits will be filed in the near fu-

ture, it was indicated in well-in-

formed circles at the week-end, fol-

lowing filing of actions in New York
against 20th Century-Fox and Para-

i ( 'ontinued on 1'iuir 7 )

Indiana Shipments

From Out-of-State

Indianapolis — Indiana theaters

yesterday began receiving their film

shipments from Cincinnati, St. Louis,

Memphis and Chicago, due to the

unauthorized strike by local ex-

change employes in the shipping and

inspecting departments. Because of

(Continued on Pane 7)

Para. Lab. Unaffected

By Army Studio Deal

Acquisition by the U. S. Army
Corps of Eastern Service Studios

will not affect Paramount labora-

tory in the same plant. The labora-
(Continued on Page 4)

M of D Drive "Tafce"
Above $1,500,000?

Industry March of Dimes campaign,

headed by Nicholas M. Schenck and

backed enthusiastically by theater

men from Coast to Coast, will add

at least $1,500,000 and possibly $2,-

000,000 to the "fight infantile par-

alysis" fund, it was confidently pre-

dicted Friday.

Campaign, originally scheduled to

close on Jan. 28, was extended two

days, through the President's birthday

on Friday. Full report on the the-

aters' "take" may be available late

this week. If the $2,000,000 mark

is reached, it will exactly double the

sum originally estimated as the pos-

sible "take."

Sharp Upturn Seen

In 20-Fox Earnings

Twentieth Century-Fox earnings

for 1941 are expected to show a

sharp upturn with profits more than

$1.50 and probably close to $2.00

a share on the common, according
(Continued on Page 4)

Hollywood to President:

"Happy Birthday to You"

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington—A galaxy of movie
stars sparked off Friday's celebra-

(Continucd on Page 6)

Trade Practice Sub-com-

mittee of UMPI Reports

Progress; Meets Feb. 17

By AL STEEN
FILM DAILY Staff Writer

The five companies that are sig-

natories to the New York consent

decree will grant relief to any ex-

hibitor who has been forced to buy

short subjects in order to get fea-

tures. This agreement was made

during the discussions of the trade

practice sub-committee of United

Motion Picture Industry last week

and letters confirming that stand

(Continued on Page 4)

Schnilzer, Thompson

As UA District Heads

Appointment of Edward Schnitzer

as Eastern district manager of

United Artists was announced Fri-

day by Carl Leserman, general sales

manager. Schnitzer's activities will

center around the New York metro-

politan area, the Philadelphia and

(Continued on Page 6)

1,194 Theaters
Drop of 14 in Year, Filn

in Met. Area
i Board Reports

Durbin Back at Studio

Following Peace Pact

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood— Deanna Durbin and
Universal have settled their exist-

ing difficulties and the star has re-

turned to the Studio, it was an-

nounced Friday by Nate J. Blum-
berg, "U" prexy. No exact date

(Continued on Page 4)

Sogg Named Cleveland

Metro Branch Manager

Cleveland—Jack Sogg, city sales-

man for M-G-M, has been named
branch manager here, succeeding

Frank Drew, resigned. Jack Mund-

stuk, salesman, succeeds Sogg as

city salesman and Eugene Cohen

has been transferred from Detroit

to take Mundstuk's place.

Theaters in the Metropolitan ter-

ritory as of Jan. 1 totalled 1,194, a

drop of 14, according to the annual

guide prepared by the New York
Film Board of Trade. Metropolitan

territory comprises parts of New
York and New Jersey.

Total seating capacity of the 1,194

houses is 1,343,524. A year ago, 1,208

theaters represented an aggregate
of 1,346,594 seats.

Open theaters this year number
(Continued on Page 6)

DAN IS HI *7

"Write Service Men"
Move Via Fenyvessy
Rochester — Five thousand free

postcards on which messages may

be written to boys in the service

are being given to all persons who

call for them at the Arnett Theater.

Albert O. Fenyvessy, who oper-

ates the house, said in announcing

the plan: "Let's not forget to write

to our service men."
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FINANCIAL
(January 30)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Ner

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (2i/2%) 6i/

2
6i/2 6Vi

Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd

East. Kodak 13234 132/2 132i/
2 — 1/2

do pfd
Cen. Th. Eq 121/4 12l/

8
12l/

8 — %
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount 15i/

8 15 15 — Vs
Para. 1st pfd
Para. 2nd pfd
RKO 23/4 23A 23/4

RKO $6 pfd
20th Century-Fox . . 93/8 91/4 91/4

20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros .51/2 5l/4 5V4 — 1/4

do pfd
NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Para. Picts. debs. 4s56 99S/
8 99 Vi 99 Vi — Vr

Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 97 96% 96% — '/8
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Monogram Picts % % 3A . . . .

Radio-Keith cvs. ... % % % —1-32
Sonotone Corp 2 2 2 — '/£

Technicolor
Trans-Lux % % V^
Universal Corp. vtc. . 83/8 83/8 83/8 — %
Universal Picts

Warners Switch Sherman
To New Haven Dist. Post

Montreal—Phil Sherman, Montreal
district manager for Warners ha?
been transferred to New Haven,
Conn, in a similar capacity, and b
succeeded here by I. ("Babe") Co-
val, formerly Vancouver, B. C, man-
ager.

POSITION WANTED
Former Exhibitor, capable theater man, 15
years in New York, Metropolitan area.
Film Buyer—Booker—Manager. Age 37,
married.

Box 990

1501 Broadway

The Film Daily

New York, N. Y.

H The Broadway Parade
Picture and Distributor Theater

Ball of Fire (RKO Radio-Samuel Coldwyn)—3rd week Music Hall

Corsican Brothers (United Artists-Edward Small)—3rd week Capitol

Paris Calling (Universal Pictures)—3rd week Globe
All Through the Night (Warner Bros. Pictures)—2nd week Strand
Fantasia (RKO Radio-Walt Disney)—4th week (b) Broadway
Jean of Paris ( RKO Radio Pictures)—2nd week Rivoli

Call Out the Marines (RKO Radio Pictures)—2nd week Rialto

Sullivan's Travels ( Paramount-Preston Sturges) Paramount
Kings Row (Warner Bros. Pictures) Astor
A Yank on the Burma Road (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer Pictures) Criterion

Son of Fury (Twentieth Century-Fox) Roxy
New Wine (United Artists) Little Carnegie
The Prime Minister (Warner Bros. Pictures) Art Theater
Confessions of a Cheat (Principal Fictures) Belmont
The Man Who Came to Dinner (Warner Bros. Pictures) (b) Palace
Red River Valley ( Republic Pictures) (a) New York
Hurricane Smith (Republic Pictures) (a) New York

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES
The Girl from Leningrad (Amkino Pictures)—6th week Stanley
Nine Bachelors (Dome Films) World

FUTURE OPENINGS . *

Woman of the Year (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer Pictures) (c) Music Hill
Design for Scandal (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures)—Feb. 5 Capitol
Wild Bill Hickok Rides (Warner Bros. Pictures)—Feb. 6 Strand
Captains of the Clouds (Warner Bros. Pictures)—Feb. 12 Strand
Her Melody (Scandia Films)—Feb. 8 48th St. Theater
Mister V (United Artists) (c) Rivoli
Bahama Passage (Paramount Pictures)—Probably Feb. 18 Paramount
Roxie Hart (Twentieth Century-Fox) (c) Roxy
Dr. Kildare's Victory (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures) (c) Criterion
I Wake Up Screaming (Twentieth Century-Fox)—Feb. 6 (a-b) Palace
Swamp Water (Twentieth Century-Fox)—Feb. 6 (a-b) Palace
Duke of the Nivy (Reoublic Pictures)—Feb. 3 (a) New York
Cauchos of E'dorado (Republic Pictures)—Feb. 3 (a) New York
Her Melody (Scandia Films)— Feb. 8 48th St. Theater
Jail House Blues (Universal Pictures)—Feb. 7 -....Rialto

(a) Dual bill, (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill.

Larry Druxerman Heads
Esquire Montreal Office

Montreal—Esquire Films will open

its own office in Montreal's Film

Row. Archie Laurie, Toronto, gen-

eral manager for Canada, was herf

last week and named as local man-
ger Larry Druxerman, salesman for

Empire-Universal who has been

selling Esquire films across Canada

through Universal.

Schad Anti-Trust Suit

Trial to Resume Apr. 6

Philadelphia — Federal Judge J.

Cullen Ganey on Friday adjourned

the anti-trust suit brought by Harry

J. and Sallie R. Schad against 20th-

Fox, Wilmer & Vincent, Berk?

Amusement Co., Inc., and several

Warner subsidiaries until April 6

Jay Emanuel was on the witness

nd tnvouffhout the dav Friday.

NOTICE OF TRADE SHOW
POSTPONEMENT—INDIANAPOLIS

Because of unavoidable conditions,

the trade showings of "ROXIE HART/'
"ON THE SUNNY SIDE" and "CASTLE
IN THE DESERT" originally scheduled
for February 2nd,—and of "SONG OF
THE ISLANDS" and "NIGHT BEFORE
THE DIVORCE" scheduled for Febru-
ary 3rd at the 20th Century-Fox Ex-

change, 326 N. Illinois Street, Indian-

apolis, Indiana, are postponed. New-
dates will be announced later.

COminG and GOIDG

JOSETH HAZEN, Warner Bros, general coun

sel, left for Washington over the week-en
and will visit Chicago before returning to

morrow.

PAT CASEY, producers' labor relations rep

sentative, leaves for Hollywood tonight
"

.HtKMAN iHUMLlN lett tor Hollywood^
terday to produce "Watch on the Rhinevt
\ll D

HERMAN SHUML1N left for Hollywood^
rday to pr

Warner Bros.

MADELEINE CARROLL, who has just com
pleted "My Favorite Blonde," is expected t

arrive from the Coast this morning.

WILLIAM J. KUPPER, 20th-Fox's West.
division manager, left for Denver over ti

week-end

KING VIDOR arrived from Hollywood ov

the week-end for a look at the Broadway show

MENDEL SILBERBERG MAURICE BENJAMI
and HERBERT FRESTON, Hollywood attorney
returned to the Coast over the week-end.
OSCAR MORCAN returned to New York fr

Chicago Saturday

VINCENT KORDA, brother of Alexander Kor
arrives from Hollywood Monday by plane to vi

his actress-wife, Gertrude Musgrove

G. L. CARRINGTON, vice-president and ger

eral manager of Altec Service, is back at h

desk in New York from the Coast.

SAMUEL ROSEN, of Rosen Film Deliveries an

various theater connections in the New Have
territory, and IRVING C. JACOCKS, JR., pres

dent of Connecticut MPTO and operator <

the Branford, Conn, theater, are at Miami Bead

ARCH OBOLER arrived from the Coast Fr

day.

OSCAR A. DOOB was in Norwich, Conn., Fr

;

day.

Thomas W. Stevens Dead
Tucson, Ariz. — Thomas Woo

Stevens, 62, dramatist and head c

the dramttic arts dept. of the Un
versity of Arizona, died late las

week.

NEW ycRr
THEATERS

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
50th St. & 6th Ave.

SAMUEL GOLDWYN'S PRODUCTION
GARY COOPER * BARBARA STANWYCK

"BALL OF FIRE"
ON STAGE: "TURN BACK THE CLOCK"—
Leonidoff's recollections of palmy days of

yore. Symphony Orchestra, direction of Erno

Rapee.

1st Mezzanine Seats Reserved Circle 6-4600

TYRONE POWER
"SON OF FURY"

WITH
Gene Tierney

A 20th Century-Fox Picture

PLUS A BIG n A V V 7th AVENUE
STAGE SHOW |f (JA I 50th STREET

E23 B WAY &
47th St.

,

"THE MAN WHO
CAME TO DINNER"

BETTE DAVIS—ANN SHERIDAN



FROM THE DEEP, ROMANTIC SOUTH COMES ANOTHER
THRILLING DRAMA OF LOVE AND INTRIGUE!

BUY U. S. DEFENSE BONDS
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Pledge Relief in

Forcing of Shorts

(Continued from Page 1

)

will be sent to all customers of the

five companies.
The sub-committee adjourned Fri-

day afternoon after five days of de-

liberation which, in the opinion of

those present, was a most harmoni-
ous discussion of industry problems.

The group is scheduled to re-convene

on Feb. 17.

Will Consider Solutions

The five points looking toward in-

dustry harmony, as outlined by W.
F. Rodgers, M-G-M general sales

manager, were taken up step by step

during the five days of confabs. It

was pointed out by the sub-commit-
tee that no attempt was made to go
further than thoroughly to discuss

the various points, but much progress
was made in arriving at an under-
standing. Based on the suggestions
made, the various groups will, dur-

ing the next two weeks, consider
practical methods of solution with
their individual groups.

In the consideration of Point 1,

which calls for the finding of a bet-

ter method of selling than the five-

picture plan, a wide variety of ideas

was advanced, all of which will be

the basis for discussion when the
committee re-convenes. It is under-
stood that each member will bring
definite suggestions pointing toward
a solution of the difficult problem.
On Point 2, forcing of shorts,

all elements were said to have been
appreciative of the problem and the
decree-signing distributors agreed
to inform their exhibitor customers
of their policies. The letter will point
out that no specific complaint of
forcing of shorts has been made to

the sale smanager or president of
the individual company, and that
exhibitor leaders attending the
UMPI conferences have frankly
stated that the companies have done
their best to prevent the forcing
of shorts. However, it will be stated
that the companies can do no more
unless an exhibitor with a justifiable
complaint calls it to the attention
of the top executives. Therefore,
the companies will ask for facts on

(Continued on Page 6)

Bonira Granville

Frank Albertson
Molly Malone
Bobby North
Benny Rubin

Seymour Burns
Ethel Doherty
Frank Zucker

Hym'an Silverman
Burron Lane

T T
e • • STEP right up boys and meet Cinderella! Now Cin-

derella's iamily tree can be traced to some vaude and musical revue

bits on one side, and a coupla gents named Ole Olsen and Chic

Johnson on the other The aforementioned gents were out on the

West Coast a-schemin' to get back to New York Town, its bright lights,

and particularly its footlights That was some years ago when

automobiles had spare tires in contrast to the present day when they

haven't a tire to spare So Ole and Chick got in their car and

headed East It is said that they were not particularly opulent at

the time, and, while chugging through Arizona, were down to their

last gallon or so of gasoline, probabuy more figuratively than literally.

In the thriving town of Buckeye, Ariz., they espied a sign pro-

claiming a rodeo On it was the word "Hellzapoppin" What

a swell title for a show! We can't vouch for the authenticity of

that yarn, but we can vouch for the fact that "Hellzapoppin" landed

with a bang on Broadway

T T
• • • SOME doubting Thomases thought that the initial stage

version of "Hellzapoppin" wouldn't click ..... .One film org. toyed

with the idea of -making it into a picture, finally rejected said idea,

and forthwith other production channels parroted the notion

Ah, but then Prince Charming came along in the person of Mister

Jules Levey He took a shine to Cinderella Hellzapoppin, and put

his strong right production arm around her Now she has Uni-

versal appeal The public is plain nuts about "Hellzapoppin" in

celluloid garb In some 40 key situations to date, the attraction

has been either a holdover or a moveover, and a positive "pushover"

for gross-grabbing by showmen who have played it Every large

circuit in the land has bought it Locally, RKO stands play it

this month, and that circuit's out-of-town outlets will offer it im-

mediately in the wake of "Ball of Fire" All credit to Prince

Charming Levey for persevering with the glass slipper of showman-

ship, and making Cinderella Hellzapoppin when other pic producers

held the "feat" too big!

T
• • • THIS-A AND THAT-A: Ben (Silhouette Letter) Adler's

many friends will be happy to know that he'll be up and doin' by the

end of the week Ben got smashed-up in an auto accident, and

is suffering from a mean gash in his leg, plus a few other injuries,

necessitating a temporary residence at the Michael Reese Hospital in

Chicago. . . ©A you-can't-miss-seein'-it post card is wafting through

the trade proclaiming that the Lion's Roar Magazine of M-G-M is six

months old, and that the latest issue will soon be issued If the

staff of the mag. didn't consist of such veterans, the Dietz boys might

be known as the Lion Cub Reporters. . . • A major distribution deal

for the shorts lineup of the new!y-formed tab reel producing org, Trop's

Pro and Con, Inc., is now being negotiated First offering is "Rol-

ler Skating vs. Ice Skating" J. D. Trop, who was associated with

Harry Sherman in the production of more than a score of Hopalong

Cassidy westerns, has strong confidence that the current trend in favor

of shorts will continue to grow. . . • As a memorial to the late Will

Horwitz, beloved Houston, Tex., theater owner, officials of the company
which controls his four theaters there have announced that the Will

Horwitz Christmas Party will be held again next December, as it has

been every December for several years to help needy children,—and

it'll be a permanent institution

T T T

Sharp Upturn Seen

In 20-Fox Earnings

(Continued from Page 1)

to Wall St. reports. A deficit

$517,336 was marked up against
company last year.

Handling of the recent pa^„.

of approximately $1,500,000 ^
British remittances will have an
portant bearing on the profits si

j

funds during past two years m
written off the operating incom
Company passed the three-qua

mark with a net profit of $1,5

164. Since then company recei

a dividend of $693,000 from its h
ings in National Theaters plus
British remittance. Domestic b
ness for the final quarter has ;

shown a strong surge upward.

Para. Lab. Unaffected
By Army Studio Deal

(Continued from Page 1)

tory will remain, but Audio Pro<
tions will move out of the studic

Feb. 30. The Army takes <

March 1.

The studio will become the ]

tography center for the Army,
i

nal Corps soldiers from Fort IV.

mouth will be housed in a ne£
building.

Durbin Back at Studio
Following Peace Pact

(Continued from Page 1)

has been set for Miss Durbin's
appearance before the cameras.
The star leaves Hollywood Fri

for a series of Army camp app
ances arranged by the Victory C
mittee. Tour will take her to ca
in Massachusetts, New Jersey, P(

sylvania and Delaware before
returns to Hollywood sometime
March.

Miss Durbin's suspension sta

in the middle of last October. T

versal doesn't consider she has t

off the screen as her last film,

Started With Eve," is still in \

eral release. No new assignm
have been made as yet for her.

20th-Fox H. O. Femmes
Will Learn First Aid

Women employes of the 20th-

home office will receive first-aid

struction starting today as par
the air-raid protection training
up under the direction of Hugl
Strong, personnel director.

Kupper Off for Denver
William J. Kupper, 20th-F

Western division manager, left

Denver over the week-end. He
join Tom J. Connors, executive
sistant to S. R. Kent, and Hen
Wobber, general manager of di;

bution, early in the week for a I

of his territory.
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The Donald Duck U. S.

Treasury Department pic-

ture, which every exhibi-

tor in America will be
proud to play, and which
will help gross billions of

dollars for Uncle Sam.

RKO RADIO PICTURES

Distributed under the aus-

pices of the War Activities

Committee, Motion Picture

Industry, by National
Screen Service, Herman
Robbins, president.
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Schnitzer, Thompson

As UA District Heads

(Continued from Page 1)

Washington territories, with head-

quarters in New York.
Leserman also announced that T.

R. Thompson, Jr., RKO manager in

Kansas City, has been named dis-

trict manager for UA covering the

Kansas City, Omaha, St. Louis and
Des Moines territories. Although
he has been RKO manager for 10

years, Thompson at one time was
UA branch manager in Milwaukee.

Schnitzer has been connected with

the film industry for 20 years, hav-

ing held important positions with

various companies. Since 1938, he

has been Eastern district manager
for Warner Bros.

Hollywood to President:

"Happy Birthday to You"
(Continued from Page 1)

tion of the President's sixtieth

birthday and the nation's capital

turned out en masse to see them.
Those who came from Hollywood

to participate in the celebration

here included Edward Arnold, Mel-

vyn Douglas, Dinah Shore, Rosa-
lind Russell, Gene Raymond, Jackie

Cooper, Ruth Hussey, Bonita Gran-
ville, William Holden, Betty Grable,

Brenda Marshall, Carol Bruce, Jean
Hersholt, Pat O'Brien, Mickey Roo-
ney and his bride, Ava Gardner,
Joan Crawford, and four of Holly-

wood's contributions to the armed
forces—Lieut. Robert Montgomery,
Ensign Wayne Morris, Lieut. James
Stewart, and Lieut. Douglas Fair-

banks.

The stars' engagements included
luncheon with Mrs. Roosevelt and
presentation to the President, ap-
pearance at the major hotels at

which dances were scheduled, and
at the downtown movie theaters,

where midnight shows were sched-
uled.

NT Division Managers
To Meet in L. A. Feb. 16

National Theaters will hold a di-

vision managers' meeting in Los
Angeles on Feb. 16. Meeting will

be a continuation of the recent ses-

sion in Denver and will discuss prog-
ress made by decentralized buying.

It was also learned that Eddie
Zabel, head film buyer, will spend
another few months in Los Angeles
which leaves only Spyros P. Skou-
ras and Aubrey Schenck handling
the buying in New York.

Formby In Canadian P. A. Tour
Montreal—George Formby, Brit-

ish film comedian, will make a per-
sonal tour of Canada in aid of the
Navy League. Formby's films have
been a conspicuous success in Can-
adian theaters where they revived
a lagging interest in British product.

WAC FILM RELEASES

Shorts and trailers distributed and exhibited under auspices of the War
Activities Committee-Motion Picture Industry, listed in latest order of release.

TANKS—Ten-minute short, narrated by
Orson Welles, shows the production in one
of America's great arsenals of the M-3 medium
tank for the armored forces of the U. S. and
its Allies, testing and maneuvering on the
firing range, and the final shipment to the
theaters of war. Made by Office for Emerg-
ency Management Film Unit. (Released
1/23/42).
SAFEGUARDING MILITARY IN-

FORMATION—Nine-minute short, made by
Lt. Col. Darryl F. Zanuck at 20th-Fox as
one of the series of training films made at

cost for the War Dept. under the auspices
of the Academy Research Council, depicts
in narrative form the fatal consequences of

innocuous revelation of military secrets. (Re-
leased 1/16/42).
RED CROSS TRAILER—Two-and-a-half-

miiiute trailer, narrated by Lowell Thomas
and exhibited for the purpose of augmenting
a nation-wide campaign to raise $50,000,000
for the Red Cross War Fund. It shows
the wide-spread relief work carried on by the
Red Cross in time of war. (Released 12/-

24/41).
WOMEN IN DEFENSE — Ten-minute

short, narrated by Katharine Hepburn with
commentary written by Mrs. Eleanor Roose-
velt, which covers three principal phases of
women's activities in the defense program
OEM film. (Released 12/24/41).
FOOD FOR FREEDOM—Three-minute

trailer made by OEM. The film, using
British illustrations, emphasizes the necessity
for an all-out agricultural program both to

maintain the health of American citizens and
as further aid to the British. (Released
12/9/41).
POTS TO PLANES—Three-minute film

which shows the method of reclaiming scrap
aluminum for use in airplane manufacture as

a result of the scrap aluminum campaign
carried on last summer. Made by OEM.
(Released 11/22/41).
BOMBER—Ten-minute short subject with

commentary written by Carl Sandburg, re-

porting on the production of a leading type
medium bomber used by the U. S. Army.
Made by OEM. (Released 10/3/41).
ARMY IN OVERALLS — Three-minute

trailer summarizing the activities of the

Civilian Conservation Corps in preparing land-

ing fields, of artillery ranges, and so forth.

OPM film. (Released 6/5/41).
AMERICA BUILDS SHIPS — Four-

minute trailer portraying activities in our
shipyards in building a great merchant marine.
OPM film. (Released 6/5/41).
BITS AND PIECES—Three-minute trail-

er emphasizing the importance of sub-con-
tracting defense orders, using the 12,000 parts
in an airplane engine as an illustration. OPM
film. (Released 6/5/41).
WHERE DO WE GO—A 170-foot trailer

made by the USO to promote the drive for

funds for improved recreational facilities for

soldiers, sailors and defense workers. (Re-
leased 5/28/41).
SEVEN TAGS—Ranging in length from

26 feet to 65 feet, each calling attention to

defense bonds and savings stamps ; each tag
attached to the end of a feature picture.

Treasury Dept. film. (Released 6/6/41).
AMERICA PREFERRED—Four-minute

trailer made by M-G-M for the Treasury
Dept. with reference to the sales campaign
for Defense Bonds and Savings Stamps.
(Released 5/20/41).

CALLING ALL WORKERS—A 155-foot
trailer produced by the Social Security Board
and National Screen Service in connection
with the Federal Government census of un-
employed employables. (Released 4/9/41).
TWELVE one-minute army recruiting

trailers calling attention to the need for men
of special skills in air force, field artillery,

infantry, cavalry, and so forth. War Dept.
films. (Released 2/18/41).

POWER FOR DEFENSE—Ten-minute
short subject showing how the power de-
veloped in the Tennessee Valley is being used
today to turn the wheels of defense indus-
tries. National Defense Commission film.

(Released 2/18/41).
Shortly to be released:

ANY BONDS TODAY—Two-minute trail-

er in Technicolor, produced by Warner Bros,
for the Treasury Department, in which the
cartoon character Bugs Bunny and his "play-
mates" sing this popular, patriotic song
against a background of the Spirit of '76.

(Released 2/2/42).

1,194 Theaters in Met. Area
Drop of 14 in Year, Film Board Reports

(Continued from Page 1)

1,055 as against 1,068, closed houses,
139 as compared with 140. Total
seating capacity of open houses as
of Jan. 1 was 1,235,939 as against 1,-

234,260 a year ago. Closed houses
this year represent 107,585 seats;

figure a year ago was 112,334.
Total number of sound theaters as

of Jan. 1 last was 1,183 and of silent,

11; comparative figures for a year
ago were 1,192 and 16.

Of the 139 houses dark, 128 have
sound, 11 are not wired.
Other comparative Film Board of

Trade statistics for the territory fol-

low:
1941

Number Seats Numbe
1942
r Seats

Theaters in N. Y
Theaters in N. J

879
329

933,450
353,144

867
327

988,976
354,548

CIRCUIT THEATERS
1941

Number Seats Numbe
1942

r Seats

Affiliated Houses in New York
Affiliated Houses in New Jersey

Unaffiliated Houses in New York
Unaffiliated Houses in New Jersey

759
131

66
434
128

997,365
265,267
117,492
488,588
126,018

780
126
64
454
136

1,012,546
260,516
115,555
503,215
133,260

INDEPENDENT THEATERS
1941

Number Seats

1942
Number Seats

Indies in New York
Indies in New Jersey

499
314
135

349,229
239,595
109.643

414
287
127

330,978
224,245
105,733

Rep. Buys Polish Legion Tale
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Republic has pur-

chased "Suicide Squadron" by Doug-
las Darrow. It's about the Polish
Legion in the R.A.F.

Dick Wilson at Rep. Studio
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Dick Wilson of Re-

public's New York legal depart-
ment joins the studio production
staff.

Pledge Relief in

Forcing of Shorts

(Continued from Page 4)

such situations so that the prop<

steps can be taken.

Exhibs. Groups as Contacts

On Point 3, which deals with *•

problem of the settlement of rfo

vidua! complaints and the providir.

of a source through which they ca

be adjusted, a suggestion was a<

vanced. The proposal under consii

eration is that the existing exhibitc

organizations be utilized by the unit

committee to act as contacts for tr.

committee in the solution of thes

individual problems, and where r.

exhibitor association is availah
the three exhibitor groups will desij

nate contact points.

Committee members said that tli

importance of this procedure can b

realize when it is remembered th£

the activities of UMPI embrace nc

only the adjustment of complaint

but such matters as taxation, prior

ties, protecting the good name of tb

industry and other issues in whic
the field forces will play a vital par
No agreement was reached o

Point 4, calling for the setting u

of machinery whereby proper an
thorough investigation can be mad
of territorial disagreements an
their correction. However, one o

the prominent suggestions was tha

in the determined territorial com
plaints of a general nature, whic
could become national in importance
a sub-committee, acting as a neutr*

fact-finding body from outside o

the territory affected, might b
utilized by the central committee t

get the facts looking toward a so

lution.

Suggestions to Kirsch

On Point 5, which concerns a sub
stitute for the present arbitration

system, it was suggested that al

members of the committee during

the two-week recess, prepare anf

send to Jack Kirsch, chairman, thei

suggestions as to how the presen
machinery, as well as the presen
scope of arbitration, might be ex
panded so that it could become s

more vital part in the solution o:

industry problems.
Consensus was that the Americar

Arbitration Association had done '<

creditable job.

It was made clear by the commit-
tee that all the proposals were tc

be regarded only as suggestion?
and that no final conclusion could

be reached, but that a recess would
serve to crystallize many of those

vital points.

Rites Held for Wiswell
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Funeral services foi

Louis C. Wiswell, 77, pioneer the-

atrical producer and formerly asso-

ciated with the British-American
Film Agency, were held at the week-
end. He was the husband of the

late Zelda Sears.
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J.S. Divorcement Petition Hits Para., 20th-Fox
J Theaters Involved in

ov't Action; Court Will

ear Arguments on Feb. 18

Compulsory divorcement of 20
»ses in which 20th Century-Fox
PP National Theaters has acquired
me interest since Nov. 20, 1940
J of 16 theaters in which an in-

lest has been acquired by Para-
ount is sought in a notice of mo-
rn served upon those companies
' the Government.

The petition lists 197 theaters
•quired by Paramount and 40 by
»th Century-Fox and claims that
)th companies have embarked upon
general theater expansion policy

?ter signing a stipulation with the
epartment of Justice on Nov. 20,

)40 in which they agreed to abstain
•om general expansion.

Although the Government petition

mfines its divorcement plea to

lecific houses, it attacks alleged
neater expansion on the ground that
violates Section 11, subdivision 5,

f the New York consent decree,
hich provides that no signatory to

le decree shall enter any general
rogram of theater acquisitions for

• nree years. Film attorneys are of
ne opinion that the Government
annot compel divorcement of any
heaters without proving as a pre-
tquisite that a general expansion

program is on foot.

Petition Returnable Feb. 18

The petition is returnable before
federal Judge Henry W. Goddard
•n Feb. 18. It demands a permanent
injunction to restrain the two re-

pondents from acquiring any thea-
ers under certain conditions set

'orth in the petition. Specific Para-
mount theater acquisitions attacked
ind the ground for the attacks are
is follows:

Because the theaters were acquired
n a town where the company did not
yreviously have any theater inter-

ests:

Firemen's, New Hampton, la.; Richmond,
Rockingham, N. C; Little, Rockingham, N. C;
DM City, Falls City, Neb.- Rivoli, Falls City,

Neb.; Joy, Dardanelle, Ark.; and Plaza Donna,
lex.

Because the theaters acquired were
formerly in competition with those
turned by the company and the ac-
quisition eliminated all further com-
petition in the town:

U-Ark, Fayetteville, Ark.; Colonial, Buford

Cuban Exhibitors Ordered to File Complete
Daily Theater Programs with Censor Board
Havana (By Cable)—Effective yesterday, all Cuban exhibitors are required

to file their complete daily programs with the Cuban Film Censor Board.

The Board has given the green light to four Soviet pix banned since April.

They are "Lenin in 1918," "Lenin in October," "Cancion de la Juventud" and

"Baltic Deputy."

Divorcement Suits impend
Theaters Said Bought in Violation of Decree

(Continued from Page 1)

mount, calling for divorcement of

theaters they have acquired since

the decree was ratified.

First tip that suits against ma-
jor circuits were coming was con-

tained in the decree unit's recent

review of the first year of the con-

sent decree in which attention was
called to the manner in which af-

filiates had acquired new theaters
in violation of the spirit of the de-

cree.

Officials of the D of J would not
discuss what other companies faced
possible suits, but it was leaimed
that they are surveying the whole
situation. 20th Century-Fox and
Paramount were filed against first

because they were considered by the
Government to be the major offend-

ers in this connection, it was under-
stood.

In the review of the decree, the

Department strongly indicated that

it believes absolute divorcement
might be the only cure from the

evils inherent in producer owner-
ship of theater circuits.

A divorcement bill is now pending
before the Senate and Thurman Ar-
nold, Assistant Attorney General,
was reported at one time to be con-
siderably interested in its passage.
However, it is understood that ac-

tion on the measure was held up
pending outcome of the ouster action
against Senator Langer of North
Dakota, who is a member of the
sub-committee assigned to study the
measure. Langer's removal from
the Senate has been recommended
by a sub-committee of the Senate.
Disposition of the recommendation
is expected shortly.

"York" Back In First-Runs
Warner Bros. "Sergeant York" is

to be re-booked in first-run situa-

tions throughout the country.

Coast SPG Re-elects Mason
Hollywood—Lesley Mason has been

re-elected president of the Screen
Publicists Guild.

Ga.; Gibson, Greenville. Mich.; Isis, Preston

Ida.; Vogue, Orlando, Fla.; Camden, Camden,
Ark.; and the Civil, Owensboro, Ga.

Because the theaters were acquired
after the owner had started arbitra-
tion proceedings because of unreason-
able clearance:

Camden, Camden, Ark.; Lyceum, Duluth,

Minn.; and the Portage, Chicago, III.

The Government asked that 20th
Century-Fox be compelled to sur-
render its interest in the following
theaters for the following reasons:

Because the theaters were acquired
in a town where the company did not
previously have any theater in-

terests :

Opheum, Kenosha, Wis.; Oshkosh, Oshkosh,
Wis.; Strand, Oshkosh, Wis.; Village, Clare-

mont, Calif.; Kerridge, Hancock, Mich.; Or-

THE GIRL WHO DIDN'T
MARCH IN THE "MARCH
OF DIMES"

Somewhere in the industry there may be a spot for a courageous
girl who has won her fight against infantile paralysis. Age 26,

young, pretty and cheerful. She has worked her way through
college in a wheel-chair. She has done writing, research, refer-

ence, indexing, filing, typing; at all of which she is skilled.

Do you know of a job for her?

Box 1010

1501 Broadway

THE FILM DAILY
New York, N. Y.

pheum, Hancock, Mich.; and Lode, Houghton,
Mich.

Becaiise the theaters acquired were
formerly in competition with those
owned by the company and the ac-
quisition eliminated all further com-
petition in the town:

Rialto, Marionette, Wis.; State, Fort Collins,

Calif.; Time, Jacksonville, 111.; America, Ster-

ling, Calif.- Apollo, Jamesville, Wis.; Jeffrys,

Jamesville, Wis.; Longmont. Longmont, Calif.;

Monrovia, Monrovia, Calif.; and Bell, Bell,

Calif.

Because the theaters were pur-
chased after the company had re-

ceived a complaint from the D of J
that the theaters were being dis-

criminated against:
State, Fort Collins, Calif.; Liberty, Sedalia,

Miss.; Sedalia, Sedalia, Miss.; America, Sterling,

Calif.; and Longmont, Longmont, Calif.

"Kings Row" in Swank
Premiere at N. Y. Astor

Warners' current schedule of

world premieres calls for another
tonight, "Kings Row" bowing in at

the New York Astor on the heels

of Friday's Wilmington opening of

"Always in My Heart." Tonight's
premiere is a swank dress affair,

with society, literary lights, film

execs, and the Army and Navy in

the audience. Gloria Warren of the
cast attended "Heart's" debut in

Wilmington, her home town.

Indiana Shipments

From Out-of-Stale

(Continued from Page 1)

the strike, the IATSE revoked the
charter of Local B-35 and there will

be no settlement until a new local

is formed and affiliates with the IA.

Chicago — Local exchanges are
prepared to ship films into Indiana
because of the exchange workers
strike in Indianapolis. Republic is

adding four employes to handle the
Indiana shipments. All Chicago ex-
change employes will receive extra
pay for the work.

Para. Pep Club to Loan
To Members Sans Interest

Under a plan ratified by the board
of governors of the Paramount Pep
Club, short term loans will be
made to club members in deserving
circumstances. No interest will be
charged. Paramount is making <

sum of money available to the club
for the purpose. The loan commit-
tee is composed of J. J. Doughney,
chairman, Dr. Emanuel Stern and
Irene Sullivan. It will start func-
tioning Feb. 15.
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8,000,000 BUDGET JUMP FOR WARNERS
Arbitration's Average Cost to Exhibs. Below $60
istributor Cost, Approxi-
ately $30; Figures Are
•cclusive of Appeals Fees

Average cost of arbitration per
Be during the first year of the
stem's operation was below $60
r the exhibitor complainant and
proximately $30 for the distribu-

r defendants.
"While the exact figures have not
t been compiled, indications are
at the year's average will ap-
oximate that of the first six

onths of arbitration under the New
?rk consent decree. Reliable

{Continued on Page 6)

onus for Lensers

In War Zone Duty

Five majors which have newsreel
»mpanies have agreed to grant
imeramen assigned to war zones
weekly war bonus of $25 a week
contract negotiations between Lo-

ll 644, Newsreel Cameramen, and
at Casey, producers' labor relations
;p.

Newsreel companies also agreed
(Continued on Page 6)

ligher Shipment Costs
*ace Indiana Exhibs.

Indianapolis—Under the new set-

p of shipping film from other ex-
hange centers to theaters in this
erritory during the present dis-
turbance in shipping, inspection and
oster departments here, local ex-

(Continued on Page 7)

Academy Awards
Banquet Feb. 26

West Coast Bur., THE FILM. DAILY
Hollywood—The Academy awards

dinner will be held at the Biltmore

Hotel, Feb. 26 with Wendell L.

Willkie as guest of honor and prin-

cipal speaker. The dinner will be
very informal. The customary $25
per plate dinner tickets are elim-

inated, the price this year being

$10 each, plus Federal tax of $1.

53 FEATURES FOR "U" IN 1942-43
Three Will Come from Outside Producers, Says

Scully, Back from Studio Conferences

Universal's 1942-43 lineup will call

for 50 features plus three to be sup-
plied by outside producers, it was

announced
yesterday by
William A.

Scully, vice-

president and
general sales

manager, fol-

io w i n g his

return from
Coast pro-
duction con-
ferences.

Scully, who
was absent
from the
home office

for four weeks, said that program
details would be available shortly.

Promotional plants for the pictures

WILLIAM A. SCULLY

on the current program were for-

mulated at the Coast sessions, Scul-

ly stated. These include the Abbott-
Costello "Ride 'Em Cowboy,"
"Whats' Cookin?", "Ghost of Fran-
kenstein," Alfred Hitchcock's "The
Saboteur," Gregory LaCava's forth-

coming Irene Dunne production,

Frank Lloyd's Marlene Dietrich

starrer, "The Spoilers," all with
definite release dates.

Scully, declaring that shooting is

under way on every stage on "U's"
lot, cited these as in production cur-

rently: "Broadway," "Pardon' My
Sarong," "Mystery of Marie Ro-
get," "Butch Minds the Baby" and
"The Invisible Spy."

Walter Wanger, who is making
"Eagle Squadron" for Universal re-

lease, participated in the Coast
talks, Scully said.

McDonough, Lesser

Resign from RK0
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—J. R. McDonough has

resigned as an excutive producer at

RKO effective today. He plans a

brief vacation before announcing his

new plans.

Lou Ostrow has been named assis-

tant to Joseph I. Breen, executive

(Continued on Page 6)

Ken $300,000 Trust

Suit Filed in (hi.

Chicago—An aftermath of an ar-

bitration case which was dismissed

by Arbitrator Charles Megan fol-

lowing hearings, with the decision

subsequently upheld by the Appeals

Board, Ben Banovitz, operating the
Ken theater, yesterday filed an anti-

(Continued on Page 3)

Peace Looming in Minn,
Strom Reports Progress in Settling Problems

Col. to Ask Immediate
Interrogatories Decision

Columbia yesterday served notice
that it will ask Federal Judge Henry
W. Goddard on Thursday for an im-
mediate decision on the Government's
application to strike out Columbia's

(Continued on Page 6)

Considerable progress in straight-
ening out the trade problems which
reportedly have been facing Minne-
sota exhibitors has been made dur-
ing conferences here between Fred
Strom, business manager of North-
west Allied, and distribution ex-
ecutives. Controversy has been
centered mainly on the alleged high-

(Continued on Page 7)

45 to 50 Pix for 1942-43;

Plan Four Top Features in

Every 5-Block—Bernhard

Chicago—Warner Bros, will pro-
duce between 45 to 50 features dur-
ing 1942-43, Joseph Bernhard, gen-
e r a 1 manager,
told The Film
Daily during hi

stop here ei
route to Nev.
York.

Bernhard, wh<
was returning
from studio con
ferences and vis

its to several ex
changes, said a
a result of th<

new productioi
policy, the budget
will be increased
about $8,000,000.

According to Bernhard, company
(Continued on Page 7)

JOSEPH BERNHAkD

Freon Requisition

.15
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—A Julian Brylawski,

head of the WPB's motion picture
unit, announced yesterday that Feb.

(Continued on Page 3)

'Kings Bow9 Accorded
Brilliant Premiere

Warners gave their impressive

"Kings Row" just that kind of a

premiere at the Astor Theater last

night, and played it to an invited

audience of dignitaries both of the

industry and other fields. The at-

traction elicited loud acclaim by

virtue of its high production values,

including the expert direction of Sam
Wood, and solid acting by a big-name
cast. Circuits and theater operators

generally were heavily represented

at the debut, due to the profession-

al and public interest in the pic-

ture. For color story of last night's

world bow, turn to Along the Rialto,

Page 3. For full review see THE
FILM DAILY issue of Dec. 23, last.

—MORRIS.
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2
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8 i/
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Universal Picts
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J. R. Mahcm Testimonial
In New Haven Monday

New Haven—Farewell testimon-
ial dinner for J. Roger Mahan, man-
ager of Vitagraph here, recently
promoted to the managership of

the New York branch, will be held
next Monday, at the Hotel Taft.

Mahan has been in New Haven for
the past two years, and was prev-
iously at the Philadelphia office.

Philip Sherman, manager of the To-
ronto exchange for the past three
years, will also be welcomed as new
New Haven manager. Barney Pit-

kin, manager of RKO, is chairman
of the event, with Harry F. Shaw,
Loew-Poli division manager, as m.c,
and Samuel Seletsky, Republic man-
ager, as treasurer.

Assisting with arrangements also are
Morey Goldstein, Edward Ruff, T. F. O'Toole
and Lou Wechsler, local exchange raanag
ers, Peter DeFazio, Angelo fTombardi, Sid
ney Levine and Jack Mullen of the Vita
graph staff here; I. J. Hoffman and B. E
Hoffman, executives of Warner Theater de
nartment, and exhibitor representatives Dr
T. B. Fishman. Herman M. Levy, Morris
Tacobson. Samuel Rosen. Daniel Pouzzner
George H. Wilkinson, Jr., Albert Pickus
Adoloh G. Johnson, Peter Perakos. T. S. P
Glackin. Maurice Bailey, Harold Eskin, Sam
uel Hadelman, Michael Sirica, George Le
Witt, Barney Calechman, David Cherman
and Harry L. Lavietes.

Prof. Edaar Dale Will
Join Mellett as Advisor

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Appointment of

Prof. Edgar Dale of Ohio State Uni-
versity as educational advisor to
Film Co-ordinator Lowell Mellett,
was announced here yesterday. Dale,
who has obtained leave of absence
from Ohio State will assume his new
duties immediately, it was said. He
is considered probably the outstand-
ing expert in the nation in the field

of visual education, Mellett's of-
fice said.

Expect $75,000 Gross
On "Sullivan" at Para.

First week of Paramount's "Sul-
livan's Travels" at the Broadway
Paramount is expected to hit the
$75,000 mark, which would set a rec-
ord for a non-holiday period. Pic-
ture grossed $31,000 Saturday and
Sunday. It starts its second week
tomorrow.

Doualas Heads Information
For Civilian Defense Setup

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Melvyn Douglas has

been appointed director of informa-
tion for the Office of Civilian De-
fense, it was announced yesterday
by OCD Director Landis.
Douglas will have charge of all

public contacts, including films.

Woods, Chi., Tilts Prices
Chicago—Woods Theater, Essaness

circuit Loop house, has advanced its
evening prices to 65 cents. All Loop
B & K houses are now back at 75
cents for evening admissions.

Valuation of Theaters
Tentatively Announced

New York City's Tax Commis-
sion, in an announcement made pub-
lic yesterday to the effect that for
the fiscal year 1942-43 taxable real

estate and special franchises locally

are tentatively assessed at $16,177,-

322,971, a reduction of $45,814,255
from the final figures of 1941-42,

which amounted to $16,223,137,226,
revealed that the Criterion Building,
which houses that theater, has a ten-
tative assessment of $6,625,000, a
reduction of $100,000.

Other tentative valuations are:
Paramount Building and Theater,
$10,900,000; Center Theater and U.
S. Rubber Building, $7,100,000;
Music Hall and RKO Building, $11,-

700,000; Loew's State, $3,795,000;
Palace, $1,275,000; Mayfair, $1,690,-
000; Roxy, $3,950,000; Ziegfeld, $1,-

000,000; Astor, $1,700,000; Globe,
$1,000,000; Rivoli, $1,425,000; Capi-
tol, $2,245,000; Hollywood, $1,100,-
000; and Rialto, $2,825,000.

Donald Duck's Income Tax
Short Shown in Capital

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—A capacity audience

of Washington bigwigs last night
saw Donald Duck make out his in-

come tax. The place was the Na-
tional Press Club and the picture was
Walt Disney's "New Spirit" which
shows in simplified manner with the
aid of the famous duck, how to make
out the new income tax blanks.

Also shown was the War Depart-
ment production, "Safeguarding Mili-

tary Information" and March of
Time's latest release, "Far East
Command" along with a number of
other new shorts.

Millhauser Succeeds
Harbord on RKO Board

Election of DeWitt Millhauser to

the RKO board to fill the unexpired
term of Gen. James G. Harbord, re-

signed, was announced last night by
President George J. Schaefer, fol-

lowing the directors' meeting.
The new director was formerly a

member of Speyer & Co., investment
bankers, and is now with the firm of

Carl M. Loeb, Rhodes & Co. He is

likewise a director of RCA and had
served on the board of the old RKO
corporation.

Maurice M. Davis Dead
Montreal—Maurice M. Davis, 47,

supervisor of Amherst and Belmont
Theaters for United Amusement
Corp., died Sunday in Jewish Gen-
eral Hospital. Native of London,
England, Davis came to Canada 25
years ago.

Ampa to Salute Navy
Ampa will salute the Navy on

Thursday when the organization will

hold its first meeting of the new
year. Guest of honor will be Lieut.-

Commander John T. Tuthill, while
other guests will include Bert Lytell,

Jackie Cooper, Bonita Granville and
Patricia Peardon,

COfllinG and GOMG

n

FRANCIS S. HARMON, executive secretary
WAC, returns from the Coast today.

JAMES R. GRAINGER left for Atlanta
plane last night.

JOSEPH BERNHARD, Warner Bros, gem
manager, returns to his desk today.

OSCAR MORGAN, Paramount short
sales manager, returned last night from al
covering Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit and B
falo.

FRANK P. ROSENBERG, Columbia exploitat

manager, has gone to Buffalo and Providence
handle preliminary arrangements for the op
ings of "The Invaders."

DOROTHY LAMOUR left last night to

sume her film work after an intensive defe
bond sales tour.

JACKIE COOPER is in town and stopping
the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel.

RICHARD WHORF left Hollywood last ni.J
for Boston and New York.

JOHN BOLES leaves Hollywood tomorrow
Boston where he will open a personal appe
ance tour of Eastern cities.

GLORIA WARREN, Warner starlet, returr
J

from Wilmington yesterday and is stopping
: j

the Ritz Towers.

JAMES B. LANSING, Altec Lansing Col
vice-president, has arrived from the Coast

|

company conferences.

H. M. RICHEY is in Florida for a brief vac

tion.

HENRY L. SHOLLY. THE FILM DAILY'S W
mington correspondent, is here today for a sh<

visit.

HAROLD S. BAREFORD and A. C. MARTI
Warner Bros, attorneys, returned from San Fra

cisco yesterday.

FRED STROM, business manager of Nort
west Allied, returns today to Minneapolis.

HARRY BRANDT, MILTON C. WEISMAN a

LIONEL TOLL go to Washington today.

A. A. SCHUBART, RKO's manager of exchan
operations, returned to his desk yesterday ft

lowing a three-week visit to exchanges.

Grainger Heads for Coasl
To Start Regional Meets

James R. Grainger, Republic
prexy, planed out last night for tl

Coast via stopoffs at Atlanta, Tan
pa, New Orleans, Oklahoma Cit

and Dallas. Grainger will arriv

in Hollywood prior to the 16th whe
he is scheduled to preside at th

first of three regional sales mee'
ings at the studio. Sessions will t

held on the 16th and 17th.

Subsequently, Grainger will cor

vene regionals at the Drake Hote
Chicago, Feb. 19-20 and at the Ne-
York A.C. here on Feb. 25-26.

BOOKING NOW
IN THEATERS EVERYWHERE

"CLOISTERED"
—also

—

one-reel patriotic musical

"SIG AMERICA"
NU-ART FILMS, INC.

145 West 45th St., New York, N. Y.
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jst suit in Federal Court here,

triages of $300,000 are sought in

action.

f
Named as defendants are RKO,
Iversal, United Artists, Twentieth-

_ ^c and Columbia. The complaint
irges that the producers and dis-

jbutors violated the Sherman and
ayton acts in preventing the Ken
)in obtaining product.
The arbitration case, the second
be filed in this territory and the

st case to reach the Appeals Board
New York, was brought against

<0, 20th-Fox, Paramount and the
hoenstadt circuit.

The action of the Appeals Board
upholding the Megan decision was
verely criticized bv national Al-
d.

\\

heaters' Dimes Drive
: hecks Begin to Pour In

-

Si Fabian, national treasurer for

Me Industry's March of Dimes
ive, reported yesterday that checks
om theaters were beginning to
ur in. All theater collections are
be sent to Fabian, at Suite 173,

otel Astor. Half the amount sent

, less pro-rata share of expenses,
ill be returned to the community
torn which it was raised.

Miller, Donaldson Co., public ac-
untants, have volunteered to handle
e auditing and certifying of the
arch of Dimes monies, without
targe.

1 •

at Marcus Feted in Syracuse
Syracuse, N. Y. — Nat Marcus,

i merly Columbia's salesman in this

rritory, but now with Warners in
le Pittsburgh territory, was feted

: a testimonial at the Hotel Syra-
lse. Sidney Grossman was toast-
aster; speakers included Jack
arp, Frank Murphy, Norman Pearl-
an, of Binghamton; Amos Leonard,
ou Lieser. Jack Zurich. Jim Fader,
ho succeeds Marcus for Columbia,
as introduced at the dinner. Mar-
as was presented with a Defense
ond and scroll. Committee in
large included J. Samuel Weltmann,
eorge Smith and Grossman.

Albert S. Howson
Mary Carlisle

James A. Starr

Pat H. Harman
Mi'ton Silver

THI

4^fWi Pk&MDt
• • • THAT institutional Astor Theater underwent a figurative

remodeling last night, and it was a happy step The House of

Warner added a row Paradoxically, it was neither in the orches-

tra or balcony sections, but on the screen,—the row being the shadow

drama version of Henry Bellamann's best-seller novel, "Kings Row"
So hastily did its publishers turn the book out, in order to meet the pub-

lic demand, that it's a wonder the husky Bellamann brain-child had time

to slip on its jacket But at the hands of the Messrs. Warner, and

Director Sam Wood, the story enjoyed more leisurely "manufacture"

In fact the Barons of Burbank moved carefully and cautiously, as is their

wont, with such a promising pic property The result is a big,

resounding expertly-made attraction It was that attraction which

was the debutante of yester evening

T T
• • • IT was a very, very premiere, which is to say, formal to

the 'nth degree. Emily Post-ian, and R.S.V.P And all was in the

full and superior dignity of the picture's producers But it was

a very human affair, even to the point of the fair sex entering the

light-bathed lobby from the clear but chill night and keeping their

mink and ermine up around their hair-dos so closely that the batteries

of photogs were in a bit of a dilemma The male gender was

easier for the lens hounds,—the chief impediment being a few raised

hands to act as ear-muffs Photo-flash lamps gave some psycho-

logical warmth as they popped their lumens round about, while the

dignitaries and celluloid solons were literally bathed in the glow of

the gia?it electric sign on the Astor's facade as they disembarked from

limousines and taxis

T T

• • • ONE of the reasons (besides a whale of a crowd) for the slow

progress the guests made to the auditorium was the lobby display,

—

so effective that many of the first nighters tarried to examine it So

did a lot of exhibitors Following the National Anthem came the

current newsreel, then the main course, "Kings Row" Feature was

enthusiastically received, and, while we have tagged it as last night's

"debutante," it is far too rugged entertainment for such a designation

The House of Warner is rightly playing it straight to John Q.

Public, who can see it from this morning on, at pop prices, although the

footage is of potential roadshow stature

• • • AMONG the premiere patrons were some 15 members of

corps and district staffs of the Army and Navy respectively; the Warner

exec, delegation comprising Ben Kalmenson, Roy Haines, Arthur

Sachson, .Mori Blumenslock, Harry Kalmine, Leonard Schlesinger,

Clayton Bond, Sam Morris, Harry Goldberg, Rudy Weiss, Frank Phelps,

Jules Girden, Harry Kaplowitz, Joe Hummel, Barney Klawans, Robert

Perkins, Karl MacDonald, Harold Rodner, Jacob Wilk, Albert Howson,

and Sam Lefkowitz; Brenda Marshall, William Holden, Judge Kenneth

O'Brien, Robert Benchley, Mrs. Ogden Reid, Jules Brulatour, Jack Ali-

coate, Sir Charles and Lady Mendl, the W. Averell Harrimans, John

Hay Whitney, William F. Rodgers, Barney Balaban, Stanton Griffis, Ted

O'Shea, Ed Saunders, Neil Agnew, Charles Reagan, Ned E. Depinet,

Don Mersereau, Andy Smith, Grad Sears, Carl Leserman, Bob Mochrie,

Harry Gold, William Kupper, Bill Scully, A. Montague, Jack Cohn,

Chester B. Bahn, Ed Raftery, Lowell Calvert, Arthur Loew, Morty

Spring, Arthur Kelly, Sam Detnbow, M. A. Schlesinger, Gus Eyssell,

Bob Weitman, Oscar Doob, Spyros Skouras, Harry Arthur, Harry

Brandt, Si Fabian, Budd Rogers, Harry Mandel, George Skouras, Dave

Weshner, Ben Moss, Walter Vincent, Malcolm Kingsberg, Walter

Reade, Irving Lesser, and scores of others

Freon Requisition

Deadline Feb. 15

(Continued from Page 1)

15 has been established as the dead-

line under which dealers must pre-

sent their requisitions for Freon,
and beyond which time new supplies

cannot be obtained.

He said that all theater operators
who need Freon should immediately
file their requirements on Form PD-
160 which are available at the deal-

ers. Those who fail to list their

requirements before that time will

be "out of luck," he stressed.

The February 15 deadline was
determined upon in an effort to give
all operators a chance to fill their

requirements, he pointed out, stres-

sing that if there are no leaks in

systems, the supply should last in-

definitely. The deadline also will

give those whose air-conditioning

systems have leaks, time to get them
repaired, he said.

WPB Expands Film Unit
To Include Other Fields
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The motion picture

unit of the War Production Board
is being expanded into a separate
section to include all amusements,
except radio it was announced here
yesterday. The section will be
headed by A. Julian Brylawski, who
has headed the motion picture unit.

Expansion of the unit into a sec-
tion likely will mean appointment
of several assistants to Brylawski
to handle the various phases of the
vast amusement industry, but no
names are ready for announcement
as yet, officials said.

Rubens on Defense Board
Chicago—J. J. Rubens of the Great

States circuit has been appointed a
member of the Illinois State Defense
Board by Gov. Dwight Green.

Jay Golden Breaks Arm
Rochester—Jay Golden, city man-

ager for the RKO-Paramount-Com-
erford pool, is recuperating from a
broken arm.

Ready Censor Rules
For Rusiness Cables

Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington—U. S. War-time cen-

sorship regulations covering cable and

radio-telephone communications, in-

cluding those used for all forms of

business transactions, will be issued

shortly. FCC is now studying them
in order that they may conform to

the Commission's general regula-

tions.

Censorship of cables and radio-

telephone communications will con-

tinue under the direction of Byron

Price's organization in which Cap-
tain H. K. Fenn, U.S.N. , is chief

cable censor.
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Monday night, February 2nd, at the Astor Theatre, N.Y.! Mark
t well—because that date is as important to you as your own
)pening night! For that evening began an engagement which
jvill set up 1942's greatest production in every city and every

:heatre in the land—just as was
ione with"SERGEANT YORK'
Fhat's how it's been planned by

xvrxx xxx v;v^xjr v.xlj axivi cvca;

WARNERS!
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Average Arbitration

Cost is Below $60

(Continued from Page 1)

sources at the American Arbitra-

tion Association believe there is

even a possibility that the average
cost for the year may be below that

of the first six months.
The costs mentioned do not include

expenses incurred in appealing
cases. Appeal cases have raised

costs as can be seen in stenographic

costs on one case where the tran-

script amounted to $1,200.

During the first six months of ar-

bitration, the exhibitor complain-
ant paid an average assessed filing

cost of $10.95; average assessed ar-

bitrator's fees, $11.94; average cost

of stenographer, $35.64, making a

total average of $58.23.

Average cost per case per dis-

tributor was $29.64. This included

$1.44, average assessed filing costs;

average assessed arbitrator's fees,

$3.45, and average cost of stenog-
rapher, $24.75. Stenographers were
requested in only 23 of 40 cases by
the complainant and 35 of the 40

cases by the distributors.

The higher average cost to the

exhibitor-complainant was explained
by the fact that in practically all

cases there were a number of de-

fendants in each case who shared
the assessed costs, while the com-
plainant alone bore his share.

Puppet Pic Sans Dialogue
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — "Sky Princess,"

George Pal's seventh Puppetoon for

Paramount was shipped to New York
for previewing. In Technicolor and
with an impressive musical back-
ground, the story deals with a sleep-

ing beauty. Sherman A. Rose au-
thored the original idea. William
Edison scored the film, featuring
"Sleeping Beauty Waltz" and "Hu-
moresque." It is the first puppet
movie produced sans dialogue.

Broadway Dark in 1943?

Albany, N. Y.—The State Power
Authority in its eleventh annual re-

port submitted last night to Gov.
Herbert H. Lehman, states that New
York is faced with a power shortage
for war production industries which
threatens power rationing in up-
State communities this year and the
darkening of Broadway in 1943.

TO THE COLORS!

Syracuse, N. Y.—Hayden Hickok,
for the last five years film critic of

the Herald-Journal and Herald-
American, has enlisted in the Army.
He has been assigned to recruiting
duty here.

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.—Tom Broderick,
former assistant manager of the Irv-

ing Theater, has enlisted in the U.
S. Army Air Corps.

The President Calls on Variety Clubs
To Continue Help to the Underprivileged

Variety Clubs of America today have their war-time assignment from the

Commander-in-Chief.

"I cannot think of a better suggestion just now than to ask you to con-
tinue those good deeds in behalf of the under-

privileged which have pointed your activities in

other times," President Roosevelt wrote in a

letter to John Harris, national chief barker.

"The underprivileged we shall always have with

us and we must not forget their needs in this

time of national crisis."

The President's letter, made public yesterday,

was in reply to one from Harris in which the

Variety Clubs' support was pledged and an "im-
mediate assignment" to service requested.

The "immediate assignment" was the above sug-
gestion from the President for continued aid for

underprivileged children and is one for which a

ready "call to arms" can be predicted. tHE PRESIDENT

Theater Men Praise Col.

Defense Bond Prize Plan

Columbia's pioneer move in an-
nouncing that it will give upwards
of $50,000 in Defense Bonds in lieu

of cash awards in its Victory Sales
Campaign has brought unanimous
praise from indie exhibs. and cir-

cuit execs, plus pledges of complete
co-op, it was said at the home of-

fice yesterday.
Typical of circuit expressions was

that by Jules J. Rubens, vice-pres.
and gen. mgr., Publix Great States
Theaters, Chicago, who wired:
"As a member of the state of Il-

linois defense savings staff believe
that your plan to award bonuses
in defense bonds to your sales or-
ganization is a most patriotic and
constructive idea which will be fol-

lowed by many other picture distrib-

uters as well as other lines of busi-
ness. Best wishes for a most suc-
cessful sales campaign. Regards."

Carl W. Buermele of the Co-op-
erative Theaters of Michigan wired
that "you can rely upon me to help
the Detroit office put over the Co-
lumbia Victory Sales Campaign to
the utmost of my ability," while
from the ITO of Southern California
came a telegram expressing com-
mendation of the company's "pa-
triotism in giving Defense Bonds
for prizes."

Among others telegraphing simi-
lar sentiments were R. B. Wilby,
Atlanta; Charles P. Skouras, Los
Angeles; Milt Arthur, Los Angeles;
E. C. Butterfield, Detroit; Joe Blu-
menfeld, San Francisco; R. E. Grif-
fith, Dallas; Ed Hinchey, Warners,
Philadelphia; Walter Immerman, B
& K, Chicago; M. A. Lightman,
Memphis; Harry L. Nace, Phoe-
nix; Frank L. Newman, Sr., Seat-
tle; John Nolan, Comerford, Scran-
ton; Rick Ricketson, Denver; H. B.

Robb, Robb & Rowley, Dallas.

Forbes 111 in Florida
Detroit — Ernie Forbes, Detroit

theater supply dealer, who left for
Florida two weeks ago with his

wife, is reported seriously ill with
flu and bronchitis.

Col. to Ask Immediate
Interrogatories Decision

(.Continued from Page 1

)

15 interrogatories in the New York
equity action.

An affidavit of Louis D. Frohlich,
Columbia's attorney attacked the De-
partment of Justice's objections to
the interrogatories, particularly the
one which claims Columbia is delay-
ing the trial of the suit. Frohlich
pointed out the Government's appli-
cation is notice for a Feb. 18 hear-
ing, 25 days after filing of the in-

terrogatories. If the Government
were sincere in its desire for an
early trial, the affidavit stated, an
immediate hearing would have been
demanded.

Variety Clubs to Found
Conn. Tent In New Haven

New Haven — Plans are being
made to establish a Connecticut tent

of Variety Club here and a pre-

liminary meeting was recently called

at the office of I. J. Hoffman, War-
ner Theater Department zone head.

A luncheon to which every film

man in the state will be invited is

planned for the near future.

John Balaban, Jules Reuben
Head Move for Chicago V. C.

Chicago—Organization of a Var-
iety Club here impends. Petition for
a charter has been forwarded to

national headquarters in Pittsburgh.
Signers are topped by John Balaban
and Jules Reuben.

Los Angeles Variety Club
Opens New Quarters Feb. 12
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Variety Club of

Southern California will open its

Ambassador Hotel headquarters Feb.
12 with a house-warming.

Marion Sayle Taylor Dead
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Marion Sayle Taylor,

52, the Voice of Experience of both
film and radio, is dead here at 52.

Taylor starred in a series of shorts
in 1935-36.

Bonus for Lensers

On War Zone Duty

(Continued from Page 1)

to cover employes assigned to th

aters of war with disability insu
ance and are working out plans fc

a new type of protective insuran
for all employes.

Question of wage increase
left unsettled. Cameramen wei
offered a flat 10 per cent increaf
over their minimum of $110 a weeFf
but the union is insisting on a min
mum of $125 weekly. It original]

demanded a 30 per cent hike.

Casey, who left for the Coast yei

terday, will notify the local after r.

consults with the producers at th

end of the week. If the producer
do not agree, Walter Lang, businej,
agent of Local 644 will call upon it

parent body, the IATSE, to negc
tiate the matter.

anc

McDonough and Sol Lesse
Resign from RKO Radio

(Continued from Page 1)

vice-president in charge of produi
tion at RKO. Ostrow was formerl
a producer at 20th Century-Fox an
M-G-M.

Executive Producer Sol Lesse
also resigned from RKO but will r<

main there until about March 1 t

get "Tuttles of Tahiti," ready fc,

release and also to supervise th

story preparation on a picture Je
Harris is to produce. The story i

as yet untitled.

Brandt in Washington
For Huddle at D of J

Harry Brandt, ITOA presidenl

Milton C. Weisman, counsel, an
Lionel Toll, editor of The Indeper
dent, will confer today with Rot
ert L. Wright of the Department c
Justice in Washington. Nature c

the conferences was not revealec
but it is understood that they wi<

relate to the status of the New Yor
consent decree.

Bill Would Tax Harness Races
Albany, N. Y.—A bill introduce-

in the Senate by William Bewley'
Republican of Lockport, and in thi

Assembly by Maurice Whiteney, ReJ
publican of Berlin, would impose
tax of 15 per cent on harness rac;

admissions.

WEDDING BELLS

Springfield, Mass.—Paul Kesslei
manager of the Suffolk Theater i

Holyoke, and Gussie Tollin, wer
married here.

Dyer, Tenn.—John Wilfred Bond:
of the Dyer Theater, was married t

Louise Robinson.
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REVIEWS
"Roxie Hart"

»

»th Ginger Rogers, Adolphe Menjou.

George Montgomery
h-Fox 75 Mins.

SAY AND ROLLICKING BURLESQUE
A COLORFUL SAGA OF CRIME IN

ICAGOS EARLY TWENTIES.

tunnally Johnson has fashioned from the

|e play, "Chicago," a gay and rollicking

lesque of a colorful saga of crime during

early Twenties in Chicago. Although

I
nedy tends to wear thin, film should do

>ve-average business.
:oreword of film which dedicates pic to

beautiful women who have shot their

ers in pique sets tempo for what follows,

•ceedings contain a great deal of spoof-

and clever farce but situations are too

-ty to maintain the pace first established.
c law probably lies in setting up character

Roxie Hart as focal point of the comedy.
Tile Roxie Hart, the pert flapper who
es a murder trial for the publicity, offers

iger Rogers an opportunity for a swell

'trayal, the role in itself is not strong

ough to carry the entire film.

* At any rate, Miss Rogers adds to her

rels as a comedienne with a memorable
-formance. She flashes her dancing abil-

in two jail sequences. It is an in-

igruous setting but Miss Rogers reels

a black bottom and a tap dance on the

r. prison stairs with eclat.

There is an enjoyable acting job turned

by Adolphe Menjou as the thespian-

oe of criminal lawyer who defends Miss

rt, the most glamorous murderess in

icago's crime annals. It is a broad,

cical character and Menjou makes the

ist of it.

Tale opens in a saloon where two report-

; come from a routine murder. One of

am, George Montgomery, starts to tell

out Roxie Hart with the bartender an in-

-ested spectator. Then there is the flash-

ik and the saga commences of Roxie

rt who did not shoot her lover but

elds her husband for the publicity. End-
» has a couple of twists. Bartender turns

t to be the foreman of the jury who
quitted Roxie and became her suitor. The
Dorter is revealed as her husband with

xie the mother of a large family.

Montgomery acquits himself in a capable

inner. Highlight among the supporting

rformances is that of Lynne Overman,
e reporter who skyrockets Roxie Hart to

ne although he knows she is not a

jrderess. Sara Allgood is splendid in a

•all part as the prison matron. William
awley, the foreman; Phil Silvers, photog-

oher; Nigel Bruce, agent; and Spring

ington, as the sob sister, score in minor

(es.

William A. Wellman's direction is well

ne in spite of the fact the script is

isodic and static.

CAST: Ginger Rogers, Adolphe Menjou,
;orge Montgomery, Lynne Overman, Nigel

uce, Phil Silvers, Sara Allgood, William
awley, Spring Byington, Ted North, Helene
synolds, Charles D. Brown, Morris Ank-
m, George Lessey, Iris Adrian, Milton

irsons.

CREDITS: Producer, Nunnally Johnson;
rector, William A. Wellman; Screenplay,

unnally Johnson; Original, Maurine Wat-
ns; Cameraman, Leon Shamroy; Film Ed-

or, James B. Clark. f

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
ood.

$8,000,000 Budget

Jump for Warners

(Continued from Page 1)

hereafter will concentrate on provid-

ing four top pictures in every block

of five. On that basis, Warner Bros,

will direct its efforts on producing
between 30 to 35 specials.

The Warner exec, denied Coast
reports that James Cagney would
leave the company to set up his own
independent unit under the United
Artists banner. Bernhard said the

studio was negotiating with Cagney
and it is only a matter of terms
before reaching a new contract.

He also declared the studio did

not plan to develop unit producers

but would continue its present pro-

duction setup.

Higher Shipment Costs

Face Indiana Exhibs.

(Continued from Page 1)

hibs. are confronted with the prob-

lem of additional cost of delivery of

film. At present exhibs. have an
agreement with film transit compa-
nies to make three deliveries a week
for a flat rate of $3 with extra

charge for additional delivery. Film
shipped from Chicago, or other ex-

change centers, starting last Sun-
day, will l'aise the cost of transpor-

tation from the present rate of $3

to not less than $12 to $18 a week,
both ways included on the basis of

three changes a week, exhibs. con-

tend.

Contracts previously in existence

called for delivery from local ex-

changes but it is understood the new
delivery costs will become effective.

There will be transportation charges
from Chicago, including the Illinois

tariff plus the Indiana tariff, in ad-
dition to city delivery costs. The
rate is 22 cents for each reel, and
6 cents for can; single reel, 14
cents in addition to the 6 cents can
charge, one way.

Nothing definite as to what the
outcome will be can be ascertained
at this time.

Orson Welles Leaves
Today; Make Film in Brazil

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Orson Welles leaves

today for Brazil where he will make
"Its All True" encompassing four
separate subjects one of which is

"My Pal Benito." He will also pro-
duce a second untitled picture in or
near Mexico City and Vera Cruz.

Welles declared "It's All True"
will do much for good-will in all

American countries.

W. E. Garrett Dead
Greensboro, N. C.—W. E. Garrett,

64, theater operator and identified

with other amusement enterprises,
died after a brief illness. He is sur-
vived by his widow, a son and a

daughter.

It's "War Time"
Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington—It's "war time," and

not "daylight saving."

President Roosevelt has picked that

name to apply when standard time

is advanced one hour on Feb. 9

for the duration.

Lakeview, N'Orleans,

Files Some Run Case

Charging that Paramount, RKO
and Warner Bros, have refused to

sell it product, the Lakeview The-

ater, New Orleans, has filed a de-

mand for arbitration with its local

tribunal. The Lakeview is a new
house and its owners claim that the

three companies will not sell the the-

ater on any run.

According to reports, the Saen-
ger circuit is planning to build a

theater in the same neighborhood,
but that construction has been
halted due to priorities. It is

claimed that the defendant distrib-

uters are waiting to sell the Saen-
ger house first.

Cannon Arbitration Case
Will Be Heard Today
New Haven—The sixth arbitration

case in New Haven, the clearance
complaint of J. Lewis Cannon, Jr.,

operator of the Grand, New Haven,
against Loew's, Inc., 20th-Fox, RKO
and Vitagraph, Inc., will be heard to-

day before Arbitrator Leonard L.

Horner, Hartford executive. Harry
L. Lavietes, operator of the Pequot
Theater, has intervened, since the
Grand asks a maximum clearance of
seven days after the Pequot. The
Dreamland, also a part in interest,

has not filed as intervenor.

Canton, O., Complaint Will
Be Aired Tomorrow

Cleveland—Initial hearing of the
second local arbitration case, filed

under Section VI of the New York
consent decree, is set for hearing
tomorrow. Arbitrator is J. Virgil
Cory, attorney and member of the
firm of McConnell Blackmore, Cory
and Burke. Complainant is the Park
Theater, operating the new Deuber
Theater, Canton. Defendants are the
five majors. Involved are the Moz-
art, McKinley and Valentine Thea-
ters, all of Canton.

Percival Lee Waters,
Ex-Triangle Prexy, Dies

Percival Lee Waters, formerly
president of the old Triangle Film
Company, and a pioneer film pro-
ducer in New York City, died Sat-
urday in Presbyterian Medical Hos-
pital at the age of 74. He is sur-
vived by a sister, Mrs. E. A. Park
of the Hotel Wolcott where he also
resided.

Peace Hopes Rising

In Minn. Territory

(Continued from Page 1)

er rental terms asked by distribu-

tors, but a number of other factors

have entered into the situation.

Strom said yesterday steps to-

ward an understanding had been
reached with Paramount and Loew's
which control the theater situation

in and around Duluth. He said that

other problems concern sales poli-

cies in Minnesota which, because of

the State law, are different from
those in the other 47 states; the late-

ness of releases in the state, and
the consideration of the exodus of

large masses of people to large
manufacturing centers.

All these factors, Strom said,

have had an adverse effect on the-

ater business, making it impossible
for theater owners to pay higher
rental prices. For example, he
pointed out that in one Minnesota
town of 5,000 population, 1,000 per-
sons have left to work in defense
centers since this country entered
the war.
The proposal for a Chicago mass

meeting of exhibitors to protest
against certain trade policies has
been called off, because, Strom said,

such a gathering "no longer is a
necessity."

AMPP Re-elects Officers;

To Resume Old Work Hrs.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Officers of the Asso-

ciation of Motion Picture Producers
were re-elected unanimously for a
third term. They are: President, Y.
Frank Freeman; first vice-president,
Edgar J. Mannix; second vice-presi-

dent, Cliff Work; executive vice-pres-
ident and secretary and treasurer,
Fred W. Beetson. Members of the
board of directors were also re-elect-

ed.

Decision was made that the stu-

dios will return to a 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
work-day schedule when daylight
saving time goes into effect Feb. 9.

The directors approved the ap-
pointment of the Hollywood co-or-
dinator to work with Francis S. Har-
mon, executive chairman and co-or-
dinator of the War Activities Com-
mittee of the Motion Picture indusr
try. A selection will be made short-
ly.

William S. Holman was authorized
to make a survey on possible utili-

zation of studio machine shops, when
ovailable, for defnese production.

Shows Continue as
Philly Blacks Out

Philadelphia—This city undergoes a

blackout tonight from 10:30 to

10:45. Performances in theaters

will continue, it is understood, al-

though fronts will be blacked out.

I i
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IMPORTANT NOTICE
Eastman Motion-Picture Film Cans and Cores

MUST BE RETURNED

WAR requirements have sharply curtailed the

supply of metal and plastics needed to manufacture

3 5-mm. motion-picture film cans and cores. Conse-

quently, the Eastman Kodak Company urges the

prompt return of these essential supplies. They

must be used over and over again.

Help maintain the supply of motion-picture

film by seeing to it that all Eastman cans and cores

are kept in good condition, collected, and shipped

to the Kodak Park Works, Rochester, N. Y.

By doing your part in this emergency, you

help yourself and everyone connected with the

motion-picture industry— as well as all those who

depend more than ever on the screen for vital

information and entertainment.

Write for prices and detailed shipping information.

Motion Picture Sales Division

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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1LUED SUBMITS SUB '5' PLANS
(1,571,276 Bonus Shared by 12 Execs, of Loew's
tockholders Vote Declarer-

on of Appreciation to

•fficers and Directors

Twelve executives of Loew's, Inc.,

jared $1,571,276 in percentage
•mpensations in addition to their

.laries last year, it was reported
psterday at the annual meeting of

oekholders. All directors of the
mipany were re-elected. The stock-
)lders voted a declaration of con-
:lence and appreciation to the of-

fers and directors.

Those who shared in the bonus
*id the amounts received are as
illows: Louis B. Mayer, $548,425;

(Continued on Page 7)

ombard-Benny Pic

Released March 6

"To Be Or Not to Be," Carole
ombard's last screen vehicle, in

hich she co-starred with Jack
enny, will be nationally released
n March 6, it was announced yes-
nday by Grad Sears, UA's vice-
resident in charge of distribution,
pon his return from the Coast.
Pic, directed by Ernst Lubitsch

(Continued on Page 5)

)isney Officers Re-elected;
4-Week Net of $80,804

Vest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—The following officers

f Walt Disney Productions were re-
acted at meeting of board of di-

ectors: Walter E. Disney, presi-
ent; Roy 0. Disney, executive vice-
Tesident; Gunther R. Lessing, vice-
•resident; George E. Morris, secre-

(Continued on Page 7)

Save Old Lamps and
Tubes, Exhibs. Told

Columbus, 0.—Members of the
ITO of Ohio have been advised to

save all worn out lamps and tubes,
with the expectation that it may be
necessary later to return them in

order to secure replacements.

Philly B.O. Takes
Blackout tit Stride

Philadelphia—This city's first full

dress blackout, restricted to a 15-

minute period starting at 10:30

o'clock last night, had no appre-

ciable effect on film theater biz,

checkup indicated.

Dislz, Moskowilz,

Yogel New Loew VP's

Three new vice-presidents of

Loew's, Inc., were elected yesterday
by the board of directors. They are
Howard Dietz, promotion executive;
Charles C. Moskowitz, in charge of

Loew's New York theaters, and Jos-

eph R. Vogel, in charge of out-of-

town theaters.
Moskowitz formerly held the title

of assistant treasurer.

Officers re-elected were: Nicholas
M. Schenck, president; Arthur Loew,
first vice-president; David Bern-

(Continucd on Page 8)

New Iowa Film Group
To Organize Monday

Des Moines, la.—Iowa film men
are preparing to set up an organi-
zation for exchange managers and
employes and exhibitors for both
social and defense work.
The group plans to hold luncheons

at least twice monthly and will not
(Continued on Page 4)

Poll Under Way to Determine Members' Preferences
Among Three Proposed Selling Plans to Replace the
Blocks-of Five Method; Former Polls Unsatisfactory

Three proposals for a substitute for the blocks-of-five selling

method have been advanced by Allied and a poll to determine its

members' preferences is now under way.
It was decided at the recent board

of directors' meeting in New York
that the polls taken by regional
units wei"e not sufficiently compre-
hensive to enable the board to reach
a sound conclusion. Therefore, it

was decided to take another poll,

submitting all proposals made at
the board meeting, to the members,
so that clear-cut answers could be
obtained and the results tabulated
on a comparable basis.

Proposal No. 1: That pictures be
identified as far as possible when
they are offered for license and that
the exhibitors be allowed to choose

(Continued on Page 7)

See Neb. Exhibs Hit

By Ascap Crackdown

Lincoln, Neb. — Main force of

A s c a p ' s individual membership
crackdown on music users in Ne-
brasks is apt to hit the film exhibi-

tor, who, least of all the purveyors
of tunes, is able to get away from
copyrights, according to trade re-

ports here yesterday.

It may not be the independent film

exhibitor alone, but it looks that
way. If there's a circuit of the-

aters with part of the holdings in

(Continued on Page 5) .

Ascap Reorganizes Setup
Of Its Branch Offices

Ascap has completed reorganiza-
tion of its branch office set-up so that
all 20 branches are now directly
managed by the home office under
John G. Paine, general manager.

In eliminating the last of the
remaining lawyer - representative
offices, Ascap made a number of pro-
motions and transfers of personnel.
Some of the territories were reallo-

(Continued on Page 5)

Douglas as OCD Star Contact
Will Clear Requests for Artists' P.A.'s

Tay Garnett Entering
Radio Via NBC Program

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Tay Garnett, film

producer-director, will enter the ra-
dio field through formation of Tay
Garnett Radio Productions, which
will make its debut with "Three
Sheets To The Wind," starring John

(Continued bn 'Page '5)
,

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Melvyn Douglas,

whose appointment to an important
post in the Office of Civilian Defense
was announced Monday, will have
charge of all contact with movie
stars and other artists and writers
for appearances in connection with
civilian defense activities, Director
Landis of OCD revealed yesterday.

Landis said it is hoped that other
(Continued on Page 8)

Loew's Extends 5-4-5

To Ml Mel. Houses

Experiment of some Loew theaters
in making three program changes
in two weeks will be extended to-

day to the balance of the houses in

the Metropolitan area. Charles C.

Moskowitz, in charge of New York
theater operations, said yesterday

(Continued on Page 5)

RKO Film Booking Setup
Re-aligned by Koerner

Max Fellerman has been placed
in charge of metropolitan New York
bookings for RfcO theaters, while
Harold Mirisch will supervise all

(Continued on Page 4)

Lloyd's Third for "U"
To be "Invisible Spy"

Third Frank Lloyd production for

Universal release will be "The In-

visible Spy." Working with Lloyd

and. Jack Skirball will be George
Waggner as associate producer.
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FINANCIAL
{Tuesday, Feb. 3)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (2y2%)
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East. Kodak 134 133'/8 133'/8 — %
do pfd
Cen. Th. Eq 11% 11% "%— Vi

Loew's, Inc 40 39'/2 40 + Va

do pfd
Paramount 15 14% 14% + %
Faramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd.

RKO $6 pfd
20fh Century-Fox ... 9 9 9 + %
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 5% 5 'A 5%
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. debs. 4s56 99V2 99 'A 99 Vi + %
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 97y4 97 97

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts % % %
Radio-Keith cvs. ... % % Va
Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc... 814 8y4 8i/4
Universal Picts

Philly Allied Critical

Of WB "Clouds" Terms

Philadelphia—In a bulletin issued
yesterday, the Allied Independent
Theater Owners of Eastern Penn-
sylvania rapped the reported War-
ner selling policy of 50 per cent for
"Captains of the Clouds" The bul-

letin urged exhibitors to carry the
battle to the public if necessary.
The bulletin also advised members

on priorities.

Disney to K. C. Feb. 13

Walt Disney will attend dedica-

tion ceremonies of Disney murals
at the Benton Grammar School, Kan-
sas City, where he once was a pupil.

Ceremonies are scheduled for Feb.
13,

Flame-Proofing Law May
Bring Cut In Insurance

Detroit—New State law may mean
ultimate reduction in insurance
rates for Michigan exhibitors. New
law requires flame-proofing of all

draperies, curtains, and similar
equipment. According to Arnold
D. Dickerson of Theater Screen
Corp., a 15 per cent reduction in

Detroit rates, where similar rules

have been in effect for some time,

already has been secured, and a

future 15 per cent reduction is be-

ing sought as well.

Enforcement under the new law
is in the hands of the State Police,

who may make inspection at any
reasonable hour, and may secure

court priority on such cases for

immediate enforcement. The Police

Commissioner may then order a the-

ater closed in case of non-com-
pliance, or have the required work
done and charged as a lien against

the property, like taxes.

Smalley Clearance Case
Hearing Is Postponed

Albany—First scheduled arbitra-

tion hearing in the clearance case

brought by Smalley Theaters, Inc.,

Cooperstown, on behalf of the Smal-
ley Theater, Sidney, against all five

companies signing the consent decree

has been postponed. New tentative

dates are either Feb. 10 or Feb. 11.

Arbitrator Orders Clearance
Reduction in Buffalo Case

Clearance of the Kensington The-

ater, Buffalo, over the Bailey has

been cut from 21 days to three days
by the arbitrator who found, fol-

lowing hearings, that the existing

clearance was unreasonable. The
five consenting companies were the

defendants. The Kensington is

owned by the Shea circuit, while
the Bailey belongs to Dipson The-
aters, Inc.

"Reap the Wild Wind"
To be Sold Separately

Paramount will sell Cecil B. De-
Mille's "Reap the Wild Wind" sep-

arately, Neil Agnew, general sales

manager, announced yesterday. De-
cision followed home office executive
screenings and favorable reaction of

a number of Paramount theater as-

sociates at a special screening in

Chicago.
Plans are under way for a world

premiere and a long run engagement
in Hollywood, to be followed by a
similar New York pre-release run.

Defer Circella-Kaufman Trial

Government's trial of Nick (Dean)
Circella and Louis Kaufman for al-

leged extortion against the major
companies was postponed yesterday
by Federal Judge Alfred C. Coxe
until Feb. 16.

Garland Has Strep Throat
Hollywood—Judy Garland is bat-

tling a strep throat.

CHAMPAGNE
FOR ADMIRAL
Omaha's First New Nabe

in 20 Years Opens

Omaha — A bottle of champagne
will be smashed over the "prow" of
the Admiral Theater, new nabe,
tonight to christen Omaha's first

completely new suburban theater in

20 years. Ship's motif was carried
throughout in the $175,000 house,
which will seat about 1,000.

Theater is owned by Walter Green,
theater advertising firm owner, and
Ralph Blank, formerly connected
with his uncle, A. H. Blank, as dis-

trict manager. William Mack, who
formerly worked under Ralph Blank,
will be manager.
Opening has been held up about

three months because owners couldn't
get product. Theater is involved in

anti-trust suit now on file here
against the Ralph Goldberg circuit.

State charges Goldberg, who owns
seven houses, is violating state anti-

trust laws to "put out of business"
the Admiral and the Epstein Thea-
ters, another nabe circuit. Nine dis-

tributors also are named in the case.

R\ I. Ushers Collect

$12,000 for Polio Fund

Providence—Rhode Island theaters
took in more than $12,000 through
usher collections during the "March
of Dimes" drive. Major contribution
came from downtown first-run houses
which turned in $8,500, according to

report of Edward M. Fay, chairman
of the Greater Rhode Island thea-
ters committee. Last year collections

were made in theater lobbies and
only $5,676 was realized.

COminC and Gome

WALT DISNEY arrives from Washington
morrow and will spend a few days here b

leaving for Kansas City where he will ded
the Disney murals at the grammar schoo
attended.

CARL E. MILLIKEN, secretary of the
office and foreign advisor, was in Washir
yesterday. A

STANLEY HAND, Altec's staff represent!

has returned from a tour of the Middle We

ORSON WELLES left Hollywood yesterda

the first lap of his trip which will take
to Brazil and other Latin-American count

BONITA GRANVILLE and her mother, I

ROSINA GRANVILLE, are in town and stop:

at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel.

HOWARD WINNER, ace Pathe News can-

]

man, is with the A.E.F. in Ireland.

ROBERT SMITH, RKO actor, arrives today
Hollywood for a short vacation.

CLARENCE MARGON, Universale Latin-A
ican manager, is expected back from a S

American trip on Monday.

RUBE JACKTER returns today from Baltir

where he conferred with Columbia officials

the Victory Campaign.

CLIFFORD ODETS reports to the Warner st

Feb. 10 to write the screenplay for "Rhap
in Blue."

Loew's Plans No Browne
And Bioff Recovery Suit

Loew's, Inc., will not file a si

against Willy Bioff and George

Browne, as Paramount did for fl

return of $100,000 allegedly pi

them to prevent a strike of stu I

workers.
J. Robert Rubin, Loew's gene I

counsel, said yesterday he did ll
think such action was necessary J

asmuch as Browne and Bioff w< I

named co-defendants with Loew J

ficials in the suit brought by sto<l
holders.

20th CENTURY-FOX ANNOUNCEMENT OF

NEW TRADE SHOW DATES FOR

INDIANAPOLIS EXCHANGE TERRITORY

FEB. 9

at

10 A.M.

FEB. 10

at

10 A.M.

CASTLE IN THE DESERT'

&"ON THE SUNNY SIDE
1

&"R0XIE HART"

"NIGHT BEFORE THE DIVORCE"

&"S0NG OF THE ISLANDS"

at the

ARTCRAFT THEATRE
FRANKLIN, INDIANA

t

>

i

*.

:

:

:

:
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Ho More Divorcement

Actions Now—D of J

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington—Justice Department
officials yesterday said that no new
actions against producer tie-ups to

force divorcement of newly acquired

theaters is contemplated in the im-

mediate future. It was revealed a

few days ago that officials were
studying the situation with a view
toward possible further action.

Harry Brandt and an ITOA dele-

gation conferred with Department
of Justice representatives yesterday,

but officials said it was a "routine

visit" and that no important moves
were suggested or discussed.

RKO Film Booking Setup
Re-Aligned by Eoerner

{Continued from Page 1)

out-of-town theater bookings, under
a re-alignment announced yesterday
by Charles W. Koerner, general

manager of RKO theaters. Edward
Alperson is head of the film booking
department.

Blackout Liability Relief

Bill in N. Y. Legislature

Albany—Perusal of the air raid

precautions bill introduced by Sen.

Roy Page and Assemblyman Ed-
mund Delany on behalf of the Joint

Legislative Committee on Interstate

Co-operation last night reveals that

persons and corporations carrying
out, complying with or attempting
to comply with regulations for

blackouts, air raids, etc., will not be
liable for any injury or death to

persons or damage to property as

a result of such activity.

The Page-Delany measure, intro-

duced after careful study by the
legislative leaders and the commit-
tee along the lines of suggestions
made by Governor Lehman in his
measure, sets up regulations and
penalties for infractions in connec-
tion with protection of the civilian

population from air raids or enemy
attack.

Nate J. Blumberg
Ida Lupino
James Craig
Nigel Bruce

Albert Margolies

Stella Simon
Ethel Jackson

William I. Scholes
Pat Dowling

William French

".--The Melody Lingers On"
• • • LIKE baseball's hot stove league, post-season interest always

(Continues in the wake of THE FILM DAILY'S Ten Best Pictures Poll, and

in the attending local polls conducted by many U. S. newspapers in deter-

mining the results annually In fact, this interest aids filmdom

because it is constructively promotional.—keeping good pix as a live

topic For example, news came from both Hollywood and Lincoln,

Neb., yesterday that Mrs. Grace Darby, widow of a World War No. 1

soldier, and librarian at the U. S. Veterans Hospital in Lincoln, has

arrived on the West Coast for a 10-day, all-expenses-paid visit, as result

of winning the co-op poll staged by her home city's newspaper, the

Sunday Journal and Star We now present Mister Barney Oldfield,

the newspaper's motion picture editor, to say a few words about that

poll: T T
• • • "TALLY of entries showed 7,532 tried their hand at

amateur turn handicapping, which is a full 500 better than the

previous year Nobody expected an increase, because the day the

poll opened, Dec. 7, war was declared, and the Pacific Coast was re-

ported threatened It's pretty hard to hold up a trip to Hollywood

as alluring under those conditions After initial apathy, however,

and no bombs fell on the Western slope of the Rockies, the poll re-

gained stride, and in the last few days was hitting 400 entries or more

daily, up to 1,018 on Dec. 31, 1941, the closing day

T T T
• • • "NOBODY got 10 right, but 22 had nine right, 175 had eight

right, and more than 250 had seven right Money for the Hollywood

trip here is put up by the Stuart, Lincoln, and Nebraska (J. H. Cooper-

Para.), the Varsity and State (Nebraska Theaters. Inc.), and the Capitol

(Bob Livingston, independent), a total of $130, and the winner is the

guest in Hollywood for studio tours of Warners, M-G-M, and 20th-Fox,

and broadcast sightseeing at CBS The local theaters also give an

annual, half year, quarter year, month, and five single admissions each

There are six theaters out-state which also give passes in kind,

—

Wally Johnson's Vogue, in Friend; Jack Maes' Rivoli in Beatrice; Ted

Kempkes' Bonham, in Fairbury; Fay Honey's Tecumseh, Tecumseh; Carl

Rose's Sun in York; and Harold Schoonover's Mazda, in Aurora

T T
• • • "SO, well pleased is Joe W. Seacrest, advertising manager

of the newspapers, that he's one of the most consistent rooters for the

poll, and annually asks for a brochure on it which can be sprung on

those who are skeptical of the pulling power of the paper on a promo-

tion The whole result of this year's poll was tallied in 22 days,

with nine modest stories, and no help from the movie screens, or lobby

boards With exception of 250 entries handed in at box-offices, all

the rest came by mail

T T
• • • "SIDELIGHTS: 'Cheers for Miss Bishop,' the Bess Streeter

Aldrich story premiered here Jan. 12, 1941, most consistently 'threw' the

entrants, who were loyal to it partly because of premiere, and partly

because the author lives only 20 miles from Lincoln Mrs. Aldrich's

daughter, Mrs. Milton Beechner. listed it 10th, but she got in the prize

list anyway One man prefaced his entries by saying that he lived

down by the railroad tracks, where anything white was a novelty

Then he listed 'Blonde From Singapore' as his No. 1 picture

It is safe to say that there will always be a Ten Best poll of motion

pictures in the Sunday Journal and Star as a December feature.—that's

how much it's thought of around here"

T T
• • • THANK you, Mister Oldfield And now back to New
York.

DATE BOOK

I
H

Feb. 6: Press Photographers Association
Hotel Astor.

Feb. 6: Chicago Reel Fellows Club dinner da

Congress Hotel.

Feb. 7-8: PRC regional, Chicago.

Feb. 11: Local 306 10th Annual Sick Ben
Manhattan Center.

Feb. 14-15: PRC regional, Los Angeles.

Feb. 16-17: Republic regional, Coast

Feb. 19-20: Republic regional. Drake
Chicago.

Feb. 20: Cincinnati Cinema Club install;

dinner.

Feb. 26: Academy Awards dinner, Biltr

Bowl, Hollywood.

March 14: Warner Club banquet and ball. V

dork-Astoria.

March 15: Boston Cinema Club dinner da

March 16: Motion Picture Associates testimc

.

tor Jay Emanuel, Benjamin Franklin H< I

March 17: CEA banquet and ball, London.

Feb. 21: Local 109 Victory Dance.

Feb. 25-26: Republic regional, New York .

March 28: Baltimore Variety Club biaq
Lord Baltimore Hotel.

Apr. 28: Schine anti-trust suit to trial, Fee

Court, Buffalo.

May 4-8: SMPE Spring convention, Hollywi

'

Roosevelt Hotel, Hollywood.

May 11-13: Monogram franchise holders m;
ing, Los Angeles.

Oct. 25: Pittsburgh Variety Club banquet.

New Iowa Film Group
To Organize Monday

(Continued from Page 1)

have any initiation or members
fees. Sponsors of the club s

it would not be a Variety Club,

though its functions would be soi

what along the same lines.

At a luncheon held Monday
discuss plans for the club, a la:

turnout was reported with at le

12 exhibs. from out of town in

tendance, including Leo Wolcott
Eldora.

It is planned to hold another li

cheon next Monday to formally
ganize.

Rites for Mrs. Wolfson
Miami—Funeral rites were h

Monday for Mrs. Louis Wolfson,
mother of Mitchell Wolfson. S
vivors include her husband, th

sons and one daughter, Mrs. Sidi

Meyer of Miami. Mitchell Wolf;
and Sidney Meyer are partners
the Wometco Theaters, Inc.,

Miami.

Te.vfis Barkers Tip
With Defense Stamps.
Dallas— R. E. Griffith, new Chief

Barker of the Variety Club of Tex-

as, has requested all members of

Tent No. 17 to carry $5 or more in

Defense Stamps on their person and

do a portion of their tipping with

them. This the barkers have agreed

to do.
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ie Neb. Exhibs Hit

y Ascap Crackdown

{Continued from Page It

ebraska, the outstate portion of

i ing can settle with Ascap for

lough additional money to care

r the theaters which may be in

tate.

Ascap legal advisers have been

lotted to be telling publishers and

mgwriters, who must act individ-

ally in Nebraska under the state's

nti-Ascap law, not to pass up the-

while imposing charges.

hat, since movies are big music

. would be called to court at-

mtion in suits which are sure to

e soon, as discriminatory.

How to arrive at these charges

Ifill be somewhat of a problem, and

eems a cinch to give rise to com-
lications which will send every in-

lependent exhibitor running to the

earest state legislator asking him
.-by all means—to make it his first

uty to bring about repeal of the

a\v in 1943 (January), when the

egislature calls up its members
pain.

Strangest of all this muddle is

hat the film exhibitor was the one

.ho was NOT represented at any
ime in any of the legislative hear-

ngs, or the test case, involving the

Nebraska law—yet, he is most firm-

y in the trap.

Lombard-Benny Picture

Fo be Released March 6

(.Continued from Page 1)

»nd presented by Alexander Korda,
vas originally scheduled for Feb.

•5 release, but was withdrawn as
• i mark of respect to the late star,

<illed in the crash of a plane while

-eturning from a Defense Bond ral-

y in Indianapolis.

General release of "To Be Or Not
To Be," will be preceded by a world
premiere to take place in Los An-
geles on Feb. 19. On that date the
Sim will be simultaneously shown
in three Los Angeles theaters

—

Loew's State, Grauman's Chinese
and Carthay Circle.

Sears reported that UA branch
offices throughout the U. S. and
Canada have received an unpre-
cedented demand for the picture

from exhibitors. Upwards of 300
playdates for March 6 are antici-

pated.

-

WEDDING BELLS

Springfield, Mass. — Dwight Gil-

more of the Court Square Theater
was married to Mrs. Grace E.
(Bangs) Field of this city.

St. Louis — Patricia Daugherty
;

cashier at the Rio Theater, was mar-
ried to Michael Whalen.

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities • • •

LJERBERT KLINE. Born in Chicago, March 12, 1909. Was reared in Daven-

port, la. Educ. in Davenport High School. Traveled extensively before

starting work in experimental groups in New York. In 1927, began his first

documentary film in Madrid, a two-reel subject "Heart of Spain," which won an

award of merit from the Republican Government and was included in the out-

standing documentary films of all time by film section of Museum of Modern

Art. Also, collaborated with Henri Cartier on a feature-length Spanish war film

"Return of Life." Directed "Crisis," a feature with commentary by Vincent

Sheehan. "Crisis" was photographed in Sudetenland, depicting actual Nazi

"fifth column" activities. "Crisis" was shown at the White House at the

request of President Roosevelt. It was named fifth

in the "Ten Best Films of 1939" by the National

Board of Review. Produced and directed "Lights

Out In Europe" in Poland and England in 1939,

showing actual Blitzkrieg in the Polish Corridor.

James Hilton wrote the commentary for the pic-

ture which New York Critics Circle voted second

only to "Fantasia" among the non-fiction films of

1940. Directed "The Forgotten Village" which

was John Steinbeck's first original screen story, and

which was highly praised by New York critics.

Alexander Hackensmid has photographed all of

Kline's productions. Kline came to Hollywood

late in 1941 to direct features for M-G-M. Stands

5, 10. Weight, 170 pounds. Eyes, blue. Hair,

brown.

Ascap Reorganizes Setup
|

Dominion Gov't Struggles
Of Its Branch Offices With Higher Tax Problem

The
(Continued from Page 1)

cated in the reorganization
new set-up is as follows:
WESTERN DISTRICT—Supervisor, Rob

nt J. I'uwers ; Denver branch—Harry O.
Bergkamii, manager, covering Colorado, New
Mexico, L'tah ami Wyoming; Portland branch
—Herman Renin, manager, covering Oregon,
Washington, Idaho and Montana ; San Fran-
cisco branch—Harry A. Levinson, manager,
covering Northern part of California and the

state of Nevada ; Hollywood branch—R. J.
Powers, manager, covering Southern part of

California and the stale of Arizona.

Mid-western District—Supervisor, R. W.
Rome; Minneapolis branch—Dwain M. Ewing,
manager, covering Minnesota and South Da-
kota; Detroit branch—Grosner and Burak,
managers, covering Michigan; St. Louis
branch— frank H. Hemby, manager, covering
Southern part of Illinois and the state of

Missouri; Chicago branch—R. W. Rome,
manager, covering the Northern part of Illi-

nois, the Northern part of Indiana and the

state of Wisconsin; Cleveland branch—Ed-
ward A. Sherwood, manager, covering the

Northern part of Ohio ; Des Moines branch

—

John C. Wooden, manager, covering Iowa.

SOUTHERN DISTRICT—Supervisor, I.

T. Cohen ; Dallas branch—Philip O. Alex-
ander, manager, covering Arkansas, Oklahoma
and Texas; New Orleans branch—Stanley
Shepard, manager, covering Louisiana and
Mississippi ; Cincinnati branch—Samuel Feld-
man, manager, covering the Southern part of

Ohio, the Southern part of Indiana and state

of Kentucky ; Atlanta branch—I. T. Cohen,
manager, covering Alabama, Georgia, North
Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia
and West Virginia.

EASTERN DISTRICT—Supervisor, F. C.
Erdman ; Boston branch—Samuel Berkett,
manager, covering Massachusetts, Maine, New
Hampshire, Vermont and Rhode Island ; Phil-
adelphia branch—H. A. Brown, manager

;

covering the Eastern part of Pennsylvania,
the Southern part of New Jersey and state

of Delaware ; New York City branch—F. C.
Erdman, manager, co.vering Connecticut, the
district surrounding New York City and the
Northern part of New Jersey ; Pittsburgh
branch—Wm. J. O'Brien, Jr., manager, cov-
ering Western part of Pennsylvania ; Balti-
more branch—Arthur Rothkranz, manager,
covering Maryland and the District of Co-
lumbia; Rochester branch —

- Lawrence B.
Schlums, manager, covering Northern part of

New York State.

Toronto — The admitted problem
facing the Dominion Government in
preparation for new taxation to get
under way around the close of the
fiscal year, March 31, is how to apply
higher levies for war financing on
business operations without disrupt-
ing price ceilings, particularly after
the people have been repeatedly told
"Pay no more than what you paid
during the period from Sept. 15 to
Oct. 11."

One such situation is the theater-

business in which admission prices
have been "pegged" for the duration
of the war after the Government had
imposed a 20 per cent levy on gross
receipts of film performances, this

impost being added to the admission
scale by exhibitors. It is, therefore,
taken to mean that the Government
cannot see how it can increase taxa-
tion involving the operation of thea-
ters without providing a squeeze for
the theater owners.
Already the Government has inti-

mated that no increase can be made
in the general sales tax because of
the price stabilization. Further, it

is realized that tax increases consti-
tute a form of inflation, which is

what the authorities are trying to

avoid through price fixing. An alter-

native is a higher tax on incomes
and excess profits.

E. A. Golden Acquires
"Education for Death"

'

Edward A. Golden, president of

University Film Productions, Inc.,

has acquired the motion picture
rights to Gregor Ziemer's "Educa-
tion for Death" published by the
Oxford University Press and will

film it as "Hitler's Children."

Loew's Extends 5-4-5

To All Met. Houses

(Continued from Page \)

that approximately 20 theaters
would be affected. Under the plan,

the theaters play one program five

days, the next for four days, and
then five days.

Tay Garnett Entering
Radio Via NBC Program

(Continued from Page 1)

Wayne, over the NBC-Red Network
Sunday evening, Feb. 15. Helga Mo-
ray, English stage and screen ac-

tress, will play the feminine lead
in the half-hour series, which Gar-
nett will produce direct, and emcee.
Tay Garnett Productions has es-

tablished its headquarters in the
Taft Building at 1680 North Vine
St.

In addition to "Three Sheets To
The Wind," the company will pro-
duce other programs, which will be
announced later. The James Parks
Company, 333 North Michigan Bou-
levard, Chicago, has been designated
sales rep. for the various Garnett
radio programs.

"Fury" Big at the Roxy
Business for the first four days

of "Son of Fury" at the Roxy,
7th Avenue, totalled $43,810, which
places it in the top class with
"A Yank in the R.A.F.," "The Rains
Came" and "Jesse James." Picture
goes into its second week on Thurs-
day.

C'est la Guerre!

Buffalo—Girls and women in the-
ater offices and in film exchanges
are meeting for two hours a week
to receive instruction in first aid
from Robert Dame, manager of
Shea's Niagara Theater, who is a
graduate of a Red Cross course.

Seminole, Okla.— Local theaters
are giving passes to draftees just
before they leave for camp, the
passes to be used either by the draf-
tees themselves or by their families.

Holdenville, Okla. — There's no
time on the hands of Holdenville
theater cashiers now—it's knitting
yarn instead.

Every girl employed in the box-
offices of the three local playhouses
is busy with knitting for the Red
Cross, according to Frank Ayde-
lotte, manager.

Cincinnati— The Cincinnati Cin-
ema Club, composed of film sales-

men, has "adopted" all selected ser-

vice men in the local area, connected
with the film business. Kits, con-
taining cigarettes and other small
luxuries will be mailed each man
monthly at the expense of the club.
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:< :< SHORT SUBJECT R€VI€UJ5 .V ,\

'On the Sunny Side" i "Castle in the Desert'
with Roddy McDowall, Jane Darwell,

Freddie Mercer

20th-Fox 69 Mins.

SOLID SUPPORTING FEATURE WITH
TIMELY APPEAL; WILL MEET WITH
WARM AND FAVORABLE AUDIENCE RE-

ACTION.
There is nothing very fancy or elaborate

about this picture; but as a simple tale of

a young British evacuee who comes to live

with a typical American family in an Ohio

town, it has an appeal and warmth all its

own. It is a film which will kindle a fav-

orable reaction and be an asset to any bill.

In his first starring vehicle, Roddy Mc-
Dowall, as the British lad, lives up to all

the nice things that have been said about

his acting. However, McDowall gets a run

for the acting laurels from Freddie Mercer,

another juvenile performer who turns in

a laudable portrayal.

Latter is the son of the Andrews' who
bring McDowall over from England. Both

lads are about the same age and hit it off

nicely at the start. Everyone, however, is

so intent on being nice to McDowall, that

the Andrews' boy feels he is being neglected

by his folks. Even the kids take a shine

to McDowall at the club and want to make
him president but McDowall refuses.

When one of the bullies, Stanley Clem-
ents, knocks McDowall out with a sling-

shot, Mercer goes after the bigger boy.

Then McDowall comes to and both of them
lick their adversaries and all the misgivings

the lad has been laboring under disappear.

Katharine Alexander and Don Douglas

are good as the Andrews'. Jane Darwell

measures up to par as the cook. Among the

youngsters, Clements is okay as the bully,

and Leon Tyler is deserving of mention.

Whiskers, a Scottie, helps the film a lot.

Harold Schuster rates credit for a cap-

able directorial effort and steering away

from any maudlin overtones. There is one

scene of the British kids talking to their

parents via short wave broadcast that goes

over big. Lillie Hayward and George

Templeton have written a satisfactory

screenplay.

CAST: Roddy McDowall, Jane Darwell,

Stanley Clements, Katharine Alexander, Don

Douglas, Freddie Mercer, Ann Todd, Jill

Esmond, Freddie Walburn, Leon Tyler, Billy

Benedict, Stuart Robertson, Whiskers.

CREDITS: Director, Harold Schuster;

Screenplay, Lillie Hayward and George

Templeton; Suggested by the story, "Frat-

ernity," by Mary C. McCall, Jr.; Camera-

man, Lucien Andriot; Film Editor, Fred

Allen.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Chicago Variety Club
Charter is Authorized

Chicago—Petitioners for a local

Variety Club tent were notified yes-
terday that a charter had been
granted. Petitioners included Henri
Ehnan, John Balaban, Walter Im-
merman, Jules Rubens, Jack Osser-
man, Sam Gorelick, Nate Piatt, Joe
Kaufman, Sam Shirley, W. E. Ban-
ford, Charles Stern, Sid Spiegel,
Sid Rose, Jack Donahue, Alex Hel-
perin, Barney Rose, Phil Dunas,
Clyde Eckhardt, Eddie Grossman,
Henry Stickelmaier, David Wallter-
stein and J. Charles Hirsch.

with Sidney Toler, Arleen Whelan,
Richard Derr

20th-Fox 62 Mins.

MUCH-INVOLVED WHODUNIT THAT
HARDLY EVER UNRAVELS ITSELF SUC-
CESSFULLY.

Charlie Chan, suave and sure, handles his

latest assignment in a competent histrionic

manner. Unfortunately, even the greatest

of sleuths is powerless before the complexi-

ties of a much-involved and shallow script.

Scene of all the crime is a castle built

in the Mojave desert by an eccentric mil-

lionaire who reconstructs his home in the

pattern of the Borgias in the 16th Century
so that he can better study that period

of history.

The family doctor and lawyer connive to

convince the millionaire that the wife, who
really isn't his wife, is a murderess. To the

castle comes a sculptor and a student; also

a woman astrologist from town whose
presence was completely unnecessary; and

Charlie Chan aided by his Number two son,

who ducks a few arrows and solves the

mystery.

What is never satisfactorily explained is

the mysterious gent in the armored suit

who grabbed the killer when he pulled the

gun. Or for that matter, how he ever got

into the armored suit.

Sidney Toler, of course, is excellent as

Chan with good support from Sen Yung, as

the son. Douglas Dumbrille, Arleen Whelan,
Richard Kerr, Henry Daniell and Steve

Geray offer substantial support.

CAST: Sidney Toler, Arleen Whelan,
Richard Derr, Douglas Dumbrille, Henry
Daniell, Edmund MacDonald, Sen Yung,
Lenita Lane, Ethel Griffies, Milton Parsons,

Steve Geray, Lucien Littlefield.

CREDITS: Producer, Ralph Dietrich; Di-

rector, Harry Lachman; Screenplay, John
Larkin; Cameraman, Virgil Miller; Film Ed-

itor, John Brady.

DIRECTION, Fai r. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Coast Studios Starting

13; Para. Shooting Nine

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Thirteen new pic-

tures are scheduled to go into pro-

duction this week. The check-up:
At Columbia: Four shooting.
At M-G-M: Seven shooting, in-

cluding "Kildare" picture, as yet
untitled, with Harold S. Bucquet
directing; "Apache Trail," western
drama, with Richard Rosson direct-

ing and Sam Marx producing. "Sa-
lute to Courage" has been changed
to "House of Spies."

At Monogram: Three shooting, A. W.
Hackel's "Shed No Tears" has been changed
to "Man With Two Lives."
At Paramount: Nine shooting, including

"My Heart Belongs to Daddy," comedy
drama, with Martha O'Driscoll, Richard
Carlson, Frances Gifford and Cecil Kella-
way. Director Robert Siodmak, for pro-
ducer Sol C. Siegel ; "Mrs. Wiggs of the
Cabbage Patch," drama, with Fay Bainter.
Carolyn Lee, Hugh Herbert, Vera Vague,
Barbara Britton, Betty Brewer and Mary
Thomas. Ralph Murphy directing for pro-
ducer, Siegel ; Harry Sherman's "Across The
Border," western, starring William Boyd,
with Bill George, Andy Clyde, Ella Boros
and Chris-Pin Martin.
At Producers Releasing Corp. : George

Merrick and Max Alexander's "Dawn Ex-
press," drama, with Michael Whalen, Anne
Nagel. Constance Worth, Billy Bakewell.
Director, Albert Herman.
At Republic : Six shooting, including "Jesse

"Code of the Outlaw"
wth Bob Steele, Tom Tyler, Rufe Davis

Republic 57 Mins.

RUN - OF - THE - WESTERN WITH
ENOUGH EXCITEMENT TO CARRY AP-
PEAL FOR THE ACTION FANS.

From the opening sequences, when a

stage is being robbed of a payroll of close

to $100,000, to the finale, at which the

Three Mesquiteers,—the Messrs. Steele,

Tyler and Davis— , recover the money, there

is ample action to satisfy the sagebrush

drama fans.

It develops that the bandit leader, Wel-
don Heyburn, is killed shortly after the

robbery when the blazing guns of the Mes-
quiteers surround the gang's hideout, and

the three hero-sheriffs find that the vic-

tim's young son, Bennie Bartlett, who was
present at the shooting, is the only liv-

ing soul who knows where the money has

been cached.

So they take out adoption papers, after

the lad has been sent to a public institu-

tion as a ward of the state, in the hope
that they can make him tell where the

loot is,— something which he has prom-
ised his father he would never divulge. The
lad is treated kindly and is about to do

the right thing by society and his foster

parents when Don Curtis, a member of the

disrupted gang, works on the boy's emo-
tions to play along with him.

Both ride away together and the Mes-
quiteers give chase to the stagecoach in

which the getaway is being attempted. The
money is recovered; Curtis bites the dust;

and Bennie faces a bright future free from

evil influences. Here and there are

fisticuffs, rampant riding, and gunplay.

The comedy relief is entrusted to Rufe

Davis, as is the film's single song, "Rootin'

Shootin' Terror of the West." Melinda

Leighton, in the role of a newspaper wo-
man, has a brief bit, concerned chiefly with

objections to Bennie's presence in the

hands of the law-enforcing Mesquiteers.

CAST: Bob Steele, Tom Tyler, Rufe Davis,

Weldon Heyburn, Bennie Bartlett, Melinda

Leighton, Donald Curtis, John Ince, Ken
Duncan, Phil Dunham, Max Waizman, Chuck
Morrison, Carleton Young.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Louis Gray;

Director, John English; Original Screenplay,

Barry Shipman; Cameraman, Reggie Lanning;

Film Editor, Charles Craft; Musical Score,

Cy Feuer.

DIRECTION, Spirited. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

James, Jr., western, starring Don Barry.
Producer-director, George Sherman; "Shep-
herd of the Ozarks," drama, with Weaver
Bros, and Elviry. Director, Frank McDon-
old. Producer, Armand Schaefer; "Pal O'
Mine," starring Roy Rogers. Producer-di-
rector, Joe Kane.

At RKO-Radio: Six shooting, including
Sam Goldwyn's "The Pride of The Yankees,"
romantic drama, based on the life of Lou
Gehrig, starring Gary Cooper with Babe
Ruth and Teresa Wright. Sam Wood di-

recting; "Mexican Spitfire and the Ghost,"
comedy drama, with Lupe Velez, Leon Errol.
Charles "Buddy" Rogers and Elizabeth Ris-
don. Director, Les Goodwins; producer,
Cliff Reid.

At 20th Century-Fox: Eight shooting.

At Universal: Seven shooting, including
"Unseen Enemy," drama with Leo Carrillo,
Andy Devine, Don Terry and Irene Hervey.
Producer, Marshall Grant ; director, John
Rawlins.

At Warners: Five shooting, including "Des-
perate Journey," drama, with Errol Flynn,
Ronald Reagan, Kaaren Verne, Raymond
Massey, Arthur Kennedy and Alan Hale.
Associate producer, Jack Saper. Director,
Raoul Walsh.

"Song of the Islands"
with Betty Grable, Victor Mature,

Jack Oakie
20th-Fox 74 Mini

DIVERTING AND ENTERTAININl
MUSICAL COMEDY; WILL REGISTE
NICELY IN ALL SITUATIONS.

Producer William LeBaron kindly oblifl

the demand for entertainment by presenr

ing a frothy musical comedy in Technicoloi

It has as its main attraction, Betty Grabl

in a grass skirt, catchy tunes and son-.

funny gags.

This, undoubtedly, is Miss Grable's bes

performance and role to date. She is bad'
in her own medium as a musical corned

performer who sings and dances attrac

tively. Miss Grable can be equally charm
I

ing in a Hawaiian song or dance numbe
or somehting like "O'Brien Has Gone Ha
waiian," which calls upon her to inter

sperse a hula dance with an Irish jig. Shi

carries both off with charming ease. Mis
Grable is the type of actress who als

looks very good in a sarong-like outfit, al

of which helps.

Locale is one of those dream Hawaiiai

islands where Thomas Mitchell lives ii

contentment among the natives. His daugh
ter, Miss Grable, has just returned fron

the United States where she has complete!

her schooling. To the island comes Victo

Mature and Jack Oakie. There is a rancl

on the island belonging to Mature's fathe

and he desires to purchase beach in fron

of Mitchell's house to use to build a pier

Latter refuses and when Mature's fathe

comes down, disagreement is stirred up bu

all is settled happily. Naturally, Miss Grabl-

and Mature fall in love for the romantii

interest.

Mature acquits himself favorably witl

most of the comic work supplied by Jacl

Oakie. He sings a couple of songs, par-

ticularly "What's Buzzin' Cousin" in gooc

style. Film introduces a cute actress ii

Lillian Porter who plays one of the Hawaiiar

maids in whom Oakie becomes interested

Mitchell is superb as the Irishman wh<

prefers his idyllic living to existence more

material. Billy Gilbert and George Bar

bier contribute effective performances ir-

lesser roles. Hilo Hattie, one of the Is

landers, shows she is an excellent com-

edienne.

Walter Lang's direction is able and main-

tains the film at an affable level. Harry

Owens, whose Royal Hawaiians orchestr;

is featured, combines with Mack Gordon

to turn out a score which is a definite

assets to film.

CAST: Betty Grable, Victor Mature, Jack

Oakie, Thomas Mitchell, George Barbier i

Billy Gilbert, Hilo Hattie, Lillian Porter

Hal K. Dawson.

CREDITS: Producer, William LeBaron:

Director, Walter Lang; Original Screenplay,

Joseph Schrank, Robert Pirosh, Robert El-

lis, Helen Logan; Dance staged by Hermes
Pan; Cameraman, Ernest Palmer; Techni-

color Director, Natalie Kalmus; Film Editor,

Robert Simpson.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Tops.

Daly Funeral Today
Rites for William J. Daly, 79,

pioneer exhib., for the past 10 years
a relief manager for the Skouras cir-

cuit, will be held today at the Sacred
Heart Church, Bayside, L. I.
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lllied Submits Subs

or Blocks-of-Five
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eh of the pictures as they desire

license and to refuse to accept

jtures which they do not wish to

ense.

Sive Exhibs. Free Choice of Pix

It was pointed out that the thought
hind this proposal is to permit

hibitors to make a free choice of

: cures when licensing product in-

;ad of licensing all and then de-

nding on a cancellation privilege

r relief for compulsory block-

oking.

Proposal No. 2: That the distrib-

ors return to the former practice

selling full blocks subject to 20

i-r cent cancellation privilege, such
ncellation privilege to be exercis-

•le in each bracket.
The thought behind this proposal
is explained, is that if the cancel-

tion privilege can be exercised in

ch price bracket, the distributors

ill not be able to restrict all can-
llations to the lowest bracket, as

ey have in the past.

Untrammelled Cancellation

Proposal No. 3: That the distrib-

ors return to the former practice

selling full blocks subject to a

• per cent cancellation privilege.

»ch cancellation privilege to be
ceicisable up to 20 per cent of the
• tal film rental value of the con-
tact, regardless of the number or
assification of the pictures can-
ned.
It is explained that the thought
mind this proposal is the same as
lat offered for Proposal No. 2:

imely, to permit a free choice of
ie cancellation privilege.

,J; Cards listing the three proposals
ive been sent to all Allied mem-
jrs who will check their prefer-
lces.

Recommendation to remove the
nusement tax on cut price theater

,ckets to junior officers of the armed
Jrvices has been sent to President
oosevelt by John Golden, chairman
f theater affairs in the New York
'efense Recreation Committee.

:: :

Vould Lift Admish Tax
,)n Officers' Tickets

Scotch Magic
Detroit—Bruce Freeman, owner of

the Strand Theater in Roscommon,
has a new Scotch idea. He has four

records of organ music, which he
has been using over the p. a. system
before shows to keep patrons inter-

ested. Recently he tried playing

the records backward (by swinging
the needle clear over to the far

side of the record)—and it sounds
so well, he's doing it regularly now,
thus giving his customers eight selec-

tions instead of four.

TO THE COLORS!
Indianapolis—Abe Baker, booker , Fostoria, O.—Bert Ruder, manager

at Columbia exchange here, and Jack
]

of Schine's State Theater, has re-

Dowd, booker at Warner Bros., have
j

signed to enlist in the U. S. Army
been recalled to active Army service. ! Air Corps.

Des Moines, la.—Robert Coll, as-
sistant chief of service for the RKO-
Orpheum Theater, has enlisted in the
Coast Guard.

Harry S. Buxbaum, son of Harry
H. Buxbaum, New York exchange
manager for 20th-Fox, is training
as a Navy air cadet at Floyd Ben-
nett Field.

Jack Sidney, formerly at the
Poli, Bridgeport, recently resigned
from the National, Louisville, Ky.,
to enlist in the U. S. Army.

Portland, Ore.—Two employes of
the local RKO Radio exchange have
joined the colors. They are Office

Manager Richard Ettlinger and
Booker C. E. Rosemeyer. Both will

serve in the Air Corps.

George DeGrosse, of Whitney The-
ater, Hamden, Conn, staff, has en-

listed in the Signal Corps.

New Haven — Bernard Marsden,
RCA representative here, and a re-

serve officer, has entered active Army
service as a first lieutenant.

Detroit—Floyd Chrysler, M-G-M
state salesman, who is in the Coast
Guard Auxiliary, will be commander
of the Coast Guard cutter on the
Lake Erie to Lake Huron patrol for

one 24-hour shift weekly when navi-
gation opens, serving without pay.

Cincinnati—Sam Oshrey, Warner
booker who recently married Doro-
thy Kruse has been recalled to the
Army.

Disney Officers Re-elected;

14-Week Net of $80,804

(Continued from Page 1)

tary-treasurer; Oliver B. Johnston,
assistant secretary-treasurer; Frank-
lin Waldheim, assistant secretary.

A report on financial operations
in the current fiscal year stated that
figures for 14 weeks of the current
fiscal year to Jan. 3, 1942 shows a

balance after all charges but sub-
ject to year-end adjustments and be-

fore provisions for income taxes of

$80,804.25 as compared with a bal-

ance of $210,702.94 in fiscal year
ended Sept. 27, 1941 before provis-

ion of $1,000,000 for excess cost of

features over estimated net income.
Balance sheet figures at Jan. 3,

1942 show a gain of $23,815.65 in

current and working assets and a

reduction of $156,931.63 in liabilities

with a resulting increase of $180,-

747.28 in net current and working
assets. Reduction of $99,943.03 in

other assets (of which principal

item was a reduction in net plant
account due to depreciation charges)
result in a net gain in net assets of

$80,804.25 for the 14-week period.

Rosen Replaces Rackow
Douglas V. Rosen has replaced Vic-

tor Rackow as Montreal branch sales

manager for United Artists. Rackow
resumes his former duties as sales-

man. In Minneapolis, Claude Dick-
inson has been named office manager,
succeeding E. J. Stoller who has
been promoted to salesman.

Co-star Payne and Grable
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—John Payne will be

starred with Betty Grable and Vic-
tor Mature in 20th Century-Fox's
"Collar Girl" and Carole Landis will

play opposite Pat O'Brien in "Ma-
nila Calling."

AAAA Sets Up Committee
On War Entertainment

To guard against exploitation of

amusement talent at Army camps,
the AAAA has set up a talent co-or-

dinating committee whose duty will

be to handle entertainment in con-
nection with the war.
The AAAA has notified its five

amusement talent unions of its action

and has established branch offices

in the East, the Middle West and
at the West Coast.

Cliff Giesseman Feted

Detroit— Cliff Giesseman, mana-
ger of the RKO Uptown, who is be-
ing transferred by RKO to manage
the Golden Gate Theater in San
Francisco, was feted by leaders of
the local film industry at Variety
Club of Michigan. He was presented
with a leather traveling bag. Event
was arranged by Jackson Hurford,
manager of the Fox Theater.

Harry Holliday, Actor, Dies
Amityville, L. I.—Harry Holliday,

86, retired actor, for some years a
guest at the Percy Williams Home,
East Islip, died yesterday at the
Brunswick Home, a sanitarium. He
is survived by his widow and a
daughter.

To Film Life of Poe
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY

Hollywood — Twentieth Century-
Fox has bought from Warner Bros.
"Annabel Lee," which it will film as
"The Loves of Edgar Allan Poe."
John Shepperd and Linda Darnell
will play the leads.

Mooney to Produce PRC Pic
Martin Mooney will produce an

exploitation special, "Men of San
Quentin" for PRC. William Beau-
dine will direct. Picture will be
ready in late May.

$1,571,276 Bonus

To 12 Loew Execs.

{Continued from Page 1)

Nicholas M. Schenck, $204,204; J.

Robert Rubin, $100,308; David Bern-
stein, $122,522; Harry Rapf, $30,-

494; Lawrence Weingarten, $30,494;
Ben Thau, $60,989; Bernard Hyman,
$60,989; Al Lichtman, $91,484; Hunt
Stromberg, $77,409; Sam Katz,
$121,979, and Edward Mannix,
$121,979.

Directors who were re-elected by
stockholders representing 1,226,263
shares of common and preferred
stock are Nicholas M. Schenck, Da-
vid Bernstein, J. Robert Rubin, Da-
vid Warfield, Henry Rogers Winth-
rop, John R. Hazel, Leopold Fried-
man, Charles C. Moskowitz, George
N. Armsby, William A. Parker, A.1

Lichtman and Joseph R. Vogel.

Canadian Film Carriers to

Get Normal Gas Supply

Toronto—Gasoline rationing sys-
tem which goes into effect in Canada
on April 1 will not halt film delivery
services to theaters nor restrict the
use of automobiles by service trouble-
shooters. Provision has been made
for a normal supply of gasoline for
commercial truck systems based on
previous requirements but, it is

pointed out, further restrictions on
the use of gasoline may be necessary
commencing Jan. 1, 1943.
Film salesmen traveling outside of

film exchange centers have been
placed in a special category for
which a higher gasoline ration will
be made available, but theater own-
ers and managers find themselves in
the class of pleasure drivers for
whom only 300 gallons per year will
be allowed. The use of automobiles
by salesmen covering local theaters
has been called non-essential and
they will get the lowest quota of
gas.

District managers and supervisors
of theater circuits comprising dif-

ferent cities and towns will get an
extra ration, according to an inter-
pretation of the announced regula-
tions, which are subject to change
before ration coupons are issued.

Equity Mail Referendum
Actors Equity, as a result of a

petition filed by required number
of members will hold a mail ref-

erendum barring all "ism" support-
ers from holding office.

Myrtle Candee Promoted
Myrtle Candee, for three years

with the 49th Street and Broadway
Trans-Lux, has been appointed assis-
tant manager of the Trans-Lux The-
ater at 85th St. and Madison Ave.

Ahem!!!
Manchester, N. H.—Dual billing on

the Lyric Theater marquee here:

"Dive Bomber"—"This Way, Pleaso"
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Melvyn Douglas as

OCD Star Contact

ik REVIEWS Of THE DEW FILITIS 3
(Continued from Page 1)

federal agencies will avail them-
selves of Douglas' services with the

result that his office will become
the clearing house for all requests

from Government departments and
bureaus for appearances or other

use of time of movie stars and other

celebrities. It was pointed out that

some of the stars at times have as

many as "16 requests" from vari-

ous agencies.
Douglas will work without com-

pensation but likely will receive all

transportation expenses, plus the
usual $10 a day for subsistence. The
Federal post will not interfere, at

least immediately, with his career.

Landis said the star already has
contracted to start a new picture
in about three weeks and that he
will commute from Hollywood while
that picture is in progress.

The Douglas appointment came in

for criticism in the local press and
even was assailed on the floor of
Congress, but Landis said he knew
of no one better qualified for the
job. Most of the local controversy
was touched off by the mistaken an-
nouncement that Douglas was to be
Director of Information.

Dietz, Moskowitz, Vogel
New Loew Vice-Prexies

(Continued from Page 1)

stein, vice-president and treasurer;
J. Robert Rubin, Edward A. Schil-

ler, Edgar J. Mannix, W. F. Rodgers,
and Sam Katz, vice-presidents; Leo-
pold Friedman, secretary; Charles
K. Stern, Len Cohen, R. Lazarus
and Nicholas Nayfack, assistant
treasurers: J. T. Mills, H. Helborn
and Ben Thau, assistant secretaries.

1,000 "New Spirit" Prints

Now Playing First-Runs

One thousand prints of Walt Dis-
ney's "The New Spirit" starring
Donald Duck and made upon the
request of Secretary of the Treas-
ury Morgenthau, are now in use
in key cities throughout the coun-
try, and it is expected 12,000 the-
aters will have played the subject
by March 15.

Write War Clauses
Into Oregon Lease

Portland, Ore. — New problems
arising from the war are reflected

in the five-year lease negotiated be-

tween Hamrick-Evergreen and D. P.

Thomson for the Music Box. Lease

includes provisions for adjustment of

damage caused by evacuation or com-
pliance with other military or naval

regulations which may take place

from time to time.

"The Night Before the

Divorce"
with Lynn Bari, Joseph Allen, Jr.,

Mary Beth Hughes
20th-Fox 62 Mins.

AVERAGE DOMESTIC COMEDY WHERE
HUSBAND AND WIFE REUNITE AFTER
THEY HAVE SEPARATED.

This little domestic comedy is an average

yarn about a couple who separate after

being married for three years and then are

reunited when the differences are ironed

out. Lynn Bari, as the wife, is the best

reason for the picture.

Reason for the quarrel is that hubby,

Joseph Allen, Jr., finds his ergo shattered

because his wife is competent in every-

thing they do and utterly self-reliant.

Hubby prefers the more dependent type.

When he runs across Mary Beth Hughes,

who uses that approach, he decides he

wants a divorce. His wife agrees.

Friend of the family is Truman Bradley,

a detective, who knows the pair are still

in love. A musician who has been seeing

the wife is murdered. The fact that sus-

picion is cast upon the wife is used by her

and the detective to bring hubby around to

his senses. It does with the wife de-

ciding to act more dependent upon her

husband in the future.

Miss Bari handles the lead in a capable

manner and demonstrates it is about time

that she is given worthier roles. Allen,

Jr., is okay as the husband with the sup-

porting cast filling their assignments capably.

CAST: Lynn Bari, Joseph Allen, Jr.,

Nils Asther, Truman Bradley, Kay Linaker,

Mary Treen, Thurston Hall, Spencer Char-

ters, Leon Belasco, Tom Sadden, Alec

Craig.

CREDITS: Producer, Ralph Dietrich; Di-

rector, Ralph Siodmak; Screenplay, Jerry

Sackheim; Based on play by Gina Kaus and

Ladislaus Fodor; Cameraman, Peverell

Marley; Film Editor, John Brady.

DIRECTION, Okay. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Dismiss Piker's Loew Suit

Dismissal of the suit of Kurt Pil-

zer, as assignee of Walter Reisch,

Filmgesellschaft, against Loew's,

was ordered yesterday by N. Y. Su-
preme Court Justice Louis A. Va-
lente for lack of a cause of action.

Suit was based on an alleged pur-

chase of the foreign film "Silhou-

etten," for $10,000, the plaintiff

claiming no price was ever paid.

$4,642 for "Dimes" Fund
Harrisburg, Pa. — Theaters of

Harrisburg and Dauphin County
added $4,642 to the March of Dimes
fund for 1942, it was reported this

week by Robert C. Sidman, manager
of the Senate Theater and chair-

man of the Theater Division for the
drive.

"Edge of Darkness" to WB
Warners emerged as the success-

ful bidders for the screen rights to

"Edge of Darkness," new novel by
William Woods, to be published this

Spring by J. P. Lippincott.

* SHORTS *

"Far East Command"
(March of Time)

RKO-Radio 17 mins.
Revealing Subject

To the already informative mate-
rial anent the current conflict's Far
Eastern theater, and that sector's

importance to the cause of the United
Nations, this latest issue of the March
of Time discloses via the camera and
commentary the larger strategic con-
siderations of the vast area. There
are impressive shots of Japanese
forces and their determined but out-
numbered opponents who are per-
force carrying on delaying action
until the resources of the Allies can
tip the scales.

It is pointed out that the Jap-
anese, over a long period of time,
have prepared for the present mili-
tary undertaking, and that they
must win fast, if at all. The foot-
age carries the message that the
resources aligned against the ag-
gressor nations as a whole are over-
whelming, but that war in the Far
East arena is sorely pressing the
British, Dutch, Americans, Austra-
lians and the New Zealanders.
Some exceptionally valuable in-

sight is given into the social, po-
litical, economic and military setup

of the Antipodes. But the mc
vital message which the subject h,
parts is the necessity placed up

\

the United States to hurry supplJ
to make Victory possible to c"|

comrades-in-arms now threatened
the Japanese invasion tide.

Timely, dynamic and always in^j
esting, this M of T release desenT
widest exhibition.

"West of the Rockies"
(Broadway Brevities)

Warner Bros. 20 mir]
Swell, Swift Musical

Into this Broadway Brevity h
j

been injected all the care and favc
j

able elements of a rip-roarin' praii I

picture of the full-length variety, J

in fact its pace is swifter than mo
westerns. Story recounts the que
by a radio sponsor for an bonest-tj
goodness cowboy orchestra for hi

program. So westward he heads, a !

companied by Marguerite Chapma
i

his daughter. William Travis,
j

cowhand who's the McCoy, plans
get himself and his band the job, ai

stages a plot to land it. The come
Miss Chapman finds out the rus

:

but being in love with Travis, doesrj
let the cat out of the bag. There
some hard riding and a bevy of p<

songs, including "My Little Buck!
roo," "Home on the Range," "I Got i

Get Back to My Gal," "My Tex]
Home," and "West of the Gre I

Divide." Screenplay is by Hal Yatej
and directed by Bobby Connolly.

Second Pay Rise In Year
For Ushers in Rochester

Rochester—A second pay increase
in a year has been won for ushers,
doormen, cleaners and cashiers in

downtown theaters by B local, Stage
Employes Union, Michael Mungovan,
business agent, announces.
At the same time, it is reported

a drive soon will be launched to or-
ganize candy girls under the Front
of the House Employes union.

K-A-O to Pay $1.75 Div.
K-A-0 board has declared a divi-

dend, out of operating surplus, of
$1.75 per share on the 7 per cent
cumulative convertible preferred
stock for the quarter ended March
31, payable on April 1, to the hold-
ers of record at the close of busi-
ness on March 16.

Hellinger Leaving 20th-Fox
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Mark Hellinger has

disclosed he is leaving 20th-Fox next
month as a producer to enter into
independent production. Although
his contract has a year to run, it

gives him the right to resign.

Gable on Oregon Vacation
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Clark Gable left by

auto yesterday for Oregon on an ex-

tended vacation.

Lewis Heads RKO Brancri
In KC, vice Thompson

James W. Lewis, city salesmJ
for RKO in Kansas City, has be »
named branch manager to succe I

T. R. (Tommy) Thompson who i

signed to become United Artis
district manager. Lewis has be*

with RKO for 15 years in the Ka
sas City territory.

Benedict Reports at "U"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIl
Hollywood—Universal has sign

Howard Benedict as an Associa1

Producer to work on a group of pi

ductions supervised by Milton Fe.
He reported to the studio yesterda
Benedict produced the "Saint" se

ies, "Parachute Battalion" a:

"Obliging Young Lady" at RK'
Radio.

"Travels" Plays to 164,750
"Sullivan's Travels" set a ne

non-holiday record in its first we
at the Broadway Paramount whe
it drew a total attendance of 16-"

750 persons and a gross of $75,6E

Picture starts its second week toda
Glenn Miller and his band are fe

tured on the stage.

Spewack as Mellett Aide
Sam Spewack, playwright, h

joined up as consultant to Low.
Mellett, Co-ordinator of Governme
Films.
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Industry outside trust suit "truce"
jl

le-birth of Showmanship Boosting Grosses
ichey Says Exhibitors

tave Awakened to Need
'f Better Campaigns

re-awakening to showmanship
apparent in subsequent-run and

i tiler town situations and theater
owners are real-

ly "going to

work" to boost
box- office in-

takes through a
wide variety of
campaigns and
ideas. This
"renaissance" of
showm anship
has developed in

the last six
months accord-
ing to H. M.
R ichey, M-G-
M's director of
exhibitor rela-
tions, who re-
cently conduct-

Exhibitor Forums in Memphis
id St. Louis.
That theater men who go out af-

sr business with novel promotion
re getting good returns for their

(Continued on Page 7)

H. M. RICHEY

Vood's Negotiations

With UA Said Cold

; Deal whereby Sam Wood would
ecome a United Artists producer
s reported to be cold. Grad Sears,
> e-president of UA, yesterday said

.
^at negotiations had terminated and
hat resumption of talks appeared

(.Continued on Page 8)

Co hi til if it itg Singing
In War-time Revival
Dallas—Revival of community sing-

ing as a result of America's entry
into the war brings back Dwight
Brown as organist at the Palace, with
organ numbers giving a featured spot
on the program. Brown was at the
house a dozen years ago.

Community singing had a tremend-
ous vogue in film theaters during
1917 and 1918.

Jamaica Theaters' iiThanh You, America 9 '

Adopted as Official Postal Cancellation
Some months ago, Audley Morais, head of Jamaica Theaters, Ltd., Kingston,

Jamaica, rubber stamped all letters coming to the United States with the words

"Thank You, America." Now the island Government has taken up the slogan

and is cancelling its postage stamps with the words "Thank You, America"

framed in a square showing the British and American flags.

UA Will Release 8

Top Pix by May 15

Eight major productions, repre-

senting one of the largest produc-
tion investments in the history of

the company, will be released by
United Artists during the period of

Feb. 6 to May 15, Cai'l Leserman,
general sales manager, announced
yesterday.

It was pointed out that the pic-

tures cover a variety of subjects
ranging from melodrama to comedy

(Continued on Pane 8)

Fox Theaters May Pay 1%
On Claims of $8,000,000

Kenneth P. Steini'eisch and Leo-
pold Porrino as trustees of Fox
Theaters Corp. yesterday asked the

N. Y. Supreme Court to approve
their account for 1941 and at the
same time to authorize the payment
of a one per cent dividend on a
total of $8,000,000 in claims.

Trustees disclosed that $85,000
held as reserve for claims against

(Continued on Page 7)

New Zealand Would

Encore Remittances

New Zealand has offered the ma-
jors the same terms on remittances
as prevailed during 1941, the Hays
office has been informed. Present
pact, which permitted distribs. to

withdraw approximately $300,000
plus an amount in dollars for Brit-

ish production, expired at the end
of the year.

Negotiations with the Australian
Government continue although no

(Continued on Page 7)

Film Litigation Would Be
Unaffected by Any D of J

Bow to Wishes of WPB
By OSCAR HUME

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Request of WPB

Chief Donald Nelson that the Jus-
tice Department "go easy" on anti-

trust suits for the duration is not
likely to have any effect on litiga-

tion involving the motion picture
industry, it was learned in informed
circles here yesterday.
The "truce" request, which, is

understood to have been made by
Nelson to Thurman Arnold, Assistant
Attorney General, dealt largely with
industries engaged directly in manu-

(Continued on Page 4)

Dickinson Wins Cut

In K. C. Clearance

2 Weeks' Notice or 2 Wks.
Pay, Studio Agreement

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
Hollywood — Under agreement

reached in negotiations between
producers and the IATSE studio lo-

cals, all union members who have
been employed two years or more
are entitled to either two weeks'
notice or two weeks' pay. Clause will

affect some 10,000 studio workers.
Provision is not strictly a sever-

(Continued on Page 4)

Allied Units Poll on "5" Subs
Conn. Group Expected to Take Vote Monday
2,476 Contracts Set New
Weekly High for Para.

A new weekly high in the number
of feature contracts was achieved
by Paramount last week when a to-

tal of 2,476 deals were closed, ex-
ceeding by 45 per cent the season's
record scored the previous week, ac-
cording to Neil Agnew, sales chief.

New batch showed substantial in-
(Continued on Page 8)

Allied regional units have started
to poll their members for their
choice among the three proposals
for a substitute selling plan to re-

place the blocks-of-five method.
Both Connecticut Allied and the

New Jersey unit have scheduled
meetings for Monday. The Connec-
ticut unit is expected to take a
vote. Dr. J. B. Fishman, president,
predicts that his unit will declare
(itself in favor of a "selective"

(.Continued on Page 4)

Clearance of Kansas City first-

runs over the Dickinson Theater,
Mission, Kan., has been reduced
from 56 days to 28 days, in a ruling

written by W. H. Cloud, arbitrator

in the hearings. The opinion cov-
ered 43 pages and is the longest

and one of the most concise sub-
mitted since the starting of the
present arbitration system.

Dickinson, Inc., owner of the com-
( Contin ued on Page 8

)

Start Newsreel Censorship;
Expect Addition of Features

Censorship of newsreels moving in

or out of the country has been
started by order of the Treasury
Department and it is believed by
some foreign department officials

that the order will extend shortly to

features. Censorship of all film be-
(Continued on Page 4)

Col. Adopts Defense
Bond Purchase Plan
Columbia has established a payroll

allotment plan for the purchase of

Defense Bonds by officials and em-
ployes of the New York home office

and the New York Exchange.
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NEW YORK STOCK

High

Am. Seat 7'A
Col. Picts. vtc. (2'/2%) 6l/4
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East. Kodak 1 33 1/2 '

do pfd
Cen. Th. Eq 1 1 %
Loew's, Inc 40%
do pfd
Paramount 15%
Para. 1st pfd
Para. 2nd pfd
RKO 23/4
RiKO $6 pfd

20th Century-Fox . . . 914
20th Century-Fox pfd. 22
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 5%
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND
Loew's deb. 3yis46
Para. B'way 3s55 . 58

V

4
Para. Picts. debs. 4s56 99%
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 9714

MARKET
Ne;

Low Close Chg.

7 7-l/
2

614 614 — %

331/2 1331/2 + %

11% ]17/8 + l/4
39% 403/g + %
15 15% + 1/2

2% 23/4

9'/8 + %
22

53/8 5% + 1/4

MARKET

NEW YORK CURB
Monogram Picts

Radio-Keith cvs

Sonotone Corp 2
Technicolor
Trans-Lux %
Universal Corp. vtc. 814
Universal Picts

581/4 581/4

99% 995/8 + Vi
97 97

MARKET

2 — %

% % + 14
8% 8 1/4 — %

American Seating Places
"Victory Chair" on Market

A new theater equipment feature,
christened "The Victory Chair," de-
tails of which have just been sub-
mitted by its creators, the Ameri-
can Seating Company, to Washing-
ton's War Production Board, will be
shown this afternoon to the trade
and equipment editors in the Hotel
Astor.

The "preview" will be hosted by
H. M. Taliaferro, American Seating
Co. president, and Mr. Krum, of

Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham.

100 Stars to Entertain

At Press Photogs. Ball

More than 100 screen, radio and
stage stars will entertain tomorrow
night at what looms as the largest
and finest annual dance yet held by
the Press Photographers Association
of New York in the usual venue,

—

the Hotel Astor. The event will take
on a highly patriotic flavor both in

spirit and atmosphere, with Mayor
Fiorello H. La Guardia heading the
list of civic notables.
Two orchestras will supply the

music for the virtual all-night danc-
ing of the 3,500 guests, each of whom
will pay $2.75 for as glamorous a
party as Broadway offers during any
12-month span. The bands will be
those of Eli Dantzig and Dolly Dawn.

Stars personally appearing will in-

clude:
Eddie Cantor, Merle Oberon, Bill Robinson,

James J. Walker, Ella Logan, Chico Marx.
Gloria Swanson, Paul Muni, Sonja Henie,
Olsen & Johnson, Michele Morgan, Kenny
Baker, Ed Sullivan, Lionel Stander, Walt
Disney, Paul Lukas, Mr. and Mrs. George
Jessel, Bonita Granville, Brenda Marshall,
Diane Courtney, Lucy Monroe, Sophie Tucker,
Boris KarlofF, Fred Waring, Arthur Tracy,
Harry Hershfield, Ezra Stone, Adrienne Ames,
Betty Bruce, Bert Lytell, Henny Youngman
and Frank Fay.

Ask Exhibs. to Permit NSS
Set "New Spirit" Playdates

The industry's War Activities

Committee yesterday moved to ex-
pedite showing of the Walt Disney
defense short, "The New Spirit,"

produced for the Treasury. The
WAC requested that in addition to

waiving clearance on the pic, as has
been done on all previous Govern-
ment shorts, that exhibs. also waive
setting their own playdates and
permit them to be set by National
Screen Service, which is distribut-
ing the pic through its 25 exchanges.
Object is to get the income tax reel
on the screen before March 15 in

all theaters.

Upward Warner Profit

Trend Seen Continuing

Warner Bros, is expected to main-
tain the upward trend in profits

shown in the first quarter ended No-
vember 30, 1941, according to Wall
St. sources. Dividends on the com-
mon stock, which were around 50
cents for the first quarter, are ex-
pected to be as satisfactory or bet-
ter for the second quarter closing
about March, as are the earning?
which were between $1,900,000 and
$2,000,000.

New Orleans Exhibs. Will
Meet on Juvenile Prices

New Orleans—Theater managers
and representatives of the New Or-
leans Federation of clubs will meet
this week to discuss the latter's pro-
posal, that children under 12 be ad-
mitted to theaters for 10 cents and
those from 12 to 16 for 15 cents. The
clubs hold that children of ages men-
tioned do not earn money and it is

the parents who must bear the ex-
pense of their amusement.

Slesinger and Davis Back
At Para, on Booth Story

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
Hollywood—The husband-and-wife

writing team of Tess Slesinger and
Frank Davis will return to Para-
mount to do the screenplay for "Six
From Coventry," Clare Boothe's
original story. They recently adapt-
ed "Mr. and Mrs. Cugat," film ver-

sion of the Isabel Scott Rorick nov-
el, co-starring Ray Milland and
Betty Field.

Paul D. O'Brien Joins

O'Brien-Driscoll Firm

Law firm of O'Brien, Driscoll &
Raftery announces the addition of

Paul D. O'Brien as a member and
that Benjamin Pepper, T. Newman
Lawler, Alton S. Wolfert, Milton
M. Rosenbloom, Thomas E. Shea
and Will C. Perrin continue in as-

sociation.

O'Brien is also secretary of United
Artists.

Krasna to Direct Own
Originals for Warners

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
Hollywood — J. L. Warner has

signed Norman Krasna to a long
term contract as writer-director, it

is announced by Warner Bros.
Krasna will write his own originals
and direct them. First production
on Krasna's schedule is "Princess
O'Rourke!"

Sues "U" and Others
On Plagiarism Charge

Suit for $550,000 against Univer-
sal Pictures, Big U Film Exchange,
Gregory LaCava and Eugene Thack-
ery was filed in the N. Y. Supreme
Court yesterday by George Bergen.

Plaintiff claims "Unfinished Busi-
ness," pirates an untitled work that
he wrote.

File Dismissal Briefs

In Murray Damage Suit

Chicago—Law firm of Spitz &
Adcock, B & K and Paramount at-

torneys, filed dismissal briefs in

Federal court yesterday in the $1,-

000,000 Murray damage case.

Stars at Ampa Meeting Today
Rosalind Russell, William Holden,

Brenda Marshall, Patricia Peardon
and Bonita Granville are among the
stars who will make p.a.'s at today's
luncheon meeting of Ampa, at the
Hotel Edison. Designated as "Ampa's
Date With The Navy," the meeting
will have as its principal speaker
Lieut. Com. John T. Tuthill.

Charlotte Likes "York"
Charlotte, N. C—Setting an all

time re-booking record for Charlotte,
Warners' "Sergeant York" is now
playing its sixth engagement here
in the past two and a half months.

COminG and GOIflG

LAUDY LAWRENCE, UA's executive co-ordi

tor, planes in from Hollywood today.

JOSEPH E. McCONVILLE, Columbia's fore

sales manager, is expected to return from stu

conferences Monday.

PHIL REISMAN leaves for South America
day.

BOB MOCHRIE, Eastern sales manager of R :

Radio is on a business trip to the Southwi
He is expected to return from Dallas next M
day.

MAX WESTEBBE, RKO Radio branch mana
at Albany, has been in New York throughout
week working on circuit deals.

MICHELE MORGAN and PAUL HENREID I
for Hollywood to prepare for their next assis

ment on the RKO lot.

MAXIE ROSENBLOOM has arrived from Hoi

wood and is stopping at the Warwick Hotel

JOHN PAYNE arrived yesterday from Hollywc
for a short vacation.

BABE RUTH leaves today for Hollywood
play himself in Samuel Coldwyn's Lou Ceh
biographical film, "The Pride of the Yankees.

BILL DICKEY, catcher of the New York Ya
kees, arrives in Hollywood today to play a r
in "The Pride of the Yankees."

EDWARD C. ROBINSON leaves Hollywood 1

night for a two-week sojourn in New York Ci

WALTER HUSTON leaves the Warner srw
this week for Washington to play Abrah
Lincoln on the radio Feb. 13.

new ycer
THEATERS

//

-RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL—
50th St. & 6th Ave. : Doors Open 11 A.M

Spencer TRACY : Katharine HEPBIRN

"WOMAN OF THE YEAR
Directed by George Stevens

An M-G-M Picture

ON STAGE: "WORDS AND MUSIC" BY
HOLE PORTER— Leonidoff's colorful tune-
filled revue. Symphony Orchestra, direction
of Erno Rapee.
1st Mezzanine Seats Reserved Circle 6-4600

fJOEL McCREA • VERONICA LAKEf

/M PEA'SOU

GLENN MILLER
PARAMOUNT

TYRONE POWER
"SON OF FURY"

WITH
Gene Tierney

A 20th Century-Fox Picture

PLUS A BIG DAW 7th AVENUE
STAGE SHOW Ef U A I 5° th STREET

El m ! 11T m
B'WAY &
47th St.

STARTS TOMORROW
BETH' GRABLE—VICTOR MATURE

"I Wake Up Screaming"

"SwampWater"



INTR • ]» UCING

:

WOMAN OF THE YEAR
TO THE BOYS!
"They were

4 «£&"
w/r

my dZ5% bus ness

b«J success since ?)Li:

"I just broke into

the headlines with
GWTW Business

in Lynchburg!
Big everywhere!

SWEETHEART

"Sorry lo fake fhe
spo+lighl away,
fellows'

PLAY "THE NEW SPIRIT, U.S. TREASURY SHORT-it's 100% entertainment!
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Pix Industry Outside

Trust Suit "Truce"

{Continued from Page 1)

facture of products needed in na-
tional defense, such as the steel and
chemical industries, it was said.

Arnold is reported to have held

off pending receipt of a formal re-

quest, which it is reported Nelson
refused to give. However, it is be-

lieved there might be some general
relaxation of anti-trust prosecution
in the most essential production in-

dustries, but that the movie indus-
try will not be affected.

On the other hand, there is ex-

pected to be a quick tightening up
of prosecutions involving violations

of priority regulations, in an ef-

fort to do away completely with
bootlegging and supplying of fav-
orite customers outside the bans.

The Wall St. Journal reported
yesterday that the WPB and the
D of J had conferred on Tuesday on
the fate of pending anti-trust suits
during the war, with the meeting
breaking up inconclusively. The
dispatch, by-lined by A. F. Flynn,
continued:
"One point which officials said

was taken up was the postponement
of old anti-trust cases and investi-
gations for the duration of the war.
The idea, apparently, is to prevent
the diversion of industries' atten-
tion from war production to defense
of anti-trust cases.

"Officials, however, were careful
to point out that the WPB had not
formally requested Arnold to hold
his cases in abeyance. Evidently
the WPB officials merely conveyed
their strong hope that Arnold would
see fit to do so on his own motion.

"This, cagey Arnold has hitherto
refused to do. He has said that he
is willing to consider the effect of
prosecution of an anti-trust suit on
the war effort provided the proper
officials ask him to do so. If those
officials believe the case should be
held up, Arnold thinks they should
be willing to ask formally and on-
the-record for its delay."

Chi. Exchanges Ship to Indiana
Chicago — Local exchanges are

now shipping to Indiana theaters on
account of the Indianapolis strike.

Monta Bell

Tim Holt
Stanley W. Hand

Walter W. Simons
J. A. Miller

Jack Donohoe

• • • APPARENTLY Mister Alfred Hitchcock enjoys kidding the

cops via little bits in his pix In "Suspicion." for example, there was
that amusing scene of the junior gumshoe gazing ga-ga at the futuristic

picture on the wall,—a touch which had nothing to do with the plot ex-

cept, perhaps, to provide a humorous red herring We understand from

the Coast that in his new opus, "Saboteur," on which shooting is sched-

uled to end this month, Hitchcock has a hunk of neat dialogue aimed at

the. gumshoes The title of "Saboteur," so avers our local Len

Gaynor, springs from "sabot," a wooden shoe A disgruntled 'worker

in Northern France tossed such a shoe into the machinery of his boss

The act at once produced a halt in the latter's manufacturing facili-

ties,—and hence the origin of "saboteur" and "sabotage"

T T T
• • • YESTERDAY we visited the palatial office of a certain

Mister Movie Magnet As we entered his bailiwick, he set aside the

war-news-packed evening paper, looked off into space, sighed and

exclaimed: "There was never a time when there icere so many who
knew so little about so much!"

• • • OUT of the dark slip of Phil M.'s typewriter t'other day,

which resulted in our referring to Jimmy Dunn as manager of the Rialto

instead of the Rivoli, has come this bright ray of sunshine which should

more than compensate Jimmy for the wrong we "done" him The

bright shaft is a letter to us from Arthur Mayer, director of the Rialto,

—

and we quote: "Like most other New York theater men at the

present time. I spend all of my time on industry activities and none at

my theaters. Consequently, I was enormously pleased the other day

to read in your column a reference to 'Jimmy Dunn of the Rialto.' I

thought the boys must have succeeded in beguiling Jimmy away from

the Rivoli which would have been a mean trick on John Wright, but a

wonderful strategic victory for us. I have not been back to the theater,

but I see by your column that it was all a mistake. Nonetheless, even if

only a pipe dream, it surely was an agreeable one,—at least for me,

if not for John and Jimmy"

• • • THERE isn't a devotee of clever and thoroughly-adult

pictures who can afford to miss Sacha Guitry's "9 Bachelors" during its

American premiere engagement at the local World Theater, com-

mencing this Saturday It is said that the slick and sensational

Guitry holds this to be his best film to date There's no doubt

about it, seething as it does with smartness, sophistication, realism,

satire, and boisterous belly-laughs From the professional stand-

point, it is a flaming example of Guitry's vast versatility He wrote

it, directed it, and is its central player Anyone with a better sense

of humor than Hitler (and who hasn't!) will revel in it The

Bandit banned it

T T
• • • ANOTHER, and far more shattering, film which The Bandit

won't like is Walt Disney's "The New Spirit," starring Donald Duck

We caught this brilliant and inspiring short at the Palace this week,

where it was applauded to the rafters by the fans The appeal of

the reel, for us all to feel privileged to pay our Federal income tax, is so

potent and universal that even the moon will doubtless be happy (just

before March 15 when the tax is due) to be down to its last quarter

Allied Units Poll

On Blocks-of-5 Subs

(Continued from Page 1)

method of buying, patterned some-

what on the Neely bill. In a recen
|

poll, Connecticut members favorei

'

a return to the old system of block

,

buying with a fair cancellation priv

ilege and "no strings attached." /
New Jersey Allied will meet A

'

the Hildebrecht Hotel, Trenton
While a variety of subjects are 01

the docket, the three proposals an
slated to be one of the chief topic:

for discussion. In order to savi

tires, oil and fuel, Allied member:
will get together and travel in om
or two cars instead of each driving

his own car to Trenton.
Other Allied units are expectet

to convene during the next 10 day:

to discuss the proposed selling

plans.

2 Weeks' Notice or 2 Wks
Pay, Studio Agreement

(Continued from Page 1)

ance clause since severance pay ir

union contracts usually calls for two
weeks' salary for each year of em-j

ployment if dismissal is made foJ

any reason.

Start Newsreel Censorship;
Expect Addition of Features

(Continued from Page 1)

ing sent to insular possessions alsc

is in effect. The Treasury Depart-
ment invoked the order under the

trading-with-the-enemy act.

First instance of censorship oc

curred yesterday when newsreei

shots made by John Doran in South
America for Paramount News ar-j

rived here and were taken by cusj

toms officers for inspection.

Engages Schlaifer for

Special Pix Promotion

Charles Schlaifer has been en-

gaged by Samuel Goldwyn to do spe-

cial promotion on Goldwyn produc-

tions in certain localities.

Schlaifer has gone to Florida

•where he will work on "The Little

Foxes" and "Ball of Fire."

Eyssell Hosts N. Y. Critics

Motion picture critics and editors

of the New York dailies were the

luncheon guests yesterday of Gus S.

Eyssell, managing director of Radio
City Music Hall, in the studio apart-

ment of the theater. Following the
luncheon, the party saw a previous
screening of Metro's "Woman of the

Year," which premieres today.

Rita Hayworth to Brazil

Rita Hayworth will go to Rio De
Janeiro to begin a four-day personal
appearance tour in Brazil starting

Feb. 14. Actress flies down Feb. 12,

unless her work in "My Gal Sal,"

permits an earlier departure.
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BOTANY BAY"
The famous Saturday Evening

Post serial by James Norman Hall

and Charles Nordhoff, set for early filming.

LADY IN THE DARK'
Broadway musical hit by Moss Hart,

about a lady and her dreams . . . and

psychoanalysis. '

THE GOOD FELLOW"
Famous George S. Kaufman and

Herman J. Mankiewicz play set for

an early production.

MR. & MRS. CUGAT"
Ray Milland and Betty Field will

have the stellar roles in the film

version of this best-seller by Isabel

Scott Rorick.

FRENCHMAN'S CREEK"
Another best-seller by the author of

"Rebecca," Daphne Du Maurter, set

for early production.

THE FOREST RANGERS
Cosmopolitan novelette by Thelma
Strabel, author of "Reap the Wild Wind"; to

be screened with a top cast.

THE HOUR BEFORE DAWN"
W. Somerset Maugham's new novel, set for

early production, with an important cast of stars.

MANHATTAN AT MIDNIGHT
A story inspired by the widely-publicized radio program

bearing this title.

FOR WHOM THE BELL TOLLS"
Sam Wood will direct the film production of this latest and
greatest best-selling novel by Ernest Hemingway, author

of "Farewell to Arms." All-star cast being selected.

"TOMBSTONE
(The Town Too Tough to Die)

Rip-roaring action adventure story

by Walter Noble Burns, to be

produced with a cast headed

by Richard Dix, Frances Gifford

and Edgar Buchanan. A "big pro-

duction" outdoor drama.

MISS SUSIE SLAGLE'S"
Augusta Tucker's best-seller based on

boarding house life. In preparation.

OVER THE HILL"
(Title to be changed)

I. A. R. Wylie's timely magazine story,

in preparation for casting and production.

THIS GUN FOR HIRE"
Veronica Lake and Robert Preston will be

co-starred in the picture based on this

Best-selling Graham Greene novel.

SUNRISE IN MY POCKET'
Edwin Justus Mayer's best-seller; an Ameri-

can classic . . . for early production.

THE PASSIONATE WITCH"
(/ Married a Witch)

Hilarious novel by Thome Smith, author of the

"Topper" stories, set for an early production.

OUT OF THE FRYING PAN"
William Holden, Susan Hayward, Eddie Bracken,

Robert Benchley are cast in the screen version of

this Francis Swann stage success.

"REAP THE WILD WIND"
* Thelma Strabel's great Saturday Evening Post serial filmed by Cecil B.

DeMille with an all-star cast— in Technicolor . . . Paramount's great

30th Anniversary Picture and DeMille's finest production.

THE REMARKABLE ANDREW" based on

the laugh-filled novel by Dalton Trumbo — one of the smash hits of

Paramount's fourth block, with Brian Donlevy, William Holden, Ellen Drew.

'
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lowmanship Rebirth REVIEWS Of SHORT SUBJECTS
ringing Results

(Continued from Page 1)

pits was illustrated forcibly at

Forums, Richey said. He pre-

:ed a list of the more successful

omotional plans which were op-
ited at the minimum expense. It

* noted that smaller town exhibi-
* are giving- greater attention to

ilding up and maintaining children

tronage.

Admit Kids Free on Birthdays

Some of the stunts that have
oved their worth by actual opera-

n are listed below:

Birthday records of children are

pt by the theater and cards are

nt admitting the child free on his

i-thay. Children reaching the age
12 have their names flashed on

e screen, thereby giving the the-

er a record of the date when that

starts paying an adult admis-
on. Squawks over the higher scale

e almost unknown.
A Quincy, 111., theater sells stu-

nt ticket books for $1, giving the

lder a ticket valued at 25 cents

Ms tax for 15 cents plus tax. The
leater sold 4,300 books in two
urs.

An Arkansas theater in a rural

strict admits free all children who
ve had a perfect attendance rec-

d at school for one month. As
e child invariably is accompanied
one or more adults, the theater

ilds patronage and good will at

e same time. Another theater in

state gives passes to students
io get the highest grades over a
signated period.

Pick Three Names at Random
One theater manager telephones
ree patrons at random each day
noon. If the party called can tell

- e name of the attractions at the
eater, he is given a pass.
Another theater broadcasts music
om the marquee 15 minutes before

. e show starts as a signal that the
'.eater is open.
Over the entrance of one small

r theater is this sign: "Through
door pass the finest people on

irth—our patrons."
One exhibitor has arranged with
rocery stores whei'eby the program
rubber-stamped on all grocery

icks. A theater in a college town
is the school band give a concert
front of the theater on Saturday

ghts.

"Buys" Patrons' Attention

An exhibitor in the St. Louis ter-

|

tory glued a penny to each letter
sent to his mailing list, with the

/ station: "I want to buy a penny's
orth of your time to tell vou about
lonky Tonk'".
Many theaters are accepting De-
nse Stamps for admission. Many

. hers are extending their daily play-
i ig time so that defense workers
l',i late shifts can see the show.

j

These and many other ideas have
lljeen applied successfully, Richey

"Soldiers in White"
Warner Bros. 20 mins.

Splendid
A handsome tribute to the Army

Medical Corps presented in an in-

teresting manner. Film combines
documentary and dramatic techni-

que to tell its story of the training
which members of the medical corps
undergo.

Subject is pointed through tale

of young interne who is drafted and
sent to the medical division at Fort
Sam Houston. Lad is balky until

an officer, formerly a doctor at the
hospital, describes to him achieve-
ments made to medical science by
former Army doctors.

William T. Orr is the interne and
John Litel plays the role of the of-

ficer. Eleaner Parker is the comely
nurse and the romantic interest for
the young interne. Two-reeler was
produced in co-operation with the
U. S. Army and is in Technicolor.

"The Art of Self Defense"
RKO 8 mins.

Amusing
While not up to the standard set

by previous Walt Disney efforts,

cartoon is still an amusing animated
Technicolor effort. Ic attempts to
trace the art of self-defense from the
prehistoric days. Best shots are
those of Goofy as Father Time.
Sequence bringing cartoon up-to-date
shows Goofy training for his big
bout in Madison Square Garden
which ends with a one-punch knock-
out at the hands of his adversary.

"Monsters of the Deep"

(Broadway Brevities)

Warner Bros. 20 mins.

Top-Flight Two-Reeler

Packed with action, thrills, and
commendable camera work, here's as

fine a sport fishing subject as the

current season has unleashed. Photo-

graphed in the Southeast Pacific,—off

the coasts of Peru and Chile, to be
exact,— the two-reeler shows Mich-
ael Lerner, renowned angler, demon-
strating his skill against huge broad-
bill swordfish. One of the highlights
is supplied via underwater shots of
a battle 'twixt an octopus and an-
other denizen of the deep. The script

was written by Bob Edge, and it

and the narration by Knox Manning
are lively.

"Keep Shooting"
RKO 17 mins.

Entertaining

Cowboy fans will enjoy these min-
iature westerns which condense ac-
tion and musical interludes into two-
reels. Ray Whitley and his Six Bar
Cowboys are the stars of the piece.

They furnish the music and the
tunes. As for the action, Whitley
and his lads save a Mexican senorita
and her niece in addition to a ship-

ment of gold belonging to the girl's

father. Villain of the piece is the
ranch's foreman, whom Whitley
catches sneaking into the office after

the gold. Production is well-handled
and nicely photographed.

New Zealand Would

Encore Remittances

(Continued from Page 1)

progress is reported. The monetary
agreement with the Aussies winds
up at the end of the month. Aus-
tralian officials so far have shown
little inclination to better deal which
permitted distribs. to withdraw $3,-

000,000.

Fox Theaters May Pay 1%
On Claims of $8,000,000

(Continued from Page 1)

the estate filed by William Fox are
now available for distribution under
a settlement approved by the Court.
The accounting lists $89,359 in cash
at hand for Fox Theaters and a con-
solidated total of $145,460. Dis-
bursements for the year totaled
$58,696 of which $40,498 was paid
out as dividends.

Arraign 4 Montreal Exhibs.
For Showing Pix on Sun.

Montreal—Four exhibitors were
arraigned yesterday before Judge
Cloutier on charges of violating the
Lord's Day Act by giving presenta-
tions for which admission fees were
charged on Sundays. They will ap-
pear for trial Feb. 12.

The accused are E. Savard, man-
ager National Theater; Emile Cha-
lifoux, manager Arcade Theater,
and Lionel Dauvais and Charles
Goulet who staged "Varietes Lyri-
ques" in the Monument National.

Beg Pardon
The name of Al Lichtman was

omitted yesterday in listing the
officers re-elected by Loew's, Inc.

This was a stenographic error as
Lichtman was re-named a vice-presi-
dent of the company.

Local 306 Bids Service Men
Local 306 has invited 100 soldiers

and sailors through the USO to at-

tend its 10th annual ball at the
Manhattan Center Feb. 11. Pro-
ceeds are used to aid sick members.

said. The Forums also have brought
out that there is a tendency away
from double bills in the smaller sit-

uations and a greater interest in

short subjects, he said.

Authors League War Com.
To Host New Members

Authors' League War Committee
consisting of Rex Stout, chairman,
Pearl S. Buck, Russel Crouse, Elmer
Davis, Clifton Fadiman and John
P. Marquand will play host at a semi-
annual reception to new members
of the Authors Guild this afternoon
between 5 and 7 at the Hotel Com-
modore.

Carl Carmer, Authors Guild presi-

dent, will preside.

Fields and Chodrov Sign
Three-Year Para. Pact

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
Hollywood — Joseph Fields and

Jerome Chodorov, who adapted
"Louisiana Purchase" to the screen,
have been signed to a three-year
writing deal by Paramount, calling
for two pictures annually. 'The team
co-authored two Broadway stage suc-
cesses now running, "My Sister
Eileen" and "Junior Miss."

Abe Steinberg Dead
Pittsburgh — After an illness of

seven months, Abe Steinberg, presi-
dent of the A. & S. Steinberg Thea-
ter Supply Co., died at his home here.
Abe and his brother, Sam, with whom
he was associated in business, were
pioneers in the theater supply and
accessories business, in which they
started more than 30 years ago. He
is survived by one child and his
brother, Sam.

Boyle to Norwich
Joseph S. Boyle, formerly assis-

tant manager at Loew's State The-
ater, Syracuse, has been appointed
manager of the Loew's-Poli Broad-
way Theater, Norwich, Conn. The
house is being completely remod-
eled and will re-open under Loew
management Feb. 20 with M-G-M's
"Woman of the Year." Eddie Dow-
den, of the Loew publicity staff is

in Norwich, assisting Lou Brown
in the opening campaign. Boyle is

succeeded in Syracuse by Robert
Desberg of Cleveland, O.

NuArt Takes "Cloistered"

NuArt Films, Inc., under the di-

rection of W. Hedwig, has taken
over the distribution rights to the
film "Cloistered," both in 35 mm. and
16 mm.

Local 109 Dance Feb. 21

CIO's Screen Office and Profes-
sional Employes Guild, Local 109,
UOPWA, will hold a Victory Dance
for the benefit of the UOPWA's War
Relief Fund Feb. 21 at the New York
Newspaper Guild Club. SOPEG mem-
bership includes the Screen Readers,
and white collarites of Loew's, RKO,
Paramount, 20th-Fox, Columbia and
National Screen Service.

Springer Studios to N. Y. City

Detroit—Springer Pictures, com-
mercial film producers, have estab-
lished main studios in New York
City, with William Wrightenour,
general manager, moving there from
the home office, which remains in

the Fisher Building here.

Oscar F. Gould Dead
Fort Worth, Tex.—Oscar F. Gould,

82, former theater operator, died
here from the flu.
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UA Will Release 8

Top Pix by May 15

(Continued from Page 1)

and farce. One is entirely in Tech-
nicolor.

The schedule of releases follows:

Feb. 6, "The Shanghai Gesture";
Feb. 27, "Heliotrope Harry"; March
6, "To Be or Not To Be"; March
20, "Mr. V"; April ?, "The Jungle
Book"; April 17, "The Gold Rush";
April 14, "Twin Beds"; May 15,

"Ships With Wings."

2,476 Contracts Set New
Weekly High for Para.

(Continued from Page 1)

creases on all four of Paramount's
trade-shown blocks-of-five, in ad-
dition to "Louisiana Purchase" and
the Hopalong Cassidy westerns, Ag-
new said.

A comparison of gains in the vari-

ous blocks revealed last week's
sales in Block 1 representing a gain
of 163 per cent over the previous
week; Block 2 showed an improve-
ment of 48 per cent; Block 3 a gain
of 18 per cent and Block 4 a gain
of 425 per cent.

Omaha V. C. Reorganizes;
McLucas Is Chief Barker

Omaha—Omaha Tent No. 16, Vari-
ety Clubs, has launched a "Hey
Rube" campaign for new members
in keeping with the national plan.
The club is being reorganized with
new quarters just opened in the
Paxton Hotel.
Don V. McLucas, United Artists

exchange manager, just elected Chief
Barker, told The Film Daily over
30 new members already had been
obtained. Other new officers are:
Ching Allen, RKO, First Assistant
Chief Barker; S. J. Francis, Mono-
gram, Second Assistant; Meyer
Stern, PRC, treasurer; Edward Shaf-
ton, attorney, secretary.

Canvassmen are: Morris Cohn,
Strand, Council Bluffs, la.; H. J.

Shumow, Metro; Sam Epstein, Ep-
stein Theaters; Walter M. Green,
Fepco; Frank Hannon, Warners;
Glenn Rogers, Film Transport; John
J. Gillin, Jr., Radio Station WOW;
Joe Kinsky, Tri-States Theaters; Joe
Jacobs, Columbia; Bob Ballantyne,
Scott-Ballantyne Co.

"Air Raid Warden" Ready
San Francisco—"Air Raid War-

den," the first 16 mm. civilian de-
fense training film produced on the
Pacific Coast, will be released na-
tionally by Photo & Sound, Inc.,

Feb. 9, to civilian defense councils,

air raid warden groups, industrial
firms, city and county governments,
and schools. In production is an-
other 10-minute defense training
film, "Blackout" scheduled for re-
lease, March 1.

TO THE COLORS!
Memphis—Earle Hartzog, of War-

ner branch, has been recalled by the
Army as technical sergeant at Ft.
Oglethorp. He is succeeded by Har-
old Sharpe of the St. Louis branch.

Rochester—Jack Vittelo, advertis-
ing assistant at Loew's Rochester,
has left to join the Army Air Corps.

Lawton, Okla.—Max Brock, local

theater owner, has resigned from the
Oklahoma Public Welfare Commis-
sion to answer his call to active duty
at Ft. Francis E. Warren, Cheyenne,
Wyo.

Toronto—Phillips Holmes, screen
actor in Hollywood and France, has
joined the Royal Canadian Air
Force and is in training at Toronto
after passing the medical tests.

Chicago—D. J. Hofstetter of the
B & K Howard theater has joined
the Army.

Lincoln, Neb. — Alvin Hendricks,
manager of the Variety has joined
the Army.

Miami — Fred Greene, who has
been with the Wometco chain for
the past five years, serving at Lin-
coln, Rosetta, Tower and Surf Thea-
ters, is now in the Army at Ft. Bel-
voir, Va.

Miami—John M. Williams, assis-

tant manager of the Mayfair Thea-
ter, is now in Company E, 8th Quar-
termaster Regiment, at Camp Lee,
Va.

Cleveland—Proctor Jones, recently
of the local Warner Theater pub-
licity department, is now stationed
at Maxwell Field, Ala., where he is

training for bombardier work.

New Orleans—Dave Richaine, as-

sistant shipper at Warner Brothers
exchange, a First lieutenant in the
Army reserve, has been called to ac-

tive service.

Plymouth, Pa.—The Shawnee The-
ater now has four members in the
armed forces with the induction of

Ushers Joseph Chernoski and Felix

Swipes into the Army.

Mich. V. C. to Honor
Twelve Film Pioneers

Detroit— Michigan Variety Club
will hold its first pioneers dinner,
slated to be annual institution, on
Feb. 19. Idea is to honor 12 pioneers
of the film industry still living.

James J. Walker, ex-mayor of

New York City will be toastmaster
and Senator Claude Pepper the chief
speaker. Tickets will be $7.50 per
plate.

New Century Circuit Offices

Century circuit has taken over an
eight-story building in 132-36 W.
43rd St. from the Bank for Savings
through the Douglas L. Elliman &
Co. Building is assessed at $350,000.
Circuit, which now has its head-
quarters in Radio City, will complete-
ly remodel the building for its staff

and including the construction of a

projection room.

Rest Cure for Vicedomini

Chicago— Joseph Vicedomini, for
the last nine years manager of the
World Playhouse, is taking an ex-
tended rest cure. Abe Teitel takes
over.

Use Duals Plus 5 Acts

Chicago—B & K has resumed Sat-
urday vaudeville—five acts—at the
Northwest Side Congress Theater in

addition to the double feature film

bills.

NVA Benefit Feb. 15

Fred Allen will be the executive
chairman at the twenty-sixth annual
benefit of the National Variety Ar-
tists at the Imperial Theater Feb. 15.

National Theater Supply
Adds New Equipment Lines

National Theater Supply Co. has
augmented its line of theater mer-
chandise with the American "for-

tune telling" weighing scales, the

Schaefer milk bar and soda foun-
tain line, and Rubylite fluorescent

fixtures. NTS is also introducing
"Plasticoils" for fluorescent fixtures;

Velso soap tissues for wash rooms
and powder rooms; McGill coin

changers; and Helene Curtis mod-
ern chrome furniture.

NTS recently added to its line the
Boxoffice Safe, Columbus candy
cases and Sani-Dri units.

Parking Meter Threat
For St. Louis Theaters

St. Louis—The Board of Alder-
men is fooling around with the idea

of installing parking meters in the

downtown area. If put in, the met-
ers would hit the downtown first-run

houses harder than the ban on rub-
ber tires and tubes.

Ask Special Award for 'Fantasia'
Hollywood—Members of the mu-

sic branch of the M. P. Academy
unanimously recommended to the
board of governors that a "special

award" be presented to "Fantasia"
at this year's awards dinner.

Co-Star Powell and Lamarr
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
Hollywood — Metro will co-star

William Powell and Hedy Lamarr in

an American version of the French
play, "Crossroads." Hans Cafka,
author of the play, and Howard Em-
mett Rogers prepared the screen-

play. Edwin Knopf will produce.

Dickinson Wins Cut

In K. C. Clearance

(Continued from Page 1)

plainant theater, charged that
56-day clearance granted to Ka
City first-runs was unreasonable
asked that it be reduced to 14 d]

The arbitrator also ruled that
!

clearance of the Aztec The;
Shawnee, Kan., over the Dickii

be restricted to one day.

Park Theater Complaint
Hearing Off Till Feb. 18

Cleveland—Hearing of the arb
tion case filed under Section V

J

the Park Theater Co. in behal:

the newly opened Deuber The;
Canton, originally set for yes

day, has been postponed to Feb
upon request of the complains
attorneys.

Sam Wood's Negotiatio:

With UA Reported Cold

(Continued from Page 1)

to be remote. Wood and UA ^

talking a deal early in January
'

Meanwhile, Wood is slated to n
one picture for Samuel Goldwyn
one for Paramount.

Renew Douglas Criticisi

On Floor of the House
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DA
Washington — Another attacl

appointment of Melvyn Dougla
head the Arts Council of the
of Civilian Defense was made in

House of Representatives yester
Newest attack was by Rep.

Hinshaw of California. The firsi

tack was by Rep. Leland Fore
California. Both accused Dou
of associating with Communists,
having "pink" tendencies.
The actor was warmly defende

Rep. Jerry Voorhis of California.

Bill Dickey Engaged
For "Pride of Yankees'

Bill Dickey, famed New 1

Yankees' catcher, has been engs
by Samuel Goldwyn to appeal
Gary Cooper starring picture, "

Pride of the Yankees" based on
life of Lou Gehrig.

Dickey has been catcher of

New York Yankees since 1928.

has participated in six world se

and seven all-star games and
Lou Gehrig's room-mate and clo

team friend. Dickey arrives in ]

lywood today to prepare to ap]

in the picture which starts shj

ing on Monday.
Babe Ruth, who will also

himself in "The Pride of the 11

kees," leaves for Hollywood to<

Buys Story for Cary Grant
West Coast Bureau, of THE FILM Dr
Hollywood — RKO has bo'

Milton Holmes' "Bundles for F
dom" as a starring vehicle for C

Grant.
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TREASURY DEPARTMENT

WASHINGTON

January 28, 1942

To the MoTlng Picture Exhibitor Addressed

Dear Sir:

Very soon you will be offered a new Donald
Duok pioture in teehnioolor entitled "The New Spirit"
which ie very entertaining. It wae made eepeolally
for the United States Treaeury by Walt Disney ae a
contribution to the nation's war effort. It carries
a patriotio aessage to every Anerioan, shoving through
the medlua of Donald Duok how eaoh oitisen oan do his
or her bit bj paying his incoae tax proaptly.

This pioture will hare widespread publicity,
and I believe your patrons will be looking for it
eagerly. It will be offered to you free and I hope
that you will elect to show it.

Since its greatest effectiveness will be
etween now and March 16, I further hope that you will
how it as soon as you oan get it, and then send it
long without delay so that the next exhibitor may
show it proaptly.

I shall appreoiate very auch your ooopera-

Sinoerely yours.

•EFENSE

BUY
UNITED
STATES
SAVINGS
"BONDS
AND STAMPS

^^z&z&T.
'':: :

YOU FROM
;_" rVZ-U&NGE



The screen's dramatic thunderbolt proves the year's great romantic

hit as it sweeps the crowds off their feet and into theatres from

coast to coast! It opens big and stays big. A world famous stage

play has been transformed into an outstanding money attraction!

6 BIG WEEKS AT THE ^\l
ASTOR, NEW YORK CITY!

^

LOS ANGELES • . • Day-and-Date in Loew's

State and Grauman's Chinese/Opening week-end gross

tops U.A. record holders for the past year!

MEMPHIS • • • Loew's opening day-on a Thurs-

day-equals the Christmas Day holiday gross. Showmen

are really sizzling with "Shanghai Gesture"!

SYRACUSE • • • Loew's first four days piles up'

receipts equal to average week's gross. "Shanghai

Gesture" is the S.R.O. gesture!

MIAMI BEACH • • • Day-and-date at Lincoln

and Surf. Opening day a record. First week grosses 212^

of average. Moves over to the Miami and Mayfair!

ARNOLD PRESSBURGER presents

'i K

\foŵ
iw&

it**
an*.

starring;

r;™?''o,™r
s'°rrint GENE TIERNEY

WALTER HUSTON • VICTOR MATURE • ONA MUNSON
with PHYLLIS BROOKS • ALBERT BASSERMAN • MARIA OUSPENSKAYA

Directed by JOSEF VON STERNBERG released thruRELEASED THRU

UNITED ARTISTS
TAXES TO BEAT THE AXIS! Play Walt Disney's Treasury Department Short, "The New Spirit," starring Donald Duck!



Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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rREASURY TO SCRUTINIZE EXPORT PRINTS

No Assurance of Spring Trial of "Little 3" Suit
Government's Divorcement
'etition Also Expected
o be Deferred by Court

Columbia was informed yesterday
i Federal Judge Henry W. Goddard
iere was no assurance of a Spring
ial of the New York "Little Three"
juity suit. The Court pointed out
tiring a hearing on Columbia's ap-
lieation to speed up argument on
overnment's objections to its inter-

ogatories that it was sitting on a

spionage trial which will take an
s*imated six weeks to complete.
Because Judge Goddard has a

(Continued on Page 3)

>almer as MPPDA's

iapilal Contact!

ngton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington—Kyle Palmer, wide-

y known political expert of the
jOS Angeles Times stationed here,

ooms as the probable successor to

pert New, veteran MPPDA con-
act on Capitol hill, it was reported
n informed circles here last night
New's retirement is expected to

(Continued on Page 3)

lire Rationing Worries
Canadian Film Execs

I

J-

Toronto — Film salesmen and
hain officials in Canada are not
exactly worried over the gasoline
rationing plan which goes into ef-

fect April 1 because a special cate-

(Continued on Page 7)

IVeu? Brazil License
Act Jolts Distribs.

With pledges of Hemisphere soli-

darity still ringing in the ears of

delegates to the Pan-American con-
ference in Rio de Janeiro, the foreign

managers yesterday learned much
to their surprise that Brazil has

passed a new import license act that

does not jibe with the principle of

eliminating trade barriers evolved at

the conference.

"SONG OF THE ISLANDS" stands Miami on its sun-tanned ear! This wire photo, taken last

night at the moment Betty Grable arrived on the scene, shows the crowd that greeted the
$3 30 World Premiere of 20th Centurv-Fox's Technicolor smash at the Lincoln Theater,
Miami Beach. The event was ballyhooed to millions over nation's networks.—Advt.

Kent Staying on Coast
Until End of Month

Sidney R. Kent is expected to

remain on the Coast until the end

of the month. The 20th-Fox prexy

is slated to address the National

Theaters division managers meet-
ing in Los Angeles on Feb. 19 be-
fore returning to the company's home
office.

Blackout's Worst Blow
In Philly Felt by Nabes

Philadelphia— If this territory's

initial blackout experience counts
for anything, it's the neighborhood
theaters and outlying houses which
will be the hardest hit if and when
blackouts come along with any regu-
larity.

Checkup yesterday showed that
(Continued on Page 6)

New Public Relations Setup
Home Office and Studio Groups to Function

'War Time" Seen Hurting A group composed of advertising

f* J- iv T» and publicity directors of home of-
Uanaaian FIX Patronage fice distributing companies, to han-

dle industry public relations, has
been formed here. It will work close-

ly with a similar organization at
the studios. Plans for the opera-
tion of the organization were com-

(Continued on Page 6)

Toronto — General adoption of
"War Time" in the United States
is going to make a serious differ-

ence to the harassed exhibitors of
(Continued on Pagr 7)

1917 Trading With Enemy
Act Invoked; Customs
Inspectors to See Films

All prints leaving the country
will be under the scrutiny of the

Treasury Department, foreign man-
agers were advised yesterday at a

Hays office meeting. Restrictions

were invoked yesterday under Enemy
Trading Act passed in 1917.

In order to ship prints out of the

country, companies will have to re-

ceive a customs house stamp indi-

cating the film has been screened

for a customs inspector and does

not contain any material which
might be injurious to the welfare

of the country.
Edict of the Treasury Department

has caused a great deal of confusion
(Continued on Page 3)

U. S. Mex. Consul

Would Edit Our Pix

Wnshingtnn Bureau of THE PTT.M D4TT.Y

Washington — A United States

consul stationed in Mexico has asked
the State Department to invoke the

rights of consul which would give

consuls the right to inspect and edit

films before release in their respec-

tive territories.

Consul cites reaction of populace
(Continued on Page 7)

Powers, Hovts Chief,

Back From Antipodes

William T. Powers, formerly
chief film buyer for National The-
aters and now chairman of the board
of the Hoyts circuit, has returned

(Continued on Page 6)

Ampa to Hear Price,

Censorship Director
Byron Price, director of the U. S.

Government's Office of Censorship,

is to be the guest of honor and

speaker at an Ampa luncheon meet-

ing sometime this Spring, it was

stated yesterday at the organization's

session in the Hotel Edison by Presi-

dent Vincent Trotta.
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FINANCIAL
(Thursday, Feb. 5)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (2i/

2%)
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East. Kodak 134% 134'/4 134% + 1 Vs
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq 11% 1 1

5/8 1 1 34 — i/
8

Loew's. Inc 40% 40'/2 40y4 + %
do pfd
Paramount 15% 15% 15%
Para. 1st pfd 114% 114% 114% + 4%
Para. 2nd pfd
RKO
RKO $6 pfd
20th Century-Fox . . . 9% 9y4 9'A + %
20th Century- Fox pfd. 22 '/4 22 22
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 5% 5% 5% — 1/4

do pfd
NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. debs. 4s56 99Vi 99Vi 99% — %
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 97 96% 97

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts. ... 1 % 1 + Vs
Radio-Keith cvs

Sonotone Corp 2% 2% 2% + %
Technicolor 7% 7% 77/8 + %
Universal Corp. vtc. . 8V4 8I/4 8V4 — %
Universal Picts 29 29 29

Hugh D. Mcintosh Dead
London (By Cable)—Hugh D. Mc-

intosh, 65, former Australian thea-
ter owner and sports promoter, is

dead here.

Just a Reminder
"War Time" becomes effective

Monday, with clocks set ahead one
hour in each of the four continental
time zones.

POSITION WANTED
Former exhibitor wants position in film ex-

change, former film salesman, booker. Knowl

edge of run and clearance. Deferred in draft

Box 1020, The Film Daily

1501 Broadway New York, N. Y

Rube Jackter to Atlanta

For Victory Drive Meet

To give impetus to "Columbia's
Victory Sales Campaign for Colum-
bia's Greatest Year," a conference

will be held tomorrow and Sunday
at the Ainsley Hotel, Atlanta, in

which the company's managers in

the Southern Division will meet
with Rube Jackter, organization's

assistant sales manager. Latter
leaves the home office today for the

confab, which will be under the

gavel of Sam Moscow, Southern di-

vision manager.
The company is giving upwards

of $50,000 in Defense Bonds to its

sales forces as prizes in the drive

which has widespread exhibitor sup-
port.

In addition to Jackter and Mos-
cow, the following branch managers
will attend the two-dav conclave:

R. J. Ingram, Atlanta; Joseph Gins,

Charlotte; J. B. Underwood. Dallas;
T. J. Rogers. Memphis; C. A. Gibbs.

Oklahoma City; and H. Duvall, New
Orleans.

T-oew's S<=»ts up Buvina
Plan for Defense Bonds

Thp thousands of employes of

Loew's. Inc., in the M-G-M-Holly-
wnod studios, in the film exchanges,
theaters anrl the New York home
office, plus 'WHN, will be enabled
to participate in a vast U. S. De-
fense Bond buying plan, lust an-
nounced. Th« company, in co-op-
eration with the Treasury Depart-
ment, has set up a plan whereby
ernriloves may subscribe to bond-pur-
"Tmses and pay through weekly de-
rluftions from salarv. The plan will

involve some 12,000 employes.

"Tittle Foxes" 'Take'
Away from Sparks

The Samuel Ooldwvn office said

vesterday that "The Little Foxes."
which was sold in opposition to

«even Florida situations of the

Sparks circuit, earned in its one
Jacksonville engagement, on a per-

centage basis, 40 per cent of the
total amount offered bv Sparks on
a flat rental basis for 100 engage-
ments.

Cfoi. Firm Adds Trucks
To Haul Pix to Indiana

Chicaffo—More trucks and em-
nloyes have been added by Film
Truck Service to take care of In-

diana shipments, because of the
strike of Indiananolis exchange
shippers. A new joint tariff is be-

ing nrepared with the Indiana Tran-
sit Co.

Gordon S. Bennett Dead
Omaha—Gordon B. Bennett, 54,

credited with originating the air-

brush method of theater sign work,
is dead here.

"Song of the Islands"

Debuts at Miami Beach

Miami Beach—With receipts do-

nated to the Navy Relief Fund,
20th-Fox held here last night one

of the standout premieres yet

staged in this city for its new
Technicolor production, "Song of

the Islands," which bowed at the

Lincoln Theater.

Ceremonies for the Betty Grable-

Jack Oakie-Victor Mature co-star-

ring vehicle included a triumphal
march of these film luminaries to the

theater where they made personal
appearances, after having been met
by a guard of honor comprising air

cadets from the Opa-Laca Naval
Base, and a platoon of mounted
police. Large crowds cheered the

stars en route to the premiere whose
festivities were broadcast over Sta-

tion WKAT. On the radio program
were Miss Grable. Jack Oakie, Kate
Smith and Ted Collins. From the
stage, Commander C. F. Bogen,
U. S. N., expressed the Navy Re-
lief Fund's gratitude for the bene-
fit performance.

Representing 20th-Fox were A. M.
Botsford. advertising-publicity di-

rector: Harry Ballance. Southern
district manager; Paul Wilson. At-
lanta branch manager; Rodney Bush,
exnloitation manager: and Irving
Kahn, radio contact. Picture makes
nublic bow todav simultaneously at

the Lincoln, Surf, Miami and May-
fair Theaters.

"Rose O'Dav." First Ascap
Tune to be Filed In Neb.

Lincoln—First correctly filed tune
under which an Ascap member is

able to do business in Nebraska
landed with Secretarv of State yes-
terday and was Charlie Tobias' and
Mel Lewis' "Rose O'Dav." It carried

both statement of ownership, all

rights, and price schedule for nublic
nerformance orchestra, ballroom,
hotel. $1. and commercial radio. $5.

Understood publishing house has
sent in more than 20.000 conies of
the tune to music counters, all nron-
erlv st^mned with nrice*. and has
retained Chauncev Barnev. here, as

lee-al representative, to watch for
violations.

Test Roddy for "The Yectrlinq"

We,* Cnast Bv-ca» of THF FTT M ,n"rrv
FTnllvwood—Metro is testing Rod-

dv MacDowall for boy in "The Yearl-
ing," nrodnction on which was aban-
doned last Spring after the comnany
had snent an estimated $500,000 on
the nicture. If test of the MacDow-
all bov is satisfactory, production
will begin in about six weeks in Hol-
lywood.

Leo Rosten With McLeish

Leo Rosten joins the Office of

Facts and Figures under Archibald
McLeish and will also act as a

liaison to Lowell Mellett, Co-ordina-

tor of Government Films.

COmmG and GOIIIG

BEN GOETZ leaves for Hollywood tonight

WILLIAM T. POWERS, National Theat

representative, has arrived from Australia.

CEORGE J. SCHAEFER planes out for fl

Coast today.

ALEXANDER KORDA is on his way back
England by plane.

ROBERT G1LLHAM leaves for Hollywood fm\

DAVE IDZAL, manager of Fox Detroit.SJ

town for conferences with Spyros Skouras.

DOROTHY LAMOUR received a big welco

upon her return to Hollywood and immediat

attended a Defense Bond rally.

EMERSON YORKE, short subject producer, is

Washington for conferences on Governnu
films.

Marlene Dietrich Headed
For Broadway Legit. Bow

Marlene Dietrich will make hi

first appearance on the Americt
stage in a forthcoming productic

of Oscar Wilde's "An Ideal Hu
band" to be presented here by A
fred Fisher, European impresario

Actress is currently engaged
making a film for Paramount. SI

will come to New York for rehea

sals in about three or four week
The production is scheduled to ope

out of town and will be toured b
fore coming to Broadway in tl

late Summer.

Lorentz Sets First for RKO
First picture to be made by Pai

Lorentz under his producer-write:

director contract with RKO will t

"Name, Age and Occupation." 1

is described as a story of Americs
dramatizing the life of a man froi

1917 to 1942. Lorentz has selecte

an un -named man for the leadin

role.

KE
FEBRUARY 6

Joseph P. Kennedy Lupe Velez

Ronald Reagan Russell Cleason

Louis Nizer William M. Pizor

Charles S. Coetz Eleanor Stewart

Ben Lyon Wm. Cary Duncan

Marion Orth Jack Luden

FEBRUARY 7

Edward Nugent Fred F. De Silva

Buster Crabbe
Fred Stanley

Paul Guertzman

FEBRUARY 8

Lana Turner
King Vidor

Samuel J. Briskin

Howard Jackson
Louis Morrison

Hallam Cooley
Billy Dooley

Walter Klinger

Roger Williams
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r "Little 3" Suit

(Continued from Page I)

ioii

-nber of other duties to perform,
ire is a likelihood that the Gov-
unent's motion to compel divorce-

nt of a number recently acquired
ramount and 20th Century-Fox
—ters will be postponed when it

^«5s up for hearing on Feb. 18.

„ouis Frohlich, attorney for Co-
iibia, withdrew' his application
Judge Goddard's suggestion and

.ted he would call upon Robert
Wright, head of the Department
Justice's special film unit, in

ashington in an effort to reach
agreement on the interrogatories.

Frohlich declared that he would
op all his interrogatories if the

vernment would enumerate the
nations and towns in which it

eges Columbia has violated the
ti-trust laws.
In the meanwhile, Judge Goddard

.
. lered the clerk to place the "Little

nee" case on the trial calendar
r Feb. 16.

Universal and United Artists yes-
Jay filed 20 interrogatories close-

similar to those of Columbia.
ith companies ask for details in

j ference to long-term franchises;

I
stances of the exclusion of inde-
ndent producers; alleged harsh
les terms; and cases where the

jvernment claims that the licens-

g- of one film was conditioned up-
,

the licensing of another film.

'

eserman Hosts Exhibs.

.t "Gold Rush" Preview

:

Following a buffet luncheon in the

fice of Carl Leserman, circuit

eads and exhibitors were shown,
a private screening yesterday,

narlie Chaplin in "The Gold Rush."
cture is scheduled for national re-

i ,ase by UA on April 17.

Among those present were:
' ugene Picker, John Murphy and
u scar A. Doob, of Loew's, Harry

|/ losenquest, Clayton Bond and Har-
'' Kalmine, Warner Bros., Leonard
oldenson, Leon Netter, Sam Dem-
>w and Edward Hyman, Paramount,
dward Alperson, Charles Koerner,
ax Fellerman and Harold Mirasch,
KO, also Spyros Skouras, National
heaters, Bill Powers, F & M Stage
hows, George Skouras, John Benas,
kouras Theaters, Sam Rinzler,
andforce Circuit, Fred Schwartz,
entury Circuit, E. C. Grainger, A.
• Kearney, Shea Chain, Walter
eade, Leo Justin, Walter Reade
nterprises, Morris Jacks, Henry
osen, Lowell Calvert, Ed Peskay.

STORKS!
'est Coast Bureau of THE FILM >DAILY
Hollywood—A son was born here

-> Martha Scott and her husband,
'arleton Alsop, radio announcer.

• • • REPRESENTING Lieut. Com. John T. Tuthill. who was unable

to be present as Ampa's honor guest at yesterday's luncheon in the

Sun Room of the Hotel Edison, Lieut. John Casey urged that Ampa, and
the industry generally, support the big Navy Relief Show to be held in

Madison Square Garden on March 10 Heralds on the tables carried

the slogan, "Help the families of the boys who are helping You!," and

proclaimed the forthcoming benefit performance as "The Greatest All-

Star Show Ever Assembled" Those who have already enlisted to

appear on the giant Garden stage that night are James Barton, Ray Bol-

ger, Connie Boswell, Eddie Cantor, The De Marcos, Paul Draper, The

Hartmans, The Ink Spots, George Jessel, Gertrude Lawrence, Joe E.

Lewis, Ella Logan, Carmen Miranda, Olsen and Johnson. Bill Robinson,

The Rockettes, The Roxyettes, Hazel Scott, Dinah Shore, John Charles

Thomas, Sophie Tucker, Benay Venuta, Ethel Waters, and Clifton Webb.

T T T
• • • OF particular intra-iridustry interest to the luncheoneers

zeas the reading by Committeeman John C. Flinn of the letter written

by IT'/// H. Haw to Ampa in which the General asked thai the annivers-

ary dinner which was to have been held in his lionor at the Waldorf-

Astoria on the night of March 6 be postponed until the current nation-

al crisis is over That letter is a highly patriotic document, and a

masterpiece of modesty ,—for Mister Hays wants the affair, if, as and

when it is held, to commemorate the long span of filmland's self-regula-

tion // was formally revealed that the MPPDA generalissimo had

personally given $500 to the Ampa Relief Fund During the lunch-

eon, those attending observed a period of silence out of respect to the

memory of Carole Lombard, Otto Winkler, and II'. Q, Van Schmus

T T
• • • BULLETINS AND BALLOTS: Earl J. Hudson, prexy of

United Detroit Theaters, has been named a member of the Public Rela-

tions Advisory Board for Detroit's Civilian Defense Office by Mayor Ed-

ward J. Jeffries, Jr • Sonny Shepherd, manager of the Lincoln

Theater, has been elected prexy of the Miami Beach Kiwanis Club for

1942. ... • Scranton flashes that Postmaster General Frank C. Walker

and John J. O'Leary, general manager of Comerford Theaters, Inc., have

been elected trustees of the Scranton-Dunmore Community Chest. . . .

• Harry L. Moller, general manager of the Daw Theater, is the prexy of

the newly-organized Tappahannock (Va.) Lion's Club. ... • Paul V.

Phillips, city manager of North Carolina Theaters, Inc., has been re-elected

prexy of the Salisbury (N. C.) Chamber of Commerce. ... • T. Irving

Martin, manager of six of the Pitts' circuit stands in Northern Virginia, is

the new prexy of the Culpeper (Va.) Chamber of Commerce

T T
• • • THEATER DIVORCEMENT: District Court ivas in

session in Anson, Tex.,—the immediate venue being the Palace Theater,

because the courthouse was being remodeled Judge Owen Thomas

had been careful not to set cases on Saturday afternoons because of

the film matinee, but in popped a Negro woman who had stiddenly

decided that she wanted a divorce Will Pence, theater's owner,

was at a loss where to let them hold court, but finally told them to

go to the projection room There the woman was sworn in, and,

amid the noise, of the grinding projection machine, a divorce was

granted She was told by her attorney, from Haskell, Tex., that

she probably had the distinction of being the first woman in the

country to get a divorce in a movie projection room "Great

guns!," she exclaimed "That's right," said Leonard Archer, pro-

jectionist, '"Great Guns' is the name of the film we're showing this

afternoon" —And that's no 20th-Fox publicity stunt, either!

Treasury to Censor

Prints for Export

{Continued from Page 1

)

among distribs. who would rather
have censorship at the source since
it would be less expensive and bur-
densome.
Although the military branches

have not issued anv official regula-
tions covering what should or should
not be included in films, the Army or

Navy is queried for advice if the
studios anticipate any difficulty.

Censorship in effect by customs
will place a premium on projection
room space and may result in a
condition corresponding to that en-

countered in the last war when
small screens were placed in offices

for Government screenings.
Film companies have been noti-

fied that a customs inspector will

be available at an hour's notice to

look at the footage. It was ex-
plained that it was inspection to

determine censorship with inspec-

tors on the alert to see whether any
codes are included in the titles. Foot-
age showing any of the United
States coastline is also out, it is

understood.

A short while ago, it was said,

the customs inspectors stopped ex-

port of a Universal newsreel, which
had pictures of the Hawaiian situa-

tion.

Treasury Department recently

utilized the Enemy Trading Act and
barred the industry from communi-
cating with Nazi-dominated coun-
tries such as Hungary, Bulgaria and
Rumania under the penalty of a

$10,000 fine.

Contact in Washington?
Contract in Washington?

{Continued from Page 1)

follow the resignation of Charles C.

Pettijohn, Hays Office general coun-

sel, long reported, and finally an-
nounced in New York yesterday.
While it is understood that there

are not a few candidates for the

spot long held by New, Palmer is

conceded the edge. He has substan-
tial Coast backing, it is said. His
wide legislative acquaintanceship
and newspaper background are said

to make him almost the ideal choice.

WEDDING BELLS

Chicago—Bob Locke, former Film
Daily correspondent and motion
picture critic of the Kansas City
Journal and now editor of Down
Beat, and Norma Duggins, of Kan-
sas City, were married here.

Des Moines, la.—Marriage of Miss
Gladyce Sellner to Staff Sergt. Tom
Mongar, at Pineville, La., on Dec.
15, is announced. Mrs. Mongar is a
stenographer with the National
Screen Service in Des Moines.
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C. C. PETTIJOHN

Pellijohn Resigns

MPPDA Legal Post

Charles C. Pettijohn yesterday an-

nounced his resignation as general

counsel for the MPPDA, the resig-

nation to be-
come effective

March 5

which marks
the anniver-
sary of his
20th year of

service with
the organiza-
tion. Although
Pettijohn
plans to re-

turn to the
general prac-
tice of law, he
will be re-

tained by the
association as a consultant advisor.

In a prepared statement, Petti-

john said: "I have today resigned
as general counsel of the Motion
Picture Producers and Distributors,

as of March 5. This will mark the
completion of 20 years of pleasant
relations in my present position.

Playing a part in the tremendous
progress of this complex industry
has been absorbing and interesting
work. However, I do not feel that
I shall lose touch with the many
friends and business associates the
years have given me, as I have
agreed for a term of years to act
in the capacity of advisor and con-
sultant. Beyond the fact that it

is my intention to return to the
general practice of law, I have
made no other definite plans for the
future."

Will H. Hays, president of the
MPPDA, was on a Coast-bound
train when Pettijohn's resignation
was wired to him. In commenting
on the resignation, Hays said:

"Charles C. Pettijohn has rendered
invaluable service to the motion
picture industry for many years.
The keen regret which his resigna-
tion brings to his many friends in

the indusrty is tempered by the
gratification that the change car-
ries with it the assurance of un-
interrupted friendship and esteem
and the knowledge that the associa-
tion will be able to call upon Mr.
Pettijohn for his advice and coun-
sel."

Other comments were as follows:
Barney Balaban, president of

Paramount: "It was with regret
that I learned of the resignation of
my friend, Charles Pettijohn. His
efforts in behalf of the motion pic-

ture industry, through the Hays or-

ganization, was of great merit. The
industry will miss his valuable
work."

Sidney R. Kent, president of 20th
Century-Fox: "I regret very much
to see him leave the Hays organi-
zation. I worked very closely with
him in Washington for 15 years,
deciding interests of the motion pic-

ture industry and only those who

REVIEWS Of SHORT SUBJECTS
"The Brave Little Bat"

(Merrie Melody)
Warner Bros. 7 mins.

(Superior Short)
Cleverly delineated, and with ap-

peal to all cartoon devotees, "The
Brave Little Bat" belongs among the
better shorts of this series. It re-
counts the adventures of Sniffles, a
young mouse, who is driven to shel-
ter in a windmill when an electrical
storm breaks. In the windmill resides
a little bat whose wings are a source
of amusement to Sniffles. The bat,

—

a mouse with ability to fly, as Snif-
flles sees it,—is only too aware of
the fact that another resident of the
windmill is a ferocious cat. The lat-

ter discovers Sniffles' presence and
moves for his destruction, but the
intended victim is rescued by the
bat. Footage is in Technicolor. It's

a tab reel of superior quality.

"The Village Smithy"
RKO 7 mins.

Hilarious
Donald Duck scores again. In this,

the Walt Disney cartoon star is a

blacksmith who endures a number of
irritating events. His attempt to

pace a rim around a wheel is the
funniest sequence. Rim keeps pop-
ping out unexpectedly until its flat-

tens Donald. Then he tries to shoe
the mule which also ends disastrous-
ly for Donald. It will make audiences
laugh. It's in Technicolor.

"Information Please"
RKO 10 mins.

Worthwhile
John Gunther, author, is the guest

expert in this reel but does not do
much. As usual, brunt of the
answers are carried by the regular
trio of experts, John Kieran, Frank-
lin P. Adams and Oscar Levant. Lat-
ter aids subject by his spontaneity
but Kiernan tops them all with his

answer on a difficult poetry question.

"Home Work"
RKO 19 mins.

Fair
Many of Leon Errol's comedy ef-

forts are on the laborious side and

they do not come off as well as they
usually do. A lot of familiar gags
are dug up in this two-reeler. Most
of the comic business arises from
the situation that has Errol staying
home in cider to duck a process
server. He also takes care of the

nouse and before the day is over the

place is almost a shambles.

"How To Be a Star"

RKO 8 mins
Average

Arlene Francis, radio commenta-
tor, takes over the assignment of

describing Hollywood's satellites in

Pathe's Picture People series. Short
opens with Joseph Cotten and Ann
Baxter having their pictures sketched
at the Brown Derby. Leif Erickson
demonstrates his fencing ability.

There is a bit of comic business
among Milton Berle, Chester Morris
and Dante the magician. Reel winds
up with Lum and Abner posing for

a wax-work model.

"Rookie Revue"
(Merrie Melody)

Warner Bros. 7 mins.
Strong on Satire

Filmed in Technicolor under the
supervision of I. Freleng, this Leon
Schlesinger-produced reel deals satir-

ically with life in Army camps, and
the various military chores the rookie

must perform. Footage is spiked
with gags, and a lot of fun is had
anent equipment. Fans, of course,

will take it in good humor, for the
situations are so ridiculous that it

couldn't be otherwise. There is good
animation by Richard Brickenbach.

"Fighting Fish"

RKO 9 mins.
Good Reel

Fishing for marlin and swordfish
off the Chilean port of Tocopilla in

the Pacific is the subject material of

this reel which anglers and sports
fans will enjoy. The fish are landed
after tough battles by a prominent
couple, Mr. and Mrs. Kip Farrington.
Incidentally, narrator of the film does
not do justice to his own commen-
tary.

had the privilege to work with him
can realize the measure of his real
worth. I know that his new work,
whatever it may be will also bring
him success. I know he has made
many friends in the industry and
will continue to make friends."

Joseph Bernhard, vice-president
of Warner Bros.: "Mr. Pettijohn has
made an enviable record in the
MPPDA and I am sure that what-
ever venture he is undertaking will

be a success."

E. W. Hammons, one of the found-
ers of the MPPDA: "A review of

Charles Pettijohn's work for the in-

dustry will tell the story of how
much he is going to be missed. His
energy and watchful eye in pro-
tecting the interests of the motion
picture industry constitutes a vital

chapter in the history of this busi-

ness."

Blackout's Worst Blow
In Philly Felt by Nabes

(Continued from Page 1)

Monday night's blackout, which
lasted 15 minutes and affected some
400 houses in the city and neigh-
boring counties, took a toll between
25 and 35 per cent.

Theater men canvassed said that
it was possible that extremely cold
weather may have played its part
in cutting down Monday night's
patronage, but were inclined in the
main to hold the blackout respon-
sible.

While city houses were affected
to some extent, the hardest wallop
to the box-office was reported by lo-

cal nabes and houses in the sur-
rounding counties. There the dent
was up to 35 per cent.

Form New Public

Relations Setup

(Continued from Page 1)

pleted partially at a meeting y
terday.

Tentative name for the group
the Committee on Public Relatio

It will be under the guidance oi
j

chairman and an executive con/

tee, both of which will servi, I

six-month periods and then chan
R. M. Gillham, advertising and pi

licity director for Paramount, is 1

temporary chairman and his i

ecutive committee includes How;
Dietz, promotion executive for j

G-M and Loew vice-president, a

Dave Lipton, advertising and pi

licity chief of Columbia.

Gillham leaves today for the Co:

to explain to the Hollywood grc

what the Eastern organization pk
to do. It is planned to select a s

gle name for the East and W
branches.

Powers, Hoyts Chief,

Back From Antipodes

(Continued from Page 1)

from Australia after spending
days aboard a neutral freighter

Powers left the United Sta

last July as a special represen
tive for National Theaters, maji

ity stockholders of the Australi
circuit of 120 theaters. During 1

stay there, a complete manageme
change was effected which s;

Charles Munro and Maurice S
man, resigning from the top op>

ating spots.

At the Hoyts' board annual eL

tions in December, Powers w
named chairman of the board i

one year, John C. Graham, acti

chairman, and Ernest Turnbi
managing director. Herschell Stu£

became an executive in charge
theater operations.

Powers' plans for the present a

:

indefinite. He leaves for the Co?
next week with other NT execs, f

the division managers' meeting a
will report to S. R. Kent, 20th-F
president, on his arrival there.

Screen Readers Guild's

Negotiations Break Down

Negotiations between CI(
SOPEG, Local 109 for the Sere,

Readers and six major compani
ended in a disagreement when t

companies rejected demands i>

wage increases and maintenance-c
union clause.

Union then offered to arbitra
the issues but 20th-Fox refused ;

though Paramount, Loew's, Colui
bia, RKO and Universal agreed
discuss matter further according
a SOPEG statement.

Arbitration procedure may st

be pursued if companies acknov
edge union's request before Feb. 1
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Tess Conservation

I Altec Conference

conservation

technical re-

over a year

iltec Service Corp. yesterday ter-

ated its three-day managers'

ference at the Park Central Ho-
ehief topics of which were the

sasingly urgent need for con-

ation of essential materials used

p-oiection rooms, and the inten-

i
.development of service main-

ance methods as an integral

t of the theater

gram.

Methods by which
rch, set in motion
., has produced substitute mate-

Is and new electronic and me-
trical techniques for prolonging

life of projection and sound
.ipment, as well as parts, were
nonstrated at the conclave.

Opening the conference, L. W.
irow, Altec's president, declared

t as a result of foresighted prep-

tions by the organization, both

the technical and commercial
ds. the managers have to assume
new responsibilities which the-

rmen everywhere are now anx-

s for them to assume. He added
it, whereas in the past Altec has

•n essential in keepine ouality of

ind in theaters at highest pos-

le efficiency, "you are now called

on to help the exhibitor in the

"formance of a two-fold patriotic

:y," by the purveying of satis'fac-

v entertainment as an essential

tor of public morale, and, sec-

llv. conservation of essential ma-
ials used in projection rooms,
ich the Government urgently
eds to have conserved,

j. L. Carrington, company's vice-

'sident and general manager,
ike on the theme, "There is a

te grind ahead for your sound
1 projection eouipment." He said

-. jit Altec, working in constant con-

•t with Government agencies re-

-ins'ble for allocation of mate-
Is. has anticipated the need for,

d has developed, a widely diversi-

ld source of supplies for parts ab-
utelv needed in proiection rooms,
d explained how this problem of
odIv has been related to the spe-
;1 localized needs of exhibitors in

parts of the country.

Following adjournment of the
_?sions yesterday, those who par-
Sipated in the three-day confab

I

Manager Enlists;

Femnte Takes Over
Rochester—Virginia Blakeley has

succeeded John C. Hartley as man-
ager of the Arcade Theater in Near-
by Arcade. Hartley enlisted in the

Coast Artillery. Miss Blakeley, who
had been the ticket seller since

the house opened under the Martina

Circuit management, is the first wo-
man in Arcade to take over the work
of an enlisted man.

Michigan Variety Club Becomes Sponsor
Of School for Deaf Children in Detroit

Detroit—Michigan Variety Club has been formally renamed to take over the

activities of Variety Club of Detroit.

First activity of the Club, under newly installed Chief Barker David M. Idzal,

is the adoption of a major charity objective that involves what is slated as at

least a 10-year program—sponsorship of the Detroit school for deaf children.

Tire Rationing Worries
Canadian Film Execs

{Continued from Page 1)

gory has been arranged by the

Gasoline Conservation Board for

business travellers who travel from
city to city but not including em-
ployes who make local city calls.

For motorists in the general list,

the limit of gasoline for one year
is estimated to be sufficient for 5,-

400 miles of travel, approximately
100 miles per week, and the ration

card holder will have to spread the

supply over the 12 months. For
travelling salesmen there will be

an extra allowance while film trans-

port services for deliveries to the-

aters will have all they require,

based on past consumption.

Where the shoe is already start-

ing to pinch, however, is in the re-

placement of tires with a complete
ban on the sale of new equipment to

passenger cars. Only second hand
or rebuilt tires can now be pur-
chased. Film trade executives who
live from 15 to 25 miles outside of

Toronto are at a loss to figure out
how they can continue to make daily

trips into the city after tires wear
out and gasoline is restricted.

Three Buffalo Territory

Theaters In New Hands

Buffalo — Three theaters in the
Buffalo exchange territory have
changed hands, according to the
MPTO of N. Y. office.

Purdv Monroe is new owner of
the 600-seat State at Dunkirk, for-
merly onerated bv Clyde R. La-
^hron. L. Sannella has taken over
the Seneca, Buffalo, from the Gam-
mel circuit.

C. Fennyvessv has taken over the
Majestic, at 946 Jefferson Avenue.
Rochester, and renamed it the New
Park. The 514-se^t house formerlv
was operated by Rose Zimmerman.

attended a dinner at Leone's. Pres-
°nt were: L. W. Conrow, president:
G. L. Carrington, vice-nrpsident and
general manager; H. M. Bessev. sec-
retarv-tr^asurer: E. Z. Walters
comptroller: R. Hilton. L. J. Hack-
ing. F. C. Dickelv. B. W. Ardell
E. O. Wilschkp. P. F. Thomas. A. J.

Tfademacher. D. A. Peterson. W. W.
Simons. B. Sanford', M. G. Thomas.
TT. Wena-ler, H. S. Morris. A. L
Pnbinsfein. T. H. Carnenter, A.
Tfiore. D. L. Turnpr. W. Corner, S.

M. Pariseau, S. W. Hand. H. B.
Moos:, J. B. Lansing. R. C. Grav.
G. E. Wiltse, C. S. Perkins, E. C.
Shriver.

U. S. Consul in Mexico
Would Edit Our Pictures

(Continued from Page 1)

in Manzanillo, Mexico, to nine-month
old newsreel shown last month which
included a sequence of General
Douglas MacArthur explaining how
impregnable the United States de-

fenses are in the Philippines.

According to the consul, the audi-

ence burst into derisive laughter
and the newsreel tended to lessen

respect for the United States and
its ability to conduct the war.
No official action has been taken

on the request but it was indicated

the matter would either be a sub-
ject of voluntary industry supervis-

ion or Government censorship.

"War Time" Seen Hurting
Canadian Pix Patronage

(Continued from Page 1)

Eastern Canada even though the

change in the clocks for them took
place back in the Spring of 1939.

The point is this, that with East
ern cities and towns of the Domin-
ion permanently on Daylight Saving
Time for almost three years, the
use of Standard time in the States
from September to May brought im-
portant radio broadcasts to the Can-
adian people one hour later. Roose-
velt's addresses were scheduled for
10 P.M. Standard Time, which was
11 P.M. Eastern Canadian Time.
The result was that people attended
shows at their leisure, then went
home to hear the President and
everybody was satisfied, including
the theater owner because the hour
made little or no difference.

With advanced clocks all over
the Continent, the time advantage
for theaters of Ontario and Quebec
has been lost. Incidentally the whole
of the Canadian West also now has
D.S.T because the jCanadian Gov-
ernment has adopted the war meas-
ure for the whole Dominion—not
just the so-called industrial area of
the East.

Rites for Kolb's Mother
Millheim, Pa. — The mother of

Drew E. Kolb, who operates the
Municipal Theater here, died at his

home Wednesday. Funeral services
and burial were held in Williams-
port, her home town.

Korda Flies to England
Alexander Korda, UA producer

'eft for England Tuesday night

iboard a British bomber. He is

expected to be gone for at least a

month.

!-«
New "Victory Chair

Features Plywood

By GEORGE H. MORRIS
FILM DAILY Equipment News Editor

What can be accomplished by
equipment manufacturers in the

matter of both meeting the needs of

the film theaters, and, at the same
time, patriotically conserving es-

sential materials needed by the Gov-
ernment in its successful prosecu-

tion of the war, was demonstrated
yesterday by the formal introduc-

tion of the "Victory Chair," created

by the American Seating Co. of

Grand Rapids, Mich.
The new chair, shown to trade

and equipment editors at the Hotel

Astor, reduces the use of critical

materials by some 75 per cent, and
provides additional metal because

it contains far less than the chair

it replaces. Last week, it was re-

vealed yesterday, Dewitt Moore, sec-

tion chief of the War Production
Board, and his associate, Julian

Brylawski, consultant to the Board
for the film industry, surveyed the

chair and gave their approval for

its design. It was presented to the

Washington authorities by H. M.
Taliaferro, president of American
Seating Co., who characterized it

as a boon to exhibition, which, in

turn, plays a vital role in sustaining

the public morale through films.

Seating facilities of the nation's

theaters, Taliaferro said, are wear-
ing out, and replacement in these

war-torn times has been a problem,
and that the Victory Chair offers

an excellent solution. He pointed

out that the new chair is built of

plywood and other tested materials
reinforced by an ingenious use of

metal. It is fully upholstered in the

most comfort-giving materials, and
equals steel or iron chairs in design
and beauty.
"Thousands of tons of iron and

steel that formerly went into the
manufacture of theater chairs will

now be made available for other pur-

poses," Taliaferro stated. "In fact,

the scrap, produced by all theater

chairs the new 'Victory' model will

replace, will more than account for

the small amount of metal used in

the manufacture of the new model."
Taliaferro stated that the new

chair will be put into production
in limited quantities at once and
that it will be available in a wide
variety of designs and color combi-
nations.

Technicolor Dual
Program in Detroit

Detroit—Double-feature all-Tech-

nicolor bills hit this city for the

first time this week in any major

theater with "Week-End in Havana"
and "Blossoms in the Dust." Both

are being billed together in most

of the second-runs currently, with

advance trailers plugging the unique

combination being used.
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"NO STRIKE" PLEDGE REAFFIRMED BY IA

Major Boards to Hear Report of Lawyers1
Parleys

THE WEEK
IN REVIEW
D of J Files Suits
— By L. H. MITCHELL =

DIVORCEMENT: D of J filed

t

divorcement suits against Para-
i 'mount and 20th-Fox. Report that
1

other suits impended was denied by
the D of J—for the near future.

* * *

PERSONALITIES: C. C. Pettijohn

resigns as MPPDA's legal advisor

after 20 years. . . . Edward Schnit-

zer made Eastern district manager
by UA, and T. R. Thompson, Jr.,

Midwest district manager. . . . J. R.

McDonough resigns as RKO ex-

ecutive producer; Sol Lesser also

resigns effective in March; Lou Os-
trow made assistant to Joseph I.

Breen. . . . Howard Dietz, C. C.

Moskowitz and Joseph R. Vogel
elected Loew vice-prexies as other
officers are re-elected. . . . Melvyn
Douglas named star contact for
OCD. . . . Tay Garnett forms radio
producing company. . . . Sam Wood's
negotiations with UA reported cold.

. . . H. M. Richey says rebirth of

showmanship is boosting grosses. . .

.

R. M. Gillham is temporary chair-

man of new industry Committee on
Public Relations, (tentative name)
with Howard Dietz and Dave Lipton
on executive committee. . . . Fred
Strom, in New York, reports prog-
ress in settling problems confront-
ing N. W. Allied in Minn. . . . Thur-
man W. Arnold, D of J's "trust-
buster" stated film industry was out-
side any anti-trust suit "truce."

* * *

THIS AND THAT: Trade prac-

||
tice sub-committee of UMPI re-
ported majors pledging relief for
forced shorts selling. . . . March of
Dimes "take" estimated at $1,500,-
000. . . . Average arbitration cost
to exhibs. given as $60 what cost
to distribs. as $30. . . . Ken Theater,
Chi., files $300,000 anti-trust suit
against RKO, "U," UA, Col., and
20th-Fox, following loss of arbitra-
tion case, later upheld by board of
appeals. . . . Allied submitted three
substitute plans for blocks-of-five
selling, with units to poll members
on preference. ... No assurance
seen of a Spring trial of the "Little
Three" in N. Y. anti-trust suit. . . .

To Outline Results Of
Attorneys' Sessions; No
Pettijohn Successor Seen

Boards of directors of the major
companies this week are expected
to receive a report on what took
place at meetings held during the
last two weeks by a panel of indus-
try attorneys who sought to smooth
out operations of the trade as a
whole. It is understood that the
reports will be oral.

Attorneys who sat in on the ses-

sions said on Friday that the pur-
(Continued on Page 6)

Schine Circuit Wins

Point Against Gov't

Buffalo — Government efforts to

inspect a great array of documents,
constituting practically all the cor-

respondence relating to transactions
between Schine circuit theaters, re-

lated Schine interests and major
film distributors, was balked Friday
by an opinion filed by Federal Judge
John Knight.
He denied the Government's mo-

( Continued on Page 3)

"We Are at War"
New Haven— Arbitrator Leonard

S. Horner, Hartford executive, brought

the parties to the Grand Theater
clearance hearing to attention when
he opened his remarks with, "Gentle-

men, we are at war," and proceeded

to impress them with the importance

of time in the all-out war effort. He
changed the usual 10:30 a.m. starting

time to 9:00 a.m., later reluctantly

allowing the men 15 extra minutes

to read their mail at the office. The
complaint, against Loew's, Inc., RKO,
Vitagraph, and 20th-Fox, asked for a

maximum clearance for the Grand of

seven days after the Pequot and
elimination of the Dreamland clear-

ance. Only the Pequot intervened.

Liberty, Freehold, N. J.,

Wins Clearance Relief

WB's 13-Week Net

Hits $2,079,601

A net profit of $2,079,601, after
all charges except provision for ex-
cess profits tax, was reported by
Wai-ner Bros, for the 13 weeks ended
Nov. 29, 1941. This compares with
a net operating profit of $1,276,316
for the corresponding period of the

(Continued on Page 6)

Reduction in clearance of two the-
aters in Asbury Park, N. J., over
the Liberty Theater, Freehold, has
been ordered by the arbitrator in the

(Continued on Page 3)

Local 659 and ASC
Settlement Said Near

Long jurisdictional battle between
Local 659, Cameramen and the
American Society of Cinematograph-

(Continued on Page 6)

Bamberger to UMPI Post
Named Executive Secretary of Unity Group
Minn. Amusement Co.
Ups Prices in Twin Cities

Minneapolis—In order to elimi-
nate the handling of pennies at its

box-offices, Minnesota Amusement
Company ordered admission prices
increased at all of its Minneapolis
and St. Paul first-run and other
houses.
The increase went into effect at

(Continued on Page 3)

Leon J. Bamberger, sales promo-
tion manager for RKO Radio Pic-
tures, has been named executive
secretary of the United Motion Pic-
ture Industry. He has been given
a leave of absence from RKO to ac-
cept the appointment which was
announced Friday by Ned Depinet
and Harry Brandt of the special
committee appointed by UMPI. Tem-
porary headquarters of the unity

{Continued on Page 3)

Executive Board's Action,

Announced by Walsh, Seen
Bearing on 306 Situation

By DAVE GOLDING
FILM DAILY Staff Writer

American Federation of Labor's
pledge of "no strikes" for the dura-
tion was reaffirmed by the Executive
Board of the IATSE, Richard F.
Walsh, president, declared yesterday
upon his return from the Miami ses-
sions.

Walsh's statement was especially
significant in its bearing on the
present impasse between Loew's and
Local 306 whereby the projectionists
union is threatening a strike unless
Loew's refuses to service theaters

(Continued on Page 6)

Blocked Jap Coin

Will Be Released

Foreign managers of the majors
have been advised by the State De-
partment that money blocked in

Yokohama Species Bank in San
Francisco will be released upon
completing special papers and filing

them with the Department. It is

understood most of the companies
(Continued on Page 3)

Monogram Pays $250,000
For Ralph Like Studio

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY

Hollywood—Monogram has pur-
chased for $250,000 Ralph Like Stu-
dio. Adjoining property was also
taken under option, giving the stu-
dio a total area of more than two

(Continued on Page 3)

Richmond Blachout
Scheduled Tonight

Richmond—The first blackout for

this territory, which extends to

Petersburg and Hopewell, will take

place sometime between 8 and 10

o'clock tonight, first day of the new
war time. All local exhibitors are

prepared with special shutters for

the front lobby doors, and midnight

blue lights in the box offices.
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FINANCIAL
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

High Low Close

Am. Seat

Col. Picts.vte. (2i/2%) 6i/4 6i/4 6i/4

Columbia Picts. pfd

Con. Fm. Ind 9-16 9-16 9-16

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 8% 83/* 83/4

East. Kodak 134i/
2 133% 133V2

do ofd
Gen Th. Eq 11% "% "%
Loew's, Inc 40y8 40y8 403/8

do pfd •
•

Paramount 153/8 15 15

Para. 1st pfd

Para. 2nd pfd

RKO
RKO $6 pfd 46 46 46

20th Century-Fox . .
9i/4 8% 83/4

20th Century-Fox pfd

Univ. Pict. pfd •-
Warner Bros 5'/2 5% 5'/2

do pfd
NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Loew's deb. 3y2s46
Para. B'way 3s55

Para. Picts. cv. 3'/4s47

Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 97 9634 963/4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts 1 Vs 1 1 Vfe

Radio-Keith cvs Vs Vs Vs

Sonotone Corp 2 2 2

Technicolor 7% T>/s 77/8

Trans-Lux U-16 11-16 H-16
Universal Corp. vtc

N Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURIT
Bid

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45. 64
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 6234

Net
Chg.

— Vf— H/b

+ Vs— %
— %

— V4- Vi

+ Vs

-1-16

IES

Asked
66
65l/4

McCarthy Joins Whitney
Office as Press Chief

Charles E. McCarthy, former ad-

vertising and publicity chief of 20th-

Fox, has joined the motion picture

section of the Co-ordinator of In-

ter-American Affairs as press chief.

20th-Fox Signs Ben Hecht
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY

Hollywood— Twentieth Century-
Fox has signed Ben Hecht to a
three-way contract as writer, pro-

ducer and director.

H The Broadway Parade ®
Picture and Distributor Theater

Joan of Paris (RKO Radio Pictures)—3rd week Rivoli

Sullivan's Travels (Paramount Pictures)—2nd week Paramount
Kings Row (Warner Bros. Pictures)—2nd week • Astor
Son of Fury (Twentieth Century-Fox)—2nd week Roxy
New Wine (United Artists)—2nd week Little Carnegie
The Prime Minister (Warner Bros. Pictures)—2nd week Art
Confessions of a Cheat (.Principal Pictures)—2nd week Belmont
Woman of the Year ( Metro-Goldwyn-'Mayer Pictures) Music Hall
Design for Scandal (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer Pictures) Capitol
Dr. Kildare's Victory (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer Pictures) Criterion
Wild Bill Hickok Rides (Warner Bros. Pictures) Strand
Fantasia (RKO Radio Pictures-Walt Disney)—5th week (b) Broadway
Jail House Blues (Universal Pictures) Rialto
I Wake Up Screaming (Twentieth Century-Fox) (a-b) Palace
Swamp Water (Twentieth Century-Fox) (a-b) Palace
Duke of the Navy (Republic Pictures) (a) New York
Gauchos of Eldorado (Republic Pictures) (a) New York
The Eternal Cift (Lamont Productions)—5th week Squire

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES
The Girl from Leningrad (Artkino Pictures)—7th week Stanley
Nine Bachelors (Dome Films) World
Hennese Melody (Scandia Films) 48th St. Theater

FUTURE OPENINGS . *
Captains of the Clouds (Warner Bros. Pictures)—Feb. 12 Strand
Bahama Passage (Paramount Pictures)—Feb. 18 Paramount
Mister V (United Artists)—Feb. 12 Rivoli

Roxie Hart (Twentieth Century-Fox)—Probably Feb. 12 . . Roxy
Lady for a Night (Republic Pictures)—Feb. 12 Criterion
A Gentleman at Heart (Twentieth Century-Fox) (c) Globe
Johnny Eager (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer Pictures) (c) Capitol
Bed Time Story (Columbia Pictures) (c) Music Hall

Hellzapoppin (Universal Pictures-Jules Levey)—Feb. 12 (a-b) Palace
Obliging Young Lady (RKO Radio Pictures)—Feb. 12 (a) Palace
I Killed That Man (Monogram Pictures)—Feb. 10 (a) New York
Riders of the Timberline (Paramount Pictures)—Feb. 10 (a) New York
The Forgotten Village (Mayer & Burstyn)—Probably Feb. 10 (b) Art Theater
Send Home No. 7 (Scandia Films)—Feb. 28 (a) 48th St. Theater
Skanor Falsterbo (Scandia Films)—Feb. 28 (a) 48th St. Theater

(a) Dual bill, (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill.

RKO, McCarey Negotiating
On Director-Producer Pact

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY

Hollywood — Questioned Friday
night, representatives of RKO stated
that the company was dickering
with Leo McCarey on a producer-
director deal, but stated that no
negotiations had been started with
Gregory LaCava, as had been stated
in a published report, although here
such negotiations are regarded not
unlikely.

Representatives denied knowledge
of any pending deal with William
Stevens or with Vinton Freedley,
Broadway stage producer. How-
ever, it was stated that the New
York office might be dickering with
the latter.

B. F. Keith Corp. Trims
Capitalization $600,000

Albany— B. F. Keith Corp. has
filed a certificate of reduction of its
authorized capital stock and the
elimination of certain shares here
through J. Henry Walters, RKO
counsel. Authorized capital stock
was reduced from $20,000,000 to
$19,400,000 through the elimination
of the 6,000 shares of 8 per cent
preferred stock.

It was explained in New York
that the 6,000 shares were retired
when a subsidiary company, Haton
Theater Corp., was merged into
B. F. Keith Corp.

Throckmorton, Shannon
Promoted by RCA Mfg. Co.

Geoi'ge K. Throckmorton, for the

past five years President of the
RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc., of

Camden, N. J., Friday was elected

chairman of the company's executive
committee. Robert Shannon, former
executive vice-president, was elected
president.

The promotion of RCA's two sen-

ior manufacturing executives was
announced by David Sarnoff, presi-

dent of RCA and chairman of the
board of RCA Manufacturing Co.,

Inc.

Membership of the executive com-
mittee as announced by Sarnoff, is

composed of the following members
of the company's board: G. K.
Throckmorton, chairman; Gano
Dunn, J. G. Harbord, DeWitt Mill-
hauser, David Sarnoff, O. S. Schairer,
Robert Shannon.

MORE TIMELY NOW
Than Ever Before

"CLOISTERED"
also

One Reel Patriotic Musical

"SING AMERICA"
Booking in Theaters Everywhere

NU-ART FILMS, INC.
MS WEST 45th ST. NEW YORK, N. Y.

COmiHG and GOInG

GEORGE J. SCHAEFER arrives on the Coas
today.

WILLIAM A. SCULLY, Universal^ genera
sales manager, left yesterday tor Cincinnati a

the first stop of a two-week tour through thi

Midwest.

LOU SMITH, Columbia studio publicity chir"
returned to Hollywood over the week-end. (

'

EDWARD G. ROBINSON, accompanied by hi

wife, arrives from the Coast today to confe
with Treasury officials about a p. a. tour fo
selling Defense Bonds.

LIEUT. COM. WALTER WINCHELL arrives ii

Hollywood today in connection with the Navy Re
lief Show.

OSCAR SERLIN arrived in Hollywood ove
the week-end to seek a lead for the John Stein .

beck play he will produce.

NORMAN AYERS, Warner Bros, district man
agers, returned to Boston after a trip to Clovers
ville.

CLENN FORD, who plays lead in "Adventure
of Martin Eden," will fly to Quebec March

'

for the Canadian premiere.

AIR MARSHAL W. A. "BILLY" BISHOP of th.

RCAF arrives tomorrow to see his film debut it

"Captains of the Clouds."

NED E. DEPINET and CHARLES W. KOERNH
follow GEORGE J. SCHAEFER to the Coast thi
week.

Krumm Replaces Williamson
Memphis—Henry G. Krumm has

been appointed branch manager oi

the Warner Bros, exchange, replac-
ing W. A. Williamson, who was
transferred to Dallas. Krumm was
formerly a salesman in Dallas.

Dual "Lucky Ghost" Bow
Toddy Consolidated - National's

"Lucky Ghost," will have simultane
ous New York premieres at Loew'i
Victoria and the 116th St. tomorrow

new y€Rr
THEATERS

-RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL-
50th St. & 6th Ave. : Doors Open 11 A.M.
Spencer TRACY : Katharine HEPBIRN

//WOMAN OF THE YEAR //

Directed by George Stevens
An M-G-M Picture

ON STAGE: "WORDS AND MUSIC" BY
COLE PORTER—Leonidoff's colorful tune-
filled revue. Symphony Orchestra, direction
of Erno Rapee.

1st Mezzanine Seats Reserved Circle 6-4600

TYRONE POWER
"SON OF FURY"

WITH
Gene Tierney

A 20th Century-Fox Picture

PLUS A BIG n A V If 7th AVENUE
STAGE SHOW H II A I 50th STREET

MM B'WAY A
47th St. .

BETTY GRABLE—VICTOR MATURE

"I Wake Up Screaming"
—and

—

"Swamp Water"
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Bamberger is UMPI

- Executive Secretary
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i iody will be the Hotel Astor. Bam-
>t rger takes over next Monday.
Well known in the industry, Bam-

Kiger has been with RKO 10 years
I ^1 formerly was with Paramount

I id the original Famous Players-

iasky Corp. Last year he served
- is president of Ampa and for years

las been a leader in the field of

iirect mail advertising.

Minn. Amusement Co.
Ups Prices in Twin Cities

L,
(Continued from Page 1 )

"" Diice at the Orpheum here and the

Paramount in St. Paul, where 30

.cnts will be the admission to one
/dock, 40 cents to five o'clock and
50 cents to closing, all prices in-

cluding tax.

Other houses will put the increase
. effect Feb. 13 and 20. The

fc children's price of 10 cents and one
cent tax will remain as is. Com-
pany officials said the raises were
part of a "levelling off" process, and

- a desire to save cashiers, and the
: public, too, the necessity of han-
" clling pennies in change.

Monogram Pays $250,000
For Ralph Like Studio

(.Continued from Page 1)

acres. Recent improvements at the
studio consist of the erection of a

projection theater, offices for pub-
licity and other departments, and a
commissary. The studio houses two
.-ound stages and quarters the en-
tire home office personnel.
An additional stage on the adjoin-

ing property will be converted into
a process stage. Other contem-
plated improvements in this area
are an exterior street and other per-
manent sets.

Blocked Japanese Coin
Will Be Released

(Continued from Page 1 )

only received two payments, with
two more forthcoming; and that
Warner Bros, and Universal were
able to obtain full amount with
initial payment.

Ronald Caiman
James Murray
iyle Talbot

Ion Chaney, Jr.

Karhryn Grayson
Heather Angel

Joe King
Lee L. Goldberg

Observations, Plus
• • • PHIL M. would like to suggest that a new word be introduced

into our good ole American language Now normally we have the

word "philatelist,"—meaning one who collects postage stamps So

why shouldn't we coin and use the word "fill-album-ist." meaning one.

who collects Defense Stamps !

• • • OXE of the highlights of Walt Disney's special Technicolor

production, "The New Spirit," starring Donald Duck, and fashioned

at the leanest of Secretary of the Treasury Henry Morgcnthau, Jr.,

packs a swell song in its rousing music score Com poser is Oliver

Wallace, musical director on Disney's "Dumbo" The tune, which

bids fair to join the top-flight ['. S. melodies of this war, is "The Yankee

Doodle Spirit"

T T
• • • WHAT'S COOKIN' Remember that recent and spec-

tacular flight of the Pacific Clipper, whereon the giant flying boat flew

virtually around fhe world to escape capture by the Japs? Well, Ed

Finney, solon of Edward Finney Productions out Hollywood way, has

just purchased the screen rights to an original story by Nat Tanchuck and

Sam Neuman, based on the argosy, and entitled "The Last Flight"

The mysterious trip covered some 22,000 miles,—started in New Zealand,

and took in 12 countries and all hemispheres Production will begin

as soon as the script is completed, and it's bein prepared under super-

vision of Finney and Associate Producer George Rony. ... • "Mister

V," produced and directed by Leslie Howard (who also stars therein),

and which is one of the most important productions on UA's schedule,

opens next Thursday morn (Lincoln's Birthday) at the local Rivoli. . . .

Liberty, Freehold. N. J.,

Wins Clearance Relief

{Continued from Page 1)

case filed by the Liberty in the New
York tribunal last July.

Clearance of the Savoy over the

Liberty has been cut from 14 days
to one day and clearance of the
Lyric over the Liberty has been re-

duced to three days.
The arbitrator found, however,

that the current clearance of the
Mayfair, Paramount and St. James
Theaters, Asbury Park, over the
Liberty was reasonable and granted
no change in the schedule.

Samuel Goldwyn, Inc.

Files Purpose Change
Albany — Samuel Goldwyn, Inc.,

has filed a certificate of change of
purposes and elimination of provi-
sions with the Secretary of State's
office. Papers indicate that Samuel
Goldwyn is the sole stockholder of
record of all outstanding shares of
the corporation which originally was
incorporated in 1923 as S. G. Pic-
tures Corp. and changed to Samuel
Goldwyn, Inc., in 1924.

"Invaders" In Capitol Bow
Columbia will give "The Invad-

ers," a premiere opening at the
Capitol Feb. 26.

House Blocks Funds
For Donald Duck Short

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The House Friday

by a vote of 78 to 63 eliminated an
allotment of $80,000 to pay the pro-

duction cost on Walt Disney's Don-
ald Duck film, "The New Spirit,"

dealing with the income tax.

By a vote of 88 to 80 the House
forbade the use of civilian defense
funds for "instructions in physical

fitness by dancers, fan dancing,
street shows, theatrical perform-
ances or other public entertainment."
Latter vote referred to the selection

of Melvyn Douglas to an OCD post

as star contact man and the naming
of Mayris Chaney, through the in-

fluence of Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt,

to a highly paid OCD post of keep-
ing children fit through instruction

in dancing.

Stars To Tour Army Camps
Under Treasury Auspices

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
Hollywood—Under new patriotic

program, stars or players who make
cross-country tours will do so under
auspices of the United States Treas-
ury Department.
Edward G. Robinson, who left the

Coast Friday, will make defense
bond and stamp appearances.

Schine Circuit Wins

Point Against Gov't

(Continued from Pane 1)

tion for inspection of the documents,
purportedly in the possession of

Schine defendants, which, the Gov-
ernment contended, constitute or
contain evidence material to mat-
ters involved in the anti-trust ac-

tion against the Schine circuit.

Trial of the action is scheduled to
open here April 28.

Declaring he regards the Govern-
ments request as "too broad,"
Judge Knight wrote that "It seems
to me the documents purported to

be sought are not sufficiently desig-

nated, and it is not made to appear
that any such documents are in the
possession of the defendants or are
in existence."

The Court's denial of the motion
was with the "right to the plain-

tiff to renew upon further show-
ing."

"Were this request limited to the
books of the company," Judge Knight
wrote, "I am of the opinion they
could be sufficient under the circum-
stances shown. It is further to be
said that through the extensive an-
swers to interrogatories already
given, some information is fur-

nished whereby the plaintiff is en-
abled to specify more particularly
the discovery sought than now
shown.
"We are here concerned with the

particular rule which has the force
of statute (rule 4 of the Rules of
Civil Procedure) which requires that
the moving party shall 'designate'

the documents and that, as I view
it, has not been done here."

Conceding that the Court recog-
nizes the obligation to construe the
rule liberally because the complaint
charges conspiracy, Judge Knight
said nevertheless that he was un-
aware of any case in which such
broad coverage through discovery
had been sought.

"Plaintiff, of course," he pointed
out, "still has the remedy through
a subpoena of the records to re-

quire the production of documents
sought. It further has the recourse
to depositions."

STORKS!
New Haven—Dr. and Mrs. John

Chasnoff are parents of an eight-
pound baby girl, born at Grace Hos-
pital, making Zelig Fishman of the
Fishman theater circuit a grand-
father again, a few weeks after the
birth of a daughter of the same
weight to Fishman's other twin
daughter.

Richmond, Va. — Mr. and Mrs.
Pete Lichtman are grandparents, a
a baby girl having been born to

their daughter Mrs. M. Victor, in

Arlington. Pete is general repre-
sentative here for the Lichtman cir-

cuit.
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NATIONALLY th

WORLD PREMIERE Los Angeles, February iytb, Simultaneously at

Three Theatres—Loew's State, Grauman's Chinese and Carthay Circle

In response to an unprecedented demand Irom exhibitors, United Artists

announces the early release ol Carole .Lombard s last picture. An exciting

romantic comedy, keyed to an ever-mounting tempo ol suspense. Jack

.Denny at his best in a surprisingly different comic role. .Here is a

.Lubitsch picture— brilliant in its acting . . . spectacular in its scope.

i_^d/e<ranc/er ^_yLoraa preaento

QaroU LOMBARD #JfBENNY
- ERNST LUBITSCH'S »«*

TO BE OR NOT TO BE
witk ROBERT STACK • FELIX BRE5SART . LIONEL ATWILL

STANLEY RIDGES . SIG RUMAN
Produced and Directed by ERNST LUBITSCH

Original story by Ernst Lubitsch and Melchior Lengyel

Screenplay by Edwin Justus Mayer

SHeU^dru UNITED ARTISTS
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To Hear Report of

Lawyers' Parleys

(Continued from Page 1)

pose of the huddles between East

and West lawyers had been misin-

terpreted; that rumors of shakeups

and the "falling- of heads" were

without basis. The entire purpose,

they said, was to establish a plan

so that the "existing machinery of

the industry" will function better

than in the past and to make it pos-

sible for the New York, Washington
and Hollywood branches of the

MPPDA to work more closely to-

gether.

The resignation of Charles' C. Pet-

tijohn as general counsel, they said,

will call for a re-arrangement of

activities formerly handled by him,

but it was indicated that there would
be no successor to Pettijohn's post

as general counsel. It was reported

that Bert New, MPPDA contact in

Washington, might be replaced by

Kyle Palmer, political expert of the

Los Angeles Times.

Attorneys branded printed reports

that Joseph I. Breen would be draft-

ed to again head the Production

Code Administration as "myths" and
that Wendell L. Willkie would be

retained as special counsel for the

Hays organization as "fantastic."

The panel of lawyers who met in

New York was composed of Her-

bert Freston, Warner Bros.; Mendel
Silberberg, Columbia, and Maurice
Benjamin, M-G-M, all of the stu-

dios; and J. Robert Rubin, M-G-M;
Austin C. Keough, Paramount, and
Joseph Hazen, Warner Bros., of New
York.

No Trade Overtures Were

Made to Him, Says Willkie

Report current to the effect that

Wendell L. Willkie was slated for

an industry legal spot in line with
changes in the Hays Office setup

were spiked Friday by the former
Republican Presidential standard
bearer.

Willkie, in reply to a question,

told The Film Daily that there had
been no discussion or "feelers"

with such an industry association

in view. Willkie, who was retained

by the industry as special counsel
during the Senate inquiry last year,

said he had had no meeting with
East and West Coast major com-
pany attorneys who recently con-

ferred here on trade public rela-

tions problems.

(The New York Times on Friday
linked the resignation of C. C. Pet-
tijohn as MPPDA general counsel
with Willkie's name. Pettijohn
leaves the Hays Office on March 5

after 20 years' service to engage in

general law practice).

Willkie said that the news of Pet-
tijohn's resignation came as a sur-
prise to him. "I have known Char-
lie for years, and have the utmost
respect for him; he's a fine fellow,"

Willkie commented.

Re-Affirm No Strike Pledge
Walsh Bares IATSE Executive Board Action

(Continued from Page 1)

employing other than Local 306
men.

Backs Organization Drive

At the same time, the IATSE
prexy said the International was
backing up Local 306 "100 per cent"
in its efforts to organize all the pro-
jectionists in New York City. He
pointed out the action taken by Lo-
cal 306 was started before the war
broke out and inferred he was con-
fident the matter could be settled

without resort to strike action.

"We are pledged not to have any
strikes during the present emer-
gency," Walsh stated. "We expect
no trouble unless something unfore-
seen develops."

Concerning the situation in Indi-

anapolis where the exchanges dis-

charged the backroom employes,
Walsh explained the reason for sus-

pending the charter of Local B 35.

"The local union was asked to

live up to its contract and charter
obligations which it did not do. That
is why we suspended the charter

until we find out who is to blame.
I do expect to straighten out the

matter soon," Walsh said.

Backroom Talks Bog Down
Walsh revealed that the contract

negotiations between the Film Ex-
change Employes locals represent-

ing 3,000 workers and the producers

have bogged down because the latter

are only offering a five per cent wage
increase while the unions are de-

manding between 10 and 20 per cent

increases.

According to Walsh, all contracts

will be retroactive to Dec. 1. This

is the first time the backroom em-
ployes locals are negotiating indi-

vidual contracts. Walsh said he is

encouraging local autonomy and is

prepared to advise the locals on
what procedure to follow next.
Walsh revealed the IATSE con-

vention on June 1 is without a con-
vention city because it has been
difficult to obtain meeting and hotel
facilities. The executive board has
appointed Walsh and Louis Krouse,
executives secretary, as a committee
to select the site.

Cooper Named IA Vice-Prexy

Other business transacted at the
executive sessions included the ap-
pointment of Carl Cooper, West
Coast representative, as vice-presi-
dent. Cooper holds a card in Local
80, Grips. Walsh also announced
the appointment of Joseph D. Bas-
son, former Local 306 president, as
an International representative.
Turning to the metropolitan sit-

uation, Walsh said the International
is aiding Local 702, Lab Technicians,
and that the Paramount lab in Long
Island would soon be organized.

Organization of front-of-the-house
employes in New York will be ac-

celerated, Walsh stated. He de-

clared the IA has 180 such locals

scattered over the country. Walsh
said the IA had charter rights over
front-of-the-house workers, dismis-
sing presence of other locals in that
field.

The IA head indicated he may go
to Houston on March 17 for a dis-

trict meeting of southern regional
directors.

Local 659 and ASC
Settlement Said Near

(Continued from Page 1)

ers is about to be settled, according
to Richard F. Walsh, IA prexy.

Walsh gave no inkling of what
the final solution would be but as-

serted "both sides realize it is bet-

ter to have all cameramen in the

IA."
He denied reports the IA had

turned down the ASC's request for

a separate charter but said rather
cryptically: "The executive board
did not definitely say 'no' to a sep-

arate charter, but we did take defi-

nite action."

Walsh did say he probably would
go to the Coast to assist in ar-

ranging an amicable formula for
the ending of the dispute.

Chicago's Censors Made
Only 20 Cuts In January

Chicago — The municipal Censor
Board reports 103 films, with total
footage of 505,600 feet, were in-
spected during January. Twenty
cuts were made, but there were no
rejections.

Republic secured a reversal of the
rejection of "Jesse James at Bay."

N. Y. Bingo Legalization

Measure to be Withheld

Albany—The bill under prepara-
tion to seek state legalization of
Bingo will be withheld for the pres-
ent, its legislature sponsor has now
decided. Likening the situation to
the unpopular prohibition law, which
was freely violated but eventually
collapsed and was repealed through
a Congressional amendment, sponsor
has concluded to mark time.
However, teeth may be sought for

present prohibitions against gam-
bling apparatus now contained in

the law. Under the present set-up,
the proposed penalty would make
use of gambling apparatus to "rig"
Bingo results a felony.

In some recent instances upstate,
police exposed out-of-town gamblers
using forging apparatus to win
Bingo prizes in a theater.

SPG Retains Ray Torr
The New York SPG, at the unani-

mous recommendation of its Exec-
utive Council and negotiating com-
mittee, has retained Ray Torr as
activities administrator in connec-
tion with the Guild's dispute with
the majors in contract negotiations.

Torr, for two years was chairman
of the strike committee of the New
York local of the Newspaper Guild.

New Ideal "V" Line

Saves Vital Metals

y ui

e na
>retei

Grand Rapids, Mich.—Theaterme
who were greatly perturbed by th

recent announcement from the
tion's capital that was interprete
as meaning there would be no
theater chairs constructed for
duration are re-assured in a state

ment issued by William Gedris

president of the Ideal Seating Cc
here.

It will be possible to continu
production of chairs and still com
ply with the Governmental progran
of conservation of materials neces
sary to our war effort, according to

Gedris. He is substantiating hi

claim by announcing the develop
ment of a new line of chairs whicl
makes unnecessary the use of ap
proximately 80 per cent of thos
vital materials formerly used.

These chairs, which will be mark
eted as the Ideal "V" line are sai

by the manufacturer to possess a]

of the comfort, durability and at

tractiveness of their former line:

Theaters will be offered a wid
choice of constructions, design:
fabrics and colors, priced within
wide range.

Warner Bros. 13-Week
Net Hits $2,079,601

(Continued from Page 1)

previous year, or an increase <

$803,285. Before deducting amort
zation, depreciation of propertk
and normal Federal taxes, the n(

profit from operations was $4,383
092.

Gross income for the 13 weel
was $28,586,534, compared with $24
934,448 for the corresponding perk
in 1940. Cash in the United Stati

as of Nov. 29 was $9,064,967.

Earnings per share on the pr
ferred stock amounted to $20.87 c

99,617 shares outstanding, after d
ducting shares held in the treasur
Dividends in arrears as of Dec.
1941, amounted to $33.6875 p<

share. Earnings on the commc
stock amounted to 53 cents p
share on the 3,701,090 shares, a

ter allowance for current dividei

requirements on the preferri
stock.

$200,000 in Checks Pour
In to Dimes Drive GHQ
Checks totalling close to $200,0 :

were received at the industrj
March of Dimes headquarters,

j

the Hotel Astor, up to Saturd;j
midnight, according to a tabulati
released by Si Fabian, natior
treasurer.

Fabian reported that the Skour
Circuit in New York collected $21

1

833.05. The 600-seat Translux Tr
ater, in Washington, collected $:]

035.39.



IMPORTANT NOTICE
Eastman Motion-Picture Film Cans and Cores

MUST BE RETURNED

WAR requirements have sharply curtailed the

supply of metal and plastics needed to manufacture

3 5-mm. motion-picture film cans and cores. Conse-

quently, the Eastman Kodak Company urges the

prompt return of these essential supplies. They

must be used over and over again.

Help maintain the supply of motion-picture

film by seeing to it that all Eastman cans and cores

are kept in good condition, collected, and shipped

to the Kodak Park Works, Rochester, N. Y.

By doing your part in this emergency, you

help yourself and everyone connected with the

motion-picture industry— as well as all those who

depend more than ever on the screen for vital

information and entertainment.

Write for prices and detailed shipping information.

Motion Picture Sales Division

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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Film Programs for U.S. Troops in Combat Zones
75 Two-Hour Programs Will

Be Made Available by In-

dustry at Gov't Request

At the request of the Government,
he motion picture industry, will

make available approximately 75

motion picture programs running
two hours, for exhibition in combat
zones where American troops are

stationed. It is undersood that the

pictures will be sent to the Far
East, Iceland and Ireland. Hawaii
is not classed as a combat zone at

present, it was explained.
Details are being arranged by the

War Activities Committee, Motion
Picture Industry, under the direc-

tion of Francis S. Harmon. Fea-
tures and shorts will be current re-

leases.

Iowa Theater Fire

Loss In '41 Doubled

Des Moines, la. — John Strohm.
state fire marshal, reported yester-

day that damage by fires in Iowa
theaters in 1941 amounted to $123,-

479, more than double that of the

previous year. The 1940 property
loss amounted to only $46,181.

The number of theater fires drop-
ped during 1941 was only 14 theaters

(Continued on Pane 8)

DISNEY'S "SPIRIT" LOSS, $56,000
Even If Gov't Pays Production Costs, Treasury

Donald Duck Reel Spells Red Ink

Walt Disney stands to lose ap-
proximately $56,000 in the produc-
tion of "The New Spirit," the Don-
ald Duck short,

which was made
at the request
of the Treasury
Dept. This loss

will exist even
if the Govern-
ment reimburses
him for the pro-
duction costs
which amount-
ed to $80,000
and which the
House last week
refused to ap-
prove.

Disney said yesterday that, while

WALT DISNEY

he did not have a contract for the
production of the short, he did have
a letter from the Treasury Dept.
asking him to make it. Because of

overtime charges, costs were up
$6,000 or $7,000 above the $80,000
figure, Disney said. As theaters
that have Donald Duck shorts book-
ed will not want to play "'The New
Spirit" on the same program, Dis-

ney figures he will lose approxi-

mately $50,000 in booking cancella-

tions, as the Treasury picture is to

be given gratis to the theaters.

Eleven thousand prints were or-

dered so that the country could be

blanketed with the picture which,

in a light vein, points out the neces-

(Continued on Page 5)

Complainants Withdraw
Iowa Arbitration Cases

Des Moines — Three cases filed

with the Des Moines arbitration
tribunal, the first to be filed, were
withdrawn yesterday by the com-

(Continued on Paoe 8)

Will Require Film

Inspection In Ind.

Indianapolis— Problems growing
out of an order by Clem Smith. In-

diana State Fire Marshal, requiring

inspection of all motion picture

films shown in Indiana, were dis-

cussed at an all-day meeting, but
nothing definite was decided.

Smith issued an inspection order

Jan. 21 after inspections provided
by the State's eight exchanges were
interrupted because of union trou-

( Continued on Page 8)

Dulce et Decorum
Est Pro Patria Mori
Chicago—This city's first theater

man has made the supreme sacrifice.

Fred Groush, until he enlisted in

the Navy an employe of the Woods
Theater of the Essaness cir-

cuit, died in tht Japanese at-

tack on Pearl Harbor, it has

been disclosed.

Walsh Backs Move

For AFL-CIO Peace

Unit is First to Vote on
Three Myers' Proosals
For "5-Block" Substitute

New Haven—Allied Theaters of
Connecticut went on record yester-

day favoring a selective method of

buying pictures, whereby the star,,'!

story and director are described in !

j

Advance and along the lines of th.e,ij|

Neely Bill. i

l|!

1 The Connecticut unit thus be-

comes the first group to take an
official vote on three proposals for

a substitute for the blocks-of-five

selling, as suggested by Abram F.

Myers, general counsel of national
Allied. Previously, Connecticut Al-

lied, in an informal vote, favored,
(Continued on Page 5)

Canadian Rentals

Still to be Frozen

In an article for the IATSE's
monthly bulletin, Richard F. Walsh,
president, backs efforts to heal the

breach and compose all differences

between the Congress of Industrial

Organization and the American
Federation of Labor.
As head of a prominent AF of L

affiliate and member of the AF of

L's executive borad, Walsh's stand
may be considered as an important

(Continued on Page 8)

Toronto—Establishment of a cen-

tral committee, representing both
affiliated circuits and indie exhibi-

tor associations, which will serve
on the Advisory Council under the
War-time Prices and Trade Board
for discussion of price ceilings af-

fecting the industry loomed last

night following an important con-
ference here yesterday.
The Government, despite reports

to the contrary, has not yet taken
(Continued on Page 6)

$4,500,000 tor22 Rep. Films
Budgets Up to $750,000 Are Allocated

Would Tax All Prize

Awards by Ky. Theaters

Frankfort, Ky.—A bill has been
introduced in the Kentucky General
Assembly here calling for the ex-

tension of the state's 15 per cent
tax on theater "Bank Nights"

(Continued on Page 8)

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Republic will spend

$4,500,000 during the next three
months to complete the final 22 of

the 66 pictures scheduled for the
1941-42 program. This sum. will' be
spent on 11 features, 10 westerns
and one serial.

Budget was set during produc-
(Continued on Page 6)

Producer Reps. Will Meet
SPG Officials Again Today

Negotiations with the Screen
Publicists Guild will continue, '. ac-

cording to Maj. Leslie E. Thomp-
son of RKO, speaker for the pro-
ducers, following a meeting of com-

(Continued on Page 5)

Circuit Home Offices
To Close Feb. 12,22
Executives of the RKO Theaters,

Century Circuit, Skouras, and Loew
Theaters, have decided to close their

offices for a full day on Lincoln's

and Washington's Birthdays. kj
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Trend to Higher Prices
In Rochester Theaters

Rochester—"How Green Was My
Valley" has moved right down Film
Row here.

It started three weeks ago at the
RKO Palace; moved for its second
week to the Century, and is now in
its third week at the RKO Temple.
The Palace instituted a price in-

crease for the film, and this proced-
ure has followed at both the Century
and the Temple, giving the Temple
its highest admission price aside
from stage shows.
The Palace, meanwhile, has kept

the admission hike for "Son of
Fury."
The Regent has taken "The Man

Who Came to Dinner" for a second
week run, and has increased its

prices to conform to the policy set
by the Palace last week for the same
film.

Stromberg Leaves Metro
After 17-Year Service

23/4 23/4
451/2 451/2 — y2
83/4 83/4 — Vl

51/4 51/4

MARKET

995/8 100 + Vi
963/4 963/4 — 1/4

MARKET
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Successor to Pettijohn

Not Discussed, Says Hays

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — It is reported that

Henry Schreiber of the Hays Of-
fice in New York will succeed
Charles C. Pettijohn as general coun-
sel, but Will Hays asserts no one
has yet been discussed as Petti-
john's successor.

REEVES
Sound Recording Studios Inc.

The MoMt Complete Sound Recording
Service, in Neic York City

1600 Broadway New York City

35mm. 16mm. Film, Acetate and Wax
Recording Facilities. Complete Location

Equipment.

West Coa t Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Hunt Stromberg has

resigned his position as an M-G-M
producer. Stromberg, who has been
on the Metro lot for 17 years, and
whose current contract had three
years to run, gave up the balance
of his ticket which would have
brought him $1,100,000 despite the
offers of concessions made by the
studio.

Sol Rosenblatt, Stromberg's at-

torney, flew in from the East to

confer with Louis B. Mayer and
held several long distance tele-

phone discussions with Nicholas M.
Schenck before final decision was
reached. Stromberg is represented
by Myron Selznick. He will take
a vacation before announcing future
plans.

Douglas C. Churchill

Rites Held on Coast

Two Schulter Houses
Purchased by F & M

St. Louis—Fanchon & Marco Ser-

vice Corp. and St. Louis Amuse-
ment Co. have purchased the Ava-
lon in St. Louis and Powhattan, Ma-
plewood, a local suburb, from Bess
Schulter, who will continue to op-
erate on her own account the Co-
lumbia and Roxy in St. Louis, both
of which have had a buying-book-
ing arrangement with Fanchon &
Marco and St. Louis Amusement
Co. for some time. Price paid for
Avalon and Powhattan was not re-

vealed officially, but was a substan-
tial sum.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Los Angeles — Funeral services

were held yesterday for Douglas C.

Churchill, 44, who died in Phoenix,
Ariz., Saturday following a long
illness. Bearers were Gabe Yorke,
Perry Lieber, John Joseph, Hubbard
Keavy, D. A. Doran, Carlisle Jones,

Geoi'ge Penney and Andy Hervey.
Interment was made in Rosedale
cemetery.

Churchill was chairman of the
Hollywood correspondents group
and Hollywood correspondent of

New York Times and Red Book. He
was assistant to the publisher, Cor-
nelius Vanderbilt, Jr., when latter

established the Los Angeles News.
Churchill co-authored "Platinum
Blonde" for Columbia.

With him when he died was his

wife, the former Lillian Templeton.
He also leaves a brother, Fred, of

Los Angeles.

Second Femrne Booker
In Chi.; It's the War

New Variety Clubs for

New Orleans, Seattle

Formation of Variety Clubs im-

pends in Seattle and New Orleans,

in addition to cities already named,
it was announced yesterday.

Edward Massey Found Dead
Edward Massey, playwright and

stage director, was found dead in

his Sheridan Square apartment over
the week-end.

Chicago—Second woman booker
made her appearance on Wabash
Ave. when Ann Suffren was named
booker of the 20th-Fox exchange,
succeeding John Immerman who
has joined the Coast Guard. Other
woman is Edna Frank, chief booker
at M-G-M.

COmillG and GOiriG

C. C. PETTIJOHN, MPPDA general counsel. I

goes to Washington today.

LESTER POLLOCK, manager of Loew's Rochest-
j

er, is visiting in New York for a few days.

FRANCIS L. HARLEY, 20th-fox's managing di-

rector for Great Britain, returned from a stu^'/
visit yesterday. He expects to leave for [ (

land in March. ^
HERMAN SHUMLIN leaves Hollywood today

for New York after studio conferences at

Warner Bros.

O. R. HANSON, of Pioneer Films, Ltd., Tor-
onto, is at the Warwick Hotel.

WALT DISNEY, accompanied by his wife, I

leaves for Kansas City tomorrow.

HARRY COX, AUBREY SCHENCK and DAN I

MICHALOVE, National Theaters execs., leave
j

for Los Angeles Friday.

STEVE BROIDY. Monogram general sales man- I

ager, is extending his Eastern trip before re- I

turning to Hollywood.

NORMAN AYERS, Warner Bros, district man-
ager, is in from Boston for home office confabs,

j

HENRY CINSBERG, vice-president and general \

manager of the Paramount studio, leaves for

New York Friday.

BETTY GRABLE arrived from Florida yes- I

terday and remains in New York until Friday I

when she returns to Hollywood.

HENRI ELMAN, Monogram franchise holder
j

in Chicago, is visiting Los Angeles for a look i

3t the new product.

JOHN CARRADINE is motoring East and may
appear in a Broadway stage play when he ar-

rives.

PARE LORENTZ and TOM ATKINS leave Chi- \

cago today for the Coast.

TED TODDY arrives on the Coast today for

a 10-day stay on production.

"CAPTAIN MIDNIGHT "...HERO

OF MILLIONS OF RADIO

FANS...Nr

SENSATION

SERIAL!
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MORGAN MARSHALL
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Disney Puts 'Spirit'

Loss at $56,000

>i

{Continued from Page 1)

sity of paying income taxes early.

In addition to Disney's loss, Tech-

nicolor quoted the lowest cost pos-

sible for prints and delayed its reg-

,ir work in order to get the pic-

are on the screens by Feb. 15. The

short was rushed through in six

weeks, whereas it usually takes six

months to make the same length

subject. National Screen Service

is handling the distribution gratis

and the film transport companies
are delivering them at no cost.

As to his regular commercial en-

terprises, Disney said that "Peter

Pan" was in work and would be re-

leased next Christmas or late Fall.

"Bambi," Disney said, is finished.

Stories in preparation include

"Bongo," by Sinclair Lewis, which
appeared in Cosmopolitan, and
"Alice in Wonderland."

Disney said his studio also was
making 20 films for the Navy dealing
with aircraft and warship identifi-

cation at a cost of $4,500 each. He
also is making South American sub-

jects in a tie-up with the John Hay
Whitney office.

NSS reported yesterday that all

of the available 1,100 prints of "The
New Spirit" were "doing a job."

It was said that every downtown
Broadway house has booked the
short for a seven-day run, with 148
additional bookings already set.

House Takes Second Slap
At OCD and Pix Industry
Washington Bureau of' THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The motion picture

industry yesterday took a beating
from Congress because of the re-

sentment of 'the members over the
way in which the Office of Civilian
Defense has been administered.
Actor Melvyn Douglas and Dancer
Mayris Chaney were the goats whose
appointments to important posts in

OCD in the face of their known
friendship for Mrs. Roosevelt, gave
the long irate Congressmen their
chance to slap at the OCD.
By a vote of 259 to 110 the House

refused to reimburse the Treas-

W. C. Fields Geo. H. Leverett
Alan Hale B. F. Lyon
John Farrow Fay Pulsifer

Henry Herzbrun

Appoint 156 to Film Arbitration Panels
in Cleveland, Chieago and Washington

One hundred and 56 men have been appointed to the motion picture panels

of arbitrators in Cleveland, Chicago and Washington.

The special Cleveland panel includes 26 attorneys and 22 educators, pro-

fessional and business men. In Washington, the special panel consists of 39

lawyers and 21 professional and business men, while 17 attorneys and 31 business

and professional men have been appointed to the Chicago panel.

The arbitrators will serve or be available on hearings during 1942.

Producer Reps. Will Meet
SPG Officials Again Today

Actors Protest to Labor
On Slurs by Congress

(Continued from Page 1)

pany representatives yesterday.

Thompson said the producers' meet-

ing had ended late and that he will

contact SPG officials today to ar-

range for further sessions.

Although he would not comment
directly on whether the producers

would submit the dispute to media-
tion, Thompson indicated both sides

could reach a solution through the

customary channels of collective

bargaining.

Meanwhile, campaign of the SPG
to get the producers to reach an
agreement started yesterday when
the SPG distributed leaflets in front

of all of the home offices.

Leaflet reviews the "seven tor-

tuous months" of negotiations start-

ing July 29, 1941 until Jan. 15 when
the SPG claims the companies flat-

ly refused to submit dispute to

mediation.

Appeal was aimed at home office

workers and states there is still time
for an amicable agreement.

CIO's Newspaper Guild of N. Y.
has thrown its support to the SPG
by wiring East and West executives
urging them to reach an immediate
agreement with the union. Robert
Conway, president, and Nat Ein-
horn, secretary, signed the wire.

ury for the $80,000 it has already
paid for Disney's "New Spirit."

By an unfortunate coincidence, the
appointments were announced just

when the House was studying the

appropriation bill for civilian de-

fense This was a natural for the

politicians. After heated debate,
during which there was much de-

nouncement of "fan dancers and
movie actors," the House voted
against use of any Government
funds to employ dancers, movie ac-

tors and others to promote shows
or other public entertainment.

The House went even further and
deleted from the bill $80,000, which
the Treasury intended to pay for the
Walt Disney moving picture, "The
New Spirit." The Disney picture
already has been released, and there
is little question that this action
later will be reconsidered.

The whole show was touched off

some days ago when it was reported
that Melvyn Douglas was to be
named Director of Information. The
local press hopped all over this due
to belief that his background did
not qualify him for the job.

Eddie Cantor, Ole Olsen and Chic
Johnson have sent a telegram to
William Green, A F of L prexy, and
to Philip Murray, CIO head, pro-
testing against alleged attack on
the acting profession by Congress.
Telegram asks Green and Murray

to lend their prestige and authority
to helping "to defeat any attempt
to segregate us from the rest of la-

bor's energetic role in the war ef-

fort."

Buys "Sherlock Holmes" Stories

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Universal has obtain-

ed screen rights to the "Sherlock
Holmes" stories from Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle's estate. It is intended
to star Basil Rathbone as Sherlock
Holmes with Nigel Bruce as Dr.
Watson.

Conn. Allied Wants

Selective Buying

(Continued from Page 1)

the return of block-booking, with
a 10 per cent cancellation privilege.

New Jersey Allied Discusses
"5-Block" Subs; Takes No Vote

Trenton, N. J.—The three pro-
posals for the replacement of five-

picture selling were discussed here
yesterday by New Jersey Allied but
no vote was taken. It was agreed
that each member should form his

own opinion and record his prefer-
ence on a poll card supplied by na-
tional Allied.

Meeting yesterday was addressed
by Assemblyman A. N. Stackhouse
who discussed the motion picture's

part in maintaining morale in the

present crisis.

Between 10 and 12 legislative bills

that would affect the industry di-

rectly and indirectly also were con-
sidered by the unit.

H. C. Corbett Dies In Chi.

Green Bay, Wis.—H. C. Corbett,
former local theater manager and
father of Harry M. Corbett, who
for the last month has been asso-
ciated with Standard's Bay theater
here, died in Chicago.



Canadian Rentals

Still to be Frozen
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'the direct step to "freeze" Domin-
ion film rentals, it was learned, and
no action is expected pending or-

ganization of the Advisory Council.

Conference was attended by dele-

gates of exhib. units from Halifax
to the Rocky Mountains and by rep-
resentatives of the circuits. N. L.

Taylor, president ,of the Indepen-
dent Theaters Association of On-
tario, presided. Sessions were
closed, and no decision was officially

announced.
It was understood, however, that

the central committee would ,
take

shape after the delegates had re-

ported back to their respective units.

General managers of the eight
majors already have been named to

the Council.

Hollingsworth and Fox
Settle Out of Court

Lincoln, Neb. — Settlement was
made out of court in the sequel to
Frank E. HoUingsworth's suit
against Fox Midwest in Beatrice,
Neb., for $234,300 triple damages for
collusion and conspiracy to force him
out of business.

In the forepart of his suit, cover-
ing the period of his losses in 1940,
a jury in Federal Court awarded
him $7,788, and rather than have
another legal battle for the 1941
period, since it's possible to sue only
for one year at a time, settlement
for an undisclosed figure was made
out of court.

Hollingsworth contended that Fox
Midwest, with one theater, conspired
with several of the majors to have
him offered films if he would open
a second house, then, after the house
was open, refused to sell him.

WEDDING BELLS

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — George Batcheller,

supervisor of productions for Pro-
ducers Releasing Corp., and Adele
Palmer, stylist at Republic Studios,
were married Feb. 7, at Santa Ana.
They will make their home in North
Hollywood.

Verona, Pa.—Marriage of Rudolph
F. Navari, who owns and operates
the Liberty Theater here and the
Penn Theater, Universal, to Renata
M. Quadraccia of New Kensington,
Pa., will take place Thursday, at
St. Peter's Church in New Kensing-
ton.

Cleveland—Announcement is made
of the marriage of Ted Scheinberg,
20th Century-Fox salesman, to Flor-
ence Solomon.

Edith Maver, secretary in the
Eastern Screen office for the last

seven years, will become the bride
of Edward Lippman on Saturday.

• • • YOU can't beat that British spirit With the Japs knock-

ing at Singapore's gates, the UA office there calmly shot a cable last week
to Walter Gould, foreign department chief, requesting a Feb. 18 booking

on "Lydia". ... • Ruth Rich, secretary to the Music Hall's Managing
Director, Gus S. Eysse'l. is still surprised o'er lhat surprise party which
her hubby and some 24 of their friends tendered her at an uptown New
York restaurant on Saturday night ('twas a birthday party for that re-

cently-a-bride, Ruth, who's now Mrs. Edward Deutsch). ... • Harold

Rosenbluth of the Taft, Flushing, and a member of Local 306, hies into

the service e'er this February is over. ... • An article by Floyd

Stone on Jimmy Sileo, staff photographer of the Radio City Music

Hall, and a double-page spread of his photographs of Music Hall stage

shows, are included in the current (March) issue of Popular Photography

Some 15 Sileo prints, most of 'em film and stage subjects, will be

exhibited in the annual show of the Press Photographers' Association,

which opens March 15 at the Museum of Science and Industry

T T T
• • • WHALE of a lot of good-will for Columbia Pictures, Joe

E. Brown and the latter's new film, "Shut My Big Mouth," has accrued

down Washington way as a result of promotional and diplomatic

acumen of Al Sherman The latter arranged for Joe E. Brown

to preside at a dinner at Fort Belvoir for Washington theatermen and

pic critics Brown's guests included Abe Lichtman, of the Licht-

man circuit; his assistant, Clark Davis; Sidney Lust, U. Hollingsworth,

Hardie Meakin, as well as Critics Nelson Bell of the Washington Post

and Pat Pretlow of the Washington News Army station wagons

called for the party in Washington; dinner was served in the mess hall

of the 649t/i Engineers at Fort Belvoir with all the officers and enlisted

men present; and then the Brown-Sherman delegation and Army guests

auto-ed back to Washington to see "Shut My Big Mouth" and after-

wards attended the Washington Variety Club with Al Sherman as host.

Haines Speaks as 100

Pay Honor to Mahan

New Haven—Over 100 Connecti-
cut and out-of-state industry repre-
sentatives attended a testimonial
dinner last night at the Hotel Taft
for J. Roger Mahan, who was pro-
moted from the local branch man-
ager's post to head of the New York
exchange.
Roy Haines, Eastern division

manager, who was the main speaker
of the evening, headed a New York
delegation consisting of Sam Left-
kowitz, Arthur Sachson, Harry
Decker, Irving Rothenberg, Joe
Vergesslich, Gus Solomon, Lee
Mayer, Sherwood Macomber and
Leo Jacoby.

At the same time, film men wel-
comed Philip Sherman, who replaces
Mahan as branch manager. Sher-
men comes from Montreal where he
was the exchange head for three
years.

Barney Pitkin, RKO manager,
was chairman of the dinner, Harry
F. Shaw, Loew-Poli division man-
ager, was master of ceremonies and
Samuel Seletsky, Republic manager,
treasurer. Entertainment followed
the dinner.

Production Pace Drops;
Only 5 Start This Week
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Five new pictures are

scheduled to go into production this

week. The check-up:

At Columbia: Five shooting, in-

cluding "Just Another Dame," dra-
ma, with Fay Wray, Paul Kelly and
Douglas Croft. Lew Landers di-

recting for producer Leon Barsha.
At M-G-M: tight shooting.
At Monogram: Three shooting, including

"Arizona Roundup," western, starring Tom
Keene. Robert Tansey producing and di-

recting.
At Paramount: Six shooting.
At RKO-Radio: Five shooting, including

Sam Goldwyn's "The Pride of the Yankees.'
At Producers Releasing Corp.: Two shoot-

ing, including "Gun Shy," comedy, with
Harry Langdon, Charles Rogers, Marion
Marsh, Ray Walker and Betty Blythe.
Producer-director, B. B. Ray.
At Republic: Three shooting.
At 20th Century-Fox: Six shooting.
At Universal: Seven shooting, including

"Broadway," (tentative title), drama, with
George Raft and Brod Crawford. William
A. Setter directing. Producer, Bruce Man-
ning and Associate Producer, Frank Shaw.
"Sheltered Lady" has been changed to "Lady
in a Jam."
At Warners: Five shooting.
At United Artists: Edward Small's "Friend-

ly Enemies," famed stasje success, with
Charles Winninger and Charlie Ruggles in
leading roles, with Sharon Douglas in the
feminine romantic lead. Allan Dwan di-

recting.

$4,500,000 for 22

Republic Films

(Continued from Page 1)

tion conferences between M. J. Sit

gel, president of Republic Produc-
tions, and Herbert J. Yates, chaii

man of the board.
Budgets set for individual //

tures and their stars, are: "Fi „

Tigers," John Wayne and Ray Miui
dleton, $750,000; "Lazy Bones,
Judy Canova, $500,000; "Remem
ber Pearl Harbor," Don Barry
$450,000; "Moonstruck," Betty Kea'n
$350,000; "Road To Mandalay," arj

venture story, $250,000.
Other features scheduled include

"Suicide Squadron," "Yukon Pa
trol," "Secret Agent No. 39," "Bi •

Top," "Roaring Timber" and "Te !

Nights In A Barroom."
Three Gene Autry productions, in

eluding one special, "Bells Of Ca
pistrano," to be made at a cost o
at least $500,000 are listed. Twj
regular Autry pictures will be "Sing
Ranger, Sing," and "South of th
Rio Grande."
Two remaining Roy Rogers West

erns to be made in this quarter are
"Sons of the Pioneers" and "Sun
set Serenade." Two Mesquiteer pic

tures: "Phantom Plainsmen" an
"Frontier Days," along with tw
Don Barry action pix: "Bad Me
of Butte" and "Code of the Desert
round out the Westerns.

"Perils Of Nyoka," special seria
has been allotted a budget of $500,
000.

Midnight Defense Worker
Show Plan Clicks in Akroi

Akron, O.—First Akron midnigh
special defense workers show wa
held at the Allen Theater, wit!
reportedly, excellent results. Pol
icy will be continued.

NSS Trains Marines
National Screen Service ha'

placed at the disposal of the Marin
Corps its complete facilities for in

structions in the art of camera ani
mation. Three enlisted men, spe
cially suited to carry on this typ
of work, are to be at the head o

the project under the direction o
National Screen staff members.

STORKS!
Irving Cohen, of Paramount'

legal department, and Mrs. Cohe;
became the parents of a baby bo;

on Saturday. It's the second fo
the Cohens.

Chicago— George Rosenthal, o

the B & K United Artists theate
announces the birth of a son a
the Michael Reese hospital.

Chicago—Harry Potter, manage
of the B & K Norshore theater, i

the father of a baby boy.
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DON'T WORRY

ABOUT SUGAR

WHEN YOU CAN

HAVE GINGER!
-JUST LOOK AT THESE SWEET NOTICES!

"ROXIE HART' UPROARI-
OUS BOXOFFICE HIT! WILL
PROVE A LUSTY BOXOF-
FICE BABY! GINGER
ROGERS SCORES A RE-
SOUNDING PERSONAL HIT
IN THE TITLE ROLE!
ADOLPHE MENJOU SELLS
A GLORIOUS ROLE JOY-
OUSLY!" -Hollywood Reporter

"ROXIE HART' UNFOLDS
WITH EXCITEMENT, SUS-
PENSE, BUT ABOVE ALL,
GREAT COMEDY! IT'S A
SHOW FOR ALMOST ANY
TYPE AUDIENCE AND WILL
GARNER BIG BUSINESS!"

—Daily Variety

iO«V.

f©*

•»
\i\

" 'ROXIE HART' COLORFUL,
FORCEFUL, ROWDY!
WILLIAM A. WELLMAN AND
NUNNALLY JOHNSON AP-
PEAR TO HAVE ENJOYED
THE ASSIGNMENT IM-
MENSELY AND THAT EN-
JOYMENTCOMESTHROUGH
TO THE AUDIENCE!"

—Motion Picture Daily

"'ROXIEHART' LOOKS LIKE
A BOXOFFICE HIT FOR ANY
LOCATION. SURE-FIRE EN-
TERTAINMENT THAT EX-
HIBITORS AND FANS WILL
RELISH! THERE'S A TREAT
IN STORE FOR THE GINGER
ROGERS FANS!"

—Showmen's Trade Review

There'll be no rations in Rochester!

OPENS AT RKO PALACE,
ROCHESTER, ON LINCOLN'S
BIRTHDAY, WITH THOSE CIR-

CUIT SHOWMEN REALLY
GOING AFTER THIS HONEY!

"58
^*S2/2*

r

H^?*7
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Iowa Theater Fire

Loss In '41 Doubled

(Continued from Page 1)

in the state damaged, while in 1940
there were 16. Strohm pointed out
that 12 of the 14 theater fires in
1941 occurred during the first six
months of the year.

Brazil Theaters to
Have Raid Shelters

Rio de Janeiro (By Cable)—Own-
ers of all Brazil theaters are re-

quired to build air raid shelters by a

decree issued over the week-end by
President Vargas.

Would Tax All Prize

Awards by Ky. Theaters

(Continued from Page 1)

awards to all prizes given by the-
aters and other amusement places.
The state's Bank Night levy was

passed in 1940 and termed a "pain-
less tax" since the prize winners
paid it.

Last year Bank Nights in Ken-
tucky became virtually extinct when
Attorney General Hubert Meredith
obtained an agreed court judgment
holding them illegal in Lexington.
The new bill, introduced by Sena-

tor H. Stanley Blake, provides that
operators of amusement places
would collect the tax and turn it

over to the State Revenue Depart-
ment.

Walsh Backs Move

For AFL-CIO Peace

(Continued from Page 1)

guidepost to future industry labor
relations.

"It has been conclusively proven
that such rivalries and jurisdic-
tional conflicts have no place in an
emergency such as faces America
and the world today," Walsh writes.
"All efforts should be directed to-
ward unity in the labor movement
for the defense of our nation."

Complainants Withdraw
Iowa Arbitration Cases

Name Chi. Loop Theaters
Com. on Civilian Defense

Chicago—Will Holden of B & K's
Chicago Theater, Frank Smith of
RKO-Palace, A Cohen of the Shu-
bert Theaters, James Trinz of the
Clark Theater representing Allied
were appointed a Loop theaters
committee to co-operate with Chi-
cago Civilian Defense.

Plans will be completed shortly
to meet any war-time emergency
that may arise. John Balaban was
appointed a member of the City
Civilian Defense Committee.

James Hanley Dead
James Hanley, 49, who wrote the

music for such song hits as "Back
Home in Indiana," "Rose of Wash-
ington Square," "Send Hand Rose"
and "Just a Cottage Small by a
Waterfall," died of a heart attack
at his home Sunday in Queens. He
was 49. From 1931 to 1934 he was
associated with 20th-Fox.
He leaves a widow and five chil-

dren.

(Continued from Page 1)

plainants as arbitrators were being
selected.

Two of the cases were filed by
Ira Lee and William Tiermeier, own-
ers of Avon theater at Burlington
in which Warner Bros, and RKO
were named. Charges were that
both firms brought back first-run
pictures at other houses, thereby
pushing back second-run playdates
at Avon. Complainants charged
they were not getting a legitimate
second-run.
The third case was filed by Jack

Keuth, manager of Gem Theater at
Charles City, claiming Paramount
had refused to license him product
on any run, refusal being violation
of Section VI of the consent decree.

Rosalie Ross Under Knife

Rosalie Ross, secretary to Rut-
gers Neilson, publicity director of
RKO, is convalescing after an op-
eration for appendicitis.

FPC Theaters Bach
Victory Loan Drive

Toronto—Famous Players Canadian
theaters across Canada will invest

every dollar which comes into their

box offices during the first week
of the Victory Loan Campaign in Vic-

tory Loan Bonds.

Regent Theater, Buffalo,
Asks Clearance Relief

A demand for arbitration has
been filed by M. M. Konczakowski,
owner of the Regent Theater, Buf-
falo, who asks for clearance relief.

M-G-M, RKO and 20th Century-Fox
were named defendants.

Complainant charges that the
Apollo Theater, Buffalo, has seven
days' clearance over the Regent on
M-G-M and 20th-Fox product, where-
as prior to the present contracts
such clearance did not exist. He
further charges that RKO has re-
fused to sell him pictures except on
the seven-day clearance for the
Apollo.

Will Require Film

Inspection In Ind.

(Continued from Page 1)

bles. Under the law Smith con-
tends he has the authority to is-

sue the inspection order, but he
previously had not exercised it be-

cause the exchanges were providing
their own inspections.

Representatives of the film ex-
changes and Frank C. Dailey, coun-
sel for the film companies attend-
ing the hearing expressed the opin-
ion that the inspection responsibil-

ity lies with the theaters rather
than with the exchanges.
After arguments from both sides

were heard, and nothing concrete
accomplished, Smith said he soon
would issue supporting rules and
regulations on the inspection order.

The exchanges will have 10 days to

accept the order or reject it, and
can appeal to the Superior Court for

a final decision.

In the meantime, Indiana's the-

aters will receive , film from other
exchange centres. There has been
little difficulty encountered in the
shipments from Chicago, Cincin-

nati and St. Louis, and film is being
delivered on schedule according to

exchange officials.

The following ordinance will be
introduced at a meeting of the City
Council Feb. 16: "General Ordi-
nance No. 7.—An ordinance re-
quiring inspection of moving pic-

ture films, providing a penalty for
the violation thereof, defining cer-
tain duties of the Fire Prevention
Bureau, of the Indianapolis Fire De-
partment, and fixing a time when
the same shall take effect."

UAC Receipts for 3 Weeks
To Be Spent for Bonds

Hammond, Ind., Exhib.
Asks Clearance Changes

Chicago — Claiming unreasonable
clearance, J. J. Cooney, operator of
the Rio Theater, Hammond, Ind.,

has docketed a demand for arbitra-
tion here, naming the five consent-
ing companies and the Partheon,
Orpheum, Calumet and Paramount
theaters. Cooney seeks more equit-

Montreal — Entire receipts of
every theater in the United Amuse-
ment Corp. circuit during the next
three weeks will be used to purchase
bonds of the new $600,000,000 vic-

tory loan, the company announces.
Total receipts of $2,230 from three
presentations of Russian Films at
the Theater Francais and the May-
fair over the past two week-ends
were presented to the Canadian Red
Cross for its Russian medical re-
lief fund. On Saturday evening
1,250 men and women attended the
Francais to see "One Day in Soviet
Russia" film.

able clearance between his house
and the interested parties.

Valos Files on Clearance
For His Wheaton Theater

Chicago—George Valos, Wheaton
Theater, Wheaton, has filed an ar-
bitration case here against Loew's,
Paramount, RKO, 20th Century-
Fox, Vitagraph, and Fred An-
derson's Arcade Theater, Saint
Charles, claiming the Arcade has
six weeks arbitrary clearance over
the Wheaton.

.REVIEW!
"Ride 'Em Cowboy
with Abbott & Costello, Dick For

Anne Gwynne, Johnny Mack Brow
The Merry Macs

Universal 85'/2

MADCAP POP COMEDY WITH LI

MUSIC, SURE TO SCORE AT B.

ABBOTT & COSTELLO AT THEIR '

As riotous as any comedy of / I

ent season, and certainly one of\V-,j

best Abbott & Costello vehicles yet I

"Ride 'Em Cowboy" is delightfully
|

cap, so much so that when it twists rrj

through the keys and subsequents therd

be no shortage of belly-laughs, nor o]

kind of "sugar" showmen like to

at the box-office.

In addition to the humorous ingredt

Associate Producer Alex Gottlieb an

rector Arthur Lubin have whipped int

concoction a bevy of swing tunes ani

ballads which add further zest. Pr

tion values are excellent, with the ph

raphy by John Boyle especially stai

Gags and pantomimic comedy spout

the advent of virtually every sequence

tucked into the action,—which is o

rapid variety— , is a more substantial

than most comedy musicals offer.

This recounts how Dick Foran, ar

thor of western stories, and to wh
cow-pony is actually a total Strang!

built up by his publisher's press agent

a rip-roarin' son of the prairies,

canard becomes known to Anne Gw'
a ranch owner's daughter, when
fails to come to her assistance wh;

rodeo steer breaks from its corrall

injures her leg.

To try to square things, Foran f<

her by rail to her dad's dude ranch, M
is an entry in the approaching chamB
ship rodeo. There, romance flames

j

girl teaches him to be a first rate br<!

buster, and he carries the ranch to

tual victory in the competition, foil

certain complication in the plot. M

the cast is capable, and their roles p

nent, it is, nevertheless, Abbott &
tello's picture, virtually hook, line,

sinker. Their peanut-vending gags

such bits as the Indians seeking Co
for a gunshot wedding; Costello's dr

of redskins; his cow milking, et at

sizzling pop comedy. But it's the

chase of the clowns by the Indians i

tops 'em completely.

This is the film's climax. For the

fort of patrons who will roll in the ;

the considerate exhibitor will put

the softest carpet obtainable, please.

CAST: Bud Abbott. Lou Costello,

Foran, Anne Gwynne, Johnny Mack Bi

The Merry Macs, Ella Fitzgerald, Sa

S. Hinds, Douglas Dumbrille, Morris

rum, The High Hatters, The Buc

Band, The Ranger Chorus of 40.

CREDITS: Associate Producer,

Gottlieb; Director, Arthur Lubin; Ori

Story, Edmund L. Hartmann; Screer

True Boardman, John Grant; Adapt

Harold Shumate; Cameraman, John B

Art Director, Jack Otterson; Assoi

Ralph De Lacy; Sound Supervisor, Be

B. Brown; Technician, Hal Bumbaugh;
Editor, Phil Kahn; Musical Director, CI

Previn; Musical Supervisor, Ted
Assistant Director, Gil Valle; Mi
Score, Frank Skinner; Musical Nur
Stagde by Nick Castle.

DIRECTION, First-rate. PHOTOC
PHY, Fine.
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n't whisper . . . shout.

ait until the last minute

. Don't be a penny-

ler . . . be a dollar-maker*

business this world has

seen flourishes so well

lotion pictures under the

ling hand of advertising.

id that's natural because

Ivertising show business

. it's got to be.

lamboyant • . • glamorous. .

.

lorful • . . attention-arresting

. . • Trailers

• . Standard Accessories . • •

Special Accessories.

Use them, you lucky stiff,

and make money doing it • • .
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THE DRAMATIC PUNCH OF

CTURE YOUIL PLAY THIS YEAR .'.'

Watch Its Two-Coast Premiere on

Lincoln's Birthday at the Rivals, New

York City, and the Four Star, Los Angeles!

This is the first ad to appear in the trade papers on

"Mister V" . . . but you've probably heard a lot about it

already. It's getting the most amazing word-of-mouth build-

up in months ... a build-up that started with the first

exhibitor who saw it! Watch "Mister V" pack dynamite

into every box-office engagement It's the most romantic,

exciting role Leslie Howard ever played!

EDWARD SMALL
presents

LESLIE

HOWARD
in his greatest role since "PYGMALION"

MARY MORRIS • FRANCIS SULLIVAN . HUGH McDERMOT
Directed and Produced by LESLIE HOWARD

RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS

1/1*1.
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UMPI MAY RECEIVE MEDIATION PROPOSAL

Atlas Film Security Holdings at $7,273,344
•Editorial.

Wanted: CPU
. . . work to be done

By CHESTER B. BAHN

!

rHE urgent need for a Committee on Pub-

lic Relations to function in behalf of the

notion picture industry is attested signally

y the present Congressional furore over

he Office of Civilian Defense which has

is one of its unfortunate targets, Walt Dis-

tey, and minor unfriendly reaction to the

aovernment's ruling that the industry "is an

ictivity essential in certain instances to the

lational health, safety and interest, and in

>ther instances, to war production."

Not that Walt Disney or, in the instance

)f the essentiality ruling, the industry re-

juires any defense, but a Committee on Pub-

ic Relations, if existent, properly could

nake a factual presentation that would

more than satisfy honest if mistaken critics

and, as important, would make the position

jf any others untenable.

THE House refusal to approve the $80,000

" appropriation for the Disney Donald Duck

short, "The New Spirit," produced for the

Treasury, is an aftermath of the OCD con-

troversy—just that and nothing more. And
the criticism voiced on the House floor,

and some press interpretation of that criti-

cism, betrays an ignorance of the circum-

stances surrounding the production, plus

the presence of political considerations.

For one thing, the fact that the Treasury

asked Disney to make "The New Spirit"

and that Disney did not solicit the assign-

ment is conveniently overlooked. Also over-

looked is the fact that the patriotic effort

stands to cost Disney some $56,000 even

if he finally receives the $80,000 from the

Treasury. That the picture is being dis-

tributed without cost by the National Screen

Service and that theaters throughout the

country are giving it the right of way on

their screens are other facts which seem
to have escaped Congressional notice.

j
CECRETARY of the Treasury Morgenthau

i *' has referred to the Disney income tax

short as "one of the best investments the

f Treasury has ever made." Every reasonable

person, cognizant of the Government's tax
' problem incident to the war program, will

agree with the Secretary's further state-
' ment, "If I had it to do all over again I

j
would repeat it; I don't know of a better

J

way to inform several million people of the

pleasant news that their taxes are due."

As to the political considerations, it need
(Continued on Page 2)

RKO Corp. Stocks and Op-
tion Warrants in Portfolio

Are Valued at $6,556,588

Amusement securities in the $26,-

816,017 potfolio of Atlas Corp. as

of Dec. 31 were valued at $7,273,-

344, with RKO holdings accounting
for $6,556,588 of that total, accord-
ing to the company's annual report
to the stockholders released for
publication today bv President Floyd
B. Odium.

Valuation compares with $6,477,-

735, aggregate of film securities in

(Continued on Page 12)

Canadian Advisory

Council Appointed

Toronto—The industry's Advisory
Council to the Dominion's War-time
Prices and Trade Board took shape
here yesterday at a second confer-
ence of circuit and indie representa-
tives, following an agreement to re-

duce circuit representation to two
(Continued on Page 12)

Appeals Court Upholds
Waxman Case Dismissal

Philadelphia—U. S. Circuit Court
of Appeals yesterday upheld the
decision of Judge Guy K. Bard, of
the U. S. District Court, who, on
Aug. 7, 1941, dismissed an injunc-

(Continucd on Page 7)

Six Home Offices
To Close Tomorrow
At least six home offices will be

closed all day tomorrow in observance

of Lincoln's Birthday, a legal holiday

in New York and many other states.

Set to close are RKO, Paramount,

Warners, Metro, Twentieth-Fox and

United Artists.

Universal and Monogram will be

open for a half day only. Policy of

Columbia and Republic had not been
determined yesterday.

THE FILM DAILY will not be pub-

lished tomorrow.

Limitation Order

In Final Stages

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The official limita-

tion order for the motion picture in-

dustry is now in its final stages and
is expected to be issued in the near
future, by the War Production
Board, it was learned here yester-
day. The order, which will follow

(Continued on Page 6)

Attribute Priority Delays
To Misdirected Requests

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Some exhibitors are

encountering delay in obtaining
priority assistance for needed mate-
rials because their requests are not

(Continued on Page 11)

Must Sell Pix to Parkside
Detroit Award Believed First Under Sec. X
Kaufman Wins One, Loses
10 Points In Particulars Bill

Federal Judge Samuel H. Rifkind
yesterday denied all but one of 11
items in a bill of particulars sought
by Louis Kaufman, business agent
for Newark operators' union, who
is a defendant with Nick (Dean)
Circella in the Government extor-
tion case.
Kaufman faces an early trial un-

(Continued on Page 11)

Detroit— Decision by Arbitrator
Wilber M. Brucker, former Gover-
nor, in the Parkside Theater Arbi-
tration case is the most important
in this tribunal and believed the
first award actually entered under
Section X. Award runs 5,000 words.

Distributors are ordered to sell

pictures to the Parkside and four
involved theaters on their own mer-
its in each case without considera-
tion of combined or circuit buying

(Continued on Page 6)

Plan May be Advanced
When Central Com. Meets
In This City Next Week

A plan for mediation in set-

tling exhibitor-distributor con-
troversies may be presented to
the United Motion Picture Industry
when that body re-convenes next
Tuesday in New York. Members
of the central committee were asked
to give consideration to changes in

the present arbitration setup when
the group adjourned on Jan. 30 and,
according to reports, mediation is

expected to be one of the proposals
to be offered.

It is believed by some that UMPI
will be asked to consider a plan
whereby disputes would be submit-

(Continued on Page 7)

Announce Blackout

Rules Next Week
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Blackout regulations

for motion picture theaters likely

will be announced by the first part

of next week, it was learned here
yesterday.

Technicians of the OCD are now
eoing over the recommendations of

the theater operators with a fine

tooth comb, adding suggestions
(Continued on Page 11)

Cite Norris-LaGuardia Act
In Loew-Local 306 Action

Citing the Norris-LaGuardia Act
as a bar to the injunction suit

brought by Loew's, Local 306, Mov-
ing Picture Machine Operators

(Continued on Page 11)

Wood Joins Warner
On Term Contract

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Warner Bros, has

signed Sam Wood to direct a series

of pictures over a period of years.

He will direct "The Corn Is Green"

which will be produced by Hal B.

Wallis.

I
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Wanted: CPU
. . . work to be done

(.Continued from Page 1)

only be pointed out that Congressional elec-

tions are in the offing.

o

AND with regard to criticism of the de-

ferment policy which would permit film

studios to retain ONLY those men "who
cannot be replaced because of the short-

age of persons of their qualifications and

skill and whose removal would cause a

serious loss of effectiveness," it is not with-

out significance, surely, that it comes large-

ly from those Senators who conducted the

late and unlamented "witch hunt."

The obligato is supplied by a curious

fringe of the daily press, the approach of

which is instanced by PM's headline of the

other evening, "Oh, Where Are Thou,

Romeo? He's in Hollywood, Sucker, Keep-

ing Up Your Gal's Morale."

Yes, the CPR is wanted; there's work to

be done.

SAG is for Technicians'

Deferment, Not for Actors
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Melvyn Douglas to Reply
To Critics at Luncheon

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Melvyn Douglas,

whose appointment to a high post
in the Office of Civilian Defense,
has been bitterly attacked in Con-
gress will tell his side of the story
to newsmen today at a National
Press Club luncheon where he will
be guest of honor.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Screen Actors Guild's

board of directors adopted a reso-

lution rejecting Brigadier General
Hershey's ruling on draft defer-

ments insofar as it pertains to Hol-

lywood actors. The measure de-

clares the Guild took no part in re-

questing that the motion picture in-

dustry be classified specially for

draft and it does not agree with the

classification.

It believes actors and everyone
else in the motion picture industry

should be subject to the same rules

for draft as the rest of the country.

The organization feels that cer-

tain technicians may be considered
"necessary" but that no actor is ir-

replaceable. The Guild's board of

directors also strongly endorsed
Melvyn Douglas as a non-salaried

civilian defense worker and pointed

out that in the last war he ran
away from home to enlist in the

Army. Further that Douglas is giv-

ing up lucrative screen employment
to work without pay, co-ordinating

use of his creative talent to help
sell Victory Bonds to carry on pub-
lic information work and otherwise
aid the war effort.

In its statement the board also

asserted that "actors have done a

great deal in the war effort and want
to do more. They have contributed
their time and talent without stint

to war entertainment activities since

Pearl Harbor. They have sold mil-

lions of dollars worth of Victory
Bonds, they have raised large sums
for the Red Cross, infantile paraly-
sis fund, and other war and hu-
manitarian agencies."

"Woman of Year" Strong
M-G-M's "Woman of the Year"

has established itself as one of the
season's top box-office attractions in

each of its first six engagements,
with business ranging up to 219
per cent of normal.

Hornblow Joining Metro
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Arthur Hornblow,

Jr., who has been with Paramount
for the past eight years, will be-
come an M-G-M producer on June
1. His contract with Paramount
ends in May. Prior to joining
Paramount he was with Samuel
Goldwyn,

Expect Early Resumption
Of Producer-SPG Talks

All signs yesterday pointed to a
speedy resumption of negotiations
between the majors and the New
York Screen Publicists Guild.
There was no indication, however,

that the stalemate would be breached
except for the presence of W. C.

Michel, 20th-Fox vice-president, on
the regular producers' committee
consisting of Maj. Leslie E. Thomp-
son, RKO, Pat Scollard, Paramount,
and Leonard Picker, Columbia.

In preparation for any eventual-
ity, the SPG's representative coun-
cil, met last night with its new ac-

tivities administrator, Ray Torr, to
map out a campaign.
Attempt by the Sign Pictorial and

Display Union, Local 230, an A F of
L affiliate, to claim jurisdiction over
the Loew's theaters' home office pub-
licists was slapped down by the
NLRB and an election was ordered
held within 30 days following SPG's
petition for certification as sole bar-
gaining agent.

Hunt Stromberg Dickering
With David O. Selznick

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Negotiations are

pending between David O. Selznick
and Myron Selznick, who is repre-
senting Hunt Stromberg, whereby
Stromberg' may join the Selznick
organization to make two and pos-
sibly three pictures a year on a
long-term deal.

One report has it that if the deal
materializes Stromberg would get
$2,500 a week and a partnership
in the product he makes.

Television Aaain Asks
Use of Patriotic Shorts

The American Television Society
vesterdav appealed to the War Ac-
tivities Committee of the film indus-
try and Will H. Hays. MPPDA
nrexy, stressing the need for haste
in replying to its reauest of a
month ago for the release of pa-
triotic short films for television use.
Telegrams were sent both to

Hays and to Francis S. Harmon,
vice-chairman of the WAC. bv Nor-
man D. Waters. ATS nrexv. urging
an immediate yes or no answer.

Georae Lefko Takes Over
Cleveland Poster Firm

Cleveland—George Lefko, former
local RKO branch manager and af-
filiated with RKO for the nast 21
Jack Judd of Pittsburgh. Thp Theater
Poster Co. from Jack Klein and
Jack Judd of Pittsburh. The Theater
Poster Co., only local independent
noster company, is located in the
Film Bldg. Klein and Judd opened
the office last Summer.

"Billy" BarteUo Dead
Mansfield. O.—William A. "Billy"

Partello, former theater operator
died in Mansfield General hospital
here, after a several months' illness,

Wednesday, February 11, 1941

COminG and come

NATE J. BLUMBERC, Universal president, ,

rives from Hollywood Friday.

WILLIAM DIETERLE, RKO producer, arri'

from Hollywood today.

RAYMOND MASSEY left for the Coast I,

night to attend the Hollywood opening of^AF
Invaders."

rou^OSCAR NEU, president of Neumade Profc

left for San Francisco last night to exhi
at the NEA convention. He plans to reti

about March 20.

Wheeler, Clark Blast

Movie Deferment Order

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAI I.

Washington—Senator Burton
Wheeler, D., Mont., chairman of tl

Senate Interstate Commerce Cor
mittee, and Senator D. Worth Clar
D., Ida., who conducted the i)

fated probe of alleged war prop
ganda by the film and radio indu
tries, were prime movers in a Co
gressional blast yesterday to tl

action of the Selective Service Sy
tern in allowing deferment of mov
actors, directors and techniciai
who cannot be replaced.

Senator Clark described as ou
rageous the system's action in sen
ing instructions to California dra
boards on Feb. 4 to defer movie a
tors, directors and technicians wl
cannot be replaced.

Senator Ernest W. McFarland
Arizona, lone committeeman o

posed to the war propaganda prob
said he felt certain the film indu
try would find means of overcomir
its labor hardships without takir
advantage of deferment.

"China Sky" to RKO Radio
Hollywood — RKO has purchase

film rights to Pearl Buck's "Chit
Sky."

M-G-M
TITLE

CHANGE!
•

New Title:

NAZI
AGENT
(Trade-shown under

the title of

"Salute to Courage")



Here'sA Sure Bet

on KINGS ROW!

whose column appears in

the N. Y. Journal-American and

papers throughout the country.

YOU MAY WAGER
THAT IT IS A HIT!

ff

. . .which is exactly what TIME, LIFE,

REDBOOK, LIBERTY, and the Astor's

paying customers have said.

. . . And WARNERS are mighty
happy about the whole thing!

ANN SHERIDAN
ROBERT CUMMINGS
RONALD REAGAN

BETTY FIELD

"KINGS ROW"

CHARLES COBURN
Claude Rains -Judith

Anderson 'Nancy Coleman
KAAREN VERNE

MARIA OUSPENSKAYA
HARRY DAVENPORT

Directed by SAM WOOD
Screen Play by Casey Robinson

From the Novel by Henry Bellaman

Music by Erich Wolfgang Korngold



Created to help you thunder to your

patrons the triumphant filming of Jack

London's immortal story of fist- lashing

adventure and heart-stabbing love!

"e thru/

.
Ve/-Ces

flase

vasty-

JACK LONDONS
ADVENTURES OF

WALT OI/NEY/
TREA/URV DEPARTMENT PICTURE
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Must Sell Film

To the Parkside

(Continued from Page 1)

power represented, after holding
that the Pai'kside, despite former
membership in Mutual Theaters, is

independent.

Other findings are: that refusal to

give run requested was because op-
position houses named are either

affiliated or affiliated circuit the-

aters. That the Parkside had in-

sufficient features in nature and
quantity to enable it to operate on
the run sought. That the Parkside,
built in 1940, was in one of the
fastest-growing neighborhoods in

the city, and 1.7 miles from any
other theater. That slightly smal-
ler seating of the Parkside made
little difference in selling runs. That
the opposition Harmony, now re-

built as the Admiral Theater, had
been given the run sought by the

Parkside despite decreasing reve-

nues and rundown condition. That
public interest under the consent
decree demands that features be
shown promptly in populous neigh-
borhoods. That Section X does not
require the arbitrator to restrict

a case to two theaters if more are
involved. That Section XVII does
not allow distributors to contract
exclusive run policy for their own
affiliated houses, but independents
must be granted the same run as af-

filiated houses if otherwise quali-

fied, in order to uphold the purpose
of the consent decree.

The award argues that if Section
XVII could be used to hold up run
to the Parkside for say six months
it would destroy the usefulness of

product just as effectively as total

refusal to furnish product.

Express Rate Boost May
Bring Film Carrier Tilt

Chicago—Any increase in express
rates sanctioned by the ICC is ex-

pected here to be followed by a boost
in rates by film carriers. Ten per
cent jump in express rates has been
asked.

FEBRUARY 11

Joseph Mankiewicz Eva Cabor
Mike Mindlin

Rex Lease

Dave O'Malley
Anita Garvin

FEBRUARY 12

Wallace Ford Barry Trivers

William Collier, Jr. Betty Jaynes

Cuff Notes

• • • PITTER AND PATTER A post card from H. M. Richey

asks whereinhell is the much-publicized balmy Florida climate

He's vacationing in Miami and says that one day he was able to get a

little sun but nearly froze doing it. . . . • Wiley Padan recently com-

pleted the 490th cartoon of the "It's True" series which appears in M-G-M
press books and made available to newspapers Padan started the

feature in 1933 and it has appeared continuously since then, not only

in domestic papers, but in periodicals printed in South Africa, Philippines,

Greece, China, India, New Zealand, England and Hungary. ... • Busy

guy these days is Leon Bamberger who is rushing to complete RKO di-

rect mail campaigns which were in work before he consented to accept

the post of UMPI executive secretary Leon starts his new job on

Monday in Room 173 Astor Hotel

• • • NICE THING ABOUT WALT DISNEY is that he holds

no grudge against certain Congressmen who nixed the paying of pro-

duction costs on "The New Spirit" Walt said he was concerned

mainly in getting the idea over to the public that income taxes must be

paid on time because not only will the tax money help win the

war but the revenue also will be used to pay back the holders of de-

fense bonds with interest Incidentally , Disney said at a press con-

ference Monday that Donald Duck luas now his most valuable character,

having nosed out Mickey Mouse in popularity. . . # Fortune Magazine

is preparing an article on the War Activities Committee, Motion Picture

Industry Fortune writers have been huddled with Francis S. Har-

mon for the last couple of days

• • • WHEN JOSEPH SMITH of Blairsville, Pa., became the first

civilian to be commended for heroism by the U. S. Army, the boys in

M-G-M's press department lost no time in cashing in because Metro

happens to have a picture called "Joe Smith, American" and the incident

was tied in with the campaign without delay The real-life Joe Smith

was contacted and the results were numerous editorials, news stories.

Smith's appearance on "We, the People" air show and again on "Keep

'Em Rolling" over another network, in addition to various personal ap-

pearances A list of the other stunts on this picture would fill a

book so we'll tell you more about it anon. . . • In Rochester, N. Y.,

more than 25 members of the Junior League will sell defense stamps and

bonds in the lobby of Loew's Rochester Theater next week The gals

will be on hand for the opening cf "Women of the Year" and it's

all arranged for Mayor Samuel Dicker to buy the first bond

• • • FIVE MAJOR COMPANIES have adopted the Treasury

Department's payroll savings plan for the systematic purchase of

Defense Bonds and Stamps Stanton Griffis, chairman of the en-

tertainment division of Defense Savings staff, says the plan applies to

New York offices so far Companies that have signed up for the

plan are Columbia, M-G-M, Paramount, RKO, 20th Century-Fox and

Warner Bros. ... • UA's teaser ad campaign on "Mr. V" has caused

plenty of comment and Monroe Greenthal can take a bow It was

the kind of a campaign that makes the public ask itself: "Who is Mr.

V?" and it should bring the cash customers to the Rivoli to find out. .".
.

T T T

Neb. Film Carriers

Form Association

Lincoln, Neb. — Film carriers
Omaha exchange territory filed an
cles of incorporation at the st

capitol here this week, as a u
profit organization, devoted t»qj
protection of mutual interestt
with an eye, probably, to sees?)

both a united front in all matt
pertaining to film haulage as well

|

legislation in their own behalf.
Incorporators are H. E. Lysing

Grand Island; Alfred Otton, Pier
M. G. Rogers, Omaha; Guy E. Mi;

and C. A. Ross, Lincoln.
Carriers are especially out to s'

the practice of unqualified truck
making film basis, due to the infla

mable nature of the film, and
fact that to qualify as film carrie

they had to take out excessive ins
j

ance.
This will also mean an extens

,

saving of money, in that the incor
rated group can now file one tar

where each individual had to do
before. This may run from $25
$75 per, in saving.

Industry's Limitation

Order in Final Stages

(Continued from Page 1)

the general outline published J !

30, in The Film Daily, is now]
the process of acquiring the nee]

sary signatures before it can
formally announced.

Mother of Mrs. S. R. Kent
And Mrs. Robert Kane Di

Maiden, Mass.—Mrs. John H
ginbotham, mother of Mrs. Sidr

R. Kent and Mrs. Robert T. Ka<
is dead here.

WEDDING BELIii

Detroit—Bessie Gottlieb of Uni
Artists office was married Saturo
to Daniel Belenson.

Detroit—Doris Allen, daughter
Wade Allen, circuit owner, was m
ried to Wheeler Davis, night mi
ager of the Fine Arts Theater, i

erated by the bride's father.

Toronto—A wedding of consid
able interest to the moving picti 1

business in Toronto was the m;-

miage of John P. Heggie, bool

of Famous Players' head office,

Miss E. M. Fessenden of Toron
the ceremony being performed
Kew Beach United Church.

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.—Announcemi
is made of the marriage of Doroth
Peters, cashier of the Capitol Tl

ater, to James J. Bonita.

Chicago—Ted Wierciak has m;
ried Wanda Mickiewicz of the N
staff here.
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IMPI May Receive

iedialion Proposal
TO THE COLORS!

(Continued from Page 1)

1 to mediation, resorting to arbi-

Ktion only if mediation fails to

itangle the controversy. In other

Ids, a mediator would bring- the

j. b-ting parties together, suggest
P*-utions to the problem and en-
•avor to effect an agreement; if

ie parties are unable to reach an
lderstanding, the case would then

|
> to arbitration.

Meanwhile, Ed Kuykendall,
PTOA president, announced yes-
rday in a bulletin that the or-

:ation was informing its board
what took place at the unity con-

lences and asking its reaction to

itain proposals. Kuykendall said

lat the proposals for selective buy-
ig and 20 per cent cancellations,

B well as changes in the arbitra-

on procedure, had made a great
sal of progress.

Kuykendall pointed out that the
roposals for a substitute for the
iocks-of-five selling1 method were
Ie result of co-operative effort on
ie part of all exhibitors in at-

mdance at the unity meetings and
iot from one organization.

Continuing, Kuykendall said, "This
s not the time to seek credits and
ith a sincerity of purpose on the
art of all, I have every reason to
ope for results in the fight to elimi-
late blocks-of-five selling and a fair
eneral sales policy that will en-
able us to have mutual understand-
ng and removal of friction in this
ndustry. MPTOA will go the limit
o attain this."

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Maj. Frank Capra,

Army Signal Corps, leaves today
for Washington to report for active

duty.

Murray L. Devaney, former RKO
Radio salesman in the Toronto ex-
change, is now in active service with
His Majesty's Royal Canadian
Navy. Devaney, who is a lieuten-

ant, is the son of Leo Devaney,
Canadian division manager, and cap-
tain of the Ned Depinet Drive for
1941.

Cleveland—Fritz Vermes, of the

Eclair Theater, who Was released
from Army service just before
Christmas, has reported back to duty
at Fort Benjamin Harrison, Indian-
apolis.

Miami—Richard Wanklin, Jr., who
has served for the past three years
at the Strand and Grove Theaters,
both Wometco houses, is now in the
service of Uncle Sam and is at the
U. S. Navy Training Station, Macon
Division, Norfolk, Va.

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.—John Greaney,
assistant manager of the Strand
Theater, has gone into the Army.

Wilkes-Barre, Pa. — PFC Frank
Gale, Jr., United States Marine
Corps, has been graduated from the
Sound Motion Pictures Operators
School and is now stationed at a
Naval Supply Depot in New Jersey.
He was a local projectionist prior
to his enlistment.

Cleveland—Dick Ward, operator at
the Union Theater and son of Fire
Warden Harry Ward, has been in-

ducted into the Army. George Fojta,

usher at the same theater, has en-
listed in the Navy.

Chicago—Lieut. Al Kvale, former-
ly ace band director for the B & K
circuit, is now stationed at Great
Lakes Naval Station.

Springfield, Mass. — Anthony De-
Carro, assistant manager of the Cap-
itol Theater, has joined the Navy.
He is succeeded on the Capitol's staff

by Raymond Kaskeski.

St. Louis—Walter Norton, who op-
erates theaters in Masccutah, Colum-
bia and Dupo, 111., has joined the
Navy. His brother plans to get into

a uniform shortly. Relatives and
friends will operate the house while
they are in uniform.

; Appeals Court Upholds
Taxman Case Dismissal

(.Continued from Pacie 1)

"ion plea brought by Harry Wax-
I

nan, Atlantic City exhibitor.
* i Waxman had sought to restrain
J^olumbia from delivering pictures

o the New Embassy Theater prior
o their showing in Waxman's

1 muses. Columbia's contract with
.Vaxman's Hollywood and Astor

^
Theaters provided for runs 14 and

1 ^even days after first-run on At-
antic Ave., but it did not specify
he name of the first-run theater.

Columbia was represented by
Morris M. Wexler, attorney, who
landled the proceedings and ob-
:ained the original dismissal.

Sign of the Times
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.—What with the

Army, Navy and Marines taking so

many of the young men nowadays,
Manager Bill Walsh of the Comer-
ford Theater notes that while before
his Friday and Saturday night crowds
were composed mainly of dating
couples the present bulk of that busi-
ness is now composed of girls, arriv-

ing in groups of four and five.

AFM, AGMA End Fight

By Dividing the Field

The jurisdictional squabble over
instrumentalists between the Amer-
ican Federation of Musicians and
the American Guild of Musical Ar-
tists, has been ended by a compro-
mise by which particular musical
fields are apportioned between them.

Stipulations were filed in the
New York Supreme Court yester-

day discontinuing the litigation be-

tween the two oi'ganizations without
cost to either side. Statement by
James Petrillo, AFM head, and
Lawrence Tibbett, prexy of AGMA,
is to the effect that AFM has juris-

diction over concert solo instrumen-
talists and accompanists in all

fields, with AGMA having exclusive
authority and control of collective

bargaining for all solo concert ar-

tists.

Certain musicians working in

both instrumental and concert fields

would be required to join both or-

ganization but with "reasonable"
dues.

Coast Victory Committee
To Meet Army Contacts

Ben Goetz Returning
To Metro London Post?

Ben Goetz, who formerly was M-
G-M's managing director in Eng-
land, is reported to be planning to

return to London in a similar ca-
pacity. Goetz was in New York
last week conferring with home
office executives. He was assigned
to an executive studio post after
the war started in Europe.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—A "must" call was

issued yesterday for an extraor-
dinary session of the Hollywood
Victory Committee tomorrow night

j

by Fred W. Beetson, chairman, to
J

meet with the two newly appointed l

liaison officers to the industry, Col. '

E. A. Evans, Assistant Chief of
Staff, G-2, Southern California sec-
tor, Western Defense Command and
Fourth Army, and Lieut. Comman-
der A. J. Bolton, U. S. Navy.
Meeting will also hear Lieut. Com-

'

mander Walter Winchell and his
commanding officer, Lieut. Comman-
der John T. Tuttle Jr., Public Re-
lations Director of the Third Naval
District. New York. Commanders
Winchell and Tuttle will discuss
the Navy Relief Fund Show and
other vital matters.

Two Detroit Premium
Companies In Merger

Detroit—Advance Theatrical Sales
Co. and Victor Becker, Inc.; premium
companies, have merged into Sun-
shine Theater Service, with offices

at 712 Griswold Building. The com-
pany will specialize in merchant tie-

ups for theaters, featuring camera,
radios, and bicycles, as well as other
merchandise. John Murphy and Vic-
tor Becker are partners in the new
setup. This organization will cover
Michigan, Ohio, and Kentucky from
the Detroit office.

'
' " j

You've

got to be

WIDE-AWAKE

to catch a

SLEEPER!
Read this report from

Variety
Wednesday, January 21. |'»12

Globe (Brandt) (1,180;

: 28-35-55)-'Paris Calling'

(U). A sleeper that's on the
way to a golden $14,000 at

this small-seater and holds
over. >.

for

4 BIG

WEEKS!
A "MUST"

says Boston Traveler

"POLLS NO
PUNCHES"

says Danton Walker,
N. Y. Daily News

"BRISTLES WITH
SUSPENSE"

says Pittsburgh
Suri'Telegraph

"A LARGE-SCALE
THRILLER"

^
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.v v Reviews of the new rums v :,

'Mister V"
with Leslie Howard, Mary Morris,

Francis Sullivan

UA 100 Mins.

ABSORBING AND TOPICAL SPY
DRAMA IS ABLY PRESENTED; WILL DO
ABOVE AVERAGE BUSINESS AT THE
BOX-OFFICE.

It can be reported favorably this morn-
ing that our British cousins can still turn

out entertaining spy pictures. Strictly

speaking, Leslie Howard, who produced and
directed, is included in that category and
he gets credit for presenting a superior

type of film.

As the actor who plays the leading role,

Howard comes in for another round of ap-

plause. He is a modern Scarlet Pimpernel
who makes forays into Nazi Germany to

help men of science and letters escape
their bondage.

Film has a literate quality for a spy film

which more than makes up for the occa-
sional lags. Director Howard sustains sus-

pense skillfully but in his acting style

there is a tendency to underplay a cer-

tain scene. Nevertheless, picture is genu-
inely exciting and will meet with wide ap-

peal.

The story, which is well-written by Ana-
tole De Grunwald, has Howard as a pro-

fessor of archeology at Cambridge Uni-
versity with all the mannerisms of a scholar

engrossed in the ancient classics. On a

summer vacation before the war breaks

out, he takes a small group of his students

to Germany. There they discover he is the

mysterious gentleman who has helped anti-

Nazis escape.

His students respond enthusiastically to

the discovery and help Howard with further

tasks. A daughter of a Polish political

leader held prisoner is forced by the Nazis
to help them discover who the mysterious
man is. She tells Howard who affects the
rescue of her father and four others. How-
ard then makes .his escape with her.

Outstanding supporting performance is

registered by portly Francis Sullivan as the
high-ranking Gestapo chief. While main-
taining the necessary sinister appearance,

Sullivan portrays the Nazi with mock-
seriousness adding to the effectiveness of

the characterization.

Throughout the film, Howard is sure con-
vincing. One of the highlights is his dis-

guise of the representative of the German-
American Bund in organizing an escape.

It is a splendid performance. Mary Morris
is good as the girl with fine support from
the minor players.

Ending is powerful indictment of the Nazi
philosophy and Howard's skill is best evi-

dent in the final scene which he introduces

without jarring previous contents.

CAST: Leslie Howard, Francis Sullivan,

Hugh McDermott, Mary Morris, Raymond
Huntley, A. E. Matthews, Roland Pertwee,
Manning Wiley, Philip Friend, Basil Apple-
by, Lawrence Kitchen, David Tomlinson,
Aubrey Mallalieu, Allan Jeayes, Peter Gaw-
thorne, Ernest Butcher, Ben Williams,

Arthur Hambling, Joan Kemp-Welch, W.
Phillips, Use Bard, George Street, Harris

Arundel, Hector Abbas, Oriel Ross.

CREDITS: Producer and Director, Leslie

Howard; Screenplay, Anatole De Grunwald;
Original Story, A. C. McDonnell and Wolf-
gang Wilhelm; Associate Producer, Harold

"The Courtship of

Andy Hardy"
with Mickey Rooney, Lewis Stone,

Donna Reed
M-G-M 93 Mins.

LIKE THE OTHER ANDY HARDYS, THIS
ONE IS CHOCK FULL OF WIDE AUDI-
ENCE APPEAL.
As added evidence of Andy Hardy's

growth to manhood is the manner in which

he comes to the aid of his father. Situation

which calls for Andy to court the unhappy

daughter of a squabbling couple forms the

plot content for pic. As a result, all ele-

ments which have made series popular en-

tertainment are included.

Story has Judge Hardy taking an inter-

est in the 17-year-old daughter of the

quarreling Nesbits. He asks Andy to take

the girl out in order to make her happier.

Andy complies and the girl gets a crush

on him. She also blossoms out as the

prettiest girl at the school dance. Andy
solves that affair by playing John Alden

for a friend and turns his attention to Polly

Benedict who conveniently returns to town
toward end of pic.

Other supplementary situations have Andy
getting in a slight mess with a G-man whose
car he is accused of taking; Marian Hardy,

who has just returned from the big city,

barely missing involving herself in a scandal

with the town playboy; and Mrs. Hardy
almost falling for a fake collection agency
gag.

George B. Seitz has directed capably and

points up many a moral and platitude where-
by it registers effectively, namely Judge
Hardy's sermon on drinking. Agnes Chris-

tine Johnston has written with skill another

milk-and-honey script.

Mickey Rooney, as usual, is up to par

with a splendid performance. He is par-

ticularly effective in the dance scenes
where Director Seitz takes the wraps off

him and lets him mugg with excellent,

comic results. Donna Reed, as the girl

Andy courts, proves again she is one of

the more promising younger actresses on
the Metro lot. Lewis Stone, Fay Holden,

Cecilia Parker, Sara Haden, and Ann Ruther-
ford are good in the customary roles.

CAST: Lewis Stone, Mickey Rooney,
Cecilia Parker, Fay Holden, Ann Ruther-
ford, Sara Haden, Donna Reed, William
Lundigan, Steve Cornell, Frieda Inescort,

Harvey Stephens.

CREDITS: Director, George B. Seitz;

Screenplay, Agnes Christine Johnston;
Cameraman, Lester White; Film Editor, Elmo
Veron.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

This Time For Keeps" "Duke of the Navy" -

with Ann Rutherford, Robert Sterling,

Virginia Weidler

M-G-M 73 Mins.

DULL STORY ABOUT TWO NEWLY-
WEDS AND AN INTERFERING FATHER-
IN-LAW.

Metro's attempt to apply the same formula

to the Bryant family which made the Hardys
so successful misses badly. It is a dull

account filled with unimportant dialogue and
situations.

Film drags and the fact that three screen

writers worked on the script makes it all

the more surprising. It should be expected
that at least one of the writers would be

able to come through with some bright

scenes and dialogue that would make the

characters believable.

Robert Sterling and Ann Rutherford are

the young married couple who weather cus-

tomary tribulations of newlyweds. Guy Kib-

bee, as the girl's father, tries to be helpful

when he takes his son-in-law into the busi-

ness. When Sterling is on the verge of

closing a big deal, Kibbee interferes as

usual and spoils it. Heroine of the proceed-
ings is Virginia Weidler who manages to

set everything right.

Both Sterling and Miss Rutherford ably

portray a young married couple and Kibbee
turns in a sound performance. Young Miss
Weidler again demonstrates what a keen
young actress she is despite the lack of

material. Irene Rich is a good choice as

the mother.

CAST: Ann Rutherford, Robert Sterling,

Guy Kibbee, Irene Rich, Virginia Weidler,
Henry O'Neill, Dorothy Morris, Richard
Crane, Joseph Strauch, Jr., Connie Gilchrist.

CREDITS: Producer, Samuel Marx; Direc-

tor, Charles Riesner; Screenplay, Muriel Roy
Bolton, Rian James and Harry Ruskin; Based
on characters created by Herman J. Mankie-
wicz; Cameraman, Charles Lawton; Film

Editor, Frederick Y. Smith.

DIRECTION, Routine. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

with Ralph Byrd, Veda Ann Borg,

Stubby Kruger

PRC 63 Mir

FAR - FETCHED COMEDY ACTIO
DRAMA AIDED BY SOME SUBSTANTW
ACTING. rj

Almost everything happens in this con
edy action drama, a gob who gets mixed i

with a ring of confidence men. Yarn is fa

fetched but a group of performers mak
the most of a spotty production.

Story is about a sailor, Ralph Byrd, who
mistaken as a millionaire's son by a pho
adventurer who hopes to swindle him v

a fake treasure hunt. Gang enlists aid

Veda Ann Borg. Byrd is already in hoc

to his shipmates but borrows enough mon
to get in on the scheme.

He inadvertently discovers a real treasu

chest and that is when events start rollin

Byrd and the girl escape with the treasu

but lose it in a fight during a flight in

seaplane, with Byrd's shipmates ready

tar and feather him, they learn of the rewa
and Byrd is able to pay back his debts.

Byrd handles his role in a competent ma
ner. Most of the comic relief is supplied I

Stubby Kruger as Byrd's sidekick. Ve
Ann Borg is okay as the girl.

CAST: Ralph Byrd, Veda Ann Borg, Stul

by Kruger, Herbert Corthell, Margaret Arn
strong, Val Stanton, Paul Bryar, Samr
Cohen, Red Knight, Lester Towne, Willia

Beaudine, Jr., Zack Williams.

CREDITS: Producer, John T. Coyle; Dire (

tor, William Beudine; Screenplay, Gerald
Adams and William Beaudine; Camerama
Mack Stengler; Film Editor, Guy V. Thaye

J.'.

DIRECTION, Standard. PHOTOGRAPH
Okay.

Dezel Conferring With Kendis
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Albert Dezel, of the

Albert Dezel Roadshows, Chicago,
is out here on a little vacation and
also to talk over some plans with
J. D. Kendis of Continental Pic-
tures, Inc., for 1942 product. Dezel,
who handles independent product
in the Midle West, is staying at
the Hollywood Plaza Hotel.

Huth; Cameraman, Muntz Greenbaum; Film
Editor, Douglas Myers.

DIRECTION, Very Good; PHOTOGRA-
PHY, Top-Notch.

Would Liberalize N. Y.

Child Employment Bill

Albany — Assemblyman Harold
Ehrlich of Buffalo yesterday hop-
pered bill designed to liberalize
stringent prohibitions in the pres-
ent penal and labor laws relative
to employment of children under 16 v

While the bill would retain pro-
hibitions against use of children in

professional exhibitions or in mak-
ing motion pictures, etc., it would
allow such use if the children re-
ceived writter permission from
school boards or other authorized
educational authorities to do this
work. Such authorization would
come, under the bill, when educa-
tional authorities were satisfied
such employment would not "be
harmful or undesirable from the
point of view of the welfare, de-
velopment or proper education of
such child."

Measure along similar lines pas-
sed the 1941 legislature but was
vetoed May 3 by Gov. Lehman. Ap-
parently present bill has been so

"U" to Return to Opening
Selling Season June 1

Universal will return to the po
icy of starting the selling season c I

June 1, William A. Scully, gener \

sales manager, said prior to his d
parture on a southern sales ton
Last year, Universal opened i

new season in February in order
allay fears of a product shorta&l
due to the consent decree.

Scully said he intended to ho

!

a sales convention this Spring d ll

spite the war. He added that Un,
versal would not make any mo: I
long-term franchises but wou I

make only season-to-season deals I

Universa.Ps 1941-42 business w:|
15 per cent better than that of trl
previous season, Scully said, poin'l
ing out that the company had e:I
ceeded 10,000 contracts for the cu'l
rent year. Bigsrest current grosser I
he said, are "Keeping 'Em Flying!
and "Hellzapoppin."

drafted as to meet last year's e: I

ecutive objection.
Senator Perry of Manhattan i: I

troduced a bill to amend the chi
rights law by broadening preseil
law which prevents discriminate ll

by utility companies to include bus J
nesses affected with a public ill

terest.
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—HOLLYWOOD
LaCAVA, eight-year-old srep-

ghter of Gregory LaCava, makes her

;n debut in a featured role in "The
n a Jam." Picture which stars Irene

ie with Patric Knowles and Ralph Bel-

, is being produced and directed by

ory LaCava for Universal.

• •
PUBLIC has purchased an original story

entitled "Over There," a war story by

r Poste.

• •
AT TANCHUCK and Sam Newman have

sold their story "Last Flight," to Edward

ey and have been engaged to work on

screenplay.

, CK OAKIE, now in the East, will re-

urn on Feb. 16 to report to 20th Cen-
-Fox for the first of three pictures he

ontracted to make for that lot this

Following these, he returns to New
i to appear in a Gilbert Miller stage

• ODUCER-DIRECTOR Edward H. Griffith

i is seeking to borrow George Murphy
<i M-G-M for "Frenchman's Creek," the

hne Du Maimer story Griffith will make
:| Paramount.

4l.v.

••! IODUCER-DIRECTOR George Stevens

ihas purchased an opton on Harold Ma-
's English novel, "Mr. Elms of Brighton,"

ch was issued in the U. S. A. under the

phen Slesinger imprint. Stevens is now
QCjC;cting "The Gentlemen Misbehave" for

"umbia.

*ODUCER Edward Gross has acquired

screen rights to and plans to put into

nediate production Mortimer Brause's or-

lal story, "Alaska Road." Release will

, through either Paramount or RKO.

AG-M Director Roy Del Ruth has fin-

-; ished a technical work on film direc-

ial techniques, which will be issued in

* »k form in the Spring under the imprint
Stephen Slesinger, New York publisher.

• •
EE LOEB and Harold Buchman, crack

20th Century-Fox writing team, are the
.Ltkers of a new project to supply schools

hi individuals with a series of 16 mm.
.tns explaining streamlined higher mathe-
matics in a practical and easy-to-grasp

m, with Prof. Harold Burke, mathematics
,
rard, doing the explaining.

• •
i-G-M Director Clarence Brown is nego-

tiating for rights to "Gran Chaco,"
she Thornton's South American adventure
n to appear serially in Collier's.

• •
INIVERSAL will produce "Jr. G-Men Of
The Air," as a sequel to "Jr. G-Men."

ries will be produced by Henry MacRae
d the cast will include Billy Halop, Huntz
ill, Gabriel Dell and Bernard Punsley. Set
ries will start February 23rd.

Riding Herd on the Hollywood News Range
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Riding herd on the Hollywood news range: Paramount will

elevate Alan Ladd to stardom in the film version of Barre Lyndon's "The Man
in Half Moon Street". . . . Metro has re-christened "Along Came Murder"
as "Kid Glove Killer". And Metro's "Salute to Courage" is now "Nazi Agent". .

.

Paramount has lifted its options on associate producers Fred Kohlmar and Paul

Jones and fashion designer Edith Head. . . Metro will co-star Ann Sothern and

Red Skelton in "Manhattan Maisie". . . First directorial assignment for Adrian

Semish, Para.'s recruit from radio, will be "Lady Bodyguard". . . Mono, has signed

Barney Sarecky as associate producer on "Aunt Emma Paints the Town". . . Metro
has acquired rights to Chester Franklin's unpublished story, "Talent Scout Idea."

Attribute Priority Delays
To Misdirected Requests

(Continued from Page 1)

properly addressed, The Film Daily
learned yesterday.
A number of exhibitors are send-

ing their requests to the branch
handling the commodity they re-

quire, rather than directly to the

unit handling motion picture prob-

lems, through which it must first

clear. For instance, an exhibitor

needing aluminum wrote to the

aluminum branch. This involved

considerable delay while the request
was being directed to the proper
office.

The proper address at which to

send requests for PD forms of

priority aid is A. Julian Brylawski,
motion picture consultant, Section

4, War Production Board, Temporary
Building E, 3rd floor, 2nd wing,
Washington, D. C. All requests for

the industry must first clear through
Brylawski and much time is saved
by addressing communications to

him direct.

Brylawski revealed yesterday that

so far not a single request has been
received by his office that has not

been granted.

Cite Norris-LaGuardia Act

In Loew-Local 306 Action

(Continued from Page I)

Union, yesterday in an answer filed

in the Federal Court denied all

charges it was violating the anti-

trust laws by demanding Loew's
should cease supplying product to

metropolitan theaters which do not

employ Local 306 members.
Five affirmative defenses were es-

tablished in the answer, which be-

sides referring to the Norris-LaGuar-
dia act, claim that the Court has
no jurisdiction under the Sherman
and Clayton Acts because inter-

state commerce is not directly af-

fected.

It is reliably reported that Loew's
meanwhile, is negotiating a settle-

ment of the suit with the union. If

negotiations fall through, Loew's
will probably seek a temporary in-

junction pending trial, it was said.

Kaufman Wins One, Loses
10 Points In Particulars Bill

(Continued from Page 1)

der an indictment charging the ex-
tortion of $1,000,000 from the in-

dustry. The Court ordered the Gov-
ernment to advise Kaufman as to

the localities outside of New York
where alleged overt acts took
place. All other details of the Gov-
ernment case including the names
of executives allegedly coerced into
making payments, and dates and
places were denied.

From Lerner to Loring
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—W. Zolley Lerner has

been given a new name, Thomas V.
Loring, and has been signed to a

long term director contract by 20th
Century-Fox.

Announce Blackout

Rules Next Week

(Continued from Page 1)

where they think improvements
might be made on the basis of their
experience in other regulations. The
i
-evised draft will then be submit-
ted back to the industry commit-
tee headed by J. J. Payette for its

final approval, and upon receiving
it, the pamphlet will be issued and
distributed to every theater opera-
tor in America.

In brief the regulations will out-
line work for every member of a
theater staff in time of blackouts
and air raids, and will call for reg-
ular drill in order that the staffs

might be able to function efficient-

ly for the preservation of life and
property in any emergency.

$150,000 Advance Ad
Budget for "Jungle Book'

UA has set an advance ad budget
in excess of $150,000 for Korda's
"Jungle Book," it was announced
yesterday. Coast-to-Coast newspa-
per campaign will use many two-
color ads, while a half page strip

will be used in a national group of

Sunday comic sections.

Fan Magazines Move
Ideal Publishing Corp. has moved i

to new and larger offices at 295

1

Madison Ave., New York City. The
firm, which publishes Movies. Movie
Life, Movie Stars Parade and Per-

sonal Romances, was formerly in

the Chanin Building.

KEYE # MONA # ROSCOE

LUKE BARRIE KARNS
JOSEPH SANTLEY • Director— Screen

Play by ISABEL DAWN • Original Story

by HAL HUDSON and SAM DUNCAN

BUY U. S.

DEFENSE BONDS
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Alias Pix Holdings

Now at $7,273,344

(Continued from Page 1)

the corporation's portfolio on Dec.
31, 1940.

Holdings of amusement issues, as
listed in the current shareholders
report, follow:

Preferred Stocks
Amounts
based

on Dec. 31,
1941 mirket

Shares quotations

51.070 RKO Corp. 6% Cum.
Conv $2,400,290

3.500 20th Cent. - Fox $15
Cum. Conv 65,188

17,928 Walt Disney Prod. 6%
Cum. Conv 107,568

Common Stocks
40,000 Paramount Pictures . . . 580,000

1.266,253 RKO Corp 4,115,322
327.811 RKO Corp. option war-

rants 40,976

Changes of industry interest in

the Atlas portfolio over the course
of the last 12 months are indicated

by this comparison with film securi-

ties held by the corporation as of

Dec. 31, 1940:

Preferred Stocks
Amounts
based on

Dec. 31 market
Shares quotations

7,000 K-A-O 7% Cum.
Conv. V.T.C. ... $ 728,875.

35,481 R-K-O 6% Cum.
Conv 1,525,694.22

10.000 Walt Disney Prod.
6% Cum. Conv.. . 97,500.

Common Stocks
7,000 GTE 84,000.

20,000 Paramount Pictures. 146.000.

1,001,126 R-K-O 3,754,224.68

327,811 R-K-O option war-
rants 102,411.17

Compared with a general decline

of almost 18 per cent in the market
level of common stocks as meas-
ured by Standard Statistics 90 Stock
Index, Atlas reported an indicated

asset value of $11.42 per share for

its common stock at Dec. 31, last,

showed less than a 7 per cent de-

crease in asset value during the

year after payment of dividends of

50c per share.

The Board of Directors in re-

leasing the report also announced a

dividend of 25c per share on the

common stock payable March 12 to

stockholders of record Feb. 20.

Dividends paid last year amounted
to $2,484,198.00, comprised of a to-

tal of 50c per share on the out-

Dulce et Decorum
Est Pro Patria Mori
Seattle—Ron Kelley, former man-

ager of Hamrick-Evergreen's Music

Box Theater, is the first Pacific Coast

theater man to die in action during

World War II.

Kelley, serving as petty officer

aboard the Navy tanker, Neches, was

lost when an enemy sub sent it to

P~^

the bottom, it is announced.

2.> Kelley left his theater post
""^ to enlist.

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities • • •

•"^HARLES COBURN. Actor-manager. Native of Savannah, Ga. At 18 he
^"* became manager of the Savannah Theater and two years later went on the
stage. In 1906, he and Mrs. Coburn organ'zed the Coburn Players Productions,

which in 11 years presented 16 Shakespearean plays, Greek classics and old

English and modern comedies throughout the country. Mr. and Mrs. Coburn
produced and starred in many plays in New York

—

among them "The Yellow Jacket" (1916-17). In "The
Better '0:e" (1918-20), Coburn created the role of Old
Bill in which he won enduring fame. They starred in

"So This Is London," "Lysistrata," "The Farmer's Wife"
and many plays. He played in the all-star casts of

"Diplomacy,"' "Trelawny of the Wells," "Trolius and

Cressida," "The Country Chairman" and "Three Wise
Fools." In 1935, with Mrs. Coburn, founded the Mo-
hawk Drama Festival at Union College, Schenectady,

N. Y. Made his first appearance in motion pictures in

1937, playing in "Of Human Hearts," "Vivacious Lady,"

"Idiot's Delight,'' "Stanley and Livingstone," "Bachelor

Mother," "In Name Only," "Road to Singapore," "Edison,

the Man," "The Captain Is a Lady," "The Lady Eve,"

"The Devil and Miss Jones," "Our Wife," "Unexpected

Uncle," "Kings Row," "H. M. Pulham, Esq.," "In This

Our Life" from 1937 to 1941, inclusive. Height, 6 feet. Weight, 210 pounds.

Eyes, blue. Hair, sandy.

East Facing "Gas" Rationing
Heavy Fuel Oil Gets Call on Transportation

Threat of gasoline rationing in

the East, with all its implications

for the industry, was revived yes-

terday in the wake of the official

order to the oil industry to turn
over additional transportation fa-

cilities for heavy fuel oil.

While there has been a plentiful
supply of gasoline along the At-
lantic seaboard, a shortage of heavy
fuel oil, essential to industrial op-
erations, has been increasing, with
transportation difficulties held as
the chief problem.

(The Wall St. Journal reported
from Washington yesterday that it

there that not only gasoline and
industrial fuel oil but perhaps other
petroleum products as well soon will

be rationed to consumers "at least

in the East Coast area." Later ex-

tension to the West Coast "and
possibly to other areas" was said

probable).
Diversion of many tankers to the

Pacific Coast and submarine sink-

ings are said to have slowed gaso-
line receipts on the Eastern sea-

board recently. The East Coast is

reported accountable for about 40
per cent of the country's gas con-
sumption,
was predicted in official quarters

mandie Fire Newsreels
J

F. Raoul Cleaver, Long
rs 111, Dies in Saginaw

Newsreel shots of the fire that
swept the SS Lafayette, formerly the
Normandie, at her New York pier
Monday were printed, censored and
on their way to theaters by air ex-
press within 12 hours after being
filmed, according to the Air Express
Division of Railway Express Agency.

standing common stock and $3 per
share on the preferred. The Com-
pany also expanded $3,700,000 in

re-acquiring at a discount shares of

its own preferred and common stock
during the year.

Income for 1941 from dividends
and interest amounted to $1,959,-
088.56. After expenses of $981,-
310.40 there was a balance of $977,-
778.16; however, sales of securities

resulted in book losses (against
book costs as distinguished from ac-
tual costs) of $1,699,380.83 so that
after provisions for taxes and con-
tingencies there was a net book
loss of $770,602.67 for the year.

Saginaw, Mich.—F. Raoul Clea-

ver, a leading figure on Detroit's

Film Row for 30 years, died here,

following a long illness. Formerly
manager of legitimate theaters in

London, England, he was succes-
sively state's right distributor, in-

dependent branch manager and
franchise holder, formerly salesman
and publicity man for Universal,
at one time a theater manager, and
most recently, manager for Powers
Pictures of Michigan, and Imperial
Pictures. He retired from the lat-

ter post two years ago to open a
cafe in Saginaw which became a
center for film salesmen in central
Michigan.

His widow and one son, James,
formerly associated with his father
in business, survive.

James S. Warner Dead
New Philadelphia, O.—James S.

Warner, 86, operator of the first

movie theater in Tuscarawas coun-
ty, died at his home here.

1

Canadian Advisory

Council Appointed

(.Continued from Page 1)

members on the nine-man coun
The impasse encountered on J

day faded when President J. J. 1

gibbons of Famous Players (_
adian offered to withdraw tl^
cuit's representation. The^i
incidentally, later was ignorec
the acceptance of Morris Stei
FPC as a Council member.
A "peace" luncheon, at which I

John A. Cooper was host, also ph
a part in bringing harmony,
the session which followed
Council quickly took shape.

Distributor reps, appointed i

Louis Rosenfeld of Columbia, Hi
L. Nathanson of Regal, P. J.

Loghlin of 20th-Fox. For inde
dent exhibitors, Henry Falk, '<

Walton and Barnett Laxter t

named with B. C. Salamis of ]\

treal representing both chain
unaffiliated theaters of Que
Stein and Clarence Robson
Odeon Theaters were named for
circuits.

Decision to name nine for
Council was reached after a c

gation had visited James Ste^

and R. G. McMullen of the Gov|
ment board who suggested
number as appropriate for rec

mendations from the industry. C
noint of contention during the
days was position of theater c

ers who were all'ed with chain
partners, but, this situation
finally clarified in the generous
ture by Fitzgibbons in offering

withdraw his company represe
tive.

Freedlev in Hollvwood
On "Let's Face It" Deal

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM D.>

Hollywood— With Warners
Paramount both reported intei

ed, Vinton Freedley is here to
'

cuss a film deal for "Let's Face
controlled by the F-S-K C
Twentieth-Fox is disputing oW
ship of the film rights to the r
ical now at the Imperial,

'

York, contending it owns "Cr
Snatchers," dramatic piece on w
the present show is based.

Arnold Subs for Hickok

Syracuse, N. Y.—With Ha:
Hickok, film critic of the Her
Journal and Herald-American,
in the Army's olive drab, Bob
nold has taken over the desk.

Trailer to Appeal
For Blood Donor:

Montreal—The Canadian Red Cro<

SDciety, continuing to seek furthe

blood donors, plans to take its appe;

to theater screens. A special tra'le

wss made fo r the purpose by Assoc!

ated Screen News.
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ARIATION OF POLICY SEEN IN AID POLL

\ Drafts 10-Point Theater Conservation Plan
^Editorial.

Essentiality
. . . object lesson

E= By CHESTER B. BAHN =
! issue of the industry's essentiality to

ae war effort having been raised in

in Congressional quarters—the identical

ers, indeed, wherein the "war monger-

witch hunt was centered in the pre-

Harbor period— it might be well this

iy morn to examine the viewpoint and

'ience of those democracies most close-

iied with us in World War II.

a matter of fact, overnight develop-

s tip the British and Canadian attitude

imistakable fashion. The reference is

he official attention and co-operation

l the multiple world premiere of War-

"Captains of the Clouds" in this

]
in Ottawa, in Toronto, in Vancouver,

ondon and in Cairo.

* -AT the feature was produced indeed,

leflects Canadian appreciation of the

nnal role of the motion picture in the

mon cause. When the picture was be-

filmed last Summer on Canada's flying

s with the co-operation of the Royal

adian Air Force, the Dominion had been

var with Germany and Italy for about

years. Obviously, the Dominion Gov-

nent would not have sanctioned the

ner production, much less have aided

narerially in its making, had it had even

ngle doubt as to the screen's war-time

ntiality.

o be sure, the story happens to be a

i of the gallant R.C.A.F., but it is 100 per

t entertainment in puTpose^-and, in

ing, it might be said that the purpose

chieved 100 per cent as well. If there

benefits of a stimulating nature accruing

the Air Force, as there may be, they

incidental and most certainly secondary.

•fficial attention centered upon the mul-

e premiere speaks for itself. Were the

ion picture merely a non-essential com-

lity, for instance, it is safe to say that

picture's New York opening would not

e attracted some 200 men of the

.A.F., including two air marshals, among
;rs. If you opine to the contrary, you

ply are unfamiliar with the strict military

illations, in effect when a country, is at

JRTHER bearing upon the screen's vital

role today, there is the lesson which the
(.Continued on Page 2)

Similar Plans Being Set

For Both Exchanges and
Studios as War Measure

Ten-point theater program for the

conservation and salvage of mate-
rials vital for defense has been for-

mulated by the IATSE and will be

printed and distributed to every IA
projectionist, maintenance man and
stage hand in the U. S., it was an-
nounced last night by Richard
Walsh, IA prexy. Booth men will

be instructed to hang the code in all

projection rooms.
Program results from conferences

(Continued on Page 4)

Ascap Members Said

Checking Neb. Houses

Lincoln, Neb. — This may be a

short month on the calendar, but it's

a long one for music users who are

worrying when and where released

Ascap members are going to pounce
in their test suits promised for the

middle of this month.
It seems the Ascap fraternity, not

(Continued on Page 2)

Compulsory Free Parking
Ordinance In Youngstown

Youngstown, O. — City council

will hold a public hearing March 2

on a proposed ordinance requiring
theaters to provide free parking

(Continued on Page 2)

Cuban Trade Code
Ends 5 Cent Admlsh
Havana (By Air Mail)—New sec-

tions of the fair trade practice code

set up by both distribs. and exhibi-

tors here calls for increase in ad-

mission price and abolition of the

five-cent admission price. Top scale

for first-runs is now 50 cents.

Flood of Clearance

Cases Seen in N. 0.

New Orleans—An arbitration de-

cision which is expected to bring out
an avalanche of complaints for re-

duction of clearance now granted to

the 22 houses of the United Thea+er
Circuit has been rendered by Philip
E. James, arbitrator.

The Ashton Theater, an inde-
pendent house, filed a comnlaint
against the clearance allowed
United's Poplar Theater which has
60 days over the Ashton. James

(Continued on Page 4)

Tri-States Will Test

"War Time" Schedules

Des Moines, la.—Tri-States The-
ater Corp., of Des Moines, will make
a six or eight weeks' study of oper-
ation under the new War Time sched-
ule before determining any changes,
it was announced by G. Ralph Bran-

(Continued on Page 4)

Exhibs. Using Phone to Book
Tire Restrictions Cut Trips to Exchanges

Burroughs Animated Film
Said to Use New Principle

West Coast Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Jesse Goldburg, vet-

eran [indie producer, is reported to

have left for New York to negotiate

for a major release on an animated
Technicolor feature and serial he is

(Continued on Page 2)

Exhibitors are making fewer
trips to their exchange centers and,

instead, are doing their bookings by
telephone. Reports from the field

indicate that tire restrictions have
cut down materially the usual vis-

its by theater owners.
Spots where bookers have noticed

a sharp decline in personal visits

include Atlanta, New Haven, Cleve-
i land, Kansas City and Dallas,

1 _d

Forcing of Shorts

Still Practiced, AID
Indie Survey Contends

Variations in sales policies of all

companies indicate that there is no
rigid national sales policy to which
the distributors adhere, according to
the report of Allied Information De-
partment (AID) for the four weeks
ended Jan. 9. The AID report is

based on a survey among indepen-
dent exhibitors in 20 exchange cen-
ters.

Comments made by exhibitors
who responded to the survey reveal
that selling under the consent decree
is an extremely unpopular system,

(Continued on Page 4)

Hall Walsh lo Head

WB Prairie District

Hall Walsh, formerly St. Louis
branch manager, takes over the
newly created Prairie District re-

sulting from a realignment of the
midwest district, Ben Kalmenson,

(Continued on Page 2)

Havana Exhibs. Ask No
Air Raid Test on Sunday

Havana (By Air Mail)—Local ex-
hibitors have appealed to the Gov-
ernment to select a day other than

(Continued on Page 2)

"Wild Wind" to Bow
March 19 on Coast

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — World premiere of

Cecil B. De Mille's "Reap the Wild
Wind" will be held Mar. 19 at the

Hollywood Paramount, the rebuilt El

Capitan, it was announced by Para-

mount yesterday. Premiere also will

mark the house's formal opening.

Part of the proceeds will go to the

Navy Relief Society. Gala bow will

be the first of its kind within the

framework of the Coast's wartime

restrictions.
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(Wednesday, Feb. 11)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Low Close

6% 6V8 -
6 6

Nef
Chg.

Va

High
Am. Seat 6%
Col. Picts. vtc. (2/2%) 6'/8
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.... 8V2 8'/2 8y2
East. Kodak 132]/2 132 132 — i/4
do pfd
Cen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc 39 385/8 387/8 — Va
do pfd
Paramount 14% 14Vss WVs
Fara. 1st pfd.. . . ; . . 109% 109% 109% — 4%
Para. 2nd pfd
RKO 2V4 23^ 23,4

RKO $6 pfd
8'/2 83/8 83/8

5
69

5V4 + %74+5

20th Century-Fox . .

.

20th Century-Fox pfd.
Warner Bros 5-1/4

do pfd 74

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Loew's deb. 3V2S46
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. deb. 4s56.100'/4 100y4 100V4 + Va
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 96% 96V2 96V2 + %

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Moncgram Picts

Radio-Keith cvs % % %
Sonotone Corp
Trans-Lux % 9-16 9-16— %

Havana Exhibs. Ask No
Air Raid Test on Sunday

(Continued from Page 1)

Sunday for tests of the air raid
warning system just completed. Se-
lection of Sunday, announced by
civilian defense officials, means a
nose dive fo rbiz on the one day that
theatres get sizeable crowds, it is

pointed out.

To Re-Issue "Last Frontier"
Mort Sackett, president of Guar-

anteed Pictures Co., Inc., announces
acquisition of world's rights to
the RKO serial, "The Last Fron-
tier," featuring Lon Chaney, Jr.
Guaranteed will re-issue nationally
through its affiliated independent
exchanges.

Essentiality
. . . object lesson

(Continued from Page 1

)

British early learned—that entertainment is

a practical wartime necessity. Without en-

tertainment, morale of fighter and civilian

alike bogs down under hammering blows

dealt by extremely harsh realities. The
comedy, romance and music provided through

the medium of the motion picture assures

needed escapism. Thus, the British have

seen to it that their cinemas remain open.

And the extent that Britons have relied

upon the motion picture for escapism is

graphically indicated by the increase in

United Kingdom cinema attendance during

the war, despite the fact fewer theaters

are operating and many of those open have

shorter operating hours.

Burroughs Animated Film
Said to Use New Principle

(Continued from Page 1)

olanning in association with Edgar
Rice Burroughs.
Animated feature and serial is

based on Burrough's book, "The
Land that Time Forgot." It is un-
derstood Burroughs has acquired
rights to new patented device for
making animated subjects.

New cartoon-making device is

supposed to eliminate jerky move-
ments through manipulation of va-
rious lights and drawings are made
on special plastic material instead
of celluloid.

Idea is to show animated feature
which Burroughs is preparing in

first-runs and revamp film as serial

for other situations.

Publicity Men to Study
Avoiding Conflicting Dates

Avoidance of scheduling industry
activities on conflicting dates was
one of the subjects discussed Wed-
nesday by the Committee of New
York Advertising and Publicity Di-
rectors. The weekly meeting was
conducted by David Lipton in the
absence of Robert M. Gillham,
chairman of the committee.
One plan which the committee de-

cided would be helpful in co-onerat-
ing with the activities of the United
Motion Picture Industry called for
each company to notify the commit-
tee's secretary as to press func-
tions, screenings and other events
so that no two events will be slated
for the same time and day.
No action was taken on the selec-

tion of an executive secretary.

Hall Walsh Will Head
Warner Prairie District

(Continued from Page 1)

Warner Bros, general sales manager,
announced yesterday.
Rud Lorenz, midwest district man-

ager, will supervise Chicago, In-
dianapolis, Milwaukee and Minneap-
olis. Walsh's territory encompasses
Omaha, Kansas City, Des Moines
and St. Louis with headquarters in

the latter city.

Ascap Members Said

Checking Neb. Houses

(Continued from Page 1)

as a society, but as individual mem-
bers is out to prove that the Nebras-
ka anti-Ascap law does nothing but
schedule the devices by which a copy-
right owner can conduct policing of

his stuff in Nebraska, but still does
not supersede the national copyright
law in that each playing of a piece
without permission constitutes an
infringement.

The Ascap people have checked
theaters, ballrooms, radio stations,

and hotels, it is said, and on the
basis of each finding of Ascap music
use, will file a suit for $250 on each
separate count.

For a movie house, over a period
of several weeks, this can mean a
money figure well up in the thou-
sands of dollars. About 40 or 50
pieces of Ascap music in a hotel or
ballroom, which is easy for an eve-
ning, would make the suit amounts
soar.

The theater is very much in the

trap, so the exhibitors are finding

out as they study their film con-
tracts. These agreements, they find,

carry plainly that the music used in

the films is not covered by the con-
tract, and arrangements for public
performance for profit must be made
elsewhere with the copyright owners.
It was on this basis that the old-time
blanket licenses were issued at so
much per seat.

Since the Nebraska law was
passed, no payments to Ascap were
permitted, and thus, many of the
theaters have been running without
permission, and are vulnerable under
this Federal copyright law tack being
taken.

Foreign Publicity Men
Form WAC Extension

Foreign publicity directors of the

eight major companies on Wednes-
day organized as an extension of

the War Activities Committee, Mo-
tion Picture Industry. They will

work closely with Col. William J.

Donovan, co-ordinator of informa-
tion, and the Rockefeller committee
on cultural and commei'cial relations

with Latin America.
Attending the meeting were Mon-

roe Greenthal, Ken Clark, Charles
Reed Jones and Charles E. McCar-
thy.

Stuber an Eastman V.-P.;

Declare $1.50 on Common
Rochester, N. Y.—Eastman Ko-

dak Company directors yesterday
elected Adolph Stuber a vice-presi-

dent and Thomas J. McCarrick an
assistant comptroller, and declared
a $1.50 quarterly dividend on the
companv's common stock,

dividend on the preferred, amounting
to $1.50 a share, also was voted by
the board.

COfllinG and GOIIHJ

WILLIAM F. RODGERS has returned fr

Chicago.

BILL HEINEMAN. Universale assistant sa

manager, and JULES LAPIDUS, Eastern distr

manager, return from Boston over the week-e

H. M. RICHEY returns from Florida Mond

NAT LEVY, captain of the Ned Depinet Dri

and HARRY MICHALSON, short subjects sa

,

manager, leave tomorrow for a tour of , I

RKO exchanges. I

NORMAN ELSON, general manager of Trai

Lux. returns from Boston Monday.

HENRY NEEDLES, Hartford Warner thea
district manager, is just back from a Flor

vacation.

NEIL WELTY, manager of the Palace, Sta
ford, is planning a Texas vacation and visit

his family.

Compulsory Free Parkinc
Ordinance in Youngstow

(Continued from Page 1)

space for patrons. The measure w
apply to all theaters opened th

year and thereafter. The bill spec
ties that for every 10 seats of c

pacity, the theater must provide 2(

square feet of parking area with
500 feet of the theater.

NEW yCEK
THEATERS

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
50th St. & 6th Ave.

SPENCER TRACY : KATHARINE HEPBURN

"WOMAN OF THE YEAR"
Directed by Geo. Stevens : An M-G-M Picture

ON STAGE: "WORDS AND MUSIC" BY COLE
PORTER—Leonidoff's colorful tune-filled revue.
Symphony Orchestra, direction of Erno Rapee.

1st Mezzanine Seats Reserved : : Circle 6-4600

f\
JOEL McCREA • VERONICA LAKEf

/tfPCRSOM

GLENN MILLER
PARAMOUNT

TYRONE POWER
"SON OF FURY"

WITH
Gene Tierney

A 20th Century-Fox Picture

PLUS A BIG DAW 7tf> AVENUE
STAGE SHOW K VA I 50th STREET

ecu B'WAY &
47th Stv

10 times funnier on the screen!

OLSEN & JOHNSON

"HELLZAPOPPIN"
plus

"OBLIGING YOUNG LADY"
Joan Carroll—Edmond O'Brien
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"FILM OF THE YEAR—The
perfect picture." -Mortimer, MIRROR

"Screamingly funny . . . leaves

audience weak from laughter."

—Cameron, NEWS

"SUPERB. FILM OF THE
YEAR." — Boehnel, WORLD-TELE.

"Into a gloomy world comes a

bright spot, a picture called

'Woman of the Year'."

— Creelman, SUN

"One of the best pictures of the

year, irresistibly entertaining."

— Barnes, HER. TRIB.

"The first honest-to-God Number
1, Class A smash of 1942."

-Mishkin, TELEGRAPH

" The movie comedy of the year.

"

—McManus, PM

"For the first time in months, this

spectator feels like tossing his hat

into the air." _ Crowther, TIMES

"Sure to be one of the pictures of

the year." _pelswick, JOURN.-AMER.
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Variation of Policy

Seen in AID Poll

(Continued from Page 1)

claims being made that the so-called

Big Five are asking 15 per cent to

20 per cent more for product than
they did during the previous season.
Report further shows that the high-
est percentage of unfavorable com-
ment was directed to the companies
which stood lowest in sales. Forcing
of shorts with features remains a
common practice, according to the
survey.
Among the non-consenting com-

panies, the report shows that 40.5
per cent of polled exhibitors paid the
same price for product this season
as they did for 1940-41 pictures;
14 per cent paid more, 13 5 per cent
paid less and 32 per cent did not
answer the question.

Other data included in the report
are as follows:

All consenting companies, in some
measure, are still insisting upon
guarantees where pictures are
played on preferred time; among
the non-consenting companies, 65
per cent of the deals were selective
as against 35 per cent sold in full

blocks; among the same companies,
72 per cent of the total number of
closed deals were bought all flat and
28 per cent were bought part flat

and percentage; the vast majority
of pictures sold on percentage were
in the 35 per cent bracket.
Comments on the non-consenting

companies allegedly reveal the ex-
hibitors' feeling that these compa-
nies are taking advantage of the
sales situation created by the con-
sent decree.

4A's Congratulates SAG
On Deferment Attitude

Hollywood — Screen Actors Guild
has received a telegram from Presi-
dent Frank Gillmore of 4A's prais-
ing it for rejecting Brigadier Gen-
eral Hershey's draft deferment rul-
ing as it pertains to Hollywood ac-
tors.

FEBRUARY 13
Howard Bretherton John Wray

Tom Gerery Dorothy Mathews
FEBRUARY 14

Stuart Erwin Marcia Harris

Florence Rice Wm. R. Swigart
Fred Scott Michael D. Farley

FEBRUARY 15
John Barrymore A. H. Halprin
Howard Higgins Lou Ostrow
William Janney Hugh Wedlock, Jr.

I. E. Chadwick Benjamin Listengart

• C • BROADWAY, as well as New York generally, got one of

the thrills of its existence last night as the House of Warner and the

Royal Canadian Air Force merged to world-premiere "Captains of the

Clouds" at the Strand Not only did this much-heralded picture

prove a rousing affair, but so, too, the brilliant program which sur-

rounded its official bow Down from Canada on Wednesday evening

came the magnificent Precision Drill Squadron of the R.C.A.F., its Cen-

tral Band, and Air Marshals L. S. Breadner, Chief of Staff, and W. A.

"Billy" Bishop, that air force's top ace of World War No. 1, and now
sparkplugging the aerial war effort up Ottawa way The latter

presented to Mayor LaGuardia yesterday, on behalf of the visitors, an
official R.C.A.F. ensign in recognition of our Fiorello's unceasing efforts

in the interests of Canadian-U. S. unity, and the Precision Squad staged

a sensational drill at City Hall, after visiting the Eternal Light in Madison

Square At 1 p.m. a gala luncheon was held at the Waldorf-Astoria,

at which Canadian representatives discussed the British Commonwealth
Air Training Plan Among the guests were Hon. Leighton McCarthy,

Canadian Minister in Washington; Marshals Breadner and Bishop; S. L.

de Carteret, Deputy Minister of National Defense for Air; Air Commodore

J. A. Scully; Wing Commander W. R. MacBrien; General Robert Olds,

of the TJ. S. Ferry Command; Major Albert Warner, of Warner Bros.;

Lowell Thomas; and General Martin F. Scanlon, chief of military in-

telligence for the air corps, representing General H. H. Arnold, head of

the U. S. Air Corps

T T T
• • • HERE was a premiere and program which was fashioned

in the very finest Warner spirit, and it will go down in film history

Space precludes the full details of the magnificent patriotic fete

Box offices the nation o'er will feel its beneficial repercussions

And so will the war effort of the United Nations!

Tri-States Will Test

"War Time" Schedules

(Continued from Page 1)

ton, general manager, following a
conference with the company's dis-

trict managers.

Branton said the theaters would
ride along on regular schedules dur-
ing the period during which a study
will be made of the public reaction,
whether the public wants late shows,
whether bargain prices will be nec-
essary during certain hours to
counteract the effect of the fast
time.

"We'll find out from practical ob-
servation whether a man finishing
up 18 holes of golf at 9:45 will take
a shower and drop in at the theater,"
Branton said.

Flood of Clearance
Cases Seen in N'Orleans

(Continued from Page 1)

held that the 60-day clearance was
unreasonable and ordered a reduc-

tion to a maximum of 10 days.

Decision is regarded as the most
important handed down since the

start of the arbitration system.

Defer Hearing on Writ
To Block Panorams Levy

Harrisburg, Pa.—Hearing in the
injunction proceedings started by
the Harrisburg Soundies, Inc., dis-

tributors of Panorams against the
Pennsylvania Liquor Control Board,
scheduled this week in Dauphin
County Court, has been continued
until Feb. 24.

The Liquor Control Board ruled
that amusement permits must be
obtained by beer and liquor retailers
who install the film slot machines'
in licensed premises, contending
that the machines which have small
screen motion picture action of or-
chestras playing music, are motion
pictures prohibited under the Liquor
Act.

East, West Publicity Men
Plan Full Co-operation

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—At a meeting attend-

ed by members of studio publicity
directors committee and Bob Gill-

ham, chairman of home office pub-
licity directors' committee, plans
were laid for complete co-ordination
and co - operation between both
groups in all phases of their work.

IA Drafts 10-Poinf

Conservation Plan

(Continued from Page 1)

held by IA execs, with the War Ac
tivities Committee, with W. P. Raou"
acting for the IA and Si Fabia
heading the subcommittee of indus!
try technical experts. Similar pr{
grams are being evolved for bo1
exchanges and studios.

The 10-point program follows:

1—K e e p your projection
rooms and equipment clean. Dirt
causes wear and tear.

2—Lubricate properly all

equipment. Follow the manu-
facturer's instructions.

3—Make ONLY necessary re-
placements to conserve spare
parts.

4—Burn carbons at minimum
current specified by the manu-
facturer. Use carbon savers
where available.

5—Clean lenses of optical sys-
tems with soft tissue and pro-
tect condensers and reflectors.

6—Service regularly all elec-

tric current distribution points,

such as: motors, generators, bus
bars, fuses, switches, resistors
and condensers.

7—Allow sufficient warming-
up period for all vacuum tubes.
Burn tubes at specified ratings
of equipment manufacturers.

8—Inspect, thread and rewind
film very carefully — keep it

clean.
9—Handle reels and film con-

tainers with care—these cannot
be replaced.

10—DO NOT THROW ANY-
THING AWAY.
KEEP all worn-out parts and

metal coated carbon stubs; col-

lect copper and other carbon
drippings. Keep all burned-out
or broken vacuum tubes and in-

candescent lamps. You will re-

ceive instructions as to the
proper disposal of this salvaged
material.

Industry's sub-committee in addition
Fabian embraced Arthur Mayer, Donald Tui
er, Elmer Wilschke and A. L. Rubinstei I

Altec Corp., Henry Heidegger and C. F. Ale
ander, International Projector Corp. ; W
liam L. Jones and Adolph Goodman, RCj
Charles Horstmann, RKO ; Lester Isaacs a:

L

Herman Moscowitz, Loew's Theaters; Har
Rubin, Paramount ; J. A. Hammond and
A. Williford, National Carbon; Don Hyri
man, Eastman Kodak Co.; Frank Cahill, W;
ner Bros, and Samuel Rosen, Fabian Theater

Ed Myers and Joe Gabel
Michigan Exhibitors, Dead

Detroit—Operators at two subu
ban houses are dead. Edward Myer
operator at the Fordson Theater i

Dearborn, died suddenly, followir

a heart attack.
Joseph Gabel, Sr., operator at tl

RKO Uptown Theater in Highlar
Park, died after a prolonged illnes

His widow and one son, Joseph, Jt

who is operator at the Pastin
Theater in Hamtramck, survive.
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HOW TO MEET BLACKOUTS AND AIR RAIDS

'V'lChairs Assure Continued Seating Flow
)esigns by Leading Mfrs.

Greatly Conserve Metals;

Shortage Rumors Spiked

Survey of the theater chair man-
facturing field, and of stocks avail-

ble for the nation's theaters to

raw upon currently and in the

jreseeable future, shows how ex-

aggerated have been reports recent-

/ anent the seating situation.

The checkup distinctly reveals

nree facts which controvert the

lleged "famine" of chairs purchas-
>ble by exhibition outlets:

(1) A trio of leading manufactu-
res has received the green light

rom the War Production Board, en-
(Continucd on Pane 8)

uorescent Carpet

toon In Blackout

JSAirCo Units Selected
For the Durand Theat.

Perhaps tomorrow night, theaters

n certain parts of the United States
vill be subject to blackouts. A
>lackout, in itself, will not affect

he interior lighting of the theater,

>ut it will certainly put a zero
•eiling upon outside illumination,
vlarquee lights will be completely
ixtinguished, and the cashier will

(Continued on Page 8)

Minneapolis—Frosch Theater Sup-
ply Co. here reports accelerated
business continuing in this territory
•vith numerous sales effected by the
irganization.

USAirCo units have gone into

iDickerman & Guttman's Durand,
Wis., as well as Air-Loc chairs, RCA

(.Continued on Paqe 8)

One Safe "Front"
Detroit—Manager Joe La Rose of

the local Eastown Theater is equip-

ping the house for total blackout of

all lighting by painting all poster and
other frames in front of the house
with radium paint. This, it is ex-

plained, will be visible in total dark-

ness, and patrons and others would
be enabled to avoid injury by run-

ning into them.

For Safety In The Dark

An installation of Alexander Smith fluorescent carpet in the Waikiki Theater, Honolulu,

Hawaii. The usherette is wearing a uniform of fluorescent material which also glows

in the dark.

Plain Talk About Equipment
By GEORGE H. MORRIS

Equipment Editor,

THIS week is an historic and vital one to

' filmland,—historic because there has

been enunciated at its outset the principle

that our industry is an essential one, in

certain instances, both to the general pub-
lic welfare and to the war production ef-

fort; and vital because it places upon every

branch of the motion picture business a

very great responsibility. Along with this

responsibility goes quite naturally the

thought expressed by George J. Schaefer,

filmland's War Activities Committee chair-

man, that the pronouncement by the Gov-
ernment of the essential nature of our in-

dustry should encourage every person in it

to feel that he or she is doing a necessary

job and sharing in the drive for total vic-

tory.

Although the official citation of film-

land's vital role emerged in connection with

clarification of the Selective Service status

of certain individuals "who cannot be re-

placed because of the shortage of persons

of their qualifications and skill, and whose
removal would cause a serious loss of ef-

fectiveness,"—and may therefore be de-

The Film Daily

ferred at the request of Hollywood studios,

—there is the basic principle which under-

lies this: FILMLAND ITSELF IS ESSEN-
TIAL.

THIS is of tremendous import to the en-

' tire equipment field, for it is only reason-

able to assume that the component chan-

nels of manufacture and supply, along with

the theaters they serve, are essential. For

some time this attitude has been apparent

in Government circles, for otherwise how
could film programs, and all they mean to

the maintenance of public morale and the

widespread imparting of information, be

achieved in this greatest crisis of our his-

tory?

When the actual status of the equipment
field itself is proclaimed, it will come to

those most conversant with the situation

as an "expected climax." But even in the

meanwhile we know where we stand. Every

segment of the equipment and theater realm

must play Pythias to the Government's

Damon. It must be a 100 per cent, all-out

(.Continued on Page 6)

Precautionary Measures
Based on British Experi-

ence to Guide Theater Men
Editor's Note: Charles Raymond,

Great Lakes division manuger of Loew's
Theaters, who compiled this summary
for the guidance of theater personnel in

meeting blackout and air raid precau-
tions, drew upon his personal experi-

ences and observations in England. Ray-
mond, formerly general manager of
Metro's British theaters, wus in London
when the capital was pounded by the

Nazi aerial blitz.

By CHARLES RAYMOND
Written expressly for THE FILM

DAILY Equipment News Section.

1. It is absolutely imperative that
the manager or assistant be on duty
at all times, to assume the respon-
sibility of handling an audience, in

(Continued on Page 10)

NTS Has Varied Line

Of Blackout Aids

Ample provision for theater black-
outs and other emergencies caused
by air raids has been made by Na-
tional Theater Supply Company in

its new line of blackout and emerg-
ency equipment.
Topping the list is a group of

radium-activated signs, signs for
box-office use during blackouts,

(Continued on Page 8)

Coast Houses Placing
Numerous New Orders

Los Angeles—Don McLaren, man-
ager of the John P. Filbert Co.,

local theater supply organization,
reports that Air-Loc chairs with
Naugahyde covers; an RCA screen,

(Continued on Page 8)

"V" Is Given Free
Chicago—According to a leading

ticket printer, more than 100,000,000

tickets are printed and used each

week by the theaters of the coun-

try. The Ansell Simplex Ticket or-

ganization is currently imprinting

"V" for Victory on theater tickets,

without charge for the imprint.
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Trade Shows Interest

In Plastic Photo Bulb

PLAIN TALK
. . . about equipment

(Continued from Page 5)

and unflaggingly loyal partnership aimed at

winning this war decisively.

What are our immediate objectives?

First, neither the Government nor ourselves

can do the job ahead via independent
thought or action. On our side, we must
keep our film agreements with Uncle Sam,
—namely to bring his films to the public

through our theater outlets, and provide en-

tertainment which we ourselves have made,
and continue to make, in order to keep
America in mental and physical condition

to feed the flames of the war effort.

SECONDLY, we must recognize that with-

out film there can be no film business.

Film raw stock is Exhibit "A" for us to

keep rolling. Every other consideration

hinges on this. If we keep up the supply

of film, our other needs and aims will be

easier of achievement.

Thirdly, we must not fall prey to all sorts

of idle gossip and rumor, for to do so is

to propagate confusion, and, among the

less stolid of us, panic. Since the outbreak

of hostilities in the Pacific,—and indeed

during the pre-Pearl Harbor, national de-

fense-girding days,—there has been all sorts

of loose talk about what materials and sup-

plies were going to be, or are now, avail-

able. Even dogmatic bulletins have come
bobbing along from time to time, their

authors being perfectly well-meaning folks,

but nevertheless disseminating information

which was and still is highly inaccurate. So

let's keep our shirts on and have confidence

in the judicious dealings of our Uncle Sam.

WE do not propose to ask the Govern-

ment for such materials as are needed

urgently to win the good fight. And there

is no indication whatever that the Govern-

ment is going to leave filmland without the

necessary means to do its job.

There is only one thing mutually indis-

pensable for us and our Government-partner

to carry on. It is not of the "material"

world, yet it must be the one great priority

of our partnership. It is FAITH.

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Filmland's still

cameramen, and commercial photog-
raphers generally, will benefit from
a new photoflash bulb made from
synthetic plastic instead of glass,

and which is said to give a more
intense light for taking pictures
than the conventional lamp having
a glass bulb. A patent on the new
plastic bulb has been awarded to

Michael J. Neumann de Margitta of
New York City.

Should the bulb accidentally ex-
plode, it would be harmless, it is

said, since there would be no flying

glass. Another feature is the ability

of the plastic bulb to withstand
shocks. Thus it requires no special

packaging. Because it gives such
a brilliant light, the bulb is much
smaller than glass bulbed photo-
flash lamps.
The new lamp is made from trans-

lucent flexiblbe cellulose acetate, a
synthetic plastic. The bulb is filled

with the usual flash-producing metal
foil. Oxygen under pressure is in-

jected. This acts to cause the
flash-producing metals to burn
with greater intensity.

The patent is assigned to the
Westinghouse Electric and Manu-
facturing Company, East Pittsburgh,
Pa.

93 Tri-States Theaters
Renew RCA Service Pact

(lent&U—
A FULL line of modern

equipment together with
a staff of trained men to

handle any job large or small

anytime, anywhere. Genera-
tor trucks, searchlights and
floodlights, for premierei and
general tighting activities.

Let Lit Enlighten You an
Your Llghtlfli Problems

CHARLES ROSS Inc.

833 W. Bind St.. Nov York City

Toloskenos: Clrol* C M76-S47I

Continuation of RCA sound service

and the furnishing of parts and
tubes to the 93 theaters of the Tri-

States Theater Corp. and Central
States Theater Corp. of Des Moines
has been assured under the terms of

a new contract just signed.

The pact marks the start of the
fourth year of RCA service to the
groups of theaters, according to W.
L. Jones, RCA national service man-
ager. The negotiations were con-

ducted by Myron Blank for the thea-
ter companies and George Sandore,
RCA district service manager. The
houses are located in Iowa, Illinois

and Nebraska.

Makes Equi. Shift

West Farmington, O. — DeWitt
Davis, who operated a theater at

Windham, 0., near Garrettsville for

a short period, has closed the house
and moved the equipment to a the-

ater in this town.

I
Ahuays

Dependable

MOTIOGRAPH
PROJECTORS

See Your Independent Theatre

Supply Dealer for Full Information

Pittsburgh's New Harris
Is Nearing Completion

Pittsburgh — The new theater
which will replace the Harris Amuse-
ment Co.'s Alvin Theater, which was
so badly damaged when the roof
caved in last Spring that it had to

be practically completely rebuilt, is

expected to reopen late this month
or in early March.
The seating capacity has been in-

creased to 2,500, and the house has
been renamed the J. P. Harris The-
ater in honor of the founder of the
first nickelodeon and the Harris
Amusement Co.
The new theater is a brilliantly-

designed structure by John and Drew
Eberson, prominent film theater
architects, of New York City.

"U" Is Now Remodeling
Its H.O. Projection Room

Universal is currently and com-
pletely remodeling its home office

projection room, and the job is

scheduled for completion by March
1, the company announces.
Seating capacity is being increased

from 45 to 66, and the new arrange-
ment of chairs will consist of 60 de
luxe loge chairs, plus 6 oversize up-
holstered chairs on graduated ele-

vated concrete platforms.
Other improvements are as

follows: rear wall covered with
Perforated Transite Acoustical treat-

ment; improved ventilating and
heating system; new and indirect
lighting system; entire floor car-

peted; new screen; new screen
draperies; and entire room repainted.

Wayne Being Improved
Cincinnati -— A. Christian is re-

modeling and enlarging his Wayne
Theater at Montecello and installing

100 additional seats.

^HTOXTCt..

TOSSR&& First In theatre
.cooling with over

8,000 Installations.

UNITED STATES AIR CONDITIONING CORP.

Northwestern Terminal • Minneapolis, Minn.

COminC and G0IHG

H. J. McKINNEY, Boston; WILLIAM J. HU
CHINS, New Haven; ROY P. ROSSER, JR., /

bany; HARRY BLUMBERG, Philadelphia- N.
HAEFELE, Baltimore; and JOHN CURRIE. ij
sisrant manager, Pittsburgh, have returned
their respective posts following a one-d
regional meeting of NTS branch managers he
in New York this week and presided over
WALTER E. GREEN, company's president.

HARRY STRONG, head of Strong Electric a
has returned to his headquarters in ToleT
after a business trip to New York this week.

E. J. VALLEN, president of Vallen. Inc., v.

in New York this week for conferences and h

returned to Akron, O.

JOE HORNSTEIN, head of Joe Hornstein, In.

theater supply dealers, left New York at mi
week for a brief vacation in Florida.

To Rebuild Theater
Nashville, Tenn.— The Prince;

Theater at Hopkinsville, Ky., whic
was destroyed by fire on January
will be rebuilt as soon as possib
provided priorities effected materi;
can be secured, according to officia

of Crescent Amusement Co., wr.

owned and operated the house. Lo;
of the theater is estimated at $38,00
but a house costing more money ma
be built.

VOICE OF
THE PEOPLE
MOLLIFIES HER TEMPER

Chicago, Oct. 15—1 think we should coi
gratulate the three gentlemen who create
the push-backseats insomeofour theater
They are truly an improvement. I ai

one of the many people who object l

being trampled on and having my ne
hair do messed up by some stumbling ii

considerate. It usually happens when tr

most interesting part of the film is bein
shown. Aside from cursing to myself
doesn't do my disposition or nerves a b
of good. One could have started to tr

theater in a jovial mood, and lo—that pa
ticular thing happening can ruin a who!
evening.

Do you suppose the gentlemen wh
thought of such a novel idea could als
invent a seat that would give a hot foot t

any one who persists in kicking your se;

every time he shifts his feet?

PATRICIA McCOY
Reprintedfrom Oct. 17 Chicago Tribune

When people write the "Voice of
the People" letters like this, it't
time to get the facts about this revo-
lutionary theater seat. Write

Kroehler Mfg. Co., Public Seating Divisio:
1248 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago, IUino

206 Lexington Ave., New York, N. Y.
20 1 3 S. Vermont Ave., Los Angeles, Califoro
24 Golden Gate Avenue, San Francisco, Cali

Standard Theatre Supply Corporation,
78 Broadway, Boston, Massachusetts

Elliott Film Co., 72 Glenwood Avenue,
Minneapolis, Minnesota

L. T. Rockenstein, 3327 Locust St.,

St. Louis, Missouri
(Export) Roy Chandler, 505 Fifth Avenue,

New York, N. Y.

KROEHLER

SEATS
Mads by World's Largest Furniture Manufarturi



NEW "VICTORY" THEATRE CHAIR

SAVES 75% CRITICAL METALS

Made of materials, thoroughly tested and approved by

American Seating Company's Experienced Engineers

The "Victory" Theatre Chair is here

This war-born product saves 75% in

critical metals; but in beauty, comfort, and

durability, it ranks with the best prewar

theatre chairs.

Look it over carefully. Study its design.

Test its comfort. On every point you will

say, "O. K."

By replacing your present obsolete

chairs now you will release many more

pounds of critical metals than we will re-

quire to install modern "Victory" Chairs.

The scrap iron and steel thus made avail-

able will help build planes, ships, guns,

and tanks.

Yes, we'll build them as swiftly as possi-

ble so that you may have new chairs, serve

your patrons, and contribute <£*>£&

to America's Victory Program. sjS^rS
Dual Purpose "Victory" Chair—Dewitt Moore, member of the War Production Board (at left), sits

in the new "Victory" chair, while Julian Brylawski, consultant for the motion picture industry,
and hi. M. Taliaferro, Pres. of the American Seating Co., Grand Rapids, Mich., inspect new chair.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN
World's leader in public seating. Manufacturers of Theatre, School,

Church, Auditorium, Stadium and Transportation Seating

Branch Offices and Distributors in 73 ;
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Fluorescent Carpet

Boon In Blackout

(Continued from Page 5)

probably have only enough micro-

scopic illumination to enable her to

make the correct change.
Consequently, the question arises,

—what of the lobby? How will the

patron find his or her way safely

inside? One logical answer is the

installation of fluorescent carpet

which was introduced some two
years ago by Alexander Smith &
Sons Carpet Co., and is used by
from the air. It is entirely possible

carpet. Fluorescent carpet, when
activated by "black light," glows
underfoot, yet would not be visible

from the air. It is entirely possible

that a special carpeting could be

made which would have directional

lines and arrows of fluorescent car-

pet.

Coast Houses Placing
Numerous New Orders

{Continued from Page 5)

Century Double-Shutter projectors,

Ashkra'ft lamps, and Alexander
Smith & Sons' Crestwood carpet, to-

gether with other items have been

bought by I. C. Hanson's Atlantic,

in North Long Beach, and that Cen-

t u r y Double - Shutter projectors,

Ashkraft lamps and Alexander Smith

& Sons' Crestwood carpet have been
installed in both Fred Levey and Jack

Jarvis' Pan Pacific in Los Angeles,

and Ote Lewis's San Gabriel, San
Gabriel, Calif.

These houses are scheduled for

opening at mid-month, and all are

new projects. The first two are

Class "A" buildings (steel and con-

crete), and the third is Class "B."

The Filbert organization is also in-

stalling Century Double-Shutter

projectors in the Meralto Theater,

Downey, Calif.

USAirCo Units Selected

For the Durand Theat.

(Continued from Page 5)

Magic Screen, Brenkert projection

and lamps, Leedom floor coverings,

and other items; and that Leedom
floor coverings have also been sup-

plied to the same circuit's Alhambra
and Northtown Theaters, both in

Minneapolis.
lived & Snyder have purchased

Air-Loc chairs, Da-Lite screen, Lee-
dom floor coverings, plus additional

equipment, for their Warren in

Backing Uncle Scan
Rochester—More than 6,000 em-

ployes of the Eastman Kodak Co.

have signed the payroll allotment
authorization for the purchase of de-

fense bonds, it was announced by
Eastman officials.

Allen Selects Brenkert
Detroit—Wade Allen has installed

new Brenkert projectors and RCA
screen in the Fine Arts Theater, and
new Brenkert lamps and RCA screen

in his Arcade Theater.

"V" Chairs Bow To Trade

To make the future of theater seating secure, trio of chair manufacturers design metal-

conservation models. Top, Dewitt Moore and Julian Brylawski, of WPB, examine American
Seating Co.'s Victory Chair. At left and right, respectively, are shown the "V" ver-

sions by Heywood-Wakefield, and Ideal Seating Co.

New Chairs Seating Panacea
Their Introduction Hailed by Trade

(Continued from Page S)

abling each to turn out what is gen-
erally described as the "Victory
Chair," whose design and fabrica-
tion permit of striking economies
in steel and other metal parts so
that the Government may be aiding
in prosecuting the war through such
savings of essential materials;

(2) Various distribution agencies
have on hand, in most instances,
chairs which factories turned out
with considerable regularity during
the past few months, and particu-
larly prior to the actual outbreak
of war; and,

(3) Some manufacturers assert
that they themselves are still carry-
ing warehoused stocks of their full

lines.

Details of New Lines

Theatermen who have been per-
turbed by reports of a chair "fa-
mine" will find much relief in the
statement issued by William Gedris,
Ideal Seating Co.'s president. It

will be possible to continue produc-
tion of chairs and still comply with
the governmental program of con-
servation of materials necessary to

our war effort, according to Gedris.
He is substantiating his claim by
announcing development of a new
line of chairs which makes unneces-
sary the use of approximately 80
per cent of those vital materials for-

merly used.

These chairs, which will be mark-
eted as the Ideal "V" Line, are said
by the manufacturer to possess all

of the comfort, durability and at-

tractiveness of their former lines.

Theaters will be offered a wide
choice of constructions, designs,
fabrics and colors, priced within
a wide range.

Heywood-Wakefield Co., of Gard-
ner, Mass., has just brought out
its new Victoria Chair which rep-
resents an impressive saving on

(Continued on Page 11)

NTS Has Varied Line

Of Blackout Aids

(Continued from Page 5)

plastic buttons, Sam Browne bel

for ushers and flexible tubing
mark doors and passage to ea
signs. This radium-activated emer

j

ency material maintains its glcj

.n the dark indefinitely as it da
lot require continuous reactivatia

Jther material in National's ne
ine of blackout equipment inclucj

special emergency lighting plan]

operating from storage batterk
lackout shades and special col

ioods for outdoor use, box-office

exit doors and other locations, ai

mother interesting type of materir
.s a special fierproofing powder dF
signed to extinguish fire bomf.

One pound of this powder is usi
:

in a gallon of water, and as the s

lution does not deteriorate with ei

posure, theater owners will find tb

fireproof powder extremely val»

able in emergencies.
Still other material in National

new blackout line are sets of spf

cial first aid kits varying in si?

from those designed for portable u
in cars to home and office kits, Ji

kits for 10 to 20 persons and larg
kits providing first aid for 50 \

100 persons.
A special feature of these poa

able air raid first aid kits is an of

ficial Red Cross first aid text bo|
containing chapters on dressing
and bandages, wounds, shock, ar'
ficial respiration, poisons and gasej

Anti-Fire Equipment
In the fire-fighting field Natio

al offers special fire extinguishe
of both the acid and soda and tlf

foam type, Indian fire pumps, stit

rup pumps, 6 ft. fire poles, pickhei

type fire axes, 10 qt. flat botto,

regulation type sand or water pai!

complete asbsetos suits consistin
of helmet, gloves, shirt, trousers as
shoes and fire department tyj
smoke and fume masks complej
with cannisters.
While some theater owners haj

already equipped their theaters wij

blackout and emergency materia
many others, according to Natior
al, have made no provision for thej

vital necessities required during a

raids. This comprehensive list

emergency equipment is, therefoi
particularly timely now and wj
help many theater owners in selec

ing their requirements immediate
so that theaters will be complete,
prepared for all emergencies.

Iowa House Reopening
Morning Sun, la.—The Mornir

Sun Theater, dainaged by fire a yea,

ago, has been repaired and rede
orated by E. L. Hann of Panora, wK
formerly operated the house. Tlj

theater will be reopened shortly.

B & L Plant Operating

Rochester—A $46,000 addition
the Glass Plant of Bausch & Lon
Optical Co. has been completed ar

placed in operation.
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Protective Measures Are Listed For Theaters
Glass, Fixtures Dangers;
Alert Attaches Needed;
Sand Has Important Role

(Continued from Page 5)

the event of an air raid warning or

an air raid itself.

2. The preparation of the theater,

in anticipation of an air raid, is also

of extreme importance. First of all,

based on experiences in England, I

think it is advisable to buy as many
bags and as much sand as possible,

because there is sure to be a short-

age of these two materials within a

couple of weeks. After securing

them, I suggest that immediately,

the skylights over the theaters, be

sandbagged, as well as any other

vulnerable parts which present

themselves to the construction de-

partment. It is extremely important
to sandbag completely, all projec-

tion booths located on the roofs of

buildings. This applies in two ways
—not only to projection equipment
but in the event of an air raid, the
logical thing to do is to continue
with the show and the operators in

the booth are entitled to this pro-
tection.

Glass Held Dangerous

3. All windows and glass should
be protected from fragmentation. In
other words, all the glass in doors
and the glass in windows which face
the street in any section of the
building, should have strips of
gummed tape pasted from corner to
corner, on all panes of glass—there-
by protecting it in the event of a
bomb dropping nearby and shatter-
ing the glass. This method will hold
the glass in the frames and prevent
pieces from flying and cutting peo-
ple standing nearby. In the event
skylights are over the audiences,
there should be some wire protection
in these skylights, even though the
glass has been treated as above, for
fragmentation.

Chandeliers Need Protection

4. It is also important to protect
all chandeliers. We were required
in England, to spread wire nets
under chandeliers and large electri-
cal fixtures, to prevent glass or parts
from falling on the audience, in the
event of great concussions from a
large H. E. bomb. It might even be
advisable to remove chandeliers and
large glass fittings for the duration.

5. It can be anticipated that there
are going to be blackouts from time
to time, in every city on both coasts
—these blackouts to go into effect
just as soon as the air raid warning
is heard. In this case, I suggest
that switches are placed near the
front of the house to control the
front lighting of all theaters, so that
at a given signal, the front can be
extinguished completely, in accord-
ance with the stringent regulations
which are sure to be in effect.

G. A man must be assigned to al-

Theaters Eye New Blachout Street Lights
A new type of blackout street lamp, with illumination equivalent to that

produced by the flame of a single candle, has been developed by General Electric

Co. Based on work done by the British, this fixture, when mounted 15 feet

above the street and spaced 100 feet from the next one, produces a spread of

light equivalent to starlight or 1/100 of moonlight. The street lamp is seen by

engineers as a boon to exterior theater illumination during blackouts.

ways be on the alert to listen for an
air raid warning. He should then
proceed to a signal of some descrip-
tion which will notify the manager,
the stage and the booth and the
telephone switchboard, as well as
other strategical parts of the theater,
that the warning has been given.
Smaller theaters of course, are con-
structed so that the doorman is near
enough to the street to give the
warning and can then pass the sig-

nal which can be conveyed to the va-
rious parts of the theater. At the
Emnire in London, a watcher was
stationed on the roof near the pro-
jection booth, listening for a signal
and wh°n th Q air raid warning came,
he notified the switchboard where a
button was pressed, ringing bells in

all the important sections of the
theater—thereby apprising everyone
that the air raid warning had been
sounded. Then, upon the signal be-
ing sounded, the front lights will be
extinguished, the operators will stop
the picture—the electricians bring
up the house lights and footlights,
with a spot if necessary, and the
manager or assistant walks on the
stage and makes an announcement
to the audience, telling them that
the air raid warning has just been
sounded but that it is no assurance
there will be a raid. He tells the
audience that the management in-
tends to continue with the perform-
ance but any persons who wish to
leave the theater and go to their
homes, will be privileged to do so.
On the other hand, the management
states that it is much safer to re-
main inside the theater than be on
the streets during an air raid. He
says, "The performance will now
proceed and immediately the all-

clear is sounded, you will be noti-
fied." The performance will then
proceed in its noi-mal way and when
the all-clear comes, the manager will
once more go on the stage with the
same routine outlined as above, tell-

ing the audience the all-clear has
been sounded. We found that in
England, it was very important to
have plenty of light on the stage
and have the announcement made
personally and not through a public
address system. The appearance of
the individual on the stage gave
the audience an assurance that the
staff was remaining and not running
for shelters.

Close Intake Fans
7. It is important to close the

intake fan and stop the ventilating
plant just as soon as the smoke is

smelled in the auditorium. There is

always a possibility that a fire might
be started by incendiary bombs
nearby and the fans are sucking
smoke into the theater, which ob-

viously has a tendency to create
panic.

8. Theaters with complicated pas-
sageways leading to exits—in the
interest of safety and easy egress
of the audience in the event of fire,

should paint arrows or some indi-

cating device, making it compara-
tively simple for people to get out
of the theater in the event they
want to. At the Empire in London,
10 men from the manager down,
were trained air raid wardens.

9. All theater staffs, especially

the executives, should have a defi-

nite idea in mind as to how to handle
an audience in the event of a panic.

These problems are individual and
are the responsibilities of the man-
ager himself.

Aisle Standees Menace
10. It is dangerous to allow peo-

ple to stand in the aisles and to

crowd too many into the standing
spaces in the back of orchestra or

balcony, if hostilities become seri-

ous.

11. There is no particular objec-
tion to the attendance of children but
there is sometimes a danger in hav-
ing children's matinees, whereby an
air raid warning might cause panic
among them and create a greater
problem for the theater manager in

taking care of the children, than it

would be in handling adults.

12. One of the great dangers of

course, in this war, has been the
incendiary bomb and the danger of

fire. It is first of all, extremely
important to have as many attend-
ants as possible, trained in fire pre-

vention work. In a good many cities,

I believe it is compulsory to have a

fireman stationed in the theater. In

this case, that fireman should con-

centrate on training as many ushers
and various other members of the

staff as possible. The preparation
of the building and the equipment
to fight incendiary bombs is also

extremely important.

Sand Held Asset

I would first suggest, that where
possible, all top floors should be
treated with a layer of sand three
inches thick. The purpose of this

is quite obvious, when one thinks
that the great distance a 14 inch
long incendiary bomb drops, makes
it easy for it to penetrate the roof
and if it has a coating of sand to
drop on, it will burn itself out, with
a possibility of causing no damage.
The equipment necessary should be
under the supervision of a fireman
or one person selected by the man-
ager, to concentrate on the fire ap-
pliances and should consist of the
following, at least:

Stirrup pumps should be placed

Clear Aisles Essential,

And Methods of Handling
Incendiaries Mastered

in all strategic positions (this to b
left to the judgment of the manage i

himself, or the fireman), with tw'
buckets for each pump, both full $
water at all times. There shouli

also be buckets of sand available ii

many important points.

Handling Incendiaries

Long handle shovels and hoes o
rakes to go with each shovel, shouli

also be distributed here and there

.

The purpose of these of course, i

to scoop the incendiary bomb ont
the shovel with the rake or hoe ani

get it into the street, so it can bun
itself out. It must be anticipate
that a fire extinguisher has no effec

whatever on an incendiary bom
and will not extinguish it any mor
than sand will. An incendiary bom
creates its own oxygen and in th

event it is covered with sand, it wil

continue to burn until it has burnei

itself out. If the bomb happens t
be resting on a wooden floor, it wil

burn itself through and drop to th

floor beneath, even though it is com
pletely covered with sand.

The method of extinguishing thes
bombs requires special training am
special equipment—the most import
ant of which is a stirrup pump witl

a crew of three; one to handle th'

30 ft. hose on the pump, to spray th<

bomb in the room which is beinj

ignited—another to work the pump
and the third to keep the bucket ful

of water, from which the pump i

providing water for the man fightini

the bomb.

13. It should be understood onc<

and for all, that no one is safe fron

a direct hit, because a 500 lb. H.E
bomb will penetrate 12 feet of rein

;

forced concrete—15 feet of concrete

and 65 feet of earth. The purposi

of keeping people inside the theate:

in the event of an air raid, is to pre
vent them from being hit by shrap
nel. When an air raid is on, thi

anti-aircraft batteries are pourinj

into the air thousands of shells pe:

minute. As these burst in the air

the shrapnel obviously must conn
down, and if one is in the street an<

a piece of shrapnel comes down fron

30,000 feet in the air and hits tha

person on the head, the result i:

obvious. Certain roofs of course

will not be able to resist large:

pieces of shrapnel dropping fron
great heights.

14. It is hoped that most of the

cities of the country will eventually

establish air raid shelters for th<

purpose of protecting people in th<

streets. When this time comes, the

manager of every theater shoulc

locate the nearest shelters to hii

theater and when he makes his firs

announcement from the stage, in

form the audience where the neares
shelters are located, in the even'

they want to go there.

15. It is very important also, t<

(Continued on Page 11)
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(Continued from Page 10)

Ire at least one member of the
ff trained in first-aid and in the
?nt of casualties, have one per-

i handle the first-aid and no one
<<e. Of course, if moi-

e than one
rson can be trained, it is much to

i advantage of the theater. First

1 is extremely important and
»ny people are inclined to do the
ong thing when they see a wound-
person. I believe the American
d Cross is constantly conducting
st aid classes and there will be no
ficulty in having a person inter-

ted, attend these classes.

16. It must also be realized that

2 theater itself, from a physical
indpoint, is in as much danger
aen it is closed as when open,
lerefore, it is necessary to have
e night crews trained in fire pre-

ntion work and showed how to

erate stirrup pumps and other
uipment necessary, to extinguish
es in the event the manager or

y staff are not on duty.

|17. It is important for all houses
have a good supply of blue lamps
hand, to be used in the lobbies

another circuit in the event of a
ackout. This is extremely import-
t because if a blackout takes place

d all the white lights are killed,

"e front of the theater will be in

ter darkness. In most cases, cer-

in fixtures are on separate circuits

id those fixtures should be lamped
th blue lamps, in the event air-

'lid raids become very prevalent, so

at when the whites are pulled, the

ue circuit will be left burning.
If the manager concentrates on
r raid training which involves the

•e prevention work as well as the

r raid practice and first aid, he
n become an extremely important

I I ember of his particular commun-
y. As a matter of fact, he owes it

his audiences to have every pos-

ble knowledge to protect them, in

e event of hostilities.

& L Employes Aid U. S.

Rochester—Bausch & Lomb Op-
cal Co. employes have boosted De-
mise Bond sales to the $976,000
ark, and workers are predicting

".at they will pass the $1,000,000

^ure shortly.

ii

i

is

;

RuflUuUj, ZcjfUifunent

AS Sole Eastern Distributors, we
carry the full and complete line of

equipment manufactured by:

—

MOLE-RICHARDSON CO.
Hollywood, California

Incomparable Lighting Equipment

Estimates Cheerfully Given

Let Ut Enllahtan Yon on
Your Lighting Problem!

CHARLES ROSS Inc.
333 W. 52nd St.. Now York City

Telephone*: Circle 6-5470-1471

Toronto Prepares
Toronto—A private signal system

for Air Raid Warnings has been de-

veloped for chains and indies here,

with one unit of each of four cir-

cuits appointed as key for sending

emergency calls. Central houses for

circuits are the Tivoli, Paradise,

Hollywood and Victory. Unaffiliated

stands have been divided into six

zones for warning purposes, key

houses being the Embassy, Allenby,

Royce, Guild, Circle and Center.

New "V" Chairs Assure
Continued Seating Flow

(Continued from Page 8)

steel and metal parts. In basic de-

sign and construction, the new cre-

ation parallels in comfort and ap-
pearance any previously fashioned
chair. It merely substitutes ply-

wood for the steel and cast iron, and
is thoroughly adapted to use by
theaters both large and small.

A highly interesting feature of
this Victory Chair is the finish which
has been developed by Heywood-
Wakefield engineers. This finish

duplicates in appearance that of

steel, and is asserted to be cor-

respondingly durable.

WPB Gives Approval

A new type of theater chair that
makes a dual contribution to the
nation's pool of metal has won the
approbation of executives of the
War Production Board, according
to an announcement from Washing-
ton. The new chair, which reduces
the use of critical materials 75 per
cent and provides additional metal
because it contains far less than
the chair it replaces, has been given
consideration for use in theaters
throughout the country by Dewitt
Moore, WPB, and his associate Jul-
ian Brylawski.
The new chair was developed by

The American Seating Co. of Grand
Rapids, Mich. It was presented to
the Washington auhtorities by H.
M. Taliaferro, president of the com-
pany.

For_

IT':

FLAGS-
BANNERS—
VALANCES-

LIEBERMAN
Flag and Valance Co.

71 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y.

646 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Illinois

8954 Cibson Street, Los Angeles, Calif.

28
is a wnagie number

THAT'S the number of National Theatre Supply

Company Branches prepared to serve you today. So,

no matter where your theatre is, you're always near a

National Branch and National service.

National's great stocks of quality equipment and

supplies in these 28 Branches are there primarily to

help you keep your theatre running.

Naturally, this means that you are far more certain

to find what you need in National's nation-wide stocks.

It means that National is 28 times as strong ... to

serve you better.

That's why "28" is such a magic number for you,

every hour, every day during 1942. Your nearest

National Theatre Supply Company Branch is listed

below. Have you visited there lately?

ALBANY
ATLANTA

BALTIMORE
BOSTON
BUFFALO

CHABXOTTE
CHICAGO

CINCINNATI
CLEVELAND

DALLAS
DENVER

DES MOINES
DETROIT

INDIANAPOLIS
KANSAS CITY
LOS ANCELES

MEMPHIS
MILWAUKEE

MINNEAPOLIS
NEW HAVEN
NEW YORK

NEW ORLEANS
OKLAHOMA CITY

PHILADELPHIA
PITTSBURGH

SAN FRANCISCO
SEATTLE

ST. LOUIS

962 Broadway
187 Walton Street, N.W.
417 St. Paul Place
40 Piedmont Street

500 Pearl Street

304 S. Church Street

1325 S. Wabash Avenue
1637 Central Parkway
2128 Payne Avenue
300 South Harwood Street

2111 Champa Street

1115 High Street

2312 Cass Avenue
436 N. Illinois Street

223 W. 18th Street

1961 S. Vermont Avenue
400 S. Second Street

1027 N. Eighth Street

56 Glenwood Avenue
122 Meadow Street

356 West 44th Street

220 South Liberty Street

700 West Grand Avenue
1225 Vine Street

1721 Blvd. of the Allies

255 Golden Gate Avenue
2319 Second Avenue
3212 Olive Street

NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY



Presenting the new

IDEAL SUPPLIES

AND YET COMPLIES

Complying with the government's

program of conservation of ma-
terials which are necessary to our

war effort. Ideal takes the lead

in developing a theatre chair

which makes unnecessary the

use of approximately 80% of

those vital materials formerly

used,

WITHOUT ANY
SACRIFICE IN COMFORT,

DURABILITY, OR
ATTRACTIVENESS

The new Ideal "V" Line of chairs

afjords a wide choice of con-

struction, modern design, fabrics

and colors, a beautiful chair at

the price you want to pay.

Ideal's experience in the seating

fie'd and reputa ion for responsi-

bility is your guarantee of satis-

faction.

ACT TODAY!

Write fbr details. The advisabil-

ity of placing orders immediately

is recognized by everyone.

IDEAL SEATING COMPANYGRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN
EXPORT OFFICE: 330 W. 42nd ST., NEW YORK CITY. ATTN: J. E. ROBIN
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JEW SELLING PLAN BEFORE UNPI TOMORROW
rVar Priorities RestrictingTheater Premium Lines
lastics, Linens and Sil-

srware Hit; Dinnerware,
lass and Cosmetics Okay

Because of priorities, indications

e that theater premium dealers
til be restricted almost exclusively

the use of dinnerware, glass and
smetic sets. Scarcity of plastics,

lens and silver has hit giveaways
sing those materials.
Some potteries are billing premium
ealers at a 10 per cent increase
ith the understanding that the dif-

(Continued on Page 4)

lame Thomas Mono,

astern Div. Chief

Harry Thomas, district manager
•1 the three Monogram-owned of-

:es in New York, Philadelphia and
'ashington, has been promoted to

astern division manager with su-
srvision over 16 branches and Can-
1a. This was announced Friday by
teve Broidy, general sales man-

(Continued on Page 6)

11m Carriers' Auto
Ire Needs Will Be Met

Springfield, Mass.—Adverse deci-

:on of the local rationing board on
le tire application of the Film Ex-
hange Transfer, which was ap-
ealed by the transfer company, has

(Continued on Page 7)

Baltimore to Have
Black out on Feb. 27
Baltimore—This city will have its

first test blackout on Friday night,

Feb. 27, at 9:45 p.m.

OCD officials have discussed plans

for the formation of a separate air-

raid warden school for theater em-
ployes, but this is still in a forma-
tive stage.

Proximity of several Army camps
and huge defense plants makes the

Baltimore vicinity a key spot in

.precautionary measures.

"We WiR WliV We Have the WILL to Win"
America is going to win THIS war. We will WIN it because we have the

WILL to win it. Lest for one fleeting moment we become complacent, first our

STAFF, secondly, our READERS, on EVERY day until final and COMPLETE
victory is ours, THE FILM DAILY will run this reminder, at least once:

"REMEMBER PEARL HARBOR!"
—JACK ALICOATE,

Publisher.

Sachson, Schwalbera,

Haines New WB V-P's

Three new vice-presidents of Vita-
graph, Inc., were announced Friday
by Ben Kalmenson, general sales
manager. They are Roy Haines,
Eastern and Canadian sales man-
ager; Arthur Sachson, sales execu-
tive, and A. W. Schwalberg, super-
visor of exchanges.

It also was announced that Al
Oxtoby had been appointed St. Louis
branch manager, succeeding Hall
Walsh who had been named Prairie
district manager.

Exhib. Demand for Freon
Said to Swamp Dealers

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Dealers have been

swamped with exhibitors' applica-
tions for freon for air conditioning
equipment as a result of The Film

(Continued on Page 8)

(ammack Heads RKO

Southwest District

Ben Y. Cammack has been named
Southwest district manager for
RKO with headquarters in Dallas.
He recently returned from Buenos
Aires where he was RKO's general
manager for Argentina, Uruguay
and Paraguay. He takes over his

hew duties today.
Cammack's new post takes him

back to his native city where he
started in the film business as pos-

(Continucd on Page 7)

Billboard Reaulation
Proposed in N. Y. Bills

Albany — Sen. Thomas Desmond
and Assemblyman Dutton Peterson
Friday co-sponsored two bills for
regulation of billboards and out-
door advertising.
One sets up Superintendent of

(Continued on Page 6)

Tire Rationing Held JET.O. Aid
Week-end Biz in St. Louis Nabes Climbing

RKO Takes Philly Aldine
For "Citizen Kane's" Run

A deal whereby -RKO • will take
over Warners' Aldine Theater in
Philadelphia for the engagement of
"Citizen Kane" was completed last
week. Warner circuit had not bought
the picture previously, but similar
deals may be closed after the Aldine
engagement.

_
Picture is slated to

open late this month or early in
March.

St. Louis—Automobile and tire ra-
tioning already is having its ef-

fect on theater patronage in this

city and vicinity, a survey of ex-
hibs. establishes. -

When rubber was plentiful, gaso-
line was not so all-important and
a new automobile could be obtained
for a price, Mr. and Mrs. St. Louis
and all of the Little Louies and
Louises got in the family jaloppy
and spent much of their Saturdays
and Sundays on trips. In those

(Continued on Page 6)

Trade Practice Group
Reconvenes to Consider
Industry Harmony Plank

The trade practice sub-committet
of the United Motion Picture Indus-
try reconvenes tomorrow to delve
more thoroughly into the problems of
industry harmony and endeavor to
reach an understanding on points
under consideration when the group
adjourned last month.
The most important subject on the

docket will be the matter of finding
a better method of selling than the
blocks-of-five plan. Each member of
the sub-committee, which is com-
posed of distribution and exhibition
leaders, is expected to submit definite

(Continued on Page 4)

No IA Overtime

Screening Gov't Pix

IATSE projectionists will waive all

overtime resulting from the screen-

ing of Government films in all the-

aters, Richard F. Walsh, president,

announced in a message to George
J. Schaefer, chairman of the War
Activities Committee.
Walsh declared that since the

showing of Government shorts sub-
(Continued on Page 7)

General Price Increase
Forecast in Oklahoma

Oklahoma City—Increased admis-
sion prices at theaters all over the
state are in the offing, and are a vir-

tual certainty before the passing of
1942, in the opinion of most theater

(Continued on Page 8)

Chi. Operators Will
Man Listening Posts
Chicago—Local operators' union is

making available 110 members to

man listening posts to be established

by the Civilian Defense Committee.

Union's committee is headed by

George LeRoi.
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FINANCIAL
(February 13)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 6% 6% 6% — '/s

Col. Picts. vtc. <2'/2 %>
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 8V4 8% 8>/4 — V4
East. Kodak 131% 131 Vi 131 % — %
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc 39'/8 38% 383,4— '/8
do pfd
Paramount 145/8 H!4 14% + '/4
Para. 1st pfd
Para. 2nd pfd
RKO Z% 1% 23/4

RKO $S pfd
20th Century-Fox . . 8% 8% 8% + %
20rh Century-Fox pfd. 21 21 21 — l/2
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 5% 5% 5'/4
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Loew's deb. 3V>s 46
Para. B'way 3s55 . . . 58

V

8 58% 58%— %
Para. Picts. deb. 4s56 100 V, 100 100 — %
Warner Bros.' dbs.6s48 96% 96V2 96%

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts 13-16 13-16 13-16—1-16
Radio-Keith cvs
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor 1% 7% 1%
Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc
Universal Picts

Stevenson Will Direct

Selznick's "Jane Eyre"

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—David O. Selznick has

assigned Robert Stevenson to direct
"Jane Eyre" wheh goes into produc-
tion late this Spring. Joan Fontaine,
who is under contract to Selznick,
has been announced to play the title

role. Although Stevenson has been
under contract to Selznick for the
past three years, this will be his

first picture to be directed for him.
He directed "Tom Brown's School
Days" for RKO; "Back Street" for
Universal and "Joan of Paris" for
RKO.

The Broaclwav Parade ®
Picture and Distributor Theater

Sullivan's Travels (Paramount Pictures)—3rd week Paramount
King's Row (Warner Bros. Pictures)—3rd week Astor
Son of Fury (Twentieth Century-Fox)—3rd week Roxy
Confessions of a Cheat (Principal Pictures)—3rd week Belmont
Fantasia (RKO Radio-Walt Disney)—6th week (b> Broadway
Woman of the Year (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures)—2nd week Music Hall
Design for Scandal (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures)—2nd week ..Capitol
Captains of the Clouds (Warner Bros. Pictures) Strand
Mister V (United Artists) Rivoli

Lady for a Night (Republic Pictures) Criterion
Frisco Lil (Universal Pictures) (a) Rialto
Our Russian Front (lewis Milestone-Joris Ivens) (a) Rialto
Lady in Distress (Times Pictures, Inc.) Clobe
He'lzapoppin (Universal Pictures) (a-b) .Palace
Obliging Young Lady (RKO Radio Pictures) (a) Palace
I Killed That Man (Monogram Pictures) (a) New York
Riders of the Timberline (Paramount Pictures) (a) New York
The Forgotten Village (Mayer & fiurstyn) (b) Art

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES
The Girl from Leningrad (Artkino Pictures)—8th week Stanley
Nine Bachelors (Dome Films)—2nd week World
Hennese Melody (Scandia Films)—2nd week 48th St. Theater
The Baker's Wife (The Baker's Wife Co.) (a-b) Squire
Kiss of Fire (The Baker's Wife Co.) (a) Squire

FUTURE OPENINGS .

Bahama Passage (Paramount Pictures)—Feb. 18 Paramount
Johnny Eager (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures)—Feb. 18 Caoitol
Born to Sing (Metro-Go'dwyn-M'yer Pictures)—Feb. 18 Criterion
Roxie Hart (Twentieth Century-Fox)—Feb. 19 Roxy
Bed-Time Story (Columbia Pictures) (c) Music Hall
A Gentleman at Heart (Twentieth Century-Fox) (c) Globe
A'ways in My H°art (Warner Bros. Pictures)—March 13 Strand
Ball of Fire (RKO Radio-Samuel Coldwyn)—Feb. 19 Palace
Below the Bnrder (Monogram Pictures)—Feb. 17 (a) New York Theater
Mr. District Attorney in the Carter Case (ReDublic Pictures—Feb. 17 (a).. New York Thea.
S<md Home No. 7 (Scandia Films)—Feb. 28 (a) 48th St. Theater
Skanor Falsterbo (Scandia Films)—Feb. 28 (a) 48th St. Theater

(a) Dual bill, (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill.

N. Y. SPG's Negotiators
To Meet Producers' Reps.

Producers and the negotiating
committee of Screen Publicists
Guild of New York meet tomorrow
in what may be the showdown par-
ley after seven months' negotiations.
Temper of the Guild membership

was strongly evident at the last

meeting when it was voted unani-
mously to authorize the campaign
committee to institute picketing,

boycott and any other economic
measures necessary to secure an
equitable contract.

Committee, comprising the Guild's
executive council and negotiatine-

committee, is working directly with
Ray Torr, the SPG's full-time ac-

tivities administrator. More than
a dozen sub-committees, each head-
ed by a campaign unit, have been
formed and already are functioning.

Paramount Will Appeal
Parkside Arbitration Case

Detroit—The Parkside Theater ar-
bitration case is to be appealed by
Paramount, apparently largely be-
cause of the provisions not allowing
circuit buying power to be consid-
erad and giving independent theaters
the same advantage in buving Para-
mount product as have affiliated ex-
hibitors in general.

Rites for Carr's Mother
Trenton. 111.—Funeral services

were held here for Mrs. Amy Carr,
75, mother of Trem Carr, executive
director in charge of production at
Monogram's Coast studios.

Mich. Delays Collection

Of Use Tax on Rentals

Lansing, Mich.—Louis N. Nims,
State Commissioner of Revenue,
said Friday no action will be taken
by the state of Michigan toward col-

lection of a use tax of three per
cent on film rentals until the film

industry has been permitted to pre-

sent completely its side of the aues-

tion before the Tax Board. Then,
he added, a ruling will be made by
the Board, probably within two
weeks which will be applicable to

the whole film industry in Michigan.
Action had been started against one
company, Allied Film Exchanges.

Autry's Rodeo Follies

To be Rep. Super-Special

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Herbert J. Yates and

James R. Grainger flew to Houston,
last week for business conferences'

and to catch Gene Autry's Rodeo.
While there they discussed plans for
a super-special to be called "Gene
Autry's Rodeo Follies," which will

feature Gene Autry's Rodeo troupe,
and to be an annual musical if the
first one goes over. Yates and
Grainger returned to the studio Sa-
turday. First of the quarterly re-

gional sales meetings start at Re-
public Studios, today.

Hoffman Funeral Held
Huntingdon, Pa.—Funeral rites

were held Friday in Parkersburg, W.
Va., for Gray Hoffman, manager of
the Clifton Theater, who died here
after an emergency operation for an
acute attack of appendicitis. He is

survived by his widow.

COfllinG and GOIflG

HENRY GINSBERG, vice-president and gene
j

manager of the Paramount studio, and B

GILLHAM, advertising and publicity chief, ami
from the Coast this morning.

SPYROS SKOURAS, WILLIAM T. POWERS a
AUBREY SCHENCK plane out tomorrow to 1

1

National Theaters' meeting in Los Angeles stai

ing Thursday. HARRY COX, treasurer, and D/
MICHALOVE, left on Friday.

FRANCIS HARLEY. 20fh-Fox managing dirt

tor for Creat Britain, left over the week-end,
i

a Florida vacation.

GINGER ROGERS, who is under special co
tract to Paramount, arrives this morning fr<

Hollywood for a short visit.

JOHN GRIERSON, National Film Boa
Ottawa, is at the Warwick.

JEAN CABIN left Hollywood yesterday
New York.

WILLIAM DIETERLE and MRS. DIETERLE .

guests at the Waldorf Towers for a week
ten days.

Monogram Will Build
$100,000 Sound Stage

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAII

Hollywood—Monogram will bui <

a $100,000 sound stage on proper
recently acquired. It will also bui
an administration and writers' buil
ing of Colonial architecture and
include 25 offices. Twelve cuttii

rooms will also be erected.

Columbia Pacific Netwoj
To Air Academy Banque
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIl
Hollywood—Columbia Pacific n

work will broadcast the annu
Academy award banquet Feb. '.

starting at 10:30 with Wendell
Willkie's speech.

NEW yCRK
THEATERS

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
50 th St. & 6th Ave.

SPENCER TRACY : KATHARINE HEPBURf

"WOMAN OF THE YEAR'
Directed by Geo. Stevens : An M-G-M Picture

ON STAGE: "WORDS AND MUSIC" BY COL!
PORTER— Leonidoff's colorful tune-filled revue
Symphony Orchestra, direction of Erne Rapee

1st Mezzanine Seats Reserved : : Circle 6-460'

TYRONE POWER
"SON OF FURY"

WITH

Gene Tierney
A 20th Ctntury-Foi Picture

PLUS A IIS DAW 7>h AVENU
STAGE SHOW |f UA I 50th STREE

EOT
10 times funnier on the screen!

OLSEN & JOHNSON

'HELLZAPOPPIN"
plus

"OBLIGING YOUNG LADY"
Joan Carroll—Edmond O'Brien
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Wartime Priorities

Restrict Premiums
(Continued from Page 1)

ference will be returned to the deal-

ers if a ceiling is placed on the

products as of a given previous date.

It also is reported that some pot-

teries are refusing continuity deals

because certain alloys cannot be ob-

tained to give an umber glaze to

the products.

Contrary to reports, no freezing

order has been issued on china prices,

but a hearing is expected at which

china manufacturers will be called

upon to justify price rises. At the

same time, it is reported that a short-

age of factory labor is holding up
deliveries on contracted premiums.
With a shortage of cartons, dinner-

ware is being shipped to theaters in

barrels.

These conditions have made it

necessary tor Metro Premium Co. to

close its Detroit office and cover that
territory out of Chicago. Buffalo
will be handled out of Boston. How-
ever, Metro business continues to

hold up well.

The Constance Bennett cosmetic
sets also rank among the leading
premium deals.

Carmen Theater, Detroit,

Gets Temporary Injunction

Detroit — Temporary injunction
was issued in Federal District Court
here in a case just filed on behalf of

the Carmen Theater, opened last

Summer, against Co-operative The-
aters of Michigan and all majors
except Paramount.
The injunction restrains the de-

fendants, and specifically the Circle

and Warren Theaters, the latter

opened only two weeks ago, from in-

terfering with the licensing or ex-

hibiting of films at the Carmen; or-

ders delivery of film to the Carmen
simultaneously with the Warren and
Circle or any other Co-operative the-

ater claiming clearance or protec-
tion over the Carmen, regardless of
existing contracts; and prohibits en-
tering any new contracts for similar
prior run.
Hearing date will be set within a

week.

No Oregon Power Shortage
Portland, Ore.—In spite of in-

creased war production in Oregon,
and in the southern counties of
Washington along the Columbia
river, known as the Portland trade
areas, no power shortage is antici-

pated.

Yale Spirit?

Manchester, N. H.—Must be a

Yale man books the local Lyric. The-
ater's marquee proclaimed:

"Nine Lives Are Not Enough"

—

"Harvard, Here I Come."

• • • UNCLE SAM REACHED into THE FILM DAILY staff last

week and took one of our star reporters, Dave Golding Dave

reports to the Army this1 week but he doesn't know where he will be

stationed His successor on the staff is Lew Pelegrine, veteran

trade paper man, who was a member of THE FILM DAILY family some

years ago and more recently with Variety and Hollywood Reporter

on the Coast. . . • Roberta Thornton Goetz, wife of Charley Goetz,

20th-Fox talent scout, has written a song titled "When the Eagle Spreads

Its Wings" The song was played over the Mutual network last

week by the U. S. Army Band. . . • In Des Moines the other day a

man approached the box-office of the Casino Theater and laid down a

$5 bill to buy four tickets for four soldiers Mrs. Mabel Loveridge,

wife of the theater's owner, informed the fellow that uniformed service

men were admitted free The man said he didn't care; he just

wanted the pleasure of buying the soldiers' tickets "I'm not going

in myself," he said, "I simply want to see that they get in to see the

show"

T T
• • • SEVEN THOUSAND PERSONS turned out in Dallas last

week to see Bing Crosby, Bob Hope and Johnny Weissmuller play in

a benefit golf match for the Red Cross During the luncheon at

the Brook Hollow Golf Club, fire broke out in the club's kitchen

causing $3,000 damage and spoiling the food Following the golf

match, Crosby and Hope did some shows at Camp Wallace, Ellington

Field and Fort Sam Houston. . . # Ira Cohn, Pittsburgh branch

manager for 20th Century-Fox for the last 13 years, will celebrate his

25th wedding anniversary on Wednesday It's also his 25th anni-

versary in the film business. . . # John W. Hanes, former Under-

Secretary of the Treasury, has accepted the chairmanship of the Greater

New York Fund's 1942 campaign

T
• • • M-G-M BELIEVES "Gone With the Wind" is ideal wartime

fare At the height of the London blitz in 1940, GWTW played to

all-time records And now in Milwaukee where it opened last

week for the third time, it turned in a score of 304 per cent of normal

business at the Palace. . . • A Johnny Olsen edition of the Wabash
Plain Dealer was published recently in honor of Johnny (Ole) Olsen of

Olsen and Johnson Wabash, Ind., is Olsen's home town and the

local sheet played him up bigger than the war news P.S. "Hellza-

poppin" opened the same day. . . © RKO is revamping the ninth floor

of the home office. . . • Lou Berman has been named office manager

of Universal's Minneapolis branch. . . • Steve Broidy, Harry Thomas

and Norton Ritchey were hosts to the trade press at Toots Shor's Friday

afternoon Return of Monogram as a power in the independent field

was explained to the press boys From all indications. Monogram
is really going places

T T
• • • BROTHER OF A well known movie pioneer is forming

a production company of his own. . . ® "Chick" Leiuis vacationing

in Florida H. M. Richey gets back from there today. . . % That

very important Oriental Theater arbitration case in Chicago, which

may decide future Loop clearance, has been set for March 3 by agree-

ment of all parties. . . Bill Wool has resigned as advertising man-
ager of Metro Premium Co Steve Broidy's nine-year old daughter

told her dad the other day that she knew why "they died with their

boots on." According to her, they didn't want to get their feet wet

when they kicked the bucket TV

Selling Plan Before

UMPI Unit Tomorrov

(Continued from Page 1)

suggestions pointing to a soluti

of the problem.
Another important subject to coi

before the board concerns a subs
tute for the present arbitration s;

tern. During the two-week reca

members of the sub-committee
to have prepared and sent to

Kirsch, chairman, their suggestic

as to how the present machinery,
well as the present scope of arbit:

tion, might be expanded so that'

can become a more vital part in

solution of industry problems.
Plans for the settlement of in

vidual and territorial problems st-

are expected to be completed at
sessions this week. Leon Bamberg
executive secretary, takes over
new post officially today and 7

record the sessions of the sub-cc

mittee.

Studio Unions Conferen
Protests Deferment Ruli

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DA.

Hollywood—Conference of Stu
Unions has telegraphed Brig. G>

Lewis B. Hershey rejecting his di

deferment ruling pertaining to mi
bers of the motion picture indus'

The union organization which I

tests against the idea of blanket
emptions in the film industry, bel;

ing that exemption from armed s«

ice should be based solely on me
of each individual case judged
already existing rules set up by
selective service system.

"Normandie" Shot In "IT" Pic
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DA\

Hollywood—Burning of the 1:

Normandie in New York will

written into the scenario of Uni 1

sal's "Saboteur," which All
Hithcock is now directing, and ne

j

reel clips of the disaster will be
eluded in the picture.

STORKS!
Aubrey Schenck, National Tl'

ters executive, is the father of
eight-and-a-half pound baby
named George. Mrs. Schenck is

ing nicely at the Jewish Memci
Hospital in Brooklyn.

Chicago—Karl Heyl, of the V
ners' contact office, announces
birth of a baby boy. His wife
the former Blanche Stedman
the Warners headquarters staff

J. W. Zook of the Warners h
quarters announces the birth c

baby girl.

Chicago—Will Pichas, of the
K poster department, announces
birth of a baby boy at the
Anne's hospital.
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:< REVIEWS Of THE DEW fILfllS &
'Jail House Blues'

ra

with Nat Pendleton, Ann Gwynne,
Robert Paige

mversal 62 Mins.

PRISON COMEDY HAS A LITTLE OF
i/ERYTHING AND FURNISHES PLENTY
F LAUGHS.

*Most of the antics in this unpretentious

T are strongly reminiscent of a college

usical. It has the same air about it.

tarts with a pretty good idea of a convict

ho does not want to leave jail because

e wants to produce his prison musical

now.

From there on everything happens. It

fiould be recorded that at the Rialto (which

icidentally billed the pic as "Stick 'Em

Jp") an audience found much of Nat Pen-

leton's problems amusing.

Pendleton is the convict obsessed with

he career of a musical producer and has

o desire to leave jail even when he is

ardoned. When his leading tenor escapes,

'endleton digs up his pardon and goes in

earch of his tenor.

Instead he runs across Robert Paige, a

truggling young singer, and takes a liking

o him. He convinces Paige in his own
mmical style to sing at the prison show.

'aige does and is besieged with offers.

For additional slapstick, plot has Pendle-

on's mother, Elizabeth Risdon, running an

Drganization of panhandlers under her stern

-ule. Efforts of another mob to bust up

ler racket offer Pendleton opportunity for

further comic endeavors.

Pendleton is amusing and is ably assisted

by his buddy, Warren Hymer. Miss Risdon

plays her role with proper amount of comic-

seriousness and Paige and Gwynne are sat-

isfactory as the romantic leads. Supporting

cast performs in good style.

Albert S. Rogell directed and does a

capable job considering the script on which

two writers labored.

CAST: Nat Pendleton, Ann Gwynne, Rob-

ert Paige, Horace MacMahon, Elizabeth

Risdon, Warren Hymer, Samuel S. Hinds,

Cliff Clark, John Kelly, Reed Handley, Paul

Fix, Dewey Robinson.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Ken Gold-

smith; Director, Albert S. Rogell; Screen-

play. Paul Gerard Smith and Harold Tarshis;

Original, Paul Gerard Smith; Cameraman,
Elwood Bredell.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.
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Free Lance Publicists

To Co-op with Victory Com.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Free lance publicists

voted to give unified co-operation
to the Hollywood Victory Commit-
tee and immediately to form a per-
nanent organization for action on
common problems.
Victor Shapiro, temporary chair-

man, has called for a meeting Thurs-
day night to elect officers.

Special Session In Perm.

Harrisburg, Pa.—A special ses-
sion of the Pennsylvania Legisla-
ture has been called by Gov. Ar-
thur H. James for tomorrow. It is

unlikely that any legislation affect-
ing theaters, will be included in the
Governor's agenda.

"Mr. Wise Guy"
with The East Side Kids

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

Monogram 70 Mins.

PLENTY OF LAUGHS AND PUNCH
MAKE THIS GOOD ENTERTAINMENT FOR
ALL AGES.

This is an excellent little programmer
with lots of laughs and plenty of punch in

the plot; it should prove a welcome audi-

ence-pleaser wherever it is played. Producer

Sam Katzman and his associate, Barney

Sarecky, have done a clever piece of work

in the selection of story and the handling

of The East Side Kids (former Dead-Enders).

William Nigh's direction of the boys is

good. They prove they can still get laughs

with that "tough kid" slanting of the English

language. Leo Gorcey has improved in his

work and lanky, Huntz Hall shows promise

of becoming quite a comedian and the

toughest of the lot of the former Dead-

Enders, little Bobby Jordan, has developed

into quite a gentlemanly, juvenile, leading

man.

The solid screenplay by Sam Robins, Har-

vey Gates and Jack Henley bristled with

opportunities placed there by good crafts-

man Martin Mooney, and the boys took

advantage of every one of them.

The Kids are sentenced to reform school

for a job they didn't pull and get off to a

bad start on their first day because of the

brutality of Guard Dick Ryan. Jordan's

older brother, Douglas Fowley, is arrested

tor murder (he was innocent, too) and the

kids try to figure out a way of freeing him.

They get a lead through a newsreel of Billy

Gilbert winning a sweepstakes award,

escape, and capture Killer Guinn Williams

in time to halt the hand about to pull the

electric chair switch on Fowley.

Benny Rubin and Billy Gilbert are respon-

sible for some lively comedy routines. This

one is a good bet for all ages.

CAST: Leo Gorcey, Bobby Jordan, Huntz
Hall, Guinn Williams, Billy Gilbert, Gabriel

Dell, Benny Rubin, David Gorcey, Sid Miller,

Douglas Fowley, Sunshine Morrison, Bill

Lawrence, Ann Doran, Joan Barclay, Jack

Mulhall, Warren Hymer, Bobby Stone, Dick

Ryan.

CREDITS: Producer, Sam Katzman; Asso-

ciate Producer, Barney Sarecky; Director,

William Nigh; Author, Martin Mooney;
Screenplay, Sam Robins, Harvey Gates, Jack

Henley; Cameraman, Art Reed; Editor, Carl

Pierson; Art Director, G. C. Van Marter;

Musical Directors, Lane and Porter.

DIRECTION, Fine. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Closes "Swamp Woman"
Deal With 2 Fox Circuits

Producers Releasing Corp. has
closed contracts with Fox Wiscon-
sin and Fox Midwest circuits for
"Swamp Woman," starring Ann
Corio. Deals were completed in

Milwaukee and Kansas City by Ar-
thur Greenblatt, general sales man-
ager.
Meanwhile, 0. Henry Briggs, PRC

president, announced last week that
his company will gear its product
to meet the demand for action and
light comedy. A meeting of Mid-
west franchise holders was held last

week in Chicago.

* SHORTS *

"Hidden Hunger"
Federal Security Agency 19 mins.

Worthwhile

This is an official film of the Na-
tional Nutrition Program. It stars
Walter Brennan and it is an impor-
tant and vital subject for our
times. Story conveys an important
lesson to nation of better eating for
sound health. It will make house-
wives more careful about vitamins.
Purpose of the organization is to

outline a national nutrition policy
which would successfully combat un-
necessary and widespread malnutri-
tion.

How that can be accomplished is

cleverly told in a tale which combines
fantasy and humor. Walter Brennan
plays the role of a farmer and plays
it well, who sets out to change the
eating habits of the nation. For his
trouble, Brennan is arrested but is

vindicated and ends up a hero. Lloyd
Corrigan has an important support-
ing role. American Film Center pro-
duced.

"Loco Boy Makes Good"
Columbia 17 mins.

Loco Is Right

The Three Stooges indulge in a
number of antics to gain laughs.
One particular sequence has a dog
eating a cake of soap and foaming
at the mouth. Curly does likewise,
no kidding. Then they help a woman
put her hotel on a money-making
basis. Curly with various props
dances with everybody and a pigeon
concealed in his pants causes every-
one to double up with mirth. Con-
fucius say "one can get same result

by eating green apples."

"The Tangled Angler"
Columbia 8 mins.

Amusing
What happens when a pelican tan-

gles with a saucy fish for amusing
cartoon although action at times
becomes repetitious. The fish is

always one step ahead of the pelican

who attempts to catch him. But the

fish is too clever and the pelican is

forced to depart after several exas-
perating experiences.

"Screen Snapshots"
(No. 6)

Columbia 9 mins.
Interesting

Reel is an improvement over others
because for one thing it has Alan
Mowbray acting as the master of

ceremonies. First stop is a popular
doughnut shop where a number of

the stars indulge in dunking dough-
nuts with their coffee just like plain

folks. Next is a visit to Slapsie

Maxie's night club. Best sequence
of the film is the charity baseball

game played between the comedians
and the leading men.

MFvGfv^t

11th HOUR NEWS
about a

BIG PICTURE
>WHEN you see

"A TRAGEDY AT MIDNIGHT,'

YOU'LL be seeing one of the most

UNUSUAL and

INTRIGUING mystery melodramas

OF the year . . . We defy you to

DETERMINE the murderer of

BEAUTIFUL Evelyn Dennis, the girl

WHO lived two secret lives and

WHOSE romantic escapades were

THE talk of the town . . . that is,

UNTIL all the clues

ARE woven into a

WEB that entraps

THE killer by
GREG SHERMAN J
THE radio sleuth

WHOSE habit of

BEATING the cops

AT their own game
WILL have you

IN stitches ... As
GREG, you'll meet

HANDSOME JOHN
HOWARD ... and the role of his

WIFE and helpmate (?) is played by

YOU R favorite for this sort of role—

MARGARET LINDSAY ... In the

SPLENDID supporting cast, you'll

FIND such top-notchers as

MENACING KEYE LUKE,

UPROARIOUS ROSCOE KARNS,
BEWITCHING MONA BARRIE,

AND Republic's newest young

DISCOVERY, MARILYN HARE . .

.

FOR excitement, action,

COMEDY— you'll find

"A TRAGEDY AT MIDNIGHT"
ONE of the year's best!

DON'

A REPUBLIC PICTURE
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Tire Rationing Aids

Nabes in St. Louis

(Continued from Page 1)

days, the middle of the week got
a big play in the neighborhood
houses, while Saturday and Sunday
business was off, except at the big

downtown and Grand boulevard
first-run houses.

But with the family automobile
fast becoming an emergency veh-
icle and the next set of tires and
tubes problematical, the neighbor-
hood folk have changed their mo-
tion picture attendance habits. And
since they just can't stay home on
Saturday and Sunday afternoon and
evening, they are turning to the

motion picture theaters to pick up
the leisure slack.

War news is taking on added im-
portance also, exhibs. report, and
in the week-day nights, the family
radio is getting a bigger play.

"War Time" is a factor still to

make itself apparent. For the time
being, the double-cross of the roos-

ters hasn't had much effect on mo-
tion picture theater attendance in

these parts. But when the dog
days of June, July, August and Sep-
tember are at hand a decided slump
in attendance at the neighborhood
and suburban houses is expected.

When the heat hits these parts,

exhibs. comment, fashion gives way
to comfort and most housewives
don't like to dress up to go to the
show. If they have the protection
of darkness it is possible for them
to attend their favorite shows in a
house dress, minus stockings, etc.,

but in broad daylight they simply
will not do so. Result is the out-

lying houses will lose one show
nightly, so far as real attendance is

concerned.

Set Two NLRB Elections

NLRB elections will be held at
Loew's and Columbia Feb. 25 to

determine whether the Screen Of-
fice and Professional Employes
Guild, Local 109, UOPWA, will be
the bargaining agent for the white-
collar workers in those companies.

WEDDING BELLS

Syracuse, N. Y.—Engagement is

announced of Hayden Hickok, who
stepped down recently as film critic

of the Herald-Journal and Herald-
American to enlist in the Army, to

Betty Spaulding, daughter of a Mar-
cellus bank president.

Marriage is announced of Gloria
Joy Casanave, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Casanave, of Mamaron-
eck, to Robert William Cease.

Weyauwega, Wis.—Kenneth Peter-
son, manager of the Gerold Opera
house here, was married to Edith
Nickhols.

TO THE COLORS!
Lieut. Ray Forrest, NBC's tele

commentator since January, 1940,
has reported for active duty with
the Army Signal Corps at Fort
Monmouth, N. J.

Scranton, Pa.—John McDermott of
the Globe Theater has enlisted in the
U. S. Army Air Corps.

Rochester—James R. Wells, chem-
ist for the Eastman Kodak Co., has
been graduated from the Naval Re-
serve Midshipmen's School with the
grade of ensign.

New Orleans—Tommy Philbin, as-
sistant shipper at M-G-M exchange,
has been called by the Army.

Miami Beach, Fla.—George Dor-
sett of the Colony Theater staff has
joined the Marines.

Kenneth E. Shaw, production man-
ager of Telecast Productions, Inc.,

has enlisted in the Camouflage Divi-
sion of the Army.

Tulsa, Okla. — A farewell party,
sponsored by Lou Chatham and Tul-
sa Griffith Theater people, was held
for Bill Wyndham, house manager
at the Will Rogers Theater, who has
been called to Army service.

Freeland, Pa.—Thomas Evanko of
the Refowich Theater has been in-

ducted into the Army.

Des Moines—Robert Lowe, assis-

tant manager of the Des Moines
theater, and Don Knight, assistant
manager of the Paramount Theater,
have enlisted in the Army Air Corps.

Bill Specht, formerly Film Daily's
staff correspondent in New Orleans,
is back in uniform with the 61st In-

fantry Brigade at Camp Blanding,
Fla.

Lexington, Ky. — J. T. Robinson,
manager of Schine's Strand Theater
here, will be inducted into the Army
Feb. 20.

Orange, N. J.—Myron M. Kridel,
vice-president of Kridel Theaters,
which operates a group of theaters
in the Oranges, leaves today for
military duty.

Chicago— John Immerman, son
of Walter Immerman, B & K gen-
eral manager and a member of

the Fox Exchange staff, has joined

the U. S. Coast Guard. Vic Carlson
of the Fox Exchange has joined the
Army.

Mich. Legislation Tangles
Daylight Saving Time

Detroit—Situation over use of day-
light saving in Michigan was great-
ly confused at the week end. Allied
leaders and the principal exhibitors
were agreed that theaters should fol-

low the local practice regardless of
personal views or the profit angle,
but the situation is vague.
The Legislature voted Thursday to

return to Central daylight saving,
and the Detroit city council is ap-
parently determined to keep "war
time," regardless of complications.
The Governor may veto the legis-

lation. Detroit theaters will follow
the action of the city council and up-
state houses that of the Legislature
if it is not vetoed.

See Rise in Employment
Hitting Conn. Matinees

Hartford—The United States Em-
ployment Service for Connecticut,
of which Leonard J. Maloney is the
director, estimated that manufac-
turers in this state would hire about
32,535 additional workers during the
next six months, more than one-
third of which would be women.
This is expected to further cut into
matinee business.

Berthiaume Named Prexy
Detroit— The M-G-M Club has

elected Clarence A. Berthiaume,
booker, as new president. Other
officers are Beatrice Bagans, vice-
president; Evelyn Lademan, treas-
urer; and Gertrude Roseman, secre-
tary.

Sam Katz, Frank Orsatti

In Theater Candy Corp.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Theater Candy Corp.,

organized with a capitalization ot

$200,000 will show advertising films
in theater foyers on 16 millimeters.
Automatic projector and slidefilm

machine will be used on panel behind
and above candy bar and rear pro-
jection will be employed.
Sam Katz and Frank Orsatti are

among the directors of the Corpora-
tion.

To Preview "Hidden Hunger"
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAIL^
Washington — Paul V. McNutt,

Federal Security Administrator, will
play host to Government officials at
the Mayflower Hotel Feb. 18 at a
special preview of the Federal Se-
curity Agency's two-reeler, "Hid-
den Hunger." Film, which stars

Walter Brennan, tells how to win
the war on the food front.

Cliff Perry, Head Booker
Detroit— With resignations and

shifts completed on the M-G-M
booking desk, Clifford Perry has
been named head booker. Clarence
Bertiaume, former cashier; Harvey
Trombley, former head shipper;
and Jay Frankel, former poster
clerk, are assistants, in that order.

Interboro Offices Moving
Interboro circuit, which has had

its headquarters in Brooklyn for 30
years, is moving its offices to New
York City where new location will

be on sixteenth floor of Wurlitzer
Building, 120 W. 42nd St.

Name Thomas Mono

Eastern Div. Chief

(Continued from Page 1)

ager, at a press luncheon in Toe
Shor's restaurant.
Thomas' division includes the t<

ritories covered by the branches
Cleveland, Detroit, Boston, N<
Haven, Albany, Buffalo, Atlatt

Charlotte, Cincinnati, Pittsbi^

St. Louis, New Orleans, Mempi
and the three company-owned <

flees.

Broidy said that Monogran
business was 40 per cent ahead
last year in sales and that billin

were approximately 27 per ce

ahead of the corresponding peri

last year. The studio which t

company recently purchased, is t

ing improved and enlarged, with
new sound stage being added.

Billboard Regulation
Proposed in N. Y. Bills

(Continued from Page 1)

Public Works to enforce provisioi

requires annual $50 licenses i

those engaging in outdoor advert

ing biz., requires permits, prohib

boards within public highway boi

daries, within 150 feet of inters*

tions, within 500 feet of state pari

Theater billings on posters

country would be hit by provisi

that no outdoor advertisement
posted, erected or displayed

property without written consent
owner obtained and application s]

cifying location with Superintend*

of Public Works.
Other bill would give city a

county board jurisdiction to pz

local ordinances designating pai

of their highways as scenic and '

regulate, restrict or prohibit en
tion, etc., of billboards or outdoor a

vertising devices.

Warners' Stockholder
Sues Over Settlements

Warner Bros, and its officers a

!

directors were named defendants s

Friday in a stockholders' acti

filed in the N. Y. Supreme Coi

by Annie Fastenberg. The coi

plaint charges officials with si

tling several stockholders' su'

against the company with corp

rate funds and allegedly conceali

the settlements from stockholder:;

Plaintiff is asking for an accoui

ing for all monies paid and a n
ing that the settlements were
legal. Warner Bros, has filed

application to dismiss the complai

on the ground that it fails to sts

a good cause of action.

C'est la Guerre!

Avoca, Pa.—Mrs. Ted Reilly, mr
ager of the Palace Theater here, h

been named air raid post warden
her district.
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Im Carrier Tire

eeds Will Be Met

(Continued from Page 1)

;ii upheld by the State rationing
hority. However, due to a change
the interpretation of the regula-
is, the company will undoubtedly
able to obtain the tires sought.

f"
decision on the appeal was re-

^d by Chairman Joseph Cushing
m the State Authority which up-

d the denial of the petition of the

al board. The latter points out,

vever, that since the original deci-

ti was rendered there has been a
•adening of the interpretation by
ional authority of the clause in

regulations relating to common
Tiers. Because of this revised

erpretation the local film transfer

icern probably will have its orig-

1 request granted.

The letter indicates that the proper
)cedure now will be for the con-

n to withdraw its appeal from
• decision of the local rationing

ird and file a new application. If,

|

accordance with the new instruc-

ns, the petitioner can establish

ficient need, the local board is

thorized to issue a certificate for

i new tires.

H. Eddy First Prexy
i New MP Club of Iowa

Instruction in Chemical Warfare Slated
for Film Theater Personnel in Wilmington

Wilmington, Del.—Theater personnel in this du Pont industrial center are

taking first aid instruction, to be followed by chemical warfare instruction.

Classes include managers, assistant managers, projectionists, cashiers, stage-

hands, matrons, ushers.

Neb. Radio Station Sues
Ascap for Triple Damages

Des Moines, la.—The Motion Pic-

re Club of Iowa was formally or-

inized here with W. H. Eddy, In-

inola exhib., named as president,

serve for the first six months.

rJoe Ancher, booker for Warners,

I -4s elected as secretary-treasurer,
ected as members of the Executive

g ->uncil were W. P. Grossman, Ne-
da exhibitor; Miller Goodman, Co-
mbia salesman; Myron Blank of

•i-States Theater Corp.; Joe Man-
2, Paramount exchange manager;
nil Franke, manager of the Or-
eum theater in Des Moines; and
E. McKinney of the Iowa Film

jlivery service.

Membership is open to any one
the film industry in Iowa and

aetings will be held on the first

'onday of each month.

..

Five Mayors Present
As Theater Reopens
Menasha, Wis. — It isn't every

theater that can have as its guests

on opening night five mayors, but

that is what happened at the re-

opening ceremonies of the Brin, re-

modeled at a cost of about $35,000.

Attending were Mayor Carl F.

Zeidler, Milwaukee; Mayor W. H.

Jensen, Menasha; Mayor Edwin A.

Kalfahs, Neenah; Mayor John Good-
land, Jr., Appleton, and Mayor George
Oaks, Oshkosh.

George E. Hannon manages the

house, which had been dark since

September.

Omaha—Ascap is the target for a
Federal Court suit for $298,319,
representing triple damages alleged-

ly suffered through payment of royal-
ties, brought by the Woodmen of the

World Life Insurance Co., operating
Station WOW.
The petition was in behalf of "all

others similarly situated" in Nebras-
ka, and attorneys said claims would
total almost $1,000,000. Operators
of the state's ballrooms are expected
to join in the litigation as inter-

veners.
A Nebraska law of May 7, 1937,

barring alleged monopolistic prac-
tices of Ascap, was upheld by the

United States Supreme Court last

May. Payments during that period
for songs and music originating in

station WOW to Ascap under pro-

test amounted to $87,724, but under
the statute Ascap is liable to triple

damages plus interest, the petition

asserted.

"Let's Face It" Rights

To Para, for $225,000

Ben Cammack Heads
RKO's Southwest District

(Continued from Page 1)

ter clerk with the General Film
Co. in 1916. He has held executive
positions with Universal, Warner
Bros., Warner Bros.' theaters and
RKO Export Corp.

RKO Exercises Options
On 6 Studio Dept. Heads
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—RKO radio has taken

up the options on six studio de-
partment heads, it was announced
by Joseph I. Breen. Those who had
their contracts renewed are Walter
Daniels, production manager: John
Aalberg, chief sound engineer: Con-
stantin Bakaleinikoff, head of the
music department: Albert D'Agos-
tino, head of the art department;
Vernon Walker, head of the camera
effects department, and Darrell Sil-

vera, head of the property depart-
ment.

No IA Overtime

Screening Gov't Pix

(Continued from Page 1)

jects and trailers was a wartime

duty for exhibs, who received no

remuneration for it, the men in the

projection booths of the country de-

sired to carry their share of the

load

In his message to Schaefer,

Walsh said: "After taking into con-

sideration the fact that the inclu-

sion of motion picture performances
of Government trailers and short
subjects in connection with the war
effort is a patriotic 'must' in all

theaters for which no remuneration
accrues to the theaters, and that
further, almost without exception,
wherever the question arose the
members have expressed a willing-
ness to waive their rights to un-
avoidable overtime caused by the
inclusion of such trailers and short
subjects in the program, the general
executive board voted unanimously
to waive such overtime for the du-
ration of the war as our patriotic
contribution to the joint effort of the
industry to help our country in time
of need. Therefore, all local unions
will be guided accordingly."

IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Paramount has pur-

chased screen rights to the Broad-
way musical, "Let's Face It," as a
vehicle for Bob Hope. Sum is said

to be in excess of $225,000. It is

understood that by mutual agree-
ment 20th-Fox will share in pay-
ment, reportedly to the extent of

$100,000 since it owns rights to

"Cradle Snatchers" from which
"Let's Face It" was derived.

"Cradle Snatchers" was filmed by
Fox as a silent in 1927 and with
sound in 1929 under the title "Why
Leave Home."
Bob Hope will play Danny Kaye's

stage role in the screen version of

"Let's Face It" after he completes
"Treasure Chest" for Samuel Gold-
wyn. Freedley, producer of the
play, is now in Hollywood and will

return to New York this week.

Para. 4% Deb., 56's, Ready
The definitive 4 per cent deben-

tures, due 1956, of Paramount Pic-

tures Inc. are now ready for distribu-

tion and will be exchanged for the
temporary debentures when the lat-

ter are surrended at the office of the
trustee, the Manufacturers Trust Co.
at 45 Beaver St., the Paramount
management announced today.

"Texas Rangers" for Republic
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—"Saga Of The Texas

Rangers, a film history of Texas
has been announced as a coming pro-
duction at Republic. Story is an
original idea by Associate Producer
Edmund Grainger.

'ii

!

I

!
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Demands for Freon

Swamping Dealers

(Continued from Page 1)

Daily's exclusive story warning that

an April 1 deadline would be in effect,

the War Production Board disclosed

Friday.
In a special announcement, over

the signature of A. Julian Brylawski,
motion picture consultant, the WPD
said:

"An article in Film Daily warn-
ing theater owners to get their air-

conditioning plants in order and in

readiness and fill them with freon
before April 1, has swamped dealers
who are unable to get supplies for
immediate delivery.

"While the prompt filing of PD-
160 Forms tends to give the Gov-
ernment a good over-all picture of

the industry's requirements, it does
not enable dealers to fill orders im-
mediately and a considerable degree
of patience may be necessary before
supplies are available.

"Government needs must first be
filled before any freon can become
available for Class 3 classifications

(theaters). PD-160 Forms for freon
can be had from anv supplier and
should be filed with the supplier and
not sent to Washington."

It is understood that all theater
requirements will be filled before the
deadline, if the applications are filed

promptly with dealers.

Sheldon-Mitchell Sues
Loew's, Feist Over Song

Sheldon-Mitchell Publishing Corp.
on Friday, filed an injunction suit in

the N. Y. Supreme Court against
Loew's, Inc., and Leo Feist seeking
to restrain the use of the song
"You'll Never Know."

Plantiff claims to own the rights
to the song under an assignment
made by William Mitchell, Henry
Levinson and Fred Wise, the com-
posers. Feist is charged with pub-
lishing the song and licensing its

use in M-G-M-'s film "Lady Be Good"
without the plaintiff's authorization.
An answer has been filed by Feist
in which it is claimed that it had
received license from the plaintiff on
June 13, 1941.

"Frankie and Johnny" Suit

To Go to Trial in St. Louis

St. Louis—The $200,000 damage
suit of Frankie Baker, Portland, Ore.,
Negress against Republic Pictures et
al on the grounds that her character
was defamed through the production
of the motion picture "Frankie and
Johnny" is scheduled to go to trial

in Circuit Judge William H. Kil-
loren's court here on Tuesday.

Shirley Temple 4-Reeler

A four-reel featurette compiled
from earlier Shirley Temple suc-
cesses will be released shortly by
Astor Pictures Corp. under the title

of "Our Girl Shirley."

THE WE£I\ IN REVIEW
Films Ruled Essential to War Effort

^^^^^z=i By L. H. MITCHELL ============
ESSENTIALITY: Brig. Gen. Lewis

B. Hershey, Director of Selective
Service, advised Lowell Mellett, Co-
ordinator of Government Films and
liaison officer of the Government
with the film industry, that "the
motion picture industry is an ac-
tivity essential in certain instances
to the national health, safety and
interest, and in other instances, to
war production."

* * *

MUST SELL AWARD: Arbitra-
tor's award in l«-.e Parkside Theater,
Detroit, is believed to be the first

decision under Section X of the New
York consent decree. Distributors
were ordered to sell films to the
Parkside. . . . Industry sees a flood
of clearance cases to be filed in New
Orleans following arbitrator's award
in the Ashton Theater, New Or-
leans, clearance demand. Clear-
ance was reduced by 50 days, from
60 to 10 days.

* * *

FINANCIAL: Warner Bros. 13-

week net jumped to $2,079,601. . . .

Atlas film security holdings total

$7,273,344. . . . Monogram paid
$250,000 for the Ralph Like studios
at the Coast. . . . Republic sets

budget of $4,500,000 for 22 pictures.

. . . Walt Disney estimates his loss

on "The New Spirit," Donald Duck
short made at request of the Treas-
ury, as $56,000 even though the
$80,000 production cost, withheld by
the House, should eventually be
paid.

IATSE: Ten-point theater conser-
vation program was drafted by
IATSE. ... Its Prexy, Richard F.
Walsh, reiterated the union's "no
strike" pledge. . . . Walsh also

backed the move for AF of L-CIO
peace.

* * *

MISCELLANY: Schine Circuit
won a point in the Government's
anti-trust suit when Court refused
to grant Government the right to

examine the array of documents in

the case collected by Schine. . . .

UMPI may receive proposal for
mediation in exhib.-distrib. contro-
versies. . . . Leon J. Bamberger was
appointed executive secretary of
the UMPI. . . . Conn. Allied was
first to vote on three proposed sub-
stitutes for the blocks-of-five clause
of the consent decree—it favored
selective buying, from advance
synopsis of star, names of cast,

director, etc. . . . Announcement
was made that the industry, at Gov-
ernment request, will make avail-

able 75 two-hour programs in 16
mm. for U. S. troops in combat
zones. . . . AID reported to Allied

a variation of sales policies of all

distributors, with forcing of shorts
still being prasticed. . . . Hall Walsh
will head Warners' prairie district.

. . . Ascap members said to be
checking use of their music by
Nebraska theaters. . . . Exhibs. re-

ported making fewer trips to ex-
changes, booking by telephone in-

stead.

Broder on Coast for

Abbott-Costello Hearing
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Attorney I. Robert

Broder of New York has arrived
from New York to join Attorney
Nathan O. Freedman of Hollywood,
in representing Abbott and Cos-
tello at an arbitration hearing,
which will start tomorrow. The com-
edians are seeking to abrogate a
contract with the William Morris
Agency, Inc., and the arbiters are
M. C. Levee, chosen by the agency;
Genreal J. O. Donovan, chosen by
Abbott and Costello; and Judge
Stahlmaster, named by Levee and
General Donovan.

Esquire to Handle Pathe
And British National Pix

Toronto — Esquire Films, Ltd.,

will handle product of British Na-
tional and Pathe Pictures of Lon-
don in Canada under new franchise
deals, it is announced by President
A. J. Laurie. For the present, phy-
sical distribution will be via Em-
pire-Universal. Esquire is opening
branches in Winnipeg and Montreal.

Northwest ITO Meets Tomorrow
Seattle—Northwest ITO will hold

its convention at the New Washing-
ton Hotel here tomorrow.

Regal, Indianapolis, Asks
Reduction in Clearance

Second demand for arbitration to
be filed in the Indianpolis tribunal
has been docketed by S. S. Stephens,
operating the Regal Theater in In-
dianapolis. Stephens complains that
the clearance granted to three thea-
ters operated by the Walker Theater
Co. is unreasonable.
Complainant asks that the 30-day

clearance now granted to the Walker
be reduced to seven days and the 14-

day clearance now granted to the
Park Theater be cut to one day. He
also asks that the Regal be given
30 days clearance over the Lido. The
three Walker houses cater to Negro
patronage.

General Price Hike

Forecast in Okla.

20th-Fox Gets "Oxbow Incident"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Twentieth-Fox has

acquired "The Oxbow Incident," a
novel by Walter van Tilburg Clark,
screen rights to which had previously
been held under an option by Harold
Hurley. Hurley released his interest
in the property when he left U A
recently.

Sunday Pix for Victoria

Victoria, Va.—The Victoria town
council voted unanimously to per-
mit Sunday movies.

(Continued from Page 1)

men, large and small. Increase
costs of operation, probable additioi

al film rental increases and new taxe
as well as new wage demands ai

'

given as reasons by operators i
]

both large and small communities^!
Few believe a moderate price h(

i

will affect the gross much. RecentfJ
most houses over the State uppe
admissions from around 25 cents t

as high as 56 cents on "Sergear
York" with little effect on attenc
ance.
One operator forecasts smalle,,

communities will have price increase*
on week-ends when better films wi I

be shown while attempting to hoi
present levels on program pix dui

ing middle of week runs, thus sti

having shows for those who cannc
afford upped prices.

On the occasion of the last Fee
i

eral admission tax charge, mos I

houses absorbed the tax by decreas I

ing scales so that the new admissio
|

price and tax would equal the ol

admission prices.

Light comedy is still king i

Oklahoma if recent grosses both i I

small and larger cities are any ir.l

dication of the public's wishes i
j

the way of film fare. Downrigh
comedies, Abbott and Costello slaj i

stick and even war comedies arj
drawing the business while "heavj
love" and "musicals" without bi

names play to empty seats. Latte
is particularly true in towns out

outside Oklahoma City and Tulss
Adventure and detective thriller

continue to hold their own. Som
spots report increased business o

the westerns also.

Proof of the above is in exhibs
eagerness to get a hold of the com
edy and action pix and their enthu
siasm in promoting them as com
pared with their indifference to t\
others when booked.

Mrs. Dorothy Griffis Dead.
Tucson, Ariz. — Mrs. Doroth;

Nixon Griffis, 49, former wife o
Stanton Griffis, died suddenly here
where she had been vacationing.

Griffis who received the news o

Mrs. Griffis' death while he was vaca
tioning in Boca Raton, Fla. flew here

In addition to her mother, Mr?
Myrtle Ottaway Nixon, Mrs. Griffi

is survived bv two children, Nixoi
Griffis and Mrs. John Latouche;
sister, Mrs. Theron Wright of Win
netka, 111., and a brother, Samue
Nixon of Westfield, N. Y.

Saroyan on First Script

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—William Saroyan i

preparing the script of his first stor;

written directly for the motion pic

ture field. It is temporarily titlei

"The Human Comedy" and is to bi

published by Harcourt-Brace, simul
taneouslv with the M-G-M produc
tion. "The Human Comedy" is de
scribed as a dramatic story of :

middle class family in a small Cali
fornia town. DAN
1 S MX *7 *r
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'PLEASE-ALL" SALES PLAN UMPI PROBLEM
Authority to Fix Rentals in New Canadian Order
io New Film Theaters Can
e Opened Without Okay
y Services Administrator

.Montreal—While virtually dicta-

rial control over the supply, dis-

ibution and exhibition of motion
ctures are invested in the Adminis-
ator of Services, under a new or-

r by the Wartime Prices and Trade
jard effective as of Feb. 12, there
confidence in well informed trade

aarters that no attempt will be
: ade by the Dominion Government

(Continued on Page 3)

andis Would Retain

•CD's Arts Division

ashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— Elimination of the

ffice of Civilian Defense's arts di-

sion, headed by Melvyn Douglas,
as opposed by James M. Landis,

(Continued on Page 6)

/alsh Slaps Indianapolis
xchange Workers' Strike

Indianapolis—Representatives of
Deal B-35 were still smarting yes-
rday from a reprimand adminis-
red personally to them Friday by

(Continued on Page 7)

.:

Ditties Collections
At $600,000 Mark

March of Dimes collections by the

motion picture industry were more
than $600,000 as of last night, ac-

cording to Si Fabian, treasurer. The
big spurt in the total was made pos-

sible by a check for $180,000 from
the Loew circuit, representing the

largest individual circuit contribution

so far. The Harry Brandt circuit sent

a check for $11,000, regarded as an

excellent showing by this New York
group of theaters.

Four thousand theaters out of

10,000 that were enrolled in rhe

March of Dimes have sent in their

collections. Fabian urges all exhib-

itors who have not yet reported to

send in their collections without de-
lay.

CUSTOMS TO EYE ADS, PUBLICITY
Material Destined for Foreign Use Held

Subject to Government Inspection

Publicity and advertising mate-

rial destined for foreign use is sub-

ject to inspection under rules gov-

erning censorship of film shipments

to foreign countries, foreign pub-
licity managers were told yesterday
bv Gov. Carl E. Milliken of the
MPPDA.
The foreign publicity heads have

formed a group known as the In-

ternational Publicity Committee
which will be a part of the War Ac-
tivities Committee, Motion Picture
Industry- Kenneth Clark is chair-

man of the group and Joel Swenson
has been named secretary.

At a meeting yesterday, members
were given a report on the prob-
lems of setting up the machinei-y to

expedite the clearance of films and
advertising material through the

customs inspectors.

It also was announced yesterday
that the Rockefeller group former-
ly known as the Committee on Cul-
tural and Commercial Relations
with Latin America had been changed
to Co-ordinator of Inter-American
Affairs.

Dipson Appeals

Kensington Award

Buffalo — Notice of appeal has
been filed by Dipson Theaters, Inc.,

from Arbitrator Michael Catalano's
award setting three days as maxi-
mum clearance to Shea's Kensing-
ton over Dipson's Bailey in licensing

(Continued on Page 7)

Circella, Kaufman Trial

Goes Over to March 2

Federal Judge Alfred C. Coxe yes-
terday ordered the postponement of
the extortion trial of Nick (Dean)
Circella and Louis Kaufman to

March 2. Delay is believed to be
(Continued on Page 6)

Talk Single Bills

As Economy Move

Milwaukee, Wis. — Realizing a

growing necessity for trimming
costs wherever possible, there is

again a reported movement under
way in Milwaukee county for a re-

turn to single features. Indications
(Continued on Page 7)

War to Bring Usherettes,

Later Shows, Says Branton

Omaha—G. Ralph Branton, Tri-

States Theaters general manager,
here to confer with managers of the
circuit's houses in Nebraska and
western Iowa, sees two major

(Continued on Page 7)

laps Operate Nippon
Branches Taken Over, Says Daff, "U" Exec.

Nine Features Get Gun
In Hollywood Studios

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Nine new pictures are

scheduled to go into production this
week. The check-up:
At Columbia: Six shooting, includ-

(Continued on Page 6)

Universal's three offices in Japan
are being operated by Japanese gov-
ernment agencies and it is pre-
sumed that the same applies to

branches of other companies, ac-
cording to Al Daff, Universal's su-
pervisor for the Far and Middle
East. Daff returned Friday from
the Orient. He was en route to

(Continued on Page 3)

Block-Booking With 20%
Cancellation Looms As
Favored Plan of Exhibs.

Development of a sales plan that
will be agreeable to exhibitors,
distributors and the Government is

the problem that faces the UMPI
sub-committee on trade practices
which re-convenes today at the Ho-
tel Warwick.

Result of the exhibitor poll on
sales plan preferences has not been
tabulated officially, although it is

possible that some data on the sur-
vey will be made available today.
From present indications, however,
exhibitors appear to want identifica-
tion of product or the offering of a

(Continued on Page 6)

Board Rules on Musk

Fees in Canada

Montreal—The Copyright Appeal
Board ruled at Ottawa yesterday
that the Canadian Performing Rights
Society, Ltd., may collect an annual
feel of $1 for each 16 mm. film with
a sound track used for commrecial
purposes and containing any musical
work in respect of which the society
is empowered to grant a license.

Other fees for theaters, dance
(Continued on Page 7)

Letters Offered in S. D.
$523,000 Damage Suit

Sioux Falls, S. D.—Letters and
purported conversation were intro-
duced by plaintiffs in the $523,000
motion picture film damage suit in

Federal Court here yesterday.
Complainant theater managers al-

lege a conspiracy by competing
managers and1 others to prevent

(Continued on Page 7)

Name Win. Holman
RKO Studio Mgr.

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—William Holman, for-

merly with Frank Capra Productions

and Columbia, has been appointed

studio manager of RKO Radio.
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Keller Funeral Held
Bridgeville, Del. — Funeral ser-

vices were held Saturday for Wil-
liam Keller, 74, for 30 years manag-
ing owner of Keller's Theater, which
was destroyed by fire about a year
ago. Keller died from a bullet
wound, self-inflicted.

SECRETARY-ASSISTANT

Your g lady, 10 years with famous Motion

Picti re Executive. Personable, ca pable

relieving busy execul ive of details.

Box 1000 The Film Daily

1501 Broadway New York

Ross Federal Execs. Map
Policies at Miami Meet

Miami—Executives of the Ross
Federal Service gathered here today
to discuss policies and develop-
ments in the light of changing world
conditions. The meeting, a prelim-
inary to the annual national conven-
tion held in the Spring, is expected
to run over a week.

H. A. Ross, president, reported
that the company's manpower prob-
lem, which involves about 5,000 men,
was definitely under control.

Attending the meeting are home
office executives and nine district
managers. Besides President Ross,
others from the home office are: D.
A. Ross, general manager; B. E.
Jolley, director of branch operations;
Horace Free, recently placed in

charge of supervision.

N. Y. SPG Will Picket
If Negotiations Flop

New York SPG has laid plans for
the immediate picketing of theaters
if today's meeting between its ne-
gotiating committee and producers
does not bring the desired results.

The SPG unit in every company has
appointed a picketing captain.
Membership of the Guild voted

unanimously at its last meeting to
authorize the campaign committee
to institute picketing, boycott or

any other lawful measures neces-
sary to secure a favorable contract
with the producers.
Weight of the New York News-

paper Guild and the sentiment of the
film critics on the city's papers are
expected to be thrown behind the
SPG if a picketing order goes out
after today's meeting.

Gov't Serves Objections
To Equity Interrogatories

The D of J yesterday served de-
fense attorneys with objections to
interrogatories filed by Universal
and United Artists in the New York
equity action. The Court is asked
to strike out the interrogatories on
grounds similar to those made in
reference to the Columbia interro-
gatories. The application is slated
for hearing tomorrow.

Col. Gillette, Ampa Guest
Lieut.-Col. Melvin E. Gillette will

be the guest of honor at the Ampa
luncheon Thursday at the Hotel Edi-
son. Col. Gillette is in charge of the
Army's training film production
laboratory at Fort Monmouth, N. J.

A delegation from the fort will ac-
company him.

Loew Cleveland Scale Up
Cleveland — Admission scale at

Loew's State was bosted to 40 cents
for matinees and 55 cents for eve-
nings at Loew's State. This is the
regular Sunday scale.

V. C. Party for Jack Sogg
Cleveland — Variety Club will

honor Jack Sogg, recently appointed
M-G-M branch manager to succeed
Frank Drew, with a party Saturday.

Robert Schless in Mexico
On Survey for Warners

Mexico City (By Air Mail)—Rob-
ert Schless, Warners foreign sales

and distribution head, is here on
the first leg of a Latin-American
survey. He expects to spend several
months studying business conditions
in the 20 countries below the Rio
Grande.

Following conferences with O. J.

Brooks, Warners' general manager
in Mexico, an inspection of the com-
pany's new branch office in Monter-
rey, Schless will plane out for Pan-
ama City, which will be his tempor-
ary headquarters for a business sur-
vey of Costa Rica, Nicaragua, Gua-
temala, El Salvador and Honduras.

Other countries in which the War-
ner executive will set up temporary
headquarters include Peru, Argen-
tina, Uruguay, Brazil and Cuba.

In Santiago, Chile, Schless ex-
pects to meet Del Frazier, who is

in South America for Warner Bros,
producing a series of shorts in co-
operation with the Nelson Rocke-
feller-Jock Whitney committees.

Reconsideration Motion
Filed in Kramer Action

Detroit—Unusual motion for re-

consideration has been filed in the
U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals by
Samuel Shevin and Ben Cohn in the
Kramer Theater case, involving right
to occupancy of the Kramer The-
ater, which the Court recently con-
firmed to the Kramer family. The
appellants argue that the decision

was inconsistent in that it was part-
ly based on the theory that the
lease from the Kramers to the ap-
pellants, was valid, and partly on
the theory •that it was void, and
further that the Kramers consid-
ered the lease valid, and could not
go back and seek cancellation. Ex-
ception is also taken to "excessive"
damages of $7,600 as awarded.

COmiM and GOIHG

Four More Film Stars

To Aid Canada's Drive

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM. DAILY
Hollywood—Four more stars will

go to Canada to aid in the new
$600,000,000 Victory Loan Drive of

our ,neighboring ally.. Brian,Aherne,
will appear m Toronto on spe-
cial broadcasts for the Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation Feb. 20 j

Greer Garson and Sir Cedric Hard-
wicke, Feb. 2, and Adolphe Menjou
March 6.

"Year's" Second Week Ahead
Second week of "Woman of the

Year" at Radio City Music Hall will

exceed the first week's $100,500, Re-
cording to Gus Eyssell, managing
director. Picture drew $68,000 in

the first four days of its second week.
It starts its third week Thursday.

Rites for Allen L. McCormick
West Coast bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Funeral services
were held yesterday for Allen L.
McCormick, president and founder
of Cinecolor, Inc.

GINGER ROGERS is in town on a short va
tion.

JEAN GABIN gets in from the Coast torn

row.

ANNE SHIRLEY will come East for a h
York vacaton the beginning of March.

SPENCER TRACY arrived from Hollywood* 1

terday. (-

WILLIAM FITELSON left for the Coast >i

terday.

F. J. A. MCCARTHY, Universal Southern
Canadian sales manager, left for Dallas Monc

;

to be gone for about a week.

PHIL ENGEL, Warner Eastern publicity rep

sentative, is in Rochester working on the '

vance campaign on "Captains of the Clouc

NAT WOLF, Warner rone manager, at Cle]
land, is on a vacation trip to Texas.

LUCY FLACK, former operator of the C
itol, Milford, Conn., recently sold to Bern I

Gordon, has returned from an 8,500 mile tl
including a visit to Hollywood.

WILLIAM J. HEINEMAN, Universal'* assist!

general sales manager, is in Washington to
]

and will return tomorrow.

POLA NEGRI is due -on -the Coast tomoril
from New York.

JACK KIRSCH, prexy of Illinois Allied, arri

here today from Chicago to attend the indu:

!

committee meetings.

Ascap's Lavietes Suit

Placed on Court Docket

New Haven—After being dorma;
in Federal Court here for ma]
months, the Ascap copyright 1
fringement suit against Harry A
Lavietes, operator of the Pequot, Nt
Haven, is on the February dock
for assignment by Judge Carroll
Hincks.

E. M. Loew's Enterprises, In

operator of the E. M. Loew, Ha:
ford, and Susan Palmer, owner
Palmer's Casino, Branford, ha
been added as defendants, and $
750 total damages are asked. T
E. M. Loew alleged infringement
dated March 18, 1939, and the F
quot, Jan. 1, 1940. The case w
originally brought several mont
before the Government -suit-aga-ir'

Ascap.

Margaret Hennessey Dead
Springfield, Mass.—Margaret

Hennessey, 46, former cashier
the original Poli Theater here a
in Hartford, Conn., died in Mer
Hospital after a brief illness.

"HARD-TO-GET-TO" PEOPLE

ARE EASY TO GET TO BY

tostal
Telegraph

CHARGES FOR TELEGRAMS
'PHONED IN APPEAR ON YOUR
TELEPHONE BILL.
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. Authorized to Fix

J Rentals in Canada
ntimted from Page 1

)

o exercise the power to the extent
1 admittedly possible.

The new order gives the Adminis-
' trator, James Stewart, of Toronto,

authority to prescribe the terms un-

""ier which films mav be sold, rented

^or supplied, and to prohibit any
transactions not in accordance with
his ruling.

Nor is this all. The order pro-

vides that the Administrator may
also require any person who owns
or is in possession of a motion
picture film to dispose of it to any-
one at such time and on such terms
as may be prescribed by the Ad-
ministrator, and the latter is au-

[ :horized to fix the price or rate at

\
which any film may be exhibited,

rented, sold or supplied and to pro-

hibit any exhibition, purchase, sale,

rental or supply at any price or
rate which is not in accordance with

|
:he conditions fixed by him.
The new order also stipulates that

I
no premises which were not actual-
ly in use for the public exhibition of
motion pictures for profit Jan. 31
last may hereafter be used for such
purpose unless written authorization
to do so has been granted by Stew-

j

art.

Film exhibitions were on Dec. 1

1 placed under the Wartime Prices and
Trade Board's price ceiling which
limited maximum prices to those

1 charged in the basic period between
Sept. 15 and Oct. 11 last.

The trade expects the Adminis-
trator to be guided by the Advisory
Council, organized at a Toronto
conference last week, in the applica-
tion of the order's power to the Can-
adian industry. The latter has play-
ed an important role in the Domin-

] ion's war effort, and this week is

all-out in behalf of the new Victory
Loan drive.

It was pointed out in trade cir-

cles last night that the Government
may not be expected to do anything
to jeopardize its $8,000,000 in tax
revenues via Canadian theaters.

Duals at Chi. Roosevelt
Chicago—B & K has adopted a

twin bill policy for the Loop Roose-
velt theater.

J

Adoption of Payroll
Savings Plan Urged

The eight majors and the Minne-
sota Amusement Co. have installed

the payroll savings plan for Defense
Stamps and Bonds, John Whitney
Richmond of the New York Defense
Saving Committee announced yester-

day.

The Defense Savings office, in

making this announcement, urged
that theaters and film exchanges out-

side of the New York district con-
tact their local Defense Savings Com-
mittee to inaugurate their individual

savings plans if they have not already

done so.

V Y Y
• • • NOW it comes out that one of General MacArthur's boys.

Captain Arthur Wermuth, is literally a one-man army, having killed

116 laps A potential one-man army appears to still be in civies.

He's the New York trade press scribe who hied down to the

Eastern Shore of Maryland this past week-end for a mite of recreation.

He had never fired a gun in his life, but timidly did so at the

insistence of his movie mogul host Out blazed that initial rifle blast.

and out oi the blue fell a hawk.—the only gol darned thing in the sky!

Beware. Ye Nipponese Vultures!

Y Y Y
• • • HARRY SHERMAN, solan supreme of the sagebrush

sagas, obviously has another hit on his hands in "Tombstone" (The

Town Too Tough To Die) Phil M. has it from Coast exhib.

sources that the new opus has scored handsomely at several srieak-

previews Say our informing diannels: "This picture ranks with

the better westerns of the past few years and is far and away ahead of

Mich recent pictures as (titles are diplomatically deleted by Phil M.,

but suffice to say tliey are two neat cactus dramas) Every mem-
ber of the cast (principals are Richard Dix, Kent Taylor, Edgar

Buchanan, Frances Gifford, Don Castle, Clem Bevans, Victor Jory,

Chris Pin Martin and Rex Bell) gives a fine performance It is

filled with action and entertainment and is well produced Not

one patron left the theater during the entire showing and there was

a good round of applause when the picture ended."

T
• • • CURRENT Pathe News release is highlighted by the cam-

era story of the U. S. Navy's attack on the Japanese mid-Pacific

islands, photographed by Pathe News Cameraman Mervyn Free-

man who declared in an INS interview that the naval battle gave him

the thrill oi his life. . . • Arthur M. Loew has made available his boat

to the U. S. Coast Guard for the duration. . . • UA's "Mister V" did

a wow of a biz during its first four days at the Rivoli where it should,

on its own merits, be in for a nice long run,—and. too, because Mister

Monroe Greenthal and the UA-ites gave it a whale of an advance cam-

paign, thus selling it solidly to New York How well "Mister V"
did in those four days is patent when you consider that the "take" was
better'n that of either "Foreign Correspondent" or "The Long Voyage

Home". . . • Men selected by Detroit's Variety Club for honors at its

first annual Pioneer Banquet are: Paul Schlossman, Muskegon; Bob

Peltier. Mount Clemens; Ollie Brooks, Butterfield head booker; Ed Kirch-

ner, manager of the Family, Detroit; Fred DeLodder, Co-Operative The-

aters' prexy; Ray Branch, Allied of Michigan's prexy; E. C. Beatty, prexy

of Butterfield Theaters; James C. Ritter, former Allied States' prexy;

Harlan Starr, Monogram branch manager; Glenn Cross, Allied leader;

Tom Ealand, Ferndale Theater, Ferndale; and Jacob Stocker,

Myrtle Theater. Detroit All are exhibs. 'cept Starr Banquet

is this Thursday night

T
• • • RADIE HARRIS has been designated chairman of the

Entertainment Committee for the American Theater Wing Stage Door

Canteen, opening at the Little Club, March 2 This canteen will

not only feed 500 service men a day 'twixt 5 p.m. and midnight, but

will also have lovely young actresses for the boys to dance with, and

supply eager "armed" forces with free entertainment by top flight

personalities of stage, screen and radio

• • • REMEMBER PEARL HARBOR!

T

Japanese Operate

Nippon Film Offices

{Continued from Paiic 1)

Tokyo, but the outbreak of the war
forced him to turn back from Ba-
tavia.

Daff said he understood that his

office in Shanghai was operating
but there have been no communica-
tions from the personnel there. Sin-

gapore office was functioning up un-
til last week. There has been no
word from the Manila office since

the city fell to the Japanese, Daff
said. The Hongkong office is closed.

Shipments to the Dutch East In-

dies were stopped at the beginning
of the war in the Pacific, although
some shipments are being made to

Java where, at last reports, the
Universal office was operating.

Daff said that Bob Perkins, Uni-
versal's manager in Tokyo, was in

Shanghai at present. Perkins'
father, James Perkins, of Para-
mount, is in Manila.

Japs to Show Spanish Pix
As Anti-U. S. Propaganda

Madrid (By Cable) — Japan' is

turning to Spanish films to create
propaganda against the United
States in the Philippines, it has
been revealed here. According to

Diaz Amado, a Spanish producer,
the Japanese legation in this city

has acquired for showing in Manila
a print of the Spanish propaganda
film "Raza." The idea is to show
the Filipinos that the Japanese love

those of Spanish blood.

Italy Confiscates What
Property, Ask U. S. Firms

Officials of Western Elecrtic and
Warner Bros, laughed yesterday at

dispatches reaching Berne from
Rome that the Italian government
had confiscated all property belong-
ing to the two companies.

At Warners the announcement
from Rome was called a "joke" and
"another piece of Italian bombast."
The company said it had no prop-
erty in Italy except some old films

hardly worth seizing.

Asserting the company had noth-
ing seizable in Italy, officials of

Western Electric stated they didn't

know what the Italians were talk-

ing about.

STORKS!
Adolph Schimel, attorney for Uni-

versal, is the father of a second
girl, born to his wife, Muriel L.

Schimel, Friday night at Lenox
Hill Hospital.

Jonas Rosenfield, Jr., 20th Cen-
tury-Fox ad copy chief, and his

wife, Ida, are the parents of a
seven-pound boy born last Saturday
at the Lying-in Hospital in Man-
hattan. The baby will be named
Jones III.
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IN TECHNICOLOR
with

DENNIS MORGAN BRENDA MARSHALL
ALAN HALE • GEORGE TOBIAS • REGINALD GARDINER • REGINALD DENNY

Directed by MICHAEL CURTIZ
Screen Play by Arthur T. Horman, Richard Macaulay, Norman Reilly Rain*
From a Story by Arthur T. Horman and Roland Gillett • Music by Max Steiner

*#
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"Please-All" Sales

Plan UMPI Problem

(Continued from Page 1)

full season's program. But, accord-

ing to industry authorities, they
can't have both. A return to straight

block-booking is a remote possibil-

ity, if not entirely impossible be-

cause of opposition by the Depart-
ment of Justice; and complete iden-

tification of pictures on a full sea-

son's program is regarded as a phy-
sical impossibility.

The best chances for harmony on
this point, according to reliable

sources, is a plan for block-booking
with 20 per cent cancellation privi-

leges, subject to the okay of the
Government.
Expansion of the arbitration sys-

tem also will be taken up at the
meetings that continue today.
Amendments to the consent decree
covering points that will be recom-
mended will be considered, as well
as methods of settling individual

and territorial disputes. A system
for financing the UMPI will be an
important issue.

Leon Bamberger took up his du-
ties vesterday as executive secre-

tary of UMPI at the Hotel Astor.
Dorris Sander is his secretary. The
UMPI sessions may be moved from
the Warwick to the Hotel Astor if

proper space can be obtained.
Attending the current sessions

will be Jack Kirsch, chairman; Rob-
ert Poole, Robert White, William
Crockett, Ed Kuykendall, Max A.
Cohen, Joseph Vogel, Col. H. A.
Cole, Sidney Samuelson, Howard
Levenson, Ned Depinet, Felix Jenk-
ins, Irving Moross, Pat Scollard,

Tames R. Grainger and H. M. Richey.
W. F. Rodgers, M-G-M general sales

manager, may address the meeting.

Circella, Kaufman Trial

Goes Over to March 2

(Continued from Page 1)

caused by a desire on the part of
the Government to await the Cir-
cuit Court's decision on the appeal
of Willie Bioff and . George E.
Erowne on similar charges.

GWTW Chasing Own Record
In the first four days of its third

national release in Milwaukee,
GWTW recorded 230 per cent of

normal business at the Palace The-
ater, within a few percentage points
of last year's engagement at the
house for the same period.

A. H. Aldinger Dies
Detroit—Albert H. Aldinger, 65,

construction superintendent of the
United Artists Theater, is dead af-

t r two weeks' illness. His widow
and two sons survive. Interment in

Woodlawn Cemetery.

Chi. Theaters Give R. C. $45,000
Chicago—Van Nomikos, chairman

cf the Theater Red Cross Commit-
tee, reports $45,000 contributions,
doubling the industry's quota.

»«REVIEIVS
"The Lady Is Willing"
with Marlene Dietrich, Fred MacMurray,

Alins MacMahon, Arline Judge

Columbia 92 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

BRILLIANTLY PLAYED COMEDY RICH
IN ENTERTAINMENT VALUES SHOULD
CLICK SOLIDLY.

Here is a vehicle that has given glamour-
girl Marlene Dietrich an opportunity—long

deserved—to show she can do a thorough

job of acting in all sorts of roles, because
here she does everything but handstands,

and she does it all well. Co-star Fred Mac-
Murray also gives an excellent account of

himself with a similarly varied assignment.

But. despite their quality, it is not in the

performances of the stars that the brighter

spots appear in this film. It is in the fine

touches inserted by director Mitchell Leisen;

in the classic tossing off of smart lines by

the prodigal daughter, Aline MacMahon; in

the pleasing little sequences in which we
are permitted quick glances at lovely, tal-

ented Arline Judge and in the thieving

performance of as cute a baby as ever

faced a lens.

The production is fabulous. Photography,

great, and in just one department has the

film fallen below the level set by director

and players. The writers, getting off to 3

good start with some top-notch lines and
plot material, bogged down about the mid-
dle of the piece and reached a little too

far back into the bag of tricks for the

fingers of Leisen and the players to follow.

The result is a bit of a lull that, although

obvious, is not bad enough to detract from
the fine efforts of the rest of the cast and
crew.

The tale opens with Miss Dietrich kid-

naping a baby from the arms of a police-

man. She is a generous, simple soul and
consequently decides to keep the child. Miss
MacMahon, and her co-worrier over Mar-
ine's affairs, Stanley Ridges, have no alter-

native but to try to help her. They brave

arrest, mental breakdown and loss of their

jobs until they are relieved of their respon-

sibilities by Miss Dietrich's "kidnap" mar-
riage of Doctor Fred MacMurray.
MacMurray takes the job of husband so

he can continue an experiment with rabbits,

but, unfortunately at first, the couple fall

in love.

Despite the drop in script quality at this

point the players manage to squeeze plenty

of stuff out of the situations and bow off

the screen with a happy ending.

Sophisticated audiences will go for this

—

and the eye-wash trade will go for the kid

sequences. So the result should be a profit-

able booking for "The Lady Is Willing," a

Charles K. Feldman Group Production.

CAST: Marlene Dietrich, Fred MacMur-
ray, Aline MacMahon, Arline Judge, Stan-

ley Ridges, Roger Clark, Marietta Canty,

David James, Ruth Ford, Sterling Holloway,

Harvey Stephens, Harry Shannon, Elizabeth

Risdon, Charles Lane, Murray Alper, Kitty

Kelly.

DIRECTOR, Mitchell Leisen; Author,

James Edward Grant; Screenplay, James
Edward Grant and Albert McCleery; Cam-
eraman, Ted Tetzlaff; Editor, Eda Warren;
Art Director, Lionel Banks; Associate, Ru-
dolph Sternad; Dance director, Douglas

Dean; Musical score, W. Franke Harling;

Musical director, M. W. Stoloff.

DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Great.

Jinxed? ? ? ?
Watervliet—Sam Rosenblatt had

only reopened the Strand Theater in

this booming arsenal city five days

after remodeling the house when the

combination of Friday the 13th and

the pix "You'll Never Get Rich" evi-

dently proved too much. There was

a $20,000 fire loss caused when a

roll of film became ignited.

Projectionist James Purcell was
burned on the face and his hair

singed, as the fire spread to a reel

of film on the table and then

throughout the theater.

Sam Rosenblatt, indie exhib, had

leased the house, one of the first

nabes in the U. S., from John

Christie two months ago.

Nine Features Get Gun
In Hollywood Studios

(Continued from Page 1)

ing "He Kissed the Bride," comedy,
starring Joan Crawford and Melvyn
Douglas under the production guid-
ance of Edward Kaufman, with Alex-
ander Hall directing; "Something
Borrowed," comedy drama, with Wil-
liam Holden, Frances Dee, Grant
Mitchell, William Wright, Marjorie
Gateson, Emma Dunn, Danny Mum-
mert, Ann Gillis and Marguerite
Ciiapman.' Director, Alfred E. Green
and producer, Robert Sparks;
"Sweetheart of the Fleet," comedy
drama, with Jinx Falkenburg and
Joan Woodbury. "The Gentlemen
Misbehaves," has been changed to

"Three's a Crowd."
At M-G-M: Four shooting, including

'Crossroads," drama, starring William Powell
and Hedy Lamarr, with Sig Rumann and
Margaret Wycherly. Jack Conway directing

for Producer Edwin Knopf.
At Monogram: Two shooting, including

"Ghost Town Law," latest in the "Rough
Riders" series of western pictures featuring

Buck Jones, Tim McCoy and Raymond Hat-
ton, under the direction of Howard Brether-

ton. Virginia Carpenter has the leading

feminine role. Scott R. Dunlap is producing.
At Paramount: Eight shooting, including

"Henry Aldrich, Editor," comedy drama, with
Jimmy Lyndon, Charles Smith and John
Litel. Hugh Bennett directing, Sol C. Siegel

producing, and Jules Schermer, associate pro-

ducer; "The Glass Key," mystery, with
Patricia Morison, Bonita Granville and Joseph
Calleia. Stuart Heisler directing for asso-

ciate producer, Fred Kohlmar.
At Republic

:

Six shooting, including
"Home in Wyoming," western, starring Gene
Autry. with Smiley Burnette and Fay Mc-
Kenzie. Harry Grey producing.
At RKO-Radio: Four shooting, including

Sam Goldwyn's "The Pride of the Yankees."
At 20th Century-Fox: Two shooting. '

At Universal: Six shooting.

At Warners: Five shooting.

At United Artists: Edward Small shoot-

ing, two, including, "Annie Rooney," comedy
drama, slarring Shirley Temple, with William
Gargan playing the role of Shirley's father,

and Dickie Moore. Edwin L. Marin directing.

Edwin Milton Royle Dies

Edwin Milton Royle, 79, play-
wright, died yesterday at his home
here. One of his best known plays
was "The Squaw Man" in which
William Faversham starred and
which was done in the movies three
times. It was also the basis of an
operetta, "The White Eagle," with
music by Rudolf Friml. Royle was
at one time Shepherd of the Lambs'
Club.

Landis Would Retai

OCD's Arts Division

(Continued from Paye 1)

director, appearing before the
ate Appropriations Committee,
timony made public yesterday
closed.

Landis declared that the divif'

abolition would mean "losingii

potentially great contribution tc

war effort."

Testimony, however, establi

that Landis favored limiting
national physical fitness prog
to men about to enter the Army
production workers, with enter
ment aspects eliminated.
The Senate Appropriation

committee approved amendm
(later approved by the full Ap
priations Committee) forbidding
use of any of the funds appropri
for the OCD to pay salaries of

tertainers and reguiring that
employes receiving more than
500 a year should be confirmee
the Senate.

High Officials See Pix

Of London in War Time

Washington Bureau of THE FILM I).

Washington—High officials of

British and United States Gov
ments and a number of Washini
newspapermen last night previe

at the National Press Club five f

taken in war-time London, sho\
"how the English can take it

how they are dishing it back."
The shorts include such subj

as producing the London Times
der the blitz, policing the coun
side as bombs fall, London fire r<*

how to handle fire bombs, and.
ordinary people behave under
effects of a devastating air atta

The short on the fire raid of 1

don had some excellent auth«
pictures.

Temporary Injunction c

Carmen Thea. Withdra

Detroit — Temporary injunc

granted the Carmen Theater
day in the Federal District C
was withdrawn later and the

will now be tried on its merits
Suit is against Michigan Co

erative Theaters and all majors
cept Paramount to prevent t

from interfering with the licen

of pictures to the Carmen.

See $50,000 for "Captains" *

"Captains of the Clouds," i

up a gross of $33,000 in its

three days at the New York Sti

Theatre, and first week's gross
probably hit $50,000 or more,
home office said yesterday.

Theater Burglars Get $800
Sudbury, Ont.—Burglars esc;

with $800 belonging to the Gi
theater here after unhinging
door of the office safe which 1

dragged into the lounge.
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ufOipson Appeals

lensington Award

y Vitagraph, RKO-Radio and 20th

t ntuiy-Fox. Previous clearance

.aried but was generally seven days,

..'atalano said.

-The arbitrator dismissed the com-
JCiint against Paramount and Loew's
m the ground that they had an in-

terest in the company operating
he Kensington before the New York
onsent decree became operative and
ence the decree did not apply to

hem so far as the Kensington was
•oncerned.

imalley Arbitration Case
{earing Again Deferred
Albany—A further adjournment

o Feb. 25 was gained by the de-

endants and intervenors in the ar-

itration case preferred by Smalley
heaters. Inc., Cooperstown, against
he "Big Five" because of a 14-day
learance held by the Colonial The-
ter, Norwich, over Smalley's The-
fcer, Sidney. Schine has filed as

ntervenors in the matter.
Smalley is seeking a reduction or

bolition of the clearance held by
he Schine theater. Arbitrator in

he case is Judge Joseph Rosch of

)elaware & Hudson Railroad coun-
el, while attorney for Smalley is

..eonard L. Rosenthal, executive sec-

etary of the New York State Unit
•f National Allied, Inc.

?lyde Playhouse Case
Hearing Set for Mar. 4
Buffalo—After direct examination

«f one witness. Arbitrator William
C. Barrett adjourned hearing of the
'lvde Playhouse's clearance com-
)laint against the "Big Five" to

rfarch 4.

Mrs. Caroline Perriello of Naples,
iwner of the Clyde Playhouse, was
he only witness at Friday's first

ession. Fifteen exhibits were sub-
nitted and accepted.
Ohmann Bros., owning and oper-

iting the Ohmann Theater at Lyons,
md Schine Theaters, Inc., operating
he Capitol at Newark, N. Y., are
ntervenors.

'

Deuber Theater's Some Run
ase to be Heard Tomorrow
Cleveland — Second arhitration

iled in Cleveland involving a some
un claim in behalf of the new Deu-
jer Theater, Canton, is slated to be
leard tomorrow by J. Virgil Cory.
Defendants are the five major dis-

WEDDING BELLS

Cleveland—Result of a vacation
n Florida is announcement of the
?ngagement of M-G-M's Marie Mack
to Joseph Hentges of Cleveland.
V\

redding is planned for March.

Reggie Rose, of Warners' home of-
ice publicity department, was en-
gaged to Barbara Langbart of New
York City over the week-end.

Riding Herd on the Hollywood News Range
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Riding herd on the Hollywood news range: Warners will star

John Garland in a re-make of "The Patent Leather Kid," Dick Barthelmess

starrer back in 1927. . . Twentieth-Fox wants Monty Woolley for "The Pied

Piper"; it would be a natural. . . Mickey Rooney gets the top spot in William

Saroyan's "The Human Comedy" at Metro. . . Henry King will direct Tyrone
Power in "The Black Swan" at 20th-Fox. . . Gregory Ratoff may produce and

direct "I am Saxon Ashe" for Columbia if a deal jells. . . Twentieth-Fox will

parallel "Cavalcade," its British saga of 1933, with "Yankee Cavalcade"; Norman
Riley Raine is doing the script.

Canadian Appeals Board
Rules on Music Fees

(Continued from Page 1)

halls, restaurants, stores, skating
rinks, spoi'ts grounds, hotels, parks,

exhibitions and steamships for mus-
ical transmission by other than ra-

dio broadcasting were confirmed un-
changed from the 1942 schedule.

The board fixed fees for broad-
casting stations and rejected a pro-

posed general license for use of

copyright music by stations and
rejected a proposed general license

for use of copyright music on coin

machines for which the society sug-
gested a fee of $10.

Letters Offered in S. D.

$523,000 Damage Suit

(Continued from fane 1)

them from obtaining late picutres

for their theaters.
In an effort to build up their case,

Arthur R. Johnson, manager of the

Granada Theater here, and J. P.

Hartman, associate, offered alleged
correspondence and quoted film ex-
change officials as stating that the
defendants refused to give clearance
when certain features were sought
by them for their theaters.

Besides the Minnesota Amusement
Company, with headquarters in Min-
neapolis, other movie theater oper-
ators and a score of film exchanges
are named as defendants.

tributors and five competitive inde-
pendent theaters. The first arbi-
tration case filed locally, was with-
drawn by the complainant, Louis Is-

real, following arbitrator Judge Dan
B. Cull's intrepretation of the de-
cree. Judge Cull gave it as his opin-
ion that under the decree the arbi-

trator could reduce but could not
eliminate protection.

Crown Theater, Brooklyn
Asks Day-and-Date
Kant Amusement Corp., operating

the Crown Theater, Brooklyn, has
filed a demand for arbitration, nam-
ing the five consenting companies
as defendants and the Randforce
circuit as interested party.

Complainant charges that the
seven-day clearance granted to the
Utica Theater and the 21-day clear-
ance granted to the Carroll The-
ater over the Crown is unreason-
able on the grounds that the Crown
is not in a competing zone with the
other two houses. Day-and-date
availability is requested.

Walsh Slaps Indianapolis
Exchange Workers' Strike

(.Continued from Page 1)

Richard Walsh, IATSE head, for
their behavior which led to the sus-

pension of their charter.
Walsh had been brought here by

an appeal made through the state De-
partment of Labor to help straight-
en out the local's difficulties with
the exchanges.

Walsh, it was learned, advised the
members of the union to return to

their jobs, with the understanding
that good behavior and non-viola-
tion of the union regulations would
re-instate them. He also said that
when that had been accomplished,
the officials of the IATSE would
seek reconciliation with employers.

It was also learned that officials

of the IATSE had refused to return
to Indianapolis for consultation af-

ter having been disappointed on two
previous occasions.

Heart Attack Kills Walker
Digby, N. S.—C. Ernest Walker,

for 25 years operator of the Bijou
and who established the Capitol in

early 1938, died from a heart at-

tack.

Talk Single Bills

As Economy Move
(Continued from Page 1)

are that if the Warner and Fox
circuits can be sold on the idea, the
independents will fall in line. Some
exhibitors argue that time is of in-

creasing importance to the theater-
goer and that he no longer has an
inclination to sit through long dou-
ble feature shows.
The contention is that with cur-

tailments being made by other lines

of business as a defense measure,
that this would be a good time for
the theaters to unite on single fea-

ture programs.

Admission prices in Milwaukee
county, which have stiffened in re-

cent months, remain generally
steady with a likelihood that if over-
head continues to soar and business
continues to improve, further in-

creases in certain brackets may be-
come effective in the future.

War to Bring Usherettes,
Later Shows, Says Branton

(Continued from Page 1)

changes soon due to the war. They
are:

1. A change to usherettes in some
theaters because of the draft.

2. Later shows to be run because
of "war time."

Grover LaTarte Stricken
Fort Fairfield, Me.—Grover La-

Tarte, manager of the M & P Para-
mount theater, Fort Fairfield, is dead
of a heart attack.

, uU THIS
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THE WHOLE INDUSTRY HAS

ITS EYE ON MISTER V I

SNOWMEN AM WATCHING THl SMASH tUSINtSS...

NEW YORK CITY — Rivoli: Off to record long run as opening week-end plays

to more than 50,000 admissions. Held over. Now in its 2nd week of in-

definite long run!

LOS ANGELES - Four Star: Gets away to S.R.O. business as critics give "MisterV"

a rave ovation. Looks set for a full month at this ace house!

SHOWMEN ARE READING THE GREAT REVIEWS...

"A masterful and magnetic motion picture

. . . crackles with suspense. Howard portrays

a character of true heroic stature."

— New York Herald Tribune

"Decidedly exciting melodrama. 'Mister V
is a gallant figure to capture the imagination

and stir the blood." — New York Times

"Gripping melodrama, packed with suspense

. . . will make your heart jump. Howard is

superb!" —New York Mirror

"Exciting! Howard plays the title role with

a nicely balanced sense of the comic and

dramatic." —New York Daily News

"Enormously entertaining melodrama . . .

suspenseful, amusing. Howard is tops. You'll

enjoy this one." — Journal-American

"Tingling entertainment. Speed, excitement,

thrills, suspense, humor and drama in this

artful blend of romance and adventure."

— World-Telegram

SHOWMEN ARE PLANNING THEIR CAMPAIGNS ON A

SCALE AS BIG AS THE PICTURE ITSELF!

«WWifil^2i'<*&£* i

EDWARD SMALL presents
*"{

*-tfi»riBM^i'»f

LESLIE HOWARD
Wti^^^W^r^^^^^^^^y^-^W^W^^^i

with MARY MORRIS • FRANCIS SULLIVAN • HUGH McDERMOTT

PRODUCED AND DIRECTED BY LESLIE HOWARD
RELEASED THRU
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iCAN ARBITRATION EXPANSION PROPOSALS

-oreign Film Imports Show Drop of Nearly 50%
)nly 110 Reached Screens
i 1941, Checkup Shows;
oris Pix Off, Soviets' Up
Foreign films imported and exhib-

ed in the U. S. during the 1941
lendar year registered a slump of

?arly 50 per cent from the total

r the preceding 12-month period,

wording to an MPPDA survey.
As against 204 foreign films ex-

bited in this country in 1940, there

ere only 110 presented in Amer-
an theaters last year. Imports in

*39 totalled 278.

Sharpest decline was in the num-
(Continucd on Page 6)

el Stage for Gas

alioning in East

ngton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The stage was vir-

ally set for gas rationing, at least

ong the Atlantic seaboard, yester-
ty when House committee was ad-
sed by Secretary of the Interior
kes that the oil industry itself

d recommended immediate clos-

(Continued on Page 6)

»

oppers Free Admission
o All Service Men Bill

Albany, N. Y. — Theater owners
id operators, indie and circuit

ike, were called upon to grant free
[mission to any member in this

untry's armed military service for
(Continued on Page 7)

Michigan War Time
"Secession" Vetoed

Lansing, Mich. — Governor Van
Wagoner yesterday vetoed the State

Legislature's war time "secession"
measure, declaring that it was neces-
sary for Michigan to stay on Eastern
war time to co-operate in the con-
servation of electric power, and that
the added hour of daylight would
benefit defense workers on the sev-
en-day week.
No serious effort will be made by

the Legislature to override the veto,
it was indicated.

See Possibility of a Decision in D of J's

Crescent Anti-Trust Suit Between Mar. 4-9
Nashville, Tenn.—With Judge Elmer D. Davies busy with U. S. District

Court until March 4, a decision in the D of J's anti-trust suit against Crescent

Amusement Co., et al., seems unlikely for several weeks. Judge Davies begins

a new term of court on March 9 and decision between March 4 and 9 is a bare

possibility.

Theaters in Neb.

Anti-Ascap Front

Omaha, Neb.—Organization of the
Nebraska Music Users' Association
to untangle the state's Ascap con-
fusion was under way today at both
Omaha and Lincoln with theater
operators, radio stations and ball-

room men included in the member-
ship.

Joseph Malec, operator of the
Peony Park at Omaha, is president
of the new organization. The first

meeting will be held in Omaha March
(Continued on Pane 8)

S. D. Trust Suit Halted
By Death of Jurist's Son

Sioux Falls, S. D.—Death of Doug-
las S. Elliott, son of the late Fed-
eral Judge James D. Elliott, yester-
day halted the $523,000 damage suit
of Art Johnson, local exhibitor,
against 10 distribs, the Minnesota
Amusement Co. and Welworth The-

(Continued on Page 7)

Defer Divorcement

Trial for Month

Hearings scheduled for today on
the Government's application to

compel the divorcement of 16 the-

aters recently acquired by Para-
mount and 20 by 20th Century-Fox
have been postponed for a month,
attorneys disclosed yesterday.

It is understood the adjournment
was caused by the fact Federal
Judge Henry W. Goddard, who will

(Continued on Page 6)

Rep. to Spend $2,500,000

On Studio Improvements

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Herbert J. Yates,

chairman of Republic's board of di-

rectors, announced at the regional
sales meeting which ended its two-
day session here yesterday, that Re-
public had full confidence in the fu-
ture of the motion picture industry
in California—enough to expend $2,-

(Continued on Page 8)

Boston Amuse. Biz Up 25%
Some Hub Pix Houses Report 30-35% Gains

Fall Will See Metro's
Entry Into Record Biz

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—M-G-M will enter the

record business in the Fall with an
investment of $500,000. Jack Cum-
mings and Tommy Dorsey will have
20 per cent interest. It is under-
stood that Dorsey will receive $2,500
for every record he makes.
Metro is expected to receive much

(Continued on Page 7)

Boston— Business in all Boston
theaters and amusement centers is

up 25 per cent over corresponding
period of last year. Reports from
all of the downtown motion pic-

ture theaters disclose the fact that
business at the Metropolitan is up
30 per cent, at the RKO Boston and
the RKO Memorial is up more than
35 per cent, at Loew's State and
Loew's Orpheum it has increased
better than 25 per cent and at the
Paramount, Fenway, Uptown, Nor-

(Continued on Page 7)

UMPI Trade Practice Com-
mittee Will Get Sugges-
tions At Today's Session

Suggestions for the expansion of

the scope of arbitration under the
New York consent decree will be
submitted to the trade practice com-
mittee of United Motion Picture
Industry when the group resumes
its sessions today. The meeting
adjourned at noon yesterday in or-

der to give the exhibitor members
of the committee an opportunity to
correlate the suggestions on arbi-

tration expansion which were sent
to Jack Kirsch, chairman, during
the two-week adjournment.

Kirsch said yesterday that he had
received such a volume of sugges-

(Continued on Page 7)

May Ask Arbitration

Of Overbuying Films

Expansion of arbitration to in-

clude overbuying is expected to be
one of the more important propos-
als to be submitted to the trade
practice committee of the UMPI,
currently in session at the Warwick
Hotel. The issue of overbuying is

(Continued on Page 8)

No OCD Funds for Pix;

Senate Okays House Stand

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The Senate yester-

day approved a House amendment
to the appropriation bill for the
Office of Civilian Defense prohibit-
ing the payment of any of the funds
made available in the bill for the

(Continued on Page 8)

Rome Offices Will
Be Closed Monday

Home offices of most of the film

companies will be closed Monday in

observation of Washington's Birthday.

Only Columbia and Republic have

not yet decided whether to remain

open. half day or close all day. There
will be no issue of THE FILM DAILY
on that day.
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Bette Davis to Appear
At Navy Relief Show

Bette Davis is the first important
film star who has volunteered to
appear at the Navy Relief Show at
Madison Square Garden on March
10. She will head a galaxy of screen
players who are being recruited on
the Coast by Walter Winchell.

In order to accommodate the vast
array of stars who have enlisted,

the entertainment committee at an
emergency meeting held yesterday
in the offices of Marvin Schenck, de-

cided to combine a number of stars
in double, triple and quadruple num-
bers. This should bring the show's
running time down to five hours.
Some of the stars, who will dou-

ble up for the Navy Show, include:

Danny Kaye and Gertrude Lawrence;
Al Jolson, Eddie Cantor, George
Jessel and Walter Winchell; Benny
Goodman, Jimmy Dorsey, Guy Lom-
bardo, Freddy Martin, Vaughn Mon-
roe, Blue Barron and Mayor La
Guardia; Olsen & Johnson, Carmen
Miranda and Ella Logan; Rosario
and Antonio and the "Sons of Fun"
chorus.

FINANCIAL
(Tuesday, Feb. 17)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Ne';

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (2Vi%)
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind 9-16 9-16 9-16
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East. Kodak 131 % 131 '/2 1315/g — %
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq 11 11 11 — 1

Loew's, Inc 39% 39 39'/4 — S/
£

do pfd
Paramount 14% 14'/8 14%— l/

8
Para. 1st pfd
Tara. 2nd pfd
RKO 23,4 23/4 2%
RKO $6 pfd

20th Century-Fox . . 8%
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd 150
Warner Bros 5 'A
do pfd '.

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Loew's deb. 3Vis46
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. deb. 4s56.100V4 lOO'A 100V4
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Radio-Keith cvs '/8 Vs Vs
Sonotone Corp 2 2 2

Technicolor
Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc... 7% 7% 7%
Universal Picts

iVl 53/4 — l/
4

150 150
53/8 51/2 + Vt

MITCHELL MAY, Jr.

CO., INC.

INSURANCE
Specializing

in requirements of the

Motion Picture Industry

75 Maiden Lane, New York

510 W. 6th St. Los Angeles

More Checks Send Dimes
Drive Total to $750,000

March of Dimes collections by the

motion picture industry moved to-

ward the three-quarter million mark
yesterday with the receipt of a lot

of small checks and several heavy
ones. Lee Shubert, chairman of the
legitimate theater division, sent in

a check for $30,000 covering collec-

tions in the legit theaters. The
Loew circuit check, reported yester-

day at $180,000, was boosted by an
additional report of $9,000, making
the total $189,000.
The E. M. Loew circuit, New Eng-

land, sent a check for $5,300. Sev-
eral large circuits, including RKO
(reported to have raised $80,000)
and the West Coast group, are still

unreported. Several thousand smal-
ler theaters are still not heard from
and Si Fabian, treasurer, again
urges that checks be hurried so that

a final audit can be made and a
check (seven figures?) handed to

President Roosevelt.

Six Local 702 Members
Off for Army Service

Six members of Local 702, Mo-
tion Picture Laboratory Technicians
Union, are leaving for the Army
this week. They are: Herbert Hel-
ler, John R. La Capra, John A.
Kennedy, all of Pathe; Robert Jos-
eph Klein and Charles De Mercurio,
both of Consolidated, and Boris
Salko of Ace Lab. Salko is record-
ing secretary of the local. The six

will receive a monthly gift package
from the local while in service.

Warner Tradeshow March 2-3

Warner's next block-of-five will

be tradeshown on March 2 and 3.

The films will be "Bullet Scars," "The
Male Animal," "This Was Paris,"
"Always in Mv Heart," "Larceny,
Inc."

Loew Partner in Jersey
House Asks Accounting

Theaters Development Corp., 50

per cent stockholder in the North
Bergen Amusement Corp., operator
of the Embassy Theater, North Ber-
gen, N. J., has filed suit in N.
Y. Supreme Court against Loew's,
Inc., Marcus Loew Booking Agency,
Loew's Theater & Realty Corp., and
the nine top officers of Loew's, charg-
ing the defendants with a conspiracy
to force the plaintiff out as a stock-

holder and to deprive the theater of

legitimate profits.

The complaint stated that Loew's
Theater & Realty, through owner-
ship of all voting stock of the Em-
bassy's operating company, has
made a 21-year contract with Mar-
cus Loew Booking to handle all film

buying. Charges made are that the

Embassy has thereby paid exorbitant
and discriminatory prices for film,

that the theater obtained inferior

pictures, clearance rights and play-

ing time.
An accounting of all alleged losses

and an injunction is asked for.

Loew's Rochester Will
Tilt Eve Balcony Price

Rochester—Loew's Rochester will

tilt its balcony price three cents to

33 cents after 5 p.m., starting to-

morrow. Other prices will remain
unchanged.
At the same time, it was reported

the RKO Palace, which has had a

44-cent admission for the whole
house in the evening, will go to

35 cents for the balcony.
The Century, it is reported, will

go along on the same price sched-

ule as Loew's, while the Regent will

have the same price schedule as the

Palace. The Regent will continue
as the moveover house for the Pal-

ace.

The RKO Temple, meanwhile, has
become the moveover house for the
Century on the main feature. For
its second picture, the Temple will

book a new feature and will have
the same admission as the Century.

Douglas Cooper, Pioneer
Canadian Film Exec Dies

Toronto—Douglas Cooper, pioneer
film industry executive, and first

Canadian general manager for Gen-
eral Film Co., died here.

Clarksville Gets Sunday Pix

Clarksville, Tenn.—Sunday movies
have been approved for Clarksville

by a 9 to 3 vote of city council.

FOR RENT
One-half of complete office including

private office, outside office, store

room. Plus complete stenographic

'services, mail, secretarial, phone, etc.

$70:00 Monthly.

Box 995 THE FILM DAILY

1501 B'way New York, N. Y.

COmmG and GOIM

ANN RUTHERFORD participated in the Mai
Gras celebration yesterday in New Orleans.

J

EDWARD ARNOLD will represent Hollywc'
at the opening of the new Loew's-Poli Bros

way Theater, Norwich, Conn., tomorrow nig

LEO SPITZ is here from Chicago.

HARRY UNTERFORT, RKO Schine city ma]
ager in Syracuse, leaves New York today H
Cloversville.

Stage Shows Spurt In

RKO Met. Theaters

RKO theaters in the Metropolis
area are presenting more stage a

tractions this week than they ha;
for several years. Spurt of sta;

shows locally, however, is said
be only a temporary trend. No el

pansion of the present stage she
policies in out-of-town RKO thj

aters is anticipated.

Shows with name attractions a
playing this week at RKO's Fran;
lin, Greenpoint, Tilyou, Fordha<'
Alden, Far Rockaway and new 23|
Street.

Mobile Units Corp. Will
Take Shows to Camps

Authorized by the USO, Mob
Units Corp. has been formed to ta

motion pictures and other forms
recreation to Army camps that ha
no theaters. Trucks are equipp
with writing desks and bridge tabl<

They also have mail boxes a
equipment for playing recorded n
sic.

Firm was organized by Char
Bernstein, Harold M. Zinn and Zel

Goodman.

Indiana-Illinois Circuit

Intervenes in Rio Case

Chicago—Indiana-Illinois Thea'
Circuit, Jack Rose, president, fij

intervention yesterday in the I

Theater arbitration case filed h
week.

Circuit claims the Indiana al

Vic Theaters in Indiana Harbor, r|

Hoosier and Capitol Theaters
Whiting, the Vogue and Forsyt
Theaters in East Chicago would
affected by adverse arbitration.

WHEN SPEED'S YOUR NEED

PHONE TELEGRAMS TO

Tostal
Telegraph

CHARGES FOR TELEGRAMS
'PHONED IN APPEAR ON YOUR
TELEPHONE BILL.
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This Award is given each

month to the film receiving

the highest number of votes

by the members df the Na-
tional Screen Council, whose

selection is governed by out-

standing merit and suitabil-

ity of the film to whole-fam-

ily entertainment. Members

of the Council include

motion picture editors of
leading newspapers through-

out the country, motion pic-

ture reviewing committee of

the International Federation

of Catholic Alumnae, and
state motion picture chair-

men of the General Fed-
eration of Women's Clubs.

FIRST IN THE LONG I
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Set Stage for Gas

Rationing in East

(Continued from Page 1)

ing of all filling stations in the
East from 7 p.m. to 7 a.m. week-
days and all day on Sunday, and ra-

tioning if necessary.
Ickes, recommending the construc-

tion of a pipe line system from
Texas to the New York-Philadel-
phia area, did not say what action

was contemplated on the oil indus-

try's suggestions.
The latter also proposed that

"steps be taken to curtail the total

East Coast consumption of petrol-

eum products to the extent of ap-
proximately 15 per cent from cur-

rent levels during the period, Feb-
ruary 15 to April 15."

Ickes said the industry reported
also that it "would seem only fair

that West Coast consumption should
be curtailed to about the same ex-

tent as may be decided upon for
the East Coast."

Divorcement Hearing
Deferred for a Month

(Continued from Page 1)

hear the motion, is currently en-

gaged in a lengthy spy trial.

Judge Goddard, however, will

hear today the Government's appli-

cation to strike out the interroga-
tories served by Columbia, Univer-
sal and United Artists in the New
York equity suit against the "Little

Three."

'Woman' and 'North' Will

Reopen Loew Conn. House

Norwich, Conn.—Loew's, Inc. will

reopen the Loew-Poli, formerly the
Warner-operated Bx*oadway tomor-
row with "Woman of the Year" and
"Mr. and Mrs. North." Opening
engagement is for a full week, al-

though the policy will subsequently
probably be changed to split-week.

"Joan" in 3 Miami Houses
A triple-theater premiere of RKO's

"Joan of Paris" will be held in Miami
next Tuesday at the Beach, Sheri-
dan Square and Paramount theaters.
They represent the first engage-
ments of the picture outside of its

run at the Rivoli on Broadway.

Edward Arnold
Adolphe Menjou

• • • FROM the inception of MPPDA an even 20 years ago,

Charley Pettijohn has been a great and vital cog in that administrative

body of filmland.—indeed much of that body's heart and soul

And now there looms the probability that he will set aside shortly, un-

less he changes his decision to retire, the heavy burden which his

legalistic tasks as the Hays Office's general counsel have constantly

placed upon him For the past six months it has been quite gen-

erally known in celluloid circles that Charley has been more than

toying with the idea of getting away, at least temporarily, from playing

Atlas, morning, noon and night, with a goodly chunk of the motion

picture world on his shoulders This contemplated step has never

been considered in the light of spirit, but rather in that of the flesh,

which has endured two major operations within the span of some

14 months Hence it is excellent judgment, as well as the deserved

reward for having lugged the leather, long and in stellar fashion in

the big game of film business, if he trots off the field, for a while at

least It will be, when that happens, to the cheers of the crowd

and his fellow players, each of whom has watched and appreciated his

prowess over two solid decades In that crescendo of cheering, not

every voice can be identified So Phil M. today purposely amplifies

here the voice of an obscure soldier in our armed forces who knows
well one of the brightest facets in the very human Pettijohn character.

T T
• • • THE SOLDIER said, upon learning of the Pettijohn resig-

nation, that there must have been many factors governing that deci-

sion, and that "a Pettijohn decision is a right one and a just one," and

added that there would be many expressions from big people, important

people, commending Charley on his invaluable contributions to film-

land,—yet, too, he was very closely attached to the LITTLE PEOPLE,
the unimportant pieople, who will always remember the many kind

and generous deeds which Charley activated in his capacity as a vital

cog in the history of motion pictures These little people, the

soldier asserted, will never forget the innumerable folks whom Petti-

john pushed to the ladder of success; the humanitarian part he played

in the last war; and the part he could and might play in this one

T T
• • • "EXPLODING on the screen!" is among the phrases Uni-

versal is employing as descriptive of its new chapter-play, "Gang

Busters" The catch line is no idle chatter, for explode it does

Yes'day morn, we lamped the first three chapters of this new attraction

which will have three-ply premieres later this month in the Granby,

Norfolk; Alhambra, Cleveland; and the Victory, Denver Aggregate

seating capacity of these stands is close to 3,500, which means that film

fans will summarily be parked on the precipitous edges of these some

3,500 chairs "Gang Busters" will put 'em there It's the most

tempestuous, action-packed serial (excuse us,—chapter play) this comer

has yet viewed Moreover, it has solid acting, skillful direction, and

swell production values Additionally it has universal appeal (and

that's no puny wisecrack), for it's geared to rousingly entertain the most

jaded adult fans, as well as thrill the up-and-comin' generation which

chronically swarms into stands to revel in adventure pic offerings

Indeed the adult appeal, injected by "U" for you. Mister Exhib., is some-

thing really significant in this industry of ours anent chapter plays,

because it enables outlets to book such an offering on any general

program, instead of tagging it for the so-called kid matinee exclusively.

T T
• • • REMEMBER PEARL HARHOR!

Imports of Foreign

Films Drop 50%
(Continued from Page 1)

ber of Italian productions, wi

,

seven in 1941 as against 33 in 19^

.

but there were marked drops also

the number of British, French a
German imports. Comparative Br
ish totals were 31 as against i

j

French, nine and 25, and Gerrm
25 and 38.

In contrast, the number of Ru
sian pictures moved upwar(
Whereas in 1940, only two pictur

were brought in and exhibited,

were flashed on American scree i

last year.
Hungarian and Cuban prodt

faded entirely from the Americ

;

scene in 1941, although 11 Hungfi
ian and two Cuban pictures had be
imported in the preceding year. ,

Argentine imports dropped two
five, Australian, two to one; Czei!

four to one, Irish, two to one; Me'
ican, four to one.

There was no change in the nu:
j

ber of pictures brought in from be

Spain and Sweden, the totals ag£

standing at eight and nine, respc
tively.

Other imports in 1941 included o

each from China and Thailand, a

four Yiddish productions, origin rj

indicated.

K. C. Saturation Point

For Pic Seen 4 Weeks
Kansas City, Mo.—The five-we

run of Goldwyn's "Ball of Fire," ji

completed, offers a fair estimate
what constitutes the saturation po:

of a successful pic in Kansas Ci

In the first four weeks, the manaj
ment of the Orpheum theater,

ports, 72,166 persons saw the p
ture. In its fifth week, patrona
dropped markedly. No other film

the house's history had gone fi

weeks.

Royle Funeral Today
Funeral services for Edwin M

ton Royle, will be held at 2 p.m.
day at the Protestant Episco^
Church of the Transfiguration (T
Little Church Around the Come

TO THE COLORS

Dave Golding, former Film Dai!
staff writer who reports at Cai
Upton tomorrow for Army servi

will be feted by friends at lunche
this noon at the Hickory House.

Lincoln, Neb.—Theater Row is (

ing more than buying a bond a we
here, it's giving Uncle Sam a me
ager a week.

First to go was Alvin Hendricl
of the Varsity, to QMC, Ft. Leave
worth, Kan.; next will be Harv;
Traylor, of the Lincoln, and D

|

Monroe, of the Colonial, is ticket

for his final physical next week.
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tan Arbitration

ipansion Program
(Continued from Page 1)

«ns pointing toward expansion of

e system that he felt a separate
ssion by the exhibitors would save

me for everybody.
Meanwhile, a drafting committee
is named to prepare a formula
vering the forcing of shorts with
atures and the adjustment of indi-

dual and territorial complaints,

lis committee is composed of

sward Levinson of Warner Bros.,

jlix Jenkins of 20th Century-Fox,
)1. H. A. Cole of Texas and Max
. Cohen of New York.
Distributors' recommendations for

substitute sales policy may be

bmitted bv W. F. Rodgers, UMPI
rman, today. Rodgers reported

:.| the committee yesterday that sev-

al sessions on the subject had
::{ -en held but the absence from the

»ty of some principals made it nec-

I .sary for him to ask for more
A.me before submitting the propos-

•4 It was voted at yesterday's meet-
„ that each company would decide

itself how it would inform ex-

|
bitors of its intention to halt the

• ircing of shorts. Letters may be

Imt direct to exhibitors, to exhibi-

organizations or through the
lanagers in each territory.

Andy Smith, RKO sales manager,

f

presented his company in place of

ed Depinet who was out of the

ty. Leon Bamberger, executive
K-retary, was present for the first

j

me in his new post.

II

Veek's Theater Receipts
'or Victory Loan Bonds

Kitchener, Ont.—The Lyric, Cap-
-jjr-ol and Waterloo Theaters, of Kitch-

ner and Waterloo, will subscribe
otal receipts from one week's op-
ration, exclusive of amusement tax,
d the second Victory Loan through
he local committee, Howard Schede-
ritz, manager of the Lyric Theater,
nnounced.

)efer SPG-Producers Meet
Meeting between producers and

_he Screen Publicists Guild's nego-
tiating committee has been post-

„ , toned until tomorrow by mutual
Sf'greement.

WEDDING BELLS

Toronto—Engagement is announc-
•d of Miss Beth McEwan, secretary
•f the head office staff of Famous
^layers Canadian Corp., to Pilot

. )fficer A. T. Lowe of the R.C.A.F.
rom Vancouver, B. C, the wedding
o take place in Toronto on Feb. 28.*i

Riding Herd on the Hollywood News Range
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—David 0. Selznick yesterday signed Ronald Colman to star in

"Jane Eyre". . . . Both David 0. Selznick and Paramount are reported bidding

for rights to Pearl Buck's "Dragon Seed". . . . Leo McCarey goes to RKO as

a result of a deal made by the latter with Howard Hughes. . . . Columbia will

make "Hell Bent for Mr. Jordan" as a sequel, using the cast of "Here Comes
Mr. Jordan". . . .Studio has also acquired the Jay Dratler-Gina Kaus story,

"Knights Without Armor," saga of Yugoslav guerilla warfare. . . . Twentieth-

Fox will team George Montgomery and Maureen O'Hara in "Orchestra Wife". . .

.

Hal Wallis will produce "Now,Voyager" for Warners. . . . Metro will star Lana

Turner in "Marriage is a Private Affair". . . . Hal Roach has signed Max Baer.

. . . Bing Crosby and Mary Martin will be seen in Para.'s "Manhattan at Mid-

night". . . . Para.'s "Out of the Frying Pan" is now yclept "Young and Willing."

S. D. Trust Suit Halted
By Death of Jurist's Son

(Continued from Page 1 )

aters in U. S. Court here as the
plaintiffs had continued to pile up
testimony in their side of the case.

Out of respect to the son of his

predecessor on the Federal bench,
Judge A. Lee Wyman halted pro-

ceedings and adjourned the session
to this morning.

During yesterday's session, A. R.

Johnson and J. P. Hartman of the
Granada theater management fol-

lowed up their testimony of the
previous day in which letters and
alleged excerpts from conversation
with film exchange attaches were
interposed. Counsel for the Minne-
sota Amusement Co. and other de-
fendants repeatedly objected to the
presentation of verbal evidence.

Johnson claims his theater was
prevented from obtaining timely
motion pictures through conspiracy
by the Minnesota firm and others
whom he alleges wouldn't give
clearances on desired films.

Toledo Theater Staffs

To Form Defense Units

Toledo, O.—Plans for the organi-
zation of each theater staff into a
separate Civilian Defense unit were
explained at a meeting of about
500 employes of all Toledo theaters
in the Palace. Martin Smith, of
Smith & Beidler Theaters, is chair-

man of the theater protection com-
mittee of the Civilian Defense Coun-
cil.

Colman Signed for "Jane Eyre"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—David O. Selznick has

signed Ronald Colman to star in

"Jane Eyre" to be directed by Rob-
ert Stevenson. The feminine lead
has not been selected as yet al-

though Vivien Leigh and Joan Fon-
taine have been mentioned for the
title role.

Miami—Gerard Wilber, of the art
-" lepartment of Wometco Theaters,
- tie, and Martha Reese, formerly

vith the staff of the Lincoln The-
- iter, were married recently.

Johnson Succeeds Sherman
Appointment of Harold B. John-

son as UniversaPs manager in

Omaha has been announced by Wil-
liam A. Scully, general sales man-
ager. Johnson, a salesman and for-
merly Universal branch manager in

Minneapolis, succeeds William H.
Sherman.

Hoppers Free Admission
To All Service Men Bill

(Continued from Page 1)

the duration of the war, in a reso-

lution hoppered by S. J. Jareva,
New York Democrat, in the As-
sembly.

The Jareva resolution asserted
the morale of our armed forces is

of the utmost importance and that
entertainment and recreation is one
way of building up this morale.

Resolution was referred to the
Rules Committee for possible action
later.

Fall Will See Metro's
Entry Into Record Biz

i Continued from I'ayc 1 )

exploitation for its pictures via rec-

ords which will have country-wide
distribution.

Boston Amusement

Biz Up 25 Per Cent

(Continued from Page 1)

mandie and Olympia theaters is re-

ported over 20 per cent better.

The new Esquire Theater on
Huntington Ave., in the Uptown
section, under the M & P banner
and the immediate direction of Jack
Saef, opened Saturday night and
has done capacity business since

that time.

The New England Sportsmen's
Show closed after a nine-day rec-
ord-breaking business, playing to
168,750 persons in that time. The
show now moves into New York to

open there next Saturday at Grand
Central Palace as the National
Sportmen's Show.

The Ice Follies in Boston Garden
has done better than $100,000 in

the first five days of the 10-day en-
gagement.

The legitimate theaters in Bos-
ton's downtown district are all open
and all doing nicely. Two new
shows are scheduled to open here
next week.

Extend Time for Filing

Briefs in $1,000,000 Suit

Chicago — Attorney Lester Mur-
ray obtained extension to Feb. 26
to file briefs before Federal Judge
William Campbell in Thomas Mur-
ray's $1,000,000 anti-trust damage
case against B & K and Paramount.
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Theaters in Neb.

Anti-Ascap Front

{Continued from Page 1)

3 and all music users are invited to

attend.
Malec said the purpose of the

organization is "to keep music free

from monopoly and offer equal op-
portunity to all music writers." Ac-
tually, the group will try to clear up
the confusion about use of music
composed by members of Ascap.
Ascap is prevented from operating
in Nebraska by an anti-Ascap law
which requires the man who owns
a copyright on a song and wants it

played in the state to file it with
the Nebraska secretary of state, pay
a 25-cent filing fee. The copyright*

owner is supposed to specify amounts
he will charge for the song's use.

So far only one song has been
filed—the popular "Rose O'Day."
But some confusion has arisen over
the fact musicians are playing
Ascap numbers that have not been
filed with the state.

GWTW on Third Time Out
Ahead of Second in Cincy

Cincinnati—'GWTW on its third
time out is actually doing better
biz here on its present visit

than on its second. Playing at the
Capitol, pic in four days drew 18,000
as against 13,000 on the second na-
tional release. In cold cash, differ-

ence was better than $1,000. Selz-

nick epic will stay a second week.

Metro home office yesterday re-

ported GWTW would be held a sec-

ond at the Palace, Milwaukee, and
would move over in Cleveland from
the State to the Stillman.

Local 109 Pledges Harmony
Screen Office and Professional

Employes Guild,' Local 109, UOPWA,
has pledged, in letters to Harry
Cohn and Nicholas M. Schenck, to
conduct its election for a collective
bargaining agent for home office em-
ployes of Columbia and Loew's.
respectively, "with a minimum of
friction and a maximum of har-
mony in the spirit of national
unity." Guild officials said they had
"no desire to create disputes or
strife in our industry." Guild is

also seeking: an immediate election
for a collective bargaining agent for
the 300 home office employes of
20th-Fox and Movietonews.

Variety Clubs for
All Exchange Cities

All U. S. exchange centers will

be represented by local Variety Club
Tents by the time the current "Hey
Rube" membership drive is concluded
on Feb. 28, according to John H.

Harris, National Chief Barker.

Tents are being organized in Chi-

cago, New Haven, Portland, and
Seattle.

»-REVIEWS
"The Invaders"

with Laurence Olivier, Leslie Howard,
Raymond Massey

Columbia 104 Mins.

GRIPPING DRAMA WITH TERRIFIC
WALLOP STACKS UP AS SMASHING BOX
OFFICE FARE.

It is doubtful whether there has grown

out of this war a more smashing piece of

film entertainment. This picture, produced

in Canada and England by Ortus Films, is

a powerful dramatic document that should

make exhibitors everywhere jubilant.

Unfurled with commendable simplicity

against a Canadian background, "The In-

vaders" boils down to a manhunt of heroic

proportions. The hunted are a group of

Nazis who escape to the Canadian mainland

when their U-boat is sunk by an air patrol.

Disguised as natives, they make their

way through Canada, applying the brute

religion of Hitler as they go. A more hate-

ful group of men never stalked the screen.

Only one of their number attains redemption

of a sort, and he is summarily put to death

by the others as a traitor to Der Fuehrer.

Their arrogance is fired by the fact they

are the first representatives of the Nazi

fighting forces to set foot in the Western
hemisphere.

Fate has in store for them a poetic justice

that is applied with stunning and fearful

effectiveness. Their fiery allegiance to

their Nazi god called Hitler proves their

undoing, for they cannot hide their feelings

when they hear uncomplimentary reference

made to their holy of holies.

The clash of Christian and Nazi principles

could not be brought out more clearly and

with greater force than they are in this film,

for the Nazis' journey takes them through

the quiet Canadian landscape and among
the peaceful, God-fearing settlements of

Canada. The finest scenes, certainly the

most touching and the most human, take

place among the Hutterites, among whom
the Nazis are forced to seek refuge for a

while.

The film has the touch of authenticity,

and there is no question it was largely

filmed among the people it depicts. The
photography etches the story with unfor-

gettable graphicness.

The acting is of a high order. It is

hard to conceive of a finer all-around cast.

With the exception of Laurence Olivier,

Leslie Howard and Raymond Massey, the

players are not known to American audi-

ences. When a film is as good as this the

name values of players do not matter much.

Among the lesser known actors, Anton Wal-
brook and Glynis Johns, a young girl, are

standouts.

CAST: Laurence Olivier, Leslie Howard,

Raymond Massey, Anton Walbrook, Eric

Portman, Glynis Johns, Richard George, Ray-

mond Lovell, Niall MacGinnis, Peter Moore,

John Chandos, Basil Appleby, Finlay Currie.

Leyon, Charles Victor, David Paper, Tarvera

Moana, Eric Clavering, Charles Rolfe, Theo-
dore Salt, O. W. Fonger.

CREDITS: Director, Michael Powell; Or-
iginal and Screenplay, Emeric Pressburger;

Scenario, Rodney Acklund, Emeric Press-

burger; Editor, David Lean; Art Director,

David Rawnsley; Cameraman, Skeets Kelly,

Henty Creel; Music, Ralph Vaughan Wil-
liams.

DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Great.

No OCD Funds for Pix;

Senate Okays House Stand
(Continued from Page 1)

production of motion pictures or
the promotion of other forms of en-
tertainment to be used in connec-
tion with civilian defense.
The Senate action had the effect

of killing payment, already prom-
ised by the treasury of $80,000, to

Walt Disney for production of the
Donald Duck short popularizing in-

come tax payments. This in spite

of the fact that Disney is under-
stood to stand to lose considerable
more than the actual cost through
refusal of theaters to double book
Disney shorts.
However, it is almost certain pay-

ment for the cartoon will be pro-
vided in another appropriation bill

later on.
Action in specifically prohibiting

any of the funds to be used for
movies, etc., grew out of resentment
against management of OCD which
culminated in appointment of May-
ris Chaney, a dancer, and movie
star Melvyn Douglas to important
posts in OCD.

Bill requires Senate confirmation
for any OCD employe receiving $4,-

500 or more a year.

Rep. to Spend $2,500,000

On Studio Improvements
(Continued from Page 1)

500,000 for immediate construction
work at the studio.

Yates said he would pay no heed
to any offers to move Republic Pro-
ductions out of the state.

The construction program will

embrace a new sound stage for which
material is already on hand and for
which priority rights have just been
granted; a new transportation build-
ing; a new music building. Repub-
lic has also almost completed nego-
tiations for 1,000 acres of land near
Chatsworth on which will be built

Republic's western city where all

western location work will be shot.

Yates also announced that Repub-
lic's business from Dec. 14 to Jan.
14 showed a great increase over that
of any of the past 12 months.

Paper Shortage Looms,
FPC's Managers Warned

Toronto—Warning has been sent
out from the PPC home office to allx

managers to avoid waste in the use
of stationery and theater report
forms in the cause of war conserva-
tion because of a growing shortage
of paper supply. The paper mills
are working on large Government
contracts, it was stated, and the
output for civilian purposes has been
reduced.

Erpi Transferring Smith
Clifford W. Smith, western man-

ager of Electrical Research Prod-
ucts, Inc., will soon be transferred
from Hollywood to New York, where
he will assume a new nost at West-
ern Electric's home office. He will
be succeeded by K. F. Morgan, com-
mercial superintendent for Erpi in

Hollywood.

May Ask Arbitration

Of Overbuying Films

(Continued from Page 1)

not included among the controve|
3ies that can be arbitrated und
the consent decree.

Clearance, run and discriminati',

are the only subjects eligible fii

arbitration under the decree a*
exhibitors apparently want tl]

scope of the system enlarged to i

elude overbuying by an individu
I

theater owner or circuit to less'

competition. Changes in authori

.

vested in the appeals board also
expected to be proposed at the tra

practice committee meetings.
It is possible that the distrib-j

tors may seek an amendment to tj|

arbitration formula to inclu
breaches of contract on the part

,

exhibitors. That point was one
j

the chief functions of arbitrate
when the old film boards of tra>

were in operation several years ag

Business Studies Gov't
General Aniline Move
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAII

Washington—-Action of Preside
Roosevelt in temporarily vesting ;

Secretary of the Treasury Morge
thau title to 97 per cent of the sto<

of Genreal Aniline and Film Cor
to protect the investment of Ame
ican bondholders was being studi
closely yesterday by business ai

financial interests from the v'\e\

point of possible Government owne
ship of industry.

General Aniline has plants
Rensselaer and Binghamton, N. "5

and at Linden, N. J. Since De
16 its factories and its offices ha 1

!

been under the supervision of tfl

Treasury Department, which said
was looking for "possible Germ;
influences." There had been a nur
ber of directorial and executr
changes since the investigation b
gan.

General Aniline's president
John E. Mack and its new boai
chairman, William C. Bullitt. La
ter was elected to the board Dec.

Officials of General Aniline ai

Film Corporation said in New Yoi
that Secretary Morgenthau's actk
gave them "great satisfaction ai

a feeling of relief."

Lanadon Reports to Col. Today
Hollywood—Harry Langdon tod&

will start his new term contract ;

Columbia, under which he is slate

to make at least three two-reel con
edies a year.

Geneva Bus Service
Expected to Aid B.O.
Geneva—Theater business here is

expected to benefit through the new
bus line just established in the city.

It is the first bus route to cover

the city in three years. There are

three theaters here.
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SEE ESCAPE CLAUSE OPERATIVEJEPT. 1

Dominion'sTrade Board ForbidsChanges in Runs
ooking Priorities in Ef-

Bct During Four Weeks
inding Oct. 11 "Frozen"

Toronto — The Wartime
rices and Trade Board an-
ounced yesterday no changes
i runs of pictures would be per-
litted, and booking priorities in

feet during the four-week period
iding Oct. 11 last, must be main-
lined by both distributors and the-
ters because of the intention of
oard to establish permanency of
•ade practices to facilitate control
f film rentals and admission prices.

The Board stated no theater
(Continued on Page 4)

(isual Education

tdvisors lor WPB
'ahinglon Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—A visual education
rejection equipment sub-committee
f the photographic equipment in-

ustry was announced here yester-
ay by the Bureau of Industry Ad-
isory Committees.
The sub-committee will consult
ith and advise officials of the War
roduction Board concerning prob-

(Continued on Page 7)

lershey Before House Com.
)n Draft Deferment Issue

\ington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
1 Washington—Furore which Brig.
en. Lewis B. Hershey, Selective
ervice Director, kicked up when he
aled that the movies are an essen-
al industry and that indispensable

^"ien in key positions should be de-
erred by local draft boards, flared

(Continued on Page 3)

>

Pix News for Army
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Studio publicity direc-

tors committee will establish an in-

dustry news service direct f6r the
more than 400 Army post newspa-
pers now being published.

REEK TO HEAD
FOX NEWSREEL

Kent Announces Appointment

as Movietone's Producer

"If "JST &&"

Appointment of Edmund Reek as
vice-president and producer of Mo-
vietrme_JNews, succeeding the late

Truman H.
Talley, was
announced
yesterday by
Presi dent
Sidney R
Kent of
T w e n tieth-

Fox. Reek,
with Movie-
tone since
1919, and its

general man-
ager for the
last four
years, has
been the ac-

tive operating head for the past year
during Talley's serious illness.

Kent, in formally announcing the

(Continued on Page 3)

EDMUND REEK

Variety Clubs Call Off
Convention in Hollywood

Annual convention of the Variety
Clubs of America, scheduled for
May 15-17 in Los Angeles, has been
cancelled by unanimous vote of the
national officers, it was announced

(Continued on Page 4)

Tudge Goddard Refuses Government Application
To Limit Trial to Block-Booking and Blind-Selling;

No "Little 3" Decree Possible by June 1 Deadline

The Government yesterday lost its last chance to obtain a de-

cree against the "Little Three" before the expiration of the
June 1 deadline of the consent decree when Federal Judge Henry

W. Goddard handed down a ruling
from the bench denying a Govern-
ment application to limit the length
of the "Little Three" trial by con-
fining it to the sole issues of the
validity of block-booking and blind-

selling practices.

Following the decision, Special
Assistant Robert L. Wright, head
of the film unit of the anti-trust
division, announced flatly that "there
was no possibility of presenting the
case for some time" and agreed

(Continued on Page 10)

NSS to Distribute

M-G-M Accessories

National Screen Service will han-
dle the distribution of all M-G-M
accessories starting March 1 under
q deal announced vesterdav. Pres-
ent personnel of M-G-M will be ab-
sorbed mutually by the contracting-
narties. Some poster clerks and
ither aceesory ad men will remain
with M-G-M. while others w'll con-
tinue with National Screen Service.

National Screen has expanded its

organization in order to embrace
(Continued on Page 10)

Crockett's Bayne Wins
16-Day Clearance Slash

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—William F. Crockett,

president of the MPTO of Virginia
has won an important arbitration
case against Vitagraph, Inc., involv-
ing clearance for his theater, the
Bayne, at Virginia Beach, Va., it was
revealed vesterdav. Crockett com-
plained that the 21 davs' clearance

(Continued on Page 9)

Allied Prexy Urges Price Rise
Increased Costs, Higher Taxes Are Basis

Defense Bond-Stamp Clips
Going Into All Newsreels

In joint co-operation with the
Treasury Department and the War
Activities Committee, the five news-
reels have pledged themselves to
present short clips in their current
releases urging increased buying of
Defense Bonds and Stamps, George

(Continued on Page 4)

Increased admission prices through
simultaneous action by as many the-
aters as possible is recommended
by M. A. Rosenberg, president of
national Allied, in his first bulletin
since taking office. The rise is nec-
essary, Rosenberg declares, to meet-
the rising costs of operation and
higher taxes.

"It is estimated," the Allied chief
writes, "that a 20 per cent increase

(Continued on Page 4)

No Loew, RKO or WB
Divorcement Actions

The Government does not intend
to bring divestiture actions against
any other companies but Paramount
and 20th Century-Fox, Robert L.
Wright, Special Assistant Attorney
General and head of the film unit
of the anti-trust department, stated
yesterday after the Federal Court
hearing. Argument of the D of J

(Continued on Page 9)

Tackle Problems Caused
By Army Theater Jump

Problems arising from the increas-
ing number of Army camp theaters
were discussed yesterday at a meet-
ing of Army officers and film com-

(Continued on Page 10)

Exit, Mayris Chancy
Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Mayris Chaney, OCD

storm center, has resigned, it was
announced yesterday. Miss Chaney,

a dancer, headed the children's ac-

tivities in the OCD physical fitness

division.
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FINANCIAL
{Wednesday, Feb. 18)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low- Close Chg.
Am. Sear
Col. Picts. vtc. (21/2%) 6 5y8 6
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. Z% 85/s 85/8 + %
East. Kodak 1 3 1 Vi 131 13iy2 — Vs
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc 39'/2 38% 3914
do pfd
Paramount 14% 14y4 14% + y,
Para. 1st pfd
Para. 2nd pfd
RKO
RKO $6 pfd
20th Century-Fox pfd. 9 8% 8% 4- «/£

20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 5]/2 5% 53/8 — Ve
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Loew's deb. 3V!>s46
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. deb. 4s56
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 96

V

2 96'/2 96'/2
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Monogram Picts

Radio-Keith cvs Vs '/s Vs
Sontone Corp 2 2 2
Technicolor 7% 71/2 7% + l/

8

Trans-Lux 11-16 11-16 11-16
Universal Picts

To Attend AFM Convention

Rochester — Leonard Campbell,
Joseph Pennica and Fred J. Menzer
will represent the Rochester Music-
ians Protective Association, Local
66, at the 1942 national convention.
Officers of the local, affiliated with
the AFL, are Leonard Campbell,
president; Charles Pennica, Jr.,

vice-president; Charles L. ' Van
Haute, secretary, and Henry Barg,
treasurer.

Tex Ritter's Tour Extended
Eleven additional bookings will ex-

tend Tex Ritter's personal appear-
ance tour to Feb. 22. The new dates
will be in Maryland, Delaware and
Pennsylvania.

Week's Receipts to Swell
Canadian Victory Loan

Montreal— All Montreal motion
picture theatres have joined the
nation-wide move to subscribe at
least one week's total receipts to

the new Canadian Victory Loan. It

is announced at Loan headquarters
the national contribution to the
campaign for funds urgently needed
to provide arms and equipment for
the fighting: forces of the United
Nations will, it is expected, exceed
$2,000,000.
On Montreal Island approximate-

ly 75 theaters are subscribing under
the plan, with some 60 of them in

the city proper.
Last year, it was pointed out, the-

aters across Canada, without any
snecial campaign pledges, subscribed
close to $1,500,000 and this year
with gross receipts for the period
being subscribed, a considerable in-

crease in that total is expected.

Goldenson Named Prexy
Of Para. Theater Corp.

Leonard H. Goldenson has been
elected to the presidency of the
Paramount Theaters Service Corp.,
succeeding Barney Balaban. Ex-
ecutive setup of the theater sub-
sidiary now embraces:

Vice-presidents, Sam Dembow,
Jr., and L. D. Netter; secretarv,
Edith Schaffer; treasurer, M. F.
Gowthorpe; assistant secretaries,
Arthur Israel, Jr., and L. D. Netter.
Board comprises Goldenson, Net-

ter, Gowthorpe, Dembow and Ed-
ward L. Hyman.

Murrav. CIO President,
Takes Hand in Elections

Philip Murray, CIO prexy, took
a hand in the forthcoming NLRB
bargaining as-ency elections for
Loew's and Columbia home office

white collar workers vesterdav with
distribution of a statement by the
Screen Office and Professional Em-
oloves Guild, Local 109. UOPWA.
Murray's statement told the home

office employes that they "have a
splendid opportunity" bv voting: for
Local 109 Guild as their collective
barerainine representative. Copies
were distributed to the office work-
ers as they arrived for work.

Second House for Ruffin

Covington, Tenn.—W. F. Ruffin,
of Ruffin Amusement Co., has an-
nounced his intention to open a sec-
ond theater here.

FOR RENT
One-half of complete office including

private office, outside office, store

room. Plus complete stenographic

services, mail, secretarial, phone, etc.

^70:00 Monthly.

Box 995 THE FILM DAILY
1501 B'way New York, N. Y.

Reagan and Lee to Attend
Detroit Pioneer Banquet

Charles M. Reagan, Paramount's
assistant sales manager, and Claude
Lee, public relations counsel for
the company, left for Detroit yes-
terday to attend the Pioneer Ban-
quet of the city's Variety Club,
which will be held tonight.

Banquet, which honors Michigan's
ten oldest showmen, will have for-
mer Mayor James J. Walker of
New York as toastmaster and Sen-
ator Claude Pepper of Florida and
Lee as the principal speakers. Pro-
ceeds are being donated to the Red
Cross.
The Detroit Variety Club is head-

ed by John T. Howard, Paramount
branch manager.

Emerson Yorke Completes
Technical Training Films

Completed production and deliv-

ery of eight reels on Technical
Training for the Defense Program
of the U. S. Office of Education,
Federal Security Agency, is an-
nounced by Emerson Yorke Studio
of New York. The films, which are
on essential machine shop practice,

were shot in defense plants in the
East and included three subjects on
Operations on the Shaper and two
on Operations on the Radial Drill

Press. All the films were written
and directed by Emerson Yorke.
with Floyde E. Brooker and J. W.
Barritt, of the U. S. Office of Edu-
cation, as liaison and technical con-
sultant, respectively.

14 Minn. Amuse. Theaters
Cut Service Men's Prices

Minneapolis—Fourteen Minneap-
olis theaters operated by the Min-
nesota Amusement Co. will make
special reduced rates for service
men in uniform starting tomorrow.
Prices to be charged will be about
50 per cent of each theater's pres-
ent top admission fee.

The reduced rate will apply also

at the Orpheum and World here,

both of which are affiliated with the
Minnesota Amusement Co.

Litchtenstein Recovering
Havana (By Air Mail) — Izor

Litchtenstein, Republic distrib. here,
is recovering from an operation on
a foot.

FRIENDLY SERVICE

SAVES TIME AND MONEY

" tostal
Telegraph

CHARGES FOR TELEGRAMS
'PHONED IN APPEAR ON YOUR

Sfjkv TELEPHONE BILL.

COfllinG and come

BtRT M. STEARN, Western division mana
for United Artists, has left for sales meeti
in Chicago, St. Louis, Los Angeles, San Fr;

j

Cisco, Seattle, Denver and Salt Lake City,
will be back in two weeks.

BEN KALMENSON and ROY HAINES are
Boston.

NORMAN MORAY is in Cleveland.

GENE TIERNEY got into town yesten

WILLIAM WALDHOLZ. in charge of film"
tribution for the Federal Housing Administrati
has left on a four week business trip throi

the Southern territory.

HARRY M. BESSEY, secretary-treasurer
Altec Service, is back at his desk after a t

to Philadelphia and Richmond, Va

:i

Soviet Documentary Coming
"The Rout of the German Armi

Before Moscow," Russian docume
tary, will be distributed in Ameri
by Artkino, it was revealed yeste
day by N. Napoli, president of t 1

Soviet film distributing agency. I

date has been set for the release
the film in this country.

Picture shot by 15 cameramen :

the Soviet newsreel outfit, Kinok
ronik, is now being shown in Mc'
cow.

new ycer
THEATERS

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
50th St. & 6th Ave.

SPENCER TRACY : KATHARINE HEPBURI

"WOMAN OF THE YEAR"
Directed by Geo. Stevens : An M-G-M Pictui

ON STAGE: "WORDS AND MUSIC" BY COL
PORTER—Leonidoff's colorful tune-filled revw
Symphony Orchestra, direction of Erno Rapei

1st Mezzanine Seats Reserved : : Circle 6-460

Paramount Presents

Madeleine Stirling

CARROLL HAYDEN
in "BAHAMA
PASSAGE"
In Technicolor

IN PERSOI\

ALVINO RE
AND BAND

KING SISTE
Extra GIL LAN

TIMES
SQUARE

GINGER ROGERS

" R O X I E" HART 7 '

with

Adolphe Menjou—George Montgomery

A Twentieth-Fox Comedy Hit

PLUS A BIG n A V V ™ AVENl
STAGE SHOW |f (J j^ f 50th STREE

PI id - 1 T ,

B'WAY &
47th St.

GARY COOPER
BARBARA STANWYCK

'BALL OF FIRE"
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ocal 306 Sets Up

ilense Committee

on

iLocal 306 Moving Picture Ma-
ine Operators has set up an official

•ilian defense committee as a

?ans of co-ordinating its various
tivities in aid of the nation's war
ort, it was announced yesterday,

mmittee is headed by Vice-

dent Stephen D'Inzillo, who
iticized theater owners for al-

l sdly failing to co-operate with

e projectionists' union. He de-

lved what he called the tendency
some operators to issue broad

atements speaking for the indus-

y without making an effort to seek

e co-operation of the projectionists

id without giving Local 306 due
cognition for its work.
For the first time yesterday Local
16 issued a report on its wide de-

nse activities. In close co-opera-

:>n with the Office of Civilian De-
nse and other defense agencies,

e local is furnishing projectionists

M- the showing of all films spon-
ged by defense groups, both for

lucational and morale purposes.
dre than 200 members of the lo-

il already have volunteered for this

ork without pay.
1

Local 306 members, employed in

lore than 600 theaters in the city,

re contributing their time for the

aiming of defense films in conjunc-
on with regular shows.
The local reports that to date

50.000 of its funds has been in-

J-ested in Defense Bonds. Union of-

n I cials have made arrangements for
he sale of Defense Stamps at the
ffices of Local 306. They are also

rying to make arrangements for
he sale of Defense Bonds at union
ffices.

Negotiations are under way with
heater owners of the city for vol-

Tintary weekly deductions for De-
- ense Stamps from the pay envelopes
- -'f the 2,000-odd working projection-

's who belong to Local 306.

loss With Pathe News
Kurt Ross, inventor of the photo-

lectric film control for electric

';igns, has been added to the Pathe
: s

Tews staff and will be in charge of

; .he commercial department. His
activities will comprise slidefilms

" "uid visual presentations of all kinds
n addition to motion picture produc-
:ions.

Cooper, Somma in 1A
New Haven—Irving Cooper, Uni-

versal accessories manager, George
'Somma, Republic shipper, and Sey-
mour Levine, son of Hy Levine, in-

-die distributor, have been classified

1A this week.

! It's on the House
Portland, Ore.—Local theaters, al-

most without exception, will extend
free admissions to naval recruits after

induction into service and prior to

their departure for training stations.

THS

• T T T
• • • BETWEEN the time that March comes in like a lamb and

goes out like a lion, there will be plenty of taxes to pay It's appro-

priate, therefore, to call attention of our exhib. friends to a neat little

method whereby they can compensate in the future for the various tax

levies, installment or otherwise, which they have to pay annually

The method is both simple and logical It's to exploit short subjects

in feature fashion,—for more revenue Oh, yes, there are some ex-

hibs. in the house who concede that it can be done, but don't do it, and

there are others who don't do it on the premise that it just ain't worth

while To them we address a little story (Interstate circuit's Besa

Short and other enterprising champs of the tab reels don't need to read

it) It concerns an exhib. down in the Southwest who got a hold ol

Universal's "Cavalcade of Aviation," and decided to enter the compe-

tition which the "U" forces instituted, with the Capt. Eddie Rickenbacker

Trcphy as the top prize for the best promotional campaign executed in

behalf of the two-reeler

T
• '< • HERE'S -what happened: The exhib. put on a drive

which included 70 promotions, some of them .downright ingenious

revenue builders By the lime the campaign had reached its

zenith, into the theater came "Cavalcade of Aviation" for a two-day

engagement So thoroughly was the short sold to the community

that turnstiles clicked 256 per cent above the norm for the said two

days When it iras all over, the promotional costs were carefully

compiled Total outlay -<vas exactly $17.09 and a few Annie Oak-

leys, leaving a whale of a profit

T
• • • ANENT such film biz resourcefulness, we like the latest

issue of UA's Foreign Dept. house organ, "Around The World," on whose

cover is a "V" for Victory with this superimposed slogan: "We Will Re-

sourcefully Carry On The Battle Of Business In The Midst Of The Business

Of Battle!" Then immediately after the index is a fine editorial

on resourcefulness, and what it means to filmland today

T T
• • • TOMORROW the employes of the March of Time and

Time, Inc., Magazine sponsor a grand parly in the Waldorf-Astoria's

Starlight Roof at G p.m. for the benefit of the Navy Relief Society

// (5 christened the "Dish-It-Out Party" On deck will be a bril-

liant array of screen, stage and radio personalities, and a large con-

tingent of U. S. Navy officers The more than 900 employes of

Time. Inc.. and its brood of subsidiaries, want to do their share toward

the war effort Tickets are priced at 50c plus ~>c tax Louis de

Rochemont, M of T producer, is among the donors of Defense Bond

prizes for the raffles and games (among the latter being "Dart the

Dictators" and "Slap-a-Jap") Al Sindlinger is heading the ticket

sale, and Phil Williams, 3rd, is entertainment co-ordinator and will

assist in emcee-ing In the shoiu will be fVestbrook Van Voorhis,

voice of the M of T; Danny Kaye, Hazel Scott, John Kirby and his

Orchestra, and the Glee Club of the U. S. S. Prairie State, etc. . . .

• At 4:30 p.m. in the Perroquet Suite of the Waldorf-Astoria tomor-

row, 20th-Fox will tender a reception to Jean Gabin, and the same

Mister Gabin, plus Jimmy Durante, Joan Edwards and Harry Hersh-

field will appear today at Ampa's "Salute to the U. S. Sigtial Corps"

Luncheon in the Hotel Edison, at which the guest of honor will be

Lt. Colonel Melvin E. Gillette, commanding officer of the Training

Film Production Laboratory at Fort Monmouth, who will speak on

"The Use of Motion Pictures in America's New Army"

T
• • • REMEMBER PEARL HARBOR!

Edmund Reek Heads

Fox Movietone News

(Continued from Page 1)

appointment, stated that the news-

reel organization would operate the

same under Reek's direction as it

had under Talley and that there

would be no radical changes in per-
sonnel.

Reek was born in New York May
18, 1897. He served with the U. S.

Army in the last World War and
was one of the original employes
when Fox inaugurated a newsreel
in 1919. At that time he was em-
ployed by H. E. Hancock, first edi-

tor, as feature director in which
capacity he worked for three months
preparing material before the first

newsreel was released to theaters.

After a year in this capacity he
became a cameraman and was soon
outstanding. For three consecutive
years he won first prize in a com-
pany-sponsored contest for enter-

prise and initiative on assignments.

When Truman Talley became pro-
ducer of the newsreel in 1927, his

first official act was to make Reek
news editor. He was also made news
editor when the Fox Newsreel be-

came Movietone News in 1929. He
served in this capacity until 1938
when he was made general man-
ager.

Hershey Before House Com.
On Draft Deferment Issue

(.Continued from Pane 1)

afresh yesterday when Hershey ap-
peared before a closed session of

the House Military Affiairs Commit-
tee.

In apparent resentment against
all blanket deferments, committee
members questioned Hershey close-

ly about the designation of essen-
tial work, and indicated it might
later attempt to write its own bill

defining the various exempted clas-

sifications.

General Hershey is understood to

have assured the members that it

is contemplated exempting in the
movie industry only key mechanical
and technical men, and that no gen-
eral deferment of industry members
was intentioned.

STORKS!

Detroit—Edward Jacobson, one of
the best-known exploitation manag-
ers in this city, made a well-timed
tieup in private life he's been keep-
ing secret. Mrs. Jacobson gave birth
to their first, Ronald Stephen, just

at the minute the nation set the
clocks ahead an hour.

Wilkes-Barre—Paul Tighe, man-
ager of the Penn Theater, has a
new daughter.
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Canadian Houses Need Gov't Nod to Reopenj
New Order-in-Council Seen
Affecting 200 Summer Situ-

ations, Now Shuttered

Toronto — Authority delegated

by the Governments Order-in-ooun-

cU to the Administrator of Services

in the Wartime Prices and Trade
Board to pronibit the use of any
bunding as a moving picture the-

ater lor profit wmch was not being

operated as such on Jan. SI last is

interpreted here to mean that even

if a tneater was not in actual op-

eration on that date, application

win have to be made to tne Gov-
ernment official for permission be-

fore it can be re-opened.
Approximately iuu theaters in

Canaua are closed for the winter,

as a matter of regular policy, ana
would ordinarily re-open in the

bpring. inus their operators will

have to secure the written authori-

zation of the Administrator before

resuming shows, wnich indicates

that tne whole trade situation can

be controlled by the Wartime Prices

and Trade Board.
The order also bars the remodel-

ing of any structure for use as a

theater wnich would make it a new
exhibition outlet, apart from the

desire to restrict wartime construc-

tion and the use of labor and mate-
rials otherwise required for prior-

ity needs. This order transfers the

jurisdiction of theater construction

from the Controller of Construction

in the Department of Munitions
and faupply to the Administrator of

Services and thus obviously tight-

ens the grip of the one Government
bureau on the Canadian industry.

The Wartime Prices and Trade
Board has already been supplied with

certain information and the Admin-
istrator of Services, James Stew-
art, who seems to have superseded
R. G. McMullen, previously appoint-

ed Administrator of Theaters and
Films, in the matter of authority,

now is empowered to make decis-

ions under law.

Harris, Mullin Speak at

New Haven V. C. Luncheon

New Haven— Organization lun-

cheon for a Connecticut Variety
Club tent held yesterday at the

Hotel Garde. Guest speakers were
John Harris, one of the Variety
founders, and Martin Mullin, Boston
leader in the movement. Previous
meetings to plan the luncheon were
held by I. J. Hoffman, Warner zone
head here, Herman M. Levy, MPTO
executive secretary, Dr. J. B. Fish-
man, Allied president, and branch
managers.

Chi. Film Employes Appeal to IA

Chicago—Chicago film employes
union at a meeting yesterday ap-
pealed to the IATSE for help from
international officers in reaching an
agreement on current wage nego-
tiations with the local exchanges.

You Can't Have Both Musical Instruments
And Airplanes, Tanks. Guns and Warships

Washington Bureau of THE FILM •DAILY

Washington—Sharp curtailment of the use of critical materials in the

manufacture of all types of musical instruments was ordered yesterday by the

War Production Board.

All musical instruments except radios, phonographs, radio-phonographs, and
articles designated primarily as toys, are covered by the order. Accessories, such

as bows, picks, music stands, piano stools and benches and instrument cases,

also are attected.

The result will be to make substantial quantities of steel, copper, nickel,

tin and other vital materials available for planes, tanks, guns, and snips.

Canadian Buns Are "Frozen'
Permanency of Trade Practices, Gov't Goal

{Continued

would be permitted to replace an-

other house in rotation of runs in

any situation under the policy of

the Board to insure a fair share of

product for all theaters.

R. G. McMullen, administrator of

theaters and films, declared the rul-

ing prohibited opening .any theater
which was closed on Jan. 31 with-
out special permission of board was
adopted so that no variance in se-

quence of film releasing could creep
in.

The same reason, it was said, ap-
plied to the ban on conversion of

buildings into theaters because the
Board wanted conditions to remain
unchanged.

from Page 1)

Trade practices would not be dealt
with unless in direct conflict with
price ceilings, it was stated.
trovided exchanges maintain con-

ditions in effect auring the four-
week: period last Autumn, the Board
will not exercise its authority to

require distributors to provide an
equitable share of product to all

exhibitors and to place a price ceil-

ing on rentals, it was further indi-

cated.

The Board yesterday summoned
the industry's Advisory Council, ap-
pointed last week, to meet on Mon-
day when the Board's regulations
lormally will be placed before the
representatives of distributors and
theater interests.

Defense Bond-Stamp Clips

Going Into All Newsreels

{Continued from Page 1)

Schaefer, Chairman of the Commit-
tee, announced yesterday.
Although these short clips will

be carried by all the newsreels, the
first to be released are on current
issues of M-G-M's "News of the
Day." The following week's re-

lease will be carried by Fox Movie-
tone News.
Each clip has been specially pre-

pared by the Treasury Department
for local use and each one features
a local personality of interest to
the newsreel patrons. Approximate-
ly 30 exchange centers will release
these Treasury Department Defense
Savings clips and the stars range
from personalities like Governors
Lehman of New York, Stevenson of
Texas, Wagoner of Michigan and
Olson of California, to include Po-
liceman Daniel J. Condon of Chi-
cago, Aviatrix Arlene Davis of
Cleveland, Dr. Charles Seymour,
President of Yale University; Gus
Robb, oil field worker of Oklahoma
City; John Ewing, coal miner of
Pittsburgh; Jack Dempsey, Branch
Rickey, Harry Honneywell, barber
of Indianapolis and newsboy Pat
Kelly Fitzwilliams of New Orleans.

RFS Moves in Detroit

Detroit—Ross Federal Service has
moved to 754 Book Building.

Variety Clubs Call Off
Convention in Hollywood

{Continued from Page 1)

yesterday by National Chief Bar-
ker John H. Harris. Instead of the
convention, the officers and dele-

gates from the various tents will

meet to dispose of organization busi-

ness at some place and time to be
decided upon later.

Demands upon the organization's
man power for added duties in con-
nection with war work and the in-

creased activities of the Variety
members in their charitable under-
takings as members of Tents around
the country, decided the Nati°na l-

Officers to make the change.
Harris yesterday issued a call to

all Tents to strengthen their forces
in preparation for war work. Har-
ris said that he was in receipt of a
letter from the Government "in
which they tell me they are about
ready to call upon the Variety Clubs
to do a real job."
The "Hey Rube" membership

drive is continuing to March 1.

Frank L. Packard Dead
Montreal—Frank L. Packard, 65,

author among whose novels was
"The Miracle Man," is dead at his

home in Lachine, near here. Sur-
viving are his widow, a daughter
and three sons. "The Miracle Man"
was twice filmed.

Rosenberg (alls tor

Admissions Advance

{Continued from Page 1)

in admission charges would be **fj|
ficient to absorb the increased^
erating costs and leave the avtj
age theater owner with a sligl
profit.

"Very likely," he continues, "tJj
larger chains, and particularly thoaF
which are incorporated, will find

j
necessary to increase admission
beyond 20 per cent, due to high!
costs which generally prevail I
key cities, and due also to the dral
tic increase in corporation taxes J
all kinds."
Rosenberg contends that despii

steadily increasing operating costL
most theaters have made no ifl

crease in admissions during 1941
and the net result has been a low^
profit to the theater owner. ThJ
ater owners who did make slight ii

creases in admission prices duriij

the past year have, in many casei

found, on closing their books fd

1941, that profits did not equal thos
of 1940 because operating expensd
had increased in greater proportiq
than the gross at the box-office.

Even if profits for 1941 wei
found to equal the 1940 earning!
Rosenberg points out, the theatJ
owner was still worse off than til

year before because of the higha
income tax. For example, an eJ
hibitor whose profit has been avel
aging $5,000 per year paid a tax <f

$375 for 1941 against $118 for 1941
with corresponding increases d~

higher profits.

Asserting that the tax problenj
will become more serious in 1941
Rosenberg insists that only by sinf
ultaneous action of all theaters ca
increase in prices be put into effe<L
with least impairment of box-offi(F
good will, and that it must stajj

from the key runs, which have prdT
tection and priorities in run ova
the subsequents.
"Not only would the public read

more favorably to a general prid
increase as compared with sporadi
increases by individual theater owiP
ers in scattered zones, but the rati
of increase could, and should, if

considerably higher than it woul
be if each theater acted alone," R<|

senberg said, adding that "our bus
ness has been undersold for years'

Terhune Funeral Saturday
Funeral services for Albert Paj

son Terhune, 69, who died at Sunns
bank, his Pompton Lakes, N. J"

home yesterday, will be held Satui
day. Several of Terhune's storie

were adapted for the screen.

Roy Tillson Seriously 111

Saginaw, Mich. — Roy Tillso/

manager of the Temple Theater, i

seriously ill in Saginaw Genera
Hospital.
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a GEORGE
STEVENS

Production wit

Fay Bainter • Reginald
Owen • Original Screen
Play by Ring Lardner,

Jr. and Michael Kanin
Directed by George
Stevens • Produced by
Joseph L. Mankiewicz
An M-G-M Picture

HAVING A WONDERFUL TIME!
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113 caused in the industry by the

arcity of essential materials, and
priority problems.

Jesse L. Maury is the Govern-

ment's presiding officer. Members
"le sub-committee are:

_. J. Bradford, motion picture en-

neering Co., Detroit; Ellsworth C.

oit, RCA; E. B. DeVry, president,

A'ry Corp., Chicago; G. P. Foute,

«sident, Raven Screen Corp., New
irk City; Louis B. Fisch, presi-

nt, Motion Picture Screen and Ac-

ssories Co., Inc., New York City;

C. Heck, president, Da-Lite

reen Co., Inc., Chicago; Ben
arks, president, Keystone Mfg.
... Boston; C. H. Percy, Bell &
owell Co., Chicago; I. L. Nixon,

ianager of instrument sales,

tusch & Lomb Optical Co., Roch-
ter; Philip S. Malickson, vice-

esident, Sentry Safety Control

ap., Philadelphia; Axel Monson,
esident, the Ampro Corp., Chi-

go; W. S. Vaughn, assistant pro-

motion manager, Eastman Kodak,
uchester; Alexander Victor, presi-

n t, Victor Animatograph Corp-,

ivenport, la.; L. J. Welch, Class-

om Laboratories, Inc., Chicago;
E. Eller, president, Radiant Mfg.

rp., Chicago; B. J. Kleerup, vice-

esident, Society of Visual Educa-
pn, Inc., Chicago; B. H. Wither-
oon, president, and general man-
:er, Spencer Lens Co., Buffalo.

•hnson Drops Amendment
i $523,000 Trust Suit

Sioux Falls, S. D.—Efforts to add
amendment to the complaint in

i $523,000 motion picture film

wsuit in Federal Court here ended
expectedly yesterday when, after

e court conditionally granted the

Dtion of the plaintiffs, their coun-

1 announced that an added $1,000

e could not be met, and the case

oceeded on the same basis as when
e trial started.
Attorney George Danforth, rep-

senting Arthur R. Johnson, man-
er of the Sioux Falls Granada
leater, and J. P. Hartman, as-

ciate of Johnson in the manage-
2nt of the Pix and Time Theaters
Aberdeen, S. D., moved to amend

*ir complaint, to extend the per-

d covered in permitted evidence,

le action is against the Minne-
ta Amusement Co., which has
oux Falls theaters and the Well-
nth Theaters of Sioux Falls, Inc.,

well as a list of motion picture
oducers and distributors.
The proceedings are under the
nns of the Clayton anti-trust law,
d plaintiffs charge conspiracy in

lat they were allegedly prevented
3m getting timely, profitable and
sired films. Judge A. Lee Wyman
t the period from Jan. 28, 1939
Feb. 23, 1940, the time in which

e alleged conspiracy took place,
the period to which the evidence

ast be confined.

HOLLYWOOD SLE4J INO-
By RALPH WILK

of a Lady

a Hollywood

mistaken for a spy in

—HOLLYWOOD
JEANETTE MacDONALD will next ap

pear in Metro's "Shadow
story by Ladislas Fodor, of

singing star who is

Cairo.

• •
BILL BOHM, son of Frank Bohm well-

known New York agent of the Roaring

Twenties, is fast becoming the popular

figure in Hollywood that his dad was on

oroadway. Bill is the assistant manager of

cox West Coast's Alex Theater in Glendale

and plays host to the press and movie

.uminaries several nights a week at this

ravorite preview house.

JOHN LEROY JOHNSTON has joined

•' Warners' publicity staff as assistant to

Alex Evelove. Bill Rice, who has been

acting in that capacity for the past three

months, requested release from those duties

,n favor of covering studio's major produc-

tions.

• •
TWENTIETH-FOX has signed Edward

' Everett Horton for an important role in

"The Magnificent Jerk." Picture stats

Henry Fonaa and Don Ameche, with Walter

Lang to direct for producer, William Peri-

berg.

THE screen Directors' Guild has virtually

' achieved a 100 per cent response to

its request for voluntary contributions of

one-half of one per cent salary pledges to

the Motion Picture Relief Fund.

• •
PLANS to produce for Paramount the first

' surrealistic film of the motion picture

world are being prepared by George Pal

• •
PRODUCER Joe McDonough has purchased

a 30-day option on "Rough Sailing," the

new novel by Benjamin Othman. The story

is built around two American adventurers

who attempt to hold together their remnant
of the French Foreign Legion after the col-

lapse of France.

• •
/-» EORGE BRUCE has sold his newest
^"^ story, "The Hungry Hordes," to the

Ladies Home Journal. The yarn is based

on the current crop of married women who
are going in for cooking class instructions.

Bruce is writing "Annie Rooney" screen-

play for Edward Small-United Artists.

• •
DRIAN DONLEVY is scheduled for one ol

*^ the starring roles in Paramount's "Wake
Island." The actor will portray a rough-

and-ready civilian worker on the Pacific

outpost who fights valiantly alongside tht

marine defenders when the Japs attack.

UMPI Group to Gel

Arbitration Formula

Proposals for the modification or

expansion of the 22 rules of arbi-

tration under the New York con-

sent decree were discussed by ex-

hibitor members of the trade prac-

tice committee of United Motion
Picture Industry yesterday after-

noon and last night, so that a ten-

tative formula can be submitted to-

day when the committee convenes
at the Warwick Hotel.

Yesterday's general committee
meeting was cut short at noon be-

cause of a War Department confer-

ence which the sales managers
had to attend, but no definite con-
clusions were reached. Report of

W. F. Rodgers on a substitute sales

plan also was deferred until today
or tomorrow.

MPFE Guild Installs

New officers have been installed

by the Motion Picture Film Edi-
tors Guild. They are: John E. Mich-
on, president; Marc S. Asch, vice-

president; Joseph J. Vadalo, secre-

tary; Morris Roizman, treasurer.
Members of the Guild have voted

to raise initiation fees, with the in-

crease becoming effective at once.

WAC Duties Assigned
To Ad, Publicity Men

Publicity and Advertising Divis-

ion of the War Activities Commit-
tee announces through its chairman,
Monroe W. Greenthal, a plan for

the various functions that will be
utilized to publicize and advertise
the war participation of the motion
picture industry. Members of the

division have been assigned to spe-

cific responsibilities.

Oscar A. Doob, Harry Mandel and
Rodney Bush will handle the plant-

ing of publicity material in out of

town newspapers.
Al Wilkie will be assisted by Jos-

eph Gould in the planting of pub-
licity in the New York newspapers
and trade papers, working with Mar-
tin Quigley, chairman of the trade
paper division.

Mort Blumenstock has been as-

signed as radio contact with his ac-

tivities involving newspaper com-
mentators on the air, feature pro-

grams, etc.

Armando will be in charge of art

layouts in both publicity and adver-
tising. S. Barret McCormick will

be in charge of publicity coming di-

rectly from the New York office of

the division and destined for out of

town newspapers. He will also su-
pervise the direct planting from New
York of photographs.
David Lipton has been placed in

charge of release dates of defense
films and will gather information on
when and where these films are play-
ing. Si Seadler will be in charge
of all ad copy, slogans and trade
paper layouts.
Ken Clark and Charles Reed Jones

have been designated to act as con-
tacts with the Rockefeller-Donovan
committees.

to catch"

SLEEPER
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AT THE N.Y.I

GLOBE THEATREBIG WEEKS

PARIS CALLI1G
DEFYING THE NAZI HEELS!
A Charles K, Feldman Group Production | fi?-;

Elizabeth""
-•" Randolph

BERGNER- SCOTT
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GALE S0NDERGAARD • EDWARD
CIANNELLI • CHARLES ARNT

LEE J. COBB
Diroctod by EDWIN L MASIN . Produced by BENJAMIN GIAZER
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• ns caused in the industry by the

rarcity of essential materials, and

|
i priority problems.
Jesse L. Maury is the Govern-

lint's presiding officer. Members
| aj^he sub-committee are:

i

J? J. Bradford, motion picture en-

gineering Co., Detroit; Ellsworth C.

•ent, RCA; E. B. DeVry, president,

jieVry Corp., Chicago; G. P. Foute,

resident, Raven Screen Corp., New
ork City; Louis B. Fisch, presi-

«nt, Motion Picture Screen and Ac-

essories Co., Inc., New York City;

C. Heck, president, Da-Lite

K-reen Co., Inc., Chicago; Ben
larks, president, Keystone Mfg.

Jo., Boston; C. H. Percy, Bell &
lowell Co., Chicago; I. L. Nixon,

nanager of instrument sales,

:ausch & Lomb Optical Co., Roch-

ister; Philip S. Malickson, vice-

iresident, Sentry Safety Control

lorp., Philadelphia; Axel Monson,
resident, the Ampro Corp., Chi-

ago; W. S. Vaughn, assistant pro-

uction manager, Eastman Kodak,
lochester; Alexander Victor, presi-

ent, Victor Animatograph Corp.,

•avenport, la.; L. J. Welch, Class-

com Laboratories, Inc., Chicago;

[. E. Eller, president, Radiant Mfg.
lorp., Chicago; B. J. Kleerup, vice-

resident, Society of Visual Educa-
ion, Inc., Chicago; B. H. Wither-
poon, president, and general man-
ger, Spencer Lens Co., Buffalo.

ohnson Drops Amendment
n $523,000 Trust Suit

Sioux Falls, S. D.—Efforts to add
n amendment to the complaint in

he $523,000 motion picture film

awsuit in Federal Court here ended
nexpectedly yesterday when, after

he court conditionally granted the

notion of the plaintiffs, their coun-

el announced that an added $1,000

ee could not be met, and the case

roceeded on the same basis as when
he trial started.

Attorney George Danforth, rep-

esenting Arthur R. Johnson, man-
ger of the Sioux Falls Granada
"neater, and J. P. Hartman, as-

ociate of Johnson in the manage-
lent of the Pix and Time Theaters
t Aberdeen, S. D., moved to amend
heir complaint, to extend the per-

od covered in permitted evidence.

Hie action is against the Minne-
ota Amusement Co., which has
Sioux Falls theaters and the Well-
<
rorth Theaters of Sioux Falls, Inc.,

s well as a list of motion picture
•roducers and distributors.

The proceedings are under the
erms of the Clayton anti-trust law,
nd plaintiffs charge conspiracy in

hat they were allegedly prevented
rom getting timely, profitable and
esired films. Judge A. Lee Wyman
et the period from Jan. 28, 1939
o Feb. 23, 1940, the time in which
he alleged conspiracy took place,
s the period to which the evidence
oust be confined.

HOLLYWOOD M Ltl IN4 -
By RALPH WILK

—HOLLYWOOD
JEANETTE MacDONALD will next ap-

pear in Metro's "Shadow of a Lady,"

story by Ladislas Fodor, of a Hollywood

smging star who is mistaken for a spy in

Cairo.

• •
BILL BOHM, son of Frank Bohm, well-

known New York agent of the Roaring

Twenties, is fast becoming the popular

ngure in Hollywood that his dad was on

broadway. Bill is the assistant manager of

r-'ox West Coast's Alex Theater in Glendale

and plays host to the press and movie

uminanes several nights a week at this

ravorite preview house.

JOHN LEROY JOHNSTON has joined

^ Warners' publicity staff as assistant to

Alex Evelove. Bill Rice, who has been

acting in that capacity for the past three

months, requested release from those duties

n favor of covering studio's major produc-

rions.

• •
TWENTIETH-FOX has signed Edward

' Everett Horton for an important role in

"The Magnificent Jerk." Picture stais

Henry Fonoa and Don Ameche, with Walter

Lang to direct for producer, William Perl-

terg.

WAC Duties Assigned
To Ad, Publicity Men

Publicity and Advertising Divis-

ion of the War Activities Commit-
tee announces through its chairman,
Monroe W. Greenthal, a plan for

the various functions that will be

utilized to publicize and advertise
the war participation of the motion
picture industry. Members of the

division have been assigned to spe-

cific responsibilities.

Oscar A. Doob, Harry Mandel and
Rodney Bush will handle the plant-

ing of publicity material in out of

town newspapers.
Al Wilkie will be assisted by Jos-

eph Gould in the planting of pub-
licity in the New York newspapers
and trade papers, working with Mar-
tin Quigley, chairman of the trade
paper division.

Mort Blumenstock has been as-

signed as radio contact with his ac-

tivities involving newspaper com-
mentators on the air, feature pro-
grams, etc.

Armando will be in charge of art

layouts in both publicity and adver-
tising. S. Barret McCormick will

be in charge of publicity coming di-

rectly from the New York office of

the division and destined for out of

town newspapers. He will also su-

pervise the direct planting from New
York of photographs.
David Lipton has been placed in

charge of release dates of defense
films and will gather information on
when and where these films are play-
ing. Si Seadler will be in charge
of all ad copy, slogans and trade
paper layouts.
Ken Clark and Charles Reed Jones

have been designated to act as con-

tacts with the Rockefeller-Donovan
committees.

THE screen Directors' Guild has virtually

' achieved a 100 per cent response to

its request for voluntary contributions of

one-half of one per cent salary pledges to

the Motion Picture Relief Fund.

• •
DLANS to produce for Paramount the first

' surrealistic film of the motion picture

world are being prepared by George Pal

• •
DRODUCER Joe McDonough has purchased

' a 30-day option oh "Rough Sailing," the

new novel by Benjamin Othman. The story

is built around two American adventurers

who attempt to hold together their remnant
of the French Foreign Legion after the col-

lapse of France.

• •

f* EORGE BRUCE has sold his newest
^^ story, "The Hungry Hordes," to the

Ladies Home Journal. The yarn is based

on the current crop of married women who
are going in for cooking class instructions.

Bruce is writing "Annie Rooney" screen-

piry for Edward Small-United Artists.

• •
DRIAN DONLEVY is scheduled for one ol

*^ the starring roles in Paramount's "Wake
Island." The actor will portray a rough-

and-ready civilian worker on the Pacific

outpost who fights valiantly alongside the

marine defenders when the Japs attack.

UMPI Group to Get

Arbitration Formula

Proposals for the modification or

expansion of the 22 rules of arbi-

tration under the New York con-

sent decree were discussed by ex-

hibitor members of the trade prac-

tice committee of United Motion
Picture Industry yesterday after-

noon and last nighty so that a ten-

tative formula can be submitted to-

day when the committee convenes
at the Warwick Hotel.

Yesterday's general committee
meeting was cut short at noon be-

cause of a War Department confer-
ence which the sales managers
had to attend, but no definite con-
clusions were reached. Report of

W. F. Rodgers on a substitute sales

plan also was deferred until today
or tomorrow.

MPFE Guild Installs

New officers have been installed

by the Motion Picture Film Edi-
tors Guild. They are: John E. Micti-

on, president; Marc S. Asch, vice-

president; Joseph J. Vadalo, secre-

tary; Morris Roizman, treasurer.
Members of the Guild have voted

to raise initiation fees, with the in-

crease becoming effective at once.
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"To Be Or Not To Be"
with Carole "Lombard and Jack Benny

UA 99 Mins.

A POTENT BREW OF COMEDY ANTICS
THAT WILL BRING A JAM AT THE
BOX-OFFICE.

In "To Be or Not to Be" the exhibitors

of the nation are hit with the full impor

of the loss to the screen of the generous

talents of Carole Lombard. Her last screen

appearance added tremendously to her sta-

ture as a film trouper. Her appearance in

the film should make this Alexander Korda

production doubly a box-office smash. To
team Miss Lombard with Jack Benny was

a stroke of inspired showmanship.

"To Be or Not to Be" reveals Ernst

Lubitsch in a new and fascinating mood.

While the film is billed as a comedy, the

fun is often rimmed with drama. It is

reminiscent of a person trying to play the

clown in a spirit of seriousness.

The story is a tremendously ironic thing.

Set in Warsaw under the Nazi heel, it takes

the whole ideology of the Hitlerites for a

ride. A devastatingly cutting commentary

on Nazism, it does more to ridicule the

Nazi godhead than all the heavy-handed,

straight-faced film footage that has been

expended on the subject. You can bet your

last anti-Nazi hoot that this film's irrev-

erent treatment of all that the Hitlerites

hold dear will do more than all the preach-

ments in the world to give apoplexy to the

Swastika worshipers.

Benny and Miss Lombard, man and wife,

are members of a Polish acting company,

with the comedian's specialty being Ham-
let. Not wishing to antagonize Hitler, the

Polish authorities force the company to give

up the idea of putting on an anti-Nazi

play. The actors, however, get a chance

to act out their roles in real life when it

becomes necessary to keep a Nazi spy

from turning over to the Gestapo informa-

tion that will doom many Polish patriots to

death and the tortures of the concentration

camp.
Benny makes a hero of himself by under-

taking to impersonate the spy so that the

information may be destroyed. The come-

dian gets himself into many tight squeezes

but every time manages to pull through,

once literally by a hair, seeing that the

matter of a beard helps to save him in the

climax of the film.

The production is good for no end of

resounding laughs. The Ernst Lubitsch-

Melchior Lengyel original, made into a

screenplay by Edwin Justus Mayer, takes

advantage of every loophole in the farce

that is Nazism to push over funny situa-

tions and crisp slashing dialogue. It has

that something "different."

Lubitsch, who also produced, gives the

story great direction, marked by a wealth

of detail. The acting is tops.

CAST: Carole Lombard, Jack Benny, Rob-

ert Stack, Felix Bressart, Lionel Atwill,

Stanley Ridges, Sig Rumann, Tom Dugan,

Charles Halton, George Lynn, Henry Victor,

Maude Eburne, Armand Wright, Erno Vere-

bes, Halliwell Hobbes, Miles Mander, Leslie

Dennison, Frank Reicher, Peter Caldwell,

Wolfgang Zilzer, Olaf Hytten, Charles

Irwin, Leland Hodgson, Alex Craig, James
Finlayson, Edgar Licho, Robert 0. Davis,

Roland Varno, Helmut Dantine, Otto

Reichow, Maurice Murphy, Gene Rizzi, Paul

Barrett, John Kellogg.

CREDITS: Producer, Ernst Lubitsch; Di-

"South of Santa Fe"
with Roy Rogers, George "Gabby" Hayes

Republic 55 Mins.

RICH MIXTURE OF ACTION AND MU-
SIC MAKES A NATURAL FOR WESTERN
FANS.

In this Republic has provided Roy Rogers

with a whirlwind of action that will further

aid the player's standing as a top-ranking

western star. For good measure the Rogers

rooters are treated to a more than generous

helping of musical interludes, dished out in

rip-snorting cowboy fashion. Joseph Kane,

who functioned as producer and director,

has turned out a neat bit of boxoffice.

The screenplay of James R. Webb brings

into play all the Rogers talents. It moves
along at a pounding clip from start to finish,

with gun play and chases in tremendous
doses.

At the bottom of all the trouble in this

one is a gold mine left to Linda Hayes by

her dad. In an effcrt to get some finan-

ciers interested in the property Rogers in-

veigles them into taking part in the town's

annual ride of the vaqueros. Villainy steps

in when Paul Fix, head of a criminal mob
bent on kidnaping the financiers, joins the

cavalcade under the guise of a wealthy

brewer.

Fix induces Rogers and his pals to stage

a fake kidnaping, of which he makes a film

record. Then the villains swoop down upon
the party, kidnaping the financiers for a

$250,000 ransom and trussing up Rogers and

his pals, who are made the goat when Fix

shows his film footage to the sheriff. When
Rogers frees himself the villains are doomed.
Miss Hayes clears Rogers and his friends by

stealing the roll of film and proving to the

sheriff that Rogers was not involved. The
financiers are rescued from death by Rogers

with the help of George "Gabby" Hayes.

Songs are interspersed through the film.

They are effectively rendered by Rogers and

the Sons of the Pioneers.

Rogers does a stalwart job as the hero

of the piece. Fine support is given him by

George "Gabby" Hayes, Fix, and Miss Hayes.

The acting is excellent.

CAST: Roy Rogers, George "Gabby"
Hayes, Linda Hayes, Paul Fix, Judy Clark,

Bobby Beers, Arthur Loft, Charles Miller,

Sam Flint, Jack Kirk, Sons of the Pioneers.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Joseph

Kane; Director, Joseph Kane; Screenplay,

James R. Webb; Cameraman, Harry Neu-
mann; Editor, William Thompson; Musical

Director, Cy Feuer.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY, Ex-

cellent.

Saturday Midnight Shows
In Two Syracuse Houses

Syracuse, N. Y. — RKO-Schine
Keith's will start midnight Satur-
day shows this week-end, paral-
leling the policy already in effect

at Loew's State.

rector, Ernst Lubitsch; Original, Ernst Lu-

bitsch, Melchior Lengyel; Screenplay, Edwin
Justus Mayer; Art Director, Vincent Korda;

Cameraman, Rudolph Mate; Musical Direc-

tor, Werner Heyman; Editor, Dorothy Spen-
cer.

DIRECTION: Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY:
Excellent.

"Shut My Big Mouth"
with Joe E. Brown, Adele Mara, Victor Jory

Columbia 71 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

SWELL COMEDY WITH LAUGHS GA-
LORE SHOULD KEEP TURNSTILES CLICK-
ING MERRILY.

This is Joe E. Brown's first appearance

on the screen in months. It is solid with

entertainment and Brown proves to be a

comedian of rare calibre; a commodity
none too plentiful in these parts.

Producer Robert Sparks has made smart

selections in his choice of vehicle, cast and

production crew. The tale is right up
Brown's alley; the cast, perfect foils and

good performers all; and the production

crew, headed by megger Charles Barton on

his first major assignment, have outdone

themselves in making this piece as funny

as a good knock-down, drag-out comedy
should be.

Contributing to the merriment are Victor

Jory, a menacing bad man; Adele Mara, a

very lovely and talented newcomer; funny-

man Fritz Feld; talented Don Beddoe and

handsome comer, Forrest Tucker. Above
average describes the work of cameraman
Henry Freulich and scripters, Oliver Drake,

Karen De Wolf and Francis Martin.

Joe E. Brown, wealthy Eastern horticul-

turist, is on his way West, accompanied by

his valet Fritz Feld, to beautify the coun-
tryside already considered a masterpiece of

natural beauty. It is in the waning years of

the last century and, of course, Brown's

stagecoach is held up by the inevitable bad
men led by Victor Jory.

Brown, in his fright, knocks several of

the bad men into various stages of uncon-
sciousness—all by accident—for which feat

he is promptly elected marshal by the

grateful citizens.

Joe as the unwilling marshal, is a riot.

In his blundering way he succeeds where
the brave corpses who preceded him have

failed, for his very wariness is his best

weapon.

For the majority of the "chase" Joe mas-
querades as a lady because he has heard

that Western bandits are courteous to ladies.

This disguise, designed to hide his identity

and spare his hide, is finally used as a

means of entrance to the bandits' hideout
where, in one sequence, Joe attempts to

dance Jory to death—so he can rescue his

lovely lady, Miss Mara, in comparative
safety. Lovely Joan Woodbury is seen to

good advantage here as the "housekeeper"
in the hideout.

Of course, it all ends on a happy note.

Joe gets the gal and the audience gets

71 minutes of laughter. This one should

be a treat for all audiences.

CAST: Joe E. Brown, Adele Mara, Victor

Jory, Fritz Feld, Don Beddoe, Lloyd Bridges,

Forrest Tucker, Russell Simpson, Pedro De
Cordoba, Joan Woodbury, Ralph Peters, Joe
McGuinn, Noble Johnson and Chief Thun-
dercloud.

CREDITS: Producer, Robert Sparks; Di-

rector, Charles Barton; Author, Oliver

Drake; Screenplay, Oliver Drake, Karen De
Wolf and Francis Martin; Cameraman,
Henry Freulich; Musical Director, Morris
Stoloff; Film Editor, Gene Havlick; Danes
Director, Eddie Prinz.

DIRECTION: Good. PHOTOGRAPHY:
Good.
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"Unusual Occupations"
Paramount

Well-Done
A worthwhile program subject

this latest issue. Highlight is dt

voted to Amos and Andy preparin
one of their programs. It is entei
taining. Other topics include; a Mil
nesota farmer and his hobby; a sb
year old girl who is an excellent ic

skater and also a bowler; a ma \

whose hobbies are Shetland ponie:
and a woman who makes fabr
from desert plants.

"Three Blonde Mice"
Columbia 16 min

Fair
Although Alan Mowbray has th

leading role, this comedy is slappt
together with the usual disregai
for humor and only rates as fa
program material. Plot has to (|

with Mowbray being married to
very jealous female and his attemp
to allay her suspicions. Mowbrc
and his fx'iend are stopped by a tra
fie cop and the latter tells the cc

they are on the way home becau
Mowbray's wife is getting a bab
Efforts to produce a wife and bal
stirs up further confusion witho
much comic relief.

"Hedda Hopper's Hollywood"
Paramount 10 Mir

Very Good
Best part of this interesting su

ject is devoted to a Sun Valley hur
ing party which includes Ga
Cooper, and his wife, Sandra Sha
Ernest Hemingway, and his wi:
Martha Gelhorn, and Ann Boettig<
President Roosevelt's daughti
Both Cooper and Hemingway revc i

their shooting skill. In opening pc
j

tion of reel, Hedda Hopper takes t
j

fans to a famous Hollywood d
training school which is run by C;

]

Spitz. Dogs are usually surefil
material, as in this case.

"A Hollywood Detour"
Columbia 8 mi

Okay
A Color Rhapsody in Technico

about a burlesqued tour throu
Hollywood. A narrator takes
audience to Hollywood Bouleva
Brown Derbv and other assorii
places of renown. Most of the a
motion and humor is routine.

"Blunder Below"
Paramount 7 Mi I

Fair
Popeye demonstrates how to han a

the enemy submarines in so J
ordinary animation. Highlight of J
cartoon shows Popeye swimming
the submarine and grabbing lfl

Indian Clubs, the three torped m
fired at him and flinging them ba J
He tackles the submarine and brii

it on board. All of which happ<|l
after he consumes his spinach.
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i-Bayne Theater Wins

; lea ranee Slash

(Continued from Pane 1 )

granted by Vitagraph to the New-
port in Norfolk, over his theater,

as unreasonable. The arbitrator

,jeed with him on the basis of

ie evidtnee, and stipulated that in
^ ier contracts the Newport be

ted not more than five days'

.learance.

The Newport theater owners and
! e W W V, Inc., owners of the

Norva and Granby, also in Nor-
"plk, intervened in the case. Hold-

;

tig in favor of the Bayne, the arbi-

,
:rator ruled that the costs should

'ye shared equally by the interven-
- and Vitagraph.

Vueber Theater Asks
Relief Under Section VI
Cleveland — Claiming third- and

rourth-run offered the new Dueber
Theater, Canton, by RKO, Para-
mount, 20th Century-Fox and Vita-

graph, is unfair, unreasonable and
•qual to no run and defeating the

purpose of the consent decree, Jos-

eph Thomas, representing com-
alainant Frank N Gaethke yester-

1ay asked Arbitrator J Virgin Cory
for relief under Section VI.
Request for dismissal by defen-

dant attorneys Irving Cohn, Har-
old Berkowitz, Norman Steinberg
and Harry Pimstein claiming fulfill-

ment of decree obligation under
Section VI on offer of some run was
temporarily withheld by the Arbi-

trator.

Defendant asks irrespective sec-

ond-run with the Mozart, Valentine
and Strand Theaters.
Witnesses at the opening session

were Dallas Hostettler, secretary of

the Canton Chamber of Commerce,
establishing Canton's population,
employment and housing conditions.

A. M. Dueber, owner, establishing:

building costs, Lessee Frank N.
Gaethke, establishing equipment
cost and contract negotiations.

Loew's was eliminated as a defen-
dant pending hearing which was
adjourned to this morning.

.

B & K Intervenes
In Wheaton Theater Case
Chicago—B & K through Spitz &

Adcock, attornevs, filed intervention
vesterday in Wheaton Theater ar-

bitration case for their Tivoli The-
ater, Downers Grove, and Lagrange
Theater, Lagrange, 111.

Mn

PRC Deal Closed
Publix-Great States Theaters of

Chicago has closed a deal with Pro-
ducers Releasing Corp., for its com-
plete 1941-42 program.

WEDDING BELLS

Syracuse, N. Y. — Frank Lind-
kamp, assistant manager at the
Empire, was married to Linda
Fiello.

TO THE COLORS!
Johnson City, Tenn.—The draft is

hitting the three local theaters of

the Wilby-Kincey chain hard. Thus
far, 12 ushers in the three theaters
here have been called to service,

or have volunteered, during the pact
year.

Chicago—Ben Feldman, for many
years manager of the United Ar-
tists theater of the B & K circuit

and a Army reserve officer, has been
called to active service at Camp
Custer, Mich.

Miami Beach—Four employes of
the Lincoln Theater have joined the
Army Air Corps and have left for
duty. They are Sherwin Tirchell,

Frank Hausley, Jack Sartz and Pear-
sail Day.

Cincinnati—M-G-M here contrib-

uted three men recently to the ser-
vices. Bob Cummings to the tank
division, Con Carpou, who resigned
to join the Marines, and Bob Saun-
ders who enlisted in the air corps.

Rimersburg, Pa.—The two sons of
M. Serventi, veteran exhibitor who
has operated the Lincoln Theater
here for many years, have enlisted
in the service of Uncle Sam, Mark
in the Air Corps, reporting to Lang-
lev Field, Va., and Lewis at the
United Aircraft Training School in

Wichita, Kans.

Snringfield, Mass.—Julian Rifkin.
chief booker for the Liberty Thea-
ter Corp.. has been called up for
duty by the Army. A second lieu-

tenant in the Coast Artillery, he was
ordered to report to Fort Eustis
Va., for assignment.

John Scully, Jr.. Philadelphia "U"
booker, son of John Scully. Univer-
sal, Buffalo, has been assigned to

Fort Bragg, N. C, for training.

Chicago—Bernard Barr of Univer-
sale exchange is now stationed at
Camp Grant.

Jacksonville, Fla. — Milton Lang-
ford, manae-er of the Roxy, is in
Naval Intelligence.

Cleveland—Tonv Laurie and Larry
Weisberg, both of the Warner Hip-
podrome managerial staff leave Wed-
nesday for Army service. Ben En-
gel, assistant at the Uptown, moves
into the Hippodrome to assist Man-
aging Director Eddie Miller.

Cleveland — Marty Gallagher, as-
sistant manager at Loew's Granada
has enlisted in the Army Air Corps.
And Jack Newman, doorman at the
Stillman, changes into khaki.

Rochester—Ed Burton, formerly
assistant manager at the RKO Tem-
nle here, and before that at the
RKO Uptown in Detroit, has en-
listed in the Army.

Chicago—Samuel B. DeLong and
Louis O'Donnell of Warners' Para-
mount theater have joined the Army,
while Donald F. Slack, has joined
the Army Air Corps.

Springfield, Mass.—Robert Glas-
ier, assistant house manager at the
Paramount Theater, has joined the

Army Air Corps. His position has
been filled by James Bloom.

Steve Loewer, of Warner Bros,
still department, left for Camp Up-
ton yesterday and Victor Steibel, of

Warner Bros, art department leaves
for Camp Upton tomorrow.

Detroit—Redick Hamer, manager
of the Trenton Theater at Trenton
for Associated Theaters, is being
inducted into the Army.

Cleveland — Tony Laurie, Hippo-
drome assistant manager, left Sat-
urday for military service. Irving
Rubin, formerly of the Hippodrome
staff and more recently RKO stu-
dent booker, replaces Laurie.

Robinson, 111.—Lieut. Pete Ne-
pote, manager of the Lincoln and
Grand theaters has left for Fort
Sill, Okla.

No Loew, RKO or WB
Divorcement Actions

(Continued from Page 1)

motion to force Paramount to di-

vest itself of 16 theaters and 20th
Century-Fox of 20 was postponed
to March 19 by Federal Judge
Henry W. Goddard on consent of all

parties.

Wright stated that his depart-
ment was not considering similar

moves against either Loew's, RKO
or Warners, other signatories to

the consent decree. The Government
is seeking to compel Paramount and
20th Century-Fox to drop certain
recently acquired houses on the
ground that they were purchased or

leased in violation of the consent
decree.

Judge Goddard was told by Wright
that attorneys for the Government,
Paramount and 20th Century-Fox,
were conferring in an attempt to

present a stipulated state of facts

to the court on the postponed hear-
ing date. In this event, Wright
stated, the sole question for the

court to pass on would be a con-
struction of the decree to determine
whether the acquisitions were law-
ful.

The court indicated that a special

master would be appointed if it was
necessary to pass on questions of

fact.

BUY U. S.

DEFENSE BONDS

MARGARET

LINDSAY
# ROSCOE

BARRIE KARNSLUKE
JOSEPH SANTLEY • Director— Screen

Play by ISABEL DAWN • Original Story

by HAL HUDSON and SAM DUNCANj
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No ''Little 3
7/

Decision Before Decree Deadline
All Decree Provisions
But Block-Booking, Blind-

Selling to Remain in Force

{Continued from Page 1)

that it be dropped from the ready
calendar to the foot of the general
trial calendar. In response to an
inquiry from the trade press, Wright
said that the Government had not
decided whether to ask Judge God-
dard to extend the June 1 deadline

to keep the consent decree alive.

"Escape Clause" Effective Sept. 1

Section 12 of the consent decree,

commonly called the "escape clause"
. provides that unless a decree is

entered against United Artists,

Universal and Columbia prior to

June 1, 1942 requiring these compa-
nies to tradeshow features and sell

them in blocks of five, those sec-

tions of the decree "shall be inop-

erative and of no binding force and
effect" upon the big five signatories

to the decree. Under its provisions,

the "Big Five" may now return to

block-booking of features on Sept.

1, 1942 unless the Government ob-

tains an extension of the June 1

date.

All points of the consent decree

except block-booking and tradeshow
provisions would still remain in force.

Arbitration provisions will continue

for the entire three-year period of

the decree.

Wright expressed the forlorn

Government hope that the "Big Five"
would not lapse into former selling

methods after he had met defeat on

his application. He pointed out

that the major signatories to the

decree could refuse to exercise the

privilege accorded to them by the

escape clause.

An application by the Government
to strike out the interrogatories of

the "Little Three" was allowed to

go by the boards when Judge God-
dard made his ruling. Argument on
the question of the interrogatories

was originally the only one sched-

uled to be heard yesterday but the

discussion rapidly expanded to the

basic question of what issues the

Government would present on the

trial of the case. Both Wright and
the attornevs for the defendants,

Louis Frohlich for Columbia and
Benjamin Pepper for UA and Uni-
versal early in the hearing agreed
that the scope of the interrogatories

must depend upon whether the Gov-
ernment could limit the scope of the

trial itself.

Sought to Limit Hearing

Wright then stated that the Gov-
ernment could not possibly complete
a trial of the entire case before

June 1. He contended that the
defendants would not be prejudiced

if the coui-t exercised its discretion

by limiting the trial to the issues

of the validity of the practices of

block-booking and blind-selling. "It

woubl be futile to attempt to dispose

of the general conspiracy charges
against these three defendants

Associated Screen News Has 14 Employes
In Armed Forces Overseas, Seven Training

Montreal—Latest tabulation shows 14 former employes of Associated Screen

News, Limited, now serving overseas with the armed forces and seven others

in training in Canada. One member of the Royal Canadian Air Force formerly

with Associated Screen News, Alex Angus, lost his life during training. The
Air force leads with five former employes serving overseas: Sergeant Pilots

A. J. Clarke, C. H. Hunter, and George Moss, Sergeant J. M. Atkinson and

Leading Aircraftsman M. P. Hearns. Lieutenant C. D. Munro and Gunner A.

Cassidy are with the Royal Canadian Artillery. With the Signals are Signal-

men H. D. Call and Eric Turner. Captain E. A. Thomas is with the Forestry

Corps, and Capt. J. A. Grant with the Army Service Corps. Lieut. J. R. Mc-
Dougall is in charge of the Canadian Army Film Unit overseas, and Corporal

A. W. Grayston is attached to the same unit. Sub-Lieut. Bert Smibert is with

the Royal Navy.

without a trial of the eight major
defendants," he added. "All we are
seeking is a ruling on the validity

of certain practices regardless of

any question of conspiracy," Wright
said.

It would save the "Little Three"
considerable litigation expenses if

they would consent to a truncated
trial, Wright maintained. He would
not state that the Government was
willing to drop the conspiracy
charges entirely.

Pepper and Frohlich hotly op-

posed any attempt to limit the scope

of the trial. Both argued that it

would be unfair to have the threat

of a second trial hanging over the

heads of the "Little Three." "This
is a conspiracy case and we as de-

fendants have a constitutional right

to prove that there never was a con-
spiracy," Frohlich declared.

Two-trial Costs Prohibitive

Defense attorneys also cited the

prohibitive costs that would follow
the necessity of defending two sep-

arate actions. Pepper argued that
unless the conspiracy case were de-

cided immediately there would be

a continued danger of a flood of

civil anti-trust
.
suits being filed

against the companies.

"I don't think the Government
should pick out and try certain is-

sues over the objections of the de-

fendants," Judge Goddard ruled. "I

believe it would be prejudicial to

these defendants not only because
of the great expense but also be-
cause other charges would remain
hanging over their heads. I there-

fore decline to order the defendants
to go to trial on certain issues."

"In that case there is no possi-

bility of presenting the case for

some time," Wright rejoined. He
thereupon agreed that it be dropped
from the trial calendar.

Wright questioned later, was un-
certain as to when he would brine
the case to trial but indicated it

would not be for a considerable per-

iod of time, if at all.

As a result of yesterday's "Little

Three" suit development, distribu-

tors' course of action remained un-
determined last night. Conferences
during the next few days may de-

cide whether the five majors will

avail themselves of the "escape
clause."

Film Damage Suit Filed

Against Detroit's Carmen

Detroit — The Carmen Theater,

which filed suit against Co-Operative

Theaters and several film compa-
nies last week, is being sued by a

film company in a new action just

filed for alleged film damage to

some 2,000 feet of a print of "23 V2
Hours' Leave." Suit is being filed

by Harry V. Gilbert, manager of
Allied Film Exchange, who alleges

the film ran off the projector and
was ruined.

This is the first suit for film
damage reported here in several
years.

NSS to Distribute

M-G-M Accessories

(Continued from Page 1)

this new assignment of furnishing
M-G-M's 12,000 customers &
every type of standard lithograK.

|

poster and lobby displays and wil"

work in closer co-operation witl

the film company's advertising de
partment.
W. F. Rodgers, vice-president am

general sales manager, said he wa
confident that M-G-M customer
would receive ever greater co-op;

eration under the new accessor;;

setup and that "naturally, as al

ways, we welcome any suggestioi
for improving our service to ex
hibitors."

Tackle Problems Caused]
By Army Theater Tump

(Continued from Paoe 1)

pany executives at the Warwick Ho
tel. Representing the camp the;
aters were General Osborn, Colone
Williams, R. B. Murray and Thoma 1
Martel. The industry was repre I
sented by W. F. Rodgers, Williar
A. Scully, Charles Reagan, Pa
Scollard, Felix Jenkins, Clarenc
Hill, Ben Kalmenson, Paul Lazaru
and M. J. Weisfeldt.

3>rSeusi
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tances and de-freezing of all money due them in Australia, New Zealand and India. A commit-

e was appointed to present their demands to New Zealand Minister Nash and Australian Minister Casey.
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2XPECT GOV'T TO ASK DECREE EXTENSION

JMPI Group at D of J Today on Sub. Sales Plan
xhib. Members of Trade
ractice Committee Seek
eaction to Proposals

The nine exhibitor members of

MPI trade practice committee to-
iay will confer with Robert L.

"right, special assistant to the At-
•rney General, on a substitute sales

an for the present block-of-five

ethod. Purpose of the session,

hich will be held at noon at the

of J in Washington, is to deter-

ine how far Wright will go on a
1 -)3W sales plan and to get his re-

(Continurd on Page 6)

(iood Year for Films

een by Wall Street

With film shares continuing to

Hiake a favorable showing in the

ice of a o-enerally declining market,
nd with industryites reported add-
ig to their holdings in Loew's,
aramount and Warners, especially

rail St. anticipates a "good year"
nead for the trade.

Hornblower & Weeks, brokerage
ouse, in its own survey of the in-

(Continucd on Page 7)

Michigan Variety Club
lonors 12 Pioneers

Detroit—Michigan Variety Club
aid tribute last night to its 12

. ioneer showmen, at a banquet of

(Continued on Page 8)

Fuel Oil Deliveries
Restricted in East

Theaters in the Atlantic seaboard

area whose heating plants use fuel

oil yesterday were notified that de-

liveries will be limited to 14 days'

supply. Restriction on deliveries,

the result of transfer and loss of

tankers via subs, was suggested by

the oil industry and approved by

the Petroleum Co-ordinator. It

was. said that further curtailment

is in prospect.

-Editorial."

Pot-shots at the Industry
. . . by an Assemblyman and a columnist

By CHESTER B. BAHN

THIS column properly should be written by Wes. Pegler; it's that sort of a column.

' But Br'r Pegler seems to be engaged with more pressing affairs of state, and so

here goes.

Up in Albany this week, this city's Assemblyman Stephen Jarema hoppered a reso-

lution calling upon the State Legislature to request all theater owners and operators in

New York to grant free admission to any member of the nation's armed forces for

the duration.

Intentionally or otherwise, the resolution is designed to unfairly embarrass the

exhibition field.

Assemblyman Jarema, who happens to be a lawyer at 32 Broadway, predicates his

resolution on the premise that the armed forces' morale is of the utmost importance and

(Continued on Page 2)

Dismiss Complaint

Of Dueber, Canton

Cleveland—J. Virgie Cory, arbitra-

tor in the some run complaint filed

by the Dueber Theater, Canton,
granted the motion of the distribu-

tor defendants to dismiss the case.

Cory found that the defendants,
Paramount, 20th Century-Fox, RKO

(Continued on Page 6)

"Stamp Out the Peril"

In 65 Skouras Theaters

Sixty-five theaters of the Skouras
circuit in the Metropolitan area will

conduct "Stamp Out the Peril" shows
Mondav morning, the Washington

(Continued on Page 7)

Sunday "Blue Laws

Lifted in Honolulu

Honolulu (By Air Mail—Passed by
Censor)—Sunday "blue laws" ban-
ning movies before noon, dancing and
other forms of commercial entertain-

ment have been revoked by the Mili-

tary Governor as a morale measure.
As a result, theaters, including

(Continued on Page 8)

Depinet Appoints Kolitz

As Denver Branch Chief

Ned E. Depinet yesterday an-
nounced the appointment of Albert
L. Kolitz to the post of RKO branch
manager at Denver, succeeding B.

(Continued on Page 3)

Free Films in Combat Zones
80 Programs in 16mm. Given by Industry

IBEW Starts Studio
Jurisdictional Campaign
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — International

Brotherhood of Electrical Workers,
which handles studio electrical main-

I tenance and construction work, has
(Continued on Page 8)

The motion picture industry has
presented to the War Department 80
motion picture programs on 16 mm.
film for free showing to American
soldiers in combat areas. Formal
presentation was held Wednesday
afternoon when Brig. Gen. F. H.
Osborn, chief of the Special Ser-

vices Branch, met with representa-
(Continued on Page 8)

Early Move is Indicated;

Substitute Sales Plan
Might Get D of J Okay

Industry executives yesterday ex-
pressed the opinion that the Gov-
ernment would ask for an extension
of the New York consent decree's
sales provisions after June 1 in view
of the postponement of the trial of
the "Little 3." In some quarters it

Avas said that Robert L. Wright, chief
of the motion picture unit of the
anti-trust department and an assis-

tant to the Attorney General had
indicated that he would petition Fed-

(Continued on Page 7)

Tell How to Speed

Customs Censorship

Complaints of many distributors
that film shipments between the
United States and our border neigh-
bors were being held up by customs

(Continued on Page 3)

Loew's Houses to Halt

Shows for F.D.R. Talk

While several of the major cir-

puits will provide their patrons with
facilities to hear President Roose-

(Continucd on Page 6)

WPB Will Get List

of industry Needs
Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY

Washington — Lists of materials

held essential to the efficient in-

dustry operation during the present

year have not yet been officially

presented to the War Production

Board, it is asserted here, although

it is understood that the needs of

laboratories; film companies, other

than production items for Hollywood

studios; and technical branches

have been compiled in a resume

comprising more than 168 pages.

Lists are being studied by A. Jul-

ian Brylawski, the WPB's film con-

sultant, prior to official presenta-

tion, it is understood.
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FINANCIAL
(Thursday, Feb. 19)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

High

'5% 5% -

Net
Chg.

9-16 9-16

131 Vs

395/8

Low Close
Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (2Vi%) 5%
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind 9-16
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East. Kodak 131 1/2 131
do pfd
Cen. Th. Eq
Loew's Inc 39S/8 385/8
do pfd
Paramount 141/2 143/8
Para. 1st pfd
Para. 2nd pfd
RKO
RKO $6 pfd
20th Century-Fox 9'/g 8% 9 +
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 5'/2 53/8 5% .

do pfd
NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Loew's deb. 3 Vis 46
Par. M'way 3s5'5
Para. Picts. deb. 4s56 IOOI/4 100 100
Warner Bros. 'dbs. 6s48 96l/2 96'/, 96y2

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Radio-Keith cvs
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor 7% 7% 7%
Trans-Lux

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
-Bid Asked

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45. 63 1/2 66'/2
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 60l/

2 64

— V«

300,000 Persons See
"Woman of the Year'

Almost 300,000 persons bought
tickets to Radio City Music Hall to
see "Woman of the Year," during its

first two weeks, according to figures
disclosed yesterday. A total of
294,395 paid admissions were re-
corded for the 14-day period that
ended Wednesday night, box-office
statistics for the second week run-
ning neck-and-neck with those of the
initial week. It began the third
week of an indefinite engagement
yesterday.

Pot-Shots at the Industry
. . . by an Assemblyman and a columnist

(Continued from Page 1)

that free entertainment and recreation is possibly the best means of maintaining high

morale.

VA/ITH the first part of the premise there can be no quarrel. But with regard to

* » the last part, perhaps it might be well for the Assemblyman and others inclined

off-handedly to agree with him to give a thought to the Army's own viewpoint. After

all, the Army should know; that's part of its job.

And what is the Army's attitude? Well, the Army operates its own Motion Picture

Service, responsible at present for some 400 post theaters with 200 more to come.

Is admission free at these theaters? it is not. There is an admission charge, nominal,

of course*, because the industry's long-standing policy of co-operation with the services.

(The combat area situation is something else again, and you'll find it treated in today's

news columns).

This admission charge, incidentally, approximates the reduced tariff for men in

uniform already in effect in thouands of theaters across the country. And of course

there are scores of exhibitors who have waived all admission charges, in some instances

under specified conditions, as the Jarema resolution proposes. Which points up this:

The decision is one for each theater operator to make on his own, without the exercise

of legislative pressure. After all, the individual exhibitor best knows his own economic

status in this highly competitive fielrl.

And, by the way, is there a similar Jarema resolution in the Assembly colling on

lawyers of the State to give free legal service to service men for the duration? Or one

proposing that merchants sustain military morale by making available to service men
free cigarets, free razors, free shaving cream, free stationery, etc., etc., etc.?

DERHAPS one squawk at a time against unfairness to the industry should be enough

But while we're in the Pegler mood, take a look at these cute paragraphs from Ed

Sullivan's column in yesterday's Daily News:
"Q. Why is it that the he-men of the movies, with few exceptions, have not

joined the armed forces? A. I don't know. In movie battles, of course, the

he-men have stand-ins and stunt-men to aid them, and as yet, the Government
hasn't supplied them for combat divisions.

"Q. Do you think the stage and the screen should be granted special exemption
on the grounds that these are essential industries? A. Don't make me laugh.

The Screen Actors' Guild rejected such an offer, but to date, I haven't heard
that the Producers' Association rejected the suggestion, possibly because the

young relatives of producers are hoping desperately that they can avoid active

service."

Yeah, they better launch that Committee on Public Relations pronto.

A couple of more nasty and unfair cracks by the widely-syndicated Sullivan and

there just won't be any industry public relations to worry about.

Casey Funeral Services
In Chicago Tomorrow

Funeral services for Leslie J
Casey. 51, producer and playwright
who was associated with the film
industry in its early days, will be
held in Chicago tomorrow. Casey
was found dead in bed in his home
here Wednesday.

After writing and producing sev-
eral plays in association with Sir
Granville Barker in England, Casey
came to the U. S. in 1913. He joined
the Fox Film Corp., later going to
the J. P. McGowan Co. He served
the former firm as a production man-
ager in Hollywood.

Since 1920 he had been concentrat-
ing on the legitimate theater. His
latest stage production was "These
Two," which was put on at the Gil-
bert Miller theater in 1934. He also
produced "Fresh Fields" and "Ro-
mance" in Chicago.

Surviving are his widow, Maybelle;
a brother. Dr. George Casev, of Syd-
ney, Australia, where Casey was
born, and a sister, Mrs. T. M. Dod-
son, of Bethlehem, Pa.

Dyeing "Happy Go Lucky"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—It's the Technicolor

dye-vat for Paramount's "Happy Go
Lucky." Mary Martin-Dick Powell-
Rudy Vallee starrer.

Southern Pictures Suit

On March Trial Calendar

Valdosta, Ga. — Prominent among
civil cases on the docket for

the March term of Federal Court,
which convenes here March 9, is the
suit of Southern Pictures, Inc.,

against the Martin Amusement Co..

Inc., for $50,000 damages for alleged
restraint of trade.
The plaintiff complains that it en-

deavored to operate a motion pic-

ture house in Valdosta in competition
with that of the Martin houses and
that the Martin company prevented
the complaining firm from obtaining
films for use in Valdosta.

"15" Signs Michele Morgan,
Jean Renoir to Term Pacts

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Universal has signed

Michele Morgan to a long-term con-
tract calling for one or more pictures
per year. The company also signed
Director Jean Renoir to a long-term
contract and renewed options on
Robert Cummings, Lon Chaney, Jr.,

and Producer - Director George
Waggner.

Sidney J. Bass Dead
Terrell, Tex.—Sidney J. Bass, 80,

who built the Iris theater here, is

dead.

COmmG and GOIHG

DAVID ROSE, managing director for Pan
mount in Great Britain, is en route from He
lywood to New York by train, and will retu

to London next week.

WILLIAM J. HEINEMAN, Universale ass ,

tant sales manager, leaves today for PitlT
burgh and Cleveland, returning on Tuesday.

JULIUS LAPIDUS. just back from Washingtc i

will be in Philadelphia for the week-end.

EDWARD ARNOLD will end his four-we
stay in the East on Sunday. En route tq
Coast he will stop off at Gary, Ind., to
pear at a Red Cross Rally there.

ANDRE ALGAZY, French producer, is on 1

1

way to Hollywood to close a deal for t i

screening of Andre Maurois's novel, "Climats

,

FLOYD L. BELL of Boston is at the Ess

House.

SI FABIAN was in Washington yesterd '

on a WAC mission.

Metro Announces Plans
For Four New Pictures

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILl
Hollywood—Metro yesterday ai

J
nounced four new productions. Fir:]

to go into work will be "Once Upon
Thursday" by Isobel Lernart and Ltj

Gold with Marsha Hunt, Virgin:
Weidler, Spring Byington and Ma:
jorie Main in the cast. Jules Dassi

|

will start directing next month.
"Men at Sea," a Marine Corj

story by Alma Rivkin will follov
with Dassin also directing it. Philii

Dorn will have the leading role.

Other two productions are "Son-1

Portion of Paradise," magazine stor
{

by Martha Cheavens, with Ruth Hu;
sey and Robert Young in the leadin
roles; and "Odor of Violets," froi

Baynard Kendrick's mystery nove
to star Edward Arnold with Fre
Zinneman directing.

PRC Completes Productio

Plans for Rest of Season

Production plans for the balan*

of Producers Releasing Corp.'s 194:

42 program have been completed o

the Coast by Leon Fromkess. Dea
have been made with Dixon Ha:
win to produce "The Commandc
Have Landed" and "Rogues in Cl<

ver." Hamilton MacFadden, fo:

mer 20th Century-Fox director, w?
direct.

Three pictures are scheduled f<

March production. They are "Tr|

Devil's Sister," "Men of San Quei
tin" and "The Mad Monster."

PEOPLE WHO PREFER

"RIENDLY SERVICE USE_

Tostar
TcUqvapb
CHARGES FOR TELEGRAMS 'PHONED IN

APPEAR ON YOUR TELEPHONE BILL.
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5 ell How to Speed

* usloms Censorship

{Continued from Page 1)

i-pectors because of lack of pro-

'ction equipment at points of des-

nation yesterday brought a clari-

cation of the Treasury ruling plac-

ig a censorship on all picture prod-
entering or leaving the country,
ving Fishman, head of the Re-

^.icted Merchandise Department of

le New York Customs Office, told

n 'he Film Daily that the trouble
* ras that a lot of distributors were
ta ot familiar with the procedure of

xpediting film deliveries under the

orship regulations placed in

jrce by the Government as a war
leasure.

15

Fishman said that to prevent a

lipment from being unduly detain-

1 the distributor should send it "in

ond" to the collector of customs in

lew York for delivery to the ad-

ressee. By following this proced-
. re, he said, the film will be inspect-

i by the Collector of Customs in

few York, where there are all the

abilities available to give the foot-

ge the necessary going-over.

Distributors were advised to mark
neir shipments: "To Be Shipped in

ond. Care of Collector of Customs,
few York. Delivered to (name of

: ddressee)". Then should follow
le address of the person or the-

ter or firm for whom the shipment
i intended.

Fishman outlined an alternate
rocedure. The shipment can be

to the Collector of Customs at

he point of destination. He in turn
nil send the shipment on to New

•^jQjf'ork for examination by the cus-
oms authorities. The inspector at

2B ne point of destination will enclose
•ith the shipment a letter stating
hat the footage be returned to the

'- ddressee after it has been looked
ver.

f%%y°u

FEB. 20

hades C. Moskowitz Ed Schiller

Marian Spirzer Ralph Cokain
Jules Nault

*

FEB. 21

Ann Sheridan Arline Judge
Edwin L. Marin Arthur Rosenberg
Gordon S. White

FEB. 22

Robert Young B. P
James Kirkwood

Nacio Herb Brown

Fineman
Albert Herman
G. W. Yates

FEB. 23

Victor Fleming Emil C. Jensen

Norman Taurog Rita Weiman

T T
• • • AS honor guest and principal speaker at Ampa's "Salute

to the U. S. Signal Corps" luncheon yesterday in the Hotel Edison.

Lieut. Col. Melvin E. Gillette, commanding oiticer of the Training Film

Production Laboratory at Fort Monmouth, told ol the immense value

films are to the training of our manpower in this war Through the

use of these training films, he said, the Army is being aided in its

precipitous and all-out effort to achieve victory,—not the least factor in

which is the necessity for speed The training films, several hun-

dred being currently employed, ore shown to the recruit in progressive

fashion from the time he enters camp until his course of instruction is

completed Through such reels cfre conveyed the one right method

in each phase of soldiering

v
• • • HOW great a service films can render in war, Gillette

Stated, can he realized via their intense use by the Nazi machine

In each of the German campaigns, much heavier accent than is real-

ized has been placed upon motion pictures Cameras, from the

outset of hostilities, have been mounted on aircrafts' machine guns to

record aerial combats, and also on tanks, armored cars, and armored

trains The resulting footage not only tells the Nazi High Com-

mand the results of virtually all combat, but makes possible the com-

pilation of whole productions, such as "Victory in the West," which

the Germans have used as powerful propaganda to strike terror into

potential foes Britain, too, and Soviet Russia, knotv the value of

films and employ them widely and effectively

V
• • • ON the dais yesterday, listening with attention as keen as

that of the some 200 at the tables, were Barney Balaban, Stanton Grifiis,

Jack Cohn. Francis S Harmon. Jack Alicoate, Andy Smith. Arthur Mayer.

Norton V. Ritchie, Prexy Vincent Trotta, Joan Edwards (who rousingly en-

tertained). Lieut. Col. Richcrrd T. Schlosberg, Master Serg. Widmayer

(formerly with March of Time). Technical Sergeant Ed North (who has

been with M-G-M. Paramount, Columbia. RKO Radio, Republic, and an

assistant producer for Samuel Goldwyn). Pvt. Norman Robbins (son of

National Screen Service's Herman Robbins), Pvt. Robert Hoover (former

Columbia cutter), and Pvt. Lars Colonius (alumnus of the Disney org.)

for the duration

T
• • • MEMOS OFF THE CUFF: When Mme. Maxim
Litvinov makes her first public appearance in Baltimore on next Wed-

nesday night at the Russian War Relief Benefit in the Lyric Theater,

the program will include the first performance of a prose poem, "The
Song of Free Men," written by Maxwell Weinberg, Baltimore correspon-

dent for THE FILM DAILY. . . • February 16, 1942. will be an

unforgettable date in the life of Eddie Selette, manager of the Albany

(N.. Y.) Theater.—for that day was his birthday; marked the start of

his eighth year as manager of the Albany; and, to top it off, he regis-

tered for the draft The boys up-State call Feb. 16 "Eddie's Triple

Feature Day". . . % Joe (Fabian Pool) Lee pulled a grand promo-

tional coup for the Brooklyn Paramount when he got the New York

Post to carry the following line right along with the title of the

"Superman" comic strip: "Superman in Technicolor is now at Brooklyn

Paramount Theater,—Advt ."
. . . # Five most pop pix in Boston dur-

ing the past 12 months was subject of a poll recently conducted by

The Boston Traveler, and here are the results: (1) "Sergeant York,".

(2) "GWTW," (3) "Blossoms in the Dust." (4) "The Little Foxes,"

and (5) "Rebecca"

T
• • • REMEMBER PEARL HARBOR!

20th-Fox Execs. Speak

At NT Convention

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Spyros Skouras pre-

sided at the opening day session of

the annual meeting of National
Theaters executives and affiliated cir-

cuit chieftains at which organization
business of the past year was re-

viewed. Tom Connors, Herman Wob-
ber and W. J. Kupper of Twentieth
Century-Fox were among the
speakers.
No details of the meeting were

made public and no reference was
made to extended runs. A spokesman
for the organization pointed out that
National Theaters pioneered for ex-
tended runs several years ago and

'

has a flexible policy on important pic-

tures, trying to get maximum busi-

ness for them. No reference was
made to possible elimination of dou-
ble bills.

The delegates were guests of
Twentieth Century-Fox studios at

a dinner last evening.

Depinet Appoints Kolitz

As Denver Branch Chief

(Continued from Page 1)

J. McCarthy who recently resigned.
The appointment becomes effective
Monday.

Kolitz was promoted from a sales-

man at RKO Radio's Cincinnati ex-
change. He has been with the com-
pany since August 1936, in all of
the period in Cincinnati as a sales-

man.

Mono, to Spend $250,000

On Studio Improvements

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Monogram will spend

$250,000 on studio improvements, in-

cluding a new $100,000 sound stage
100 by 150 feet on an acre and a
quarter adjoining the studio. Prop-
erty is held on option by Monogram.
A new administration building and

a writers' building, with new cutting
rooms, street sets and property de-
partment are improvements for the
main studio property.

See "Invaders" Openings
New York premiere of Columbia's

"The Invaders," at the Capitol
Theater on March 5, will be followed
with four national openings on
March 19 at the Strand Theater,
Providence; Schubert Theater, Cin-
cinnati; Lafayette Theater, Buffalo;
and Lincoln Theater, Miami Beach.

WEDDING BELLS

Toronto—James Kadirka, manager
of the Avalon Theater, Ottawa, for

Odeon Theaters of Canada, and
Dorothy Williams

,
of Paramount

Film Service, Toronto, were married
here.

I
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^ THE PICTURE that holds Broadway's long-run

talking picture record... now playing a return

engagement at the Broadway after a record 51

weeks at $2.20 top . . .ready for presentation at

YOUR regular policy and prices ...
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THE PICTURE that led reviewers to greater praise than
they had ever lavished before . . .

THE PICTURE that's had the greatest publicity coverage

in the history of the business ...

THE PICTURE most eagerly awaited by more people than

any other picture of record (result of official national poll)...
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GET IN TOUCH WITH YOUR RKO EXCHANGE TODAY!
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Sales Plans Today
(Continued from Page 1)

action to a number of proposals.
The UMPI meeting yesterday was

recessed to permit exhibitor mem-
bers to study further plans for the
expansion of the arbitration system
and to attend the Washington con-
ference. All members will re-con-

vene on Tuesday.
Attending today's meeting in

Washington will be Ed Kuykendall,
Joseph Vogel, Max A. Cohen, Col.

H. A. Cole, Jack Kirsch, Sidney
Samuelson, Robert Poole, William
Crockett and Robert White.

Plaintiff's Evidence Nears
End in $523,000 Suit

Sioux Falls, S. D.—Plaintiff*

moved toward the end of their testi-

mony in the $523,000 motion picture
film suit under the Clayton Anti-
Trust Act, in Federal Court here
yesterday. A. R. Johnson, Sioux
Falls, and J. P. Hartman, Aberdeen,
S. D., representing theaters in

both cities, charge conspiracy against
competing theaters and a score of

prominent motion picture exchanges
to prevent the plaintiffs from getting
desired, profitable and timely motion
pictures.

Most of the time during this jury
trial Johnson has been on the wit-

ness stand, presenting daily cashier
reports of his theater, showing the
number of patrons per day, time of

heaviest patronage, what pictures
draw the best, and other details.

An attempt was made to offer

Johnson's books and business records
in evidence at the day's session, but
defense counsel raised an objection,

and upon admission by plaintiff that
his books were not 100 per cent ac-

curate, the court ruled against using
them for evidence. The session was
devoted to an attempt to show the

amount of loss sustained bv the
plaintiff. Johnson claims that
through the alleged conspiracy, he
was put out of business at Aberdeen.

His attorney, George Danforth,
said he expected to complete all of

his direct testimony today.

House Warming Parties for

New Para. Capital Branch

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Paramount is toss-

ing house-warming parties at its

new exchange building, at 306 H St.

Northwest, here tomorrow and Sun-
day. Home office execs, will attend.

Moving day is slated for Monday.
Building in addition to the exchange
also houses Paramount News.

Spragg in OCD Post

William E. Spragg, district man-
ager for the M & P Theater Circuit

in Rhode Island and Southern Mas-
sachusetts, has just been appointed
Amusement Industry Co-ordinator
for the Rhode Island Protection Di-

vision of the State Council of Civil-

ian Defense.

iiEiniujs of ncuj mms
"Lady in Distress"

with Paul Lukas and Michael Redgrave

Times Pictures 62 Mins.

ENGLISH MELODRAMA CLEVERLY
PLOTTED AND PACKED WITH SUS-
PENSE.

Produced by Joseph Somlo, this Eng-

lish film displays many of the finer quali-

ties that have come to be associated with

British film melodramatics at their best.

"Lady in Distress" has the advantage

of a plot that possesses some fresh and

ingenious twists. The story is worked out

with considerable tautness and builds up

a mood of impending tragedy very nicely.

The central character is a crane opera-

tor (Michael Redgrave) who doesn't get

along any too well with his wife (Patricia

Roc). He finds himself involved in the

mesh of melodrama when he mistakes a re-

hearsal between an illusionist (Paul Lu-

kas) and his wife (Sally Gray) as an at-

tempt at murder. The illusionist, an in-

sanely jealous fellow, resents the young

man's intrusion with the law at his heels.

A romance springs up between the young

fellow and the illusionist's wife, who finds

an understanding soul in her new-found

friend.

The magician and. his wife are on the

verge of getting back on their feet after

a long period of unemployment when the

crane operator induces the lady to chuck

her jealous spouse and go off with him.

The magician trails his- wife's lover to the

waterfront. In a fight he is thrown over-

board. The crane operator goes around

believing he has committed a murder until

the magician does a reappearing act, not

having been drowned at all.

There follows a rapprochement between

the magician and his wife—but only for

a moment. When the heel discovers some
money and a steamer ticket to America in

the woman's purse he- up and kills her

—

this time the real thing. The irony is that

he never bothered to check on his wife's

story that the money and ticket were

placed in her purse without her knowledge

by an agent who had lined up an American

engagement for her under the assumption

that the husband was actually dead.

The close of the film finds the crane

operator back with his wife for a happy

ending—for them.

Lukas and Redgrave give good accounts

of themselves. The other players are

splendid.

CAST: Michael Redgrave, Paul Lukas,

Hartley Power, Patricia Roc, Glen Alyn,

Gertrude Musgrove, Sally Gray, George

Carney, Brian., Coleman, Alf Goodard, Wil-

fred Walter, George Merritt, John Salew,

Pamela Randell.

CREDITS: Director, Herbert Mason;

Story, Herbert and Maret; Scenario, Ian

Dairy mple and B. Cooper; Cameraman,
Glen McWilliams; Editor, Philip Chariot;

Art Director, Ralph Brinton.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Mother of Piatt Brothers Buried

Chicago—Mrs. Glicka Plocinsky,
mother of Nate,* Abe and Harold
Piatt, B & K executives, was buried
yesterday in Waldheim Cemetery.
A large number of persons from the
trade attended the services at Piser's

Mortuary.

* SERIAL
"Gang Busters"

Universal Av. Chapter

20 Mins.
Socko Action Stuff

Packing in each episode the type of
whirlwind action and excitement
which characterizes the climax se-
quences of the average full-length
thriller, Universal has in "Gang
Busters" a chapter play (13 install-

ments) which ranks with the very
best the industry has yet fashioned.
To theatermen, this serial has un-
usual box-office value because its ap-
peal is not merely confined to the
younger generation frequenting Sat-
urdav or specially scheduled mati-
nees, but has purposely been made
to attract and entertain the adult
filmgoer,—which it is thoroughly
capable of doing. How much thought
and effort have gone into the foot-
age can be gleaned from the fact
that virtually all its important pro-
duction credits are multiple.

For example, Morgan Cox, Al Mar-
tin, Vic McLeod, and George Plymp-
ton penned the original screenplay.
Ray Taylor and Noel Smith have di-

rected it, and William Sickner and
John Boyle have handled the pho-
tography. Additionally there is a
cast of multiple feature players, in-

cluding Kent Taylor, Irene Hervey,
Ralph Morgan, Robert Armstrong,
Richard Davies, Joseph Crehan and
George Watts,—to name a few. Tay-
lor is the star detective charged with
smashing the huge crime wave which
has been launched by a secret gang,
known as "The League of Murdered
Men," whose sinister leader, Ralph
Morean, holds the secret of restor-
ing to life those who have been sent
to their deaths by the forces of law.
Femme interest is invested in Irene
Hervey, a gal newspaper photog.

Each chapter has whirlwind events
to recount, and thrills stud the foot-
age. Theatermen whose fans like

socko stuff (and what fans don't)
will do well to watch for, and book,
"Gang Busters."

Nine-Day Festival Will
Mark Para. Anniversary

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Paramount will stage

a nine-day festival to mark the
company's 30th anniversary and the
launching of Cecil B. De Mille's

"Reap the Wild Wind," at the Para-
mount theater here Mar. 19. One of
the events on the program will be a
luncheon in the original Paramount
studio, now the studio gym., on Mar.
10. Tht'ee generations of screen
celebs., among others, will attend.

Hot Off Page One
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Republic has pur-

chased "London Blackout Murder,"
an original by M. D. Christopher.

Dismiss Complaint

Of Dueber, Canton

(Continued from Page 1

)

and Warner Bros., had not refus '

to license the complainant's theat i

on some run.
Cory further found that the terr

and conditions fixed by the defe
dants did not defeat the purpose .

the consent decree. Arbitrator rf
that the question of discriminate

,

as to run designation was not wit

;

in his authority to determine.
Attorney for the complaina

said he would file an appeal.

York Theater, Elmhurst, II
\

Intervenes in Wheaton Case
Chicago—Aaron Stein, attorne

j

filed intervention yesterday for tlj

York Theater, Elmhurst, 111., in tl.

Wheaton Theater, Wheaton, 111., a
bitration case.

Loew's Houses to Halt

Shows for F.D.R. Talk

(Continued from Page 1)

velt's address to the nation on Mo:
day, 10-10:30, EWT, the majori
of chains will leave the decision
the discretion of individual theate !

or district managers.
Loew's was the only major as <

last night to announce that theati

programs would be halted while th
President was on the air. All Loew
houses in the country will be ii

volved.
RKO will equip all theater lo3

bies and lounges with loudspeakei
so that patrons who wish to liste.

to the President may do so. The]
will be no interference with show
While the Brandt houses have c

a number of occasions interrupts
their shows to bring the Pres^

dent's air talks to their audience
there was no definite word yeste

r

day that the same procedure wou
be followed on Monday. If the ci:

cuit decides to halt theater progran
it will rearrange schedules so thi

the address will be heard betwec
pictures.
Paramount, Warners and Skours

will leave the matter to the judj

ment of the individual theater <

managers in the field.

Philadelphia—Through a co-opei
ative promotional deal with tl

Stanley-Warner circuit, Static'

WCAU will bring the President
address on Monday to theater aud
ences throughout the Greater Phi
adelphia metropolitan area. Moi
than 200 of the circuit's houses wi
interrupt their programs for tl

address. The theater circuit ar;

the station are advertising the broa<

•cast heavily via every availab

means.

Doug. George to Join USO
Cleveland—Douglas George, mai

ager of the Windameer, an Assi

dated circuit house, leaves the er

of the month to join the USO pul

liHty department working out (

New York.
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iood Year for Films

«en by Wall Street

(Continued from Page 1)

jstry voices the opinion that "earn-

gB will be maintained at good
vels for an extended period to

•me," and adds:

•Increased purchasing power of

workers in the lower income brack-
:^^. and need for curtailment in the

her salaried groups, are causing

..eral expense outlays for amuse-
ent to coverage on motion pictures.

hus, while higher wages and oper-
H] :ing costs may be anticipated

iroughout the industry, prospective

gher theater receipts may well

e to offset them. Aside from
'

ie fact that the plans for the pres-

it motion picture year call for im-

vement of quality and increases

quantity of productions, it is in-

lesting to note that the industry

s no serious talent shortage as

result of the war influences."

fo Night Baseball in Hub,
ut Daylight Saving Looms

• Boston—Here's some good news
ir exhibitors in this sector. There

: ill be no night baseball in Boston
lis summer. Both the Boston
raves and the Boston Red Sox, have

] 'jected the idea. But the Braves
toying with the idea of twilight

aseball, games to begin at about 7

i clock.

And some possible bad news along

ith it—Massachusetts, or at least

on, raav add another hour of

aylight saving time to the War
ime now in effect. The Bay Stati

>lons seem to favor the idea of

Iding the hour to provide mort
aylight and less use of electricity

JOPEG Complains to FCC
}n Being Kept Off Air

Screen Office and Professional Em-
ayes Guild, Local 109, UOPWA,
s lodged a formal complaint with
e Federal Communications Com-
ission charging the New York radic

ations with refusal to broadcast
skit presenting the case of the

lm office worker. According to the
•cal, the skit was turned down be-

cause it was held controversial.

The Guild intends to present the

tit at the dance for allied relief

. ! aturday night at the clubrooms of
.'. ie New York Newspaper Guild.

TO THE COLORS!
Gil Fraunhar, New York staff man

for Jay Emanuel Publications, will

be sworn in today as an ensign in

the Naval Reserve. He reports for

duty in Washington over the week-
end. Ray Murray, assistant to

Maurice Grad in Columbia's sales

promotion department, takes over
for Jay Emanuel.

-

C'est la Guerre!

Nathan J. Simon, formerly of the

Randforce Amusement Corp., is now
a Corporal in the Air Corps at Bow-
man Field, Louisville, Ky. Simon
is a qualified meteorologist.

Toronto—Harold Bell, booker of

the Toronto branch of United Ar-
tists, has resigned, having enlisted

in the Ordnance Corps for Overseas
service. Peter Meyers, salesman in

the same office, has joined the

Royal Canadian Air Force. James
Nolan, shipper of Regal Films, Can-
adian M-G-M distributor, has en-

listed in the Canadian Army, while

"Stamp Out the Peril"

In 65 Skouras Theaters

Kansas City, Mo.—Office girls con-
;cted with the industry here have
rganized a Red Gross class. Les-
3ns in first aid are given every

a

fednesdav night for two hours, in
,','ie Paramount building.

Credit for organizing the class
oes to Betty Carusco, of Republic's
tfice force.

(Continued from Page 1

)

Birthday holiday. Plan replaces

the "Stamp Out the Jap" idea pre-
viously under consideration.

Defense stamps will be the admis-
sion price and patrons will place

their stamps on large caricatures,

representing the Axis peril, dis-

played in the lobbies. Stamps will

then be cancelled and turned over
to the Treasury Department, thus
giving 100 per cent of the proceeds
to the country's war effort.

Programs will consist of selected
features and short subjects entirely

apart from the Tegular attractions.

They will run for two hours, and
will precede the regular perform-
ances.

A highlierht of the program will

be a special song reel written for
the shows by Lew Brown.

N. Y. SPG to Continue
Producer Talks Today

The action committee of the N. Y.

SPG announced last night from cam-
paign headquarters that leading
trade unionists, throughout the coun-
try are being contacted to partici-

pate in the Guild's threatened na-
tion-wide economic action in its con-
tract negotiations dispute with the
major film producers.

The SPG also stated that consumer
groups, fraternal and religious or-

ganizations are being informed of

the status of conferences between
the union and the motion picture
companies.

It is reported that the Guild Is

aiming at pressure on local exhibi-
tors through these channels. Nego-
tiations with the film companies
were resumed yesterday and will

continue today.

Hilton Bowman, employed by the

Mavety Film Delivery Service,, -has

joined the Tank Division of the Can-
adian Armed Forces.

Scranton, Pa. — Gerard Stuart,
Rialto Theater doorman, has been
inducted into the Army.

Rochester—George Lukides, assis-

tant manager at Loew's Rochester,
has left to join the Army Air Corps.
He is succeeded by Arthur White,
formerly at Loew's State in Provi-

dence.

Indianapolis—Harold L. McCrack-
en, National Theater Supply Co.,

shipping clerk,, has enlisted in the
Navy.

Des Moines, la. — Vernon Carr,
manager of the Tri-States Eastown
theater in Des Moines, has enlisted

in the Army. Another Tri-State en-

listee is Gordon Blemis, assistant
manager of the Strand in Des
Moines, who joined . the Army Air
Corps.

Bloomsburg, Pa.—Joseph Melan,
Jr., former manager of the Columbia
Theater, is now in the Army.

Expect Gov't to Ask

Decree Extension

( Continued-from. Page 1

)

ei-al JudgeBettry W. Goddard for the

extension in the "very near future."

'If no' extension ;is asked for or

granted the five consenting compan-
ies will be entitled to use the; es-

cape clause of the consent: decree.,

but whatever the outcome may be, it

appears unlikely
;
that they will re-

turn to block-booking and blind-seil-

ing or retain the present system of

selling pictures in blocks of five.

This belief is based, on the fact

that the i five companies are exerting
every effort to work out a new sales
plan, possibly one that will embody
some of the better points of past
and present policies. Thus, the
United Motion Picture Industry be-
comes the focal point of the in-

dustry, inasmuch as the task of find-

ing a satisfactory substitute for the
biocks-of-five method is entrusted
to that group.

It is . believed by reliable sources
that if a plan is agreed upon mu-
tually by exhibitor and distributor

members of UMPI that the Govern-
ment will not put thumbs down on
the proposal.
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Pepper Lauds Films

For War Contribution

(.Continued from Page 1)

national significance. Those honorea
were:
Ed Beatty, president, Butterfield

Theaters; Jim Ritter, Detroit theater
owner and member of the board of

directors for Co-operative Theaters
of Michigan; Ed Kirchner, owner and
operator of the Family Theater;
Fred DeLodder, president of Co-op-
erative Theaters of Michigan; Bob
Peltier, Mount Clemens theater
owner; Paul Schlossman, general
manager of theaters up-state asso-
ciated with Butterfield; Harlan
Starr, associated with Monogram;
Glenn Cross, theater owner; Tom
Ealand, owner and operator of the
Ferndale Theater; Jacob Stocker,
Detroit theater owner; Ray Branch
president of Allied Theaters oi

Michigan, and Ollie Brooks, general
manager of Butterfield Theaters.
Toastmaster was Former Mayor

James J. Walker, while speakers in-

cluded U. S. Sen. Claude Pepper, of

Florida; Claude Lee, of Paramount,
Edgar Guest, and Malcolm W. Bin-
gay, editorial director of the De-
troit Free Press.
Former Mayor Walker devoted his

major serious speech in addition to

toastmaster activities to the Amer-
ican Red Cross and the part of ex-

hibitors and the industry in connec-

tion therewith.
Senator Pepper told The Film

Daily: "I am happy as a Senator
and a citizen to express my gratitude

to the motion picture industry which
has done a great part in arousing-

America to the dangers that con-

front us.
"I want to apologize for those ele-

ments of Congress which did nol

see the industry's important contri-

bution. We see this clearly now
There was nothing in so-called in-

flammatory motion pictures that was
exaggerated in wickedness or dead-
liness.

"I appreciate the vital effect of

show business upon public opinion.

It renders irreplaceable service in

public morale.
"America has faced a great con-

spiracv, and the picture industry has
long tried to arouse the American
people."

Guests included John C. Manning
managing editor of the Detro.t

Times; George W. Stark, "Old
Timer" columnist of the Detroit

News; Douglas D. Martin, of the

Detroit Free Press; Charles Oakman
Detroit City Controller, and A. A.

F. Maxwell, president of the Union
Guardian Trust Company.
David M. Idzal, Chief Barker, o :

Detroit Tent, was unable to attend
being called to the West Coast by
the National Theaters convention.

New Memphis House Opens
Memphis—Kemmons Wilson has

opened the new Airways theater,

800-seater, built to serve a newly
developed section near the new Sec-

ond Army Quartermaster depot, un-

der construction.

Free Films in Combat Zones
80 Programs in 16mm. Given by Industry

{Continued from Page 1)

tives of 11 distributing companies.
Francis S. Harmon, executive vice-

chairman of the War Activities
Committee, in making the presenta-
tion, pointed out that this was the
first time all the companies had ever
agreed to reduce current features
and shorts to 16 mm. He explained
that the programs which were ready
for immediate shipment included
films not yet in general release, be-
cause industry leaders wanted to
provide American soldiers in com-
bat areas with the best and latest
in screen entertainment.

Army Voices Appreciation

General Osborn expressed appre-
ciation for "this latest evidence of
the industry's fine co-operation in

the war effort." It was pointed out
that the industry's patriotic move
would enable the Special Services
Branch to furnish current films for
the entertainment of men in combat
areas at least 60 days earlier than
would have been possible if a special
appropriation had been required to
pay for them.

General Osborn explained that
there would be no admission charge
for the exhibition of the prints in
combat areas. He said more than
400 Army theaters with standard
projection equipment were now in
operation, and more than 600 thea-
ters will be open within a few
months.

The General declared that no
change from the present Army Mo-
tion Picture Service operating policy
was indicated. The present low ad-
mission charge will be continued, he

said, with any profits accruing from
the operation of these post theaters

distributed to camp canteen funds,

as at present.
General Osborn made it clear be-

fore his departure that the Special

Services Branch — formerly the

Morale Branch of the War Depart-
ment, which he heads—has not re-

quested and does not expect the in-

dustry to make available its theatri-

cal films for non-theatrical showings
to soldiers in this country.

No 16 mm. Prints in U. S.

Harmon indicated after the meet-
ing that no 16 mm. prints would be
available for such use in the con-
tinental U. S. since the contemplated
expansion of the facilities of the
Army Motion Picture Service was
expected to provide adequately for
soldiers at their posts and more thai

11,000,000 seats in 17,000 theaters
provided ample facilities both for
civilians and soldiers and sailors on
leave.

Industry leaders present for the
conference with General Osborn
were: Jack Cohn and Abe Mon-
tague of Columbia, Nicholas M.
Schenck of Loew's, N. V. Ritchev of
Monogram, Barney Balaban of Para-
mount, O. Henry Briggs of Producers
Releasing Corporation, Andy Smith
representing George J. Schaefer of
RKO Radio, Seymour Borus repre-
senting James R. Grainger of Re-
public, W. C. Michel of 20th-Fox.
Carl Leserman representing E. C.

Raftery of United Artists, Nate J
Blumberg and John J. O'Connor of
Universal, and Joseph H. Hazen of

Warner Bros.

State-Wide Blackout
In Prospect For Mass.

Boston—A state-wide blackout
is being planned by the Massachu-
setts Committee on Public Safety to
follow this city's first test, it was
announced yesterday. Date is ex-
pected to be set shortly.

Boston's blackout was well handled
by the city's exhibs. In everj
theater notice was given five minutes
before the air raid warning sounded,
and patrons were told that under no
circumstances would they be per-
mitted to leave their seats until ti

"all clear" was sounded.

Air raid wardens recruited from
the theaters' force of ushers or man-
agers, were in each instance posted
at the head and foot of aisles, and
not a single untoward incident hap-
pened in any theater.

Defers "White Collar Girl"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Twentieth Century-

Fox has deferred production of
"White Collar Girl," and the three
stars assigned to it, Betty Grable,
John Payne and Victor Mature, have
been transferred to "Strictly Dyna-
mite," a musical which goes into

production March 9 with William Le-
Baron producing.

GB to Show Hellzapoppin'
In All of Its U. K. Theaters

Joseph H. Seidelman, Universal's
vice-president in charge of foreign
affairs, announced yesterday that
Gaumont-British will exhibit "Hellz-
apoppin' " in all of that circuit's

houses in the United Kingdom.
The attraction, which made its

bow on Feb. 13 at the Leicester
Square Theater in London, has done
phenomenal business since the pre-
miere, in connection with which a

press luncheon and showing for re-

viewers and the trade was held. A'
the luncheon, the English comedians
Flanagan and Allen, were honor
guests. Picture received enthusiastic
reviews, and generally the best pub
licity of any of the recent American-
made films. Leicester Square en

sragement was the introduction of

Olsen and Johnson to British fans.

Newman in Co-op Post

Detroit— David Newman, theat-
rical attorney and himself partner
in the Moule and Newman Circuit,

has become public relations counsel
for Co-Operative Theaters of Mich-
igan. Newman, whose theaters are
not Co-Op members, will also re-

tain his private law practice.

Sunday "Blue Laws

Lifted in Honolulu

(Continued from Page 1)

neighborhoods, now run on Sunday
from 10 a. m., with continuous show
until 5. Closing time for motio
picture houses on week days as wei
as Sundays, was recently moved u
from 4:30 to 5, as daylight increase
and the blackout time was set of
ficially at 6 p. m. #^

Sunday dances are held at If
civic auditorium and other spot'

under the sponsorship of civilian de
fense morale committee.
A ruling of the Military Governo

requires all places of amusement t

have a special permit from militar.

authorities. Places of amusemen
|

are defined to include all establish
ments where there is a pin-ball ma
chine, even if it is merely a smal
shop selling magazines and cigar
ettes.

The proprietor of a cafe was ar

rested recently for showing motio
picture films without a special li

cense. Incidentally, the place wa
selling plain soda water at 25 cent
a glass, local residents evidently lik

ing to go through the motions o
drinking at a bar, even if liquor i

banned.
Since the Military Governor ha

just ruled that Hawaii will have day
light saving time, theater interest

here are looking forward to a con
siderable increase of business, a

the longer daylight hours will en
able business people to attend show
after work.

IBEW Starts Studio
Jurisdictional Campaign

(Continued from Page 1)

started a campaign to take jurisdic

tion over lamp operators, fixturemer
soundmen and special effects men.

This campaign brings IBEW int
conflict with IATSE Local 728, o
which the lamp operators are mem
bers, and IATSE Local 695 of whic]
the soundmen are members.
IBEW later will ask that Nationa

Labor Relations Board call an elec

tion to allow studio electrical work
ers to determine whether they de
sire IBEW or IATSE locals to b
their bargaining agent.

Neil Adair Joins Warners
Des Moines, la.—Neil Adair, of

fice manager of the Republic ex
change has resigsed to go with thi

Warner office in Des Moines wher<

he will become office manager, sue

ceeding J. E. Melone. Melone i

scheduled to leave March 1 for Min
neapolis to work in the Warner of

fice there. Francis Kappler, booke
for Republic, will take over the of

fice manager duties to succeei

Adair.

Yates Office on Coast
Hollywood—Irving and Charle

Yates, New York agents, hav
opened a coast office at 9533 Brighto'
Way, Bevei-ly Hills. Wally Ross i

in charge.
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#Open Minded1 on Substitute Sales Plan
THE WEEK
IN REVIEW

Escape Clause Sept. 1?

=== By L. H. MITCHELL ====

"LITTLE THREE": Federal Judge
lenry W. Goddard refused Govern-
nent's application to limit its anti-

rust trial against the "Little Three"
o block-booking and blind-selling is-

ues, making it therefore impossible
,<or the Government to get a de-

I

ree against the "Little Three" by
'une 1, deadline fixed by the consent
lecree. This would make the "escape
lause" effective Sept. 1 unless the
jovernment obtains an extension of
-he deadline time (for which it is

expected to ask) or the distributors
'oluntarily continue the blocks-of-
five selling plan of the decree. Arbi-
:ration system would continue in ef-
r

ect for the full three-year period of
:he decree.

* * *

SUB. SALES PLAN: The UMPI
s seeking a substitute for the blocks-
)f-five sales plan under the consent
lecree—a "please-all" plan. Most
?avored suggestion is a return to
Dlock-booking with a 20 per cent
;ales cancellation provision.

PERSONALITIES: Edmund Reek
> .vas promoted to head Fox Movie-
(:one News. . . . Harry Thomas was
named Eastern division manager for

l Monogram. . . . Ben Y. Cammack is

I :he new Southwest district manager
Lfor RKO. . . . William Holman named
i RKO studio manager. . . . Roy
EHaines, Arthur Sachson and A. W.
J
Schwalberg were elevated to Vita-

j^raph vice-presidents. . . . M. A.
I Rosenberg, new prexy of national Al-
t'ied, urges increase of admission
(scales, suggesting 20 per cent. . . .

[lames F. Landis, OCD head, would
retain the arts division, with Mel-

*yvyn Dounglas. . . . Mayris Chaney re-
signs from the OCD.

* * *

THIS AND THAT: D of J repre-
| tentative stated the Government
would institute no theater divorce

faction against Loew's, RKO or
Warner Bros. Trial of its suit against
Paramount and 20th-Fox was defer-
red to March 19. . . . NSS will han-
dle distribution of M-G-M accesso-
ries.

UMPI Group Reported
Pleased With Attitude of

Gov't After D. C. Parley

Washington Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
Washington—Department of Jus-

tice officials are "open-minded" on
the subject of a new sales method
to replace the blocks-of-five plan, it

was indicated Friday following a
meeting between Robert L. Wright,
special assistant to the Attorney
General, and exhibitor members of

(Continued on Page 4)

McLendon Clearance

Case Won on Appeal

Motion picture appeal board has
reversed the action of the arbitra-
tor in the arbitration case filed by
B. R. McLendon, operator of the
State and Texan Theaters, Atlanta,
Tex. The arbitrator had dismissed
McLendon's complaint against the

(Continued on Page 4)

20th-Fox Div. Managers'
Aides Get Added Duties

Assistants to division managers
of 20th Century-Fox were assigned
more important duties last week
when they were asked to attend one
of the meetings now being held at
the company's branches by Tom Con-

(Contiuued on Page 7)

LATE NEWS
BULLETINS

For Long-Range Labor Policy
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Association of Motion

Picture Producers' board at a special

week-end meeting adopted a com-
mittee's recommendations for the
promulgation of a long-range labor
policy for the industry, and for the
establishment of a bureau to inven-
tory all studio facilities and equip-
ment with a view of accomplishing
war-time conservation.

$2,200,000 Anti-Trust Suit

Minneapolis — Trustees of the
Minnesota Theater at the week-end
filed a $2,200,000 anti-trust suit in

Federal Court charging the Minne-
sota Amusement Co., Singer The-
ater Corp. and the majors with
conspiracy to prevent Northwest's
largest house from obtaining prod-
uct.

Bryson Succeeds Pettijohn
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Appointment of John

B. Bryson to succeed C. C. Pettijohn,

resigned, as the MPPDA's legisla-

tive rep., is officially announced by
the Industry Coordinating Commit-
tee, comprising J. Robert Rubin,
Austin Keough, Joseph W. Hazen,
Mandel Silberberg, Maurice Ben-

(Contitiued on Page 2)

WPB StudyingRaw Stock Cut
To Meet with Photographic Industry Execs.

New York SPG, Producers
To Resume Contract Talks

New York SPG and the producers
will continue their contract negotia-
tions, probably today, although it is

possible no session will be called un-
til tomorrow. Conference on Friday
was reported to have netted some
progress. Both sides presumably
mulled over various proposals ad-
vanced Friday during the long holi-

day week-end.

By OSCAR HUME
Washington Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY

Washington—A WPB curtailment
order for all branches of the photo-
graphic industry is being drafted and
will be announced as soon as com-
pleted, The Film Daily was inform-
ed by reliable sources over the holi-

day week-end.
Just how drastic the cut will be in

any particular branch, however, is

not known and cannot be known un-
til the final order is completed. This

(Continued on Page 6)

Distributors Mull Ways
And Means to Meet Situ-

ation Should It Arise

While the possibility that the num-
ber of prints per picture may be re-

stricted as a conservation measure
has gone little beyond the conversa-
tion stage, distributors already are
considering ways and means of meet-
ing the situation if it should arise.

One proposal that has been given
some thought calls for the stagger-
ing of release dates in various terri-

tories. In other words, if a New
York exchange usually gets 15 prints
on a picture, the number will not be

(Continued on Page 7)

January Theater

Building Slumps

Valuation of theater building con-

tracts in January, 1942, as announc-
ed by Dodge Statistical Research
Service, the figures covering the 37
States East of the Rockies, amounts
to $909,000.

This represents a sharp, and whol-
(Continued on Page 6)

Side Agreements Stressed

In Johnson's Trust Suit

Sioux Falls, S. D.—Cross-examina-
tion of the chief witness took most
of Friday in the $523,000 motion pic-

ture film lawsuit under the Clayton
anti-trust act in Federal court here.

Arthur R. Johnson, manager of

(Continued on Page 7)

Dulce et Decorum
Est Pro Patria Mori
Springfield, III.—Arthur T. Lowry,

Jr., who resigned as footman at

Great States' Ornheum here in De-
cember, 1939, to enlist in the Army

Air Corps, was killed in ac-

ftS^ tion in the Pacific war zone.
* Lowry was a radio operator

with the 22nd Bombardment
Squadron. He is the first Central

Illinois theater man to make the

supreme sacrifice in World War II.

M
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jamin and Herbert Freston. Bryson
is not a lawyer, but a legislative

contact specialist.

Enjoins Local 659 and ITASE
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles — Superior Court

Judge Willis, while denying Otto
Dyer's claim for $150,000 damages,
has issued an order restraining
Local 659, photographers, and the
IATSE from continuing their en-
forcement of "an unlawful monopoly
of all still cameramen jobs in the
moving picture industry."

Lord Portal in Cabinet
London (By Cable)—Lord Portal,

associated with Charles M. Woolf
and Arthur Rank in widespread
British film industry interests, has
replaced Sir John Reith as Minister
of Works and Buildings and First
Commissioner for Works, in the

Churchill Cabinet.

Shulman Squawk Dismissed
New Haven—Clearance complaint

of Joseph Shulman, operator of the

Plaza, Windsor, against the "Big
Five," and Windsor Theater, inter-

vener, is dismissed by Arbitrator
George P. Murdock.

Technicolor Dividend Set

At a meeting over the holiday
week-end, Technicolor, Inc., declared

a dividend of 25c per share payable
March 31, 1942, to stockholders of

record March 16, 1942, it was an-
nounced by Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus,
president and general manager.

H The Broadway Parade
Picture and Distributor Theater

Kings Row (Warner Bros. Pictures)—4th week Astor
Woman of the Year (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures)—3rd week Music Hall

Captains of the Clouds (Warner Bros. Pictures)—2nd week Strand
Mister V (United Artists)—2nd week Rivoli

Fantasia (RKO Radio Pictures—Walt Disney)—7th week (b) Broadway
Johnny Eager (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures)

|.
Capitol

Bahama Passage (Paramount Pictures) " Paramount
Roxie Hart (Twentieth Century-Fox Films) , Roxy
Born to Sing (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer Pictures) Criterion

Mr. Bug Goes to Town (Paramount Pictures-Max Fleischer) Loew's State

A Gentleman at Heart (Twentieth Century-Fox) U Globe
Our Russian Front (Lewis Milestone & Joris Ivens)—2nd week (a) Rialto

Frisco Lil (Universal Pictures)—2nd week (a) : Rialto

Ball of Fire (RKO Radio Fictures—Samuel Coldwyn) (b) Palace

Below the Border (Monogram Pictures) (a-b) New York
Mr. District Attorney in the Carter Case (Republic Pictures) (a) New York
The Forgotten Village (Mayer & Burstyn)—2nd week (b) Art

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES
The Girl from Leningrad (Artkino Pictures)—9th week Stanley
Nine Bachelors (Dome Films)—3rd week World

FUTURE OPENINGS .

The Lady Has Plans (Paramount Pictures)—March 1 Paramount
What's Cookin' (Universal Pictures)—Feb. 25 Criterion
Always in My Heart (Warner Bros. Pictures)—March 13 Strand
The Invaders (Columbia Pictures) (c) Capitol
To Be or Not to Be (United Artisls—Ernst Lubitsch) (c) Rivoli

Bed Time Story (Columbia Pictures) (c) Music Hall
North to the Klondike (Universal Pictures) (c) Rialto
Son of Fury (Twentieth Century-Fox)—Feb. 25 (a-b) Palace
Joan of Paris ( RKO Radio Fictures)—Feb. 25 (a-b) Palace
Mr. Celebrity (Producers Releasing Corp.)—Feb. 24 (a) New York
Missouri Outlaw (Republic Pictures)—Feb. 24 (a) New York

(a) Dual bill. (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill.

McElhinney in Singapore
With His Fate Uncertain

Concern was expressed over the
week-end for the safety of Joe Mc-
Elhinney, Singapore manager -for
20th Century-Fox. The company dis-

closed that all efforts to communi-
cate with him during the past two
weeks had failed. The last word
from him came a month ago when
he informed the firm here that he
was "staying on the job."

McElhinney, formerly Salt Lake
City salesman for 20th-Fox, has been
a Far Eastern manager for nearly
three years.

Uncertainty also continues to sur-
round the whereabouts of D. B. Led-
erman, Philippines manager, and
Arthur Doyle, a member of the com-
pany's distribution forces in the Far
East.

USO-Camp Shows Would
Abolish Admission Fees

Lawrence Phillips, executive vice-
president of USO Camp Shows, Inc.,

has recommended to the War Depart-
ment that admission prices to the
traveling unit shows at Army camps
be abolished. Current prices range
from 15 cents to 20 cents.

Phillips expressed the opinion that
the War Department will accept his
recommendation. Action does not
affect motion picture entertainment.

Holding "Ball of Fire"
"Ball of Fire" in its first two days

at the Palace Theater, New York,
and Albee, Brooklyn, topped the
gross of "The Little Foxes" in .these
houses by 20 per cent. It is playing
single feature in both situations.
Hold-overs are assured for the two
houses.

Portland, Me., Theaters
Advance Admission Prices

Portland, Me. — With the war
bringing boom conditions to this
Army and Navy base, admission
scales have been advanced by prin-
cipal theaters, reportedly without
patron resistance or dissatisfaction.
M & P houses price revision runs

as follows: 20c for afternoon per-
formances; 30c for evening; 30c for
all day Sunday. The State gets 33c
all over the house in the afternoon;
44c, evenings; 44c all over Sunday
and holidays.
For the Strand Theater prices run

as follows: balcony 30c and orches-
tra 40c until 5 o'clock; evenings, or-
chestra 50c; balcony 40c; evening
prices will prevail all day Sunday.

To Name New PCA Director
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Post of Production

Code Administration director, va-
cated months ago by the resignation
of Joseph I. Breen to become RKO's
studio chief, will be filled shortly.

fe^ GETTING A SIGNED

RECEIPT IS A

STANDING RULE OF

Tostal
Telegraph
CHARGES FOR TELEGRAMS 'PHONED IN

APPEAR ON YOUR TELEPHONE BILL.

COmilMJ and G0IHG

JAMES C. PETRILLO is in Chicago. He wil

be back this week.

WILLIAM C. THOMAS of RKO is at the War
|

wick from the Coast.

JOHN GOLDEN has gone to Florida for ;

res?.

HOWARD S. CULLMAN, accompanied by hi

wife, is on the Coast on business and plea-"3^
He will be away a month. 0^ i

ANNE SHIRLEY is in town for a holiday.'

W. M. HORNE, circuit contact in RKO Ra \

dio's sales department, left Friday for a vaca-|

tion of two weeks.

BRIAN
Coast.

NORMAN ELSON, Trans-Lux general man-
ager, left Friday for a three-week vacation ii

New Orleans and Miami.

VIVIAN BLAINE, New York singer, has ar
rived on the Coast, where she will be groome<
for stardom by 20th-Fox.

AHERNE is in New York from ttu

RKO Will Tradeshow
5th Block Mar. 16, 17, 31

RKO's fifth group of five pictures
will be trade-screened March 16, 11
and 31. The Lum 'n' Abner comedy
"Bashful Bachelor" and Williair
Dieterle's "Syncopation" will be
tradeshown on March 16. "Scatter-
good Rides High" and "The Mayoi
of 44th Street" will be shown the

next day. Orson Welles' "The Mag-
nificent Ambersons" will be trade-
shown on March 31.

Talk Philly Price Boost
Philadelphia—Trade problems, in

eluding a move for higher admis-
sions, will be discussed at a luncheor
meeting of indie exhibs here today
Local Allied unit is sponsoring.

new yecr
THEATERS

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
50th St. & 6th Ave.

SPENCER TRACY : KATHARINE HEPBURN

"WOMAN OF THE YEAR"
Directed by Geo. Stevens : An M-G-M Picture

ON STAGE: "WORDS AND MUSIC" BY COLE
PORTER—Leonidoff's colorful tune-filled revue.
Symphony Orchestra, direction of Erno Rapee.

1st Mezzanine Seats Reserved : : Circle 6-4600

GINGER ROGERS

"ROXIE HART"
with

Adolphe Menjou—George Montgomery
A Twentieth-Fox Comedy Hit

PLUS A BIG n A V V 7th AVENUE
STAGE SHOW K II A I 50th STREET

fcl^1M-U«il
GARY COOPER

BARBARA STANWYCK

"BALL OF FIRE"
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from saying

THERE'LL

BE A SHORT

WAIT FOR

ALL SEATS

FOR

KINGS

ROW
ANN SHERIDAN . ROBERT CUMMINGS • RONALD REAGAN . BETTY FIEtD

in "KINGS ROW" with CHARLES COBURN . Claude Rains . Judith Anderson . Nancy Coleman
Kaaren Verne • Maria Ouspenskaya . Harry Davenport 'Directed by SAM WOOD
Screen Play by Casey Robinson • From the Novel by Henry Bellamann « Music by Erich Wolfgang Korngolc
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McLendon Clearance

Case Won on Appeal

(Continued from Page 1)

60-day clearance granted to the Para-
mount and Strand Theaters in Tex-
arkana on the grounds that McLen-
don had not sustained his complaint.

The case caused considerable com-
ment among exhibitors who con-
tended that the arbitrator dismissed
the case without giving specific rea-
sons.

After reviewing the testimony and
briefs, the appeal board ruled that
maximum clearance which may be
granted to the Texarkana houses
over the two Atlanta theaters shall

by one day after first-run in Tex-
arkana. Clearance formerly ran
from 30 to 60 days. The two towns
are 28 miles apart, the Texarkana
theaters belonging to the Sanger
circuit.

The appeal board wrote that "when
competition is slight, clearance to be
reasonable must also be short in

point of time."

Ferguson Heads Script

Dept. of Blue Network

The Blue Network, recently di-

vorced from NBC, has called in two
Hollywood veterans for its Script
and Idea Department. Ron Fergu-
son, on the Coast for 10 years as a
writer, heads the department, with
Edmund St. John Stevens, actor and
director, topping the subordinate
Script and Idea Division.

Ferguson has some 30 original

credits to show for his decade in

Hollywood. He did the "Jones Fam-
ily" series for 20th-Fox, collaborated

on "Three Smart Girls Go to Town"
for Universal, and also did stints

at Columbia and RKO.
Under the Ferguson-Stevens set-

up, scfipts and ideas are scrutinized

from the writer's and actor's view-

points.

MFD Handling Drive Pic

Greater New York Fund has
named Metropolitan Film Distribu-

tors to distribute its reel for this

year's drive, which gets under way
in about three weeks. All exhibitors

in the city have been asked to screen

the short which runs eight minutes.

FEB

Harry D. Buckley
Richard Thorpe

Harry Blair

Marcus A. Benn

• * • OUT Missouri way, the employes of Fanchon & Marco and

the St. Louis Amusement Co. are really going to town with their Defense

Bond Sales Diive, which they launched a few weeks ago So in-

fectious was the 'thusiasm of the employes that their friends pitched

in to help them, as well as union organizations throughout the city

Initially, we understand, the quota was all-too-modestly set at 25 G's,

but this was passed within four days after the campaign was under

way What total was reached by the end of last week is yet to be

divulged, but this corner is told that a week earlier the huge amount

of $532,151 had been invested in Defense Bonds Some $60,000 of

this was pledged over the footlights on Lincoln's Birthday, when the

Victory Theater (the old Mikado) was formally dedicated Edward

B. Arthur, assistant general manager of the theater circuit; District Man-

ager Ralph McGowan, and Manager Joseph Goldstein together con-

ducted the big co-operative bond buying drive

T T T
• • • ANOTHER instance of really going to town is chalked

up by Fox West Coast Theaters in California, ivhich attained the

largest collection ever made through one source in behalf of the fight

against infantile paralysis, funds totaling $99,087 during the recent

March of Dimes campaign, so Prexy Charley Skouras reveals. . . • And
speaking of going to town, Paramount has done just that with its new

press book for its feature cartoon in Technicolor, "Mr. Bug Goes To
Town. . . • That swell Federal Security Exchange Agency short,

"Hidden Hunger," was written and directed by Joseph Krumgold and

Henwar Rodakiewicz of Film Associates

T
• • • WITH U-Boat warfare stepped up in the Caribbean, it is

only nautral that the boys down Florida way, particularly on that

State's coastline, should be taking stock of their theaters' safety, and

that of their patrons To effectively and efficienly meet any thrust

from sea or air, the Floridian showmen have had the good sense, caution

and requisite imagination, to prepare For example, the Wometco

chain of stands is pretty much in the pink of condition as regards pro-

tective measures,—blackouts, air raids, fire-fighting, et al—, thanks to

the enterprise of the circuit's co-owners, Mitchell Wolfson and Sidney

Meyer Phil M. has an entire sheaf of material dealing with the

Wometco preparations, and they are about as thorough as any we've

seen since the pineapples fell on Hawaii last Dec. 7

T T
• • • NOT only are the Wometco safety plans finely delineated

on paper, but the organization to carry them out is painstakingly

achieved It is like a small but finely equipped army Each

warden and attache has received solid training,— it being realized by

the Messrs. Wolfson and Meyer that their theaters lie in a decidedly

exposed area In Miami itself, the holdings consist of the Capitol,

Mayfair, Miami, State, Rosetta, Center, Biltmore, Tower, Grove, Strand,

Harlem, Lyric, Ritz and Ace, while in hard-by Miami Beach are the

Lincoln, Plazo, Surf, and Cameo, plus the Grand and Dixie in West

Palm Beach Yes, and in Nassau, metropolis of the off-shore Ba-

hamas are three Wometco- stands,—the Nassau, Savoy and Montagu

The directing wardens in each house have authority as absolute as any

monarch in history . ..../. To give you some idea of the thorough prep-

arations, there are, of course all kinds of safety equipment, devices and

accessories, to protecp' pr'Operiy and life But the payoff is that

even needles wherewith to play the emergency phonographs, designed

to provide entert/tihment. during air raids, should all other musical

mechanisms fail/have been thought of and purchased!

T T T
• • • REMEMBER PEARL HARBOR!

J/

D of J 'Open Minded'

On Sub. Sales Plan

stood tn.

rell pK"
ide oii&l
a result

(Continued from Page 1

)

the trade practice sub-committee
United Motion Picture Industry.

Details of the conference Were n

revealed, but it is understood th

the exhibitor heads were well
with the receptive attitude
Justice Department. As a
the parley, the exhibitor leaders ft

that D of J was willing to co-ope
ate in giving every consideration
any plan they might bring forwar

It was indicated that no sped!
plan was discussed at the confe
ence, the meeting having been he
primarily for the purpose of d
termining the attitude of the D
partment when they do prepare
new plan.

Nazi Theater Circuits

Cut to Four Houses

Limitation of German theater ci

cuits to a four-house maximum h;

been decreed by the Nazi Film Char
ber, according to Berlin broadcas
recorded by the Associated Press
The move, described as design*

to effect "incorporation of the cin

mas in the ranks of German cultur;

institutions," created some intere

in trade circles in New York at tl

week-end, observers commenting th;

circuit limitation, although scarce

so drastic, was the Department <

Justice's objective in the anti-tru:

suits against the Griffith, Crescei

and Schine interests.

The AP also said that the Ge
man Cinema Company had bee

formed in the Reich to operate
number of important theaters, ar.

declared that the Film Chamber
decree stipulated that only "he wr
has the necessary qualifications" ma
henceforth own a film theater, ar>

that preferential treatment will!
given to service men in selectin

owners of small and medium-size
theaters.

To Try Mixed Policy
Irvington, N. J.—The Grove (foi

merly the Hindenburg) closed las

week when a shift from Germar
made films to all-Hollywood produc

tions was followed by a sharp dro

in attendance. House had show
German films for seven years. The
Pearl Harbor. Owners plan to re

open soon with a mixed fare o

Hollywood and Polish and Russia
films. *s

Underground Vaults
On Columbia Ranch

W$st Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—With grim apprecia-

tion of the war's potentialities on the

Pacific seaboard, Columbia is butt-

ing 50 new film vaults partly under-

ground on its North Hollywood ranch.

Twenty new vaults are also being

constructed at the studio.
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WPB is Studying

Cut in Raw Slock

{Continued from Page 1)

is due to the fact that any limitation
order is constantly being changed
until it is finally issued.
The photographic order has been

little more than started with the re-
sult that it likely will be argued
over for several weeks before final

figures are reached.
Consultations will be held with in-

dustry leaders, and a detailed study
of the whole situation will be made,
before any definite conclusions can
be reached. The amount of study
that is necessary to work no inequi-
ties is the major reason why so
much delay is necessary in drafting
the curtailment orders. WPB would
rather be slow than sorry.
However, while nothing definite

can be known there are indications
that a substantial cut will be made
in the amount of raw stock avail-
able. Meanwhile, the talk of elimi-
nating double features is increasing.
WPB so far has declined to comment
on this situation. Whether it will
work around to it, is not now known.

Conn. War Industries

To Increase Workers

Hartford—Connecticut war indus-
tries will call on more employes, both
men and women in the first six
months of 1942 than in the corre-
sponding months of 1941, according
to an announcement of Leonard J.

Maloney, U. S. Employment Service
director for Connecticut. Defense
plants are expanding and increasing
hours of work, while non-defense
plants are rapidly converting to war
industries.

Cagney and Air Marshal
In "Clouds" Air Plug

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Opening of "Captains

of the Clouds" at the Hollywood The-
ater on Saturday was the occasion
for another nation-wide "break" for
Warners' RCAF film. Lobby activi-

ties were broadcast over a Coast-to-

Coast Mutual network, with WOR
carrying it in New York from 11:30

to 12 EWT. James Cagney held a
two-way conversation from the lob-

by of the house with Air Marshal
"Billy" Bishop in Ottawa. Program
originated over Station KHJ.

Fred Walton in Cincy

Fred Walton, former personal rep.

for Elissa Landi, Estelle Taylor and
Florence Reed, and agent for the
Hammerstein Music Hall on the Air,

is now managing the Strand Theater,
Cincinnati.

Thiele Writing Musical
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — William Thiele, for-

mer M-G-M director, is writing an
original musical, "Pan - American
Conference."

AEVIEUIS M ilCISJ flL
"What's Cooking?"
with Gloria Jean, Andrews Sisters

Universal 69 Mins.

LIVELY MUSICAL WITH WEALTH Ot-

fOUNG TALENT HAS SlKONb l-AMILl
ArrEAL.

I he exhibitor who is always wailing for

new races should get some consolation out

or tnis universal proaucnon. l-rom frame
fo frame "Whars Cooking?" is crowoeu
wirh tresn taient—young talent—tnat car-

ries on wirn a freeuom and a verve that

are higniy rerresning. As tamuy entertain-

ment rnis gay littie musicai comeay lias

oirong appeal.

'Wnars Looking?" is bubbling with life,

whar wirn its ncn leaven ot jive and sim-

ple but highly amusing comeuy lines anu
airuations. I he humor is or the tnea-

and-rrue kind, much ot ir familiar, to be

sure, but still good tor many laughs. Tne
young people especially ought to gobDie

up "Wnars Cooking:'' since it has tnai

jirterbug tiavor so loved by young Amei-
ca today.

While the plor is cut from old cloth,

it is serviceable for the purpose of provid-

ing a background tor tne song numbers ana
uance gyranons. It tells or a group oi

young performers who are put out ot their

ooaraing house because tney are broke.

A magician pal (Leo (.arruioJ comes along

to save the situation by bringing them to

the attention ot a feminine radio star who
once was in his act.

The rest of the film depicts the efforts

of the youngsters to turn the mameu
sponsors of a big air show (billie burke
and Charles Butterworth) away from the

classics to jive. With the connivance ot

the sponsors' niece (Gloria Jean) the./

manage by clever strategy to invade the

broadcast and take over from the symphonic
artists engaged for the program. Here,

there is some strain placed on plausibility,

but in a musical, especially one in which
young folk figure, sometimes liberties can

De taken without too much risk.

Is it necessary to say that Miss Burke
warms up to the youngsters' air hoop-de-do
and becomes completely sold on the virtues

of jive? The classics wind up with a black

eye. Perhaps it should be explained that

Butterworth was instrumental in the plot

to switch Miss Burke from Liszt to Artie

Shaw, he being no lover of the classics.

Most of the laughs in the film are pro-

vided by Carrillo and Butterworth. The
singing load is carried by the Andrews
Sisters, assisted by Miss Jean. The songs

are undistinguished, although they suit the

purpose.

The young cast performs cleverly. Among
the grown-ups Carrillo, Butterworth and
Miss Burke are commendable.

CAST: The Andrews Sisters, Gloria Jean.

Jane Frazee, Leo Carrillo, Robert Paige,

Billie Burke, Charles Butterworth, Grace
McDonald, Franklin Pangborn, Woody Her-

man and his orchestra.

CREDITS: Director, Edward F. Cline; Or-

iginal Story, Edgar Allan Woolf; Adapta-
tion, Haworth Bromley; Screenplay, Jerry

Cady and Stanley Roberts; Cameraman,
Jerome Ash; Art Director, Jack Otterson;

Dance Director, Johnny Mattison; Editor,

Arthur Hilton; Musical Director, Charles

Previn.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

* SHORTS *

"What About Daddy?"
M-G-M 10 mins.

Excellent
The expectant father is studied

by Pete Smith this time. In per-
forming all the duties that devolve
upon the considerate husband who is

headed for fatherhood the spouse in

the film finds himself involved in

some extremely hilarious situations.
His experiences will appeal espe-
cially to men who are fathers, leg-
ions of whom no doubt have known
the same troubles in prepping for
the arrival of junior. Smith's com-
mentary is loaded with laughs. Ex-
cellent is the word for this.

"Lure of the Surf"
Paramount 10 Mins.

Good
A great deal of the material

photographed at many of America's
leading seashore resorts is both in-

teresting and photogenic. All forms
of aquaplaning on water and sea
are covered. Spots visited include
Sea Island, Ga., Santa Monica Beach,
Calif., Montauk Point and Florida.
There is a weenie roast included
among the seaside entertainments.
Reel shows a lot of people having a
great deal of fun which audiences
should enjoy. Ted Husing did the
narration in his usual compelling
manner.

"Minnesota—Land of Plenty"

M-G-M 10 mins.
Interesting

This FitzPatrick Traveltalk in

Technicolor takes the audience on a
journey to all the interesting spots
in Minnesota. Lakes Winona, Min-
netonka, Itasca and Superior, the
Mississippi, Sugarloaf Mountain, the
Mayo Clinic, the state capitol, St.

Paul's Cathedral—these are some of

the places visited. Duluth gets con-
siderable attention, as does the iron

ore area of the state. There are
several shots of Governor Harold E.

Stassen.

"The Hungry Wolf"
M-G-M 8 mins.

Entertaining

Set this color cartoon down as

passable. It tells the story of a
starved wolf who goes soft-hearted

when a bunny walks in on him out of

the storm to furnish him with the

only means of sustenance. After the
bunny is gone the wolf changes his

mind and takes after the little fel-

low. The wolf is saved from death
in the storm by the bunny's pals.

At the end he is being fed to the

gills by the bunnies.

"The Quiz Kids"

Paramount 11 Mins.
Okay

The Quiz Kids, from eight to 15

years of age, again perform with

January Theater

Building Slumps

(Continued from Page 1)

ly-expected, decline from the figi

of January, 1941, when $2,193,(
in new contracts was register
However, the comparison gi
something of an unfair pictur"^-;

the reason that January, 194l£
an abnormally high month for
struction awards, in fact a full

per cent in excess of January, 19
When compared with Janua

1940, the January, 1942, build;

contracts show a loss by the lat

of but some 32 per cent, which
little enough when it is relaized tl

the initial month of the present y<

was immensely influenced by
commencement of hostilities, and
attendant economic and psychologi
factors.
Low month of 1941 was July wl

theater building contracts were
137,000, or 20 per cent over Jai

ary, 1942.

Sanders for "Moon and Sixpenc
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAI
Hollywood—David Loew and .

bert Lewin have cast George Sand
for the role of Strickland (based
the life of the French painter G;

guin) in Somerset Maugham's "M<
and Sixpence," which thev will p
duce for United Artists. Doris D
ley is being sought for the lead:

feminine role. The old Maugh
novel has never been filmed althot
various companies have it under
tion.

"Tanks" Playing First-Runs
"Tanks," 10-minute defense fi

has gone into first-run houses
New York and Northern New J
sey. Produced by the OEM film ui

short shows U. S. tank production
the new Chrysler factory in Detr<

where the M-3 medium tanks are
ing turned out. The film carriei

commentary spoken by Orson Wei
It has a special musical score
Jack Schaindlin.

Lesser Plans Tarzan Films
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAi
Hollywood—Sol Lesser has pla

Johnny Weismuller and Maur
O'Sullivan under contract to c

tinue their Tarzan characterizati
in a series of films he will prodi
Metro's rights to the Edgar I
Burroughs stories expired some ti

ago. I

"Self-Made Cinderella" Shelve
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DA
Hollywood — Twentieth Centu

Fox has shelved "Self-Made Ciri

rella" which Ernst Lubitsch was
have produced with Ginger Rog<

surprising ease and intelligence. '.

questions popped by Joe Kelly,

old quizmaster, find the kids ansv
ing smartly. High spot of the si

is eight-year-old Gerald Darrc
demonstration of the Highland fl

and the cakewalk. Other meml
are Richard Williams, 11, Van D
Tiers, 13, Joan Bishop, 14, and C
thia Cline, 15.
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down to seven but will remain at

lull 15; but in Cleveland, for ex-

ile, the exchange will receive no
its on that particular picture un-
^ie runs have been completed in

Slew York territory. On the next
re, Cleveland might get the full

ta of prints and New York would
none until Cleveland had com-

.ed its runs.
? it should become necessary to

e such steps, national release

es would have to be abolished
territorial release dates be sub-

uted.
utting of the number of prints

-half, as has been rumored, in

h exchange would naturally ex-
= i clearance all down the line.

t is reported that a delegation of

dio heads may come East to dis-

3 the possibility of print restric-

ts with A. Julian Brylawski who
tudying the 168-page report sub-

ted by Donald Hyndman of East-
i Kodak Co. on the raw stock

nation.

:a

.Mips Lord Wins Case
ought by Alonzo Cole

[K judgment in favor of Phillips

- Lord was granted by Judge Fer-
:.and Pecora, of the New York
fereme Court, on Friday in the

•oplaint brought by Alonzo Deen
.e who had charged that Lord's

lio program, "Mr. District At-
ney," had used the formula of a

ipt written by Cole titled "Rack-
er & Company."
oouis Nizer, special trial counsel
. Lord, argued that the danger of

: iming property rights in a mere
a was best illustrated in the case.

: ' was an illustration, he said, of

danger of protecting ideas as dis-

guished from scripts or treatment
i ideas. Only the latter should be

•tected, Nizer argued.
The trial lasted five weeks. Or-
nal complaint was dismissed late

1940 by Judge John E. McGeehan
1 the Appellate Division reversed

It decision and sent the case back
' a new trial.

1 Dole was represented by Jay Leo
- thschild.

:t

' J. Gregory to Take
ver 14 Seattle Houses

eiT Chicago—S. J. Gregory, head of
, Alliance circuit here, is in Seat-
' for the purpose of picking up

option on 14 theaters of the Nes-
cireuit which Alliance has been
•ating under a temporary lease.

3 e as Interveners
Thicago—The Warner theater cir-

and the Calumet Theater have
d notice of intervening in the ar-

i ration case filed by the Rio The-
; '.v, Hammnod, Ind. Loew's Lom-
^ rd Theater, Lombard, 111., has in-
". -vened in the Wheaton case, Whea-
1

», Ind.

~\

Portland Theaters
Recall Ex-Employes
Portland, Me.—Theaters here are

being faced with an increasingly

grave labor problem as a result of

the demand for trained help for

numerous local Government projects.

Personnel changes are frequent,

and to solve the problem, theater

operators and managers are finding it

necessary to call back former femme
employes who had left to marry or

for other family reasons.

Side Agreements Stressed

In Johnson's Trust Suit

(Continued from Page 1)

the Granada Theater, Sioux Falls,

the plaintiff, who alleges that com-
petitive theaters and film exchanges
conspired to prevent him getting
profitable films, was questioned about
percentage contracts he had with
film exchanges.

It was brought out that his re-

ports to the film companies did not
contain the full amount of his re-

ceipts on which the charge was based,

and the defendants claim that it was
because he was unreliable that they
did not wish to do business with him.
and not because of any conspiracy
against him.

However, Johnson claims he had
verbal side-agreements with the
representatives of the film exchanges
and that certain concessions made
him by these repi'esentatives did not
require him to account for more than
a percentage of his patronage. This
point, his attorney said, will be
brought out in the redirect testi-

mony evidence when he takes the
witness stand again.

Federal Judge A. Lee Wyman ad-
journed the case until 10 a.m. today.

Paramount Affiliate Adds
Eberson Daytona Theater

Daytona, Fla. — Florida State
Theaters—Paramount affiliate—ha?
taken over the Daytona Theater
here, which was recently built by
Drew Eberson. Acquisition of the
stand gives FST a fourth local

house, the circuit already owning
the Empire, Florida and Lyric.

Drew Eberson, who managed the
Daytona, and was president of the
Calvin Operating Corp., which op-

erated it, is understood currently tr

be in New York, and is scheduled to

leave there shortly for Washington,
where he will do engineering work
for the Government.

Law Back at Empire-Universal

Toronto—Harry Law, former man-
ager of Canadian Educational and
Universal branches in the Dominion,
and more recently with Warner's
Toronto office, has returned to Em-
pire-Universal-Films Ltd., as sales-

man in the Toronto branch. Lou
Rosefield, with Empire-Universal,
has joined the sales organization in

Toronto of Esquire Films.

20th-Fox Aides

Get Added Duties

{Continued from Page 1

)

nors, executive assistant to Presi-

dent Sidney R. Kent.
Clarence A. Hill, Edwin H. Col-

lins and Ted Shaw, assistants to Di-
vision Managers William Sussman,
W. J. Kupper and William C. Geh-
ring, respectively, will probably at-

tend the Chicago meeting.
The purpose of having division

managers' assistants at one of the
company's branch meetings is to

equip them to follow through on the
policies and other matters now be-

ing gone into by Connors.
According to the company, "these

meetings will have an important
bearing on the future activities of
the department of distribution and
mai'k the establishment of a proced-
ure that presents new angles and
line of thought for the field."

The presence of division manag-
ers' assistants at meetings is held
imperative because much of the de-
tail in carrying out new instructions
will be in their hands.

Parties Initiate New
Paramount Wash. Branch

Washington Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
Washington — Paramount played

host at a non-stop series of social

events over the week-end in celebra-
tion of the company's new film ex-
change at 306 H Street, N. W. Build-
ing opens for business today after a
formal opening on Saturday with a
buffet luncheon and cocktail party
for home office representatives and
exhibitors in the middle Atlantic
states.

Functioning hosts were Earl Swei-
gert, district manager, and J. E. Fon-
taine, branch manager. From the
home office were Adolph Zukor, Bar-
ney Balaban, Neil Agnew, Austin
Ke'ough, R. M. Gillham, Charles M.
Reagan, J. J. Unsrer, Oscar Morgan,
Alec Moss, G.B.J. Frawley, A. J.

Richard, Claude Lee and C. N. Odell.

Zukor was the guest of honor at

a special Dress luncheon at the Carl-
ton Hotel, held to observe the 30th
anniversary of Paramount Pictures.

Ratofi to Direct "Orchestra Wife"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Gregory Ratoff will

direct "Orchestra Wife" for 20th-
Fox, with George Montgomerv. Mau-
reen O'Hara and Glenn Miller and
his orchestra heading the cast. Karl
Tunberg and Darrell Ware are doing
the screen play with Mack Gordon
and Harry Warren nrovidine the
Ivrics and music. William LeBaron
will produce.

Cabot Charges Plagiarism

Film Alliance of the U. S. and Eal-
ing Studios, Ltd., were named de-
fendants on Friday in a plagiarism
suit filed in Federal Court here by
Tonia M. Cabot. Plaintiff seeks an
injunction and accounting, claiming
niracy of her play, "Cuban Heels,"
in the film "Let George Do It."

BOOK REVIEWS

MOTION PICTURE PROJECTION
and SOUND PICTURES, Eighth Edi-
tion. By James R. Cameron. 751 pages.
Price $8.50. Published by Cameron Pub-
lishing Co., Woodmont, Conn.

It is a long step from the first
edition of this book, published in
1918 by the American Red Cross,
and consisting of 140 pages for use
by projectionists of the Red Cross
and welfare groups in World War I,

to the present volume—the eighth
edition in 25 years—of 751 pages
and a handbook for projectionists in
general and a standard reference
work for the shelves of libraries.
James R. Cameron, the author,

has been connected with the mo-
tion picture industry for the past
40 years, with an experience em-
bracing not alone the projection
booth but also the studio, the the-
ater, the exchange, and in the in-

stallation and maintenance of equip-
ment. With this background of a
thorough knowledge of the many
phases of his subject, and the abil-
ity to put it into terse, easily un-
derstandable language, it is no won-
der that it has long been regarded
as the standard reference work
on projection and sound picture
throughout the world.

The volume deals with its subject
matter from the earliest attempts
at the projection of motion pictures
to the latest technical inventions
and improvements. The volume is

profusely illustrated with pictures,
diagrams and tables.

—L. H. M.

B. A. and Montevideo
Houses Drop Nazi Pix

Buenos Aires (By Air Mail)—Nazi
nix are out of both the San Martin
theater here and the Artigas theater
in Montevideo. However, in this

city Nicolas de Fiore has resumed
exhibition of Ufa newsreels at the
Cineac, but policy is expected to be
short-lived, due to inability to im-
port new footage.

Honor Divisional Chiefs

Acting on the suggestion of dis-

trict and branch managers of RKO
Radio, Captain Nat Levy of the Ned
Depinet Drive has set aside the per-
iod from March 14 to April 3 as a
field tribute to the company's three
divisional chiefs, Bob Mochrie, Wal-
ter Branson and Leo Devaney. Goal
is record film shipments.

Defense Post for Perry

Fred Perry, formerly of the
Comerford-Publix Theaters, has
been appointed a booker of films and
sneakers for the Civilian Defense
Volunteer Office, a division of the
Office of Civilian Defense. He will

be in charge of all bookings for

nublic places and groups in the
Bronx.

V
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IMPORTANT NOTICE
Eastman Motion-Picture Film Cans and Cores

MUST BE RETURNED

WAR requirements have sharply curtailed the

supply of metal and plastics needed to manufacture

35-mm. motion-picture film cans and cores. Conse-

quently, the Eastman Kodak Company urges the

prompt return of these essential supplies. They

must be used over and over again.

Help maintain the supply of motion-picture

film by seeing to it that all Eastman cans and cores

are kept in good condition, collected, and shipped

to the Kodak Park Works, Rochester, N. Y.

By doing your part in this emergency, you

help yourself and everyone connected with the

motion-picture industry— as well as all those who

depend more than ever on the screen for vital

information and entertainment.

Write for prices and detailed shipping information.

Motion Picture Sales Division

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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Clearance Schedule Revision Looms in Canada
oposal Going to Wartime
ices and Trade Board
>r Tacit or Direct Okay
Toronto -— While the Wartime
ces and Trade Board has ruled
»t no change in runs will be per-
tted in the release of films to the-

rs in Canada under the policy of

bilization of admission prices and
n rentals in line with conditions

effect during the period of Sept.

to Oct. 11, no step has been taken
ban any change, voluntary or

terwise, toward the shortening of

arance schedules to effect the

icker use of features by subse-

mt-run houses.
Vow that the industry's Advisory

(Continued on Page 6)

) Minn. Amusement

ouses Boost Prices

Minneapolis Price increases

ich will do away with necessity of

ndling pennies at box-offices are

nounced here by the Minnesota
lusement Co. for 30 picture houses
arated by the firm in Minnesota,
sconsin and North Dakota. Houses
South Dakota will not be affected

the change to be made this week
(Continued on Page 4)

arch of Time Producing
and 5-Reeler on Marines

With the co-operation of the U. S.

irine Corps, the March of Time is

oducing a subject on the Corps
tich, according to present indica-

•ns, will be released as a four- or

e-reeler in April. M of T now
(Continued on Page 6)

Matty Fox on Leave
As Aide to Nathan

Matty Fox, "U" vice-prexy and as-

sistant to the president, has been
granted a leave of absence for the
duration of the war. Fox is in Wash-
ington, acting as an assistant to

Robert Nathan, chairman of the
planning committee of the War Pro-

duction Board.

FINE THREE COPYRIGHT VIOLATORS
FBI-CPB "Hot" Pix Investigation Covered 39 Cities,

Extended to Juneau, Alaska

Three men who had pleaded guilty
to an indictment charging criminal
violations of the copyright law in

the exhibition of motion picture film

were sentenced yesterday by Fed-
eral Judge Alfred C. Coxe.

Five counts of the indictment
charged the wilful infringement for
profit of the copyrights in five fea-
ture films by causing them to be
performed at various named places.

The sixth count alleged a conspiracy

to violate Section 28 of the copy-
right law, pursuant to which dupli-

cate negative and positive prints

were unlawfully made and rented or

used for exhibitions at various
places.

Louis Colasuono, doing business un-
der the name of Colson Motion Pic-

ture. Service, pleaded guilty to ~all

six counts~~and was fined $1,000 and
placed on probation for a year. An-

(Contimted on Page 2)

"Profiteering" Cry 3 More Arbitration

Raised in Philly Complaints Docketed

Philadelphia—A call to all indie

exhibs. in the Philadelphia territory

to attend a mass meeting at the
Broadwood Hotel here Mar. 3 to map
a course of action against alleged
"profiteering" and "discrimination in

film rentals" by distribs. was sound-
( Continued on Pane 6)

Indie Poster Exchanges
Form New National Ass'n

Philadelphia — Independent poster
company executives from all parts
of the country organized the Inde-
pendent Poster Exchanges of Amer-
ica at a meeting here.

Present at the session were Mar-
(Continued on Page 4)

Three new demands for arbitra-

tion were docketed with the motion
picture tribunals over the holiday
week-end. Cases were filed in Min-
neapolis, Boston and St. Louis.

In Minneapolis, Lyle Carisch and
Raymond Lee, operating the Way-
zata Theater, Wayzata, Minn., and

(Continued on Page 6)

Free Admish to Service
Men on Slow Days Only

Albany — The Jarema Assembly
resolution introduced last week and
calling for a legislative request to
theater owners and operators to

grant free admission to men in the
(Continued on Page 4)

FDR Talk in Theaters Helps
Exhib. Sales Strategy Prevents B.O. Dip

Top Hollywood Writers
On War Dept. Pix Series

Washington Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
Washington—Scripts for a series

of War Department Training Films
on historical subjects will be writ-
ten here during the next three weeks

(Continued on Page 6)

Selling the public on the fact that
it could attend a theater and still

bear President Roosevelt's radio ad-
dress Monday night was a factor in

giving the nation's theaters one of
the biggest holiday week-ends in

years. Exhibition leaders yester-
day indicated that the heavy busi-
ness of Saturday, Sunday and Mon-

(Continued on Page 4)

Don't guess—you'll find it in the 1942 Film Year The 1942 Film Yenr Book will soon be readv for
Book—cut soon.—Advt. 1 distribution to all FILM DAILY subscribers. —Advt.

Full Sympathy With Unity
Aims Expressed by D of J;

Trade Practice Com. Meets

That the Department of Justice
is hopeful that the current unity ses-

sions will straighten out most of the
so-called ills of the industry was re-

flected in last week's conference be-

tween D of J officials and exhibitor
members of United Motion Picture
Industry.

Full sympathy with UMPI aims
was reported expressed by D of J
heads who expressed a willingness

to consider any substitute sales plan
for the present blocks-of-five method
and amendments or changes in the

consent decree.
Meanwhile, the UMPI sub-commit-

tee on trade practices resumes ses-
(Continued on Page 4)

Dimes Collections

Above Million Mark

The million dollar mark has been
reached in March of Dimes collec-

tions by the nation's theaters and
several hundred theaters have not

yet made their report.

Among the larger checks received

this week was one for $98,250.76

from the RKO circuit. Colorado and
(Continued on Page 6)

Republic Opens Quarterly

2-Day N. Y. Meet Today

Republic's regular quarterly meet-
ing of its Eastern and Central dis-

tricts opens today at the New York
Athletic Club. The session will end
tomorrow.
Headed by Herbert J. Yates and

(Continued on Page 4)

Fox Corp. Appeals
Dickinson Decision

Fox Kansas City Corp. has filed an

appeal against decision of an arbi-

trator who reduced the clearance of

Kansas City first-runs over the Dick-

inson Theater, Mission, Kans., from

56 days to 28 days. Original com-
plaint was filed by Dickinson, Inc.,

operator of the Mission house.

mmm
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Ne

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (21/2%)
Columbia Picts. pfd. . 26y2 26 1.

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East. Kodak 13214 132 132i/4 + 11/

do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq 11 10% 10%— 3/

Loew's, Inc 40y4 39% 40l/4 + %
do pfd
Paramount 143/4 14'/2 14% + l/

f

Para. 1st pfd
Para. 2nd pfd
RKO
RKO $6 pfd

20th Century-Fox . . 93/8 93/8 93/8 + %
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd.

Warner Bros. .
.' 5'/g 53/8 $V2

do pfd
NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Loew's deb. 3'/2s46

Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. deb. 4s56. 100y4 100% 10014
Warner Brcs.' dbs. 6s48 97'/4 96% 97y4 + %

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Radio-Keith cvs % % %
Sonotone Corp 2 2 2
Technicolor 8 75/8 7% — %
Trans-Lux •. . . % % %—1-16

Universal Corp. vtc.
Universal Picts 26 Vi 26

V

2 26% — 2%

Harry Parrante Dies
Philadelphia—Harry Parrante, 35,

manager of the Stanley-Warner
Boyd, died yesterday, following an
appendectomy last week. Widely-
known in the theater field, Parrante's
funeral services will be held Friday.
His widow and two children survive.

WANTED TO BUY
Animation Stand without camera.

Write giving full description and

price.

Box 1050 THE FILM DAILY

1501 B'way New York, N. Y.

FBI-CPB "Hot" Pix Probe
Nets 3 Copyright Violators

(Continued from Page 1)

tonio Cardillo, who assisted Cola-
suono, was fined $100 and^ol. Jaffe,
of Movielab, also was fined $100.
The investigation originally was

started by Copyright Protection Bu-
reau of which Jack Levin is direc-

tor. Information obtained by Harold
L. Groves, to whom the field inves-
tigation was assigned, that duped
16 mm. prints, as well as 35 mm.
prints, of major companies' product
were being illegally distributed, was
turned over to the FBI. Films in-

volved, according to Levin, are not
only 16 mm. and 35 mm. prints but
are positive 35 mm. films that have
been lost, stolen or borrowed.

The wide scope of the investiga-
tion was indicated by Jerome H.
Doran, of the staff of Mathias F.

Correa, U. S. Attorney, who ap-
peared for the Government at the
sentencing. The Government's in-

vestigation, according to Doran, took
it from Coast to Coast into 39 cities,

and as far as Juneau, Alaska.

Joe McElhinney Reports
He is Safe in Singapore

Concern over the fate of Joe Mc-
Elhinney, Singapore manager for
20th Century-Fox, was dispelled yes-
terday with the disclosure that word
had been received from him at the

home office of the company.

McElhinney said he was still in

Singapore—and safe. He had not
been heard from for a month. News
from him had been delayed by the
fact communications facilities had
been destroyed.

Cagney Still Negotiating
With WB, United Artists

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—No deal has been com-

pleted by James Cagney with either

Warner Bros, or United Artists and
negotiations are still pending with
both companies. The star does not
desire to make more than two pic-

tures annually and for the duration

of the war will give preference to

stories that will bolster the morale
of civilians and the armed forces.

His brother-producer, William
Cagney, will be associated with him.
The star will limit his new contract,

no matter with what company he
concludes a deal to only two years.

Irving Mandel Takes
Mono. Chi. Franchise

Chicago—Irving Mandel, formerly
Republic franchise holder, has taken
Monogram franchise for the Chicago
and Indiananolis territory. He will

announce his operating personnel
shortly.

WB Chi. Biz 25% Ahead
Chicago—Warner biz in the Chi.

territory is running 25 per cent ahead
of a vear ago, according to Sid Rose,
branch manager.

Defense Grills Johnson
In $523,000 Trust Suit

Sioux Falls, S. D.—Plaintiff Ar-
thur R. Johnson underwent a vigor-

ous cross-examination yesterday in

his $523,000 motion picture trust suit

in Federal Court here.

Defense counsel for competing the-

ater companies and leading film ex-

changes bore down on the direct evi-

dence previously given by Johnson
in an attempt to shatter his case.

His reports and records underwent
rigid scrutiny before the court, re-

vealing his handling of feature pic-

tures run on a guarantee plus per-

centage basis. They undertook to

show how consistently he reported

below the guarantee in these trans-

actions and compared his percent-

age reports with his record of re-

ceipts, to show they varied mate-
rially.

In answer to his allegation that

the defense combination ruined his

Aberdeen business, as well as his

Sioux Falls theater returns, the de-

fense contended that Johnson sim-

ply let his Aberdeen theater busi-

ness go to pot through neglect.

Metro to Show Next Five-

Block on Mar. 10-13, 20

M-G-M has set tradeshowing
dates for its next block-of-five pic-

tures. Group includes "Kid Glove
Killer." "I Married an Angel," "Rio
Rita," "Fingers at the Window" and
"Mokey."
"Kid Glove Killer" will be screened

in 15 exchange centers on March 10

and in the remaining 14 cities on
March 12. "Rio Rita" and "Fingers

at the Window" will be shown on

March 13 and "Mokey" on March 20.

Cities in which the first two pic-

tures will be tradeshown on March
10 are Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Cin-

cinnait, Denver, Detroit, Kansas
City, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, New
York, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Port-

land, St. Louis and Seattle. They
will be shown in Indianapolis March
11.

Producers Releasing Corp.

Signs 3 New Producers

Three new producers have been
signed by Producers Releasing Corp",

and their initial productions will be
included in the current program.
They include P. R. Van Duinen, Les-

ter Cutler and Dixon Harwin.
Van Duinen. assisted hv Andre

Dumonceau, will make "Isle of For-

gotten Sins." Cutler will produce
"The Panther's Claw" and Harwin
will contribute "The Commandos
Have Landed" and "Rogues in Clo-

ver." Cutler also has purchased the

Collier's magazine story. "Gallant

Lady," by Octavus Roy Cohen, for

April shooting.

Pay Boost for Engineers

Chicago—Theater engineers have
won a 15-cent an hour wage in-

crease, making the scale $1.30 per
hour.

COmiflG and GOIDG

I

WENDELL L. WILLKIE arrives on the Coa
today to address the Academy awards dinner.

WALTER PIDCEON is in New York on vac;

tion.

EDWARD ARNOLD returns to town today fro

a trip to Gary, Ind., where he appeared at
Red Cross rally.

BEN KALMENSON is in the Midwest on
ness.

HAROLD J. FLAVIN left Hollywood yesterd,

for New York, with stopovers in Salt Lai

City, Denver, Chicago and Cleveland.

RALPH MORGAN is in town.

JACK KIRSCH arrives today from Chicago.

MATTHEW FOX is in Washington.

GIL GOLDEN is heading for Louisville, K

to set "Kings Row" campaign for the Ma
Anderson Theater. From there he goes to Da
ton.

WILL YOLEN of the Warner publicity depar
ment is in Columbus.

NAT LEVY and HARRY MICHALSON, RK
short subjects sales manager, are on the Coa
in connection with the Ned Depinet Drive,

which the former is captain. They expect
return to New York on March 19. holding ra

lies on the way.

LEON FROMKESS has returned from the Coa:

OSCAR MORGAN and MANNY REINER ha

returned from Washington where they co

ferred for three days on the possible use
the Superman character in national defense.

F. J. A. MCCARTHY, Universale Southern di<

sion manager, leaves New Orleans today for A
lanta.

TOM CONNORS, executive assistant to Sidr^

R. Kent at 20th-Fox, is back from a tour

the company's Pacific Coast exchanges.

AUBREY SCHENCK, 20th-Fox film buyer, a

HARRY C. COX, National Theaters treasurer, r

turn from the Coast tomorrow.

DAVE GOLDINC, former FILM DAILY st;

writer, arrived at Fort McClelland, Ala., ye

terday from Camp Upton.

NATHAN D. GOLDEN of the Department
|

Commerce is in New York from Washington.'

LIEUT. WILLIAM HALPERN, MASTER TEC!
NICAL SERCT. DEAN C. BARNUM and STA
SERGT. MORRIS R. ABRAMS of the Photograprj

Section, U. S. Marine Corps., are in New Yc
from Quantico, Va.

JACK LEVIN returned yesterday from Miar

GINGER ROGERS, who has been here on vao
tion, is on her way back to Hollywood.

Equity Protests Burlesque Closm
; Actors Equity yesterday protests

the action of License Commission?
Paul Moss in closing three burlesqi

theaters. Alfred Harding, repr
senting Equity, said Equity oppose

the closing on legal grounds. Thr<
delegates from the Theater Leagi
who opposed the closing on censo
ship grounds were refused a hearir

by Moss.
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Roosevelt's Talk

In Theaters Helps

(Continued from Page 1)

day might have dropped off con-
siderably Monday night if it had
not been for the general policy of
broadcasting the speech at 10 o'clock.

In some scattered areas, broad-
casting of the speech in the theaters
did not help business, a situation
which existed in Albany where
grosses were off 50 per cent at night
and New Haven where night busi-
ness was described as poor.

In most of other localities, however, the-
aters managed to maintain fairly even patron-
age during the broadcast period. The Roxy
on Broadway hit a record Sunday gross with
S20.000 on "Roxie Hart." "Woman of the
Year" rolled up more than $80,000 in five
days at the Music Hall, while more than
capacity crowds stormed the Strand to give
"Captains of the Clouds" a $34,000 gross,
and the Paramount where "Bahama Passage'
boosted business about -20 per cent above tha.
of last year. Other theaters on the stree.
did comparative business.

In Brooklyn, every downtown house was
sold out Monday night. Heavy patronage
in Brooklyn was regarded as unusual inas-
much as theater business on holidays there
usually is bad. On previous occasions, too,
F. D. R. broadcasts have hurt plenty.

In Newark, Loew's State broke its house
record on Monday.
Topping the second week by almost $500.

Warner Bros. "Kings Row" ended its third
week at the Astor Theater Monday night with
a gross in excess of $22,000.

After getting away to near top box-office
figures on Thursday and Friday at both thi

Palace, New York, and Albee, Brooklyn, Sam
uel Goldwyn's "Ball of Fire" spurted to even
greater figures over the week-end and on
Washington's birthday. The five-day intake
at each house set up a new record for any
similar period.

Indie Poster Exchanges
Form New National Ass'n

{Continued from Page 1)

tin Braverman, Minneapolis; Murray
Lipp, Chicago; Mark Cummins, Cin-
cinnati; Jack Judd, Pittsburgh; Ben
Sampliner, Washington; Abe Arkin,
Steve Sally, Harry Cohen, and Mor-
ris Negrin, New York; Charles Law-
lor and Mitchell Pantzer, Philadel-
phia. Represented were Bud Harris,
Texas; Tom Dyer, Oklahoma; W. H.
Cobb, New Orleans and Atlanta'; E.
J. Martt, St.. Louis; Harry Vogel-
stein, Baltimore; Gregory Notarian-
ni, Denver; Midwest Poster Service,
Kansas City; and United Advertis-
ing Corporation, Los Angeles. In-

terest of Alexander Previews Corp.
was manifested by the presence of
the assistant to Don Alexander who
flew in from the West.

Zeppo Marx Warren Hymer
Helen Jerome Eddy

T T T
• © © UNTIL the Washington's Birthday week-end, the only shells

along our Pacific Coast were those of interest to seaside devotees and

(if you want to be technical) to conchologists But as President

Roosevelt was delivering his "Fireside Chat" on Monday night, some

shells of the Genus Nipponese were falling in and about the Ellwood

oil field, some 12 miles from Santa Barbara If the Axis submarine's

design (aside from material damage) was to throw fear into the California

populace in general, the raid was a decided flop Folk out that

way are keyed to such expected happenings,—which is to say that

they are Japan-imated when it comes to potential dangers No better

proof of this is to be had than the thorough manner in which, for ex-

ample, the Theater Defense Bureau in Los Angeles has organized lor

protection of film houses and their patrons, as well as other places of

amusement

T T
© © © THROUGH the good offices of Charley Skouras, we have

before us on our desk-top a most impressive leather-bound volume deal-

ing with the set-up of the Theater Defense Bureau and the safety meas-

ures it has marshalled for meeting any emergency This volume is

titled "Manual of Organization Procedure for Theater Defense Bureau,

Los Angeles Defense Council," and was prepared by Director B. V.

Sturdivant, whose councilmen are Tom W. Bailey, L. E. Behymer,

Maurice M. Cohen, Benjamin Decker, Marco Wolff, Louis J. Halper,

Nat Holt, Clayton T. Lynch, Rodney A. Pantages, S. D. Perkins, Robert

H. Poole, Charles F. Prickett, Charles P. Skouras, and Gene Towne

One of the many highly useful sections in the book .is that devoted to

the "26 Important Pointers for Your Operation During Present Emerg-

ency" Yes, indeed, the Los Angeles sector, via the Bureau, is well

girded for eventualities, thanks to the aforementioned executive-show-

men who ain't takin' any naps when it comes to the Japs

© © © REMEMBER PEARL HARBOR!.

30 Minnesota Amusement
Houses Boost B. O. Prices

(Continued from Page 1)

and next in all 30 theaters. In one
instance, admission was cut from
45 to 40 cents. The change followed
a similar revision in 14 Minneapolis
houses of the company which was
followed, in most cases, by similar
changes by independent theaters
here.
The five cent price cut was made

at Fargo, N. D.

Eau Claire, Wis.—The State the-

ater has stiffened its prices, charg-
ing 30 cents and 40 cents, including
tax against a former 28 and 39 cents,

including tax.

Wood Calls on Columbus
Nahes to Raise Scales

Columbus, O.—P. J. Wood, secre-
tary of the Ohio ITO. advised local

nabe operators to increase admis-
sions three cents each at a meeting.
Loew's Broad and Ohio, local down-

town houses, are boosting admissions
from 47 to 50 cents to keep pace
with recent similar increases by the
Palace and Grand, both RKO houses.

Republic Opens Quarterly
2-Day N. Y. Meet Today

(Continued from Page 1)

other home office executives, those
in attendance will include: Arhtur
Newman, Albany; M. E. Morey,
Boston; Jack Bellman, Buffalo; Sam
Seletsky, New Haven; Morris Ep-
stein and Sidney Picker, New York;
Sam P. Gorrel, Cleveland; George
H. Kirby, Cincinnati; Max Gillis,

Philadelphia; J. H. Alexander and
Sam A. Fineberg, Pittsburgh; Jake
and George Flax, Washington; Sam
Seplowin, Detroit.
Reports on pictures to be made

during the next three months will be
submitted at the meeting.

Albert Lewin Will Direct

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—The Loew-Lewin pro-

duction of "Moon and Sixpence" for
UA will be directed by Albert Lewin.

Re-make of "If Winter Comes"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Metro will re-make

"If Winter Comes" with Greer Gar-
son starring.

Gov't Pins (ure-AII

Hopes on the UMPI

(Continued from Page 1)

sions today at the Warwick Hotc
the exhibitors meeting at 10 o'eloi

in a separate session and in a joii

session with the distributor repr
sentatives at 11 o'clock. The fa;

|

of preparing proposed amending
to the decree and expanding ^
scope of arbitration will be tackli

by the committeemen during tl

week. No meeting was held yeste
day.

Free Admish to Service
Men on Slow Days Only

(Continued from Page 1)

armed forces of this country durii

the war is not meant as a blanket a
mission request, its sponsors sa

yesterday.
Jarema intends the resolution

a means of free admission to sc

diers, sailors, marines, etc., at thn
when the individual theater wou
not be doing a rush biz. Theate
could not be expected to grant fr

seats at times when they could s<

them to the general public, accor
ing to Jarema, but might concei
ably allot a certain number of sp

cified slow nights.

A similar plan, incidentally, is nc

operating in Albany, where Colo
ial theater, subsequent-run operat
by Bernstein circuit, Ithaca, alio 1

men in uniform free admission 'lj

Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays

New Anti-Discrimination

Bills In N. Y. Legislature

Albany — Assemblyman Hul
Jack, Manhattan Democrat, has he

pered a bill to establish a board
fair employment practice in the I
bor Dept. of New York state, wi
five members to be appointed by t

Governor to prevent race, color

creed discrimination in defense a

in places of public accommodatioi
public amusements, etc. An appi

priation of $25,000 is provided in t

bill.

Assemblyman Arthur Wachtel h

introduced two anti-discriminati

measures, one of them affecting tl

aters and other places of pub
amusement, while" Assemblym
Fred A. Washburn, chairman of L

bor and Industries hoppered anotli

two bills concerning discriminati

by employment agencies, one inch

ing theatrical outfits and anotr.

against publishers of newspape
magazines, trade papers, etc.

Worcester Blackout
Ordered for Tonight
Worcester, Mass. — Civilian De-

fense officials have ordered a city-

wide blackout tonight from 9 to 9:20

P.M. It's the municipality's first

test.
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one day!
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3 More Arbitration

Complaints Docketed

(Continued from Page 1)

the Tonka Theater, Excelsior, Minn,
charged that Loew's, Inc., was de-

manding 56 days clearance for Min-
neapolis first-runs over the two
houses on 1941-42 contracts. Com
plainants asked for more reasonable
clearance.
The Camelot Theater Corp., opera

tors of the Art Theater, Springfield,
Mass., has filed a case in Boston,
charging that Paramount has re-
fused to license its produce on any
run to the Art. Complainant asks
that Paramount be forced to sell the
Art on some run.
Asking for clearance based on defi-

nite release dates, the Rialto The-
ater, Hannibal, Mo., has filed an ar-
bitration demand in the St. Louis
tribunal. Complaint alleges that
present contracts set forth no definite
clearance between the Orpheum and
Star Theaters in Hannibal and the
Rialto and that the clearance grant-
ed to the Orpheum and Star over the
Rialto is unreasonable.

Booth Theater Case, First
Filed in Detroit, Dismissed

Detroit—The Booth Theater arbi-
bitration case, the first filed here,
was dismissed yesterday by Arbitra-
tor Jerome G. Thomas as the first

case dismissed locally except by
agreement. Arbitrator held that re-

lief was actually sought only under
Section 10, and not under sections
one, six, and eight as originally filed.

Award holds that complainant asked
for run ahead of Whitter and East
End theaters, all being fourth-runs,
but did not ask for third-run, and
therefore effectively asked for op-
position houses to be set back to
fifth-run. A further finding was
that the Booth did not even ask for
run other than present run, in ef-

fect since 1936, from Paramount and
Vitagraph, only distributors named.

Latta and Newman Honored
Albany—C. J. Latta, recently pro-

moted here from Pitstburgh as zone
manager for Warner Theatres, and
Artie Newman, veteran Republic
exchange manager, were guests of
honor at Tent Nine's luncheon here
yesterday at the Ten Eyck Hotel.

Para.. David Lewis Still Dicker
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Paramount represen-

tatives declare negotiations are still

pending between Paramount and
Producer David Lewis but no agree-
ment has been reached as yet.

.lump Canadian J\FB
Budget to $737,000
Ottawa—Under 1942-43 estimates

tabled in the Canadian House of

Commons, the appropriations for the

National Film Board, including the

Canadian Motion Picture Bureau, is

raised $8,090 to $737,000.

Local Bargaining Agreements Will Govern
Hours Worked, WPB Assures Studio Unions

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—The Policy of Labor Division of the War Production Board is

to let local bargaining agreements govern hours worked in war production
plants. This information was wired Herbert Sorrell of the Conference of Studios
Unions by Frank J. McSherry of the board. Sorrell's query to Washington was
prompted by reports that the government would rule against the six-hour shift

and insist on a 10-hour shift.

Top Hollywood Writers
On War Dept. Pix Series

(Continued from Page 1)

by Jerome Chodorov, S. K. Lauren.
Ted Paramor, John Sanford, Leonard
Spiegelgas, Julius and Philip Ep-
stein.

Writing group will work in Wash-
ington under the guidance of Lt.
Colonel Richard T. Schlosberg and
Major Frank Capra, now on duty
in the office of the Chief Signal
Officer at the War Department in

Washington.
Arrangements for obtaining these

writers' services were worked out
by the Research Council in co-oper-
ation with the War Emergency Com-
mittee of the Screen Writers' Guild
under the Chairmanship of Ralph
Block.

"Profiteering" Cry Is

Raised in Philadelphia

March of Dimes Coin
Above the Million Mark

(Continued from Page 1)

ed yesterday as a result of a pre-
liminary meeting sponsored by the
local Allied unit.

Yesterday's parley, held at the
Warwick and closed, was attended
by 38 exhibitors, representing 140
leading indie theaters, it was said.
While Philly Allied was said to be
instrumental in calling the luncheon
meeting, it was emphasized, however,
that it was not an organizational
action. Session spanned four hours.
A statement issued following ad-

journment said that the 38 exhibs.
had resolved to constitute them-
selves a committee of the whole to

issue the call for the mass meeting.
The statement charged that in the

Eastern Pennsylvania territory
terms asked for pix in the percent-
age groups were 5 to 15 per cent
higher than elsewhere and that, ad-
ditionally, two and three times as
many pix were placed in percentage
brackets in the area.

Anti-distrib. crusades here in the
past have been waged by one or
the other of the exhib. units; this is

the first time that the ball has been
carried by unaffiliated theater men.

Mamoulian Through at 20th-Fox
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Rouben Mamoulian

has completed his two-picture deal
at 20th Century-Fox and has checked
off lot. He directed "Blood and
Sand" and "Rings on Her Fingers."

Wilbert S. Hudson Dead
Milwaukee, Wis.—Wilbert S. Hud-

son, 42, employe of National The-
ater Supply here, died.

(Continued from Page 1)

Western Nebraska theaters sent a
total of $6,398, while the Interstate
circuit of Texas and Texas Consoli-
dated mailed in $8,876. Studio em-
ployes in Hollywood reported $17,-
700. An additional $5,000 from the
Loew circuit brought its total to
$193,000.

In response to many inquiries,
Nicholas M. Schenck, chairman, ex-
plained that 50 per cent of the money
sent to national headquarters will

be returned to the March of Dimes
committees in the communities from
which the money was raised. In or-

der to hasten that detail, it was
urged that all theaters which have
not already done so should rush in

their checks so that the audit can
be completed, money sent back to

the various communities and a final

report made to President Roosevelt.

Clearance Revision

Looms in Canada

Ontario Power Shortage
Will Darken Marquees

Toronto—A strain on the hydro-
electric facilities because of the
growing demand for power for war
industries in Ontario apparently is

going to decide the question of shut-
ting off lights for marquees and ad-
vertising displays in the Toronto
district.

The original move in this direc-
tion was intended to place the indus-
trial cities on a "war footing" be-
cause of possible air raids, but the
commercial consumers could not see
it that way. Ontario authorities
have come out with the information
that electric consumption will have
to be cut down in the near future
and the result of the restrictions will
be the same—outdoor displays in-

cluding theater fronts will have to*

be shut off. Electricity for water
heaters and other devices will also
be dealt with.

(Continued from Page 1)

Council has been set up and a nai

tional organization of independent
is a reality, there has been sug]
gested action regarding trade rei

forms apart from the consideratiqi
of price-ceiling measures. Rec^
conversations have revealed that*
parties concerned are in agreemerij
with respect to the necessity of a re1

vision of clearance schedules. Thl
subject is sure to be suggested tj

the Government administrators fo
passive or direct approval, afte
which the trade is expected to g
ahead with the move.
Word has also been dropped thai

the subject of giveaways will als
be brought to the attention of thl

Wartime Board but everybody ha]

studiously avoided all reference tj

double bills. The administrators ma]
have something to say about doubld
feature programs, however, beeausl
it has been made plain that thl

Board intends to control the industrl
to the end that every theater "ra
ceives an equitable share of avail
able product." If the Government
thinks there may be a shortage ol

films or if it decides that import]
must be reduced, then the theater
may be ordered to do something witj
duals.

The industry's Advisory Councl
spent several hours yesterday witP
Administrator R. G. McMullen d

the Wartime Board for a first dia

cussion on the Government policy d
control. No announcement was mad
immediately after the meeting br
there were serious faces as the talk

concluded. McMullen said he woul
issue a report on the proceeding
but the inference was the situatio

not yet entirely clarified, with man
knotty problems yet to be deal witl

March of Time Producing
4- and 5-Reeler on Marine

Independent Exhibitors
Elect Lydon President

Boston—At the Independent Ex-
hibitors annual convention here yes-
terday at the Hotel Statler, officers
for 1942 were elected as follows:

President, Francis C. Lydon of
Dorchester; first vice-president,
Warren Nichols of Peterborough,
N. H.; secretary, Lester Bendsler of
Wellesley Hills; treasurer, Francis
M. Perry of Foxboro. No new di-
rectors were named. The board re-
mained as in the season of 1941..

(Continued from Page 1)

has a camera unit at San Diego an
will shoot extensively at Quantic<
Va., where a thousand feet of tes

footage already has been made ur
der the direction of Lieut. Williai
Halpern of the Corps photographi
section.

Lieut. Halpern, accompanied b
Master Sergt. Dean C. Barnum an
Staff Sergt. Morris R. Abrams, i

in New York this week on a dua
mission. Halpern yesterday ha
camera units shooting the parad
tied in with the Navy Relief benefil

He also while here will score a re

stricted Corps training reel and
new issue of the Corps newsreel fo
the recruiting service.

Goldwyn Signs Hartman
Don Hartman, who co-authore

Paramount's "Road" series starrin;
Bing Crosby, Bob Hope and Doroth
Lamour, has been signed by Samue
Goldwyn as a writer and a produc
tion assistant.



FOR THE BOXOFFICE ITS
And here's why . . .

You book the picture. You set the play-date.

You know the angles. Now, all you have

to do is get the people in.

And when you've got your TRAILER... you're

well on the way. That's advertising . . . that's

first aid . . . the basis of most theatre adver-

tising campaigns.

And now for the transients . . . the shoppers

. . . the once-in-a-whiles. You've got a sell-

ing job to do there. You need help. So what

do you do? You call for first-aid . . . outside

advertising. The kind of advertising that will

STOP walkers . . . talkers . . . people on the

move.

Standard Accessories is that kind of first-aid

advertising . . . Special Accessories is that

kind of first-aid advertising . . .

^m
SPEC1MTY

ACCESSORIES

TtlMtf*

™n,u$Z2K£2!22- IS that First-Aid to your Box-Office!
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98 FEATURES RELEASED IN U.SJN 1941

-ormulate Inter-American Theater Week Plans
3isman, Rodgers to Co-op.
r
ith Nelson Rockefeller's

Ifice on the Program

.! Bureau of THE FILM DAIL V

\\'ashington — Film theaters of

nth and South America will join

the observance of an Inter-Amer-
.n week or month this Spring: un-

i ambitious plans reportedly be-

B formulated by the Office of Co-
iinator of Commercial and Cul-

ral Relations Between the Amer-
kn Republics, headed by Nelson
bckefeller.

Prog-ram, which presumably will
United "a Page <>)

erms Dispute May

lose Cuban Houses

Havana (By Air Mail)—Some of

* first-run houses of the Smith-
ilcarce circuit may have to close

xt month unless deals can be made
th United Artists, M-G-M, War-
r and 20th Century-Fox, accord-
ig to Ernesto Smith, manager of

(Continued on Pane 10)

lax Goosmann Stricken;

.'old Funeral Saturday

Max Goosmann, 53, veteran film

an, died in a taxicab yesterday
orning in front of Sardi's Bldg\
oosmann in recent years had been
i accountant for the Dave Snaper

(Continued on Page 5)

See Brazil's Decree
Violating U. S. Pact

Industry attorneys are studying a

new Brazilian decree which would
give the state virtual control of the

film industry. It appears to be the

consensus of lawyers that the decree
violates the trade treaty this country

has with Brazil. They see a parallel

with the Italian decree prior to the

outbreak of the war, placing the busi-

ness directly under Government con-
trol and ultimately forcing American
distributors to withdraw from the

country.

=

Maryland Film Theaters Get New Headache
As State Orders Saturday School Sessions

Baltimore—A state board of education edict requiring schools to be open
all day Saturday has provided Maryland exhibitors with a new headache. The
school authorities aim to have the school term end the middle of May as a war
measure.

Object is to provide pupils in the state public schools with additional time
to work on farms and truck gardens.

Already many exhibitors report that business is suffering.

See Dueber Decision

Bar to Complaints

Dismissal by the arbitrator of the
Dueber Theater case of Canton closed
the door in the face of an avalanche
of cases which probably would have
followed a decision favorable to the
complainant theater, in the opinion
of local film men. Joseph Thomas,
complainant attorney, has served no-
tice of filing- an appeal.
Frank N. Gaethke and Harold

Makison, lessees of the Dueber The-
(Continucd on Page 7)

Designate SOPEG as Agent
For Loew Office Workers

At an election held at the com-
pany's offices, white collar workers
of Loew's, Inc., yesterday desig-
nated the Screen Office and Profes-
sional Employes Guild, Local 109,
UOPWA, a CIO union, as their bar-
gaining agent, by a vote of 324 to
137.

A similar election was held at
(Continued on Page 6)

Economic Warfare

Duly for Herron

Lieut. Col. Frederick L. Herron,
on leave of absence from the MPPDA
for the duration, has joined the De-
partment of Economic Warfare,
headed by Vice-President Henry Wal-
lace, it was learned over the holiday
week-end.

Herron, for a period of years
MPPDA treasurer, director and head
of the Hays Office foreign depart-
ment, was originally called to

(Continued on Paac 10)

War Time Poses Problem
For Small Town Theaters

Des Moines, la.—Adoption of War
Time in the smaller towns has cre-
ated a problem for exhibitors who
have jumped their clocks as every-
one else and operate schedules on
the new fast time.

Farmers, as a rule, work by the
sun and not by the clock and as a

(Continued on Page 10)

"For Free"Move Irks Exhibs.
Call Proposed N. Y. Measure Confiscatory

Walsh Renews "No Strike'

Pledge at Syracuse Meet

Syracuse— Responding to a plea
by Maj. Frank C. Love for a policy
of patriotic co-operation in the war
emergency, voiced at a stated meet-
ing of the New York State Projec-
tionists Association here yesterday,
Richard F. Walsh, of New York,

(Continued on Page 10)

Albany—Premature announcement
by Assemblyman Fred M. Hammer,
Buffalo Democrat, that he was con-
sidering introducing a bill to compel
theaters to admit U. S. service men
free of charge to all performances
resulted yesterday in protests by
Erie County exhibitors.

Letters came in to Erie County
solons assailing the proposal as dis-

criminatory and confiscatory and
(Continued on Page 5)

379 From the Majors and
219 via the Indies; Total

Number of Imports at 106

Major and independent companies
released a total of 598 features in

the United States during 1941, ac-
cording to a check-up for the 1942
FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK of Mo-
tion Pictures. Of this number, ma-
jor companies released 379 features,
while 219 came from independents.

Major companies produced 368
features and imported 11 produc-
tions. Independents produced 124
pictures and imported 95.

In 1940, releases totalled 673, with
{Continued on Page 10)

Rep. Sets Formula

For War-lime Films

Republic's war-time program for-

mula will contrast patriotic and ac-

tion stories with a group in which
the emphasis is on light comedy and
music, it was indicated as the com-
pany's Eastern regional quarterly

(Continued on Page 5)

$149,000 for Dimes Fund
Via Warner Collections

A check for $149,000 yesterday
was handed over to Si Fabian, treas-
urer of the March of Dimes theater
campaign, by Joseph Bernhard, cov-

(Contiuued on Page 6)

Mass. Film Carrier
Gets Needed Tires

Springfield, Mass.—Under a re-

vised interpretation of the tire ration-

ing law, the Film Exchange Transfer

Co., Inc., has been granted a certifi-

cate for purchase of the tires it had
requested. The company's original

application had been turned down
and the appeal to the state board had

also been rejected. Regulations gov-

erning common carriers meanwhile
had been revised and a new applica-

tion from the company to the Spring-

field rationing board was acted on
favorably, the board reported.
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FINANCIAL
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Colse Chg.

Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (2i/

2%) 6 5% 6 + Vs
Columbia Picts. pfd

Con. Fm. Ind 9-16 9-16 9-16
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd

East. Kodak 131 % 130y8 130'/8 — 2'/8

do pfd

Cen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc 40% 40% 40% + %
do pfd
Paramount 14% 14]/2 14V2 — %
Para. 1st pfd
Fara. 2nd pfd
RKO
RKO $6 pfd
20th Century-Fox . . . 93/8 9% 9% — y4 :

20th Century-Fox pfd. 20% 20% 20% + %
Univ. Pict. pfd

Warner Bros 5% 53/8 5%
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Loew's deb. 3%s46
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3V4s47
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 97% 97% 97%+ l/

4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts % % %
Radio-Keith cvs

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux •

Universal Corp. vtc

Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Met. Playhouse Inc. 2nd deb. '45 63% 66V-

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 61% 65'/

Surety Co. Returns Bail

For Browne to Union

Chicago—The $50,000 cash posted
by the Chicago operators' union to

assure bail for George E. Browne,
former IATSE prexy, convicted in

Federal Court, New York, on extor-

tion charges, has been returned by
the surety company which went on
his bond.

The union will invest it in Defense
Bonds.

Investment Trusts Buying
Blocks of Para. Common
Investment trusts are buying Par-

amount common in increasing
amounts, according to Wall St. re-

ports. Issue, quoted yesterday at
14 Vi, is less than two points below
the 1941-42 tops, and buying inter-

est is by no means limited to the
investment trusts.

The Wall St. Journal, discussing
Paramount's prospects, yesterday
said:

"In the first three-quarters of
1941 Paramount earned $2.60 per
common share, when there was a
second preferred issue outstanding.
The latter stock is now out of the
way and about 2,940,000 shares of
the common are outstanding, com-
pared with 2,465,000 a year or so

ago. On the higher number of com-
mon shares, it is believed that profits

of something over $3 a share will be
shown for 1941. Such earnings are
likely to reflect charges to certain
reserves which may be set up in the
interests of conservative accounting."

Coast Blackout Had
Little Effect at Studios

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—A survey of studios

indicates that no schedules calling-

for interiors were upset although
some workers were late coming to

work due to air raid warning restric-

tions which slowed up traffic. Al-
though some studios start work at

8 a.m. they were able to get work
under way all right. Twentieth Cen-
tury-Fox's "Ten Gentlemen from
West Point" on location at Sherwood
Forest 40 miles from Hollywood was
delayed two hours because vans
carrying horses from Hollywood
stables were late in arriving.

Theaters were not affected inas-

much as the blackout warnings did
not become effective until 2:28 a.m.

16 New Haven Filmites

Answer Blood Donor Call

New Haven—A first appeal to

film district employes for blood
contributions had immediate re-

sponse from 16 including Barney
Pitkin. RKO manager, Ben Lourie,
Columbia salesman, Henry Ger-
maine, Paramount manager, Samuel
Germaine. 20th-Fox booker, George
Weber. Metro office manager, Rich-
ard Carroll, Paramount booker,
Morton Katz, Metro salesman, Sam-
uel Seletsky, Republic manageiy Wil-
liam Nutile, Harold Garceau. Mary
Ferrara and Anna Fitzpatrick of
Paramount, Anna Levine, Mabelle
Dwyer. Shirley Gordon and Ger-
trude Sullivan of RKO.

Toronto Blackout Postponed
Toronto, Ont.— Toronto theaters

prepared for a blackout rehearsal
last night but the only development
was a public test of the new siren.

Following Government announce-
ment, the blackout date was post-

poned to the third week in March to

enable completion of arrangements.

See Cheaper Electricity

For Kentucky Theaters

Frankfort, Ky.—Cheaper electrical

current for Kentucky theaters was
a step nearer reality as Governor
Keen Johnson signed into law the
TVA enabling bill, which he success-

fully sponsored in the Kentucky
legislature. The act, which grants
Kentucky cities the right to con-
tract for TVA power, becomes ef-

fective 90 days after the end of the
current session, which is March 3.

TVA officials estimate that the
system's hydro-electric power will

be available for Kentucky cities in

1944.

Abbott and Costello

Agency Dispute Ends

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Differences between

Abbott and Costello and the William
Morris Agency over the managerial
contract held by the organization
with the comedians have been set-

tled and contract will be observed
by the team, according to the Screen
Actors Guild, under whose rules ar-

bitration hearing was being con-
ducted. Abbott and Costello sought
to have their contract with Morris
Agency abrogated.

Form Coast Committee
To Support Eastern SPG
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—A Hollywood com-

mittee in support of the New York
Screen Publicists Guild which is

seeking an agreement with distrib-

uting companies, has been formed
and consists of representatives of

the Screen Cartoonists Guild, SPG
and Screen Office Employes Guild.

The Conference of Studio Unions,
representing 6,000 workers, will also

be asked to support the Eastern
Guild.

HUT to Pay VA% Div.

Montreal—Directors of Hamilton
(Ontario) United Theaters, Ltd.,

yesterday declared the preferred
quartrely dividend of 1% per cent
payable March 31 to stockholders
of record March 14.

Seventh for Barthelsteins
Chicago—Bartelstein Bros, circuit

has added the Ridge as its seventh
house.

NATIONWIDE-BUT

NOT TOO BIG FOR

FRIENDLY SERVICE!

Tostal
Telegraph
CHARGES FOR TELEGRAMS 'PHONED IN

APPEAR ON YOUR TELEPHONE BILL.

COminC and GOIIKi!

PHILIP SHERMAN, New Haven Vitag

branch manager, spent a few days in Boston.

L. W. CONROW, president of Altec Sen,
has returned to New York from a trip thrcj

the Southwest.

GENE BUCK, JOHN PAINE, JOHN O'CONI
and HERMAN GREENBERG of Ascap are/-

Coasf.
(

NAT WOLFF arrives today from the da,

R. M. SAVINI. head of Astor Pictures, is v|
ing the company's franchise exchanges i

Middle West.

LIEUT. DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS is here fj

Washington with his wife. They're at the Sfl

hope.

EDDIE GOLDEN, of University Pictures,
turned yesterday after a three weeks' touij

exchanges in the Middle West and Calif orni,

STEPHEN SLES1NGER, New York publisher,
]

thor and newspaper syndicate owner, is onl^
Coast to negotiate a releasing deal with
for two Technicolor features a year basedl
the exploits of Red Ryder, comic strip cl
acter.

RAOUL PENE DU BOIS, Broadway set 1
costume designer who has been signed ti

contract by Paramount, arrives in Hollywl
today.

ANN RUTHERFORD is in the East for a sel

of p.a.'s at USO camps in Maryland and 'j

ginia.

TONI SPITZER, Eastern publicity director!
Walt Disney, leaves for Florida tomorrow o|
two-week trip.

new yciQr
THEATERS

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
50th St. & 6th Ave.

SPENCER TRACY : KATHARINE HEPBUr|

"WOMAN OF THE YEAR'
Directed by Geo. Stevens : An M-G-M Pictm

ON STAGE: "WORDS AND MUSIC" BY COLl
PORTER—Leonidoff's colorful tune-filled revui
Symphony Orchestra, direction of Erno RapedT
1st Mezzanine Seats Reserved : : Circle 6-460(1

Paramount Presents

Madeleine Stirling

CARROLL HAYDEN
in "BAHAMA
PASSAGE"
In Technicolor

IN PERSOM
ALVINO REJ

AND BAND

KING SISTEI

Extra GIL LAN
TIMES
SQUARE

GINGER ROGERS
as

"ROXIE HART"
with

Adolphe Menjou—George Montgomer>

A Twentieth-Fox Comedy Hit

PLUS A BIG |1 A V V 'th AVENL
STAGE SHOW K II A I 50th STREE

I B'WAY &
47th St. _

GARY COOPER ,

BARBARA STANWYCK

"BALL OF FIRE"



* *

c?
* * *



ORCHIDS for

NORMA SHEARER
MELVYN DOUGLAS

in

"WE WERE DANCING"
with GAIL PATRICK • LEE BOWMAN • MARJORIE
MAIN • REGINALD OWEN • ALAN MOWBRAY
FLORENCE BATES • Screen Play by Claudine West,

Hans Rameau ana George Froescnel • Based in Part

on "Tonignt at 8:30° by Noel Coward • Directed by

ROBERT Z. LEONARD • Produced by Robert Z.

Leonard and Orville O. Dull • An M-G-M Picture
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or Free" Move

is Exhibitors

(Continued from Page 1)

led that the bill be killed when
educed.

ne of the strong letters came
m Harry Yette, manager, River-

cheater, Buffalo, who said, "We
\,z?t men pride ourselves on our
notism, but legislation like this

ild be the direct cause of closing
dreds of theaters" in Buffalo
throughout the state. Yette, cit-

taxes paid by theaters said, "I

not believe anyone would think
assing legislation compelling res-

rants to serve free meals or
:es to give away merchandise to

.nee men."

t was understood here that Vin-
t R. McFaul of the Shea Circuit
phoned in an objection to the

to a member of the Erie County
?gation.

lammer, apprised of the objec-
ts to his contemplated measure,
1 he would go to New York next
;k to confer with industry lead-
meanwhile withholding introduc-

i of the measure. Hammer said

was not his intention to embar-
B the industry nor to impose any
dship, but he thought some satis-

tory solution might be forthcom-
•

'here is one free admission reso-

lon by Assemblyman Stephen
terna of New York City, now be-
2 the legislature but it is not in

form of legislation, but merely
lequest that the Legislature ask
ater owners and operators to co-

rate by granting such services.

ix Goosmann Stricken;

»ld Funeral Saturday

(Continued from Page 1)

aters, but his career covered
ny years of service with major
tributors.

>ince 1913, Goosmann served as
ountant, sales, branch and divi-

a manager in New York, Cuba,
tin and Germany for Paramount,
iversal, United Artists and Fox.
puneral services will be held Sat-
ay from the McGraw Funeral
me in Bronxville. Goosmann is

vived by a daughter and a son.
i wife died about five months ago.

^^oifm

ames FitzPatrick E. J. Mannix
Joseph J. Bender

Off the Reporter's Cuff
• • • CHIT-CHAT: Navy Relief is some $1,400 to the good

as the result of the Time, Inc.-March of Time benefit held in the Waldorf-

Astoria's Starlight Roof last Friday night. ... • You gotta hand it to

Edward G. (Warner Star) Robinson who has just been enrolled by the U.

S. Treasury Dept. as a "Minute Man for Defense" In his two-week

stay in New York, he has made more than 20 talks before workers and

other groups, urging them to buy Defense Bonds At the Sullivan

Drydock & Repair Corp., o'er Brooklyn way, Ed was hailed yes'day by

some 2,000 shipyard workers as "pal" He mixed around with 'em

just as he does in his pic roles If you saw or played "Manpower,"

you know what we mean. ... • There's an article, "Merlin of the

Movies," by Henry A. Reese, in the Feb. 28 issue of the Satevepost

You'll enjoy reading it Subject is filmland's make-up wizard. Maurice

Seiderman. ... • 'Nother good mag bit will appear in Look's March 10

number It's "How America Is Escaping War Nerves"

T
• • • STRANGE phenom is occurring at the local Capitol The-

ater currently Heavy applause is going to a trailer,—subject of

which is Columbia's "The Invaders" Trailer treatment is novel,

the action taking place on the Columbia sound stage wliere Jean Arthur,

Cary Grant, and Ronald Colman are at work in "Three's a Crowd,"

under Producer-Director George Stevens All four appear in the

trailer, which opens with the three players reporting late on the set

When they are ashed for an explanation, they tell Stevens that

they heard such high praise for "The Invaders" that they couldn't re-

sist taking a look at it before coming on the set As each relates

the scenes in the film that most impressed, those particular scenes are

thrown on the screen Running time of the trailer is 4\/2 mins

// does a splendid job of selling the attraction

T T

• • • LAST night a screening for 100 Milwaukee-ites was held in

the Warner Theater's projection room there Showing was of "Cap-

tains of the Clouds" which bows at the house tomorrow Now the

screening was result of a handsome promotion which Harry McDonald,

Warner theater manager in Milwaukee, and Monroe Rubinger, mid-West

publicity manager for Warners', set up with the Milwaukee Sentinel,

—

HeaTst noozepaper Each person who attended got to said preview

by being one of the first 100 folks to contribute S5 to the "Buy a Bomber"

Fund, sponsored by the Sentinel. ... • Janette Marien is the new

receptionist at RKO's 10th floor desk of the home office She suc-

ceeds Elizabeth Paul who has been promoted to the 14th floor. . . .

• And we're sorry to hear that Miss Tallmadge, secretary to Richard C.

Patterson, RKO board chairman, is seriously ill with peritonitis. . . .

• Oh, yes, and this week-end. Jack (RKO) Lewis leaves the h.o

for a short vacation in the Sunny South to re-charge his promotional

powerhouse prowess

T T T
• • • PRECAUTIONARY measures for pic theaters of the Ever-

green chain out in the Northwest sector are most efficiently installed by

Prexy Frank L. Newman, Sr., and his aides The basic compila-

tion is by the co-operative group comprising Capt. E. A. Ranes, Port-

land Fire Bureau; H. B. Sobottka, of Hamrick-Evergreen Theaters; Wil-

liam D. McCurdy, of J. J. Parker Theaters; and O. J. Miller, ITO of

Oregon Approval of the measures has been given by the Civilian

Defense Council of the State of Oregon

T T
• • • REMEMBER PEARL HARBOR!

Rep. Sets Formula

For War-time Films

(Continued from Page 1)

sales meeting opened yesterday at
the New York Athletic Club.

In addition to discussing sales

and production policies for the cur-
rent season's fourth quarter, atten-
tion was given yesterday to tenta-
tive plans for the first quarter of
the 1942-43 program.

Pix coming up with war themes
include "Flying Tigers," "Remember
Pearl Harbor" and "Suicide Squad-
ron"; on the other side the company
has, notably, "Lazybones," "Moon-
light Masquerade" and "Bells of
Capistrano," the latter a Gene Au-
try special.

Herbert J. Yates, Republic chief-

tain, and J. R. Grainger, company
president, head the group of New
York execs, attending the meeting,
together with M. J. Siegel, presi-

dent of Republic Productions, Inc.,

on from the Coast.
Franchise holders and company

branch managers here are Arthur
Newman, Albany; M. E. Morey, Bos-
ton; Jack Bellman, Buffalo; Sam
Seletsky, New Haven; Sam Seplo-
win, Detroit; Morris Epstein, New
York; Sam Gorrell, Cleveland;
George H. Kirby, Cincinnati; and
Max Gillis, Philadelphia, all of the
company group, plus these franchise
holders, J. H. Alexander and Sam
A. Fineberg, Pittsburgh; Jake and
George Flax of Washington.
Home office execs, sitting in include

Grover C. Schaefer, Morris Good-
man, Walter Titus, Charles Reed
Jones, Harry Marcus, J. J. O'Con-
nell, Si Borus, and A. L. Pindat,
Home Office rep.

Also attending are A. W. Perry,
general manager of Empire Univer-
sal Films, Ltd., and Republic's Can-
adian sales manager H. O. Painter,
and Sidney Picker, New York branch
office manager.
At the close of the first day's ses-

sion, those attending the meeting
were shown Judy Canova's "Sleepy-
time Gal" and Gene Autry's "Heart
of the Rio Grande."
The sales sessions will close today

with a luncheon.

Bingo in Chicago Nabes
Chicago — Residential area the-

aters here are installing Bingo twice
a week.

WEDDING BELLS

Springfield, Mass.—Beatrice Bliss,

of the Paramount Theater staff, was
married to Pvt. Frank G. Bromley.

Watertown, Wis.—Bernice B. Motl,
cashier at the Classic theater here,

married Edward Loukota.

Scranton, Pa.—Rita McGarry of

the Comerford Circuit home office

was married to John P. Mackin in

St. Patrick's Church.
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£? REVIEWS Of THE HEUJ ALOIS#
"The Adventures of

Martin Eden"
with Glenn Ford, Claire Trevor,

Evelyn Keyes and Stuart Erwin

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

Columbia 87 Mins.

DRAMATIC TREATMENT OF JACK
LONDON STORY MAKES GOOD ADULT
ENTERTAINMENT.

Despite the lack of star names in the

cast, "Martin Eden" should be a formidable

contender for a top spot on this year's list

of Columbia releases. Producer B. P. Schul-

berg has taken pains with the film and con-

sequently it stands out as a much better

than average effort.

Glenn Ford plays the title role with feel-

ing and restraint. The two women in his

life: Claire Trevor, a golden-hearted girl of

the waterfront, and Evelyn Keyes, daughter

of the rich shipping magnate, are excellently

cast and give solid performances. Outstand-

ing among the work of the supporting play-

ers is the acting of Ian MacDonald who
plays the sadistic sea captain, "Butch"

Ragan.

Sidney Salkow's direction is smooth. He
has done a fine job of modernizing the Jack

London tale. This is Samuel Bronston's first

Hollywood production and should garner the

complete approval of the studio and the film

buyers.

Told to some extent in flash-back tech-

nique, the yarn concerns itself with the

adventures of one Martin Eden (Glenn Ford)

in his efforts to arrange for the release of

his friend, Stuart Erwin, from prison, where

he has been sent upon conviction of mutiny

while a crew member of the hell ship

"Lorelei."

To clear his friend, and upon the pleading

of Erwin's sister, Claire Trevor, Ford tries

to have a book he has written—a diary of

the cruise—read into the court record at

the trial. A "bought" judge refuses to

listen and Ford is left without another out.

He meets ship owner, Pierre Watkin,

and his lovely daughter, Evelyn Keyes, who
promptly falls in love with him. Frank

Conroy, a well known novelist, fells Ford

he must make a name for himself as a

writer and then the publication of his manu-

script of the cruise of the hell ship will

help free his friend.

Ford's frantic and apparently fruitless

attempt to make this reputation is the gist

of the story, with the girls working against

each other. Trevor, keeping faith in him,

and feeding him when he is broke; and

Keyes demanding, always demanding.

In the denouement, Ford stands by his

real friends and his pal is vindicated.

This is probably not kid fare, but should

please most types of grown-up audiences.

CAST: Glenn Ford, Claire Trevor, Evelyn

Keyes, Stuart Erwin, Dickie Moore, Ian Mac-

Donald, Frank Conroy, Rafaele Ottiano,

Pierre Watkin, Regina Wallace, Robert J.

McDonald.

CREDITS: A Samuel Bronston Production;

Producer, B. P. Schulberg; Director, Sidney

Salkow; Author, Jack London; Screenplay,

W. L. River; Cameraman, Franz F. Planer;

Art Director, Lionel Banks; Associate, Cary

Odell; Editor, Al Clark; Musical Director,

M. W. Stoloff.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY, Ex-

cellent.

"Professor Creeps"
with F. E. Miller and Mantan Moreland

Dixie National-Toddy Consolidated

63 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

ALL - COLORED CAST PRODUCTION
GOOD FOR ALL AUDIENCES, WHITE AS
WELL AS NEGRO.

This is the first of a series of all-colored

productions aimed at the white as well as

the colored house trade. Caught while

being shown to a mixed white and colored

audience— it shows every indication of being

a sure-fire ice-breaker. Producer Jed Buell

and Director William Beaudine have tackled

the problem intelligently. The picture is

pure hoke with no time wasted between

laughs—and from the roars of the preview

audience they might have been looking at

Abbott and Costello, the laughs were coming

that fast. The producer's announced policy

of trying to bring minstrel show type enter-

tainment to the screens of formerly re-

stricted theaters seems a sound policy and

should click if this first shot is any indica-

tion.

Moreland and Miller are a pair of "broke"

private detectives. For the first few reels

they go through a series of comic skits

depicting the hectic life led by shoestring

operators who are continually hounded by

creditors.

Then Moreland goes to sleep—and dreams.

The pair find themselves involved in the

investigation of sudden disappearances of

the suitors of one Daffy Dixon, a rich and

daffy Harlem debutante. They find the

cause of the disappearances and for about

four reels discover plenty of reasons why
they couldn't have.

There are feats of magic, gorillas, and

all the horror found in a superstitious

Negro's dreams—and they are all well acted,

directed and written.

This is fine for all audiences. The kids

will love it.

CAST: F. E. Miller, Mantan Moreland,

Arthur Ray, Florence O'Brien, Maceo B.

Sheffield, Margaret Whitten, Shelton Brooks,

Jesse Cryer, Billy Mitchell, Zack Williams,

Charles Hawkins, Clarence Hargrave, John

Lester Johnson, Napple Whiting.

CREDITS: Producer, Jed Buell; Associate

Producers, Dick L'Estrange, Maceo B. Shef-

field; Director, William Beaudine; Author,

Robert Edmunds; Screenplay, William X.

Crowley, Roy Clements, Jed Buell; Camera-

man, Arthur Martinelli, ASC; Editor, Dan

Milner.

DIRECTION, Capable. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Okay.

Chaplin Saving P.A.'s Tires

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—To save wear and tear

on tires, Charles Chaplin has in-

vited press representatives who will

attend the preview of "Gold Rush"
March 2 at the Fox Westwood Vil-

lage Theater to meet at a central

spot in Hollywood and be taken in

bus to the showing.

SPG "Emergency" Meeting
New York SPG has scheduled an

"emergency" meeting for tonight at

the Piccadilly. Status of contract
negotiations between producers and
the Guild v/ill be discussed.

* SHORTS *

"This Is Blitz"

UA 20 mins.
Excellent

This introduces a series of month-
ly releases each devoted to a dif-

ferent strategy of the war. The
producing company is Warwick Pic-
tures, with Stuart Legg serving as
editor.

The initial short in the series,

which will be known as "World in

Action," is largely compiled from
footage taken from Nazi prisoners
of war by the British Government.
It depicts the blitz tactics of the con-
flict as applied by the Hitler strate-
gists. The film opens with scenes
showing various measures being tak-
en to safeguard the Western hemi-
sphere from enemy assault, especial-
ly via the blitz method of warfare.
The action then shifts to Europe,
where the real thing is shown in ac-
tion. This part of the film is ter-
rifying, revealing man at his most
brutal. Touching scenes of human
misery left in the wake of a blitz

are included in the footage. "This
Is Blitz" is not a pretty picture but
it is first-rate stuff of its kind. The
commentary is spoken by Loren
Greene.

"Sugarbowl Humpty Dumpty"
Universal 9 mins.

Holds Interest

Some unusual characters are
brought to our attention in this
Stranger than Fiction item. Alois
Havrilla's commentary adds much
to this assortment of oddities. We
meet a woman who creates nursery
rhymes and other favorites out of
sugar, a dog who is a top-notch
fisherman (he catches salmon with-
out much apparent effort). Harry
Heim and his son who make attrac-
tive Christmas decorations and
turn them out of their factory at
the rate of 3,000 a day. Peter
Schweitzer who commutes from his
home in Long Island to his office in

Newark by plane each morning and
a couple of other people who have
cooked up different ways to do things:
This can hold the audience's interest
without difficulty.

"Colorful North Carolina"
M-G-M 9 mins.

Good
In this FitzPatrick Traveltalk au-

diences will enjoy a trip through
scenes of remarkable beauty. The
Technicolor captures all the color of
mountains and green, flowery land-
scapes with stunning effect. The
high spot is the festival of rhododen-
drons which takes place each year
on the wide-flung Biltmore estate
in Asheville. Added color is pro-
vided by scenes shot among the
Cherokee Indians who still inhabit
the state.

Inter-American Wee

Program for Theatei

( Continued from Page 1)

enlist the co-operation of exhibito
throughout the Americas, has as i

fountain head the motion pictu

section of the OCCCRBAR, of whi
John Hay Whitney is chairman'
The interdependency of the 4*

icas and the cultural contribute
which the republics are in a positii

to make, each to the other, wou
key the observance under the pla

now said in work here and in Ne
York.

It is understood that the prese
South American trip of Phil Rei
man is in connection with the pr
gram, and that the expected associ

tion of William F. Rodgers, Met
vice-president and sales chief, wi
the Rockefeller office also resul

from its ambitious scope.
Rodgers, it is reported, will acce

the appointment on a "dollar-a-yea

man" basis.

Designate SOPEG as Agei
For Loew Office Workers

(Continued from Page \)

Columbia yesterday, but resul

were not announced because of

number of absentee ballots still

be tabulated.
Elections for a collective bargai

ing agent will be held next at RK
and 20th Century-Fox. The dab
have not been set.

The elections at Loew's and C
lumbia were said to be the first

the film industry in which a CI

union was on the ballot.

John J. Stanley, UOPWA seer

tary-treasurer, said in a stateme:

issued after the elections that tl

overwhelming victory for his unic

would see "the beginning of colle

tive bargaining for all of New York
6,000 screen office and profession

workers."

$149,000 for Dimes Fund
Via Warner Collections

(Continued from Page 1)

ering collections in theaters of tl

Warner circuit. Checks arriving

the last 24 hours have brought tl|

total cash-in-hand for the industi

drive close to the $1,150,000 mark.
The Lucas & Jenkins theaters

the South reported collectioi

amounting to $5,026.77. Arthur Li

cas and William K. Jenkins mac,

personal contributions totaling $1

'

000.

Frank Lloyd Casts Self
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIL
Hollywood — Frank Lloyd wi,

make his first appearance before tl

camera since 1917 when he puts h

picture, "The Spoilers" into produ
tion. He was last seen in "Les Mi
erables." •

Metro Buys "Cherie Jolie"

Metro has purchased the origins

unpublished story "Cherie Jolie," t

Jacques Thery and Louis deWohl.
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See Dueber Decision

Bar to Complaints

(Continued from Page 1 i

#ter, a new 999-seat house which

•opened Jan. 28 asked for an irre-

spective second-run with the Mozart

and Valentine Theaters and clear-

Ice over the McKinley and Strand

k (eaters.

P ' Complainant attorney, Joseph

Thomas of Akron, set forth that an

i offer of a fourth-run was equiva-

lent to no run at all and that the

terms and conditions of the offer

were such as were calculated to de-

feat the purpose of Section VI un-

der which the case was filed. It

was brought out that with the refusal

by the complainant of a fourth-run
- offered by Vitagraph and Twentieth

Century-Fox, these defendant com-

panies never entered into a discus-

sion of terms and conditions with

:the complainant, while as to the in-

volvement of the other two defen-

dant distributors, the complainant

has a signed contract with RKO, with

two pictures already delivered, and

'has applied to Paramount for a li-

censing agreement, both the Para-

mount and RKO contracts calling

for third-runs.

It was contended that these con-

tracts, although signed by the com-
' plainant, were not sufficient evidence

of good faith on the part of the dis-

tributor to preclude the charge of

unfairness and unreasonableness.

Local theater owners watched the

case carefully to learn whether sign-

ed contracts are still vulnerable and
capable of arbitration.

In dismissing the case the arbitra-

tor, J. Virgil Cory, stated that in

his opinion the defendant distribu-

tors had fulfilled the requirements

of the New York consent decree by
offering some run, in the case of two
of them without discussion of terms
and conditions, and in the case of the

other two, by contracts accepted by
the complainant.
"Whether the offered runs are

t fair and reasonable, considering the

complainant has a fine theater in a

growing locality, involves a ques-

tion whether there has been discrimi-

nation in not offering a second or a

j
third-run, and this is a question I

'

feel I have no authority to arbitrate

under this section (VI) or under any

i
section of the decree; hence I am
forced to leave to the complainant

|

such other redress as he may have,"

said the arbitrator.

Two File as Intervenors
In Regent, Buffalo, Case

Buffalo—Gammel Bros., for the

New Ariel, and Basil Bros., for the
Apollo, have filed as intervenors in

STORKS!
A son was born to Mr. and Mrs.

Elmer Sichel at the Bronx Maternity
Hospital. Sichel is assistant booker
for 20th Century-Fox exchange in

Albany.

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities • • •

LESLIE CHARTERIS. Writer-producer. Born in Singapore, 1907. Parents

non-professionals. Educated at Cambridge University, England. Has been

writing since he was in short pants. First broke

into magazines when he was 17. Wrote and pub-

lished his first book at 19. Originated the

character of "The Saint" before he was 21, and

has since continued the adventures of that char-

acter through 23 other books. His writings

have appeared in all k.nds of periodicals from

the American and Cosmopolitan to the Atlantic

Monthly and Life. Has seven motion pictures

made of his Saint Series. Now planning to pro-

duce these pictures independently. Just com-

pleted his first stage play, "The Sa'nt Misbe-

J^ haves," which w.ll shortly be seen on Broadway.

St Hkk Charteris now is in New York working on pro-

duction matters with Edward Choate, who will

/A produce the play. He will then return to Holly-

wood to set a new deal on the "Saint" stories

with United Artists.

5,000 Buffalo Students
To Take Family Pix Pledge

Buffalo — The recently-organized
Scholastic Legion of Decency has
announced that more than 5,000 stu-

dents in 17 Catholic high schools

and academies in Western New York
soon will take a pledge to attend
only motion pictures on the National
Legion of Decency's "approved for

family patronage" list. Pledge cards
are being distributed in all schools

and pledges will be renewed orally

once a month
Each scholastic unit was urged to

write letters to managers of the-

aters in the vicinity, requesting them
not to show movies classified as "ob-
jectionable in part" before audiences
of children on Saturday and Sunday
afternoons.

USO Camp Shows "for Free"
Men in service will be able to see

USO camp shows "for free" begin-

ning March 9.

the arbitration case brought by M.
M. Konczakowski, operating the Re-
gent, nabe house, against Loew's,
20th-Fox and RKO-Radio. Koncza-
kowski's complaint contends the

seven-day clearance applied by the

three distribs. in favor of the Apollo
over the Regent is unreasonable.

Consent Award Terminates
Ryans' Ithaca Complaint

Buffalo—A consent award reached
after one hearing session before Ar-
bitrator Richard H. Templeton,
closed the case involving some run
and clearance brought by Ryans'
Ithaca Theater, Ithaca, against the

"Big Five," in which Cornell The-
ater, Inc., was intervenor.
Award specified that complainant's

demand for arbitration was with-
drawn without prejudice insofar as it

involved run, and set 30 days as
maximum clearance between the

Strand, State and Temple theaters,
Ithaca, operated by the intervenor,

and the Ithaca Theater. Costs were
apportioned equally among all part-

Coast Studios Starting

Seven More This Week
West Coajt Bureau of THE FILM DAI'-.

Hollywood — Seven new pictures
are scheduled to go into production
this week. The check up:

At Columbia: Four shooting.

At M-G-M: Four shooting, includ-

ing "Grand Central Murder, ' blend-
ing comedy and mystery, with Van
Heflin, Virginia Grey, Patricia Dane,
Sam Levene, Cecilia Parker, Connie
Gilchrist, Tom Conway, Horace Mc-
Nally and Betty Wells. S. Sylvan
Simon directing for Producer Ben-
jamin Zeidman.

At Monogram: One shooting.
At Paramount: Seven shooting, including

"The Road to Morocco," comedy, with Bing
Crosby, Bob Hope, Dorothy Lamour and
Dona Drake. Associate producer, Paul Jones
and David Butler directing.

At PRC: Two shooting, including Martin
Mooney's "Men of San Quentin," an ex-

ploitation feature, in association with Max
King. Cast includes J. Anthony Hughes.
Eleanor Stewart. Jeff Sayre and George Break-
ston ; Lester Culter is producing "The
Panther's Claw," drama, with Sidney Black-
mer, Gerta Rozan and Bryon Folger. Wil-
liam Beaudine directing.

At Republic: Two shooting.
At RKO-Radio: Two shooting, including

Samuel Goldwyn's "The Pride of the

Yankees."
At 20th-Fox: Two shooting, including "The

Magnificent Jerk." comedy drama, with Henry
Fonda, Don Ameche. Lynn Bari and Edward
Everett Horton. William Perlberg producing
and Walter Lang directing.

At UA: Edward Small shooting two.
At Universal: Six shooting, including,

'Escape From Hong Kong," drama, (tenta-

tive title), with Don Terry, Leo Carrillo, Andy
Devine, Marjorie Lord, Leland Hedgson, Gil-

bert Emery, Frank Kelly and Frank Puglia.
William Nigh directing for associate produc-
er Marshall Grant.

At Warners: Five shooting, including.
"The Constant Xymph," drama, with Charles
Boyer, Joan Fontaine, Alexis Smith, Jean Muir
and Peter Lorre. Director, Edmund Goulding
and producer, Henry Blanke.

"U" Signs Turhan Bey
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Universal has signed

Turhan Bey to a long term contract
as a result of his work in "Unseen
Enemy." His first assignment will

be the heavy in the serial, "Jr. G-
Men In The Air," starring the Dead
End Kids.

REPLUG

MF\GF^Ht

FUN FOR
EVERYONE
IN A BIG
PICTURE

WE have
MADE a

NEW
JUDY
CANOVA
HIT in

RESPONSE to

THE demands
OF all the

FANS who
ROARED
WITH glee at

HER antics in

HOPKINS." We've called it

"SLEEPYTIME GAL," but

REST assured that there is

NOTHING sleepy about
ITS side-splitting

COMEDY or its

TUNEFUL
MUSICAL
MOMENTS.
JUDY plays

THE title role,

WITH TOM
BROWN, BILLY

GILBERT, RUTH
TERRY, THURSTON
HALL, ELISHA COOK, JR., t

MILDRED COLES, HAROLD
HUBER, and those radio stars,

JERRY LESTER and
SKINNAY ENNIS and his

BAND to complete the list

OF top-flight favorites. v

THESE folks are

ALL great

ENTERTAINERS,
AND they do a

BANG-up job

IN this fast-

MOVING farce

COMEDY with

MUSIC.
REPUBLIC has

REALLY gone to

TOWN on

"SLEEPYTIME
GAL," and the

RESULT is a pleasure

TO us and to you.

WHEN JUDY sings to

THE melodic

ACCOMPANIMENT of SKINNAY"
ENNIS and his fine band, your

TOES will tap in tuneful applause.

THE whole show is a wide-awake '

SCREENFUL of pleasure for you.

"SLEEPYTIME GAL" is the name,

AND it's

A REPUBLIC PICTURE



The Film Daily's Calendar
———————--—^—-—^——^———:—-———-———- A list of English-speaking features released since Nov. 7, 1941, by companies. Arra

of FILM DAILY review. Names are the principal players in the cast. Complete casts a,

COLUMBIA
Eilery Queen and the Murder Ring, 65 mins.

11-18-41

FD: 9-22-41. Ralph Bellamy, Margaret

Lindsay, Charles Grapewin

Lone Star Vigilantes, The, 58 mins.

12-26-41

FD: 9-22-41. Bill Elliott, Tex Ritter,

Virginia Carpenter

Men in Her Life, The, 90 mins.. .. 10-30-41

FD: 10-23-41. Loretta Young, Conrad
Veidt, Jean Jagger

You Belong to Me, 94 mins 11-20-41

FD: 10-28-41. Barbara Stanwyck, Henry

Fonda, Edgar Buchanan

Stork Pays Off—The, 68 mins 11-6-41

FD: 11-12-41. Maxie Rosenbloom, Ro-

chelle Hudson, Victor Jory

Go West, Young Lady, 70 mins.. . 1 1-27-41

FD: 11-26-41. Penny Singleton. Glenn

Ford, Ann Miller

Bedtime Story, 85 mins 12-25-41

FD: 12-10-41. Fredric March, Loretta

Younng, Robert Benchley

Confessions of Boston Blackie, 65 mins.

1-8-42

FD: 12-17-41. Chester Morris, Harriet

Hilliard, Richard Lane

Lady is Willing, The, 92 mins 2-12-42

FD: 2-17-42. Marlene Dietrich, Fred

MacMurray, Aline MacMahon

Invaders, The, 104 mins

rD: 2-18-42. Laurence Olivier, Leslie

Howard, Raymond Massey

Shut My Big Mouth, 71 mins 2-19-42

FD: 2-19-42. Joe E. Brown, Adele Mara,

Victor Jory

WALT DISNEY
*Fantasia, 120 mins 1-1-42

FD: 11-14-40. Stokowski and the Phila-

delphia Orchestra

flf-G-JM

Chocolate Soldier, The, 102 mins.

Nov., 1941

FD: 10-15-41. Nelson Eddy, Rise Stevens,

Nigel Bruce

Unholy Partners, 94 mins Nov., 1941

FD: 10-15-41. Edward G. Robinson, Ed-

ward Arnold, Laraine Day

Shadow of the Thin Man, 97 mins.

Nov., 1941

FD: 10-23-41. William Powell, Myrna

Loy, Sam Levene

Two-Faced Woman, 94 mins Nov., 1941

FD: 10-23-41. Greta Garbo, Melvyn

Douglas, Constance Bennett

Design for Scandal, 85 mins Dec, 1941

FD: 11-11-41. Rosalind Russell, Walter

Pidgeon, Edward Arnold

Karhleen, 88 mins Dec, 1941

FD: 11-11-41. Shirley Temple, Herbert

Marshall, Laraine Day

Tarzan's Secret Treasure, 81 mins.

Dec, 1941

FD: 11-13-41. Johnny Weismuller, Mau-
reen O'Sullivan, Barry Fitzgerald

H. M. Pulham, Esq., 120 mins. Dec, 1941

FD: 11-13-41. Hedy Lamarr, Robert

Young, Ruth Hussey

Dr. Kildare's Victory, 92 mins Jan., 1942
rD: 12-3-41. Lew Ayres, Lionel Barry-

more, Ann Ayars

Babes On Broadway, 118 mins... Jan., 1942
tD: 12-3-41. Mickey Rooney, Judy Gar-

land, Virginia Weidler

Vanishing Virginian, The, 97 mins.

Feb., 1942
FD: 12-3-41. Frank Morgan, Kathryn

urayson, Spring Byington

Johnny Eager, 107 mins Jan., 1942
FD: 12-10-41. Robert Taylor, Lana Turn-

er, Van Heflin

Bugle Sounds, The, 110 mins... Jan., 1942
FD: 12-17-41. Wallace Beery, Lewis

Stone, Marjorie Main

Mr. and Mrs. North, 67 mins Jan., 1942
FD: 12-17-41. Gracie Allen, William

Post, Jr., Paul Kelly

Joe Smith, American, 63 mins... Feb., 1942
FD: 1-7-42. Robert Young, Marsha Hunt,

Harvey Stephens

We Were Dancing, 94 mins Mar., 1942

FD: 1-19-42. Norma Shearer, Melvyn
Douglas, Gail Patrick

Yank On the Burma Road, A, 65 mins.

Feb., 1942

FD: 1-19-42. Laraine Day, Barrie Nelson,

Keye Luke

Woman of the Year, 112 mins. ..Feb., 1942
FD: 1-19-42. Spencer Tracy, Katharine

Hepburn, Fay Bainter

House of Spies, 82 mins Mar., 1942

FD: 1-21-42. Conrad Veidt, Ann Ayars,

Martin Kosleck

Born to Sing, 82 mins Mar., 1942

FD: 1-21-42. Virginia Weidler, Ray

McDonald, Leo Gorcey

Courtship of Andy Hardy, The, 93 mins.

Mar., 1942

FD: 2-11-42. Mickey Rooney, Lewis

Stone, Donna Reed

This Time for Keeps, 73 mins. ..Mar., 1942

FD: 2-11-42. Ann Rutherford, Robert

Sterling, Virginia Weidler

MISCELLANEOUS
I'll Sell My Life (Select Attractions),

73 mins

FD: 9-12-41. Rose Hobart, Michael

Whalen, Stanley Fields

Eternal Gift, The, 90 mins

FD: 10-9-41. Film of Catholic Solemn

Mass

Frightened Lady (J. H. Hoffberg) 80 mins.

11-7-41

FD: 11-12-41. Marius Goring, Helen

Haye, Penelope Dudley Ward

Laburnum Grove (Anglo Films), 68 mins.

12-1-41

FD: 12-4-41. Edmund Gwenn, Cedric

Hardwicke, Victoria Hopper

Lady in Distress (Times Pictures), 62 mins.

FD: 2-20-42. Paul Lukas, Michael Red-

grave, Patricia Roc

MONOGRAM
Zis Boom Bah, 62 mins 11-7-41

FD: 10-28-41. Grace Hayes, Mary Healy,

Peter Lind Hayes

I Killed That Man, 71 mins 11-14-41

FD: 11-10-41. Ricardo Cortez, Joan

Woodbury, Pat Gleason

Double Trouble, 63 mins 11-21-41

FD: 11-17-41. Harry Langdon, Charles

Rogers, Catherine Lewis

Borrowed Hero, 65 mins 12-5-41

FD: 12-12-41. Alan Baxter, Florence

Rice

Riot Squad, 55 mins 12-12-41

FD: 12-19-41. Richard Cromwell, Rita

Quigley, Mary Ruth

Road to Happiness, 84 mins 1-9-42

FD: 1-9-42. John Boles, Mona Barrie,

Billy Lee

Private Snuffy Smith, 67 mins 1-16-42

FD: 1-28-42. Bud Duncan, Edgar Ken-

nedy, Sarah Padden

Man from Headquarters, 63 mins. .. 1-23-42

FD: 1-28-42. Frank Albertson, Joan

Woodbury, Dick Elliott

Mr. Wise Guy, 70 mins 2-20-42

FD: 2-16-42. East Side Kids, Guinn

Williams

PARAMOUNT
Birth of the Blues, 85 mins 11-7-41

FD: 9-3-41. Bing Crosby, Mary Martin,

Brian Donlevy

Glamour Boy, 80 mins 12-5-41

FD: 9-4-41. Jackie Cooper, Susanna Fos-

ter, Walter Abel

Night of January 16th, 79 mins.. 1 1-28-41

FD: 9-4-41. Robert Preston, Ellen Drew,

Nils Asther

Among the Living, 68 mins 12-19-41

FD: 9-4-41. Albert Dekker, Susan Hay-

ward, Harry Carey

Skylark, 94 mins 11-21-41

FD: 9-5-41. Claudette Colbert, Ray Mil-

land, Brian Aherne

Riders of the Timberline, 59 mins

FD: 9-25-41. William Boyd, Brad King,

Andy Clyde

Outlaws of the Desert, 66 mins

FD: 9-25-41. William Boyd, Brad King,

Andy Clyde

Twilight on the Trail, 58 mins

FD: 9-29-41. Bill Boyd, Brad King, Andy
Clyde

Secrets of the Wastelands, 66 mins

FD: 9-29-41. Bill Boyd, Brad King, Andy
Clyde

Stick to Your Guns, 63 mins

FD: 9-29-41. Bill Boyd, Brad King, Andy
Clyde

Louisiana Purchase, 98 mins 12-25-41

FD: 12-1-41. Bob Hope, Vera Zorina,

Victor Moore

Sullivan's Travels, 91 mins

FD: 12-5-41. Joel McCrea, Veronica

Lake, Robert Warwick

Mr. Bug Goes to Town, 78 mins

FD: 12-5-41. Max Fleischer feature car-

toon

Midnight Angel, 76 mins

FD: 12-5-41. Robert Preston, Martha
O'Driscoll, Philip Merivale

No Hands On the Clock, 76 mins

FD: 12-8-41. Chester Morris, Jean Park-

er, Rose Hobart

Bahama Passage, 83 mins

FD: 12-10-41. Madeleine Carroll, Stirl-

ing Hayden, Flora Robson

Remarkable Andrew, The, 80 mins

FD: 1-19-42. William Holden, Ellen

Drew, Brian Donlevy

Torpedo Boat, 69 mins /
FD: 1-19-42. Richard Arlen, Jean Park&£
Mary Carlisle

Fleet's In, The, 93 mins

FD: 1-19-42. Dorothy Lamour, William

Holden, Eddie Bracken

Fly By Night, 74 mins

FD: 1-19-42. Nancy Kelly, Richard Carl-

son, Albert Basserman

Lady Has Plans, The, 77 mins

FD: 1-20-42. Paulette Goddard, Ray

Milland, Roland Young

PRODUCERS RELEASING
CORP.

Billy the Kid Wanted, 64 mins. . . .
10-24-41

FD: 11-28-41. Buster Crabee, Al St.

John, Dave O'Brien

Billy the Kid's Roundup, 58 mins. . 12-12-41

FD: 12-24-41. Buster Crabbe, Al St.

John, Carleton Young

Lone Rider Fights Back, The, 64 mins.

11-7-41

FD: 12-24-41. George Houston, Al St.

John, Dorothy Short

Swamp Woman, 63 mins 12-5-41

FD: 1-2-42. Ann Corio, Jack LaRue,

Mary Hull

Broadway Big Shot (Jed Buell), 59 mins.

2-13-42

FD: 1-12-42. Ralph Byrd, Virginia Vale,

William Halligan

Duke of the Navy, 63 mins 1-23-42

FD: 2-11-42. Ralph Byrd, Veda Ann
Borg, Stubby Kruger

RKO RADIO

Mexican Spitfire's Baby, 69 mins.. .11-28-41

FD: 9-4-41. Lupe Velez, Leon Errol,

Charles "Buddy" Rogers

Dude Cowboy, 59 mins 12-10-41

,FD: 9-5-41. Tim Holt, Ray Whitley,

Marjorie Reynolds

Riding the Wind, 60 mins 2-11-42

FD: 9-5-41. Tim Holt, Mary Douglas, Lou

White

Unexpected Uncle, 67 mins 11-7-41

FD: 9-17-41. Anne Shirley, James Craig,

Charles Coburn

Look Who's Laughing, 79 mins 11-21-41

FD: 9-17-41. Edgar Bergen, "Charlie Mc-
Carthy," Fibber McGee and Molly

Suspicion, 99 mins 11-14-41

FD: 9-18-41. Cary Grant, Joan Fontaine,

Sir Cedric Hardwicke

Week-End for Three, 65 mins 12-12-41

FD: 10-28-41. Dennis O'Keefe, Jane

Wyatt, Philip Reed.



if Current Feature Releases
ding to date of review. Dates after titles are distributor release dates: FD: indicates date

m credits are included with FILM DAILY reviews. ^Indicates Technicolor production.

1

Pbliging Young Lady, 72 mins 1-30-42

FD: 11-5-41. Joan Carroll, Edmond
O'Brien, Ruth Warric!:

,.r Jacks and a Jill, 68 mins 1-23-42

-"FD: 11-7-41. Ray Bolger, Anne Shirley,

Desi Arnaz

Date With the Falcon, A, 63 mins.. . 1-16-42

FD: 11-7-41. George Sanders, Wendy
Barrie, Allen Jenkins

'laymates, 94 mins 12-26-41

FD: 11-10-41. Kay Kyser, Lupe Velez,

John Barrymore

Sail of Fire, 111 mins 1-9-42

FD: 12-2-41. Gary Cooper, Barbara Stan-

wyck, Oscar Homolka

Zome on, Danger, 58 mins 6-12-42

FD: 12-10-41. Tim Holt, Frances Neal,

Ray Whitley

.and of the Open Range, 60 mins. .4-10-42

FD: 12-12-41. Tim Holt, Ray Whitley,

Janet Waldo.

Thundering Hoofs, 60 mins

FD: 12-12-41. Tim Holt, Ray Whitley,

Luana Walters

Zall Out the Marines, 67 mins 2-13-42

FD: 1-6-42. Victor McLaglen, Edmund
Lowe, Binnie Barnes

iing Your Worries Away, 71 mins. .2-27-42

FD: 1-7-42. Bert Lahr, June Havoc, Bud-

dy Ebsen

Mexican Spitfire at Sea, 73 mins. . .3-6-42

FD: 1-8-42. Lupe Velez, Leon Errol,

Charles "Buddy" Rogers

/alley of the Sun, 84 mins 2-6-42

FD: 1-8-42: James Craig, Lucille Ball,

Sir Cedric Hardwicke

oan of Paris, 95 mins 2-20-42

FD: 1-9-42. Michele Morgan, Paul Hen-
ried, Thomas Mitchell

REPUBLIC
ierra Sue, 64 mins 11-12-41

FD: 11-11-41. Gene Autry, Smiley Birn-

ette, Fay McKenzie

Jevil Pays Off, The, 70 mins 11-10-41

FD: 11-12-41. J. Edward Bromberg, Osa
Massen, William Wright

Missouri Outlaw, A, 58 mins 11-25-41

FD: 11-21-41. Don "Red" Barry, Lynn

Merrick, Noah Berry

"uxedo Junction, 71 mins 1 1-25-41
'. FD: 12-4-41. Weaver Brothers and El-

viry, Frankie Darro

:ed River Valley, 62 mins 12-12-41
1

FD: 12-17-41. Roy Rogers, George "Gab-
by" Hayes, Sally Payne

Ar. District Attorney in the Carter Case,

68 mins 12-18-41
FD: 12-22-41. James Ellison, Virginia Gil-

more, Franklin Pangborn

Vest of Cimarron, 56 mins 12-15-41
FD: 12-22-41. The Three Mesquiteers,

Lois Collier

ady for a Night, 87 mins 1-5-42

FD: 12-29-41. Joan Blondell, John
Wayne, Ray Middleton

Man from Cheyenne, 60 mins 1-16-42

FD: 1-9-42. Roy Rogers, George "Gabby"
Hayes, Sally Payne

Arizona Terrors, 56 mins 1-6-42

FD: 1-9-42. Don "Red" Barry, Lynn

Merrick, Al St. John

Cowboy Serenade, 66 mins 1-23-42

FD: 1-21-42. Gene Autry, Smiley Burn-

ette, Fay McKenzie

Code of the Outlaw, 57 mins 1-30-42

FD: 2-4-42. Bob Steele, Tom Tyler, Rufe

Davis

South of Santa Fe, 55 mins 2-17-42

FD: 2-19-42. Roy Rogers, George "Gabby"
Hayes, Linda Hayes

20th CENTURY-FOX
Swamp Water, 90 mins 11-14-41

FD: 10-20-41. Walter Brennan, Walter

Huston, Anne Baxter

Small Town Deb, 72 mins 11-7-41

FD: 10-20-41. Jane Withers, Jane Dar-

well, Bruce Edwards

How Green Was My Valley, 118 mins.

10-23-41

FD: 10-29-41. Walter Pidgeon, Maureen
O'Hara, Donald Crip

Rise and Shine, 93 mins 11-21-41

FD: 11-17-41. Jack Oakie, Linda Darnell,

George Murphy

Perfect Snob, The, 61 mins 12-19-41

FD: 11-17-41. Charles Ruggles, Char-

lotte Greenwood, Lynn Bari

Confirm or Deny, 73 mins 12-12-41

FD: 11-19-41. Don Ameche, Joan Ben-

nett, Roddy McDowall

Marry the Boss's Daughter, 60 mins.

11-28-41

FD: 11-19-41. Brenda Joyce, Bruce Ed-

wards, George Barbier

Cadet Girl, 69 mins 1 1 -28-41

FD: 11-21-41. Carole Landis, George
Montgomery, John Shepperd

Blue, White and Perfect, 75 mins. . .1-6-42

FD: 12-19-41. Lloyd Nolan, Mary Beth

Hughes, Helene Reynolds

Remember the Day, 85 mins 12-26-41

FD: 12-19-41. Claudette Colbert, John

Payne, Douglas Croft

Son of Fury, 98 mins 1-9-42

FD: 1-6-42. Tyrone Power, Gene Tierney,

George Sanders

Gentleman at Heart, A, 67 mins. . . 1-16-42

FD: 1-8-42. Cesar Romero, Carole

Landis, Milton Berle

Young America, 73 mins....r 1-2-42

FD: 1-8-42. Jane Withers, Jane Darwell,

William Tracy

Right to the Heart, 74 mins 1-23-42

FD: 1-9-42. Brenda Joyce, Joseph Allen,

Jr., Stanley Clements

Roxie Hart, 75 mins 2-20-42
FD: 2-3-42. Ginger Rogers, Adolphe

Menjou, George Montgomery

On the Sunny Side, 69 mins 2-13-42
FD: 2-4-42. Roddy McDowall, Jane Dar-

well, Freddie Mercer

Castle in the Desert, 62 mins. .. .2-27-42

FD: 2-4-42. Sidney Toler, Arleen Whelan,

Richard Derr

*Song of the Islands, 74 mins 3-13-42

FD: 2-4-42. Betty Grable, Victor Mature,

Jack Oakie

Night Before the Divorce, The, 62 mins.

3-6-42

FD: 2-4-42. Lynn Bari, Joseph Allen, Jr.,

Mary Beth Hughes

UNITED ARTISTS

Miss Polly (Hal Roach), 44 mins.. . 11-14-41

FD: 11-5-41. ZaSu Pitts, Slim Summer-
vi He, Kathleen Howard

Corsican Brothers, The (Edward Small),

112 mins 12-25-41

FD: 12-19-41. Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,

Ruth Warrick, Akim Tamiroff

Shanghai Gesture, The (Arnold Press-

burger), 106 mins 1-15-42

FD: 12-26-41. Gene Tierney, Walter

Huston, Victor Mature

-Fiesta (Hal Roach), 45 mins .... 1 1-25-41

FD: 1-2-42. Ann Ayars, George Negrete,

Armida

Hay Foot (Hal Roach) 12-12-41

FD: 1-8-42. William Tracy, Joe Sawyer,

James Gleason

Brooklyn Orchid (Hal Roach), 50 mins.

2-20-42

FD: 1-28-42. William Bendix, Joe Saw-
yer, Marjorie Woodworth

Mr. V., 100 mins 3-20-42

FD: 2-11-42. Leslie Howard, Mary Mor-
ris, Francis Sullivan

To Be or Not to Be (Ernst Lubitsch),

99 mins 3-6-42

FD: 2-19-42. Carole Lombard, Jack

Benny, Felix Bressart

UNIVERSAL
Moonlight in Hawaii, 61 mins 11-21-41

FD: 10-8-41. Johnny Downs, Jane Frazee,

Leon Errol

KeeD 'Em Flying, 86 mins 11-28-41

FD: 11-21-41. Budd Abbott, Lou Costello,

Martha Raye

Paris Calling, 95 mins 1-16-42

FD: 12-4-41. Elisabeth Bergner, Ran-

dolph Scott, Basil Rathbone

Kid from Kansas, The, 60 mins 9-19-41

FD: 12-4-41. Dick Foran, Leo Carrillo,

Andy Devine

Wolf Man, The. 71 mins 12-12-41

FD: 12-10-41. Lon Chaney, Jr., Bela

Lugosi, Claude Rains

Melody Lane, 60 mins 12-19-41

FD: 12-12-41. The Merry Macs, Sandy,

Leon Errol

Road Agent. 60 mins 12-19-41

FD: 12-17-41. Dick Foran, Leo Carrillo,

Andy Devine

Hellzapoopin, 84 mins 12-26-41

FD: 12-19-41. Ole Olsen, Chic Johnson,

Martha Raye

Quiet Wedding, 63 mins 11-21-41

FD: 1-2-42. Margaret Lockwood, Derek
Farr, A. E. Matthews

Bombay Clipper, 61 mins 2-6-42
FD: 1-19-42. William Gargan, Irene

Hervey, Charles Lang

Treat 'Em Rough, 59 mins 1-30-42

FD: 1-22-42. Eddie Albert, Peggy Moran,
William Frawley

North to the Klondike, 58 mins 1-23-42
FD: 1-22-42. Brod Crawford, Evelyn

Ankers, Andy Devine

Ride 'Em, Cowboy, 851/2 mins 2-13-42
FD: 2-10-42. Abbott & Costello, Dick

Foran, Anne Gwynne

Jail House Blues, 62 mins 1-9-42

FD: 2-16-42. Nat Pendleton, Ann
Gwynne, Robert Paige

What's Cookin'?, 69 mins 2-20-42
FD: 2-24-42. Gloria Jean, Andrews Sis-

ters, Leo Carrillo.

WARNER BROS.
International Squadron, 87 mins.. . 10-1 1-41

FD: 8-13-41. Ronald Reagan, Olympe
Bradna, James Stephenson

Prime M'nister, The, 94 mins
FD: 9-12-41. John Gielgud, Diana Wyn-

yard, Will Fyffe

One Foot in Heaven, 108 mins 11-1-41
FD: 9-30-41. Fredric March, Martha

Scott, Gene Lockhart

Target for Tonight, 48 mins 11-8-41

FD: 10-10-41. British documentary

Blues in the Night, 88 mins 11-15-41
FD: 10-30-41. Priscilla Lane, Richard

Whorf, Betty Field

They Died With Their Boots On, 138 mins.

1-1-42
FD: 11-21-41. Errol Flynn, Olivia de

Havilland, Arthur Kennedy

You're in the Army, 79 mins 12-25-41
FD: 12-31-41. Jimmy Durante, Jane
Wyman, Phil Silvers

Steel Against the Sky, 68 mins. .. 12-13-41

FD: 12-3-41. Lloyd Nolan, Alexis Smith,

Craig Stevens

Man Who Came to Dinner, The, 112 mins.

1-24-42
FD: 12-24-41. Monty Wolley, Bette

Davis, Jimmy Durante

Dangerously They Live, 77 mins. . . .2-14-42

FD: 12-24-41. John Garfield, Nancy
Coleman, Raymond Massey

Wild Bill Hickok Rides, 81 mins. .. 1-31-42
FD: 12-24-41. Bruce Cabot, Constance

Bennett, Warren William

Sons of the Sea, 91 mins 2-7-42

FD: 12-26-41. Michael Redgrave, Valerie

Hobson, Griffith Jones

Captains of the Clouds, 113 mins. .2-21-42

FD: 1-20-42. James Cagney, Dennis Mor-

gan, Alan Hale, Brenda Marshall

All Through the Night, 107 mins. . 1-10-42

FD: 1-28-42. Humphrey Bogart, Kaaren

Verne, Conrad Veidt
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598 Features Were

Released Here in '41

(Continued from Page 1)

majors producing 348 and importing
15, while indies made 129 and im-
ported 181.

Of the 106 pictures imported in

1941, 29 were British, including 11
released by major companies. Im-
ports from other countries were as
follows: Germany, 23; Russia, 11;
France, 10; Sweden, 8; Spain, 7;

Italy, 6; Argentina, 5; Mexico, 2,

and one each from Australia, Cze-
choslovakia, Ireland, Thailand and
China.

TO THE COLORS!

Walsh Renews "No Strike'

Pledge at Syracuse Meet

(Continued from Page 1)

IATSE president, pledged anew that
the IA would continue to follow a
"no strike" policy for the duration.
Walsh also pledged to the asso-

ciation that the international "is

now and will continue to be one of
the finest organizations in the A F
of L."

Louis Krouse, general secretary-
treasurer, spoke on the subject of

overtime which some members might
be looking for, due to defense reel

showings, and explained the neces-

sity of each projectionist not draw-
ing the issue too fine.

P. A. McGuire. of International
Projector, asked IA locals to organ-
ize educational committees to co-

operate with the national conserva-
tion committee.

Walsh and Krouse will proceed to-

day to Cincinnati.

Cuban Circuit, Distribs.

Apart on Product Deals

(Continued from Parte 1)

the circuit. Smith reports that the

companies are still holding out de-

spite the fact that the circuit has
offered 40 per cent up to $4,000 in

gross receipts and another percent-

age when receipts go above that
figure.

Universal, Paramount, Columbia
and RKO, which closed deals with
the Smith and Valcarce circuits be-

fore they merged, are being forced

to release "A" product every week,
inasmuch as 50 per cent of the film

supply has been cut off by the cir-

cuit's failure to close deals with the

other four companies.

Product shortage is proving to be
a "gold-mine" for the independent
distributors.

Erie C. Kenton on "Sarong"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Universal has signed

Erie C. Kenton to direct the next
Abbott and Costello picture, "Pardon
My Sarong," with Virginia Bruce.
Picture will start about March 15.

K"nton recently directed "Ghost of
Frankenstein" and "North to the
Klondike" for Universal.

Scranton, Pa.—John Rorick, assis-
tant manager of the Rialto Theater,
has been called into the Army.

Chicago—George Carris of the Al-
liance circuit is in the Coast Artil-

lery at Camp Eustic, Va.

Toronto — Russ. McKibbin, man-
ager of the Royal Theater, Guelph,
until a short time ago, has arrived
in England as a lieutenant in the

Royal Canadian Artillery.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Charles Golde, Jr.,

formerly employed in the RKO Ra-
dio Studio mill, has enlisted in the
U. S. Marines. Bill Sleeper, car-
penter, has enlisted in the U. S.

Navy and been assigned to the pho-
tographic division. He took a spe-

cial course to get the post.

Rochester — John Menzies, assis-

tant manager oat the Century here,

has entered the Army.

Give Fund for Freeman
Library at MPRF House

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—A committee of Para-

mount theater partners and asso-
ciates, headed by E. V. Richards,
R. J. O'Donnell, 'and A. H. Blank
have contributed a fund for the erec-

tion of the Y. Frank Freeman Library
at the Motion Picture Relief Fund's
country house at Woodland Hills.

The gift was presented as a trib-

ute to Freeman and is a mark of

the high esteem in which he is held

b^ his theater associates. It fol-

lowed the highly successful comple-
' ion nf a Paramount theater patron-
age drive. Freeman had previously
-ir>nstpd a cottaare to the country
house in honor of his wife, Mrs. Mar-
garet Freeman.

Defense Officials Okay
'Gold Rush' Preview Lights

West Coast Bui of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Charles Chaplin's

glamour preview of "The Gold Rush"
at the Fox Theater, Westwood Vil-

lage, March 2 has got a definite okay
from defense officials. There will be
no restrictions on lights, floodlights
being permissible providing there
is some person available to turn them
off in event of a blackout.
The crowd is to be restricted to

5,000. Caution will be exercised to

keep the streets clear.

UMPI Meets Again Today
UMPI sub-committee was in ses-

sion yesterday considering arbitra-

tion matters and a substitute sales

plan for blocks-of-five. It will meet
again today.

War Time Poses Problem
For Small Town Theaters

(Continued from Page 1)

result if they come to town for the
evening movies they now come an
hour late. The operators are con-
templating jumping their schedules
an hour later to meet the situation,

but then the town folks complain
the shows are starting too late.

Exhibitor Ted Allen of the Garden
at Guthrie Center has somewhat
solved this problem through compro-
mise. He has set up his shows a
half-hour later than usual on War
Time.
Other exhibitors are looking at

this plan with favor as a possible
solution to their troubles.

Economic Warfare

Duty lor Herron

(Continued from Page 1)

active Army service last March, an
for a time was assigned to the Arm\
Motion Picture Service.

A still later assignment saw hin
in the priority division of the £*
fice of Emergency Management, ^
it was from the latter that he wa<
transferred to the powerful Depart/
ment of Economic Warfare of which
Milo Perkins is executive director.

Ensley Barbour Dies;

One-Time Circuit Owner
Springfield, Mo.—Ensley Barbour,

52, died yesterday at his country
home near Joplin. At one time Bar-
bour directed a circuit of 30 movie
theaters and managed 35 traveling
stock companies. He is credited with
having developed Walker Whiteside,
Billie House and Ruby Darby into
theater personalities. Funeral will
be held here tomorrow afternoon
with burial in Prague, Okla.

Defense Cross-Examines
Johnson in Trust Suit

Craig for Rinehart Film
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — RKO has engaged

James Craig to play the male lead
in Mary Roberts Rinehart's "One
Hour of Glory," opposite Maureen
O'Hara.

Triples at Halper's Jeff

Chicago—Sam Halper, adding the
Jeff to his string, will play triples.

Slot Machine Which Furnishes Amusement
Only Legal, Canadian Supreme Court Rules

Montreal—The slot machine which furnishes nothing more than the amuse-
ment afforded in playing it is a service-vending machine excepted from the class

of machines presumed to be gambling machines, the Supreme Court of Canada
ruled in upholding the appeal lodged by Constantin Laphkas, of Montreal,
against a conviction of keeping a common gaming-house. The decision is of
importance to theater owners in whose lobbies these machines are placed.

Appeals to the Privy Council in criminal matters having been abolished since

1935, this judgment establishes Canadian jurisprudence, settling, once and for

all, a thorny question which has produced different interpretations by four
provincial Courts of Appeal. The Supreme Court ruling now is similar to judg-
ments rendered by the Courts of Appeal in Ontario and British Columbia, and
opposed to the views held by the Court of Appeal of Quebec and Saskatchewan.

Sioux Falls, S. D.—'Surprises cam*
fast in Arthur R. Johnson's $523,00(
film trust suit in Federal Cour
here yesterday when defense counse
obtained glaring admissions fron
Johnson, the complaining witness
manager of the Granada Theater.
During another heated session o:

cross-examination, using letters anij

contracts as material evidence, del
fense counsel for the Minnesot;
Amusement Co., and a score of filn

exchanges, brought out a series o

differences between contesting part
ies during their period of business
relations.

After Johnson signed contract^
with film exchanges, they contended!
he would try to cut prices, and wheil
the film firms sought to restrict hinf
to the pictures agreed upon in their*

contracts, he would allegedly del
fault and seek to nullify his . conl
tracts by injection of other pictures
In one instance, it was said, he adj
vised film exchanges that he couli

obtain double features from anothe
concern at amazingly low prices an<

asked to set aside their contract in

order to try out these other pictures]
Plaintiff admitted, on cross-examf

ination, that this was more of fanc^J
than of fact, and was used by hin]
primarily as a "sales talk" in an ef

j

fort to obtain better arrangement
\

for himself. While cross-examina
j

tion is being held open to permi
i

the introduction of records and con
tracts by the defense this morningj
the plaintiff began redirect exami
nation late yesterday.

F. M. Research Corp.
Opens New York Offices

F. M. Research Corp., recently inj

corporated at Albany with an auj
thorized capital stock of $75,00(|
has opened offices and laboratorie
in New York City and will specializ
in recording and reproduction o

sound on film and on radio receivin;

and transmission.
Jay C. Fonda, inventor of th

Fonda method of film reproductior
is president of the new company
Joseph M. Barnett and Thomas "W

Mann, vice-presidents, and W. £

Adams, secretary-treasurer. Sev
eral items in the process of develop
ment will, it is said, be important i

I defense work.
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Cincy Exhibs. File Complaints for 79 Houses
(See Column 4 Below)

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Twenty-Three Years Old

"GREEN VALLEY" GETS AWARD
"Let's Begin to Win," Willkie's Academy Text
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"Let's Begin to Strike,

Let's Begin to Win," His

Academy Address Credo

' st Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— A clarion call

for immediate American offen-

sive action against the Axis was
sounded here
last night by
Wendell L. Will-
kie.

With the an-
n u a 1 Academy
awards dinner
at the Biltmore
Hotel as an
impressive and
imposing back-

drop, the former
Presidential
candidate and
the industry's
special counsel
during the re-

cent Senate
propaganda "witch-hunt" climaxed
what obviously was a pronouncement

(Continued on Page 4)

WENDELL L. WILLKIE

Estimate Para.'s 1941

Net at $10,125,000

Paramount's estimated earnings
for the 52 weeks ended Jan. 3, 1942,
,were $10,125,000 after interest and

1 charges including provision for
11 Federal taxes. This was an-

(Continucd on Page 7)

Defense Education Plan
In Skouras Bronx Test

A program of community educa-
:ion in civilian defense will be set
n operation on Sunday morning

(Continued on Page 6)

RCA's $10,192,716 Net
For 1941 Up $1,079,560

RCA and subsidiaries for the year
ended Dec. 31 earned a net of $10,-
;192,716, an increase of $1,079,560 or

(Continued on Page 2)

1941 ACADEMY AWARDS
PRODUCTION

"How Green Was My Valley," (20th Century-Fox).

PERFORMANCES
Actor: Gary Cooper in "Sergeant York." (Warner Bros.-Lasky-Wallis).

Actress: Joan Fontaine in "Suspicion." (RKO Radio).

Supporting Actor: Donald Crisp in "How Green Was My Valley." (20th

Century-Fox). ^k
Supporting Actress: Mary Astor in "The Great Lie." (Warner Bros.).

DIRECTION
John Ford for "How Green Was My Valley." (20th Century-Fox).

WRITING
Best original motion picture story: Harry Segall for "Here Comes Mr. Jordan."

(Columbia). A^ ^^^^
Best written screenplay: Herman J. Mankiewicz and Orson Welles for "Citizen

Kane." (RKO Radio).

Best original screenplay: Sidney Buchman and Seton I. Miller for "Here
Comes Mr. Jordan." (Columbia).

MUSIC
Best song: Music by Jerome Kern, lyric by Oscar Hammerstein II for "The

Last Time I Saw Paris" from "Lady Be Good." (M-G-M).

Best scoring for a musical: Frank Churchill and Oliver Wallace for "Dumbo."
(Walt Disney. RKO Radio release).

Best scoring of a dramatic picture: Bernard Herrmann for "All That Money
Can Buy." (RKO Radio).

ART DIRECTION
Black and white: Richard Day, Nathan luran for "How Green Was My

Valley." (20th Century-Fox).

Color: Cedric Gibbons and Urie McCleary for "Blossoms in the Dust."
(M-G-M).

FILM EDITING
William Holmes for "Sergeant York." (Warner Bros.-Lasky-Wallis).

SOUND RECORDING
Jack Whitney and William L. Willmarth for "That Hamilton Woman." (United

Artists-Korda).

CINEMATOGRAPHY
Black and white: Arthur Miller for "How Green Was My Valley." (20th

Century-Fox).

Color: Thomas Little for "Blood and Sand." (20th Century-Fox).

SPECIAL EFFECTS
Photographic effects: Farciot Edouart and Gordon Jennings for "I Wanted

Wings." (Paramount)
1
^»--=---'" ^^^^^

Sound effects: Louis Mesenkop for "I Wanted Wings." (Paramount).

SHORT SUBJECTS |L
Cartoon: "Lend a Paw." (Walt Disney's Mickey Mouse series).

1,000 feet or less: "Of Pups and Cuddles." (M-G-M's Passing Parade series).

1,000 to 3,000 feet: "Main Street on the March." (M-G-M).

{ML SPECIAL AWARDS |^
Irving Thalberg Memorial Award to Walt Disney for consistent quality of

production through the years.

To Walt Disney, William Gerrity, John N. A. Hawkins and RCA "for out-

standing contribution to the advancement of the use of sound in motion
pictures through the production of 'Fantasia.'

"

To Leopold Stokowski and his associates "for their unique achievement in

the creation of a new form of visualized music in Walt Disney's pro-

duction, 'Fantasia,' thereby widening the scope of the motion picture

as entertainment and as an art form."

John Ford Wins Directorial

Honors, Gary Cooper and
Joan Fontaine in Acting

By RALPH WILK
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Twentieth Cen-
tury-Fox's "How Green Was
My Valley" captured five Os-
carsatthe -

M. P. Acad-
emy's 14th an-
n u a 1 awards
banquet last

night at the
Biltmore Bowl.

It was pro-
claimed the
best production
of 1941; John
Ford, its di-

rector, was
awarded the
year's director-

ial honors;
Donald Crisp,

one of its featured players, was ad-

judged to have given the best sup-
(Continued on Page 6)

WALTER WANGER

79 Houses Involved

In Cincy Complaint

Two demands for arbitration, in-

volving 79 theaters in Cincinnati and
the immediate vicinity, have been
filed against the five consenting com-
panies by Willis Vance and Louis

(Continued on Page 7)

Name Committee to Study
Theater Safety Conditions

Theater safety conditions in New
York City will be studied hy a com-
mittee headed by J. Henry Walters
of RKO and Harry Moskowitz of

(Continued on Page 2)

Industry to Protest

New Brazilian Decree

Brazil's decree ci'eating a National
Cinematographic Council violates the

trade treaty with this country and
(Continued on Page 7)
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FINANCIAL
(Thursday, Feb. 26)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Seat
Col. Piers, vtc. (2i/

2% )

Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind

Con Fm. Ind. pfd
East. Kodak 130y4 129V4 130 — Vb
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq 11 Vi llVi 11'/?+ %
Loew's, Inc 40S/8 40'/2 40%
do pfd
Paramount 14% 14% 143/8 — %
Para. 1st pfd
RKO 2}4 23/4 23/4
RKO $6 pfd
20th Century-Fox . . . 9V4 9% 9'/8
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 53/8 5'/4 5V4 — V4
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Loew's deb. 3'/2S 46
Par. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. deb. 4s56 100% 100% 100% — %

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Radio-Keith cvs % % %
Sonotone Corp 1% 1% 1% —1-16
Technicolor
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45 63y2 66y2
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 61% 64

T T - T
Staff Stuff
• • • PICKUPS ABOUT PICTURES AND PEOPLE— New
Haven: Howard Johnson, whose pop operates the Strand at Hamden.

broke the intercollegiate swimming record of 51.6 seconds for 100

yards at the Yale-Dartmouth meet Johnson, who is a senior, equalled

Johnny Weismuller's world record of 51 seconds for the distance, free

style. . . • Pittsburgh: Employes at 20th-Fox presented Branch Manager

Ira Cohn and Mrs. Cohn a set of sterling silver on their 25th wedding

anniversary. . . • Kansas City: London Laird, former Kansas City Star

movie critic and now a feature writer, is MC-ing the entertainments at

Fort Leavenworth Toby Brenner, theater and real estate man, has

paid Kenneth Fligg, K. C. attorney, three $5 hats It started when
he bet Brenner a hat that Hitler wouldn't be in power by Jan. 1, 1940,

and the bet has been going on from year to year. . . • Boston: Brad

Angier, former trade paper reporter here, has turned exhibitor, having

bought a theater in a nearby suburb. . . • Hollywood: Tommy Dorsey

and his band are about to start a trek of one-night stands to New York

where they will play their eighth engagement at the New York Para-

mount on April 1,—and no foolin' In May, Tommy opens at the

Hotel Astor Roof. . . • New York: Peter Artzt, director of creative work

for the Weiss and Geller agency, has been elected a vice-prexy of

the organization

T T T
• • • REMEMBER PEARL HARBOR!

Times Square "Bombing'
Via Tele's Raid Lesson

Name Committee to Study
Theater Safety Conditions

Thomas W. Lamb, Theater
Architect, Dies at 71

Thomas W. Lamb, 71, intei'nation-

ally renowned architect whose spe-
cialty was theater design, died sud-
denly yesterday in the offices of
Cross & Brown, real estate and in-

surance agents, 270 Madison Ave.
An ambulance was summoned when
he was stricken, but he died before
it arrived.
Head of Thomas W. Lamb, Inc.,

of 36 West 40th St., the deceased
designed many outstanding film and
legit, houses throughout the world.
Among his local projects were the
Capitol, Loew's State, Rivoli, Rialto,

Ziegfeld and Cort.

A "bombing" of Times Square will
highlight the second lesson in the
television school for New York air
raid wardens over NBC's WNBT.
The lesson will be given six times
dailv on Monday, Tuesday and Wed-
nesday. Morning telecasts are set
for 10:30 and 11:3.0. Afternoon ses-
sions will begin at 3 and 4. Eve-
ning broadcasts are listed for 8 and
9. The series is under the super-
vision of Police Commissioner Lewis
J. Valentine.

Dave Bader Quits Pal;

Jack Miller Succeeds Him
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Dave Bader has re-

signed as general manager of George
Pal Productions, and leaves for New
York where he will remain indefi-

nitely.

He is succeeded by Jack Miller,
Pal's former story head.

Loew's Theaters P. A-'s

Vote SPG Bargaining Agt.

Loew's Theaters publicists yester-
day, by an 8-5 vote, selected the New
York SPG as their collective bargain-
ing agent in a NLRB election.

The Guild announced it would bring
pressure to bear for the immediate
start of negotiations.

(Continued from Page 1)

Loew's as a result of a meeting of

theater reps, yesterday at the of-

fice of William Wilson, Commission-
er of Buildings and Housing. All

circuits are represented on the com-
mittee.

Preliminary steps for a co-opera-
tive effort to promote the safety of

audiences in the event of air raids

were taken at yesterday's meeting,
called by Arthur J. Benline, acting
deputy commissioner.
The theater men decided to set up

a system of interchanging informa-
tion on defense precautions and pro-
tection among all theaters in the
city so that the indivdual theater
man might profit from the experi-
ences of others.
According to Benline, the session

revealed that many theaters had done
nothing about designating suitable
safety areas for patrons who might
not care to remain in their seats
during an air raid.

Eyssell Hosts Trade Press

Gus S. Eyssell, managing director

of the Radio City Music Hall hosted
last night a party for the local trade
press. Following a cocktail recep-
tion and dinner in the theater's Stu-
dio Apartment, the guests were
taken to Madison Square Garden
where they attended the hockey
game,—the N. Y. Rangers vs. De-
troit.

COmiflG and GOIDG

EDWARD ARNOLD has left for the Coast.

ANN RUTHERFORD has started a USO tour
of Army camps in Maryland and Virginia.

IRVING BROWNING leaves for the Coast to-.

morrow to discuss a shorts production deal.

LLOYD BRIDCHAM, manager of the Broadway.
Dover, N. H., is vacationing in Florida.

NATHAN GOLDSTEIN of Western Massar'T*
setts Theaters, and SAM PINANSKI, of M $}l ~

\

Theaters, in Boston, were visitors to the PaVlb"

mount home office.

WILLIAM DIETERLE returns to Hollywood to-

morrow after 10 days in New York filming se-

quences for RKO's "Syncopation."

MICHELE MORGAN and PAU HENREID are in

Miami making p.a.'s in connection with the

opening there of RKO's "Joan of Paris."

SAM BISCHOFF, Columbia producer, is in

town.

GENE TIERNEY left for Washington yesterday I

en route to the Coast.

JEAN CABIN terminates his New York vaca-'
tion tomorrow to return to Hollywood.

E. H. HANSON, technical supervisor of 20th-
Fox studios, returned to the Coast yesterday
after conferences here with E. I. Sponable, tech-
nical director of Movietone News studios.

RCA's $10,192,716 Net
For 1941 Up $1,079,560

(Continued from Page 1)

12 per cent over 1940, the annual

stockholders report released today

by President David Sarnoff disclosed.

Net is equal to 50.2 cents a share on

the common after payment of all

'

preferred dividends. In 1940, the

common earned 45.2 cents.

Total gross income from alll

sources amounted to $158,695,722 in

1941, compared with $121,439,507 in

1940, an increase of $37,256,215.

Operations for 1941 compared with
1940 show an increase in gross in-

come of 31 per cent, an increase in

net profit of 12 per cent, and the
increase in the number of persons
employed of 20 per cent.

Provision for Federal income taxes
was $16,373,600, an increase of $12,-

128,302 or 285 per cent over the pre-
ceding year. In addition to Federal
income taxes, the total of state, local,

social security and other taxes paid
or accrued in 1941 was $3,417,250,
compared with $2,685,903 in 1940.

Consolidated balance sheet carries

RCA's investment in RKO as of Dec.
31 last at $6,614,434.75, unchanged
from the preceding year's balance
sheet, and representing at cost
44.757-106/1000 shares of $100 par
value 6% convertible preferred stock,

316,328-2/24 shares of $1 par value
common and 555,253% option war-
rants. Footnote states that accrued
cumulative dividends from June 1,

1940, are in arrears and that the
indicated market value of the RKO
holdings at Dec. 31 last was $3,-

201,057.

Goldwyn Signs Lamour
Samuel Goldwyn has signed Dor-

othy Lamour to co-star with Bob
Hope in "Treasure Chest."
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ftTake Offensive Against Axis/7
Willkie Asks

Industry's Leadership
Praised for Fighting for

Rights at Senate Inquiry

(Continued from Page 1)

of his own position on proper war
policy for the nation with these
fighting words:

"It sickens me to think of
America in terms of defense. I

am tired of hearing of defense
efforts and defense rallies, and
even defense bonds. We should
begin to talk of conquering ef-
forts, and victory rallies and
bombardment bonds. But more
than that, we should begin to
think in terms of attack, not of
retreat; we should begin to act
in terms of striking, not block-
ing.

"For if the victories of totali-

tarianism have taught us any-
thing, it is that those who win
strike first.

"Let's begin to strike.

"Let's begin to win."
This fighting credo of the titular

head of the Republican party, who
had been introduced by Walter Wan-
ger, Academy president, as "a great
American" who "has taken his posi-
tion in the moving issues of the day
without regard for political expedi-
ence, with no thought of his own
preferment—guided only by a broad
vision and a deep and unselfish patri-

otism," was greeted by salvos of
applause from the diners.

Willkie opened his remarks by re-

calling his recent service as special
industry counsel, and in so doing pil-

loried those Senators responsible for
the war-mongering attack pressed
by the Interstate Commerce Sub-
committee.

"You will recall the nature of that
attack," Willkie said. "At the very
moment when Jslpan was assembling
her armies and laying her plans for
the surprise naval and aircraft de-
scent on Pearl Harbor, when she was
plotting the seizure of the Philip-
nines, Malaya and the Dutch East
Indies, when her ships were being
conditioned and her seasoned divi-

sions were on the move, when Hitler
was marching triumphantly toward
Moscow, and it appeared to many
that his armies would soon be dis-

engaged there and seeking new fields

of plunder—there were individuals in
America, and even in the high com-
mittee places of the United States
Senate, who were guileless enough
to proclaim that the motion picture
industry was luring: us to war.

Public Opinion Led
"Now I believe in the leadership

of public opinion, and I know that
this industry believes in the leader-
ship of nublic opinion. During that
long season before Pearl Harbor, the
American people, ahead of many of
their representatives, came to recog-
nize the menace of totalitarianism.
They understood the futility of neu-
trality and the shallow security of an
imaginary isolation. They knew that
with aggression running rampant

"YOU HAVE BEEN ALERT //

A ND now again, since the outbreak of war, you who serve this vast motion picture

** public, have been alert to the requirements of the hour. You have unreservedly put

the full resources of this industry with its outlets in every community in the United

States, at the service of the Army and Navy and the Air Force. Your actors and actresses

educate the public, sell bonds and entertain the armed forces; your cameramen map the

earth from the skies; your technicians speak with the magic of wave lengths and hear

through the ocean's vibrations. You understand that this is truly a TOTAL WAR.

—

Wendell L. Willkie, addressing the Academy awards dinner in Hollywood last

night.

throughout the world, it would sooner
or later reach our shores.
"But there were some who closed

their eyes to this realistic American
attitude. They saw an ulterior pur-
pose behind such a picture as 'Es-
cape,' even after millions of Ameri-
cans had applauded it. It is a tri-

bute to the motion picture industry
that it was among the first to appre-
ciate fully true American sentiment,
and to offer pictures reflecting that
sentiment and disclosing the vicious
character of Nazi plotting and vio-
lence.

"Badly Needed Warning"
"We badly needed warning. It is

only to be regretted that the call to
the alert sounded a bit too feebly for
us to be fully prepared when the
blow fell.

"We live in a nation of free insti-

tutions, free press and free agencies
of public expression. It is good in a
democracy, and a part of the spirit

of democracy, that the motion pic-
ture industry should have a right to
make the kind of pictures it desires.

Manifestly, under such circum-
stances, those pictures will conform
to public taste, because it is from the
public that the industry must look
for patronage and survival.

"If a few months ago, a small
group of legislators, employing
the harassing power of a com-
mittee inquisition, had been able
to throttle this industry and sup-
press its freedom; if they had
forbidden the industry's right to
conduct its business in its own
way, and to make the kind of
pictures it felt the public
wanted, we should have lost not
only something of great public
value, but we would have been
establishing the very kind of
governmental suppression and
autocracy which we are now op-
posing throughout the world.

"For remember that nowhere else
except in the democratic nations, can
a motion picture industry do this
very simple and natural thing of
making the kind of pictures that
people want. It is also part of the
spirit of democracy, that groups of
citizens or groups of United States
senators can complain about the
types of pictures being shown. Such
complaints lead to analysis and test,
and to public conclusions, and these
are democratic processes. While we
need checks on power, we do not
need them on free expression.

"Not Afraid to Fight"

"However, I want to pay a tribute

to the leaders of this industry for
the way they stood behind their pro-
ductions, and were willing to meet
the attacks frankly and courage-
ously. There were multitudinous
rumors as to how they would be
penalized and intimidated. There
were forecasts that they would be
pilloried and abused. These things
did not happen. They did not hap-
pen because the leaders of the in-

dustry were not afraid to fight for
their rights. They did not happen
because of the basic soundness of the
industry."

Continuing, Willkie declared that
industry success is "based on per-
formance," and that within the in-

dustry "there is no place for the
stuffed shirt." Then, turning briefly

to the OCD controversy, the speaker
said that he "resented" the attack
on Melvyn Douglas "merely because
he is an actor, and so presumably
knew nothing about what we are
fighting to preserve, or how to rally
the people to defend it."

The latter part of Willkie's address
was concerned with an exposition of
the problems presented by "total
war," and a reminder that "perhaps
as a people, we have been too con-
scious of our own nower."

"I do not challenge our right
to believe ourselves strong,"
Willkie said. "We are strong.
But in this war of swift move-
ment, most of our strength is as
yet undeveloped. It has not yet
been given military focus. As
a result, we have found ourselves
on the defensive.
"But we will not win this war

on the defensive. We want our
Navy seeking out the enemy,
not hugging our shores for fear
the enemy will seek us out, as
some of our distinguished sen-
ators have suggested.
"We want our armies pene-

trating every active front. We
want our fighting planes lead-
ing our bombers to their goal."
Wanger was in fine oratorical form

as he introduced Willkie of whom
he said, "we are profoundly in his
debt for his direct and gallant ser-
vice to our industry." Said Wanger:

Wanger's Willkie Tribute

"When we were attacked and held
to public trial by a group who tried
to make American patriotism appear
to be propaganda, and our call for
American preparedness to be. war-
mongering, we called upon this man
for leadership. Never did a noble
cause secure more inspired counsel
and direction. He tore away false

Fitzgibbons Heads

Advisory Council

Toronto — John J. Fitzgibbons
president and managing director oi

Famous Players Canadian Corp., u*ill.

serve as frrt-

manent chlrii

man of the

Ad visorj
Council chos-
en by the filn

industry tcj

function with
the Wartime

.

!

Prices anc
Trade Board

Acceptance
of the Fitz
gibbons des
ignation was
an n ouncec
yesterday by\

Administrator R. G. McMullen of the
Wartime Board. The FPC exec, was
not originally named to the Council •

but was agreed upon as chairman in

the process of organization.

Serving with Fitzgibbons are
Louis Rosenfeld, Henry L. Nathan-
son, P. J. O'Loghlin, Henry Falk
Tom Walton, B. C. Salamis, Morris
Stein and Clarence Robson.

JOHN J. FITZGIBBONS

Army and Navy Turning tc

Used Camera Equipment

The Army and Navy are reporter
experiencing difficulty in fulfilling
their motion picture camera and lens
requirements, and, as a result, the
Co-ordinator of Information is mov-
ing to fill the gaps by purchasing
used equipment, both here and ir

Hollywood. Rapid expansion of mo-
tion picture programs by various
Government departments and agen
cies is said to have materially in-

creased the equipment demands.

issues as he might strip the shuck;
from his Indiana corn.

"We were freed from the hesita
tion, from the doubt, from the con
fusion and from the cowardice o:

our first unguided steps. He placee
our cause before the American peoph
in all its honesty, in all its patrio
tism and based it upon its fundamen
tal righteousness.

"He reduced nurposely-confusee
issues to the simple one of the pre
servation of the American guarant;
of the freedom of expression. Hi
confounded our enemies with thi

simplicity and forthrightness of hi:

presentation and of the principles 01

which he based our cause.

"With such a champion, with sue!
a cause and with (such) a presenta
tion, we could not lose. America]
history will have a place to recon
the extent and importance of ou
victory. We tonight have the privi
lege of honoring the man who gav
us that victory—WENDED
WILLKIE."
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Acting Awards to Gary Cooper, Joan Fontaine
Ambassador Hu Shih
An Added Guest; Wanger
Urges 'Psychological War'

(Continued from Page 1)

porting performance by an actor; its

art direction, at the hands of Richard
Day and Nathan Juran, was adjudged
the* best for a black and white pro-

duction; and its cameraman, Arthur
Miller, was awarded top cinema-
tographic honors.

This is the third time that John
Ford has captured year's best direc-

tion award—in 1934-35 he won it

with "The Informer" and again in

1939-40 with "The Grapes of Wrath,"
both 20th Century-Fox productions.

Best acting honors of 1941 went
to Gary Cooper for his performance
as Sergeant Alvin York in Jesse L.

Laskv and Hal B. Wallis' production

of "Sergeant York," released by
Warner Bros. Joan Fontaine re-

ceived an Os-
car for hav-
i n g contrib-
uted the best
acting by an
actress in
RKO's Alfred
Hitchcock -

directed
"Suspicion."
Best sup-

porting ac-
tress per-
formance

1 award went
to Mary As-
tor for her
role in War-

ner Bros. "The Great Lie." Presenta-
tion to her and to Joan Fontaine
was made by Ginger Rogers, while
James Stewart, in Army uniform,
made the presentation to Gary
Cooper and Donald Crisp, the latter

for the best supporting role by an
actor.

Writing Honors
Harrv Segall's "Here Comes Mr.

Jordan," Columbia release, was pro-
nounced the best original motion pic-

ture story of the year; Herman J.

Mankiewicz and Orson Welles' "Citi-

zen Kane" (RKO Radio release) was
accorded best written photoplay
honors; while Sidney Buchman and
Setin I. Miller's "Here Comes Mr.
Jordan" received an Oscar as the
best original screenplay. Preston
Sturges made the writing award
presentations.
The year's best song was declared

to be "The Last Time I Saw Paris,"
music by Jei'ome Kern, lyric by
Oscar Hammerstein II, from M-G-M's
"Lady Be Good." Best scoring for

a musical production went to Frank
Churchill and Oliver Wallace for
Walt Disney's "Dumbo," released by
RKO. Bernard Herrmann in scoring
for RKO's "All That Money Can
Buv" won top honors as the best for
a dramatic production.

Art Direction Awards
Year's best art direction for a

black and white production went to

Richard Da^ and Nathan Juran for

"How Green Was My Valley," while

Ceiiric Gibbons won that honor for

JOHN FORD

If (fiii/ of Research Council's 65 Army Shorts Sent
to South American Countries to Train Troops

Under the auspices of the Research Council of the M. P. Academy, its chair-

man, Darryl F. Zanuck, told those attending the 14th annual awards banquet at

the Biltmore Bowl last night, 65 training shorts, totaling 200 reels, have been

completed for the Government. Many of these shorts have been dubbed in foreign

languages and sent to South America to be used in the training of armies in a

number of the Latin republics. A complete library of the films, Zanuck stated,

has been sent to England.

Motion pictures, Zanuck asserted, is the only industry producing pictures for

the War Department without profit.

a color production with M-G-M's
"Blossoms in the Dust." Presenta-
tions were made by William P.
Pereira.

William H. Holmes was presented
with an Oscar by Darryl F. Zanuck
for the best film editing job on War-
ner Bros.-Lasky-Wallis' "Sergeant
York."
Sound engineers of "That Hamil-

ton Woman" captured an Oscar for
the year's best sound recording, the
soundmen being Jack Whitney and
William L. Willmarth.

Best cinematography honors for
black and white went to Arthur Mil-
ler, cameraman on "How Green Was
My Valley," and in color to Thomas
Little for "Blood and Sand," also a
20th-Fox picture.

Special photographic effects went
to Farciot Edouart and Gordon Jen-
nings for their work in Paramount's
"I Wanted Wings"; Louis Mesen-
kop also produced the year's best
sound effects for the same produc-
tion.

Short Subjects Awards
Best cartoon award went to Walt

Disney's "Lend a Paw" in his Mickey
Mous- series; the one-reeler award
to "Of Pups and Cuddles," a Metro
Passing Parade short; the two to

three-reeler award to Metro's "Main
Street on the March."

The Irving Thalberg Memorial
Award, omitted in 1940, went to
Walt Disnev for his consistently
high qualitv of production through
the years.
A gag special award was made to

Jack Benny
for his acting
in "Charlie's
Aunt." The
Oscar pre-
sented to him
by Mervyn
LeRoy was
dressed in
skirts and

| wore a femi-
nine hair-do.
This is the
first time in

the Acad-
emy's history
that a gag

has been introduced into the awards
for the year's "bests."
John Grierson, Canadian Film

Commissioner, made presentation of
special awards for documentary films

to Roy Scott for producing "KuKan,"
a factual record of China's struggle
made with a 16 mm. camera under
difficult and dangerous conditions;

JESSE L. LASKY

to the British Ministry of Informa-
tion for "Target for Tonight," which
Warner Bros, distributed here; and
to "Churchill's Island," made by the
Canadian Government.
Erpi received a special award for

the development of precision inte-

grating sphere densimometer for
transmission which has been adopted
by motion picture labs as the stand-
ard for measuring light transmission
of emulsions and which, it was held,

will result in better and more uni-
form quality of motion pictures.
Darryl F. Zanuck made the presenta-
tion.

An award was made to the RCA
Manufacturing Co. for the design
and development of the mi-302 uni-
directional microphone.

"Psychological Warfare"
Walter Wanger, Academy's prexy,

in his presi-
dential ad-
dress said all

branches of
the motion
picture in-

dustry are
dedicating all

their re-
sources to the
Government
in the prose-
cution of the
war. He as-
serted that
the industry
will play a
very important part in "psychologic-
al warfare," and called for a com-
plete mobilization of film resources
behind the war effort.

The Chinese Ambassador to the
U. S., Hu Shih, a last minute addi-
tion to the program, made a short
speech praising Hollywood and mo-
tion pictures. Cecil B. DeMille also
gave a short talk.

The awards banquet attracted one
of the largest turnouts in the Acad-
emy's history, more than 1,600 at-

tending the affair at the Biltmore
Bowl. Jack Harris' orchestra dis-

pensed music but there was no
dancing.

Morgenthau Thanks Hollywood
The following wire sent to Ken-

neth Thomson, executive secretary
of Screen Actors Guild, was read by
Wanger at the Academy award din-
ner: "On occasion of the annual
Academy banquet when honorary
awards are given for outstanding
work in your industry I should like

to thank screen actors and all other
Hollywood people who have assisted
the Treasury Department in its de-

Defense Education

Plan in Bronx Test

(Continued from Page 1)

when seven Skouras Bronx theaters
simultaneously will throw th/""
doors open to the public in a se#t-
of neighborhood defense rallied

"

This new step in the city's civilian
defense work was revealed yesterday
in an announcement emanating from
the Greater New York Civilian De-
fense Volunteer Office at City Hall.

Air raid defense films will be
screened, and speakers will explain
local civilian defense activities to
the audiences. There will be no ad-
mission charge, and the cost of show-
ing the films will be borne by the
theaters. The film programs will
run for a full hour.
The seven theaters are the Tuxedo,

Interboro, Ward, Crotona, Blenheim
and Ogden, all Skouras houses, and
the Fordham, of the RKO circuit.
All the houses volunteered their ser-
vices. Invitations are being ex-
tended to other theaters in the Bronx
to participate.

The idea of using theater facili-

ties to promote mass education in
civilian defense originated with Nick
J. Matsoukas, manager of the Tux-
edo theater, who won the active sup-
port of Georee P. Skouras. Skouras
is said to be layim? plans for staging
similar rallies in his chain of 68
theaters throughout Greater New
York.

HAL B. WALLIS

SPG, Distribs. Resume
Contract Talks Today

Contract negotiations are sched-
uled to be resumed today by the ma-
jor distribs. and the New York SPG.
Latter held a meeting at the Pic-
cadilly last night, session being pre-
ceded by a parley of its negotiating
committee.

Neb. Music Users to Meet
Lincoln, Neb.—Nebraska Music

Users Association will hold its sec-
ond meeting in Lincoln, Mar. 3, at
which time the president, Joe Malec,
of Peony Park, Omaha, will report
on progress made enlisting members
from the 1,000 users in the state at
$10 a head to get an anti-Ascap
war chest.

fense savings program through per-
sonal, screen, and radio appearances,
or by making these appearances pos-
sible.

"Howard Dietz, who represents
the motion picture industry on our
staff, has kept me fully informed of
this co-operation which you have so
willingly extended us during this
past year. All of our efforts must
be doubled and redoubled during the
coming months to keep our boys sup-
plied with guns, tanks, planes and
ships. Your continued wholehearted
co-operation will play no small part
in results we are going to attain.

(Signed) Henry Morgenthau, Jr.,,

Secretary .of Treasury."
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gl Houses Involved

l

Cincy Complaint

(Continued from Ptiijc 1)

e. Object of the cases, it is

lerstood, is to re-shuffle the en-

clearance situation between Cin-

nati first-runs and the subsequent-
>uses.

^e Vance and Wiethe docketed
™ ^tual complaints, it is reported

,' t they are being the "front men"
the 79 houses whose owners orig-

lly planned to file a single case

ich would represent the mass
nplaints of the entire group. Such

cedure would violate arbitration
- and their attorney was so ad-

when he contacted the Cin-

nati tribunal.

'ance operates the 20th Century,
. io, Eden and State theaters in

cinnati. Wiethe operates the

stwood, Bond, Kentucky and Der-

theaters in the same city. Both
libitors' complaints are identical

text.

t is understood that the other 71

aters will come in as intervenors
• order to be represented.

Wilmington Blacks
Out Next Tuesday

Wilmington, Del. — New Castle

County and Wilmington will black-

out for 10 minutes, starting at iO

p.m., EWT, on Tuesday night. Test

mobilization of air raid wardens, pre-

liminary to the blackout, is set for

Sunday at 4 p.m.

Industry to Protest

New Brazilian Decree

ar Free" If in Uniform

V heeling, W. Va.—Local theaters

e adopted a "for free" policy for

vice men in uniform, with the
" viso that the Federal admission

'] be paid.

{Continued from Pauc 1)

a protest will be made by the Ameri-
can film industry, it was reported
yesterday.

According to copies of the decree
received in this country, the Council
is authorized to establish conditions
for producers, importers, distribu-
tors, propagandists and exhibitors
of pictures and control relations
among them; it can promote, regu-
late and inspect the production, cir-

culating advertising and exhibition
of Brazilian pictures, meetings, con-
ventions and agreements among in-

dustry branches and reduce the cost
of and facilitate the transportation
of national productions.

While national or native pictures
are involved mainly, industry attor-
neys see nothing that would prevent
control over American pictures. The
decree even fixes the minimum rental
of a full length picture to 50 per
cent of the box-office receipts.

20th-Fox Opens 3-Day
Chi. Meeting Tomorrow

A three-day meeting of all 20th-

Fox district and branch managers

will open at the 1 Blackstone Hotel,

Chicago, tomorrow, Tom Connors,

personal assistant to President Sid-

ney R. Kent, announced yesterday.

Forthcoming product will be • dis-

cussed. Among the speakers will be

Connors, Kent and Herman Wob-
ber, general manager of distribution.

Others who will attend the meet-
ing from New York are, William
Sussman, Eastern division manager;
William Gehring, Central division

manager; William Kupper, Western
division manager; their assistants,

Clarence Hill, Ted Shaw and Eddie
Collins. A. M. Botsford, director of

advertising and publicity; Rodney
Bush, exploitation manager, and
Roger Ferri, editor of the Dynamo.

N. Y. Scenic Highway
Bill Out of Committee

Albany—The Senate Cities Com-
mittee has reported out Senator
Thomas C. Desmond's outdoor ad-

vertising bill which would authorize

municipalities and counties to desig-

nate any highway or portion of high-

way as a scenic highway and to reg-

ulate, restrict or prohibit billboards

or other outdoor advertising devices

within view thereof.

Estimate Para.'s 1941

Net at $10,125,000

(Continued from Page 1)

nounced yesterday by the board of

directors which also declared a com-
mon stock dividend of 25 cents per
share and a regular quarterly divi-

dend of |1.50 on its first preferred
stock, payable April 1.

At the same time, it was announced
that earnings for the fourth quar-
ter were estimated at $2,675,000.
The year's earnings were almost

$2,000,000 above those of the previ-

ous 53 weeks when the net profit

was listed at $7,633,130. As to com-
panies outside the United States,
current earnings include only those
subsidiaries which have operations in

the Western hemisphere and in Eng-
land, Australia, New Zealand and
India. Operations of all other for-

eign subsidiaries are included only
to the extent that income therefrom
has been received • in cash by the
corporation.
The corporation charged off $1,-

388,250.69 to earned surplus in 1941,
representing its investment in and
receivables from its subsidiaries in

France and Belgium.

Edward N. Brewer Dead
Rochester—Edward Neal Brewer,

former superintendent of the plate
department at Eastman1 Kodak, died

in St. Petersburg, Fla. Brewer re-

tired in 1929. <
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G1ACK0UT REGULATIONS SET BY GOV'T.

Committees Are Named For SMPE Convention

PLAIN TALK
. . . about equipment

By GEORGE H. MORRIS-
quipment Editor, THE FILM DAILY

k MONG the so-called "Four Freedoms"
* enunciated by President Roosevelt is

ie which cannot wait for Peace to benign-
bring. It is "Freedom From Fear." If

is war is to be won, Fear must have no
iven either in the hearts of our fighting

en, nor in the make-up of anyone on the

ist home front.

Certainly, the most practical of all our

artime slogans is, "Be Calm!" It is calm-
sss which enables plans to be intelligently

2vised and executed. We can be calm
ong with being determined, but we can-
st be determined and at the same time
lied with fear. The latter two elements
an't mix.

In some certain instances,—and we're
>eaking now of the exhibition field— , a

;gree of fear has set in among theatermen
•at they may not be able to get projec-
on carbons in the indefinite future, so
•ere has been manifested here and there
small-scale "gold rush" for this admitted-
vital commodity. Indeed the scope and

itensity of this wave of unwarranted jit-

;rs has reached a point where National
heater Supply Co. has posted in its many

fanches an "Important Notice to Pur-
asers of Carbons." And we quote:

o

IN these times, no one wishes to be ac-

cused of hoarding or of even the sus-
icion of hoarding. Furthermore, the mere
lea of hoarding any greatly needed com-
lodity at the expense of other people is,

J say the least, unpatriotic.

"An adequate supply of projector carbons
. vital for every operating theater. Na-
ional Theater Supply Co., as a duty to its

ustomers, intends to do its part to keep
iheaters running. In order to perform this
uty, National must co-operate with its

upplier of carbons, the National Carbon
^o., who have stated that they will make

(Continued on Page 10)

Service to Service
Two more RCA Photophone field

engineers have been called to active
service with the armed forces. Bar-
ney Marsden, of the Connecticut
territory, is to serve in the Army as
a First Lieutenant, and C. L. Cronk-
hite, of the Hollywood territory, has
been called by the Navy.

Five-Day Meet Takes On
Vital Aspect Because Of
Industry's Wartime Needs

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
Hollywood — Committees and the

tentative program for the SMPE
Spring convention, to be held at the
Hollywood - Roosevelt Hotel here
May 4-8, were announced this week
by President Emery Huse.

Technical papers and general dis-

cussions are expected to have an
important bearing on filmland's war-
time requirements, both from the
standpoint of existing equipment's

(Continued on Page 11)

Ebersons to Design

Big Up-Stale Job

Architects John and Drew Eber-
son have been instructed by the
Schine Circuit, which has purchased
a large tract of land in Massena,
N. Y., to prepare plans and specifica-

tions for a modern theater to be
erected on the site. In connection
with the project, the city's author-
ities have requested that a new hotel

(Continued on Page 11)

Green Announces Booklet
To Assist Theatermen

"What to Do—When to Do It," is

the theme of a new and helpful
booklet virtually ready for distribu-
tion by National Theater Supply Co.
to aid theater owners and projection-

(Continued on Page 11)

JVeti? "Front" Lines
Laconia, N. H.—Anticipating pos-

sibility of blackouts during evening

shows, Ralph E. Morris, manager cf

local Colonial, has had white lines

painted knee and shoulder high along

the exterior wall of the theater to

guide patrons into the street. Lines

run from exits to nearest thorough-

fare. This is first air raid precaution

measure reported by a pic house in

this area.

New RCA Movie Horn

Saves Vital Steel

A new 12-cell high frequency horn
made entirely of wood, except for
the throat, has been announced by
RCA Photophone for use in motion
picture sound reproducing systems
in theaters. By substituting wood
for the steel formerly used to make
the unit, much metal is saved for

(Continued on Page 11)

B & L Employes' Ideas
Aiding the War Effort

Rochester — Yankee ingenuity is

rallying in increasing force here to
help in defeat of the Axis, a report
from the Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.
indicates.

The report disclosed that during
1941 a record total of $7,300 was paid
out to employes of this defense plant
for suggestions on how to prevent

(Continued an Page 11)

Para. Opens New Exchange
Washington Building Model of Modernity

Beal Promoted by WE;
Clifford His Successor

Henry C. Beal, now manager of
the Western Electric Co.'s Kearney,
N. J., Works, will become engineer
of manufacture, effective on Monday,
with offices at the company's head-
quarters, 195 Broadway, New York
City. He will be succeeded as Works
manager by Reese F. Clifford, per-

(Continued on Page 11)

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—What is considered

the nation's most modern film ex-
change, built to house the local of-
fices of Paramount Pictures, Inc.,

and Paramount News, was formally
opened here on Tuesday, immediate-
ly in the wake of the removal from
the old building at 1101 Capitol St.,

which Paramount had occupied for
close to two decades.
The new building, 306 H St.,

(Continued on Page 10)

Measures Being Printed;
Booklet's Distribution

Date Has Not Been Fixed

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Blackout and air raid

regulations, formulated as basic sug-
gestions for all film theaters in the
nation, are now on the presses of
the Government Printing Office, fol-
lowing their drafting and subsequent
approval by the Office of Civilian
Defense, sources close to the latter
told THE FILM DAILY EQUIP-
MENT NEWS here yesterday.

In booklet form, these regulations
will be mailed in the near future to

each motion picture house, probably
under Government frank, with the

(Continued on Page 11)

Screen Famine Myth

Blasted by Vocalite

Roosevelt, N. Y. — In intimate
touch with the present status of
screen manufacture and sales of same
to circuits and indie houses in all

sections of the country, executive
channels of the local Vocalite Screen
Corp. stated here this week that
"time and again we have read state-

ments to the effect that screens are
going to be difficult to obtain, and

(Continued on Page 11)

Interstate Signs Pact
With Altec for Service

Dallas — Karl Hoblitzelle, presi-
dent, and R. J. O'Donnell, vice-presi-
dent and general manager of Inter-
state Circuit, Inc., whose 154 thea-
ters constitute the largest chain of
theaters in Texas, have appointed
Altec Service to handle sound and

(Continued on Page 11)

Bitter With Sweet
Buffalo—The "economy of scar-

city" induced by the war has hit

theater candy machines. Irving Fried,

of Tri-State Automatic Candy Corp.,

has been notified that, due to the

sugar shortage, his quota has been

cut not to exceed 60 per cent of

last, year's sales.
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(Continued from Page 9)

'no deliveries in any one month of any type

and size projector carbon in excess of aver-

age monthly shipments ... of such types

and sizes during the last three months of

1941, without receiving a priority certifi-

cate.'

"This does not necessarily mean the ra-

tioning of carbons. According to National

Carbon Co., there is no shortage of projec-

tor carbons. But even plentiful supplies of

any commodity can be quickly exhausted if

continual purchases in excess of normal

requirements are made, regardless of the

needs of others.

"THEREFORE, please help us to help you.

' Order only your regular carbon re-

quirements from us or from your customary

source of supply. Doubling up on carbon

stocks by shopping at several sources can

only lead to embarrassment, inconvenience

to your brother exhibitors, and possibly to

severe rationing that will benefit no one.

"We at National Theater Supply Co., in

following the policy wisely established by

National Carbon Co., intend to supply car-

bons to theaters on the basis of their actual

needs and the quantities purchased from

us last year. Under this reasonable, fair

and equitable policy, this company will be

helping all theater owners, for if only

normal orders are placed with us, then

all theaters have an equal opportunity to

get all the carbons they normally need for

their theaters, and no theater anywhere
need go dark due to unnecessary and un-

warranted hoarding of carbons."

KAC Acquires Grand
Elizabethtown, Ky. — Charles

Bowles sold his Grand Theater here
to Kentucky Amusement Co. J. M.
Hobbs, is the new manager.

Rau Sells the Marion
Auburn, Ky.—Morris Blacker has

acquired the Marion Theater here
from Edwin Rau.

AS Sole Eastern Distributors, we
carry the full and complete line of

equipment manufactured by:

—

MOLE-RICHARDSON CO.
Hollywood, California

Incomparable Lighting Equipment

Estimates Cheerfully Given

Let U> Enlighten Yell on
Your Lighting Preblemt

CHARLES ROSS Inc.
333 W. 52nd St.. New York City

Telephones: Circle 6-3470-5471

Fonda Takes Presidency
Of F. M. Research Corp.

Jay C. Fonda, inventor of the
Fonda method of recording and re-
producing sound on film, resigned as
president and director of the Fonda
Corp. and with an exclusive license
in the fields of electrical transcrip-
tion and motion pictures, has formed
the F. M. Research Corp. with of-
fices and laboratory at 29 West 57th
St., New York. This company has
a laboratory completely equipped for
research and development in record-
ing and radio receiving and trans-
mission.

Associated with Fonda, who is

president of the new company, are
Joseph M. Barnett, vice-president;
Thomas W. Mann, vice-president
and W. S. Adams, secretary-treas-
urer.

Extensive work is being carried
on in the development of several
items which will be important in

Defense work.

20th Century Theaters
Changes Aster to Pix

Toronto—Known for more than
two decades as the Aster, the neigh-
borhood theater on Ossington Ave.,
Toronto, which had been acquired by
20th Century Theaters, is to be re-
named the Pix in conjunction with
a structural overhaul. The the-
ater was operated for years by Sam
Firestone, who is now associated
with Odeon Theaters of Canada, and
20th Century Theaters is allied with
Famous Players.
A number of Toronto theaters

have blossomed forth with new
names after being remodeled in re-
cent months. The old Madison be-
came the Midtown, the Photodrome
grew into the Ace and the Oriole
now shines as the Cinema.

Remodeled N. O. Theater
Reopens as the Cinema

New Orleans — The completely
renovated theater, formerly called
the Casina, opened Sunday. The the-
ater has been renamed the Cinema.
The building underwent a complete
renovation and redecoration.
Entrance has been remodeled in

keeping with other buildings in the
Vieux Carre. New sound equipment
and other feautres have been added.
Mrs. Henry Lazarus is owner.

i
Always

Dependable

MOTIOGRAPH
PROJECTORS

See Your Independent Theatre

Supply Dealer for Full Information

New Paramount Exchange
Opens In Washington

(Continued from Page 9)

Northwest, occupies a plot 50 x 150
feet is a two-story and basement,
concrete, fireproof, air-conditioned
structure of advanced architectural
design which harmonizes with the
design of the new Government build-
ings in the city.

Front of the building is limestone
with windows and doors trimmed in
black granite and with a black mar-
ble base for the bronze Paramount
trade mark over the Herculite glass
entrance doors. The entrance gives
into a marble-walled, terazzo floored
lobby with one entire wall covered
by a photo-mural 22 x 12 feet. All
lighting is fluorescent.

The first floor contains the ex-
ecutive offices of Paramount News, a
projection room seating 50 with
modernistic decorating and latest
equipment, and film vaults and in-

spection room in the rear. The sec-
ond floor contains the executive of-

fices of Paramount Pictures, Inc.,

sales and secretarial offices, account-
ing and booking offices and. rest
rooms. The large airy basement
will be used for storage.

Executive offices are paneled in

matched walnut and all floors are
covered with Chromatile. The Moh-
ler Construction Co. of Washington
was the contractor and W. L. Pereira
was the architect.

Honor To DeAngelis
Rochester—Pictures of the Elmira

Theater, designed by Michael J. De-
Angelis will be included in the Brit-
ish Architectural Press, according to
word received here.

Eastman Refund Listed
Rochester — The Eastman Kodak

Co. here is listed for a Federal tax
refund of $537,298, according to a
Treasury report.

Wilkinson Improves Stand
Wallingford, Conn.—George Wil-

kinson has redecorated and refur-
nished his box-office and office at the
Wilkinson Theater.

For_

IT

FLAGS-
BANNERS—
VALANCES—

s
LIEBERMAN
Flag and Valance Co.

71 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y.

646 N. Michigan Ave, Chicago, Illinois

8954 Gibson Street, Los Angeles, Calif.

COminG and GOIIK

WALTER E. GREEN, president of Na
Theater Supply Co., returns to New York
following a business trip to the Mid-West

JOE HORNSTEIN, head of Joe Hornstein,
is scheduled to leave Florida early in I

for New York. He has been spending a
vacation in the South.

JOHN EBERSON, film theater arcf
will leave New York this week-end for
burgh in connection with the new Harris
ater which he has designed.

CY DASH, of Hertner Electric, wasVfc'
York this week, and has returned to his
quarters in Cleveland.

ED HARTLEY, of National Theater <

Co., arrived in New York this week from \

ington, D. C, where he is headquartering

DREW EBERSON, junior partner of the
tectural firm of John and Drew Eberson,
Washington, D. C, for consultations in
nection with the war effort.

L. W. CON ROW. Altec's president, ha
turned to New York from the Southwest.

Hands Boosted In Rank
Rochester—Maj. Ronald C. Ha

chief of the production divis
Rochester Ordnance District,
been promoted to the grade of L
tenant Colonel. He was form
Eastman Kodak Company const
tion superintendent.

Ritz Becomes Victory

Calhoun, Ky. — B. Bennett
changed the name of his Ritz

'

ater to the Victory Theater.

usAIRci

EXHIBITOR

jr Order COOLI

Equipment NO
Don't put it off ano
day if you plan to in

usAIRco Comfort C
ing in time for next s

mer's business.

While usAIRco Re
erated Kooler-aire
terns are practically oi
the picture, you can
get low-cost usAI
Kooler-aire Evapors
and Cold Water Systi

with which over half

nation's theatres are
equipped.

Write usAIRco Tod,

UNITED STATES AIR

CONDITIONING CORP.

|
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
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ickout Measures

Set by Gov't

(Continued from Page 9)

Activities Committee, compris-
' key film executives in various

g of the industry, assisting

ie booklet's distribution,

i CD and WAC channels yesterday
^ired that every theater circuit in

•ntry, without exception, has

Pw/ taken steps to assure safety
1 uiV property and patrons by set-

up protective air raid and black-

j measures, and that this is also
,' of the houses generally in the

er cities. Estimates also place
';' current total of houses-at-large,

i -h have taken protective steps,

tore than 11,000, which is approx-
ly 60 per cent of the total now

peration.

ie new OCD booklet's contents

not inflexible, it is pointed out,

are expected to serve as a guide

utlets, which, in turn, can adopt
ective measures of their own,
icable to the individual theater

tion and the extent of danger it

B from enemy attack.

A Has New Movie Horn
Save Vital Steel

(Continued from Page 9)

I e important uses in the defense

?ram, while efficiency of the horn
- ot impaired.

mhe new horn, which is mounted
11 i the larger low frequency horn
ilwas its metal predecessor, has

I
i thoroughly tested in the In-

Im lapolis laboratories of the RCA
lllnufacturing Company, and in the

Klen plant, where it was put
iugh full-fledged operating tests

i theater-sized auditorium. The

Mil unit is being used on the smal-
«RCA Photophone systems desig-

r -d as Models PG-129 and PG-139.

rth of Screen Famine
Blasted by Vocalite

*"" (Continued from Page 9)

|iir we say that this is true only of

I1"ain types of screens," and then
ed, "but we anticipate no difficulty

li '*
; at this plant."

1€ mong the many recent installa-
'''

s of screen in various parts of
" country, Vocalite lists a Chromo-

Flameproof screen in the Han-
Pickett Theater. Rockingham,

7 C; a Vocalite Beaded in the
i , Platte, So. Dak. ; a Marvelite
:he Moon, Neligh, Neb.; and a

rex Flameproof in the Rialto,

] nton, N. J.

al Promoted by WE;
fford His Successor

House Jack Built—
Chicago—Roosevelt Theater of the

B & K circuit has been resting on

jacks for several months, during con-

struction of the city's subway. Now,
Mason Rapp, prominent local archi-

tect in charge of the work, reports

rapid progress being made on the

permanent foundation, which is going

in at 40 feet below the surface

and will do away with the jacks.

SMPE's Convention

Committees Named

Ebersons Designated To
Design Up-State Job

(Continued from Pagt 9)

be built which will serve the com-
munity, now the home of one of the
Government's largest alumnium pro-
ducing plants.

This theater and hotel, it is under-
stood, will fulfill an important need
in the local war effort, and it is

planned to put up both structures as
quickly as possible, priorities per-
mitting.
The Hempstead (L. I.) Theater

Corp., Dr. Frank Calderone, presi-

dent, has entrusted the remodeling
of the fire-damaged Rivoli Theater
there to John and Drew Eberson,
and work on its restoration has al-

ready commenced. House is under
lease to Skouras Theater Corp., and
plans of the owners and architects
will in no way interfere with priori-

ties.

(Continued from Page 9)

;1 director for the past year.

;
hur B. Goetze, assistant person-

al director, will assume Mr. Clif-

nTl's post.
riliWestern Electric in 1941 completed
^r largest manufacturing program

its history and carries a still

vier "war" schedule in 1942.

Green Announces Booklet
To Assist Theatermen

(Continued from Page 9)

ists in maintaining their equipment
at peak efficiency under present
emergency conditions.

This booklet or "Keep 'Em Run-
ning" Manual, according to an an-
nouncement by W. E. Green, Na-
tional's president, is a compilation
of concrete and helpful suggestions,
based on the advice of the leading
manufacturers of projection and
sound, lamphouses, generators and
rectifiers, screens, theater chairs,
carpets, projection lenses, comfort
cooling equipment, curtain controls,
ticket registers and other vital equip-
ment that is the backbone of every
theater.

B & L Employes' Ideas
Aiding the War Effort

(Continued from Page 9)

waste and increase production. A
total of 1,700 suggestions was re-

ceived, according to President M.
Herbert Eisenhart, who pointed out
that $1,608 in awards was made in

December,—after Pearl Harbor.
The optical company established

the suggestion system in 1924, pay-
ing a cash award to employes whose
ideas are accepted.

To Reseat Hamilton
Waterbury—Fred Van Doren, op-

erator of the 60-seat Hamilton for
the past 11 years, will reseat the
house. National Theater Supply has
the contract.

(Continued from Page 9)

maintenance and the development
and application of new scientific

advances.
The first day of the meeting will

be given over to registration, the

informal get-together luncheon and
general and technical sessions. The
delegates probably will visit a studio

on the morning of the second day,

with two technical sessions follow-

ing. A technical session, a possible

trip and the semi-annual banquet
and dance will take up the third day.

Two technical sessions will be held

on the fourth and three on the fifth

and concluding day.
Committees designated to function

are:
Pacific Coast Papers—R. R. Scoville, chair-

man; G. A. Chambers, C. R. Daily, F. L.
Eich, W. W. Lindsay, Jr., S. P. Solow, W.
V. Wolfe.

Reception—C. W. Handley, chairman; J.

A. Aalberg. B. B. Brown, G. A. Chambers,
W. E. Garity, A. M. Gundelfinger, E. H.
Hansen, J. K. Hilliard, E. M. Honan, B.
Kreuzer, R. G. Linerman, C. L. Lootens, R.

H. McCullough, W. C. Miller, G. S. Mitchell,

K. F. Morgan, H. Moyse, W. A. Mueller,

G. F. Rackett, H. \V. Remershied, Alston
Rodgers, L. L. Ryder, S. P. Solow, H. G.
Tasker, J. R. Wilkinson.

Registration and Information—W. C. Kunz-
mann, chairman; F. Albin, L. W. Vhase, J.

Frank, Jr., J. G. Frayne, C. W. Handley, S.

Harris, F. L. Hopper.
Publicity—Julius Haber, chairman; G. R.

Giroux, West Coast chairman ; L. A. Aicholtz.

J. W. Boyle, J. L. Courcier, S. Harris, S.

E, Hawkins, G. S. Mitchell, E. C. Richard
son, R. R. Scoville.

Luncheon and Banquet— L. L. Ryder,
chairman; J. O. Aalberg, J. G. Frayne, C.
W. Handley, E. M. Honan, Emery Huse,
H. T. Kalmus, M. S. Leshing, i\. Levinson,
R. H. McCullough, W. C. Miller, P. Mole,
H. G. Tasker.

Hotel and Transportation— A. C. Chambers,
chairman; A. C. Blaney, D. J. Bloomberg,
L. F. Brown. J. P. Corcoran, C. R. Daily,

C. Dunning, W. C. Harcus, G. T. Lorance,
H. R. Lubcke, F. O'Grady, J. W. Stafford,

W. L. Thayer.
Convention Projection—C. L. Russell, chair-

man ; J. O. Aalberg, J. Durst, G. M. Farly,

B. Freericks, W. E. Gebhart, Jr., L. D. Grig-

non, J. K. Hilliard, A. E. Jackson, W. W.
Lindsay, Jr., R. H. McCullough, S. M. Pari-

seau, H. W. Remershied, C. R. Sawyer, G.
E. Sawyer, H. A. Starke, Officers and Mem-
bers of Los Angeles Projectionist Local No.
150.

Ladies' Reception—Mrs. Emery Huse and
Mrs. J. G. Frayne, hostesses, assisted by Mrs.
G. A. Chambers, Mrs. F. L. Eich, Mrs. A.
M. Gundelfinger, Mrs. C. W. Handley, Mrs.

J. K. Hilliard, Mrs. E. M. Honan. Mrs. B.
Kreuzer, Mrs. N. Levinson, Mrs. R. H. Mc-
Cullough, Mrs. G. S. Mitchell, Mrs. P. Mole.
Mrs. K. F. Morgan, Mrs. W. A. Mueller,
Mrs. G. F. Rackett, Mrs. H. W. Remershied,
Mrs. E. C. Richardson, Mrs. L. L. Ryder,
Mrs. R. R. Scoville, Mrs. S. P. Solow, Mrs.

J. R. Wilkinson, Mrs. W. V. Wolfe.
Color Print Exhibit—O. O. Ceccarini, chair-

man; L. E. Clark, J. B. Cunningham, C.
Dunning, R. M. Evans, L. D. Grignon, A.
M. Gundelfinger.

New Catalogs

Syracuse Scenery and Stage Light-
ing Co., 405 South Franklin St.,

Syracuse, N. Y., has just issued its

new catalog on stage scenery and
curtains, and stage lighting appa-
ratus. This catalog also covers stage
rigging, hardware and draperies.

Terms are carried in the text, and
film theaters are advised that prices

will be furnished upon request. Chan-
nels desiring copies of the catalog
may address the company as above
listed.

Interstate Signs Pact
With Altec for Service

(Continued from Pgje 9)

projection equipment servicing in the
Interstate chain.
Appointment of Altec is described

as a move toward intensified con-
servation of war-needed materials,

as well as recognition of Interstate's

increasing responsibility as an enter-

tainment medium in the fastest

growing military and war-industries
section of the country.

IN TIMES LIKE THESE keeping your
equipment in tip-top condition is

more important than ever! Guard
against a dark house and lost box-

office by calling on RCA's Nation-

wide Service Organization for

periodic check-ups. Remember, it's

far better to prevent breakdowns
than to fix breakdowns !

Only RCA Theatre Service

Offers You All These Advantages !

• Frequent, scheduled check-ups
• Prompt emergency service

• Sound and projection parts

• RCA Magicote Lens Service
• Laboratory, engineering and manufactur-

ing coordination
• Projection engineering service

• Acoustic engineering service

• Emergency portable sound system
• Emergency parts stocks

THEATRE
SERVICE

PHOTOPHONE DIVISION
RCA Manufacturing Company, Inc., Camden, N. J.

A Service of the Radio Corporation of Americr

In Canada: RCA Victor Company, Ltd., Montrea
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C°pper
Yn^f country needs copper to carry on the war!

Exhibitors and projectionists can give material aid to the nation's war effort by

salvaging the copper from the stubs of used copper coated projector carbons and the

copper drippings in projector lamp houses. Many are already rendering this com-

mendable service.

Practically all of the copper used on projector carbons can be recovered with little

effort. By the time you read this, our Government may require that this recovered

copper be turned in by you to your distributor before additional copper coated car-

bons can be delivered to you.

Immediate and concerted action on the part of exhibitors, projectionists and car-

bon distributors throughout the country will result in conservation of most of the

copper used on projector carbons. Otherwise, continued production of copper coated

carbons may not be permitted.

Hoiv to Strip the Copper Plating from Carbon Stubs

ISlit a short angular cut in

thecopper plating with knife.
2 Raise the copper plating at

this slit with a knife blade.
3 Peel the platin

a spirat with

ating off in

fingers.

€

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.
Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

CARBON SALES DIVISION: CLEVELAND, OHIO
GENERAL OFFICES: 30 East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y. BRANCH SALES OFFICES: New York, Pittsburgh. Chicago, St. Louis, San Francisco
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AGREE ON SUB. FOR 5-BLOCK SALES PLAN

500 Warner Employes NowWear U.S. Uniforms
i hi: week
I\ REVIEW
Oscars Awarded
— By L. H. MITCHELL —

M. P. ACADEMY: At the 14th
innual awards banquet of the Acad-
emy of M. P. Arts and Sciences,
'How Green Was My Valley" was
voted the best production of 1941.
That picture also brought to John
Ford his third award for the best
lirection. Best actor award went
x) Gary Cooper for his role in "Ser-

feant York"; best actress Oscar to

oan Fontaine for her work in "Sus-
picion"; best supporting: actor
award to Donald Crisp for his work
in "How Green Was My Valley";
best supporting actress, Mary As-
tor for her acting in "The Great
Lie."

* * *

UMPI: Sub-committee on trade
practices continued sessions during
the week, considering a substitute
sales plan for the decree's blocks-of-
five, among other matters. The
Government was reporting pinning
its hopes for a "cure-all" solution
to the distrib.-exhib. problems on the
UMPI. D of J was said to be "open-
minded" on a substitute sales plan
for the blocks-of-five.

* * *

THIS AND THAT: Paramount's
net for 1941 was estimated at $10,-
125,000. . . . RCA's 1941 net of $10,-
192,716 is an increase of $1,079,560.
. . . Distribs. are studying possibil-
ity of a cut in the number of prints
for each picture. Such a curtailment
would necessarily bring in its wake
the staggering of dates. Cut in raw
stock is also in the offing, as a WPB
move, with a delegation from Coast
studios likely to journey to Wash-
ington for confabs with A. Julian
Brylawski. . . . Thirty of the Min-
nesota Amusement Co. houses are
tilting admission prices. . . . Selling
the public on the fact that President
Roosevelt's Washington's birthday
talk could be heard in movie the-
aters is reported to have been an im-
portant factor in one of nation's
box-office biggest week-ends. . . .

Three violators of the copyright law
were fined. . . . Film rental "profit-
eering" cry was raised by Philly
indie exhibs.

Leads All Other Companies
On Basis of Known Figures
But Para. Might Challenge

Warners apparently leads all other
film companies in the number of em-
ployes who have entered the Amer-
ican armed forces.
Number of Warner employes who

have been called to service or who
have enlisted in the various branches
already is near the 500 mark, accord-
ing to company records, East and
West.
From the home office, branches,

(.Continued on Page 6)

Film Lab. Workers

Ask Voluntary Raise

Film lab. workers are asking for
general wage increases to meet the
mounting cost of living. Several
conferences on the subject are un-
derstood to have been held between
the negotiating committee of Local
702, Motion Picture Laboratory Tech-

(Continued on Page 12)

Record Prices for
I . S. Films in B. A.

Buenos Aires I By Air Mail)—High-

est prices and terms on record for

American product are reported here

by distribs., with the keen competi-

tion between the Clemente Lococo
and Laurtaret & Cavallo circuits said

a prime factor.

Douglas Controversy

Revived at Capital

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Question of use of

funds to hire film actors and other
celebrities in the Office of Civilian
Defense featured another Congres-
sional hearing Friday when Director
James M. Landis appeared before
the Joint Congressional Economic
Committee.

Senator McKeller of Tennessee
(Continued on Page 6)

Proposal Referred to Vari-

ous Organizations for

Consideration and Okay

Zooming Taxes Trim WE
Net Despite Jump in Biz

Net earnings of Western Electric
and subsidiaries amounted to $18,-
428,000 in 1941, according to the
company's annual statement. This
figure compares with $32,787,000 the
previous year. Last year's earnings

(Continued on Page 11)

Swedish Theaters Defy
Nazis, Play U. S. Films

Sweden's theaters will continue to
show American pictures despite a
Nazi threat to cut off the supply of
raw stock to the country if Amer-
ican films were shown. It has been
reported, however, that the British
and American film industry has
promised to supply Sweden with nec-
essary raw stock.

McNutt Lauds Service Policy
Acknowledges Generosity of Theater Men
Would Prorate Service
Men's Free Admissions

Buffalo — Buffalo theater owners
favor free tickets for uniformed ser-
vicemen, but want such tickets pro-
rated among the city's entertainment
spots, Marian O. Gueth, secretary of
MPTO of New York State, Inc., said,

contradicting Albany reports of the-
(Continued on Page 6)

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Motion picture the-

ater operators Friday were patted
on the back by director Paul McNutt
of the Office of Defense Health and
Welfare Services for their efforts to
make life more pleasant for the
men of the armed forces, and reduce
prices to fit their pocketbooks.
"Theater managements are making

generous contributions to the enter-
(Continued on Page 5)

A sales plan to replace the
blocks-of-five method has been
agreed upon by exhibitor and
distributor members of the trade prac-
tice sub-committee of United Motion
Picture Industry and the formula will
be carried back to the various or-
ganizations by their representatives
for consideration and ratification.

Adoption of any new sales plan by
the five consenting companies must

(Continued on Page 12)

Johnson and Hartman

Lose S. D. Trust Suit
Sioux Falls, S. D.—Federal Judge

A. Lee Wyman Friday ended the
half-million dollar motion picture
trust suit in U. S. District Court
here by directing a verdict in favor
of the defendants, the Minnesota
Amusement Company, Wellworth
Theaters, Inc., and a number of lead-

(Continued on Page 11)

Ampa Will Honor DeMille
With Luncheon April 2

Ampa will pay homage to Cecil B.
DeMille on April 2 at the Waldorf-
Astoria in the form of a special lun-
cheon as a tribute to his 30th year

(Continued on Page 6)

I

Two March Re-issues
Planned by Warners
Warners are reported setting two

re-issues for March release. Pix

going on the schedule, according to

memos to branches, are "Kennel
Murder Case," made in 1933 with

William Powell and Mary Astor, and

"Gambling Lady," produced in 1934

with Barbara Stanwyck and Joei Mc-
Crea in the top spots.

New York Globe next Saturday is

reviving Warners' 1937 Academy
prize winner, "Life of Emile Zola,"

starring Paul Muni.
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FINANCIAL
(February 27)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (2Vi%)
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 9 9 9 + '/8
East. Kodak 131 1303A 131 -f 1

do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq 115/8 115/8 11% + i/

8
Loew's, Inc 41 40% 40%
do pfd
Paramount 14% 141/2 M'/i + Vs
Para. 1st pfd 109 109 109 —1
RKO 23/4 23/4 23/4
RKO $6 -pfd

20th Century-Fox . . . 9'/8 9 9'/8
20th Century-Fox pfd. 20y2 20'/2 20'/2 + 3/8
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 5Vi 5% 5'/2 + 'A

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Loew's deb. 3'/2s46

Para. B'way 3s55... 59 59 59 + '/2
Para. Picts. deb. 4s56. 100% 100% 100%
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 97% 97% 97%

NEW YORK CURB MARKET"
Sonotone Corp 1% 1% 1%
Technicolor 7% 7% 7%+ V4
Trans-Lux 11-16 11-16 11-16 +1-16
Universal Corp. vtc

Universal Picts 27 27 27 + %

Murray Opposes Dismissal
Motion of B & K and Para.

Chicago — Brief has been filed

in Judge William Campbell's court
by attorneys for Thomas Murray
in his $1,000,000 damage case against
B & K and Paramount, opposing the
motion to dismiss and strike out the
complaint made by defense attor-
neys, Spitz & Adcock, in a previous
brief.

The Murray brief claims the plain-
tiff was deprived of films for his the-

ater when product was sold to a
first-run house in his district.

Not Quitting RKO, Says Breen
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Joseph I. Breen late

Friday emphatically denied reports
that he is resigning or plans to re-

sign from his RKO post.

11 The Broadway Parade El

Picture and Distributor Theater
Kings Row (Warner Bros. Pictures)—5th week Astor
Woman of the Year (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer Pictures)—4th week Music Hall

Captains of the Clouds (Warner Bros. Pictures)—3rd week Strand
Mister V (United Artists)—3rd week Rivoli

Our Russian Front (Lewis Milestone O Joris Ivens)—3rd week (a) Rialto

Frisco Lil (Universal Pictures)—3rd week (a) Rialto

Roxie Hart (Twentieth Century-Fox)—2nd week Roxy
Bahama Passage (Paramount Pictures)—2nd week Paramount
A Gentleman at Heart (Twentieth Century-Fox)—2nd week Globe
What's Cookin' (Universal Pictures) Criterion

Ball of Fire (RKO Radio-Samuel Goldwyn)—2nd week (b) Palace

Mr. Celebrity (Producers Releasing Corp.) (a) New York
Missouri Outlaw (Republic Pictures) (a) New York

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES
Nine Bachelors (Dome Films)—4th week World
Skanor-Falsterbo (Scandia Films) (a-b) 48th St. Theater
Skicka Hem Nr. 7 (Scandia Films) (a-b) 48th St. Theater

FUTURE OPENINGS .

Always in My Heart (Warner Bros. Pictures)—March 13 Strand

A Girl Must Live (Universal Pictures)—March 16 little Carnegie

The Invaders (Columbia Pictures)—March 5 Capitol

Bed Time Story (Columbia Pictures) (c) Music Hall

To Be or Not to Be (United Artists-Ernst Lubitsch) Rivoli

The Lady Has Plans (Paramount Pictures)—March 8 Paramount
Mr. Wise Guy (Monogram Pictures)—March 5 Rialto

Ride 'iEm, Cowboy (Universal Pictures)—March 5 Criterion

Song of the Islands (Twentieth Century-Fox) (c) Roxy
Son of Fury (Twentieth Century-Fox)—March 5 (a-b) Palace

Joan of Paris (RKO Radio Pictures)—March 5 (a-b) Palace

Arizona Cyclone (Universal Pictures)—March 3 (a) New York

Today I Hang (Producers Releasing Corp.)—March 3 (a) New York
Target for Tonight (Warner Bros. Pictures)—March 3 (a-b) Art
Three on a Week-End (Twentieth Century-Fox)—March 3 (a-b) Art

(a) Dual bill, (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill.

Paramount to Tradeshow
Fifth Block Mar. 16-17

Fifth blocks-of-five in Paramount's
current season schedule will be trade-
shown in key city exchanges on
March 16-17, Charles Reagan, assis-

tant sales manager, announced Fri-

day.
Titles and dates of showing fol-

low: March 16, "This Gun For Hire,"
"Henry and Dizzy" and "The Great
Man's Lady"; March 17, "Under
Cover Man" and "True to the Army"
and "My Favorite Blonde."
"Under Cover Man" is a Hopalong

Cassidy western and not a part of

the five-picture package.

Clarence Farrell Adds
Two Ellensburg Theaters

Ellensburg, Wash.—Clarence Far-
rell, yesterday took over the man-
agement of both the Liberty and
Pix Theaters, and will operate in

conjunction with the Audian and
Mid-State. The Liberty and Pix
Theaters had been operated by P. J.

D. Theaters, Inc., under a lease
agreement with Junior Amusement
Co. of Yakima (the Mercy interests).
As result of the new agreement the
Pix Theater has been closed. House
was built just six months ago.

Warners to Tradeshow
Five Films April 6-7

Five Warner pictures will be
tradeshown on April 6 and 7. "In
This Our Life" and "Murder in the
Big House" will be screened on
April 6; "Juke Girl," "I Was
Framed" and "Lady Gangster" the
following day.

Broadway Theaters Will
Keep Electrics Burning

Passing of the spectacular Wrig-
ley chewing gum sign from the
Times Square landscape will not in-

fluence Broadway theaters to douse
their electric displays, checkup es-

tablishes. Should a power short-
age develop, however, the the-
aters will take such conservation
steps as the Government may indi-

cate are advisable.

WB Invests $75,000
In Canadian War Loan

Toronto—Wolfe Cohen, vice-presi-
dent of Vitagraph, Ltd., the Canadian
distributing organization for War-
ners, has purchased $75,000 in Sec-
ond Victory Loan Bonds.

South Jersey Unit to Meet
South Jersey unit of New Jersey

Allied will meet at the Walt Whit-
man Hotel, Camden, tomorrow.

EVERY TELEGRAM'S A

RUSH TELEGRAM AT

Tostal
Telegraph

CHARGES FOR TELEGRAMS
'PHONED IN APPEAR ON YOUR
TELEPHONE BILL.

COmiDG and GOIM

HARRY COHN, Columbia prexy, gets in fre '

Hollywood this week for the premiere of "Tl',

Invaders" at the Capitol on Thursday.

WILLIAM A. SCULLY, vice-president ar

general sales manager of Universal, is in Flori

on vacation.

AUBREY SCHENCK and HARRY COX of *"

tional Theaters are back in town from the C

SPYROS SKOURAS returns from Pacific C.
theater conferences today.

BENJAMIN EISEN, former Budapest sta

producer, • is in Hollywood, where he is tl i

house guest of Charlie Ruggies.

LEO PILLOT of Columbia's exploitation sta

left New York last night for Montreal ar

Quebec to handle the personal appearances
Glenn Ford at the dual world premiere of "Tr
Adventures of Martin Eden."

MILTON HOLMES, author of "Bundles f.

Freedom," recently purchased by RKO, h;

returned to the Coast after a brief New Yor
vacation.

JOHN J. WILDBERG is in Sarasota, Fla., II

discuss a prospective stage production with Joh
Ringling North and Peter Arno.

CONSTANC MOORE is on her way back t

Hollywood after a New York visit. Her hus
band, JOHN MASCHIO, is with her.

EDWARD C. ROBINSON is heading back t

Hollywood.

E. W. HAMMONS was in Washington at th

week-end.

Groves Killed In Jap
Attack on Singapore

Paramount home office has beei
informed that John A. Groves, com
pany's general manager in Singa
pore until Dec. 1, was killed durinj
the Japanese invasion which als<

took the life of his son.

new ycer
THEATERS

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
50th St. & 6th Ave.

SPENCER TRACY : KATHARINE HEPBURN

"WOMAN OF THE YEAR"
Directed by Geo. Stereni : An M-G-M Picture

ON STAGE: "WORDS AND MUSIC" BY COLE
PORTER— Leonidoff's eolorful tune-Ailed revue.
Symphony Orchestra, direction of Erno Rtpee.

lit Mezzanine Seats Reserved : : Circle 6-4800

GINGER ROGERS

"ROXIE^HART"
with

Adolphe Menjou—George Montgomery
A Twentieth-Fox Comedy Hit

PLUS A BIG n A V V 7 rh AVENUE
STAGE SHOW If II A I 50th STREET

S23 B'WAY &
47th St.

GARY COOPER
BARBARA STANWYCK

"BALL OF FIRE"
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YOU CAN'T TALK BACK

to rave reviews like the

trade gave Paramount's

breezy comedy-drama about

a newspaper girl whose

back became an interna-
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got around that secret war

plans were written on it!...
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anuck Keeps Palm

.$ "Oscar-Hatcher"

Not since GWTW burst on the
lema scene in 1939 has the Acad-
ly of Motion Picture Arts and
c i e n c e s

-^p e d so

Vf honors

DARRYL F. ZANUCK

"an indi-

jual film as

p o n the
arryl Z a-

ick-produc-
! "How
reen Was
pT Valley,"

id industry
•cords show
(iat in this

aspect the
1 1 1 e r pic-

re is thus
mner-up for honors in Academy
wards history.

Not only was "Valley" designated
e top production of 1941, but Don-
d Crisp received for his role in it

e designation of top supporting
tor; and other Oscars went to

)hn Ford for its direction; to Rich-

•d Day and Nathan Juran for art

rection in the black-and-white clas-

fication; and to Arthur Miller for

nematography, black-and-white.
Zanuck, who has produced in re-

nt years for 20th-Fox such films

5 "Grapes of Wrath," "Stanley and
ivingstone," "In Old Chicago," and
Alexander's Ragtime Band,"—each
: which made The Film Daily's
en Best— , has built up a Hollywood
•adition for making attractions

hich are "Oscar-hatchers."
In 1940, his "Grapes of Wrath"
rought the statuettes to Jane Dar-
ell, as Academy's choice of best

ipporting actresses, and John Ford
>r direction. Also in 1940, Alfred
ewman received an Oscar for his

•oring of Zanuck's "Tin Pan Alley."
l the late 1930's, the same pro-
ucer's "The Rains Came," brought
ie honor to E. H. Hansen for spe-
al effects; "In Old Chicago" to

lice Brady for best supporting ac-

ress, and Robert Webb, for assis-

int direction; "Alexander's Ragtime
and" to Alfred Newman for scor-

lg; and to Walter Brennan for sup-
orting actor.

Aside from his prestige as "Oscar-
atcher" via his product, Zanuck's
jp honor was received in 1937 when
ae Academy named him recipient
f the coveted Thalbei-g Plaque.

It Was Literally—
An Attraction Sign!

Lansing, Mich. — Dick Barkman,
manager of the Lansing Theater,

breathed easier (Saturday) because
his marquee was changed during the

night. For the preceding three days,

when enemy bombing planes were
reported over the U. S. mainland,

Barkman's marquee announced in big

letters—probably visible for many
feet up in the air: "Target for To-
night."

On the Academy Awards
WHILE the coveted Golden Boys of the industry,—the Aca-

demy's Oscars,—are still warm with the grasp of their understandably

gratified recipients, it is appropriate to analyze the Awards in light of

their significance to filmland and the public, for it is undeniable that the

vctories scored on Thursday night mean far more than just the presenta-

tion of statuettes In the larger sense the Oscars represent triumphs

for the industry, John Q. Public, the wife and kids AH look toward

a common objective, which is, p'.ainly stated, to obtain quality product,

—

in other words exceptional entertainment

• • • LOOKING over the Academy awards, we are at once con-

scious of the truism: a top quality picture is the result of a number

of closely related and essential factors Where these factors,—

scientific and artistic—, are present in force and in harmony, the finished

product is pretty sure to be an "ace" attraction For example, an-

nually the lil in critics and editors throughout the land ballot to de-

termine, under the aegis of THE FILM DAILY, the Ten Best Pictures

Noiv when a picture receives such an honor, it is patently because

the forces and harmonies are present In all our experience with

the Ten Best Poll (and it has covered more than two decades), we have

yet to see the grade made by a picture which did not have, richly

blended, the elements of standout art and science Therefore, it

is not at all surprising that the Academy Awards sprang from much of

the product which had been Ten Best winners, the upper-crust of the

Ten Best's Honor Roll; or our Filmdom's Famous Fives

T T T
• • • WITHNESS: Gary Cooper's Oscar was for best actor

performance in "Sergeant York," which won second slot in the Ten Best

In Filmdom's Famous Fives, he was first of the Best Male Stars

named One of the elements which made "Sergeant York" a Ten

Best choice was its editing William Holmes' got his Oscar for that

The Academy honored Sidney Buchman and Seton I. Miller for

the best original screenplay, "Here Comes Mr. Jordan" This opus

was fifth in the Ten Best, and the same Messrs. Buchman and Miller

took top spot in Filmdom's Famous Fives in the Best Screenplays classi-

fication Then Herman J. Mankiewicz and Orson Welles received

their gold statuette for the best written screenplay, "Citizen Kane"

The self same gentlemen were in the runner-up position in the Best

Screenplays bracket of Filmdom's Famous Fives

Y V V
• • • OSCARS were given, too, in connection with another Ten

Best Picture, "Blossoms in the Dust," when Cedric Gibbons and Uric

McCleary grabbed Oscars for color art direction Furthermore, Mary

Aslor's receipt of an Oscar was for the best supporting actress, "The

Great Lie" being the vehicle, which ranked well up on the Ten Best

Honor Roll Yes, and when Walt Disney got the Irving Thalberg

Memorial Award from the Academy, "Dumbo" was a contributing fac-

tor in that it was a representative of Disney's consistent quality of pro-

duction through the years And, remember that Frank Churchill

and Oliver Wallace won Oscars for the best scoring of a musical,

"Dumbo," and that the said attraction was sixth on the Ten Best's

Honor Roll. .... .Then there is John Ford, named by the Academy

for best direction Incidentally, Mister Ford was fourth among the

Five Best Directors in Filmdom's Famous Fives,—not for "How Green

Was My Valley," but for "The Long Voyage Home" In conclusion,

it should be stated that "Valley" and "Suspicion" were not eligible pic-

tures in the 1941 Ten Best Poll, else Phil M.'s story today would be

longer T T T
• • • REMEMBER PEARL HARBOR!

Exhibs/ Service Men

Policy Wins Praise

(Continued from Page 1)

tainment of soldiers, sailors and
marines," McNutt said. "Men in
uniform are admitted to motion pic-

ture theaters at reduced rates in

virtually all cities."

McNutt cited in particular the ef-

forts in behalf of service men in
both New York and Boston. In
the former city, he pointed out that
an entertainment committee was
distributing some 11,000 free tickets
for film and legit, theaters in the
Times Square area during the av-
erage week, while in the latter, an
entertainment committee has ar-
ranged many theater parties for men
in uniform.

Smaller cities, McNutt indicated,
are scarcely less patriotic. He men-
tioned as an example Eugene, Ore.,

where service men passing through
receive free theater tickets and are
entertained at free parties.

New York Theater Owners
Resent Bill, Hammer Told
New York City theater owners

resent State Assemblyman Fred
Hammer's proposed bill requiring
theaters to admit soldiers and sail-

ors free, on the grounds that ex-
hibitors already are co-operating in

the entertainment of service men.
In a telegram to Hammer, Harry

Brandt, ITOA president, stated that
theater owners of New York City
are co-operating 100 per cent with
the Mayor's recreation committee in

granting soldiers and sailors free
admission to their theaters.

"We have thus far given over
600,000 free passes away and we
resent bill introduced that at one
time would impune our patriotic mo-
tives and at the same time give our
business away," Brandt wired, add-
ing that "there is no other industry
in America doing as many things
for free as the motion picture in-

dustry and we respectfully ask that
you do not present your proposed
bill"

El Salvador Slaps on
5% Admissions Levy

A tax of 5 per cent on all theater
admissions has been imposed by El
Salvador.

Jack White Desi Arnaz

N. L. Manheim

ritfil
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500 WB Employes

Now in Uniform

{Continued from Page 1)

Ace Lab., warehouse and theaters
have gone approximately 400, with
the studio accounting for the re-

mainder.
Warners faces a probable chal-

lenger for the honor in Paramount,
but the latter's exact number of em-
ployes under arms is uncertain, due
to the lack of complete information
covering its theater affiliates. The
studio, however, has sent 65 to serve,

the home office, 20. The New York
Paramount theater has nine employes
in uniform.
Loew's on the basis of known fig-

ures appears to be the runner-up to

Warners at the present time, with
some 375 employes now in uniform.
The Metro studio at Culver City

has contributed about 100 men.
RKO Radio is represented in the

various branches of the service by
some 310; of this number, close to

40 were studio employes, while the

RKO theaters contingent totals

about 250.

Twentieth-Fox reports 230 em-
ployes now with the colors. The
studio is responsible for about 80

thus far.

Universal has given Uncle Sam
about 100 men thus far, the studio

contributing approximately 40 and
the distribution setup and home of-

fice the balance.
Columbia has in the neighborhood

of 70 employes doing their bit, the

studio supplying some two score to

Uncle Sam.
Monogram is represented by some

50 service men, Republic by about
25, United Artists by a score, while

the Disney studio on the Coast re-

ports more than 30 in uniform.

As an example of the manpower
situation confronting indie circuits

as a result of the call up of employes
for war duty experience of the

Walter Reade Enterprises is cited.

The Reade circuit already has given
the armed forces 25 men.

Ampa Will Honor De Mille

With Luncheon April 2

{Continued from Page 1

)

in the entertainment world. DeMille
will be here for the opening of his

latest picture, "Reap the Wild Wind,"
which Paramount has designated as
its 30th Anniversary Picture.
An executive committee, including

industry leaders, is being formed to
handle the details of the luncheon.

The Swiss, Too, Are
A Funny Race—Very
Berne 'By Cable I—Swiss censors

have scissored parts of 20rh-Fox's
"Tin Pan Alley" in which the song
"America, I Love You" is used. They
claim the words are "too pro-Amer-
ican" and violate Switzerland's neu-
trality policy.

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • Introducing Interesting Personalities • •

I ESTER CUTLER. Producer. Born May 21, 1904, in New York. Educated

in New York schools. Studied law in New York. Entered securities business

on Wall Street. Was general manager of several large investment houses.

Brought to Pittsburgh by K. W. Todd b Co., as general manager of that

organization. Became president of McCormick, Masters Co., Pittsburgh, invest-

ment house, which participated in the financing of Paramount, and was one

of the largest stockholders in Grand National.

Became executive vice-president of Pitt Venango
Oil Co. and Pitt United Oil Co. Is a director of

Pennsylvania Housing Corp. Is president of Penn-

sylvania Tube Co., Philip Oil Producing Co., Curler-

Ochs Oil Producing and Kenneth Oil Producing Co.

In 1941, organized Motion Picture Associates, of

which he is executive producer. Company pro-

duced "Panther's Claw," a Fulton Oursler story,

for release by Producers Releasing Corp. Motion

Picture Associates will also produce Octavus Roy

Cohen's story, "Gallant Lady." Will make a

series co-starring Patsy Kelly and ZaSu Pitts.

Weight, 210. Height, six feet-one. Eyes, blue.

Hair, brown.

Femme Takes House Helm
When Manager Joins Up
Buffalo—The war has given Dip-

son's Amherst, nabe house, a femi-
nine manager. She is Dorothy
Moore, formerly secretary to An-
drew Gibson, general manager of
the chain. She succeeds John Fin-
ley, who enlisted in the Marine
Corps.

Other Dipson chain changes were
necessitated when Hays Garbarino,
who managed the Franklin at Lac-
kawanna, also joined the Marines.
Donald Baecher has been shifted
from manager of the Bailey, Buf-
falo nabe house, to the Franklin,
and Richard Kemper, temporarily
becomes manager of the Bailey.
Gibson said Kemper also will con-
tinue as manager of the Erlanger,
downtown legit and movie theater.

Unreasonable Clearance
Charged by Don George

Charging unreasonable clearance
over his theater, Don George, opera-
tor of the Don Theater, Alexandria,
La., has filed a demand for arbitra-
tion in the New Orleans tribunal.
He names the five consenting com-
panies and the Paramount, Rex and
Saenger Theaters of the Paramount-
Richards circuit. George asks that
his theater be allowed to play prod-
uct 10 days after first-run.

Springfield, Mass., Gets
First Femme House Exec.

Springfield, Mass.—The first wo-
man ever to be appointed to an ex-
ecutive capacity in a local theater,
Catherine Callahan, has just been
named assistant manager of the Ar-
cade Theater. The house is also
switching to girl ushers. Until her
appointment to the Arcade position,
Miss Callahan had been chief cashier
at the Paramount.

Metro Pays $105,000
For Pearl Buck Novel
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Metro has bought

Pearl Buck's new novel about China,
"Dragon Seed," with price paid be-
ing reported at $105,000.

Story concerns the early events in
the Sino-Japanese war.

Mono. Renews with Flavin
Hollywood—Monogram has closed

a new two-year accessories deal with
Harold J. Flavin, Inc.

Smalley Complaint Hearing
Will be Resumed on Mar. 18
Albany—Hearing on the Smalley

Theater clearance complaint against
Schine's Colonia Theater, Norwich,
will resume March 18.

Liberty, Freehold, N. J.,

Appeals for More Relief
Liberty Theater, Freehold, N. J.,

has appealed from the decision which
it gave it partial relief from the
clearance enjoyed by the Savoy The-
ater, Asbury Park.

Booth Theater Complaint
Dismissed by Arbitrator

Clearance and some run case filed

by Julius London, owner of the
Booth Theater, Detroit, has been dis-
missed by the arbitrator following
hearings.

FitzGerald Vice Oldfield

Lincoln, Neb.—Joe FitzGerald, re-
porter on the Journal here, has been
slotted as film editor of the Sunday
Journal and Star to replace Barney
Oldfield, who has gone to service.

Goldens' 31st Anniversary
Eddie Golden, president of Uni-

versity Pictures, and Mrs. Golden
today are celebrating their thirty-
first wedding anniversary.

Douglas Controversy

Revived at Capital

(Continued from Page 1)

charged that Landis was not elin

nating "frills" as he had promise
and Landis contended that the bi

j

against movies and dancing applij
only to the appropriation bilft
which it was attached. He poinr

j

out his office has received funi
from the President as part of tl
Office of Emergency Management.*
Employment of Melvyn Dougle

of course, again was the center «

the controversy. Landis pointed oj
Douglas is not employed for entej
tainment, but to channel to othl
Government agencies persons th
may want with particular talent,
said, for instance, that if one of t

Government agencies had want
services of the late Carole Lombai
Douglas would have arranged it.

"You can't say too much to
about Carole Lombard," Senator M
Keller replied "Because I am
movie fan. I also admire the wo
of Douglas as a movie actor. B
for heaven's sake, what does Dou
las know about bombs?"

Would Prorate Service
Men's Free Admissions

(Continued from Page 1)

ater operators' opposition to frj

tickets for men of the armed forcd
"The thought of the theatera

said a statement by Miss Gueth,
'J

in some way to limit the number I

free admissions per theater, so thl

no one theater would be crowdl
with free admissions, but rathl
that they would be evenly distrif

uted."
About 2,000 free theater ticke

are being distributed weekly throm
Buffalo service organizations to ml
in uniform.

Exhibitors throughout the Bvl

falo exchange territory have i

formed the MPTO office that th
are asking their legislators in Albai
to block a proposal by Assembl
man Fred M. Hammer, Buffs
Democrat, to compel theaters to pa
servicemen into all performanc
without charge. Some letters ha
emphasized that such a proposal,
enacted, would put theaters ne
camps out of business. Other |e

ters have demanded that such a b
also provide for free bus, stre

car and taxi rides and free mes
in all restaurants for men in ui

form.

Technicolor to Pay 25c

Technicolor, Inc., will pay a 2
dividend March 31, to stockholde
of record March 16.

WEDDING BELLS

Frank P. Rosenberg, exploitati

manager of Columbia Pictures, w
married yesterday to Thelma Do:
man.



^^^>: To Darryl F. Zanuck, who

produced the Academy

Award winning picture

of 1941,
rrHow Green Was

My Valley \ . . the salute

of the industry! 1942 will

be remembered for his new

Technicolor achievement.

rr

To the Shores of Tripoli"!
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ohnson and Hartman

ose S. D. Trust Suit

{Continued from Page 1)

jg motion picture producers and ex-

»'ianges.

Arthur R. Johnson, who operates

S Sioux Falls Granada Theater,

*$ J. P. Hartman, formerly asso-

rted with Johnson in Aberdeen

heaters, brought the suit, claim-

g the defendants had conspired

jainst them in violation of the

lavton anti-trust act, and had pre-

jnted plaintiffs from getting profit-

jle and timely pictures.
_

As a result, they contended, their

jsiness was ruined at Aberdeen

id Johnson claimed that his Sioux

alls theater business was seriously

npaired. Johnson said that con-

tacts he had with the distributor

id been abridged by verbal agree-

ents with representatives, when
s testimony was attacked on the

rounds that he never lived up to

le terms of his contracts. Defense

mnsel objected to a large part of

le evidence he had introduced.

looming Taxes Trim WE
Jet Despite Jump in Biz

(Continued from Page 1)

•ere equivalent to $3.07 per share.

Tax payments quadrupled, rising

rom $14,840,000 in 1940 to $57,-

10,000 last year, and were equiva-

>nt to $9.50 per share of stock.

The company reports total sales

ir 1941 of $385,418,000, an increase

f nearly 60 per cent over 1940.

ales last year were exceeded only

y the record business of $410,950,-

00, rolled up in 1929. The increase

•as attributed to "the greater^ de-

land for communication facilities

jr both civil and military use."

"The close of the year," says the

;atement to stockholders, "finds the

Dmpany definitely on a war basis

nd gearing up to production sched-

le on Government business at least

times as great as that of 1941."

The statement reveals that nearly

,500 employes are in the armed
orces.

"ilm Row Femmes to

lake for Service Men

reviews of new turns

Chicago—Femmes on Film Row,
tarting next Friday and every Fri-

ay thereafter, will doff smocks, don

prons and turn out cakes and cpok-

;s to be served to soldiers and sailors

t the Chicago Service Men's Center,

'ackages will clear through Bea
Ilumenthal of Ad-Art Display Co.

STORKS!
Lincoln, Neb.—Bob Huffman, for-

lerly city manager here, and now
nth that rating at the J. H. Cooper
nterprises at Greeley, Colo.,
athered a boy, his fifth. Possibly
he last, said Bob.

"Blondie Goes to

College"
Columbia 74 Mins.

WACKY COLLEGE COMEDY HAS
LAUGHS AND LOTS OF FUNNY SITUA-
TIONS.

This time Blondie and Dagwood, that

light-headed couple, suddenly feel an urge

to go to college. In practically no time

they enroll Baby Dumpling in a military

academy and join classes at a university.

Before the first day is over, Blondie has

been spotted by the football hero and Dag-
wood is taken into the keeping of a smooth

little heiress.

One of the funniest scenes in this pic

takes place in an English class. Professor

Mixwell gives his first lecture on the proper

use of words entirely in double talk and

the two nitwits come out more foggy than

ever.

The real trouble starts when Dagwood
goes out for football practice and gets

kicked off the field for causing the team

to tackle the Dean. Then he is offered

a place on the varsity crew, botches up

everything and loses the race for his alma

mater by getting a cramp at the crucial

moment. After a continued series of

mixed up events, Dagwood goes happily

back to home-cooked meals and his job

with the construction company. There is

also the prospect of another baby on the

way.

Baby Dumpling is cuter than ever in a

military uniform; particularly when he is

made a sergeant and bosses the big kids

around. Penny Singleton and Arthur Lake

are up to their usual par in this production.

Janet Blair as the rich girl is good and,

incidentally, good looking, too. Larry Simms

is a fine little trouper and there are good

performances turned in by Larry Parks,

Jonathan Hale, Andrew Tombes, Esther

Dale and a few others.

The direction of Frank R. Strayer is good

and he plays up the comic situations with-

out overdoing them. Picture is amusing

family fare and should score on double bills.

CAST: Penny Singleton, Arthur Lake,

Larry Simms, Daisy (the dog), Janet Blair,

Jonathan Hale, Danny Mummert, Larry

Parks, Adele Mara, Lloyd Bridges, Sidney

Melton, Andrew Tombes, Esther Dale.

CREDITS: Producer, Robert Sparks; Direc-

tor, Frank R. Strayer, Assistant, Abby Ber-

lin; Art Director, Lionel Banks; Associate,

Jerome Pycha, Jr.; Musical Director, M. W.
Stoloff; Assistant, Abby Berlin; Director of

Photography, Henry Freulich, ASC; Editor,

Otto Meyer; Songs, Sammy Cahn, Saul

Chaplin; Story, Warren Wilson, Clye Bruck-

man (based on Chick Young's comic strip);

Screenplay, Lou Breslow; Sound, Ed Bernds.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

* SHORTS *

"Sky Pastures"

Universal 9*4 mins
Excellent

This is a documentary short deal-
ing with Government-owned pasture
lands in the Rockies. It is well done
and absorbing. There is excellent
commentary by Graham McNamee
and some exquisite shots of the
countryside. The procedures of tak-
ing sheep to the best pastures, feed-
ing them, precautions taken every
night to ward off animal invaders,
glimpses into the life of the sheep
inspectors are unusually intei-esting.

Taking good care of the sheep has
become an important factor for our
defense program. Chalk this one
up as worthwhile.

"Invaders" First Nighters

Will Hear Olivier, Howard

Laurence Olivier and Leslie How-
ard will talk by trans-Atlantic tele-

phone from London directly to an
audience in the Capitol Thursday to

open the Columbia picture, "The In-

vaders." Arrangements to broad-

cast the messages are being made.
Olivier is now an RAF flying of-

ficer. Howard is devoting himself

to morale work.

"Melodies Old and New"
M-G-M 11 mins.

Fair

No better than fair is the verdict

on this Our Gang item. It's old

stuff, definitely on the dull side.

Most of the footage is given over to

a show put on by a bunch of kids to

raise money for football uniforms.
A number of songs and dances of

past and present figure in the pro-

ceedings. This comprises routine
material.

"Swing Frolic"

Universal 14 2-3 mins.
Entertaining

Ted Weems and his orchestra of-

fer some good swing numbers back-
ed up by the Duffins, dance team,
the Harmonettes, girl singing duo,

a vocal by Pei-ry Como, tap dancing
by Peggy Ryan and an acrobatic

dance number by Margery Daye.
An excellent finale titled "Drum-
ola" which features Ormond Downes
Jr. adds a good deal to this enter-

taining interlude. Here is one that

should be on every exhibitor's list.

"Flashing Blades"

Universal 9 1-3 mins.
Gay and Interesting

The popular sport of skating

makes a very nice short. This one
has been filmed at the Toronto Skat-

ing Club during its annual carnival.

It features 50 skating girls, Bar-
bara Ann Scott, 11 year-old figure

skater, Meekin Taylor, world cham-
pion, Montgomery Wilson, Canadian
champion and an excellent skating

quartette. There is a combination
of grace, beauty, excellent talent

and quite a few top-notch photogra-
phic shots which add up to a nice

display in this single reeler. A
must for skating fans and enthu-

siasts.

"Desert Ghost"
Universal 9 mins.

Interesting
Here is another one of the Strang-

er Than Fiction series. The items

BOOK REVIEWS

EDUCA TIONAL MOTION PIC-
TURES AND LIBRARIES. By Gerald

Doan McDonald. Published by The
American Library Association, Chicago.

184 pages. Price $2.75.

This volume is designed principal-

ly for the use of librarians in the
care and use of educational motion
pictures through public libraries,

with a secondary purpose of even
more practical significance: the es-

tablishing and building up of a de-
partment in libraries devoted to the
acquiring, cataloguing and lending of
such films as the library's contribu-
tion to the growing visual education
movement.
The American Library Association,

with a grant for the purpose of $5,-

500 from the Rockefeller Foundation,
through its Audio-Visual Committee,
made a thorough survey of the en-
tire subject of the library and mo-
tion pictures. It engaged Gerald D.
McDonald, chief of the New York
Public Library's Reserve Room, who
was granted a seven months' leave of

absence, to delve into and report on
the matter.

This volume is his report, pre-
faced by the recommendations of the
Joint Committee on Educational
Films and Libraries, consisting of
members of various libraries and
educational institutions, which was
named to supervise the investigation.

The committee recommends further
exploration of the possible use of
films in adult education, development
of facilities to train librarians, some
medium for the listing of educational
films when they are available for li-

braries, research and experimenta-
tion on the preservation of such films

as are historical documents, etc.

The author devotes chapters to the
educational responsibility of the lib-

rary to the individual, the group and
the nation; a discussion of the edu-
cational film itself, its relation to

the public library, to adult educa-
tion; the use of educational films in

the school and university libraries,

as historical records and training
for library film service. Appendices
are devoted to the care and preserva-
tion of films, the starting of a film
library and other matters pertinent
to the volume's purpose.

—L. H. M.

are interesting and take in a man
who makes his living by creating ob-

jects of everyday use and beauty
from cactus stumps, an American
Airlines pilot who makes excellent

guns in his spare time, a young man
from New Orleans who has found a
wonderful way to utilize gar fish

(delicate jewelry results from a
clever process of treating the scales

of the fish) and a sword and fire

swallower who entertains his fellow

soldiers in the army. Everyone will

be interested in these people and
their novel ideas. Alois Havrilla has
done the commentary in his usual

good fashion.
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Agree on Sub. Plan

For 5-Block Sales

{Continued from Page 1)

receive the okay, of course, of the
Department of Justice before it can
be incorporated into the consent de-
cree.

The sub-committee adjourned on
Friday and will re-convene when the
organizations have expressed their
reactions to the proposed sales plan,
details of which will not be made
public for the time being.
Amendments to the decree which,

in the light of experience to date,
will enable it to be of greater service
to the industry were considered by
the committee. It was admitted that
its members have recognized that the
decree has done a great deal toward
solving many industry problems and
removing a number of industry
grievances.

It was pointed out in a statement
late Friday that minds "which start-

ed out rather far apart have been
brought closer together." Much dis-

cussion also took place looking
toward a unified recommendation to

the Government as to possible im-
provements in the scope of arbitra-
tion under the decree. All branches
represented on the sub-committee ap-
peared to agree that the decree
should and could be made more work-
able so that arbitration can be given
an opportunity to function.

Liberal Cancellation
Seen in New Formula
While the UMPI sub-committee on

trade practices has declined to re-

veal the details of its proposed sell-

ing plan, industry speculation at the
week-end centered on a partial re-

turn to block-booking with a liberal

cancellation privilege. It is report-

ed that such a plan is favored by a
majority of exhibitors.

On the other hand, some industry
authorities were inclined to believe

that any new plan would call for

identification of product as far as

possible through synopses and a
continuation of tradeshows on a por-

tion of a year's program.
All plans suggested have been

studied carefully by the top ex-

ecutives of the companies involved

and it is understood that both dis-

tributors and exhibitors are in ac-

cord on a tentative formula.

Because all parties appear inter-

ested in making the consent decree
more workable, indications are that

an extension of the decree beyond
the June 1 expiration date will be
requested.

Two More Films for Army
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Production is under

way at 20th-Fox on two new War
Department training- films, the

first dealing: with "Battle Forma-
tions, The Rifle Squad" and the sec-

ond "Battle Formations. The Rifle

Platoon." Otto Brower directs with
F. E. Johnston, assistant director;

Jack McEdwards, second assistant

director.

TO THE COLORS!
Des Moines, la.—Doyle Fear, who

recently re-opened the Seymour, la.,

theater, is Army bound. Fear re-
opened the house last month after
it was destroyed by fire a year ago.
Edward Lorenz, Marion theater

manager, became an Army Air Corps
cadet at the week-end.
Harry Holdsberg, recently shift-

ed from Omaha to manage the Para-
mount theater in Des Moines for
Tri-States Theater Corp., also re-

ported to Uncle Sam at the week-end.
Holdsberg was transferred to Des
Moines only last month to replace
Eddie Dunn, resigned.

New Haven—Frank Manente, as-

sistant manager of the Globe, Bridge-
port, has resigned to enter the U.
S. Army.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Lieut. Thornton Free-

land reports at Fort Monmouth, N.
J., today.

Rochester—Gordon Cole, Eastman
Kodak Company employe, took one
of the highest hurdles in the Army
when he jumped from private to

first class to master sergeant in

the 209th Coast Artillery (AA). He
is a specialist in wire and radio com-
munications.

Rochester — George Fred Doyle,
formerly with Bausch & Lomb Opti-
cal Co., has been promoted from first

lieutenant to captain in the U. S.

Marine Corps.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Carl Laemmle, Jr., is

now a private at Fort MacArthur.

Jimmy Boyle, former RKO home
office publicity department employe,
reports for Army duty within the
fortnight.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Burgess Meredith

was inducted into the Army here at
the week-end.

Irving Reiner, of Warner Bros,
home office advertising accessories
department, joins the Army today.

Lincoln, Neb.—It's Capt. Barney
Oldfield again! Film editor of the
Sunday Journal and Star here, and
The Film Daily's often-picked
champion reviewer of movies with
some 500 or more a year under his
belt since 1935, is being sent to Ft.
Benning, Ga., to the infantry school.

Oldfield served a year previously
on the staff of Lt. Gen. Ben Lear, as
radio public relations director of the
Second Army, and was released at
completion of the year on Nov. 24.

1941.

Columbus, O. — W. C. Bozman,
manager of the Beechwold and Cleve
Theaters, is awaiting a call to ac-
tive duty with the Navy. Also
scheduled to don a uniform is Vir-
gil A. Jackson, manager of the
Uptown.

Attorney General's Illness

Defers Injunction Hearing

Harrisburg, Pa.—Arg-ument on the

preliminary injunction proceedings
started in Dauphin County Court bv
Harrisburg Soundies, Inc., distribu-

tors of Panorams, against the Penn-
sylvania Liquor Control Board has
been postponed until March 30 be-

cause of the illness of Attorney
General Claude Reno.
Harrisburg Soundies is figchting a

ruling of the Liquor Control Board
that amusement permits must be
obtained by beer and liquor retailers

who install the film slot machines in

licensed premises. The Board con-

tends that the machines which have
small screen motion picture action

of orchestras playing music, are mo-
tion pictures prohibited under the

Liquor Act.

Warwick Retains Gerstein
Evelyn Gerstein Associates has

been retained by Warwick Pictures
to handle all special publicity on
"The World in Action" short sub-

jects series which is being: distrib-

uted by United Artists.

"A Girl Must Live" to Bow
"A Girl Must Live," British pic-

ture and released here bv Universal,
will have its American premiere on
March 16 at the Little Carnegie
Playhouse.

Kent to Strike Sales
Keynote at 20th Meet

Chicago— The keynote of 20th-
Fox's future sales policies will be
sounded by President Sidney R.
Kent today at what is expected to
be the final session of the meeting
of all the company's district and
branch managers which opened at
the Blackstone Hotel Saturday.
Forthcoming: product has been under
discussion.

Others to address the meeting: are
Tom Connors, personal assistant to
Kent, and Herman Wobber, general
manager of distribution. Connors
outlined the future course the com-
pany will take in distribution mat-
ters.

"Show Builder" in Lexington
M-G-M's "Show Builder," mobile

unit designed to assist smaller situ-

ations in getting; maximum results
from small-budget promotion cam-
paigns, yesterday started the fourth
month of its tour with an appear-
ance in Lexington, Kv. Unit will be
nresent at today's Schine meeting
there

Conn. Allied Meets Today
New Haven—Allied Theater Own-

ers of Connecticut will hold a lun-
cheon-meeting today at the HofBrau
Haus Restaurant, with Dr. J. B.
Fishman presiding.

Film Lab. Workers

Ask Voluntary Raise

(Continued from Page 1)

nicians Union, IATSE, and repre-
sentatives of labs, which have con-
tracts with the local. Further con-
ferences are expected to be held.^l
The local, which is seeking tl^

increases on a purely voluntary ba-
sis, is attempting to obtain the sup-
port of the International.
The lab. workers received a wage

increase last year. Union officials

have pointed out to the lab. reps,

that rising costs of living since have
nullified that increase. They main-
tain that, while another increase of

10 per cent is due to go into effect

in the majority of labs, on March
10, 1943, most of the lab. workers
cannot wait until then unless they
are willing materially to curtail their

standard of living.

To justify their requests for wage
increases Local 706 officials point to

the case of the West Coast lab. tech-

nicians, who received a five per cent
pay raise to meet higher costs as

the result of recent negotiations
here with Pat Casey, studio labor

contact.

The union argues that increases

are imperative if it hopes to keep
its men together. Many members
are said to be going into defense
jobs.

An official of Local 702 said that

in asking for wage increases the

union was not losing- cognizance of

the fact that it has sigmed contracts

with the labs, involved and "appre-
ciates the sanctity of those con-

tracts."

Okla. Theaters Turning
To Feminine Staff Help

Oklahoma City— Theater owners I

over the state, and particularly here
|

and in Tulsa, are turning to girls i

for ushers and staff employes to I

meet a war-time shortage of male I

help.

Doniger Wins $500 Prize

Walter Doniger, who did the

script of "Mob Town" for Universal,

won the second prize of $500 in

Xiberty's short short story contest

with "Nothing's Wrong," which ap-

peared in the June 7 issue. Doniger's
father is a Union City and Bayonne.
N. J. theater operator.

Drew Succeeds Schroder
Charlotte, N. C.—Frank D. Drew

succeeds Jay Schrader as branch

|

manager of the local United Artist?

film exchange. Drew some years age
held the same position here foi

Metro. Schrader was UA branch!
manager five years.

duPont Offices Moved
Executive and sales offices of th<

Photo Products Department of E. I

duPont de Nemours & Co., have beer

removed from this city to Wilming-
ton, Del. Change was effective yes
terday.
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30,000,000 Budget Set for 20th-Fox Next Year
Seasonal Goal of Studio

r
ill be 48 Features, Kent

Jays at Chicago Meeting

By JOE ESLER
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Chicago — Twentieth Century-

| Fox's 1942-43 poduction budget will

approximate $30,000,000, and the
studio's seasonal goal will be 48 fea-
tures, Sidney R. Kent, president,

| said here yesterday.
Kent addressed the company's

I mid-Winter sales conference at the
'Blackstone Hotel. The meeting,

I which opened Saturday, closed yes-

terday afternoon. It attracted a
(Continued on Page 7)

'rodudion Spurts

'ith 17 Starting

By RALPH WILK
* Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Hitting the fastest

loace in a period of months, studios
l;his week will send no less than 17
laew productions before the cameras,
|;he weekly checkup discloses.

The studio-by-studio situation:
At Columbia: Five shooting, in-

(Continued on Page 8)

[Adopt Rotating Plan for

iDefense Pix Distribution

Approved defense shorts will be
llistributed nationally by a single
pompany for each group instead of
by a number of co-operating compa-
nies as has been the practice in the
past, Francis S. Harmon, co-ordina-

(Continued on Page 8)

RK© Theaters Add
$98,250 in Dimes

Patrons in RKO theaters from
Coast-to-Coast contributed $98,250.-

76 in the March of Dimes drive,

Charles W. Koerner, general manager,
announced yesterday. This money
has been turned over to the general

fund.

Editorial.

The "Proof
. . . from Ed Sullivan= By CHESTER B. BAHN =

IT was only the other day that the New
' York Daily News' Ed Sullivan was writing

from Miami Beach in his widely syndicated

column that

—

"The files ut Washington, D. C, 1

learn, are crowded with disgraceful let-

ters from Hollyivood moguls and pro-

ducers asking special privileges in the

draft for their sons and sons-in-law. . . .

Asking specifically for non-combat berths

and commissions, which has become a

new national game. . . . So I trust that

Hollywood was listening intently ivhen

the President warned special groups

against seeking special advantages. . . .

Let the motion picture industry be

warned pnee again in this space that

their frantic pleading for special privi-

leges exposes them to an attack which
they won't be able to stand off. . . .

When the first enormous casualty list

(Continued on Page 2)

Schine Dismissal

Move Again Denied

Buffalo — Rejecting the Schine

Circuit's renewed demand for dis-

missal of the Government's anti-

trust suit, Federal Judge John
Knight yesterday gave the Govern-
ment 15 days to answer a modified

(Continued on Page 8)

Call Exhib

On Defense

Parley

Friday

Establishment of Conciliation Boards in Each Ex-

change Center Envisioned; Five Pix in Each 12 to be
Tradeshown, and Not Subject to Cancellation Rights

Selling in blocks of 12 pictures each and the establishment of

conciliation boards in each exchange center are reported to be
among the proposals tentatively agreed upon by the trade prac-

sub-committee of United Motion Pic-

ture Industry. Proposals now are
being carried back to the various
exhibitor organizations and to the
Department of Justice for considera-
tion.

Under the reported proposals, five

of the 12 pictures in each group
A meeting of theater operators in would be tradeshown. There would

New York City has been called by (Continued on Page 6)

J. Henry Walters, RKO counsel, for

the purpose of discussing air raid

warning's, alerts and relative phases
of defense and protection of patrons.

Session will be held at 2:30 o'clock

Friday on the 12th floor of the RKO
Bldg., 1270 Sixth Ave. Meeting will

be held in co-operation with Mayor
LaGuardia's OCD activities.

Walters pointed out yesterday that

while notices of the meeting have
been sent to as many exhibitors as

possible, some theater men may have
been inadvertently omitted. He
stressed the fact that all exhibitors

are welcome.

Ampa to Fete Pettijohn

At Luncheon Thursday

Charles C. Pettijohn, Ampa mem-
ber for the past 25 years, will be
feted by that organization at a lun-

(Continued on Page 7)

Allied Hits "Blind Checking
Calls for Immediate End of the Practice

WW

Indianapolis Council Kills

Film Inspection Ordinance

Indianapolis—The City Council, at
its meeting last night, unanimously
defeated the ordinance introduced
by Local B-35, exchange employes'
union, which would have required
the inspection of films at the ex-
changes at a cost of 10 cents a reel

in addition to the cost of regular
(Continued on Page 8)

Alleged practice by some distribu-

tors of "blind checking" on non-
percentage pictures is attacked by
Allied in a bulletin from M. A. Rosen-
berg, national president, who de-

clares that "at this time when the
spirit of unity is riding high, it is

most important that this practice be
immediately discontinued."

The bulletin points out that the
offenders claim the blind check is

(Continued on Page 7)

Small War Losses

Of U. K, Shipments

Film shipments to Great Britain
since the start of the war in Septem-
ber, 1939, have been accomplished
with negligible losses, it was report-

(Continued on Page 6)

TTpholds Validity of Loew
Profit-Sharing Contracts

New York Supreme Court Justice
Louis A. Valente yesterday in

_
a

seven-page opinion in which he dis-
(Continued on Page T)

H. iff. Warner Hits
At Studio Waste

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Strict economy in use

of film, metals and all equipment
was urged by Harry M. Warner at

a meeting of his studio executives,

directors, writers and cameramen.
"The dollar value of waste in mak-

ing motion pictures, although ex-

tremely high, is not in itself the

most important factor of operating

economy," he said. "It is careless

waste of materials so vital to de-

fense of our country that we must

constantly consider. The thought-

less waste of 100 feet of film may
cost the life of an American soldier

who may be your son or your

brother."
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FINANCIAL
(Monday, March 2)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. <2Vi%>
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind 9-16 9-16 9-16
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East. Kodak 130 128'/4 128'/4 — 2

do pfd
Cen. Th. Eq 11% 11% 11% + Vs
Loew's, Inc 40% 40% 40% — %
do pfd
Paramount 14% 14% 14%
Para. 1st pfd
RKO
RKO $6 pfd
20th Century-Fox ... 914 9 9 — %
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd 150 150 150
Warner Bros 5% 5'A 5%
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Loew's deb. 3%s46
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3V4S47
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 98% 985/8 98% + 1 %
Monogram Picts

Radio-Keith cvs

Sonotone Corp 1 % 1 % 1 %
Technicolor
Trans-Lux % % % —1-16
Universal Corp. vtc... 7% 7% 7% — %
Universal Picts

A. J. Stair Dead
Knoxville, Tenn.—A. J. Stair, 77,

retired theater contractor, died at
his home here.

MITCHELL MAY, Jr.

CO., INC.

INSURANCE
Specializing

in requirements of the

Motion Picture Industry

75 Maiden Lane, New York

510 W. 6th St. Los Angeles

The "Proof"
. . . front Ed Sullivan

(Continued from Page 1)

of the war is printed, and there will be
enormous loss of life, the country will
be in no temper to accept Hollywood
explanations of slackerism. . . . Senate
committees, urged on by their constitu-

ents, will go through the files and find
the damning evidence that Hollywood
applied the same racket treatment to

the draft as it applied to Willie Bioff.

. . . And then the moi'ie industry will be
wiped off the map, because casualty

lists will enrage the country, and will

enrage other parents who didn't try to

pull wires to protect their dead sons."

Remember?

\A/ELL, Ed evidently was invited to put
~ ~ up or shut up, and so yesterday he
marshalled the "proof" to support his

sensational and nasty indictment of tht in-

dustry. Here's what Sullivan had to say,

still from Miami Beach:

"As to the accuracy of my attacks on

Hollywood producers for their attitude

toward the draft, it was testified at Wash-
ington that a committee representing Hol-

lywood producers had asked exemptions for

the studios, exemptions which the Screen

Actors' Guild indignantly repudiated. The
plaintiff rests."

Just contrast that with what Ed had to

say in the first two sentences of the first

quoted paragraph, and any editorial com-
ment becomes superfluous.

o

INCIDENTALLY, could there be any "party

' line" of sorts guiding the Daily News
gossioers in their industry innuendos these

days?

This gem appeared in a column by Dan-
ton Walker while Sullivan was having his

say last week:
"Hollywood movie studios are now playing

down publicity stills revealing the he-man-
nish physiques of male stars, fearing the

Dublic might start a movement to put them
in uniform."

Just a coincidence, huh?

Hammons Signs to Make
Ranald Short for Para.

E. W. Hammons has signed a con-
tract whereby he will produce an-
other short subject for Paramount
release. Title is "Hands of Victory"
and will feature Dr. Josef Ranald,
noted authority on hand analysis.
Production starts Monday at the
Ideal Studios. Negotiations are re-

ported under way for a series of six

subiects.
Hammons last vear produced

"Hands of Destiny" for Paramount,
a short which was rated among the
10 best by Besa Short.

Special Omaha Election

Of Tax Boost Proposal

Omaha—Special election will be
held here March 17 on a proposed
2 mill levy increase asked by the
school board in order to boost teach-
ers' pay checks. The hike would
mean about a 15 per cent boost in

taxes for school purposes on the-
ater buildings and equipment,

Mayor's Re-wiring Order
Won't Hit Theater Signs

Small pertinence, if any, with re-

spect to New York's film theaters,

was seen yesterday by circuit op-
erators and individuals in the wake
of Mayor F. H. LaGuardia's "ulti-

matum" that all signs will have to

be re-wired within 10 days to con-
form to blackout regulations. The-
atermen pointed out that their signs
are capable of being extinguished at

a moment's notice through the med-
ium of both master and individual

switches.

Advertising signs, carrying illu-

mination, come within the scope of

the Mayor's order, and therefore
will have to be equipped with rapid
blackout facilities. A representative
of General Outdoor Advertising Co.,

which operates some 3,000 illumi-

nated signs in the city, said it would
have a device ready in about three
weeks to turn out all signs simul-
taneously.

Funeral Services Today
For Mrs. Abramowitz

Funeral services will be held today
at 12:30 p.m. in Riverside Memorial
Chapel, 76th St. and Amsterdam
Ave., for Mrs. Alexander Abramo-
witz, nee Augusta Moskowitz, who
died at her residence in Kew Gar-
dens, L. I., yesterday.

Surviving are her husband, who is

head of Peoples Candy Co.; her
mother, Mrs. Anna Moskowitz; her
daughter, Ann Louise Abramowitz;
five brothers, Charles C. Moskowitz,
Harry Moskowitz, Arthur Mosko-
witz, Joseph M. Moskowitz, and Mar-
tin Moskowitz; three sisters,—Mrs.
Jack Harris, Mrs. Irving Snyder, and
Mrs. Maurice Scopp.

The family requests that flowers
be omitted.

14,000 Attend Bronx
Theater Defense Rallies

Fourteen thousand persons at-

tended the defense rallies in six

Skouras and one RKO theaters in the
Bronx Sunday morning. Defense
reels were shown and prominent per-
sons addressed the audiences. Dep-
uty Police Commissioner John Mor-
ris said the plan was such a success
that it would be extended to theaters
in Manhattan. Idea was conceived
by Nick Matsoukas, manager of
Skouras Tuxedo Theaters. A total of

$1,763 in defense stamps was sold
at the rallies.

Cleveland Subsequents
Puzzled by Poor B. O.

Cleveland— Local subsequent-run
circuit owners are unanimous in ex-
pressing their disappointment over
business, which, they say, has not
gone up as anticipated by reason
of increased employment and in

some instances, is even below last

year's records.

COminG and GQIR-G

SIDNEY R. KENT returns today on the Centur]
from Chicago where he addressed the 20th-Fo>
sales meeting.

WILLIAM J. HEINEMAN, Universale assisran!

general sales manager, yesterday set out on ;

week's tour of the company's Southern exchanges
He will visit Atlanta, Memphis, Charlotte,
Orleans, Dallas and Oklahoma City. 1GREER GARSON. accompanied by her moJ
is in town after an p. a. in Ottawa Friday fo

the benefit of the Canadian Victory Drive.

HARRY F. SHAW, Loew-Poli division man
ager, New Haven, is in Florida vacationing.

ROBERT SCHWARTZ, of Thomaston and New
ington, Conn, left for a Miami vacation Sun
day to join WILLIAM SIRICA, his Newingtoi
partner.

F. X. MISKE, controller of Ross Federal i

vacationing in Miami.

DENSMORE A. ROSS. Ross Federal genera
manager, returned yesterday from a district man-
agers' meeting held in Miami.

Dean and Kaufman Trial

Postponed to March 18

Trial of Nick Circella, also callet

Nick Dean, and Louis Kaufman foi

alleged extortion of over $1,000,00(
from the film industry was post
poned yesterday to March 18 by Fed
eral Judge Alfred C. Coxe. Th<
delay in the trial is caused by
desire on the part of U. S. Attor
ney Mathias F. Correa to obtain <

ruling on the appeal of Willian
Bioff and George E. Browne befon
proceeding with the case, it is un
derstood.

Columbus Bow Mar. 20

For "The Male Animal'

Warners' film version of "Th
Male Animal," will have its work
premiere on Friday, March 20, a
the Palace Theater, Columbus, O.
City is Thurber's home town an<

the site of Ohio State University
alma mater of both Thurber an(

Nugent.

Special "Wind" Tradeshows
Cecil B. DeMille's "Reap the Wilt ;

Wind" will be given special trade

showings in New York City, Los An
geles and Charlotte, N. C, on Marcl

18, Neil Agnew, Paramount sale:

manager, announced yesterday
These showings will precede th
three scheduled premieres in Holly

wood, New York and Charleston

S. C.

FOR FASTER,

IP FRIENDLIER SERVICE
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Watch for the next thrilling release, THIS IS BLITZ I
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Blocks of 12 Pix

Proposed by UMPI

(Continued from Page 1)

be no cancellation privilege in the
package of five, but some of the pic-
tures in the remaining seven would
be subject to cancellation. These
seven could be sold before completed,
but would be identified through
synopses.
A plan for conciliation, or media-

tion, of disputes also was drafted by
the sub-committee. Through con-
ciliation boards in every exchange
city, efforts to straighten out con-
troversies would be made before sub-
mitting a complaint to arbitration.
Plans for the expansion of arbitra-
tion to include more subjects than
allowed under the consent decree
were partially finalized.

Many Filmites to Attend
Premiere of 'The Invaders'

An imposing array of film notables
has been lined up by Columbia for
the premiere of "The Invaders" at
the Capitol Theater on Thursday
night.
The list includes Wendell Wijlkie,

Fannie Hurst, Fredric March, Gladys
Swarthout, Merle Oberon, Ilka
Chase, Madge Evans, Lynn Farnol,
Ruth Gordon, Joe E. Lewis, Bert
Lytell, Flora Robson, Lanny Ross,
Lionel Stander.

WM Home Office Hiring
Feminine Messengers

Home office of Warner Bros, has
hired girls for messenger duties in

place of office boys.

Seymour Poe Resigns
As UA Divisional Aide

Seymour Poe, assistant to the
Western division manager of United
Artists, resigned last week.

Will Fete De Mille Tomorrow
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Cecil B. De Mille will

be feted by the foreign press at a
luncheon in the Brown Derby to-

morrow. He will be presented with
a testimonial scroll. Forty-five cor-
respondents will attend.

Edmund Lowe Larry Kent

Charlotte V. Henry

V V
Wartime Diary
• • 9 SPECIAL train from Hollywood will bring Edgar Bergen &

Charlie McCarthy, Ray Bolger, Reggie Gardiner. Jack Haley, Myma Loy,

Tyrone Power, Loretta Young, and Constance Bennett to New York lor

the big Navy Relief Show which will be held in Madison Sq. Garden a

week irom tonight Stars already in town who will also participate

are Bette Davis, Jimmy Durante, Merle Oberon, Dick Powell and John

Carradine The Broadway star contingent will include Irving Ber-

lin, Tallulah Bankhead, Jim Barton, Betty Bruce, Eddie Cantor, Diosa

Costello, Moss Hart, George Jessel, Al Jolson, Boris Karloff, Danny
Kaye, George S. Kaufman, Carmen Miranda, Olsen & Johnson, Vincent

Price, Bill Robinson, Rosario and Antonio, Sophie Tucker, Clifton Webb
and Ed Wynn From the radio and night club realm will come Fred

Allen, Connie Boswell, Lou Holtz, The Ink Spots, Andre Kostelanetz and

a 60-piece ork. Hazel Scott, Dinah Shore, Kate Smith, Benay Venuta, Fred

Waring and his Glee Club, Walter Winchell, Henny Youngman, Joe E.

Lewis, Ed Gardner, Billy De Wolf, the Hartmans, Lucy Monroe and Paul

Draper Throw in, as will be done, the Rockettes, Gae Foster Girls,

and a flock of other ensembles, and you'll get an idea what an under-

statement is the sponsors' declaration: "Navy Relief Show Looms Large."

V V V
• • • THAT'S quite a window display the Columbia exploita-

tion dept. grabbed in the Canadian Pacific Building on Madison Ave.

for "The Invaders". ... 9 It took a couple of topical nooze-minded

gents, the Messrs. Earl Allvine and Walter Bishop, to knock off a ter-

rifically timely tune, "Shh, It's A Military Secret" Said gents arc

with Fox Movietone . . . .Song has just been published, and Glenn Miller

has introduced it via a recording. . . # Each Tuesday for seven con-

secutive weeks will be held in the Little Theater Auditorium of the

Falls City Theater Equipment Co., Louisville, a special meeting for all

pic industry-ites in that sector Object is concerted action in mak-

ing theaters 100 per cent efficient in blackouts

V V
• • • FILMLAND in general, and Emerson Yorke Studio in par-

ticular, can be proud of the excellent instructional pix which Producer

Emerson Yorke turned out for the U. S. Office of Education in conjunc-

tion with the National Defense Training Program The producer

screened two of the films t'other day for a super-critical audience of

celluloid industry experts, who were enormously impressed 'with the

technical excellence of the reels Latter were Operations On The

Shaper, "Machining A Cast Iron Rectangular Block," and Operations

On The Radial Drill, "Drilling And Tapping Cast Steel" These and

other Yorke-fashioned pix which are coming along will go far toward

training factory workers to win the war Our famous Order of Ap-

plause (with two palms) also goes to Floyde E. Brooker, Director of Visual

Aids, U. S. Office of Education, who -was liaison officer for the films;

John W. Barritt, U. S. Office of Education, who was technical consultant;

Edward Hyland, cinematographer; Sam A. Datlowe, film editor; Alois

Havrilla, narrator; and Castle Films, Inc., of New York, the distributor.

V V V
<t> % • OUR Order of Applause (with tivo palms) also goes to

Elmer G. Leterman, film industry insurance expert, associated with John

Hancock Mutual Life Insurance Co., for launching the grand and

practical practice of tipping with Defense Slumps, instead of the usual

V
• REMEMBER PEARL HARBOR.

Small War Losses

Of U. K. Shipments

(Continued from Page 1)

ed yesterday at a meeting of
International Publicity Committ
David Blum, director of fore

publicity for M-G-M, reported 1

out of more than a million f&.
negative footage shipped sinfl
beginning of the war, the loss
been less than 30,000 feet, or tlj

per cent. Blum based his report
figures supplied by Sam Eckman,
managing director in England.
tal number of features shipped s:

,

September, 1939, has been 108.

which three negatives were lost,

subsequently replaced.
Committee yesterday discu?

co-operation with Co-ordinators i

Information and Inter-American
fairs, brought its list of for«]

correspondents up to date and
i

journed to March 16.

Springfield, Mass., Will
Stage Blackout on Fridc

Springfield, Mass. — Spring!
will have its first blackout on '.]

day, from 9:30 to 9:50 p.m.
towns of West Springfield, Longn '

dow, East Longmeadow, Aga\
and Chicopee, all surrounding
city, will also black out.

Boise, Ida.—Idaho plans to
duct the nation's first states
blackout rehearsal some time dui
March, according to state civi

defense authorities.
Boise theaters, which already li

undergone two practice blacko
will remain open as usual during
state-wide test.

GN Settles for $22,500
Suit of Harry G. Fromberg

trustee of Grand National Picti

against 20th Century-Fox Film C
and DeLuxe Laboratories was
tied yesterday in the New York
preme Court for $22,500, accorc
to Fromberg's attorney. The t

tee had brought suit for $500
damages as the alleged value of

prints and negatives lost in DeLu
warehouse in Little Ferry, N.
in a fire which occurred on Jul
1937.

WEDDING BELL:

John Hay Whitney and his bi

the former Mrs. Betsy Cusl
Roosevelt, are honeymooning at

Whitney Greenwood plantat
Thomasville, Ga., following t.

wedding here. Mrs. Whitney is

former wife of Capt. James Ro
velt.

Memphis — Tom Donohue, P.

mount Exchange booker, was r

ried to Virginia Strume, Dallas. T
will live in Memphis.

Chicago—Rita Saindon of Y
ners' Chicago theater offices

married to Phil Seitz.
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lied Calls for End „ REVIEWS
"Blind Checking"

»

(Continued from Page I)

to ascertain a proper count of

rns on a definite engagement for

re guidance on pictures of equal
dard and box-office appeal.
fLe fallacy in this, however,"
bulletin continues, "is that the

}ire usually chosen for such
king is a 'freak' and does not
ny sense reflect normal and con-
11 1 box-office returns. We be-
- further," the statement adds,

t some distributors practice this

of checking in reference to pic-

;s other than their own and try

jvaluate their own product on
basis. This is not an equitable

hod of doing business."

Drae justification for the practice

Emitted where a new theater has

O1 played a percentage picture

a basis for establishing a price

tecessary, the bulletin contends,

"even so the checker may become
-; -enthusiastic and turn in in-
*

id figures to show big returns."

r
he bulletin claims that the figure

"lined through a blind check is

1 merely as a "club" to force

ler film rentals.

/i

•holds Validity of Loew
ofit-Sharing Contracts

(Continued from Page 1
I

i|Sed a large part of a stockhold-

suit against Loew's, Inc., upheld
validity of Loew's profit-sharing

tracts with a number of its of-

als.

'he court pointed out that these

tracts had been held proper in a

vious trial in which Justice Va-
;e presided and stated that the

tracts and the auditing system
Id not be "relitigated." At the

ie time the opinion threw out a

rge that Loew's had over-valu-

d its story properties. On the

stion of whether the company
acted properly in not deducting

sen assets in foreign countries
alleged losses on Gaumont Brit-

holdings, the court reserved de-

on until trial of the suit,

'he plaintiff, Marion Gottlieb,

ght the accounting of $14,250,-

allegedly overpaid to company
~X cials.

'l
i'o Be" Bookings Will

- ;

t 500 in Two Weeks

rTo Be Or Not to Be" will hit 500
ikings in the next two weeks, UA
rted yesterday. More than 280

jagements start Thursday.

;

STORKS!
Indianapolis—Ernest Miller, oper-
>r of the Cinema Theater here, is

i father of a 6 pound 11 ounce
y, Stephen, born in the Methodist
>spital.

"The Male Animal"
with Henry Fonda, Olivia de Havilland

Warners 101 Mins.

RICHLY - SEASONED COMEDY DISH
PROVES A POTENT SOURCE OF THE
BOX-OFFICE VITAMIN.

"The Male Animal" has all the makings

of a grand movie-house pet. It is fully

qualified to do tricks—tricks with the box-

office take. The average exhibitor should

have little fear of throwing the leash away
and going to town with the darling.

Based on the James Thurber- Elliott- Nu-
gent play of the same name which had a

run on Broadway a couple of seasons back,

the Hal B. Wallis production places in the

hands of the theater showman a generous
portion of quality entertainment of a re-

freshing literary flavor.

The film provides delicious fun—intel-

ligent, mature, touched with lunacy. It is

highly spirited stuff, placing no inhibition

in the way of one's enjoyment of it.

The satire, which forms the basis of

the story, is armed with barbs of bright,

clever dialogue that often bury deeply into

the consciousness to strike truths that are

painfully self-evident today. This has been
made possible to no small extent by the

brilliant, illuminating screenplay by Julius

and Philip Epstein and Stephen Morehouse
Avery which explores all the satirical pos-

sibilities of the story with signal success.

Fundamentally "The Male Animal" is a

cry for tolerance, integrity of thought, free-

dom of spirit, preservation of intellectual

ideas. In less expert hands a heavy treat-

ment of such a subject might have been
too great a temptation to resist. It is

to the credit of those associated with the

production that they have turned the gay
light of satire upon the theme and brought
out its message with sparkling clearness

and with so much the greater forcefulness.

Our institutions of higher education come
in for the brunt of the ribbing. The film

makes its case by taking an imaginary seat

of learning typical of the American uni-

versity, and showing how the defilement of

its intellectual sanctity by what may be
called the football spirit plays hob with
the life and happiness of a young English

orofessor, a thoroughgoing idealist who re-

fuses to compromise an iota where his

principles are concerned.

The young professor insists on holding

oassionatelv to his ideals even when he faces

dismissal from the faculty and loss of his

wife to another chap.

The first blow descends upon him when
one of the trustees of the university dis-

covers through an editorial in the school

mapazine unwittingly composed by a youn?
intellectual that he plans to read to his

Fnglish class a letter written by Bartolomeo
Vanzetti of the famous Sacco-Vanzetti case
iust before he was put to death.

The trustee accuses the professor of

sympathy with communism, refusing to be-
'ieve that the letter was merely beins
offered as evidence of fine composition bv
un unpracticed writer. The incident stirs

a tempest, with everyone taking sides in

•he controversy.

The second blow falls when the other

man, a former all-American from the uni-

versity who was a college sweetheart of the
nrofessor's wife, barges into town for the

alma mater's big game of the year. The
old friendshio is resumed. The professor

misunderstands, his jealousy causing a break
bet-ween him and his wife.

Everything is resolved happily in the end

DAILY

Dulce et Decorum
Est Pro Patria Mori

St. John, N. B.—Death came while

he was on overseas duty to Sergt.

Frank G. Lowney, of St. John. He
was on the service staff of the

Franklin & Herschorn theaters, when
he enlisted in the Canadian Army
when war broke out. In order to

get overseas, he transferred to the

Forestry Corps from the Medical

Corps, and had been in Scotland

over a year. His widow and a son

and daughter survive.

Ampa to Fete Pettijohn

At Luncheon Thursday

( c ontinued from Page 1)

cheon to be held Thursday in the

Sun Room of the Hotel Edison. Pet-
tijohn, incidentally, terminates a 20-

year stint with the Hays office on
that day.

Pettijohn will talk on the strides

taken by the industry since his as-

sociation with it "way back when."
He has promised to stud his talk

with anecdotes taking in most of the
films' "big names."
Ann Shirley will be on the dais,

as well as Larry Storch, Loew's
State mimic.
Edward Schreiber, Ampa vice-

president, will preside.

Robinson Back From Capital
West Coast Bureau of TUP. FlLM DAILY
Hollywood—Edward G. Robinson

returned to Hollywood yesterday
from Washington, where he and Mrs.
Robinson have been conferring with
U. S. Treasury officials and USO
executives about a new plan for pro-

moting- Defense Bond sales.

when the professor reads the letter despite

all pressure to discourage him, completely

vindicating himself and becoming the campus
hero. His courageous stand in defense of

an ideal with the resultant adulation brings

his wife back into his arms, thanks to an

assist from the ex-footballer.

The acting rates posies. Henry Fonda

does one of his finer jobs as the professor.

As the wife Olivia de Havilland has sur-

passed herself. The other man is played

with tremendous gusto by Jack Carson.

This looks like his finest screen perform-

ance. Herbert Anderson is superlative as

the author of the editorial. Eugene Pallette

is swell as the trustee. Others who merit

special attention are Joan Leslie, Ivan Simp-

son, Don DeFore, Hattie McDaniel.

Elliott Nugent's direction plumbs deeply

into the script and extracts from it every

grain of entertainment.

CAST: Henry Fonda, Olivia de Havilland,

Jack Carson, Joan Leslie, Eugene Pallette,

Herbert Anderson, Ivan Simpson, Don De-
Fore, Minna Phillips, Regina Wallace, Jean

Ames, Hattie McDaniel, Frank Mayo, Wil-
liam B. Davidson, Bobby Barnes.

CREDITS: Executive Producer, Hal B.

Wallis; Associate Producer, Wolfgang Rein-

hardt; Director, Elliott Nugent; Play, James
Thurber and Elliott Nugent; Screenplay,

Julius and Philip Epstein and Stephen More-
house Avery; Cameraman, Arthur Edeson;

Editor, Thomas Richards.

DIRECTION, Aces. PHOTOGRAPHY, Ex-

cellent.

$30,000,000 Budget

Set for 20th-Fox

(Continued from Paye 1)

galaxy of top execs., including Her-
man Wobber, Tom J. Connors, A. M.
Botsford, Felix Jenkins, W. J. Kup-
per, William Sussman and W. C.

Gehring.
Recalling that April would mark

his tenth anniversary with 20th-

Fox, Kent said that he had fully re-

covered from his recent illness. He
described the company's current
product as its strongest lineup.

Discussing the industry's future,

Kent summed it up by saying, "It's

in the lap of the gods."
Tyrone Power, making an appear-

ance at the session yesterday, pre-

sented Kent with the Academy Oscar
won by "How Green Was My Val-
ley." Power expressed enthusiasm
over the recently completed, "This
Above All." Star returns to the

Coast to start "The Black Swan"
shortly.

Connors in his conference ad-
dress stressed the forthcoming
"Shores of Tripoli," "Rings on Her
Fingers," "Moontide," "This Above
All," "Tales of Manhattan" and
"Ten Gentlemen from West Point"
as particularly strong box-office pos-

sibilities.

Wobber outlined sales plans under
development, while Botsford detailed

advertising and publicity programs.
Expansion of Botsford's staff was
indicated.

Cleveland Operators
In Air Warden Classes

Cleveland—Local 160, IATSE, is

holding three air warden classes a
week in its rooms in the Hippodrome
Bldg., with 35 "students" in each
class. Instruction is given by mem-
bers of the police force and civilian

defense committees. The men are
being trained to serve either in the-

aters or in the neighborhoods to

which they are assigned.

Metro Buys for Gable
Sun Is My Undoing"
West Coast Bureau of TPIE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Metro has bought

Margaret Steen's novel, "The Sun is

My Undoing," as a screen vehicle

for Clark Gable.

TO THE COLORS!

Canton—Ralph Russell, manager
of A. G. Constant's Palace Theater,
who goes into the Navy as a yeo-
man, was tendered a farewell party
at the Belden Hotel by all of the
local film men and by many Cleve-
land men in the industry. Russell
was presented with a check for
$1,000 by I. J. Schmertz, 20th Cen-
tury-Fox branch manager, speaking
for A. G. Constant, who was un-
avoidably absent. Russell also re-
ceived a fitted duffle bag from the
guests.
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Production Sn Spurt; Coast Studios Will Start 1

Fastest Pace in Weeks Set

In Hollywood; Metro Tops
List With 10 Pix in Work

(Continued from Page 1)

eluding "Submarine Raider," topical

sea drama, with John Howard, Mar-
guerite Chapman, Eileen O'Hearn,
Bruce Bennett, Larry Parks, William
Wright, Forrest Tucker and Warren
Ashe. Director, Lew Landes and pro-
ducer, Wallace MacDonald.
At M-G-M: Ten shooting, including a new

"Maisie" film with Ann Sothern and Red Skel-

ton starring. Roy Del Ruth directing and

J. Walter Ruben as the producer; the re-

sumption of "Somewhere I'll Find You,"
picture which co-stars Clark Gable and Lana
Turner with Wesley Ruggles directing for

Producer Pandro S. Berman; "Jackass Mail,"
western, starring Wallace Beery, with Marjorie
Main, J. Carroll Naish and Daryl Hickman.
Norman Z. McLeod directing for Producer
John W. Considine, Jr. ; "Once Upon a Thurs-
day," comedy drama, with Marsha Hunt,
Barry Nelson, Marjorie Main, Virginia Weid-
ler and Spring Byington. Jules Dassin di-

recting for Producer Irving Starr; an untitled

spy-drama, with Lee Bowman, Jean Rogers,
William Post, Jr., Mona Maris and Henry
O'Neill. B. F. Zeidman producing with
George Sidney directing.

At Monogram: Two shooting, including

"Aunt Emma Paints the Town," comedy,
which Lindsley Parsons is producing. ZaSu
Pitts and Roger Pryor in the leading roles.

Jean Yarbrough directing. George W. Weeks'
Range Busters in _

"Marshal of Sundance,"
featuring Ray Corrigan, John King and Max
Terhune. S. Roy Luby directing.

At Paramount : Six shooting.

At PRC : Two shooting, including "Rogues
of Clover," drama, being produced by Dixon
Harwin. Hamilton MacFadden directing.

Cast includes Wallace Ford, Frank Sully.

Luana Walters and Sven Hugo Borg.
At Republic : Four shooting, including

"Remember Pearl Harbor," melodrama, with

Don Barry and Fay McKenzie. Albert J.

Cohen producing and Joseph Santley direct-

ing; "Westward Ho," (Three Mesquiteers),

with Bob Steele, Tom Tyler and Rufe Davis.
Producer. Lou Gray, director, Jack English.

At RKO Radio: Two shooting.

At 20th Century-Fox: Five shooting, in-

cluding "Thunder Birds," air drama with Gene
Tierney, Preston Foster, Dana Andrews and
James Gleason. William A. Wellman directing

;

"Them Lovely Bums," baseball yarn, with
Lloyd Nolan, Carole Landis, William Fraw-
ley, Jane Darwell, Sara Allgood and Robert
Armstrong. Ray McCarey directing for Pro-

ducer Walter Morosco ; "Manila Calling,"

drama, with Pat O'Brien and Carole Landis.

Irving Pichel directing for Producer Sol M.
Wurtzel.
At Universal: Eight shooting, including

"Pardon My Sarong," comedy, (tentative

title) with Bud Abbott and Lou Costello, The
Ink Spots and Tip Tap and Toe. Director.

Erie C. Kenton. A Mayfair Production

;

"Half Way to Shanghai," drama, (tentative

title) with Irene Hervey and Kent Taylor,

associate producer, Paul Malvern and Director

John Rawlins.
At UA: Edward Small shooting two.
At Warners: Seven shooting, including

"The Hard Way," drama, with Ida Lupino
and John Garfield. Vincent Sherman direct-

ing for Producer Jerry Wald; "Across the

Pacific," drama, starring Humphrey Bogart
with Mary Astor and Sydney Greenstreet.

Director John Huston, producers, Jerry Wald
and Jack Saper.

Appeal For 16 mm. Projectors

The Film Bureau of the Civilian

Defense Volunteer Office reports an
urgent need for 16 mm. motiqn pic-

ture sound projectors, for use in

screening defense subjects through-
out the five boroughs. Any projec-

tion machine owner who is willing

to place his equipment "on call," so

that it may be borrowed for occa-

sional screenings, is asked to get
in touch with Mrs. R. Guggenheimer
at the Civilian Defense Office, 93
Park Avenue, New York City.

GWTW Goes On Writing Cleveland History;
Biz Still Up 50% for Third Downtown Run

Cleveland—GWTW goes on making local history. The picture just con-

cluded playing 16 weeks (in three installments) downtown, and the gross is

still up 50 per cent. Picture originally played 10 weeks at Loew's Stillman

at reserved seat prices. For its first showing at popular prices it held two
weeks at Loew's State moving to the Stillman for another two weeks. It has

just concluded its third downtown run of one week each at the State and the

Stillman. This is the longest run ever accorded any picture in Cleveland. Also

it is the first picture ever to play the downtown first-runs again following a gen-

eral nabe release.

Second Schine Dismissal
Move Denied by Court

(Continued from Page 1)

list of interrogatories propounded
by Schine. His opinion pointed out
that the Government has furnished
four separate bills of particulars in

which many of the interrogatories
have been answered in whole or in

part.
Emphasizing that 339 questions

are contained in the Schine interro-

gatories, Judge Knight ruled that
the Government is not required to

answer a majority of them. He laid

down the general rule that the Gov-
ernment need answer only as to mat-
ters of which it has "personal"
knowledge.
The opinion was the result of the

renewal of a motion by Schine to

dismiss the complaint for failure to

answer certain questions in the in-

terrogatories.
"While the Court had the original

motion under consideration," Judge
Knight's opinion reads, "Schine made
another motion for discovery and
inspection of certain papers in pos-

session of the Attorney General,
upon which the Government must
rely in order to answer the inter-

rogatories submitted."
He concluded by denying the mo-

tion to dismiss the suit, "with leave,

however, to the defendant Schine
to renew upon the failure of the
plaintiff to answer the interroga-
tories as directed."

A previous Schine motion for dis-

missal of the complaint was denied
Jan. 20, when Judge Knight set

April 28 as the trial date.

UA Sales Meeting Set

For Chicago, March 12-14

Chicago—Gradwell L. Sears, head
of United Artists distribution, has
set UA's sales meeting for March 12

to 14 at the Blackstone Hotel here.

David Lewis loins Paramount
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—David Lewis, formerly

with Warner Bros., joins Paramount
March 23 as an associate producer
and will be given his first assign-
ment shortly.

Kaufman's Father Dies
Chicago — Charles Kaufman, 86,

father of Abe Kaufman, chief film

buyer for B & K, died at his home
after an extended illness.

Adopt Rotating Plan for

Defense Pix Distribution

(Continued from Page 1)

tor of the War Activities Commit-
tee, announced yesterday.

Under the new arrangement, War-
ner Bros, has agreed to distribute

the next group of three shorts to re-

ceive the approval of the WAC.
Other distributors will follow War-
ners in a rotating arrangement
which will assure co-operating ex-
hibitors of simplified national service

in the handling of the defense sub-

jects.

Ork Leaders Must Stand
Social Security Taxes

Chicago—The employer's share of
the Social Security tax for members
of an orchestra, is the responsibility
of the orchestra leader, the U. S.

Court of Appeals ruled in an opin-
ion written by Judge J. Earl Major
and concurred in by Judges William
M. Sparks and Sherman Williams
in the case of Griff Williams, orches-
tra leader.

Williams sued the Government for
the return of $536.04, which he paid
as taxes for the members of his or-
chestra, during a Chicago engage-
ment and District Judge Charles
Woodward, ruled in his favor.

Mono.'s Foreign Dept.
Moves to New Quarters

Monogram's foreign department
has moved from the 18th floor of
the RKO Bldg. to larger quarters in

Suite 2101. The department is head-
ed by Norton V. Ritchey.

Move provides offices also for
Steve Broidy, general sales manager,
when he is in New York: H. Alban-
Mestanza, foreign publicity direc-

tor, and Madeleine White, formerly
secretary to President W. Ray John-
ston, who is heading Eastern pub-
licity.

M. J. Joyce Funeral Today
Wilmington, Del.—Funeral serv-

ices for Michael J. Joyce, will take
place from the Mealey Funeral
Home this morning with requiem
mass at St. Elizabeth's Church.
Joyce, retired operator of pic houses
at Wildwood, N. J., was a member
of the board of Hunt Theaters, Inc.

N. Y. and N'Orlean

Complaints Filed

Demands for arbitration ir

Orleans and New York wei
ported to the American Arbitra
Association yesterday.

In New Orleans, Don George fi

a complaint on behalf of his GJ
wood Theater, Shreveport,
charging that the five consenl
companies have refused to seri
his house on a requested run. Gecj
claimed that the Glenwood form'
had first suburban run, but 1

competing circuit theaters v]

now getting preferential treatm;
He asks that first suburban-run.
restored.

The New York case was filed

Samuel Hochberg, operaitng the
voy Theater, Bloomfield, N. J.

terested parties are the Royal ;

Broadmoor Theaters, operated
Rudin & Rapf , in which the Stai

'

Co. has an interest. The 14-.

clearance granted to the Savoj!
unreasonable as to time, the c

plaint contends, while the 14-

clearance granted to the Broadn
is unreasonable as to time and a
it charges. Hochberg asks that
clearance be abolished or reducei
one day.

Indianapolis Council Kil

Film Inspection Ordinal'

(Continued from Page 1)

inspection which they now bear
If the ordinance had been pa;

it is understood the local exchar
would have left Indianapolis.

Indianapolis Exchange
Workers Get New Pact

Indianapolis— Backroom worl
in all Indianapolis exchanges will

turn to work this morning unde
new two-year contract and an
crease in wages amount of which
not disclosed.

Agreement was reached late

night following negotiations betv

,

Local B-35, film exchange work
union, and members of the MPI, r

resenting local exchanges.

Resolution Asks Study
Of Discrimination Issue

Albany, N. Y. — Assemblyr
Harry Reoux of Warren County
night introduced a resolution to

<,

ate a joint legislative committee
make a complete study of the s

ject of discrimination on account
race, color or creed. Many of th

bills, Reoux stated, were incon

tent with each other while m;
were inter-dependent in their ob.

tives so passage of one or m
without others would fail to achi

the results intended.
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UARTERLY SELLING UNDER UMPI'S PLAN

'resent Federal Taxes on Admissions Will Stand
Drgenthau Tax Program
:ludes No Proposal
r Levy on Film Rentals

h.nyton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Vashington — That the Govern-
nt regards the present admissions
es as the maximum that may be
josed without running afoul of

law of diminishing returns was
icated yesterday when the Treas-
's tax program was submitted by
retary of the Treasury Henry
rgenthau.
lorgenthau's recommendations in-

ded no proposal for changes in

admissions tax rates, nor was
(Continued on Page 3)

3,550 Contracts Give
ira. New Weekly High

olesf Closing

ilked in Philly

'hiladelphia—A threat to close

indie theaters in this territory

one day "as a public pi'otest"

•uld the UMPI in New York fail

settle the local issue of alleged
tal "profiteering" by distribs.

or to March 16, was voiced in a
tement issued following yester-
7 's four-hour session of 100 indie

ater operators, representing 171
ritorial houses,
n addition, the statement voiced

(.Continued on Page 3)

'aramount's sales staff set a new
akly record for feature contracts
d under the N. Y. consent decree
ien the home office received 2,550

the week ending Feb. 28, Neil
(Continued on Page 8)

"Woman of the Year"
Going Five at iff. 0.

The fourth pic in Radio City Music
Hall history to go five or more weeks,
Metro's "Woman of the Year" starts

its fifth stanza tomorrow. "Snow
White," played five weeks in 1938;
"Rebecca," six weeks in 1940; and
"Philadelphia Story," six weeks in

1941.

SUBSTITUTE SALES PLAN
Text of the L MPFs substitute sales plan, as released for publication late yes-

terday by the Sub-committee on Point 5 of which Jack Kirsch is chairman:

1. Features to be offered to exhibitors in groups representing in each case 25 per

cent of the company's anticipated annual output—up to 12 pictures per group,

four groups per year.

2. Five pictures of each group to be trade-shown, remainder to be identified in

a manner to be worked out jointly by the distributor and exhibitor representa-

tives on the UMPI Committee. Said identification to be an assurance to exhibi-

tors of what product they will be buying and a safeguard for distributors that

they would be taking no chances in selling something they could not depend on
delivering.

3. No cancellations to be permitted on any of the five trade-shown pictures. Can-
cellation privileges on remainder of each group to be as follows:

A. For exhibitors, who pay an average rental up to and including $100,
a cancellation privilege of two pictures per group.

B. For exhibitors, paying average rental of from $101 to $200, a cancella-

tion privilege of one picture per group.

Above rentals, based on average price per picture during the 1939-40 season.
These cancellation privileges represent the minimum of all companies as a col-

lective formula. Whatever any one company might be willing to do beyond this

is their own particular business.

4. It may be that some companies might want to treat certain pictures individually
(Continued on Page 8J

Linden, Baltimore,

Loses on Appeal

Motion picture appeal board has
affirmed the decision of the arbitra-
tor in the case filed by the Linden
Theater, Baltimore, which claimed
that the 14-day clearance granted to
the Met Theater in the same city

was unreasonable. Arbitrator, fol-

lowing hearings, dismissed the case
and the complainant appealed. Ap-
peals board upheld the arbitrator's

(Continued on Page 8)

N. Y. Child Actor

Bill Gets Com. Nod

Albany—The child actor measure,
hoppered a fortnight ago by Assem-
blyman Harold B. Ehrlich and Sen.
William Hampton, was reported out
favorably at yesterday's meeting of
the Assembly Education Committee.
Now the law which restricts even

charity performances of children un-
der 16 on motion picture and legiti-

mate stages, etc., is rigidly enforced
(Continued on Page 3)

Canada to Control Itinerants
Regulation of 16mm. Operators Indicated

111 Health Forces Popkin
To Resign Local 306 Post

Bert Popkin, business manager for
New York, Local 306, operators, has
resigned, effective immediately, be-
cause of ill health and has been or-
dered by his physician to rest.

An election to fill the remainder
of his two-year term will be held

(Continued on Page 3)

Toronto—The Wartime Prices and
Trade Board has given notice that
itinerant 16 mm. shows will be given
consideration in connection with the
Government regulation of the film
industry in the Dominion, with the
prospect that control of the 16 mm.
units will be in effect before they
take the road in the early Spring to
tour non-theater locations. No men-
tion has been made by Administra-

(Continued on Page 8)

Number of Cancellations
To be Governed by Film
Rentals Paid in 1939-40

Twenty-five per cent of each of
the consenting companies' antici-
pated annual output—up to 12 pic-
tures per group—will be sold in
blacks under the selling plan can-

It is pointed out in the text that

RKO may reduce its yearly output
to approximately 30 features. This
would mean that RKO would be
unprepared to sell as many as 10
or 12 features in one group.

ceived and approved by the commit-
tee of exhibitors and distributors of
United Motion Picture Industry.
This was revealed yesterday when
the new sales plan, proposed as a
substitute for the present blocks-of-

(Continucd on Page 8)

War Developments

To Fix NT Scales

National Theaters will be guided
in its theater admissions policies by
future developments arising from
the war situation, it is understood
from information available here.
The circuit will be prepared to

revise prices upward should its hand
be forced by an emergency. Several
factors might work together to cause

(Continued on Page 3)

Washington Blackout
Helped Theater Attendance
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Effect of the Wash-

ington blackout last night was to
increase business, according to the-
ater owners, the people evidently
believing it was easier to go to the

(Continued on Page 3)

Name Aubrey Sehenck
Shouras' Exec. Aide
Aubrey Sehenck has been made

executive assistant to Spyros Skouras,

president of National Theaters. The
appointment will not affect his other

duties with the circuit.

i
I
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Ne;-

Close Chg.

7V4 + V:

High
Am. Seat 7V4
Col. Picts. vtc. (21/2%) 57/s

'

Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd 8%

Low
71/4

5% 57/s — Ve

85/8 — %
1273/4 130 + 13/4East. Kodak 130

do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq 11% 11% 11%- Vi
Loew's, Inc 40% 403/8 40%
do pfd
Paramount 14% 14'/2 143^ -f l/

s

Para. 1st pfd
RKO
RKO $6 Dfd
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd. 203/8 20% 203/8 — Vi

Univ. Pict. pfd
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Para. B'way 3s55 . . . . 60 60 60 — V2
Para. Picts. deb. 4s56 100 100 100 — Va

Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 99 1/4 9914 99 1/4 + %
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Monogram Picts. .

Radio-Keith cvs

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux

Koerner at RKO Studio

In Absence of Breen

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Joseph I. Breen, ex-

ecutive vice-president in charge of
the RKO Radio studio, will leave for
a vacation next week. Charles W.
Koerner, general manager of RKO
theaters, will function in Breen's
place until his return April 6.

Columbian Club's Dance
At Waldorf on April 11

Annual dinner dance of the Co-
lumbian Club, composed of Colum-
bia employes, will be held at the
Waldorf-Astoria on April 11, it was
announced yesterday. Proceeds of
the event's souvenir journal will go
to the Navy Relief Fund.

Seats for Theater Doormen Would be Made
Mandatory Under Bill Hoppered at Albany

Albany—Assemblyman Edgar F. Moran, Brooklyn, Democrat, yesterday hop-

pered a proposed amendment to the labor law to provide seats for motion pic-

ture theater doormen.

The new section to the labor law would read "every employer operating a

place in which motion pictures are shown shall provide a suitable seat for the

doorman taking tickets who shall be allowed to use the seat to such extent as

may be reasonable for the preservation of his health."

Bill was referred to Labor and Industries Committee.

Freon Containers' Return
To Mfgrs. Urged by WPB
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—All theaters, studios,

laboratories, film exchanges and
other places with air conditioning
equipment yesterday were urged by
the War Production Board to ship
back immediately all empty Freon
cylinders to their manufacturers so

they may be refilled and used again
for air conditioning.

The cylinders are made of pressed
steel, a critical material, and unless
empty cylinders now on hand are
returned to the manufacturers by
March 10, only two-thirds of the
scheduled production of Freon gas
for March can be packaged. No new
cylinders are obtainable.

Industry's $1,250,000 Is

25% of Polio Fund Total

Indie theaters in the Pittsburgh
district, through Chairman Moe Sil-

ver, sent in a check for $30,000 yes-
terday to the industry March of
Dimes committee. The total cash
in hand now, according to Treasurer
Si Fabian, is $1,210,000. Indications
are that the final total will exceed
$1,250,000.
While the general "Fight Infan-

tile Paralysis" committee, headed by
Keith Morgan, has made no final an-
nouncement as to the money raised,

it is estimated that the total will
reach around $4,000,000. Thus, the
film industry has raised more than
25 per cent of the total.

Three Agfa Ansco Execs.
Removed by Treas. Order

Binghamton— The Treasury has
removed three officials of Agfa
Ansco Division, General Aniline
Corp. "in the interests of defense,"
it is announced here. Affected by
the order are J. Rudolph Worch, as-
sistant vice-president of Agfa An-
sco division and former president of
Binghamton Chamber of Commerce;
Werner Alexewicz, chemist in

charge of the coating department,
and Karl H. Foesten, sales manager
of the medical films department.

Whale on Training Film
W-'t Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Academy's Research

Council has sent another War Dept.
training film, "Personnel Placement
in the Army," into production at the
Hal Roach studio. James Whale is

directing.

Industry Works Out Alien

Identification Program

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—A program of alien

identification and fingerprinting in

the industry has been approved by
the Association of Motion Picture
Producers. Executive vice-president

Fred W. Beetson has been named to

organize an industry-wide plan.

A form of questionnaire will be
drafted broad enough in scope to

provide all the information neces
sary to facilitate movement of mo
tion picture workers in the different

areas, in conformity with Govern
ment regulations.

Palmer Hall Stilson, Once
Para. Traffic Exec, Dead

Yonkers, N. Y.—Palmer Hall Stil

son, 59, former traffic executive of

Paramount Publix Corp. in New
York, is dead here. Death came at

St. Joseph's Hospital in this city

Palmer left Paramount in 1934.

Surviving are his wife, Sophia
Pippitt Stilson; a daughter, Muriel,

and a sister, Mrs. David Hart.

Watts Succeeds Fuller

As Para. Test Coach

William E. Watts, Broadway stage
director who also has had experience
as a screen director in Hollywood,
has been named Paramount's New
York test coach and director. He
succeeds Lester Fuller, who has been
promoted to a studio directorship by
Paramount.

Sears and Leserman Will

Attend Chi. Sales Meet

Grad Sears, UA's vice-prexy in

charge of distribution, and Carl Les-
erman, general sales manager, will

go to Chicago for a sales meeting
March 16-18. Sessions at the Black-
stone will be attended by all branch
and district managers.

Miss. Senate Legalizes

Sunday Films, 29 to 10

Jackson, Miss.—By a 29-10 vote,

the Mississippi Senate voted to lib-

eralize a 120-year-old Sunday blue
law by legalizing Sunday films. Two
similar moves recently flopped.

Ul. Allied Drops Radio
Chicago — Allied theaters have

dropped the radio program promo-
tion plan for the duration.

COfflinG and GOIIIG

WILL H. HAYS arrived yesterday from tl

Coast.

SPYROS SKOURAS is back at his desk aft

Coast theater conferences.

LESTER FULLER, New York test coach ai

director for Paramount who has been elevati

to studio director, leaves for Hollywood tj

week. ^
JAMES HORNE, Columbia director, is 1

on the Coast after a New York vacation.

EMERSON YORKE of the Emerson Yorke St.

dios will be in Washington for the balance
this week.

MYRNA LOY arrives in town Friday to appe
at the Navy Relief Show at Madison Square Ga
den on March 10.

DEANNA DURBIN is at the Waldorf-Astoria

BERT LAHR is at the Madison.

"World in Action" Shorts

Start on NBC Tele Mar. 1

To help along the cause of Civilia

Defense, UA has arranged with NB
for the latter to show the series cj

shorts, "World In Action," Nation; 1

Film Board of Canada's pix, on teh
vision programs commencing Marc
19 at 8:30 p.m. Each short will t

followed by a televised feature filn

NBC officials, pleased with tl

contribution of the pix by UA, sai
'

yesterday that this is the freshes
film material which tele interest

have yet obtained from the motio
picture field.

"World In Action" subjects a'

ready completed are: "This Is Blitz,

"Churchill's Island," "The Battle fo

Oil," and "Forward Commandos."

Brookline Rites Today
For Montague's Sister

Funeral services will be held thi

morning at 10:30 o'clock in Sole

mon's Funeral Parlor, Harbard St
Brookline, Mass., for Mrs. Anni
Harris, who died on Monday at he
home in Boston, following an ex

tended illness. She is the sister o

A. Montague, Columbia's genera
sales manager.

Hays at Ampa Luncheon
Will H. Hays, MPPDA prexy, wh

arrived yesterday from the Coasi
will be on the dais at Ampa's lun
cheon tomorrow at which Charles C
Pettijohn will be feted.

"HARD-TO-GET-TO" PEOPLE

ARE EASY TO GET TO BY I

Tostal
Telegraph

CHARGES FOR TELEGRAMS
'PHONED IN APPEAR ON YOUR
TELEPHONE BILL.
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ederal Admission

axes Will Stand

jre
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(Continued from Page 1)

e any proposal made for a levy
film rentals.

Heavy increases in federal taxes
incomes, photographic apparatus,
dy and chewing gum, among

_ er items, was recommended by
ngenthau for the two-fold purpose
helping finance the war program

<1. at the same time, halt inflation

ough preventing excessive de-
ind from war wage earners for
;Dducts which can't be produced.
The increased income taxes would
all down the line, imposing dras-
increases on the "White collar"

ver income brackets, in line with
Treasury Secretary's warning

it the new taxes "will be severe
d will be felt in every American
me."
jMorgenthau estimated that an ad-
•ional $3,200,000,000 would be
thered by the Federal treasury
>m income taxes, if Congress
opts his proposal.
Morgenthau recommended that the
c on photographic apparatus be
ueased from 10 per cent of the
mufacturers' sales price to 25 per
it, and said that this increase

I
uld bring an additional $11,200,-

,3 into the treasury.
He asked that a 15 per cent tax
imposed on the manufacturers'

e price of candv and chewing gum,
raise $45,300,000. There is no

K on candy and chewing gum at
? present time.
Cigarets, smoking tobacco, soft
i;nks, distilled spirits and wines,
re some of the other items that
me in for heavy tax proposals un-

• the Morgenthau plan.

ew York Child Actor
II Gets Com'tee Nod

dinned from Pane 1)

state. The Ehrlich - Hampton
'•asure, which passed both houses
1941 along similar lines only to
et a gubernatorial veto, would

,en permit motion picture acting
proper educational people were

»;isfied such participation was not
rmful to child's education, morals
welfare.

N

)

Dorothy M-ckaill J. Robert Rubin
Msrrha O'Driscoll Pierre Gendron

David Bader Harry Hornick
Charles E. Mover

Odds and Ends
• • • OUR industry's March of Dimes Committee, oi which Nicholas

M. Schenck is chairman and Si Fabian the treasurer, has issued an
urgent plea to all theaters for the latter to rush in their checks, and there-

by save the Committee the expense of following up and maintaining

an office staff beyond the time absolutely necessary C'mon, Boys.

let's as Red Skelton says, doo-dit!. ... • Columbia's publicity depart-

ment deserves a real citation for the excellence of the advance campaign

for "The Invaders." which invades the local Capitol Theater t'morrow. . . .

• Lew Mentlik graduated from the officer's school at Fort Benning. Ga.,

just a bit ago. and bobbed in yes'day to say hello to his former trade

press and other industry sidekicks Most of 'em were disappointed

not to see Lew a General by this time, but the gold bar of the Second

Looey is a start. ... • Maxwell Alderman, executive secretary of Allied

Theater Owners of Connecticut, has been elected to the Executive Board

of the Jewish Family Society. ... • Henri Elman, Capitol Monogram

Exchange head, is preparing to celebrate his 35th year in the film biz,

so we hear from Chi Henri is one of the real industry vets, and the

celluloid clans everywhere wish him continued success. ... • Roy L.

Smart, an official of North Carolina Theaters, Inc., in Charlotte, has been

appointed a member o' the Charlotte School Board. ... • Yep, and

Dave Callahan, theater manager, has been named prexy of the Waxaha-

chie, Tex., Chamber of Commerce. ... • Andrew L. Gold, who was

assistant studio cameraman for 20th-Fox in New York before he went into

the service 11 months ago, is in town on leave and sporting Second Looey

insignia (appropriately Gold) a la the aforementioned Mentlik

T
• • • REMEMBER PEARL HARBOR!

Washington Blackout I
Protest Threat to Close

Helped Theater Attendance Indie Theaters in Philly

{Continued from Page 1)

movies than to blackout their own
homes.

Loew's reported long lines in front
of all downtown theaters from com-
mencing of the blackout and others
said they had similar experiences.

One reason for the good theater
turnout during the local blackout
was that theater owners went on the
air advertising that their theaters
would be open. Another, and this

one will apply throughout the na-
tion, was the recent publicity given
by the Government agencies that
theaters generally are safe places to

be during air raids and that Eng-
land, on the basis of experience, de-

cided to keep theaters open during
raids.

Chicago V. C. Progressing

Chicago — The Chicago Variety
Club organization will be completed
upon the return of Jules Rubens
from an Arizona vacation next week.

"U" and Para. Quints Clash
"U" and Para, quints meet in a

MP Basketball League playoff to-

night.

{Continued from Page 1

)

the determination of the indies, who
assailed terms asked for patriotic
films as well as other pix, to regis-
ter a complaint with Leon Hender-
son and OPA in the event their griev-
ances were not adjusted "to see if a
ceiling on rentals can not be in-

voked" by the Government.
The indies' statement singled out

three patriotic features by title

—

"Sergeant York," "Captains of the
Clouds" and "The Bugle Sounds"

—

in their criticism of terms. Exhibs.,
polled individually, asserted that
rentals asked in this territory were
discriminatory; in the instance of

one pic, it was said that whereas
here 40 per cent and a split were
asked, the feature went to a major
circuit at 35 per cent.

It was said no boycott was dis-

cussed at the meeting, attended by
members of Philly Allied and the
UMPTO as well as unaffiliated in-

dies.

"Invaders" Bow on WNEW
Station KNEW will broadcast to-

morrow's Capitol opening of Colum-
bia's "The Invaders." Broadcast is

timed for 8:35-9 p.m.

War Developments

To Fix NT Scales

{Continued from Page 1)

such a step. A sharp cut in film
production would be one. Another
would be a rise in the cost of ser-
vices and materials essential to the
operation of a theater. A third
would be the boosting of wages to
meet the climbing cost of living.

In some situations where lack of
manpower has made it difficult to
replace ushers called to the colors,
usherettes are being employed by
the circuit. To date it has not been
found necessary to replace manag-
ers and assistant managers with wo-
men. However, an official of the cir-

cuit said yesterday, women will be
used should necessity compel it.

It was further revealed yesterday
that, while the circuit is co-operating
to the full in defense against air
raids, actual steps to promote the
safety of patrons is a matter resting
with the individual operator.

Ill Health Forces Popkin
To Resign Local 306 Post

{Continued from Page 1)

within a month, union officials as-
serted yesterday.
Popkin has been Local 306's busi-

ness agent for more than eight years.

Second Daylight Hour
Talk Finds Albany Cool

Albany—While talk of adding an-
other hour of daylight saving this
Summer to that already in effect via
War Time is heard, official sources
r ere are cool to the idea.

"To Be" Bows on Friday

"To Be or Not to Be" bows at the
Rivoli on Friday instead of next
Wednesday.

WEDDING BELLS

Stella Sidel, secretary to William
Sussman, 20th Century-Fox's East-
ern division manager, will be mar-
ried on Sunday to Benjamin Stola-
roff. The ceremony will be per-
formed at the home of her brother,
Robert Sidel, in Lawrence, L. I. The
bridegroom-to-be is not connected
with the industry.

Engagement is announced of Esme
O'Brien to Robert W. Sarnoff, son
of David Sarnoff, RCA prexy.

Miami, Fla. — Marjorie Sossong,
member of the "Hellzapoppin" cast
was married to Neil Fontaine, under
contract to 20th Century-Fox, here.

Pittsburgh—Two employes of the
local Paramount exchange were mar-
ried over the week-end, Dorothy
Goldstein, secretary, to Samuel Mel-
nick, and Minnie Gable, cashier, to

William Nixon.

- i



THEY'RE "TELLING IT TO THE MARINE

Those lusty leathernecks have the cockeyed world by

its tail again! . . . It's a rough, tough and terrific laugh

show doing amazing business everywhere it plays.



J THE BOX-OFFICE!
in

VICTOR EDMUND

LAGLEN LOWE

BINNIE BARNES PAUL KELLY

ROBERT SMITH • DOROTHY LOVETT

FRANKLIN PANGBORN and KING'S

MEN • SIX HITS AND A MISS
Produced by HOWARD BENEDICT

Directed by TRANK RYAN and WILLIAM HAMILTON
Original screen play by Frank Ryan and William Hamilton

TH€AMX'#SS
one of the fourth group

of five for 1941-42 from

RKO RADIO.

The other four attractions:

A DIZZY LAUGH SHOW

.'
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Quarterly Selling

Under UMPI's Plan

publi-

(Continued from Page 1)

five method, was released for

cation.

Jack Kirsch, chairman of the

committee, announced yesterday that

the directors of Illinois Allied had

approved the principles of the plan,

thus becoming the first exhibitor

unit to take action.

In commenting on the plan, Kirsch

said:

"The plan was the result of

a careful analysis of the serious
situation ahead facing not only
distributors but exhibitors as

well. In considering the various
ideas submitted the desire of

many exhibitors to contract for

a larger number of pictures at

one time was given full consid-
eration as well as the seeming
unanimous desire for an elimi-

nation clause and for proper
identification.

"It was realized that any plan
that failed to give proper iden-

tification either through trade
showing or synopses or both
would not serve the public inter-

est. It was also realized that
with the war situation as it is

no distributor can at this time
know which of his featured play-
ers, stars, directors or skilled

technicians may be taken by the
emergency, making still more
difficult the job of Hollywood to

deliver good amusement to the
theatergoing public.

"Therefore, it was obviously impos-
sible properly to make or identify a
year or even a half year's product.
Out of the merging of suggestions
on all of these problems the sales

plan as adopted was fused—a plan
which the committee feels is the best
possible during these trying times."

Particular attention was given to

the problem of the smaller theater
owners and it was for this reason
his cancellation was made even larg-

er than for a time some of the com-
panies felt the present situation

justified. The plan offers, said
Kirsch, elimination, increased num-
ber of pictures by a quarterly sale,

proper identification and in the opin-

ion of the committee is a marked
improvement over the five-picture

sales plan.

SUBSTITUTE SALES PLAN
'.{Continued from Page 1)

5,000 Brochures Plug
Columbia's "Invaders"

Columbia began shipment yester-
day of 5,000 brochures on "The In-
vaders." Book, 28 pages, board-
bound, and 20 by 14 inches in size,

is being sent to leading public fig-

ures, publishers, editorial executives,
columnists, commentators, motion
picture and roto editors, and lead-
ing circuit and indie exhibs. It was
turned out by the home office and
publicity and art departments.

(roadshows, etc.) and they will reserve that privilege with no such special picture being
part of any group.

5. Mindful of exhibitors' desire to have steady supply of pictures and with no company being
able to agree to semi-annual, or annual, selling, nor continuing option, it is felt that the
following clause, relative to "The regular customer," as established in former trade practice

program would be at least a partial assurance to exhibitors and would be incorporated in

the consent decree if the Department of Justice would so agree:

Regular Customer
To meet objections of certain exhibitors to so-called "selling away to a circuit," a distributor

will not refuse to license its features to its regular customer who is not a "circuit customer,"* in

order to license them, for the same run in the same competitive area, to another exhibitor for the
sole reason that such other exhibitor is a circuit customer, provided such regular customer (a) has
substantially performed his previous license agreements with the distributor, (b) maintains and
operates his theater in a modern manner, and (c) is financially responsible. Any dispute as to

whether a distributor has so refused to license its features to such regular customer shall be subject

to arbitration. Should distributor elect to license its features to an exhibitor (other than its then
current customer) who is a circuit customer, distributor shall, if its then current customer is not
a circuit customer, give him notice by telegraph of its election so to do. Should such current

customer fail to commence arbitration proceedings within five days after the sending of such
notice, he shall be deemed to have waived all claims, if any, in connection with such features

under this Article VI.

Exception in the Case of RKO Radio Pictures
Inasmuch as RKO Radio Pictures may in the future reduce their yearly output to approxi-

mately 30 features, they obviously would be unprepared to sell as many as 10 or 12 features

in one group.
Therefore, they have agreed to work out an equitable formula whereby they would agree

to sell four groups per year, each group to contain approximately 25 per cent of their annual

output of features.

Obviously in that case, quarterly groups wouid contain only 7 or 8 features and the general

cancellation plan would be unjust and impractical. However, in principle it is agreed that 20

per cent cancellation for exhibitors paying an average of $100 or less and 10 per cent cancella-

tion for exhibitors paying between $100 and $200 would be permitted and details worked out in

their particular case.

This proposed selling plan comes from the five distributing companies operating under the

Government consent decree and must receive the approval of the United States Department of

Justice.

*A "circuit customer," as that te;m is used in Article VI, is a customer who is, or is a part

of, a circuit, a buying combine, a booking combine or a co-operative.

Linden, Baltimore, Loses
Its Clearance Appeal

(Continued from Page 1)

opinion that the clearance was
unreasonable.

not

Arden's Clearance Case
Dismissed by Arbitrator

Clearance complained of by the
Arden Theater, New York City, is

not unreasonable in the opinion of
William H. Wadhams, arbitrator,
who dismissed the case.
The Arden claimed that clearance

granted to the Olympia, Stoddard
and Carlton Theaters was unreason-
able. Paramount and Loew's were
named defendants and the three
other theaters were named interested
parties.

Bennis Arbitration Case
Filed Under Section X

Chicago—Bennis Brothers, own-
erns of the Freeport Theater, Free-
port, 111., filed an arbitration com-
plaint here under Section X against
Loew's, 20th-Fox, Paramount, Vita-
erraph, First National and Great
States circuit. They ask competi-
tive clearance with the Great States'
Patio Theater.

This is the first case filed here
under Section X.

Arbitrator Asks Briefs
In Attica Theater Case

Buffalo - - Arbitrator Joseph M.
Boehm has ordered counsel to sub-
mit briefs within 15 days after they
are furnished a transcript of pro-
ceedings, in the clearance case
brought by Vincent Martina's Astor
Theater, Attica, against all the "Big I counsel.

2,550 Contracts Give
Para. New Weekly High

(Continued from Page 1)

Agnew, Paramount sales chief said
yesterday.
The new weekly record, topping

all previous highs including the 2,-

476 contracts set in January showed
substantial gains in all units includ-
ing "Louisiana Purchase" and the
Hopalong Cassidy westerns. This is

the 5th straight week that Para-
mount's weekly contracts have ex-
ceeded the 2,000 mark.
While difficult to compare with

other years, Paramount's weekly
sales per block now exceed the week-
ly contracts as sold on a seasonal
basis in previous years.

Five" except 20th-Fox. Warner
Bros.' Circuit Management, operat-
ing the New Family Theater, Ba-
tavia, is an intervenor.
Only one session was required to

hear witnesses and present exhibits.

Hint Settlement Possible
In Alga Arbitration Case

St. Louis—Arbitration case filed

by the Olga Theater Corp., Hanni-
bal, Mo., against 20th Century-Fox,
Paramount and Warner Bros, may
be settled before going to a hearing,
it is reported here. Plaintiff, oper-
ating the Rialto Theater, charged
that the clearance granted to the Or-
pheum and Star Theaters was un-
reasonable.

Oriental Clearance Case
Hearing Set for March 9

Chicago — The Oriental Theater
clearance case is now set for hear-
ing on March 9 by agreement of

Canadian Itinerants

Under Gov.'! Conlro

,

i

(Continued from Page 1)

tor R. G. McMullen of any meas
of authority for the playing of
mm. pictures in theaters of the m
tary camps or halls catering pi
cipally to the troops.

Notice has been given by
Mullen to the Advisory Council, m<
up of representatives of film
changes, circuits and independent
ganizations, that "no parties to

dispute may come to an agreem
without the consent of the Warti
Prices and Trade Board." This me
ure is open to wide interpretat
but the basic intention is that m
ters cannot be arranged by mut
consent which come under the ju:

diction of the Board with resp
to run categories, film rentals, pric

ties, theater construction and adn.
sion price ceilings.

McMullen has advised that cont
of theater construction, remodelli
or re-opening has been assumed ;

the Wartime Board to prevent a

deviation from price maintenance
]

conditions in effect during the ba;

period of Sept. 15 to Oct. 11. 1

building or repairing of theaters
ready comes under the direction
the Controller of Priorities, in

other branch of the Government, 1

the Wartime Board has taken an
terest in this phase of theater ope
tions because of its relation to pr
ceilings.

It has been intimated that
theater which' was opened after C
11 and prior to Jan. 31 may contir

to have some difficulty in secur:

product. The Administrator has ru
that no film distributor may trai

fer a booking contract from one t

ater to another in the same zone 1

that there will be no hindrance
i

an exchange in the selling of prod
in new territory if it does not m«
selling away from a theater. J
31 is the date limit for the re-op*

ing of any house, except with
written approval of the Boan
without which any theater clo!;

on that date will have to rem,
shut for the duration of the w
McMullen emphasized that tr;

conditions prevailing during the
dex period last Fall must be p
served unless sound reasons can
advanced for a change under
written authority of the Board.

Hammond Trailer Camp^
Send Grosses Soaring

Hammond, Ind.—Local theater
here is booming, stimulated by p
ronage from 15,000 defense indus
workers now housed in trailer can
in the vicinity of this city.

Protest License Refusal

The Author's League of Amer:
the Author's Guild, the Dramati:
Guild and the Radio Writers Gx
yesterday joined in protesting
city's refusal to renew licenses

burlesque theaters as "illegal ;

high-handed."
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ATSE, MAJORS SETTING EXCHANGE DEALS

1942 AttendanceJump Seen Exceeding *41*s 10%
ldustry Should Benefit

articularly from War,
ays Standard & Poor's

Theater attendance this year, un-
>r the spur of continued expansion
employment and payrolls, will

low a gain exceeding that of last

when an advance of 10 per
nt was scored, according to the
urent survey of the film industry

j the authoritative Standai'd &
oor's.

In its survey, Standard & Poor's
ivs in part:
''Movies, a favorite American rec-

^ation, should benefit particularly
om the war. The public, with the

(Continued on Page 5)

ead Favorably to

lew Selling Plan

Submission of the new sales plan,
epared by the UMPI sub-commit-
e. is being rushed to the various
:hibitor organizations so that the
oup can re-convene in about two
eeks in order to study the reac-
ons of the industry as a whole.
Meanwhile, trade circles were dis-

issing the text of the sales formula
hich appeared in the trade press
sterday. Comment on the whole

(Continued on Page 10)

hilly Earle to Reopen
" unday With Films Only

Philadelphia — The Stanley-War-
Earle, vaudeville-picture house,

|
hich clsoed on Sunday, will reopen

- 'Xt Sunday with a film-only policy
r a single day. Picture will be
.me show as that played in another
st-run Stanley-Warner downtown

(Continued on Page 10)

500 IATSE Members
In Armed Services

Latest figures compiled by the

IATSE revel that approximately 500
members throughout the nation are

in the armed forces.

iotva Teachers Association Proposes Levy
On Amusements to Raise Vetu School Funds

Des Moines, la.—An amusement tax that would include films was one of

the methods of raising additional revenue for support of public schools advocated
by the State Teachers Association at a public hearing held by the State School

Code Revision Committee.

The committee is re-writing the public school laws and taxation program to

present to the next State legislature.

Minimum of Three

For Para, in U. K.

Paramount plans to produce a
minimum of three pictures in Eng-
land during 1942, Dave Rose, man-
aging director for Great Britain,
said yesterday as he departed via
Clipper for Lisbon.
While three pictures are sched-

uled definitely, Paramount will make
as many as it can under existing
conditions. "Channel Port" will be

(Continued on Page 10)

"New Spirit's" 7,764 Dates
Set U. S. Booking Record

Walt Disnev's Treasury Depart-
ment short "The New Spirit" has
set an all-time record for domestic
bookings with a total of 7,764 dates,
the War Activities Committee an-
nounced yesterday. Figures were
supplied by Herman Robbins, presi-

dent of National Screen Service
which distributed the subject to co-

operating exhibitors. Eleven hun-
(Continued on Page 10)

Brazil Confiscates

Nazi Propaganda Pix

Rio de Janeiro (By Cable)—Plot
of Axis agents to smuggle Ufa
newsreels into Argentina via this
country has been nipped in the bud
by the Brazilian government, it was
disclosed here yesterday.
The Government has confiscated

the reels, blatant totalitarian propa-
ganda, and presumably in so doing

(Continued on Page 5)

Biz Gains in Gulf States,

Cities, Drops in Towns

New Orleans—Theater business in

the Gulf States is doing a see-saw
as attendance in the cities and in-

dustrial areas shows a decided in-

crease while that of the smaller
communities and towns is on the
down grade.

This, observers say, is attributed
to the fact that the towns and smal-
ler communities are losing heavy
percentages of their younger popu-

(Continued on Page 10)

House to Write Own Tax Bill
Morgenthau Proposals Facing Modification

Coto Named President
Of Cuban Film Board

Havana (By Air Mail)—Francisco
Alvarez Coto, manager of Zenith
Films, is the new president of the
Cuban Film Board of Trade. Other
officers just named include: Ignacio
Blanco, manager of Vicente Blanco
y Cia., vice-president; Ootavio Go-

(Continued on Page 10)

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Congressional senti-

ment in the wake of the Treasury's
tax program, outlined to the House
Ways and Means Committee on Tues-
day, indicates that the new tax
measure when finally adopted will

depart markedly from the Adminis-
tration's proposals.

Instead of a law which will pro-
vide the Government with $7,600,-

(Continued on Page 10)

Negotiation of New Deals
For Two Years Nearly Set;

"Sore Spots" Eliminated

By LOU PELEGRINE
FILM DAILY Staff Writer

The doves of peace were cooing
this week in the film exchanges of
the nation. The expiration of labor
contracts at the close of 1941 brought
to light many "sore spots" through-
out the country. The IATSE's trou-
ble-shooters have been on the hop
since then applying balm, listening
to complaints, straightening out dif-

ficulties between distributors and
unions, and at last their task is

nearly finished.

This was announced yesterday by
Richard F. Walsh, IATSE president,
back in town for a breathing spell

(Continued on Page 10)

Army Theaters Will

Reduce Top to 16c

Admission prices to the Army's
436 camp theaters will be reduced
immediately from a top of 22 cents

to 16 cents. Ticket booklets which
admitted soldiers for 16 cents will

be cut so that the price will be 12

cents.

This was revealed at a meeting
of Army officials and distribution ex-

(Continued on Page 10)

Russian Films Clicking

In Detroit Nabe Spots

Detroit—Russian films are becom-
ing a trend in local nabe houses for
the first time. Soviet subjects have
been fairly poor draws, even in Rus-
sian neighborhoods, in the past.

Present success is the result of a
(Continued on Page 5)

Armour Assistant

G. M. oi RKO Studios
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Reginald Armour, as-

sistant- to President George J. Schae-

fer, has been appointed assistant

general manager of the RKO Radio

studios.

L
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Marsoulan (12). MEXICO CITY—Marco-
Aurelio Galindo, Depto. 215, Calle del Sindi-
calismo, 99, Tacubayo, D. F.

riNANCIAL
(Wednesday, March 4)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (2i/

2%) 53A 534 53/4— Vs
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East. Kodak 126% 126% 126% — 1%
do pfd 173 173 173 + 3V2
Gen. Th. Eq II14 11 1/4 liy4 — %
Loew's, Inc

do ofd
Paramount 14% 14% 145/8 — %
Para. 1st pfd 107 107 107 —2
RKO
RKO $6 pfd

20th Century-Fox . . . 9% 9% 9% + %
20th Century-Fox pfd. 20'/2 20Vi 20'/2 + Vs
Univ. Pict. pfd.....

"."

Warner Bros 514 5% 5V4 — Vs
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Loew's deb. 3Vis46 '

Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3%s47
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48

IOOV2 100 100% + 1!4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Radio-Keith cvs % % %
Sonotone Corp 1% 1% 1%
Technicolor 73,4 7% 7% — %
Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc

Universal Picts 27 27 27

Blackout Methods
Via Tele's WJVBT

Right and wrong ways of black-

outs for New York City's thousands

of apartment dwellings will be dem-
onstrated in the third official tele-

vision lesson for air raid wardens, to

be broadcast three days, beginning

Monday, over Station WNBT.
New York's blackout problem, it

is pointed out, will be relatively

much simpler than London's. Prob-

ability is slight that nightly black-

outs and phosphorescent traffic lines

will be wartime characteristics of

the city.

WILLIAM KUPPER, Western division man-
ager, and WILLIAM SUSSMAN, Eastern division
manager for 20th-Fox. are back in town fol-
lowing the company's week-end sales meeting
in Chicago.

FRANCIS S. HARMON, executive secretary of
the War Activities Committee, goes to Wash-
ington today.

WILL YOLEN of the Warner publicity de-
partment left for Columbus yesterday to do
advance work on "The Male Animal" premiere
there on March 12.

JOHN GARFIELD gets into town tomorrow.
He is scheduled to make a personal appearance
at the Navy Welfare Show at Madison Square
Garden on March 10.

WALTER PIDGEON returns from Washington
tomorrow to take part in a Defense Savings
rally at the Waldorf.

FRANK P. ROSENBERC, Columbia's exploita-
tion manager, departs for Miami Beach tomor-
row to handle the opening of "The Invaders"
at the Lincoln there on March 19. ED ROSEN-
BAUM will handle the opening at the Lafayette,
Buffalo; AL SHERMAN, the Shubert, Cincinnati;
ABE BERNSTEIN, the Strand, Providence; MIKE
NEWMAN, the Liberty, Seattle.

F. J. A. MCCARTHY, Universal^ Southern divi-

sion manager, left yesterday for Cincinnati.

BILL STERN leaves for Hollywood on March
11 to appear in Samuel Coldwyn's "The Pride

of the Yankees."

ARTHUR PRATCHETT, supervisor of the Para-
mount, is in Havana with his missus. His

next stop will be Mexico.

FERNANDO MIER, president of the National
Theater Supply Co., is a Havana visitor.

HUNT STROMBERC, accompanied by his wife,

is at the Waldorf, where he will stay for sev-

eral weeks.

EROS VOLUSIA, Brazalian dancer who has

a role in M-C-M's "Rio Rita," is on her way
to Rio de Janeiro to do some work for the Brazil-

ian Government.

DAVE ROSE, Paramount's managing director

in England, left for England last night on

the Clipper. ROBERT T. KANE and FRANCIS
HARLEY were with him.

THOMAS O'BRIEN of Monogram, Boston, spent
several days in New Haven.

A. W. SCHWALBERG of Warner Bros.

Chicago last night for Hollywood.
left

To Honor Quentin Reynolds
At Testimonial Dinner

Quentin Reynolds will be the guest
of honor at a testimonial Saturday
night at the Hotel Roosevelt. The
war correspondent and lecturer is

being toasted by the British Amer-
ican Ambulance Corps and the
money raised by the $10 tickets will

be contributed to purchase ambu-
lances for use by the United Nations.

Louis Sobol is chairman of the
event which is expected to be at-

tended by a large delegation of
celebrities.

LaGuardia Newsreel Clips

In "Pride of Yankees"

Newsreel clips of Mayor LaGuar-
dia will be used in Samuel Goldwyn's
"The Pride of the Yankees" and, if

time permits, closeups of the mayor
will be filmed in New York and in-

corporated in the picture.

Mayor LaGuardia gave Lou Geh-
rig, hero of the story, his job of

narole commissioner after illness

had forced him out of baseball.

Toinville Studios Said
RAF "Target for Tonight'

Joinville, France's equivalent of
Hollywood, was bombed by Royal
Air Force planes, the United Press
reported yesterday from Vichy,
quoting advices from Paris.

Advance Child Actor Bill

To 3d Assembly Reading

Albany—The Assemblv yesterday
advanced to third readme: Assem-
blyman Harold Ehrlich's child actor
liberalization bill.

N. O. Blackout Tomorrow
New Orleans—The first blackout

test for this city is scheduled to

take place tomorrow.

Claude Saunders Rites

Held in Inglewood, Cal.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Last rites were held

yesterday in Grace Chapel, Ingle-
wood, for Claude Saunders, 57, pub-
licity director for Fox Intermountain
Theaters, who died of a heart at-

tack Sunday in Cheyenne, Wyo.

Saunders, a widely known industry
veteran, had a notable career which
started when he managed the road
tour of "The Birth of a Nation" in

1914. In 1919, he established the
exploitation department for Famous
Players-Lasky, and headed it for six

years. Subsequently, he was an
RKO theaters district manager in

Minneapolis and later, vice-president
of Ross Federal Service.

Surviving are his widow, a daugh-
ter and a son.

Coal Gas Kills Foster
And Three of Family

Detroit— Frank Foster, operator
at the Schulte Circuit's Oakdale in

the suburb of Hazel Park, is dead
as the result of gas escaping from
a stove in his home. The same ac-
cident also caused the death of his'

wife, one son, and one daughter.

FOR FASTER,

'FRIENDLIER SERVICE

T LOWER COST -'PHONE

Tostal
Telegraph
CHARGES FOR TELEGRAMS 'PHONED IN

APPEAR ON YOUR TELEPHONE BILL.

Sam Bischoff to Direct

"Cover Girls" for Columbi

Sam Bischoff has drawn the a

signment to direct Columbia
"Cover Girls," which the compai
is planning as one of its big produ
tions of the season.
The film, in which will appear Ri

Hayworth, Jinx Falkenburg and J
net Blair, is being written by And
DeSoos and John Kafka. The mo
els who will play the magazine

j^y
girls in the film will be placed f*

a
'.'

contract by Columbia.

Five-Day Working Weeli
In Des Moines Branches

Des Moines, la. — The five-d;

working week is gaining momentu
among film exchanges in Des Moin
with Louis Levy, manager of tl

Universal exchange, announcir
adoption of the shorter week.
The 20th-century Fox exchanj

earlier changed to five-days ai

others are expected to follow Un
versal and Fox.

COminG and GOIIIG

new ycer
THEATERS

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
50th St. & 6th Ave.

SPENCER TRACY : KATHARINE HEPBURN

''WOMAN OF THE YEAR"
Directed by Geo. Stevens : An M-G-M Picture

ON STAGE: "WORDS AND MUSIC" BY COLE
PORTER—Leonidoff's colorful tune-filled revue.

Symphony Orchestra, direction of Erno Rapee.

1st Mezzanine Seats Reserved : : Circle 6-4600

Paramount Presents

RAY MILLAND

PAULETTE GODDARD

"THE LADY
HAS PLANS"

IN PERSON
INARAYHUTTON

AND BAND
JOAN EDWARDS

HAL LeROY
EXTRA

JACK HALEY
PARAMOUNT £$&

GINGER ROGERS

"ROXIE" HART"
with

Adolphe Menjou—George Montgomery

A Twentieth-Fox Comedy Hit

PLUS A BIG n A V V 7th AVENUE
STAGE SHOW || fj A I 50th STREET

123 B'WAY &
47th St.

TYRONE POWER

"SON OF FURY"
and

"JOAN OF PARIS"
with MICHELE MORGAN
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HELP

History repeals. The Hardy series

brings another new beauty to the

forefront. Watch Donna Reed.

Help Wanted

EXTRA USHERS,strong, husky,
to handle crowds. Must have pre-

vious experience. State Theatre.

SPECIAL COPS wanted during'

engagement of new Hardy picture

;

at State Theatre. Apply Monday.
|

NURSE. If you have worked in
|

cases of hysteria and exhaustion
|

caused by excessive laughter we
can use you during engagement
of the new Hardy picture. Write
giving references. State Theatre.

MOTHERS HELPERS. We can

place a large number of part-time

workers to stay and mind babies

during engagement of new Hardy
picture at State Theatre. Apply
Domestic Exchange, Broad Street.

WANTED

WAITRESSES wanted at Duke's
Restaurant. Will need extra help

during engagement of Hardy
picture at State Theatre. Apply
Monday, 9 A. M.

PARKING ATTENDANTS.
Good pay for special job at Riviera

Parking, near State Theatre. Ap-
ply Monday.

uTHE COURTSHIP OF
ANDY HARDY

LEWIS STONE • MICKEY ROONEY • CECILIA PARKER
FAY HOLDEN • ann rutherford • sara haden and DONNA REED

Screen Play by Agnes Christine Johnston • Directed by GEORGE B. SEITZ

A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
LITHC
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razil Confiscates

iazi Propaganda Pix

{Continued from Page 1)

^s stemmed the flow of Nazi foot-

rt to Buenos Aires.

!
It is understood that the plot

died for the shipping of the Ufa
wsreel via Uruguayan railways to

.lu^ntina.

*P(h the Brazilian and Uruguayan
<?T?rnments have banned their ex

bition, leaving Argentina as
iajor South American market
«e German propaganda.

the
for

panish Steamers Refuse
'o Transport Nazi Films
Buenos Aires (By Cable)—Span-
h steamers trading between Spain

id Argentina are reported refusing

i transport Ufa films, despite pres-

ire allegedly exerted by the Nazi
overnment.

lussian Films Clicking

i Detroit Nabe Spots

(Continued from Page 1)

impaign managed by Charles Car-
er, who has taken over the Art-
ino franchise.
Latest to go "whole hog" is the
astime, which has just changed to

nee days a week of Kussians. The
Jartha Washington is contracting
jr a three-day change of Russian
lms every two to three weeks, and
ccasional bookings are being set for

le Astor, Bijou, Belle, Fordson, and
ampau.

Garner, paradoxically, is current-
• dividing his selling efforts be-
»veen the Russian films and a group
t four Passion Play films, plus a
ew Passion Play in Polish—the first

me one in this language has been
old in this territory.

•even Pix for 20th-Fox
'radeshow Next Week
Seven 20th-Fox films will be

radeshown next week. They are:
Who Is Hope Schuyler?" "Secret
-gent of Japan," "To the Shores of
ripoli," Monday; "The Remarkable
Ir. Kipps," "Rings on Her Fingers,"
uesday; "Sundown Jim," "The Lone
tar Ranger," Wednesday.

SP°y^

D. A. Doran Jules Furthman
Renee Carroll Houston Branch

Samuel Zierler

Twenty Years Later
• • • IUST 20 years ago this week. William (Will) Harrison Hays

resigned as Postmaster General of the U. S. to become president of the

newly - formed MPPDA The calendar

of 1922 brought him to his new post and

desk on Monday morn. March 6,—his

formal withdrawal from the Cabinet of

President Harding having taken place as of

Saturday, March 4 On the very day of

Hays' debut as filmland's administrator, Jo-

seph (Danny) Dannenberg. then president and

editor of THE FILM DAILY, slyly and wittily

reflected in an editorial the industry's pre-

vailing chaos; the speculation of its rank

and file as to what the new Czar was going
WILL H. HAYS ..,,-,.

to do about it; ana the militant energy and
determination which the newcomer had indicated he would apply to

the task We quote: T
• • • "TH' Tragedy of Hays. Has just come to light. When it

became known he wuz comin' in this bizness some peepul. An' there

were a lot. Figgered he wuz gonna start a lot of things. An' they've

been as leery. As a star signin' a contrac'. An' some figgered. He wuz
gonna start trustifyin' things. An' others. That he wuz gonna kill

censorship. An' others—but what's th' use. Everybody figgered some-

thin' else. But none of them knew. That he wuz gonna give a lot of

trouble. Even t'u th' peepul. Who signed him up. Even them them-

selves. But lie is. 'Cause he's gonna be in his office. Everyday. When
in town. At eight o'clock a.m. Th' only thing fillum peepul know
about eight a.m. Is that it's on th' face of th' clock. An' comes sum-
where ahead. Of 11. When they usually get down t'u work //

Will insists on keepin' these eight a.m. hours. There's just one ques-

tion: Who'll he talk to? And what'll he do? 'Cause th' fillum folk

won't know he's there"

T T T
• • • EIGHT o'clock, or not. Will did get things done His

regime as MPPDA chief has been studded with accomplishments

There's the Advertising and Production Code; there's no regulation;

there's no censorship; there's our industry,—one of the few not under

political control; there's freedom of expression; there's the matter

of excellent press relations (70 per cent of ALL the clippings favorable to

filmland, and, when the Senate sub-committee launched the Washington

inquisition, the film editors and critics, the nation o'er, rushed to the de-

fense of our industry); there's no organized outcry against the pic king-

dom; films and ads are wholesome; the industry has weathered all

financial crises; attendance has gained; and the American motion pic-

ture has carried Democracy to all corners of the earth

T T T
• • • MPPDA is generally called the Hays Organization,—the

former having accented the latter, i.e. Mister Hays having stressed

staff efficiency and co-operation Several years ago, Hays and a

committee of distinguished surgeons, including Dr. George Crile, of

Cleveland, called on the late George Eastman in Rochester After

luncheon Eastman showed his guests some footage taken by him on

his African expedition One sequence showed a lion charging

Eastman who was operating the camera Closer and closer came

the beast,—then the guns of Eastman's companions, on both sides of

him, blazed away The lion in a final spring was laid low, almost

at Eastman's feet When the Rochester guests saw this sequence,

they were horrified that Eastman had exposed himself to such danger.

He merely remarked: "1 always rely on my staff!" . . . .Guest Hays

understood perfectly

'42 Attendance Jump

Seen Exceeding '41*$

(Continued from Page 1)

largest income in years, now finds
many of its customary diversions
either drastically reduced or vir-

tually eliminated by the war.
"The use of automobiles for pleas-

ure riding is discouraged and many
items of sporting equipment will be
scarce this year. Other shortages
will free a larger proportion of the
average family's budget for enter-
tainment.
"Under the circumstances, the

movies are in an excellent position
to expand box-office receipts.
"Higher admission prices are to

be expected, to help offset the rise

in labor and film rental costs, but
such increases should have no ap-
preciable effect on attendance. The
relatively low-cost entertainment of

the movies has its greatest appeal
to the low-income groups, whose
purchasing power will continue at
the best level in many years.

"Producers plan this year to in-

crease the quantity and improve the
quality of films. . . .

"No important shortage of either
materials or talent is likely to re-

sult from the war, but costs and
taxes will be materially higher. This
increase will, however, be offset by
higher film rentals, and those com-
panies operating their own theaters
will benefit additionally from in-

creased attendance and higher ad-
mission prices."

Pony Express Plugs Short,

Demonstrates Tire Saving

Dallas—A Pony Express caravan
demonstrated methods of tire pres-
ervation between here and Denton
yesterday in connection with the
world premiere of Paramount's "Un-
usual Occupations No. 3" at the
Texas Theater, Denton, last night.
Event was staged in celebration

of a sequence in the picture which
was shot at the William Pony Farm
in Denton. A print was sent from
Dallas to Denton by Pony Express.

Stan Fisher's Dad Dead
Detroit—Will Fisher, father

Stanley Fisher, film salesman,
dead.

of
is

Millionth Admission
Warms the Ice Show
At the 578th performance of "It

Happens On Ice," which took place

yesterday at the Center' Theater,

the 1,000,000th ticket was sold. At-
traction opened Oct. 10, 1940. Glen
Allvine, show's publicity director,

has been "nursing" it along nicely

for the past 16 months. Only three

other stage productions, — "Abie's

Irish Rose," "Tobacco Road," and

"Hellzapoppin,"—ever sold 1,000,000

tickets.



Doubly honored for the best performance

by an actress in 1941 ...

JOAN FONTAINE



Academy Award Winner and
choice oftheNew YorkFilm Critics

for her appearance in "Suspicion.

"

A big show becomes an even mightier box-office magnet

as Joan Fontaine wins the Academy Award for her superb

work co-starring with Cary Grant in the most romantic

of all Alfred Hitchcock's suspenseful thrill dramas ... If

you played it before, bring it back for another pile of

profits ... If you've never played it, NOW'S YOUR
CHANCE FOR THE BIG MONEY! . . . Contact your

RKO exchange TODAY!

CARY GRANT* JOAN FONTAINE
in • *

with

SIR CEDRIC HARDWICKE
NIGEL BRUCE • DAME MAY WHITTY

Directed by

ALFRED HITCHCOCK
Screen Play by Samson Raphaelton, Joan Harmon, Alma Revilh

RKO
RADIO
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"The Gold Rush"
with Charlie Chaplin

United Artists 72 Mins.

GREAT INSTITUTIONAL COMEDY EN-

HANCED BY FINE NARRATION AND
MUSIC. WILL BE ACE B.O. DRAW.

When wartime America needs laughter

most, along comes Charlie Chaplin with

a great revival of one of his finest films,

"The Gold Rush." It is no ordinary re-

issue, for to his original multiple credits

of star, author and director of the original,

he has added narrative from his own pen,

Because of the addition of nar-

ration and musical score, and the

unusual trade interest created by

the revival, THE FILM DAILY
departs from established policy

and reviews the re-issue of "The
Gold Rush."

and delivered this narration personally, thus

converting a silent attraction into a glori-

ously articulate one.

In so doing, Chaplin has removed the

single adverse criticism THE FILM DAILY

had of "The Gold Rush" when the picture

was reviewed back on Aug. 30, 1925. Head-

ing that review were these words: "Charlie

Again Scores With a Great Box Office

Treat. Pity It Isn't Shorter." Well, the

new "Gold Rush" is still very much of a b.o.

treat, and the film is fully I8V2 minutes

shorter. Here is an ace attraction for every

screen in the nation.

It is crammed with all those emotional

contrasts which have made Chaplin the

standout comedian in motion picture annals.

With the addition of the narration and

scored music, the footage's stature as en-

tertainment grows mightily, and may well

prove, before its new release life via United

Artists is over, to be one of the nifty gross-

grabbers of 1942.

The story is so well known to showmen

that it needs no recounting. The sequences,

depicting the Alaskan argosy of the little

fellow with the big turned-up shoes, the

derby, baggy clothes, and cane, yes and

prospector's knapsack, have been tightened

up by expeditious cutting, until the action

flows swiftly and much more merrily than

ever. The big scenes have all been re-

tained,—the cliff path promenade; the ad-

ventures with Big Jim (Mack Swain) and

Black Larson (Tom Murray) in the blizzard-

beset cabin; the saga of the dance hall,

when Charlie meets and timidly courts the

exotic Georgia Hale; the perilously-poised

hut on the precipice edge; and finally the

striking of the bonanza and the Chaplin-

Hale wedding chimes.

Audiences currently will be delighted with

"The Gold Rush" and all it contains. The

photography is still excellent.

CAST: Charles Chaplin, Mack Swain,

Tom Murray, Henry Bergman, Malcolm

Waite, Georgia Hale.

CREDITS: Producer, Charles Chaplin; Di-

rector, Charles Chaplin; Screenplay, Charles

Chaplin; Original Compositions, Charles

Chaplin; Musical Direction, Max Terr;

Photography, Rollie Totheroh; Sound Re-

cording, Peter Decker, W. M. Dalgleish;

Film Editor, Harold McGahann; In Charge

of Production, Alfred Reeves.

DIRECTION, Superb. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Excellent.

"Larceny, Inc."
with Edward G. Robinson, Jane Wyman

Warners 95 Mins.

CRIME MELODRAMA SQUEEZES
THROUGH WITH FAIR RATING.

There's a bit of larceny in this one, apart

from story and title. It never delivers more
than a half measure of entertainment for

other than melodrama fans. This is shoddy,

routine stuff shot through with implausibil-

ities. The film would profit enormously by

tightening.

The screenplay of Everett Freeman and
Edwin Gilbert, as based on a play by Laura

and S. J. Perelman, provides some moments
of tense, lusty melodrama, a generous meas-
ure of laughs, a certain drive that carries

the action along without too many hitches

and a goodly share of workmanlike acting.

These virtues, plus the Robinson name,
should earn salvation for "Larceny, Inc."

The plot has Robinson going back to a

life of crime after his release from Sing

Sing. With the help of a couple of buddies-

in-crime (Broderick Crawford and Edward
Brophy) he buys a luggage shop next door

to a bank with the intention of boring into

the vault from the cellar of the store. The
tunneling operations create some suspenseful

moments. Robinson becomes the hero of

the neighborhood merchants when he suc-

ceeds in winning improvements for them.

He glories in his new role, and a fat offer

from the bank to buy the shop for expan-
sion purposes tempts him to give up the

whole dirty business.

Robinson is not calculating with a cer-

tain Sing Sing gentleman (Anthony Quinn)
who had precisely the same idea about the

bank. In fact the fellow went so far as

to discuss the matter with Robinson in

prison. The double-cross explodes in Robin-

son's face when Quinn breaks out of jail

and drops in on the party unannounced, tak-

ing over operations at gun point. The but-

tinsky is in a hurry to get at the vault, so

he decides to dynamite. Robinson tries to

prevent the dynamiting but fails. Quinn is

caught while fleeing with the loot and
Robinson and his pals head for the straight

and narrow.

There isn't much romance in the story.

What there is of it is taken care of by

Jane Wyman, sort of a ward of Robinson's,

and Jack Carson, a rambunctious luggage

salesman.

Robinson gives a fine performance. He
is ably supported by Miss Wyman, Crawford,

Carson, Quinn, Brophy and most of the

others.

CAST: Edward G. Robinson, Jane Wyman,
Broderick Crawford, Jack Carson, Anthony
Quinn, Edward Brophy, Harry Davenport,

John Qualen, Barbara Jo Allen, Grant Mit-

chell, Jackie C. Gleason, Andrew Tombes,
Joseph Downing, George Meeker, Fortunio

Bonanova, Joseph Crehan, Jean Ames, Wil-

liam B. Davidson, Chester Clute, Creighton

Hale.

CREDITS: Executive Producer, Hal B.

Wallis; Associate Producers, Jack Saper and

Jerry Wald; Director, Lloyd Bacon; Screen-

play, Everett Freeman and Edwin Gilbert;

Play, Laura and S. J. Perelman; Cameraman,
Tony Gaudio; Editor, Ralph Dawson.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

"Bullet Scars"
with Regis Toomey, Adele Longmire,

Howard da Silva

Warners 59 Mins.

LIVELY GANGSTER FILM SHOULD
PLtASE MELODRAMA ADDICTS.

ricturegoers who relish the crime school

of entertainment should find this just what
rhe teacher ordered. Its formula is made
up of all the odds and ends of cops-and-

robbers melodrama. It's pretty familiar

material, yet it contains enough action,

excitement and suspense to make a meal

tor those whose demands are simple. Others

will find the story painfully trite, if not

a bit silly.

This turn reveals the Latin influence as

an exposition of the plot will show.

A member of a gang is seriously wounded
in a bank hold-up. The gang kills the

doctor to whom he is taken for treatment

because of an attempt to tip off the cops.

I he wounded thug is brought to the gangs
cabin hideout while the authorities throw

out a dragnet for the criminals. A young

neighboring doctor who has a hard time

making a go of it is induced by the gang

leader to minister to the plugged ugly.

The doc accepts the case never suspecting

the true identity of the mobsters until

toward the end. Most of the suspense

is engendered by the ultimatum laid down
by the gang chief that if the thug dies so

will the doc and his nurse assistant, who
is the patient's brother, a fact the medico
doesn't find out until late in the story.

The doc operates, but the patient croaks.

To gain time the doc keeps the truth from

the gang boss. After a lot of brain beat-

ing, the medico hits on the idea of calling

for help via a prescription which the gang
is led to believe is for medicine for one

of their members. Since it is written in

Latin, as all prescriptions are, the goons

never suspect the trick that is being pulled

on them'. The druggist notifies the law,

which descends upon the gang's hideout.

The victory for the forces of law and order

is not gained before a terrific battle with

the beleaguered gangsters. There is enough
gunfire during these sequences to burn the

cockles of the crime picture fanatic.

To relieve the black villainy of the piece

there is a vaguely-defined romance between
the doctor and the nurse, a romance which

is fraught with danger considering that the

gang topman views the little lady as his

personal property.

Regis Toomey enacts the doctor splendid-

ly. In Adele Longmire the nurse is in good

hands. Howard da Silva is a sinister figure

indeed as the gang boss. The other play-

ers are wholly adequate.

D. Ross Lederman's direction keeps the

story moving at a fast clip.

CAST: Regis Toomey, Adele Longmire,

Howard da Silva, Ben Welden, John Ridge-

ly, Frank Wilcox, Michael Ames, Robert

Bosworth, Roland Drew, Walter Brooke,

Creighton Hale, Hank Mann, Sol Gorss,

Don Turner.

CREDITS: Director, D. Ross Lederman;
Screenplay, Robert E. Kent; Based on idea

by Charles Belden and Sy Bartlett; Camera-
man, Ted McCord; Editor, James Gibbon.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

REMEMBER PEARL HARBOR!

"The Man Who
Returned To Life'

Columbia 60 Mins.

MYSTERY WITH PLENTY OF ACTION
AND SUSPENSE HOLDS INTEREST.

The film deals with a young boy fr

Pennsylvania who has become a bank fa

in a small southern town. This boy, DSex.

Jamison, is planning to marry Daphne Turn-
er but gets involved with a couple of mem-
bers of a no-good family, Beth Beebe and
her brother Clyde. Beth is in love with

David and Clyde is in love with Daphne.

Beth is insanely jealous of Daphne and

cooks up a scheme whereby she will either

get David herself or they will both be killed.

She calls for him at the bank one day and

tells him she will drive him over to his

fiancee's house. Before he knows what is

happening she speeds out to the country,

driving like fury and when he tries to take

the wheel, the car crashes over a wall, and

Beth is killed.

Dave is indicted for murder, acquitted but

then charged with manslaughter and freed

on bail. When he goes home that night,

Clyde and his gang are waiting for him and

try to kill him. A tramp is shot instead

and David bums his way west to California.

There he meets a girl who helps him to get

on his feet and they eventually get mar-
ried.

Some years later, David (now going under

the name of George Bishop) reads that

Clyde Beebe is being tried for the murder
of David Jamison. He flies back to Bliss-

ville to clear the man and is cleared of the

manslaughter charge himself. That is all

there is to the story, but even though it

has no unusual angles or outstanding quali-

ties, it is well done and well acted.

John Howard as David Jamison does a

nice job. Ruth Ford as Beth Beebe gives

a top-notch performance. There is some
other good acting by Marcella Martin, Elisa-

beth Risdon, Paul Guilfoyle, Clancy Cooper
and Lucile Fairbanks. Direction is able

and the photography good.

CAST: John Howard, Lucile Fairbanks,

Ruth Ford, Marcella Martin, Roger Clark,

Elisabeth Risdon, Paul Guilfoyle, Clancy

Cooper, Helen MacDonald, Kenneth Mac-
Donald, Carol Coombs.

CREDITS: Producer, Wallace MacDonald;
Director, Lew Landers; Assistant, Seymour
Friedman; Art Director, Lionel Banks; As-
sociate, Arthur Royce; Musical Director, M.
W. Stoloff; Director of Photography, Philip

Tannura; Editor, Arthur Seid; Sound, Lodge
Cunningham; Screenplay, Gordon Riby; Story,

Samuel W. Taylor.

DIRECTION, Able. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Equity Says Third of Its

Eligibles are in Service

Actors Equity yesterday stated a

survey showed that 300 of its 1,000

members eligible for military service

are already in uniforms.

Of its other 1,000 male members,
500 are beyond military age and 500
disqualified by reasons of health or

|

dependents.
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"Always in My Heart"
with Kay Francis, Walter Huston

Earners 92 Mins.

WARM, HUMAN DRAMA MAKES FIRST

-

<ATE FAMILY ENTERTAINMENT.

The smaller situations have a swel

pjKiion in "Always in My Heart."

at-

Call

s-^um, call its plot bewhiskered; yet the

TT7 remains that the production has all

he sure-fire ingredients for the family

fade.

A simple, refreshing little yarn of every-

day humanity, it prods the gentler emo-

ions, tugging strongly at the heartstrings.

Jnashamedly sentimental, the film will send

he folks home with more than a tear in

heir eyes. Mixed with the sentiment is

i strong dose of music. That's a potent

»ox-office brew for the common people.

The story is that of the father who meets

lis children after years in prison but can-

tot reveal his identity because they be-

lieve him dead. The convict, a musician,

withholds from his ex-wife that he is be-

«ig paroled so that she will not change

ier mind about being married to a wealthy

nan who can better provide for her and

heir boy and girl.

When he is released he goes to live

•ear his former wife. Father and children

\re thrown into contact, the latter never

uspecting the truth. The musician and the

;irl are drawn closely together by the bonds
'

f music.

On the eve of her remarriage the man's

;x-wife learns of his presence in the vici-

lity. The woman feels she now can no

"onger go through with the marriage, espe-

ially since the children have discovered

he truth. There is a happy family re-

inion but not before the musician has a

hance to save his daughter from death

! n the ocean and his son from the sinful

I lurches of a floosie.

: A newcomer, Gloria Warren, and Borrah

Minnevitch and His Harmonica Rascals take

are of most of the musical burden. A song
:

earing the title of the film is heavily

lugged. It is a tender number done by

rnesto Lecuona. The vocal arrangements

re by Dudley Chambers and the orches-

rals by Frank Perkins. Both are fine jobs.

Miss Warren, who plays the daughter,

rings to the screen a fresh, wholesome

oung personality. She reveals herself as

fine little actress with a sweet and charm-

ig singing voice.

Walter Huston is the father, Kay Francis

ie mother, Sidney Blackmer the husband-

s-be, Frankie Thomas the son. All are

plendid, as are Patty Hale (a kiddie who
terrific), Una O'Connor, Armida and

rank Puglia, who is a standout as an

? I i a n West Coast fisherman. And we
lust not forget Borrah Minnevitch and His

ascals. They're great stuff. They add

mmensely to the entertainment value of

ie film.

CAST: Kay Francis, Walter Huston, Gloria

barren, Patty Hale, Frankie Thomas, Una
•'Connor, Sidney Blackmer, Armida, Frank

iuglia, Russell Arms, Anthony Caruso, El-

ira Curci, John Hamilton, Harry Lewis,

lerbert Gunn, Borrah Minnevitch and His

armonica Rascals.

CREDITS: Producers, Wa^er MacEwen
nd William Jacobs; Director, Jo Graham;
ereenplay, Adele Comandini; Suggested

"The Ghost of

Frankenstein"
with Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Lon Chaney,

Lionel Atwill, Ralph Bellamy, Bela Lugosi

Universal 68 Mins.

GOOD FANTASTIC MELLER WHICH
WILL DO WELL IN STANDS WHOSE
PATRONS WANT THRILLS.

That monster, created by the Dr. Frank-

enstein of a by-gone generation, comes
back to haunt one of the latter's progeny

(Sir Cedric Hardwicke) who is also a doc-

tor. Too, the said monster's return is

haunting a small village's population,
among whom it commits murder and spreads

panic. Finally, it must be recorded, the

monster will successfully haunt the screens

of many theaters, profitably to their opera-

tors as well as to the thrill-seekers paying

their coin at the b.o.

In the production, Associate Producer

George Waggner has harnessed a cast adept

at histrionically purveying horror, and does

so via a script which has many of the ele-

ments of the original "Frankenstein." While
the finale depicts the monster's destruction

in a fire which consumes the new Dr.

Frankenstein's impressive, dungeon-gutted
mansion, the dialogue makes it clear that

the synthetic giant is immutable to the ex-

tent that it can survive all save piece-meal

dissection. Therefore, it is assumed that

a sequel to the current opus is wholly pos-

sible. But away with speculation and down
to earthy fancy.

The present picture traces the resurrec-

tion of the giant from a stone-encrusted

state, after the townspeople blast the eerie

castle in which the remains are sequestered,

and where Bela Lugosi (sort of a Pied Piper

to the monster) pipes hypnotic strains to

control his behavior. Lon Chaney is the

portrayer of the berserk giant. He is taken

to a nearby community where a genealogical

branch of the clan Frankenstein is a spe-

cialist on mental diseases. After working
havoc, the monster is subjected to an opera-

tion, during which Lionel Atwill puts the

brain of the mad shepherd, Lugosi, into

the giant, instead of the cranial content of

a fellow physician whom the monster has

killed.

It's all sheer meller and fantasy, but it's

sure to radically lower the spine tempera-
tures of fans, and quicken pulses. Erie

C. Kenton has directed it well, and the

photography is nicely handled by Milton

Krasner and Woody Bredell. Write it down
as catnip for the excitement enthusiasts.

CAST: Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Lon Chaney,
Lionel Atwill, Ralph Bellamy, Bela Lugosi,

Evelyn Ankers, Janet Ann Gallow.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, George
Waggner; Director, Erie C. Kenton;
Cameramen, Milton Krasner, Woody Bredell;

Art Director, Jack Otterson; Musical Direc-

tor, Charles Previn; Film Editor, Ted Kent;

Sound Supervisor, Bernard B. Brown; Sound
Recorder, Charles Carroll; Screenplay, W.
Scott Darling; Original Story, Eric Taylor.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Capable.

by play by Dorothy Bennett and Irving

White; Cameraman, Sid Hickox; Editor,

Thomas Pratt.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

"Today I Hang"
Producers Releasing Corp. 67 Mins.

ROUTINE MELODRAMATIC MURDER
STORY. FALLS SHORT OF MARK.

Here is a murder mystery that seems to

fall short of the mark. Somehow or other

it lacks the dramatic moments that make
this sort of film hit the spot. However,

it will do well on double bills.

The plot is all tangled up with some
fabuloulsy expensive necklace that every-

body seems to want to get. Walter Woolf
King is indicted for the murder of his

former partner because of a fortune in-

volved in the sale of the necklace in ques-

tion. Michael Raffetto, a crooked lawyer,

defends King. The defendant is convicted

and sentenced to death.

Mona Barrie, wife of the murdered man,

has been in love with King for a long time

and it is through her efforts that his escape

from prison is arranged. After quite a bit

of talk and complicated action Raffetto and

James Craven (partner of the murdered man
at the time of his death) are nabbed for

being responsible for all the dirty work.

Miss Barrie, acting and looking very well,

does an excellent job in this part. There
are several other nice performances turned

in by Walter Woolf King, Michael Raffetto,

James Craven, William Farnum.

CAST: Walter Woolf King, Mona Barrie,

William Farnum, Harry Woods, James Cra-

ven, Michael Raffetto, Sam Bernard, Robert

Fiske, Paul Scardon.

CREDITS: Producer, George R. Batcheller;

Story and Screenplay, Oliver Drake; Photog-

raphy, Eddie Lindin; Settings, James Altwies;

Sound, Whitey Jowett; Editor, Charles Hen-
kel; Directors, George Merrick, Oliver

Drake; Producers, Alfred Stern, Max Alex-

ander; Assistant Director, Edward A. Saeta;

Musical Direction, Lew Porter, Johnny
Lange.

DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

19 Westchester Com'ties
To Test Blackout Sunday

Col. Frederick L. Devereaux,
chairman of Westchester County De-
fense Council, announced yesterday
that 19 communities in Southeastern
Westchester County (approximately
94 square miles with a population of

290,000) will stage a blackout test

Sunday night.
The first Army Interceptor Com-

mand will send six airplanes to ob-
serve results and spot breaches in

the blackout.
Cities included in the test are

Mount Vernon, New Rochelle, White
Plains and Rye. Towns include
Pethan, Monmouth, Harrison, East-
chester and Scarsdale. The villages

are Pelham, North Pelham, Pelbam
Manor, Mamaroneck, Larchmont,
Bronxville, Tuckahoe, Scarsdale and
Port Chester.

"General Ling" Via Astor

Astor has acquired "The Wife of

General Ling," feature picture with
Oriental locale, formerly released by
20th Century-Fox Corp., and prints
are now being shipped to all Astor
exchanges.

"Arizona Cyclone"
Universal 60 Mins.

A TYPICAL WESTERN WILL SCORE
AT BOX OFFICE.

Here is a neat compact little western with
all the trimmings. There is some excellent

photography, a fair story, a number of good
performances and it is a sure bet with cow-
boy fans.

The narrative concerns Johnny Mack
Brown (pioneer freight handler) and Dick
Curtis (wildcat freighter) who are always
getting under each other's skin. Brown
hauls freight for Herbert Rawlinson, one
of the richest men in town and Curtis

handles the underhanded work of the bank
president, Robert Strange, who does all he
can to put the other bunch out of business.

The real action starts when the tele-

graph company announces the anticipated

construction of a cross country line and asks

a $10,000 bond of all bidders. By refusing

to lend Rawlinson the money he needs to

put up his bond, the bank president thinks

he can wipe him out. However, Rawlinson
goes to another bank to make an effort

to secure the money and is killed by one
of Dick Curtis' gang on his way over there.

Tommy Baxter (Johnny Mack Brown)
and his crew catch up with Crenshaw (Dick

Curtis) and there is some old fashioned

shooting, fighting and killing as the Cren-
shaw mob is completely wiped out. All

this chasing, shooting and rip-roaring ac-
tion is just the stuff the kids will go for.

Johnny Mack Brown, Dick Curtis, Fuzzy
Knight, Kathryn Adams, Nell O'Day, Herbert
Rawlinson, Robert Strange and the rest

of the cast all turn in good performances
and seem to enjoy playing their parts.

CAST: Johnny Mack Brown, Fuzzy
Knight, Nell O'Day, Kathryn Adams, Herb-
ert Rawlinson, Dick Curtis, Robert Strange,

Glenn Strange, The Notables.

CREDITS: Director, Joseph H. Lewis; As-
sociate Producer, Will Cowan; Musical Di-

rector, H. J. Salter, Cameraman, Charles
Van Enger; Original Screen play, Sherman
Lowe; Music, Milton Rosen, Austin Grout;
Lyrics, Everett Carter.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY, Ex-
cellent.

"Birth of a Baby" Cut
Version Gets N. Y. Nod

Albany—The State Education De-
partment yesterday said that an
altered version of the film "The
Birth of a Baby" has been licensed
for exhibition in all theaters in New
York State by the Motion Picture
Division.
More than 1,000 feet of original

film and the scene of the actual
birth-of a baby have been deleted in

the version licensed, according to
the Education Department spokes-
man.

Albert G. Nolan Dies

Denver—Albert G. Nolan, 64, long-

connected with film and theater busi-
ness in this territory, died at a Den-
ver hospital after a heart attack.

He is survived by his brother, Harry,
also a film and theater man.
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Exchange Deals Being

Set by IA, Majors

{Continued from Page 1)

after long sessions in the field.

Walsh said that negotiation of new-

two-year deals with the major com-
panies was practically completed.

Effects Indianapolis Settlement

The most serious situation was
smoothed out Tuesday when mem-
bers of Local B-35, whose charter

had been suspended by the IATSE,
went back to work in the Indianap-

olis exchanges after having been
granted a 10 per cent wage increase.

All the major companies were in-

volved in the dispute. Local B-35
had been suspended because of al-

leged action in violation of the IA's

rules and regulations. Before the

local was restored to good standing
IATSE officials had to effect a recon-

ciliation with the employers.

Questioned about the possibility

of women being used as projection-

ists, Walsh said that eventuality

seemed far-fetched.

"There's no necessity for it. There
are plenty of men in the country."

Walsh asserted he couldn't con-

ceive of women as operators, hold-

ing that handling a propjection ma-
chine in the confined space of a booth
was definitely not a job for the

weaker sex.

"It's a hell of a job for a wo-
man," he said. "It's too confining

and too dangerous."

IA Won't Tolerate Strikes

Walsh made it emphatic yester-

day that strikes of any kind would
not be tolerated by the IA. The
IATSE re-echoes this stand in its

monthly publication.

"It is to be expected," says the

publication, "that those affiliated

with the organized labor movement
in this hour of supreme trial will

recognize the defense of the coun-

try as their sacred duty, its life

theirs to protect, and, if need be,

theirs to die for.

"The members of our Interna-

tional have in the past given every

evidence of their loyalty and self-

sacrifice in the upholding of Amer-
ican rights, and it is safe to assert

that the same commendable spirit

will again be displayed."

The publication further asserts

that rivalries between labor groups
and jurisdictional disputes "have no
place in an emergency such as faces

America and the world today" and
that "all efforts should be directed

TO THE COLORS!

STORKS!
Springfield, 111.—Edward Metzger,

manager o fthe Strand Theater, is

the father of a baby boy, born at the

St. John's Hospital.

West Const Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—A daughter was born

yesterday to Jackie Coogan and his

wife, he former Flower Perry.

M-G-M's New Orleans branch is

contributing three more of its official

family to service this week. Tommy
Philbin, assistant shipping clerk, has
been called to colors while Sammy
Wright, chief booker, has joined the
Naval Reserve and fellow worker
Billy Briant is transferring from the
New Orleans airport to Daniel Field
in Augusta. Briant expects to start
training as an aviation cadet shortly.

Rochester—Gordon E. Estey, for-

merly at Eastman Kodak, has en-

listed in the Army Air Corps.

Chicago—Pete Nepote of the Fri-

sina circuit is now located at Fort
Sill, Okla.

Chicago — James Fennell, of the
Warner circuit, is now stationed at
Fort Sam Houston, Tex.

Coto Named President

Of Cuban Film Board
(Continued from Page 1)

mez Castro, manager of Continental
Films, secretary; Nestor Sanchez,
manager of Tropical Films, treas-

urer; Dr. Manuel Pellon, general
counsel and Justo Suarez, manager
of AFA, Eladio Novo, manager of

Ibero America Films, Vocales.

Philly Earle to Reopen
Sunday With Films Only

(.Continued from Page 1)

house, presumably one of those do-

ing good business. Reason is sup-

posed to be that big Sunday down-
town business will insure good at-

tendance under this plan, even with-

out vaudeville.

Pine and Thomas Renew
Para. Pact; Calls for 6 Pix

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—William Pine and Wil-

liam Thomas have signed a new pro-

duction deal with Paramount calling

for six pictures during the year
starting August 1.

"Helldrivers" will be the initial pic

ture on new contract. It will prob-
ably co-star Richard Arlen and Jean
Parker.

toward unity in the labor move-
ment for the defense of our Nation."

IATSE to Hold Biennial
Convention on June 1

The IATSE's biennial convention
will be held on June 1. Place will

be decided upon within the next few
days.

Rank-and-file members are being
encouraged to attend on the theory
that they will be better able to un-
derstand the work and aims of the

IA.

150 Chicago Exchange
Workers Get $40 Back Pay
Chicago—One hundred and fifty

film exchange employes will receive

more than $40 each back pay in a

settlement reached here yesterday
for a new two-year labor contract,

signed by J. S. McCloud of M-G-M
and A. W. Schwalberg of Warners
for the exchanges, and Sam Lama-
sky, president, and George Busch,
union business agent, for the em-
ployes.

The terms were not disclosed.

Reacts Favorably to New
Selling Plan of the UMPI

(Continued from Page 1)

appeared favorable, although some
clarification apparently was desired.

It was pointed out by sub-commit-
tee members that the plan as now
drafted will permit 20 per cent can-
cellation in 85 per cent of the na-
tion's theaters.

In Washington yesterday, Depart-
ment of Justice officials said they
had not received a copy of the sales

plan and, of course, could make no
comment.

Minimum of Three Pix

For Paramount in U. K.

(Continued from Page 1)

the first of the group to go before
the cameras.

Also leaving on the Clipper last

night were Robert T. Kane and Fran-
cis Harley of 20th Century-Fox.

"New Spirit's" 7,764 Dates
Set U. S. Booking Record

(Continued from Page 1)

dred prints are in service. The Salt

Lake City territory has not yet re-

ported. It is expected that the total

will exceed 7,900 when tabulations
are received from that territory.

Biz Gains in Gulf States,

Cities, Drops in Towns
(Continued from Page 1)

lation to the armed forces or are
having workers move away to indus-

trial areas. Cities are gaining popu-
lation due to the proximity of train-

ing camps and increased war time
activity.

Butler to Direct "Treasure Chest"
West Coart Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Samuel Goldwvn has

signed David Butler to direct "Treas-
ure Chest," starring Bob Hope and
Dorothy Lamour.

Butler will report to the Goldwyn
studio uDon conclusion of "Road to

Morocco" which he is now directing

for Paramount.

Shift "Male Animals" Bow
The world premiere of "The Male

Animal," originally scheduled for

March 20 at the Palace Theater in

Columbus, O., has been moved up to

the evening of March 12.

House Will Write

Its Own Tax Bill

(Continued from Page 1)

000,000, Congress, it is predicted

will write one which will bring in

tidy $5,000,000,000 or thereabout;
With exhibitors frankly worri

about the Morgenthau program's t'

feet on those in the lower inconvy

I

brackets, from which great P ""

,

comes the majority of the Km
mass audience, talk on Capitol Hj
indicated that there would ba c|

partures from the Treasury's pij

posed rates.

The rates which the House co
J

mittee will accept for those earni

.

up to $15,000, it is expected, will 1

lower than those favored by McJ
genthau, who suggests a 100 per ct

'

jump in the tax load for the wh I

collar workers.
There is a marked Congressioii

interest in a general sales tax as i

alternative to the heavy slap
those in the low brackets.

Army Theaters to Reduce
Top Admission to 16 Cent

(Continued from Page 1)

ecutives last week when it was ">

nounced that the Army paid $3,5C

000 for motion pictures last year a

that the figure probably will ret

$5,000,000 this year because of 1

increase in the number of post t!

aters.

The major companies, it was :

nounced, have agreed to rele;

product to the Army camps fr

one to 30 days after general relea

Military to See "Invaders"
Ranking officers of the First

terceptor Command and the Fi
Air Force at Mitchell Field, L.

will join the distinguished list

guests at the klieg-lighted premi
of Columbia's, "The Invaders,"
the Capitol tonight. The Navy \

be represented by officers of the st

of Rear Admiral Adolphus Andr>
Commander, Third Naval Districi

Eddie Murphy Under Knife

Detroit — Eddie Murphy, Pi
Premium representative, is reco\

ing from an emergency append
tomy.

Jerome Jackson Recovers

Cincinnati—Jerome Jackson, Ja
son Circuit, recently confined
Holmes Hospital, has returned to

home to convalesce.

WEDDING BELLS

Washington Bureau of THE FILM 'DA.

Hollywood—Dan Cupid is rush
the season here. Artie Shaw -\

married to Elizabeth Jane Kc
Jerome's daughter, at Yuma, Ai
Dick Purcell and Ethelind Terry ]

the knot tied in Las Vegas, and J

Saper, Wai'ner producer, and F
Fegel said their "I do's" at Venti
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Defense Work Calls Studio 'Juicers/ Carpenters
'lants Giving Extra Work
*o Best Craftsmen in Or-

ler to Solve the Problem

•

'est Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
Hollywood—Due to many skilled

lectricians and carpenters having
ntered war work, good studio
juicers" and carpenters these days
re making more money than ever
*fore. Employed overtime to meet
roduction's needs, they're being
aid time and a half for their added
ours. Studios are manning their

rews by giving the extra work to
heir best craftsmen.
Most of the studios are confining

(.Continued on Page 8)

<1i(h. Co-op Leads

laid Shelter Drive

Detroit—Campaign to secure ac-
ive, united effort toward air raid
rotection via theaters is being led

y Pearl M. Sprott, business man-
ger of Allied Theaters of Mich-
ran. "Local exhibitors are not tak-
:g their responsibilities seriously

(Continued on Page 3)

Uinois Allied Board
tefuses Kirsch Resignation

Chicago—Board of Directors of II-

nois Allied refused to accept the
?signation of President Jack Kirsch,
ho wanted to retire to manage his

(Continued on Page 7)

J

,

30 Alabama Cities

Blachout Mar. 17
Montgomery, Ala.—This city and

29 others in the state with population

above 5,000 go into their first test

blackout on St. Patrick's Day, date

tentatively set by Houston Cole, state

director of civilian defense.

Location of the huge Southeastern
Air Corps Training Center and two
army fields here, and the proximity

of army camps and defense plants

to virtually every town of any size

in Alabama makes this state a key
spot in precautionary measures.

•Editorial.

The Soldier's Viewpoint
. . . on "for free" and deferment

By CHESTER B. BAHN

IN THE exchange of lay and trade opinion on the questions of "for free" admission for

' men in uniform for the duration—an issue raised by an Albany legislative resolution

—

and draft deferment for those (and those only, note) "who cannot be replaced because

of the shortage of persons of their qualifications and skill and whose removal would cause

a serious loss of effectiveness," we seem to have heard from everyone except those whose

views should have the first call.

Meaning those who already have donned the uniform.

So, this Friday morn, here's what one 1942 edition of John Doughboy has to say

about both subjects. Parenthetically it might be well to set down that the correspond-

ent quoted is NOT a film man, and is NOT an officer, and indeed for that matter, is

NOT even a non-com. Meaning he's in the Army's lowest pay bracket, the import of

which will appear as you read his letter. It also might be said that his ability to honestly

set down prevailing service opinion is instanced by the fact that for a period of years

he was a staff reporter for one of the great national press services.

Without more ado, here's what he pens from Camp Bowie, Tex.:

o

"I CAN'T for the world of me see how men can sincerely urge amusements to donate

' free admissions to service men or why actors, artists, musicians and the like should

be called on indiscriminately and frequently for services which are far in excess to those

given by other patriotic Americans as a class.

"For a theater to give free admissions is as sensible as for a restaurant to give free

(Continued on Page 8)

Cantor Files Two

Indianapolis Cases

Two demands for arbitration have
been filed by J. Cantor, head of Eton
Theater Corp. and Marlene Theater
Corp. In both cases, which involve
clearance, William Rosenthal's Irv-

ing Theater is named as the inter-

ested party.

Odd angle of the case is the fact

(Continued on Page 3)

Botsford and Anient

Will Aid USO Drive

A. M. Botsford, of 20th Century-
Fox, and Walter Ament, of Pathe
News, have been appointed by the
Advertising and Publicity Division

of the War Activities Committee to

assist the USO in publicizing its

forthcoming drive for funds.
In Washington, Frank Lafalce,

(Continued on Page 3)

Post-War Tele Race Assured
U. S. and British Interests in Competition

"Reap the Wild Wind'
At Music Hall Mar. 26

"Reap the Wild Wind," Cecil B.

DeMille's Technicolor production,

will have its New York premiere at

the Music Hall, opening on March
26 with the Music Hall's annual Eas-

ter program, Gus EysseU, managing
(Continued on Page 7)

London (By Air Mail)—Race for

pre-eminence in the television field

between British and American in-

terests at the close of World War
II is assured.

Determined not to be caught as

British film interests were when
the end came to hostilities some two
decades ago, television pioneers

here are pushing research and
strengthening their financial posi-

(Continued on Page 8)

Maryland, Illinois and
Indiana Allied Approve;
ITOA Okays Unanimously

Four exhibitor units already have
ratified the new sales plan, proposed
by the UMPI as a substitute for the
blocks-of-five method. Allied or-

ganizations in Maryland, Illinois and
Indiana have placed their stamps of

approval on the plan, while the ITOA
at a meeting yesterday gave it the
green light with a unainmous vote.

Texas Allied and the ITO of Ohio
are expected to vote on the issue

upon the return of President H. A.
Cole to Dallas and Martin Smith,
head of the Ohio unit, both of whom
are in New York.
MPTOA units are being canvassed

(Continued on Page 7)

Crescent Decision

Again Uncertain

Nashville, Tenn. — Compelled to

take a brief vacation in Florida to

recover from a siege of cold and flu,

Federal Judge Elmer D. Davies is

not expected back in Nashville un-

til Sunday and is scheduled to open
a new term of court Monday. It

had been believed, prior to the

(Continued on Page 7)

Kolitz, Cincy Salesman,
Named RKO Denver Mgr.

Denver—Albert L. Kolitz, RKO
salesman at Cincinnati, has been
sent to Denver as exchange man-
ager. He succeeds B. J. McCarthy,
who resigned several weeks ago to

accept the managership of the
United Artists Denver exchange.

Expect Boston Will
"S«t?e" Another Hour
Boston—An added hour of day-

light, in addition to War Time, ap-

pears to be certain in the Hub, de-

spite protests of theaters. Move to

add another hour locally now appears

certain to be put in effect late in

April.

i
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FINANCIAL
{Thursday, March 5)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Seat

Col. Piers, vtc. (2i/2%) 5% 5Vi 5'/2 — "v*
Columbia Picts. pfd. 26 1/4 26 Vs 26'/8
Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd S% 85/8 8%
East. Kodak 126'/2 125 125 — 1%
do pfd

Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc 39% 395/8 395/8 — 'A
do pfd
Faramount 14% 141/2 14l/

2 — %
Para. 1st pfd 107 107 107
RKO . 2% 25/8 25/8 — %
RKO $6 pfd

20th Century-Fox . . . 9% 834 834 — 3/8
20th Century-Fox pfd. 20]/2 20'/2 20]/2
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros. / 5!4 5% 5% — %
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Loew's deb. 3'/2 s 46
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. deb. 4s56 995/8 99% 99% + %
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 99V4 9914 99y4 — l/4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp 1% 1% 1%
Trans-Lux % % %
Universal Corp. vtc. 7% 7% 73/8 -f 14
Universal Picts 261/2 25 25—2

PRC Sales Running 100%
Ahead of Mark Last Year

Sales of Producers Releasing Corp.
are more than 100 per cent higher
than those of last year, according
to Arthur Greenblatt, general sales
manager, who said yesterday that
his estimate of 6,000 accounts for
the 1941-42 program had been ex-
ceeded.

Northern N. Y. Exhibitors

Nix "For Free" Proposal

Albany—-Opposition to the Ham-
mer "for free" pix proposal is still

flowing in to legislators, the latest

coming from Northern New York ex-
hibs.

New Idea in Theater Air
Exploitation Successful

Syracuse, N. Y.—Brand new ap-
proach to film theater exploitation
via radio is being successfully de-
veloped and employed here by Frank
Murphy, managing director of
Loew's State. It's a series of per-
sonalized radio announcements, over
local stations, which adroitly tie in

current attractions with institutional
advertising.

Idea originated with Charles E.
Kurtzman, Loew's division manager,
who turned it over to Murphy for
practical application. As developed,
series utilizes a man and woman
commentator as conversationalists,
discussing the current program and
some house feature.

Thus, a typical program tied in

Metro's "Woman of the Year" with
the theater's prices, the man plan-
ning to purchase a loge seat, while
the economy-minded femme stressed
the advantage of the balcony tariff.

Institutional features to be pointed
up in the announcements include

ventilation, projection, service, Sat-

urday night "owl show," etc.

Twentieth-Fox Weighing
Quality Pix Re-issues

Advisability of reissuing some of

its finer productions is being consid-
ered by 20th Century-Fox, it was
revealed yesterday. The company is

taking cognizance of the fact that
the war situation is likely to cut
down production schedules, causing
a shortage of product that must be
met in some way or other. Reissuing
past productions that have proved
their worth at the box-office is con-
sidered the most logical solution.

It is emphasized that the reissues
Question is merelv in the process of
discussion at 20th-Fox. No immed-
iate decision is expected.

Ceiling Over Employment
Agency Fees Proposed

Albany—Assemblyman Jane Todd
introduced a measure to amend the
general biz law relative to fees
charged by employment agencies
and to repeal certain sections of the
present law, to place a ceiling

over fees charged by persons con-
ducting employment agencies.

All classes of employment would
be placed under either Class A or
Class B, excepting theatrical en-
gagements.

"Valley" on Dual Bill

Ahead of Single Test

Fairfield, Conn. - The Fishman
Community played "How Green Was
My Valley" two days single feature
and two days with a co-feature, to

appeal to the "class" audiences who
had made an issue of single features
in the past, and those favoring the
duals. The dual policy came out
slightly ahead at the box-office.

Harry Brandt to Speak
At N. W. Allied Parley

Minneapolis—Harry Brandt, pres-
ident of Independent Theater Own-
ers Association of New York, will be
the chief speaker at the annual con-
vention of Allied Theater Owners
of the Northwest, to be staged at the

Nicollet Hotel here March 17 and 18.

Brandt wired his acceptance of the

invitation yesterday. Governor Har-
old E. Stassen also is expected to

speak at the convention, probably
at a luncheon session.

Included in the problems to be dis-

cussed at the meeting will be the

proposed united program; the substi-

tute plan to replace five-block selling

under the New York consent decree;

the proposed Federal tax legislation

affecting theaters; the product situ-

ation due to the war; sales policies

of distributors, and proposals which
may be submitted for inclusion in

the organization's legislative pro-

gram for next winter.

The product situation among Min-
nesota exhibitors, which had become
rather acute as a result of the

state's anti-five law and resulting
lawsuits still pending in the courts

has eased considerably of late and
all houses now seem to have suffi-

cient pictures to continue operation.

Out St. Louis Attendance
At Trade Screenings Slim

St. Louis—Local trade screenings
are attracting little attendance from
out St. Louis. Occasionally an East-
ern Missouri or Southern Illinois

exhibitor who happens to be in St.

Louis on other business will take
time out to c^tch a picture or two,
but it is apparent that none of them
are making special trips to town to

catch tradeshowings.

Studies Add Evidence
Of Screen's Influence

Further evidence of the screen's

effectiveness as a medium for in-

fluencing thought and opinion is of-

fered by two studies conducted by
the Institute of Life Insurance, the
results of which were made public
yesterday.

According to the institute, the
studies "add to the already extensive
proof that the films get conviction
and belief for their messages."

"HARD-TO-SET-TO" PEOPLE

ARE EASY TO SET TODY

Tostal
Telegraph

CHARGES FOR TELEGRAMS
'PHONED IN APPEAR ON YOUR

IifJ»Y TELEPHONE BILL.

COminG and GOIIIC

JULES RUBENS, general manager of the G
States circuit, is passing his winter vacatior

Arizona.

BILL DICKEY, Yankee catcher, has left

the team's training camp in St. Petersburg, I

having completed playing himself in Sar

Goldwyn's "Pride of the Yankees." /<s t

MYRNA LOY, JANET GAYNOR, JOHlg*
FIELD and TYRONE POWER arrive today i

the Coast to appear at the Navy Relief F

show at Madison Square Garden March 10.

BERT HENDERSON,, assistant to James
Petrillo, head of the American Federation

Musicians, is back in town after a week's
sence.

WILLIAM GEHRINC, 20th-Fox's central c

sion manager, is back at his desk. He wa:

the company's Chicago sales huddle.

BEN SHIPMAN, attorney for Stan Laurel

Oliver Hardy, is back on the coast.

JOAN MERRILL has returned from the c<

DAVE SNAPER is back from a month's soj<

at Hot Springs, Ark.

NORMAN J. AYERS, Warner's Eastern dis

manager, is in Albany for a few days.

PHIL ENGEL, of the Warner publicity dep
ment, is in Providence in connection with
opening of "King's Row."

M. J. SIECEL, Republic prexy, returned to

coast last night.

Bill Would Tax Air, Tele

Pic Rights to Sports Eve;

Albany —- Assemblyman Jai

Dooling, Manhattan Democrat,

hoppered a measure providing t<

gross receipts for purpose of ta

for boxing and wrestling mate

shall include gross price charges
for sale, lease or other exploital

of broadcasting, television and
tion picture rights without dec

tions for commissions, brokers
distribution fees, advertising
other expenses.

M-G-M
TRADE SHOWING

POSTPONEMENT
•

All Trade Showings

of the production

"I MARRIED
AN ANGEL"

as previously pub-

lished are postponed.

NEW DATES
WILL BE

ANNOUNCED!
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otigh," said Miss Sprott yesterday.
feel Detroit may well be an ob-

it of air attack long before sea-
ard cities such as New York, be-

, \ of its industrial importance.
Bneaters have been designated

air raid shelters, and exhibitors
t it as a public duty to see that

know what to do in the event
a raid."

First theater in the territory to
me through with definite prepara-
•ns is the East Detroit, operated
Jeff Williams, who is offering the

Bt rooms and furnace room of his
'ruse, located in the basement, to
;al defense officials as a bomb
elter. Structure itself is fireproof.

The shelter rooms are covered by
six-inch reinforced concrete ceil-

g. and can be air-conditioned for
3\vd comfort by the regular the-
»r plant. Williams is now instal-

g benches to provide seating ca-
nity for a crowd estimated at 200.
ited at 200.

: jll Time Dates Granted
;J<.'ass. Horse, Dog Tracks

(Boston—All Massachusetts horse
d dog racing tracks have now
en granted full time dates for the
42 season and will operate as
ual. Suffolk Downs, huge horse
cing plant, operates 60 days, Won-
rland dog track runs 100 nights,
.unton dog track 50 nights and
ij-nham dog track 50 nights. In
dition three half-mile horse tracks,
aishfield, Brockton and Great Bar-
igton will operate one to two
•eks each.

•n Price Opens Office

Ben Price, former Universal sales-
an in New York, has opened an of-
e for the distribution of "Hell's
•use," starring Bette Davis and
t O'Brien. Picture opens Thurs-
y at the Central Theater.

MARCH 6

Guy Kibbee

MARCH 7

Walt Zingman

MARCH 8

Edgar B. Hatrick Claire Trevor
Hal Hode Jerry J. Cohen

Joe Miller

T T

• • • YESTERDAY'S Ampa luncheon meeting in the Sun Room
of the Hotel Edison had a veteran member oi that organization and a

prominent benefactor of filmland as honor guest.—Charlie Pettijohn

Charlie this week is voluntarily relinquishing his post as MPPDA's
general counsel In no way, shape, form or manner, was the lunch-

eon a good-bye affair, or even au revoir, for Charlie is, and we quote

him, "not getting out of the picture business" And he added: "I

couldn't if I would, and wouldn't if I could,"—which statement will set

aright a lot o' loose talk that has been making the rounds In with-

drawing from the legal pinnacle of the Hays Office, Charlie yesterday

had a gilt-edged bit of advice for our industry and its people "Hold

on to your Freedom!" he urged Yes, hold on to it because only film-

land and the Fourth Estate remain, he pointed out, among all American

industries, as institutions unfettered by political control At the

climax of his splendidly delivered, extemporaneous talk, which was
sp'.ked with interesting reminiscences drawn from a solid score of

years in filmland, Charlie declared that he has but two hopes, "God
save, bless and protect the United States!" and "God bless, save and

protect the motion picture industry of the United States!"

T T T
• • • HIS publicly-expressed appreciation for the co-operation

he has received Irani MPPDA, and from the industry at large, was

reciprocated by Will H. Hays; who praised Charlie's long and dis-

tinguished service to MPPDA and filmland , and died his loyalty and

fellowship in days of trouble and danger —like the loyalty and fellow-

ship known to soldiers in a war, or imperiled miners in a mine

He characterized Charlie as "a friend in all that word connotes" and de-

clared that "Pettijohn will always he on the job for (he industry"

At the dais yesterday, in addition to Charlie and the General, were

Am fa's Prexy Vincent Trotta, Jack Alienate, Louis Nizer, Vice Prexy Ed
Schreiber, Martin Quigley, Maurice "Red" Kaiin. John C. Flinn, and

Larry Storch, the latter brightly entertaining the luncheon guests via

impersonations of screen and radio celebs

• • • COLUMBIA, in the wake of a powerful advance campaign,

gave its new feature, "The Invaders," a brilliant world premiere last

night at the local Capitol Theater It was the first, all-out launching

of a pic production on institutional Broadway since the 'war's outbreak,

in that it employed sunlight arcs and all the normal debut trimmin's of

peacetime At 7 p.m. in the Columbian Room of the Hotel Astor. a

dinner was held for seamen survivors of U-Boat torpedoings While

the merchant sailors were engrossed in this feed-bag session, the Great

White Way was not only ablaze with light, but ablare with band music

as the Horn & Hardart Post of the American Legion paraded to the Capitol

In the theater's lobby, Andre Baruch presided at the mikes as Sta-

tion WNEW broadcast the premiere doin's Then at 9 o'clock the

celebrity-packed auditorium was treated to an amplified trans-Atlantic

telephone conversation, with Laurence Olivier and Leslie Howard, stars

of "The Invaders," talking from London, along with the pic's director,

Mchael Powell Just before the feature flashed on the screen, the

American Flag was projected, the audience stood, and sang the National

Anthem Notables at the premiere were numerically a dime a dozen

A fine picture, my hearties, got off to a fine start in its exhibition

life last night

T T T
• • • REMEMBER PEARL HARBOR!.. ....

Botsford and Ament

Will Aid USO Drive

(.Continued from Page 1)

Warner Bros.' press representative,
and Claude Collins, industry's news-
reel contacts, have been appointed
to assist the Red Cross on adver-
tising and publicity problems.
Appointments were made by Mon-

roe Greenthal, chairman of the WAC
division.

Two Clearance Cases
Filed in Indianapolis

(.Continued on Page 3)

that Rosenthal, in January, filed a
clearance case in which he named
Cantor's Rivoli Theater, operated by
the Eton company.
Cantor, in his two demands, claims

that existing clearance for his Ri-
voli and Emerson Theaters is un-
reasonable. Defendants are Para-
mount, RKO, Warner Bros, and 20th
Century-Fox.

P.A.'s in East to Co-op.
With MPPDA Capital Rep.

Co-ordination of the activities of
the East Coast's Public Relations
Committee for the Motion Picture
Industry, headed by Bob Gillham of
Paramount, with those of the
MPPDA's Washington press rep.,
was indicated in the wake yesterday
of a committee meeting attended by
Edward Roddan, who recently as- >

sumed the capital press post.
Public relations problems were

mulled at the parley, and a tenta-
tive program roughly formulated.

It's "It Happened in Flatbush"
West Coa-t Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Twentieth Century-

Fox has changed the title of its
Brooklyn baseball picture from
"Dem Lovely Bums" to "It Happened
in Flatbush."

WEDDING BELLS

Dover, N. H.—Lloyd Bridgham,
manager of the Broadway Theater
here, and Janet Isabelle Pickett,
were married recently in Concord.

Chicago—William Kuntz, engineer
of the B & K television station, has
married Naomi Woolridg«.

Richmond, Va.—Eugene Whitaker,
State Theater doorman, was mar-
ried to Alice Jenkins in Spartanburg,
S. C.

Havana (By Air Mail)—Jean An-
gelo, director, married Maria Vic-
toria Jaray here.

Edith Danziger, daughter of Henry '

Danziger, office manager of the New
York Film Board of Trade, announc-
ed her engagement yseterday to Jer-
ry Lerner.
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"Too Many Women"
with Neil Hamilton, June Lang, Joyce

Compton

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
PRC 63 Mins.

FAST-PACED AND DIFFERENT SORT
OF STORY SHOULD CLICK WITH FAM-
ILY TRADE.

Here is something a bit different in screen

fare. A fast, dynamic little number staged

exactly as it would have been done on a

stage, with, of course, the added scope

in the use of outdoor scenes, which is

permitted with movies.

The story concerns the adventures of

Neil Hamilton, a sincere young broker, who
tells a lie that he has inherited a fortune,

and a trio of handsome females who all

want to marry him. Hamilton looks great.

His performance is excellent, and will again

bring up the question of his long absence

from the screen.

The three ladies, June Lang, Barbara

Read and Joyce Compton, are certainly op-

posites and give convincing performances

in their roles.

Prolucer-director Bernard B. Ray keeps

things moving at a lively pace and has

given lots of production to the film. Eddie

M. Davis' screenplay is solid, sure-fire stuff.

Hamilton, to get rid of a pest who wants

him to enter a shady stock deal, tells the

man he has inherited a fortune. The word
travels like wild-fire, and Neil finds him-

self engaged to three girls at once. He
can't break any of the engagements for

various reasons; such as irate to-be father-

in-laws and an ailing grandmother who
has her heart set on his marrying one of

the ladies.

In desperation Hamilton goes on a big

binge, spends all his savings and finds him-

self established in a swanky apartment the

next morning. This convinces his friends

the story is true and from there on it is

comic madness.

There are gangsters, chases, and gunplay,

but in the end Hamilton straightens his

exciting life out. This is good product for

the family trade and with plenty of laughs

for the kids.

CAST: Neil Hamilton, June Lang, Joyce

Compton, Barbara Read, Fred Sherman,

Mario Dwyer, Kate MacKenna, Maurice

Cass, Matt McHugh, Harry Holman, George
Davis, Pat Gleason, Tom Herbert, Bertram

Marburgh, Dora Clement.

CREDITS: George R. Batcheller in charge

of Production; Producer-director, Bernard

B. Ray; Author, Eddie M. Davis; Screenplay,

same; Cameraman, Jack Greenhalgh, ASC;
Art Director, Fred Preble; Editor, Carl

Himm; Musical Director, Clarence E.

Wheeler.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Talisman Adds New Depta.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Talisman Studios, the

rental plant, of which John F. Mee-
han is general manager, has added
three new departments, Set Dressing
and Property Department, headed by
Tommy Thompson; Drapery Depart-
ment with William A. Witt in charge,
and Wardrobe Department, headed
by James Wade.

"This Was Paris"
with Ann Dvorak, Ben Lyon, Griffith Jones

Warners 77 Mins.

STORY OF NAZI TREACHERY MAKES
FAST, SUSPENSEFUL FILM.

Those Nazi fifth-column termites are

here again—this time having arrived via

"This Was Paris," a Warner bundle from
Britain. Looking at the vermin, the pro-

ducers could not escape the temptation to

point a moral for the benefit of democracy
and all free people—namely, beware of

complacency, or "dry rot," as one of the

characters in the film prefers to speak of

it. France—that once proud citadel of

democracy—is offered as the lesson.

The action of the film takes place in

Paris during the black days of that nation's

betrayal. The story is one long battle of

wits between France's fifth column and the

forces of democracy and decency. The
latter are led by the chief of the Paris

bureau of a British steel corporation (Harry

Welchman) who is devoting himself to un-

derground activity against the fifth column.

He is assisted by a young British Intel-

ligence officer (Griffith Jones). They try

every means at their command to stem

the r'sing tide of Nazi sympathy and put

the finger on the key man in the move-
ment. (Robert Morley), a high-ranking

Nazi who parades under a false identity.

Another person with a similar mission is

an American newspaper man hot on the

trail of a story (Ben Lyon). Eventually

the Britishers and the newspaper man un-

mask the villain, but their desperate ef-

forts to prevent the Nazi blitz into France

meet with failure.

Another to get tangled in the plot is

an American girl (Ann Dvorak) doing fash-

ion designing for a salon operated by Nazi

sympathizers. The British intelligence of-

ficer falls in love wth her. The fellow is

in a spot when the steel man reveals that

the girl is suspected of being a fifth col-

umnist because of her association with the

fashion salon.

The young man has no choice but to

establish the girl's innocence beyond any

question of a doubt. His tactics almost

precipitate a break between the two.

Finally, after several incidents which make
the girl appear in a suspicious light, it is

established to everyone's satisfaction that

she is okay.

Although the story is a little confused

at times, "This Was Paris" rates as good

entertainment, being exciting and fast-

paced and possessing an ample measure of

suspense. The production should have

little difficulty working the audiences to a

high pitch of indignation against the Nazis.

There's plenty of good acting. Especially

deserving of mention are Ann Dvorak, Ben

Lyon, Griffith Jones, Robert Morley, Harold

Huth and Harry Welchman.

CAST: Ann Dvorak, Ben Lyon, Griffith

Jones, Robert Morley, Harold Huth, Mary
Maguire, Vera Boggetti, Harry Welchman,
Frederick Burtwell, Marian Spencer, Billy

Holland, Miles Mallenson, Bernard Miles,

Hay Petrie, Harry McElhone.

CREDITS: Director, John Harlow; Orig-

inal story, Gordon Wellesley and Basil Woon;
Screenplay, Brock Williams and Edward
Dryhurst; Cameraman, Basil Emmott; Edi-

tor, Les Norman.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

"Sleepytime Gal"
Republic 80 Mins.

COMBINATION OF MUSIC AND FUN
MAKES THIS GRAND ENTERTAINMENT.

The folks will have no sleepy time with

this baby. Republic has delivered it all

dressed up in the gayest of wrappings. It

will bring joy to every member of the

family.

"Sleepytime Gal" is pure unadulterated

fun heavily trimmed with music—the kind

of music that carries popular appeal. Espe-

cially will the younger folks get a kick

out of the film. It is streamlined for

them.

The production has the bright crisp look

that has lately become associated with

much of the Republic product. Its appeal

should exceed even that of that other

splendid musical turned out by the studio,

"Ice-Capades." "Sleepytime Gal's" tempo

is faster and its humor more riotous. For

the Judy Canova fans this one is irresistible.

The story has some very clever twists.

It has a scene in a hotel ice storage room

that deserves mentioning for its originality

and comedy treatment.

Miss Canova is a Miami hotel kitchen

maid with a voice. The bell captain (Tom
Brown) and a fellow-employe of the hotel

(Mildred Coles) want to get married but

haven't the money. Brown induces Judy

to make a recording to be entered in a

contest being conducted by the hotel's

bandleader (Skinnay Ennis) for the presi-

dent of a big recording outfit (Thurston

Hall). Brown substitutes the recording for

that of the girl who is slated to be the

winner (Ruth Terry). Judy is passed off as

Miss Terry. On her way to Miami to re-

ceive the prize the latter is kidnapped and

Judy is substituted for her.

What Judy's friends don't know is that

a couple of gangsters are gunning for Miss

Terry because she has double-crossed their

chief (Harold Huber). The gangsters plot

to rub out Judy. When every other

method fails they imprison her in the

hotel's ice room with Ennis' arranger (Jerry

Lester). There follows a frantic search for

Judy. She is rescued just as Miss Terry

is about to get the award.

There are a number of serviceable songs.

The topper is "Sleepytime Gal," by Ange

Lorenzo, R. A. Whiting, J. R. Alden and

R. B. Egan. The other vocal numbers are

by Jule Styne and Herb Magidson.

Billy Gilbert and Lester share the fun-

making with Miss Canova. The work of

the entire cast is commendable. The pres-

ence of Skinnay Ennis and his band should

add to the draw of the film.

CAST: Judy Canova, Tom Brown, Billy

Gilbert, Ruth Terry, Thurston Hall, Elisha

Cook, Jr., Jerry Lester, Mildred Coles, Har-

old Huber, Fritz Feld, Frank Sully, Jimmy

Ames, Jay Novello.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Albert J.

Cohen; Director, Albert S. Rogell; Screen-

play, Art Arthur, Albert Duffy, Max Lief;

Original Story, Mauri Grashin, Robert T.

Shannon; Cameraman, Jack Marta; Editor,

Ernest Nims; Musical Director, Cy Feuer.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Audio In Film Center Bldg.
Audio Productions, Inc., has leased

film exchange space on the seventh
floor of the Film Center Building.

^ SERIAL *

"Captain Midnight"

Columbia Average Epis(

20 mins.
Swift-Moving and Exciting

Based upon the radio serial of the
same name, this chapter play conse-
quently enjoys an impressive pre-
sold audience, and hence possesses
good b.o. potentialities for the ex-
hibitor. The initial episode, which
plants the story's fundamentals, runs
some 30 minutes, and recounts the
depredations of the villainous Ivan
Shark (James Craven), master-mind
of a gang of saboteurs whose efforts

are directed toward the acquisition
of a secret aerial bomb sight in-

vented by Bryant Washburn.
Dave O'Brien has the title role,

and Joe Girard, as Major Steel, plays
a key part as the Army officer who
is one of the few to know the iden-
tity of Captain Midnight. Femme
interest is injected via Dorothy
Short, the inventor's comely daugh-
ter. Thrills in the first chapter are
frequent, and include the gang's use
of their own aircraft to carry out
raiding operations; Captain Mid-
night's flying to the fog-beset air-

port to start bringing the kidnappers
of the inventor to justice; and the
blasting of a house in which the gal-
lant Captain finds himself, following
the precipitous flight of the invent-
or's captors.

Judging from the opening reels,

this serial has plenty of pep, along
with the other elements which audi-
ences require to chill their spines.

Screenplay by Basil Dickey, George
Plympton, Wyndham Gittens and
Jack Stanley is well fashioned, and
capably directed by James W. Home.

* SHORTS *

"Spare Time in the Army"
(Panoramic)

Columbia 12 Vi mins.

Timely, Humorous

Because of the public's strong con-
centration on all matters pertaining
to the welfare of the boys in our I

armed forces, this reel has a degree :

of particularly timely interest, al-

,

though its contents are on the humor-
ous side. A trio of privates at Ft.

Monmouth, — Franklin Coen, Bob
Churchill, and Bernard Rubin,—con-
ceived and produced it, and they have
shown their cinematic skill. Action
revolves around Private Potts, a
rookie, and how he spends his leisure

hours, if leisure they can be called.

At the finale, a brief and serious

note is struck when the gangling
rookie tells the audience how much
it means to the boys in camp to get
letters from home.
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.( Crescent Decision

Again Uncertain

(Continued from Page 1)

Judge's illness, that he might ren-
der a decision in the Crescent anti-

trust suit before opening the new

e Rockwood Amusement Co.,

e of the defendant exhibitor
groups in the suit against Crescent
Amusement Co. and others, in pro-

posing another theater here, to be
housed in a remodelled building at

Rockwood Ave. and Front St., is

expanding in the face of demands
by the D of J that the Court grant
an injunction against such expan-
sion.

Fox Intermountain Men
Entering Armed Services

Denver— Elwood Voorhees, city

manager for Fox Intermountain
Theaters at North Platte, an Army
reserve officer, has been called for

duty and is stationed at Ft. Fran-
cis Warren, Wyo. Voorhees is suc-
ceeded at North Platte by A. C.
Stalcup, moved over from Sidney,
Neb. Jack Kramer, assistant at Ft.
Collins, goes to Stalcup's position
at Sidney, and Otto Bartusch, assis-

tant at the Fox and Sterling, goes
to Ft. Collins as assistant.

The armed forces are also making
a dent in assistant managers of Fox
Intermountain. Among the latest

to go are Phil Mullin of the Isis

and Aladdin, aviation cadets to train

at Kelly Field, Tex.; Melvin Seaton,
Lonsrmont, Colo., Coast Guard: John
Phillips. Chevenne, Wyo., Lowry
Field, Colo.; Don Smith, Cheyenne,
Moffett Field, Calif.; Don Campbell,
Ft. Leavenworth, Kan.; Eddie Eas-
ton, Air Corps, and M. B. Fletcher,
Laramie, Wyo., to leave soon.

"Reap the Wild Wind"
At Music Hall Mar. 26

(Continued from Page 1)

director of the theater, and Charles
M. Reagan, Paramount assistant
sales manager, jointly announced
yesterday.

Mary Boland Taken 111

Chicago—Mary Boland, appearing
here in "The Rivals" at the Grand
Theater, was taken ill and will re-

turn to Hollywood to recuperate.

Hub Grosses Climb
With Legit. Minus

Boston—Does legit, hurt films?

Well, here's Boston's answer.

Without a single stage show in

legit, houses last week, film houses

reported biz up anywhere from 13

per cent to 50 per cent over the

preceding week. This week, in-

cidentally, there are five legit, at-

tractions.

TO THE COLORS!
St. Louis—Walter U. Kelley, RKO

branch shipping clerk, who was a
Marine Corps Sergeant during
World War I will be back in Marine
uniform next week and he is hop-
ing to be stationed near his son,

Walter, Jr., who enlisted in the Mar-
ines last December.

Montgomery, Ala.—Marvin War-
ren, manager of the Strand Theater
for a number of years, has been
called into the U. S. Army.

Ed Kennedy of RKO Radio's ex-
port accounting department, will
join the service today. Kennedy
will be in the Army Air Corps and
will report at Mitchell Field, L. I.

Winter Haven, Fla.—Bob Harris,
manager of the Colony Theater, has
enlisted in the Army and has left

for Camp Blanding, Fla. J. V.
Sickenger, who has been manager of
the Grand theater, succeeds at the
Colony.

Denver—Virgil Ulrich, owner of
the Chieftain theater at Strasburg,

Colo., has bought the Trail at Deer-
trail, Colo., from Art Goldstein, al-

ready in the Army, and Harold
Kepler, who is subject to induction
call.

New Orleans—Alton Dureau, ad-
vertising accessories manager at Co-
lumbia exchange, has been called into

the Army.

Rochester—Thayer Soule, photog-
rapher for Burton Holmes since 1939,
has received a commission of second
lieutenant in the photographic divi-

sion, U. S. Marine Corps Reserve.

Springdale, Conn.—John Mendoc-
ca, assistant to Ben Leo at the State
for many years, will be in the Army
March 9.

Rochester—First Lieut. Albert W.
Lathrop, former engineer for East-
man Kodak Co., is with the 209th
Coast Artillery (AA).

Chicago — Ray Axelrod of the
B & K booking department has
joined the Army. Bob Kane of the
billing department takes over.

Four Exhib. Units

Okay New Sales Plan

(Continued from Page 1)

by mail, telegraph and telephone
and results may be sufficiently de-

termined by the end of next week to

permit President Ed Kuykendall to

make an announcement.

From present indications, exhibi-

tor organizations will approve the

plan. Allied Theater Owners of

Connecticut will hold a special lun-

cheon meeting on Monday in New
Haven for the purpose of discussing
and voting on the selling plan. Con-
ecticut members recently went on
record supporting a plan of selective

buying, with star, title and director

named, similar to the provisions of

the Neely Bill.

Illinois Allied Board
Refuses Kirsch Resignation

(Continued from Page 1)

own theaters. Board is expected to

re-elect Kirsch president, Van No-
mikos, vice-president; Richard Sal-

kin, secreaary, at the members' an-
nual dinner meeting at the Congress
Hotel today.

Botsford of 20th-Fox
Will Emcee Ampa Show

A. M. Botsford, 20th-Fox adver-
tising and publicity chief, will be
emcee at Ampa's Theater Showman-
ship Show, which will be held at
the Edison Hotel on March 17, Vin-
cent Trotta, Ampa president, an-
nounced. Speakers will include: Jos-
eph Bernhard, Warners Bros.; Bar-
ney Balaban, Paramount, and Martin
Quigley.
Arangements committee includes

Harry Goldberg, Si Fabian, Harry
Brandt, George Dembow, William
Ferguson, Alec Moss, Harry Man-
del, Max Cohen, Oscar Doob, Wal-
ter Reade, F. Schwartz, Louis Frisch,
Irwin Gold, Morris Miller, Stanley
Kolbert, William White, Mort Blu-
menstock, Monroe Greenthal, Lou
Pollock, Charles Reed Jones and Bar-
ret McCormick.

Chicago Operators Elect
Chicago—Peter Shayne, president,

Clarence Jalas, secretary-treasurer,
and John Smith, business agent, of
the Chicago operators' union, were
reported last night to have been re-
elected at yesterday's annual meet-
ing of the union.

Radio Plug for "Fleet's In"
Paramount yesterday signed with

Mutual Broadcasting System for a
special one-shot broadcast on ap-
proximately 75 stations plugging its

new picture, "The Fleet's In." Broad-
cast will originate from Hollywood's
KHJ, March 27 from 9:45 to 10 p.m.
EWT.

Tilt Price for "Fantasia"
Havana (By Air Mail)—Encanto

Theater advanced its price to 80
cents for the premiere of "Fantasia."

I CALL IT GREAT!

PORTLAND, ME.
ALLENTOWN. PA.

ST. LOUIS, MO.
PITTSBURGH, PA.
BALTIMORE, MD.
SPRINGFIELD, ILL.

NEW YORK CITY
MIAMI BEACH, FLA.

LOUISVILLE, KY.
DETROIT, MICH.
BOSTON, MASS.
FALL RIVER, MASS.
VANCOUVER, CAN.
TORONTO, CAN.
HARRISBURG, PA.
READING, PA.
ALTOONA, PA.

SPOKANE, WASH.
PATERSON, N. J.

ATLANTA, GA.
MONTREAL, CAN.
DENVER, COL.
ALBANY, N. Y.

LYNN, MASS.
JERSEY CITY, N. J.

NEWARK, N. J.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

BRIDGEPORT, CONN
HOUSTON, TEX.

BROOKLYN

RICHMOND, VA.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
MILWAUKEE, WIS.
ERIE, PA.
PITTSFIELD, MASS.
BUFFALO, N. Y.

OMAHA, NEB.
STAMFORD, CONN.
SAN DIEGO, CAl.
SAN ANTONIO, TEX.

CLEVELAND, O.
CINCINNATI, O.
KEARNEY, NEB.
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

MANCHESTER, N. H.

SHREVEPORT, LA.

SAGINAW, MICH.
DALLAS, TEX.
JOHNSTOWN", PA.

GALVESTON, TEX.

DANBURY, CONN.
BETHLEHEM, PA.
POTTSVILLE, PA.
MOBILE, ALA.
SHAMOKI]

KEY CITY OPENINGS
WHERE "PARIS CALLING"

HAS STARTLED AMERICANS

WITH ITS FIERY EXPOSE

OF THE NAZI HEELS!

SANDUSKY, O.
SPRINGFIELD, MO.
COLUMBUS, MO.
HAZELTON, PA.
LANSING, MICH.
EL PASO, TEX.
GULF PORT, MISS.
COLUMBIA, S. C.
BOULDER, COL.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.
HOT SPRINGS, ARK.
CONCORD, N. H.

PORTSMOUTH, N. H.

FORT SMITH, ARK.
FORT WORTH, TEX
BAKER, ORE.
PADUCAH, KY.
EVANSVILLE, IND.
BANGOR, ME.
AUGUSTA, ME.
GREENSBURGH, PA.

CUMBERLAND
RALE

MICH.
JUNCTION, NEB

^ISS.
STUNE, TEX.

SALEM, ORE.
LEWISTON, ME.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

FITCHBUP'

oKRINGS, COL.
ROUGE, LA.

BUTTE, MONT.
WITCHITA FALLS, TEX.

BURLINGTON, VT.
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Defense Work Calls

"Juicers," Carpenters

(Continued from Page 1)

their labor work to two shifts, with
work starting at 6 a.m. in most in-

stances. Paramount's initial crew
reports at 7 a.m. The union shifts

are six hours each.

"Grips," who are classified as

"rough carpenters" are finding

steady work in defense plants, but
there is still a sufficient number of

"grips" for studio work.
Despite the fact that several first

cameramen have joined the service,

no shortage in cinematographers is

anticipated. David Abel, veteran
cameraman, who has been in retire-

ment for several years, is in charge
of photography on "Holiday Inn,"

one of Paramount's most important
pictures.

If any shortage should develop
among art directors, architects and
draftsmen would be called in and
taught the intricacies of the art di-

rector's work.

NLRB to Hold Hearing
On RKO Petition Monday
NLRB will hold a hearing Mon-

day on the bargaining agency elec-

tion petition filed for RKO Radio
white-collar employes by the Screen
Office and Professional Employes
Guild, Local 109, UOPWA, CIO.

It was also revealed yesterday
that the Guild had sent a letter to

Nicholas M. Schenck, head of Loew's,

Inc., asking that negotiations for a

contract begin at once. The SOPEG
was chosen as the collective bargain-

ing representative of the company's
white-collar people at an NLRB elec-

tion on Feb. 25.

Rogers and Astaire Again?
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIT.Y
Hollywood—RKO is again consid-

ering teaming Ginger Rogers and
Fred Astaire in another musical.

David Hempstead is working on a
vehicle for them. Deal with As-
taire,' however, has not been com-
pleted.

Louis Adamic Joins Metro
West Coast Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Louis Adamic, noted

author, has joined Metro's writing
staff and is working on an idea of

his own with King Vidor who is ex-

pected to direct the picture if the
idea "jells."

Yarrow Miller Promoted
Cincinnati—Yarrow Miller, Vita-

graph cashier here, has been pro-

moted to office manager of the Pitts-

burgh branch. He has been suc-

ceeded by Edith Hedger, former lo-

cal assistant cashier.

"China Girl" for Gene Tierney
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — "China Girl," yarn

which Ben Hecht is writing, has
been set by 20th-Fox as a Gene
Tierney vehicle.

The Soldier's int
. . . on "for free" and deferment

(Continued from Page 1)

steaks and lobsters, free beer and better (or worse, depending upon the viewpoint); a

hotel to give free rooms and transit companies free transportation to service men on leave.

"As you point out, the Army isn't giving any shows at the post. I plunked down 20
cents tonight to see a damned good USO unit headed by Jackie Cooper and Ada Leonard,
the former burlesque honey, who still have what it takes.

"And I wonder if all these people who want to donate something to service men
ever take the angle of the service men into consideration. There aren't many of us who
want things for nothing all the time. We like to pay our way too. In fact there's

nothing worse for morale, as far as I'm personally concerned, than to realize that I can't

pay my way at times because the monthly salary is inadequate to the foolish tastes I still

have which often lead me to spend what I earn in one hard month here during one night
in New Orleans going up and down Bourbon Street with stop-overs at the St. Charles
Bar and Dixie's.

"I'M taking it for granted that all these men who suggest free entertainment for the

future fighting forces are sincere. But I wonder on what side of the fence they
would be if someone introduced a measure say to raise basic privates' pay to $60 a month
so that the said private could have more money to spend and would need less for nothing.
I'm pretty sure they would very sensibly consider the matter in the light of heavier taxes
and vote it down. I can't say that I blame them. But at least such a measure would
spread the burden over the entire tax-paying population and not only on that sturdy sec-
tion which comes under the head of amusements.

"Further, I can't hold with these equally sincere people who think actors, musicians
and the like are not entitled to exemptions because of their professions. For the simple
reason that I had to give up a good paying job and a comfortable life in work that I en-
joyed doing, I can find no cogent reason why every one else must do the same thing. The
actor, the musician, the entertainer mean something to the morale of the nation. There
are quite a few of us who know what those back home are going through and who don't

want their lives made any bleaker by loss of recreation, especially the recreation that has
the power to lift people from themselves.

o

"THOSE back home, between taxes and worry, aren't having a picnic either. My
mother almost went frantic, I learn, every time a death story was published on

maneuvers. It doesn't take much imagination for me to get a hint on what she's

feeling now when she doesn't know where I'll end up. I don't want her to miss a

symphony concert, a laugh, or a show that will make it easier.

"The Army, or the Navy after all, will be little improved by gaining a fine actor

or a glamor boy who makes things live for 60 minutes to thousands in theater audiences.

"I don't think there are many cowards among writers, actors, musicians, and the
whole art family. It takes too much guts to keep at it until you are adept at your work
and to keep at it until you can earn a living out of it."

Which leaves no more to be said, does it?

Menjou Broadcasts in

French for Canada's Loan

Montreal—Adolphe Menjou, who
is of French descent, enjoyed him-
self speaking French to Montrealers
yesterday. Last night he broadcast
in French over CKAC, as star of the
Lux Radio Theater Francais. To-
day he will speak in English in aid
of the Victory Loan.

In Montreal Menjou was greeted
by an old screen comrade, Raymond
De Clercq who worked with him in

Hollywood as long ago as 1923.

Gunmen Escape With $3,000
Chicago—Two gunmen held up

Chester Amberg, manager of the
Oriental Theater, and escaped with
$3,000.

To Honor Glenn Ford
At "Martin Eden" Debut

Glenn Ford will be honored by
Quebec and Montreal on the occa-
sion of the world premiere of Co-
lumbia's "The Adventures of Martin
Eden" tomorow, at the Empire
and Capitol Theaters in the latter
city. The actor, who is starred in

the film, will return to New York
on Sunday.

Benny Rubin on P. A. Tour
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Benny Rubin leaves

March 16 on a p.a. tour. He will

open at the Oriental Theater, Chi-
cago, on March 20, from there he
goes to Cincinnati, Cleveland, Pitts-

burgh and Boston.

Saturday Night Shows Becoming Marathons
In Wis. With Three Features on Programs

Milwaukee—Saturday night shows in several Wisconsin situations have

developed into marathons. At Oshkosh, for example, on a recent Saturday

night Fox's Oshkosh offered four attractions, namely, the flickers "Blackwell's

Island," "International Lady," and "Jungle Man" and Art Mix & Co. on the

stage. In Fond du Lac, Fox's Fond du Lac offers three features on its Satur-

day night Owl Show—the two pictures from the old program and an advance
showing of one film from the coming show. Standard Theaters has been fol-

lowing the same policy on Saturday nights at its Vogue and Chief theaters

in Kenosha.

Posf-War Tele

Race is Assured

(Continued from Page 1)

tion that they may meet the certai
challenge of American companie
active in the field.

On the research side, one of ihl
most notable recent British ach£L-,
ments is the system of stereoscv^
television developed by J. L. Bairc
The three-dimensional effect is

startling as that resulting fror
stereoscopic films, although in th
instance of the former no color fill

ers in the form of "spectacles" ar
required for the auditor.

Baird's new method employs th
principle of a separate picture foj
each eye. The scanning light is d:

vided by means of mirrors, to a de
gree of separation equal to that c

normal human eyes, and the subjec
being televised is scanned first fror

one angle, then from another.
The two pictures are then serve

to the cathode ray tube and so han
died in it that by sitting in the props
er position, each eye sees its apprc
priate image. Color transmission i

possible, with scanning being don
through filters and projectio
through a rotating disc with filter

of the same colors as used in scar
ning.
Baird is said to have successful!

met the problem of enabling mor
than one auditor to see stereoscopi
television at the same time.

British competition in the televis

ion field after the war will com
largely from Cinema-Televisior
Ltd., and Scopony, it is anticipatec
Baird Television was merged wit
the former some time ago. Whil
tele programs here have been sue

pended for the duration, Cinema
Television is protecting its positio

by renewal of essential patents. It

two factories have been fully em
ployed during the last year.

Four Seek Presidency
Of Boston's Local B-3

Boston—Four candidates for pres
ident of the Film Exchange Em
ployes Union, Local B-3, IATSI
have been nominated and for th
first time there will be a hot con
test for that office on March IS

Nominees are Jack Martin, Repub
lie, John Twigg, Universal, Vinn.
Maguire, Universal, and Jack Wil
son, RKO.
There also will be a contest fo

the vice-presidency with Al Fucill

of M-G-M and Charley Asdot o

Paramount in the running. Al
other candidates are unopposed
which means that Mary McGratli
secretary, Bertha Harris, busines
agent will be re-elected.

"African Love" via Kraska

Boston—"African Love," starrinj

Josephine Baker and Albert Prejear
has been acquired by George Kraska
president of the Foreign Pictures
Inc., for national release. Pic wa:
filmed in Tunis. Africa.
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)ELAY SALES PLAN SUBMISSION TO U. S.

Group to Set Raid Policy for New York Theaters
THE WEEK
IN REVIEW
Sub Sales Plan

— By L. H. MITCHELL —
UMPI: Substitute selling plan, as

•rmulated by the Sub-committee on
oint 5, was released for publica-

on. Highlights: Quarterly selling,

ith up to 12 features in each of the

•ur blocks. Five features to be sold

'ter tradeshowing, without cancella-

on rights. Cancellation privileges

i remainder of each group to be

jverned by film rentals paid in

}39-40. It was indicated via a

'oted exception, that RKO was con-

dering a cut in its seasonal pro-

ram to approximately 30 features.

y the week-end, four exhib. units

id okayed the plan and action by
:hers impended. The D of J, of

mrse, was yet to indicate its po-

tion.
* * *

TAXATION: The Treasury in

jtlining its program to the House
"ays and Means Committee was
lent on both admissions and film

mtal taxes, but recommended tax
n photographic apparatus be in-

i-eased from 10 per cent ot 25 per

Hit to yield an estimated $11,-

30,000.
* * *

20TH-FOX BUDGET: Sidney R.
:ent in Chicago, told The Film
•aily the company would spend
3<J.000,000 on 1942-43 production,
lanned to make 48 features.

NEW EXCHANGE DEALS: Rich-
rd F. Walsh, IATSE prexy, in New
'ork, told The Film Daily that
egotiations of two-year contracts
ith the majors covering film ex-

i hange employes was nearly tin-

ned.
* * *

BIZ JUMP FORECAST: Standard
: Poor's, eyeing the exhibition field's

otentialities in wartime, forecast
n attendance jump for this year
hich would run ahead of the 10
Br cent gain registered in 1941.

* * *

IN UNIFORM: With 500 employes
stimated now in uniform, a survey
idicated that Warners was leading
11 other film companies in the num-
ber of workers now serving in the
rmed forces.

Local Exhibs. Advised
On Precautions by N. Y.

Police, Fire Officials

A committee which will determine
the policy of New York City the-

aters in regard to air raid precau-
tions was set up Friday at a meet-
ing of exhibitors in the office of J.

Henry Walters, RKO counsel. This
committee will co-ordinate the work
of the industry with civilian de-

fense groups and will endeavor to

advise exhibitors on precaution prob-
lems, at least until a manual for the-

i Continued on Page 4)

Paraguay Lifts Ban

On "Great Dictator"

Paraguay has lifted the ban
against the showing of "The Great
Dictator." Thus, Argentina, Peru
and Brazil remain the only holdouts
in South America against the pic-

ture.

A tendency to reduce the restric-

tions on showing of anti-Nazi pic-

tures, however, is noted in Brazil

(Continued on Page 7)

Morning Defense Shows
Increasing in Connecticut

New Haven — The Loew-Poli is

third downtown house to start morn-
ing defense shows Thursday, the
M & P Paramount having committed
itself to a two-a-week schedule, and
the Roger Sherman, Warner house,

(Continued on Page 7)

Blachotit Decree
Hits N. Y. C. Signs

New York City authorities at the

week-end issued rules requiring that

all outdoor signs be rewired so that

they may be instantly extinguished

at the time of any air raid alarm, and

also ordering that any indoor signs be

turned off at the end of each business

day, unless someone is present to

perform this duty in case of an alarm.

Rationing Will Jolt

Small Town Exhibs.

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Exhibitors through-

out the U. S. dependent upon auto
trade—and their number is legion,

particularly in the small towns and
villages—may anticipate a real jolt

via gasoline rationing by late Spring.
And there may be still a worse

blow to follow, should the Govern-
ment follow through with the com-
mandeering of tires from so-called

(Continued on Page 4)

SPG Sets Tomorrow As
Ratification Deadline

The Screen Publicists Guild of New
York, at a meeting Friday night, of

the combined executive council and
negotiating committee, set 11 a.m.
tomorrow as a deadline for ratifica-

tion by the participating companies
of the agreement reached last Mon-

(Continucd on Page 7)

WAC Field Publicists Named
41 Key Centers Covered by Appointments

Soviet Pix Distribution

In U. S. at Highest Mark

The real extent to which Russia's
entry into the war on the side of the
democracies has helped the cause of
Soviet films in this country was re-

vealed over the week-end by Nicola
Napoli, head of Artkino, which has
charge of the American distribution

(Continued on Page 4)

Appointment of field publicity men
as local representatives of the War
Activities Committee was announced
Friday by Monroe Greenthal, chair-
man of this branch of the War Ac-
tivities.

Roster covers 41 key centers, and
the list of appointments, with alter-

nates in some situations, follows:
Akron—Frank Henson, Loew's The-
ater; Albany—Larry Cowan, Palace

(Continued on Page 7)

* i s

D of J to Get Proposal
Only After Finalization

By Exhib. Units, Distribs.

No copy of the new sales plan,
prepared by the UMPI sub-commit-
tee, will be submitted to the Depart-
ment of Justice until the proposals
have been approved by the various
exhibitor organizations and the
affected distributing companies, it

was reported at the week-end.
While D of J officials have, no

doubt, read the plan in the trade
press, it cannot be considered a form-
al presentation until it has been rati-

fied by the industry officially and
certain slight changes made in word-
ing or clarification.

For that reason, no Government
(Continued on Page 7)

Tax Program Seen

Industry Challenge

That the Administration's new war-
time tax program proposed last week
by Secretary of the Treasury Mor-
genthau may serve as a challenge
to the film industry was indicated
over the week-end. Opinion in many
quarters was that if the tax pro-
posals become law they will serve

(Continued on Page 7)

Javanese Mart Fades Out,
Spelling $1,500,000 Loss

Another market was lost to the
American film companies last week
when Japanese forces captured Ba-
tavia. The eight major companies
grossed approximately $1,500,000
annually in Java.
Most of the majors operated ex-

(Continued on Page 4)

Ads In Cars, Buses
New Media Trend

Oklahoma City—T. B. Noble, Jr.,

managing director of the State The-
ater here, has added 11x28 cards

inside local street cars and buses to

his advertising program as tire ration-

ing brings the local transportation

.. company (lew records in-daJly Juuls.
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FINANCIAL
(March 6)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Low Close
Net
Chg.

l'/8

High
Am. Saat

Col. licts.vtc. (2y2 %>
Columbia Picts. pfd.. 25 25 25

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 8'/2 8V2 8'/2 — Vs

East. Kodak 1245/8 124 124 —1
do pfd 171 171 171 — 2

Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc 39'/2 39 39 — 5/8

do pfd
Faramount 14'/2 14'/8 HVs — %
Para. 1st pfd 106 106 106 — 1

Para. 2nd pfd
RKO :. 25/8 25/8 2%
RKO $6 pfd
20th Century-Fox .'. . 8% &%
20th Century-Fox pfd. 19% 19%
Univ. Pict. pfd 150 150
Warner Bros 5Vs 5

do pfd
NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Keith B. F. ref. 6s 46
Loew's deb. 3 '/is 46
Par. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 4s56 ... - 99% 99% 99% + y4
Warner Bros.'dbs. 6s48 99% 99 99

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts. . 13-16 13-16 13-16—1-16

8%
19%

150
5

+

Radio-Keith war. ... %
Sonotone Corp. . . 1 %
Technicolor 7%
Trans-Lux %
Universal Corp. vtc. 7%
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Met. Playhouse Inc. 2nd deb. '45

Roxy Thea Bldg. 4s 1st '57

1%
7%
%
7%

%
1%
7%
%
7%

Innis Directs Seattle

Theaters Defense Bureau

Seattle, Wash.—The Seattle Thea-
ters Defense Bureau named by and
to work in conjunction with the De-
fense Commission, has announced as
personnel director, Clarence R. Innis;
alternate director, James Hone; rep-
resenting theaters, Leroy J. Johnson,
Guy Navarre, Joe Rosenficld; repre-
senting district, L. Neal Walton;
stage attractions, Hugh Beckett;
ballrooms, Ted Harris; bowling alley

interests, Jack Fasso; Union labor,

Basil Gray.

The Broadway Parade fii

Picture and Distributor Theater
King's Row (Warner Bros. Pictures!—6th week Astor

Woman of the Year (Mefro-Goldwyn-Mayer)—5th week Music Hall

Captains of the Clouds (Warner Bros. Pictures)—4th week Strand

Roxie Hart (Twentieth Century-Fox)—3rd week Roxy
Mr. Wise Guy (Monogram Pictures) Rialto

The Lady Has Plans (•. aramount Pictures) Paramount
Ride 'Em Cowboy (Universal Pictures) Criterion

The Life of Emile Zola (Warner Bros. Pictures) (d) Globe

To Be or Not to Be (United Artists) Rivoli

The Invaders (Columbia Pictures) Capitol

Son of Fury (Twentieth Century-Fox) (a-b) Palace

Joan of Paris (RKO Radio Pictures) (a-b) Palace

Arizona Cyclone (Universal Fictures) (a) New York
Today I Hang (Producers Releasing Corp.) (a) New York

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES
Nine Bachelors (Dome Films)—5th week World
Skanor-Falsterbo (Scandia Films) (a-b)—2nd week 48th St. Theater
Skicka Hem Nr. 7 (Scandia Films) (a-b)—2nd week 48th St. Theater

FUTURE OPENINGS .

Tragedy at Midnight (Republic Pictures)—Tomorrow (a) New York
Man From Cheyenne (Republic Pictures)—Tomorrow (a) New York
North to the Klondike (Universal Pictures)—March 12 Rialto

The Fleet's In (Paramount Pictures)—March 12 Paramount
Song of the Islands (Twentieth Century-Fox)—March 12 Roxy
All Through the Night (Warner Bros, fictures)—March 12 (a-b) Palace
Playmates (RKO Radio Pictures)—March 12 (a-b) Palace
Always in My Heart (Warner Bros. Pictures)—March 13 Strand
A Girl Must Live (Universal Pictures)—March 16 Little Carnegie
To the Shores of Tripoli (Twentieth Century-Fox)—March 26 Roxy
Nazi Agent (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) (c) Criterion

The Bugle Sounds (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) (c) Capitol
Bed Time Story (Columbia Pictures) (c) Music Hall

(a) Dual bill, (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill, (d) Re-issue.

Konczakowski Clearance
Hearing Set for Mar. 16

Buffalo—Attorney Louis B. Door,
formerly vice-president and comp-
troller of the Jacob Dold Packing
Co., has been chosen arbitrator and
first hearing set for next Monday,
in the clearance case brought by M.
M. Konczakowski, operating the Re-
gent, against Loew's, 20th-Fox and
RKO-Radio.

Complainant brands as unreason-
able present seven-day clearance ap-
plied by the three distribs. in favor
of the Apollo. Basil Bros., for the
Apollo, and Gammel Bros., for the
New Ariel, are intervenors.

Buffalo—Second session of the
Clyde Playhouse's arbitration case
against the "Big Five" was post-

poned until today when last week's
upstate New York snowstorm pre-
vented witnesses from reaching Buf-
falo.

Argentine Newsreels
Under Fire in Chile

Santiago (By Air Mail)—Quality
and content of Argentine newsreels
distributed here is under fire in

Ercan, the publication claiming they
are frequently blatant commercial
and political propaganda.

"Gold Rush" Big in Montreal
Montreal—"The Gold Rush" open-

ed at the Orpheum Thursday to big
business, with initial day figured at

140 per cent of "Great Dictator" at

the same house.

Reopen Milwaukee Lincoln
Milwaukee, Wis.—Fox has reopen-

ed the Lincoln, long dark south side

nabe, and is playing single features.

Oil Co. Short on Ohio's
Troops Playing Circuits

Cleveland—"Ohio's Soldiers," two-
reeler produced by the Standard Oil

Co. of Ohio, in co-operation with the
Army, depicting Ohio soldiers in

training at Camp Shelby, Miss.,

Camp Forrest, Tenn., Fort Benning,
Ga., Fort Bragg, N. C. Fort Knox,
Ky., is being distributed free of
charge to theater owners of Ohio.
Monogram is handling the phy-

sical distribution, with Standard Oil

reps, doing the booking. The pic-

ture opened at the Telenews The-
ater on Friday. Warners and Schines
have booked it for their entire Ohio
circuits. The picture will not be
available to non-theatrical accounts
until all theatrical possibilities have
been covered.

VL Town Votes Sunday Pix

White River Junction, Vt.—Sunday
movies were approved by an over-
whelming vote at the annual town
meeting here.

NATIONWIDE-BUI

NOT TOO BIG FOR

FRIENDLY SERVICE!

Tostal
Tchgvapb
CHARGES FOR TELEGRAMS 'PHONED IK

APPEAR ON YOUR TELEPHONE BILL.

COminG and G0II1C

HARRY COHN, Columbia prexy, left for Fl

Saturday. After a three week rest there he
return to the Coast.

GROUCHO MARX left the Coast yesterda i

New York. He is coming east to donate
services in a show to be staged by Georj
Kaufman and Moss Hart for the Government

GREER GARSON, accompanied by heri^ •

has returned to the Coast.

TOM CONNORS, executive assistant to Fi

dent Sidney Kent of 20th-Fox, and HER j

WOBBER, the company's general manage
distribution, are back from Chicago.

THE HARRY F. SHAWS (division man
Loew-Poli, New Haven), are spending a J
vacation at the Towne House, Miami Beacrj

ANATOLE LITVAK gets in from Holly!
today.

LORETTA YOUNG arrived from the Coast
terday for the opening of "Bedtime Story."

GLENN FORD will come in from Quebec t.

BOB TAPL1NCER is back in Hollywood.

St. Petersburg Drive-in

Curtailing Operation

St. Petersburg, Fla.—The Dr
in theater will be operated oi

new schedule "during the em<
ency" according to the managem
Policy calls for Friday to Sun
shows only.

Rooney, Eaton's Yank
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM Da
Hollywood—Mickey Rooney's 1

Metro starring vehicle will be
Yank at Eton," an original
George Oppenheimer, which Non
Taurog will direct. John W. Co
dine will produce.

NEW ycRr
THEATERS

RADIO CITY MUSIC HAL
50th St. & 6th Ave.

SPENCER TRACY : KATHARINE HEPBU

"WOMAN OF THE YEAR'
Directed by Geo. Stevens : An M-G-M Pict

ON STAGE: "WORDS AND MUSIC" BY CO
PORTER— LeonidotT's colorful tune-flMed rev
Symphony Orchestra, direction of Erno Rap

1st Mezzanine Seats Reserved : : Circle 6-41

GINGER ROGERS

"ROXIE" HART"
with

Adolphe Menjou—George Montgome
A Twentieth-Fox Comedy Hit

PLUS A BIG n A V V 7th AVEN
STAGE SHOW H U A f 50th STRE

MME
TYRONE POWER

"SON OF FURY"

"JOAN OF PARIS"
with MICHELE MORGAN
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First week-end returns show new record opening

days in New York City, Dayton, Reading, Chicago,

Kansas City, Miami, Columbus and a score of other

towns. Not just breaking records but establishing

all-time money highs!

/To&zUtu&b £#&&, PRIStNTS

CAROLE LOMBARD JACK BENNY

<VJ<$» 'Carole Lombard's last flicker is a sure-fire

click—packed with entertainment !"

, ERNST LUBITSCH'S

TO BE OR NOT TO BE
Vtth ROBERT STACK • FELIX BR ESSART . LIONEL ATWILL

STANLEY RIDGES . SIG RUMAN
Produced and Directed by ERNST LUBITSCH

Original story by Ernst Lubitich and Melchior Lengyel

Screenplay by Edwin Justui Mayer

•Watch for tomorrow's amazing news on this amazing hit!
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Group to Set Raid

Policy for New York

(Continued from Pane 1)

aters, being prepared by the Gov-
ernment, is off the presses.

With Senator Walters as chair-

man, the committee includes William
England, RKO; Harry Moskowitz,
Loew's; Bob Weitman, Paramount;
Harry Black, Fabian; John Manhei-
mer, ITOA; Bernard Brandt, Brandt
circuit; Lou Weber, Skouras; Sam
Handler, Interborough; Z. Epstein,

Warner Bros., and James Reilly,

representing the legitimate theaters.

It was pointed out at the meeting
that local theaters are confronted
with four conflicting agencies inso-

far as safety of patrons is con-

cerned: Fire Department, Police De-
partment, Building Department and
the Office of Civilian Defense. In

order to comply with cei'tain build-

ing code regulations, theaters will

have to violate OCD rules, and vice

versa. For example, building code
rulings require that lobby displays

be inserted behind glass; but glass
displays are opposed by the OCD.
Box-offices that are now in front of

the theaters may have to be moved
back into the lobby and swinging
chandeliers may have to be taken
down. Such problems will be tackled
by the policy committee.
A test blackout in Yonkers last

week and another in Westchester
last night brought out the problem
of the cashiers in box-offices without
protection.

Inspector Wallender, who spent
three months in London studying air

raid problems, addressed the exhibi-

tors' meeting. Chief Donohue of

the Fire Department also spoke.

Javanese Mart Fades Out,

Spelling $1,500,000 Loss

(.Continued from Page 1)

changes in Batavia. Sidney Albright,
United Artists' manager in Batavia,
reported Friday that he was safe in

Sydney, Australia. Fate of other
companies' representatives was un-
known at press time.

Powers, Grand Rapids, Reopens
Grand Rapids, Mich.—Powers The-

ater, shuttered for over three years,
was reopened Saturday by Roy Tay-
lor, owner of the Southlawn Theater
here.

Jimmy Durante Margaret Lee
Jess Smith

T T
Exhibitor Profiles: Samuel Pinanshi
• • • UP New England way, the letters MP stand for Motion

Pictures, plus their synonym, Mullin-Pinanski,—the latter combo operating

the great circuit of more than 100 theaters in all six of the States, said

chain being a Paramount affiliate The administration of these

houses is under co-executive managerships, Marty Mullin and Sam
Pinanski Step up and meet the latter, which is something most

everybody who's anybody in filmland has already done at one time

or another:

T T
8 ft SAM is quiet of voice and manner,—always soft spoken

Tradition lias it that George Washington never told a lie, and

Sam Pinanski never lost his temper Nevertheless is firm and

unyielding when he believes himself right Formerly headed Netoco

theater chain Made such a success of these stands that Paramount-

Publix persuaded him to turn over the circuit to them This was

in 1930 Sam announced his retirement from busitiess forthwith at

the age of 40 In a solemn and regretful spirit, hundreds of fellow

exhibs., distribs., and producers tendered the exiting Sam a glorious

farewell banquet But the function proved to be au revoir, and

not good-bye, for in 1933 back he came as a partner of the Publix

group Subsequently, in reorganization, became Marty Mullin's biz

pard in whipping together M & P Theaters, since then the dominant

group in the territory east of Neu< York

V Y Y
• • • LIVES in Brookline, Boston suburb, which is as swanky as

ordinary Brooklyn is democratic Brookline, by-the-by, still remains

a community with Board of Selectmen, instead of city government, though

:it has some 60,000 inhabitants, and is said to be wealthiest town per

capita in the U. S Sam's frere, Abraham, is one of Brookline's best

known judges And a better than good artist is Sam himself. .....

Paints well, plays various musical instruments, has magnificent library,

loves music and has organ recitals in his eye-filling menage ..,,.. Is tall,

possesses mustache which gives him distinguished appearance, qnd is

rabid sports fan, wallowing in football, baseball and hockey,— none of

which contests he has time to see In contrast to proud and Puritani-

cal Brookline, he is a man of the people Knows personally every

employe of his vast circuit, from newest usher to veteran division mana-

ger Nothing of the Boss attitude about him When he steps

into one of his theaters, comradeship 'twixt him and entire staff radiates

Is dynamically active in various charities, civic projects, and cur-

rent Defense work Holds chairmanship of the Amusement Industry

Division of the Massachusetts Committee on Public Safety, of which

Parner Marty is executive Director

V T
• • • IN normal times, Sam spends several weeks of Winter in

Florida, at Miami Beach's Roney Plaza Revels in swimming, boat-

ing, fishing,—and plays a neat game of golf Believes firmly in

filmland's future, and part the industry can play in present world

emergency Cautious against hysteria, but is tyro when it comes

to theaters' preparedness for raid blackouts 7.s noted for his toler-

ance Won't admit he's good speaker, but is Dresses consenm-

tively and ullra-fastidiously, and makes the entertainment of friends

in his home a ritual of grand hospitality Even projects movies for

Ihem I here Is highly patriotic and generous One of chief

business principles is to hire good men, and then leave the circuit's

departments to their initiative and direction

© 9 • REMEMBER PEARL HARBOR!

Rationing Will Jolt

Small Town Exhibs.

(Continued from Page 1)

"family cars"—those used to tail

the farmer and suburbanite to tlj

movies—to keep essential vehicl
]

going.

The gasoline and tire situalfc^
were pointed up late last weeW--
Secretary of the Interior Haro I

Ickes in a press interview and ll

Leon Henderson, Price Administrj
tor and Civilian Supply head, wlj

appeared before a Senate committ i

investigating the national defen

!

program.

Ickes indicated he would be guidJ
as to rationing by the recommend

|

tions of the Petroleum Industa
War Council, but said that all avj
nues to a solution of the transpoJ
tation problem — from which til

gasoline shortage stems—would I

canvassed.

(Tire rationing is already redul
ing gasoline consumption noticeab

.

in the Chicago area, a drop of t

per cent being reported last weela

The feeling in informed circll

here is that if gasoline rationing !

decreed, it will be national rathl
than regional in scope. It is prl

dieted that the gas ration boo!
J

will be put in circulation by May
[

June, probably through state motl
vehicle bureaus. That, it was poinl

ed out, would make rationing effej

tive about the start of the touril

season.
Government requisitioning of tir«

now on "family cars" would be dl
signed to meet the tire needs
those car operators engaged in ej

sential fields, or through the proce
of reclamation, to provide rubber f<

recapping military motors.

Soviet Pix Distribution

In U. S. at Highest Mark

(Continued from Page 1)

of all product from the land of Stali

February was said by Napoli 1

have been the best month in the hi:

tory of Soviet film distribution
the U. S. both in attendance and i

the number of theaters showing Ru:
rian product. Last month's recoi

business was 500 per cent above th£

of February of last year and 1C

per cent above January of this yea:

Rites for Dr. Kirchway
Funeral services were held Frida

for Dr. George Washington Kircl

way, 86, former chairman of th

National Board of Review of Motio
Pictures and former dean of Colun
bia University Law School.

Fair Warning?
Springfield, Mass.—On the mar-

quee of the Art Theater here:

"I Wake Up Screaming"

With Betty Grable

"A Dangerous Game"
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SATU R DAY
February 14, 1942

Up at 6 and to tke draft board to register...

and bken for a look at C B. DeMille's ' Reap tke Wild 4

Wind '

I fancy tke old toy is cjoing to kave tidal

waves at tke boxoffice witk tnis number.

Its a pip. Picjkts every few feet and all tke blood in

Tecknicolor. An undersea battle between John Wayne,

Ray Milland and a giant squid tkat will give you tke

Hurricanes, skipwreclcswonderful willies

and Paulette Goddard in beautiful clotkes...DeMille

lives in a lovely dream world in wkick all ckaracters

are fictional and events do not resemble lite. Spurn-

ing art, ke puts on snows. Tkis snow is

tke best ot kis Ive ever seen.

??S. World Premiere of DeMille's "Reap the Wild Wind" March 19, Paramount

Theatre. Hollywood ! New York Premiere March 26, Radio CityMusic Hall /
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Delay Sales Plan

Submission to U. S.

[Continued from Page 1)

taction to the plan can be expected
for two or three weeks or longer.
Formal submission to the D of J will

bot occur until after the sub-commit-
"jv reconvenes and no date for the
4_j.t meeting has been set.

""Meanwhile, UMPI's committee on
finance is expected to meet this week

et up a financing plan for the
Organization. While several sugges-
tions have been made, no formula
ihas been adopted.
Board of Allied of New Jersey

meets this morning to consider the
U.MPI sales plan. A general mem-
bership meeting is scheduled for the
afternoon.

WAC Field Publicists

Named in 41 Keys

[Continued from Page 1)

Theater; Atlanta—E. E. Whitaker,
Fox Theater Bdilding; Boston —
Harry Browning of Mullin & Pinan-
ski, Joseph Long, Loew's State The-
ater and Jack Granara, Keith's Mem-
orial Theater; Buffalo—William Bre-
reton, Shea's Buffalo Theater; Can-
iton—Walter Kessler, Loew's The-
ater; Charlotte — Roy Smart, 120
East 3rd Street; Chicago—W. K. Hol-
ilander, Balaban & Katz, Chicago
Theater Building.

Also Cincinnati—E. V. Dinerman, RKO
'Palace; Cleveland— -Ed. J. Fisher, Loew's
'State, George Mitchell, RKO Palace and Knox
Strachan, Warners; Columbus—Russell Bo
vim, Loew's Ohio Theater; Dallas—Frank
Starz, Inter-State Theater Circuit, Majestic
'Theater Building; Dayton—Nate Wise, Keith's
Theater; Des Moines- -Dale McFarland; De-
troit—Alice Gorham, United Detroit The-
aters, Stroh Bldg. ; Gloversville — Seymoui
Morris, Schine Circuit; Harrisburg—Sam Gil-
man, Loew's; Houston—Homer McCallom,
Loew's; Indianapolis—Wm. Elder, Loew's
Theater; Kansas City—Jerry Sigmond, New-
man Theater; Los Angeles—Thornton Sargent.
Fox West Coast, 1609 West Washington Blvd.

Louisville—Sam Musselman, Rialto Theater.
Tompkinsville; Nashville — W. L. Crull.
Loew's Vendome; New Haven—Lou Brown,
Loew's Poli Theater; Omaha—Ted Emmer-
son, Omaha Theater Building; Philadelphia

—

Everett Callow, Warner Theater; Pittsburgh

—

James Totman. Warner Theater, Clark Bldg.

;

Portland—M. M. Meshner, Evergreen The-
ater; Providence—Bill Morton. RKO Albee ;

Rochester— Charles Harris. RKO Palace;
Richmond—Allen Sparrow, Loew's; St. Louis
—L. Kaufman, Fox Theater; Salt Lake City
—Helen Gerrity, Inter-Mountain Theaters.
Capitol Theater Bldg. ; San Francisco—Phil
Phillips, West Coast Theaters; Seattle—Vic
Cauntlett, Evergreen Theater ; Syracuse —
Frank Murphy, Loew's State Theater; Toledo
—Ralph Lawler, Paramount Theater Bldg. ;

Trenton—Jim Brennan, RKO ; Washington

—

Hardie Meakin, Keith's Theater. Dan Terrell.
Loew's Capitol, and Frank LaFalce, Warner's
Earl; Wilmington—Edgar J. Doob, Loew'~
Aldine.

Martin Quits V. C. Post
Buffalo—W. E. J. (Bill) Martin,

movie and drama editor of The Couri-
er-Express, has tendered his resig-
nation as dough guy of the Variety
Club of Buffalo, Tent No. 7, a posi-
tion he has held for five terms.

It's "To Hell with Hitler"

"To Hell With Hitler," is the new
title of the George Formby starring
pic, "Let George Do It." Astor Pic-
tures has prepared a brand new set
of accessories with the new title.

TO THE COLORS!
Hollis Kennahan, head of War-

ners Eastern tradepaper publicity
department, has resigned that post
and enlisted in the U. S. Army, ef-

fective immediately. Don Carle Gil-

lette will resume in the post.

i

Memphis — Charles Rounsaville,
Paramount Exchange salesman, has
been called by the Army. His wife,
Vivien, also serves as secretary at
the Second Army Quartermaster
Depot.

Sam Weissman of Warners' home
office Advertising Department leaves
for the Army tomorrow while Jules
Goldmans, of the home office the-
ater department, who has been with
the company for over 12 years,
leaves for Army service today.

Detroit—Additional Detroit show-
men are joining the services. Mort
Maius, general supervisor of Associ-
ated Theaters Circuit, is joining the
Marines. Redick Hamer, manager
of Associated's Trenton Theater, is

joining the Army Air Corps. Joe
Berns, son of Booker Sol Berns, is

already in the Air Corps at Camp
Dale Marbry, Tallahassee, Fla.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Gene Raymond has

received a commission as a first

lieutenant in the Army Air Force
combat command. Raymond holds
a pilot's license.

Omaha—Eddie Shafton, secretary
of the local Variety Club, has re-
ported to the Army at Ft. Leaven-
worth. Shafton is chairman of

the V. C.'s National Law Committee.

Decatur, 111.—First Lieut. Joseph
J. Nepote, manager of the new Var-
sity Theater at Decatur, will leave
soon for duty with the armored
forces at Fort Knox.

Tax Program Seen As
Challenge to Industry

(Continued from Page 1)

as a whip to drive the business to

the greatest effort in its history.

Film executives and those who
have control of picture financing
stressed that only by increasing
earnings would it be possible to pre-

vent profits from being slashed be-
low the present levels. If the in-

dustry "take" were no better than
it was last year, then a drastic re-

duction in net profits would face
the film-makers after Uncle Sam
got his share.
One fact was held certain: that

the amount of money available for

dividends would be heavily reduced
regardless of what the profit show-
ing might be. This problem might
be partly solved by paring down the
dividend rate.

Under the proposed tax program
payments to the Treasury would be
increased by more than 100 per
cent. Corporations would have to

pay a 55 per cent tax on what re-

mained after deduction of the excess
profits tax. The 55 per cent would
be a minimum figure. The rate un-
der the present law is 24 per cent.

161 Bausch & Lomb
Employes in Uniform

Rochester—One hundred sixty-one
employes of Bausch & Lomb Optical

Co. are now in the armed services.

Fletcher Shifts to SLC
Denver—Vern Fletcher, Fox Inter-

mountain booker, has been moved to

Salt Lake City in a similar position.

The Denver job goes to Ned Collins,

manager from Delta, Colo.

Joe Cooper on Censor Board
Seattle, Wash.—Joe Cooper, well

known along film row, has been ap-
pointed to the Seattle motion pic-

ture board.

Morning Defense Shows
Increasing in Connecticut

(Continued from Page 1)

to early show on Wednesday, open-
ing day. In addition, the Loew-Poli
houses, in Hartford, Worcester,
Waterbury, Meriden, and Bridgeport
are playing morning shows, and the
Warner houses in Hartford, Bridge-
port, and Ansonia. Jack Schwartz,
operator of the West End, Bridge-
port, is one of the first neighbor-
hoods to try the stunt, and Michael
Sirica at the Capitol, Waterbury, has
periodic shows.

SPG Sets Tomorrow As
Ratification Deadline

(Continued from Page 1)

day between the negotiating commit-
tee of the companies and the Guild.
A conference of Guild unit picket

captains tonight will be followed by
special action unit meetings tomor-
row. Mass distribution literature,

it was learned, is already on the
press. Complete details have been
sent to the Hollywood Committee in

Support of the NYSPG.

Ginger Rogers to Make
Two RKO Productions

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Ginger Rogers will

return shortly to RKO for two pro-
ductions. First will go before the
cameras by June and David Hemp-
stead will produce.
The probability is that at least

one of the forthcoming Rogers' star-

rers will be a musical.

Tulsa Strike Settled

Tulsa, Okla. — Settlement of a
three-week strike of operators at
the Uptown theater, has been an-
nounced by Charles Hathaway, pres-
ident of the Oklahoma Federation
of Labor.

Forbids Re-scaling

Of Canadian Seals

Toronto—Dominion theaters will

not be permitted to increase the
proportion of higher priced seats by
reducing the number of seats at a
lower price "as this, in effect,

amounts to an increase in prices,"
according to a week-end ruling by
James Stewart, Services Adminis-
trator under the Wartime Prices
and Trade Board.
The ruling was of particular in-

terest to film theater men contem-
plating alterations, although its ap-
plication obviously was general.
Admission prices of film theaters

must not be raised without specific

permission from the Wartime Board,
Stewart reiterated. He also again
warned that no building not actual-

ly used for showing motion pictures

for profit on Jan. 31 can be used
for that purpose without written au-
thorization.

Stewart also ruled that no theater

may make a service charge on give-

aways over and above the regular
admission charge, and that theaters
will not be permitted to change
their run category without permis-
sion.

Paraguay Lifts Ban On
Showing of 'Great Dictator'

(Continued from Page 1)

where the ban has been lifted on a
number of pictures. These include

"So Ends Our Night," "Pastor Hall,"

"An Englishman's Home" and "Mor-
tal Storm." A petition to lift the

ban against "The Great Dictator"
is now before the Brazilian authori-

ties and the request may be granted.
Peru agreed to permit the Chap-

lin picture to be shown if certain

cuts were made, but Chaplin is re-

ported to have rejected the offer.

Brazil Finally Ends Ban
On Warners' "Nazi Spy"

"Confessions of a Nazi Spy" has
been approved for showing in Bra-
zil by Lourival Fontes, Chief of

Press and Propaganda. A print of

the picture has been in Rio de Jane-
iro awaiting approval for some time,

and additional prints are now on
their way.

Siems. RKO Chi. Booker

Chicago— Ken Siems, secretary-
treasurer of the film exchange em-
ployes' union, has joined RKO ex-

change as booker. Harold Hellman
has joined the Republic exchange
booking staff.

Miller on Wash. ITO Board

Seattle, Wash.—Cecil Miller of

Spokane has been added to the board
of directors of Independent Theater
Owners of Washington.

Barrows Serving 25th Term
Boston—It's 25 straight years as

president of Moving Picture Machine
Operators Local 182, IATSE, for

Thad C. Barrows.



An IMPORTANT Message

To the Theatre Manager

About FANTASIA:

The opportunity to offer Walt Disney's FANTASIA to his patrons is an honor

recognized by every alert and progressive showman.

To be able to see and hear this glorious attraction at a theatre's regularpopular

price scale is a privilege that will be recognized and applauded by your entire

community.

FANTASIA is no ordinary motion picture. Its coming to your theatre is an event

of extraordinary interest and it is hoped that every showman will avail himself to

the full of the opportunities it presents.

Unlike most motion pictures FANTASIA has a great plus audience waiting to see

it . . . those hundreds and thousands of alert, educated and prosperous people in

every community who are not regular theatregoers but whose patronage is so sorely

needed by every theatre. These people are your plus audience for FANTASIA.

FANTASIA stands today perhaps the most widely publicized and discussed pic-

ture in screen history. Its box office career is well known to you— well into a second

year with more than 1,000 performances on Broadway — record road show runs in

large cities at $2.20 prices— brilliant premieres and engagements thruout the free

world, an avalanche of acclaim by critics and public.

FANTASIA is the picture that has earned for Walt Disney the highest tribute in

the motion picture industry— THE ACADEMY'S IRVING THALBERG AWARD
. . . also the SPECIAL ACADEMY AWARD for "outstanding contribution to the

advancement of the use of sound in motion pictures through the production

of FANTASIA," and the SPECIAL ACADEMY AWARD to Leopold Stokowski

and his associates for their unique achievement in the creation of a new form
of visualized music

—

three awards in all!

Both the regular picture audience and the plus audience are ready for your pre-

sentation of FANTASIA . . . both need only to he told of its local engagement.



In addition to the record publicity that has been given in magazines, newspapers,

columns, reviews, and on the radio, great bodies of cultural groups thruout the

nation have been advised by letter and appropriate literature of the national re-

lease of FANTASIA.

Women's clubs, music clubs and associations, high school and college teachers

*> and other influential people in your community, people eager to extend the success

of FANTASIA, will help you round up this vast new plus audience, if you but give

them a chance.

Therefore we urge every theatre manager, every theatre publicity man, every

showman who knows the value of good will and public relations to make the most
of the opportunity that the showing of FANTASIA presents.

FANTASIA is a picture of Prestige and Profits — get both by going after both

those vital audiences — the regulars by increased advertising in your newspapers,

on the air, on billboards, and the plus audience by direct contact with the influen-

tial leaders of local groups whose memberships can pack to overflowing the largest

auditorium in any city, town or village.

RELEASED APRIL 3...

TECHNICOLOR FEATURE r

0lfc#0H&4c

THE SHOWMAN'S PERFECT
EASTER WEEK ATTRACTION!

Distributed by RKO-Radio Pictures, Inc.



To /^ yirzvto/

nnnonnL Qcfteea SERVICE

EVERY picture—big or program—is a battle

to sell seats. Advertising is your ammunition*

The classes and the masses . . . advertising

reaches them all. The transients and the

regulars . . . advertising reaches them all!

And you've got to reach them all to sell

those extra seats that make big profits out

of little ones. You've got to reach them all

to make running a theatre a pleasure in-

stead of a headache.

Trailers get them on the inside . . . Lobby
Displays and Special Accessories get them
on the outside . . . Standard Accessories get

them when they're away from your theatre.

Stop dreaming about full houses . . . THERE
ARE SEATS TO BE SOLD and the Prize Baby's

got the 3-way Theatre Advertising Set-Up

to sell them! i
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t J. ALLIED DRAFTS COUNTER SALES PLAI

frade Shows Cost Distribs. $50,000 a Year Each
ocal Screening Draw
.verage of 11 Buyers;

ome Have Drawn None

Compulsory trade screenings un-
r the consent decree are costing

e five affected companies approxi-
ately $50,000 a year each, a check-
» discloses. This includes screen-

s rooms, operators, advertising

.d other necessary expenses. It

.s been estimated that the cost of

reenings at which two pictures are
own the cost is in the neighbor-
ed of $2,000.

Attendance at the showings has
(Continued on Page 3)

/eskhesler Grosses

lashed by Blackout

Theater business generally receiv-

a bad sock as a result of Sunday
l?ht's blackout which affected some
jl o score Westchester communities,
was reported generally yesterday

' circuit operators.
;RKO was the only bright spot in

E dark picture. Each of that cir-

(Continued on Page 3)

avy Relief Show's Net
d Approximate $140,000

;'.Navy Relief Show at Madison
I uare Garden tonight, solidly

(.eked by the film industry among
jjiers, will net upwards of $140,000.
jjioss from ticket sale will hit about

(Continued on Page 6)

Hen. Ol instead Lauds
Films' Victory Aid

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—At a luncheon in his

I
honor, Maj. Gen. Dawson Olmstead,

I chief signal officer of United States

Army, expressed the appreciation of

;
the War Department "for the out-

j
standing contribution for which the

motion picture industry is making in

II
the national effort toward victory."

|
General Olmstead pointed out the

I film industry had offered its vast

facilities to the Government without
thought of profit.

WIS. EXHIBS. EXPECT BIZ SPURT
New Ordnance Plant and Expansion of Camp McCoy

Counted Upon to Swell Box-Office "Takes"

Madison, Wis.—Exhibitors in this

city as well as those in a dozen or
more towns west and north of Madi-
son are looking to a spurt in business
shortly as the result of the new
$65,000,000 Badger Ordnance plant,

pi'eliminary construction work on
which has already started in the
vicinity of Baraboo.
Although the site of the plant is

some 40 miles northwest of Madison,
local merchants anticipate a 20 to

25 per cent boost in business, and
many exhibitors are similarly opti-

mistic.

A peak construction payroll of

$2,500,000 weekly is anticipated be-

tween the months of July and De-
cember of this year with an esti-

mated 25,000 workers on the job.

After construction is completed, the
plant is expected to employ some
9,000 workers in normal operations,

(Continued on Page 6)

Coast Drive-in Hits Canadian TA Wants

63-Day Clearance

Two demands for arbitration in the
Los Angeles tribunal were docketed
yesterday with the American Arbi-
tration Association. One of the two
cases was filed by the operators of

a drive-in theater in Burbank.
California Drive-in Theaters, Inc.,

(Continued on Page 6)

New Jersey Allied Will

Hold June A. C. Conclave

Allied of New Jersey will hold its

annual convention at Atlantic City

in June. Harry Lowenstein, presi-

dent, will name a convention commit-
tee shortly.

Council Revamped

Toronto—A demand that the setup
of the industry's National Advisory
Council of the Wartime Prices and
Trade Board be revamped to provide
really independent representation
has been served upon James Stew-
art, Services Administrator, by the

(Continued on Page 3)

WB Would Extend Run
Of "King's Row" at Astor

Warners are talking a deal to ex-
tend the rental of the New York
Astor for at least two weeks, it

was learned yesterday. Company
(Continued on Page 3)

New Insurance Plan in Wis.
ITPA Sets Blanket Public Liability Policy

N. Y. City Citizens Union
Okays Billboard Bills

Albany—-The legislative commit-
tee of the Citizens Union, powerful
New York City reform group, has
informed solons that it gives "very
strong approval" to the two Des-
mond-Peterson billboard advertising
bills.

On the subject of the state bud-
(Continued on Page 6)

Milwaukee, Wis.— Theaters affil-

iated with the Independent Theaters
Protective Association of Wisconsin
and Upper Michigan, Inc., will be
covered by a blanket public liability

policy under the provision of a plan
worked out by the organization's in-

surance committee.
The new plan makes it possible for

members of the association to secure
a lower premium rate on their liabil-

ity insurance and it will be paid for
(Continued on Page 6)

UMPI Proposal Rejected by
Unit as Not Furnishing
Sufficient Exhib. Relief

New Jersey Allied yesterday
drafted a five-point sales plan
as a counter-proposal to the
selling formula submitted by UMPI's
sub-committee on trade practices.
The New Jersey unit, at a meeting-
yesterday, rejected the UMPI plan,
declaring that although the present
method is unsatisfactory, the new
proposed plan "does not afford
enough relief to warrant exhibitor
approval."
The plan outlined by New Jersey

Allied is as follows:
1. Sales to be made quarter-

ly.

2. All pictures to be identified

(Continued cm Page 3)

PCC Rejects Plan,

Conn. Asks Change

Two exhibitor units have rejected
UMPI's proposed sales plan and one
other has approved it with a reser-
vation.

Allied Theaters of Connecticut, at
a meeting yesterday in New Haven,

(Continued on Page 6)

Drumm, Gittleson, Level
Named to New RKO Posts

Prank L. Drumm and Harry Git-
tleson have been promoted to new
posts in RKO's expanded sales de-
partment. Jack Level of the publicity

(Continued on Page 3)

Para, and Sandrich
In New 2-Year Deal

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Paramount yesterday

signed Mark Sandrich to a new two-
year producing and directing contract.

Deal will go into effect in June,

following the 10-week vacation Sand-
rich is taking upon the completion

of his' "Holiday inn," the Irving Ber-

lin musical with Bing Crosby and Fred

Astaire.

JL
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Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc 391/4
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RKO
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Scnotone Corp 1% 1% 1%
Technicolor
Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc

Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45.. 63 66
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 60 62 1/2

MITCHELL MAY, Jr.

CO., INC.

INSURANCE
Specializing

in requirements of the

Motion Picture Industry

75 Maiden Lane, New York

510 W. 6th St. Los Angeles

Columbus V. C. Sets Ball
To Herald "Male Animal"

Columbus, O.—Local Variety Club
has completed plans for a "Male Ani-
mal" Ball to be held at Valley Dale
tomorrow night as an advance cele-
bration for Thursday's world pre-
miere of Warners' "The Male Ani-
mal," at the RKO Palace Theater.
Cab Calloway's Band will have an
NBC pickup from the ball.

James Thurber, co-author of the
play from which "The Male Animal"
was made arrives here today to par-
ticipate in the premiere. Thurber
is a native of Columbus and an
alumnus of Ohio State, whose fac-
ulty, student body, 120-piece band
and 80-voice chorus also will take
part in the opening.

Gates, Disney's-Goldwyn
Joint Rep. in S. America

Bernard J. Gates has been engaged
jointly by Walt Disney and Samuel
Goldwyn as their special rep. in

South America. Gates leaves by
clipper shortly for Buenos Aires
where he will headquarter.

Gates formerly was Columbia's
manager in Spain and has represent-
ed M-G-M in Mexico, Central Amer-
ica and Argentina. It is the first time
that Disnev and Goldwyn have had
a special representative in South
America.

Public Relations Group
To Pick Sec'y Thursday

Public Relations Council of the
Motion Picture Industry is scheduled
to meet on Thursday to consider the
appointment of a permanent secre-
tary. Several persons whose names
have been linked with th post have
been found unavailable, it is under-
stood.

Dora Tooker Rites Today
Dora Mather Tooker, wife of Jo-

seph H. Tooker, motion picture litho-

grapher, will be buried today in Old
Tennant Churchyard, Tennant, N. J.

She died Sunday at the Leroy Sani-
tarium here after a long illness. Ser-
vices will be private.

McConnell Named Again
Chicago—Thomas McConnell has

been named arbitrator in the Whea-
ton (111.) Theater arbitration case,

set for March 17. This makes the
third case for McConnell.

FOR FASTER,

FRIENDLIER SERVICE

AT LOWER COST -'PHONE

Tostal
Telegraph
CHARGES FOR TELEGRAMS 'PHONED IN

APPEAR ON YOUR TELEPHONE BILL.

Chi. Musicians Playing
Service Shows "for Free'

Chicago—The Chicago Musician's
Union action in clearing musicians
to headline or accompany shows
staged under the auspices of the
Amusement and Recreation Division
of the Chicago Commission on Na-
tional Defense is lauded in the divi-

sion's trial report, just released.
The report points out that the ac-

tion "is more far reaching than any
of us realizes," and continues, "The
very thing they have spent their
lifetime in establishing, namely, that
no musicians should work without
pay under any circumstances, has
been set aside, and none of the mu-
sicians, regardless of what they
would be paid, could play a finer

show than those who have appeared
for us regularly every Saturday and
Sunday. Without them there could
be no shows."
Shows are staged at the Service

Men's Center.

CFI Profit for 1941

Reported at $513,451

Consolidated Film Industries, Inc..

and subsidiaries, report a net profit

of $513,451 for the year ended Dec.
31, 1941, after depreciation, interest,

provision of $230,000 for Federal in-

come taxes, etc., equal to $1.28 a

^hare on 400.000 shares of cumula-
tive preferred stock, on which divi-

dend arrearae-es amounted to $10 per
share at close of the year.

This compares with $590,031 or
$1.47 a share on $2 preferred stock
in 1940. after Federal tax provisions.
Net sales in 1941 amounted to $6-
256,355 as against $7,235,337 on 1940

Ark. ITO to Meet May 10-11

Little Rock. Ark.—Ark. ITO will

hold its annual convention here May
10-11, it was announced following
a meeting of the Board of Directors.

W. S. Malin, Augusta, is president.

COminG and G0IIIC

IRVING REIS of RKO studios is at the Wj
wick.

SABU, "The Elephant Boy," is in town.

CECIL B. DeMILLE will come East to aft

the opening of his "Reap the Wild Wind"
the Music Hall on March 26. He will leave
Coast following the world premiere of*
film in Hollywood on March 19.

WILLIAM HEBERT, Samuel Goldwyn's public

and advertising chief, is in New York for c

ferences on "The Pride of the Yankees."

ADOLPHE MENJOU has arrived in Hie <]
for several radio dates.

JAMES THURBER today heads for his he

town, Columbus, O.. where he will be the gu
of honor at the world premiere of Warner's

"'

Male Animal" Thursday.

CLENN FORD arrives in New York tomorr
he had been due yesterday.

JOE HOLTON, 20th Century-Fox talent sec
j

is in Chicago.

CLAUDE RUBENS, Great States theater exe
five, is spending his Winter vacation in Arize

WILLIAM HEINEMAN returned yesterday fii

3 Southern sales tour.

MANNY REINER is back from Dallas.

E. T. (PECK) GOMERSALL, Universal's W( i

ern division sales manager, has left for
j

Coast. He will be gone three weeks.

RUBE JACKTER, assistant sales manager !

Columbia, has returned from a vacation I

Florida.

Texas Theater Owners
Hold Regional Today

Mineral Wells, Tex. — Preside
Henrv Reeve is here from Menard
day for the first of a series of r<

ional meetings of the Texas Tl
ater Owners, Inc. Scheduled
speak are Bob O'Donnell and L.
Rice of Dallas and Judge D.
Strickland of Mission.

Marin on Temple Pic
Edwin L. Marin was announc;

yesterday by Edward Small as 1

director of Shirley Temple's "M
Annie Rooney."

NOTICE OF
20TH CENTURY-FOX
TRADE SHOWING

for the benefit of exhibitors generally

NEW HAVEN

//TO THE SHORES OF TRIPOLI"
will be shown at the 20th Century-Fox

Exchange in New Haven, 40 Whiting St.,

AT 10 A.M. ON SATURDAY, MARCH 14

(instead of the date originally scheduled)
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I. J. Allied Oralis

winter Sales Plan

(Continued from Page 1)

jby star, director and synopsis.
3. If more than one of the

identifications is changed, the
picture is to be considered a sub-
>titution and may be eliminated
t the option of the exhibitor.

4. In addition to the above, the
exhibitor has the right to can-
cel 20 per cent of the total

amount of money in the con-
tract.

5. In the event of a percent-
age picture being sold in the
contract, the overages paid shall

be included in computing the
total value of the contract. If

an exhibitor decides to cancel a
picture designated at percentage,
the film rental of said picture
.-hall be determined by the aver-

; age film rental of the last four
percentage pictures of the same
company.
The unit yesterday decided to hold
nother meeting on March 26 at the
'adillac Restaurant, Newark. A
jefsteak dinner will be held in the
.•ening.

Support of attendance at the next
mpa luncheon also was voted.

VB Would Extend Run
)f "King's Row" at Astor

(Continued from Page 1)

)ok the house for six weeks for the
ngagement of "King's Row," cur-
8nt. Present company plan is to
ive that picture two additional
•eeks. Rental of the house is up
n the week-end.

Warners were reported from the
oast yesterday weighing two-a-day
ans of "In This Our Life" at the
.stor, New York; Woods, Chicago,
nd Carthay Circle, Los Angeles.

u Pont Directors Renamed
Wilmington—Sole action taken at
nnual meeting of stockholders of
I. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.,

esterday was re-election of direc-
ts and ratification of an amend-
lent to the certificate of incorpora-
on indemnifying officers and direc-
)rs against expenses incurred in
iwsuits unless involving negligence
r fraud.

Oregon/ LaCava

Lowell Calvert

Stuart Holmes

Floyd E. Stone

A Reporter's Cuff Notes
• • • YES'DAY, Ralph Austrian, RCA Photophone's assistant vice-

prexy, clarioned that his org. is now synchronizing Universal Newsreel as

result of a long-term contract just concluded Actually, we under-

stand, the arrangement became effective on Mar. 2 Western Electric

formerly did the job The new pact puts the work in capable hands

of H. D. Bradbury, RCA Photophone's local technical chief at 411 Fifth

Ave. ... • Harry (Warners) Kalmine has his wing in a sling. . . .

• Down Pittsburgh way, the Harris Theater Corp. announces that the

J. P. Harris (formerly the Alvin) Theater, their first-run stand in the down-

town section, will definitely reopen on March 27 House was virtually

demolished 'bout a year ago when the roof caved in John and Drew

Eberson, noted pic house architects, have designed the new theater, and

it's reported to be a honey. ... • Well, tonight's the big Navy Relief

Show in Madison Sq. Garden, with scads o' filum personalities participat-

ing on the great stage.—and lot's of celluloid folks in the audience, too. . .

.

• Which reminds that Honolulu cables that Commander John Ford, who

grabbed the Academy's Oscar for best direction ("How Green Was My
Valley"), has bought out the entire seating capacity of the Waikiki Thea-

ter for a showing of the film this comin' Friday, when Navy men 'will

be guests Consolidated Amusement Co., owners of the house, plan

to turn over the proceeds to Navy Relief

V V V
• • • AND speaking of the Waihiki Theater,—not long back,

your favorite trade paper ran a photo of the fluorescent carpet therein

and credited installation to Alexander Smith, when it should have been

credited to A. if A. Karagheusian, via the B. F. Shearer Co

S'cuse. ... • living Dotlinger, prexy of Associated Theaters of N. J.,

was tendered a surprise luncheon by group's membership upon his re-

turn from a Miami vacation the other day Shindig was held at

the Newark Athletic Club, and Irving was presented with a $500 De-

fense Bond inasmuch as he was celebrating his third year as org.'s prexy

Pretty nice, wot?

T
• • • REMEMBER PEARL HARBOR!

Canadian ITA Wants
Revamping of Council

(Continued from Page 1)

Independent Theaters Association.

Tossing a monkeywrench into the
advisory machinery established to

function with the Government board,
the ITA adopted a resolution which
charged that the indies' representa-
tion on the nine-man Council was
not truly representative. Resolution
also contends that the selection of

indie members was not made a prop-
erly constituted meeting of indies

and that the method employed failed

to assure fair and equitable repre-

sentation for all indies.

Crux of the ITA squawk is that
the four so-called indie reps, on the
Council include, two are interested

in the same company which holds
two theaters and that three belong
to the same exhibitor organization,
while the ITA, which has been carry-
ing the indie ball for seven years,

is not represented.

Drumm, Gittleson, Level
Named to New RKO Posts

(Continued from Page 1)

department has been named editor

of Flash, the company's house or-

gan.
Drumm, who has been assistant

to Bob Wolff, New York branch man-
ager, for 12 years, becomes assis-

tant to Bob Mochrie, Eastern sales

manager. Gittleson, veteran editor

of Flash, takes over similar duties

under Walter Branson, Western sales

manager.

Cary Grant in "Claudia"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—It will be Cary Grant

opposite Dorothy McGuire in Selz-

nick's production of "Claudia."

Blackout For Loop
Chicago—James Trinz, Theatrical

Section of OCD, advises Loop the-

ater owners that a test blackout will

be made here.

Trade Shows Cost

Dislribs. $50,000
( Continued from Page 1

)

been below expectations. Available
figures indicate that an average of

only 360 buyer-representatives at-

tends the screenings in the 31 ex-
changes. One company reported that
an average of 11 and a fraction buy-
ers attend each local tradeshow.
The number of persons in the room
often is larger, but they mainly are
friends of the buying exhibitor.

There are a few cases on record
where not one exhibitor showed up
at a tradeshowing.

Westchester Grosses
Are Slashed by Blackout

(Continued from Page 1)

cuit's houses carried luminous signs
attached to the wicket, explaining
that tickets were on sale inside the
lobby, where small lights invisible

from the street were used. The au-
thorities had no objection to the
use of the signs because they could
not serve as a target. A spokesman
for the circuit said in some situa-

tions only standing room was avail-

able. He said business had been
"hurt but not much."

In most cases it was reported that
few persons dared to venture out-

doors during the blackout. Those
who did find themselves in the streets

wex-e herded into buildings and other
places of safety by policemen and
air raid wardens. The sale of tickets

halted at nine o'clock.

The report from Loew's was that

business was affected "considerably."

"Very bad" was the way the
Brandt people put it. The slump
at the Brandt houses started at 7:30

P.M., an hour and a half before the
blackout, with grosses estimated to

have been as much as 40 per cent

under those of the previous Sunday.
Business showed no improvement af-

ter the blackout.

According to a spokesman for

Skouras, that circuit's take was
"seriously affected."

Most circuits expect business to

take still a worse beating next Sun-
day, when all of Westchester will

black out.

Tony Sarg Rites in Cincy

Cincinnati—Funeral services will

be held here today for Tony Sarg,
famed puppeteer, who died of pneu-
monia in New York Saturday night.

C'est la Guerre!

New Haven—Alex Bookspan, of
Fishman Theaters, Inc., is doing
his bit for defense by bicycling to

the office in the film district, a good
2 l/2 miles.

Seattle, Wash.—B. C. Johnson,
has leased the Atlas Theater from
S. Mukai, at least for the duration.
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JUST AS THEY'RE DOING AT:
Strand, NEW YORK
Midwest, OKLAHOMA CITY
Ambassador, ST. LOUIS
Majestic, PROVIDENCE
Broadway, PORTLAND
Palace, ROCHESTER
Shea's, JAMESTOWN
Victory, DAYTON
Shea's, TORONTO
Capitol, OTTAWA
Orpheum, VANCOUVER
Tivoli, HAMILTON, ONT.
Downtown, LOS ANGELES
Stanley, PHILADELPHIA
Warner, HOLLYWOOD
Warner, MEMPHIS
Warner, FRESNO
Earle, WASHINGTON
Ambassador, WASHINGTON
Stanley, BALTIMORE
Warner, WORCESTER
Roger Sherman, NEW HAVEN
Strand, HARTFORD

Warner, BRIDGEPORT
Branford, NEWARK
Hippodrome, CLEVELAND
Ohio, CANTON
Capitol, MADISON
Stanley, JERSEY CITY
Opera House, NEW BRUNSWICK
State, WATERBURY
Palace, SO. NORWALK
Garde, NEW LONDON
Fabian, PATERSON
Warner, READING

WARNER BROS
HOLDOVER
SPECIALISTS
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Wisconsin Exhibitors

Expect Biz Spurt

(Continued from Page 1)

all of which should mean extra money
at the box-office for houses in Dane,
Columbia, Sauk and other nearby
counties.

In addition to this windfall, a
$22,800,000 enlargement program
has been announced for Camp Mc-
Coy, which is near Sparta, situated

some 60 miles northwest from Bara-
boo. Construction work is scheduled
to start at Camp McCoy about Mar.
25.

The area of these two projects is

populated by few large towns with
the population of most of them un-
der 10,000 and operating only one or

two theaters. Biggest city on the

west boundary of this area is La
Crosse, which is about 20 miles
southeast from Sparta, and has seven
houses. On the east boundary, larg-

est city is Madison with the same
number of theaters. Steps are un-
der way to erect a new house at Lodi,

which is in the heart of the Badger
Ordnance area.

The two projects are likely to prove
a bonanza for more than some 30
houses in this area particularly dur-

ing the coming summer months,
which have been none too profit-

able for some in the past because of

competition from free merchant
sponsored movies.

Navy Relief Show's Net
To Approximate $140,000

(Continued from Page 1)

$115,000, while that from the pro-
gram will approximate $35,000.

Industry leaders prominent in

planning the show include Howard
Dietz, who heads the publicity com-
mittee; Marvin Schenck, who is

chairman of the entertainment com-
mittee and Abe Lastfogel, chairman
of the program committee.

Program will run five hours, and
will be emceed by Tyrone Power,
Randolph Scott, Lou Holtz, Henny
Youngman, Ed Gardner, Walter Win-
chell, Bert Lytell and Jack Haley.
Among the stars who will entertain are

:

Benay Ventura, Jim Barton, The Hartmans,
Dick Powell, Loretta Young, Jimmy Durante,
Hazel Scott, Fred Allen, Kenny Baker, Bette
Davis, Bill Robinson, John Carradine, Joe E.
Lewis, Diosa Costello, Ray Bolger, Merle
Oberon, Connie Boswell, Geo. S. Kaufman and
Moss Hart, Joe Louis, Paul Draper, Dinah
Shore, Billy De Wolfe, Al Jolson, Edgar
Bergen, Hal Le Roy, Reginald Gardner, Bert
Lahr, George Jessel, Constance Bennett, Janet
Gaynor, Danny Kaye, Gertrude Lawrence,
Myrna Loy, John Garfield, Betty Bruce,
Madeleine Carroll, Eddie Cantor, The Ink
Spots, Ella Logan, Carmen Miranda, James
Walker, Rosario & Antonio.

Exchangeites-Majors In Pact

Detroit—Final contracts are about
to be drawn up for film exchange
employes Local B-25 and all majors,
following return of Clarence Hill, of
20th-Fox, and C. J. Scollard, of Para-
mount, to New York. Details of the
contracts are not available here, but
informing channels assert that a
two-year pact is expected.

TO THE COLORS!
Rochester—Robert Wilcox was in-

ducted into the Army here.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Jeffrey Lynn is now

an Army private.

Cleveland — Two motion picture
operators are volunteers in the ser-
vice. Walter Berg, projectionist at
the "Y" Theater, has enlisted in the
Navy and is at present stationed at
the Great Lakes Naval Station in

Chicago. Elmer Schafer of the
Waldorf Theater has joined the Coast
Guard and is waiting an assignment.

Cleveland—Jack Newman, former
singing doorman at Loew's Stillman
Theater is now stationed at Shepherd
Field, Texas.

Cleveland — Harold Greenberger,
son of Henry Greenberger, official of
Community Circuit Theaters, is at
Jefferson Barracks, Mo.

Eight More Features Get
Starter's Gun This Week
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Eight new pictures

are scheduled to go into production
this week. The check-up:
At Columbia: Six shooting, includ-

ing "Return of the Rough Riders,"
western, with Charles Starrett and
Russell Hayden. Director, William
Berke and producer Jack Fier.

At M-G-M: Ten shooting.
At Monogram : Four shooting, including

Sam Katzman's "The Corpse Vanishes," mys-
tery, starring Bela Lugosi. Wallace Fox di-

recting; Robert Tansey's "Where Trails

End," western starring Tom Keene.
At Paramount: Six shooting, including

"The Major and the Minor," romantic com-
edy, co-starring Ginger Rogers and Ray
Milland. Producer, Arthur Hornblow, Jr.,

and director Billy Wilder.
At Republic : Four shooting, including

"In Old California," historical drama, with
Albert Dekker, Patsy Kelly and Edgar Ken-
nedy. William McGann directing for pro-

ducer Robert North.
At PRC: Three shooting.
At RKO Radio : Two shooting, including

Samuel Goldwyn'_s "The Pride of the Yan-
kees."
At 20th-Fox : Six shooting, including

"Strictly Dynamite," musical, with Betty
Grable, Victor Mature and John Payne. Wil-
liam LeBaron producing and Gregory Ratoff
directing; "Them Lovely Bums," has been
changed to "It Happened in Flatbush."
At Unitel Artists: Three shooting, includ-

ing Edward Small's "Miss Annie Rooney"
and "Friendly Enemies" ; Hal Roach shoot-
ing "Hitler's Valet," comedy, with Bobby
Watson, Joe Devlin, George E. Stone and
Herman Bing. Director Gordon Douglas and
producer Glenn Tryon.

At Universal: Six shooting, including
"Showdown," actioner, with Don Terry, Leo
Carrillo, Andy Devine and Elyse Knox.
Christie Cabanne directing for producer Ben
Pivar.

At Warners: Five shooting.

Columbia's "Martin Eden'
Opens In Quebec Hauses

Quebec—With Glenn Ford, making
a p.a., Columbia's "Adventures of
Martin Eden" was given its pre-
miere at the Capitol and Empire
Theaters here. Ford was entertained
at the Garrison Club, was presented
with the key of the city of Quebec
and a "Laissez Passer" card and was
received at the legislative buildings
by Premier Adelard Godbout. Star
arrives in New York tomorrow.

Gary Cooper in "Bells"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — It's official. Gary

Cooper will play Robert Jordan in
Heminway's "For Whom the Bell
Tolls" at Para. Cooper reports May
4.

West Coast Drive-In

Hits 63-Day Clearance

(Continued from Page 1)

operating the San-Val Theater, a
drive-in, charged that the 63-day
clearance granted to the Major, Mag-
nolia and Loma Theaters was un-
reasonable. Complainant asked that
the clearance of the three theaters
over the San-Val be reduced to sev-
en days. The five consenting com-
panies were named.

L. W. Allen, operating the South-
gate Theater, Southgate, Cal., filed a
case against the five consenting com-
panies, claiming that the 91-day
clearance now granted to the Vogue
Theater over the Southgate was un-
reasonable and asked that the clear-
ance be cut to 56 days.

Sosna Names Four Majors
In New "Some Run" Squawk

Louis Sosna, owner of the Sosna
Theater, Mexico, Mo., has filed a de-
mand for arbitration in the St. Louis
tribunal, charging that Warner
Bios., RKO, 20th Century-Fox and
Paramount have refused to sell him
product on any run.

Sosna previously filed a similar
case against Loew's, won the case
and lost it again when Loew's filed an
appeal.

Cooney, Hammond, Ind., Exhib
Withdraws Clearance Plaint

J. J. Cooney, operator of the Rio
Theater, Hammond, Ind., has with-
drawn his clearance case filed in the
Chicago tribunal.

N. Y. City Citizens Union
Okays Billboard Bills

(Continued from Page 1)

get, due for passage this week, the
Citizens Union called for "reduction
and adjust glaring inequalities in the
stock transfer tax," calling it a dou-
ble tax on the same transaction.
Stock transfer rates should be ad-
justed to approach more nearly an
ad valorem basis, the report says,
while another reduction in order to
let New York state houses compete
with out-of-state business is advo-
cated. Theater stock, active on the
market, has long been cited as
hampered by the double tax on stock
transfer.

New Insurance Plan

Evolved by ITPA
\

( Continued from Page 1

)

through the association on a i

rata basis according to the seati

capacity of the paritcipating tl !

aters.

Through the engagement of D.
MacKinnon, Milwaukee fire in|
ance rate specialist, members of* i

association are also realizing a s;

ing on their fire insurance costs
making corrections to booth equ
ment and construction in accordai
with recommendations set forth
MacKinnon and in keeping w
standards of the insurance rati

bureau.
The association's committee wh

has been instrumental in arrivi

at a solution to the exhibitor's
surance problems on a group bas

includes William L. Ainsworth, Fc
du Lac, president; Harry Perlewi I

Milwaukee, business manager; I,

Marcus, Ripon, and F. J. McW
liams, Madison, directors.

The new insurance service bei

offered by the ITPA of Wisconsin
expected to serve as a stimulant
increased membership in the orga
zation.

PCC Rejects Plan
Connecticut Asks Chang

( Continued from Page 1 )

voted in favor of the. blocks-of
method, provided there would be

20 per cent cancellation privilege <

termined on the total cost of 1

block.
New Jersey Allied rejected 1

UMPI plan and submitted a plan
its own. (See lead story, Page On

In San Francisco on Saturdi
trustees of the Pacific Coast Conf
ence of Independent Theaters owns
unanimously rejected the blocks-

12 proposal. Trustees declared tr

the plan was unsatisfactory and i

sufficient in itself to correct presc-!

ills of distribution and sales.

It was reported in New York yi

terday that the PCC planned to h<

another meeting to further consic

the UMPI plan.
ITO of Ohio will hold a gene];

membership meeting on Thursday
Columbus to vote on the propos
formula. Texas Allied also will mi
this week. MPTOA units are voti

by mail.

UA-Cagney Deal Impends
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAI

Los Angeles—James Cagney, a

his brother, Producer William Ca
ney, have completed their contra*

at Warners, and are now on vac

tion, but their deal with United A
tists is expected to be finalized

about a week or 10 days.

Schwartz Dies on Coast
Los Angeles—Milton Schwartz,

one time vice-president of Fox Fi'

Corp., died on Saturday in San I

dro, Calif., from a heart attac

His body will be sent East today f

burial.
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REPUBLIC PICTURE

TOM BROWN • BILLY GILBERT
RUTH TERRY

THURSTON HALL • ELISHA COOK, JR.

JERRY LESTER • MILDRED COLES
HAROLD HUBER

and SKINNAY ENNIS AND HIS BAND
ALBERT S. ROGELL— Director

Screen Play by Art Arthur, Albert Duffy and Max Lief

Based on a Story by Mauri Grashin and Robert T. Shannon
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IMPORTANT NOTICE
Eastman Motion-Picture Film Cans and Cores

MUST BE RETURNED

WAR requirements have sharply curtailed the

supply of metal and plastics needed to manufacture

3 5-mm. motion-picture film cans and cores. Conse-

quently, the Eastman Kodak Company urges the

prompt return of these essential supplies. They

must be used over and over again.

Help maintain the supply of motion-picture

film by seeing to it that all Eastman cans and cores

are kept in good condition, collected, and shipped

to the Kodak Park Works, Rochester, N. Y.

By doing your part in this emergency, you

help yourself and everyone connected with the

motion-picture industry— as well as all those who

depend more than ever on the screen for vital

information and entertainment.

Write for prices and detailed shipping information.

Motion Picture Sales Division

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER, N. Y



"II |- rv Washington—President Roosevelt at his press conference yesterday said that while the war effort

IT1S lN©©Cl©Cl" I. Um l\. must of necessity be the nation's primary concern, it was essential that human beings must have

llm, radio and dramatic entertainment, sports and outdoor recreation to maintain a proper balance and thus promote over-all efficiency.
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Film Matinees Shrink as Femmes TakeWar lobs
Conflict's Impact Upon
Attendance Habits Traced
3y Philadelphia Showmen
Philadelphia—The impact of the

bar upon theater attendance habits

s being vividly demonstrated here.

Downtown theaters without excep-

ion are experiencing terrific week-
end business, with turnaways gen-
erally prevailing.

Coupled with that has developed
i drop in Monday to Friday at-

;endance. This drop, incidentally, is

aot restricted to evenings, but is

oeing felt at the matinees as well.

3ne explanation advanced by ex-

libs. is that more and more femmes
(Continued on Page 8)

[ommillee Waits as

Canadian Indies Row
Toronto, Ont.—Exhibitor factions

lave been so busy glaring at each

other in connection with representa-

:ion and operation of the Advisory
Touncil, formed to function with the

.Var Time Prices and Trade Board
hat they have overlooked the impor-

:ant detail of forming an official

committee to deal with internal mat-
ters affecting the exhibition branch
>f the Canadian industry.

This was learned in the wake of

(Continued on Page 8)

Vote Sunday on Separate
Charter for ASC Tops

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Los Angeles — Six hundred and
ifty members of International Pho-
:ographers Local 659 will cast secret

oallot Sunday on question of issuing
(Continued on Page 6)

$207,054 via Dimes
Front Para. Theaters
Final amount- collected in the

March of Dimes Drive from con-

tributions in theaters in which Para-

mount has an interest amounted to

$207,054.50.

Rhode Island Theater Managers will Meet
Tomorrow to Map Emergency Defense Plan

Providence, R. I.—All theater managers in Rhode Island have been ordered

to attend a meeting tomorrow at the Metropolitan Theater here to map industry's

part in emergency defense program. Meeting has been called by William E.

Spragg, recently appointed by R. I. State Council of Defense as coordinator for

the Amusement Industry Division in the State's Protective Division.

Spragg has named Edward L. Reed of Strand Theater as Sectional Director for

Section Two, comprising Providence, East Providence and Cranston, and Jack

Simons, George E. French, John Carroll and William Brown as Deputy Directors

in that Section.

Howard Heads New

Booking Combine

Boston—Affiliated Theaters Corp.,

new booking combine, has been
chartered here to provide complete
booking and service facilities for

theaters participating. Capitaliza-

tion is $50,000, and corporation will

operate from Park Square Building
headquarters.

Arthur K. Howard, for the last

eight years business manager of In-

(Continucd on Page 6)

Republic's Mar.-April

Bookings $2,000,000

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—James R. Grainger,

president of Republic, announces
that for the eight weeks, commencing
March 9, the company has a record

number of advance play dates, to-

taling $2,000,000. Bookings,
_
he

states, are headed by "Sleepy Time
(Continued on Page 8)

WB Execs. Consider

Philly Allied Kicks

Philadelphia — Ben Kalmenson,
Warners general sales manager, and
Roy Haines, Warner sales executive,

attended a regular board meeting
of the local Allied unit here on Mon-
day, it was learned yesterday.

While no one would comment on
the nature of the Conference, it was
believed likely that it included some
of the criticism heard at the recent

(Continued on Page 6)

WPB Asks Owners to Sell

16 mm. Sound Projectors

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — War Production

Board yesterday asked owners of
1939-'40-'41 model sound projectors

for the showing of 16 mm. motion
picture films to sell them to the
Government, because such machines
are essential for the rapid teaching

(Continued on Pane 8)

Palm Case DismissalReversed
Board's Decision Adjusts Thien's Clearance

AMPP Studies Info

For New Defense Areas

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — As direct result of

rapidly-changing population struc-

tures in defense industry areas, pub-
lic relations committee of Associa-

(Continv.ed on Page 6)

An arbitrator's decision dismissing
the clearance complaint filed by the
Palm Theater, St. Louis, has been
reversed by the Motion Picture Ap-
peal Board.
Victor Thien, operator of the Palm,

charged that under existing con-

tracts with Paramount and 20th Cen-
tury-Fox, the Union Theater has 14

(Continued on Page 8)

Part of N. J. Proposals,

However, Economically
Impossible, It Is Held

New Jersey Allied's counter-pro-
posals to the selling plan created
by UMPI's sub-committee parallels

to a large extent the provisions of
the substitute formula, except that
portion dealing with how percent-

Detroit

—

Michigan Allied's board

of directors has endorsed an alter-

nate film selling plan, but proposes
that films be sold in blocks of 20

to 24 twice annually instead of
four times as in original plan. This
uppears to be primarily upstate

sentiment here.

ages can be determined, which,
spokesmen for the distributors say,

is economically impossible to grant.

Comparisons in the two plans
(Continued on Page 6)

UMPI Sub-Committee

Re-convenes Mar. 25

UMPPs sub-committee on Point 5

of the unity program is scheduled to

re-convene on March 25 in New York,
Leon Bamberger, executive secre-

tary, announced yesterday. Because
the UMPI headquarters are now in

(Continued on Page 8)

Distributors Will Get
Blocked Bermuda Coin

American distributors were in-

formed this week that blocked money
in Bermuda would be released to

them shortly and that monetary re-
(Continued on Page 7)

Doormen to Stand
In New YorU State

Albany—The Assembly Labor and

Industries Committee yesterday killed

the Moran bill, introduced last week,

which called for an amendment to

the labor law to provide a seat for

doormen taking tickets in motion

picture theaters.
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FINANCIAL
(Tuesday, Mar. 10)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (2y2%)
Columbia Picts. pfd.. . 26'/2 26 Vi 26Vi + 1 Vi
Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East. Kodak 118y2 118/2 118/2 — 1 Vi
do pfd
Cen. Th. Eq liy4 11 11

Loew's, Inc 393/8 39 393/8 + i/
g

do pfd
Paramount 14% 14 Vi 14 1/4 — Vi
Para. 1st pfd
Para. 2nd pfd
RKO 2% 25/8 25/8
RKO $6 pfd
20th Century-Fox ... 83,4 834 834
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros. . ._." 478 4% 47/8
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46
Loew's deb. 3 Vis46
Para. B'way 3s55
Tara. Picts. cv. 3V4s47
V/arner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 99 Vi 99 Vi 99 Vi + Vi

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Radio-Keith war. ... Vi Vi Vi
Technicolor
Trans-Lux
Universal Picts 26 26 26 -f- 1

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45 63 66
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 59% 62 Vi

"U" to Pay $2 Dividend
On First Pfd. April 1

UniversaFs board has declared a
dividend of $2 per share on the 1st
preferred stock, payable April 1, to
holders of record March 25.

REEVES
Sound Recording Studios Inc.

1600 Broadway New York City

35mm. Ib'mm.

Film Acetate and Wax Recording Facilities.
Complete Location Equipment for Film, Business
Meetings and Specialty Recordingi.

Moskowitz to Host Loew
Managers at Ampa Show

C. C. Moskowitz, vice president in

charge of theaters for Loew's, has
invited all of the company's manag-
ers in the Metropolitan area to at-

tend as his guests the Ampa's The-
ater Showmanship Show at the Edi-
son Hotel on March 17.

William K. Jenkins will head a
party of Lucas & Jenkins officials

from Atlanta to attend the Ampa
show. The L & J party is scheduled
to arrive here on Monday and will

consist of E. E. Whitaker, division
manager, Atlanta; J. L. Shields, city

manager for Columbus, Ga.; Hudson
Edwards, city manager for Savan-
nah, Ga., and Lamar Swift, city man-
ager for Waycross, Ga.

Sales Tax Without Any
Exemptions, C of C Plan

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—A sales tax, with no

exemptions, was proposed as the ba-
sis of the 1942 war revenue program
by the New York State Chamber of

Commerce in a statement prepared
for presentation to the House Ways
and Means Committee yesterday.
Sales tax would range from 2 or
3 per cent on foods and 5 per cent
on consumer goods to 10 per cent on
luxuries.

Quarterly Tax Payment
Passed by N. Y. Senate

Albany—New York state taxpay-
ers got a dual break yesterday. The
Senate voted quarterly payment of
income taxes, effective immediately,
while the Assembly okayed the re-

vised state budget and tax program,
including Gov. Lehman's proposal
for a 25 per cent slash in state in-

come taxes. The Assembly had al-

ready passed the quarterly payment
legislation.

Warner Club Ball Called
Off—C'est La Guerre

Warner Club ball, originally sched-
uled to be held Saturday night at the
Waldorf-Astoria, is a war casualty.
Too many homes office employes are
engaged in extra curricular defense
activities to make it feasible to hold
the ball this year. Annually, it's been
one of the highlights of the film
social season here.

. NATIONWIDE-BUT

§ NOT TOO BIG FOR

FRIENDLY SERVICE!

Tostal
Tdegvapb
CHARGES FOR TELEGRAMS 'PHONED IN

APPEAR ON YOUR TELEPHONE BILL.

Unable to Meet Deadline,
Majors Advise N. Y. SPG

New York SPG will hold a special

meeting at the Piccadilly tonight in

the wake of the failure of the pro-
ducers' committee to meet the 11

a.m. contract deadline yesterday.
Statement issued by the Guild said

that the committee advised that the
companies had found it impossible
to meet the deadline.

Subsequently, unit meetings at all

companies instructed the Guild ad-
ministration to proceed with already
formulated plans to place the dispute
before organized labor and the pub-
lic, it was announced.

Columbia Workers Pick

Local 109 to Bargain

By a vote of 215 to 43, the white
collar workers of Columbia Pictures
have designated the Screen Office and
Professional Employes Guild, Local
109, UOPWA, CIO, as their collective

bargaining agent. The election, or-

dered by the NLRB, was held on Feb.
25, but, due to a technicality, the
results were not known until yester-

day.

"Bedtime Story" to Start

At Music Hall on Mar. 19

Columbia's "Bedtime Story," Fred-
ric March-Loretta Young starrer,

starts at the Radio City Music Hall
on March 19, following "Woman of

the Year." Latter starts its sixth

week at the Hall tomorrow, thus
equalling the records of "Rebecca"
and "Philadelphia Story."

$100,000 Ad Campaign
To Back "King's Row"
Warners will place a $100,000 na-

tional ad campaign behind "King's
Row," which is to be generally re-

leased April 18. Pic, now in its

sixth week at the New York Astor,
will stay another fortnight.

Ampa Elects Nominating
Committee Tomorrow

Ampa will elect a nominating com-
mittee to pick an official slate for>

next year at a closed meeting to-

morrow noon at the Hotel Edison.
Adolph Zukor will be Ampa's

honor guest at its subsequent meet-
ing on March 17.

COmillG and GOIflG

LEONARD SUES is here from the Coast
go into the cast of "Johnny 2 x 4," wh
opens at the Longacre on Monday.

LORETTA YOUNC and TOM LEWIS, her hub
are at the Waldorf.

in Phoenix for a fSPYROS SKOURAS
days.

ANN RUTHERFORD arrives in Chicago toe

en route back to Hollywood, having ends
USO tour of service camps.

F. J. A. MCCARTHY, Southern and CanV
division manager of Universal, has left for C-

ada, returning in a few days.

H. M. RICHEY leaves tonight for Cincinn:

MARJORIE REYNOLDS, Fred Astaire's n

dancing partner, will be in New York n<

week.

ROBERT BENCHLEY arrives from the Co,
tomorrow.

ED SCHREIBER of the Warner home off

arrives in Columbus, O., today for the wo
premiere there of "The Male Animal." HERBE
ANDERSON, a member of the cast who is n

a corporal in the army, will also be on hand.

ANDY SMITH and WALTER BRANSON I

last night by train for Kansas City.

WALT DISNEY is expected to arrive in Was
ington today.

N. Y. Child Actor Bills

Amended by Sponsors

Albany—Assemblyman Harold
Ehrlich yesterday amended his chi

actor regulatory bill, including a fu
ther liberalization for non-profe
sional radio program participatior

Sen. William Hampton also h;

amended the Senate companion bi

Eventual passage is looked for
the Legislature passed somewh
similar measure last year but b
was vetoed by Governor Lehman

j

being too loosely drawn.

Walsh to Attend Texas
IATSE Meet in Houston

A state meeting of the IATS
will be held in Houston, Tex., <

March 17. All officials of the Inte

national, headed by Prexy Richa
Walsh, will be on hand. The ge

together will last a couple of days

Douglas to Drop Career
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAH
Hollywood—Melvyn Douglas w

drop his screen career for the dur
tion to concentrate on his OCD po
upon completion of his current C
lumbia assignment.

We Are Now Writing

WAR RISK and BOMBARDMENT INSURANCE

CONSULT US

THE EBENSTEIN CORPORATION
Insurance Brokers and Adjusters

17 East 49th Street

New York PLaza 3-4632
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"A stunning comedy . . . superb clowning . .

.

hilarious... Miss Lombard does a brilliant job,

matched perfectly with Mr. Benny. Her last

performance is her greatest . . . one of the

comic delights of the year!"

—

Herald Tribune

"Humor and suspense . . . deliciously funny . .

.

Benny and Lombard a fine team."

—

News

"Tears down the house! . . . Carole Lorn*

bard smooth and brilliant . . . Jack Benny

amazing . . . One of the outstanding com-

edies of the year! Destined for terrific

business at the Rivoli, and rightly so, be-

cause it's grand entertainment!"

—

Mirror

"Something to laugh over from start to

finish... Carole is really terrific...Among
Benny's and Lubitsch's best!"

—

PM

"Carole Lombard's performance is bril-

liant . . . Jack Benny does his best screen

work to date . . . One of the most enter-

taining comedies of the season. A deft

blend of farce and suspenseful drama . .

.

One highly amusing scene after another!"
—Journal-American

"Carole Lombard beautiful and blithe . .

.

Fine hand of Lubitsch is apparent . . .

Benny runs the comic gamut!"
—World-Telegram

"Miss Lombard looking her loveliest and

giving a performance which will rank

with her best . . . Laughs, an exciting story,

good performances."

—

Post

"A sure-fire click!"—Walter Winchell

ALEXANDER KORDA presents

CAROLE LOMBARD • JACK BENNY
in ERNST LUBITSCH'S Comedy

"TO BE OR NOT TO BE"
DOORS OPEN UNITED
ot 9:30 A. M. * ARTISTS

B'WAY at 49th St.

MIDNITE SHOWS

Record Rivoli business as this review ad appears in all New

York City newspapers. To the hundreds of theatres now holding

over this great comedy hit, we suggest a similar ad to reproduce

the raves this important picture is getting in all key spots!
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WB Execs. Consider

Philly Allied Kicks

{Continued from Page 1)

gathering of independent exhibitors
under the auspices of the Commit-
tee of 38. At that time, protest was
registered against the high terms
asked by Warners for "Captains of
the Clouds" and other pictures.

It was reported that Kalmenson
and Haines indicated that they would
consider the Allied demands.
While the independent exhibitor

meeting last week was not sponsored
by Allied but by a group of indepen-
dents, Allied men have been promi-
nent. Non-Allied men did not par-
ticipate in the meeting on Monday.

Howard Is President of

New Booking Combine

{Continued from Page 1)

dependent Exhibitors, Inc., Allied af-

filiate, has resigned that post to be-

come president of ATC.

Artkino Will Release
"Our Russian Allies"

"Our Russian Allies," made in

England by the Anglo-American
Film Corp. from Russia newsreel
material, has been received by Art-
kino for distribution in this coun-
try. The film is said to show for

the first time secrets long withheld
by the Soviet authorities—such as

military . maneuvers and training
tactics of the Russian armed forces.

The film as originally edited car-

ries a commentary written by J. B.
Priestley which is spoken by a bat-

tery of commentators, the noted
British author among them. Art-
kino is considering the advisability

of using American commentators
who have drawing power at the box-
office.

No release date has been set.

SSudy New Ascap System
Chicago — Ascap managers and

field agents met here to study a new
system, recently introduced by the
oiganization, of using Ascap sales-

men to keep trade informed on latest

songs and best method to merchan-
dise them. John Payne, general man-
ager, presided. He said Ascap now
had 33,000 licensees.

Raoul Walsh

William Jaffee

Ralph A. Kohn

Don M. Alexander

• • • T'OTHER DAY, Ben Pollock, brother of Lou, Eastern ad chief

at Universal, get an idea for a political noczepaper cartoon He sat

down and sketched it, and sent it to PM, which rarely accepts work of an

outside cartoonist But the sheet bought Ben's, and now he's showing

a check to prove it. . . . • And speaking of cartoons (this time animated),

a new character has been created by a New York promotion man
And the idea is getting cagey reception from several movie magnates

Looks like a natural for shorts. ... • The Press Photographers' Asso-

ciation of New York will hold a preview of their Seventh Annual Photo

Exhibit on this Friday night, Mar. 13 (the boys ain't a bit superstitious)

Venue is the New York Museum of Science and Industry o'er in the

RCA Building Award Ceremonies will take place that night at 10:15

promptly. ... • When Bill Scully completes his Florida vacation, he's

going to the Coast to set up plans for the annual Universal convention

T T
• • • CATHERINE CUMMINS, secretary at Interstate circuit's

headquarters in Dallas, is one of that city's champ knitters She has

pulled the wool over the eyes of needles to the extent of 10 sweaters

and dozens of helmets for the British Relief La Catherine places

her name in all such garments Last week, she received a letter of

'appreciation from C. Greenhill of the RAF, whose home is in Angus,

Scotland The letter was written from a town in England He
promised Miss Cummins a bit of heather on his first leave File

wider, shall we say, "Romantic Yarn". ... « Postmaster General

Frank C. Walker will be toastmaster at the 37th annual banquet of the

Friendly Sons of St. Patrick of Lackawaima County on Mar. 17

John J. O'Leary, general manager of the Comerford chain, is chairman

of the music and entertainment committee

T
• • • REMEMBER' PEARL HARBOR!

Vote Sunday on Separate
Charter for ASC Tops

{Continued from Page 1)

a separate IATSE charter to Amer-
ican Society of Cinematographers for
diiectors of photography. Authentic
sources predict members will vote
overwhelmingly against granting
charter and will insist that their

union be given jurisdiction over all

camera workers in the industry. ASC
has a five-year contract with pro-
ducers which has some time to run,
and its representatives have an-
nounced they expect companies to

abide by it.

AMPP Studies Info

For New Defense Areas
{Continued from Page 1)

tion of Motion Picture Producers has
started a nationwide survey to de-

termine the best method of getting
motion picture information to new
population centers that have had a
sudden growth.

Bergman in James's Novel
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Ingrid Bergman will

star in Henry James' "The Wing of

a Dove," to be filmed by Selznick as
"She Walks in Beauty."

Theater Signs to Stay
Lighted if Attended

Toronto—The Government authori-
ties have relaxed the restrictions

against outdoor commercial lighting

in vital industrial centers which had
been drawn up as a permanent pre-
caution for possible air raids, making
a distinction between attended and
unattended lights. Permission has
been granted for the use of illumin-

ated signs, canopies and exit lights

if they can be instantly turned off

by a staff employe. Previously, in

some centers, there had been a per-
manent ban against the lighting of

signs, theater marquees and outside
displays but there had been many
complaints and some confusion.
Warning has been issued that re-

strictions of a permanent nature are
still possible from another source,
namely the power controller, because
of the possibility of a power short-
age for munition work, this being an
entirely different matter to ARP de-
fense measures.

Mrs. Leo S. Koch Dead
Mrs. Leo S. Koch, mother of Eve-

lyn Lee Jones, well known film pub-
licist, died yesterday morning. Miss
Jones is the wife of Charles Reed
Jones, advertising head of Republic.

Parallels Are Seen

In N. J., UMPI Plans

{Continued from Page 1)

outlined by spokesmen yesterday i
\

follows:
1. New Jersey Allied asks for

quarterly selling. That method
is provided in the UMPI plan.

2. All pictures, under the New <

Jersey plan, should be identified
by star, director and synopses
Such identification is conterrf
plated also in the UMPI plan,

but lack of time prevented fur-
ther clarification of the point, it

was said.

3. If more than one of the .

identifications are changed, New |

Jersey asks that the picture
be considered a substitution and
subject to elimination. That
point, also, is possible under the
UMPI plan but discussion of the
issue was not completed at the
time the sub-committee ad-
journed.

4. A 20 per cent cancellation
on the block-of-12 is recom-
mended by the New Jersey ex- '<

hibitors. According to distrib-

utors, the cancellation mention-
ed in the UMPI represents the
minimum and that some compa- '

nies may go further than the
minimum requirements.
The fifth point, determination o

percentages, is opposed to the dis

tributors' policies, it was said.

Honor Vincent Jaccbi

At Dinner Saturday

Vincent Jacobi, business agent c

Local 1, IATSE, and president cj

the Theatrical and Amusemer.
Crafts Council, will be honored fo

his services at a dinner Saturda
night in the grand ballroom of th

Capitol Hotel. Former Mayor Jame
J. Walker will be toastmaster.

Among the labor leaders to a1

tend will be Thomas J. Lyons, prex
of the New York State Federatio
of Labor; Thomas Murtha, head o

the Central Trades Council, an
Louis Krouse, secretary-treasurer o.

the IATSE. A number of stage an
screen stars will entertain.

TO THii COLORS!

George Muchnic, assistant secre

tary and treasurer of RKO Radic

has resigned to serve with the Sig;

nal Corps as a captain. Muchnkl
associated with RKO since 193£

leaves Friday for Washington.

Chicago—Raymond Carnoff, mana
ger of the Essaness circuit's -'-40i

Theater, has joined the Army. Car
Levine of the Biograph has als*

joined up. James Donnelly takes hi;

place as the Biograph manager an<j

Stanley Nicholson takes over at th'

American Theater.
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"To the Shores of

Tripoli"
ith John Payne, Maureen O'Hara, Randolph

Scott, Nancy Kelly

Drh-Fox 86 Mins.

SAGA OF MARINE CORPS PACKS TER-
IFIC BOXOFFICE SOCK; "NATURAL"

rALL AUDIENCES,

he Marines are coming. Let the show-

lan cheer, for they're bringing victory to

is boxoffice.

Darryl F. Zanuck spared nothing to make
To the Shores of Tripoli" a natural for

very type of audience. It is a solid

enlevement bringing credit upon everyone

ssociated with the production, which is in

echnicolor. Definitely this is one of the

nest pieces of entertainment to issue from

ie 20th-Fox portals.

'To the Shores of Tripoli" is something

3 stir the blood of every patriotic Amer-
:an. Its salute to the nation's Marine
orps, to whom the film is dedicated, en-

enders tremendous excitement and stirs

wealth of emotions. No finer masterpiece

f raw, red-blooded, thumping action has

ome out of Hollywood's studios.

The Government helped give the film

s thrill and inspiration by making Marine

nd Naval facilities available to 20th-Fox.

4ost of the film was shot at the Marine

ase at San Diego. Shot for shot this film

elivers a wallop that no film has been
bie to top so far this season.

The film is "hot," what with the Pearl

larbor attack playing an important part in

Jie story.

The story of Steve Fisher, as translated

ito screen form by Lamar Trotti, captures

II the color, all the movement that fills

he existence of the American Marine.

John Payne, a brash, cocky fellow just

ut of military school, joins the Marines,

i feud springs up between him and his

ergeant (Randolph Scott), a pal of his pop.

Vhen he gets fed up with the strictures

f Marine life, he considers taking a cushy

esk job in Washington. The fact he has

alien desperately for a Marine nurse (Mau-
een O'Hara) complicates the situation,

'he sudden appearance of a dizzy gal

riend (Nancy Kelly) causes a misunder-

tanding between him and the nurse. In

isgust he applies for his discharge from
he corps and gets it.

While riding to town with Miss Kelly he

. ears the news of the Pearl Harbor attack

n the car radio. In a flash he deserts

jMiss Kelly and falls in with his former

Marine buddies, who are headed for a

ransport for service in the theater of war.

he feud between Payne and Scott ends
vhen the former, at the risk of his own
fe, saves the sergeant from death at target

ractice at sea.

The screenplay mixes rich, boisterous

omedy with the heroics in masterly fash-

3n.

Payne does a bang-up job of acting. Scott,

idiss O'Hara and Miss Kelly are splendid,

"he same goes for every other member of

he large cast.

CAST: John Payne, Maureen O'Hara, Ran-
dolph Scott, Nancy Kelly, William Tracy,

faxie Rosenbloom, Henry Morgan, Edmund
vlacDonald, Russell Hicks, Minor Watson,
Man Hale, Jr., Margaret Early, Frank Orth,

ris Adrian, Joseph Crehan, John Hamilton,

•tanley Andrews, Richard Lane, Gordon
ones.

CREDITS: Producer, Darryl F. Zanuck;

"Sundown Jim"
with John Kimbrough

20th-Fox 53 Mins.

WESTERN WITH TEXAS A & M FOOT-
BALL STAR SHOOTS THE FIREWORKS
WITH FAIR AIM.

The news here is Jolting John Kimbrough,

who was signed by 20th-Fox for a series

of westerns when the football season ended.

Showmen who were waiting to see what
manner of attraction they were getting in

the All-American from Texas A & M can

be told that he doesn't make a very per-

suasive western hero as he stands.

Whatever John's pretensions as a purveyor

of two-gun heroics may be, exhibitors can

be certain that the kids—not to say football

fans of all ages driven by curiosity—will

flock to see him. After all, the Kimbrough

name cannot be discounted.

"Sundown Jim" gallops like hell but rests

its case chiefly on its Utter contempt for

the conservation of ammunition. The thing

sounds like a Fourth of July celebration.

Guns seem to speak more often than the

actors. Before it's all over practically every-

one has had a taste of lead.

The plot is the one about the fearless

young sheriff come to bring law and order

to one of those hell towns which bloom

so fruitfully in the western soil of cinema-

land. The sheriff is a man of action who
says little. You know how guys like him

give the bad boys the willies in these horse

operas. The town in this instance is torn

by a feud between two factions. Land

swiping figures in the tiffing. Foiling every

effort to bump him off, the new sheriff

succeeds in wiping up the whole dirty mess

and restoring peace to the community. It

all stems from an Ernest Haycox novel which

ran in Collier's.

Romance? Our hero is too busy sparking

i gun to bother with such stuff. The daugh-

ter of one of the feuders shows some

•nterest in him. That's the closest the story

°ets to the tender passion.

Naturally, Kimbrough is the sheriff. Ar-

•een Whelan is the aforementioned gal.

Except for Kimbrough, the cast does very

nicely—considering.

CAST: John Kimbrough, Virginia Gilmore,

Arleen Whelan. Joseoh Sawyer, Paul Hurst,

Moroni Olsen, Don Costello, LeRoy Mason,

Lane Chandler, James Bush, Charles Tannen,

Cliff Edwards. Paul Sutton, Eddy Waller,

Tom Fadden, Frank McGrath.

CREDITS: Executive Producer, Sol M.

Wurtzel; Director, James Tinling; Screen-

olay, Robert F. Metzler and William Bruck-

ner; Based on novel bv Ernest Havcox; Cam-
eraman, Glen MacWilliams; Editor, Nick

De Maasio.

DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY.
Good.

Mrs. Nellie Saunders Dead
Detroit—Mrs. Nellie Peck Saund-

ers, 72, silent screen actress, who
formerly played in Charles Ray pic-

tures, died suddenly at Greenwood,
S. C. Her home was in Detroit. Her
husband and one son survive.

Associate Producer, Milton Soerlina: Direc-

tor, Bruce Humberstone; Original Story,

Steve Fisher; Screenplay, Lamar Trotti;

Cameramen, Edward Cronjager, William

Skall. Harry Jackson; Editor. Allen McNeil.

DIRECTION, Great. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Great.

'Rio Rita'
with Abbott and Costello

M-G-M 91 Mins.

TUNEFUL, RIOTOUS MUSICAL COM-
EDY RINGS THE B.O. BELL; SHOULD
SCORE DECISIVELY.

Although no mention is made of it, this

production has its genesis in the old Florenz

Ziegfeld show of the same name. That
stage vehicle served the screen once be-

fore in 1929. The version under inspection

offers almost new material. It has been
brought so up-to-date as to include Nazi
spies in its plot.

This "Rio Rita" is a bright, expansive

musical with its comedy content developed
to take advantage of the talents of Bud
Abbott and Lou Costello.

By no means strictly an Abbott-Costello

picture, this, in spite of the fact that their

presence in it will provide the chief box

office draw. The film offers much more.

It has considerable musical lift with its

wealth of stirring and lilting song numbers
and sweeping orchestrations. And it has

color and warmth, plus great hunks of the

outdoors.

Several of the numbers from the Zieg-
feld original have been retained. It is

good again to hear "Rio Rita," "The Rang-
er's Song" and "Long Before You Came
Along." The first two carry the Harry

Tierney-Joseph McCarthy imprint. The last

is a Harold Arlen-E. Y. Harburg product.

Murray Cutter, Leo Arnaud and Paul Mar-
quardt have provided rich vocals and or-

chestrations.

Abbott and Costello are seen as em-
ployes of a Texas hotel located near the

border. The manager is the chief of a gang
of Nazi spies. He sets a fair member of

the outfit to rope in a famous radio singer

with the idea of using him as a tool to

promote its cause. Now, there is a sweet
young thing, a childhood friend of the sing-

er,who is very much in love with him. She
is heartbroken by the friendship between
the two.

The story assigns Abbott and Costello to

a double mission. First, to get the female

Nazi off the singer's neck. Second, to as-

sist in the undoing of the spy gang. In both

the comedians acquit themselves with flying

colors, but not before they have had some
close squeaks productive of many laughs.

Abbott and Costello are up to par. Their

familiar antics will give audiences their

money's worth of laughs. The two lovers

are John Carroll and Kathryn Grayson. They
make a splendid singing pair. Carroll's

resonant baritone registers with a sock.

The femme spy is played by Patricia Dane.

They, as well as the other members of the

cast, are topnotch. The film introduces

to American film audiences a Brazilian hot

dancer named Eros Volusia. She's all right,

though far from sensational.

The film has smart, fast direction by

S. Sylvan Simon.

CAST: Bud Abbott, Lou Costello, Kathryn

Grayson, John Carroll, Patricia Dane, Tom
Conway, Peter Whitney, Barry Nelson, Eros

Volusia.

CREDITS: Producer, Pandro S. Berman;
Director, S. Sylvan Simon; Screenplay, Rich-

ard Connell and Gladys Lehman; Special

material for Abbott and Costello by John

Grant; Cameraman, George Folsey; Editor,

Ben Lewis; Musical Director, Herbert Stot-

hart.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Excellent.

"Heart of the Rio
Grande"

with Gene Autry, Smiley Burnette

Republic 70 Mins.

FAIR WESTERN, WELL-MADE AND
PLEASANT, BUT GENERALLY SHY ON
PEP THE FANS DEMAND.

This is a well-made and pleasant west-
ern story which might fare better as a

drama for most prairie pic enthusiasts if

there were more action injected. True, there

are sequences wherein Gene Autry rides

hell-bent-for-election to take Edith Fellows

off the observation platform of a moving
train, and subsequently from a speeding

ranch truck whose breaks have not been
repaired, plus some scenes of bronco bustin'

and a brief equine stampede, but for the

most part the dynamic ingredients, as the

fans like 'em, are lacking.

Properly, this is the story of a school-

girl's character-rehabilitation, necessitated

by the fact that her millionaire industrialist

father, Pierre Watkin, is just too darn busy

making money to pay attention personally

to the girl's upbringing. The recalcitrant

young femme is the same much-rescued
Edith Fellows who doesn't want to accom-
pany her teacher, Fay McKenzie, and her

fellow schoolmates to a dude ranch in

Texas, and, upon being taken there, makes
herself a problem to virtually all concerned.

But Gene Autry takes her under his pater-

nal, understanding wing, and transforms her

behavior. Additionally, against great odds,

he converts the girl's money-bag dad to an

appreciation of the Great Outdoors as op-

posed to the noxious existence of a tycoon

of trade. It's all pretty as yarns go, but

not very peppy and exciting.

Cast generally does well, and William
Morgan's direction is neat, as is the photog-
raphy by Harry Newmann. Smiley Burnette

carries the comedy relief rather capably.

But this reviewer is of the very realistic

opinion that Autry,—inasmuch as westerns
are westerns,—would do better to go after

six-shootin', hard ridin', and melodramatics
more intensively, and keep social scienco

and its corrollaries out of the corral.

Cast: Gene Autry, Smiley Burnette, Fay

McKenzie, Edith Fellows, Pierre Watkin,
Joe Strauck, Jr., William Haade, Sarah Pad-
den, Jean Porter, The James Wakeley Trio.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Harry

Grey; Director, William Morgan; Screenplay,

Lillie Hayward, Winston Miller; Author,

Newlin B. Wildes; Cameraman, Harry New-
mann; Film Editor, Les Orlebeck; Musical

Supervisor, Raoul Kraushaar.

DIRECTION, Neat. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Ditto.

Distributors Will Get
Blocked Bermuda Coin

(Continued from Page 1)

strictions there had been lifted.

While Bermuda is not cansidered one
of the more important markets, some
significance is attached to the fact
that it is the first British possession
to lift the money ban.
A 50 per cent restriction has been

in effect in Bermuda for the last

two years. American companies
normally gross about $100,000 an-
nually from the island. Value of the
market has doubled in the last eight
or nine months because of military
concentrations there.
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Committee Waits as

Canadian Indies Row
(Continued from Page 1)

announcement that the Independent
Theaters Association of Ontario pro-

posed presentation of a resolution of

protest to James Stewart, adminis-
trator of services in the wartime
board, to the effect independents are

not truly represented on the Advis-
ory Council which includes distribu-

tor and chain officials.

It was pointed out the distributors

committee had already been formed
under the board setup comprising
general managers of the eight major
exchange companies and these had
already held a conference with R. G.
McMuflen, Administrator of Theaters
and Films, on matters concerning
film rentals and booking contracts.

In the meantime, no exhibitors

committee to represent all types of

theater operators has been organ-
ized.

It is understood the protest from
the ITA has not been received by
the Government administrators and
that no action will be taken by the

board. Head of Ontario association

is N. A. Taylor who acted as chair-

man of meeting to appoint exhibi-

tors to Advisory Council. Taylor

was not nominated to the Advisory
Council apparently because he is

allied with Famous Players.

The distributors committee of

eight general managers was official-

ly formed for the following purpose:
"Initiate and present to the Advis-

ory Council and/or the Board sug-
gestions looking toward the more
efficient economical and/or more
equitable operation of the distribut-

ing branch, act as an advisory body
for consultation by the Board in

such matters as the Board may re-

fer to it, and refer to the Board
all complaints or disputes relating

to film rentals or distribution which
may arise between it and/or any
of its members and any exhibitor or

exhibitors."

The official purposes of exhibitors'

committee, which has been forgot-

ten in the teapot tempest are similar
in wording. Meantime, the attitude

of the Board is there is nobody to

speak for exhibiting branch of in-

dustry.

Industry observers yesterday com-
mented that the Canadian indies

were acting much as rival American
exhib. groups had for years and that
in following such a course, they
were not doing their cause any good.

Wattayamean, "Quite Unconsciously"?????
Toronto—-One film distributing company in Canada has felt the weight of

Government control of the industry, according to R. G. McMullen, Administrator
of Theaters and Films in the Wartime Prices and Trade Board. The distributor

quite unconsciously changed the terms of a contract with an exhibitor from flat

rate to percentage. Because the flat rental plan had been in effect during the
basic period from Sept. 15 to Oct. 11, the company was ordered to revert to

that system because percentage would have been a deviation from rental stabil-

ization. McMullen has ruled that terms and conditions which prevailed during
the stated period must be maintained, unless that the Board deems a change
advisable or necessary.

WPB Asks Owners to Sell

16 mm. Sound Projectors

(Continued from Page 1)

of the armed forces and defense
workers. Due to the aluminum short-
age, it is necessary to curtail pro-
duction of new projectors, which use
aluminum castings. Some 35,000 16
mm. projectors were manufactured
in '39-'40-'41, many purchasers be-
ing large corporations, such as auto
manufacturers who used them for
sales promotion.
Any private individual, business

organization or school owning such
machines is requested to write the
WPB, stating number of machines
he owns; how manv he is using for
defense training; how many he is

willing to sell; the model year; and
what price he desires for them. Let-
ters should be addressed to M. D.
Moore, Electrical Appliance and
Consumers Durable Goods Branch,
WPB, Washington, D. C. The WPB
will not itself buy the machines, but
will transmit the information to the
War and Navy or other Government
Departments.

Femmes in War Jobs,

Matinees Show Drop
(Continued from Page 1)

are being drawn into business in

greater Philly.

Thousands, of course, are going
into war work, but still more thou-
sands—probably a still larger per-
centage—are replacing men in non-
essential industries. As the war
grows older, this trend necessarily
must be more pronounced. That, say
exhibs., spells a continuing shrink-
age of matinee audiences, predomi-
nately femme.

Theater men here who have been
studying the situation say that in-

quiries have brought the assurance
that the same conditions are being
experienced in other industrial cent-
ers.

UMPI Sub-Commitle

Re-convenes Mar. 21

(Continued from Page 1)

the Astor Hotel, sessions may
held there instead of the Warwi"
Hotel, scene of the previous me<
ings.

The substitute sales plan, co
ceived by the sub-committee, is

pected to have been submitted ta/j
exhibitor organizations by the

(
the group re-convenes. Opinions
the proposed sales plan will

studied at the meetings.
Jack Kirsch, president of Illinc

Allied, is chairman of the sub-coi'
mittee.

Meanwhile, Allied of Easte
Pennsylvania is reported to have a

proved the new sales plan, subje
to additional clarification of canci
lations and tradeshowings.

Appeal Board Reverses
Palm Case Dismissal

WEDDING BELLS

Detroit—Nathan Barnett, operator
at the Alden Theater, was married
to the former Betty Bloom.

Cleveland—George T. Flynn, assis-
tant Universal booker, has announced
his engagement to June McNulty of
this city.

(Continued from Page 1)

davs clearance over the Aubert and
Palm. Aubert has 14 days over the
Palm, except that on pictures prev-
iously played by the Union, it has
seven davs clearance over the Palm.
This, Thien charged, was unreason-
able, but Wesley McAfee, the arbi-

trator, found the clearance reason-
able and dismissed the case.

While agreeing with most of the
conclusions of the arbitrator, the ap-
peal board ruled that the Aubert's
maximum clearance over the Palm
shall be three days, not later than
21 davs after the last olav date at

the Union, except that, "with re-

spect to pictures played by the Au-
bert second-run after first-run down-
town." This, the board ruled, does
not anplv to pictures which the Au-
bert shows at 15 cents, in which case
the Palm may retain its present ac-
tual clearance of 28 days over the
Aubert on such picture*.

The Aubert and +he Union are op-
erated bv the St. Louis Amusement
Co., which intervened.

Wilkes-Barre Mayor Slaps
Ban on All Bingo Games

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.—Mayor Charles
N. Loveland definitely has made up
his mind no Bingo shall be played in
this city after tomorrow. In an-
nouncing his ban on Bingo, Loveland
declared the time has arrived when
everyone should be spending spare
money for Defense Stamps.

"I am perfectly accustomed to
threats of all sorts and definitely do
not intend to change my mind and
back-track on the matter of Bingo,"
said the mayor yesterday.
Loveland last September banned

Sunday Bingo games. He plans to
demand the district attorney's office

to ban Bingo throughout the county.

Republic's Mar.-April
Bookings $2,000,000

(Continued from Page 1)

Gal," "Lady For a Night," and "Y
kel Boy," whose release dates a
this week, and "Girl From Alasks
He adds that "Heart of the E
Grande" is doing extremely well cu
rently because of Autry's popularh
plus the fact that this star sin

"Deep In the Heart of Texas" twi
in the production.
As many prints will have to

made on "Spy Smasher," Graing
declares, as were made on "Lo
Ranger," which grossed $1,000,00(

NLRB Orders SOPEG
Election At 20th-Fox

Mrs. Georqe Pancake Killed
Cincinnati—Mrs. Gpora-e Pancake,

treasurer and cashier for The Knick-
erbocker, Columbus, was killed in-

stantly in an auto accident near Day-
ton, O. Mrs. Pancake's husband was
manager at the Knickerbocker.

Lehighton, Pa.—Outside Bingo op-
erators have been banned under a
ruling adopted by the town council.

Nanticoke, Pa.—Starting Sunday,
only Bingo promoters who contrib-
ute 25 per cent of the profits to a
local Service Club for the benefit of
the men in the armed forces will be
permitted to operate without police
interference, according to an edict
announced by Mayor John Paulus.

Augusta, Ky., Showman
Drowns In Tow Crash

Cincinnati—Roy Edgington, exhib-
itor of Augusta, Ky., is listed among
the missing in the sinking of the
William McBride, tow which crashed
into a bridge pier on the Ohio. Only
four of 16 bodies of persons drowned
were recovered. Edgington was the
pilot of the ill-fated steamer.

National Labor Relations Boa}
has ordered an election to be he
within 30 days at 20th-Fox ai

Movietonews to designate a colle

tive bargaining agent for white cc

lar workers. The election was calL
at the behest of the Screen Office ai

Professional Employes Guild, Loc
109, UOPWA, CIO.
Hearings on a petition for a cc

lective bargaining election at RE
Radio Pictures have started befo
the NLRB.

Williams Plans Appeal
Chicago—Attorneys for Griff Wi

liams in security tax case which ci

cuit court of appeals decided again,
him last week will ask the Supren
Court to review the case.

STORKS!
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIL
Hollywood—A daughter was boi

to Mr. and Mrs. Michael Ames ;

the Cedars of Lebanon Hospital her
Mother is former actress whi
father is with Warners.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIL
Hollywood—Andrea Leeds, in pi

vate life Mrs. Robert Howard, hi

a new daughter.
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IALES PLAN POLLS NOT DECISIVE-MYERS

nquiries Hint Flood of New Arbitration Cases
ajority of Requests for

formation Reported by
AA Tribunals in South

Arbitration tribunals throughout
country are receiving an unpre-

flented number of inquiries, indi-

;ing that a flood of new cases may
[ in the offing. While renewed ac-

ities insofar as inquiries are con-
-ned are noted in nearly all trib-

jals, the majority of requests for
"ormation is being made in the
uth.

Fourteen cases were filed last

>nth, the largest number of de-

inds since October when a total
(Continued on Page 4)

igeonhole Canada

emodelling Pleas

Toronto—Recent applications from
B owners for permits to proceed
th the remodeling of film houses
ve gone to the Dominion Govern-
?nt authorities—and have stayed
're. The reconstruction projects
ve not been extensive nor of an
pensive nature but the necessary

{Continued on Page 7)

tmes Drive Total Rises

o $1,297,204; More Due

Circuit and indie theaters in the
. Louis area, through chairman
airy C. Arthur, Jr., have added
4,416 to the March of Dimes na-
nal total which, to date, amounts

(Continued on Page 6)

- Kansas City Exhibs.
Foresee Boom Times
Kansas City — Boom times are

ahead, local exhibs. predict con-

fidently. Removal of the Farm Credit

Administration from Washington to

this city means the influx cf several

thousand well-paid employes. Ex-

pansion of plants engaged in filling

major war orders—two will double

their capacity—also spells a wave

,
of prosperity, with payrolls jumped
materially.

MPTOA UNIT REJECTS UMPI'S PLAN
N. Calif. ITO Nixes Proposal—Score to Date: Six Groups

For, Five Opposed

Independent Theater Owners of
Northern California is the first

MPTOA unit to voice disapproval of

the substitute sales plan submitted
by a UMPI sub-committee. Thus the
score, unofficially, stands at six or-

ganizations in favor of the proposals,

five opposed and the balance unde-
termined.
Those units that expressed appro-

val recommended, in most cases,

amendments or changes. In this

group are the Allied units of Mary-

land, Indiana, Connecticut, Michigan
and Eastern Pennsylvania and the
ITOA of New York. Votes of rejec-

tion have been registered by Pacific

Coast Conference of Independent
Theater Owners, New Jersey Allied,

ITPA of Wisconsin, Independent
Theater Owners of Northern Cali-

fornia, and Independent Exhibitors,
Inc., of New England.

Allied of Illinois, first reported in

favor of the plan, is now in doubt
(Continued on Page 6)

Philly MPA to Aid "Tax-fo-Limif" Plan

Exhibs. in Service

Philadelphia—Motion Picture As-
sociates of this city will establish a

voluntary supervisory service, to be

placed at the disposal of exhibitors

in the exchange territory who enter

the nation's armed services, it was
disclosed yesterday with the release

of resolutions adopted at a meeting
( Continued on Pane 6 )

Montreal Exhibs. Form
Protection Committee

Montreal— Theater managers of

Montreal met yesterday and formed
a Civilian Protection Committee^
Each manager was named warden of

(Continued on Page 6)

Advanced by Cowdin

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — A tax program

"reaching every available taxable
corporate dollar of excess earnings"
was presented to Congress yesterday
by the National Association of Man-
ufacturers.

Pioposing "taxation to the limit

—

(Continued on Page 4)

Strike Call Authority

Up to N. Y. SPG Tonight

Authority to call a strike of 300
publicists and artists in the major
film offices here will be sought by the

Action Committee of the New York
(Continued on Page 7)

$21,588,790 Eastman Profit

Net Up $1,512,051 Despite 300% Tax Jump

Coast Believes Cagney
Deal With UA is Set

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—It is believed here that

the James Cagney-UA deal has been
closed and that it calls for two pic-

tures annually for a three-year
period. It is understood that finan-

(Continued on Page 6)

Rochester—Despite a 300 per cent
increase in funds set aside for tax
purposes, the Eastman Kodak Co.

and its wholly - owned subsidiary
companies in the Western Hemis-
phere boosted their net profit last

year to $21,588,790, according to the

annual report made public today.

The 1940 net was $20,076,739. Pro-

vision for all taxes amounted to

(Continued on Page 6)

Allied Counsel Says
Further Negotiations
Appear Desirable

Results of exhibitor polls on
the UMPI sales plan have not
been clear-cut and decisive, ac-
cording to Abram F. Myers, Allied
general counsel, who, in reply to an
inquiry by The Film Daily, pointed
out that "in every case, the action
has been accompanied by reserva-
tions, suggestions and counter-pro-
posals." He added that "while the
reports made to this office indicate
strong dissatisfaction with the plan,
they seem to imply that further
negotiations are desirable."

Continuing, Myers said:
"From the returns and other com-

(Continued on Page 4)

Allied Board Meets

Mar. 24 on Sub. Plan

! Allied's board of directors will hold
a special meeting in New York on
March 24 in order to reconcile, if

possible, the widely divergent views
qn the proposed substitute sales plan
and to enable Allied negotiators to

proceed with assurance. The sub-
committee on Point 5 of the unity
program is scheduled to re-convene
the next day.

;
In an announcement yesterday,

(Continued on Page 7)

Sears Off for Hollywood
tbn Pre-Sales Meet Visit

! Grad Sears, vice-president of

United Artists, left yesterday for
Hollywood on a quick visit before
attending the annual sales conven-
tion in Chicago next week.

Emergency Blachout
Lamps as Giveaways
St. Louis—Beating the gun, at

least .locally, three Clarence Kaimann

circuit houses, the O'Fallon, Baden

and Ashland, are offering emergency

blackout lamps as giveaways.
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Net

High Low Close Che.
Am. Seat. 7 7 7
Col. Picts. vtc. UVz%) 5% 53/s 5% — %
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind 1/2 V2 Vi —1-16
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 8 71/2 7'/2 — %
East. Kodak 1173,4 115 115 — 3'/2
do pfd
Cen. Th. Eq 10y8 10*4 1034 — 1/,

Loew's, Inc 38% 38V2 38'/2 — %
do pfd
Paramount 14i/4 14 14 — '/„

Para. 1st pfd
RKO
RKO $6 pfd
20th Century-Fox ... 83,4 8l/

2 8% — Vs
20th Century-Fox pfd. 193/8 193/8 193/8 — %
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros. ...... . 4% 4% 43^ — i/

8

do pfd
NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Loew's deb. 3'/2s46
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3'/4s47
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48

iooy2 ioo3/8 ioo3/8
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Monogram Picts

Radio-Keith cvs 5-32 5-32 5-32+1-32
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor 7% 7% 75/8
Trans-Lux % s/

8 %
Universal Corp. vtc...

Universal Picts

Koerner to Return to N. Y. Post
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Present plans call for

Charles W. Koerner, who is acting

as general manager of the RKO
studios in the absence of Joseph I.

Breen, to return to his New York
post as theater executive for RKO
upon the return of Breen to the stu-
dio on April 6, President George J.

Schaefer stated last night.

Schless and Colli in S. A.

Robert E. Schless, Warner Bros,
foreign manager, arrived yesterday
in Barranquilla, Colombia, where he
will be joined this week by Peter
Colli, the company's Central Amer-
ican manager, coming from Havana.

All Frisco Theaters
Organized for Defense

San Francisco—This city's film

theaters under the guidance of Mrs.
Hulda McGinn, manager of the Cali-

fornia Theater Association, have
perfected an efficient organization to

aid governmental agencies in na-

tional defense.

Every theater manager has become
an air raid warden and is required
to take the prescribed course of

training in the duties of that office.

Every male employe of the theater
is an assistant air warden or is

assigned to some other branch, such
as first-aid or Red Cross work. Every
usherette and cashier has signed up
for work in some branch of wo-
men's work, and classes are held
regularly in first-aid Red Cross and
other defense measures. Close co-

operation is maintained with other
Federal and civic organizations to
co-ordinate the work, and so suc-
cessful is the San Francisco theater
organization that other coast cities

have asked for assistance in putting
it into effect.

Top Pix Click In Hub
Despite Legit. Opposition

Boston — Following the "dark"
week at the local legit, theaters there
is again a surfeit almost of bright
lights in the theater district. No
less than five of the legits, are again
open with top-notch attractions.

Despite this, pix theaters report
biz holding up as usual and, in some
instances, grosses have been even
better than last week. This in the
case of the big Metropolitan, Keith
Memorial and Loew's theaters. At
the first named, "King's Row" is

packing them in, at the Keith Me-
morial "How Green Green Was My
Valley" is in its fourth big week and
still going strong, and at the Loew's
theaters the patrons are standing in

line to see "Woman of the Year."

'Little Three' Execs. Served
In Schine Trust Action

The Government yesterday served
subpoenas on executives of Colum-
bia, Universal and United Artists re-
quiring them to produce books and
records at the forthcoming trial of
the anti-trust suit against the Schine
circuit and the "Little Three" on
April 28 in Buffalo. The move was
the first indication that the Gov-
ernment expects to press the trial

since it received its setback by Fed-
eral Judge Henry W. Goddard which
resulted in the dropping of the
main New York suit from the trial

calendar.

WE to Pay 50c Div.

Western Electric board has de-
clared a dividend of 50 cents per
share on its common stock, payable
on March 31, to stock of record at
the close of business on March 26.

The last previous payment had been
75 cents a share, that rate having
been paid in the four quarters of
1941 period.

25% of Day's Receipts
For Navy Relief Fund

St. Louis—A plan to have St. Louis
theaters turn over 25 per cent of

their receipts netted during the day
and evening of March 17 to the U. S.

Navy Relief Society Fund was voted
approval by the local Variety Club.

Edward B. Arthur, brother and rep-
resentative of Harry C. Arthur, Jr.,

Chief Barker, has been named chair-

man of the special co-operating com-
mittee. Others assigned to the com-
mittee by Assistant Chief Barker
Louis K. Ansell are George Wiegand,
Fred Wehrenberg, Louis Ansell, Matt
Schulter and Les Kaufman.
A special meeting will be held to-

morrow, dedicated to Navy Day,
which will be attended by some 25
Navy officers and men. Guests of
honor will be Sylvia Sidney and Vic-
tor Jory.

Schreiber Entertains

"Male Animal" Guests

Columbus, O.— Harry Schreiber,

City Manager for RKO Theaters,
gave a luncheon party yesterday for
playwright James Thurber, Herbert
Anderson, who is featured in "The
Male Animal," Ohio State University
officials and other members of the
special delegation which will attend
tonight's world premiere of the War-
ner Bros, film at the RKO Palace.

More than 1,500 attended last

night's "Male Animal" Ball at Val-
ley Dale Club, sponsored by the Var-
iety Club. Virgil Jackson, local the-

ater operator was chairman.

Century, Los Angeles
In Clearance Squawk
Charging unreasonable clearance,

Sidney Pink and Joseph Moritz, op-
erating the Century Theater in Los
Angeles, have filed a demand for ar-

bitration, naming the five consenting
companies as defendants. Complain-
ants claim that the 35-day clearance
granted to the first-runs over the

Century and the seven-day clear-

ance enjoyed by the Manchester are

unfair. They ask that the first-run

clearance be cut to 21 days and the

Manchester's clearance over the Cen-
tury be eliminated.

Test Blackout for Chi. Loop
Chicago—Early test blackout for

Loop theaters is planned.

WHEN SPEED'S YOUR NEED

PHONE TELEGRAMS TO

Tostal
Telegraph

CHARGES FOR TELEGRAMS
'PHONED IN APPEAR ON YOUR
TELEPHONE BILL.

cominc and come

ANATOLE LITVAK got into town yesterd.
for his first visit in two years. He will retu
West on Sunday.

THOMAS MITCHELL arrives from Hollywoc
Saturday for rehearsals for the defense air sho\
"This Is War."

JAMES C. PETRILLO, president of the fTjl
ican Federation of Musicians, is back in f i
to roost for a couple of days before t9*»
to the field again.

BETTE DAVIS pulls out for the Coast tonigl

to plunge into her next Warner film, "No>
Voyager."

CONSTANCE BENNETT and hubby GILBEF
ROLAND are at the Waldorf from the Coast.

JOHN DERVIN, division manager of Unite
Artists, was a New Haven visitor.

BEN KALMENSON has returned from a Coa
trip.

Schine Drops Md. Theaters

Baltimore—The Schine circuit ha
dropped the Diamond, Selbyvilli
and the Globe, Berlin.

Bernard Lustig Dies

Toledo—Bernard Lustig, 54, dea
of Toledo's press agents, died sud
denly in Cleveland of a heart attacl
His wife, Betty, survives.

NEW yCELK
THEATERS

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
50th St. & 6th Ave.

SPENCER TRACY : KATHARINE HEPBURN

"WOMAN OF THE YEAR"
Directed by Geo. Stevens : An M-G-M Picture

ON STAGE: "WORDS AND MUSIC" BY COLE
PORTER— Leonidoff's colorful tune-filled revue.
Symphony Orchestra, direction of Erno Rapee.

1st Mezzanine Seats Reserved : : Circle 6-4600

DOROTHY WILLIAM tODII JIMMY

IAM0UR • H0LDEN • BRACKEN • D0RSEY
<n Paramount'* *NB ,AMD

"THE FLEET'S IN"
W>*:. :-::.,

J

N. PERSON
CONNfE BOSWEtl

Paramount*

Betty Victor Jack

GRABLE MATURE OAKIE

"SONG OF THE ISLANDS'
A Twentieth-Fox Technicolor Hit

PLUS A BIG
STAGE SHOW R0XY

7th AVENUE
50th STREET

h lJ.i1 ^iTH A
B'WAY &
47th St.

HUMPHREY 80CART

"ALL THROUGH THE NIGHT"
and

"PLAYMATES"
KAY KYSER—JOHN BARRYMORE
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Let's see how things stand at mid-season!

Good things never cease when
The Friendly Company is your good provider!

The box-office records since last Fall

Have been merry with M-G-M money-shows.

Look them over and then see what follows them!

You'll ROAR with pride just like Leo.

Here are just a few since this season started

:

"Woman of the Year" • "Johnny Eager" • "Bugle Sounds"

"Vanishing Virginian" • "Babes on Broadway" • "H. M. Pulham, Esq."

"Two-Faced Woman" • "Shadow of the Thin Man" • "Smilin' Through"

"Lady Be Good" • "Dr. kkyll and Mr. Hyde" • "Honky Tonk" and others

And then from the company-that-never-stops-delivering:

"COURTSHIP OF ANDY HARDY" {Lewis Stone, Mickey Rooney and the Folk)

"WE WERE DANCING" (Norma Shearer, Melvyn Douglas)

"I MARRIED AN ANGEL" (Jeanette MacDonald, Nelson Eddy)

"RIO RITA" (Bud Abbott and Lou Costello)

"MRS. MINIVER" (Greer Garson, Walter Pidgeon)

"SHIP AHOY" (Eleanor Powell, Red Skelton)

"HER CARDBOARD LOVER" (Norma Shearer, Robert Taylor)

"TORTILLA FLAT" (Spencer Tracy, Hedy Lamarr, John Garfield) .

At the mid-season mark all's well with film business

Because all's swell with the industry leader, ROARING LEO

!
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Hint Flood Of New

Arbitration Cases

(.Continued from Page 1)

of 16 was docketed. Seven cases al-

ready have been filed this month.
In Feb., 1941, the first month of

arbitration under the consent decree,
17 demands were filed; in March
there were 23; April, 20; May, 16;

June, 13; July, 7; August, 13; Sep-
tember, 17; October, 16; November,
eight; December, 11; January, 1942,

nine, and February, 14.

Reason for the current rush of in-

quiries in local tribunals apparently
is unknown. No cases as yet have
been filed in the Seattle territory,

although inquiries have been re
ceived recently.

"Tax-to-Limit" Plan
Is Advanced by Cowdin

(Continued from Page 1)

leaving only enough for survival—in

order to guarantee victory, to elimin-
ate profiteering and to insure the fu-
ture solvency of our Government,"
the program was drafted this week
in New York at a joint meeting of

the NAM finance committee, headed
by J. Cheever Cowdin, Universal Pic-
tures board chairman, and the ex-
ecutive committee.

The NAM represents 80 per cent
of the nation's war production man-
ufacturers.

In a statement explaining the
NAM's attitude, Cowdin said:

"It is our aim after reviewing the
complicated, technical problems in-

volved, to determine an equitable
base to insure the collection of max-
imum taxes from all corporations.

"We will do everything possible
to help the Congress in finding what
might be termed a flexible ceiling,

above which no unwarranted prof-
its will be permitted by any corpora-
tion, but beneath which there will be
a sufficient return to insure private
industry's ability to carry out the
war production program of the Gov-
ernment."

Singles Click in Nabe
San Francisco — After several

months trial, the Vogue theater re-

ports its single feature policy a suc-
cess. Other nabes are contemplating
a similar policy.

George W. Harvey Leslie Fenron
Hap Hadley, Jr.

T TV
• • • FROM theater tycoon to "diamond merchant" is the new
saga of Harry C. Arthur, F & M circuit's vice-prexy and general man-

ager,—for out oi Ole Missouri wafts word that he is among the newest

stockholders of the St. Louis Browns, which club succeeded last season

in pulling itself by the well-known cleats out of the American League,

cellar Despite the Browns having ascended to a tie with the Wash-

ington Senators for sixth place, the club's attendance dropped from 239,-

591 in 1940 to 193,000 in 1941, a loss of 46,591 paid admissions......

Consequently the financial rocks were perilously near when a number

of St. Lou biz gents crawled to the banks as deliberately as a Mississippi

flood New stock is being floated, and Harry is understood to be.

one of the larger purchasers It's a swell break for the club, 'cause

Mister Arthur is a showman of the first magnitude, and may very well

devise promotional means whereby turnstiles may be made to click

merrily Will he use the F & M screens for such promotion?

That's a delicate move as far as the club's players are concerned

Can you imagine a pack of horsehide prima donnas, used to the com-

forts of Pullmans, hearing that Harry intends to put 'em in trailers!

Not even Jim (United Artists) Mulvey has perpetrated such a thing in his

role of Brooklyn Dodgers solon

T T
9 • • THERE'S a certain institutional restaurant in the very

heart of Manhattan which presents a strange pageant of patriotism on

the part of patrons It seems that some 30 years ago the feed-bag-

gery opened its doors, sporting an elegant tile floor inlaid with a certain

Indian symbol,—the now detested swastika of Hitler The swastikas

are conveniently a couple of feet apart, and so the patrons make a

ritual of viciously stepping on them as they march to meals

T T
• • • OUR scouts tell us that Hoyland Bettinger may soon be de-

voting his exceptional talents (which are decidedly plural) to helping

Uncle Sam cinematically,—which will be a good break for said Uncle

Mister Bettinger. we hold, is among the most versatile and adept

gentlemen in the travel film field Everyone who has seen his films,

for example the footage made in the Province of Quebec at the behest

of the Quebec Tourist Bureau, is amazed that travel stuff can be so in-

teresting First, one decides that it is the subject itself; then, that it's

the photography, whether in black-and-white or color; then, that it's

the camera angles; then,—oh, well, the truth is that it's all of these and

more Mister Bettinger, it so happens, is a fine artist Exhibitions

of his paintings and etchings have been frequent and salient events

Consequently his subjects for filming are finely chosen, and the composi-

tion of each sequence is standout Then add the fact that he knows

intimately the mechanics and technique of the camera, and toss in his

flare for narration The result: a "natural" for Uncle Sam's film forces.

T T T
• • • UNIVERSALE promotional forces in alliance with Pub-

licist Phil Laufer o' Loew's Criterion sure started some'n when the

Abbott if Costello opus, "Ride 'Em Cowboy," moved into that B'way

house a bit ago A bar was set up to serve the Crack-a-Jap Cocktail,

recipe for which is: The patron flips a dime on the theater's Mirror Bar,

receives a Defense Stamp, plus a nice tall glass of water Not only

is the idea selling Defense Stamps, but is becoming contagious 'round

the country Furthermore, the noozepapers have given it all a lot

of space, which booms attendance , thereby selling more Stamps!

T T
• • • REMEMBER PEARL HARBOR! ! !

Poll on Sales Plan

Not Decisive—Myer:

. , (Continued from Page 1)

munications, it would seem that c< '

sideration of the proposed selli
]

method has been complicated
what my correspondents term v J

reasonable demands for increa* I

film rentals. They are especiallye:J
turbed about the terms being as?
for certain patriotic subjects whi]
are in demand because of their tin I

liness. Also, preferential terms :

legedly granted in a particular tc

ritory following aggressive action
the exhibitors therein has stimulat
a demand for resort to like tactics 1

other territories.

.

"While progress has been slow a
the results to date have not be

|

spectacular, I feel that the moveme
launched in Chicago on Dec. 9 hi
been worth while. The entire indi
try is indebted to the men who ha
striven so hard to keep negotiatio
alive and make the movement a sv
cess. I am aware of and gratef
for the prodigious efforts of Alliec

representatives. I regret that t

war has not wrought a spiritual r

generation in all branches of the i

dustry.
"It must be that some people

n<jt read the same newspapers th
I do."

Dembow Leaves for Coa
For Premiere of "Reap"

Sam Dembow, Jr., of Paramounl
theater department, is en route
Hollywood for the world premie
of "Reap the Wild Wind" and w
visit Paramount theater associat
along the way in Minneapolis, Sa
Lake City and San Francisco.

Dembow will join Leonard Gc
denson, head of the theater divisio

in Hollywood. Goldenson also is ma;
ing a series of visits en route to tl

premiere.

To Make "White Gorilla"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIl'

t

Hollywood— Liberty National
completing script on its first speci;

"The White Gorilla" which is e:

pected to go into production at tl

Hal Roach studios about March 21

Company wants Peter Lorre to pla

the lead. Bela Lugosi is also u
for an important part.

C'est la Guerre!

Shappton, Pa.— The managemen
of the Palace Theater held a benefi

show to raise funds for cash purse
to be given all local boys now servin
in the armed forces. The campaig
was started by the Community Civil

ian's Defense Council.

Chicago—The Illinois-Indiana Tht
j

ater circuit reports that over 90 pe
cent of its employes are now buyinj

Defense Bonds on payroll allotment:
j
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'Rings on Her Fingers"
with Henry Fonda, Gene Tierney

:Crh-Fox 85 Mins.

GAY SPARKLING COMEDY CLEVERLY
)ONE HAS WHAT IT TAKES AT THE
IOX-OFFICE.

en Englund has woven a smart fast-mov-

screenplay from an original story by

\obert Pirosh and Joseph Schrank. There is

ilenty of action and several clever ideas

hat lift this above the average.

Laird Cregar and Spring Byington are

wo high class crooks who have ideas about

cashing in on a daughter they pick up out

if thin air. They discover Gene Tierney

aehind the counter of a department store

<elling girdles, chewing gum and looking

-cry beautiful. All she has to do is wear

he clothes they give her, travel, and marry

-he millionaire they pick out.

She falls for Henry Fonda (a $65 a week
man, who has saved up all his dough over

a period of years, goes to Florida to buy a

<acht and is spotted by Byington on the

:ieach>. The two kids fall for each other

and the schemers cook up a phony transac-

•ion whereby they sell him somebody's yacht

and run out with Fonda's dough.

The whole story revolves around the

5 15,000 and the scheme Gene Tierney works

jut whereby Fonda gets his money back.

Some of the highlights of the film are snap-

ped in the dance hall and night club where

by some strange streak of luck Henry Fonda

wins and wins until he has collected his

JC^whole $15,000. The last scene is amazingly

well done and is a wonderful finishing touch

to all the clever sequences that precede it.

This is a beautifully acted, directed and

'photographed production. Gene Tierney is

positively lovely and does a perfect job.

Fonda is up to his usual par and these two

team up very well. Spring Byington and Laird

Cregar come through with top-notch per-

formances and so do Henry Stephenson and

John Shepperd.

Rouben Mamoulian has given the picture

that certain touch that makes for a mix-

ture of light-hearted and clever entertain-

ment.

CAST: Henry Fonda, Gene Tierney, Laird

Cregar, John Shepperd, Spring Byington,

Frank Orth, Henry Stephenson, Marjorie

Gateson, George Lessey, Iris Adrian, Harry

Mayden, Gwendolyn Logan, Eric Wilson, Billy

'Benedict, Sarah Edwards, Thurston Hall,

Clara Blandick, Charles Wilson, Mary Treen,

Edgar Norton, George Lloyd, Kathryn Shel-

don, Frank Sully, Mel Ruick.

CREDITS: Director, Robert Mamoulian;
. Producer, Milton Sperling; Screenplay, Ken

Englund; Original Story, Robert Pirosh, Jos-

eph Schrank; Photography, George Barnes;

Art Director, Richard Day, Albert Hogsett;

Set Decorations, Thomas Little; Editor, Bar-

bara McLean; Costumes, Gwen Wakeling;
Makeup, Guy Pearce; Sound, Joseph E.

Aiken, Roger Heman; Musical Director, Cyril

*\ J. Mockridge.

DIRECTION, Superb. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Very Good.

Thorpe Will Fly East
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Director Richard

Thorpe has completed supervisory
editing of his latest picture for M-
G-M, "Tarzan Against The World,"
and plans to fly to New York for a
brief vacation pending his next di-

rectorial assignment.

"The Lone Star

Ranger"
with John Kimbrough

20th-Fox 58 Mins.

WELL PUT TOGETHER WESTERN
ABOUT TEXAS IN THE 80S; SHOULD GO
OVER WELL.

Zane Grey's story makes a good litlte

western with plenty of action, even if its

a little short on originality.

Plot revolves around John Kimbrough, a

Lone Star Ranger, who goes all-out to pro-

tect the ranchers who are being gypped out

of their land and homes by a mysterious

bunch that nobody is able to lay his hands

on. At the beginning of the pic, Kimbrough
saves Sheila Ryan, niece of a prominent

judge who is also president of the local

bank, when the coach she is coming home
from school in is held up.

Her necklace is stolen and the Ranger

retrieves it that same night from a gal in

a saloon. She volunteers the information

that her boy friend (Fred Kohler, Jr.)

bought it for her and the action gets under

way. Kimbrough knows that he must be

at the head of the trouble makers and they

get into a fight. We soon find out that

Sheila Ryan's uncle, Jonathan Hale, is in

cahoots with Truman Bradley, a swindler

who is responsible for all the dirty work.

Hale has begun to disagree with Brad-

ley and he tells him to take complete re-

sponsibility for all further action of the

bunch. The Rangers eventually wipe out

Bradley and his whole gang, including Fred

Kohler, Jr., but not before we have had a

generous share of terrific scenes—plenty of

hard riding, shooting and trick lassoing come
first.

In the end, Kimbrough and Sheila Ryan

get married and peace and quiet settle down
on the little Texas town.

The production is nicely directed, and

well photographed, and the acting is up to

par for this type of picture.

CAST: John Kimbrough, Sheila Ryan,

Jonathan Hale, William Farnum, Truman
Bradley, George E. Stone, Russell Simpson,

Dorothy Burgess, Tom Fadden, Fred Kohler,

Jr., Eddy C. Waller, Harry Haydon, George
Melford.

CREDITS: Executive Producer, Sol M.
Wurtzel; Director, James Tinling; Photog-

raphy, Lucien Andriot; Art Directors, Rich-

ard Day, Chester Gore; Set Decorations,

Thomas Little; Editor, Nick De Maggio;

Costumes, Herschel; Sound, W. D. Flick,

Harry M. Leonard; Musical Director, Emil

Newman; Screenplay, William Conselman,

Jr., Irving Cummings, Jr., George Kane;

Based on novel by Zane Grey.

DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Very Good.

Foy With Betty Kecme
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Eddie Foy, Jr., will

have the lead opposite Betty Keane
in "Moonlight Masquerade," which
will be her first picture for Republic.
John Auer, producer and director.

R. W. Woskie Dead
Colby, Wis. — R. W. Woskie, 54,

operator of the Colby Theater, died
suddenly following a heart attack.

He is survived by his wife and a
sister.

"The Man With Two
Lives"

with Edward Norris

Monogram 67 Mins.

EXCITING, GRIPPING MELODRAMA
SWELL FOR POP HOUSES.

Monogram has come through with a fine

little melodrama. The production is loaded

with excitement and suspense and has been

given the benefit of relentless speed by the

direction of Phil Rosen.

"The Man With Two Lives" profits also

from a rather intriguing plot, in the develop-

ment of which there is much that is weird

and fantastic.

Can the dead be brought back to life?

Can the soul of a dead person enter the

body of another? Such are the questions

that touch off the plot.

The film is a dream. The audience is

given no hint of that until the fadeout.

Monogram proves it can keep a secret.

At the opening of the picture, a doctor

and a psychoanalyst are discussing the ques-

tions posed above. The doctor, who has

been successful with experiments to bring

dead animals back to life, is given an oppor-

tunity to test his theory on the living when

the son of a wealthy friend is killed in a

car crash.

The doctor brings the chap back to life

just at the moment when a notorious gang-

ster is meeting his end in the electric

chair. However, the chap suffers an inner

transformation, the soul of the executed

criminal having found a parking place in

his body. The resurrected man now has

all the killer instincts of the dead thug.

He launches on a blazing career of crime

after taking over the leadership of the

executed man's gang.

To make matters worse, there is a girl

to whom the banker's son is engaged. She

can't understand the sudden lapse of mem-
ory. Nor can the others. Their mystifica-

tion deepens when they discover his salute to

crime. In the end the cops catch up with

him. To save society from his further pres-

ence the doctor kills him with his own hand.

The next thing the banker's son is seen com-
ing out of a coma in the hospital. For the

first time you know it was all a dream.

Effective acting helps to put over the

plot. Edward Norris is capital as the

banker's son. Eleanor Lawson is good as

the sweetheart. Others who acquit them-

selves capably are Frederick Burton, Addi-

son Richards, Edward Keane, Hugh Southern.

CAST: Edward Norris, Frederick Burton,

Addison Richards, Edward Keane, Hugh
Southern, Eleanor Lawson, Wilma Francis,

Tom Seidel, Elliott Sullivan, Anthony Warde,
Ernie Adams, Kenneth Duncan.

CREDITS: Producer, A. W. Hackel; Direc-

tor, Phil Rosen; Original and Screenplay,

Joseph Hoffman; Cameraman, Harry Neu-
mann; Editor, Martin G. Cohn.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fair.

Vending Machine Tax Out
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.—A city ordi-

nance proposing a $5 license fee on
candy, cigaret and gum vending ma-
chines was dropped.

Col. Termer for Sully
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Columbia has signed

Frank Sully to a termer.

"Black Dragons"
with Bela Lugosi, Joan Barclay and

George Pembroke

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
Monogram 64 Mins.

TIMELY MELODRAMA PACKS A GOOD
PUNCH; SHOULD REGISTER STRONGLY
WITH AUDIENCES.

This is a typical "Lugosi," timely as

ration cards—a thriller with a tag that

will have your audience gasping.

Associate-Producer Barney Sarecky has

done a nice job with this. Well cast,

acted, and minus any over-dose of corn,

"Black Dragons" is a neat little production.

The locale is war-time Ameriea and the

tale is about spies within our borders. Bela

Lugosi appears at a doctor's home late one

night and asks to be treated. He interrupts

a meeting of a group of saboteurs who have

been entertaining a party of loud-mouthed

industrialists.

One by one, in the next few days, the

plotters are killed and dumped on the steps

of the closed Japanese Embassy in Wash-
ington. Joan Barclay, an FBI agent, and

Clayton Moore, her fiance, set out to find

the murderer but succeed only in gumming
things up further.

In the denouement it is disclosed that

the responsible American business men are

in reality Japanese, who have been subjected

to plastic surgery by a German doctor, and

who have taken the places of six prominent

American business men. Lugosi is the

doctor who performed the operations and

who, as a reward, was placed in a dungeon
in Japan. He escapes and has his vengeance

to the last man before he is caught.

William Nigh's direction is fine. There

is no telegraphing of the punch. This is a

good bet—another goodie from Sam Katz-

man's Banner Productions.

CAST: Bela Lugosi, Joan Barclay, George

Pembroke, Clayton Moore, Bob Frazer, Max
Hoffman, Jr., Irving Mitchell, Ed Peil, Sr.,

Bob Fiske, Frank Melton, Joe Eggenton,

Kenneth Harlan, I. Stanford Jolley.

CREDITS: Producers, Sam Katzman and

Jack Dietz; Associate Producer, Barney A.

Sarecky; Director, William Nigh; Author,

Harvey Gates; Screenplay, Same; Camera-
man, Art Reed; Art Director, Dave Milton;

Editor, Carl Pierson; Musical Directors,

Lange and Porter.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

USO to Increase Staff

Of Activities Directors

Thirty-one additional activities di-

rectors will be sent to USO outposts
throughout the world as soon as

shipping is available, it is announc-
ed by Robert E. Strawbridge, Jr., di-

rector of the oversea division. The
staff abroad will then number 83.

Plans are being made, it was said,

to increase this number soon to 106.

Kline's First for Metro

Herbert Kline, documentary film

producer-director and his camera-
man, Alexander Hackenschmied, who
were signed last April by Metro,
are scheduled to do "Journey for

Margaret" as their first Hollywood-
made film.
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MPTOA Unit Rejects

UMPI's Sales Plan

(Continued from Page 1)

and another meeting has been called

for next week. ITO of Ohio meets
today in Columbus. Reactions from
Texas Allied, Northwest Allied and
Allied of Western Pennsylvania had
not been learned last night, while

almost the entire MPTOA slate is

still to be heard from.
The New England unit is reported

to be offering a complete substitute

of its own.

Philadelphia MPA to Aid
Exhibitors in Service

(Continued from Page 1)

here last Saturday. Move by the

MPA is unique.
Text of the resolutions follow:
"WHEREAS, many exhibitors operating

motion picture theaters in the Philadelphia ex
change territory may join the armed forces ot

the United States of America, causing the

said exhibitors to, in some instances, leave

their theaters without proper provisions being
made for the supervision thereof, during the

absence of said exhibitors, and
"WHEREAS, it is the earnest desire of the

members of Motion Picture Associates of

Philadelphia, Inc., to assist these exhibitors in

every possible manner to the end that the

theaters of the absentee exhibitors shall not
lose patronage or in any other manner bt
handicapped in their operation,
"Now, therefore, be it resolved that the

members of the Motion Picture Associates of

Philadelphia, Inc., do hereby cheerfully volun-
teer their services and the facilities of their

association to all exhibitors contemplating ser-

vice with the armed forces of the United States
of America, with the assurance that every
available effort will be expended to protect the

interests of the said exhibitors for the dura-

tion of this gigantic struggle to uphold the
principles of freedom and democracy."

Dimes Drive Total Rises

To $1,297,204; More Due
(Continued from Page 1)

to $1,297,204, according to Si Fabian,
treasurer.
M. J. Mullen, Massachusetts chair-

man, reports an additional $5,119.

There are still several hundred in-

dependent theaters and small circuits

which have not made their final re-

ports. The national committee,
anxious to disband the drive's offices,

and avoid further expense, urges
these theaters to make their reports

at once.
Announcements of ushers, projec-

tionists and other staff members
who have won Defense bonds will be

made as soon as drive contributions

are completed.

Drive Honors Olsmith

Dallas—Personnel of the Univer-

sal exchange here are now in the
midst of a Dutch Olsmith Drive to

push "U" product. Drive marks the

tenth anniversary of E. S. Olsmith's

tenure as branch manager.

Plans Yiddish Series
Alexander Archer announces plans

for a series of Yiddish films to be

made at the Palisade Studio in New
Jersey. The first, "Family Secrets,"

goes before the cameras next month
with Rosetta Bialis as the star.

*&%
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TO THE COLORS!
Chicago—Edward Holman of War-

ners' Jeffry Theater leaves shortly
for a Southern Army camp.

Norfolk, Va.—Lieut. Richard Bar-
thelmess reports for active Naval
duty here.

Joseph Giblin, former chief of
staff of RKO-Albee, Providence, is

now a coxswain in U. S. Coast Guard.

Chicago—Eddie Solomon, 20th-Fox
exploitation repiesentative, has been
called by army and reports March 21.

Harry Schuhnan, of the Taft the-
ater, Flushing, reports for Army
service within the fortnight.

Republic, Pa.—Alphonse Faenza,
son of Matteo Faenza who owns and
operates theaters here and in Ben-
tleyville, has joined the Army.
Faenza assisted his father before
enlisting.

Richmond, Va. — Joe Landrum,
Capitol theater staff, has joined the
Navy.

Nat Rubin, manager of the Lyric,
Bridgeport, and Herbert Alpert,
assistant of the same house, will join
the U. S. Army ranks soon.

Oklahoma City — Jimmy Burge,
M-G-M exploiteer in this state, has
enlisted in the Coast Guard and re-
ports in New Orleans next Tuesday.

Coast Believes Cagney
Deal With UA is Set

(Continued from Page 1)

cing will be forthcoming from the
Bankers Trust of New York and
Security First National of Los An-
geles and that these organizations
are also financing David 0. Selznick
and Hal Roach with the two latter

also having some additional finan-
cing from Consolidated Film Indus-
tries.

Drop Stockholder's Suit

To Force GAFC Meeting

Wilmington, Del.—Chancellor Wil-
liam Watson Harrington yesterday
dismissed a stockholders' suit in the
Court of Chancery seeking appoint-
ment of a master to call a meeting
of shareholders for election of direc-
tors of General Aniline & Film Corp.
The dismissal order was entered on
motion of the petitioner, Dorothy P.
Kahle. On Feb. 16, President Roose-
velt vested in the Secretary of the
Treasury title to 97 per cent of the
stock of General Aniline & Film
Corp.

Expect Robert McConnell
To be Named GAFC Prexy
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Secretary of Treas-

ury Morgenthau has selected Robert
E. McConnell, Robert E. Wilson,
George Moffett and A. E. Marshall
to act as managing directors of the
General Aniline & Film Corp. It is

expected that McConnell will act as
president and board chairman.
McConnell is the chairman of the

Engineers Defense Board, comprising
five representatives of each o the
large engineering societies and con-
sulting engineer to the War Produc-
tion Board.
A meeting of the present direc-

torate of General Aniline has been
called for Monday.

Perojo En route to B. A.

Buenos Aires (By Air Mail)—Be-
nito Perojo, the Spanish director, is

on his way to Argentina from Spain.
The purpose of his visit is not known
at this time.

Montreal Exhibs. Form
Protection Committee

(Continued from Page 1)

his own theater. Harold Giles of
United Amusement Corp. will head
the organization.

The meeting decided to divide
the city into four zones, with ap-
proximately equal numbers of the-
aters and named John Reidy, man-
ager of the Princess, as zone cap-
tain in the downtown section. Other
captains will be named later.

It was decided to write to England
and to the Maritime Provinces to find

out what theaters there are doing
in that way and ideas garnered will

form a basis for the new commit-
tee.

A general meeting of theater em-
ployes from all theaters will be held
shortly at which further measures
will be taken.

20th Century-Fox Promotes
Trotti to Assoc. Producer

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM
Hollywood — Lamar Trotti

Century-Fox writer, has been
an associate producer at that
and his initial picture wi
"Thunder Bird," followed by
Oxbow Incident."
William A. Wellman will direct

both pictures.

DAILY
, 20th
made
studio
11 be
"The

Cast as Mark Twain's Wife
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Olivia de Havilland

will likely play Olivia Langdon, the
wife of Mark Twain, in Jesse L.
Lasky's production for Warner Bros,
release of "The Adventures of Mark
Twain." Elizabeth Risdon will play
Jane Clemens, Mark Twain's mother.
Howard Hawks is likely to be the
director. Alan LeMay and Harold
Sherman are writing the script.

Vol Lewton to RKO
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Val Lewton, story ed-

itor for David O. Selznick for eight
years, has been engaged by RKO as
an associate producer.

Eastman Kodak's

Profit $21,588,790

(Continued from Page 1)

$28,229,967 in 1941, as compare
with $9,173,218 the preceding year.
The 1941 net was after deductio

of $2,500,000 for the purpose of el-

ating a reserve primarily for pes
sible inventory losses because o/ex
war. *v=

Earnings per share of commo
stock for 1941 and 1940 were $8.5
and $7.96 respectively.
Net sales were $172,991,349 an

were the highest in the history o
the company, the Kodak report sak
The increase over the previous yea
was 41 per cent. Sales within th
United States accounted for $159
761,643 of the total.

The report pointed out that th
manufacture of special military ar
paratus and equipment is proceed
ing at a constantly increasing rat
and, in general, deliveries are bein
made in accordance with contrac
requirements. Additional facilitie

are under construction for the mar
ufacture of these products.
The ratio of current assets to cui

rent liabilities, according to the r€'

port, at Dec. 27 was 2.4 to 1. Tot£
current assets amounted to $126
184,705 as compared with curren
liabilities of $52,282,806. The larg
increase in this latter as compare
with 1940 was due principally to th

provision for taxes.
The report recalled that on Not

12 the directors authorized a wag
dividend of $4,740,850 for employes
payable March 13.

Cuban Spanish Distrib.

On "Black List/' Folds

Havana (By Air Mail)—Place
on the U. S. "black list," La Cifess

Spanish film distributing compan;
long established here, has folded.

-

\

Walter MacEwen Joins Para.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIL'.

Hollywood—Walter MacEwen, wh<
has been a producer at Warner Bros,

joins Paramount April 3 in an ex
ecutive production capacity. Mac
Ewen joined Warner Bros. 12 year;

ago and for several years was studic

story editor.

MCA Not Financing RKO Pic
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIL\

Hollywood—Despite published re

ports, MCA will not finance an RKC
production that will have Tim Whe-
Ian as its pi'oducer-director. How-
ever MCA did negotiate the produc-

er-director deal for Whelan.

Show "Mokey" Mar. 24

M-G-M announces that "Mokey'
will be trade-shown nationally or

March 24, instead of the date orig-

inally scheduled.

Metro In Story Buy
Metro has acquired rights tc

"Teach Me to Live," an original, un-

published story by Forbes Parkhill.
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Jlied Board Meets

1ar. 24 on Sub. Plan

(.Continued from Page 1)

bram F. Myers, general counsel
Allied, said that it was hoped by

•at time that all organizations will

.ii:e acted so that all points of view
rr-j be represented. He added that
^ied has never officially approved
ly plan except the Neely Bill and
vks only to develop a plan that
ill satisfy a majority of exhibitors."

•trike Call Authority
fp to N. Y. SPG Tonight

(Continued from Pane 1)

PG at an emergency membership
leeting in the Hotel Piccadilly to-

ight, Joseph Gould, President, an-
ounced last night. Spokesmen for
le Guild refused to predict the out-
Dme of tonight's meeting, but they
aid that the membership has been
rowing increasingly restless.

Decision to seek strike authority
•as made at a six-hour meeting of
ne Action Committee Tuesday eve-
ling, Gould disclosed, following
reakdown of contract negotiations
t 11 a.m. Tuesday.
The Guild is seeking a 15 per cent

?age increase, union protection, and
ther benefits. Negotiations were be-
lun last September following NLRB
lection in which more than 90 per
ent of the eligibles in the industry
oted for the SPG.
For the past three weeks, mem-

ers of the Guild have been prepar-
ng for an economic action campaign
i event the producers broke off nego-
iations. The Action Committee is

omprised of the following sub-com-
littees: picketing, consumers, trade
..nion, publicity, West Coast, Ex-
ibitors, celebrities and literature.

\nna May Wong Signed
3y PRC for Four Films

Anna May Wong has been signed
o star in four pictures for PRC.
ler first picture is "The Devil's Sis-
ter," which goes before the cameras
larch 25. Max Alexander will pro-
duce.

Radio Revels," New "U" Short
Vest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — "Radio Revels," a

hort subject, goes into production
this week at Universal with Al
Oonahue and his orchestra; Kenny
Stevens, baritone; Martha Mears,
ongstress; a male vocal quartette,
"he Sportsmen; Jimmie Dodd, com-
•dy singer; Jimmy Wakeley's trio;

ean Porter, girl vocalist. Directed
»y Reginald LeBorg.

Jrown Options Story
Vest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Director Clarence

Brown, who recently severed his
•0-year connection with M-G-M in
'ider to free-lance, has personally
aken an option on the screen rights
o "War Without Bugles," Saturday
Evening Post story by F. L. Bolen,
Fr.

REVIEWS Of SHORT SUBJECTS
"Cactus Makes Perfect"

Columbia 17 mins.

Slapstick Comedy
Elwood Ullman and Monty Collins

have written a wacky story for the
Three Stooges. This time they are
the proud inventors of a gold-finding
device. After a crazy episode in
which they go through some unneces-
sary motions in connection with
washing, dressing and shaving they
leave home for a gold mine out
West.
There is a great deal of routine

comedy—they get themselves into
trouble by shooting arrows at people
(the system employed by their in-

vention) to locate gold, locate it, are
chased by two prospectors, hide the
treasure in a safe. The prospectors
blow up the safe and as the smoke
cleais we find the boys sitting on the
door holding up umbrellas to shield
themselves from the rain of gold
pieces. This will go over with the
kids.

"Under the Shedding

Chestnut Tree"
Columbia 8'/2 mins.

Fairly Amusing
A recitation of "The Village Black-

smith" and animation by Volus Jones
create the background for this fable.

It is just an ordinary single-reeler.
The story concerns Petey, the black-
smith, who is disturbed from his
work by the constant falling of chest-
nuts from the tree. He puts a can
of dynamite into the tree trunk but
his shop is blasted instead.

"The Kitchen Quiz"
(Columbia Quiz Reel No. 3)

Columbia 9 mins.
Good Audience Stuff

Housewives, their hubbies, and do-
mestically-minded folk of all ages
will find here a number of highly
helpful hints which they can apply
to the fine art of living. The quiz
is conducted by the pop radio team
of Ed East and Polly. They reveal
how one can cook bacon without the
strips curling up in unsightly fash-
ion: the making of candy via use
of rose petals; the method of killing

the bad taste of medicines; and how
to separate the yolk and white of
egg in rapid and ridiculously easy
fashion. It's good audience stuff.

"College Champions"
(World of Sports)

Columbia 9 mins.
Nifty Subject

Sports fans and audiences gener-
ally will like this exposition of the
various collegiate athletic activities.

Footage is loaded with action and
variety ranging from the Penn Re-
lays; prowess of the famed crews of

the University of Washington; swim-
ming and water polo at Michigan
State; the Army-Navy lacrosse bat-

tle; the Blackbirds of Long Island
University mowing down opposition
on the basketball court of Madison
Square Garden; Dartmouth's Winter
Carnival; and Notre Dame tangling
with Georgia Tech in a grid thriller,

—to name a few. Material is sure-

fire, and commands itself to all out-

lets and their patrons.

Two New Houses Open
In Buffalo Territory

Buffalo—Opening of two new film

houses in the Buffalo exchange ter-

ritory is announced by the local of-

fice of MPTO of New York State,

Inc. The new houses are the Gar-
field at Frewsburg, Chatauqua Coun-
ty, owned by B. M. Garfield, which
opened Feb. 19, and the 400-seat
Cayuga at Trumansburg, owned by
Bernstein Bros, of Elmira, which
opened Feb. 14.

Two reopenings and four clos-

ings also were announced.
Those reopened are the State,

Friendship, operated by William An-
derson, and the Avon at Syracuse,
owned by Mrs. Davidson.

Closings include the Strand, Dun-
dee, owned by Leland La Tart; the

Little Theater, Buffalo, formerly the
German Theater, owned and oper-
ated by Herman Endres; the Capi-
tol, Oswego, owned by the Schine
circuit, and the Lyric, Syracuse,
owned by Anna Dowling.

D. Barrymore with Cummings
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Henry Koster will di-

rect "Love and Kisses, Caroline,"
with Robert Cummings and Diana
Barrymore. It's an adaptation of a

Hungarian play by Regis Ginoux
and Jacques Thery, Leonard Spiegel-
gass doing the script.

Gilroy Sees Shorts Sales
Materially Boosted by War
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Shorts sales will be

materially boosted by the war, in

the opinion of Bert Gilroy, who
turns out two-reel comedies for

RKO.
Coupled with the growing agita-

tion for single features is the de-

mand for shorter shows and earlier

closing hours because of the possi-

bility of blackouts. A greater num-
ber of short subjects will be needed
to balance and fill out these shows,
he says.

With the Axis powers now virtual-

ly shut out of South America he
looks for a greater development of

this market. Broad comedy such as
is offered in films like the Leon Er-
rol and Edgar Kennedy two-reelers,
he points out, is readily understood
by all peoples and therefore offers

no restrictions for sales in foreign
lands. There is a tremendous field

there, too, Gilroy says, for the Ray
Whitley musical westerns.

Pigeonhole Canada

Remodelling Pleas

(Continued f.om Payc 1)

wartime license for the work has not
been forthcoming and the view is

taken that theater building under-
takings will be very few and far be-
tween for the remainder of the war.

It is understood that theater re-
modeling contracts at Woodstock and
Trenton in Ontario have been held
up by the Government. One small
neighborhood house in Toronto, the
Astor, is being refaced but otherwise
the construction program in this city
is inactive. A sign of the times is

that E. V. Armstrong has resigned
as supervisor of maintenance with
Odeon Theaters of Canada. Famous
Players Canadian Corp. is complet-
ing two minor rebuilding projects in
Eastern Canada and further undei-
takings are not in sight.
A tightening of construction re-

strictions has become evident since
the Wartime Prices and Trade Board
has taken over control of theater
operation to insure price and film
rental stabilization, the control in-
cluding regulation of the number of
theaters. This step is in addition
to the license system for construc-
tion work imposed by the Priorities
Office.

Irv Browning Hospitalized
In Va. After Auto Crash

Radford, Va. — Irving Browning,
motion picture executive, is confined
to the local Community Hospital,
following an automobile accident
near here on Monday. He had left
New York for Hollywood the prev-
ious day. It was to have been his
first trip to the West Coast.
Extent of his injuries were severe,

but not critical, and he is expected
to return to New York shortly to
complete his recuperation.

King in RKO Publicity Spot

Boston—"Red" King, former stage
maneger of the RKO Boston theater,

has been named to succeed Jack
Granara as publicity director of

RKO theaters in Boston "for the
J

duration," Jack having enlisted.

Burleskers Sue On License
Bonserk Theater Corp., operator

of the Gaiety Theater, yesterday
filed its long-threatened suit in the
New York Supreme Court against
Commissioner of Licenses Paul Moss
to compel him to issue a one-year
license to the theater as a burlesque
house. Justice Aaron J. Levy set
March 18 for a hearing after refus-
ing to issue a temporary stay against
Moss.

"Lazy Bones/' Canova's Next
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Republic's studios an-

nounce that Judy Canova's next fea-
ture for the company, "Lazy Bones,"
goes into production this month.

Second Gallup Poll Short
"Health for Defense," second of

a series of Gallup poll shorts being
distributed by Columbia, will be re-

leased tomorrow.

B & K Admits 4.400 Service Men
Chicago—B & K reports 4,400 free

admissions in February to Chicago
Army and Navy personnel.
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From Coast To Coast

to welcome ^^ ^.^ ..

EDWARD SMALL presents

-»h DONLEVY
MIRIAM PRESTON

HOPKINS • FOSTER

with Harold Huber • Philip Reed • Gloria Holden

Douglass Dumbrille Sharon Douglas Bill Henry
Directed by Edwin L Marin • Screenplay by George Bruce . Based on the story

"A Whiff of Heliotrope" by Richard Washburn Child
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N. E. ALLIED SUBMITS OWN SALES FORMULA
owdin Outlines NAM Tax Plan to House Com.

Heavy Profits and Sales

J
Levy Proposed; Cut in

Ion-War Spending Urged
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Provisions of the tax

liprogram formulated by the National
[Association of Manufacturers be-
:ame avail-

liable yester-
iay with its

formal out-
ine to the
louse Ways
md M e a .1 s

Committee by
I. Cheever
towdin,
J board chair-

j.man of Uni-
versal Pic-

||t u r e s, and
•hairman of

lthe NAM'S
[Government
1 Finance Committee.

Major NAM proposals would:

1. Increase lower and middle
{Continued on Page 4)

J. CHEEVER COWDIN

Distribs. to Accept

ius. r N. I. Advance

Foreign department heads yester-

|day agreed to accept a down pay-

Iment on money due them from Aus-
(Continued on Page 2)

[irsch, Paine and Brandt

:o Address N. W. Allied

Minneapolis—John G. Paine of New
JYork City, chief counsel for Ascap,

[and Jack Kirsch of Chicago, presi-
(Continued on Page 2)

Wwood To Send
Stars to Mexico

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—For a second time in

less than a year Hollywood will send

stars and other entertainers into

Mexico. A group of more than 30

players, with an orchestra of 15, will

go to Ensenada, Lower California,

March 22, to entertain Mexican troop

garrisons.

Add Horrors of War: IV© More Stills of
Stars Posed With Cars and Refrigerators

IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Add horrors of war: Fadeout of new motors, refrigerators,

washing machines, etc., dooms that standard publicity still in which Hollywood

glamour gals are posed with latest models. For years, such publicity still have

been extensively used in national ad campaigns by manufacturers. Tieups were
either made by the studio publicity departments or free-lance reps, of players.

Defense Inspection Reform Program for

For R. I. Theaters

Providence, R. I.—-State theater
operators, meeting here yesterday,
were advised by William E. Spragg,
co-ordinator for the amusement in-

dustry division of the Rhode Island
Council of Defense, to make immed-
iate personal inspections of their

houses and adjacent commercial
properties, and to repeat such in-

spections periodically. Spragg
warned he shortly would make in-

spections of all theaters and hoped
(Continued on Page 2)

Clearance Relief Denied
To E. M. Loew in New Bed.

E. M. Loew circuit's request for

clearance relief for its Strand The-
ater, New Bedford, Mass., has been
dismissed by the arbitrator. Circuit

charged that the clearance granted
to the Rialto, Baylies Square and
Casino Theaters was unreasonable.

Case was filed against Paramount,
20th Century-Fox, Warner Bros, and
RKO.

lATSE'S Convention

The determination with which the

IATSE intends to prevent a repeti-

tion of the Bioff-Browne regime is

revealed in a special bulletin in

which the rank-and-file membership
is presented for the first time with
the full scope of the union's reform
program which will be submitted at

the IA's biennial convention in June.

One amendment to the constitution

would deny the right to hold any of-

(Continued on Page 4)

Columbus Goes All-Out

For "Male Animal" Debut

Columbus, O.—World premiere of

Warners' "The Male Animal," at the

RKO Palace last night not only was
one of the most colorful openings in

the theater's history, but it turned
into a civic event of proportions
restrained only by wartime consid-

erations.

Two days of official events and
(Continued on Page 2)

"Revolt" Stirs Indies
Out-of-Territory Showmen at Next Meeting

New York Execs, to Join

In Feting Jay Emanuel

Philadelphia—A large delegation

of New Yorkers is expected to attend

the testimonial dinner to be tendered
Jay Emanuel on March 16 at the

Benjamin Franklin Hotel under the

sponsorship of the Motion Picture

(Continued on Page 4)

Philadelphia— "Revolt" by indie

exhibs. in this territory against what
they claim is "profiteering" by dis-

tribs. has stirred echoing interest

in other areas, with the indication

yesterday that the next indie huddle,

set for Monday, would find theater

operators from outside territories

sitting in, by invitation.

Many of the out-of-towners will

{Continued on Page 4)

Plan Calls for Trade-
Shown and Identified

Blocks of 25% of Output

Allied's affiliate in New Eng-
land, Independent Exhibitors,
Inc., has prepared a selling plan,
designed as a substitute for the
UMPI "blocks - of - 12" proposals,
which, in turn, was written as a pos-
sible substitute for the present
blocks-of-five method. The New Eng-
land unit, which rejected the UMPI
formula, will submit its plan for
consideration at the coming UMPI
sessions.

New England's counter-proposals
are as follows:

A. Pictures may be sold in
(Continued on Page 4)

Ohio ITO Endorses

New UMPI Sales Plan

Columbus—Ohio Independent The-
ater operators at a general meeting
yesterday unanimously endorsed the
new UMPI selling plan with the fol-

lowing modification:
That not less than 12 pictures be

offered in each group with an unre-
(Continued on Page 4)

Power to Call Strike

Voted by SPG Members

More than 200 members of the
Screen Publicists Guild of New York
last night went out "in person" to

distribute pamphlets informing New
(Continued on Page 2)

Well, Well, Here's
Rank Discrimination
Albany—Sen. Peter T. Farrell,

Democrat of Jackson Heights, and

Assemblyman Edgar F. Moran, Demo-
crat of Brooklyn, have introduced a

bill providing that in New York City

motion picture theater proprietors

shall provide suitable seats for door-

man taking tickets. The previous

seat bill killed in committee, was

state-wide in application.
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FINANCIAL
(Thursday, Mar. 12)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (2Vi%) 5'/4 5V4 51/4— Vb
Columbia Picts. Pfd
Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East Kodak 117% 116 117% +23,4
do pfd
Gen Th. Eq 11 10% 11 + i/4
Loew's. Inc 39 38% 39 + i/

2
do pfd
Paramount 14 13% 14
Paramount 1st pfd. .105 105 105 —1
RKO 2i/

2 23/8 23/8 — i/
8

RKO $6 pfd
20th Century-Fox . . 9 8S/8 8% + 1/4

20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 5 43,4 5 + %
do pfd 70% 701/4 7OV4 — 33,4

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Loew's deb. 3 V2S 46
Par. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3%s47
Warner Bros.'dbs.6s48 1003/8 100V4 IOOV4 — Vi

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Radio-Keith cvs % i/
8 i/

8 —1 -32
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor 73,4 73,4 73^+ l/

8
Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc

Universal Picts

Ed Sullivan, Former
Para. Theater Mgr., Dies

Dallas, Tex.—Ed Sullivan, mana-
ger of the Majestic Theater, here,
since 1936, died suddenly Wednesday
evening. Funeral will be held to-
rnonow forenoon.

Sullivan broke into the film indus-
try because of his development of
national acceptance of the military
style of theater ushering. Before
he was 21 was considered an author-
ity on polite ushering.

He was a former executive of
Paramount-Publix, New York, and
was also manager of the Paramount
Theater in Times Square.

State Defense Inspection
Of Rhode Island Theaters

(Continued from Page 1)

to find houses qualified for certifica-
tion.

Other recommendations by Spragg
were:
Weekly fire drills for all employes;

complete co-operation with local
State Defense Council directors and
local chief air raid wardens in fit-

ting each theater into the general
local scheme of protection; training
of staffs so they will know what to
do and how to do it when emergen-
cies arise; preparation for blackouts
with due regard to safety and with-
out interruption to programs; show-
ing of state-made test films one week
out of every three, and maintenance
of a trailer ready for use at a
minute's notice in case of an actual
raid, and fullest observance of rec-
ommendations of the Air Raid Pre-
cautions Manual for theaters pre-
pared by the Massachusetts Commit-
tee on Public Safety and adopted
with minor changes by the R. I.,

state council for defense.
Meeting was attended by 56 the-

ater managers and operators.
Spragg announced division of the

State into five sections, and ap-
pointment of the following section
directors:

Section One, Ben Greenberg,
Woonsocket; Section Two, Edward
L. Reed, Providence; Section Three,
William Deitch, Arctic; Section
Four; John Findlay, Westerly; Sec-
tion Five, Ralph Tully, Newport.
Edward Fay, Providence, is deputy

co-ordinator under Spragg. W. Gur-
nee Dyer, head of the protection
division in the state council attended
the meeting.

Distributors to Accept
Aussies and N. Z. Advance

(Continued from Page 1)

tralia and New Zealand, pending a
new monetary agreement. Ameri-
can distributors are demanding 100
per cent remittance.

Australia last year yielded $2,-

300,000 to American companies,
while the income from New Zealand
was $1,050,000. These figures repre-
sent a portion of the actual gross, the
balance having been blocked.

20th-Fox Declares 37%c
Dividend on Preferred

Twentieth Century-Fox yesterday
declared a cash dividend of 37%
cents per share for the first quarter
of 1942 on outstanding preferred
stock, payable March 31 to stock-
holders of record March 23.

The company also declared a cash
dividend of 25 cents per share on the
outstanding common stock, payable
March 31 to stockholders of record
March 23.

More Air Plugs for "Fleet's In"
Paramount yesterday signed for

a second Coast-to-Coast broadcast
plugging "The Fleet's In." Special
one-shot ailing will use 91 Blue Net-
work stations Friday, March 20,
10:15 to 10:30 p.m.

Columbus Goes All-Out

For "Male Animal" Debut

(Continued from Page 1)

about two weeks of advance activi-

ties climaxed as Ohio State Univer-
sity's 120-piece band, chorus of 80
voices and cheer leaders performed
on the Palace stage and then gave
way to the initial showing of the
picture, made from the Broadway
stage hit co-authored by two Ohio
State alumni, Elliott Nugent, who
also directde the film, and James
Thurber, who was in the premiere
audience.
With co-operation from everybody

of importance from Ohio's Gov. John
W. Bricker, Mayor Floyd Green of
Columbus and President Howard L.

Bevis of Ohio State down to the
press, radio and civic leaders, the
premiere's success was a feather in

the cap of the local Variety Club
and its Virgil Jackson.

Before the opening, Harry
Schreiber, city manager for RKO
Theaters, gave a dinner to the dis-

tinguished guests, including Herbert
Anderson, a featured member of the
"Male Animal" cast. Anderson is

now an Army corporal.

Kirsch, Paine and Brandt
To Address N. W. Allied

(Continued from Page 1)

dent of Allied Theater owners of Il-

linois, were added yesterday to the
list of speakers to address the con-
vention of Allied Theater Owners of
the. Northwest here next Tuesday
and Wednesday.

Kirsch, chairman of the UMPI
committee on trade practice reforms,
is scheduled to discuss the proposed
block-of-12 sales plan, proposed as
substitute for the block-of-five plan.

Paine will describe the present
status of Ascap with relation to ex-
hibitors.

Gov. Harold E. Stassen will ad-
dress a luncheon session on Wednes-
day and a fourth speaker, to be
heard Tuesday afternoon, will be
Harry Brandt of New York, presi-

dent 'of ITOA. His talk will cover
independent theater organization.

RKO-Ites Give Farewell
Luncheon to Muchnic

George Muchnic, assistant secre-
tary and assistant treasurer of RKO
Radio Pictures, who resigned this

week to accept a captaincy in the
Army Signal Corps, was tendered a

farewell luncheon by his friends of
the company at Toots Shor yester-
day. There was a turnout of 150.

Ned E. Depinet, vice-president, was
toastmaster.
On the dais with the guest of

honor and Depinet were Maj. L. E.
Thompson, Malcolm Kingsberg, Rich-
ard C. Patterson, Robert Mochrie,
Robert Wolff. Garret Van Wagner,
N. Peter Rathvon, Gordon Young-
man, Leon Goldberg and J. Millet-

Walker. Among others attending
were A. W. Smith, Jr., Rutgers Neil-

son, Terry Turner. Ben Grimm,
Harry Gittleson, Richard De Roche-
mont, Frederic Ullman and Leon
Bamberger.

COminG and GOIM

Q

JOSEPH FIELDS is in town from Hollyw
to start work with his collaborator, Jerc
Chodorov, on their next legit, show.

KETTI FRINGS, Hollywood scenarist, retu

to the Coast today.

BILL STERN, sports editor on the NBC st,

has arrived in Hollywood for the filming
Coldwyn's "Pride of the Yankees."

CHARLIE RUGCLES is in town fro.

Coast.

MAURICE "RED" SILVERSTEIN, Met
South Seas division manager, and ROBERT I

RIE, of Universal's Far Eastern division, h
arrived in Frisco from Australia.

HARRY M. KALMINE, assistant general m
ager of Warner Bros. Theaters, is back at
desk from a business trip to Cleveland.

RAYMOND MASSEY returns East in abou
week on completion of his role in "Despet
Journey" at Warner studios.

DEANNA DURB1N returned to Hollyw
yesterday and reports immediately to Unive
to begin rehearsals on songs for the next f

as yet untitled.

LIEUT. COL. DARRYL F. ZANUCK is

Washington.

Power to Call Strike

Voted by SPG Members
(Continued from Page 1)

York City's filmgoers of their seve
months' effort to reach an equitai
contiact agreement with the maj
motion picture producers.

This action followed immediate,
a membership meeting at the Pice
dilly Hotel where a unanimous stri

vote was taken. The vote empower
the Guild's broad Action Committ
to call a strike at its discretion.
The publicists invaded the folio

-

ing theater areas and distribut
their pamphlets: Music Hall, Capit>
Paramount, Rivoli, Palace, Loev,
State, Astor and Roxy.

Distribution of the pamphlet, sa,

page one is "Not a strike! Not
;

picket line! But . . . We need yof
help." Pages two and three conta
a number of film facts—notab
year's net of several of the maj'
companies and the jump over la

year's net.

Page four gives a history of ti

SPG negotiations with the produce
and concludes with the injunctio
"Buy defense stamps!"

MARCH 13

Charles L. Cleft

MARCH 14

Joseph I. Schnitzer Charles F. Reisner

MARCH 15

Frances Grant Lorraine Eddy
Howard Higgin Eddie White
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REFRAIN IN ROCHESTER (

where the first four days beat
even "A Yank" and"How Green"!:)

IN CINCINNATI (
where it's doing that same terrific thing

!

) AND

IN ST. LOUIS (
where 20th is topping 20th' s biggest!

) WITH

SONG OF THE ISLANDS

TECHNICOLOR!
~
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N.E. Allied Submits

Own Sales Formula

(Continued from Page 1)

blocks of not more than five fea-
ture pictures after tradeshown-
ing. The distributor who has
tradeshown a block of not more
than five features may also offer
for sale an additional block
which, with the block already
shown, shall not exceed 25 per
cent of the company's feature
picture output and which block
must be reasonably identified.
The exhibitor shall have the op-
tion of contracting for either or
both of the blocks, but the sale
of one shall not be contingent
upon the sale of the other.

B. Every exhibitor regardless
of film rental paid shall have a
one-picture cancellation privilege
in each block and provision shall
be made to prevent penalizing
exhibitors for exercising their
cancellation privilege.

C. At the time of the execu-
tion of a contract for any block,
the price or terms of each indi-
vidual picture in that block shall
be definitely specified and no
change or reallocation shall be
permitted without the written
consent of both parties.

In rejecting the UMPI plan, the
New England unit asserts that it

ignores the independent exhibitor
with large investments and is "obvi-
ously intended to benefit the small
exhibitor who pays only about 15
to 25 per cent of the total film ren-
tal." The unit terms the UMPI plan
as a "distinctly retrogressive step in

the matter of industry relations."

Unaffiliated Texas Exhibitor
Unit Rejects UMPI's Plan

Dallas — Texas Theater Owners,
Inc., an unaffiliated unit, has regis-
tered disapproval of the UMPI sales
plan. At a regional membership
meeting in Mineral Wells Tuesday,
the group urged a plan for twice-
yearly selling and 20 per cent can-
cellation. Henry Reeve of Menard,
president, presided.

Ohio ITO Endorses
New UMPI Sales Plan

(Continued from Page 1)

stricted 20 per cent cancellation to
apply to the entire number of pic-

tures offered in each group.
The meeting also unanimously ap-

proved a motion that distributors be

Chicago—Board of directors of
Illinois Allied, after first reject-

ing UMPI's proposed substitute

sales plan for the consent decree's

blocks-of-five, yesterday reversed
its previous action and endorsed,
with reservations, UMPI's blocks-

<>f-\2 plan.

asked to designate lental price and
playing terms of all pictures at the
time contracts are executed.
Approximately 200 operators at-

tended the meeting.

• • • PRODUCTION has been completed on The Greater New
York Fund's new short. "Where Victory Begins." for its 1942 campaign.

This iilm features Edward Arnold, Dr. Frank Black and the NBC
Symphony Orchestra Picture will be released gratis to theaters

by Metropolitan Film Distributors, 630 Ninth Ave., for showing from

about March 25 up until June 1. . . • Yesterday was P. A. (International

Projector Corp.) McGuire's natal day, which he celebrated quietly via an

orgy of work. . . • Theodore (Ted) Irwin, journalist and novelist, has

just joined the staff of Look Magazine in the capacity of Associate Editor.

He was formerly News Editor of Cue. . . • Down Dallas way, on

March 23, that city's Variety Club will honor Besa Short with a luncheon

to which all members are invited to bring their wives or sweethearts

With the affection Dallas-ites have for The First Lady of Filmdom in the

Lone Star State, the wives and sweethearts will get plenty of competi-

tion Besa has so glorified the short subject that, it is rumored,

feature film salesmen go into Interstate's bailiwick and wail: "Cantya

use a full-length production for a program filler?"

T T
• • e SPEAKING of ye talented fair sex, Columbia Sileo, spouse

of the news photog, Hubby Jimmy, attends executively to latter's busi-

ness, manages her household of three junior Sileos, and finds both time

and inspiration to do writing on the side In the current (March)

issue of Rockefeller mag,, she makes her printer's ink debut with her

article, "Mexico's Madrina Mulligan" Oh, yes,—and she's an air

raid warden in her section of Brooklyn. . . % A feature of the nation-

wide services in Arlington National Cemetery yesterday, honoring the

late Jane A. Delano, founder of the Red Cross nursing service, was the

reading on Mutual's Coasl-to-Coast hookup of two poems by Katharine

Hepburn

T T T
• • • REMEMBER PEARL HARBOR!

"Revolt" in Philly Said
Stirring Among Indies

(Continued from Page 1)

be in Philly that day for the Variety
Club's testimonial for Jay Eman-
uel, and thus will be enabled to at-

tend the indies' conference without
inconvenience.
The showmen on the warpath have

made further action—a complaint to

Leon Henderson, of OPA, specifical-

ly is mentioned, among other things
—contingent upon the result of

UMPI moves to settle the local terms
controversy.

If the UMPI can turn the trick by
next Monday, the indie group prob-
ably will disband, but if there is no
solution deemed satisfactory reach-
ed, fireworks are in prospect.

Reaction in indie circles to the
new selling plan, formulated with
UMPI's benediction, is that the ques-
tion of price superseded that of can-
cellations, with the charge made
that "some pictures are made for
cancellation."

$965,000 Ascap Melon
Ascap's melon for the first quar-

ter of this year will total $965,000,
it is estimated. Of this sum $450,-
000 came from radio.

Reform Program Coming
Up at IATSE Convention

(Continued from Page 1)

fice in the IA or any of its locals

to "any member previously convicted,
sentenced and imprisoned in a peni-
tentiary for a term of more than
one year for the commission of a
crime anywhere in the United States
and Canada." The disqualification

would apply to "all offices regardless
of whether they are filled by elec-

tion, appointment or otherwise."
Another amendment to be pre-

sented to the delegates calls for the
audit by certified public accountants
of "the books of account of the gen-
eral secretary-treasurer of the Al-
liance and the books of account of
any other person who handles the
funds of the Alliance." A similar
provision is made regarding any af-

filiated local union.

Major Hoople for Films?

Stephen Slesinger is flying back
to New York from Hollywood today,
bringing with him an audition re-
cording of Major Hoople featuring
Guy Kibbee. A motion picture deal
is also pending on the Hoople comic
feature, which is now running in

701 newspapers.

Cowdin Outlines

NAM'S Tax Plan

(Continued from Page 1)

bracket income taxes about 50
per cent instead of doubling
them as the Treasury has pro-
posed.

2. Slash Federal non-war
spending by $2,000,000,000 "and

Reserves for taxes will hit firstm

quarter corporation earnings hard,
the Wall St. Journal forecast yes-

terday. The financial paper said
that many companies, not ivaiting

for tax legislation, are setting

aside funds well in excess of the
present law's requirements, but
under the Treasury's proposed
rates.

make this sum available for war
financing in addition to the add-
ed taxes."

3. Levy a general Federal sales
tax, either a flat 8 per cent on
all retail sales, to yield $4,800,-
000,000, or a combined 4 per cent
on manufacturers' plus another 4
per cent on retailers' sales, to
yield $4,400,000,000.

4. Boost normal corporation
income taxes to 40 per cent in-

stead of to 55 per cent as called
for by the Treasury, and then
place a 90 per cent levy on ex-
cess profits, but with more lib-

erality for the corporations in
computing what are excess prof-
its than is allowed under pres-
ent law. Thus, this latter pro-
posal would take 94 cents out
of every corporate dollar of war
profits.

Cowdin pointed out that the com-
plete NAM Tax Program would con-
tribute over $9,000,000,000 additional
revenue to the Treasury—more than
$7,000,000,000 of which would come
from direct taxes and $2,000,000,000
of which would come from Govern-
ment economies.

I

New York Execs, to Join
In Feting Jay Emanuel

(Continued from Page 1)

Associates, local salesmen's organi-
zation. Affair will mark Emanuel's
30th year in the business.
Among those expected to attend

are: George Dembow, Joe Eagen,
Charles Reagan, Robert Gillham,
Martin Quigley, JoseDh Bernhard,
William F. Scully, Andy Smith, H.
J. Yates, William F. Rodgers, Eddie
Alperson, Sam Shain, Herman Rob-
bins, John Eberson, S. Barret Mc-
Cormick, Robert Mochrie, Arthur
Mayer, E. A. Williford, John Harris,
S. S. Krellberg, Charles Lewis, Ar-
thur Greenblatt, Paul Terry, F. L.

Friedman, Jules Lapidus, Jack Levin.
Also Barney Balaban, Harry

Brandt, Jack Cohn, Ned E. Depinet,
Harry Gold, Leonard H. Goldenson,
Ben Kalmenson, Ed Kuykendall,
Jules Levey, Norman Moray, E. K.
O'Shea, Louis Nizer, William G.
Sussman and others.
An attendance of about 500 is

expected.
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fiLL THEATERS TO SHARE EQUIP. SUPPLY

arpet Manufacturing Slashed to 25% of Normal

•»LA1N TALK
. . . about equipment

-By GEORGE H. MORRIS-
'vipment Editor, THE FILM DAILY
\N Tuesday of this week the mailing cf

' National Theater Supply Co.'s new
iklet, titled "How to Conserve Your Thea-

Equipment," was completed, copies going

tis to al indie theaters, and operating

ads and maintenance men of major and

nor circuits throughout the U. S. Dispatch

the booklet to Canada and the foreign

Id will be undertaken by the Export Divi-

ln of NTS.
Along with the domestic mailing, all Gov-

iment officials whose duties are linked

th filmland received copies, and they

ju id be gratified, along with our own
lustry-ites, o'er the contents, for the

Dklet is symbolic of the co-operative spirit

th which the pic kingdom is tackling the

i of winning this war. It is proof, too,

w conscious this essential industry is of

nservation as an essential instrument in

eping theaters open.

•
is not improbable that, in the stress and

train of bus ness, members of the exhibi-

n field have given "How to Conserve

ur Theater Equipment" only superficial

amination. But the import of the booklet

s already impressed itself deeply on cir-

its and indie interests, because, we are

d, many have asked NTS for additional

pies. And we don't blame them. So

ve we. It's that kind of a booklet.

A great deal of credit goes both to NTS
d the equipment manufacturers who joint-

brought it into being. The recommenda-
ns on equipment conservation were made
ailable through the makers of Simplex

Sectors and Simplex Four-Star Sound;

^rtner Transverters; GE Copper Oxide and

nplex High Rectifiers; Peerless Magnarc
d Simplex High Projector Lamps; Walker
reens; Bausch & Lomb Lenses and Reflec-

s; National Comfort Cooling; American
(Continued on Page 6)

Coin-Minded Crowd!
Chicago—Mills Novelty Co., Sound-

ies manufacturers, have discontinued

making coin machines, except parts,

for the duration, and will use their

modern factory equipment for de-

fense orders. Employes of the com-
pany have bought more than $250,000
worth of Defense Bonds.

Buy Now, Exhibs. Told;

Mills Currently Seek
A Substitute for Jute

Exhibitors should take heed cur-
rently of the carpet availability sit-

uation and provide for their theaters'
needs now, in light of the successive
cuts imposed by the Government on
materials and manufacture, officials

of J. Rosenheim, prominent floor

covering company specializing in

film theater work, asserted yester-
day.
The cuts already enforced have

(Continued on Page 7)

Increase Continues

In Altec Contracts

Exhibitors' awareness of the need
for conservation of war-needed ma-
terials used in motion picture the-

aters, is responsible, officials indi-

cate, for a brisk increase in Altec
(Continued on Page b)

DeAngelis-Planned Stand
Is Reopened Up-State

Rochester—Completely remodeled
at a cost of approximately $50,000,
the LeRoy Theater in nearby LeRoy,
recently reopened, is one of the new-
est additions to the Kallett Theaters,
Inc., chain.

Michael J. DeAngelis of Rochester
designed and planned the remodeling
work on the theater which has blue,

silver and gold interwoven into the
decorative scheme.

Joy in Promotion
Fostoria, 0.—David B. Joy, who

two years ago was awarded an

"Oscar" by the Academy of M. P.

Arts and Sciences for development of

a film projector carbon, has been

named assistant superintendent of

local plant of Nationa Carbon, having

been formerly head of the process

engineering lab. He succeds A. S.

Johnson, advanced to superintendent

of org.'s Clarksburg, W. Va., plant.

Yallen Products

Have Solid Backlog

Akron, O.—E. J. Vallen, president
of Vallen, Inc., recently returned
from an Eastern business trip, de-
clares here that his organization is

"in the fortunate position today of
having fabricated materials on hand
to insure prompt delivery of all types

(Continued on Page 6)

$80,000 Tower Theater
Ends Ft. Worth Building

Ft. Worth—The last new theater
locally, probably for the duration,
has opened. It is the Tower Thea-
ter in Riverside addition, completed
at a cost of $80,000, a joint enter-
prise of Interstate Circuit, Inc., and
James F. Hightower and son, Dennis.
The modernistic buff structure

with 800 seats represents the latest
in design. Representative of Texas
and the Southwest are the decorative
cactus murals in the lobby.

Drive-Ins Eye New Season
Seven in South Buy Mirrophonic Sound

J. A. Tanney Appointed
To Local Defense Post

Joseph A. Tanney, prexy of S.O.S.
Cinema Supply Corp., has been ap-
pointed Director of First Aid Disas-
ter Relief for the 60th Precinct, com-
prising the ocean front from Sea
Gate to Oriental Point, which takes

(Continued on Page 6)

Atlanta — With Spring officially

just around the corner, Drive-In
stands are preparing for a banner
season in the South via installation
of new equipment, it is reported by
Wil-Kin Theater Supply, Inc., which
organization has installed Mono-
graph's Mirrophonic De Luxe Sound
Systems in seven outdoor situations.

These are, respectively, in Shreve-
port, La.; Mobile, Ala.; Jackson,

(Continued on Page 6)

WAC Will Not Tolerate
Discriminatory Action;
Small Houses Protected

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—That no discrimina-

tion in the matter of making avail-
able equipment and supplies requisite
to theater operation will be permitted
to exist during the present war, and
the assurances that independent
houses will be accorded absolute
equality with those under major cir-

cuit operation, definitely scuttles idle
(Continued on Page 7)

Sheet Steel Is Seen

Lamp House Solution

Chicago—The DeVry Corp. is ex-
perimenting with sheet steel to take
the place of aluminum in lamp
houses, and has hope of complete
success along these lines, it is as-
serted here.

Company is now working 22 x
/2

hours per day to supply the Army,
Navy and Air Corps with projection
equipment and a recently improved
bomb sight camera. Semi-portable
35 mm, projectors are now going to
the Navy, equipped with incandes-
cent lamps, while the de luxe mobile
units are being shipped to the Air
Corps and Army units.

Esquire Theater Debuts
With Standard's Equip.

Boston—Catering very frankly to
the swank trade in Boston and its

environs, the newly opened Esquire
Theater, in the Symphony Hall-
Back-Bay district, under the man-

(Continued on Page 7)

And More Expansion
Rochester—An expansion program

through which the Navy expects to

augment optical equipment produc-

tion facilities here and eventually

employ up to 2,500 additional work-
ers is announced here. Under the

program, the Navy has purchased a

building which will be leased to

B & L.
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EQUIPMENT NEWS
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Friday, March 13, 194;

A Section of THE FILM DAILY compre-
hensively covering the equipment field, pub-

lished every second Friday, except holidays,

by Wid's Films and Film Folks, Inc., 1501
Broadway, New York City. John W. Alicoate,

Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, General Man-
ager; Chester B. Bahn, Editor; George H.
Morris, Equipment Editor, West Coast Bureau,
6425 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood, Cal.,

Ralph Wilk, Bureau Chief.

PLAIN TALK
. . . about equipment

(Continued from Page 5)

Chairs; National Crestwood Carpet; National

Super Service and GE Vacuum Cleaners;

General Ticket Registers; Royalchrome

Metal Furniture, and National Rubber Mats.

•
IT may appear strange to some folks that

' in all the welter of great world events so

much accent editorially is placed upon a

single booklet. But let us remember that

unless conservation is practiced,—and all-

out conservation, too,—the American film

theater's operation faces an irrevocable crisis.

The time for passivity is past. Every

item extent in the movie house, be the

theater large or small, or the item large or

small, must be made to serve its purpose

to the full. We must constantly work on

the hypothesis that tomorrow the cupboard

may be bare as far as equipment and sup-

plies are concerned. If theatermen every-

where cleave to this hypothesis, the danger

of serious shortages will be doubtless

averted. Things to come, in other words,

will depend largely on the things that are.

©
IT'S smart to be thrifty. It's smart to

" learn HOW via National Theater Supply's

new booklet.

Bernstein's Modernized
Roxy Now in Operation

Bay City, . Mich.—Roxy Theater,
owned by Bernstein Theaters, has
completed its modernization pro-
gram. This included a new marquee
and a modern front replaces the old
"opera house" type of architecture.
The interior has also been entirely
modernized.
The theater is managed by Ange

Lorenzo, formerly of West Branch.

Irving Installation Okay
Wilkes-Barre—A permit was is-

sued to the Irving Theater here to
install a $1,500 stoker and boiler.

Increase Continues in

Altec Service Pacts

Brilliant- Program Display

ADLER
"THIRD DIMENSION"
LETTERS—All Sizes for

Interchangeable Use
and New Exclusive

"REMOVA-PANEL" UNITS
Adler Silhouette Letter Co.

2909-G Indiana Ave., Chicago
33-G West 60th St., New York

(.Continued from Page 5)

Service contracts in the last few
weeks. Theaters which have come
into the Altec fold are:

Princess, Century and Rampart in

Los Angeles, Colonial, Orange, Cal.;

Varsity, Seattle, Wash.; Roxy, St.

Helena, Cal.; Royal, Miami, Fla.;

Garden, New Orleans, La.; Lincoln,
Norfolk, Va.; Ritz, Wellston, Ga.;
American, Charleston, Mo.; Edge-
moor, Edgemoor (Wilmington), Del.;

Uptown, Fort Smith, Ark.; Hamrick,
Gaffney, S. C; Clark, Clark, S. D.;
Paradise, Detroit, Mich.; Center,
Ionia, Mich.; Capitol, Lakota, N. D.;

Crosby, Crosby, N. D.; Lode, Hough-
ton, Mich.; Michigan, Flint, Mich.

Also the Iaeger, Iaeger, W. Va.;
Park, Moundsville, W. Va.; Midway,
McMechen, W. Va.; Parsons, Par-
sons, Kan.; Hippodrome, Elkins, W.
Va.; Rogers, Rogers, Ark.; Palace,
Waterloo, Iowa; Brauntex, New
Braunfels, Texas; Ritz, Gorham, N.
H.; Cayuga, Trumasburg, N. Y.;

Rex, E. Rutherford, N. J.; Klein
Memorial Hall, Bridgeport, Conn.;
Capitol, Milford, Conn.

Vallen Products Have
An Adequate Backlog

(Continued from Page 5)

of tracks." In the organization's

plant, he adds, are completely assem-
bled curtain control equipment of

each type, ready for crating and
shipment, and that also on hand is a
complete stock of machined parts for

all controls, ready for assembly.
Commenting on the current situa-

tion as it applied to noiseless curtain
tracks, control equipment, and spe-
cial operating devices, for which his

company has been famous for some
25 years, Vallen asserted that "the
unknown quantity in our equation is

a general one. Otherwise, we intend

to continue in business and produce
the same quality products for which
we are nationally known today."

To Build New Film House
Forrest City, Ark.—L. F. Haven,

owner of the chain of Imperial The-
aters, has announced that he has
bought the Hamrick Building in

Wynne, Ark., and will rebuild the

stiucture into a film house. Plans
call for a 900-seat theater with mod-
ern fixtures.

I
Always

Dependable

MOTIOGRAPH
PROJECTORS

See Your Independent Theatre

Supply Dealer for Full Information

South's Drive-Ins Buy
New Mirrophonic Sound

(Continued from Page 5)

Miss.; Baton Rouge, La.; Columbia,
S. C; Greensboro, N. C; and Min-
den, Ala. Wil-Kin also states Mirro-
phonic De Luxe Sound Systems have
gone into the Cherokee Theater,
Murphy, N. C; the Carolina, Rocky
Mount, N. C; and the Coastal Thea-
ter, Ridgeland, S. C, with the latter
house also getting Motiograph
De Luxe Projectors.

J. A. Tanney Appointed
To Local Defense Post

(Continued from Page 5)

in Coney Island, Brighton Beach, and
Manhattan Beach.

Trainees who have taken the Red
Cross First Aid Courses will be
organized into Disaster Squads for
ambulance service, dressing station
attendance, and stretcher bearers, al]

functioning under the Brooklyn
Chapter of the American Red Cross,

as a Defense project.

New Mumac Launched
Chardon, O. — New theater, the

Mumac, opened in nearby Middle-
field, Feb. 28, with James Mazzucho
of Newton Falls as manager. The
name of the theater is a contraction
of the names of the builders, G. H.
Mumaw and G. W. McElroy, latter

the mayor of Chardon.

usAIRcg

EXHIBITORS

Order COOLING

Equipment NOW!
Don't put it off another
day if you plan to install

usAIRco Comfort Cool-
ing in time for next sum-
mer's business.

While usAIRco Refrig-

erated Kooler-aire Sys-

tems are practically out of

the picture, you can still

get low-cost usAIRco
Kooler-aire Evaporative
and Cold Water Systems,
with which over half the
nation's theatres are now
equipped.

Write usAIRco Today!

UNITED STATES AIR

CONDITIONING CORP.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

COminG and GOIHG

ED HARTLEY, of National Theater Supply Cc
is in town this week from Washington, D. C.

HARRY STRONG, prexy of Strong Electri i

Toledo, 0., is currently in New York and i

scheduled to return to headquarters over tl
{

week-end.

F. L. FRIEDMAN, of the sales promotion A
,

partment of NTS, journeys to Philadelphia tt

week-end. f

"

WILLIAM DeVRY and his mother, MRS.W
DeVRY, have returned to Chicago frorr^^
extended West Coast trip.

EDWARD DeVRY, in charge of production f I

DeVry Corp., Chicago, has returned there fro

Washington where he participated in conferenc
with Government officials.

JOHN EBERSON left New York for Pittsbur

on Wednesday evening for an inspection tr

covering the new J. P. Harris Theater which
scheduled to open the early part of April. I

will also visit Ashland, O., where the new Schi>

house will bow on March 27.

Plues' Territory Extended
Cincinnati—A. W. Plues, Ohio rej

resentative for NTS, is now coverin
West Virginia and Kentucky, in ac

dition to the Buckeye State, follov

ing the resignation of J. R. Watts

VOICE OF
THE PEOPLE
MOLLIFIES HER TEMPER

Chicago, Oct. 1 5— I think we should co
gratulate the three gentlemen who creati

the push-back seats in some ofour theatei

They are truly an improvement. I a
one of the many people who object
being trampled on and having my ne
hair do messed up by some stumbling i

considerate. It usually happens when tl

most interesting part of the film is beii
shown. Aside from cursing to myself
doesn't do my disposition or nerves a t

of good. One could have started to tl

theater in a jovial mood, and lo—that pa
ticular thing happening can ruin a who'
evening.
Do you suppose the gentlemen wl

thought of such a novel idea could al: ':

invent a seat that would give a hot foot
any one who persists in kicking your se
every time he shifts his feet?

PATRICIA McCOY
Reprintedfrom Oct. 17 Chicago Tribune

When people write the " Voice of
the People" letters like this, it's

time to get the facts about this revo-
lutionary theater seat. Write

Kroehler Mfg. Co., Public Seating Divisio
1248 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Illinc

206 Lexington Ave., New York, N. Y.
20 1 3 S. Vermont Ave., Los Angeles, Californ
24 Golden Gate Avenue, San Francisco, Cal

Standard Theatre Supply Corporation,
78 Broadway, Boston, Massachusetts

Elliott Film Co., 72 Glenwood Avenue,
Minneapolis, Minnesota

L. T. Rockenstein, 3327 Locust St.,

St. Louis, Missouri
(Export) Roy Chandler, 505 Fifth Avenue,

New York, N. Y.

KR O E H LE R

SEATS PATE""

Made by World's Largest Furniture Manufacture
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Jiscriminalion Nixed

Ljjn Equip. Supplies

{Continued from Page 5)

B mors which have apparently been
pread through carelessness or pur-

oseful propaganda, well-informed
bannels assert here.

Currently, the entire plan for

^ping theaters rolling has received~— t minute attention from the The-
irs Division of the War Activities

'ommittee, Motion Picture Industry,

nd, it is pointed out, the Division's

•oster is comprised in the main of

mlie executives, exhibitor organiza-

ion heads, and those unaffiliated

urith major interests.

Attempts have evidently been
nade by mischievous elements, it is

laimed, to bring the small indie

ircuits and individual theater own-
is to the belief that preferential

:sleight-of-hand" will benefit the so-

alled big interests, and the trick of

uch propagandists is to trade upon
irejudices long-harbored by the little

ellows in the exhibition field.

The policy of "what's fair for one

s fair for all" is so strongly cham-
pioned by the WAC's Theaters Divi-

.ion that there is no chance whatever
"or legerdemain in equipment and
upply allocation. "Otherwise," as

me official put it, "all the things

C ;vhich we are doing, and must do,

J mould be for naught."
As matters now stand, there are

ome 2,700 major-operated or affili-

ited houses in the U. S., plus some-
hing more than 200 in which the

majors have a joint interest. All the

ither theaters,—more than 14,300,

—

ire in the indie category.

IPC Court Five Victor

In Basketball League

International Projector Corp.'s

.earn finished at the top of the Mo-

.ion Picture Basketball heap with
he close of the season's play on
rVednesday night, with the speedy
guintet handing Universal's runner-
jp five a 49-40 defeat. National T'ne-

iter Supply's squad finished in the
bird slot.

The victorious IPC basketeers were
piloted through a tough schedule by
Taptain Michael Carbonare. His
nates comprised Gene Czyzewski,
Sdward Jennings, Roland Marshall,
vVilliam McLean, John O'Toole, Peter
Dnorato, Raymond Sachtleben, and
John Trentacoste. Edgar Lyde was
he club's manager.
Other participants in the league,

n addition to IPC, Universal and
"^TS, were Paramount, Metro and
Broadcast Music. Officers of the
eague are Howard Davis, Metro,
president; Edgar Lyde, IPC, vice-

irexy and treasurer; and Carl Rear-
Ion, Universal, secretary. Much
nter-company good-will has been a
esult of the league.

Adams Theater Opening
Boston—The new Adams Theater

In Dorchester, suburb of Boston, will

»pen tonight. The new theater is

i 1,500-seater and equipped with
nost modern accessories.

Sound Marches On
When Jack Whitney and William

L. Willmarth grabbed the Academy's
1941 award for best sound recording

via "That Hamilton Woman," it was
12th consecutive "Oscar" for motion

pictures recorded on Western Electric

equipment. Trend started in 1929

when M-G-M's "The Big House"
took the gold statue.

Purchase Carpet Now,
Exhibitors Are Told

(Continued from Fayc 5)

been from 100 per cent to 50 per cent,
and now stand at 25 per cent, it is

pointed out. Mills, which have diawn
their wool supply from various far-
flung foreign lands, are not only-

eyeing this commodity, but also the
supply of jute. Toward the end of
February of this year, a 40 per cent
cut was instituted for the latter ma-
terial, and the figure is to be effective

for the month of April. To substi-
tute for this enforced deficiency, dua
largely to the severing of the Malaya
trade, carpet manufacturers have
turned to experimental channels and
may use cotton for carpet backing.

Carpet mills, in common with vir-

tually all large fabricating institu-

tions, are either engaged intensively
in making duck or other materials
essential to the war effort, or are set
to do so. The cut to 25 per cent in

carpet yaids manufacturable under
the Government decree, leaves mills

in the position where a large incre-

ment of their facilities are open for
war orders.

Stocks of carpet now permit ex-
hibitors to purchase within reason-
able limits, but how long such stocks
will last cannot be ascertained.
Hence, the advice to "buy now."

Esquire Theater Debuts
With Standard's Equip.

(Continued from Page 5)

agement of Jack Saef and the own-
ership of Mullins & Pinanski, is com-
pletely outfitted by the Standard
Theater Supply Co., and is being
billed as "Boston's Most Intimate
Theater."
The RCA sound system and all

other accessories were installed by
Standard. Luxurious new velour
drapes of red and brown all but
conceal the walls. All seats are of
the most modern type with plenty
of leg-room and are richly covered
with upholstering. The marquee is

one of the largest and most elabo-
rate and at the same time most artis-

tic in Boston.

Huge Marquee Readied
New Haven—Completion of instal-

lation of the Warner Roger Sherman
new marquee by Claude Neon is ex-
pected this week. This is reported
to be the largest marquee in the
state.

Ky. Stand In Overhaul
Covington, Ky.—The L. B. Wilson

Theater is being remodeled, redec-

orated and reseated. The house is

closed temporarily.

How

CONSERVE

YOUR

THEMRt

EQU1FMEKT

"W
HAT to Do—When to Do It," is the theme of a

new equipment conservation booklet just published

by National, to aid theatre owners and projectionists in

maintaining theatre equipment at peak efficiency under

present conditions.

It's part of the program that National Theatre Supply

Company has followed for over 15 years in giving

exhibitors friendly, helpful and complete service, day

or night.

With this maintenance guide and a complete National

Equipment Check-Up, exhibitors can help protect their

theatres against break-downs. If you haven't yet received

your copy of "How to Conserve Your Theatre Equip-

ment," see your nearest National Branch.

i

i I
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NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY
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C°pper
Y<^r country needs copper to carry on the war!

Exhibitors and projectionists can give material aid to the nation's war effort by
salvaging the copper from the stubs of used copper coated projector carbons and the

copper drippings in projector lamp houses. Many are already rendering this com-

mendable service.

Practically all of the copper used on projector carbons can be recovered with little

effort. By the time you read this, our Government may require that this recovered

copper be turned in by you to your distributor before additional copper coated car-

bons can be delivered to you.

Immediate and concerted action on the part of exhibitors, projectionists and car-

bon distributors throughout the country will result in conservation of most of the

copper used on projector carbons. Otherwise, continued production of copper coated

carbons may not be permitted.

Hoiv to Strip the Copper Plating from Carbon Stubs

Slit a short angular cut in

the copper plating with knife.

Raise the copper plating at

this slit with a knife blade. 3
Peel the plating off in

a spiral with fingers.

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.
Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

CARBON SALES DIVISION: CLEVELAND, OHIO
GENERAL OFFICES: 30 East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y. BRANCH SALES OFFICES: New York, Pittsburgh, Chicago, St. Louis, San Francisco
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IEAVY INCOME TAX FAILS TO TRIM B. 0.

oth Coasts Gain as War Shifts U. S. Population
neatest Increase Noted
i Conn.; Washington and
. Haven Territories Tops

War-time shift in population has
ought the highest gains on the

and West Coasts, according to

20th Century-Fox survey covering
i2 key cities.

In making the survey, results of

nich are published in the current

-ue of Dynamo, company's house
gan, the company had recourse to

unicipal, State and Federal au-

orities' figures as well as to sta-

- of Chambers of Commerce
»d important daily newspapers.
Increase has been particularly

(Continued on Page 11)

Atlanta — School for women to

a in them to be theater managers,
achine operators and so forth will

>en in the now closed Hanger The-
.er March 20.

The School is the brainchild of

red Coleman, operator of suburban
eaters. It is the result of his key

(Continued on Page 10)

(pen Theater School

or Women Mar. 20

ock Lawrence Quits

iMPP For War Work

est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Jock Lawrence has re-

gned as assistant to President Y.

rank Freeman of the Association of

otion Picture Producers, and as
(Continued on Page 3)

Theaters' Air Raid
Wardens at School

Baltimore—Special classes for the

instruction of air raid wardens for

motion picture theaters have bean

formed here by OCD officials. Three-

week course will include usual in-

struction given to wardens plus spe-

cial emphasis on handling of crowds

to avoid panic, etc. Elmer Nolte,

Durkee executive, is Assistant Air

Raid Warden for Baltimore and is in

charge of the special classes.

CAPRA FILMS
FOR TROOPS

News, Documentaries Will be

Issued Twice Weekly

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — To Maj. Frank

Capra, Signal Corps, U. S. A., goes
the job of making news and docu-
m e n t a r y
films to in-

form o u r

troops about
what is go-
i n g on in
their world
today. M a-

jor Capra
will direct a

series of
such films

during the
next 12
months.
B e g i nning
about May 1

they will be issued twice a week.
Their subject matter will begin

(Continued on Page 9)

MAJ. FRANK CAPRA

Rosenberg Testimonial

In Pittsburgh April 12

Pittsburgh—A testimonial dinner

for M. A. Rosenberg, newly elected

president of national Allied and pres-

ident of the MPTO of Western Penn-
sylvania since its founding 25 years

ago, will be held in the Urban Room
of the William Penn Hotel here on

(Continued on Page 10)

Opposition to UMPI

Plan in MPT0A Units

Nation's Film Theater Patrons Take Federal Levy
In Their Stride; Both Circuit Operators and Indies

Report No Adverse Effect as Tax Deadline Nears

Despite materially heavier Federal income tax requirements
this year, the American public apparently did not let the first

quarterly tax payments interfere with its amusements during
the last week before today's dead-
line. Reports to The Film Daily
at the week-end from all parts of
the country reveal that attendance
at motion picture theaters showed
no appreciable decline as the tax
payers rushed their returns—many
for three and four times the amount

While MPTOA s poll oi units on paid in i94i_to the Government,
the UMPI sales plan is incomplete, In many cases in fact> grosses
Strong opposition is developing, ac- (Continued on Page 12)

cording to Ed Kuykendall, president.

Kuykendall declined to name the

units that have voted for or against
the plan, but indications are that the

proposals are not meeting with favor
by his members.

On the other hand, Carl Buermele,
general manager of Co-operative
Theaters of Michigan, believes the

UMPI plan to sell pictures four times
a year would be a definite improve-
ment over the present method.
Buermele said last week that he

(Continued on Page 12)

Exhibs. Meet Thursday
On Defense Reel Co-op

Distributors and exhibitors of the
New York exchange territory will

conduct a joint meeting Thursday
following a luncheon at the Hotel
Astor, to discuss methods whereby
complete co-operation with the Gov-

(Continued on Page 11)

Won t Hit Industry
F.D.R. Disinclined to Accept Canada Plan

War Fails to Decrease
Film Space in Newspapers

Despite the added amount of space

devoted to war news, newspapers
are not cutting down on space de-

voted to Hollywood and motion pic-

tures in general, according to Con-
rad Krebs, RKO's national newspa-
per contact. Krebs, who was in New

(Continued on Page 11)

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—-With the admission

in Administration circles that the
President is seriously considering a

ceiling on wages, prices and profits,

it has become known that the Presi-

dent does not contemplate the in-

clusion of the motion picture indus-

try for the present.
Thus far, the Chief Executive pro-

poses to stand by his original prem-
(Continued on Page 3)

Technicolor Profit

Rises to $942,912

In the annual report of Techni-
color, Inc., issued on the week-end,
Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus, president
and general manager, told stockhold-

ers that, despite stress of war con-
ditions, the company established new
records in 1941 for feature motion
picture photography and release

(Continued on Page 10)

UA's Three-Day Sales

Meeting Opens in Chi.

Chicago—United Artists' first gen-
eral sales meeting since its reorgani-

zation will be held here today, to-

morrow and Wednesday, with Carl

Leserman, general sales manager,
presiding and Grad Sears, vice-presi-

(Continued on Page 10)

Paterson Theater
Asks Clearance Cut

Claiming that the clearance grant-

ed to the State Theater, Paterson,

N. J., is unreasonable, a demand for

arbitration was filed Friday by the

Majestic Theater, Paterson. The five

consenting companies were named

defendants. The Majestic manage-

ment is asking for day-and-date

availability with the State.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat
Col. Picts.vtc. <2i/

2 %) 5% 53/a 5%+ %
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East. Kodak 118i/

2 1173,4 II8V2 + %
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq 113/8 113/8 113/8 4. 3/8
Loew's, Inc 39l/

8 383^ 383/4 — i/4
do pfd
Paramount 13% 13% 13% + %
Para. 1st pfd
RKO 2l/

2
2i/

2 2]/2
RKO $6 pfd
70th Century-Fox . . . 9% 9 9% + 1/4

20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 5 4% 5
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Loew's deb. 3 V2 s46
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. deb. 4s56 100 100 100 + %
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Radio-Keith cvs % % %
Sonotone Corp.
Technicolor 7l/2 IVi 7l/2
Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45.. 63 66
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 583^ 61 1/4

Ampa's DeMille Luncheon
Now Scheduled for Mar. 26

Date of Ampa's luncheon honoring
Cecil B. DeMille's thirtieth anniver-
sary in the entertainment world has
beeen changed from April 2 to March
26, Vincent Trotta, president of

Ampa, announced Friday.
The lunncheon will be held at

the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel during
DeMille's visit to New York for the
Eastern premiere of "Reap the Wild
Wind," at the Music Hall on March
26.

H The Broadway Parade ®
Picture and Distributor Theater

King's Row (Warner Bros. Pictures)—7th week Astor
The Woman of the Year (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures)—6th week Music Hall

To Be or Not to Be (United Artists-Lubitsch)—2nd week Rivoli

The Invaders (Columbia Pictures)—2nd week Capitol

Ride 'Em Cowboy (Universal Pictures)—2nd week Criterion

The Fleet's In (Paramount Pictures) Paramount
Always in My Heart (Warner Bros. Pictures) Strand

Song of the Islands (Twentieth Century-Fox) Roxy
North to the Klondike (Universal Pictures) Rialto

The Adventures of Martin Eden (Columbia Pictures) Globe

A Girl Must Live (Universal Pictures) Little Carnegie

All Through the Night (Warner Bros. Pictures) (a-b) Palace

Playmates (RKO Radio Pictures) (a) Palace

Tragedy at Midnight (Republic Pictures) (a) New York

Man from Cheyenne (Republic Pictures) (a) New York

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES
Tanya (Artkino Pictures)—3rd week Stanley

Our Russian Front (Harry Rathner) World

FUTURE OPENINGS .

Bedtime Story (Columbia Pictures)—March 19 Music Hall

The Bugle Sounds (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer Pictures) (c) Capitol

Nazi Agent (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures) (c) Criterion

To the Shores of Tripoli (Twentieth Century-Fox)—March 26 Roxy

Valley of the Sun (RKO Radio Pictures)—March 18 Rialto

My Favorite Blonde (Paramount Pictures)—April 1 Paramount

The Male Animal (Warner Bros. Pictures)—March 27 Strand

Bedtime Story (Columbia Pictures)—March 19 Music Hall

Reap the Wild Wind ((Paramount Pictures-DeMille)—March 26 Music Hall

Roxie Hart (Twentieth Century-Fox)—March 19 (a-b) Palace

Wild Bill Hickok Rides (Warner Bros. Pictures)—March 19 (a) Palace

Man from Headquarters (Monogram Pictures)—Opens tomorrow (a) New York

West of Cimarron (Republic Pictures)—Opens tomorrow (a) New York

Only a Trumpeter—March 21 48th St. Theater

(a) Dual bill, (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill.

Would Use Federal Tax
Evasion to Curb Hoodlums

Springfield, 111.—In an effort to

stamp out a gang of gate-crashing
hoodlums who have been terrorizing

theater employes in the city for some
time, Manager Mortimer E. Berman,
Great States Orpheum Theater, is

conferring with the U. S. District

Attorney to determine if they can
be charged with violating a Federal
law because they have failed to pay
the amusement tax.

Manager Berman's action grew
out of the arrest, fining, and impris-
onment of one of the gang in the
Springfield Police Magistrate Court.

He had forced his way into the thea-

ter without buying a ticket and was
engaged in a scrap with the ushers
when arrested. He pleaded guilty

and was fined $200 by the police

magistrate.

Para. Signs Bruce Cabot
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Paramount has signed

Bruce Cabot to a term contract.

The last opportunity to book into your

theater the most outstanding attraction

MAYERLING
All rights to the booking of this pic-

ture are to be withdrawn within the

next two months.

PAX FILM TRANSCRIPTIONS

MEdallion 3-3248

723 Seventh Ave. New York

ASC, If Outvoted, Will

Continue Its Charter Fight

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Despite election set

for yesterday by members of Inter-

national Photographers Local 659

to vote on the question of issuing a

separate charter to the American

Society of Cinematographers, the

ASC executive board announced it

would continue to fight for separate

charter and warned that if both or-

ganizations are grouped, second
cameraman and assistants would
suffer whenever the pay of direc-

tors of photgoraphy is increased.
The board also stated its members

"will not be forced into an organiza-
tion where they are outvoted four to

one."
President Gus Peterson of Local

659 declared members of 659 do not
want to wipe out ASC as an insti-'

tution, but want every man in every
camera classification, united in 659
for economic good.

FRIENDLY SERVICE

SAVES TIME AND MONEY

" Tostal
Telegraph

CHARGES FOR TELEGRAMS
•PHONED IN APPEAR ON YOUR

TELEPHONE BILL.

COmmG and GOIRG

CARL LESERMAN, MONROE CREENTHAL a

SKIP WESHNER arrived in Chicago Saturday
the United Artists sales meeting.

NORMAN MORAY, Warner short subjects sa
manager, will be at the studio today for exec
five conferences.

WALT DISNEY left Friday for the Coar

CECIL B. DeMILLE arrives in New York'
the Coast next Sunday.

GRADWELL L. SEARS left the Coast at t

week-end for the United Artists convention
Chicago.

Spyros and Chas. Skourc
At Phoenix NT Conclave

Phoenix, Ariz.—A two-day mee
ing of district managers of Nation
Theaters to lay plans for the ci

cuit's Spring drive closed here Fi
day. Spyros Skouras, president ij

National Theaters, is leading tl|

conferences with Charles Skoura
Fox West Coast exec. Spyros Skoi
ras is expected to be back in Ne
York today.

Six Features Planned
By Minoco Productions

Minoco Productions, producers c
(

musical shorts, will expand its activ
ties to include the production of sij

feature pictures and two series c

short subjects for distribution b
major companies, according to Jac
Barry, president-
More than 850 persons attende

the screening of recent Minoci
soundies at the Plaza Theater las

week.

new ycer
THEATERS

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
50th St. & 6th Ave.

SPENCER TRACY : KATHARINE HEPBURN

"WOMAN OF THE YEAR'
Directed by Geo. Stevens : An M-G-M Picture

ON STAGE: "WORDS AND MUSIC" BY COLE
PORTER—Leenidoff's colorful tune-fllled revue.
Symphony Orchestra, direction of Erno Rapee.

1st Mezzanine Seats Reserved : : Circle 6-4600

Betty Victor Jack

GRABLE MATURE OAKIE

'SONG OF THE ISLANDS'
A Twentieth'Fox Technicolor Hit

PLUS A BIG
STAGE SHOW ROXY

7th AVENUE
50th STREET
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ilholic Charities

)rive Com. Chosen

asey, T.
* lso

—

Gus S.

rainger,
•'( >,r 11 T

John J. O'Connor of Universal Pie-
- announced on Friday, as chair-

lan of the Motion Picture Commit-
tee for 1942
Catholic
Charities
Drive, that
his group
would com-
prise Jack
A 1 i c o a t e

,

Joseph Bern-
hard, Nate J.

B 1 u m b e rg,

Maj. Edward
Bowes, Harry

I Brandt, Steve
Broidy ,

Harry D.
Buckley, Pat

H. M. Doherty,

JOHN J. O'CONNOR

J. Connors,

Eyssell, Si Fabian, E. C.

James R. Grainger, Al
lovell, John Kane, Maurice Kann,
ustin C. Keough, Joseph McCon-

ille, Charles B. McDonald, Joseph
. McLaughlin, Joseph E. McMahon,
William Morris, James A. Mulvey,
ohn Murphy, Senator William J.

lurray, Leon Netter, John Nolan,
lso—

' Dennis F. O'Brien, John O'Connell,
harles L. O'Reilly, P. A. Powers,
William T. Powers, Martin Quigley,
•harles Reagan, Phil Reisman, Her-
lan Robbins, William F. Rodgers,
fcrt Sanford, George J. Schaefer,
William A. Scully, George Skouras,
pyros Skouras, A. W. Smith, Jr.,

'rank C. Walker, and William White.
The Motion Picture Committee is

; - n integral part of the Archbishop's
lommittee of the Laity, of which Ai-
red E. Smith is chairman; Post-
aaster General Walker is treasurer,
nd RKO's president is assistant
reasurer.

Jewell Order is Upheld
The Appellate Division of the New

7ork Supreme Court on Friday
manimously upheld a lower court
rder which directs the appointment
•f appraisers to fix the value of
tock held by Arthur W. and Annie
!. Newell in Pathe Film Corp. Plain-
iffs, holders of 200 shares, opposed
he exchange by Pathe of 3500
hares of Dupont Film Manufactur-
ng Corp. for 56,750 of stock of E.
. Dupont de Nemours & Co.

"%§S^y°^

T T T

Doers and Doin's
• • • HENRY ANDERSON, in charge of fire protection and safety

measures for Paramount Pictures, will address the assembly of Hunter

College next Wednesday on the part women may be asked to play in

civilian defense The Anderson plans for safeguarding of patrons in

Paramount houses the nation o'er have been uniformly adopted by the

circuits affiliated with Para In his Hunter College talk, Henry'll

stress the paTt theaters are playing in current civilian defense plans. . . .

• Merle Oberon is in her trundle with a cold. ... • Our Quebec ob-

servers aver that Glenn Ford, appearing personally up that-a-way in con-

junction with the recent bow of "Adventures of Martin Eden," gave further

impetus to Canadian-U. S. relations, and that Columbia Exploiteer Leo

Pillot deserves a most respectful salute for his part in the proceedings

T T

• • • FILE under "one for the book": The head of a New
Jersey patriotic organization, knowing some'n about the way Charlie

Einfeld and Mort Blumenstock's boys stage big premieres, such as

"Sergeant York," "Captains of the Clouds," et al, phoned the Warner

home office and asked that the premiere of a certain new picture be

lield in his city The film happened to be another company's re-

lease When told so, the offical said: "Okay, I'll take the picture

from them, but I want you boys to stage the premiere!"

T T

• • • GEORGE I. SCHAEFER, RKO Radio's prexy, who is chairman

of the motion picture industry's scholarship fund drive in behalf of refugee

students of Yeshiva College, announces that the fourth annual campaign

is now under way. ... • William Morris has been 'lected prexy of the

Theatrical Artists' Representatives Ass'n. ... • No, Mister Exhib., Para-

mount's new pic, "China Pass," has nothing to do with dice It's a

drama of U. S. aviators aiding the gallant Chinese in their battle against

the Snipponese The Para, production 'partment has engaged Royal

Leonard, personal pilot for Chiang Kai-Shek for some six years, to act as

technical advisor re the opus. ... • Corp. Begore Baker, one of Walt

Disney's "Fantasia" artists before donning Uncle Sam's khaki, has grabbed

first prize in the Service Men's Cartoon Contest under auspices of the New
York City Defense Recreation Committee His prize-winning entry

depicted the humorous troubles of the kitchen police He's in Co. H,

15th Signal Service Regiment, Fort Monmouth, N. J First prize was a

portable typewriter and a wrist watch. ... • Today is the Sam (PRC)

Eestenbaums' 12th wedding anniversary

T T T
• • • THOSE irrepresible showmen, the Messrs. Karl Hoblitzelle

and Bob O'Donnell, solons of Interstate circuit, have thought up an-

other one This time it's to shoot the works on a stage extravaganza,

"Varsity Vanities," in which cast will be comprised exclusively of under-

graduates of several Texas colleges and universities Students

selected will tour from four to six weeks this summer, and receive $25 a

week, plus all living expenses and transportation Attraction will

play the Interstate houses, and then be offered to USO as entertainment

for the soldier lads in camps A spokesman for the circuit declares

"As you know, the fundamental policy of Interstate for 34 years has been

to establish the legitimacy and civic status of the theater"

T T T

• • • REMEMBER PEARL HARBOR! ! !

Ceilings Won't Hit

The Film Industry

(Continued from Page 1)

ise instanced when, upon his sug-
gestion, films were exempted at the
time the Price Control bill was be-
fore Congress. Taking the view that
all industries that are recreational
should be exempted, the President
now would not follow the Canadian
plan of including films.

It was indicated on Capitol Hill,

however, that the matter was not to
be regarded as permanently settled.

Should new exigencies arise, there
might be reconsideration to deter-
mine whether inclusion of films was
justified, spokesmen said.

(Indie exhibs. in the Philly ex-
change territory meet in the Quaker
City today to map a course of action
which might include an appeal to
Leon Henderson, OPA chief, for a
ceiling on rentals. Indies there
have charged distribs. with "profit-

eering," and have threatened to take
their case to Henderson if their al-

leged grievances are not adjusted.)

The film industry was specifically

exempted from the provisions of the
price control law, through a Senate
amendment to the original bill spon-
sored by Senator Downey of Calif.

Thus, special legislation apparently
would be required to apply ceilings

to film profits, wages and admis-
sions, as well as rentals.

Jock Lawrence Quits

AMPP For War Work
(Continued from Page 1)

assistant to Chairman Howard
Stiickling of the publicity directors'

committee, to devote himself to war
work in Washington.
Lawrence will also resign from in-

dustry posts of secretary of the Hol-
lywood Victory Committee and secre-

tary of the War Activities Commit-
tee of Motion Picture Industry, Hol-
lywood Division.

McCarey's First for RKO
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Leo McCarey will

produce and direct "Beloved Sabo-
teur," Ginger Rogers-Carey Grant
co-starrer, when he joins RKO.
Shooting starts June 22.

C'est la Guerre!

Sacramento, Cal.—Edith Francis
is the new operator of the Nippon
Theater here and the name has been
changed to Valley Theater. Soichi
Makatani, former owner, was taken
into custody by the FBI during an
alien roundup.

San Francisco, Cal.—To accom-
modate large numbers of Army and
Navy personnel, the last perform-
ance at Telenews Theater, news reel

house,, will start at 1 a.m., instead
of 11 p.m.
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:< -it Reviews of the new nuns * 4
"A Gentleman
After Dark"

United Artists 74 Mins.

MELODRAMATIC MURDER STORY
NICELY PRODUCED BUT FLAT AS TO
PLOT.
"A Gentleman After Dark" has been

splendidly produced, with all the superficial

trimmings. So this reviewer may be con-

sidered a little intolerant for feeling that

"Heliotrope Harry" and his problems are

not of vital interest.

Brian Donlevy and Miriam Hopkins are a

pair of smooth crooks who make a business

of lifting jewelry at society parties. They
are ably assisted in their career by Philip

Reed. When Hopkins has a baby, Donlevy

wants to go straight and bring his daughter

<p properly. However, the lady has other

plans.

When the trio pulls its last job, she and

Reed double-cross him. After leaving the

debutante party, with the necklace neatly

rucked away in his hat, Donlevy goes back

to his apartment. Knowing intuitively that

something is wrong, he drops the jewels in

an ash receiver in the vestibule before going

in. He finds Preston Foster (detective, and

a boyhood chum) waiting for him. Foster

grabs his hat and when he doesn't find the

necklace leaves.

Donlevy knows what the other two have

been up to, goes to Reed's apartment and

kills him. Things begin to get complicated

then. Donlevy goes to Preston Foster and

gives himself up on condition that he will

accept the reward that is offered for his

capture and use it to bring up his daughter.

All this takes place in 1923. Then we
shift to 1942. Sharon Douglas, Donlevy's

daughter, is grown up, her father is serving

a life sentence, but is about due for parole,

her step-father is married to her former

nurse and is a supreme court judge, and she

is engaged to one of the members of a

prominent wealthy family. Hopkins and
Douglas Dumbrille, her underhanded lawyer,

hear of the engagement and threaten Fos-

ter, hoping to cash in.

Harold Huber, Donlevy's pal and former

chauffeur, comes to prison and tells him

about the whole mess. Donlevy, knowing
that Foster would rather give them the

money than have any scandal attached to

his step-daughter's name, makes a break and

goes back to New York. He does a fancy

job on Hopkins and the film ends on a

very melodramatic note.

Brian Donlevy is excellent. Miriam Hop-
kins does well. There are fine perform-

ances by Harold Huber, Philip Reed, Gloria

Holden, and a few others.

CAST: Brian Donlevy, Miriam Hopkins,

Preston Foster, Harold Huber, Philip Reed,

Gloria Holden, Douglass Dumbrille, Sharon

Douglas, Bill Henry.

CREDITS: Producer, Edward Small; Direc-

tor, Edwin L. Marin; Screenplay, Patterson

McNutt, George Bruce; Original Story, Rich-

ard Washburn Child; Supervisor, George
Arthur; Assistant, Grant Whytock; Photog-

raphy, Milton Krasner; Art Director, John

DuCasse Schulze; Assistant, Abe Grossman;
Makeup, Don Cash; Editor, Arthur Roberts;

Music, Dimitri Tiomkin; Sound, William

Wilmarth; Assistant Director, Sam Nelson;

Special Photographic Effects, Howard Ander-

son; Set Decorations, Edward Boyle; Sound

Editor, T. K. Wood; Production Manager,
Max H. Golden.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

"Secret Agent of

Japan"
with Preston Foster, Lynn Ban

20th-Fox 72 Mins.

TIMELY MELODRAMA, PACKED WITH
ACTION AND INTRIGUE, MAKES NIFTY
PROGRAMMER.

"Secret Agent of Japan," a rousing melo-

drama, brings villainy right up-to-date. The
baddies are all Nipponese—save for one or

two who are Nazi agents doing their

Fuehrer's dirty work in Shanghai. A more
slimy lot never graced a motion picture

screen.

The representatives of the United Nations

take a terrific going-over until near the

finale, when they black out the Axis lice in

grand fashion. The hero of the lot is the

operator of a Shanghai bar, an American
who fled the States after breaking out cf

prison, where he was unjustly confined. The
fellow is played by Preston Foster. The
opposition is in command of Noel Madison

>n the role of a Jap agent.

The match of wits creates many tense,

exciting moments of melodramatic fury.

Foster's chief ally is a member of British

Intelligence (Lynn Bari). For a long time

she keeps the audience—and Foster—won-
dering where her allegiance lies. It is a

relief when she is finally established as a

pal of the democracies assigned to get hold

of Japan's secret plans to attack Pearl

Harbor. Foster gets the plans in the end

—

but too late to prevent Japan's treacherous

blow at our Hawaiian defenses.

The black intrigue is lightened with mo-
ments of humor nicely worked into the script

by John Larkin, who has touched every

facet of melodramatics in his screenplay.

The chief trouble with the plot is that

it takes so many twists and turns and
reaches into so many corners to create sus-

pense that it produces some sense of con-

fusion. Some may have a little difficulty

following its amazing contortions.

The acting hits the right note for a melo-
drama of this type. Preston Foster, Miss
Bari and Madison carry away most of the

honors.

Irving Pichel directed with a fine eye to

all the nuances of the art of villainy.

CAST: Preston Foster, Lynn Bari, Noel

Madison, Sen Yung, Janis Carter, Steve

Geray, Kurt Katch, Addison Richards, Ian

Wolfe, Hermine Sterler, Selma Jackson,

Frank Puglia, Leland Hodgson, Leslie Deni-

son, Jean Del Val.

CREDITS: Producer, Sol M. Wurtzel;
Director, Irving Pichel; Screenplay, John
Larkin; Cameraman, Lucien Andriot; Editor,

Alfred Day.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Rehearing is Refused
In Kramer Theater Case

Detroit—Appeal for rehearing in
Federal Circuit Court of Appeals
was denied by that court in the
Kramer Theater case, effectively re-
affirming its former decision against
Cohn and Shevin, former lessees.
The house presumably will be

transferred from receiver's hands to
the Kramer family now. Only other
legal recourse is appeal to U. S. Su-
preme Court.

"Kid Glove Killer"
with Van Heflin, Marsha Hunt,

Lee Bowman
M-G-M 74 Mins.

STRONG, EXCITING AND CONVIN-
CING CRIME PIC GEARED TO SCORE
WITH ALL AUDIENCES.

Although this picture's title has a some-
what dime-novel ring, and smacks of the

run-of-the-mine thrill entertainment gener-

ally associated with the subsequents, out-

lets are hereby warned not to hold the

attraction lightly. Actually, "Kid Glove

Killer" is easily one of the best crime films

to emerge from Hollywood in a long, long

time, and hence is commendable screen fare

for all strata of stands, including the better

key situations.

The screenplay, penned by John C. Higgins

I who wrote the original story) and Allen

Rivkin, is a solid, exciting and close-knit

affair, which substitutes fascinating and

scientific crime detection for the loose

imaginative elements which usually prevail

in a feature of this type. Therefore, the

onlooker always feels, as the action unfolds,

that he or she is witnessing actualities, and

is part and parcel of them.

Van Heflin, whose popularity as a screen

luminary is progressively increasing, adds

decidedly to his laurels in the role of labora-

tory bureau chief for a city's police depart-

ment. Through his skill as a chemist and

microscopist, plus uncanny powers of deduc-

tion, he brings to justice the slick and

ambitious Lee Bowman, who, as the puppet

politically for a powerful underworld gang
leader, becomes the city's mayor, after per-

petrating the murder of his friend who held

that office.

Most of the footage deals with Heflin's

untiring efforts to bag the real killer, in

the wake of the arrest, grilling and incar-

ceration of Eddie Quillan, upon whom Bow-
man is trying to pin the crime. A sinister

and spine-chilling sidelight is Bowman's
successful courtship of Marsha Hunt,

Heflin's pretty lab assistant, with whom he

himself is in love.

The Heflin-Hunt romance scores at the

finale when Bowman's guilt is established,

and he and his gangland associates are con-

victed. Fred Zinnemann's direction is tip-

top, as is Paul Vogel's photography. "Kid

Glove Killer" proves that the factual can

be as enthralling as the most dramatic fic-

tional treatment in photoplays. It's strong,

rugged diversion.

CAST: Van Heflin, Marsha Hunt, Lee
Bowman, Samuel S. Hinds, Cliff Clark, Eddie

Quillan, John Litel, Catherine Lewis, Nella

Walker.

CREDITS: Director, Fred Zinnemann;
Producer, Jack Chertok; Screenplay, Allen

Rivkin, John C. Higgins; Author, John C.

Higgins; Cameraman, Paul Vogel; Music
Score, David Snell; Recording Director,

Douglas Shearer; Art Director, Cedric Gib-

bons; Associate, Randall Duell; Set Decora-

tions, Edwin B. Willis; Film Editor, Ralph

Winters.

DIRECTION, Tip-Top. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Ditto.

Ferdinand Trottman Dead
Milwaukee—Ferdinand Trottman,

78, pioneer Milwaukee showman, is

dead. Trottman operated the old
Gem for years and before the days
of motion pictures, the former New
Star and Standard Theaters.

"Who Is Hope
Schuyler?"

with Joseph Allen, Jr., Mary Howard,

Sheila Ryan, Ricardo Cortez

20th -Fox 57 Mi

SWELL MELODRAMA, WITH %
AND SUSPENSE, KEEPS ITS SECRET^.
THE END.

Set this down as a good little melodrar

Speed, excitement and suspense with<

stint—it has all of these. It guards t

identity of the Hope Schuyler of the ti

with its very life. And when the secret

sprung, it hits solidly.

The story is not the newest thing in t

world, but it is spun with so much co

petence that it sums up as a good bet

double-feature programs.

A crusading district attorney just ;

pointed to the job (Joseph Allen, Jr.) si

out to clean up the town. He has his pred

cessor in the office (Ricardo Cortez)

trial on charges of being in cahoots w
the criminal element. The footage is

battle of wits between the two men. CI

follows clue and complication piles on coi

plication, all in rapid-fire order.

The whole case depends upon the ide

tity of a woman who, under the guise

a seeress, accepted graft money intend

for the former district attorney under t

pretext it represented fees for asrrologi

readings. Allen has 48 hours to produ

the witness. Cortez misses no trick in

attempt to circumvent the fellow. Final

by a lot of hocus-pocus, Allen gains I

goal, but not before a lot of suspects h;

been put under the light and discarded.

Allen's own assistant (Mary Howar
turns out to be Hope Schuyler. She's t

last person the audience would suspect. T
plot is complicated by a lot of jealousii

considering that Cortez has a weakness I

women, no less than for crooked dough.

There is a romance of a sort betwe

Allen and a sob sister covering the ca

(Sheila Ryan).

Good acting helps give the film its kic

Allen, Cortez, Miss Howard and Miss Ry

are especially fine.

Thomas V. Loring directed with consi

erable tautness.

CAST: Joseph Allen, Jr., Mary Howai
Sheila Ryan, Ricardo Cortez, Janis Carti

Joan Valerie, Robert Lowery, Rose Hoba
Paul Guilfoyle, William Newell, Pat Flaherl

Charles Trowbridge, Frank Puglia, Ed Sta

ley, Ed Keene, Cliff Clark.

CREDITS: Producer, Sol M. Wurtz(
Director, Thomas V. Loring; Screenpl;

Arnaude d'Usseau; Based on novel

Stephen Ransome; Cameraman, Virgil Mi

ler; Editor, Louis Loeffler.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPH
Good.

Lucas-Jenkins to Operate
New Smyrna, Ga., House

Smyrna, Ga.—Work will begin in

mediately on construction of a ne
film theater here. The new hous
which will have a seating capacit

of approximately 1,000, will repn
sent an investment of approximate!
$100,000. It will be operated undc
direction of Lucas & Jenkins on
20-year lease from the owners,
Schley Thompson, Atlanta banke
and Mrs. Thompson.



I Cecil B. DeMille
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For 50 Years...
. . . Pioneer . . . trail blazer . . . master

showman. He has led the motion

picture industry in its every upward

step; the story of his accomplish-

ments is the story of the industry!



DeMILLE'S 30 YEARS!

THE SQUAW MAN T^-C^^ 1 CHIMMIE FADDEN
OUT WEST"

THE VIRGINIAN

THE CALL OF THE NORTH

Ci

THE CHEAT

THE GOLDEN CHANCE

'

WHATS HIS NAME

THE MAN FROM HOME

THE ROSE OF THE RANCHO
•

THE GIRL OF
THE GOLDEN WEST

•

THE WARRENS OF VIRGINIA

THE UNAFRAID

THE CAPTIVE

"

THE WILD GOOSE CHASE

THE ARAB

CHIMMIE FADDEN

KINDLING

MARIA ROSA

"

CARMEN*

TEMPTATION'

THE TRAIL OF
(T^^^T^T** THE LONESOME PINE"

THE HEART OF
NORA FLYNN

•

THE DREAM GIRL

"

JOAN THE WOMAN"
•

A ROMANCE
OF THE REDWOODS"

THE LITTLE AMERICAN"

THE WOMAN GOD FORGOT"

THE DEVIL STONE"

THE WHISPERING CHORUS"

OLD WIVES FOR NEW"
•

WE CANT HAVE
EVERYTHING

•

TILL I COME BACK TO YOU"

THE SQUAW MAN"
(No. 2)



. .A History of Boxoffice !

DONT CHANGE
YOUR HUSBAND"

•

FOR BETTER OR
FOR WORSE

•

MALE AND FEMALE"

WHY CHANGE YOUR WIFE?
•

"SOMETHING TO THINK

ABOUT"
•

FORBIDDEN FRUIT

THE AFFAIRS OF ANATOL"

FOOLS PARADISE"

SATURDAY NIGHT"

MANSLAUGHTER"

"ADAMS RIB" ^ ^
THE TEN COMMANDMENTS

* C(T^

TRIUMPH"

' FEET OF CLAY"

THE GOLDEN BED"

THE ROAD TO YESTERDAY

THE VOLGA BOATMAN

KING OF KINGS

THE GODLESS GIRL

DYNAMITE

MADAME SATAN
e

THE SQUAW MAN"
(No. 3)

^1M

THE SIGN OF THE CROSS

THIS DAY AND AGE"

FOUR FRIGHTENED PEOPLE"

CLEOPATRA

THE CRUSADES

THE PLAINSMAN"

p~-
THE BUCCANEER

UNION PACIFIC"
•

NORTH WEST
MOUNTED POLICE

oj ik

.

and Npu> • •

•

. _f TKem AH
•
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Cecil B. DeMille's

REAP THE
WILD WIND M

Starring

RAY MILLAND • JOHN WAYNE
PAULETTE GODDARD

with

RAYMOND MASSEY • ROBERT PRESTON

SUSAN HAYWARD
and Lynne Overman Charles Bickford • Walter Hampden

Martha O Driscoll • Janet Beeeher

Produced and Directed by CECIL B. DeMILLE

Screen Play by Alan LeMay. Charles Bennett and Jesse Lasky, Jr.

Based on a Saturday Evening Post Story by Thelma Strabel

c

A Paramount Picture In Technicolor

'.
. . for a look at Cecil B. DeMille's

'Reap the Wild Wind". It's a pip.

This show is the best of his I ve ever

seen !
— John Chapman. Chicago Tribune

N.Y. Daily News Syndicate

'.
. . magnificent spectacle, vigorous

action, glamour of history, fascinat-

ing story—DeMille at his best!"

—Douglas W. Churchill in

"Redhook" Magazine

^VorI(^ Premieres
PARAMOUNT THEATRE
HOLLYWOOD • MARCH 19

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
NEW YORK • MARCH 26
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For U. S. Troops

(Continued front Page 1)

with the Japanese seizure of the

puppet state of Manchuokuo and
bring modern history up-to-date.

The cost will be one fourth of com-

| «t'icial films because motion picture

wj-Aiters, directors, and actors will do-

nate their services, and all the news-
reel companies have offered the use

of their libraries of news films, at

cost. Called orientation films by
the Special Seiwices Branch, in which
Major Capra has been Chief of the

Motion Picture Section since March
4, these pictures will be made in

Hollywood, New York, Washington,
and Fort Monmouth, N. J.

Brig. Gen. Frederick H. Osborn,

Chief of the Special Services Branch
of the War Department, will speak
to Hollywood producers March 23

;
in Los Angeles concerning their co-

operation in the project, while he is

on a visit of inspection in the area

of Western operations. Major Capra
will be in Hollywood the previous

week to arrange for his production

staff to make the films. Seven Hol-

lywood script writers are already at

work in Washington on the scenarios

for the films.

The orientation films will be for

Army use only. Designed to sup-

plement the informative lectures

now being given troops under the di-

rection of the Bureau of Public Re-
lations, these pictures will be shown
in Army camp theatei's to men and
officers. They will be narrated and
edited by Army personnel and will

be a film report of world news.
Another series on our enemies and

our allies, and their methods and
aims, will be produced simultane-

ously. These will be issued weekly.

The film libraries of the Museum of

Modern Art, March of Time and
other newsreel companies will be

used for material to be pieced to-

gether as historical background.

Tele's Air Raid Warden
School to Be Continued

NBC expects to continue its tele-

vision school for air raid wardens
over Station WNBT indefinitely.

Present basic series will be repeated,
and more specialized instrucitons will

be added for all categories of de-

fense workers included in New York's
aid raid protection scheme.
The school is not limited to New

York City's air raid wardens. De-
fense workers in other localities,

too, have organized to follow the

expert instruction offered to New
York wardens. Simultaneous re-

broadcast of the series over the

General Electric Co. transmitter,

Station WRGB, near Schenectady,
and the Philco Radio & Television

Corp. Station WPTZ, Philadelphia,

makes the televised information
available to wardens in those areas.

The entire television audience, if

letters to NBC's television depart-
ment are representative, is enthusi-

astic over the defense series.

revieios of item fums
"Stagecoach Express"
with Don "Red" Barry, Lynn Merrick,

Al St. John

Republic 57 Mins.

ROUTINE WESTERN WITH THE USUAL
INGREDIENTS. JUST SO-SO DIVERSION
FOR ACTION FANS.

This yarn of the Texas Panhandle, the

struggle of pretty Lynn Merrick to get a

stagecoach franchise when the section is

annexed to that State, and how her aspira-

tions are realized via the heroics of Don

"Red" Barry in cleaning up a rival group

which is scheming to set up a transportation

line of its own, just about tells the plot.

Betwixt and between are the usual fisti-

cuffs, banditry, chases involving whirling

wheels and clattering hooves, gunplay, ma-
chinations, romance and comedy. It's a

formula affair, as are most limited budget

cactus dramas, but has enough on the ball

to give an hour's diversion to the action en-

thusiasts. There's one bit of reverse Eng-

lish, employed in a climax scene.

Therein, the redoubtable Barry "kidnaps"

the slippery Emmett Lynn to serve as a

safety-shield to those riding in the stage-

coach which Barry knows is going to be set

upon by Lynn's henchmen. The scenarist

sees to it that the coup works out all right,

and subsequently has Lynn killed by his

own mob as he backs out of the cabin in

which the stage passengers have taken re-

fuge. The comedy is in the hands of Al St.

John.

George Sherman both produced and di-

rected, and the cast does okay by the ma-
terial. John MacBurnie's photography is

right up to snuff. Write it down as a run

of the mine offering.

CAST: Don "Red" Barry, Lynn Merrick,

Al St. John, Robert Kent, Emmett Lynn, Guy
Kingsford, Ethan Laidlaw.

CREDITS: Associate Producer - Director,

George Sherman; Screenplay, Arthur V.

Jones; Author, Doris Schroeder; Cameraman,
John MacBurnie; Film Editor, William

Thompson; Musical Director, Cy Feuer.

DIRECTION, Okay. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Same.

Mono, and Cine Colombia
Close Distribution Deal

Monogram has closed a distribu-

tion deal with Cine Colombia, which
controls more than 120 theaters in

the South American republic. Deal
was closed in New York between
Norton V. Ritchey, vice-president in

charge of foreign operations of Mon-
ogram, and Charles Cooke, Ameri-
can representative of Cine Colom-
bia.

Adventure Closes Deals

Adventure Films has closed "Inva-

sion" distribution deals for Boston,
Buffalo, Albany, Washington, Seat-

tle, Portland, Chicago, Indianapolis,

Milwaukee, Philadelphia, Detroit,

Minneapolis, Des Moines.

Dye Vat for "Thunderbirds"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — "Thunderbirds" will

be filmed in Technicolor, 20th-Fox
announces. Janis Carter has been
assigned to the cast while Lumar
Trotti will be associate producer.

* SHORTS *

"The Argentine Question"
RKO—M of T 19 mins.

Excellent

In "The Argentine Question" the
March of Time tackles one of the
most vital subjects of the moment.
Argentina's stand in the struggle be-
tween the democracies and the Axis
nations is clearly set forth here with
commendable fairness. The various
foices that govern the country's de-
cision to retain its neutrality for the
present are described with a fine

show of logic. The point made is

that there are strong cultural and
spiritual ties uniting the people of

Argentina with Europe since its pop-
ulation is made up of European stock.

The film leaves one definitely with
the impression that Argentina's sym-
pathies lie on the side of the United
Nations. Capital stuff.

"Pussycat Cafe"

(Stranger Than Fiction)

Universal 9 mins.
Very Illuminating

Set this down as a very entertain-
ing short. Among the strange sights

one is treated to is a cat which sits

up wnile its mistress squirts milk
from a cow into its mouth; a fence
made of baseball bats; an amazing
collection of World War relics; an
Iiish wolfhound supposed to be the
largest dog in the world; a collection

of match book covers containing
11,000 items.

"Screen Snapshots"
Columbia 10 mins.

Holds Interest

Ralph Staub has directed another
in the series of single-ieelers devoted
to the presentation of glimpses of

screen personalities off the sets. First

we get a quick look at the young
lovely, Janet Blair, singing an
Army Air Corps Song and then
there is a mock court martial of

Charlie McCarthy, whose attorney
is is Lieut. James Stewart. The of-

ficer who presides is Maj. Lynn S.

Chapman of the West Coast Air
Corps Training Center. This one is

interesting but seems to fall just a
trifle flat.

"Tune Time"
Universal 15 mins.

Songfest

Play this and put the pop song
addicts in heaven. Featured are Jan
Garber and his orchestra. The film

offers a melange of songs of every
type. Among the numbers are: "The
White Cliffs of Dover" and "Elmer's
Tune." Among the performers are:

June Haver, Vivien Fay, Marvel
Maxwell, Lee Bennett, Donald Novis,

The King's Men. Some of the songs
are acted out. This offers an excuse
for several production numbers.

THE WEEK
IN REVIEW
Sub. Sales Plan

- By L. H. MITCHELL '—

POLLS INDECISIVE: Polls con-
ducted on UMPI's blocks of 12 substi-
tute sales plan are indecisive, Abram
F. Myers stated. First MPTOA unit
(ITO of No. Calif.) to vote on the
plan, rejected it. New Jersey Allied
rejected and advanced a five-point
eounter-pioposal. Illinois Allied re-
jected, reconsidered and endorsed it

with reservations. Ohio ITO endorsed
with modifications. PCC of ITO re-
jected. Connecticut Allied asked for
changes. Independent Exhibitors,
Inc. (New England Allied) advanced
proposals of its own calling for trade-
showing and identification of blocks
of 25 per cent of output. . . . UMPI
sub-committee will meet again March
25. Allied Board will consider the
plan on March 24. Meanwhile sub-
mission of the UMPI proposal to the
U. S. Government has been delayed.

* * *

"TAX-TO-LIMIT": Plan for in-
creased Federal taxes backed by the
National Association of Manufac-
turers and prepared by J. Cheever
Cowdin, was outlined to the House
committee at the week-end by Cow-
din. NAM proposes heavy profits
and sales levies and urges cut in
non-war spending. . . . Tax proposals
advanced by Secretary of the Treas-
ury Henry Morgenthau were seen as
a challenge to the industry.

* * *

IA REFORM PROGRAM: An
IATSE reform program looking to
prevention of a repetition of the
Browne-Bioff racketeering will be
presented at the International's bien-
niel convention in June, according to

a special bulletin issued to the rank-
and-file membership.

* * #

MISCELLANY: Eastman Kodak's
1941 net of $21,588,790 is a jump
of $1,512,051 over the previous year.
. . . Tradeshows held to cost exhibi-

tors $50,000 each a year. . . . WAC
named field publicists in 41 key cities.

. . . Inquiries pouring into the AAA
indicate a flood of arbitration cases
is on the way. . . . Rationing by the
Government will deliver jolt to small
town exhibitors, digest of the situa-
tion indicates. . . . Westchester Coun-
ty blackout affecting nearly a score
of communities slashed into theater
grosses. . . . New Boston booking
combine, Affiliated Theaters Corp.,
is headed by Arthur K. Howard. . . .

Philly M. P. Associates proposes to

form voluntary supervisory system
to look after theaters and business
affairs of exhibs. called to the colors.

New Training Film for Army
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—New War Department
training film on the "105-mm. How-
itzer, Mechanical Training," will be
made by Paramount, with most of

the production to be shot on location

at the Field Artillery School at

Fort Sill, Okla. Film will be directed

by B. F. McEveety, assisted by
George Templeton.
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Technicolor Profit

Rises to $942,912

(Continued from Page 1)

print volume,—more than 20 full-

length attractions having been pro-

duced during the span, with more
than half this number in the mak-
ing now, and the 1941 positive print

footage having reached the unpre-
cedented figure of 97,014,757, as
against 80,632,168 in 1940.

Eeport also revealed that the com-
pany, and its subsidiary, Technicolor
Motion Picture Corp., showed, as of

Dec. 31, current assets of $4,351,-

440.15 and current liabilities of

$891,275.93. Cash balance was $3,-

402,777.20, or approximately 3.8

times current liabilities. The net
current assets were $3,460,164.22,

and net profit, after deductions,

$942,912.22, as against $882,125.65
in 1940.

Impressive financial showing was
effected in 1941, notwithstanding a

cent-per-foot slash in 1940 on posi-

tive prints shipped from the Holly-
wood plant for theatrical distribu-

tion, and also in face of increased
taxes and wages. Gains were ac-

credited by Kalmus to increased
sales volume, modifications in Tech-
nicolor process itself, and greater
departmental efficiency, enabling the

company to pay dividends of $1
per share in '41, compared with 75c

in '40. The '41 net sales were $6,-

390,289.13, whereas they were $5,-

103,404.58 in '40.

To Be Filmed in Technicolor

In production or preparation, as

of the report's compilation, were
the following first half of '42 sched-
uled features: "Angel in Furs,"
(Paramount); "Bambi," (Disney-
RKO); "Coney Island," (20th-Fox);
"Forest Rangers," (Paramount);
"For Whom the Bell Tolls," (Para-
mount); "My Gal Sal," (20th-Fox);
"Rurales," (Paramount - DeMille);
"Saratoga Trunk," (Warners); and
three other 20th-Fox productions,
"Springtime in the Rockies," "Thun-
derbirds," and "To the Shores of

Tripoli." Additionally there are
several unnamed features in prep-
aration.
Among photographic advances of

'41 listed by Technicolor are the new
aircraft camera mounts; increased
equipment mobility allowing wider
scope of action in aerial productions;
and, of unusual significance because
of studios being restricted to near-
by location work bv war conditions,

—the utilizing of studio stages to

simulate location exteriors due to

greater knowledge of lighting.

Monopack Process Encouraging

Kalmus declared that monopack
process for originals (suitable for
any standard black-and-white mo-
tion picture camera) had been used
on airplane wings, for storm scenes,
fire scenes, stampedes, etc., where
greater flexibility was impoi*tant.

Because of constant improvement in

Technicolor 3-strip procedure, prints

from monopack are not yet equal in

quality, but considerable encourage-
ment for continued monopack im-

TO THE COLORS!
Spokane, Wash.—James M. Leslie,

and Gerald B. Kerr, associated with
Orpheum Theater, Spokane, for the
past few years, have joined the U. S.

Marines.

Wilmington, Del.—Henry L. Shol-
ly, The Film Daily's Wilmington
correspondent, reports March 19 for
induction into the Army. From 1934
to 1939, Sholly was motion picture
editor of the Wilmington Sunday
Star.

Boston—Jack Granara, publicity

director for the Keith Memorial and
RKO Boston theaters for the past

several years, has enlisted in the

Army Air Corps.

Denver—Edward W. and N. Ernst
Olson, 21-year-old twins, the former
on the Broadway staff and Ernst on
the Aladdin staff, have joined the

Navy.

Boston—Eddie McDonald of East
Boston, long connected with RKO
and Loew's theaters, has enlisted in

the Air Corps as a test pilot.

Columbus, O.—Clif Bozman, man-
ager of the Beechwold theater here
has enlisted in the Navy.

Chicago — Harry Goldman of the

Warner exchange has gone into the

Army.

Chicago—Sergt. Hugh Ward, for-

merly of the Warner zone staff here,

is attending the Officers' Training
School at Fort Benning, Ga.

Chicago—John Maloney, manager
of Warners' Grove Theater, joins the

Navy next Wednesday.

Akron, O.—Paul Dietjen, of the
Royal Theater, son of the late John
Dietjen, has enlisted in the Navy.

Tax Policy Determination
Issue in WB Refund Claim

Sacramento, Cal. — Differences

over a claim by Warner Brothers for
the refund of $18,356 in franchise
taxes has turned to the question
whether State Franchise Tax Com-
missioner Charles J. McColgan
alone should determine tax policies.

The question was raised in the
Government's cabinet to determine
what powers the State Board of

Control has over McColgan, an ap-
pointive officer.

The movie company's tax refund
claim is pending before the State
Board of Control. Board members
have questioned the refund on the
ground McColgan's department has
set up a tax formula under which
they said film studios are permitted
to deduct their payments to song
writers, actors, producers and other
talent in arriving at taxable net in-

come.
The Board of Control, in opposing

the refund to Warners, is seeking
to obtain the right to determine poli-

cies on formula matters either for

taxes or refunding taxes, according
to Finance Director George Killion.

Avert FWC Strike

San Francisco, Cal.—A threatened
strike of building service employes
that would have affected 54 Northern
California FWC theaters has been
settled amicably.

provement exists. He also stated

that his organization is probing for

substitute materials and devising
ways to help the Government on
priorities, and that war service has
taken several key men out of the

company's departments, particularly

the research branch.
In '41, for the first time, the 16

mm. department showed a profit, he
said, and added that Technicolor,
Ltd., British affiliate had made a

small £45 profit as against a £8,463
loss in '40.

Rosenberg Testimonial

In Pittsburgh April 12

(Continued from Page 1)

April 12. Carl Poke is the general
chairman and he will be assisted by
the organization's director. It will

be a stag affair.

Settle New Paltz Case
Before Calling Hearings

Clearance case filed by the New
Paltz Theater, New Paltz, N. Y.,

against Loew's has been settled sat-

isfactorily by the parties named
and has been withdrawn from arbi-

tration. Netco and the Kinboro Op-
erating Corp. were the intervenors.

Virginia Beach Theater
Appeals From an Award
The Bayne Theater, Virginia

Beach, Va., has filed an appeal from
an award which gave the house par-
tial relief from the existing clear-
ance now granted to the Newport
Theater, Norfolk. The 21-day clear-
ance was cut to five days, but com-
plete elimination is sought.

Chi. Arbitration Case
Hearings are Postponed

Chicago—The Oriental Theater ar-
bitration case has been postponed to
March 24.

The hearing on the demand by the
Sun Thater, Wheaton, 111., has been
deferred by Arbitrator Tom McCon-
nel, at the request of counsel for
RKO and Loew's, to March 30.

Pleadings of the Pearl Theater,
Highland Park, in its arbitration
case, will be heard on March 30.

Miss MacDonald Takes Over
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Margaret MacDonald,

assistant to Val Lewton, story edi-

tor, who has resigned to poin RKO
as a producer, will temporarily as-
sume title and duties as story editor
for David O. Selznick productions.

Open Theater School

For Women Mar. 20

(Continued from Page 1)

men being called to the aimed sej

vices and even his married managei
and operators being put in 1-A.
Three hundred applications froi

women have been received for \

training which will be free.

First choice for enrollment is b( •

ing given to wives of theater en
ployes who may be called to arme
service. Coleman believes that b

training women there will be suff

cient re-emplacements for the draf
ees.

Emory University has prepare
the apitude tests to be given appl
cants. Professors will be prominer
exhibitors, theater managers advei
tising and publicity men.
The school also was prompted b

operators' drastic demands for ii

crease in pay under a contract claas
which provides either side may brea
the agreement in case of war.

UA's Three-Day Sales
Meeting Opens in Chi.

(Continued from Page 1)

dent, as the principal speaker. Sale
plans for the new season will be dis

cussed. Sessions will be held in th

Blackstone Hotel.
Those attending the meetings art

Harry L. Gold, Eastern division mar
ager; Bert M. Steam, Western div
sion manager; David H. Coplai
Canadian division manager, and Mor
roe W. Greenthal, director of advei
tising and publicity.
The following district managers : Edwai

Schnitzer, New York
; John Dervin, Bostoi

Jack D. Goldhar, Detroit; C. E. Peppiat
Atlanta; T. R. Thompson, Jr., Kansas Citj
Charles Stern, Chicago; and W. E. Callawa
Los Angeles.
Branch managers : Clarence Eiseman, Ne

York; H. G. Bodkin, Philadelphia; Frt
Rohrs, Washington, D. C. ; A. I. Weine
Boston; Lou Wechsler, New Haven; SydnC
Lehman, Buffalo; M. Dudelson, Detroi
James Hendel, Cleveland; Harris Dudelso
Cincinnati; Morton Magill, Pittsburgh; T. V
Davis, Atlanta; J. S. Moreland, New Orlean
Earl Collins, Dallas; Frank Drew, Charlotte
William E. Truog, Kansas City ; Ben
Robins, St. Louis; D. V. McLucas, Omahj ;

Ben Eisenberg, Chicago ; G. R. Frank, Ii

dianapolis; J. S. Abrose, Milwaukee; Ralp
Cramblet, Minneapolis ; Cresson E. Smitl
Los Angeles ; Bernard McCarthy, Denvei
Clarence Olson, Salt Lake City ; G. Williai

Wolf, San Francisco; Frank M. Higghr1

Seattle. .

OEM Thanks Exhibitors

For Showing Defense Pix

An expression of thanks has bee
sent to motion picture exhibitors fo

showing of the OEM films. "B
playing the pictures," the OEM an
nounced, "you have been aiding th

Federal Government's policy of al

lowing as many Americans as pos
sible to see official film reports o

war activities in the shortest pos
sible time."

Duals in Hub's Esquire

Boston—The M & P Esquire Tht
ater, which opened four weeks ag<

is changing policy to duals.
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oth Coasts Gain as

opulation Shifts

{Continued from Page 1)

eat in the Northeast, according- to

ese sources, with Connecticut ap-
iren-tly ranking- the State whose
filiation has increased the most

use of the war defense program,
aryland, southern California,

iehigan, Pennsylvania, Delaware,
assachusetts, the Northwestern
astal cities and some manufactur-
z areas the Midwest show abnormal

" creases. The Washington and New
aven territories have gained the

ost people, according to the survey.

Population figures given for cities

the New Haven exchange terri-

rv are: Bridgeport, *165,000; Bris-

I, 30,167; Danbury, 22,339; Hart-
rd, *175,000; Meridan, *41,000;

iddletown, 26,495; New Britain,

,685; New Haven, *163,000; New
mdon, *35,000; Norwalk, 39,849;

amford, *48,000; Torrington, 26-

8; Waterbury, *105,000; West
artford, *38,000; West Haven, 30,

1.

For the Washington territory,

ese latest figures are cited: Alex-

idria, Va., 33,523; Arlington, Va.,

.4 .040; Baltimore, Md., *900,000;

.1 Iuefield,IW.Va., 24,562; Cumberland,
Id., 39,483; Danville, Va., 32,749;

Tagerstown, Md., 32,491; Lynch-
-Targ, Va., 44,541; Newport News,
4 a., *38,500; Norfolk, Va., *150,000;

ersburg, Va., 30,631; Portsmouth,
4a., 50,745.

| Asterisk indicates that the figui-es

"T-e estimates as of Feb. 1.

.1 Rural population has increased

\ emendously in areas near defense
nts. This fact was clearly brought

It by statistics furnished 20th-Fox
various railroads. Commuting in

:

: e Northeast and mid-Atlantic reg-

ns has increased more than 200 per
nt in some instances in the past
nr months.

Post Office Department is author-
' for the statement that in the
1st year, some 20,000,000 people
anged addresses for reasons con-

rned with the war defense and
ndred activities.

ixhibs. Meet Thursday
>n Defense Reel Co-op

{Continued from Page 1)

nment in the matter of showing
ifense reels may best be obtained,
le meeting will be conducted under
e auspices of the War Activities

)mmittee.
It is expected that upwards of 200
ill attend. Letters containing a

:ket of admission and a reply card,
ive already been mailed out to ex-
bitors. They were impressed with
e fact that the meeting is of

ime importance.
Committee in charge of arrange-
ents consists of Harry Brandt, Si

ibian, Louis Frisch and Fred
hwartz and Arthur Mayer, assis-

'mt to the co-ordinator. Robert
olf of RKO is in charge of dis-

ibutor attendance.

Local 306 Has 25
In Armed Services

Twenty-five members of Local 306,

Motion Picture Projectionists, are in

the armed forces of the United

States, according to the latest tabula-

tion.

War Fails to Decrease
Film Space in Newspapers

{Continued from Page 1)

York last week, is making his an-

nual Coast-to-Coast tour, calling on
publishers and editors.

Krebs said that editors and pub-
lishers appear to be more eager for

information about Hollywood than
ever before, especially as to what
picture people are doing for na-
tional defense and the general war
effort.

While papers he has visited have
shown no inclination to reduce mo-
vie news space, Krebs said that edi-

tors have requested that all feature

stories be kept shorter.

Krebs leaves today for the Mid-
west and South.

Wolcott Picks Local Corns.

To Assist UMPI Tax Group

Eldora, la.—Leo Wolcott, presi-

dent of the Allied-Independent the-

ater owners of Iowa-Nebraska, has
announced the local committees for

Des Moines and Omaha to collabor-

ate with the national committee on
taxation. Wolcott is a member of

the central committee of the Na-
tional UMPI.
The Des Moines committee is

headed by chairman E. J. Tilton of

Warner Brothers, representing the

distributors. Others are Myron N.
Blank of Tri-States theaters; C. L.

Niles, Anamosa, Allied Independent
theater owners; Harold D. Field,

Carroll, Pioneer Theaters; and W.
H. Eddy, Indianola, Motion Picture

Club of Iowa.
Bob Livingstone, manager of the

Capitol theater at Lincoln, Neb., is

chairman of the Omaha committee.
Others are M. A. McLean, Empress
theater, Fremont; Phil March,
Wayne, Neb., representing Allied-

Independent theaters; and Harry
Shumow of M-G-M and Joe Scott

of Fox, representing distributors.

Exchange Employes Local

Sets Cleveland Contract

Cleveland — Film Exchange Em-
ployes Local B-5 has concluded ne-

gotiations with local major ex-

changes at an unannounced increased

wage scale. Negotiations were con-

ducted by John C. Wein, president

of Local B-5 and his committee con-

sisting of George Sendry, Para-
mount, Irving Sears, Warners, and
Gertrude Swee representing the

union. Exchanges were represented
by Clarence Hill and Pat Scalliard

of the 20th-Fox and Paramount
home offices. Wein is now negotiat-

ing with the local independent ex-

changes.

II

DAILY

COME AND MEET THE
SHOWMEN OF THE YEAR

AT

AMPA'S
Theatre

Showmanship Show
Featuring Presentation of the

1941 Quigley
Grand Awards

to

ARNOLD STOLTZ
Warner's Avon Theatre

Utica, New York

FRANK BICKERSTAFF
Paramount's Lucas & Jenkins

Palace Theatre, Athens, Ga.

THE BRAINS BEHIND THE BALLYHOO

Guest of Honor
Adolph Zukor

•
Toastmaster

A. M. Botsford
•

Presentations
Barney Balaban
Ned Depinet

•
Theatre Exploitation

Exhibit

Mezzanine 1 1 to 3

TUESDAY, MARCH 17, 1942
instead of customary Thursday

GRAND BALLROOM, HOTEL EDISON
WEST 47th ST. BETWEEN BROADWAY and 8th AVE.

It's a

Salute
to the

Exhibitors
who help put showmanship into

show business. Join your friends and

make new ones!

Make your reservations:

Blanche Livingston, Sec, RKO Theatres, CO 5-6500

David O'Malley, Treas., Columbia Pictures, BRyant 9-7900
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Heavy Federal Income Tax Fails to Trim 'Takes
Nation's Moviegoers Take
Stiffer Levy in Stride,

Continue to Visit B. O.

(Continued from Page 1)

were up last week over the corre-

sponding tax-paying period last

year, indicating that the public

takes income taxes in its stride.

Circuits and independent operators,

in New York and in the field, felt

no adverse effects.

One major circuit reported a slight

slump during the last few days, but
executives attributed it to the good
weather rather than to the filing of

income taxes.

New Pix in Hollywood
Open to Good Business
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Theater operators

here reported that heavy income tax
payments had little adverse effects

on attendance. Good openings on
new pictures were reported right

down the line. The Hawaii Theater,

which expects to play "Hellzapop-
pin" for three months, had a bigger
fifth Wednesday than the third and
fourth Wednesdays. Week-ends have
been sell-outs.

Exhibitors here believe patrons

are not upset by income taxes, real-

izing the necessity for them.

Cleveland First-Runs
Do Gross 23% Above Normal

Cleveland—The old adage about
good pictures drawing good business

was proved here last week. Neither

local nor national emergencies nor
income taxes could keep the public

away. The six downtown first-run

theaters piled up a total gross of

23 per cent better than the total

first-run average. Three of the six

houses played holdovers, with "Cap-
tains of the Clouds" and "Woman
of the Year" completing their third

weeks to good business. The three

new pictures soared to fancy fig-

ures, top honors going to "To Be
or Not to Be" which went 50 per

cent above normal. "Paris Calling"

and "Hellzapoppin" hit fast paces.

Interstate Circuit Reports
Last Week's Biz Normal

Dallas—J. Owen Cherry, city man-
ager for the Interstate circuit, said

that business here last week was
normal and that the drop, if any,

might come this week. G. S. Rein-
hardt, of R & R Theaters, asserted

that it was too early to ascertain

any effect of the taxes, but indicated

that pictures often take the mind off

of them. Bob Euler, McLendon cir-

cuit, said that six-day school and the

draft were affecting: small towns
more than income taxes.

Defense Workers Pay Keeps
St. Louis Biz on Even Keel

St. Louis—Business here last week
was on an even keel, with excellent

week-end grosses despite more in-

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities • • •

EDWARD ARNOLD. Born in New York City, February, 1890. At age of

™ 16 started his acting career as a member of a Shakespearean repertoire

company. Played in stock and later in support of Ethel Barrymore in "Mid-
Channel" and Maxine Elliott in "Chaperone." Did his first film work in 1915

for Essanay, remaining with that company two years.

Returned to Broadway in 1919 and started an

engagement in "The Storm" that continued for

four years. Appeared in vaudeville sketches. Played

in "The Nervous Wreck" and "The Jazz Singer."

Returned to vaudeville, appearing with Viola Dana.

Was a member of Theater Guild productions for

two years. Appeared in the third "Little Show."
Came to the Coast in "Whistling in the Dark." In

1932 entered Coast picture work as a member of

the cast of "Okay, Americans," at Universal. Has
played in more than 50 pictures. Stands five feet,

11. Eyes, bluish grey. Hair, brown.

come taxes being paid this year.
There is plenty of money in circu-

lation in St. Louis due to numerous
plants engaged in defense work.

Income Tax Deadline
Fails to Hurt Boston Biz

Boston — Uncle Sam apparently
did not get all the spending money
of Bostonians last week. Local the-

aters experienced no appreciable dif-

ference in receipts because of the
tax payment deadline. All down-
town houses reported better business
last week than a year ago. Five
legitimate houses were in operation
last week compared with none the
week before. All did good business.
Two new theaters opened with satis-

factory results.

Heavier Pay Envelopes
Keep Buffalo Grosses Up

Buffalo—Heavier pay envelopes in

the Niagara frontier war production
centers appear to have offset any
possible effect of larger income tax
payments on theater box-offices. Buf-
falo and Niagara Falls downtown
houses reported that last week's
business was slightly ahead of the
previous week's grosses. Nabe
houses said that patronage held up
well.

Pocketbook Drain Fails
To Effect Northwest Grosses

Minneapolis—Heavy drain on in-

come taxpayers' pocketbooks has
had no effect on movie theater box-
offices throughout the Northwest.

John J. Friedl, president of Min-
nesota Amusement Company, which
operates picture houses throughout
Minnesota, Wisconsin, North and
South Dakota, said he believed most
taxpayers in this section had made
their payments in January and Feb-
ruary, with only the few usually

last-minute folks filing returns just
before the deadline.

Detroit Box-Offices Feel
Slight Drop in Grosses

Detroit—Immediate effect of in-

come tax payments of box-offices
here apparently was not severe. The
trend has been cumulative and
parallel with the general Lenten
slump, making separate appraisal
impossible. Theaters locally are not
doing badly, considering automobile
layoffs, running perhaps 10 per cent
under the first of the year.

Spot checks of neighborhood ex-
hibitors showed little evidence of

patrons economizing by staying
away to pay the tax. But down-
town houses were somewhat hit.

Conversely, lower-priced downtown
houses reported mild pickup from
taxpayers' coming downtown to pay
during the day. Michigan Theater
with stage show opened moderately
big Friday.

Conclusion: Net effect on business
not over five per cent loss yet, but
may be sustained.

Atlanta Box-Offices Not
Affected by Tax Rush

Atlanta — Last days for paying
first installment on the Federal in-

come tax had no unfavorable result
on attendance at the Atlanta film
theaters, according to reports by
local exhibitors.

New Orleans Sees Little

Difference in Attendance
New Orleans—Attendance in most

of the larger houses here was not
noticeably affected by payment of
income taxes last week. Some man-
agers said definitely that there had
been no noticeable decrease in at-
tendance. Others admitted that the
payment of taxes may have elimi-
nated amusements from the average
family's budget for last week only.

Defense Training Initiated

Columbus, O.— Defense training
for theater employes has been
initiated by police and firemen in

Columbus.

O'Hanlon Story to 20th-Fox
Hollywood—20th Century-Fox has

purchased "As Good As Murdered,"
a mystery comedy by James O'Han-
lon.

Opposition to UMPI

Plan in MPTOA Units

(Continued from Page 1) J
had proposed a return to the onw
inal policy of selling once a veal
and that he "certainly is in favo

'

of the UMPI idea as an improve!
ment."

Meanwhile, results of the poll

are being received by national or!

ganization heads and final figure
may be obtainable by the end 01

this week.
The MPTO of St. Louis, MPTOJ

affiliate, has okayed the sub. plai

with certain reservations.

D of J's Trial Strategy
Hinted in Schine Replies

Buffalo—Hint of the Government'
plan of strategy in the Schine anti
trust suit, scheduled for trial i

federal court here April 28, wa
afforded late last week when Sey
mour Simon, special assistant at
torney general, submitted furthe
answers to interrogatories pro
pounded by the defendant exhibitors
pursuant to a Feb. 27 court order.
The papers indicated that evidenc

regarding film rentals is now bein
;

compiled. They called to the atten
tion of Schine that the Governmen
now has in its possession answer 1

to interrogatories filed by Columbi
which show film rentals paid in vari
ous towns by Schine defendants an
by other exhibs. and that it expect
similar answers will be filed withi
a few days by United Artists an
Universal. It has not yet exam
ined the answers, plaintiff explain,

ed, "for the purpose of determin
ing the extent and character of th
discriminatory film rentals they dis

close. Plaintiff may, of course, rel

on, whatever facts may be disclose

by them."
The answers also called Schine'

attention to letters dated March <

directed to Vitagraph, Paramoun -

RKO, Loew's and 20th-Fox, request
ing information with respect to filr-

rentals paid in certain towns. Say.

ing copies have been mailed to WiT
Hard S. McKay, Schine counsel, th
Government emphasized that it "ma
offer proof at the trial with respec
to any information requested by th
letters."

'

Songwriters Suing 20th-Fox

Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corp
and Mills Music, Inc., were name
defendants on Friday in a suit fo

injunction and accounting filed i

the New York Supreme Court b;

Edgar Leslie and Archie Gottlei

songwriters. Plaintiffs claim tha
Mills granted permission to 20th
Fox to use their song, "America,
Love You," in the film "Tin Pa
Alley," without authorization. Mill

holds the publishing rights to th

song.
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FEAR EXHIB. MONOPOLY THRU MINN. LAW
inois Allied Would Pass Up Percentage Pix

Soard Warns Chi. Exhibs.

Overhead is too Great
5 "or Profit on Such Deals

Chicago—Illinois Allied's board of

irectors, at a week-end meeting,
oted to advise its membership to

• ik no more percentage pictures

lis season. Directors pointed out
it the high theater overhead in

hicago prevented exhibitors from
"" Dining out with a profit on percent-

deals. Action is expected to be
atified at a membership meeting

is week.

-our N. Y. IA Locals

.aunch New Council

Four of the most important film

seals in the IATSE fold here have
nited into the Motion Picture Pro-
uction Union Council, it was an-

ounced yesterday. The quartette
re Studio Mechanics Local 52, Lab.
echnicians Local 702, Cameramen's
ocal 644 and Projectionists' Local
06.

The purpose of the council, which
onsists of seven representatives

(Continued on Page 6)

7oreian Publicity Chiefs

4ap Good-Will Campaign
: Plans for institutional good-will

;
' ampaigns throughout the world,

)ecially in Latin-America, were
i^cussed yesterday by the Interna-
ional Publicity Committee composed
f foreign publicity managers. While

(Continued on Page 3)

ASC Loses Separate
Charter Fight

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—ASC lost its fight for

a separate IATSE charter by a vote

of 399 to 90 Sunday night at the

IP Local 659 election. ASC members
met late last night to consider their

future action. Local 659 will soon

set a deadline for ASC members
to obtain 659 cards. Contracts of

65 ASC members with producers

have two and a half years to run.

Rubin, Vice-Chairman
For Fund's Campaign
Appointment of J. Robert Rubin

as vice-chairman of the 1942 cam-
paign of the Greater New York Fund

was announced yesterday by Chair-

man John W.
Hanes. Rubin,

Loew's vice-

p r e x y and
general coun-

sel, has head-

ed the Fund's

motion pic-

ture commit-
tee since its

first cam-

p a i g n. The
1942 drive
opens on
Mar. 23 with

a Hotel As-

tor luncheon.

Four hundred hospitals, health and

welfare organizations share in the

Greater New York Fund. Two mil-

lion New Yorkers, two out of every

seven men, women and children are

helped annually by these Fund

agencies.

J. ROBERT RUBIN

Distributors Attack Anti-Five State Statute on
Eight Grounds in Briefs Filed Yesterday; Charge
Deceit to Hide True Purpose of Legislation

By GEORGE E. GUISE FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

St. Paul—Minnesota's anti-blocks-of-five law, passed in 1941,
is unconstitutional for at least eight reasons and should be
eliminated from the statute books, six major motion picture

producers and distributors contend in

briefs filed yesterday in Ramsey
county district court here.

"Result of the act," the brief

contends, "can only be to spon-
sor a monopoly among exhibi-

tors."

Philly Indies Mull

40% Pix Ceiling Plan

Schine Violations

In 73 Towns Charged

Buffalo — Seventy-three localities

in six Eastern states in which, the
Government charges, the Schine de-

fendants have restrained and monop-
olized the exhibition of motion pic-

tures are listed in answers to inter-

rogatories filed in Federal Court
here by Seymour Simon, Special As-

(Continued on Page 3)

Philadelphia — Presentation of a
plan for a ceiling on 40 per cent pix
featured yesterday's all-indie meet-
ing here under the auspices of the
Committee of 38, so-called.

Of undisclosed authorship, the
plan is described as a scientific ap-
proach to the determination of the
actual earning power of films in the
higher percentage brackets. Factors
involved in the plan, it is under-
stood, include playing unit, percent-
age of playing unit overhead, plus

(Continued on Page 6)

Westchester's Blackout
Has Little B. O. Effect

County-wide blackout in West-
chester Sunday night did not have
the devastating effect on theater
grosses of that of the previous week,
which involved only some 20 com-
munities, it was reported yesterday
by chain operators.

At Loew's it was said that busi-

ness was off "only a little bit."

"Okay," was how a Skouras
spokesman described business in

that circuit's houses. He said that

(Continued on Page 3)

Duals Formula, tor
Move Results from Clearance Controversy

450 at Jay Emanuel
Testimonial in Philly

Philadelphia—Record turnout of

450 was present at the Benjamin
Franklin Hotel last night for the
Motion Picture Associates' testi-

(Continued on Page 6)

A formula to regulate double bills

and prevent their spreading in Cin-
cinnati has been prepared by the
Greater Cincinnati Exhibitors As-
sociation. Move is the result of a
clearance controversy involving
duals.

If a formula is adopted, a demand
(Continued on Page 3)

Two separate cases filed under the
law, one a civil action in which pro-
ducer-distributors seek a permanent
injunction to prevent enforcement of

the act, and the other a criminal
action against three firms charged

(Continued on Page 6)

Will Announce New

UA Producers Today

Chicago—The new United Artists

producer lineup will be announced
today at the company sales meet-
ing now in its second day, it was dis-

closed here last night.

The company, it was stated, will

not abandon its purpose to produce
as well as distribute pictures. While

(Continued on Page 6)

Allendale, Buffalo, Case
Ended by Consent Award

A consent award has been entered

in the arbitration case filed by the

Allendale Theater, Buffalo, against

Loew's, Warner Bros., Paramount
and 20th Century-Fox. Allendale

(Continued on Page 3)

Neb. Special Session
Talk Worries Trade

Lincoln, Neb.—Rumors of a spe-

cial session of the Nebraska unicam-

eral legislature has distribs. here on

pins- and needles, for although so

far Nebraska is the only state with-

out movie legislation, plenty has

been tried.
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riNANCIAL
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 7 7 7
Col. Picts. vtc. (2i/

2%) 514 5V4 514— Vs
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East. Kodak 118'/2 118 II8V2 + 5/s
do pfd 171 171 171
Cen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc 39*A 3914 39% + 1

do pfd
Faramount 14% 13S/

8 14 Vi + 14
Para. 1st pfd
RKO
RKO $6 pfd
20th Century-Fox . . 9'/8 87/8 9l/

8
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros. . : 5 4% 4%
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Loew's deb. 3'/2s46

Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. cv. 314s47
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48

IOO14 10014 IOO1/4 — i/4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Radio-Keith cvs

Sonofone Corp 1% 1% 1%
Technicolor 71/2 7l/

2 7l/
2 + %

Trans-Lux 9-16 i/
2 i/

2 —1-16
Universal Corp. vtc
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45.. 63 66
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 58% 61 1/4

Rachel Field Dies in West;
Funeral Rites in Mass.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Beverly Hills—Final rites for Ra-

chel Field, 47, who died Sunday of
pneumonia, will be held at Stock-
bridge, Mass. The novelist and play-
wright was best known as the au-
thor of "All This and Heaven, Too,"
which served as a screen vehicle for
Bette Davis. Surviving are her hus-
band, Arthur S. Pederson, an actor;
a daughter and her mother.

5-Man Theater Authority

Aids Rochester Defense

Rochester—A five-man theater au-
thority, to report to the city de-

fense co-ordinator, has been set up
here under the theater air raid pre-
caution program.
Members of the authority are Jay

Golden, city manager for the RKO-
Paramount-Comerford pool, who is

co-ordinator for the houses; Lester
Pollock of Loew's; Bud Silverman,
Schine city manager; Mike Mungo-
van, business agent for the stage-
hands' union, and Fred Boekhart of
the operators' union.
The group will meet Friday with

all managers in the city to map fur-
ther details and to set up a com-
munications system. An office will

be set up in the Keith Building.

Photographic Tax Boost
Before Com. In Fortnight

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Chairman Doughton

and The Ways and Means Commit-
tee, now engaged in preparation of

the 1942 tax bill, stated that it would
be two or three weeks before the
Committee reached consideration of
the proposed increase in the excise
tax on photographic apparatus.

The Secretary in his statement to

the Committee on tax proposals sug-
gested a tax on pension trusts which
is construed by the Committee to
apply to actors' Association funds
held in trust for their benefit.

Marines to Turn Out for

"Tripoli's" Roxy Debut

Premiere of 20th-Fox's "To the
Shores of Tripoli" at the Roxy on
March 25 will draw a heavy turnout
of leathernecks past and present,
high-ranking Marine officers, detach-
ments of Marines from Quantico and
the Brooklyn and Philadelphia Navy
Yards, and members of the Greater
New York Detachment, Marine Corns
League, which is sponsoring the
affair.

Combat Footaqe Planned
In Warners "Air Force"

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Howard Hawks will

direct "Air Force" for Warners.

Story will be by Dudley Nichols,
and Hal Wallis will produce. Pic,

said to be envisioned as Warners
most important of the year, will have
scenes of actual aerial combat.

Technicolor Stockholders
Meeting to be Held May 18

Technicolor's annual stockholders'
meeting will be held May 18.

Clyde Eckhart Recovers

Chicago — Clyde Eckhart, 20th
Century-Fox branch manager, is

back on the job after two weeks
illness.

35 Discriminatory Bills

Await Legislative Fate

Albany — The various Assembly
committees will conclude their de-

liberations on pending legislation

early this week before turning over

such legislation as is neither killed

nor reported out favorably to Rules
Committee on March 18.

With approximately 35 anti-dis-

crimination bills before various
committees, many of them directly

contradictory to other measures on
the same subject, obviously a per-

centage will have no chance of pas-

sage. Consensus of opinion among
legislators is that the Reoux pro-
posal to set up a committee to in-

vestigate practice of discrimination
and then to report back with correc-

tive legislation is the most sensible

method of combatting undemocratic
practices.

N. Y. SPG Would Bargain
For RKO H. O. Employes

The NLRB has received a petition

from the New York SPG for certifica-

tion as the proper collective bar-
gaining agent for theater publicists

at the RKO home office. According
to SPG President Joseph Gould, or-

ganization there is more than 90 per
cent completed.

West Coa<t Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Studio labor has

swung into action in behalf of the
SPG of New York. Thousands of

leaflets have been distributed to Los
Angeles and Hollywood moviegoers
bv the Hollywood Committee in Sup-
port of the New York SPG.

Theater Bombina Brinas

10 Year Prison Sentence

Meridian, Miss. — Leo Schwartz,
operator and union secretary, was
sentenced to 10 years in prison for

the bombing of a non-union theater

in which six persons were injured.

A circuit court jury deliberated

70 hours before finding him guilty of

charges of assault and battery with
intent to kill in the bombing of the

Royal Theater. Defer" counsel in-

dicated an appeal would be taken.

"U" and Para. Cameramen
Arrive In Melbourne

Melbourne (By Cable) — Martin
Barnett, cameraman of Paramount
News, and Earle Crochett of Uni-
versal have arrived here from the
States with a group of newspaper
and magazine representatives.

Confer on Bargaining Election

An informal discussion on a col-

lective bargaining election petition

involving managers and assistant
managers of the Loew circuit will

be held today at the local offices of

the State Labor Relations Board.
The petition was submitted several
weeks ago by the Exhibition, Exposi-
tion, Entertainment Employes, Na-
tional Union, Loew's Unit.

COminG and GOIM

H. WILLIAM FITELSON, film attorney, is b
from the Coast, where he conferred v.

clients.

MARY LOUISE ELKINS left yesterday
Florida, where she will confer with Le

Charteris, co-author of "The Saint Misbehave
which she will produce on Broadway in as

ciation with Edward Choate.

Jenkirt^WILLIAM JENKINS of Lucas &
E. E. WHITTIKER, circuit's general maiid

are at the Astor.

LESTER POLLOCK, Loew's Rochester manaf

,

is in New York this week.

WILL CROUCH, Soundies publicity direc

is in New York from Chicago.

WILL HOLLANDER, B & K publicity dir
I

tor, is vacationing on the West Coast.

MAURICE "RED" SILVERSTEIN, Met
South Seas division manager, and MRS. SILVI

STEIN, the former BETTY BRYANT, Austral]

screen star, have arrived in New York.

ROBERT YOUNG, young RKO leading man, ,

returned to Hollywood.

BILL STERN has planed back after discharg

his chore in Samuel Goldwyn's "The Pride
j

the Yankees."

JOHN GARFIELD delivers his first t

boosting National Defense Bonds in Read
Pa., on Saturday.

BETTE DAVIS yesterday left Chicago, wh
she was confined to her hotel for three d
by ptomaine poisoning, for Hollywood. She I

some valuable baggage en route to Chicago

ARNOLD PRESSBURGER arrives in Chic,

today from the Coast to attend the UA a
meeting.

Western N. Y. Showmen
At Lavene Testimonial

Buffalo—Scores of Western Nt
York showmen and Buffalo city o1

cials joined last night in payi:

tribute to J. C. "Jake" Lavene, twi
director of Variety Clubs of Ameri
and present operator of the Aca
emy Theater, Main Street subs
quent-run house, at a testimoni

1

dinner in Variety Club of Buffa
Tent Number 7.

E. K. "Ted" O'Shea, Eastern t
G-M distributor chief, who formei.
served here, was master of cei

monies, and Mayor Joseph J. Kel
was toastmaster.

Scully Appoints Bannon.
"U's" Manager in Cincy

Jack Bannon has been named Ur>
versal manager in Cincinnati 1-

William A. Scully, general sal

manager. Bannon succeeds Har
Young.

CLOSE THAT DEAL

TOMORROW BY

ELEGRAPHING TODAY VIA
'

Tostar
Telegraph
CHARGES FOR TELEGRAMS 'PHONED IN

APPEAR ON YOUR TELEPHONE BILL.
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khine Violations

73 Towns Charged

(Continued from Page 1)

tant Attorney General in charge
the anti-trust suit.

It also lists 22 Schine theaters
hich it charges have been granted
easonable clearance; 19 Schine
ds which Government "believes"

ave cut admission prices; 27 houses
'hich the D of J contends have been
r able to obtain product because of
l'eged monopoly, and 24 theaters
v.ich, it alleges, have been refused
econd or subsequent-runs in oppo-

sition to theaters operated by Schine.
The Government lists of towns in

lich Schine is charged with re-

t aining or monopolizing exhibition
'lows, by states:
NEW YORK—Amsterdam, Auburn, Bath

on Spa, Canandaigua, Carthage, Corn
i_. Cortland, East Rochester, Fairport, Ge

Glens Falls, Gloversville, Hamilton
I kimer, Hudson Falls, Ilion. Little Falls

irk, Lockport, Malone, Massena, Nor
Ogdensburg, Oneonta, Oswego, Penn
Perry, Rochester, Salamanca, Saranac

ke. Seneca Falls, Syracuse, Tupper Lake,
\ itertown, Whitehall, Mechanicsville and

__ Iranville.

.., x OHIO—Ashland, Athens, Bellefontaine.
rus, Delaware, Fostoria, Kent, Medina,
Vernon, Norwalk, Piqua, Ravenna, Shel-
rittin. Van Wort, Wooster and Bowling

KENTUCKY—Corbin, Harlan, Lexington,
tile, Paris, Richmond, Pikeville and

liddleboro.

MARYLAND—Cambridge, Easton, Fed-
llralsburg, Hurlock, St. Michael's, Salisbury
nd Cumberland.
DELAWARE—Laurel and Milford.
VIRGINIA—Appalachia.
Government's answers also list

,iames and addresses of 80 prospec-
.ive witnesses whom, it states, at
jresent it expects to call.

Foreign Publicity Chiefs
Map Good-Will Campaign

(Continued from Page 1)

10 definite plan was adopted, it was
k'dded that Les Whelan of 20th

' Century-Fox should relay the de-
ails of the discussions to the studio
reign publicity heads. Whelan

eaves for the Coast this week.

n fohn E. Stahl Stricken

!J' Pittsburgh—John E. Stahl, who
nvns and operates the Stahl and

y Elite Theaters in Homestead, and
' he Park Theater, Munhall, Pa., is

If
ronfined to Mercy Hospital here, be-
ng seriously ill from pernicious
memia.

«. « c a A

Edward Golden Sonny Barkas
Sid Grauman Marie Quillan

Robert W. McGrath

Dear Erin, how sweetly thy green bosom rises!

An emerald set in the ring of the sea.

Each blade of thy meadows my faithful heart prizes,

Thou queen of the west, the world's cushla-ma-chree.

—John P. Curran.
i

T
• • • TOP O' THE MORNIN'! It's no blarney that a lot of

exhibs. are wearin' the green with a harp-decorated button this day
Bernie O'Kreisler of Universal sent out the timely decorations for show-

men's lapels, memorializing the theater gents that "U's" "Extra Attrac-

tions" mean "Extra Greenbacks". ... • Jack (RKO) O'Lewis is back

from a vacation swing through the Florida "keys". ... • Ernest

O'Doreau of the Middlesex Theater, Middletown, Conn., says new version

was fan inquiry for "How Green Was My Alley". ... • St. Patrick's

Day week and every week, that patriotic clan of UA employes carry on

their "long gTeen" pool,—the winner taking the pot in the form of Defense

Stamps. ... • But it's the big Green Capsule Pool that most of our

industry-ites are watching in Washington today orient who's to go to join

our own great colors, red. white and blue. . . • Bill O'Scully is spending

his St. Patrick's Day down Miami way. . . • If Aileen (Paramount)

O'Brenon doesn't wear an ensemble of peat moss hue this day. it's

treason!

T T T
• • • IT TAKES the Irish to start something, but in this case

it took the Jews to finish it: At a banquet given at the Olympic

Jewish Center, Hollywood, by the Olympic Center Men's Club, honoring

two good Irishmen,—James and Missus Gleason—, a near riot broke

out that paid grand dividends to Uncle Sam Joseph F. Rose, Club's

prexy, called the meeting to raise §3,000 for a much-needed addition

to the Sunday school Dave Bershon, chairman of Theater Savings

Stamps Committee, was present with 10 co-iuorkers When Jimmy

Gleason, after accepting a silver plaque from the Club, spied Bershon,

here's what happened One male member arose and subscribed lo

$5,000 in Defense Bonds, another dittoed, and another bought $6,000

worth This went on until $62,000 was reached, and the Club

pledged to raise it to §250,000 The Variety Club, sponsoring the

Theater Division of the Theater Savings Stamps and Bond Committee,

will certainly do some'n re raising that $3,000 to house the overcrowded

youngsters of the Sunday school, having given up their idea to the

Treasury Dept.—all for Victory

T T T
• • • ERIN GO BRAGH!—but REMEMBER PEARL HARBOR!

Westchester's Blackout

Has Little B. O. Effect

(Continued from Page 1)

by blackout time patrons already

were in the theaters.

RKO reported that grosses "did

not suffer very much, by and large."

According to a' Brandt represen-

tative, the afternoon business was
much better than last week, although

the night trade stopped cold at about

7 P.M., two hours before the black-
out.

Sectional blackouts in New York
City will be inaugurated shortly by
the Police department, it is an-
nounced by Mayor LaGuardia.

"U" Directors Re-elected;

One New Member Named
Wilmington, Del.—Directors elect-

ed yesterday at the annual meeting
of Universal Pictures Company, Inc.,

in the Corporation Trust Co. Bldg.

are as follows: N. J. Blumberg, Paul
G. Brown, D. C. Collins, J. C. Cow-
din, Preston Davis, John J. O'Con-
nor, J. D. Pennick, Samuel I. Posen,
Octavio Prochet, C. D. Prutzman,
Budd Rogers, Daniel M. Sheaffer,
William H. Taylor, Jr., Allan Pot-
ter, Jr.

All were re-elected with the ex-
ception of Potter. The first meeting
of the new board of directors will

be held in the company's New York
offices on April 2.

Formulate Duals

Policy for Cincy

(Continued from Page 1)

for arbitration, involving 79 the-

aters which was filed last month,
may be withdrawn. While the case
named the five consenting companies
as defendants, the controversy real-

ly is among the exhibitors who seek
to ascertain whether single bill the-

aters should have clearance over
those that offer twin bills.

H. M. Richey, director of exhibi-

tor relations for M-G-M, met with
the Cincinnati group last week and
a partial understanding was reached.
A mass meeting of Cincinnati exhibi-

tors will be held again when Richey
is able to return there for a con-

ference.

Allendale, Buffalo, Case
Ended by Consent Award

(Continued from Page 1)

charged that the clearance granted
to the Marlowe Theater was unreas-
onable on the grounds that the lat-

ter house cut prices and indulged in

"unfair practices." Complainant
sought clearance ahead of the Mar-
lowe.
Under the agreement, the maxi-

mum clearance granted to the Mar-
lowe over the Allendale will be
seven days.

133-Day Clearance Set
As Shughart's Maximum
A maximum clearance of 133 days

after the last playdate at the Mis-
souri and Orpheum Theaters in St.

Joseph, Mo., was set up for the

Louis Theater, a Negro house, by
Henry Shughart, arbitrator. For-

mer clearance ranged from 119 to

143 days after first-run. Named in

the complaint were Paramount,
Loew's, Warner Bros, and 20th Cen-
tury-Fox.

Favors Child Acting Bill

Albany—The legislative committee
of the powerful Citizens Union of

New York has given its "mild ap-
proval" to the most important mo-
tion picture measure before the legis-

lature—the Ehrlich-Hampton bill to

sciap the "blue laws" concerning

child acting under 16 years of age.

TO TUii COLORS!

York, Ala.—Roth E. Hook, owner
and operator of a chain of theaters

in West Alabama, has been called

into active military service. Prep-
aratory to leaving, he sold the Sum-
ter Theater here and the Ritz in

Livingston to W. S. Irwin and N. F.

Watkins of York, who have already
taken over active management.

Philipsburg, Pa.— William Inter-

rante, manager of the Rowland The-
ater, which is operated by his father,

Austin Interrante, film salesman, has
enlisted in the Army Air Corps.



JACK CARSON • EUGENE PALLETTE • HERBERT ANDERSON
Directed by ELLIOTT NUGENT

Screen Play by Julius J. and Philip G. Epstein and Stephen Morehouse Avery
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DID YOU READ ABOUT THE WORLD
PREMIERE IN COLUMBUS, OHIO?

'Open House7 at Ohio State U! Governor of Ohio

playing host! James Thurber as guest of honor! 50
'Male Animals' chosen from Fort Hayes! Parades all

over town! Tickets for opening at Palace Theater

sold out—specs getting $20 a copy. Another Warner
wonder-opening ... to make your selling lob a cinch!

f<&-
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Will Announce New

UA Producers Today

(Continued from Page 1)

the outlook is for higher bracketed
pictures, budget totals have not yet
been set. Sales problems, a spokes-
man for the company said, are fluid

and selling problems will be met as
they come up.

Selling plans for six pictures to
be released between now and May
15 and others to follow were dis-

cussed yesterday. Sessions. were led
by Grad Sears, vice-president, and
Carl Leserman, general sales man-
ager, who announced that the new
lineup represented the largest in-

vestment in the history of the com-
pany.
New product includes "To Be Or

Not To Be," ''Mister V," "Jungle
Book," "The Gold Rush," "Twin
Beds" and "Ships With Wings." Two
Edward Small productions, "Miss
Annie Rooney," starring Shirley
Temple, and "Friendly Enemies" will
be ready for early Summer release.
Leserman, stressed the fact that

the radio and other publicity media
would be used in the drive for busi-
ness. Gradwell L. Sears, vice-presi-
dent, described the product now in
work.

Today "The Jungle Book" will be
screened for the delegates, Hal
Roach will discuss streamlined films
and Arnold Pressburger will arrive
from the Coast to talk on his new
picture, "Tomorrow Never Comes."

Concerning the report that Sam-
uel Goldwyn and Walt Disney would
return to United Artists, the spokes-
man said the matter had not been
settled.

Chaplin to Produce, Direct
"Shadow and Substance"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood-—Charles Chaplin will

produce and direct "Shadow and
Substance," from Paul Vincent Car-
roll's Broadway play of 1937-38.
Chaplin, now adapting, will not ap-
pear in the pic.

UA Central Territory Biz
Asked by 25%—Stern

Chicago—Charles Stern, UA dis-

trict manager, returned from a swing
around the central territory, reports
business about 25 per cent ahead of
the same period last year.

Chaplin to Give Music,
Commentary to "The Circus"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Charles Chaplin will

supply his 1927 silent film, "The
Circus," with music and commentary
for release next Summer through
United Artists, if the returns on the
reissue of "The Gold Rush" war-
rant the expenditure.

Preparing sound track for "The
Gold Rush" is reported to have cost

$125,000.

GWTW at Astor March 31
"Gone With the Wind" returns to

the Astor Theater on March 31 for

its third Broadway premiere.

. Assail Minn. Law
Challenge Anti-5 Statute on Eight Grounds

(Continued f

with violating the measure, have
been consolidated in the briefs.

Companies which brought the civil

action are Paramount, RKO, Vita-

graph, Twentieth Century-Fox,
Loew's, Inc., and United Artists.

Three Companies Prosecuted

Those being prosecuted for violat-

ing the measure by selling pictures

in five-blocks as required by the

New York consent decree, rather

than contracting for a full season's

product at one time, are Twentieth
Century-Fox, RKO and Paramount.

The distributors lost the first

round in the long fight to invalidate

the anti-five law when they were
denied a temporary restraining order

to prevent its enforcement by Judge
Hugo Hanft in Ramsey district court

here last Fall.

.Judge Hanft upheld constitution-

ality of the act and ordered that the

plea for a permanent injunction be

tried on its merits. This trial began
in November and was concluded only

last month.
The eight points on which the law

now is attacked in briefs filed yes-

terday allege the act

—

Improperly delegates the

functions of censorship to ex-

hibitors.

Interferes unlawfully with
privileges conferred upon the
producer-distributors by Con-
gress under its power to confer
copyright protection.

Creates improper interference
with interstate commerce.
Does not accomplish any pub-

lic purpose but was enacted sole-

ly for private benefit of some
exhibitors at expense of the dis-

tributors.

Is not within the police power
of the state because it is not
addressed to a proper legislative

purpose.
Bears no substantial relation-

ship to proper regulation.
Grants special privileges to

one class of citizens at direct

expense of another.
Is harsh, capricious, arbitrary

and oppressive.
Eighty decisions of other courts

in cases somewhat parallel to the
matter on trial are cited by attor-

neys for the six major companies in

the briefs.
Concerning violation of Federal and State

constitutions in the act, the companies' brief

says

:

Call Law Discriminatory
"The statute does not purport to accom-

plish a regulation looking toward the gen-
eral public welfare, health or morals. It is

defendants' further contention that the legis-

lation does not bear any real or substantial

relationship toward any proper regulation of

the industry.
"It is arbitrary, discriminatory, harsh and

oppressive and has for its purpose merely
the taking of property from the distributor

and giving it to another private citizen, the

exhibitor. The statute thus deprives the
distributors of their property without due

rem Page 1)

process ; it deprives them of the right to

contract with reference to their product and
especially deprives them of their rights by

especially deprives granting ot exhibitors spe-

cial privileges.

"The statute, in accomplishing this end,

delegates to the exhibitor the function of

public censor, and leaves to the exhibitor's

sole discretion the determination whether or

not distributors' pictures shall or shall not

be exhibited to the general public in Minne-
sota.

"The delegation of authority is thus made
to individuals who have business interests in

pictures which may be, and often are, ad-

verse to the distributors whose pictures are

the subject of such censorship.

"The act, which prevents the copyright

owner from licensing a single copyrighted

production in the state, without agreeing to

license all of his productions, interferes seri-

ously with each defendant's enjoyment of

copyright privileges.

' Charges Isolation Attempt
"The statute further constitutes an effort

on trie part of Minnesota to isolate itself

from general problems prevalent throughout
the nation with reference to the motion
picture industry and seeks to set the state

apart from national solution of the problem
arrived at in the decree issued under the right

of the federal government to regulate inter-

state commerce."
The briefs then discuss the preamble con-

tained in the anti-five law, pointing out that

statements contained are "wholly inadequate
as bases for the legislation."

Regarding the contention that the law
makes each exhibitor an individual censor,

the briefs point out that past records "do not

justify the delegation of the censorship func-

tion to the private exhibitor."
"The fact is that while in the preamble

the legislature implies that pictures injurious

and damaging to the exhibitor's business were
pictures offensive to the public, the enacting
section shows that the exhibitor, in his sole

discretion, is given the right to cancel a

minimum of 20 per cent of the total number
for which he has contracted 'where the ex-
hibitor deems the same injurious or damaging
to his business or offensive on moral, re-

ligious or racial grounds.'
"The distinctive OR is one unanswerable

key to invalidity of the statute. It also

provides that cancellations may be made
among the several price brackets or from the
lowest price bracket.

Deceit Is Alleged
"The enactment thus shows clearly that

the pious protestations of this recital are
contained in the statute merely to hide the
true purpose of the legislation. In fact, the
exhibitor has been given the right to all of

a distributor's pictures but the exhibitor is

left entirely free, in his own discretion, to
take and choose those pictures which he
deems will be profitable to him. and to
reject those which he deems, from a box-
office point of view, will be unprofitable.
"The legislature, in delegating the function

of censorship and alleged protection of public
morals to the financially interested exhibitor,*

has delegated that function in an unconsti-
tutional and improper manner.
"We are confident this statute was de-

signed for no other purpose than to assist

the exhibitor in obtaining films for exhibi-
tion upon terms advantageous to him and
disadvantageous to the distributors.
"Once the cancellation privilege has been

exercised, the license value of pictures to
the distributor in any competitive district is

lost since the statute provides that every
license must include all pictures a distributor
will license during any one season. Can-
celled pictures cannot be sold individually to
other exhibitors in the same district.

"Result of the act can only be to sponsor
a monopoly among exhibitors."

Briefs were drawn by David Shearer, Min-
neapolis

; Joseph W. Finley, St. Paul ; Fred-
erick W. O. Lorenzen, Louis Phillips and
William Zimmerman, all of New York.

Final arguments are now set for April 6

with the state still privileged to submit a

brief in answer to that of the distributors.

Albin Albert Dead
La Crosse, Wis.—Albin Albert, 86,

pioneer exhib. is dead here.

Third for "The Invaders"

Columbia's "The Invaders" stays
a third at the Capitol.

Philly Indies Mull

40% Pix Ceiling Plan

(Continued from Page 1)

exhibitor's profit, etc. Plan is sail

to include a revision clause.

Some 250 theaters—a majority (

the indies in the Philly territory-

were represented at the meeti*
and a further session will be R,,

in a fortnight. Session spanned tnrt

hours, and there were numeroi
speakers, but their names were witl

held.

The 125-odd exhibs. present heai

a report on the alternative proposal
for "Captains of the Clouds" dea
submitted last week by Ben Ka
menson, Warner sales chief, but di

layed decision until the next mee
ing.

William F. Crockett, president <

the MPTO of Virginia, attended ye;

terday's parley.

4 New York IA Locals
Launch New Council

(Continued from Page 1)

from the locals, is to promote tl

common interests of the productic
unions in the East.
The council was born at a mee

;

ing at the offices of Local 306 i

which Herman Gelber, president
the local, presided. Gelber is ten
porary chairman of the group. 0:

fleers will be appointed later.

The first official meeting of tl

council will be held Thursday nigl

at the Local 306 offices.

450 at Jay Emanuel
Testimonial in Philly

(Continued from Page 1)

monial to Jay Emanuel on the occj

sion of his 30th anniversary in th

film industry.

Emanuel was presented with
plaque and a check for a sul

stantial amount. He turned the chec
over to the MP Associates of Phill

for their charity work.

Among the New Yorkers at th

testimonial were Ned E. Depine
H. M. Richey, Andy Smith, Harr
Thomas, Bob Gillham, Bob Mochri
William Sussman, George Dembov
S. Barret McCormick, Oscar Morgai
Jack Alicoate, Paul Terry, Williai

Heineman, W. F. Crockett, Bernar
Kreisler, Louis Nizer, Lou Pollocl

Jules Levey, Claude Lee and Arthu
Greenblatt.

Fox Fabian Robbed oi $2,500

The Fox Fabian theater, Brooklyi
was robbed yesterday when thre

bandits bound and gagged a watch
man and made off with the safi

There was $2,500 in the safe.

WEDDING BELLS

Announcement is made of the mai
riage of John Harkins of Warnei
publicity staff and Jo Caldwell, Pow
ers model.



^

TOM BROWN • BILLY GILBERT
RUTH TERRY

THURSTON HALL • ELISHA COOK, JR.

JERRY LESTER • MILDRED COLES
HAROLD HUBER

and SKINNAY ENNIS AND HIS BAND
ALBERT S. ROGELL— Director

Screen Play by Art Arthur, Albert Duffy and Max Lief

Based on a Story by Mauri Grashin and Robert T. Shannon

I'

H REPUBLIC PICTURE
Buu U. $. defense Bonds
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WftexGoo^felhwsGetTqgetkeq
On March 1st, National Screen Service began to sell and

distribute all M-G-M Standard Accessories through its

31 branches . . . and on the same rental basis that

has already proved so popular and economical. • We wel-

come this new association and know that it will provide

benefits for all. • It's a NATURAL for better business!

BnflTionnLvcM^ service
PRIME BRBY OF THE IIWUSTRY

.-
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'HILLY INDIES SET PERCENTAGE FORMULA
AfB May Use Femme Managers in Pittsburgh
/ar Service Takes Toll

f Manpower; Women
ishers for the Harris

Pittsburgh—Because so many of

theater managers and assistants

ive been called for military service,

e local Warner Theaters Circuit is

msidering engaging women for

ese positions.

For the same reason, the Harris

nusement Co. will have all women
ihers at the J. P. Harris Theater
downtown Pittsburgh when it

opens the latter part of this month.

?e Femmes to the Fore
t Theaters Within Year
Women will be occupying an im-

rtant niche in the exhibition field

ithin the year as a result of the
(Continued on Page 5)

hi. Allied Okays

ercenlage Stand

Chicago — Chicago members of

linois Allied yesterday endorsed
e action of the board of directors

gainst playing percentage pictures

the Chicago territory.

Alourt Approves Settlement

J
)f Claims in Fox Dispute

New York Supreme Court Justice

orris Eder yesterday approved a

'ttlement of the conflicting claims

jtween Fox Theaters Corp. and
T.liam Fox and ordered Kenneth P.

teinreich and Leopold Porrino, trus-

ses of Fox Theaters, to pay a one-
(Continued on Page 6)

Small Suspending
Prod'n Till Fall

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Edward Small an-

nounced yesterday that with the

completion of "Miss Annie Rooney,"

finishing Saturday, he will suspend

all production until late in Fall.

"Miss Annie Rooney" will be his

seventh and last picture for United

Artists.

L*

JVo Bloch-Booking Bills in Congress This Year;
"The Evil" has Been Corrected, Atty Gen'l Says

Washington, Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The annual agitation in Congressional circles for legislation

to prohibit the sale of motion pictures en bloc appeared yesterday to have gone

by the boards.

Annually several bills are presented by Senators and Congressmen to pro-

hibit the practice. The reason for the surcease is the consent decree on the

subsequent statement by the Attorney General that the "evil complained of"

had been corrected.

For years, former Senator Neeley of West Virginia, now Governor of

his state, and Congressman F. D. Culkin of New York, proposed such bills but

they have been dropped for the reasons stated.

"U" 13-Week Profit

Increases $814,520

Universal's net profit for the 13

weeks ended Jan. 31, after all

charges including Federal income
and excess profits taxes, was $845,-

941, compared with a net of $553,-

795 for the correspoding period last

year. Before providing for all Fed-
eral taxes, company's earnings for

the period were $1,518,315, repre-

(Continued on Page 9)

600 Attend Ampa-Quigley
Grand Awards Luncheon

Close to 600 members of local

Film Row turned out yesterday to

attend Ampa's luncheon meeting,
which featured the presentation of

the 1942 Quigley Grand Awards to

Arnold Stoltz, of Warners' Avon
Theater, Utica, N. Y., and Frank

(Continued on Page 9)

Exclude Press from

N.W. Allied Parley

Minneapolis—Allied Theater Own-
ers of the Northwest met here in

annual convention yesterday but
doors of the convention hall were
closed to all representatives of

trade publications. The executive
committee, which met during the
morning, voted unanimously to bar
local representatives of the trade
press and the general convention

(Continued on Page 5)

DeMille's "Wild Wind"
Opens on Coast Today

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Cecil B. DeMille's

"Reap the Wild Wind" will have its

world premiere here tonight in real

Hollywood style. The occasion will

mark the producer's 30th year in pic-

tures and the grand opening of the
(Continued on Page 6)

To Consolidate Sales Plans
Exhibs. to Sift UMPI Counter-Proposals

N. Y. Chain Store License

Bill Hits Film Houses

Albany—Theaters are included in

a bill calling for the licensing of

chain stores which will be introduced
in the Assembly today. The sponsor
of the measure is Assemblyman
Louis Bennett, Bronx Democrat. The
licensing powers of the bill would be

(Continued on Page 9)

Consolidation of the counter-pro-
posals to the UMPI sales plan is

expected to occupy the first day of

the sub-committee's sessions which
resume in New York on March 25.

Inasmuch as the suggestions for

changes in the plan overlap and
many of the exhibitor proposals par-

allel each other, the first day's
meeting probably will be turned over
to exhibitor members of the sut}-].

(Continued on Page 9)
t

Formula is Based On
Ten Units Per Week For
Houses Operating 7 Days

Philadelphia — The formula gov-
erning a buying plan presented to a
mass meeting of independent exhibi-
tors on Monday was released yester-
day for publication. Plan is de-
scribed as a scientific approach to
the determination of the actual earn-
ing power of percentage pictures in

the higher brackets and would put a
ceiling on 40 per cent product.
A suggested clause to be inserted

in exhibition contracts calling for
the determination of rental if a pic-

(Continued on Page 6)

Agree on Delay in

Divorcement Suit

Postponement until the early part
of April of the hearing before Fed-
eral Judge Henry W. Goddard on
the Government's application to com-
pel divorcement of 20 recently ac-
quired theaters of 20th Century-Fox
Film Corp. and 16 of Paramount

(Continued on Page 6)

No New UA Producers
Named Yesterday in Chi.

Chicago—Expected announcement
of new United Artists producers yes-
terday at the three-day sales meet-
ing here was not made. Instead, it

(Continued on Page 6)

Ohio Circuit Ashs
Cut in Clearance

Cleveland—Asking equal or rea-

sonable clearance under Section Eight

of the consent decree, Tuscarawas

Amusement Co. of Uhrichsville, oper-

ating the State and Ohio at Uhrichs-

ville and the Lincoln at Denison

yesterday filed an arbitration case

against the five majors. Defendant
theaters involved are Shea's New
Quaker and Union at New Philadel-

phia, and Shea's Bexley and State

at Dover. All now are enjoying 14

days-clearance over the complainant's

theaters.

1 b I Z DAN
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FINANCIAL
{Tuesday, Mar. 17)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Sear
Col. Picts. vtc. (2'/2%) 5% 5% 5y8 + V»
Columbia Picts. pfd.. 26y4 26 Vi 26'/4 — V4
Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East. Kodak 121 120 121 + 2Vi
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq 12i/4 11% 12V8 + %
Loew's, Inc 40 1/4 39% 40ft + Vi
do pfd
Paramount 14ft 14 14ft + %
Para. 1st pfd 106 106 106 + 2ft
RKO 25/8 2% 2% + %
RKO $6 pfd
20th Century-Fox . . . 9% 9ft 9ft
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 5 5 5 + ft
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Loew's deb. 3fts46
Para. B'way 3s55 !

Para. Picts. deb. 4s56. 97'/8 97% 977/8 — ft
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts. ... % % % — ft
Radio-Keith cvs

Sonotone Corp 1% 1% 1%
Technicolor
Universal CorD. vtc... TVs 7 7ft

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45. 63 66
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 5834 61ft

It's "3 Smart Girls Join Up"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Deanna Durbin's next

Universal picture, which goes into

production shortly, will be "Three
Smart Girls Join Up," a story of wo-
men in defense industries. Bruce
Manning will produce from an or-

iginal story by Derek Bolton, an
RAF pilot. Paul Jarrico and Richard
Collins will write the screenplay.

John Healy Enlists

John Healy, long an aide to Spy-
ros Skouras of National Theaters,
enlisted in the regular army yester-
day. He expects to be inducted next
week.

Larry Darmour Dies
At 47, Following Operation

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Larry Darmour, 47,

died yesterday. He failed to rally
from a recent major operation. He
entered picture work in 1917 as a
newsreel photographer for Gaumont;
he served as a lieutenant in the Sig-
nal Corps "in World War No. 1 and
was editor of Selznick newsreels.
Darmour came to Hollywood in

1925 and produced more than 200
two-reel subjects including 90 star-
ring Mickey McGuire (now Mickey
Rooney). For past five years pro-
duced Jack Holt series, and more re-
cently the "Ellery Queen" series,

both for Columbia release.

Labor Huddle on Loew
Mgrs. Off Till Mar. 27

Discussion of a collective bargain-
ing election petition involving man-
agers and assistant managers of the
Loew circuit was deferred yesterday
until March 27. Action was taken
at the request of attorneys for
Loew's and the Exhibition, Exposi-
tion, Entertainment Employes Na-
tional Union, Loew's Unit, which
submitted the petition several weeks
ago to the State Labor Relations
Board.

Miss Miller, Harrison's
Secretary, Is Dead

Funeral services will be held to-

day for Sylvia Miller (Mrs. Brooks),
who for 12 years has been secretary
to Pete Harrison, publisher of Har-
rison's Reports. Miss Miller, who
was 37, died Monday night at the
home of her mother after an illness

of about two months. Services will
be held at noon at the Riverside
Chapel.

Perman Will Hear
Olga Theater Complaint

St. Louis—W. B. Jones Perman,
prominent local attorney, was yes-
terday selected as AAA arbitrator
to hear the clearance complaint of
the Olga Theater Corp., Hannibal,
Mo. against Vitragraph, 20th Cen-
tury-Fox and Paramount.
Hearing date has not been set but

will be soon after Easter Sunday.

Warners Ad-Sales Drive
Set For March 29-Apr. 4

Fifth annual ad-sales week, clos-

ing Warner Bros, yearly film sales
drive, has been set by the company
for March 29-April 4. The special
effort, aimed at stimulating greater
use of advertising and exploitation,
is under the direction of Bernard
R. Goodman, Warner sales manager,
for advertising accessories.

Neth Takes "Sergeant York"
Warners has closed a deal with J^

Real Neth by which "Sergeant York"
goes into five Columbus, O., subse-
quent runs.

Mono, to Move into New
Quarters in Des Moines

Des Moines, la.—Monogram Film
Distributors, Inc., distributors of

Monogram pictures in Iowa, will

move into new and larger quarters
at 1115 High Street, it was an-
nounced by F. E. Judd, head of the

Iowa branch.
The branch will occupy the form-

er quarters of RKO and recently
occupied by National Theater Sup-
ply Co. Judd said the offices will be
completely redecorated and will have
seven vaults and a screening room.
Midwest 16 mm. libraries, dis-

tributors of 16 mm film in Kansas
sas, Nebraska, Missouri and Iowa,
will also be located in the new
quarters.

Hoblitzelle Heads War
Speed-up Group in Texas

Dallas — Karl Hoblitzelle, owner
of Interstate Circuit of Texas, has
been named head of a committee
which has called mass meeting Sun-
day to demand a speed-up of our
war program. The committee was
formed at the insistence of Dallas
mothers of men who are already on
the fighting fronts.

Discussing the purpose of the
meeting, Hoblitzelle said: "Too much
time has already been lost and the
whole nation is aware of it. The
time for talking is over and the time
for action is at hand."

ASC Weighing IBEW
Offer of Separate Charter

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Members of ASC vot-

ed to take no action for present
until more information is available
on an offer of the International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers to
issue a separate IBEW charter to

ASC members.
IBEW recently started drive to

take over all studio electrical work-
ers, including juicers, lamp opera-
tors, sound technicians and special

effects.

Pery Heads Columbia's
&us. and N. Z. Division

N. P. Pery, Columbia Pictures
home office supervisor of Australasia
and the Far East, has temporarily
taken over the duties of managing
director of Australia and New Zea-
land, a post which Cecil Mason re-

centlv resigned. He will not re-

linauish his current duties.

Pery will make his headquarters
at Columbia's Sydney offices.

COmmC and GOIDC

Armed Forces Have Taken
141 Employes from WB
Exclusive of actors and other stu-

dio personnel, Warner Bros, has lost

441 employes to the armed forces, ac-

cording to the latest check-up. The
number is expected to pass the 500
mark before the month is over. Thus
far 75 have reported for war duty
from the local scene alone,

JAMES R. GRAINGER, Republic's presii
[

left New York last night for a three-<

'

swing around important keys, including CI

t

land, Detroit, Chicago. Des Moines, Orr-J

Denver, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Kansas 'I

St. Louis, and Indianapolis, and returns to

home office on or about April 12.

BETTY KEAN. Republic player, leave'

York next week for the Coast. I

AL BONDY, film distributor, is back B
York following a business trip to Miami \

Washington.

WILLIAM GEHRIr+G. 20th-Fox's Central J

sion manager, left last night for Chicago, wl

he will remain until Friday. Saturday he
]

be in Des Moines, Sunday in Omaha. He 1

return to Chicago Monday.

MORRIS NUNES of New Haven is in hi
Beach on a two-week vacation.

RANDOLPH SCOTT arrived in town yestej

Today he leaves for Washington to join |
Smith in rehearsals for her Friday night bi

cast from the U. S. Marine base at Quant
Va., on which the actor will be a guest stl

MYRNA LOY returns to the Coast today.!

ROBERT BENCHLEY. having completed!
role of Broadway producer in Paramo

"Young and Willing," wi'l arrive in New m
tomorrow from Hollywood.

VAN NOMIKOS left Chicago last night, I

some of his associates, for Washington, I

stop on a 10-day Eastern trip.

ABE PLATT, B & K district manager, I

ALEX HALPERIN. Warners' Chicago booker!

SAUL BRAGEN. Warners' Pittsburgh booker!
on a Winter vacation trip to Florida.

McCoy Reports Biz

On Upgrade in South

Business throughout the Soutlj

on the upgrade, with the outlook ol

mistic. So reports Ralph L. McC
Southern and Midwestern sales m«|
aeer for Warner Bros., who has
returned from an extensive toui

his territory-

McCoy says that the tempoi
unsettlement caused by the shif

of industries to fit into the deft

program is gradually being o

come, with resultant stabilizatio:

movie attendance and increase

theater patronage due to big

payrolls.

Oscar Gorelick on Stan<

At Carmen Suit Trial

Detroit—Oscar Gorelick, mans
of the Carmen Theater, followed
father, Philip Gorelick, on the st

before the Federal Master in Ch
eery in suit brought by that the;

asrainst Co-operative Theaters

P

Michigan and seven majors.
The testimony, being taken in

treme length, appears to follow I

general precedent of the suit brou|

by Midwest Theaters against
operative two years ago.

Pressburger Named
Arnold Pressburger was nai

defendant yesterday in a $4,000 dq

age suit filed in New York Supn
Court by Max Weingarten. Ph
tiff claims that he loaned $19,00(

Pressburger, who required it to

for the completion bond for "Sha
hai Gesture," and that the defend'

only repaid $15,000 on the loan,
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MOWGLI, HALF- BOY, HALF-
WOLF. . . armed only with a

knife and the love of a girl,

meets the challenge of Shere-

Khan, the Killer Tiger!

rected by ZOLTAN KORDA . Screenplay and Dialogue by LAURENCE STALLINGS

with SABU
JOSEPH CALLEIA * JOHN GUALEN
FRANK PUGUA * ROSEMARY UE CAMP
PATRICIA O'ROURKE * RALPH BYRD

Production Designed in Color by Vincent Korda • Released Thru United Artist
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linine Managers

Pittsburgh Zone!

{Continued from Page 1)

ng up of theater employes for

|
tary service and the loss of the
er-paid house attaches to war
stries where boom-time wages
jeing paid, in the opinion of

York industryites.

ile thousands of film trade men
already in uniform, the full im-

; of the war is still to be felt.

t will come, it is pointed out,

n those who registered at the
nt enrollment are inducted. The
age brackets have an affinity for

tter people, it is claimed.

1 to the present time, theater
ators generally have pursued

•olicy of promotions from the

s to fill managerial vacancies in-

nt to the war.
oew's Metropolitan chain has
I far lost the services of one
lager, two assistant managers,
two other managerial staff mem-

I, while the out-of-town houses
> lost five assistant managers
two student assistants. It has

ays been the Loew policy to bring
i up from the ranks, whenever
sible, and this, of course, now
ains in force. In a few instances,

nen have been elevated to as-

ant posts from cashier and other
In common with virtually all

mits of appreciable size, Loew's
eeling the withdrawal of person-
into industries.

hus far, out of 108 Brandt-op-
;ed houses, 27 managers have
€ into the armed services, of

ch number one is a Major and an-
;r a Captain. Circuit's policy has
n and is to advance assistant
lagers from the ranks to fill

ancies, and then move chiefs of

T, whose prerequisite is "a good
d on their shoulders," to the as-

ant manager posts. Several of

Brandt stands have recently in-

led femme ushers, due to induc-

of men of draft and enlistment

yor Picks Ben Griefer

en Griefer, of the Paramount
Adams Theaters in Newark, has

l named chairman of the The-
Managers' Committee of the

park Defense Council by Mayor
rphy.

Robert Donat Bartlett Cormack
>ard Everett Horton Rosita Moreno

Betty Compson

T
Gabriel Over Hollywood
• • • WITHIN the next two or three weeks, barring change of

present plans. Gabriel Pascal leaves our metropolitan midst for Holly-

wood, where he is scheduled to forge links, new and strong, in his al-

ready impressive record as a film producer The fashioner of

"Pygmalion." "Major Barbara," et al, will head westward well-prepared

to achieve an ambition of long-standing, namely to make a saga of the

American scene Mister Pascal not only has the material resources

so to do, but the genius necessary to the undertaking Under head-

ing of the "material," there is the story property, which, we understand,

is titled, "Tell Me a Love Story,"—a title bristling with box-office worth.

T T
• • • THIS Pascal-owned yarn is from the pen of Paul Gallico,

who, for this department's dough, is destined for the very top rungs

of the writing ladder Indeed, his ascent to date has been nothing

to sneeze at At the hands of Pascal, "Tell Me a Love Story" may
well prove one of the ace pictures to emerge this year from Coast's film

foundries Anticipating any "well, how'da ya know" query, Phil

M. counters with confidence that he knows said story, and, further, that

Pascal has what it takes to translate it into the celluloid form
There is another little matter,—when any producer of proven skill gets

as 'thusiastic as stolid Gabriel is (the gentleman isn't given to blowing

horns without good and sufficient reason) o'er a fling at Americana,

or anything else, you can bet your poke of Defense Bonds that some-

thing good will come of it

T T
• • • OUR scouts tell us that Mister Pascal is actually going to

use New York for the film's location shots This, in itself, will be a

novelty, for Pa Knickerbocker's realm is usually caught by the camera's

eye for background shots The city is actually the least photographed

thing of its size extant Evidently, it's too obvious a subject

But Pascal is both a realist and a stickler for accuracy and truth

It's not improbable that his literal "down to earth" hobby of fanning has

had something to do with this He was born on a farm, in Transylva-

nia In fact, he has never more than temporarily forsaken the soil

Over in England, 'twixt mighty London and institutional Oxford,

Gabriel owns a going agricultural establishment of some 75 acres

He's both a gentleman and a farmer, but not a gentleman farmer

The latter has been well described by Radio Bob Burns as a man of such

culture that he knows just what knife and spoon to use at a formal dinner,

but doesn't know what in hell to do with a fork in the stable Pascal

does

T T
• • • WHILE the modest Gabriel can be induced betimes to

talk about his 'twixt-London-and-Oxford farm, you'll have to get it

from me, or anyone save himself, as to what he is doing right now with

the produce of his land Our British "agents" told us some time

lago that the needy in and about his countryside receive gratis a huge

proportion of his crops as well as livestock products His link to

life and his fellow man have given him a perspective possessed by very

few men we know, either within or outside this industry When

he wants to make Americana of the sort which will tug at the hearts,

and inspire the minds and souls, of folks on this side of the Big Pond,

he will do it with sincerity, deftness, and power Yep, Gabriel is go-

ing to the Coast soon The sooner the better for the pic fans

T T
• • • REMEMBER PEARL HARBOR!

Exclude Press from

N.W. Allied Parley

(Continued from Page 1)

session during the afternoon was
behind doors both closed and locked.

Fred Strom, executive secretary
of the organization, said a commit-
tee had been named to make public
convention proceedings and that a
report probably would be forthcom-
ing today or tomorrow.

Winners Are Announced
In Comerford's Contest

Scranton, Pa.—Winners of the 10
prizes offered in the annual Comer-
ford Theaters Managers Drive were
announced by the home office of the
circuit.

Awards in the managers' division
were won by the following: Group
A—M. J. O'Keefe, Capitol Theater,
Scranton, Pa.; Group B—T. J. Hani-
fin, Strand Theater, Binghamton, N.
Y.; Group C—A. J. McDaniels,
Strand Theater, Endicott, N Y.;
Group D—Robert Schmidt, Temple
Theater, Berwick, Pa.; Group E

—

Worth Dittrich, State Theater, En-
dicott, N. Y.; Gioup F—Joseph Dal-
ton, Shenandoah, Pa.
Four district managers who gar-

nered awards are: Thomas Cary,
Thomas Killeen, Edgar Simonis,
Thomas Walsh.

New RCA Screen Offered

Camden — RCA Photophone an-
nounces a new type theater screen
that is characterized as ideal for
multi-color prints. Christened "Snow-
white," the new screen is said to re-
flect 85 per cent of all the white light
projected upon it.

Acquire Display Co.

New Haven — George Calechman
and Ralph Civitello are now owners
of the Independent Theater Display
Co. here, succeeding Tom Thornton,
who is now in Boston.

TO THE COLOUSS

Bill Slater, sports commentator
of Paramount News for the past
six years, has been caiied to active
duty as a major in the U. S. Army.
He makes his last appearance for
the duration in the current issue of
Paramount News.

Boston—Domenic Lupo, artist with
various pix theaters here, has en-
listed in the U. S. Marines.

Detroit — Herman Danzig, man-
ager of the Kramer Theater, is leav-
ing for two weeks in Florida, before
joining the Army April 1. Clyde
Demerest, assistant, will succeed
him.

Cleveland—Ted Scheinberg, 20th
Century-Fox salesman, who recently
figured in the marriage headlines,
has enlisted in the Coast Guard.

.
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Philly Indies Set

Percentage Formula

(Continued from Page 1)

ture grosses a certain amount and
if it does not reach the figure speci-

fied was also presented.
Formula is based on units of three

for Saturdays, two for Sundays and
one for each other day, making a

total of 10 units for theaters operat-

ing seven days a week.
The formula as drafted follows:

"A 40 per cent picture must do 250

per cent of the playing time unit

overhead to gross enough money to

pay the exchanges 40 per cent film

rental, and leave the exhibitor a

profit equal to 50 per cent of the film

rental paid.

"A 35 per cent picture must do

210 per cent of the playing time unit

overhead to gross enough money to

pay the exchanges 35 per cent film

rental, and leave the exhibitor a

profit equal to 50 per cent of the

film rental paid.

"A 30 per cent picture must do
182 per cent of the playing time unit

overhead to gross enough money to

pay the exchanges 30 per cent film

rental, and leave the exhibitor a

profit equal to 50 per cent of the

film rental paid.

"A 25 per cent picture must do

160 per cent of the playing time unit

overhead to gross enough money to

pay the exchanges 25 per cent film

rental, and leave the exhibitor a
profit equal to 50 per cent of the

film rental paid.

Examples Cited

"For instance, a theater which has
a playing time unit overhead of $50
that runs a 40 per cent picture Sun-
day, Monday and Tuesday (4 units

of playing time) must gross 250 per
cent of $200, the overhead for four
units of playing time, or total gross
of $500 in these three days in order
to pay a film rental of $200 and have
$100 left for profit.

"If that picture does not do enough
gross to leave this much profit for
the exhibitor, it should then revert

to a 35 per cent allocation.

"If that picture does not do enough
gross to leave this much profit for
the exhibitor, it should then revert
to a 30 per cent allocation.

"If at a 30 per cent allocation the
picture does not leave this much
profit for the exhibitor, it should
then revert to a 25 per cent alloca-

tion.

"This formula would act as a
ceiling on pictures, and require a 40
per cent picture, from any and all

companies, to measure up to a nec-
essary gross in order that the pic-

Suggested Contract Clause
The reversion clause for insertion in the exhibition contracts, as suggested

by the Philadelphia indies, is as follows:

Reversion Clause: It is agreed that pictures allocated at %
(Insert % age)

or else the percentage-shall gross $-playing on

(Insert days of week)
becomes %; if the gross does not reach $-
percentage becomes-
the percentage becomes-
the film rental is to be $-

-%; if the gross does not reach $-
-% or if the gross is below $-

-the

(Insert flat rental price)

Court Approves Settlement
Of Claims in Fox Dispute

(Continued from Page 1)

percent dividend to creditors on a
total of $8,000,000 in claims.
The order additionally confirmed

the report of the trustees for 1941
which listed $89,359 as the cash hold-
ings of Fox Theaters and a consoli-
dated total of $145,460.

Settlement of the dispute with
William Fox frees $85,00U formerly
held as a reserve for the dividend to

creditors and adds $25,000 to the
estate in a cash payment made by
Fox.

Savini Completes Astor
Nation-wide Distribution

R. M. Savini, president of Astor
Pictures, announced yesterday that
the company now has available 100
per cent distribution facilities

throughout the country, following
the signing of E. L. Kennedy, Astor
Pictuies, New Orleans, and Mayer
H. Monsky, Liberty Film Exchange,
Omaha. According to Savini, Astor
exchanges totalling 32 offices are at
present located in all cities repre-
sented by national distributors.

WEDDING BELLS

Ed Michelson of the Warner Bros,
home office publicity department and
Lillian Passman will be married on
Saturday at the home of the Rev.
Norman Shuldiner in the Bronx.

ture remain in the allocation given
it by the exchanges.

"It would eliminate further, the
contention, by an individual distrib-

utor, that a particular picture of his

grossed as much as one of his prev-

ious pictures, which he charged at

40 per cent, even though the gross
on his pictures were substantially
less than is here required, or is done
by 40 per cent pictures from some
other distributors.

"It is necessary for the exhibitor

to have a profit margin of one-half
of the film rental paid the distribu-

tor on the big pictures so that the

exhibitor can pay for the short sub-
jects and take care of the losses on
the low bracket features. Exhibi-
tors should keep accurate records of

the box-office performance of each
distributor's total product so as to

determine whether or not a particu-
lar product is profitable.

Double Features

"Those theaters using double fea-

tures with high percentage pictures
should receive an allowance of the
cost of the second picture or a re-

duction of 5 per cent in the cost of
the top feature, whichever is most
applicable to the theater in ques-
tion."

Six New Pictures Start

In Hollywood Studios

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILi
Hollywood—Six new pictures were

scheduled to go into production this
week.

At Columbia: Six shooting, in-
cluding B. P. Schuiberg's "He's An
Old Man," drama, with Pat O'Brien,
Glenn P'ord and Evelyn Keyes. Sid-
ney Salkow directing; "Parachute
Nurse," drama, with Marguerite
Chapman, Kay Harris, Shirley Pat-
terson, William Wright and Alma
Carroll. Producer, Wallace Mac-
Donald.
At M-G-M : Eleven shooting, including

"Pierre of the Plains," western, with Jonn
Carroll, Kuth Hussey and Bruce Cabot. Di-
rector, George Seitz and producer, Edgar
Selwyn ; "Apache Trail," western, with Wil-
liam JLundigan and Donna Reed. Producer,
Sam Marx and Richard Rosson, director.
iMew title set for "Crossroads," William
Powell and Hedy Lamarr co-starring film
is "The Man Who Lost His Way," anu
"Born to Be Bad" has been set as the finai
title for the new "Dr. Kildare" film with
Dew Ayres, Lionel Barrymore, Ann Ayars
and Donna Reed featured.
At Monogram: Four shooting.
At Paramount: Four shooting.
At Producers Releasing Corp. : Three shoot-

ing.

At Republic : Two shooting.
At RKO-Radio: Two shooting, Sam Gold-

wyn's "The Pride of the Yankees" and Orson
Welles' "Journey Into Fear."
At 20th Century-Fox: Six shooting, in-

cluding "The Loves of Edgar Allen Poe,"
biographical drama, with Linda Darnell, John
Shepperd, Virginia Gilmore, Mary Howard
and Jane Darwell. Harry Langdon directing
for Producer Bryan Foy.
At Universal: Seven shooting.
At Warners: Five shooting.
At United Artists: Edward Small shoot-

ing "Miss Annie Rooney" ; Hal Roach shoot-
ing "Hitler's Valet," and David L. Loew-
Albert Lewin 'The Moon and Sixpence,"
drama, from novel by Somerset Maugham.
Al Lewin directing. Cast includes George
Sanders, Herbert Marshall, Doris Dudley,
Albert Basserman, Steve Geray, Eric Blore,
Robert Grieg and Florence Bates.

De Mille's "Wild Wind"
Opens on Coast Today

(Continued from Page 1)

new Paramount Hollywood Theater,
formerly the legit El Capitan. A
portion of the proceeds will go to
the Navy Relief Society.
Film celebrities will turn out en

masse, providing in all probability
the last such crowd to gather for a
premiere under one roof for the dur-
ation.

Close Schine House
Rochester—The Lake in nearby

Canandaigua has been closed and
William MacFarlane, manager, has
been shifted to Schine's Playhouse in

the same city as assistant. George
Cameron is the Playhouse manager.

Agree on Delay in

Divorcement Suit

(Continued from Page 1)

Pictures has been agreed upon
attorneys for both sides. Judge G
dard tomorrow will be asked to gr
the adjournment of the schedv

.

hearing on the ground that attorf
are working upon a stipulated^
of facts to avoid the necessity
taking lengthy testimony in
proceeding.

The Government is contend
that both Paramount and 20th-I
acquired interests in certain theat
in violation of the provisions of ,

Consent Decree.

No New UA Producers
Named Yesterday in Chi|

(Continued from Page 1)

was learned that negotiations vJ

Samuel Goldwyn, Hunt Strombe.
Walt Disney and others are conti
ing.

Gradwell L. Sears, vice-presidJ
and Carl Leserman, general sa
manager, will meet with vaiious J

trict executives today.
Distribution problems were J

cussed at yesterday's sessions I

Bert Stearn, Harry Gold and D'
Coplan, while Harry D. Buck'
vice-president, described excha:
operations and discussed how t\

may be pepped up.
The three-day parley ends tod!

50-50 Verdict for Jewell
In Md. Censorship Sere

Baltimore — Action brought
j

Jewell Productions, Inc., against
Maryland State Board of Censors
Superior Court here, resulted hi
50-50 verdict. Films involved wB
"Love Life of a Gorilla" and "fl
French Nudists." Censor board
ordered sizeable amount of elimi

tions in the gorilla film, which c

the judge upheld. In the case
the nudist film, which the board 1

banned in toto, the court decii

that if the first half of the pict

were retained, and a new title

pended, film could be re-submit
as a new picture subject to the c

sor board's further action. The bo;

maintained that the scenes in

latter half of "Nudists" were adc

from another film, and were
shots to which they objected. Juc
Joseph N. Ulman heard the ca,

Lee Hecht was attorney for >

plaintiff.

James A. Murphy Dead
Rochester — James A. Murp 1

former newspaperman and theatri

press agent, is dead here.

STORKS!
Chicago—Ambrose Conroy, B

K Southtown manager announ<
the birth of Joan Patricia Conro
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"The Great Man's
Lady"

with Barbara Stanwyck, Joel McCrea
Paramount 90 Mins.

A SENTIMENTAL DRAMA HAS LOTS
OF APPEAL. IT SHOULD GO OVER PAR-

TICULARLY WELL IN SMALL COMMUN-
ITIES.

Barbara Stanwyck and Joel McCrea have

dene good jobs in this film in spite of dif-

ficulties. The scene shifts very often from

modern times back to the 1850's and vice

versa, making the action too choppy, but

it has qualities that will make it go over.

The opening scene is the unveiling of a

statue of Senator Hoyt in honor of his

birthday; Hoyt being the founder of a

city. After the ceremonies, a group of

newspaper people and a young girl go to

the home of Hannah Sempier, aged 109

(Barbara Stanwyck) in order to get the

inside story about the mystery surrounding

her life. There has been a great deal ot

speculation as to whether or not she was

married to Ethan Hoyt (Joel McCrea) ano

why he came back to die in her house in

the early lyOOs. She kicks them all out

except tne young girl (Katharine Stevens)

who has aspirations of writing a biography

of Hoyt. _.UkJ

There is a flashback and we finally

get to the crux of the matter. In 1848

McCrea comes to the home of Barbara

Stanwyck in order to persuade her father

to keip him start a city on a site of land

he owns. He refuses; but the two kids

have seen each other. That night they

run away, get married, go West to start

Hoyt City. They don't do very well and

socn decide to go farther West in search

of £oid. Before they go, however, McCrea

goes into town with the boys for a few

drinks, gambles with Brian Donlevy, loses

everytnlng. Stanwyck comes to the rescue

£nJ gels everything back. Donlevy falls

for her and becomes an important factor

in the story.

McCrea thinks that Stanwyck has been

deceiving him about Donlevy when she

refuses to go with him in quest of silver.

It was her discovery. She notices some-

thing peculiar while cleaning his boots, and

takes it to the assayer's office. She stays

behind because she is expecting a baby,

but doesn't tell him because she feels that

he will throw away an important opportu-

nity by staying home. She doesn't hear

from him again. She has twins. Donlevy

arranges for her to go to him; there is a

flood. The children are killed, and he

thinks she is dead, too. There are many
complications from this point on, but suffice

to say the two leads get together at various

intervals in the story and through Stanwyck's

courage and fortitude, McCrea achieves his

goal.

There is a great deal of sentimentality

woven into this plot, but it is the sort of

stuff that goes over well with youngsters

and family trade. Barbara Stanwyck is her

usual charming vivacious self in this dif-

ficult role of playing an old woman and

young girl at the same time. Joel McCrea
is good. Brian Donlevy is excellent and

plays his part with reality. Katharine

Stevens is nice in a small part and there

are a number of other good performances.

CAST: Barbara Stanwyck, Joel McCrea,
Brian Donlevy, Thurston Hall, Lloyd Cor-

"Fingers At the
Window"

with Lew Ayres, Laraine Day, Basil

Rathbone
M-G-M 80 Mins.

FAIR ROMANTIC MURDER MELLER
WHICH SHOULD DO RIGHT BY THE
THRILL SEEKING GENTRY.
Tag this as a romantic murder meller, well

made and acted, but never rising to the

stature of some predecessor features of

the type. Lew Ayres is cast in the role of

a jaunty ham actor with a flare for crime
detection. Out of a job, he is about to

take leave of a city, when, in trim soup-
and-fish, and wandering back to his abode,
he espies the attractive Laraine Day about
to be set upon in the darkness by an axe
murderer.

It is a fortunate night for Day, as Mister

Ayres falls for her with a thud, and tries

to break through the mystery as to why
axe killers follow her chronically. It

seems that she has a mixed-up past which
she is loathe to discuss even with her new
beau, Lew. It concerns a criminal ne'er-

do-well who poses as the medico to whom
she was betrothed, and whom the ne'er-do-

well (but histrionically well doing Basil

Rathbone) mulcts of his money and then
tries to have Miss Day carved up because
she is one of the living few who savvies

the secret,—or a plot to that effect.

Miss Day is handed the assignment of a

not-over-bright lass, but she does okay in

her role. One of the redeeming aspects

of "Fingers At The Window" is that it is

exciting in parts, which should commend
it to the mystery fans. Another facet is

the fact that no matter how sub-normal a

Metro picture's story is,—the studio puts

quality into it. At the finale, the lilting

Ayres wins the pretty Laraine Day, plus

.$25,000 reward. Only a scenarist could be
so profligate. Charles Lederer's direction

.s tip-top, and so is the photography by

.he Messrs. Harry Stradling and Charles

Lawton.

CAST: Lew Ayres, Laraine Day, Basil

Rathbone, Walter Kingsford, Miles Mander,
Charles D. Brown, Cliff Clark, James Fla-

vin, Russell Gleason, William Tannen, Mark
Daniels, Bert Roach, Russell Hicks, Charles
vVagenheim, Robert Homans.
CREDITS: Director, Charles Lederer;

Producer, Irving Starr; Author, Rose Caylor;
Screenplay, Rose Caylor, Lawrence P. Bach-
mann; Cameramen, Harry Stradling, Charles
Lawton; Music Score, Bronislau Kaper;
Recording Director, Douglas Shearer; Art
Director, Cedric Gibbons; Film Editor,

George Boemler.

DIRECTION, Tip-Top. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Same.

rigan, Katharine Stevens, Lillian Yarbo,
Helen Lynd, Mary Treen, Etta McDaniel,
Bill Davidson, Lucien Littlefield, George Irv-

ing, Frank M. Thomas.
CREDITS: Producer and Director, William

Wellman; Screenplay, W. L. River, Original

Story, Adela Rogers St. John, Seena Owen;
Based on short story by Vina Delmar; As-
sistant Director, Joseph Yougerman; Sound,
Harry Mills; Editor, Thomas Scott; Art Di-

rectors, Hans Dreier, Earl Hedrick; Photog-
raphy, William Mellor.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Excellent.

"The Mayor of 44th
Street"

with George Murphy, Anne Shirley

RKO 86 Mins.

PRODUCTION WITH MUSICAL
TOUCHES STANDS UP AS SWELL POPU-
LAR ENTERTAINMENT.

All the ingredients for popular consump-
tion are crammed into "The Mayor of 44th

Street," which should grab plenty at the

box-office. The production—bright, crisp

and expansive entertainment—wells over

with fast, sure-fire elements dished out

with the lavish hand of showmanship.

While not a musical in any strict sense

of the word, despite the presence in the

leading role of George Murphy, "The Mayor

of 44th Street" is heavily trimmed with

music. It could hardly be otherwise since

the story presents Murphy as a booking

agent.

Murphy, whose talents as a dancer are

unexcelled, has only one opportunity to un-

limber his limbs—and that is when he

shows a ballroom dancer how he should do

his stuff. Let it be said to Murphy's credit

that even without the benefit of his danc-

ing he gives a beautiful account of himself

in what is practically a straight role. That

ingratiating, likable quality that has always

been his trademark comes through like a

million. His work in this film should

swell his femme following considerably.

Murphy plays former racketeer in the

band-booking business who's gone straight.

He finds everything he has built up threat-

ened when, out of the goodness of

his heart, he gives his former partner

(Richard Barthelmess) a job so that he may
be paroled from prison, barthelmess repays

him by returning to his old racket and

nearly driving Murphy out of business. A
toughie (Rex Downing) whom Murphy has

saved from a life of crime saves the day

when he sicks on Barthelmess and his

mobsters a gang of young hoodlums.

Worked into story is a romance between
Murphy and his assistant (Anne Shirley).

Although they are several times on the

verge of splitting up because of Murphy's

habit of taking in shady characters in his

mania for reforming them, the two work
out their romantic destiny satisfactorily.

What music there is in the film is of

high order. Most of it is of the type ap-

pealing to young people. Freddy Martin

and his orchestra provide an attraction that

will help the film immeasurably at the

box-office. The songs have the Mort
Greene-Harry Revel hallmark.

The screenplay, suggested by a Collier's

article by Luther Davis and John Cleve-

land, has many clever and original touches.

Alfred E. Green's direction is aces.

The cast does fine work, with Murphy,
Miss Shirley, William Gargan and Downing
outstanding.

CAST: George Murphy, Anne Shirley,

William Gargan, Richard Barthelmess, Joan
Merrill, Freddy Martin, Rex Downing, Mil-

lard Mitchell, Mary Wickes, Eddie Hart,

Roberta Smith, Marten Lamont, Walter
Reed, Robert Smith, Lee Bonnell, Kenneth
Lundy, Esther Muir, John H. Dillon.

CREDITS: Producer, Cliff Reid; Direc-

tor, Alfred E. Green; Story, Robert Andrews;
Suggested by article by Luther Davis, John

"My Favorite Blonde"
with Bob Hope, Madeleine Carroll

Paramount 78 Mins.

BRIGHT, GAG - LADEN ROMANTIC
MELLER WHICH BRINGS HOPE TO THE
SCREEN AGAIN, AND COIN TO THE/
BOX-OFFICE. |

There are two towering ingredients cur-
rent films need,—timeliness and laughs.

"My Favorite Blonde" has both, and co-
piously. It is a very skillfully fashioned
bit of serious nonsense. The story by
Melvin Frank and Norman Panama, and
the subsequent screenplay by Don Hartman
and Frank Butler, present a spy drama,
with Madeleine Carroll as the brave and
determined British woman agent whose mis-
sion it is to carry to our shores, and then
from New York to Los Angeles, the code
message (engraved within a Scorpion
brooch) revealing the plans for a vital

attack by bombing planes on the enemy.
Hounded by vicious Axis operatives, she

takes refuge in the backstage section of a

theater. Up to this point the yarn is

straight, spine-chilling melodrama. But
when the fugitive Carroll is nervously hid-

ing out in a dressing room, its regular ten-
ants return from their footlight routine,

—

Bob Hope and his thespian bird, Pete the
Penguin. Then, and continuously there-
after, the gags fly fast, halting only for

occasional sequences of romance, pathos,
and stark situations.

Because Hope is filled with heart (ah,

paradox!), he gallantly, and by the force

of circumstances, accompanies his blonde
flame all the way to California, via Chicago,
Pullman, box car, and even pilfered private

plane. Praise to the writers, Director

Sidney Lanfield, the stars and supporting
players, that the fun never goes slapstick,

nor the story too satirical.

"My Favorite Blonde," as a consequence,
is two pictures in one,—horror and horse-

laughs. For exhibitors everywhere it should

be a magnet and money-maker, and neat

diversion for John Q. Public. Highly ex-
ploitable and spirited, it is also technically

solid. Of course the finale is a happy one.

The Scorpion is safely delivered. The
bombers fly forth on their mission. And
the doughty and alluring Madeleine Car-
roll rests her tired saffron head against

what so many budding gals want to have,

—

the Hope chest.

CAST: Bob Hope, Madeleine Carroll, Gale

Sondergaard, George Zucco, Victor Varconi,

Lionel Royce, Crane Whitley, Otto Reichow,

Charles Cain, Walter Kingsford, Erville

Alderson.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Paul Jones;

Director, Sidney Lanfield; Screenplay, Don
Hartman, Frank Butler; Authors, Melvin

Frank, Norman Panama; Assistant Director,

Arthur Black; Sound Mixer, Gene Merritt;

Film Editor, William Shea; Art Directors,

Hans Dreier, Robert Usher; Cameraman,
William Mellor.

DIRECTION, Snappy. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fine.

Cleveland; Screenplay, Lewis R. Foster,

Frank Ryan; Songs, Mort Greene, Harry

Revel; Cameraman, Robert de Grasse; Edi-

tor, Irene Morra; Musical Director, C.

Bakaleinikoff.

DIRECTION, Tops. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fine.
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UMPI Counter-Plans

To Be Consolidated

11*

(Continued from Page 1)

committee so that they can sift the
proposals down to an organized
modified plan.

While some organizations appear
xco be far apart on the UMPI pro-
osals, leaders are of the opinion

that an agreeement can be reached
en the more vital points, especially
those concerning cancellation privi-
leges.

600 Attend Ampa-Quigley
Grand Awards Luncheon

(Continued from Page 1)

Bickerstaff, of Paramount's Lucas &
Jenkins Palace Theater, Athens, Ga.
One of the largest and most suc-

cessful of Ampa sessions to date,
yesterday's affair was characterized
additionally by capable, crisp and
clever "toastmastering" of A. M.
Botsford, and brief but standout
talks delivered by Martin Quigley,
Adolph Zukor, Ned E. Depinet, and
Barney Balaban. Botsford served
as oratorical proxy for the latter

who is suffering from an attack of
laryngitis.

Quigley spoke on the purposes and
history of the Awards, and their
place in filmland as encouragement
to the meritorious promotion of pic-

tures.

Zukor, who received an impressive
ovation both at the start and finish

of his remarks, urged motion picture
interests throughout the nation to
act in full and complete co-opera-
tion to achieve victory in the present
war, and advised the preaching of
liberty from the screen via unflag-
ging effort, in order that filmland
not only may serve the cause of De-
mocracy 100 per cent, but win the
full respect of the American people.
Formal presentation of the Awards

was assigned to Balaban and Depi-
net.

Dais comprised Vincent Trotta,
Martin Quigley, Barney Balaban, Ar-
nold Stoltz, Frank Bickerstaff, Gus
Eyssell, A. M. Botsford, Adolph Zu-
kor, Ned E. Depinet, Colvin Brown,
Leon Bamberger, and Paul Lazarus,
Jr.

April 8 Set for Annual
KAO Stockholders Meet

Stockholders of Keith-Albee-Or-
pheum will hold their annual meeting
on April 8. Two directors, to fill the
vacancies left by the resignations of
D. K. David and John J. McCaffrey,
will be elected.

The Voice That Pays Off
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Pirobably no Holly-

wood radio announcer does more
narrations on motion picture trailers
than Ken Niles of "Big Town," the
Edward G. Robinson show presented
by Rinso Thursday nights over the
Columbia network. During the past
year, Niles' voice has been heard
in exactly 34 trailers.

REVIEWS Of n€UJ flLfllS
"Scattergood Rides

High"
with Guy Kibbee

RKO 66 Mins.

MILD FAMILY PICTURE IS STRONG IN
HUMAN INTEREST, BUT SEEDY IN MA-
TERIAL.

Another in the series of pictures based
on the Clarence Budington Kelland "Scot-

tergood Baines" stories, this production

works out as a family picture of extremely

unpretentious proportions. Its human inter-

est provides its chief appeal. Some exagger-

ated comedy purveyed by a couple of col-

ored performers helps the picture along.

The primary fault with the film is the seedy

material from which it has been fabricated.

Freshness is not among "Scattergood Rides

High's" virtues.

The plot revolves around a boy's love for

a trotting horse. The youth (Charles Lind)

loses the animal when his father's horse-

breeding farm is sold at auction following

the man's demise. The whole shebang is

purchased by a wealthy man (Jed Prouty)

at the insistence of his hoity-toity wife

(Regina Wallace), who has a mania for

horse-breeding.

The rest of the story has to do with the

boy's effort to get the horse back, which he

finally does with the financial assistance of

Guv Kibbee, owner of the town's general

store, who was a dear pal of his pop. But

that does not come about until after the

lad lands in jail for trying to steal the nag.

The horse is entered in the big trotting race

of the year and carries the day.

There is worked into the story a ro-

mance of sorts between the bov and Prouty's

daughter (Dorothy Moore). He has a rival

in a snob (Kenneth Howell), whose mother

is trving to arrange a match with the

wealthy Miss Moore, purely for mercenary

reasons. At the windup the rival is on his I

wav out and our young hero is about to get

back his father's farm, thanks to a bit of

strategy pulled by Kibbee.

The acting is routine though capable.

Amiability is the hallmark of Kibbee's per-

formance.

Christy Cabanne's direction has been
aimed at keeping the story as simple as

oossible.

CAST: Guv Kibbee, Jed Proutv, Dorothy

Moore. Charles Lind, Kenneth Howell. Re-

gina Wallace. Frances Carson, Arthur Ayles-

worth. Paul White Phillip Hurlic, Walter S.

Baldwin. Jr., Lee Phelps.

CREDITS: Producer, Jerrold T. Brandt;

Associate Producer. Frank Melford; Direc-

to Christy Cabanne; Screenplay. Michael

L. Simmons: Based on "Scattergood Baines"

stories by Clarence Budington Kelland; Cam-
eraman, Jack Mackenzie; Editor, Henry
Berman.

DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

Aller Resigns from CFT
West Coast Bureau -of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Joseph Aller has re-

signed as director and vice-president
of Consolidated Film Industries with
which he has been associated for
18 vears.

Aller was a partner of Rothacker-
APer Laboratory, which was ac-
quired by Consolidated. No succes-
sor has been named. Aller is re-
tiring due to his health.

"True to the Army"
with Judy Canova, Allan Jones, Ann Miller,

Jerry Colonna
Paramount 76 Mins.

SLAM-BANG COMEDY SHOULD GO
OVER WITH SOCK AS FAMILY FILM
FARE.

"True to the Army" is bang-up enter-

tainment packed with howl-provoking situ-

ations. The family trade will eat it up
with relish and then wipe its collective

chops and cry for more. It is a furious,

breathless, nonsensical film that strives

solely for laughs and gets them unstintedly.

Judy Canova and Jerry Colonna never

have seemed so funny in films before. They
are herein a couple of mad loons. Their

antics are attuned nicely to the spirit of the

story—which isn't intended to be taken

seriously. They show up as an excellent

team, working together like clockwork in

building up their comic situations and

firing laugh lines around. They make of

the film one long romp in the field of fun

and asininity.

Most of the howls in "True to the Army"
derive from the efforts of Colonna and Al-

lan Jones to keep Miss Canova in the army

disguised as a soldier. That basic situa-

tion cannot be discounted as a source of

humor. Jtfdy is hiding out from a gang that

is itching to bump her off because she has

been a witness to one of their murders

Jones, who is staging a camp show, and

Canova, a private who is her boy friend,

know that the gangsters will never dare

invade the camp. Several times they come
perilously close to having their little game
backfire. The most hilarious is when the

soldiers are called in for a medical check-

up. But Judy gets through that tight

squeeze to go on to other heights of hilar-

ity. In the end the thugs are rounded up

with Judy's help.

The Army show affords an opportunity

to parade a couple of good song-and-dance

numbers.

Art Arthur and Bradford Ropes haven't

missed a trick in their screenolay It

stems from a novel by Edward Hope and

a play by Howard Lindsay. Al Rogell has

given the yarn just the sort of direction

it cried for.

The acting is of the knockabout school

for the most part. The performers give a

pretty good account of themselves.

CAST: Judy Canova, Allan Jones, Ann
Miller, Jerry Colonna, William Demarest,

William Wright, Clarence Kolb, Gordon
Jones, Rod Cameron, John Mijan, Edward
Pawlev. Edwin Miller, Max Wasner.
CREDITS: Producer, Sol C. Sies>el; As-

sociate Producer, Jules Schermer; Director,

Al Rogell; Screenplav, Art Arthur, Bradford

Ropes; Adaptation, Edmund Hartmann. Val

Burton; Based on novel by Edward Hope
and plav by Howard Lindsay; Camerman,
Daniel Faop; Editor, Alma Macrorie.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Frank I. Cotter Dead
Seattle — Frank J. Cotter, who

opened Universal's first sales office

in Australia more than 25 years ago,
died here last week. Cotter, who re-

ceived considerable fame for nis

"Rhymes of a Roughneck" which he
wrote under the name of Pat O'Cot-
ter, was well known in local film

trade circles.

"lirr
U" 13-Week Profit

Increases $814,520

(Continued from Page 1)

senting an increase of $814,520 over
the 13 weeks ended Feb. 1, 1941.

J. Cheever Cowdin, chairman of
the board, announced that gross rev-
enues during the last month were
running well ahead of a year ago
as attendance throughout the coun-
try held to the high levels estab-
lished in mid-December.
Annual meeting of the company

was held in Wilmington on Monday
when the directors were re-elected
with the exception of J. D. Penick,
who was succeeded by Allen L. Car-
ter, Jr., of Baltimore, as one of the
representatives for the first prefer-
red stock.

N. Y. Chain Store License
Bill Hits Film Houses

(Continued from Page 1)

in the hands of the Department of
Taxation and Finance.

Theaters are covered by the terms
of the bill under the terminology
"stores," just as in past years.
Under the terms of the bill, license

fees would break on ownership of
six, 11 and 25, with a sliding scale
tax upwards. There would be an an-
nual license fee of $1,000 on each
store in excess of 25.

Similar measures have been killed
in committee in former years.

"Woman's" Sixth Week at
M. H. to Garner $70,000

"Woman of the Year" grossed
$49,000 during the week-end at Ra-
dio City Music Hall and is heading
for a $70,000 gross in its sixth week
at the theater. Pace set by the
Music Hall was followed by most of
the other theaters on the street, de-
spite income tax returns that were
due Sunday. With the exception of
two theaters, Broadway houses
played to capacity throughout the
week-end.

Autry on Road Two Months
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Gene Autry wound up I

work on "Home In Wyoming," at
Republic Saturday, and goes into
production March 23d in "Beyond
The Great Divide." He opens in
Cleveland, April 8 with his Rodeo
show, and between April 8 and May
26, He will head his Rodeo show
from Cleveland, to Pittsburgh, Phil-
adelphia, Washington, D. C, New
Haven, Connecticut and Providence.
He will be away from Hollywood for
two months.

$22,603 Trans-Lux Net
Net profit of $22,603 for the year

ended Dec. 31 last is reported by
Trans-Lux. For the preceding year,
company earned $76,083.

Louis Brusberg Dead
Beloit, Wis.—Louis R. Brusberg,

49, theater musician, is dead.
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Motion Pictures
7
Gift toArmy is Without Parallel

k

Industry Said to Be
Making Greatest War
Effort Contribution

'', Supplying of American armed
'forces abroad with the best of the

current season's product in 16 mm.
by 11 producing and distributing

companies is regarded as the great-

est contribution of any industry to

the war effort.

Considering the fact that the

negative cost of the industry is

more than $135,000,000 annually,

this gift of the motion picture busi-

ness is believed to have no parallel,

inasmuch as the Government pays
(Continued on Page 4)

n
War Tax" Will Not

Hit Theater Tickets

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—With the Ways and

Means Committee of the House hav-
ing practically reached a conclusion

to impose a general sales tax, to be

known as "the war tax," of approxi-

mately three per cent, members of

the committee stated yesterday that

it would probably not include the-

ater tickets.

While it is generally agreed that

{Continued on Page 4)

Warner District Parleys

May Replace Convention

Roy Haines, Warner Bros. Eastern
i and Canadian sales manager, went
to New Haven yesterday for a con-
ference with Noi-man Ayers, East-
ern district manager with headquart-

(Continued on Page 5)

SPG in SOS for
War Chest Funds

Screen Publicists Guild of New
York has sent out an appeal to

members for contributions for its

war fund to carry on its fight for a

contract with the producers. The
Guild's Action Committee is put-

ting into effect an assessment voted

upon by the membership last month
as one means of raising money.

L

NAME 80 WITNESSES IN SCHINE CASE
Government Identifies its Prospective Witnesses for Trial

Which Starts in Buffalo on April 28

Buffalo—Identity of 80 prospec-
tive witnesses for the Government
in its anti-trust suit against the
Schine circuit, scheduled for trial in

Federal Court here April 28, is re-

vealed by Seymour Simon, Special
Assistant Attorney General, in an-
swer to defense interrogatories filed

in court.

Saying that plaintiff has re-ex-
amined its prospective list of wit-

nesses, Simon says the Government

expects to call the following (ad-
dresses are New York State unless
otherwise designated):
Thomas Ayre, Seaford, Del.; John

Bahas, Ashland, O.; Henry Bieber-
son, Delaware, O.; Michael Bouman-
saur, Malone; Murray Briskin, Ho-
mer; M. Bryer, Bucyrus, O.; John
Buchman, Delaware, O.; Arthur
Buck, Fostoria, O.; William L.

Burke, Hamilton; Philip Charnas,
(Continued on Page 7)

N. W. Allied Rejects (ircella Switches

Blocks-of-12 Plan To Plea of Guilty

Minneapolis—After lengthy dis-

cussion of the proposed blocks-of-
12 selling plan, suggested as a sub-
stitute for the present blocks-of-five
plan set up by the New York con-
sent decree, Allied Theater Owners
of the Northwest, in convention

(Continued on Page 7)

Milgram Adds 6 Houses
To Affiliated Circuit

Philadelphia—David E. Milgram,
president of Affiliated Theaters Cir-

cuit, Inc., announced yesterday that
his organization had added six more
houses to make 25 to the string.

New theatres include the Shaver,
(Continued on Page 4)

Nick Circella, alias Dean, yester-
day pleaded guilty before Federal
Judge Grover C. Moscowitz to an
indictment which charges him with
extorting "more than $1,000,000"
from the film industry in violation
of the Federal anti-racketeering law.
Trial of the case of Louis Kaufman,

(Continued on Page 5)

Mass. Groups to Study
Week-end Kid Attendance

Springeld, Mass.—Representatives
from the Springfield Motion Picture
Council and the Springfield Parent-
Teacher association have joined

(Continued on Page 4)

Columbia's Earnings Soar
Six-Month Net of $737,749 Reported

Leo McCarthy Joins PRC
As Western Div. Manager

Arthur Greenblatt, general sales

manager of Producers Releasing
Corp. announces the appointment of

Leo J. McCarthy as assistant to the
general sales manager in charge of

sales for the Western division.

McCarthy will have direct super-
(Continued on Page 4)

A net profit of $737,749, after in-

come and excess profits taxes, was
reported yesterday by Columbia Pic-
tures for the six months ended Dec.
27, 1941. This compares with a net
profit of $307,006 for the corre-
sponding period in 1940, after Fed-
eral taxes. Before deducting income
and excess profits taxes, Columbia's
six-month net was $1,514,712, com-
pared with a net income of $374,216

( Continued on Page 5 )

Free Admissions For
Service Men Also Hit

By Kuykendall Bulletin

Recent proposals for a 20 per
cent increase in admission prices

and free admissions for service men
are rapped in a general MPTOA
bulletin issued yesterday by Presi-

dent Ed Kuykendall.
Declaring that an organized drive

to raise prices 20 per cent is the
sort of publicity that lends credence
to suspicion of profiteering and
gouging, Kuykendall asserted that
such a move can only arouse angry
resentment against the industry.

Continuing, Kuykendall wrote:
"Other than the theaters who

(Continued on Page 7)

Six-Day School Week

Hits Saturday B. 0.

Dallas — Resort to the six-day
school week in rural areas is play-
ing havoc with the Saturday box-
office, according to Bob Euler of
McClendon's Tri-State Circuit, oper-
ating in East Texas, Oklahoma and
Louisiana. Six-day school week is a
war-time speed-up, designed to make

(Continued on Page 5)

Ralph Austrian Joining

WPB in Washington

Ralph B. Austrian, assistant vice-

president of the RCA Manufactur-
ing Co., and a well-known figure in

the motion picture and radio fields,

(Continued on Page 5)

Columbus Selected
For IATSE Meet

Columbus, O., has been selected

as the site of the biennial conven-

tion of the IATSE which will be held

on June 1. The war situation had

much to do with the choice of that

city. It was felt that Columbus was

free of the concentration of defense

industries which had created a short-

age of hotel accommodations in

other key cities.-. . *,
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Seat 7 7 7
Col. Ticts. vtc. (2'/2%)
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
Fast. Kodak 121 120 121
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq 12'/a 12 12 — Vs
Loew's, Inc 40'/4 40 40 — i/4
do pfd
Paramount 14i/

2 14'/8 14'/4 — '/4
Para. 1st pfd
RKO
RKO $6 pfd
20th Century-Fox 9'/4 9'/a 9'/4 + Vs
20th Century-Fox pfd. 20'/4 20'/4 20'/4 + %
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 5'/8 5 5

do pfd
NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. deb. 4s56. 100 100 100 + Vs
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48

1 00 Vs 100 100 — %
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Monogram I icts

Radio-Keith cvs
Sonotone Corp 1% 1% 1%
Technicolor 7V2 7Vz ^Vl
Trans-Lux 5/8 5/a 5/8 + Vs
Universal Corp. vtc. 7'/2 TVs 7 lA + Vs
Universal Picts

N. Y. Legislature Gets
Bill Licensing Chains

Albany—Assemblyman Louis Ben-
nett yesterday reintroduced his
chain store tax bill, which takes in
theaters. The bill would amend the
tax law to require operators of chain
outfits to apply to the Department
of Taxation and Finance for licens-

ing.

B & K $1 Dividend on Common
Chicago—B & K declared $1 divi-

dend yesterday on common stock
payable March 31. Stockholders
will meet April 21 at the Chicago
headquarters for the annua] meet-
ing.

150 Transient Selectees
Daily Guests in Okla.

Oklahoma City—The three major
downtown houses have taken new
steps to provide entertainment in
the "off" hours for 150 new selectees
a day who are moving through the
city en route to army reception cen-
tcrs

T.' B. Noble, Jr., of the State, and
Ivan Hoig, manager of the Criter-
ion and Midwest for Standard The-
aters, Inc., have announced that
each of the three houses will throw
their doors open for 50 selectees each
day.
The theater managements will ab-

sorb federal amusement and state
sales tax on these admissions.

Bill Remington Named
20th-Fox's Chicago Rep.

Chicago—Bill Remington has been
named Chicago 20th-Fox exploita-
tion representative, succeeding Ed-
die Solomon who is going into the
Army. Remington comes from the
Fox Theater, Detroit. Rodney Bush
is coming out to make the change.

Irving Mills from the 20th-Fox
New York offices has been named
head booker at the Omaha exchange.

William C. Gehring says 20th-Fox
business is showing a 20 per cent
increase in the Central division over
last year- Gehring left for Detroit
last night.

Smalley Clearance Case
Hearing Continues Today

Albany, N. Y.—Cleax-ance demand
by Smalley's Sidney Theater against
Metro, 20th Century-Fox, Para-
mount, Vitagraph, and RKO because
of pix priority of the Colonial The-
ater in Norwich is likely to continue
throughout today.
The reappearance of Stephen Tar-

bell and testimony by two other
Smalley theater employes covered
yesterday afternoon's session. Last
night the distributors and Schine
Enterprises Corp. started their case.

3rd Week foT"To Be"
"To Be Or Not To Be" enters

its third week at the Rivoli Theater
tomorrow.

de Carrera Adds House
Havana (By Air Mail)—Edelberto

de Carrera, of the Carrera circuit,

has added the San Francisco theater.

The last opportunity to book into your

theater the most outstanding attraction

MAYERLING
All rights to the booking of this pic-

ture are to be withdrawn within the

next two months.

PAX FILM TRANSCRIPTIONS
MEdallion 3-3248

723 Seventh Ave. New York

Subs lie Admission
For Dish Giveaway

Detroit
—

"Family Night" in the

form of an 11 -cent admission for

Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday

nights, is being tried out, success-

fully, by Dallas Skinner, manager of

the Miskinis Circuit's Alden Theater.

Idea is to eliminate dish night, ac-

cording to Skinner.

Decision Is Reserved
In Burlesque Dispute

New York Supreme Court Justice

Aaron J. Levy reserved decision yes-

terday on the application of the
Gaiety Theater to compel Commis-
sioner of Licenses Paul Moss to per-

mit reopening of that and other
burlesque houses. Morris Ernst ar-

gued in behalf of the Gaiety and As-
sistant Corporation Counsel Charles
C. Weinstein defended the city's

action. A number of theatrical or-

ganizations filed briefs in support of

the Gaiety's plea.

A new development of the burles-

que battle front was the formation of

the Committee Against Censorship in

the Legitimate Theater. Membership
consists of representatives of all or-

ganized groups of the legit theater.

The group is pledged to campaign
against "censorship or its threat,

now and hereafter."

Top Names Sponsoring
Ampa DeMille Luncheon

The Ampa luncheon to be given
for Cecil B. DeMille at the Waldorf-
Astoria on March 26 will be spon-

sored by a committee studded with
big names of the entertainment
world.

Among those on the committee are
Nicholas Schenck, Adolph Zukor.

Sidney R. Kent, Barney Balaban,
George Schaefer, Will Hays, Spyros
Skouras, Harry Brandt, Leonard
Goldenson, William Paley, Herman
Robbins, Stanley Resor, Edward Raf-
ferty, Jack Cohn, Martin Quigley,

Jack Alicoate, John C. Flinn, Gilbert

JMiller, John Golden, Red Kann,
Jesse Lasky, Walter Wanger, Wal-
ter Hampden, Chick Lewis, Terry
Ramsaye, Jay Emanuel, Ben Schlyen,

Don Mersereau, W. Ray Johnston,

Nate Blumberg, Herbert Yates.

GETTING A SIGNED
1

RECEIPT IS A

STANDING RULE OF

tostal
Tehgvapb
CHARGES FOR TELEGRAMS 'PHONED IN

APPEAR ON YOUR TELEPHONE BILL.

Court Orders State in

Omaha to Remain Close

Omaha—The State Theater he]
must remain closed until 1944 undl
terms of a lease made in 1934 by Ta
States Theaters, Inc., with the Ral^T
D. Goldberg interests, according

I

a ruling made by the U. S. Circii

Court at St. Louis. Goldberg
j

expected to appeal the decision,^*.
Tri- States claims when it fjL

the Omaha Theater in 1934 a^H
vision called for the closing of tl

State Theater, located only a blol

and a half away. Goldberg claim*

he was "coerced" into the contrat

"Washington Slept Here'|

First Benny-WB Picture

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAlM
Hollywood — Jack Benny's firj

picture for Warner Bros, will be tl
film version of "George WashingtJ
Slept Here," instead of "The Widol
Wouldn't Weep," the vehicle prel
iously announced. The reason im
the switch is that the shootirjT

script of "Washington" has beJ
completed before that of "Tl|

Widow."

new yc-Rr
THEATERS

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
50th St. & 6th Ave.

FREDRIC MARCH : LORETTA YOUNG I

"BEDTIME STORY"
Directed by Alexander Hall : A Columbia Picture!

ON STAGE: "MUSIC ALBUM"—Leonitfoff'sl

revue with Tschaikowsky's immortal melodies.

I

Symphony Orchestra, direction of Erno Rapee.j

1st Mezzanine Seats Reserved Circle 6-4600 |

DOROTHY WIUIAM

IAM0UR • H0LDEN
in Paramount's

'THE FLEET'S
IN PfftSON

LES BROWN

IDDIE JIMMY

BRACKEN • DORSEY
AND (AND1' 4

IN'

CONNEE BOSWELL

i Paramount, J!

Betty Victor Jack

GRABLE MATURE OAKIE

SONG OF THE ISLANDS'
A Twentieth-Fox Technicolor Bit

PLUS A BIG
STAGE SHOW R0XY

7th AVENUE
50th STREET

GINGER ROGERS

"ROXI E HART"— and—
Bruce Cabot : Constance Bennett
"WILD BILL HICKOK RIDES"
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Only three times in all its fabulous years has Radio City Music Hall held a picture for six weeks.

Twice this honor came to M~G*M; previously for "Philadelphia Story" and now for the box-office

triumph "WOMAN OF THE YEAR." Congratulations to all who took part in its making:

SPENCER TRACY, KATHARINE HEPBURN in a GEORGE STEVENS production with Fay

Bainter, Reginald Owen. Original screen play by Ring Lardner, Jr. and Michael Kanin. Directed by

George Stevens. Produced by Joseph L. Mankiewicz. A Metro-Goldwyn'Mayer Picture. i
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"War Tax" Will Not

Hit Theater Tickets

(Continued from Page 1)

a sales tax, destined to raise three
to four billion dollars, would gen-
erally reduce excise taxes, such as

those imposed on theater tickets,

club dues and kindred matters, the

consensus of the committee thus far

is not to levy any sales tax on the

theater tickets, but to permit the

present tax designated as an excise

tax to remain unmolested.

Phosphorescent Sign
Proves Aid in Blackout

In the wake of the March 8 all-

county blackout in Westchester, a

similar test was carried out on
Sunday night, with the RKO Proc-

tor's Theater in New Rochelle em-
ploying a phosphorescent sign in the

outer box-office to indicate that the

theater was open for business. The
good '"take" was attributed partly

to this sign, furnished through the

co-operation of National Theater
Supply Co.
During the March 8 blackout,

RKO Westchester stands used lu-

minescent signs, which, however may
not be effective for over 30 minutes,

unless suitably activated, it is as-

serted. The phosphorescent sign,

however, although more expensive,

is held to be more satisfactory.

Decree by the New York City

Dept. of Housing and Buildings re-

quiring all theaters in the greater

city, with sign permits, to place a

heavy cardboard sign in the glass

panel of the entrance door reading

"Illumination Is Required to Be Ex-
tinguished Before These Premises
Are Closed for Business," has re-

sulted in National Theater Supply
Co. making available a quantity of

these cardboard signs to all theaters

as a public service. They will be

sent on request, first-come-first-

served basis.

Jenkins, Whitaker Hosted

Col William K. Jenkins, vice-presi-

dent of Lucas & Jenkins, and E. E.

Whitaker, district manager of the

Georgia circuit, were hosted last

night at a dinner at Toots Shor to-

gether with a group of their theater

managers. Chief hosts were Ben
Kalmenson, Warner's general sales

manager, and Ralph L. McCoy, the

company's Southern and Midwest-
ern sales manager.

C'est la Guerre!

Marinette, Wis.—The Fox theater

here is conducting Saturday defense

matinees and offering free admission

to persons bringing either ten pounds
of rags, two pounds of copper, three

pounds of brass, two pounds of alu-

minum, three pounds of zinc, three

pounds of lead or three pounds of

tin-foil. As an additional reward,

free candy is given to all.

Pioneer Circuit Appoints First Feminine
Manager in Two Jefferson, la., Theaters

Jefferson, la.—Pioneer Theater Corp. of Minneapolis, has announced that

Miss Beverly Richards, 22, has been appointed manager of the Iowa and Howard
Theaters here. She succeeds Melvin Kinkead, who resigned to enter military

service. Miss Richards is the first woman appointed a manager by the Pioneer

circuit which operates theaters in Iowa and Minnesota.

Leo McCarthy Joins PRC
As Western Div. Manager

(Continued from Page 1)

vision over the following exchanges:
Chicago, Milwaukee, Minneapolis,
Omaha, Des Moines, Kansas City,

tit. Louis, Denver, Salt Lake City,
Seattle, Los Angeles and San Fran-
cisco, and will generally assist

Greenblatt in national sales.

In 1937, McCarthy joined Repub-
lic as assistant to Nat Levine. He
resigned to form his own producing
company, and also built the Del Rio
Theater, Riverside, Cal., in conjunc-
tion with affiliates. He recently pro-
duced "Rodeo Rhythm," which PRC
is distributing.

Drive Against Bingo
On in Anthracite Area

Hazleton, Pa.—The drive against
Bingo spread out in the anthracite
region when Mayor James Kilner
directed a sweeping order to Chief
of Police Steve Havrilla banning
Sunday Bingo games and the week-
ly and daily number pools and order-
ing the seizure of any pinball ma-
chines which provide for the pay-
ment of money or free games as
piize awards.

Under the order weekly Bingo
games will not be interfered with
if they are sponsored by charitable,
religious or fraternal organizations.
However, charitable and fraternal
organizations will be required to
prove that a substantial part of
their income is used for the public
welfare.

New Newsreel Theaters
In New York, Pittsburgh

The City Theater, 114 E. 14th St.,

opens March 27 as the City Newsreel
Theater. House closed for some time,

is now owned by the Scoop 14th St.

Corp. and managed by G. B. Odium.
Rebuilt and redecorated, City seats

over 1,000.

Pittsburgh—Beginning this week,
the Harris Amusement Co. has
changed the policy of the Harris-
Family Theater in East Liberty to

Newsreel. Harris-Palace Theater in

downtown section inaugurated the
same policy over a year ago.

Morning Defense Shows
Springfield, Mass.—"For the con-

venience of defense workers" the
Paramount and Arcade Theaters will

adopt a new policy of 10:15 a.m.
openings, daily except Sundays. New
policy is to accommodate workers
on the 3 p.m. to 11 p.m. shift.

Mass. Groups to Study
Week-end Kid Attendance

(Continued from Page 1)

forces to make a study and survey
of the problems of week-end at-

tendance of children at motion pic-

ture houses. The survey will begin
in April and continue for a four-

week period.

The problem of younger children

who stay through a motion picture
performance for two or more show-
ings will be studied from the ex-

hibitor's standpoint, a spokesman
said. He mentioned Massachusetts
state law which compels the exhibi-

tors to see that no children, unat-
tended by an adult, are in a theater
after 6 p.m.

Milgram Adds 6 Houses
To Affiliated Circuit

(Continued from Page 1)

Shaverstown; Band Box, Middle-
Durg; Diamond, Hazelton; Favini,

Scranton; Favini, Jessup; Favini,

reckville, all in Pennsylvania. This
makes the circuit one of the largest

in the territory.

In addition, it is reported that

others are in the process of being
added, although Milgram would not
comment on this. It is thought
likely, however, that more upstate
houses and out-of-town theaters may
be taken over.

Calif. Lottery Proposed;
Theater Games Okayed

San Francisco — An initiative

measure to be submitted to state

electors is being proposed by Tax
Reduction, Inc., sponsored by Walter
Heckman and Mary Q. Lilienthal of

Oakland. If 300,000 signatures are

secured it will go on the November
ballot. The measure provides for a
constitutional amendment to operate

a state-owned lottery, with dollar

tickets. Bill as drafted prohibits
other lotteries; except raffles, Bank
Nights and like operations by the-

aters, welfare groups and eleemosy-
nary institutions for own benefit.

Lloyd in Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh — A new independent
film exchange, known as the Victory
Film Co., has opened here, having
been organized by Edgar E. Lloyd,
until recently a film distributor in

the New York territory.

Jerry Ross Quits AGVA Post

Seattle, Wash.—Jerry Ross, has
resigned as president of the Seattle
branch of American Guild of Variety
Artists.

Films Gift to Army

Without a Parallel

(Continued from Page 1)

nothing for the films and no ad.
mission is charged for their ex

(

hibition.

Three hundred features, with
prints each, and between 400

(

450 short subjects are being
available through the War Activi

.

ties Committee, Motion Picture In
dustry. Sixty programs, each runj
ning about 90 minutes, already ar|
available and delivery has begun.
The entire enterprise has bee

!

made possible by distributors, pre I

ducers and film manufacturers, th
latter supplying the raw stock a

lowest possible figures. Films ar
being sent to American forces 0'

foreign duty and base command
where there are no 35 mm. equip'
ment.

Three Government Shorts
Ready for WB Release
The War Activities Committee an

nounced yesterday that the firs

three short subjects in the Govern
ment series have been completed an>

will be distributed by Warner Bros

Carl G. Cooper Elected
A Vice-Pres. of IATSE

Election of Carl K. Cooper o

Grips Local 80, Hollywood, as sev
enth vice-president of the IATSI
was announced here yesterday. Hi
selection was prompted by the de
sire to give better representation ti

members of the IA engaged in th<

studios.

TO THE COLORS!

Montreal—Members of the staf

of the Associated Screen News bad<
farewell to another confrere wh<
has joined the Armored Brigade

1

Jack Hynes, a member of the stafij

for 14 years, was presented with
money belt on his departure.

Cleveland—Sidney Cohen, bookei'.

for Co-operative Theaters of Ohio
reports for Army duty at Camj
Perry, on March 24. He served prev-

iously at Fort Riley.

French E. Dennison, in charge oJ

the Small Commercial Refrigeratior
Development Department of th<

York Ice Machinery Corp. has beer
called by the War Department tc

serve as chief inspector for the Phil-

adelphia Ordnance Distrct.

Mahoningtown, Pa. — Louis Per
retta, who owns and operates the

Crescent Theater, has joined the

Army and will leave for training

camp within the next few weeks.
While he is away the theater will

be operated by Margaret Catone.

Scranton, Pa.—Ed Pitcavage of

the Comerford Art Shop staff here
joined the U. S. Army.
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lircella Switches

o Plea of Guilty

(.Continued from Page 1

)

.^-defendant with Circella. was post-

cned until April 6.

Judge Moscowitz, in accepting a

t
-'ge of plea from not guilty to

y, continued bail of $25,000 un-
"April 7, the day fixed for sen-

;ncing. Circella faces a maximum
>itence of 10 years' imprisonment

Jnd $10,000 fine.

Pursuant to a request of U. S.

uttorney Mathias F. Correa which
•as consented to by Circella's at-

n-ney, David V. Cahill, Judge John
. Knox will pass sentence upon
ircella. Correa made the request
ecause, he said, Judge Knox was
niliar with the situation since he

ad tried similar charges against
eorge E. Browne and William Bioff.

[owever, if Judge Knox is not avail-

ti that day, the judge sitting in the
riminal Court will be asked to sen-
Mice the defendant, Correa added.

. Circella, a former representative
'"t Browne in the IATSE, was
iXharged with being the "collector"

! Chicago for Browne and Bioff,

ccording to testimony of film ex-
:utives in the extortion trial. The
efendant was arrested in Chicago
i December, 1941, after a half-year
lunt by FBI men.

n i

Varner District Parleys
Aay Replace Convention

(Continued from Page 1)

rs in Boston, and other members of
ne Eastern sales force.
This was one of a series of dis-

rict and regional parleys being con-
victed by Warner sales heads and

^hich will probably take the place
jf the annual sales convention this

ear.

iix-Day School Week Hits

n Jaturday Box-office

(Continued from Page 1)

(

ie children earlier available for
in work. Shortage of help is

e ng increasingly felt, due both
the calling up of farm employes

iW war service and their voluntary
sparture to enter the better-paid
efense industries.

T T
• • • UP at the local Normandie Theater yester morn, a capacity,

exhibitor-studded audience watched with rapture Paramount's trade-

showing of Cecil B. DeMille's grand and glorious "Reap the Wild Wind"
Although this potent and pulse-tingling yarn's action took place

almost an even century ago, it has its timely aspects, among them the

fact that then, as now, America's sea-lanes were in jeopardy

But as against such parallels, there is an amusing contrast, which, as the

film goes through its inevitably brilliant release life, is bound to excite

both audience and press comment It is the scene which depicts the

convalescent sea captain John Wayne, whom Paulette Goddard has

taken into her home, after the unfortunate gentleman's ship goes on the

rocks, and he himself is brutally battered by the savage salvagers

The solicitous Miss Goddard brings to his bedside a tray laden with

meat and drink,—the latter apparently coffee Says she: "How
many sugars?" "Three," he commands That response brought

from the rationed-ones in the audience an unconscious gasp, to which

some more jocose folks added good-natured boos directed at John's pro-

fligacy! It's a hearty laugh in a right hearty picture

V V T
• e • ANENT Paramount , instant proof of the popular Aus-

tralian feeling which followed the appointment of General Douglas

MacArthur to post of the Southwest Pacific's supreme commander was

given in a cable received yes'day by John W. Hicks, Jr., vice-prexy in

charge of Para.'s foreign activities The message, sent by Eiic

Solomon, publisher of The film Weekly, and former member of the

New South Wales state legislature, read: "Let all sections of mo-

tion picture industry in United Stales know all your Australian cobbers

i Editor's Note: "cobbers" is Australian slang for Buddies, or pals)

thrilled with appointment of General MacArthur as supreme com-

mander of Anzac area. Industry here extending hand of welcome to

members of your fighting forces who with Anzacs will defend our com-

mon heritage in the Pacific"

T T V
• • • SPEAKING of the war, let's add a syllable and speak oi

Warners: Ralph L. McCoy, Southern and Midwest manager for WB.

can qualify as technical advisor on many aspects of aerial warfare

He was in the American aviation service in World War No. 1, and saw

service in France. ... • John Gariie'.d and Edward G. Robinson ap-

pear to be the Treasury Department's favorite Defense Bond salesmen,

—

when it comes to delivering talks to workers in war plants Both

WB stars are hard-hitters who can talk the language of the riveters,

steel hands and shopworkers In no time the boys in dungarees are

calling the celebs by their first names And sales resistance melts

!

.... • The hemisphere solidarity slogan, on the "V" for Victory theme,

originated by Gerald R. Keyser of Warners' foreign department, is spread-

ing through Latin-America, with General Motors and other commercial

firms joining the theaters in use of the insignia in ads, etc. ... • War-

ner Bros, were ahead of the news again in making "Dangerously They

Live," which comes to the New York Strand soon Pic deals with

U-Boat attacks off the Atlantic Coast, and warned against this possibility,

although many people contended it wasn't likely to happen. . . .

• Ralph W. Budd, WB's h.o. personnel mgr., is seeing to it that his

company's boys now in service will not be forgotten by fellow-workers

they left behind Among other things, for each WB man now in uni-

form, Budd has put up a star flag, with the man's name stamped on it,

on the h.o. cafeteria walls There are 75 flags up already

T T T
• • • REMEMBER PEARL HARBOR!

Columbia 6-Mos. Net

Rises to $737,749

(Continued from Page 1)

for the 1940 six-month period, be-

fore taxes.
For the current period under re-

view Federal income and excess
profits taxes amounted to $776,963
and in the 1940 corresponding period
Federal income taxes amounted to
$67,210.
As a result of the Japanese in-

vasions the consolidated investments
in branches operated in China, Ma-
laya, the Dutch East Indies and Phil-
ippine Islands, have each been writ-
ten down to $1.00 by a charge
against current profits. The cor-
poration's profits in such countries
as Spain and Denmark where it con-
tinues to be impossible to convert
local monies into dollars have not
been included as income.

In view of the fact that dollars are
being currently remitted under re-
strictive agreements with the Gov-
ernments of England, Australia and
New Zealand, the exact amount, if

any, which may be restricted could
not be determined at this time.

Ralph Austrian Joining
WPB in Washington

(Continued from Page 1)

has been granted a leave of absence
to accept a position with the Plan-
ning Board of the War Production
Board in Washington. Austrian
will leave his office on March 20.

Warner Zone Conference

C. J. Latta, manager for Warner
Theaters in the Albany zone, and
Charles Smakwitz of the Albany of-
fice are in New York for confer-
ences with Harry M. Kalmine, assis-
tant general manager of the Warner
circuit, and other company officials.

They are expected to return to Al-
bany today.

501 IA Men in Service

Latest figures disclose that 501
members of the IATSE have been
called into service.

WEDDING BELLS

Technical Sergeant D. Eugene
Punches of the 130th infantry band
at Camp Forrest, Tenn., was married
to Wanda Wanack of Springfield, 111.

Sgt. Punches formerly was em-
ployed at the Orpheum Theater,
Great States unit at Springfield, 111.

Announcement was made yester-
day of the engagement of Josephine
Langfelder, of the Phillips, Nizer,
Benjamin & Krim office, to Dr. Mor-
timer Flamer of Yonkers.

Virginia Pine, film actress, and
Quentin Reynolds, war correspon-
dent, are to be married in New York
on March 26.
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"Reap the Wild Wind"
with Ray Milland, John Wayne,

Paulette Goddard
Paramount 124 Mins.

POWERFUL AND MAGNIFICENT BOX-
OFFICE ATTRACTION; ONE OF THE
YEAR'S AND DeMILLES BEST.

The name of Cecil B. DeMille, as film-

land's foremost fashioner of the spectacle

type of picture, takes on new luster as the

result of this stirring saga which has all

the power, romance and moods of the sea,

whose principal locale it is,—the sea, hur-

ricane-possessed, in the regions about the

Florida keys. In a brief foreword to this

production, narrated by DeMille himself

with great efficacy, the time (1840) and

the then prevailing practice of lawless cap-

tains to destroy for gain the "ships they

are pledged to save," are firmly fixed in

the audience mind, as well as the work of

the heroic salvage masters.

This verbal preface, recounted as magni-

ficent Technicolor sequences of seascapes

and sailing vessels fade in and out upon

the screen, ushers in the bristling, red-

blooded drama which revolves around the

love triangle comprising Ray Milland, Paul-

ette Goddard, and John Wayne. The lat-

ter's ship, running before a merciless gale,

is shattered upon the treacherous reefs off

Key West, and boarded by freebooting

henchmen of Raymond Massey. Arriving too

late to share in the valuable cargo's sal-

vage, Lynne Overman's craft has to be con-

tent with transporting the disintegrating

ship's crew ashore.

Paulette Goddard befriends and takes to

her home the stalwart, unfortunate captain,

John Wayne, and after his recovery they

plight their troth. His personal ambition,

and that of Miss Goddard for him, is that

he be given command of a pioneer steam-

ship which is pride of the line employing

him. Both Miss Goddard and John Wayne
go to Charleston, company's headquarters,

where the line's heir-apparent, Ray Mil-

land falls in love with Miss Goddard whose
primary motive was to exploit his friendship

in Wayne's L-ihalf. The triangle moves to

Key West, where, it is hoped by Milland,

that he can win the Goddard hand and

stamp out the piratical depredations of the

Massey clique. Both objectives are achieved

at the finale, prior to which there is the

spine-chilling battle between a giant squid

and the rivals, Milland and Wayne, as, in

their diver suits, they search the wreck of

Wayne's new ship to discover whether the

body of Susan Hayward is there, and, as

a consequence, whether Wayne will be

charged with murder in addition to con-

spiracy in taking the ship willfully on the

rocks as an ally of Massey. In the battle

with the giant squid, which has few equals

for thrills, Wayne sacrifices himself to save

his rival.

The entire film is in gorgeous Techni-

color; is splendidly acted; and DeMille's

direction is masterful. Nature of the pro-

ducton is such that it is a sure-shot to

pack auditoriums and rocket grosses in

every conceivable situation and circum-

stance. Certainly, as far as entertainment

seekers are concerned, "Reap The Wild
Wind" is one of the cinematic giants of

the current season. And currently, too,

this is DeMille's 30th anniversary as a mo-
tion picture producer. He has made it

memorable not only for himself but the

"The Bashful
Bachelor"

with Lum and Abner
RKO 79 Mins.

RUBE COMEDY SHOULD GET PLAY
IN THE SMALLER SITUATIONS.

This one is strictly for corn-fed audi-

ences. That takes in, of course, the large

army of Lum and Abner air fans. Those
whose tastes are above the Ozarkian level

probably won't go for the large serving

of "corn" dished out by "The Bashful

Bachelor." However, there are enough
small situations up and down and across

the land where it will be like caviar and

champagne.

While the film has some funny situations,

no attempt has been made to inject any-

thing but the most obvious and most sim-

ple-minded humor into the proceedings.

The plot strengthens the suspicion that

the film was studiously designed for those

film-goers to whom the idea of thinking

is unthinkable—of whom there are legions.

As in their first picture, Lum and Abner
again are seen as the proprietors of a

general store in the sticks. And again

they're constantly bickering. This time

it's over Lum's ambition to become a hero

in order to impress a widow he's aching to

marry (ZaSu Pitts).

Lum induces Abner to allow himself to

become the "victim" of a fake kidnapping.

He really makes himself a hero when the

hoboes hired to act as kidnappers decide

actually to hold Abner for ransom. It's

not until he has freed Abner that he

learns the truth. While Lum doesn't wind

up with the widow as his wife, the audience

knows that the romance between the two
will end with wedding bells.

The acting is in character.

CAST: Chester Lauck (Lum), Norris

Goff (Abner), ZaSu Pitts, Grady Sutton,

Oscar O'Shea, Louise Currie, Constance

Purdy, Irving Bacon, Earle Hodgins, Benny

Rubin.

CREDITS: Producer, Jack William Vo-
tion; Director, Malcolm St. Clair; Original

Story, Chester Lauck, Norris Goff; Screen-

play, Chandler Sprague; Cameraman, Paul

Ivano; Editor, Duncan Mansfield.

DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

trade and patrons for whom he has created

spectacles lavishly over three decades.

CAST: Ray Milland, John Wayne, Paul-

ette Goddard, Raymond Massey, Robert

Preston, Susan Hayward, Lynne Overman,

Charles Bickford, Walter Hampden, Martha

O'Driscoll, Louise Beavers, Elisabeth Risdon,

Hedda Hopper, Victor Killian, Keith Rich-

ards, Oscar Polk, Wee Willie Davis, Lane

Chandler, Davidson Clark, Lew Merrill,

Frank M. Thomas, Milburn Stone, Ben
Carter.

CREDITS: Producer-Director, Cecil B.

DeMille; Associate Producer, Bill Pine;

Associate Director, Arthur Rosson; Screen-

play, Alan LeMay, Charles Bennett, Jesse

Lasky, Jr.; Author, Thelma Strabel; Music

Score, Victor Young; Process Photography,

Faricot Edouart; Assistant Director, Ed Sal-

ven; Sound Mixer, Harry Lindgren; Film

Editor, Anne Bauchens; Art Directors, Hans
Dreier, Roland Anderson; Cameraman, Victor

Milner; Color Cameraman, William V. Skall;

Special Effects, Gordon Jennings.

DIRECTION, Aces. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Ditto.

"A Tragedy at

Midnight"
with John Howard, Margaret Lindsay

Republic 69 Mins.

A NEAT MYSTERY THRILLER, SHORT,
WELL DONE AND CHOCK FULL OF
ACTION.

In spite of the fact that the ending is

the epitome of melodrama, this film is fast-

moving and entertaining. In addition there

is a swell cast and the story is not too

routine.

It concerns a radio detective (John How-
ard) who is not too well liked by the

police because of his uncanny knack of

solving crimes without any apparent effort.

He and his wife (Margaret Lindsay) are

living in the apartment of a doctor (Miles

Mander) who has supposedly gone up to

his house in the country to do some research

work while his wife is off on a yachting

trip. Howard comes home from a late party

and finds a strange woman who has been

stabbed to death in his wife's bed.

With the able assistance of their Chinese

Butler (Keye Luke) this wacky team sets

out to solve the murder with the police

doing its damndest to nab Howard for the

job. They live through a series of involved

episodes and the sponsor of Howard's radio

program has 10 fits because he thinks his

plans are going to be ruined.

When the crime comes to light, we find

that the doctor has been trying to pin the

murder on his wife, by sticking her in the

hospital with an imaginary heart condition

and keeping her doped up so that she won't

talk. However, Howard, the sleuth, gets to

the bottom of things and as he is about to

announce the name of the murderer on the

radio, Mander rushes in and tries to kill

him. This is highly implausible, but somehow
doesn't mar the picture too seriously. Some
of the best laughs are donated by the

Chinaman who drives Howard and Lindsay

around town in a laundry truck on their

wild hunt, and is always getting under foot

at the crucial moment.
This production is well directed by Joseph

Santley. Margaret Lindsay and John Howard

are first-rate and seem to be having a heck

of a good time at it, too! Mona Barrie is

good in a bit part as the wife of the

doctor. Hobart Cavanaugh, Keye Luke, Ros-

coe Karns, Miles Mander are all good, too.

CAST: John Howard, Margaret Lindsay,

Roecoe Karns, Mona Barrie, Keye Luke,

Hobart Cavanaugh, Paul Harvey, Lilian Bond,

Miles Mander, William Newell, Wendell

Niles, Archie Twitchell.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Robert

North; Director, Joseph Santley; Screen-

ploy, Isabel Dawn; Original Story, Hal Hud-

son, Sam Duncan; Photography, Ernest Mil-

ler; Supervising Editor, Murray Seldeen; Edi-

tor, Edward Mann; Art, John Victor Mackay;
Music, Cy Feuer; Wardrobe, Adele Palmer;

RCA Sound System.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Warners Sign Kaufman
J. L. Warner has signed George

S. Kaufman to a three-way contract
as producer-director-writer at the
Warner Bros, studio. Kaufman is

expected at the studio in May.
"George Washington Slept Here,"
which he co-authored with Moss
Hart, goes into production with Jack
Benny in the stellar role next week.

"The Tuttles of

Tahiti"
with Charles Laughton, Jon Hall

RKO 91 Mins

LIGHT-HEARTED AND COLORFUL f/T~
PROVIDES GRAND ENTERTAINMENT^*

For those who lead a circumscribed, insu-

lar existence, this should prove fascinating

screen entertainment. The easy-going, un-

trammeled life of the Tahitian, as exempli

tied by the family of fishermen around which

the story of "The Tuttles of Tahiti" is built

has that escapist lure that appeals so much
to the world's workaday people who find

their greatest joy in the lights and shadow;
of the screen.

Charles Laughton rules the Tuttles—and

a numerous family they are indeed. What
a happy-go-lucky lot they are from top tc

bottom! The serious concerns of the work
touch them lightly. Live today—the hel

with tomorrow. Such is their philosophy ol

life.

The family is always pressed for cash

what with Papa Laughton's being an indo-

lent, improvident fellow who can't resisl

playing the cock fights. He is one of those

lovable rascals who mean well but arc

always bumping into trouble.

In the hope of improving the family':

fortunes Laughton stakes everything he own:

on a cock fight in which one of the con

testants is a bird brought from San Fran

cisco by a son (Jon Hall) whom he has no

seen for several years.

The Tuttle entry loses and things loot

pretty black. Then one day the Tuttles

while out fishing, come upon an abandonee

ship laden with a rich cargo. Under the

law of the sea the vessel will be theirs i

they can bring it in without outside assist

ance. They tow it to port and sell the cargc

for 400,000 francs. A spending spree soor

finds them where they were before. Pap;

Laughton loses the money set aside to pa;

off the mortgage, and again they are aboul

to find themselves homeless. At the las

moment Laughton finds the money in the

store catalogue in which he placed it.

To help its showing at the boxoffice the

film contains a romance between Hall anc

Peggy Drake.

The production is based on the Charles

Nordhoff-James Norman Hall novel "Nc
More Gas."

Laughton runs away with the film. Hi

is a capital performance. The rest of the

cast is more than capable.

CAST: Charles Laughton, Jon Hall, Peggy

Drake, Victor Francen, Gene Reynolds, Flor-

ence Bates, Curt Bois, Adeline de Walt Rey-

nolds, Mala, Leonard Sues, Jody Gilbert,

Tommy Cook, Jack Carr, Jimmy Ames,
Ernie Adams, Jim Spencer, Alma Ross, Teddy
Infuhr.

CREDITS: Producer, Sol Lesser; Director,

Charles Vidor; Screenplay, S. Lewis Meltzer,

Robert Carson; Adaptation, James Holton;

Based on novel by Charles Nordhoff, James

Norman Hall; Cameraman, Nicholas Musur
aca; Editor, Frederic Knudtson.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,!
Fine.

B & K Asks Tele Permit Extension

Chicago—B & K is asking foi

television station construction per-

mit extension to May 25, 1943.
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> Kuykendall Blasts

Admission Increase

(Continued from Page 1)

patriotically' dropped to 20 cents

>ast year to get out of paying the
ederal defense tax on theater admis-

M' ' ns (then were stuck with the cut-

M admission after October 1), ad-
ion scales have not been fixed

•y any movements or organized
Irives, but by the competitive mar-
jet for motion picture entertain-

nent in the particular locality. That
5 as it should be, with the price

evel determined on the merits of

he particular situation, and ad-

usted to changing conditions, what-
ever they may be.

No Time to Raise

= "If we are going to do the im-

>ortant job of supplying mental re-
; axation and refreshing diversion to

• he largest number possible of work-

ers and civilians on the home front,

his is no time to raise prices on
eater tickets. Pay rolls and op-

:

J
rating expenses are going up, of

1 ourse, but it's up to us to exhaust
•j very possible means of increasing

;
ttendance to meet rising costs be-

ore we resort to increased admis-
n ion prices. The more people who
T re able occasionally to check their

.orries, fears, limitations and in-

hibitions at the box-office for a brief
" : eriod of mental recreation, the more

pirit and determination this coun-
ry will have to meet the present

'lejtrrisis.

Not Looking for Hand-outs

"Free admissions for service men
lay be a fine slogan for cheap poli-

.icians to wave, but the men in uni-
form certainly are not themselves
poking for hand-outs or charity at

he theaters, any more than they ex-
'

:

ect free steaks and lobsters in res-

aurants, free drinks in bars, or free

ides on trains and buses. Hand-
<uts and social affairs are not the
ame thing, of course.

"Theater owners are no more
bliged to give away to men in uni-
orm their only salable 'merchan-
ise,' i.e., admission tickets, than
re department stores, barber shops
r druggists and news-stands. Many

j xhibitors are giving discounts on
dmission prices to men in uniform
ind blocks of tickets for welfare

j :gencies to give out to enlisted men,
ut it is a poor reward for such
orthy generosity not matched by
ther businesses to berate exhibi-

j^rs for any failure to give free

£ > ckets without limit to all men in

niform."

:-

Villiams Labs. Appeal
"or Gov't Conciliation

'est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—F. B. Williams, head

f Williams Laboratories, declares
e's desirous of having a Govern-
ient conciliator to adjust contro-
Jrsy between IATSE Studio Pro-
n;tionists Local 165 and the Wil-
ams organization. John Swartz,

N.W. AlliedProposesNewOrg.
Plans Central States Exhibs. Conference

{Continued from Page 1)

here, rejected the new proposal by
almost unanimous vote.
The association, in a resolution

adopted near the close of its two-
day annual convention, pointed out
that "the Minnesota anti-blocks-of-
five statute speaks for itself and
this convention reiterates and re-

affirms its belief that the sales pol-
icy set forth thereunder is superior
to any proposed substitute now un-
der consideration by the five dis-

tributors-defendants consenting to
the decree."
The convention, in another reso-

lution, condemned the practice of
selling short subjects on the week-
ly payment plan as "a vicious, ar-
bitrary and unconscionable extortion
of money to which the distributor
is not entitled." Officers of the or-

ganization were instructed to "use
every means within their power" to
stop this practice and to recover
credits due its exhibitor members.

Charging that terms demanded
for percentage pictures, which con-
tinue to increase each season, are
unjust and unequitable, Northwest
allied in still another resolution,
"vehemently condemned and de-
nounced unfair terms demanded by
distributors."
Members pledged their support to

the UMPI program "with the belief

and expectation that the portion of
the program which provides a
method of ironing out problems
existing between all branches of
this industry will be carried out in

the spirit of equity and fairness to
all parties concerned."
One new pi'oposal injected into

the convention program was a plan
for organizing independent exhibi-

tors in Minnesota, North and South
Dakota, Wisconsin, Iowa and Ne-
braska into a "Central States Con-
ference of Independent Exhibitors"
so as to "more effectively protect
their common and mutual interests."

Speakers at the session included
William Ainsworth, president of
Wisconsin Independent Theater
Owners Ass'n.; Leo Wolcott, presi-

dent of Allied-Independent Theater
Owners of Iowa-Nebraska; Jack
Kirsch, president of Allied Theater
Owners of Illinois, and John Paine
of Ascap.
Harry Brandt, ITOA prexy, and

Governor Harold E. Stassen were
unable to be present.

Resolutions thanking E. L. Peas-
lee, president, and Fred Strom, ex-

ecutive secretary, for their work
and efforts since the last convention,
were adopted.

Jack Kirsch Says Majors
Like Blocks-of-Five Plan

Minneapolis—The five consenting
companies are entirely satisfied with
the blocks-of-five selling method, in

the opinion of Jack Kirsch, presi-

dent of Illinois Allied, who addressed
Northwest Allied's convention here
yesterday. Therefore, Kirsch said,

the task of the exhibitors on the

UMPI sub-committee was to per-

suade the distributors to give up
something that was satisfactory to

them in favor of something more to

the liking of the exhibitors.

Kirsch asserted that the spirit of

the negotiations leading to the pro-

posed alternate selling plan for sell-

ing in blocks of 12 "has been fine

and the representatives of the sev-

eral exhibitor groups have held to-

gether remarkably well."

"But the great weakness on the

exhibitors' side," he continued, "re-

sulted from tne fact that, in spite

of repeated warnings, the exhibitor

representatives on the committee had
no plan which they could with assur-

ance present as a plan favored by a
clear majority of the exhibitors of

the country. There is no such plan

today. It seems that every time a
group of exhibitors gets together, a

new selling plan is evolved, although
the same group may have favored an
entirely different plan only a few
weeks before."

The new proposals represent a

compromise of the various sugges-
tions made, Kirsch said, adding that
they did not "satisfy fully the views
of any exhibitor on the committee."
The exhibitor representatives did not
agree to the plan, he said; they
merely said they would submit it to

the regional units.
Kirsch said he had no doubt but

that a reasonable plan would result

from the Allied board meeting in

New York on March 24. But, he
contended, "as the record stands, it

would seem that no regional asso-
ciation will be satisfied with any
plan that does not contain its pet
ideas.

"I regret to say this," he said,

"but the distributors apparently
know what they want and the ex-
hibitors do not."

business representative of 165, said
the union will not supply projection-
ists unless Williams signs the con-
tract.

Williams claims the union is try-
ing to make him pay $1.85 per hour
for the same work that is done in all

the studios for $1.20 per hour, and
that if this asserted move was de-
signed to make his cost greater than
that of his competitors it will be a
violation of anti-trust laws.

Swartz claims the union is ask-
ing only same wages and conditions
now in force in other laboratories.

Gilroy to Make 12 for RKO
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—In addition to six Tim

Holt western dramas Bert Gilroy,
RKO Radio producer, will make six

other features. He will also con-
tinue in charge of RKO productions
of short subjects on the West Coast.
Milton E. Hoffman, film industry
veteran, has been made his associate.

Cuban Companies Close Up
Havana (By Air Mail) — Saica

Films, and Cosmo Films have closed.

80 Gov't Witnesses

Set for Schine Case

(Continued from Page 1)

Bucyrus, 0.; William Clark, Wad-
dington; Price Coomer, Harlan, Ky.;
E. R. Custer, Athens, 0.

C. L. Dasher, Van Wert, O.; Louis
De Pillo, Geneva; Richard De Toto,
Geneva and Seneca Falls; Charles
E. Dickinson, Jr., Lockport; Clar-
ence A. Dopp, Frankfort; P. E. Es-
sick, Cleveland, 0.; Joseph H. Fel-
ter, Norwalk, 0.; Chester Fenny-
vessy, Rochester; Paul Fennyvessy,
Rochester; Myer Fine, Cleveland, 0.;

Max Fogel, Rochester.
Morris Gaby, Corning; Robert

Gerber, Corning; Charles Girard,
Tupper Lake Junction; Peter Gra-
fiades, Lockport; James Gregory,
Shelby, 0.; Theodore Gutille, Belle-

fontaine, 0.; Reese Harrington, Har-
rington, Del.; Newell Howard, Salis-

bury, Md.; T. Neal Howard, Mays-
ville, Ky.; R. T. Kemper, Shelby, 0.;
Leo Kessel, Lancaster, 0.; Morris
Kronick, Amsterdam; Charles H.
Latham, Norwich; Max Lefkowich,
Wooster, 0.; Emerson W. Long, Ca-
diz, 0.

Charles V. Martina, Syracuse;
Fred Mausert, Glens Falls; Charles
R. Mitchell, Barbersville, Ky.; Mil-

ton Mooney, Cleveland, 0.; Carl B.

Moore, Van Wert, 0.; Mrs. Carl B.

Moore, Van Wert, 0.; Mrs. H. C.

Morse, Penn Yan; E. P. Mott, Woo-
ster, 0.; M. K. Murphy, Corbin, Ky.;
B. Ohmann, Lyons.

A. Papayanakos, Canton; Mrs. C.

Perriello, Clyde; Robert J. Pierce,

Ilion; L. E. Quinlan, Chateaugay;
John Ring, Auburn; Eli Rosenbaum,
Ogdensburg; George Rosenbaum,
Carthage; Harry D. Rumpf, Wyan-
dotte, Mich.; Harry N. Sanett, Tup-
per Lake Junction; Harry Schwartz,
Lexington, Ky.; G. C. Scott, Corbin,
Ky.; Leon B. Scott, Harlan, Ky.

;

Charles Sesonske, Carthage; Kath-
erine E. Sheldon, Hamilton; Harold
Shreffler, Shelby, 0.; W. C. Smalley,
Norwich; Newton K. Smith, Glens
Falls; Lawrence Sperry, Mt. Vernon,
0.; Carl Stambaugh, Shelby, 0.;

Jerry Steele, Oberlin, 0.

Katherine Thompson, Rochester;
William Tishkoff, Rochester; Helen
Ulman, Salisbury, Md.; Peter C.

Vorounakis, Watertown; H. P. Wal-
lace, Auburn; W. J. Ward, Pikeville,

Ky.; Thomas Warne, Little Falls;

Hubert Whitenack Corbin, Ky.;
Frank C. Whitney, Ilion; Ernest J.

Wolfe, Lowville; Mrs. William Word,
Little Falls.

Wilson R. Stone Joins RKO
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Wilson R. Stone, for

12 years assistant studio manager
at Columbia, has been appointed la-

bor relations manager for RKO Ra-
dio studio.

Outdoor Advertising Elects 10

Burnett W. Robbins has been re-

elected president of General Outdoor
Advertising Co. Other officers also

were all re-elected.

'
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INDUSTRY MOURNS PASSING OF S. R. KENT
Complete Representation of Defense Films Urged
VAC's Theater Committee
Demands Industry Keep
ts Word to Government

By GEORGE H. MORRIS
FILM DAILY Staff Writer

Sharp impetus was given to the
.'ar Activities Committee's indus-
y-wide diive, aimed at effectuating
le exhibition of defense films in all
r

. S. theateis, at a luncheon meeting
i the Coral Room of the Hotel Astor
esterday, which was attended by
tore than 200 exhibitor, distributor,

nd trade press representatives. The
enclave, presided over by Harry

(Continued on Page 5)

Irges Neb. Exhibs.

o Avoid NMUA Tie

Lincoln, Neb. — If the Nebraska
thibs. listen to R. R. Livingston,
.vner-manager of the Capitol Thea-
•r here, they will be holdouts on
le NMUA drive—Nebraska Music
sers Association.
Livingston, industry legislative

mtact, has been hearing by letter

id phone from theater men who
(Continued on Page 6)

'erman Pictures Return
o Adlon in Detroit

Detroit — German pictures are
ick on the screen at the Adlon
heater (formerly the Europa),

(Continued on Page 6)

Industry to Bow
To Kent on Monday
As a token of respect for Sidney

R. Kent the entire film industry

—

home offices, studios, exchanges,

theaters—will halt all activity for

one minute at 2 P. M. (EWT) dur-

ing funeral services on Monday. The
tribute will be held as result of a

request issued in behalf of the War
Activities Committee by George J.

Schaefer, chairman; Francis S. Har-
mon, executive vice-chairman, and
Joseph Bernhard, head of the the-

ater division of the group.

1885 £>itmtv &. lUnt 1942

THE news of the sudden and unexpected passing of Sidney Kent in the small quiet

' hours of Thursday morning came as a thunderbolt to cast a tragic and sorrowful

shadow upon the great nation-wide industry of which he played a major, leading part.

Sidney Kent personified, perhaps more than any other man, the great qualities of

the business that he loved. His rise in motion pictures paralleled the rise of the screen,

itself. He had imagination, upon which the industry was born. He had foresight, upon

which it grew. He had the courage of a lion and as a foremost industry spokesman

showed it during trying and perilous times. Perhaps, foremost of all, he had a God-
given understanding of both the virtues and frailties of his fellow man.

We were fortunate to have known him for many years. To have worked side by

side with him. To have seen him take both stress and success in the same tolerant

stride. His was a character that all might emulate. In the greater sense his passing

leaves a hallowed vacuum that is irreplaceable.

The industry has lost one of its great pioneering figures. America has lost a cour-

ageous, dynamic patriot. Our heart shares the burden of his wife and family in these

trying hours. They are not alone in their sorrow. The industry, to its last man and woman,
loved him, too.

—JACK ALICOATE.

See "Gas" Rationing

Effect On Theaters

Rationing of gasoline through a
coupon system, as announced yes-
terday by Petroleum Co-ordinator
Ickes, was regarded in industry cir-

cles as an aid to theater business in

larger cities and a detriment in rural
districts.

Conservation of both tires and
(Continued on Page 5)

Rosenberg Testimonial

Off At His Own Request

Pittsburgh—At his own request,
the testimonial dinner which was to

be given in honor of M. A. Rosen-
(Continued on Page 5)

Ohio ITO Hints Dot J

Action on Rentals

A hint that the ITO of Ohio may
seek Department of Justice assist-

ance in holding down allegedly high
film rentals is expressed in a cur-
rent organization bulletin issued by
Pete Wood, secretary.

Commenting on the increased
(Continued on Page 5)

Hearing on 2 Conn. Ascap
Suits Set for April 23

New Haven — Hearing on two
copyright infringement suits brought
by Gene Buck, president of Ascap,
and various publishing companies in

(Continued on Page 6)

Limitation Order Next Week
Information on Materials is Prepared

>PG to Picket Paramount,
10th-Fox Product Today

Screen Publicists Guild of New
York will hurl a new weapon into

its contract fight with producers to-

night when it will picket theaters
(Continued on Page 6)

Washington Bureau of THE FILM (DAILY

Washington—The limitation order
for the motion picture industry is

expected to be announced formally
by the War Pioduction Board with-
in the next few days, it was learned
authoritatively here yesterday.
The order, which will tell the in-

( Continued on Page 6)

20th-Fox President

Succumbs to Heart
Attack; Burial Monday

Funeral services will be held
Monday for Sidney R. Kent
whose death early yesterday
morning
shocked thel
industry. Thej
20th Cen
tury-Foxl
p r e s i dentl
died of a
heart attack
at 3 a.m. Al-
though he
had been in]

poor health
for several |

years, im-
p r o v ement'
recently had
been noted.
He was at his office on Wednseday.

(Continued on Page 5)

British Production

Budgets Skywards

London (By Air Mail) — With
British theaters, both circuits and
indies, enjoying bonanza grosses,

producers here are taking the elastic

bands off their bankrolls to shoot
the works.
Budgets now in effect range from

(Continued on Page 6)

Canadian Indies Cool
To Nat. Committee Plan

SIDNEY R. KENT

Toronto — Independent exhibitors

identified with the National Council
of Independent Exhibitors of Can-

(Continued on Page 2)

Kent Body to Lie
In State on Sunday

Body of Sidney R. Kent will lie

in state at the Campbell Funeral

Church, 81st and Madison Ave.,

Sunday afternoon and evening for

those who wish to pay their last

respects.
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riNANCIAL
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Low Close
Net
Chg.High

Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. <2'/2%) 6i/s 6 6 + %
Columbia Picts. pfd.. 27 27 27 -f- %
Con. Fm. Ind '/2 Vl Vl
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East. Kodak 12014119 119 —2
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq 115/8 115/8 115/8 _ 3/8
Loew's, Inc 393/8 39y8 39ys — %
do pfd
Paramount 14Vs 13% 13% — 3/g

Para. 1st pfd
RKO $6 pfd
20th Century-Fox . . 914 9'/8 9y4
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd 152 152 152 +2
Warner Bros 5'/8 5 5%+ Vs
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Para. B'way 3s55. . . 581/4 58% 58%
Para. Picts. deb. 4s56 100 100 100
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48

100% 100% 100% + %
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor 7% 7% 7% + 1/4

Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc. 7% 7% 7% — %
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45. 63 66
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 58% 62

Quebec Exhibs. Appeal
Against Cinema Surtax

Montreal—Hopeful of obtaining a
reduction of the provincial surtax
on cinema operation, a delegation of
Province of Quebec exhibitors jour-

neyed to Quebec and laid their case
before Hon. J. A. Mathewson, Pro-
vincial treasurer, who promised con-
sideration of the request.
Eugene Beaulac, secretary of the

Province of Quebec Allied Theat-
rical Industries, Charles Magnan of

Malartic, J. O'Connor of Huntington,
M. Gauthier, Sorel, Leo Choquette,
Farnham, and Oliva Cote of the Car-
tier, Quebec, formed the delegation.

Payroll Defense Stamp
Allotment Plan General

All motion picture companies with
offices in the New York area have in-

augurated the payroll allotment plan
for the purchase by employes of de-
fense savings stamps and bonds,
Stanton Griffis, chairman of the
Amusement Division (for the Met-
ropolitan area) of the Defense Sav-
ings Staff, announced yesterday.
Although complete figures were

not available, the total of defense
stamps and bonds purchased via

these motion picture company pay-
roll allotment plans in New York
City are averaging $25,000 per

week, Griffis added.

First Showing of Patriotic

Films in Los Angeles Apr. 1

No decision on a permanent sec-

retary for the Public Relations Com-
mittee of the Motion Picture Indus-
try has been set, the committee an-

nounced yesterday.
At a meeting yesterday discus-

sions were held relative to the pro-

posed showings of patriotic films.

The first of these screenings will be
held in Los Angeles on April 1 at

the Filmarte Theater under the aus-

pices of the Hollywood Division of

the WAC; Hollywood Victory Com-
mittee, and the Publicity Directors

Committee.
Two more showings are being ar-

ranged for New York and Washing-
ton.

H. J. O'Donnell Toastmaster
At Ampa's DeMille Lunch

R. J. O'Donnell, general manager
of the Interstate Circuit and one of

the founders of the Variety Club of

Dallas, will act as toastmaster at

the special Ampa luncheon next
Thursday, March 26, honoring Cecil

B. DeMille on his 30th anniversary
in the motion picture industry.

This special luncheon, which will

be held at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel
will coincide with the New York pre-

miere of DeMille's latest Paramount
release, the Technicolor sea saga,

"Reap the Wild Wind" at the Mu-
sic Hall on March 26.

Loew's Takes Waterbury
Spot, WB Lease Ends

Waterbury, Conn. — Loew's, Inc.,

will take over operation of the 1,500-

seat Strand here at the end of the
month, when the current Warner
lease expires. Loew's will operate
this second-run in addition to the
Loew-Poli first-run, while Warner
continues to operate the first-run

State.

With the recent opening of the
Broadway, Norwich, and acquisition
of the Waterbury house, Loew's in-

creases its New Haven division to

16 houses.

Mono. Pic Set in Palace
Mono's "Road to Haor>ir>°ce." ctoi»

ring John Boles, opens in New York
on March 26 at the RKO Palace.
Boles will attend the opening.

Canadian Indies Cool
To Nat. Committee Plan

(Continued from Page 1)

ada, are not particularly concerned
with the proposal to organize a the-

ater owners committee to act in con-
junction with the Services Adminis-
tration of the Wartime Prices and
Trade Board for the consideration of

problems relating to the exhibition

field. This is the word from Henry
Falk, president of the National Coun-
cil, who declared that the Advisory
Council, representing all branches of

the industry in the Dominion, ap-
peared to be sufficient to deal with
suggestions related to price ceilings

and other war measures.
The fact was brought out, follow-

ing a protest by the Independent
Theaters Association of Ontario to

the effect that the personnel of the
Advisory Council was not satisfac-

tory, that the film exchanges had
organized a Distributors Committee
of eight to confer with Government
officials regarding film contracts.
The suggestion was thrown out,

through the Toronto Board of Trade,
that the exhibitors as a whole should
organize a similar body. Falk be-
lieves this move is unnecessary.
Falk pointed out that all Provinces

of Canada now had regional asso-
ciations of unaffiliated exhibitors
who are represented on the Indus-
trial Advisory Council through the
newly organized National Council
of Independent Exhibitors, with
which the ITA of Ontario is not as-

sociated because the ITA is made up
of circuit partners and other own-
ers. He claimed that the "mixed
associations" have representation on
the Advisory Council through B. C.

Salamis of Montreal who was ap-
pointed at the meeting in Toronto
at which President N. A. Taylor
of the Ontario ITA was present.
Falk intimated that any quarrel over
representation for the "mixed asso-
ciations" was a matter for Salamis
He claimed that the real indepen-
dents were quite satisfied with their
three representatives, Barnett Laxer
and Tom Walton of Toronto and
himself.

Milestone io Direct "Moby Dick"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Lewis Milestone's

first assignment under his new War-
ner Bros, contract will be "Moby
Dick." Robert Rossen is doing the
screenplay and Henry Blanke will
produce.

NATIONWIDE-BUT
NOT TOO BIG FOR

FRIENDLY SERVICE!

Tostal
Telegraph
CHARGES FOR TELEGRAMS 'PHONED IN

APPEAR ON YOUR TELEPHONE BILL.

COmiflG and come

r

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK, HERMAN WOBBER
WILLIAM COETZ, CHARLES SKOURAS, CEORGI
J. SCHAEFER, NICHOLAS M. SCHENCK anc
HERMAN WOBBER will fly East to attend the

'.

funeral of Sidney R. Kent.

DARRYL F. ZANUCK will come to New Yorl
from Washington for the funeral of Sidney R
Kent.

MITCHELL RAWSON, Eastern publicity
ager for Warner Bros., leaves today for a

week stay at the company's studios in Burbank

BERT LAHR returns to the Coast today.

JACK GRAF, who was voted the Big Ten'
most valuable football player last Fall and nov
has been chosen as the representative "Mali
Animal" at Ohio State University, will arriv
in New York tomorrow for a week's visit.

JEAN MUIR. stage and screen actress, arrive

in New York this morning from the West Coas
where she has just completed her part i

Warners' "The Constant Nymph."

WILLIAM RISEMAN, prominent theater deco
fator of Boston, was in town Tuesday and Wed
nesday for purchase of wall coverings and othe
decorative materials.

WILLIAM C. GEHRING
night for Detroit.

left Chicago las

TYRONE FOWER left Chicago yesterday fo

Hollywood.

Divorcement Hearing
Is Set for April 7

Federal Judge Henry W. Goddar
yesterday postponed the schedule
hearing to April 7 on the Govern
ment application to compel divorce
ment of 20 recently acquired the

aters of 20th Century-Fox Filr

Corp., and 16 of Paramount Picture
because of alleged violation of tW|

consent decree.
The delay was granted on the r

quest of attorneys for both side

who are working on a stipulate

state of facts.

<

Buy "Catch a Falling Star"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIL
Hollywood — Warner Bros. ha|

\

purchased "Catch A Falling Star,"r*'
story by Ruth O'Malley, scheduled t

appear shortly in Cosmopolitan Mag
azine.

vmffl!
Millions of radio listeners will hear

Jimmy Dorscy and his Orchestra deliver
"'

a. sack sendoff for Paramount'* fun ond

frolic film, "The Fleet's In." Seventy-two

stations of the" Blue Network carry the

show from '10:15 to tOt 3Q p/rri. EWT;

twenty more to pick \\ up later'* Solid

ticket selling for YOUR dates. .

mi nunw
_.



PAGE FURY FOR YOUR MARQUEE!
Every American will want

to see this story of

JAPAN'S DOUBLE DECADE OF DOUBLE DEALING!
I \J OLiLt How Japs

planned for years to

stab U. S. in the back!

TO SEE How Jap
militarists played their

filthygame of treachery

!
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Industry Executives PayTribute to Sidney R. Kent
Industry's Respect
For Kent Reflected

In Personal Tributes

WILL H. HAYS: The death of
Sidney Kent is a public loss and a
personal grief. Others must con-
tinue his work, but no one can take
his place. He was immensely loyal

in friendship, wise and upright in

business and a great American. Al-
ways he retained qualities of the
solid strength of the Midwest where
he was born and of the invigoration
of Wyoming, where he spent his

early life. In that pioneer country
men built their own roads and, later

in life, no one did more than Sidney
Kent to build the road by which the

motion picture industry has reached
its present heights. His personality
and achievements form a lasting
monument.

NICHOLAS M. SCHENCK: In the
passing of Sidney Kent I have lost

one of my dearest friends and the
motion picture industry one of its

most inspiring leaders. He was a

man of great vision and energy and
his pioneer efforts contributed tre-

mendously to the development of the
screen. My heart goes out in deep-
est sympathy to his family.

LOUIS B. MAYER: The motion
picture industry has suffered a deep
loss in the death of Sidney Kent.
I feel keenly the loss of my friend
whose leadership brought inspiration

and confidence into the hearts of the
countless men who were associated
with him.

BARNEY BALABAN: Although I

had known Sidney Kent for many
years, I came to know him real well
during the past half-dozen years
when he worked closely together on
numerous industry problems. When
important questions of industry pol-

icy arose we all looked to Sidney
Kent as the firm and unselfish advo-
cate of the wise and the just course.
He stood for all that is clean and
decent and honorable in this business
and in life. His death is an ir-

reparable loss to our industry and to

us all.

NATE J. BLUMBERG: In the
death of Sidney Kent our industry
has lost one of its finest men. He
probably did more for the motion
picture business than any other one
man among our contemporaries. His
fine knowledge of the problems as
relating to distribution, production
and labor were always of inestim-
able value and our business will ever
be grateful to him. His death at

this time, when we need the utmost
in integrity and keen intelligence,

is especially tragic.

GEORGE J. SCHAEFER: In pass-
ing of Sidney R. Kent, our indus-
try has lost a great man. He was
found in the ranks of those cham-
pioning constructive movements:
More often he was the leader. He
leaves many monuments of worth-
while things he accomplished both
for the industry and the public as
a whole. It is difficult to feel that

All 20th-Fox Offices Will Close on Monday
The Twentieth Century-Fox home office will be closed all day Monday

and all company branches and exchanges throughout the world will close at

11 A.M. for the day as a mark of respect to the memory of Sidney R. Kent,
it was stated by company officials.

business can ever be the same with-
out him. For more than two dec-
ades he has been my true personal
friend. And during that time we
have stood together and shared our
sorrows on many sad occasions. It

never occurred to me that we would
not always be able to share our
joys and sorrows and that I would
be left to express these sentiments
of a man who had such rare devo-
tion and loyalty to friends and as-
sociates, and industry. His passing
leaves a deep void in the hearts of
all who knew him.

H. M. WARNER: Words are in-

adequate to express the loss to motion
picture industry of Sidney Kent. I

know that every man and woman in

film business shares my grief and
my regret. The Sidney Kents come
not even once in a generation, when
they leave us there is a niche that is

almost impossible to fill.

JACK L. WARNER: My deepest
respects to memory of Sidney Kent,
a great executive, a great leader, a
very great gentleman. I have known
and loved him for many years. His
judgment and his advice will be
sorely missed.

JACK COHN: If ever there was
a man in this industry absolutely ir-

replaceable, that man was Sidney
Kent. It is for this reason I am so
profoundly moved by his passing.
In the course of my lifetime it has
rarely been my experience to meet
with a man whose knowledge of
human nature was so great, whose
spirit of tolerance so genuine. Many
are the men in this industry who owe
everything they are, or have, to him.
There never was, and probably never
will be, a better film man.

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK: He was
a personal friend of rare warmth and
sincerity. As a motion picture ex-
ecutive, the years and wisdom he
gave to the industry helped to make
it one of the great progressive forces
in the world of today. He had the
attributes of wisdom and diplomacy
that raised him from the ranks to

the leadership of a company he
helped to build, and the 20th Cen-
tury-Fox Co. stands today as a mon-
ument to his ability. The motion
picture industry will always mourn
and remember him.

W. RAY JOHNSTON: In the pass-
ing of Sidney Kent, the film industry
has lost one of its guiding hands.
His absence will be felt keenly by
the many who were dependent on
his leadership.

GRADWELL L. SEARS: Words
cannot express my feeling at the
news of the passing of Sidney R.
Kent. The motion picture industry,
in which he occupied a position of

admiration and affection of all who
knew him, will miss him. The years

which he gave to the industry will

be his monument.

CHARLES C. PETTIJOHN: Mere
words today cannot express the
feelings of Mr. Kent's friends in

and out of the motion picture in-

dustry. His death is a tremendous
shock to all.

MAJOR ALBERT WARNER:
Leaders of the caliber of Sidney
Kent are so few in this or any other
industry that their passing is al-

ways an irreparable loss. Kent was
a hard-hitting straight-shooter who
came up the hard way and rose to

the top through exceptional ability.

The confidence he inspired was a
great factor in coping with the in-

dustry's many difficult situations. I

feel a deep personal loss in his

passing.

ABRAM F. MYERS: In behalf of

the Allied board of directors and my-
self may I express our deep sorrow
at the passing of Sidney R. Kent.
At the trade practice conference in

1927 I recognized Kent as the out-

standing figure in the industry. In
all the intervening years I have
held to that view. We crossed
swords on the Neely Bill, but he kept
his rapier clean. He was sometimes
blunt, always sincere and never
stooped to pettiness. He was always
available for discussion and did all

in his power to promote friendly
relations. It was no secret that I

admired him greatly. I hope that the
breadth of vision and sound prin-
ciples that characterized Sidney
Kent will be perpetuated by his suc-
cessors as a monument to him.

LOUIS NIZER: The motion pic-

ture industry has lost its great voice
in the passing of Sidney Kent. He
preferred honor to honors, but they
were heaped upon him because of his

brilliance. There was an inner in-

tegrity which set fire to his talents

and eloquence and gave him inspira-
tional qualities that only magnificent
leaders have. In this sense he was
a truly great man. But more, he
was a great friend who gave warmth
and an almost divine loyalty and un-
derstanding to his intimates. I

grieve his loss with unashamed
tears. There is comfort only in the
realization that with time the joy
and pride of having known him will

displace the ache in our hearts.

H. M. RICHEY: Unity in this

industry was Sidney R. Kent's goal
in life, and few, if anybody, devoted
more time and energy to its achieve-
ment. His message to the December
unity conference in Chicago reflected

his true attitude toward better re-

lations within the business. It is

needless to say that his inspiration
will be missed in all branches of this

industry.

Was Regarded Pioneer
In Paving Way For
ndustrial Harmony
P. J. WOOD : Sidney Kent was sym I

bolical of the beginning of a vas
industry, and the space he occupie
in it will be difficult to fill. He y^
one of the very few high executil '

in this industry who felt that it wa
his duty to listen personally to an;]

honest complaint, and his gracious
ness and courtesy were outstanding
I extend to his family my heartfel
sympathy.

JOSEPH BERNHARD; Sidne;i
Kent's passing is one of the keenes
losses the film industry has sufferei

in a long time. By the wisdom of hi;

counsel and the soundness of hi
i

judgment in many intricate industr
problems he helped steer this busij
ness through some of its most cru
cial periods. The industry will mis:
him as a leader and I will miss hin
as a friend.

NED E. DEPINET: Today w<
mourn the passing of a good friend
and a fine and just man, Sidney Kent

!

Loyal to his beliefs and courageou.'
in his actions, he has contribute(
much to an industry honored by hi:

presence.

ED KUYKENDALL: I have los

a great personal friend and the in

dustry has lost a great leader.

HERMAN WOBBER: To hav<
known Sidney Kent was to havi
loved him; and when the history o:

motion pictures is finally written, hi:

name will head the list of those whe
contributed most. He laid down hi:

life to win its battles, and died a:

he would have desired—with h :

:.

boots on. I loved him as a brothei
and the ties of our many years o:

close friendship will never be broken
His devoted wife has my heartfel
sympathy.

DARRYL F. ZANUCK: In tf«
passing of Sidney Kent the entir<

world has sustained a great loss

Not only to us who knew, admirec
and respected him will this loss bi;

deeply felt, but millions of peoph
who did not personally know hin
will keenly feel the effect of hi:

passing. For he, more than anj,

other individual in the motion pic-

ture industry, sponsored all that if

truly democratic in motion pictures
He stood for the very utimate in en-

tertainment and his influence on th(

American motion picture was a pro-

found contribution to free peoples

everywhere. We of 20th Century-
Fox have lost an inspirational leader

ADOLPH ZUKOR: During the

many years of our close associatior

Sidney Kent won my unqualified ad-

miration and respect. He was
great leader, a brilliant executive

and a fine and honorable man. Witr
all due respect to the other leaders

of the industry, Sidney Kent's death

is unquestionably the motion picture

industry's greatest loss. As a leadei

(.Continued ok Page 8)
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andt, was the first of a series of
milar meetings to be held in every
Lchange center in the nation.
Brandt, on the dais with whom
e Francis Harmon, Si Fabian,
ur Mayer, Max A. Cohen,
les C. Moskowitz, Bob Wolff,
Rinzler, Sam Morris, Harry Kal-

ine and Walter Reade, declared
at the film industry must keep
5 promises to the Government with
spect to the use of screens for

dense reels, not only as a duty
connection with winning the war,

It also for filmland's own good. He
' .ked the assemblage of exhibitors

take what he colorfully termed a
*lacAithur Pledge" to see that

ich reels weie given proper play-
- g time in all outlets, and by tne
I rm "proper" he asserted he meant

• every show, every day.

Tightening Organization

Probing for reasons as to why De-
nse reels had, in some instances

r us far in the New York territory,

it received the playing time which
.-•Jul been anticipated from some of

e 900 already-pledged outlets, out
approximately 1,100, Brandt was

Id fiom the floor of certain cir-

imstances and organizational im-
aliments which had precluded this,

-facts, he replied, which were al-

ady known by the Committee, and
;ing corrected. Primarily, these
ipediments were recognized as
owing out of (1) the number of
stiibution agencies involved, (2)
ck of proper liaison between these
rencies, theater owners, managers,
id projectionists, (3) the time ele-

ent affecting houses which were in

: cases unable to arrange their

ograms to include defense reels

cause leasonable notification was
it given; (4) difficulties attending

-Jjeliveries and return of prints when
andled by channels other than the
ade's film delivery companies; and
>) refusal of deliveries by a few
ands.
Brandt advocated that film sales-
en "police" theaters to see that the
•els aie used; that managers be
'dered to turn in reports on screen
me to their superior executives;
id that projectionists be compelled
• show defense subjects, whether
Ivance notice of the leels is given

not,—in other words that when
le film is delivered, it must auto-
atically become a part of every
low.

Commends Labor Co-op

He praised the IATSE for its wav-
ig of overtime pay when any show
ins overtime as a consequence of
rfense films inclusion in the day's
r.formanees, and he also expressed
•atification with the 13,000 theaters
itionally which had signed the
'edge to show the reels, and the
ew York Film Board of Trade for
s notifications, sent to outlets at
le Board's own expense, that sub-
lets were being shipped.
Francis Harmon delivered a brief
id highly inspiring talk, the high-
ghts of which were his plea for

Rites for Kent on Monday
20th-Fox Execs. Flying East to Attend

(.Continued from Page 1)

Kent would have been 57 years old
on July 30.

Services will be held at the River-
side Church, 122nd Street and River-
side Drive, at 11 o'clock Monday
morning.

Honorary pallbearers announced
yesterday include Darryl F. Za-
nuck, Joseph M. Schenck, Spyros
Skouras, Tom J. Connors, Herman
VVobber, Nicholas M. Schenck,
Adolph Zukor, Will H. Hays, George
Schaefer, Hermann G. Place, Wil-
liam Goetz, Sol M. Wurtzel, W. C.

Michel, A. M. Botsford, George
.skouras, Sydney Towell, Watterson
Rothacker, Julian Johnson, Otto
Koegel, Charles Skouras, Walter
Hutchinson, Al Boyd, Jack McKeon,
Dr. Edgar Meyer, Elmer Short,
Hugh Strong, Senator Daniel O.
Hastings and Frederick W. R. Price.

Flying East for Funeral

Joseph M. Schenck, Herman Wob-
ber, William Goetz, Charles Skouras,
George Schaefer, Nicholas M.
Schenck and Herman Wobber now
in Hollywood, will fly East to attend
the services, while Darryl F. Zanuck,
at present in Washington, will come
to New York from the capital.

It has been requested by Mr.
Kent's family that no flowers be
sent.

Kent's wife, Lilyan, was at his

bedside when the end came. Others
surviving are a daughter, Mrs. Don
Wilson; a sister, Mrs. B. C. Barber
of Laramie, Wyo., and two brothers,
Arthur H. of San Francisco and
Larry, connected with Fox West
Coast Theaters in Los Angeles.

Kent, long a key figure in the film
industry, which he helped to develop,
was born on July 30, 1885, on a farm
in Marysville, Kan. His parents
were English immigrants.

At 13 Kent quit school to go to

work. His first job was stoking
boilers in a greenhouse at $5 per
week. Several years later he joined
a surveying crew working on the
Canadian National Railway. Be-
fore Kent became interested in the
film business he was connected with
coal and drug companies.

His First Film Contact

He had his first taste of films when
he became associated with Frank
Hitchcock, former Postmaster Gen-

eral of the U. S., who had been as-

signed to liquidate the old General
Films Co., which the Government
claimed had violated the Sherman
Anti-Trust Law. He and Hitchcock
spent three years settling the com-
pany's judgments.

Kent's next step was to join Fam-
ous Players-Lasky Corp. as special

representative in the sales depart-
ment, his salary to be determined by
his worth to the firm. Rapidly he
advanced to branch manager ana
later district manager of territories

serviced out of St. Louis, Kansas
City, Des Moines and Omaha.

Famous Players Sales Head
When, in 1919, Kent became gen-

eral sales manager of Famous Play-

ers he placed into effect film selling

methods which are still standard in

the industry today. He divided the

nation into sales zones, being the

first sales head to do that. He made
a sweeping reorganization of the

sales department, bringing into the

business a type of salesman far su-

perior to that then active in the in-

dustry. To him fell the distinction

of organizing the first training

school for film salesmen. His in-

novations in the business of selling

films earned him the reputation of

being the foremost distributor of

motion pictures.

In 1922 Kent found himself in the

post of general manager of distri-

bution for Famous Players. A year
later he was appointed a director of

the company. The general manager-
ship was his in 1926. Four years
later he was elected a vice-president.

Made Fox Film Prexy in 1932

Upon leaving Paramount (the new
name for Famous Players) in 1932,

Kent was asked by Withrop W. Aid-
rich, at the time head of Chase Na-
tional, to become president of Fox
Film Corp., in which the bank had
a heavy stock interest.

Kent played an important role in

the merger of Fox Film Corp. with
20th-century Pictures in August,
1935. He was made president of the
combined firms, which became known
as 20th Century-Fox Film Corp.
Kent was responsible for the sale

and world-wide distribution of many
of the industry's biggest pictures.

Many of the screen's brightest stars

owed their rise to him.

Ohio ITO Hints D of J

Action on Rentals

(Continued from Page 1)

number of percentage pictures under
the blocks-of-five selling method,
Wood writes:
"We feel certain that, if we can

show the Department of Justice re-
liable figures from a sufficient num-
ber of exhibitors, they (D of J) will
realize that something will have to
be done to curtail the power of the
five consenting companies by setting
up some plan which will act as a
governor upon their ever-inci easing
demands for higher and higher film
rentals."

Admitting that sincere effort has
been displayed in working out a new
sales formula, Wood asserts that
"we feel ceitain that any new method
put into effect will be of no benefit
to the independent exhibitor unless
the very important factor of film
rentals is taken into consideration."

expansion of voluntary effort on the
part of filmland in connection with
the war effort, and his tribute to the
part which Sidney R. Kent played
in the organization of the industry
to aid the Government. The meet-
ing's participants stood for a minute
of silence to Kent's memory.

"New Spirit" Widely Shown
Arthur Mayer categorized as a

distribution miracle the efficient dis-

patch of Walt Disney's "The New
Spirit" to outlets, 12,000 houses hav-
ing shown 1,000 prints in a mat-
ter of six weeks. Among other
speakers at the luncheon were Sam
Rinzler, Bob Wolff, and Walter
Reade. Charles C. Moskowitz in-

formed the chairman that the lat-

ter was authorized to announce that
the Loew theaters will play every
defense subject they receive at
every show.
Other meetings, such as yester-

day's, will be held locally from time
to time, it was asserted.

Immediately prior to the business
portion of the session, "Ring of

Steel," the new Government film,

made by Garson Kanin, narrated by
Spencer Tracy, and exalting the
American soldier, was shown, and
was followed by the screening of

"The Star Spangled Banner," a tab
production of approximately trailer

length for theater exhibition.

Rosenberg Testimonial
Off At His Own Request

(Continued from Page 1)

berg, president of national Allied
and the AMPTO of Western Penn-
sylvania, at the William Penn Hotel
here on April 12, has been called off.

This announcement was made by
Carl A. Poke, who had been ap-
pointed general chairman of the ban-
quet committee.
Rosenberg protested at the time

the subject was first broached, stat-
ing that while he deeply appreciated
the sentiments which prompted the
wish on the part of his associates
and fellow exhibitors to pay him this
honor, he felt that the money which
the testimonial would involve could
serve a better purpose. He has
since objected so strenuously on the
grounds that with the chaotic state
of affairs throughout the world to-
day there is so much necessary and
important work to be done and so
many essential causes towards which
people should contribute, that the
dinner has now been cancelled.

See Effect on Theaters
Of Gasoline Rationing

(Continued from Page 1)

gasoline will curtail week-end trips
by motor car and have a tendency
to direct people to the box offices.

Theaters in districts depending upon
automobile pations may feel the
order more intensely, although ex-
ecutives believed yesterday it was
too early to make a prediction.
The order is effective in the East

and Pacific Northwest.

AUeen Brenon With WAC
Through the courtesy of Para-

mount, Aileen Brenon has been as-
signed temporarily to assist the War
Activities Committee in contacting
the trade press, newspapers and han-
dling publicity releases. Miss Brenon,
a member of Paramount's publicity
department, will be in the WAC of-

fice at 1501 Broadway every after-
noon between 2:30 and 5 o'clock.
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Expect Limitation

Order Next Week
{Continued from Page 1)

dustry what it will have to do with-
out and what materials it will have
to conserve as much as possible for
the duration has reached the final

stages and is in the hands of the
legal expeits who are putting it into
the proper phraseology.

Indications are that the order will
be announced by the middle of next
week.

German Pictures Return
To Adlon in Detroit

(Continued from Page 1)

which banned them in favor of
straight Hollywood productions,
shortly after Pearl Harbor. House
had shown German films for about
five years," and evidently found the
going tough with straight American
films, partly because of the neigh-
borhood.

Present policy is for one shift
of German films, running four days
a week, with English films the other
change. Older films, many of them
repeat bookings, are being played.
The house is also using double fea-
tures on German films for the first

time.

Morrison Discontinues Suit
Stipulation discontinuing the $25,-

000 damage suit of Lee Morrison,
stage producer, against Joan Craw-
ford was filed yesterday in Federal
Court. Morrison had charged Miss
Crawford with breaching a contract
under which she allegedly agreed to
play the leading role in a play
"Death Wears a Rose" which the
plaintiff was to finance.

Lee Berger, Exhibitor, Dies
Cleveland—Lee Berger, 60, man-

ager of the Sunbeam Theater, Asso-
ciated Circuit house, dropped dead
of a heart ailment as he was leav-
ing his home yesterday. He was a
veteran exhibitor of 25 years' stand-
ing.

T
• • • WHILE this corner has known lor several weeks that Gus
S. Eyssell, the Music Hall's skilled and strategic managing director, was
planning some patriotic pageantry for that house's Easter show, and
involving the renowned precisional gyrations of the Rockettes, the de-

tails were not formally announced until yesterday The doin's will

comprise the second half of the stage program (the first half consisting

of "Glory of Easter," and the film attraction being the Paramount-DeMille

wow, "Reap the Wild Wind"), and is christened "To the Colors"

Mister Eyssell and his productional Field Marshal, Leon Leonidoff (who

can see to it that a ship is built and properly girl-ed in jig time), will

offer the said Rockettes in a new military dance, and the. Corps de Ballet

in a flag dance ..Now the highlight of the offering is to be the

reproduction of a 19th Century battleship with historic Fort McHenry in

the distance, as a tableau representing Francis Scott Key as he com-

posed "The Star Spangled Banner" Mister Eyssell is a shrewd

and clever showman But,—he has overlooked a natural title for

the Key tableau It should have been "The Rockettes' Red Glare."

T PLAY DEFENSE FILMS T
• • • SAM RINZLER isn't a realist when it comes to public

speaking, because he's a much finer talker than he himself will admit,

or even suspect But when it comes to action in winning the war,

,or to being all out in frankness re filmland, his realistic perception is

100 per cent Sam told the WAC luncheon meeting yesterday at the

Astor that the Randforce chain is soon to call a huddle of all its man-

agers, and make 'em play Defense films at each performance

He added that perhaps "sometimes they'll cut out a feature," and ob-

served: "It (the Defense film) may be better"

T T
• • • PLAY DEFENSE FILMS, and— REMEMBER PEARL

HARBOR!

MARCH 20

Edmund Colliding M. H. Hoffman
Joseph H. Seidelman

MARCH 21
W. S. VanDyke Virginia Weidler
Sidney Franklin Minna Steiglitz

Edward Cronjager

MARCH 22
Chico Marx Carmelita Geraghty

Joseph Schildkraur Bernice Claire

Henry Hobart Virginia Grey

SPG to Picket Paramount,
20th-Fox Product Today

(Continued from Page 1)

playing Paramount and 20th-Fox
Films. Broadway houses currently
showing product of these two com-
panies are the Roxy and the Para-
mount. On the Coast the picketing
will be taken care of by the Holly-
wood Committee in Support of the
SPG of New York and the Holly-
wood Conference of Studio Unions.

Joseph Gould, president of the
SPG, asserted that the Guild had
been forced to adopt picketing meas-
ures because the producers had re-

peatedly refused to negotiate an
amicable settlement.
Meanwhile it was announced that

the War Labor Board had intervened
in the dispute. The matter has been
referred by the WLB to John L.
Steelman, director of the U. S.

Conciliation Service. A conference
will be held today with company rep-
resentatives.

Father of Lester Zucker Dies

Cleveland — Alfred Zucker, 65,
father of Columbia's branch man-
ager Lester Zucker, was struck and
killed by an automobile crashing into
a light.

Brit. Production Budgets
Take Skyward Jump

(Continued from Page 1)

a minimum of £70,000 to about
£250,000, with "The Young Mr. Pitt,"

made for 20th-century Productions
(20th-Fox) at Shepherd's Bush, es-

timated to cost the maximum. Pro-
duced by Edward Black and directed
by Carol Reed, "Pitt" stars Robert
Donat and has Robert Morley, Phyl-
lis Calvert and John Mills as other
principals.

In the top budget bracket also is

Noel Coward's "In Which We Serve,"
British Navy epic, now in produc-
tion at Twin Cities with Coward
both producing and starring. It will
cost more than £200,000, it is re-
ported. Cast includes Celia John-
son, Johnny Mills and Bernard Miles.
David Lean is directing, although
Coward originally was scheduled to

direct as well.

Budget of approximately £100,000
is behind Leslie Howard's "The First
of the Few," co-starring Howard
and David Niven. Produced at Den-
ham, with Howard directing, it's the
story of the late R. J. Mitchell, de-
signer of the Spitfire. Cast also has
Derek de Marney and Toni Edgar
Bruce.

Urges Neb. Exhibs.

To Avoid NMUA Tie

(Continued from Page 1)

are confused by the outpouring o.

letters from their mail boxes carry
ing contradictory claims. Asca]
members write that use of their mu
sic without permission constitute;
grounds for an infringement S]£
and the NMUA, asking each
to pay $10 and join, claims m
can be used without payment o.

money, and seeks joiners to sprea<
the cost of legally proving it by i

co-operatively raised war chest.
"I have been telling them," sail

Livingston, "to let well enough alone
I think a compromise will be worke<
out in this mess, and I don't believi
it'll do the average small exhibitor
considering what he pays, or ha:

paid, any good to get mixed up ii

a brawl."
There is quite a feeling amonj

Nebraska exhibs, by the way, tha
the old rates—5-10-15-20c per sea
—were quite reasonable.
They also feel they're being usei

as catspaw for radio and that's ex
actly what they don't want to dc

most of them feeling radio is th

stiffest competition they have, there
fore they should be no party t>

helping lift the load.

Hearing on 2 Conn. Ascap
Suits Set for April 23

(Continued from Page 1)

the U. S. District Court here agains
Harry L. Lavietes, operator of th

Pequot, New Haven, and E. M. Loe-w
Hartford, has been set for April 23

Damages of $750 on three count
are asked from Loew and $500 oi

two counts from the Pequot.
While the Loew case is regarde*

as an Ascap test in this state on col

lection of license fees from motioi
picture exhibitors, the Pequot cas

involves a question of fact. Laviete
claims that he had loaned his the

ater gratis to his son for his owi
benefit.

TO THE COLORS:

Atlanta — Bill Murphy, Warner:
branch booker here, was inducte(
into the Army yesterday.

Lexington, Ky.—Capt. Wally Al
len has resigned his position as man-
ager of the Kentucky theater here
to report for Army duty in Wash-
ington.

Chicago—James Ascher, of Met
j

ro's Chicago branch, has joined th<

Army. Gene Rich of the Metro pub-

licity department, is planning to en-

list in the Army Air Corps. Harry
Allegreezi of the M-G-M Chicagc
Exchange has been called back tc

Army service.

Chicago—Harry Goldman of Uni-

versal^ Chicago staff has beer

called by the Army.
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Death of Kent is Mourned by Industry Leader:
Honor Memory of Kent
As A Man, Friend and
As an Industry Leader

(Continued from Page 4)

and as a friend we mourn his passing.
W. F. RODGERS: The death of

Sidney Kent leaves a gap in this in-

dustry that cannot be filled. He
leaves a heritage that will serve as

an inspiration to the future gene-
ration as his acknowledged leader-

ship has inspired so many in the
past. I am sad, indeed, at the
passing of one of Nature's noblemen
whose friendship I have enjoyed and
valued for so many years.

STANTON GRIFFIS: Sidney Kent
was and represented the finest type
of man in the motion picutre indus-

try. His mould was single. His
loss is absolutely irreplaceable. His
genius consisted of its own mixture
of integrity, vision, a capacity for

hard work and his inspiration of

other men. We shall not see his

like again.

A. W. SMITH, JR.: Sidney Kent
was the Douglas MacArthur of the

motion picture industry. His ability,

his integrity and his gift for leader-

ship were outstanding. He has al-

ways been a tower of strength in the
industry. He gave generously of all

he had always for good. His man-
power loved and respected him, as

did all who came in contact with
him. His is a great loss and the in-

dustry will suffer.

HARRY BRANDT: The loss of

Sidney Kent is an immense blow to

the motion picture industry, for not
alone was he one of its most able

executives, but his constructive ef-

forts to raise it to a still higher
stature were invaluable. Mr. Kent's
clear-headed vision and wise coun-
sel will most assuredly be sorely
misled bv his friends and associates.

With Sidney Kent's untimely pass-
in? I have lost a dear personal
friend whose absence will be felt

more as time goes on.

SYYROS SKOURAS: The death
of Sidney R. Kent will call forth
from leaders of the motion picture

industry all over the world sincere
expressions regarding the tremen-
dous loss the industry has suffered

in his passing. In his case every
one of the words written or uttered
will be unqualifiedly and completely
true. This industry could not pos-
sibly suffer a greater loss than it

has suffered in the passing of Sidney
Kent. In all branches of our busi-

ness his personality, his integrity,

his honesty and tremendous ability

have made themselves felt for many
years.

Y. FRANK FREEMAN: In the
death of Sidney Kent, motion pic-

ture industry has lost its outstand-
ing leader of the past 15 years. He
had an intimate knowledge and un-
derstanding of all phases of the
business and of people in the busi-

ness. His leadership was the kind

Coast Studios to Halt Activities for One Minute
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—At a special meeting yesterday, the Association of Motion Picture

Producers' board of directors adopted a resolution voicing the deep sorrow of

the entire motion picture industry over the death of Sidney R. Kent. All

studios will susoend operations for one minute of silent tribute at the time

of funeral on Monday.

of leadership that real men like to
follow. Honesty was paramount in
his every thought. The place he oc-
cupied in hearts of everyone in the
'notion picture industry cannot ever
be taken by anyone else. His loss is

a shock to all of us and our sympa-
thy goes out to his widow and family
in their hours of grief.

J. ROBERT RUBIN: I know of no
one in the motion picture world who
does not feel a deep loss in the death
of Sidney Kent. During the many
years of his association in the in-

dustry his influence and his activi-

ties have always been on the con-
structive side. He leaves a record of
tremendous achievement and a leg-
ion of friends who will find in his
death a great personal loss. I am
proud to add my name to the list of
his friends and terribly distressed
that we must today mourn him.

JOSEPH H. HAZEN: Sidney R.
Kent was a pillar of strength to the
motion picture business. His fear-

less leadership, the wide scope of
his knowledge of industry affairs,

his grasp of intricate problems and
his clear views were a source of
constant inspiration to all of us.

He will be keenly missed.

BEN KALMENSON: Few men
worked harder than Sidney Kent or

accomplished as much as he did in

building up the sales and distribution
machinery of the motion picture
business from crude beginnings to

an efficient basis. He was a real
leader, and his passing is a distinct

loss to the industry.

CARL LESERMAN: The passing
of Sidney R. Kent leaves a void in

the motion picture industry, to which
he gave his life. To the countless
thousands who knew and loved him
the news comes as a staggering
shock.

ARTHUR W. KELLY: The shock-
ing news of Sidney R. Kent's passing
is a blow to the motion picture in-

dustry, which can ill afford to lose
men of his accomplishments and
ability.

E. W. HAMMONS: One of the
efreat leaders of the industry has
gone and his passing will be missed
more than can be expressed verbally
or in writing. Whether he was con-
cerned with company affairs or the
welfare of exhibitors, Kent's sincer-

ity could never be questioned. He
was a friend of all branches of the
industry.

LEON FROMKESS: A man is

^nown by his works—the enduring
things he leaves behind him. Such
a man was Sidney Kent—a supreme

architect who built magnificently on
i a firm foundation of integrity, vision

and enterprise. His passing is a
real loss to the motion picture in-

dustry.

FRANCIS S. HARMON: The War
Activities Committee has suffered a
grievous loss in the death of Mr.
Kent. He took the initiative in call-

ing the meeting at the Union League
Club on June 5, 1940, which led to

the present organization. On his

last day at his office, Wednesday,
he spent forty minutes talking earn-
estly with me about ways and means
for intensifying the industry's Vic-
tory effort. We shall miss his wise
counsel and inspiration but will

carry on with his determination and
spirit.

HARRY COHN: Sidney Kent's
death has removed a figure of great
stature from the motion picture in-

dustry which it can ill afford to lose.

His counsel and thinking will be
greatly missed.

A. MONTAGUE: The many
friends of Sidney Kent, both of and
outside the trade, have suffered a
great loss. Sidney Kent was defi-

nitely a part of the greatness of

our industry. No man, during the
span of his life, has ever contributed
more toward building a great indus-
try, than this man in the building of

ours. His memory will be an in-

spiration for the rest of us to carry
on with—an inspiration for honesty,
fair-dealing and love for a fellow-
man.

W. C. MICHEL: This loss ex-

tends beyond the use of words; I

know everyone who ever had any
association with him has the same
feeling. The motion picture indus-
try, of which he was one of its out-

standing leaders and builders, will

always remember, cherish and res-

pect the qualities and character of

this really great man. I thank Al-
mighty God that I had the privilege

of knowing and being associated
with him and his family.

WILLIAM GOETZ: Sidney R.
Kent was one of the truly great
leaders and builders of the motion
picture industry. His passing is an
irreparable loss to those of us who
were privileged to share his friend-
ship. His passing leaves us all in-

debted to his memory.

W. J. HEINEMAN: Mr. Kent's
passing is a matter of deepest re-

gret, bringing to an end a career
which created a model pattern for
brilliant administration and industry
leadership.

NEIL AGNEW: To those of us

Kent Won the Admiration!
And Affection of All He
Contacted in Film Circles

who have worked for and with Sii

ney Kent during the many years ('

his association with Paramount^'
passing affects us much as I imsjT
General MacArthur's loss woulcf J

j

feet the men under his comman
j

Kent was that rarest of rare men-
a real leader and a gallant gentli

man. Every member of the Par;
|

mount sales force joins with me
mourning his death.

TOM CONNORS: In the too sho
time I was associated at 20th Cei

tury-Fox with Mr. Kent I was priv
leged to see at first hand what
had known for many years—th;

here was a man of real characte
one of the outstanding business fij!

ures of our time, as honest and hi I

man as any friend one could po:"
'

sibly wish for: as energetic, ab
and talented as any executive in an
industry in our country. To say the

the loss of such a man is deeply fe

is inadequate. I know of no figui

in the motion picture business whos
standard of conduct, whose fortl

right honesty and whose executh
qualities could be spared less tha

Mr. Kent's.

A. M. BOTSFORD: No person i

the motion picture industry, whetht
his position was great or small, eve

had a truer friend than Sidney I

Kent. His friendship was not onl

for those in high places, nor onl

for those in his own company;
was for all the people in all branche
of the industry. To those executive
in distribution, theaters and studic

to whom is entrusted the welfare c

this great business the loss of M:
Kent is a terrific blow; but, likewisi

to all those many employes in a

branches in this company and othe

companies with which he was assc

ciated his loss is irreplaceable.

HERMANN G. PLACE: With th
death of Sidney K. Kent an outstand
ing leader has departed from th

motion picture industry. Much of it

greatness and its quality stands a

a monument to his untiring effort

and unselfish devotion over man
years. He was a man endowed wit'

unusual and brilliant qualities o

mind and heart. Where he labore

things were made better. All wh
knew him respected his extraordin
ary ability and loved him for hi

unique sense of what was right an
fair. So deeply has his personalis,

been impressed upon his compan;
and the industry that it will loni

remain as an influence for constant
ly better things.

1 S

HARRY M. KALMINE: The deatl

of Sidney Kent is a great loss to th'

industry. He was a big man in ever;

way. He had vision, heart and '<

warm personality that made everv

body his friend. His leadership

helped to guide the industry safebj

over tough places and through many
hard years. JAN
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EXPECT ALLIED AGREEMENT ON SALES PLAN

Ao Deferment for Theater MaintenanceWorkers
THE WEEK
Ij\ REVIEW

industry Mourns Kent
By L. H. MITCHELL ;=

SIDNEY R. KENT: Sudden death
i Sidney R. Kent, 20th Century-
ox president, Thursday morning
rom recurring heart attack shocked
he entire industry. Leaders from
11 parts of the country expressed
neir sorrow at his loss. Funeral
ervice will be held at 11 o'clock

lis morning at the Riverside Church,
22nd Street and Riverside Drive.

* * *

BLOCKS-OF-12: MPTOA units

diced disapproval of UMPI's pro-

posed blocks-of-12-pictures sales

Ian. Allied Theater Owners of the

Northwest opposed the plan at its

onvention. UMPI's sub-committee
vill meet March 25 and will attempt
o consolidate the counter proposals

b the blocks-of-12 plan.
* * *

PERCENTAGE PIX: Philadelphia
ndependent exhibitors, who have
ieen in "revolt" against what they
»ave termed inequitable percentages
lemanded by distributors for some
)ictures, worked out a formula by
he provisions of which percentages
vould vary according to the sum
grossed by the picture. . . . Illinois

Allied urged its members to pass
ap, for the present at least, the
looking of all percentage films. The
Doard's stand received the okay of

Thicago Allied exhibitors.
* * *

FINANCIAL: Technicolor report-

ed its net for the year rising to

l$942,912. . . . Universal's 13-week
irofit, before deducting federal
.taxes, increased by $814,520 to $1,-

518,315. . . . Columbia's six-months'
net soared to $737,749 as against
8307,006 for the same period last

vear.
* * *

THIS AND THAT: Government
charged violations of the anti-trust
law by the Schine circuit in 73 towns.
It later named 80 witnesses it would
call at the suit's trial. . . . President
Roosevelt indicated that, for the
present at least, he did not contem-
plate fixing ceilings on films. . . .

School to train women for positions
(Continued on Page 9)

Draft Officials Spike
Rumor That Operators
Would be Deferred

Reports that sufficient mainte-
nance men, including projectionists,

would definitely be deferred to keep
the country's theater equipment in

operation were laid at rest over the
week-end by Selective Service head-
quarters here.

Draft officials said that there

would be "no blanket deferment" in

favor of any trade or profession or

any special group of workers under
any circumstance, at least not as

(Continued on Page 6)

Play Defense Films

Treasury Depl. Bars

Ufa Reorganization

Treasury Department has denied a

petition by Emest Eisele for per-

mission to re-open Ufa's activities

in the United States. Eisele, an ex-

ecutive of the former Ufa organi-

zation, sought to re-establish the

company as a distributor of non-

( Continued on Page 6)

Play Defense Films

$22,500 Fees Awarded
\n Fox Theaters Case

SKIDS FOR SALES

CONVENTIONS?
"Can't Talk About What You

Haven't Done"

Allowances of $22,500 to attor-

neys and trustees of Fox Theaters
Corp. were awarded on Friday by
N. Y. Supreme Court Justice Mor-

(Continued on Page 6)

Possibility that annual sales meet-
ings might be a thing of the past was
indicated here at the week-end.

The feeling was expressed in some
quarters that under the new sales

setup there would be no sense of
holding yearly sales conventions, be-

cause, as one sales chief for a "Big
Five" company puts it, "under the

(Continued on Page 6)

Play Defense Films

Kent Burial Today

Will Be Private

Burial services for Sidney R. Kent
this afternoon will be private, but
the funeral services this morning
will be open to his many friends in

and out of the industry.
Funeral services will be held at 11

(Continued on Page 9)

Play Defense Films

Tire Rations Affect

St. Louis Attendance

St. Louis—A check of local park-
ing lots and of leading highways
entering St. Louis indicates there
has been a 25 to 30 per cent decline

(Continued on Page 6)

Indie Managers Form Ass'n
Benevolent Group Started in Philadelphia

Seats-for-Doormen Bill

\s Killed in Committee

Albany—Assembly labor and in-

dustries committee has killed the
second Moran doorman measure to

require a seat for persons taking
tickets in motion picture theaters

in New York City. Companion bill

is alive in the Senate, however. Ac-
(Continued on Page 5)

Philadelphia—A benevolent asso-

ciation of independent theater man-
agers was formed at a meeting at
the Broadwood Hotel last Thursday
Purposes of the group, it was an-

nounced, will include the creation of

a forum for the exchange of ideas

in selling pictures, establishment of

a benefit sick fund and the setting

up of a group insurance plan.

Prior to the meeting, it was ru-
(Continued on Page 5)

Differences Expected
To be Settled at Board
Meeting Tomorrow

Meeting of Allied's board of di-

rectors tomorrow is expected to re-

sult in a reconciliation of differ-

ences over the UMPI proposed sell-

ing plan, according to reliable re-

ports at the week-end. Indications
are that Allied members of the
UMPI sub-committee will go into

the resumed UMPI sessions on Wed-
nesday with a definite unified plan.

Six Allied units have approved
the UMPI plan with reservations;
three have rejected it and offered

substitutes. The board tomorrow
(Continued on Page 6)

Play Defense films

UMPI Com. of Whole

To Meet on Thursday

The so-called committee of the
whole United Motion Picture Indus-
try is scheduled to meet Thursday
morning at the Hotel Astor. This
general committee is expected to

take action on issues discussed or
(Continued on Page 5)

Play Defense Films

Blackout Regulations
For Theaters This Week
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The office of civil-

ian defense said Friday that black-

out regulations for theaters were
practically completed and that di-

rections to theater owners would be
issued within the next few days.

SPG Picketing Gets
Under Way Today

At the request of James Fitz-

patrick of the U. S. Conciliation

Service, the Screen Publicists Guild

of New York has put off until today

its picketing of theaters here and in

Hollywood showing Paramount and

20th-Fox product. Picketing was

to have started on Friday. Yester-

day and Saturday the Guild confined

itself to distributing leaflets.
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FINANCIAL
(March 20)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. <2'/2%> 61/2 6 6'/2 + Vi
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind '/2 Vi Vz
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East. Kodak 119 118y2 1 1 8 1/2 — Vi
do pfd
Cen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc 39% 39'/8 393/8 + l/4
do pfd
Paramount 14 133/4 14 + 14
RKO $6 pfd
20fh Century-Fox . 8% 8% 8% — '/8
ZOth Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Tict. pfd 150 150 150 —2
Warner Bros 5Vs 5 5V8
do pfd 70 69 69 — 1 1/4

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Loew's deb. 3'/2s46
Para. B'way 3s55 . . 58'/8 58'/8 58y8
Para. Picts. deb. 4s56. 100 100 100
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48

lOOVi IOOV4 IOOV2
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Radio-Keith cvs
Sonotone Corp 1% 17/8 1% — l/

g
Technicolor 7% 7/i 1 3A
Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc. 7 7 7 — j/8
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45. 63 66
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 58V4 62%

Play Defense Films

Howard Hawks Signs
One-Pic-a-Year "U" Pact

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Howard Hawks has

signed with Universal to produce
and direct one special production
annually over a period of years.

Play Defense Films

A. C. Amusement Industry
Dimmed Out for Duration

Atlantic City—Atlantic City's mil-
lion dollar amusement industry was
dimmed out Friday night for the du-
ration.

The Broadway Parade ®
Picture and Distributor Theater

King's Row (Warner Bros. Pictures)—8th week Astor
The Invaders (Columbia Pictures)—3rd week Capitol
To Be Or Not To Be (United Artists-Lubitsch)—3rd week Rivoli
Ride 'Em. Cowboy (Universal Pictures)—3rd week Criterion
The Fleet's In (Paramount Pictures)—2nd week Paramount
Always in My Heart (Warner Bros. Pictures)—2nd week Strand
Song of the Islands (Twentieth Century-Fox)—2nd week Roxy
Bedtime Story (Columbia Pictures) Music Hall
Secret Agent of Japan (Twentieth Century-Fox) Globe
Valley of the Sun (RKO Radio Pictures) Rialto
A Girl Must Live (Universal Pictures) Little Carnegie
Roxie Hart (Twentieth Century-Fox) (a-b) Palace
Wild Bill Hickok Rides (Warner Bros. Pictures) (a) Palace
Man from Headquarters (Monogram Pictures) i(a) New York
West of Cimarron (Republic Pictures) (a) New York
Our Russian Front (Harry Rathner)—2nd week (a) World

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES
Nine Bachelors (Dome Films)—7fh week (a) World
Tanya (Artkino Pictures)—4th week Stanley
Only a Trumpeter (Sanders Films) 48th St. Theater

FUTURE OPENINGS .

The Lady is Willing (Columbia Pictures)—March 26 ; Capitol
To the Shores of Tripoli (Twentieth Century-Fox)—March 26 Roxy
The Male Animal (Warner Bros. Pictures)—'March 27 Strand
Nazi Agent (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer Pictures) Criterion
Reap the Wild Wind (Paramount Pictures-DeMille)—March 26 Music Hall

Gone With the Wind (Mefro-Goldwyn-Mayer-Selznick)—March 31 (b) Astor
My Favorite Blonde (Paramount Pictures)—April 1 Paramount
Strange Case of Dr. Rx (Universal Pictures) (c) Rialto

The Jungle Book (United Artists-Korda) (c) Rivoli

The Road to Happiness (Monogram)—March 26 (a) Palace
Captains of the Clouds (Warner Bros. Pictures)—March 26 (a-b) Palace
Arizona Terrors (Republic Pictures)—Opens tomorrow (a) New York
Tamp, Tramp, Tramp (Columbia Pictures)—Opens tomorrow (a) New York

(a) Dual bill, (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill.

Blackout is Scheduled
For Rochester Area

Rochester — Theater managers
here are preparing for the area-wide
blackout to be staged tomorrow
night. Indications are that the
blackout in the eight-county area
will be a lengthy one, although
neither the time nor duration of the
blackout will be announced in ad-
vance.

Play Defense Films

Col. Reports "Invader"
Biggest Since "Horizon"

Record business is being rolled up
by Columbia's "The Invaders," the
company reports. The picture is re-
ported to be the company's biggest
grosser since "Lost Horizon." The
film opened last week in Providence,
Tacoma, Buffalo and Miami Beach.

Play Defense Films

Henry Arias Withdraws
From Modern Film Corp.

After 12 years Henry R. Arias
has withdrawn as a partner in Mod-
ern Film Corp. "by mutual and cor-
dial assent." George Barnett will
continue to carry on the affairs of
the company, which does an import-
ing and exporting business. Arias
will resume business on his own at
729 Seventh Ave.

Play Defense Films

Yarbrough Assigned
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Jean Yarbrough has

been engaged as director of "She's
In The Army," Monogram picture
dealing with women's activities in
the war effort,

Goldwyn Will Produce
Two-Reel Gov't Subject

Samuel Goldwyn, in co-operation

with the Research Council of the Mo-
tion Picture Academy, will produce
"The Rescue Squad" for the United

States Government, with Archie

Mayo directing.

The short subject, produced at

the Goldwyn Studio, will present a
visual lesson for civilians in organ-
izing their own rescue units in the
event of bombings.

Play Defense Films

Round Up DeMille-Made
Stars for Ampa Luncheon

Stars, past and present, who got
their start in Cecil B. DeMille pro-
ductions are being rounded up by
Ampa for the luncheon to be given
for the producer at the Waldorf-As-
toria on Thursday. The announce-
ment was made with the arrival of
DeMille yesterday.

FRIENDLY SERVICE

SAVES TIME AND MONEY

AT

Tostal
Telegraph

CHARGES FOR TELEGRAMS
'PHONED IN APPEAR ON YOUR

Hg-Tfcv TELEPHONE BILL.

COminG and Gome

CECIL B. DeMILLE got into town yesterd
from the Coast.

ALFRED HITCHCOCK will get into town ne
week-end from Hollywood.

HUGH HERBERT has started a tour of U:
camps with the company of "Out of the.**-
ing Pan."

fa
NATE SCHULTZ of Monogram Pictures, G«..-

land, is at the Warwick.

ARNOLD PRESSBURGER is in town from tl

Coast.

TEX RITTER winds up his tour at Newar
Ark., on Tuesday and will return to the Coa
for the first of a new series of westerns f

Columbia.

NELSON EDDY will sing for the boys at Can
Dix, N. J., on April 2, following an appearani
at Fort Monmouth, N. J., on March 30.

NAT LEVY and HARRY MICHALSON of RK
Radio have returned from a tour of the con
pany's exchanges in the United States and Car
ada.

J. L. "JACK" MURPHY is in town to scoi
talent for several pictures on Harold Lloyd
schedule at RKO.
iRALFH L. McCOY, Southern and Midwestei

sales manager of Warner Bros., leaves New Yoi
today for a tour of the Midwest. He will t

gone about 10 days.

JOHN GARFIELD pulled out Saturday on
tour of the Reading, Pa., manufacturing arc
in behalf of the Defense Savings campaign.
PHIL REISMAN is back from South Americ.

new ycci\
THEATERS

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
50th St. & 6th Ave.

FREDRIC MARCH : LORETTA YOUNG

"BEDTIME STORY"
Directed by Alexander Hall : A Columbia Picture
ON STAGE: "MUSIC ALBUM"— Leonidoff's

revue with Tschaikowsky's immortal melodies.

Symphony Orchestra, direction of Erno Rapee.
1st Mezzanine Seats Reserved Circle 6-4600

Betty Victor Jack

GRABLE MATURE OAKIE

SONG OF THE ISLANDS"
A Twenlieth-Fox Technicolor Hit

PLUS A BIG
STAGE SHOW ROXY

7th AVENUE
50th STREET

3
GINGER ROGERS

"ROXI E HART"— and—
Bruce Cabot : Constance Bennett
"WILD BILL HICKOK RIDES"

"A GREAT SHOW."

—

Herald Tribune

50c, $1 & $1.50 n
p
o
lu

h
s
ig
t
„
a
e
x
r

SECOND YEAR— SECOND EDITION
Now Thrilling its SECOND MILLION

IT HAPPENS ON ICE
Sensational Musical Icetravaganza

Center Theater, Rockefeller Center. CO. 5-5474
Eves, except Mon. Mats. Wed., Sat. & Sun.
501 Seats for Every Pert. 50c. EVGS. AT 8:40
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NATION-WIDE RELEASE, APRIL 3rd!

IN

ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S

cu&ote&uw
(THE MAN BEHIND YOUR BACK)

with

Norman LLOYD Otto KRUGER Alan BAXTER

Alma KRUGER Dorothy PETERSON Clem BEVANS

Original screen play, Peter Viertel, Joan Harrison, Dorothy Parker

A UNIVERSAL PICTURE
Directed by

Associate Producer

ALFRED HITCHCOCK jack h. skirball
LITHO U !
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'hilly Indie Mgrs.

n Benevolent Group

(Continued from Page 1)

n >red that a managers' union was
iting formed but the report appar-
itly was unfounded. Another meet-

S

-"Ms scheduled for March 30 at

yb P.M. The group is inviting

ill independent managers in the ter-

irory to attend.
Play Defense Films

5eats-for-Doormen Bill

Is Killed in Committee

(.Continued from Page 1)

eording to custom, identical meas-
ires killed by Assembly committees
ire not considered there, even if the
Senate bill passes and comes to the

rwer House.
Play Defense Films

N. Y. Assembly Passes
Discrimination Bill

Albany—Assembly has passed the
Washburn bill making it a misde-
meanor to exclude citizens of the
state because of national origin as

veil as due to race, color or creed,

from employment in defense work or
from enjoyment of privileges fur-

lished by theaters.

Play Defense Films

i.Cal

'Go
ilif. Drops State Fair;

>v't Will Lease Site

Sacramento, Cal. — California's

j B8th State Fair will not be held this

I Summer, and instead, the fair

grounds will be leased soon to the
L". S. Government for "uninterrupted

continuous" use during the war,
Governor Olson has announced.

In recent years the state fair has
progressively broken all attendance
records by liberal use of screen
talent. Last year the fair drew more
than 600,000 persons for an all-time
record with shows built around Gene
Autry, Bob Hope, Kay Kyser, Vera
Vague and Orson Welles.

Play Defense Films

Candidate for Congress
Jacksonville, Fla.—M. C. Moore,

manager of the Riverside Theater,
will be a candidate for the House
of Representatives in the Democra-
tic primary election to be held in
May.

Joan Crawford Winfield Andrus

• • • OUT of respect to the memory of Sidney R. Kent. Paramount

postponed from yesterday afternoon until Wednesday afternoon the cock-

tail reception in honor of Cecil B. DeMille, welcoming him to New York

for the Eastern premiere of his 66th feature film, "Reap the Wild Wind,"

and celebrating his 30th anniversary as a motion picture producer

The party was to have been held in the Waldorf-Astoria's Perroquet Suite,

—but the new venue will be that hostelry's famed Jade Room De-

ferment was exactly the right thing for Paramount to have done, be-

cause the passing of Kent cast a deep cloak of sorrow o'er local Film

Row, as well as the industry at large Besides, the Kent associa-

tion had been so close with both Paramount and Cecil B. DeMille

PLAY DEFENSE FILMS T
• • • IT is more appropriate, too, to hold the DeMille party on

Wednesday That will be the eve of "Reap the Wild Wind" on the

Music Hall's screen, for what we prophesy will be a spectacular run

Phil M.'s news hound. Little Snooper, got to wandering 'round

certain cinema circles hereabouts during the week-end, and came home
with word that the smart money is down on the pic's staying at least

three weeks at Gus Eysscll's li'l stand

T PLAY DEFENSE FILMS T
• • • ANOTHER monumental event is the invitation premiere of

Lieutenant-Colonel Darryl F. Zanuck's "To the Shores of Tripoli" on

Wednesday night at the Roxy, under the aegis of The Greater New York

Detachment of the Marine Corps League This, like "Reap the Wild

Wind," is in glorious Technicolor, putting features in the Dr. Kalmus

medium into New York's two biggest theaters concurrently The

20th-Fox opus, which is a box-office smash and ultra-timely, also has

the power essential to a protracted engagement Film's male stars

are John Payne and Randolph Scott, and the femme planet is the

charming and capable Miss O'Hara, who, in addition to the power of

suggestion, is a perfect choice for her role We say power of sug-

gestion because that factor must have entered into casting for a film re

the United States Marines this United States Maureen (by adoption)

T PLAY DEFENSE FILMS T
9 % THE best-promoted Flower Show in local annals has fold-

ed its petals Over at the Grand Central Palace, 'most any time

of day, could be scene some of filmland's famous "farmers" These

celluloid lads were much more interested in the Government-urged

Victory Vegetable Garden angles than in' the sweet-scented posies. . . .

• Another rendezvous of the pic fraternity these nights is the Music

Box Theater on West 45th St. where Luise Rainer, multiple winner

of the Academy's golden "Oscars," is starring back o' the footlights in

James M. Barrie's "A Kiss for Cinderella". ... • Samuel Goldwy'n

<has signed Ray Noble and his band for a night club sequence in the

eagerly awaited "The Pride of the Yankees," which another Sam,

Mister Wood, is megaphoning with Gary Cooper interpreting Lou

Gehrig. ... • Oscar Serlin's production of John Steinbeck's "The

Moon Is Down" comes into New York from Baltimore on March 31

to take up tenancy at the Martin Beck Theater. ... • When mail

goes out of MPPDA these days, each letter emerging from the stamp

meter is surcharged with the following slogan: "Win The War Now;

Everything Else Is Chores!" The sooner some theatermen learn

the truth and wisdom of this, the sooner they will see to it that Govern-

ment Defense Films play on every show, every day

T T
• • • PLAY DEFENSE FILMS, and— REMEMBER PEARL

HARBOR!

UMPI Com. of Whole

To Meet on Thursday

(Continued from Page 1)

agreed upon by the sub-committee
on trade practices which meets on
Wednesday.

William F. Rodgers is the general
chairman of the committee of the
whole. It is the first meeting of the
main body since the unity program
was set up in New York following
the organization meeting in Chicago.
Members of the committee of the

whole include H. A. Cole, Roy E.
Harrold, Sidney Samuelson, Jack
Kirsch, Martin Smith, R. H. Poole,
Bob White, Harry Brandt, John Ru-
gar, Leo F. Wolcott, (William
Crockett, alternate Fred Wehren-
berg, Rotus Harvey, Max A. Cohen,
Lewin Pizor, Ed Kuykendall, Tom
Connors, Howard Levinson, Steve
Broidy, Neil Agnew, Abe Montague,
James R. Grainger and Ned E. Depi-
net.

Play Defense films

200 Easter Playdates
For "The Jungle Book"

"An unprecedented number" of
day-and-date bookings for Alexander
Korda's "Jungle Book" for Easter
week is reported by Carl Leserman,
general sales manager of United
Artists. Approximately 200 cities

will see the film during the holidays.

Play Defense Films

Laurel & Hardy Start

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Stan Laurel and Oli-

ver Hardy begin work on their sec-

ond feature for 20th Century-Fox
today when cameras roll on "A-
Haunting We Will Go."
The comedy team recently com-

pleted a 10-week personal appear-
ance tour of mid-west states which
began following completion of "Great
Guns."

TO TUK COLORS!

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.—Frank Alex-
ander, assistant manager at the
Penn Theater, has been inducted into

the Army.

Peter Scully, Universal contract
player, has enlisted in the Marine
Corps and assigned to San Diego
base. Peter Scully is the second son
of John J. Scully, Universal man-
ager at Buffalo, to join the armed
forces. John Scully, Jr., is at Fort
Bragg, N. C.

Rochester — Total number of
Bausch & Lomb Optical Co. men in

the services jumped to 247 last
month when 44 more employes en-
listed.

Cleveland—Charles Albert, War-
ner theater booker, has been sum-
moned to report for Army duty on
March 24.
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flo Deferment For

Maintenance Men
{Continued from Page 1)

the Selective Service law stood at
present.
"There could be no blanket de-

ferment of any group unless Con-
gress were to pass an amendment
to the Selective Service Act to grant
such a special privilege," said one
draft official.

It was emphasized that in no cir-

cumstance would an exception be
made from the practice of judging
each application for deferment on
its individual merits. "It's all up to

the local board," the same official as-

serted.

He added that a theater mainte-
nance man could be exempted by his

local board only if in its opinion he
was held absolutely indispensable to

the job he was holding.

Play Defense Films

Treasury Department
Bars Ufa Reorganization

{Continued from Page 1)

propaganda German pictures, but
the Treasury Department refused
the request.

Meanwhile, FBI men are continu-

ing to examine the books of Ufa.
Play Defense Films

Detroit Committee Set

To Handle USO Shows

Detroit—An industry committee to

handle USO shows has been organ-
ized here. It includes David M.
Idzal, managing director of the Fox
Theater and Chief Barker of Variety
Club; Jack Ferentz, president of the

Detroit Federation of Musicians;
Roger M. Kennedy, a vice-president

of the IATSE; Les Golden, executive

secretary of the AGVA.
Golden said that there was avail-

able for shows a fund of some $83,-

000 locally.

Play Defense Films

Mono. Signs Writers
Hollywood—Arthur St. Claire and

Sherman Lowe have been assigned to

write the screenplay for "Hillbilly

Blitzkrieg," producer Edward Gross'
Monogram comedy based on the
"Barney Google and Snuffy Smith"
comic strip, and scheduled for early
production. Original story was writ-

ten by Morton Brause.

LeRoy Directs First

Civil Defense Film
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Mervyn LeRoy is di-

recting "Instruction for the Air Raid

Warden," first Research Council

Division Defense film, now in pro-

duction at Metro. Lt. Col. Walter
P. Burn of the OCD is technical ad-

visor.

Twentieth-Fox is producing an-

other field artillery training film at

Fort Sill, Okla, with Otto Brower di-

recting.

Bob Burns Proud
It est Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Bob Burns is bursting

with pride since Lieutenant General
Brehon B. Somervell's appointment
as one of the "big three" generals

in the recent streamlining of the

United States Army. "With Mac-
Arthur and Somervell ... of Arkan-
sas .. . in there," comments Burns,

"the Axis is as good as busted right

now!"

Tire Rations Affect

St. Louis Attendance

(Continued from Page 1)

in the use of automobiles here since
the restrictions on tires and tubes
went into effect.

The sharp drop is especially notice-

able during the morning and eve-
ning rush hours, and on the main
highways on Saturdays and Sundays
beyond a radius of 10 miles from
the downtown section of the city.

A further decline is anticipated
during April, May and June, and is

expected to have a decided effect on
motion picture attendance habits.

With the local mass transportation
facilities apparently taxed beyond
their capacity, it is possible that af-

ter Easter there may be a switch
from the downtown first-runs, and
perhaps, also, the Grand boulevard
de luxers to theaters closer to home.

In the neighborhood and suburban
houses there has already been a
shift in theatergoing habits through
which those theaters are now receiv-

ing a big Saturday night and Sunday
afternoon and evening play from
persons who formerly took long au-
tomobile trips over the week ends.
On the other hand there has been a
decline in midweek business in the
same houses.

Detroit—.Tire scarcity and threat-
ened gasoline rationing are causing
a major shift of projectionists here.

Operators are trying to get assign-
ments to theaters near their own
homes, in many instances within
walking distances, and in nearly all

cases with an eye toward available
public transit facilities should they
be unable to drive their own cars.

Play Defense Films

Close Wage Pacts
Cleveland.—John C. Wein, presi-

dent of Film Exchange Employes
B-5, announces he has closed new
two-year wage scales with the local

Monogram and PRC exchanges. New
scale provides for an unannounced
increase, retroactive to Dec. 1, 1941.

Last week Wein announced closing
with the eight major companies.
Negotiations with Republic are still

pending.
Play Defense Films

Ben McKenna Injured
Oklahoma City—Benny McKenna,

general manager of the Griffith

Amusement Co., is in St. Anthony's
Hospital suffering from serious bod-
ily injuries following an accident
last Tuesday when an automobile
in which t^ was riding collided with
another car.

Skids Under Distribs.'

Sales Conventions?

{Continued from Page 1)

New York consent decree, you can't
talk about anything you haven't
done."

Since the decree gives showmen
the privilege of seeing before they
buy, the annual sales conclave be-
comes practically valueless, its pri-

mary purpose having been destroyed,
according to many executives.

The fact that companies are not
hurrying to set convention plans is

believed to reflect this attitude.

Play Defense Films

Straight Duals Return
To RKO Columbia Pair

Columbus—The RKO Palace and
Grand returned this week to the
policy of showing double bills at
both afternoon and evening shows,
Harry Schreiber, RKO city manager
announces.

For several months, local RKO
houses have shown double bills at
matinees and single features in the
evenings, resulting in several addi-

tional showings a week.

Under the new policy, both films

will be labelled "A" pictures instead
of the old familiar "A" and "B" film

combination. First two "A" films
coupled under the plan are "Roxie
Hart" and "Wild Bill Hickok Rides."

Although the switch to single fea-
tures in the evening was a financial

success in Columbus, national RKO
headquarters ordered resumption of

double features as part of national
policy.

Play Defense Films

Parant's Contract Suit

Against Dietrich Settled

Suit of Forrester Parant Produc-
tions, Inc., for $98,450 damages
against Marlene Dietrich was settled

on Friday in Federal Court. Plain-
tiff had claimed that Miss Dietrich
breached a contract made in 1938
under which she agreed to appear in

a French-speaking picture which was
to be produced in Paris by the com-
pany.

Play Defense Films

K. L. Williams Offices

Moved to Hot Springs

Oklahoma City—General offices of

K. Lee Williams Theaters, Inc., op-
erating 18 houses in Arkansas and
Oklahoma and one in Texas, have
been moved from the city to Hot
Springs, Ark. A booking office, un-
der direction of Harry E. McKenna,
will be maintained here.

Play Defense Films

Continue Workers' Shows
Rochester—Business was such at

the first two Saturday midnight de-
fense worker shows at the RKO Pal-
ace here that they will be continued,
according to Jay Golden, city man-
ager for the RKO-Paramount-Com-
erford pool. In addition to the com-
plete film program, starting at mid-
night, a short organ concert is pre-
sented by Tom Grierson.

Expect Agreement

On Plan by Allied
(Continued from Page 1)

is expected to review the counte
proposals and substitute suggestioi
and reach a compromise.
MPTOA's official attitude on.

new sales plan is still in d
Ed Kuykendall, president, has
nounced that definite opposition hi

been expressed by various units.

Rumors that the UMPI plan mi
be junked and a new one drafted a:

denied in the most reliable circle

Inasmuch as the five consenting cor
panies have declared that the UM1
plan represents the limit to whi<
they will go, it is likely that tl

changes, if any, will be of mini
importance.

Play Defense Films

$22,500 Fees Awarded
In Fox Theaters Case

(Continued from Page 1

)

ris Elder. The order provided th
the trustees each receive $2,50
and their attorneys, Herson
Bertini, $7,500. Dwight, Harri
Koegel & Caskey was granted $5,00
as was Henry A. Uterhart for re
resenting Fox Theaters in a su

against William Fox.
Play Defense Films

Waterbury, New Haven
Theaters Change Hands

New Haven—Two important th
ater changes were recorded last wet
in this exchange territory. Fn
Quatrano, William Sirica, and Ro
ert Schwartz, purchased the 65
seat Hamilton, Waterbury, fro
Frederick Van Doren, who has ope
ated it for the past 15 years.

The Lincoln Theater of New H
ven, Inc., a new Morris Nunes-Ma
rice Bailey-Louis Moscow corpor I

tion, purchased the 284-seat Lincol
heretofore operated as an "art" ai

foreign film house, from Gilbe
Josephson of New York.
The Hamilton will be complete

reseated by American Seating, a n€
floor will be built, Simplex soui

installed and the house redecorate
Play Defense 'Films

Hoffman Gives Lineup
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAI1

Hollywood—M. H. Hoffman, pre;

dent of Liberty National Pictur
has announced he will make "Tl

White Gorilla," "The Phantom
The Night" and "Love In Any Lan
uage." Hoffman plans to get undi

way on "The White Gorilla" early
April.

Detroit IATSE Local
To Buy $2,000 Bonds
Detroit—IATSE Local B-25, cov-

ering film exchange employes, has

voted to appropriate $2,000 from the

union treasury for the purchase of

Defense Bonds, according to Bert

Holmes, business agent.
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"This Gun for Hire"
with Veronica Lake, Robert Preston

Paramount 80 Mins.

QUALITY MELODRAMA PACKS TRE-
MENDOUS SUSPENSE; SHOULD SHOOT
UP BOX OFFICE GROSSES.

"This Gun for Hire" is a melodrama with

class. It betrays every evidence that pains-

taking work went into its fashioning. Done

in a brooding mood, it is a fascinating piece

of cinematic entertainment that captures

the imagination and generates tremendous

suspense with a deliberate, inexorable pace

that works up terrific excitement.

The simplicity with which the story is

developed and directed adds greatly to the

powerful effect it creates. Dialogue is kept

at a minimum, especially in the early por-

tion of the film, a fact which helps much
in building up the tenseness of the melo-

dramatic situation.

Much of the credit for the film's high

artistic quality goes to Producer Richard

M. Blumenthal and Director Frank Tuttle.

The film is definitely a feather in their

caps. The style which gained Tuttle dis-

tinction as a director is evident through-

out the footage. His direction invests the

production with many powerful and original

touches.

The screenplay of Albert Maltz and W.
R. Burnett, as based on a novel by Graham

Greene, is commendable. Timeliness is one

of its most salient points. The plot has

to do with a poison gas formula which an

American chemical manufacturer (Tully

Marshall) is plotting to sell to Japan.

The story takes many ingenious twists

and turns before the culprits are brought

to boot. Chiefly responsible for their un-

masking is a psychopathic killer (Alan

Ladd) who has been paid off in bad money

for doing a job for an agent of Marshall's

(Laird Cregar). Ladd does the good deed

for a girl (Veronica Lake) who has appealed

to his patriotism by telling him the truth

about the gas formula. Ladd is killed in

the end by the police headed by Miss Lake's

boy friend, a lieutenant of detectives (Rob-

ert Preston) who has been assigned to

get the killer.

Good acting contributes much to the

film's punch. Ladd is easily the standout

in the cast. His work as the cold-blooded

killer gives you the chills. Others who
deserve special mention are Miss Lake,

Preston, Cregar.

CAST: Veronica Lake, Robert Preston,

Laird Cregar, Alan Ladd, Tully Marshall,

Mikhail Rasumny, Marc Lawrence, Pamela

Blake, Harry Shannon, Frank Ferguson,

Bernadene Hayes, James Farley, Virita

Campbell.

CREDITS: Producer, Richard M. Blumen-

thal; Director, Frank Tuttle; Screenplay,

Albert Maltz, W. R. Burnett; Based on

novel by Graham Greene; Cameraman, John

Seitz; Editor, Archie Marshek.

DIRECTION, Aces. PHOTOGRAPHY, Ex-

cellent.

Reel-Fellows Party
Milwaukee—First social affair of

the Reel-Fellows Club, comprised of

film salesmen, will be held April 4

at the Pfister Hotel. It will be an
Easter dinner dance and all exhibi-

tors in the territory are invited.

Bob Baker of Paramount is presi-

dent. Ed Lurie of Monogram heads
the entertainment committee.

'Yokel Boy'
with Albert Dekker, Joan Davis,

Eddie Foy, Jr., Alan Mowbray
Republic 69 Mins.

FAST COMEDY IS A PARCEL OF FUN
AND INSANITY; SHOULD GO OVER BIG
IN SMALLER SPOTS.

The smaller spots have in "Yokel Boy"
an ace attraction. The production plays

strictly for laughs. Nothing else matters

very much. The story doesn't stand analysis,

being as far-fetched as any yarn could pos-

sibly be. But the plot generates so much
comedy—crazy, what-the-hell-is-the-differ-

ence comedy much of which is on the slap-

stick side—that the story becomes of lit-

tle moment.

Republic has chucked everything into this

one to create laughs, with the result that

sometimes "Yokel Boy" runs a little too wild

in every direction.

While based on a musical play—a concoc-
tion by Lew Brown, Charles Tobias and Sam
H. Stept—the film script plays down the

music angle, leaving in just enough to pro-

vide Joan Davis with a couple of numbers
done in her customary style.

The locale is Hollywood. A producer

(Alan Mowbray) brings in a hayseed (Eddie

Foy, Jr.) in the hope he may be able to

provide a magic formula that will take the

studio out of the red. The rube gets the

idea of having a real gangster play the lead-

ing role in a picture. The gangster picked

for the job (Albert Dekker) refuses to take

orders from anyone and insists on running

the show his own way. He makes himself

boss around the studio, altering the script

to suit himself. Mowbray tries everything

to get rid of him without success. Things

get so bad that the company denies Mow-
bray any further financial support. Dekker
comes to the rescue by offering his own
dough to Mowbray.

Miss Davis figures in the story as a sister

of the gangster who is forced upon the pro-

ducer as an actress. There is a feud be-

tween her and the glamor girl she replaces

in the cast (Lynne Carver). Miss Davis

sings a couple of tunes in connection with

her cavortings.

CAST: Albert Dekker, Joan Davis, Eddie

Foy, Jr., Alan Mowbray, Roscoe Karns,

Mikhail Rasumny, Lynne Carver, Marc
Lawrence, Tom Dugan, Pierre Watkin,
James C. Morton, Marilyn Hare.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Robert

North; Director, Joseph Santley; Screenplay,

Isabel Dawn; Story, Russell Rouse; Based on

musical play by Lew Brown, Charles Tobias,

Sam H. Stept; Cameraman, Ernest Miller;

Editor, Edward Mann; Musical Director, Cy
Feuer.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Manheim Successor in Doubt
The William Morris Agency has

reached no decision as to its choice
for a successor to Het Manheim,
head of its Eastern literary and play
department, who resigned to enter
the armed forces almost immed-
iately.

Play Defense Films

Next for Laurel & Hardy
West Coast Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—"A-Haunting We Will

Go" is the permanent title of the
forthcoming Laurel and Hardy pro-
duction for 20th-Fox.

"Klondike Fury"
with Edmund Lowe, Lucille Fairbanks,

Billy Henry, Ralph Morgan
Monogram 68 Mins.

PLENTY OF PUNCH FOR ADULT
AUDIENCES BUT JUVES MAY FIND IT

TOO MELODRAMATIC.
The King Brothers, Maurice and Frank-

lin, have another well done picture to their

credit in "Klondike Fury" The theme is

rather sombre but the fine acting of Edmund
Lowe and the rest of the cast, and the

clever direction of William K. Howard,

makes it well worthwhile seeing.

Although the majority of footage is al-

lotted to Lowe, excellent performances are

turned in by the rest of the cast—particu-

larly Bill Henry, Lucile Fairbanks and Ralph

Morgan. Henry Blankfort's screenplay from

the story, "Klondike," is cleverly written,

with modern treatment disposing of much

of the dramatic corn in the original ver-

sion. L. William O'Connell's camera work

is fine and assists considerably in

catching moods of Eddie Kay's fine score.

Edmund Lowe, wealthy New York phy-

sician, has a patient die from an operation

in which he employs a new technique to

remove a pressure on the brain. He is

ruined by subsequent gossip and a malprac-

tice suit filed against him by the patient's

mother.

Seeking to escape from his former life,

he takes a job ferrying planes to Russia

via Alaska, but on his first flight crashes

in the wilds of the Klondike. He stumbles

into a cabin which houses, among others,

a young man who has been stricken by the

same illness which killed his former pa-

tient.

He is forced to operate on the boy—and

is heartsick when the operation is ap-

parently unsuccessful the second time. In

the denouement, however, it is shown

that the boy has feigned a relapse to keep

the sympathy and love of Miss Fairbanks

—

so Lowe returns to his former position

vindicated.

Adult audiences will like this, but the

youngsters might find it a bit too melo-

dramatic.

CAST: Edmund Lowe, Lucile Fairbanks,

Bill Henry, Ralph Morgan, Robert Middle-

mass, Jean Brooks, Mary Forbes, Vince Bar-

nett, Clyde Cook, Marjorie Wood, Kenneth

Harlan

CREDITS: Producer, Maurice King; As-

sociate Producer, Franklin King; Director,

William K. Howard; From the story, "Klon-

dike," by Tristam Tupper; Screenplay,

Henry Blankfort; Dialogue Director, Albert

Kelley; Cameraman, L. Wm. O'Connell,

ASC; Editor, Jack Dennis; Musical Direc-

tor, Edward Kay; Art Director, E. R. Hick-

son.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Ehrlich Bill Passes

Albany—The Assembly has unani-
mously passed the amended bill of
Assemblyman Harold B. Ehrlich,
Buffalo Republican, to liberalize

present restrictions on acting and
theatrical participation, both pro-
fessional and non-professional by
children under sixteen.
The bill now goes to Senate where

it will be substituted for the Hamp-
ton bill on the calender.

INK I

s all

"Henry and Dizzy'
with Jimmy Lydon, Mary Anderson,

John Litel

Paramount 71 Mins.

HERE'S ANOTHER IN THE HENRY
ALDRICH SERIES WHICH WILL
OVER WITH THE FAMILY TRADE.
A simple story, nicely produced has

the attributes of a good little double-biller. ;

As usual Henry Aldrich (Jimmie Lydon)

is getting himself into one jam after an-

other. This trip he borrows a motor boat

from the boathouse, leaves a note for the

owner, proceeds to wreck it and then i:

compelled to sign a paper confessing that

he stole it and stating that he will either

get a boat to replace the one he wrecked

or turn over $120 within a few days.

Lydon, his gal Phyllis (Mary Anderson)

and his friend Dizzy (Charles Smith) put

their heads together and concoct one of

their impractical schemes for making money.-

They buy an old fashioned vacuum cleaner

from a junk dealer and get into an

added pack of trouble by offering to clean

up the principal's house. They ruin every-

thing in sight, then have an accident and

practically wreck the junk shop and are

taken to the police station. However, af- i

ter a lot of aggravation and a lot of shaking j

in their boots, everything works out beau-

tifully. There is a Fourth of July picnic,
:

the feature of which is a father and son

race and the prize offered is a brand new
motor boat. Of course, Henry and his

father, (John Litel) win and as the pic |

ends Henry is proceeding to get himself

into additional trouble with the boat, which

his father proves is rightfully his. There i
are quite a number of amusing scenes -

connected with the picnic, races, and the

acquisition of the boat. There is, however,

a shortage of original ideas used in the

compilation of this film. The youngsters all

turn in nice, pleasant performances and so

do John Litel, Olive Blakeney, Olin How-
land, Maude Eburne and a number of the

others.

CAST: Jimmy Lydon, Mary Anderson,

Charles Smith, John Litel, Olive Blakeney,

Maude Eburne, Vaughan Glaser, Shirley'"'

Coates, Olin Howland, Minerva UrecaL

Trevor Bardette, Carl "Alfalfa" Switzer,

Warren Hymer, Noel Neill, Jane Cowan.
CREDITS: Producer, Sol C. Siegel; Asso-

ciate, Joseph Sistrom; Director, Hugh Ben-

nett; Assistant, Alvin Ganzer; Sound, George

Dutton; Editor, Everett Douglas; Art Direc-

tors, Hans Dreier, Haldane Douglas; Pho-

tography, Dan Fapp; Original Screenplay,

Val Burton.

DIRECTION, Average. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Same.

it

Joins Ascap
Gertrude Lanza, formerly in

charge of sales promotion and ad-
vertising at Columbia Artists Inc.,

has joined the staff of Ascap where ;
:

she will become assistant to Robert
r

L. Murray, Director of Public and
Customer Relations.

Play Defense Films

Moray on Coast
Hollywood—Leon Schlesinger is

conferring with Norman H. Moray,
general manager of Short Subjects
for Warner Bros, who is in town,
regarding Schlesinger's "Merry Mel-
odies" and "Looney Tunes" schedule
for 1942-1943.

:

I

i
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Industry Mourns Kent
{Continued from Page 1) ^^___

motion picture theaters was open-
in Atlanta last Friday. . . . Heavy

rn-al income tax payments last

k appeared to have little if any
effect on box-office receipts. . . .

cpeeted naming of new producers
it not take place at United Artists

licago convention; negotiations

Here reported still continuing. . . .

Attorneys for the Government and
r the defense agreed to delay the

ivorcement" suit against 20th-Fox
id Paramount. . . . Cincinnati clear-

iufuce controversy resulted in formu-
tion by the Greater Cincinnati Ex-
hitors Ass'n of a policy limiting

able pic programs. At its Min-
apolis convention Northwest Al-

•I moved for the organization of

Central States Exhibitors Confer-
ee. . . . Four New York IATSE
:als formed the Motion Picture

4:oduction Union Council. . . .

"fPTOA rapped agitation for in-

eased admission prices as untime-
in the present state of world af-

>$irs. . . . "War tax", it was stated,

11 not hit theater tickets, tax re-

fining as at present. . . . WAC's
eater committee demanded that

d 't industry keep its word and show
toil Government defense pictures. . .

.

Hi lotion pictures' gift to the Army
sd'f pictures to entertain the troops)
«1 lis said to be without parallel. . . .

iMHtioning of gasoline was seen as
* uving an adverse effect on at-

"pndance at film theaters. . . . ITO
Ohio hinted it might appeal to

i+e D of J for action on rental prices
i 'r films. . . . Limitation order on
supplies for theaters and studios is

pected shortly.

Play Defense Films

ext Warner Musical Pic

'.-rf Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—"Sweethearts of 1942"

amisical based on what girls who
e left behind by men in the armed
ces are doing while the boys are
•ay, will be produced by Warner

Jjos. with Robert Lord as producer,
iscilla Lane, Brenda Marshall,
'exis Smith and Jame Wyman will

ad cast.
Play Defense Films

lerman Renews Boyd Pact
\'st Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Harry Sherman has
:ned William Boyd to a new two-
r contract and during that time

produce 12 more Hopalong
sidy films.

ki

WEDDING BELLS

Detroit—Joseph H. Newell, man-
er of the Oliver Theater, was mar-
d to Sally Clark, tap dancer.

Detroit—Paul Finney, manager of

i Delray Theater, was married to

me Hall, cashier of the Eastown
eater.

REVIEWS Of SHORT SUBJECTS
"Mickey's Birthday Party"

RKO-Disney 8 mins.
Excellent

This one has to do with the fun
and trouble attending a birthday
party given for Mickey Mouse by
Minnie Mouse. All the guests are
worshipping at the shrine of Jive
while in the kitchen a goof is trying
to bake a cake with disastrous re-

sults. The goof finally goes out to

buy one. In bringing it into the
room he falls and wrecks it. Laughs
galore. This is in Technicolor.

"Churchill's Island"

UA 21 mins.
Great

An impressive film record of the
battle to protect Britain from Nazi
invasion is offered by this film, made
by Warwick Pictures from authen-
tic material gathered from a variety
of sources. The tight, effective edit-

ing by Stuart Legg has contributed
in making this a powerful document
of wartime Britain. The picture re-

veals to what tremendous pains the
British have gone in their attempt to
make their island home invulnerable
to attack from land and sea. Defi-

nitely deserves booking.

"Jungle Jaunt"
RKO-Pathe 8 mins.

Amusing
A lot of animals are shown cavort-

ing in a make-believe jungle in this
short, one of the "Sportscope" ser-

ies. The actions of a monkey and a
couple of lion cubs provide a few
laughs. The behavior of the animals
toward one another makes an inter-

esting study. The film has an amus-
ing commentary. Animal lovers will

get a kick out of this.

"Pluto Junior"
RKO-Disney 7 mins.

Fine
A pup is the pivot around which

this short revolves. The little fellow
is always getting himself into diffi-

culty. If it isn't one thing it's an-
other. Some of the jams he gets
into are highly funny. He is really
in a tough spot when he lands on a
clothesline. Pluto tries to save him
and they both land in a tub full of
soap suds. It is in Technicolor.

"Thrills of the Deep"
Universal 9 mins.

Fishermen's Thrill
Fishing for the big fellows is the

subject of this reel, which will please
the devotees of the sport no end.
Many exciting moments are pro-
vided. The real kick comes when a
sailfish is hooked. Included is a
thrilling encounter with a giant ray.
Effective photography helps make
this a short worth booking.

"Wacky Wigwams"
Columbia 8 mins.

Good Satire
A satirical Technicolor short is

clever in spots but would have been
better without a few of the old gags
thrown in. It is a take-off on Indian
life. We get glimpses of rug weav-
ing, making pottery, the medicine
man who does a terrific snake dance
to induce rain and finally hits upon
the idea of cleaning his car. No
sooner said than done, the rains
come. This one is a little different

and should go over nicely.

It is supervised by Frank Tashlin,
directed bv Alec Geiss and has some
good animation and music by Volus
Jones and Paul Worth, respectively.

Two Production Firms
Given Calif. Charters

Sacramento, Cal.—Two new mo-
tion picture production companies
have incorporated with the Secre-
tary of State.

Mooney-King Productions, Inc.,

will operate in Hollywood and will

have Martin Mooney, Max King and
Gladys Warren as directors.

Lindley Parsons Productions, Inc.,

also of Hollywood, lists L. Kingston,
A. Walters and Irving Cohen as di-

rectors.
Play Defense Films

WB to Produce "Buffalo Bill"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood -— Warner Bros, will

produce "Buffalo Bill" based on the
career of William F. Cody with
Ronald Reagan in the title role. Hal
B. Wallis will produce and Michael
Curtiz will direct. .

Play Defense Films

Bands Clicking in Chi.
Chicago—B & K booking depart-

ment has placed the following bands
for early Chicago theater appear-
ances; Jan Savit, Sammy Kaye, Kay
Kyser and the Ink Spots. Bands
are the best stage bets at this time,
according to the Chicago bookers.

20th Century-Fox Buys
Inner Sanctum Mysteries

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Twentieth Century-

Fox has completed deal with Simon
& Schuster for rights to the "Inner
Sanctum Mystery" series of original

detective stories written by Hyman
Brown and starring Raymond Ed-
ward Johnson, and heard over radio
Sundays over NBC. Ralph Dietrich
will produce series.

The deal also allows 20th Cen-
tury-Fox the use of the writer and
Johnson.

Play Defense Films

FWC Bids for Service Biz
Sacramento, Cal.—FWC, seeking

to take advantage of the booming
soldier business, has reopened the

Rio Theater here and will operate
it as a subsequent-run house. The
theatre, then the Rio, was damaged
by fire a year ago, but underwent
$45,000 improvements.

Play Defense Films

Sanborn for Senate
Wakefield, N. H.—Ansel N. San-

born, Carroll County circuit opera-
tor, and a member of the Governor's
Council, has formally announced that
he will be a candidate for the State
Senate.

Kent Burial Today

Will Be Private

{Continued from Page 1)

A.M. at the Riverside Church, 122nd
Street and Riverside Drive, and will

be conducted by Dr. Harry Emer-
son Fosdick. Burial will be at the
Ferncliff Cemetery, Ardsley, N. Y.

The entire industry this afternoon
will halt all activity for one minute
at 2 o'clock in tribute to the late

president of 20th Century-Fox.

Play Defense Films

Thornton Theaters Ask
Relief on Clearance

Albany—New arbitration proceed-
ings have been brought here by
Thornton Theaters, Inc, against the
five consenting companies over the
14-day clearance held by the Broad-
way and Kingston Theaters, Kings-
ton, over the Orpheum Theater, Sau-
gerties.

Danville, III., House
Asking Better Clearance

Chicago—Gus Constant, owner of

the Times Theater, Danville, has
filed an arbitration complaint against
the five consenting companies and
Great States' Fisher and Palace The-
aters, the Lincoln and Rivoli The-
aters, all in Danville, asking better

clearance.

Regent, Buffalo, Case
Postponed to April 17

Buffalo—Clearance case brought
by M. M. Konczakowski, operating
the Regent, against Loew's, 20th-

Fox and RKO-Radio, has been post-

poned to Friday, April 17, before
Arbitrator Louis B. Dorr. Complain-
ant contends seven-day clearance ap-
plied by the three distribs. in favor
of Basil Bros.' Apollo is unreason-
able. Besides Basil Bros., Gammel
Bros., for the New Ariel, is an in-

tervener.

Arbitrator William E. Barrett has
ordered briefs filed by March 26 in

Clyde Playhouse's clearance com-
plaint against the "Big Five," in

which Ohmann Bros., owning and op-
erating the Ohmann at Lyons, and
Schine Theaters, Inc., operating the
Capitol, Newark, N. Y., are inter-

veners. Mrs. Caroline Perriello of
Naples owns the Clyde Playhouse.
Six witnesses were heard and 40 ex-
hibits received in hearing's three
sessions.

Texas Exhib. Turns
To Bus Commutation
Dallas—Sign of the times: Hans

Smith, operating a theater at Irving,

15 miles from this city, is commut-
ing via bus. That'll g've you some
idea of what the war-time ban on

new autos and tire rationing means

in Texas.



IMPORTANT NOTICE
Eastman Motion-Picture Film Cans and Cores

MUST BE RETURNED

WAR requirements have sharply curtailed the

supply of metal and plastics needed to manufacture

3 5-mm. motion-picture film cans and cores. Conse-

quently, the Eastman Kodak Company urges the

prompt return of these essential supplies. They

must be used over and over again.

Help maintain the supply of motion-picture

film by seeing to it that all Eastman cans and cores

are kept in good condition, collected, and shipped

to the Kodak Park Works, Rochester, N. Y.

By doing your part in this emergency, you

help yourself and everyone connected with the

motion-picture industry— as well as all those who

depend more than ever on the screen for vital

information and entertainment.

Write for prices and detailed shipping information.

Motion Picture Sales Division

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER, N. Y
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INDUSTRY PAYS FINAL TRIBUTE TO KENT

Allied Board is "Open Minded" en Sales Plan
Directors Say They
•iave No Substitute
ror UMPI Formula

An "open mind" attitude on a new
ales plan was indicated yesterday
>y an advance delegation of Allied

Erectors who arrived for the spe-
ial board meeting today.
Board members said yesterday

hat they had no definite plan to

iffer as a substitute for the UMPI
olocks-of-12 method, but would be
eady to listen to any suggestion
hat was reasonable. It was be-

ieved, however, that an agreement
would, and could, be reached before

(Continued on Page 7)

Reisman Arranges

For Brazilian Shorts

Phil Eeisman, vice-president in

:harge of RKO's foreign department,
is back from Rio de Janeiro where
ne completed the arrangements for

the production of 16 mm. subjects on
Brazilian life for exhibition in United
States schools and churches. Simi-

lar subjects, in one- and two-reel

lengths, will be made in all coun-
(Continued on Page 6)

Browne Seeks Dismissal

Of 20-Fox Stockholder Suit

George E. Browne, deposed IATSE
president, will ask New York Su-

preme Court Justice Benedict D.

Dineen today to dismiss the suit

brought against him, William Bioff
(Continued on Page 6)

Dulee et Decorum,
Est Pro Patria Mori
Boise, Idaho—Gordon E. Veeder,

20, former doorman at one of the

Stanley Gordon theaters here, is the

first industryite in this ;rare to be

killed in World War II.

Veeder, a seaman, went
down with the Arizona,

sunk in Pearl Harbor by the

Japs on Dec. 7, the Navy has offi-

cially advised. Veeder originally

had been listed as missing. His

parents and a sister survive.

"3 frag for Mart of Bta IKmiT

From the life, career and philosophy of Sidney R. Kent, the Rev. Dr. Harry
Emerson Fosdick yesterday drew a pattern for the industry and the nation "in

these difficult years ahead." Telling paragraphs of Dr. Fosdick's eloquent tribute

folloiv.

"Indeed, anyone who knows the record of Mr. Kent's leadership in the moving picture

industry cannot stand here before you, his associates, without thinking not only of what
one would say about him, but of what he would like to say to you, as he leaves you now to

face these difficult years ahead. Surely, you know well Mr. Kent's basic philosophy con-

cerning the relations of your great industry to the Government, namely, that the only

way to avoid the outward coercion of totalitarian control is to be voluntarily so right,

voluntarily so free from evil, and publicly useful, that outward coercion will not be

necessary.

"In a deep and important sense that idea is the condensed summary of Mr. Kent's

whole principle of action. He saw that in common with every other important enterprise

in our democracy, the industry he was a leader in had to choose between two things:

either voluntary adherence to a high code of honor and conduct, or else involuntary

(Continued on Pane 8)

WPB Plans No Early

Action on Raw Stock

Washington Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Despite the fact

that the four principal constituents
of smokeless powder are also used in

films, the War Production Board
yesterday set at rest reports that
action was imminent on placing
priorities on the manufacture of

raw stock.

It was stated that the situation

as to film and priorities is un-
changed, and though the entire

scope of the question of priorities

had been closely studied, no immed-
iate action was proposed.

It was pointed out that while nitric
(Continued on Page 7)

FTC Names Eight

In Ad Film Action

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Five producers of

commercial films, two booking agen-
cies and a trade association are
named in a complaint by the Federal
Trade Commission which charges
the respondents with conspiracies to

suppress competition and create a
monopoly.
Named in the complaint are Alex-

ander Film Co., Colorado Springs;
Motion Picture Advertising Service,

New Orleans; United Film Ad Ser-
vice, Kansas City; Ray-Bell Films,
Inc., St. Paul, and A. V. Cauger Ser-
vice, Independence, Mo. The book-

(Continued on Page 7)

K-A-O Reports $738,095 Net
Figure is Drop of $42,009 from 1940 Profit

Charges Schine Threat
To Obtain Three Theaters

Buffalo — The Government yes-
terday accused the Schine chain of
threatening to deprive three Ohio
exhibitors of desirable product or
run unless they sold or leased their
theaters to Schine.
The charge is contained in a sup-

plementary answer to interroga-
(Continued on Page 7)

A net profit of $738,095 after all

charges including $260,940 for in-

come taxes was reported yesterday
by Keith-Albee-Orpheum Corp. for
the calendar year of 1941. For the
year 1940, the profit was $780,004 af-

ter all charges, including provision
for income taxes of $219,932,
Income from theaters during 1941

was $13,402,477, while rents and
other operating income amounted to

$1,792,890. Expenses, including film

service, came to $13,154,542.

Trade Notables at Church
Rites Hear Eloquent Trib-

ute by Dr. H. E. Fosdick

By GEORGE H. MORRIS
FILM DAILY Staff Writer

At 2 o'clock yesterday afternoon,
as the entire motion picture industry
observed a minute of silence as trib-

ute to Sidney R. Kent, his remains
were interred in Ferncliff Cemetery,
Ardsley, N. Y. Prior to the burial,

which was private, filmland's rank
and file, attesting their devotion to

the deceased, filled the nave of River-
side Church at 122nd St. and River-
side Drive, where funeral services

(Continued on Page 8)

180 Films on Hand

When Singapore Fell

American distributors had 180 un-
released features in Singapore at
the time the Japanese took the city,

Robert Lury, Universal's manager
in Singapore, said yesterday in New
York. Lury arrived here last week
after a dash across the Pacific from
Australia.
Whether the Japanese have made

(Continued on Page 6)

Schenck, Moskowitz Ask l

To Appeal from Conviction

Joseph M. Schenck and Joseph M.
Moskowitz will apply to the U. S.

Supreme Court for permission to ap-
peal from the decision of the U. S.

Circuit Court of Appeals which
unanimously affirmed their convic-

(Continued on Page 7)

IA Proposes Buying
Bomber for Army

The IATSE has placed before its

membership a proposal that a fund

be established to buy a bomber for

the Army. The money would be

raised by voluntary contributions

ranging from $1 to $5 from each

member of every local in the land.

Defense bonds totaling nearly

$600,000 have been purchased by

its locals throughout the land, the

IATSE reports.

-
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FINANCIAL
(Monday, Mar. 23)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Cose Chg.
Am. Seat 6*4 63^ 6% — i/4
Col. Picts. vtc. (2y2%) 63^ 65/8 6%
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind l/

2 Vi Vi
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 8 8 8
East. Kodak 119 119 119 + l/2
do pfd
Cen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc 40 39y2 39% + %
do pfd
Paramount 14 Vi 13% 14% -f-

l/4
Tara. 1st pfd
RKO 2% 21/z 25/8
RKO $6 pfd
20th Century-Fox . . 9 9 9 + %
Warner Bros 5V8 5 5
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Para. B'way 3s55... 58 Vi 58Vi 58 Vi + 3/8
Para. Picts. deb. 4s46
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48

lOOVi 100% 100%
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Monogram Picts

Radio-Keith cvs % % %
Scnotone Corp
Technicolor 7% 7% T%
Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45 63 66
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 58% 62%

Harry Sherman Signs
Richard Dix for 4 Pix

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Richard Dix has been

signed by Harry Sherman to make
four outdoor adventure pictures dur-
ing the next two years.

Film Folk at Ahepa Meeting
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Many film people

were present last night at the ban-
quet here of the Ahepa Greek So-
ciety. Among those on hand were
Van Nomikos, Illinois Allied vice-
prexy, who is president of the society,
Harry Reckas and John Mantas.

Press Preview for 8 Gov't
Shorts Next Monday Night

A special press preview of eight
Government shorts will be held at
the Astor Theater next Monday
night under the sponsorship of the
War Activities Committee.
The group of pictures include

"Ring of Steel," directed by Garson
Kanin with Spencer Tracy as com-
mentator; "Women in Defense,"
written by Mrs. Franklin D. Roose-
velt and commentary by Katharine
Hepburn; "Bomber," with Carl Sand-
burg commentating; Walt Disney's
"The New Spirit"; "Tanks," with
commentary by Orson Welles; "Any
Bonds Today," Technicolor cartoon
produced by Leon Schlesinger for
the Treasury Department; "Safe-
guarding Military Information," pro-
duced by the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences, and
"Fighting the Fire Bomb," an OCD
subject.

Expect Complete Sellout

For DeMille Luncheon

Industry Asked to Help
Make Series of Army Pix

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—At a luncheon in his

honor sponsored by War Activities
commtitee of Motion Picture Indus-
try, Brigadier General Osborne, chief
of special services branch of the
army, declared a new series of in-
formation films is now under way
on which the motion picture indus-
try has been asked to help.

"The use of the screen in educa-
tion on a scale never before imagined
may mark another important step
in development of this great indus-
try, and will, I believe, mean even
greater use of the screen after the
war," he said.

Major Frank Capra of General
Osborne's staff said one of Hitler's
chief secret weapons has been the
films. "We will turn that weapon
against him."

Film Stars Who Played
For Mexican Soldiers

Hollywood—James Cagney, Lau-
rel and Hardv, Joel McCrea, Lupe
Velez, Dick Powell, Joan Blondell,
Joan Bennett, Irving Berlin, Lucille
Ball. The Merry Macs, Frances Dee
and Nicholas Brothers headed the list

of performers at the three-hour show
given at Ensenada, Mexico, for Mex-
ican soldiers and sailors under the
sponsorship of the Hollywood Vic-
tory Committee and Motion Picture
Society for the Americas. Mark
Sandrich staged the show.

Re-team Astaire, Hayworth
Fred Astaire and Rita Hayworth

success, "You'll Never Get Rich,"
will be re-teamed in Columbia's
"Carnival In Rio," in which Xavier
Cugat and his orchestra will be seen.
Jerome Kern will do the tunes, Wil-
liam Seiter will direct, Johnny Mer-
cer will write the lyrics and Val
Raset will stage the dances.

Ralph M. Dunbar Dead
Memphis, Tenn.—Ralph M. Dun-

bar, 62, one of the founders of the
Memphis open air theater, is dead.

With every major film company
represented with one or more table

reservations, early indications point
to a complete sellout for the special

Ampa luncheon at the Waldorf-As-
toria Thursday in honor of Cecil B.

DeMille, Vincent Trotta, Ampa pres-
ident, announced yesterday.

Tribute coincides with the local

premiere of his "Reap the Wild
Wind" at the Radio City Music Hall.

COminG and G0IHC

Vernon F. Scott Rites

Today in Johnstown

Johnstown, Pa.—Funeral services
will be held today for Vernon F.
Scott, head of the Scott Theater
Circuit, who died early Saturday at

the Lee Hospital here. He is sur-
vived by his widow.
Beginning with one small theater,

Scott organized a circuit of 18.

throughout Johnstown, Altoona and
nearby towns.

ROY HAINES, Eastern and Canadian sale

manager of Warner Bros., and ARTHUR SACH
SON, sales executive of the company, left las

night for Detroit to preside at a meeting o

the sales force in that area.

KAY KYSER arrived from Hollywood yester

day with his band. He will confer with arm;

officials on a camp tour. His broadcasts wil

emanate from New York for the next five we;

LEO J. MCCARTHY, newly appointed aL

Harry Goldman Feted
On Departure for Army

Chicago—Preceding his departure
for Army service, Harry Goldman
Warner salesman, was feted by 150
friends at the Congress Hotel.
RKO's Jack Osserman was toast-

master. There were presentation?
bv the Reel Fellows Club, of which
Goldman was a founder; the Warner
exchange and the Kerasotes circuit

In memory of Sidney R. Kent
there was a minute of silence, at the
sus-gestion of Jack Kirsch, Illiiois

Allied prexy.

Corona Theater, Groton,
Files Clearance Demand
Asking for any relief it can get

under Section VIII of the consent
decree, the Corona-Groton Theater
Co., operating the Corona Theater.
Croton. N. Y., has filed a demand for
arbitration in Buffalo. Complainant
names the five consenting companies
as defendants. Universal, United
Artists, Columbia and the Schine
circuit were mentioned as possible
intervenors.

It is charged in the complaint that
the present 30-day clearance granted
to the State and Temple Theaters.
Cortland, N. Y., over the Corona is

unreasonable.

Do "Everything" to Keep
Tele Alive During War
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — FCC Chairman

James L. Fly yesterday pledged that
"everything will be done" to keep
television alive during the emerg-
ency, declaring that the art will

prove of vast aid to the nation, as
well as the entire radio industry,
when the war is over.

Albee Corp. Dissolves
Albany—Albee Amusement Corp.,

Brooklyn, has filed a certificate of
voluntary dissolution in the office of
the Secretary of State.

ver'--

C-ant to ARTHUR GREENBLATT. general sa.e

manager of Producers Releasing Corp., is or

a tour of exchanges under his supervision. H
will wind up in Hollywood, where he will at

tend the convention of the company's franchis;

holders on May 4

ANN SHERIDAN has started her tour of arm\
camps. With her are TONY ROMANO, guitarist

and the Warner studio's KEN WHITMORE, whc
is handling the details of the trip.

JACK GOLDSMITH, Warner's Southeasterr
field representative, is in town.

HARRY ROLNICK, vice-president of Byer
Rolnick which makes film-hat tieups, is here

from Garland, Tex., to set a campaign or

"Desperate Journey," Warner film

LEONARD GAYNOR, FRANK LLOYD'S Eastern

representative, is in Washington for confer-

ences with PEARSON and ALLEN, authors of

"Washington Merry-Go-Round."

JULES LAPIDUS, Universal district manager,
has gone to Miami Beach for his vacation.

GLENDA FARRELL is here from the Coast.

LEON FROMKESS. PRC vice-prexy, arrived in

Hollywood yesterday to remain until early

May.

HARRY F. SHAW, Loew-Poli division man
ager, New Haven, is back from a Florida vaca-
tion.

JIM MAHONEY. general manager for Inter-

state Theaters in Connecticut will leave this

week for a Florida sojourn.

DAVE MILLER, Universal^ Cleveland district

manager, has joined Mrs. Miller at Miami Beach.

WILLIAM N. SKIRBALL, Ohio circuit owner,
left over the week-end for a Florida vacation.

MARCEL BRAZEE, Milwaukee Warner man-
ager, has returned from his Florida vacation

and visited Chicago friends on his return.

JAMES SAVAGE, B & K publicity expert,

has returned to Chicago from his vacation to

Cuba and other points South.

AL KENT, Universal salesman in Chicago, has

gone to Florida for a Spring vacation.

MORT SINGER, Singer theater circuit exec,
is on the West Coast for his annual Spring visit.

MISCHA AUER will embark on a series of

volunteer appearances in army camps under the
auspices of USO-Camp Shows. His wife, JOYCE
HUNTER, will appear with him. They will be at

Camp Wheeler, Ga., March 30-31 ; Fort Benning,
<Ca., April 1-4; Fort McClennan, Ala., April 6-7.

QUIZ KIDS arrived yesterday to make a new
short for Paramount.

JACK KIRSCH and LOU ABRAMSON left

Chicago last night for New York.

FRIENDLY SERVICE

SAVES TIME AND MONEY

AT

Tostal
Telegraph

CHARGES FOR TELEGRAMS
'PHONED IN APPEAR ON YOUR

TELEPHONE BILL.



A STATEMENT TO THE EMPLOYEES OF WARNER BROS.

PICTURES, INC., DELIVERED BY ITS PRESIDENT,
HARRY M. WARNER

b

"One hundred feet of wasted film may cost

the life of an American soldier who may be your

own son or brother.

"I am not asking you to eliminate waste

merely because of its dollar and cents value, but

because of the materials involved. It makes no

difference if you're in the picture business or

the grocery business. Every foot of lumber,

every nail and every bit of material is vital to

the war of production that our country is waging

with our enemies. It is this all out marshalling

of our resources that is going to prove the

decisive factor in this struggle for freedom.

Therefore, it is up to every individual to save,

save and save on materials so that our war

machinery will have the materials to forge into

munitions, ships, guns, tanks and planes.

"One sheet of paper wasted may appear

insignificant. But unfortunately there may be

130 million sheets of paper wasted in a single

day throughout the United States. Think of

what that means in terms of machinery tied up

and labor employed that could be utilized for

war production.

"A take is ruined because a 'mike' shadow

was cast upon the face of a player ... or the

player missed his lines. It is just a hundred

feet or so of wasted film. The dollar value is

trivial, but the material value is great. For just

multiply the wasted takes throughout the in-

dustry, and we have a staggering total of film

material lost. Once again, the manpower and

material and machinery needed to replace that

waste could be freed for war production.

"Who would have thought just a few

months ago that tin cans would be so important

in the film business? Yet, unless we can return

empty film cans we can't get any new film,

because of the shortage of tin for our war

machinery.

"We have not as yet, and when I say we I

mean the American people, gotten down to all-

out war effort. It isn't enough that we buy

defense bonds, act as air raid wardens, help in

civilian defense, or our sons go off to camp. It

is up to every single man, woman and child to

start thinking and practicing wartime economy

at home and in business. And that doesn't mean

merely the saving of dollars. It means the sav-

ing of our nation's resources, the conservation

of materials and the absolute elimination of

waste.

"We in the motion picture business use

tremendous amounts of materials of every de-

scription. Materials that today are of vital

importance in our national defense. Let us, by

our almost fanatical devotion to the elimination

of waste, make free this saving of materials for

war purpose.

"Waste is criminal at all times but in times

of war it is worse than the sabotage of enemy

agents. After all, saboteurs can destroy only so

much, but with 1 30 million people daily wasting

materials, the aggregate loss is staggering. And,

conversely, the saving can be enormous.

"Therefore, I again urge everyone to help

America win this war by constant vigilance

against waste."
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SEVEN OPENINGS.

CAPITOL THEATRE, NEW YORK ... Fourth sen-

sational week on Broadway. Biggest holdover en-

gagement since "Honky Tonic" and "Gone With The Wind!

V\LAFAYETTE THEATRE, BUFFALO... Tops every

week-day opening in 3 years despite snowy gale! Bigger

than "Mr. Smith", "Penny Serenade", "His Girl Friday"!

Record-breaking extended engagement!

vSTRAND THEATRE, PROVIDENCE... House record

for Columbia. Truly sensational mid-week opening! Noth-

ing like it ever before! Held over indefinitely!

vsSHUBERT THEATRE, CINCINNATI... Biggest

opening since "You Can't Take It With You"! Bigger

gross in three days than a big full week's business!

Truly phenomenal engagement!



TSELF THE GREATEST
I
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AMAZING FACTS!

WHlOLDOVERS!
^LINCOLN THEATRE, MIAMI BEACH . . . opening

tops any Columbia Picture ever to play theatre, including

Capra's! Holdout business! Never before such response!

^/MALTO THEATRE, TACOMA.Best week-day

opening since "Lost Horizon"! Record-breaking week!

Audience and press reaction terrific!

^/LIBERTY THEATRE, SEATTLE. . . Biggest gross in

five years! Tops "Mr. Smith", "You Can't Take It With You ',

His Girl Friday"! Crowds wait in downpour! Held over

for extended run!

LAURENCE LESLIE RAYMOND

OLIVIER HOWARD MASSEY
m

THE INVADERS
m ANTON WALBROOK • ERIC PORTMAN and introducing Miss GLYNIS JOHNS

Produced and Directed by Michael Powell • A COLUMBIA PICTURE
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Reisman Arranges

For Brazilian Shorts

(.Continued from Page 1)

tries south of the Rio Grande. Pic-
tures of North American home and
family life will be made up here for
showing in Latin-American schools
and churches. All subjects are be-
ing made through the Co-ordinator
of Inter-American Affairs.

Reisman reported yesterday that
Orson Welles had shot about 15,000
feet of Technicolor film at the annual
carnival in Rio which will be used
in the RKO production, "It's All
True."

RKO's business in Brazil is more
than 10 per cent better than the
corresponding period last year, while
theater business is up 20 per cent,
Reisman said. Increase, he explain-
ed, was due to the development of
new industries to offset the loss of
exports. Brazil, Reisman said, has
made great strides in cleaning out
Axis elements and appears to be
more anti-Axis as a whole even than
this country.

Warner Signs Freedley
To Make Musical Film

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Vinton Freedley,

Broadway producer, was signed yes-
terday by Jack L. Warner, to pro-
duce a musical film at the Burbank
studios.

Pic, as yet untitled, will star Ann
Sheridan, Dennis Morgan, Joan Les-
lie and Irene Manning.

'Arabian Nights' Wanger's
Next Pic for Universal

"Arabian Nights" will be Walter
Wanger's next production for Uni-
versal release. Already assigned to
roles are Jon Hall as "Haroon Al
Rasheed," Maria Montez as "Shah-
razad," and Sabu, who has just been
signed to a term contract by Uni-
versal. Pic will be made in Techni-
color.

WEDDING BELLS

Des Moines, la.—Melvin A. Wiese,
assistant shipper in the Des Moines
office of RKO Radio, was married to
Joan Dolores Sovey, also of Des
Moines.

Indianapolis—Morris Tobian, Uni-
versal booker, and Helen McLane,
will be married April 5 at the home
of the bride in Shelbyville, at a mid-
afternoon ceremony. After the wed-
ding they will leave immediately for
Chicago to spend their honeymoon.

Indianapolis—Laura Simmons of
the Paramount staff, and John R.
Byers will be married Saturday.
Groom will depart for the Army di-

rectly after the wedding.
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• • • SOMETHING every exhibitor should note in capital letters

on his desk calendar pad is what Columbia's "The Invaders" is doing

currently at the local Capitol Theater, and in other important keys 'round

the land First off, the Capitol engagement o' the pic enters a fourth

week on Thursday, and not since the tenures of the vaunted "GWTW"
and "Honky Tonk" has that stand witnessed such a holdover

We're not saying that "The Invaders" is or isn't gonna land among the

Ten Best of 1942. .... .It's not r.p to this corner to pick, choose, or even

speculate That's the job of the hundreds of professional film critics

of the U. S.„ and they'll have their selections to make at the proper time

But what we will say is that "The Invaders" is tagged for one of

the truly big-grosser spots among contemporary celluloid dramas

That is as plain as the nose on Jimmy Durante.—for the opus is mar-

velous pop entertainment and as timely as this very minute's news

T T T
• • • TO DATE, "The Invaders" is hitting 1,000 per cent in the

Holdover League,—seven for seven Situations are the Liberty, Seat-

tle; Lafayette, Buffalo; Strand, Providence; Shubert, Cincinnati; Lincoln,

Miami Beach; Rialto, Tacoma; and the aforementioned local Capitol

In every instance, the turnstiles clicked in excess of most of the

takes scored by thundering Columbia product of the past, such as "Mr.

Smith Goes to Washington," "You Can't Take It With You," "The

Awful Truth," "His Girl Friday," and "Here Comes Mr. Jordan"

Houses which have played the Laurence Olivier-Leslie Howard-Ray-

mond Massey hair-raiser have renewed old acquaintance with the SRO
sign as a result of this new-found b.o. friend It took a story of the

ocean to become the gem of Columbia

T T T
• • • REMEMBER PEARL HARBOR!

304 Out of 305 Pupils

See Movies Regularly

Springfield, Mass.— Delegates to

the Springfield Motion Picture

Council have reported results of a

school survey of the motion picture

habits and tastes of the pupils.

Three hundred and five children in

the 4th, 5th and 6th grades, from
9 to 11 and a half years of age,
filled out questionnaires.

Of the 305, 304 attend film the-
aters regularly. One hundred and
seventy-six go once every week; 44
go twice or three times; 88 go less

frequently but average one attend-
ance in two weeks.

Abbott and Costello are outstand-
ing favorites, the survey showed.
Only three admitted a special liking
for gangster films. Animated car-
toons are also favorites.

Rep. Buys Two Originals
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood —

- Republic has pur-
chased two original stories, "This'll

Kill You," mystery melodrama, by
George W. Yates and "Hold Your
Wife," comedy, by Frank Gill, Jr.,

both to be produced by Albert J.

Cohen.

Film Industry Praised
At Freedom Dinner

The motion picture industry in
general and Warner Bros, in par-
ticular received high praise for the
fine work being done in the pro-
duction of pictures helpful to the
church at the Freedom Dinner gi

en at the Hotel Roosevelt last njglit

by church leaders in the Christian
Endeavor Societies. One_/picture
cited in particular was
"One Foot in Heaven."

Will H. Hays' was toastmaster and
the Rev. Dr. Daniel A. Poling was
the guest of honor. Dr. Poling an-
nounced that Harry M. Warner, to
whom he paid a fine tribute, had
contributed $10,000 toward the work
of the Christian Endeavor.

Among the 3,000 persons present
were Francis S. Harmon, Carl E.
Milliken, Mort Blumenstock, Mayor
Fiorella H. LaGuaidia and Dr. Nor-
man Vincent Peale.

Move to Dismiss Murray Suit

Chicago—Spitz & Adcock filed a
motion to dismiss for B & K, Para-
mount and affiliated companies in
the Thomas Murray million dollar
anti-trust case in Federal Judge Wil-
liam Campbell's court yesterday.

180 Films on Hand

When Singapore Fell
j

(Continued from Page 1)

use of the pictures in the variou:-

companies' vaults Lury was unable i{

to say; nor had he anv informatior
as to the fate of the offices, although
he presumed that the invaders wercj
operating the branches. _j
Lury emphasized the importaj

of motion pictures in helping v^
keep up morale. For a few days af-

ter the war in the Pacific started

theater business in Singapore drop-

ped off, then picked up to such arj

extent that the houses that remainec
open were packed to capacity. The
Cathay and Alhambra were the twe
principal first-runs to stay open, sev-! ;

eral others having been requisitionec

as storehouses for food because of

the air conditioning equipment.
Singapore exchanges, Lury said

served about 200 theaters in Malays
and Thailand.

Browne Seeks Dismissal

Of 20-Fox Stockholder Sui

(Continued from Page 1)

and executives of the 20th Century-
Fox Film Corp. by nine stockholders

of the company on the ground thai

the complaint fails to state a cause]

of action.

The application is the first to test

the right of stockholders to sue or

disclosures of payments made tc

Bioff and Browne brought out in the

trial of the two former labor leaders,

The 20th-Fox suit, one of four ac-

tions brought against the majors
which paid extortion moneys, seeks

the return of $100,000 paid te

Browne and Bioff.

Federal Judge William Bondy yes-

terday denied an application of Para-
mount Pictures to stay the trial of

a Federal court stockholders' actioi]

seeking repayment of funds paid tc

Browne and Bioff. Paramount
sought the stay claiming that a

pending N. Y. Supreme Court actior

had been brought for the same re-

lief.

TO THE COLORS!

Bridgeport, Conn. — Nat Rubir
and Herbert Alpert, manager and
assistant respectively of the Lyric

here, resign as of tomorrow, to go

into Army service. William Sirica

of the Newington and Bethel The-
aters, will be in the Army by April.

Frank Toth, projectionist at the Co-
lonia, Bridgeport, and his assistant

Harry Kaplan, are both in the armed
forces, and are succeeded by Bob
Norton and Tom Stenedjko. Sam
Sorenson, assistant at the Capitol,

Bridgeport, is also in the Army and
is succeeded by Matthew Conge.

Chicago—Harry Hellman of the
Republic Exchange booking depart-
ment has joined the Army Air Corps.
Harry James takes over.
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C Names Eight

n Ad Film Action

(Continued from Page 1)

g agencies, allegedly organized by
id distributors to solicit national

j
Ivertising contracts, are Screen
roadcast Corp., New York City,

iid General Screen Advertising,
"^ Chicago. The trade association

—itioned in the complaint is the
:ssociation of Advertising Film

Jompanies.
Complaint charges that the defen-

j int distributors control about 90

p cent of the business in their in-

: istry and that about 8,000 theaters

small cities and towns are under
act to exhibit national advertis-

ing
or co-operative programs. It is

»inted out that manufacturers pay
r the production and screening of

jie pictures, while co-operative ad-

!?rtising is paid for by the manu-
cturer and his local dealer.

Unfair methods of competition in

olation of the Federal Trade Com-
mission Act are charged, especially

. ncerning the fixing of rates and
e establishment of rules and regu-
tions governing co-operative film

Ivertising deals and the granting
exclusive sales rights.

1 i Respondents have 20 days to an-

afver the complaint.

^ther of Bill Bishop Dies
Chicago—Thomas Bishop, father

Bill Bishop, M-G-M exploiteer,

: ed at Oklahoma City yesterday.

Missouri Theater, St. Louis, to Inaugurate
Wednesday 2 A. M. Show for Defense Workers

St. Louis—Missouri Theater will inaugurate a special 2 a.m. show for local

defense workers whose shift ends at midnight on Wednesday. Policy will be

followed weekly. Vicinity merchants will co-operate, their stores either remaining

open or reopening to accommodate the defense workers. Adoption of plan

follows conferences between F & M execs, and personnel managers of defense

plants.

Charges Schine Threat
To Obtain Three Theaters

(Continued from Page 1)

tories by the defendant exhibitors,

filed in Federal Court here by Sey-

mour Simon, special attorney in the

Department of Justice.

The three-paragraph Government
answer alleged the threats were
made against the Castamba The-
ater at Shelby, O., operated by Har-
old Shreffler, the Ohio Theater at
Van Wert, O., operated by Carl B.
Moore, and the Palace Theater, Lan-
caster, O., operated by Leo Kessel.
The Schine anti-trust suit is

scheduled for trial here April 28.

Eden Bitzer Recovers
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Eden, eight-year old

son of Billy Bitzer, the veteran cam-
eraman, and Mrs. Bitzer, who is an
understudy in the company of "Life
With Father", now playing the Coast,
has recovered from a brief illness.

"Life" opens a long engagement at
the Music Box, Hollywood, April 6.

Allied 'Open-Minded'
On New Sales Plan

(Continued from Page 1)

the UMPI sub-committee meets to-
morrow. The "committee of the
whole" convenes on Thursday.

WPB Plans No Early
Action on Raw Film Stock

(Continued from Page 1)

acid, ethyl alcohol, cotton linters and
sulphuric acid are extensively used
in films as well as being the chief
constituents of smokeless powder,
thus far no shortage in these mate-
rials was in sight.

Anti-Bank Night Rally
Staged in Athens, Tenn.

Athens, Tenn.—The first of a
series of mass meetings in the fight

against "bank nights" and gaming
devices was held by the United Chris-
tian Youth organization of Athens
last night.

Schenck, Moskowitz

Ask Leave to Appeal

(Continued from Page 1)

tion for alleged tax evasion, attor-

neys for the defendants stated yes-
terday. The application for a writ
of certiorari is to be made within the
next 30 days to the full bench of

the Supreme Court.

Meanwhile, on or about April 6,

defense attorneys will ask the U. S.

Circuit Court for a stay of the man-
date pending a decision by the Su-
preme Court on the question of an
appeal.

On Saturday Judge Thomas W.
Swan handed down a lengthy opin-

ion, concurred in by Judge Jerome N.
Frank and Harrie B. Chase, which
reached the conclusion that no sub-
stantial errors had been committed
in the trial of the action.

Theater Into Alleys

The Lane Theater Circuit, opera-
tors of the Gem and Lane Theaters
in Washington Heights, and the

Tribune Theater, at 160 Nassau St.,

has converted the former Loyal The-
ater, 185th St. and St. Nicholas
Ave., into a bowling alley at a cost

of more than $50,000.

Capitol Holds "Invaders"

Columbia's "The Invaders" will

play a fourth week at the Capitol

Theater in New York.

rs s
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AMPA 9S SALUTE TO
A GREAT SHOWMAN

AMPA is privileged to present

a special anniversary luncheon in honor of

CECIL B. DE MILLE
OX HIS 30 YEARS OF DISTINGUISHED SERVICE TO
THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

R. J. O'Donnell, the veteran showman,
will be toastmaster. Many Celebrities

from STAGE, SCREEN, and RADIO will

attend. Famous stars who have ap-

peared in Mr. De Mille's pictures are

expected.

This special luncheon will be held
THURSDAY, March 26, 1942 in the
MAIN BALLROOM of the Waldorf-
Astoria Hotel promptly at 12:45 noon.
Secure your table reservation now
through David O'Malley, Columbia
Pictures, 729 Seventh Ave., New York
City.
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Industry in Final Silent Tribute to Sidney R. Kent
Trade Notables at Church
Rites; Minute of Silence
Widely Observed at 2 P.M.

(Continued from Page 1)

at 11 a.m. were conducted by Dr.
Harry Emerson Fosdick.
As the impressive ritual for the

dead unfolded, a biting wind whipped
out of the West, and a blanket of dull
clouds scudded above the great
Gothic spire. But when the choir
was singing "Lead Kindly Light,"
which Kent had requested rendered
at his funeral, along with "Just As
I Am, Without One Plea," the sun
miraculously stabbed through the
stained glass windows, as if to sym-
bolize and illustrate a message which
Dr. Fosdick quoted:
"And now, one last request,—no

funeral gloom when I am gone.
Think of me as withdrawn into the
dimness, yours still, you mine. Re-
member all the best of our past, and
forget the rest, and so to where I

wait come gently on. Eternally
yours."
At the outset of the rites, more

than 1,000 persons had taken their

places in the pews, and to their num-
bers were added newspaper men and
trade press reporters, a number of
them friends of Sidney Kent during
the latter's long and distinguished
span of industry service.

36 Honorary Bearers

Silently the casket, bearing Kent's
body, and completely blanketed with
red roses, moved up the center aisle,

followed by the honorary pallbearers
who comprised Lt.-Col. Darryl F.
Zanuck, Joseph M. Schenck, Nicholas
M. Schenck, Herman Wobber, Syyros
Skouras, Will H. Hays, Adolph Zu-
kor, George J. Schaefer, Hermann
G. Place, Sen. Daniel 0. Hastings,
Frederick W. R. Price, Tom J. Con-
nors, William Goetz, Sol M. Wurtzel,
W. C. Michel, A. M. Botsford, George
Skouras, Sydney Towell, Watterson
Rothacker, Julian Johnson. Otto
Koegel, Charles Skouras, Elmer
Short, Winthrop Aldrich, Tyrone
Power, A. H. Blank, Neil Agnew, Pat
Casey, Felix Jenkins, Joseph Cooper,
Alan Friedman, Walter Hutchinson,
Hugh Strong, Al Boyd, Jack McKeon
and Dr. Edgar Meyer.
Paying tribute to Sidney Kent,

Dr. Fosdick declared: "In view of

the rich legacy our friend has left

us, we must think of him in terms
of triumph today. As Tennyson said,

'As if some fair city were one voice
Around a king returning from his wars.'

"Our friend lived a rich life, and
now falls on sleep, honored by all

who knew him, and deeply loved by

English Trade Will
Mourn Kent Today

London I By Cable) — Memorial

services for the late Sidney R. Kent
will be held this morning in St.

George's Church, Hanover Square,

Mayfair. Wide industry representa-

tion is assured.

"J frag for Mnvt of 3Hfa iKittiT

(Continued from Page 1)

subjection to Government censorship and coercion, and he worked with all his mind and heart for
such a standard of voluntary performance as would make compulsion needless.

"Is not this the central problem of our democracy? Our fathers at their best had a powerful
voluntary life. In this country they widened for us, as never had been done before in history,
the realm of self-directed, self-controlled, self-dedicated living. They trusted us to go on with
that. But that order of life is not merely a political system, self-perpetuating. The maintenance
of that order of life depends upon the maintenance of the free and voluntary spirit in the
people, creating uncoerced character, conduct, and public spirit. Democracy depends upon
volunteers. Mr. Kent was one of them. He wanted his affairs to be so run by his own free will
that no one would ever need to step in and run them for him.

"As a ministr of religion, caring deeply about the free life of the spirit, I pray for more of
his kind. See, my friends, whenever coercion increases, as it does today, that means that volun-
tariness has failed. Whenever in any realm the Government cannot get enough volunteers, it

necessarily turns to conscription. Here is a truth, without seeing which I think we cannot
understand the major problem of our social life today.

"When coercion increases and multiplies its impositions, that is because the voluntary, that
is to say, the free spiritual life, has failed. For life is divided into two parts: the compulsory
and the voluntary. They are like the sea and the land. They share the earth between them.
The more there is of one, the less there is of the other. We therefore have our choice: We can
develop in ourselves and in our nation a strong 3nd fruitful spiritual life that creates uncompelled
character and public spirit, or if we fail in that, coercion will come flooding in like an encroaching
sea. That is the inexorable alternative.

"Well, who am I to speak of our friend's leadership when some of you here know him so much
more intimately?"

his friends. The harvest of a fruit-

ful life is safely garnered in, and
the heritage is handed on to us.

"Occupying a position of dominant
influence in one of the most impor-
tant enterprises of our time, he has
left behind him, as you all know, a

record characterized by at least two
qualities.

"First, a high conscience about
making the industry he helped to

guide as socially useful as possible.

He stood for the clean against the

unclean, the constructive against the
destructive, the publicly serviceable

against the merely and meanly profit-

able. He felt deeply the responsi-

bility associated with his power, the

social obligation inherent in the tre-

mendous influence of pictures he pre-

sented to the people. Everyone who
^ares about America's estate at

home, and her influence and reputa-
tion abroad will nray that his ambi-
tion may descend on those who fol-

low him—as he phrased it, 'The con-

structive use of the motion picture

as a public service.'

"And second, our friend was not-

ably in all his personal relationships

not onlv an exponent but an exemp-
lar of the Golden Rule. The impres-
sion that his spirit of fair plav, see-

ing' the other person's point of view,
endeavoring to be just, has made
upon all who dealt with him consti-

tutes an extraordinary tribute to his

character. He was the kind of man
whom both sides wanted foi* an ar-

biter. He could be trusted to put
himself in other people's places and
do as he would be done by"

Quotes Friend's Testimony

Later in his brilliant eulogy. Dr.
Fosdick read "a testimonial of one
of vou concerning him (Kent),"
which said:

"Sidney Kent was a powe'- for good
in the communitv. Fp lived but nnp
li-Fo. -,>nd that one in the nre^ncp of
*>11 ffp lived in the o~'>n He "was

netna.llv what he seer""-1 A s to him.
wp saw and knew all. Sinceritv
-is written in his every act. and this

sincerity made him honest, unselfish
an'l true.

"To love truth for truth's sake is

the principal part of human perfec-

tion in this world. That, this man did.
Sidney Kent was absolutely honest,—honest in act, honest in word, and
honest in thought. The crime of
sham was not his. He was himself,
with no pretense. He recognized the
perfidy of pretense and the wicked-
ness of make-believe, and he ab-
horred them with the wholesome
hate they merit. What he thought, he
said; and what he said, he believed.
He moved among his fellows daily,

in virile activity, alive and forceful,
giving and taking,—and men believed
him. What higher tribute can be
paid him?"
Commenting upon this quoted trib-

ute. Dr. Fosdick remarked:
"Well, such a man is himself an

argument for immortality. Such a
spirit has in it the abiding quality
that ought to go on through death,
and that in this sanctuary of faith
we believe does go on."
As part of his concluding prayer.

Dr. Fosdick supplicated that God's
mercy "rest upon, a company of
friends, who today remember with
grateful affection Thy servant who
has fallen on sleep. For his up-
rightness and integrity of charac-
ter, his courage, his strength of
will, his resolute and steadfast man-
ner of life, thanks be to Thee; for
his devotion to his family, his loy-

alty to his friends, his patriotism
as a citizen, and his high honor as
a man, thanks be to Thee. Give to

those, who most intimately mourn
his going, wide margins of resource
around their dailv need, and deep
wells to draw their comfort from."

Industry Leaders at Rites

Among the members of Kent's
family at the services were his

widow, Lilyan; his two brothers,
Arthur H. of San Francisco, and
Larry, connected with Fox West
Coast Theaters in Los Angeles; and
his daughtre, Mrs. Don Wilson.

So great was the outpouring of
film nersonages and other notables,

that it was patentlv impossible to

compile a list of them all. But
among those present were Postmas-
ter General Frank C. Walker. James
A. Farley, Barney Balaban, Francis
S. Harmon, John Golden, Ned E.

Tribute of a Friend

Read at the Service;

Burial at Ardsley

Depinet, Carl E. Milliken, C. C. Pet-
tijohn, Harry D. Buckley, Davie
Bernstein, Sam E. Morris, Ea»J
Hammons, George Borthwick, f
Emanuel, Martin Quigley, Roy No\.
Kenneth Clark, Joel Swenson, Ar-
thur DeBra, Leo Brecher, Roger Al-

bright, Lester Thompson, Harold
Smith, David Palfreyman, Fred Du-
Vall, Arthur S. Dickinson, Austin
Titus, Sam Rinzler, Jack Alicoate
Ed Kuykendall, Col. H. A. Cole, Har
ry Cohn, Harry Brandt, Gus S
Eyssell, Austin Keough, Don M
Mersereau, Ed Peskay, Jack Cohn
Arthur Mayer, Emerson Yorke, Saul
Rogers, John Caskey, Chester B
Bahn, Budd Rogers, Phil Reisman
Colvin Brown, T. Hay Hunter
Charles Moskowitz, Pete Harrison"
Glendon Allvine, Ed Fay, Max A
Cohen, Joe Bernat, Charles Goetz
Louis Frisch Earl Wingart, Charles
E. McCarthy, Skip Weshner, Jin:

O'Loughlin. Tony Muto, Eddie Al-

person, William Heineman, Harrj
Kalmine, Maurice Kann, G. B. J
Frawley, Bill Ornstein, Sherwooc
Kane, Henry Siegel, Tom Bailey
Harry Ballance, Earl Sweigert, Leor
Netter, M. F. Gowthorpe, William
German and Charles Conn.

TriStates, Central States
Halt in Respect for Kent

Des Moines, la.—All activities al

the Tri-States and Central States

theaters in Iowa, Nebraska and Il-

linois suspended for 2 minutes al

1 p.m. yesterday in respect for th€

late Sidney R. Kent. The film ex

ecutive started his career in lows
and was a close friend of A. H
Blank, head of the two theater cir-

cuits. Blank attended the funerai

services in New York.

I

Chicago Holds Memorial
Services for S. R. Kent

Chicago—The industry in the Chi-

1

cago territory joined in paying trib-;

ute to the late Sidney R. Kent at a,

short memorial service at 2 p.m. yes-

terday in the Little Theater of the

local 20th-Fox exchange.
Jules Rubens, Great States execu-

tive, eulogized Kent at the meeting.

Leaders from the trade attended in

large numbers.

Close 20-Fox 0. O.

All Bay in Tribute
Twentieth Century-Fox's home

office closed all day yesterday, and

at 11 a.m. all company branches

throughout the world shuttered, out

of respect to the memory of the

late Sidney R. Kent. All studios on

the Coast halted for a full minute,

when the funeral services started in

New York. The local Roxy Theater

suspended its show at 2 p.m. for a

spoken tribute to the deceased.
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REPORT ALLIED TO SUBMIT A SALES PLAN
Nassau County Blackout Slashes Grosses 50 P.C.
ill Clear Sounded at 9:25;

"ew Patrons Turned Out
'or Feature Thereafter

. Nassau's first county-wide test

ackout dealt a K.O. blow to film

leater business on Long Island last

ght with grosses slashed 50 per
Imt in the majority of instances and
' ith theaters in some cases report-

g even deeper cuts. Those which
oened new programs yesterday ap-
irently suffered fully as much as
lose with programs doing a Tues-
ly fade-out, a Film Daily check-

(Continued on Page 8)

ludson Institutional

railers Available
1

Institutional trailers, inaugurated
Michigan under the Allied-Hudson
an, are available to theaters in

her states, according to Ray
ranch, Michigan Allied president,
ho said in New York yesterday
at the public reaction to the trail-

s has been excellent.

Branch said that 390 theaters in
(.Continued on Page 8)

onciliator Seeks to End
lajors-SPG Pact Dispute

The U. S. Conciliation Service has
tervened in the contract dispute
tween the New York SPG and the

1 ?ajor film companies and conciliator

(Continued on Pag'! 8)

W ell. What's a Boat
. . . Without a Sale!

Detroit — Go-getter Columbia
Salesman George McCoy decided to

go up to the New Vassar Theater,

at Vassar, and vend his company's

product to Stanley Smith. When he

arrived, he found ( 1 ) that the Cass
River was on its second flood ramp-
age in two weeks, and (2) Smith
a fathom above his own stage in a

canoe, raising up the amplifiers and

screen to the ceiling. All seating

had been removed previously. Smith's

preoccupation didn't stop McCoy
from talking a deal.

War Brings First AU-Feminine Theater
Staff to Constant's Palace at Canton, ©.

Canton, 0.— It's here, boys, the first war-time house staff solidly feminine.

Appointment of Janet Burt as house manager of the Palace, to succeed

Ralph Russell, who enlisted in the Navy, is announced by George A. Delis, district

manager of the A. G. Constant circuit.

Miss Burt is the first woman to hold an executive post in a Canton theater

and with her assignment, the house is staffed entirely by women. She had

been house manager of the Hanna Theater, Cleveland for the last two years.

Heavy Taxes Hold

Down GTE Profits

Consolidated net profit of General
Theaters Equipment Corp. for 1941,

after all charges and Federal taxes,

amounted to $1,315,418 compared
with $849,820 in 1940, according to

the annual report released today.
The 1941 earnings were equivalent to

$2.24 a share on 586,087 shares of

capital stock outstanding at the
year-end compared with $1.45 per
share earned in the preceding year.

Net sales for the year were $14,-

048,798 against $9,130,186 in the

(Continued on Page 6)

Metro's Nail Machines
Help War Conservation

A machine for straightening nails,

thus permitting the re-use of nails

in the construction of sets, has been
invented at the M-G-M studios and
will be made available to other stu-

dios, it was announced yesterday by
(Continued on Page 6)

Map Plans to Meet

Higher Theater Costs

Measures for coping with rising

costs of theater operation were dis-

cussed at a meeting of Warner Bros.

Theater zone managers in Newark
yesterday, with Harry M. Kalmine,
assistant general manager of the

Warner circuit, as the principal

speaker. Harry Goldberg and Leon-
ard Schlesinger also addressed the

meeting which was presided over by
Don Jacocks, zone manager.
Due to increased cost of film,

paper, labor and other items, theater
(Continued on Page 3)

1,000 Showings of 16 mm.
Pix a Week in U. K.—Baird

At a cocktail reception held in

his honor yesterday afternoon by
officials of the Museum of Modern
Art, Thomas Baird, in charge of 16

mm. film activities for Britain's

Ministry of Information, declared
(Continued on Page 6)

Industry Again Hit in Canada
Can't Hire Men Between 17 and 45

Air Raid Signal System
For 35 Rochester Houses

Rochester—A signal system that
will warn all of the 35 theaters here
in 5 to 7 minutes of an air raid has
been set up by local theater manag-
ers as they move forward with their

air raid precaution program.

Under the plan, a signal board
(Continued on Page 3)

Toronto—Latest obstacle for film

business in Canada is the action of

the Federal Government placing
film distributing companies and the-

aters in restricted occupation cate-

gories, thus preventing hiring of new
male employes for any purpose. Be-
tween 17 and 45 years of age unless
the applicant was previously dis-

charged from the armed forces or

is medically unfit.

The film trade is one of the stated
(Continued on Page 6}

Agreement Said Reached
At All-Day Session of

Its Board of Directors

Allied is expected to go into to-

day's meeting of the UMPI sub-
committee with a definite plan which
will be submitted either as a sub-
stitute for the blocks-of-12 formula
or as an amended proposal. The
plan is reported to be a simplified

consolidation of the suggestions sub-
mitted by the various units.

The reported agreement on a
sales method was the result of a
meeting of Allied's board of direc-

tors which was in session at the

Hotel Warwick yesterday from 10:30

a. m. to 7:05 last night, followed
(Continued on Page 8_)

Mass. Coastal Area

Blacks Out Mar. 31

Boston—Total blackout for the en-

tire coastal area, including not only

Greater Boston but all of the North
and South Shore towns and cities,

has been ordered for March 31 by
the Massachusetts Committee on
Public Safety.
To make things more realistic this

time, there will be no advance warn-
ing as to the hour and there will be

(Continued on Page 8)

Hub Business Continues
To Show Marked Gains

Boston—Business continues excel-

lent at all Boston theaters, with
gains from 15 to 35 per cent over

the corresponding 1941 week report-

ed by leading houses.
Keith Memorial and Keith Boston

reported biz respectively 15 per cent

(Continued on Page 8)

Shops for Hitching
Posts for Drive-In

Cleveland — Dudley Boyer, who
operates a Drive-In Theater near

Dover, was in town recently shop-

ping for hitching posts. Just an-

other evidence of preparedness.
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FINANCIAL
(Tuesday, Mar. 24)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (2y2%) 6% 6% 63/4

Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East. Kodak 121 119i/

8 121 +2
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq 11% 11% "% + i/4
Loew's, Inc 40 39% 39%
do pfd
Paramount 14y2 14 14'/2 + %
Para. 1st pfd
RKO 2% 25/8 25/8
RKO $6 pfd
20th Century-Fox . . 9% 9% 9% + %
20th Century-Fox pfd
Warner Bros 5 5 5
do pfd .....71 71 71 +2

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Fara. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. deb. 4s56 .... ....
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48

101 1001/2 101 + Vi
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Monogram Picts

Radio-Keith cvs

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor 7% 7% 73^

Broder Taking Over Rex
Detroit—Jack Broder, circuit own-

er, is slated to take over the Rex
Theater, west side house, from the
London Circuit, March 31.

MITCHELL MAY, Jr.

CO., INC.

INSURANCE
Specializing

in requirements of the

Motion Picture Industry

75 Maiden Lane, New York

510 W. 6th St. Los Angeles

Concentrate Distribution

Of Three Defense Shorts

Distribution of the first three de-
fense reels under the new release
system starts this week through the
Warner Bros, exchanges. The sub-
jects are "Fighting Fire Bombs,"
(five minutes); "Ring of Steel," (10
minutes) and "Any _Bonds Today,"
(three minutes).
With distribution of "Fighting

Fire Bombs" being concentrated on
coastal and Great Lakes areas, prints
of "Ring of Steel" will be shipped
initially to inland branches. Press
books, scene mats and ad slugs are
available on the latter two subjects.
Trucking companies that are mem-
bers of Film Carriers, Inc., will

transport the pictures gratis and no
overtime will be charged by IATSE
operators when overtime arises as
a consequence of running the Gov-
ernment pictures.

Henderson and Gray
Named to Ascap Board

Ray Henderson, composer and
lyricist, and Donald Gray, music
publisher, have been elected to the
board of directors of Ascap, replac-
ing Jerome Kern and Walter Kra-
mer, respectively. Gene Buck, presi-

dent, Geoffrey O'Hara and George
W. Meyer, writer-members, have
been re-elected to the board, as have
three publisher-members, Max Drey-
fus, John O'Connor and Jack Mills.

Ascap's annual dinner and general
membership meeting will be held
tomorrow night at the Ritz-Carlton
Hotel.

Film Truck Drivers

To Start Negotiations

Detroit—Negotiations for renewal
of annual contracts with film truck
drivers start April 1 here. Con-
tracts expire on May 1, and plans
are to have all negotiations com-
pleted by that time. Little difficulty

is anticipated at this stage by part-

ies on the inside.

Actual volume of film shipments
has increased markedly of late, ac-
cording to Central Shipping Bureau,
handling all shipments. This is at-

tributed largely to an increased num-
ber of bookings per available active
prints, and possibly indicates de-
creased number of prints being used
in the area, according to observers.

Theater, Facing Suit,

Re-hires Ex-Draftee

Youngstown, O. — Clarence E.
Wire, an Army selectee, released
from service because of age was re-

hired by a Youngstown theater and
given $646 back pay, after U. S.

District Attorney Don C. Miller
threatened to sue the theater to com-
pel its taking Wire back. Miller
said it was one of the first cases of
its kind in the country.

Spiker, Goldwyn's Farley
Hollywood — Sam Goldwyn has

signed Ray Spiker to plav James A.
Farley in "Pride of the Yankees."

Griffis Heads New
Navy Relief Group

Stanton Griffis, who on Monday
was named chairman of the Spe-

cial Events Committee of the Navy
Relief So-

ciety, will set

up a nation-

wide network

of local spe-

cial events
committees as

his first act

in his new
capacity.

These com-
mittees will
represent
sports, mo-
tion pictures,

theater and
arena exhibi-

tions and will include outstanding

figures in all special fields of en-

tertainment. Griffis, chairman of

Paramount's executive committee
and chairman of the board of Madi-
son Square Garden, will announce
the personnel of the committees

shortly.

STANTON GRIFFIS

Eyssell to Host Party
(n Honor of DeMille

Gus S. Eyssell, Radio City Music
Hall's managing director, will host
a dinner party tomorrow evening in

the theater's studio apartment in

honor of Cecil B. DeMille. Other
guests will include Mr. and Mrs.
A_dolph Zukor, Mr. and Mrs. Barney
Balaban, Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
Kirkland, Mr. and Mrs. John W.
Hicks, Stanton Griffis, Austin
Keough, Neil Agnew and Robert
Gillham.

Following the dinner, the party
will attend DeMille's "Reap the Wild
Wind" which is the feature picture

of the Music Hall's Easter show.

Saginaw Funeral Rites

Today for Roy Tillson

COmmG and GOIM

WILLIAM WISTER HAINES, author of RKO
forthcoming "Bombardier," is in Washingtor
D. C, conferring with Lt. Commander Fran

Wead and other army officials on the technics

angles of the film.

JAMES POLLACK of the RKO studio traile

department has returned to Hollywood fror

New York.

ector of fi3*B

"Jungle Bl
MIKLOS ROZSA, musical director

ander Korda's Rudyard Kipling's

is in town to record the music from the fill

for Victor.

JINX FALKENBURC arrives from the Coas
today to rehearse for a personal appearanc
tour opening in Philadelphia Friday. Ther
will follow dates in Chicago, Cleveland, Bostor

F. J. A. MCCARTHY, Southern and Canadia
division manager of Universal, left yesterday fc

a vacation in Miami Beach

CAROLYN LEE, child star, has left Hollywoo
with her mother, MRS. WARREN COP'P, to joi

her father in her home town, Martin's Fern
Ohio.

ABE BERNSTEIN leaves today for Springfieh

Massachusetts to handle exploitation campaig
on Columbia's "The Invaders" at the Bijoi

opening April 3.

A. W. SCHWALBERG
from the Coast.

MORRIS GOODMAN, Republic vice-prexy,

en route to Mexico City.

planed in yesterda

Para. Theater Chandelier
Come Down as Precautio:

Paramount Theater is taking fui

ther steps to promote the safety c

its patrons in case of air raids. Th
massive crystal chandeliers in tb

grand lobby will come down withi
the next few weeks.
Art objects have been removed c

placed in recesses and fastened dow
with iron rods.

Saginaw, Mich.—Roy Tillson, 55,

manager of the Temple Theater at

Saginaw, died suddenly Monday.
Funeral will be held today. Tillson^

managed the first-run houses of the

Butterfield Circuit, including the Ma-
jestic at Kalamazoo and the Strand
at Lansing for the past 22 years
His widow and daughter survive.

Broadcast DeMille Luncheon
A half-hour broadcast, arranged

in conjunction with the special

events department of WNEW, will

feature the Ampa luncheon for Cecil

B. DeMille at the Waldorf-Astoria
tomorrow. There will be addresses
by DeMille, Will Hays, Gloria Swan-
son, William A. Brady, R. J. O'Don-
nell.

Chas. Mersereau Recovering

Charles Mersereau, New York rep-
resentative for Jay Emanuel Publi-
cations, is convalescing at his Pier-

mont residence.

Frisco Jap Exhibitor

Seized in Spy Roundup '

San Francisco—Federal agents ei

gaged in a roundup of Jap agent
on the West Coast have arrested ¥
Inouye, local exhibitor. Inouye
said by the FBI to have been a men
ber of a Jap secret society, Sokok
Kai, closely allied with Nippon
Black Dragon, extreme nationals,

organization of Army officers an
Buddhist priests.

Sunday Pix for Duration

Camden, S. C.—The town counc
voted to permit Sunday movies an
baseball here for the duration.

EVERY TELEGRAM'S A

RUSH TELEGRAM AT

Tostal
Telegraph

CHARGES FOR TELEGRAMS
'PHONED IN APPEAR ON YOUR

ITJK TELEPHONE BILL.
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Warners to Strike

Musical Keynote

Behind the recent announcement
of several new musical films by War-
i er Bros, is a reported move of the
company again to bid for the lead in

this type of entertainment, prompted
i^iefly by the advisability of giving
""£: public more gay films and fewer
s .lious topics for the duration.

In addition to half a dozen big
musicals already lined up, Warners
will stress comedy as another prime
essential of public entertainment in

these times, with romance and ad-

venture likewise coming in for at-

tention, while realism and strictly

serious themes, with the exception of

inspirational subjects, will be held to

a minimum.
Decision to make this departure is

understood to have been based upon
Held reports indicating a demand for

more "escapist" entertainment to off-

set the current preponderance of

seriousness on the radio and in

newspapers and magazines.
Not since the "Golddiggers" and

'•42nd Street" era has Warner Bros,

embarked on a musical program of

the pi-oportions now indicated by the

company's plans. Besides, greater

use of music is being made in all

Warner films suitable for such treat-

ment, not only in the way of back-
ground theme music but also the in-

sertion of song numbers where pos-

sible.

The theory is that music is one of

the best mediums of inducing relaxa-

tion in these times of nervous ten-

sion.

Map Plans to Counter

3
Soaring Theater Costs

(.Continued from Page 1)

A, operating costs at present are con-

;j;
siderably higher than pre-war days

J
with a continued rise indicated, and

4, the main purpose of the conference

ijr was to work out plans for meeting
the higher overhead.

Uphcan Drops WB Suit

Thomas Carlton Upham yesterday
discontinued his plagiarism suit in

Federal Court against Warner Bros.
Complaint had charged infringement
of Upham's play, "Lost Boy," in the

Warner picture, "Mayor of Hell."

s

:!

Ray Enright
Bertram Millhauser

El Brendel

Edward F. Hurley
David T. Katz
Phillip Reed

"Tlie Industry With A Heart". .

.

• • • THAT'S what the Rev. Dr. Daniel A. Poling, one of the na-

tion's leading churchmen and editor of The Christian Herald, said of the

motion picture business before a large audience at a Freedom Dinner in

the local Hotel Roosevelt on Monday night The occasion was spon-

sored by Christian Endeavor leaders as a testimonial to Dr. Poling, but

it became very much of a tribute to the film industry For its pro-

duction of morale-building films, in the unpublicized humanitarian work
of its top executives, and in the time and talent given freely by its stars

and other workers, the industry was lauded by church leaders in one

of the most heart-warming demonstrations of good-will between this in-

dustry and the pulpit

T T T
• • • ONE of the big factors in bringing about this friendly

and harmonious feeling was the production of "One Foot hi Heaven,"

and, accordingly, H. M. Warner and Warner Bros, came in for special

praise by the churchmen They even revealed that in their sincere

conscientiousness they had tried to dissuade Warners from investing

such a large sum of money (over $1,000,000) in the story of a country

parson The church people themselves were afraid it would not be

boxofjice So you can imagine their surprise and joy o'er the pic-

lure's reception

T T T
• • • THE industry's importance in the war effort; the all-out co-op

it is giving toward the preservation of freedom and democracy; and

the mutality of service possible from the screen and pulpit to attain

this end, were among the highlights of the churchmen's addresses,

—

and through it all came the feeling, the evidence, the proof that the

church and the motion pictures no longer need remain far apart, in fact

no longer are far apart, and that understanding has come between them.

T T T
• • • WILL H. HAYS, in the role of the dinner's toastmastcr,

was in top oratorical form His remarks presenting the guest of

honor were as glowing as they were richly deserved Of Dr. Poling

he said in part: "He is my idea of a minister in the truest sense of the

word. In his character, his intellectual integrity, his sympathy and

understanding, his desire for good and the energy and ability to make

that desire felt, he embodies all that a minister should be. He not

only preaches; he practices, and, judged by his interest in his fellow

man, he includes the whole world in his congregation"

T T
• • • AS becomes all real leaders in these days of national crisis,

MPPDA's president referred to the war in these words: "This country is

indeed in a total war,—and a total war is a war in which every single

man, woman and child is concerned. We are now getting munitions,

tanks and planes, but to win this war we now lack something that no

factory or munitions maker can turn out. It is something of the spirit, of

the emotions; it is something that such men as the spiritual leaders

here tonight can help give us. We remember Rudyard Kipling's Ship

that Found Herself. You remember how the little voices of all the parts

finally merged themselves into the one mighty voice of the ship. So we

will make certain that there is one great voice of the people rising,

blending into a thunderous symphony of Victory. That is something

that is only surely brought about by the spiritual,—and it must be in-

creasingly ours if we are to go to the ultimate Great Victory"

T V T
• • • REMEMBER PEARL HARBOR!

Small-town Exib.

Out in the Cold

Shifts in theater attendance,
caused by tire priorities and gaso-
line rationing, will not help the small
town exhibitor, despite statements to

the contrary by Grad Sears and Carl
Leserman at the recent United Ar-
tists convention in Chicago, accord-
ing to Pete Wood, secretary of the

ITO of Ohio.

Commenting on Leserman's re-

marks that the change in theater-

going habits would bring greater
revenue to the small town exhibitor

and to the company, Wood pointed
out yesterday that the small towns
were suffering more than big towns
because of the draft. The tendency,

Wood said, is for people to move
from the small towns to the larger

cities and towns because of greater

employment possibilities.

Effects of the draft are felt more
in comparison in smaller communi-
ties and theater owners cannot pay
more for product, Wood contended.

Air Raid Signal System
For 35 Rochester Houses

(Continued from Page 1)

will be installed in an office in the

Keith building. From there, warn-
ings will go out to managers at five

theaters. They in turn will spread

the warning to other theaters on

their list, and so on until all the

houses have been covered.

At a recent meeting, the managers
also voted a plan to finance the pro-

gram. Under the plan, 500-seat

houses will pay a $2 fee, and the

"tax" will be graduated upwards,
according to size, to $10 which the

major houses will pay.

Another meeting of the group will

be held Friday at the Hotel Seneca.

TO THE COLORS!

Detroit—Possibly the first Michi-

gan father and son team among ex-

hibitors in service is reported from
the Gem Theater at Cassopolis.

Owner is now Maj. G. W. O'Boyle,

reserve officer called to active ser-

vice. His son has joined the Signal

Corps. Mrs. O'Boyle and a daughter
are running the show.

Detroit—Lester Burk, manager of

the Stone Theater, has left to join

the Army. His place is being taken
by Joseph Mroz, formerly of the

Lyric Theater.

Pittsburgh — William Lipsie, Jr.,

son of the partner of Michael Ma-
nos in the operation of the Indiana
County Theaters, Inc., and Manos
Circuit, has resigned as manager of

the Grand Theater in Latrobe to join

the Air Corps.
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25,000,000 readers of LIF

and LOOK will get up earl

to see "Twin Beds" after they

see these eye-arresting lay-outs

in new space arrangements in

with MISCHA AUER Una Merkel

Glenda Farrell Ernest Truex • Margaret Hamilton

Based on the Stage Success "TWIN BEDS" by Margaret Mayo and Salisbury

Field • Screenplay by Curtis Kenyon and Kenneth Earl and E. Edwin Moran

Directed by TIM WHELAN • Released Thru United Artists
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CHESTERFIELD'S 30,000 BILLBOARDS from coast to

coast feature Joan Bennett in her American Woman's

Voluntary Service uniform. She's featured also in

4-color national magazine advertising totaling a

circulation of 60,000,000 ... all plugging "Twin Beds"!
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EDWARD SMALL presents

JOAN BflWETT

>7/A
Such bedroom bedlam!

Such gay goings-on"/

And what a

comedy cast! /
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FACE RED/*
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with MISCHA AUER Una Merkel

Glenda Farrell Ernest Truex - Margaret Hami

Based on the Stage Success "TWIN BEOS" by Margaret Mayo and Sal

Field • Screenplay by Curtis Kenyon and Kenneth Earl and £. Edwin

Directed by TIM WHELAN • Released Thru United Artists

isbury

Moran

A spread in color in LOOK—
across the bottom of two pages
that carry the popular Photocrime
feature!
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Heavy Taxes Hold

Down GTE Profits

(Continued from Page 1)

preceding year. Provision for Fed-

eral income taxes, including excess

profits taxes, amounted to $1,066,-

048 for 1941 against $262,650 in

1940.

In recognition of the expanded
scope of the activities and products
of subsidiaries, a change in the name
of the corporation to General Precis-
ion Equipment Corp. has been pro-
posed and will be voted upon by the
stockholders at their annual meet-
ing.

GTE, the balance sheet shows,
holds 185,600 shares of Twentieth
Century-Fox common stock, carried
at cost, $5,016,816.15. It is noted
that the quoted market value at Dec.
31 last was $1,299,200. The report
says that while no dividends on the
stock were received during 1941, a
dividend of 25 cents per share re-

cently had been declared.

The report stated that GTE late

last year had acquired all outstand-
ing capital stock of both Librascope,
Inc., of Burbank, Calif., and of the
Hertner Electric Co. of Cleveland
and the latter's wholly owned inac-

tive subsidiary, Gas-Electric Motors,
Inc.

President Earle G. Hines in his

letter to the stockholders says that
to meet the "all-out" production pro-
gram of the manufacturing subsid-
iaries, etc., the management since

the first of the year has made ar-

rangements for adequate bank cred-

its.

REVIEWS Of n£UJ flLfnSFilm Industry is

Again Hit in Canada

1,000 Showings of 16 mm.
Pix a Week in U. K.—Baird

{Continued from Page 1)

that currently some thousand show-
ings a week with 16 mm. films are
taking place in British factories;

that the Ministry is now making 200
film productions per year, 90 of

which are in 16 mm. form.

He said that transportation diffi-

culties, as a result of the war, have
compelled the Government to take
films to the people because of the

people's inability to attend the cin-

ema. The narrow gauge films, he
said, are being shown to factory
workers on all shifts and that in the

theaters the Government, as a result

of the spdendid co-operation of the-

ater operators, is now showing of-

ficial films, designed to stimulate

the war effort in every theater and
at every show.

Baird, who will be in the U. S.

some two months, praised the screen

writers of Britain, a committee of

which group is working closely with
the Government to see that the maxi-
mum number of ideas which will

benefit the war effort are included in

full-length (35 mm.) as well as those

of shorter length. On this commit-
tee, among others, are Leslie How-
ard and Michael Towell.

"Rudyard Kipling's

Jungle Book"
with Sabu

UA-Korda 109 Mins.

TECHNICOLOR BINGE IS STORY-BOOK
STUFF LOADED WITH EXCITING AD-
VENTURE.

Alexander Korda has printed the screen
edition of "Jungle Book," that famous Rud-
yard Kipling classic, in Technicolor without
concern for cost. He has given this one
the works. Wondrous to behold are its

lavishness and expansiveness. The subject,

what with its exotic jungle background
teeming with animal life, was made to order
for the Technicolor treatment. Never has
celluloid taken such a color bath. Never
has Technicolor been used so artistically and
with such poetic effect. The film abounds
with scenes like panels from a painter's

brush.

This film is a plunge into another world
—a world of pure make-believe. It does
not stand up under the critical treatment
applied to the ordinary film. It cannot
be looked at realistically. It's Tarzan
sort of stuff that must be accepted as

something purely out of the imagination.
If audiences accept it for what it is, they
will be vastly entertained by it. If they
insist on applying reason to it, then they
will be in for a tough time; in fact they
will laugh at most of it. The idea of a

person's talking with animals (which the
leading character in the film does) doesn't
lend itself to serious analysis. You simply

have to take it for granted. That's the
way it is with a good portion of this pro-

duction.

The film is highly moralistic. Mowgli,
the focal character, lost in the jungle,

is brought up by wolves. As a youth he
rediscovers civilization and is restored to

his mother (Rosemary De Camp). The boy
is disillusioned by man's greed and lust,

comparing him to the tiger, the killer of the
jungle world, upon whom he has vowed
vengeance for slaying his father. (Don't
know how he found out about the tiger's

killing his pop. Maybe the birdies—ahem
—the animals of the jungle told him, seeing
as how he can speak their language.) Three
men (Joseph Calleia, John Qualen, Frank
Puglia) attempt to force Mowgli to take
them to a jungle treasure to which he has

the secret. They find it without his help

and start to fight over it. Two of them
die; the third goes insane and sets the vil-

lage and jungle afire, giving the film a

spectacular finale. Mowgli, renouncing
the ways of man, returns to the jungle

after killing the tiger.

Laurence Stallings is credited with the

screenplay and dialogue. He has managed
to cram plenty of excitement and action

into the film, but he would have been wiser

had he allowed some of the denizens of the

jungle to play dumb. Often they talk too

much for the good of the film. Zoltan
Korda's direction gives full rein to the story.

Sabu does a splendid job as Mowgli. The
rest of the cast is generally first-rate.

CAST: Sabu, Joseph Calleia, John Qua-
len, Frank Puglia, Rosemary De Camp,
Patricia O'Rourke, Ralph Byrd, John Mather,
Faith Brook, Noble Johnson.

CREDITS: Producer, Alexander Korda;
Director, Zoltan Korda; Screenplay; Laur-

ence Stallings; Based on Rudyard Kipling's

"Jungle Book"; Cameramen, Lee Garmes,
W. Howard Green; Editor, William Horn-

"Mokey"
M-G-M 88 Mins.

THIS LOOKS LIKE A SLEEPER THAT
WILL MAKE BOXOFFICE DREAMS COME
TRUE.

Out of nowhere comes this film to bring

rejoicing to the exhibitors of the nation.

That certain human quality that strikes a

universal chord has seldom been contained

in such full measure in a Hollywood prod-

uct. Here is something that digs deeply

into the heart and brings forth a wealth

of honest emotions as one seldom experi-

ences.

This simple tale of a little boy is pre-

cious stuff—stuff made for the tastes of

every type of audience, in big city and in

hamlet, rich and poor. For parents especially

it looms as tremendous entertainment.

Women, whatever their status, will revel

in it.

Audiences will find themselves living with

the tyke, throwing themselves out to him
—so real and vividly does his fragile child-

hood odyssey pick its way in a world of

men and women. Here really is something
to warm a filmgoer's heart.

This Mokey is utterly irresistible. There
is nothing unbelievable about the things he

does. When he gets into trouble he brings

to mind countless little fellows like him
who have crossed our vision in actual life.

M-G-M has performed the miracle with-

out benefit of a name cast. Mokey is en-

trusted to an unknown, eight-year-old Bobby
Blake, who will burst into the limelight

when this film is released. The kid is sen-

sational, considering that his only film ex-

perience has been in Our Gang comedies.

His performance is a glowing tribute to

Wells Root's directorial skill.

Not often has a moppet been called upon
to do such a man-size job in a film. Let it

be recorded that Master Blake delivers like

a trouper in a role that requires him to

run the gamut of youthful emotions. The
film is his and he scampers away with it.

His acting is always in key—a rare achieve-

ment for one so young. He remains so

genuine, so unaffected, so true to the

character that he tears your heart out and

gains unqualified sympathy for the sweet,

sensitive little lad who constantly is get-

ting into difficulty, not because he is

malicious but because of lack of under-

standing and a restraining force, what with

his mother dead and his father, a traveling

man, always away from home. ,

The memory of his mother seems to mo-
tivate the child's behavior. Greedy for af-

fection, he turns hopefully to his father's

new wife, but she proves too young and in-

experienced to wipe that memory from his

mind. The new mother struggles with the

problem valiantly if unsuccessfully. The
youngster, without meaning harm, twice gets

involved in childish peccadillos that land

him in juvenile court and twice disappears

from home to the profound anguish of dad

and step-ma. In the end he finds that love

and understanding he needs when the step-

ma opens her heart and vows to discharge

more efficiently her duty as a mother to

him, even though by then she has another

child to claim her attention. The woman
is as sympathetic a character as Mokey,

beck; Technicolor Color Director, Natalie

Kalmus; Special Effects, Lawrence Butler.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Great.

(Continued from Page 1)

businesses affected by the new con
scription order under which the
ater or film exchange employes ar
made liable for the army or fo1

transfer to war industry withou
replacement by male employesOi
military age.

J

<

The order provides that position
are to be held open for drafted me
after the war.

Metro's Nail Machines
Help War Conservation

{Continued from Page 1)

the War Activities Committee a

part of its conservation program.
The WAC also announced ths

M-G-M had developed a machine fc

sorting nails. It was pointed or
that in the past many tons of nail

had been wasted on every major lc

and nails of varying sizes frequentl
were dumped because it was consic

ered cheaper to do so than take tim
to re-sort them by sizes.

M-G-M will permit other studic

to build identical machines withov
the payment of royalties or pater
rights.

Schwalberg Completes
WB Exchange Checkup

A. W. Schwalberg, supervisor c

Warner Bros, exchanges, returned t

New York yesterday by plane froi

the Coast, after completing a three
week tour of the company's branc
offices. Schwalberg checked up o

the efficiency of exchange operation
under the new conditions and wi
submit a report of his findings t

Ben Kalmenson, general sales mar
ager.

Richard H. Reynolds Dead
Grand Rapids, Mich. — Richar

Howard Reynolds, 27, manager o

the Family and Vogue Theater;
owned by his father, Howard Rej
nolds, died in Blodgett Hospital. H
is survived by his wife, a son an
daughter, two sisters, a brother an
his parents.

never being anything but sincere and wel

intentioned.

Root covers himself with glory in thi

his first directorial effort. With Jan Foi

tune he was responsible also for the scree

play, based on stories by Jennie Harr

Oliver. It's a grand scripting job.

There are no weak spots in the actin

CAST: Dan Dailey, Jr., Donna Ree

Bobby Blake, Cordell Hickman, Willia

"Buckwheat" Thomas, Etta McDaniel, Ma
cella Moreland, George Lloyd, Matt Moor
Cleo Desmond, Cliff Clark, Mary Fiel

Bobby Stebbins, Sam McDaniel.

CREDITS: Producer, J. Walter Rubei

Director, Wells Root; Screenplay, Wei
Root, Jan Fortune; Based on stories by Jei

nie Harris Oliver; Cameraman, Chard

Rosher; Editor, Frank Sullivan.

DIRECTION, Great. PHOTOGRAPH
Good.
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OF

MOTION PICTURES

NEW FACTS! NEW FIGURES! NEW FEATURES!

This up-to-the-minute YEAR BOOK of

MOTION PICTURES brings you all the latest

answers—a million of them in one alphabeti-

cally indexed, easy - to - use volume. 1941

brought many epochal changes—only the

NEW 24th Edition of the Year Book records

them- and its thousand pages are packed with

NEW and revised materials on the motion

picture industry to keep you informed and

answer your questions during 1942.

*
Published by
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and Given Free with a Year's Subscription .

Over 7,000 Pages
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Report Allied Plan

To Be Offered Today

(Continued from Page 1)

by an executive committee meeting
later in the evening.
While Allied is reported to have

reached an agreement on a method
of buying and selling pictures, off-

ered as a substitute for the present
blocks-of-five, it was indicated in
trade ciicles last night that the
chances for much deviation from
the original UMPI plan are very
remote, inasmuch as the UMPI plan
is the extent to which the distribu-
tors will go.
The question of cancellation ap-

pears to be the stumbling block in

giving the UMPI plan 100 per cent
endorsement. It has been pointed
out, however, that the cancellation
piivileges mentioned in the UMPI
plan represent the minimum and
that some companies are willing to
go further than prescribed by the
formula. Unofficial reports indicate
that three companies are willing to

go beyond the cancellation require-
ments of the plan and two companies
are not disposed to grant more than
denned.

Radio to Pay Tribute to Cecil B. DeMille
In Its "Calling Pan America" Program

Cecil B. DeMille's 30th anniversary in the film industry is to serve Saturday,

April 4, as the occasion of a hemispheric tribute to motion pctures and radio for

their contributions to mass entertainment, communication and cultural exchange.

This salute provides the theme of the Columbia Broadcasting System's

"Calling Pan America" program, heard within the United States (WABC-CBS,
6:15 to 6:45 p.m., EWT), and to be transmitted simultaneously over the three

CBS international stations beamed on Latin-America.

Massachusetts Coastal
Area Blacks Out Mar. 21

(Continued from Page 1)

simulated air raids with planes fly-

ing over head and dropping warning
leaflets instead of bombs.

Samuel Pinanski, of the M & P
theaters, is head of the Theaters and
Amusement parks division of the
Committee on Public Safety and is

assisted by Joseph Brennan, head of

Allied.

No lights will be permitted in this

blackout. Theaters in the last test in

Boston proper were permitted to

have guide lights and downward ray
lights over cashier's booths.

MPTOA Reported Firm
On 20% Cancellation
Inasmuch as a majority of the

MPTOA units insist that a 20 per
cent cancellation privilege be in-

cluded in the proposed substitute
sales plan, MPTOA representatives
on the UMPI sub-committee are ex-
pected to make the same or a simi-

lar stand at today's sessions.
The four representatives, Ed Kuy-

kendall, Lewen Pizor, Joseph Vogel
and Max A. Cohen, met yesterday
and tabulated the returns on the poll

of MPTOA units on the proposed
blocks-of-12 plan. It was stated that
some of the units were willing to go
along with the formula but that the

majority were opposed to it. The
representatives were advised by the
majority of units to make every ef-

fort to work out a unity program
that will be satisfactory to all.

Conciliator Seeks to End
Majors-SPG Pact Dispute

(Continued from Page 1)

James W. FitzPatrick is arranging
a joint conference with a view to
effecting a settlement.
The Guild's Action Committee, in

view of this development, announced
yesterday that the leaflet-distribu-

tion and picketing phases of its pub-
licity campaign had been suspended.

DuMont Asks Commercial
Tele Permit for Capitol

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Allen B. DuMont

Laboratories, Inc., which holds a con-
struction permit from the FCC for
an expeiimental television station
here, yesterday applied to the Com-
mission for a commercial construc-
tion permit for the station. Du-
Mont is said to have on hand a con-
siderable amount of the building
material needed.

Marquee Epigram
Boston—The staid old Exeter The-

ater, the home of the dowager and

carriage trade in the Back Bay, had

this alluring sign on its marquee
this week, "Nine Lives Are Not
Enough" with "One Foot in Heaven."

Military Turnout for Debut
Of "Tripoli" in San Diego

San Diego — Twentieth Centuiy-
Fox premiered "To the Shores of
Tripoli" in San Diego last night to
the biggest turnout of military and
civilian fans this city has ever
seen.

The stars, John Payne, Randolph
Scott, Maureen O'Hara, Nancy Kelly,
William Tracy and Maxie Rosen-
bloom were hosted by officers of the
Marine Corps and Navy.
Premiere was held jointly at the

State, Fox and Plaza Theaters with
celebs sandwiching p.a.'s between
radio broadcasts and receptions.

Asks Particulars Bill

In Ken Thea. Damage Suit

Chicago — Myles Seeley, attorney
for Twentieth Century-Fox, filed mo-
tion for a bill of particulars in the
Ken Theater Corp. triple damage an-
ti-trust suit against 20th-Fox for
$300,000 damages in Federal Judge
Charles Woodward's Court yester-

day.

Taylor Interment in Mass.
South Hadley, Mass. — Interment

rites will be held here for Charles A.
Taylor, 78, theatrical producer and
playwright, who died late last week
in Glendale, Calif,

Hudson's Industrial

Trailers Now Available

(Continued from Page 1)

Michigan are now using the trailers

which present endoi-sements of films

as ideal recreation by well known
figures locally and nationally. As
good-will builders, the trailers have
had no equal, Bi-anch said, pointing
out that they represent "publicity

that can't be bought."
The trailers run about one minute.

Theatrical Agency Fee
Change Proposed in N. Y.

Albany — An amendment to the
general biz law in relation to fees
charged by theatrical employment
agencies was hoppered by Sen. Wil-
liam T. Condon, chairman of the
Senate Labor and Industries Com-
mittee. Present gross fee of five

per cent of wages would be stricken

out if bill is enacted.

Gross fees charged on theatrical

engagements, except vaudeville and
circus, could not exceed the amount
set forth in schedule of maximum
fees filed by the agency with the

Commissioner of Licenses or other
proper licensing authority.

Maximum fees would be "reason-

able" and subject to approval of the

Commissioner of Licenses or other

issuing authority. Copy of the

schedule in effect would be posted in

a prominent place in the office of

theatrical agency. Gross fees except

for an emergency engagement would
be due and payable at the end of

each week of engagement, based on

the amount of compensation actually

received.

Films Will Aid Red Cross

And Treasury Department

Los Angeles—At luncheon given
by the Los Angeles Advertising
Club, Kenneth Thomson, chairman
of the Hollywood Victory Commit-
tee, said "We give our A 1 prioi-ity

rating to the entertainment of 2,-

000,000 to 3,000,000 men in Army
camps and Navy stations. Our next
priority is to the nation-wide efforts

of the Treasury Department and
such agencies as the Red Cross."
Y. Frank Freeman, chairman of

Hollywood branch of War Activi-

ties Committee, Colonel E. A. Evans
and Rosalind Russell were speakers.

Virginia O'Brien sang.

New Engineers Contract

Rochester—A new contract, to run
to 1944, has been signed here be-

tween the engineers union and
Loew's Rochester Theater.

Nassau Blackout

Cuts Grosses 50%
(Continued from Page 1)

up established after the Nassau all

clear had sounded at 9:25 o'clock.

Set for approximately 9 p.m., buH
in reality not starting until about
9:10, the blackout came at a p-^j
ticularly bad time for the aveiy
Nassau theater's standpoint. Ticke't

sales stopped at 9 p.m. generally and
that meant that there were virtually

no patrons attracted for the start ofj

the main feature in any double bill

houses thereafter. And after the all

clear had sounded business was re-

ported scanty indeed.

All Nassau theaters co-operatea
to the fullest extent in the blackout
test, the survey indicated. Exhibi-
tors were inclined to attribute the'

deep attendance cut last night to;

the test's novelty. Subsequent tests,

they felt, will not keep so many
film patrons home.

Hub Business Continues
To Show Marked Gains

(Continued from Page 1)

and 30 per cent over the correspond-
ing week of last year. Loew's State
and Loew's Orpheum did tremendous
business on "To Be or Not to Be.'

:

At the former, business was up 35
per cent over last year, and at lat-

ter, 24 per cent. The Keith Memor-
ial continues "How Green Was My
Valley" into its sixth week and lines

still form at box-office. In five weeks,
"Valley" played to a record 297,704.

The big Metropolitan theater, tern

porarily housing the New York Met-
ropolitan Grand Opera on its annual'
visit to Boston, will resume pix next
week with "The Fleet's In."

One of the most encouraging fea
tures has been the sudden increase
in Sunday business, both afternoon-

and night. Formerly the deadest
day on the calendar in Boston, the^

Sunday business is now considered

tops other than Saturday night. Last
Sunday every theater in Boston had
turnaway crowds for first time in

memory of operators. Long lines of

matrons patiently waited on Wash-
ington Street and on Tremont Street

in heart of theatrical district.

Sherman Renews Clyde Pact

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Andy Clyde has been
signed to appear in six more Hopa-
long Cassidy productions for Harry
Sherman during the next year.

Sign ©' the Times
Portland, Me.—Leon P. Gorman,

Jr., manager of the Cape Theater,

rides a bicycle to work daily. He
says he has two reasons: first is

conservation in view of the rubber

shortage, and the second is to avoid

argument with the Missus over who's

to use the car.
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JMPI PARLEY TODAY SAID TO BE DECISIVE

DirectorsMayName New20th-Fox Prexy Apr. 15
ikouras and Place Seen as
'ossibilities; Stockholders
Will Meet on April 21

Presidency of 20th-Fox, left va-
ant by the sudden death of Sidney

J .. Kent last week, may be rilled by
ie board of directors at a meeting
eported planned for April 15, it was
arned yesterday.

Prominently mentioned as possi-

.
ilities for the post are both Spyros
kouras, president of National The-
teis, the company's theater affiliate,

. nd Hermann G. Place, chairman of

be company's executive committee,
lace, former Chase National Bank
xecutive, was named to the 20th-
'ox position in May, 1941.

Skouras has had a distinguished
(Continued on Page 5)

xchanges Co-op.

)n Defense Films

Film exchanges throughout the
ountry are co-operating 100 per
ent to meet the present emergency,
"th in defense activities and in

onservation of materials, according
o a report made to Ben Kalmenson,
Varner Bros, general sales manager,
y A. W. Schwalberg, the company's

(.Continued on Page 8)

DeMille Press Reception
Tendered by Paramount

;
Cecil B. DeMille was tendered a

ress reception yesterday afternoon
n the Jade Room of the Waldorf-
Astoria by Paramount Pictures and
he guest of honor was greeted by
large turnout of members of the

(Continued on Page 7)

Welles Pic Will Be
In RKO Sixth Block
RKO has withdrawn Orson Welles'

"The Magnificent Ambersons" from
the company's fifth block and will

include it in the sixth group. Pic-

ture was to have been tradeshown
next Tuesday, but delays in editing

have caused the postponement to a

later date.

COLE URGES INDUSTRY BROADCASTS
Texas Allied Leader Would Have Radio Used to Plug

Trade as a Whole

Use of radio to plug the motion
picture industry as a whole was ad-
vocated yesterday by Col. H. A.
Cole, president of Texas Allied.

Judging by the success obtained by
the Texas Interstate circuit in the
sporadic use of radio, Col. Cole said
he had come to the conclusion that
there should be a regular broadcast
by the industry.

Col. Cole said he had been explor-
ing the possibilities of a Texas-
wide radio campaign in the interest
of all theaters in the state. It has

been found, he said, that a 30-minute
broadcast over a satisfactory hook-
up, practically blanketing Texas,
would cost about $500 for time and
from $500 up for talent.

If the idea is developed satisfac-
torily in Texas, it could be expanded
nationally with a very small cost per
unit, Col. Cole asserted.

The value of such institutional ad-
vertising, he added, is not confined
to getting for the motion picture in-

dustry its full share of the amuse-
(Continued on Page 4)

Fear of Tire Thefts

Cuts Blackout Biz

Springfield, Mass.—No small fac-
tor in decreased attendance during
this week's 30-minute test blackout
in 62 Western and Central Massa-
chusetts cities and towns was thea-
tergoers' fears that their autos misrht
be stripped of tires by rubber
thieves, exhibitors said yesterday

(Continued on Page 7)

Port Worth Drive-in Looks
To Cycle and Buggy Fans

Fort Worth—This city's drive-in
theater, which opens for its second
season tomorrow night, is counting
heavily on bicycle patronage to off-

set the anticipated loss of motor
(Continued on Page 5)

Lower Manhattan

Blackout B. 0. Sock

Theater grosses were badly socked
by last night's 20-minute blackout
of lower Manhattan which affected
an area of five square miles, includ-
ing the East Side, the financial dis-

trict and Greenwich Village.

The cut in some instances amount-
ed to as much as 50 per cent. Only

(Continued on Page 8)

MPPUC Units Pledge
They'll Stick Together

The Eastern production unions
which make up the newly-formed
Motion Picture Production Union
Council took their first united ac-

tion yesterday in their pledge to

I Continued on Page 8)

Hawaiian Theater for Para.
Buys Site for $300,000 Honolulu Project

ISC Claims Producers
Violate Labor Relations Act

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—American Society of

Cinematographers has filed a petition
with NLRB accusing the producers
of negotiating with International

(Continued on Page 5)

By EILEEN O'BRIEN
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Honolulu (By Air Mail—Passed by

Censor)—A Paramount theater to

cost about $300,000 will be built in

downtown Honolulu as soon as the
war conditions permit, according to

an announcement made here by Gro-
ver C. Parsons, representing Para-

(Continued on Page 7)

Future of Unity May
Hinge on What Action
Is Taken on Sales Plan

Whether the industry-

branches can get together on
a sales plan to replace the
blocks-of-five method may be deter-
mined today when the so-called com-
mittee of the whole of United Mo-
tion Picture Industry convenes in

the Hotel Astor. In fact, today's
sessions were described yesterday as
being "decisive" as to the future of

the industry's unity program.
Under the present situation, coun-

(Continued on Page 4)

Exchange Contracts

80% Sealed-Walsh

Eighty per cent of the new labor
contracts with film exchanges
throughout the country have been
signed, sealed and delivered, it was
reported yesterday by Richard F.

(Continued on Page 8)

Victory Films is New
Tag for Defense Reels

The term "defense reels" has been,

replaced with "victory films" and all

subjects released under Government
auspices from now on will be known

(Continued on Page 4)

"Shores of Tripoli"
Hailed at Premiere

Twentieth-Fox last night gave the

Zanuck-produced saga of the U. S.

Marine Corps, "To the Shores of Tri-

poli," a rousing debut, in the East.

-

In turn, a brilliant audience gave the

picture a rousing welcome, presaging

the picture's smash success in every

type of situation. Uniforms, not only

of the Marine Corps, but of the

Army and Navy spangled the local

Roxy Theater's auditorium. For re-

view of the film, see the March 11

issue of THE FILM DAILY. For

color story of last night's premiere,

turn to the feature, "Along the

Rialto," in today's issue.

—MORRIS.
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FINANCIAL
(Wednesday, Mar. 25)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Seat
Col. Ficts. vtc. (2'/2%>
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East. Kodak 1203/4 120y4 120% — V4
do pfd
Cen. Th. Eq 11% "% 1'%
Loew's, Inc 40Va 39y4 39%
do pfd
Paramount 14% 14% 143/8 — %
Para. 1st pfd 106 106 106

RKO 2% 2% 2%
RKO $6 pfd
20th Century-Fox ... . 9 9 9 — %
20th Century-Fox pfd

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 5 4y8 4% — %
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3

V

4s47
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Ficts

Radio-Keith cvs Vs Va Vs
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor 7% 7% 7% — Va
Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc

Universal Picts

Charge Exhib. Failed to

Co-op. with Raid Wardens

Birmingham, Ala. — Walter L.

Brandenburg, manager of the Pratt
City Theater, will be tried in Ensley
Police Court on a charge of "failure

to co-operate with air raid wardens
and auxiliary police, refusal to black-
out all lights showing from the

street, and acting in a belligerent
manner" during the state-wide black-
out observed last week.

Copra to Visit Argentina?

Buenos Aires (By Air Mail)

—

Frank Capra will visit Argentina
some time in April, it is understood
here.

Shorts Producers Pay
Tribute to Besa Short

Dallas—A plaque which memori-
alized her services to the short sub-
ject business was presented to Mrs.
Besa Short, Interstate executive, at
a special luncheon of the Variety
Club this week in the Baker Hotel
here. R. J. O'Donnell made the
presentation on behalf of 18 Holly-
wood producers.

Producers whose signatures were
affixed to the complimentary expres-
sion included Pete Smith, Clay
Adams, Robert Carlisle, Jack Cher-
tok, Walt Disney, Jerry Fairbanks,
Ira Genet, Joe Gershenson, Bert Gil-
roy, Richard Goldstone, Gordon Hol-
lingshead, Walter Lantz, Herbert
Moulton, George Pal, Fred Quimby,
Leon Schlesinger, Jack Warner, Jr.,

and Jules White.

Movie Critics of B. A.
Launch New Association

Buenos Aires (By Air Mail)—
Film critics of this city have or-
ganized the Associacion de Cronis-
tas Cinematograficas Argentinas,
patterned after the New York Film
Critics.

Behind the move is reported a de-
mand by one of the owners of Ar-
gentina Sono Film that La Nacion
dismiss its critic because of a lam-
pooning given "Professor Cero"
(Professor Wax), recently released.
New group is headed by Roberto

Talice, editor of Cine-Argentino,
with Raymundo Calcagno of El Mun-
do as vice-president.

New Indianapolis AAA
Tribunal Clerk Named

James S. Shepard, clerk of the
Indianapolis motion picture arbitra-

tion tribunal, has resigned to join

the U. S. Army. He has been re-

placed by Norbert H. Basey who
assumes his duties immediately.

40 Interstate Employes
Already Wear Uniforms

Dallas—A plaque displayed in the
lobby of Interstate Theaters lists

the names of 40 men out of that or-

ganization who are now with the
armed forces.

William A. Quigley Dead
Pasadena, Cal.—William A. Quig-

ley, 48, vice-president and general
manager of Bing Crosby's Del Mar
Turf Club, is dead here. Several
years ago he was a judge and later

a steward at the Santa Anita race-
track.

Goldfinger Promoted
Chicago—Sylvan Goldfinger, Tele-

news theater manager, has been
made district manager for the cir-

cuit.

6 & K Common in Demand
Chicago—Balaban & Katz com-

mon stock is in demand, bid is 67V2,
with no offerings.
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Raymond Moon on Stand
In Carmen Theater Suit

Detroit—Raymond E. Moon, gen-
eral manager of Mutual Theaters
was on the stand yesterday in the
suit brought by Carmen Theater
against Co-Operative Theaters and
seven majors in Federal Court.

Objective in calling Moon is to

have him testify to dealings in Co-
op, while Moon was general man-
ager thereof about four years ago as

well as his present problems in

handling bookings for some of the
theaters involved in the suit.

Testimony is expected to take sev-
eral more days.

Tersey Shore Towns Want
Another Daylight Hour

Asbury Park, N. J.—With shore
communities favoring advancing the
clocks another hour in addition to

the War Time boost, this municipal-
ity's City Council is expected to

okay a petition to the State Legis-
lature to that effect today.
The Atlantic County League of

Retail Merchants has asked city

governments of Atlantic City, Vent-
nor, Margate, Longport and Brigan-
tine to adopt ordinances advancing
local clocks an hour ahead of those
in other communities to provide day-
light until nearly 10 o'clock on sum-
mer nights.

"The Little Broadcast'

Next Pal Puppetoon

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — "The Little Broad-

cast," a musical revue of 50 string-

less puppets, all the miniature stars

of Pal's 1941-1942 productions, will

be the next George Pal Puppetoon
for Paramount. Cecil Beard and
Jack Miller are writing the story,

which will follow "Tulips Shall
Grow," based on an incident in the
life of Johann Strauss.

Fete Remington Tomorrow
Detroit—Harry Remington, pub-

licity director of the Fox Theater,
will be feted at a stag party at
Variety Club tomorrow. Remington
is leaving to become divisional di-

rector of publicity for 20th-Fox,
covering Michigan, Ohio, Indiana,
Illinois, and Wisconsin, with head-
quarters in Chicago.

fevGETTING A SIGNED

RECEIPT IS A

STANDING RULE OF

fostal
Telegraph
CHARGES FOR TELEGRAMS 'PHONED IN

APPEAR ON YOUR TELEPHONE BILL.

COminC and GOinG

JINX FALKENBURC arrived from the Co.

yesterday. Part of her time in the East w
i

be taken up with posing for a series of post,

for the Red Cross.

JOE LAWRENCE, Salt Lake City exhibit
|

returns West today after a New York visit.

HERBERT T. SILVERBERC, who has been
New York for the past few days on legaUJ^
ness, returns to Hollywood today. f^-

B & K district Wa
Florida Winter vac

HARRY LUSTGARDEN,
ager, has returned from
tion.

J. J. RUBENS, Great States executive, If
returned to Chicago from his Winter vacati

in Arizona.

RAY BRANCH of Allied Theaters, Detroit, i

at the Warwick.

H. M. LYONS and DAVE PRINCE of RKO R

dio Pictures, Atlanta, are in town.

nov yccr
THEATERS

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
50th St. & 6th Ave.

CECIL B„ De MILLE'S

"REAP THE WILD WIND"
RAYMILLAND : JOHNWAYN!
PAULETTE GODDARD : A Paramount Pictur.

ON STAGE: "GLORY OF EASTER"—pagean
. . . and "TO THE COLORS"—Leonidoff's revue

Symphony Orchestra, direction of Erno Rapee
1st Mezzanine Seats Reserved Circle 6-460(

DOROTHT WILLIAM EDDIE JIMMY

3 LAM0UR • H0LDEN • BRACKEN • DORSEY
in Poromounr's

AN0 BANB

THE FLEET'S IN"
IN PERSON

LES BROWN C0NNEE B0SWELL

Paramount*

John Maureen Randolph

PAYNE O'HARA SCOTT
"TO THE SHORES
OF TRIPOLI"

.4 20th'Fox Technicolor Production

PLUS A BIG
STAGE SHOW R0XY

7th AVENU!
50th STREET

I
B'WAY &
47th St.

JAMES CAGNEY
'Captains of the Clouds'—and—

"ROAD TO HAPPINESS"
with JOHN BOLES

"A GREAT SHOW."

—

Herald Tribune

50C, $1 & $1.50 N o
L
HIGHER

SECOND YEAR— SECOND EDITION
Now Thrilling its SECOND MILLION

IT HAPPENS ON ICE
Sensational Musical Icetravaganza

Center Theater, Rockefeller Center. CO. 5-5474

Eves, except Mon. Mats. Wed., Sat. &. Sun.

501 Seats for Every Pert. 50c. EVGS. AT 8:40
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«AH SPRING!
Leo, you're a tonic to film business — ever gay, ever enthusiastic.

It's easy to see why you're so merry! Good news from California!

Five great pictures previewed in one history-making week!

"MRS. MINIVER" (Talk of the Coast! Greer Garson, Walter Pidgeon.)

"RIO RITA" (Abbott and Costello riotous in a Big Musical!)

"TORTILLA FLAT" (Spencer Tracy, Hedy Lamarr, John Garfield. It's Great!)

"TARZAN'S NEW YORK ADVENTURE" {Tops for the series!)

"SHIP AHOY" {Eleanor Powell, Red Skelton, Tommy Dorsey & Orchestra. A honey!)

And while Preview audiences are cheering these completed, previewed hits,

Leo's happy Studio is humming with activity, with other Big Ones undet way.

The Studio that never stops delivering is brimming with box-office bounty:

William Powell, Hedy Lamarr are completing "Crossroads" (his first dramatic role in years!)

Clark Gable, Lana Turner are making an attraction to top their "Honky Tonk"!

And he'll follow it with "Shadow of The Wing" and "The Sun Is My Undoing" (best-seller!)

Norma Shearer, Robert Taylor are clinching in "Her Cardboard Lover"— it's terrific!

Wally Beery in "Jackass Mail" is doing swell!

And Jeanette MacDonald, Robert Young are making a sure hit—"Shadow Of A Lady"!

Just a few of the Spring flowers that will bring your box-office golden showers!

Ah Leo!

II

^-v
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Col. H. A. Cole Urges

Industry Broadcasts

{Continued from Page 1)

merit dollar from a competitive an-
gle, but to add to those dollars.

"It has been figured theoretically,"

Cole said, "that our industry shows
regularly to only about 25 per cent
of the people of the U. S. and the
other 75 per cent offers a great field

for further exploitation."

Interstate Pipes in Cincy
Program to Plug Band Tour

Dallas—Raymond Willie of Inter-

state Theaters, piped in a Ted Fio
Rito band program from Cincinnati
for distribution through the Texas
Quality Network. Commercials in-

formed the listeners that the orches-

tra opens April 4 in San Antonio for

a tour of Interstate houses. Pic-

tures playing at different spots on
the circuit were described.

Victory Films is New
Tag for Defense Reels

{Continued from Page 1)

by that name. This was agreed up-
on yesterday at a meeting of repre-
sentatives of the War Activities

Committee with Arch A. Mercey,
deputy co-ordinator representing
Lowell Mellett. The first three vic-

tory films are "Fighting the Fire
Bomb," "Ring of Steel" and "Any
Bombs Today," all distributed exclu-

sively by Warner Bros.
The first victory film, "Fighting

the Fire Bomb," will be released to-

day in all Broadway and first-run

houses throughout the city.

Will Yolen to Hospital

Will Yolen, who handles exploita-

tion activities on the staff of Mort
Blumenstock at Warner Bros., will

enter Mount Sinai Hospital on Sat-
urday for a nose operation. He is

expected to be in the hospital about
a week.

Esquire's Policy Problem
Boston—The new Esquire Theater

is finding difficulty in establishing
policy. Since its opening less than
six weeks ago, the Back Bay theater
has changed policy three times.

House may yet try stage shows and
a single feature.

Alfred A. Kohn
Trevor Faulkner

Arnold Van Leer

H. Wayne Pierson

• • • IT was by proxy at the Roxy last night that the streets were

guarded by mere traffic cops Inside the vast auditorium were the

United States Marines, whose saga was enacted on the screen by John

Payne, Maureen O'HaTa, Randolph Scott, et al, under the title of "To

the Shores of Tripoli," and the production aegis, quite paradoxically, of

a Lieutenant Colonel in the U. S. Army,—one Darryl F. Zanuck This

Eastern premiere of the new 20th-Fox opus was an impressive affair, ex-

pertly handled by the Hal Home Organization which saw to it that gold

braid vied with blue blood to make the proceedings not only colorful, but

memorable But last night's audience was not all military and Social

Register-ish No, indeed! John Q. Public was out in force to

thrill with the rest to a magnificent film which was, in 'the last analysis

made for him The class distinction was further leveled when the

batteries of professional news cameramen found themselves augmented

by scads of amateur photo devotees who snapped all manner of shots

whose subjects were the attending celebrities

T T
• • • THAT "To the Shores of Tripoli" is going to be a hugely

popular attraction was evidenced by the reception it received from the

onlookers who packed the institutional Roxy There is every evi-

dence that when the national gross begins to pour in that the Marines

may consent to a paraphrase of their own hymn's lyric line: "From the

halls of Montezuma" For theater's playing the film will then be

known as "halls of mazuma"

T T T
• • • THE situation was well in hand from the very outset as de-

tachments of the U. S. Marine Corps arrived at the theater early from

Quantico. Philadelphia and Brooklyn Navy Yard venues One of

the many highlights of the evening was the presentation of colors to the

Greater New York Detachment of the Marine Corps League, which spon-

sored the premiere Among notables present were Mrs. George F.

Baker, Mrs. William Randolph Hearst, Mr. and Mrs. William Paley, Mrs.

Edward M. Warburg, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Bayard Swope, H. Donald

Campbell, Hermann G. Place, Felix A. Jenkins, Mrs. Gilbert Miller, Seton

Porter, Sydney Towell. Don Mersereau, Murray Silverstone, Jack Cohn.

Walter Winchell, Fred Allen, Kate Smith, Daniel Arnstein, Spyros

Skouras, Manny Silverstone, Jules Levy, Kay Kamen, William Fitelson,

John R. Dillon. Chester B. Bahn, George Skouras, William C. Michel, Elsa

Maxwell, William P. Phillips, Daniel O. Hastings, Wilfred J. Eadie, Conde

Nast and Mrs. Ogden Mills

T T
• • • HOME OFFICE delegation to the big festivities comprised

Tom Connors, William C. Gehring, W. J. Kupper, William Sussman,

Ted Shaw, Joseph Moskowitz, Joseph Pincus, Edwin P. Kilroe, William

Clark, Martin Moskowitz, Roger Ferri, Jack Sichelman, Harvey Day, M.

L. Breggin, Deon de Titto, E. H. McFarland, Les Whalen, A. M. Bots-

ford, Frank Moneyhun, Earl Wingart, Rodney Bush, Irving Kahn, Sid

Blumenstock, Louis Shanfield, Jonas Rosenfield, and Mrs. Jeanette

Sawyer In addition to the Messrs. Skouras, John Edmondson, Earl

Hines and Allen May represented National Theaters; Harry Buxbaum
and Joseph Lee, the local exchange; and Alan Freedman that vital but

little limelighted,—laboratory

T T T
• • • AND now a note to Mister Exhibitor, tor he is gonna have a

decided financial interest in "To the Shores of Tripoli": If you and your

patrons want to look on heaven's scenes, as far as superb entertainment

is concerned, book last night's cinematic debutante!

T T T
• • • REMEMBER PEARL HARBOR!

UMPI Meeting Today

Said to be Decisive

(Continued from Page 1)

ter-suggestions from both MPTO
and Allied units have brought littl

or no, comment from the five cor
senting companies and this has bee
regarded as an indication that w^1

distributors are going to stanrP^-

the blocks-of-12 plan in its pres^V/
or very slightly modified, form. V
tal changes in the plan will not I

agreed to by the distributors, a<

cording to reliable sources.
On the premise that authorize

exhibitor representatives of recoj
nized organizations accepted tr

blocks-of-12 formula, the distribx
tors are expected to call upon tr

associations to fulfill their oblige

tions and adopt the UMPI plan wit
only the minimum of changes. ]

was believed late yesterday ths
both MPTOA and Allied might at

cept the plan, the only possible hole

out being the Pacific Coast Confei
ence.

In some quarters it was said tha
rejection of the plan would mean th

throwing out of the entire unit
program and that the situation ha
reached the stage of "take it o

leave it."

Exhibitor members of the sut
committee on Point 5 of the unit
program met yesterday at the Hote
Warwick to compare notes and cor
solidate their proposals.

Today's meeting of the committe
of the whole will be presided ove
by William F. Rodgers, chairman o

the UMPI, who may outline the dis

tributors' policy on the sales plan.

Amended Child Actor Bill

Reported by Senate Com.

:

,

Albany — The Senate Educatio
Committee yesterday reported ou
the child actor liberalization bill o(

Assemblyman Harold B. Ehrlich an<

Sen. William H. Hampton in amend
ed form. Bill, if passed by the Sen
ate, will now have to come back t<

the Assembly for concurment ii

amendments.

Pope Resigns as Look's Editor

Vernon Pope, editor of Look Magi
azine, has resigned, effective May 1

Harlan Logan, vice-president anc

general manager of Look, will as-

sume active direction of the maga-

!

zine's editorial operation. Daniel D
Mich has been appointed executive

editor and John T. Hackett, manag-
ing editor.

Dual Feature Night
More than "To the Shores of

Tripoli" bowed last night at the Roxy

Theater here. New York's second

largest cinema also used for the

first time its giant bond-selling cur-

tain, covering the full width of the

stage with this message: "Buy U. S.

Victory Bonds."
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May Name 20lh-Fox

President April 15

(Continued from Page 1)

:areer in the theater field; Place has
enjoyed prominence in the field of
nnance. Whether the board will
nnally designate either or whether

' e presidency will go to still an-
zaer probably will be determined at

inferences of major stockholders
prior to April 15.

On the West Coast the names of
William C. Michel, executive vice-

Dresident of 20th-Fox, and Tom Con-
nors, former Metro sales executive
v>.-ho joined 20th-Fox a few months
ago as aide to Kent, were also prom-
nently mentioned as possibilities.

Lieut. Col. Darryl F. Zanuck, vice-

jresident in charge of production,
»vas scheduled to fly to the Coast
:rom Washington last night. Wil-
iam Goetz, also a vice-president, and
^ol Wurtzel, producer, also planed
'or the Coast yesterday, leaving from
N
Tew York. They are expected to

^eturn East before April 15.

The annual stockholders' meeting
»f the company will be held on April
51; in all probability, the stockhold-
ers will be asked to approve an em-
ployment contract with the new
^resident at that time.

A.SC Claims Producers
Violate Labor Relations Act

(Continued from Page 1)

Photographers Local 659 on wages,
iouis and working conditions for
Irst cameramen who are members of
ae Society.
ASC claims this is a violation of

;he National Labor Relations Act
*hich gives employes the right to
lame their own bargaining agency.

Argentine Exhibitors

On New U. S. Blacklist

Buenos Aires (By Air Mail)

—

Vewest American blacklist includes
\Ticolas E. Di Fiore, local exhib.,

Antonio and Joaquin Pascazzi, Ro-
sario exhibs., and Edgardo and An-
?el Racca.

j .Eisner Rites in Chi.

Chicago—Funeral rites were held
iere for Adolph M. Eisner, manager
if the B & K Pantheon Theater, who
died suddenly while vacationing in

Florida.

i

WEDDING BELLS

Edith, daughter of Robert Portle,

nanager of the College, New Haven,
.vill be married to James Heely of
Worcester on April 6 at St. Peter's
Cathedral.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Engagement o f

George Montgomery and Hedy La-
narr is announced.

Detroit Xabe Will
Turn to Netvsreels

Detroit—The Rainbo, a nabe, is

slated to become Detroit's second

newsreel theater tomorrow. House,
operated by Jack Broder, tried news-
reels for a time last Fall. Rainbo

will operate on weekly change, with

a 25 cent admission. The Telenews,
downtown, runs at 30 cents. Occa-
sional feature-length special subjects

will also be used, such as "Soviet

Power," with which the policy opens.

Fort Worth Drive-in Looks
To Cycle and Buggy Fans

(Continued from Page 1)

business, due to restrictions on au-
tos, tires and, in the future, gaso-
line. For the cyclists, chairs will be
provided, according to Manager
Henry Brownlee.
Horse and buggy trade, too, is an-

ticipated, and to accommodate it,

Brownlee is ready to provide hitch-
ing posts.

Two Dallas Drive-ins Will
Open for Season Tomorrow

Dallas—The two Dallas drive-in
theaters operated by Bill Under-
wood and Claude Ezell will reopen
tomorrow. Continuing last year's
policy, there will be a change of
program three times weekly. The
trade is keenly interested in the ef-

fect of tire and auto rationing on
drive-in attendance this season.

Wintnefs Drive-in Circuit
To Start Late Next Month

Cleveland—Paul Wintner of this
city announces that the four Drive-
in Theaters operated by his organi-
zation will open for the Summer sea-
son the latter part of April.

Last year the company operated
the outdoor theater in Maumee, out-
side of Toledo and one in Cheekto-
waga, the suburbs of Buffalo. Two
new theaters have since been con-
structed. One is near the Airport
in Columbus, and the other directly
opposite the Airport in Rochester,
N. Y.
James Dempsey will again man-

age the Maumee Drive-In Theater
while Milton Harris will return to

the management of the Buffalo The-
ater and supervise the publicity and
exploitation for the entire circuit.

Rites for Mrs. Sullivan
Chicago — Funeral services were

held here yestreday for Miss Letitia

M. Sullivan, 65, who died at the
home of her son, Arthur J. Sullivan,
in Fort Worth. Grief over the death
of another son, Edward J. Sullivan,

manager of the Majestic, Dallas, on
March 11 hastened her demise.

Comingore Vehicle Set
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Dorothy Comingore

and Richard Carlson are to be co-

starred in RKO's "Silver Spoon,"
Clarence Budington Kelland story.

This will be Miss Comingore's first

screen role since "Citizen Kane."

Don't Miss

EVEHT T00M

*̂\ k

<

V:

i\

ill anniversary

Th6 AMPA special anni-

versary luncheon in honor of

CECIL B. DeMILLE
on his 30 years of distinguished

service to

THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

Many celebrities

from STAGE,
SCREEN and RADIO

will attend, and fa-

mous stars who have

appeared in Mr. De

Mille's pictures are

expected.

TODAY, THURSDAY,

MARCH 26, 1942, in

the MAIN BALLROOM

of the Waldorf-Astoria

Hotel promptly at 12:45

Noon.

Secure your table reser-

vation now, through

DAVID OMALLEY, COLUMBIA PICTURES

729 SEVENTH AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY
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"Two Yanks in

Trinidad"
with Pat O'Brien, Brian Donlevy

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
Columbia 84 Mins.

TMELY AND VIRILE COMEDY
SHOULD PLAY WELL TO ALL AUDI-
ENCES.

This is a rousing bit of nonsense; per-

haps not quite up to the standard, artistical-

ly, of what the stars have been doing re-

cently, but it's timely, bawdy and virile

and should be well received everywhere.

This is also something of a departure for

megger Ratoff. He has made comedies but

nothing on this order. However, he-men,

Pat O'Brien and Brian Donlevy slip into

the spirit of the thing and give lively, al-

though, probably because they play a couple

of youngsters, not too convincing per-

formances. Janet Blair is lovely, talented

and in this, her second screen appearance,

looks as good as any of the comers now
being groomed in the town.

While the screenplay must be considered

not comparable to the best work of the im-

posing names on the credit sheet (Harry

Segall, Academy Award winner is one of

the writers), it sticks pretty close to the

tried and true formula.

Two supporting performers merit credit

for excellent work. Old-timer, Donald

MacBride and fledgeling, Roger Clark who
is very personable, handsome and con-

vincing in a minor role.

O'Brien and Donlevy, a pair of comedy
gangsters, have been pals for years. With
very little provocation Donlevy suddenly

turns on his buddy and decides to kill him.

O'Brien makes his escape by joining the

army and Donlevy and his bodyguards

miraculously (they have all been estab-

lished in the first reel as first-rate felons)

join up and follow him. They are all

shipped to Trinidad where they, in rapid

sequence, get patriotic, fight over a girl,

blow up a bunch of spies, get promoted

to sergeants and get 60 days in the

pokey. "Trinidad" should play well to all

audiences.

CAST: Pat O'Brien, Brian Donlevy, Janet

Blair, Donald MacBride, Roger Clark, John

Emery, Frank Jenks, Frank Sully, Veda Ann
Borg, Clyde Fillmore, Dick Curtis, Sig Arno.

CREDITS: Producer, Samuel Bischoff;

Director, Gregory Ratoff; Screenplay, Sy

Bartlett, Richard Carroll, Harry Segall;

Cameraman, Philip Tannura; Editor, Viola

Lawrence.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Readying "Red Storm"

Joseph Burstyn, in association

with Artkino Pictures, early next
month will release "Red Storm,"
Russian film depicting the Soviet's

guerrilla warfare against the Nazis.

A new company, Luminar Films, has
been created to handle the film.

War Subjects for Para.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Paramount has re-

vived two war stories, "The Hour
Before Dawn" and "Six From Cov-
entry," which were shelved soon af-

ter the Pearl Harbor attack.

"The Panther's Claw"
with Sidney Blackmer, Byron Foulger,

Ricki Vallin

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
PRC 72 Mins.

SMOOTH MYSTERY STORY SHOULD
DO VERY WELL AT THE BOX-OFFICE.

As smoothly pieced together a "whodunit"

as ever came out of Hollywood, and cer-

tainly the best of the PRC releases in this

class, "The Panther's Claw" should leave

a trail of successful B. 0. and audience

approval.

Replete with clever story situations from

Anthony Abbott's original, Martin Mooney
furnishes a finely delineated screenplay,

which was expertly dialogued by Edward

Kaye, and which Director William Beaudine

deftly charts through an unbroken course

of sequences that hold all interest until

finis, offering fine opportunities for the

stellar portrayal by Byron Foulger, who
scores solidly, to Sidney Blackmer, in fine

fettle as Police Commissioner Thatcher Colt,

and to Ricki Vallin and Herbert Rawlinson

who both enhance the picture's value

through their performances.

Faced with an extortion mystery, which

revolves around an opera troupe, and leads

to two murders, Colt refuses to railroad

wig-maker Digberry (Foulger) to whom all

evidence points as the culprit. Wading
through the circumstantial evidence, Colt

picks up the slender thread of a clue which

leads through a missing husband, an un-

known Mr. Galloway, opera baritone Lom-
bardi, and a competitive wig-maker Wig-
gins, until the final proof is secured.

Production values are excellent, with the

photography by Marcel Le Picard of excep-

tional quality. Worthy of especial note

is the fine comedy support of Joaquin Ed-

wards (Lombardi) whose portrayal met with

immediate response from the audience.

Fine support was offered by the remaining

cast including Gerta Rozan, Martin Ashe,

John Ince and others.

Lester Cutler produced, with George R.

Batcheller in charge of production.

CAST: Sidney Blackmer, Byron Foulger,

Ricki Vallin, Herbert Rawlinson, Gerta Ro-

zan, Lynn Starr, Barry Bernard, John Ince,

Martin Ashe, Joaquin Edwards and Walter

James.

CREDITS: George R. Batcheller, in charge

of production; Producer, Lester Cutler;

Assoc. Producer, T. R. Williams; Original

story, Anthony Abbott; Screenplay, Mar-
tin Mooney; Director of Photography Mar-

cel Le Picard; Dialogue director, Edward

Kaye; Sound, Ben Winkler; Editor, Fred

Bain.

DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRA-
PHY, Exceptional.

Probe Dr. Shrom's Death

Detroit—Dr. Howard K. Shrom,
whose sudden death, together with
that of his wife and daughter, is

being investigated by Detroit police,

was, until about a year ago, partner
with Harry Hobolth, circuit operator
at Imlay City.

Mrs. Ed Heiber Hospitalized

Detroit — Mrs. Edward Heiber,
wife of the Universal branch man-
ager, is in the hospital for a seri-

ous operation.

"House of Errors"
with Harry Langdon, Marian Marsh

PRC-Beaumont Prod. 63 Mins.

LAUGH-PACKED COMEDY CAN BE

RECOMMENDED TO ALL AUDIENCES.

"House of Errors" should prove one of

PRC's most successful releases. It's loaded

with laughs and is held together nicely by

a strong thread of plot from the pens of

Ewart Adamson and Eddie Davis. Bernard

B. Ray's direction is excellent; his produc-

tion, on a limited budget, amazing. Stand-

out work is also credited to Cameraman
Bob Cline and Musical Director Lee Zahler.

The leading players, Harry Langdon and

Charles Rogers, make a great team. They

work as smoothly as though they had been

together for years. In support they are

abetted by good performers Marian Marsh,

Ray Walker and Betty Blythe.

The story concerns itself with the adven-

tures of a pair of messenger boys on the

Daily News who wish to become reporters.

They gain entrance to the house of an

inventor of a new type machine gun by

posing as servants. The inventor's daughter,

Marian Marsh, is being courted by crook

John Holland, and the boys, assisted by Ray

Walker, set out to foil the crook and win

the girl.

Of course, they succeed—except that

Langdon doesn't get the girl. Their antics

in the "House of Errors" and in the flop

house in which they take refuge from the

crooks are classic examples of well-timed

and studied slapstick routines. These se-

quences can't fail to draw belly laughs from

any audience.

This one can be recommended for all

audiences, it's a great bet as a strong sup-

port for a weak top feature.

CAST: Harry Langdon, Marian Marsh, Ray

Walker, Charles Rogers, Betty Blythe, John

Holland, Guy Kingsford, Roy Butler, Gwen
Gazo, Monte Codings, Vernon Dent, Bob

Baron, Lynn Star, Ed Cassidy.

CREDITS: Producer, Bernard B. Ray; Di-

rector, Bernard B. Ray; Author, Harry Lang-

don; Screenplay, Ewart Adamson and Eddie

Davis; Cameraman, Bob Cline; Art Director,

Fred Prebble; Editor, Dan Milner; Musical

director, Lee Zahler.

DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Excellent.

Theater's Scrap Metal
Helps Service Groups

Milwaukee— Harry H. Perlewitz,
business manager of the ITPA of
Wisconsin and Upper Michigan, Inc.,

heads a committee of exhibitors to

promote the collection of scrap met-
als from theaters around the state.

Charles W. Trampe, head of Film
Service, Inc., is arranging for the
collection of the scrap, which will

be sold and the funds made avail-

able to military service groups.

* SHORTS *

Outside Switches Ordered
Montgomery, Ala.—City authori-

ties have issued rules that all busi-

ness houses, amusement centers, etc.

install outside switches so that lights

may be turned off "simply and easi-

ly" by wardens or police if acci-

dentally left on during future black-
outs.

"What Makes Lizzy Dizzy?" ak\
Columbia 17 milQ,[

Inane Offering

Questioned poised by the title can
be readily answered. It's this short's

coiny story. Cut out the sound
track, and the situations and un-
clever gags have the aroma of an
undistingushed slapstick offering of

|

a few decades ago. Cast members
are found frollicking in a laundry,
and later in a bowling alley. In
vastly original scenes, they slip on
soap, become incarcerated in wash-
ing machines, get blueing on clothes,

get trousers bathed in acid, and bean
one another with bowling balls.

America's sense of humor is so wide
and varied that "What Makes Lizzy
Dizzy?" is almost certain to find a
few devotees. As long as there is

no shortage of film raw stock, pic-

tures like this are apt to emerge
occasionally. Let's be brave in such
crises!

"The First Swallow"
M-G-M 8 mins.

Good
This Technicolor short with a

background narration is very nicely

done. It weaves the story of the

legend built around the return of

the swallows each year to Capis-
trano. A padre in the mission takes

care of a bird which has been hurt
and when the swallow recovers and
flies away the padre has a nostalgic

feeling about the little incident.

However, the bird returns with his

ever growing family and that is all

there is to this little episode. But
it creates a nice mood.

"The Merry Madcaps"
Universal 15 Vi mins.

Plenty of Variety
In the nature of a vaude bill, this,

short offers something to please
everyone. For the jive fans there is

Nat Brandwynne and his ork. Then
theie are young Grace Costello doing
a tap routine; the Swinghearts, girl

singing trio, rendering "Swing It,

Mother Goose"; the Three Aces put-

ting on an adagio number; the two-
piano act of Fields and Fingerle
injecting a little culture into the pro-

ceedings with "Fantasie Impromp-
tu"; Jerrie Kruger singing "Pig-Foot
Pete," boogie-woogie tidbit; Mark
Plant, baritone, giving out with
"Round the Bend."

"Who's Who in the Zoo"
(Looney Tune)

Warner-Schlesinger 7 mins.
Highly Amusing

This animated cartoon takes the

audience on a zoo tour with very
hilarious results. Most of the fun
derives from the narration, which
is packed with gags. The behavior

of the various animals depicted gets

plenty of laughs. Good is the word.
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fear of Tire Thefts

Cuts Blackout Biz

REVIEWS Of SHORT SUBJECTS

(Continued from Page 1)

ifter studying- the blackout's effects.

Second major factor, it was deter-

. mined, was the determination to

remain at home and make sui'e that

^eir own house lights were either
-7-m pletelv invisible or extinguished.
'From the office of Nathan E. Gold-
stein, president of Western Massa-
chusetts Theaters, Inc., and regional
director for Region No. 2 of the
amusement division of the Public
Safety Commission, came word that
:he blackout as applied to theaters
was a complete success.

Goldstein reported an interesting
point noticed by nearly every thea-
ter manager in this region—audi-
ences were considerably quieter than
during the first blackout, they stayed
in seats almost to a man and the
theaters experienced almost no
^rouble from patrons who wanted to

£0 out to see the blackout but who
were prohibited from doing so by
civilian defense regulations that car-
ry the weight of law in this state.

Goldstein also noted that the cour-
ier system for notifying the thea-
ters, developed in Springfield, was
a complete success. Under it the
local defense center makes two phone
calls notifying two centrally located

; theaters of the blackout. These the-
aters send couriers to neighboring

' houses who in turn send couriers out
—thus notifying every theater in

this city in three minutes flat with
only two phone calls. Goldstein said
the system had been put into use
in all the other large cities in this

district and they also reported excel-
lent results.

Rochester Test Blackout
Sends Business Downward

Rochester — Twenty-minute test
blackout here Tuesday night brought
a business drop estimated at least
25 per cent, with one house report-
ing a new low.
The blackout time and duration

was unannounced before it occurred.
The theater's alarm system, adopted
at a meeting last Friday, worked
successfully, it was reported yester-
day.

Canadian NFS Releasing
U. S. Government Films

Lumiton Pic to Columbia?
Buenos Aires (By Air Mail)—Co-

lumbia may acquire Lumiton's "Los
Martes, Orquideas" ("Orchids on
Tuesdays").

Montreal—The National Film So-
ciety of Canada, which already dis-

tributes non-theatrical films produced
by the British Ministry of Informa-
tion and Australian war documen-
taries, has arranged, through its

loan service, to distribute U. S. Gov-
ernment films in Canada and is ne-
gotiating through the Nelson Rocke-
feller committee for the presentation
of Latin-American films.

"Don't Talk"
M-G-M 22 mins.

Very Significant
Here's an outstanding Crime

Doesn't Pay short, the type of thing
we should be getting a great deal

more of. It has interest and import.
The employes of a machine tool fac-
tory engaged in defense production
go about the business of living and
unwittingly, by talking among their

friends, divulge helpful information
to foreign saboteurs. There is a
waitress in a little lunch room where
they all eat who picks up the infor-

mation and by some clever device
passes it along to her superiors who
do a considerable amount of damage
to the factory and its products.
There are several absorbing scenes
in which the spies are caught by the
FBI. The significance of this two-
reeler is the out and out warning to

all Americans to keep their eyes
open and their mouths shut for the
duration of the war.

"Going To Press"

M-G-M 11 mins.
Amusing

The Our Gang kids are here
again! This time they are the pub-
lishers of a paper and have their
troubles with a competitor. The
opposition group is a bunch of tough
guys who play gangster. However
the Gang wipes them out. This is

sure-fire with the younger movie
goers.

"Glove Birds"

Columbia 17'/2 mins.

Mediocre Diversion

Whatever worth "Glove Birds"
has in youth and action is lost in

a welter of slapstick. Accordingly,
the theatergoer of average intelli-

gence draws a virtual blank when
this tab production unfolds,—but
fans to whom it makes little differ-

ence as to what is tossed on the
screen as long as it is something
to look at, will probably welcome the
short. Slapstick can, as everyone
knows, be funny if it has some modi-
cum of freshness. But "Glove Birds"
hasn't. It uses bromide after bro-
mide with such lack of even fleeting

deftness that it palls. Not even the
boxing scenes (theoretically held for
the USO at an Army camp) escape
the sub-slapstick slants. The pic
fans have a consolation, and the
picture a genuine asset, in that it is

not longer.

Warner

"Hunting Dogs at Work"
(Sports Parade)

10 mins.
Fine

Here's a natural for sportsmen and
dog lovers. With the help of Tech-
nicolor, this film shows various types
of hunting dogs in action. The open-
ing footage is devoted to the method
of training the animals. Knox Man-
ning is the narrator for this very
interesting short.

Two Quit Co-op. of Mich.
|

Detroit — Admiral and President
Theaters have withdrawn from Co-
operative Theaters of Michigan, al-

though William A. London, partner
in both houses, is a member of Co-
Op. through his partnership in a doz-
en other theaters of the Associated
Circuit. Reason for the move is un-
derstood to be to place booking of
films directly in the hands of Leon-
ard Brooks, who is overseeing both
houses. He is a cousin of Bernard
Brooks, part owner of the two the-

aters.

"Fun to Be Free" Abandoned
Friction among those interested

in the proposed production of "Fun
to Be Free" is reported to have
caused the abandonment of that
stage revue for which Howard Dietz,

George S. Kaufman, Russel Crouse.
Edna Ferber, Harold J. Rome, and
Jerome Chodorov had written songs
and lyrics. Production was to have
been for the benefit of Fight for
Freedom, Inc. Monev raised for the
revue through the Fight for Free-
dom committee, said to have been
$18,000, is being, returned.

Pine & Thomas Sign Morris
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Pine & Thomas have

signed Chester Morris to a new
three - picture contract. After
"Wrecking Crew" is completed, Mor-
ris will organize a troupe of young
amateur magicians and tour key
cities of the East.

DeCourville Buys Rights

To John Philip Sousa Music

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Albert DeCourville,

British stage and screen producer,
has bought the rights to the music
of John Philip Sousa for a reported
$128,000, plus royalty, and will use
the music in a "cavalcade of U. S.

Marines" to be titled after the Sousa
march, "The Stars and Stripes For-
ever."

DeCourville's representative here
said that the producer had arranged
for release through United Artists.

Murray Silverstone is said to be in-

terested in the venture.

"Saboteur" Bows April 15

Drew Pearson and Robert Allen,

newspaper columnists, will sponsor
the world premiei'e of Alfred Hitch-
cock's "The Saboteur" in Washing-
ton on April 15. Guest list will be
headed by J. Edgar Hoover, Ex-At-
torney General Homer Cummings
and Supreme Court Justice Frank
Murphy. Expected from Hollywood
for the event are Hitchcock, Jack
Skirball, Robert Cummings and
Priscilla Lane.

Isley Opening Two
Dallas — Phil Isley of Dallas is

onening motion picture theaters in

Temple and Killeen. These towns are
near Government defense projects.

Isley has several picture shows in

town near army camps.

Para. Buys Theater

Site in Hawaii

(Continued from Page 1)

mount. A half acre of property at
King and Richards Streets was pur-
chased by Chauncey F. Cleveland,
acting for the company.
The theater, which will seat 1,-

700 to 2,500, will mark the first

entry of a production-distribution
company into the Territory's theater
field, thus far controlled by Con-
solidated Amusement Co.
"We have the utmost faith in the

future of Hawaii, war or no war,"
said Parsons in announcing the Para-
mount project.

New Hawaiian Theater Will
Serve as Gov't Warehouse
Honolulu (By Air Mail—Passed by

Censor)—Completion of Consolidated
Amusement Co.'s new theater in
Waikiki, the Kuhio, has been indefi-
nitley postponed because of the war.
The main structure of the building,

however, is nearing completion, the
essential materials having been
given priority for this purpose. The
building will be leased to the Gov-
ernment as a warehouse for the du-
ration.

DeMille Press Reception
Tendered by Paramount

(Continued from Page 1)

press, Paramount executives and the-
ater partners and others from the
industry. Occasion of the press re-
ception and cocktail party was the
opening today at the Music Hall of
De Mille's latest picture for Para-
mount, "Reap the Wild Wind," and
DeMille's 30th anniversary as a mo-
tion picture producer.
Among those present, in addition

to the guest of honor, were Barney
Balaban, Adolph Zukor, Joseph V.
Connelly, Congressman Luther Pat-
rick, Austin Keough, Jack Alicoate,
C. J. Scollard, A. H. Blank, Bob
Weitman, Albert Dean, Russell Hol-
man, Don Mersereau, George Smith,
Leon Netter, Gradwell L. Sears,
John Hertz, Jr., Capt. W. H. Pash-
ley, U.S.N., and Mrs. Pashley, and
Vincent Trotta, Oscar Morgan,
Robert B. Gillham, Chester B. Bahn,
Alex Moss, Arthur Israel, Pete Har-
rison, Tom Robertson, Marty Kane,
Mannv Reiner, Herb Berg, Dave
O'Malley, Miss Dorothy Morris, Col-
vin Brown, Red Kann, Jack Banner,
Aileen St. John Brenon, Al Wilkie,
Paul Raibourn and Kelcv Allen.
Ampa's luncheon for De Mille at

12:45 P.M. today in the Grand Ball-

room of the Waldorf-Astoria will at-

tract celebrities of the screen, stage,

radio and financial circles.

Gail Silleg in Defense

Gail Silleg, executive secretary to

Mort Blumenstock, in charge of

Warner Bros, advertising and pub-
licity in the East, has enrolled for

special activity in the Motion Pic-

ture Division of the American Wo-
men's Volunteer Service.
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Exchanges Co-op.

On Defense Films
{Continued from Page 1)

exchange supervisor, who returned
this week from a tour of nearly a
month embracing practically all key
centers.
The Government's war shorts are

receiving particularly careful and
thorough handling by bookers, with
exhibitors in turn gradually becom-
ing more conscious of the value of

these subjects to the public, Schwal-
berg reports.
Exchange manpower has been ef-

ficiently organized to cope with air

raids and other emergencies. In a
Los Angeles test last week, within
a few minutes after the sounding of

an alarm the entire film row was
under control, with a man on duty
at every post.

To keep all employes constantly
aware of the necessity for strict

conservation, the Warner home of-

fice has started sending a special

Conservation Bulletin to branches
every few days. The efforts in this

direction embrace everything from
shipping cases, reels, tin cans and
rewind parts to paper clips and half-

size stationery.

TO THE COLORS!
It's now Pvt. Gordon W. Hedwig

for the 29-year-old president of Nu-
Art Films, Inc. He is at Camp
Upton. Hedwig will remain as pres-
ident of the firm until he leaves the
Army. His father, W. K. Hedwig,
who has been his assistant, will look
after his company business for the
duration.

Mike Davidson, organizer of Lo-
cal 109, Screen Office and Profes-
sional Employes Guild, UOPWA, has
been inducted into the Army. He
leaves for camp tomorrow. A party
was given for him last night at
Midtown Music Hall.

William "Bill" Webster of RKO
Radio's home office publicity depart-
ment has enlisted with Uncle Sam
and expects to serve in the Air
Corps.

Institute International

Public Relations Program

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—An international pub-

lic relations program to be carried

out by joint action of the Foreign
Department Committee of Hollywood
and International Public Relations

Committee of New York was
launched at a meeting here.

Leslie F. Whelan, representing the

New York committee, attended and
reported that his group had voted
unanimously in favor of close unity

of action suggested by the Holly-

wood Committee. Results of findings

on a world-wide check on foreign
publications now under way by the

Foreign Department Committee will

be made immediately available to

the New York group as well as to

offices of Nelson Rockefeller, Co-
-ordinator of International Affairs,

and Col. William Donovan, Coor-
dinator of Information.

1 a.m. Closing Approved
Springfield, Mass. — Movies and

bowling alleys will be permitted to

stay open to 1 a.m., an extra hour,

to accommodate defense workers the

Police Commission ordered at its

regular meeting Monday night.

Detroit V. C. Service
Flag Has Three Stars
Detroit—Detroit Variety Club is

flying a service flag, presented to

Chief Barker David M. Idzal, by

Frank J. Downey, M-G-M branch

manager. Flag has three stars al-

ready—for John Stebbins, Film Build-

ing office; Robert Fisher, roadshow

distributor; and Alson D. Whitney,

American Seating salesman.

Oscar Blum, in charge of the pro-
motion activities for the Warner
Bros, music companies and formerly
associated with the film company's
advertising department, has enlisted
in the Navy and expects to be called
the end of March. He has a first

class seaman's rating and will be
with the Harbor Patrol Unit.

Don Lurie, former assistant talent
scout at the Paramount home office,

has joined the Army and is now at
Ft. Belvoir, Va., as a member of the
Engineering Corp. No successor for
his Paramount post has been named
to date.

John Glover, of the RKO Radio
electrical department, resigned his
job after seven years' service to en-
list in the Navy.

Chicago—Richard Copeland of the
B & K Granada staff has enlisted in
the Army.

Chicago—Jack Wohl and Saul Hor-
witz of B & K booking department
are joining the Navy.

Cleveland — Guy Holman, former
secretary to RKO district manager
Charles Boasberg has checked in at
Camp Crowder, Mo., as a member of
the Signal Corps.

Portsmouth, N. H. — George A.
Nelson, Jr., former ticket-taker at
the Arcadia Theater here, is a pri-
vate at Jefferson Barracks, Mo., and
plans to become an aviation cadet.

MPPUC Units Pledge
They'll Stick Together

(Continued from Page 1)

stick together to advance their mu-
tual interests.

At a meeting at the offices of Op-
erators Local 306, its first since its

organization two weeks ago, the
Council adopted a motion commit-
ting each member-local to the policy
of refusing to sign any labor con-
tract in the East without the full

approval of the other locals.

The action was inspired by a con-
tract dispute between Studio Me-
chanics Local 52 and the March of
Time. The local claims that March
of Time is designating as part-time
a contract which should be consid-
ered full-time.

Laboratory Technicians Local 702,
in accordance with the spirit of the
motion passed at the meeting, has
decided to hold up its new contract
with March of Time until the me-
chanics' dispute is settled, although
the pact is reported to be ready for
inking.

Locals 52 and 702 are both mem-
bers of the Council, the other mem-
bers of which are Operators Local
306 and Cameramens Local 644. All
four belong to the IATSE.
Herman Gelber, president of Lo-

cal 306. who is temporary chairman
of the Council, presided at the meet-
ing.

Trinz Gives 200 Tickets Daily

Chicago—The Trinz theater cir-

cuit has been giving 200 free tickets

each day to their two Loop houses,
through the Chicago soldiers and
sailors bureau.

Exchange Contracts 80%
Sealed, Says IA Prexy

(Continued from Page 1)

Walsh, president of the IATSE, back
in town.
Walsh revealed that in every in-

stance negotiations were carried on
a strictly amicable basis. The re-

maining deals are expected to be
washed up in the very near future,
he said.

The new contracts called for pay
increases ranging from 10 to 15 per
cent. Those to benefit most from
the new pacts are film inspectors,
who are far in the majority of ex-
change workers.

Robinson Establishes

Traffic Safety ^.ward

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Edward G. Robinson

has established the "Big Town"
Traffic Safety Award which will be
given to the American city of 250,-

000 or more population, which in the
preceding five years, has had the
lowest average traffic death rate. The
National Safety Council will select

the winning city on March 31, co-
incident to its National Traffic Safe-
ty Contest.

"Butch" Midnight Screening
Universal's "Butch Minds the

Baby" will be screened at midnight
tomorrow for a group of Broadway
"characters" whose counterparts ap-
pear in stories by Damon Runyon,
author of the picture. Leaders in

the world of sports and show busi-
ness will be on hand.

Lower Manhattan

Blackout B. 0. Sock

(Continued from Page 1)

in one or two cases was business re-
ported practically normal. Two the-
aters, the City Hall and the Tribune,
both in the City Hall district, closed
for the evening at nine o'clock wbdt
the blackout went into effect. Bd'^
ness stopped dead at nine o'clocK.'

Patrons who arrived while the black-

,

out was in effect waited in theater
lobbies until the all clear when the

\\

selling of tickets was resumed.

Atlantic City "Dim-Outs"
Fail to Dent Box-Offices

Atlantic City—This resort has ex-
perienced its first "dim-out" period
with no ill effects so far as the
amusement industry is concerned.
Contrary to the general belief that;
the nightly "dim-outs" ordered by,;

the Army for the remainder of thei.

war would be disastrous, there has
been no drop off in business, checkup
of the major amusement enterprises
now running establishments.

General Manager Harvey Ander-
son of the Apollo-Embassy chain,
covering four theaters now operat-
ing, stated yesterday that the box-
office showed no drop due to the
blackouts. "We expected a sudden
drop because the order for the "dim-
outs," which are really next door to
blackouts, came so suddenly. How-
ever, we find that a lot of people
have visited the Boardwalk for the
thrill of it. And while they were
out they decided to make a night
of it and go to the movies.
Jack Waxman, speaking for thei

Hollywood-Cinema chain, stated they
had felt no ill effects to date and.
that he thought as people got used >

to the idea the possibility of a box-'
office drop would be lessened.

In the meantime, theaters are all

but completely dark outside. No
marquee or under marquee lights
are allowed. A small light in the
box-office is the only outside illum-
ination. What this means is best
illustrated by the fact that the Em-
bassy during the past year had
installed a modern front with suf-
ficient illumination to light Atlantic
Ave. for two blocks.

Steel Pier and Hamid's Pier,
stretching out over the ocean, began
complete blackout plans this week.

Argentine Academy
Revamped, Criticized
Buenos Aires (By Air Mail)—The

recently organized Academy of Mo-
tion Picture Arts and Sciences,

modeled after the Hollywood or-

iginal, has already undergone a re-

vamping, with all professional divi-

sions dissolved. New Board of Gov-
ernors comprises only local film peo-

ple, with criticism voiced that as now
constituted, it can not be regarded

as representative of the industry but

only as a private organization.
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UMPI SALES PLAN APPROVAL APPEARS SURE
Car. Exhibs. Ask U. S. to Kill or Modify Decree
Absence of Cancellation
Right Is Detrimental to

Public, D of J Is Told
-

By DICK PITTS
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Charlotte, N. C—Board of direc-

1 tors of Theater Owners of North
And South Carolina has filed protests
with the Department of Justice de-

claring that the New York consent
'decree is detrimental to movie
patrons and urges that the decree
be set aside or immediately modified

in the interests of the patrons, it

was learned yesterday.
Resolution adopted at a meeting

(Continued on Page 9)

Pix Chairman of USO

Drive to be Named

HAILS PIX AS

COLOR BEARER
DeMille Calls Screen the

Real World Conqueror

Motion picture chairman in the

new USO drive to raise $32,000,000
for entertainment of the armed serv-

ices may be named over the week-
end, it was learned yesterday. The
fund campaign will open on May 11

and will run till July 4.

Of the amount sought for the

(Continued on Page 9)

Browne Eliminated from
20th Fox Stockholder Suit

New York Supreme Court Justice

Benedict D. Dineen yesterday dis-

missed the consolidated stockholders'

suit against George E. Browne, for-

(Continued on Page 2)

Extra Daylight Hour
To Counter Dim-out?
Philadelphia—Jersey shore exhibi-

tors are reported plugging for still

another hour of daylight, in addition

to the hour's advance which goes

under the monicker of War Time.

It's their hunch that with "dim-outs"

in vogue, as in Atlantic City, etc., the

extra hour of daylight will help, not

hurt biz. "Dim-outs" in the long

run must prove depressing, they

argue.

"Hitler and the Mikado think they
can conquer the world but we, mo-
tion pictures, have already con-
quered it. We
have invaded
e v e ry coun-
try, not to
bring it death
and destruc-
t i o n , or to

take from it

its wealth,
but to bring
it our wealth
which is
humor and
drama, and
science and
art."

So spoke
industry veteran Cecil B. DeMille,

honored by Ampa at a luncheon
(Continued on Page 14)

Rodgers Clarifies Issues Arising from Substitute

Sales Plan at Full Committee Meeting; Attempt to

Resign Halted; Sub-Committee Resumes Parley Today

By AL STEER FILM DAILY Staff Writer

The industry's unity program took a decided step forward
yesterday when W. F. Rodgers, UMPI chairman, addressed the

committee of the whole and clarified issues that have arisen
from the

Gov't Film Demand

At All-Time Mark

CECIL B. DeMILLE

Eastman Sets Up Special

Committees for War Help

Rochester—Formation of commit-
tees composed of employe members
and representatives of management
to suggest and promote ways of in-

creasing war production was an-

nounced yesterday by Eastman Ko-
dak Co.
The innovation was in line with

(Continued on Page 9)

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Never before has

there been such a demand for Gov-
ernment films as is now being expe-
i ienced in Washington.

Disclosure of plans to distribute

war films and those relating to the
program in 16 mm. has brought an
avalanche of requests for and in-

quiries about the forthcoming pro-

giam.
Deputy Co-ordinator Arch A. Mer-

cey stated yesterday that requests
(Continued on Page 2)

Lange in Havana Post;

Jack Rapoport to Panama
Havana (By Air Mail—Passed by

Censor)—Frederick W. Lange, form-
erly Paramount's general foreign

rep. for Continental Europe, suc-

ceeds Jack D. Rapoport as the com-
pany's local chief, with Rapoport
transferred to Panama.
The departing exec, was honored

at three banquets here in two days,
(Continued on Page 9)

Form Local Tax Committees
23 Organized, 31 More Fast Taking Shape

McCarey Adjusts Hughes
Pact; To Release Thru RKO
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Leo McCarey has
made an amicable adjustment of his

contract with Howard Hughes and
has signed a contract to release his

Leo McCarey productions through
(Continued on Page 2)

Twenty-three of the 54 local tax
protective committees to function

under the guidance of the UMPI na-

tional committee on taxation, headed
by Spyros Skouras, have already-

been established, it was announced
yesterday by Leon J. Bamberger,

]

UMPI executive secretary. In most
remaining states there have been

one or two acceptances and these
(Continued on Page 10)

s u b s t itute
sales plan.
Rodgers d i d
not pull his

punches i n
e x p r essing
d i s appoint-
ment over
the reactions
to the plan
by various
exhibitor
units, but
when he had
completed his

talk, there
was a feeling that the new

(Continued on Page 10)

WILLIAM F. RODGERS

plan

UMPI Sales Plan

Difficult for Metro

Based on Metro experience of the

past year, the company will find it

difficult to fulfill the obligation of

having five pictures ready for

screening each quarter, and ample
identification for up to seven more,
William F. Rodgers, UMPI chairman,

(Continued on Page 9)

Decree Blacks Out
Havana's Theaters

Havana (By Air Mail—Passed by

Censor) — Presidential decree has

blacked out all theater marquees on

Galiano, Prado and Nepfuno Sts.,

along which stand all Havana first-

runs, and those along the city's sea-

front as well. President Batista

acted when an inspection conducted

from the sea showed that the theater

lights were visible from three to five

miles out, thus providing excellent

guides for any enemy raiders.
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Walsh Stays as IA Prexy,

Serving Out Browne Term

While the IATSE convention which
opens in Columbus, O., the week of
June 1 will act on a proposed amend-
ment providing for two-year terms
of national officers, with adoption
anticipated, there will be no elec-

tions held this year, it was learned
yesterday.

Richard F. Walsh, IA prexy, will

continue in office for two more years,
due to the fact that he was named
to serve out the unexpired term of

George E. Browne. Latter had been
named for four years at the Louis-
ville convention.

Demand for Gov't Films
Said at Ail-Time High

Benrimo, Playwright, Dies

J. Hairy Benrimo, 67, playwright
and actor, co-author of "The Yellow
Jacket" and "The Willow Tree,"

died yesterday at Midtown Hospital.

(Continued from Page 1)

for films are coming especially from
small rural communities which here-
tofore had shown little if any inter-
est.

It was stated at the Canadian
Legation that it had received also
many requests for war-time films
portraying activities in the United
States, whereas, many requests are
coming to the Legation from the
people of the United States who
want to know if films are available
for use in this country portraying
the Canadian war effort.

At the Department of Agriculture,
Myrtle A. Brown, who has been
chief of the Film Section since it

was established, told The Film
Daily, "We are experiencing the
greatest demand for new films, as
well as old films, that we have ever
had."

It was stated at the Department
of Agriculture that, generally speak-
ing, with the Agricultural pro-
gram now keyed to a high tempo,
farming and especially dairying
communities are manifesting a keen
interest in film portrayal of the farm
program and its progress in the
effort to keep the food supply pro-
gram at a steady flow for soldiers
of this country and those of the other
countries of the United Nations and
that the people back home find their
interests in films greatly intensified.

These demands come from the
tobacco producing areas of the Caro-
linas, the cotton fields of the South
and Southwest, as well as the great
grain producing section of the Mid-
dle West, where, already the Depart-
ment of Agriculture obtained mate-
rial for films, now in production, to

show what is being done. These
will be released soon.

Browne Eliminated from
20th Fox Stockholder Suit

(Continued from Page 1)

mer IATSE president, on agreement
of Alfred J. Talley, attorney repre-
senting the suing stockholders of
20th Century-Fox Film Corp.
The dismissal followed a memor-

andum filed by Talley in which he
stated that Browne was not a proper
defendant in the action against of-

ficers and directors of 20th-Fox to

compel an accounting of $100,000 al-

legedly paid to Browne and William
Bioff under extortion.

Abraham Horenstein, an associate
of Talley in the 20th-Fox suit and in

similar actions against officers of

Paramount and Warner Bros., stated
yesterday that neither Browne nor
Bioff would be named as defendants
in the Paramount and Warner suits.

Pizor Wins Clearance
Reduction for Tioga

Clearance of the Strand Theater,
Philadelphia, over Lewen Pizor's

Tioga has been reduced in the
case brought by Pizor against Para-
mount. Under the award, clearance
will range from 18 to 25 days.

Exit Males?
Maybe the war's to blame for this,

too. Males are conspicuously ab-

sent from the list of stars announced

by Warner Bros, for their next big

musical, "Sweethearts of 1942."

Only names given in the announce-

ment are Priscilla Lane, Brenda Mar-
shall, Jane Wyman, Alexis Smith,

Jean Ames and Peggy Diggins. Or
is the accent on oomph in deference

to the boys in service?

N. Y. SPG Meets Tuesday
On Pact Dispute Moves

The next strategy in the New
York SPG's contract dispute with
the producers will be discussed at a
special membership meeting called

for Tuesday night at the Hotel
Piccadilly.

Means of exerting "further pres-

sure for a contract" will be among
the matters taken up at the meeting.
"The whole campaign, past, present
and future," will be laid before the
membership, according to a notice

sent to all members of the Guild.

The dispute between the Guild
and producers is now in the hands
of the U. S. Conciliation Service,

with a further conference scheduled
today.

First 2 a.m. Defense Show
In St. Louis Draws 1,017

St. Louis — First special 2 a.m.

show for defense plant workers at

F & M's 3,200-seat Missouri The-
ater attracted an audience of 1,017,

with men outnumbering femme pa-
trons 5 to 1. One couple brought
their four weeks' old baby with them.
Nine stores in the vicinity were bril-

liantly illuminated, and merchants
checked on attendance, with a view
to reopening their stores in connec-
tion with next week's early morning
show. Police maintained special

watch on patrons' autos to guard
against tire thefts. Parking was
permitted in zones ordinarily barred.

COminC and G0II1G

5. BARRET McCORMICK, RKO's publicity an
ad chief, leaves for the Coast today on h

regular Spring trip.

ROY DISNEY, general manager of Walt Dis

ney Productions, departs for Hollywood roda>
With him will be ANTOINETTE SPITZER, Easter
publicity director.

JACK PEGLER of the lord & Thomas a

agency pulls out for Hollywood today.

SABU is on his way to Hollywood after £K.
country-wide tour to boost Defense Bondklj.
Stamps.

DAVE BARRIST and his bride are back i'

Philadelphia after a three-week honeymoon.

RODNEY BUSH has returned to New Yor
from Chicago.

FRANK CAPRA and ALFRED HITCHCOC
were in Chicago yesterday.

MARK HELLINGER got into town today froi

the Coast.

CHARLES LaTORRE, stage actor, departs fi

Hollywcod with his family this week-end I

work in pictures.

"Sin City" for Dietrich
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—"Sin City," a story of

Oklahoma oil boom, has been an-
nounced for production by Universal/
Marlene Dietrich will star in the
film which George Waggner will

produce.

PEOPLE WHO PREFER'

FRIENDLY SERVICE USE.

Tostal
Telegraph
CHARGES FOR TELEGRAMS 'PHONED IN

APPEAR ON YOUR TELEPHONE BILL.

McCarey Adjusts Hughes
Pact; To Release Thru RK(

(Continued from Page 1)

RKO Radio. His first picture fo
RKO release will be "IntemationE
Honeymoon," an original by Sheri
dan Gibney, co-starring Ginger Rog
ers and Cary Grant. Productio
starts May 11.

By the adjustment, Hughes ha
one year in which to call on Mc
Carey to direct one picture, "Holly
wood Legion," an original by M<
Carey.

Canadian Gov't Payment
To Grierson at $25,907

Ottawa—Total payments to Joh
Grierson, Dominion Film Commi;
sioner, since he has been employe
by the Canadian Government in an
capacity were $25,907, said a retur
tabled in the House of Commons fc

R. H. McGregor (Con., York East!

Grierson was paid a fee of $3,650 i

1938-39 and later received a salar;

W*w
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Seventy-five stations of the Mutual

Network, coast-to-coast, will carry

Para mount's quarter-hour studio show

pre-selling "The Fleet's In"! Dotty

Lamour. William Holden, Eddie Bracken,

Betty Jane Rhodes, Betty Hutton and

other stars! Music by Victor Young and

Paramount Recording Orchestra! Listen

in— it means ticket sales for YOU!
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ITS FIFTH GROUP FOR 1941-42!
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CLARENCE BUDINGTON KELLAND'S

amazingly successful character, Scatter-

good Baines, famous for years in the

American Magazine and on the air, in

he funniest, homiest and most thrilling

f the series—

starring

GUY
KIBBEE
with

JEI> PROUTY
Produced by Jerrold T. Brandt DOROTHY MOORE
Directed by Christy Cabanne CTJ ART TTQ T TIVF^
Screen Play by Michael L. Simmons KjHAMMjCjO 1j11>IJJ

Kenneth Howell

*&J Regina Wallace

Frances Carson

J
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under rainbow skies, where
moonlight saving time means
romance every hour! . . . From
the sensationally popular Satur-

day Evening Post Novel, "No
More Gas," by Charles Nord-

hoff and James Norman Hall.

CHARLES LAUGHTON
in The Picture Without a Worry . . .

AND DID YOU
KNOW THAT..
Tahiti sweeties wear

"Parens" {they're not

as long as sarongs!)

JON HALL
PEGGY DRAKE
VICTOR FRANCEN
GENE REYNOLDS
FLORENCE BATES
Directed by Charles Vidor
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ZASU PITTS
GRADY SUTTON* OSCAR O'SHEA

LOUISE CURRIE

Produced by Jack William Votion

Directed by Malcolm St. Clair
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The picture that features

FREDDY MARTIN
AND HIS ORCHESTRA
playing his sensational

"PIANO CONCERTO"
and four new tunes

now topping the

airways . . .

The flash -paced show that turns

the heat on the kickback rack-

eteers who try to take over the

big town's big-name bands.
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THE BEST
PICTURE
OF 1941

will give
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A Mercury Production-From BOOTH TARKINGTON'S Famous Novel

With JOSEPH COTTEN • DOLORES COSTELLO • ANNE BAXTER • TIM HOLT
AGNES MOOREHEAD • RAY COLLINS • ERSKINE SANFORD • And RICHARD BENNETT

Screen Pl<iy y Production and Direction by Orson WeIlex
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Ask U. S. to Kill

)r Modify Decree

\tinucd from Page 1

)

his week pointed out that the con-
sult decree is detrimental to the
jablic interest because "the lack of

cancellation feature forces the ex-
tibitor to show pictures regardless
\i merit; the necessity of waiting

{Jl after pictures have been
—rened for their purchase increases

costs to producers, which in turn is

passed on to exhibitor and public;

rive-block booking causes great delay

n films reaching the public."

The TO board recommended trade-

shows be eliminated; that the sale

of pictures be made annually by the

distributor and the exhibitor be
given a 20 per cent cancellation

privilege on pictures purchased.

Eastman Sets Up Special

Committees for War Help

(Continued from Page 1)

(the recent request made to industry

iby Donald M. Nelson, WPB chief,

«nd was the first action of its kind
hy a Rochester plant.

Special war suggestion blanks will

Ibe available to employes and sugges-
tions on these blanks will be given
iirst consideration. Committees are
expected to be completed within a

few days.

Lange in Havana Post;

Jack Rapoport to Panama
(Continued from Page 1)

prior to his departuie this week for

the U. S. American distribs. hosted
Rapoport at the swanky Sans Souci,

the American colony played host at

the American Club and exhibs., press
and friends tossed a party at the
Bristol Hotel.

Ruth Berns Injured

Ruth Berns, assistant to Roger
Mahan, Metropolitan branch man-
ager for Warner Bros., is laid up at
home with a fractured ankle.

«
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MARCH 27

Cloria Swanson Charles Ross

Richard Denning Andre Beranger

MARCH 28
Pandro S. Berman Lester S. Tobias

William Laidlaw, Jr.

MARCH 29

J. E. Otterson Joseph Cawrhorn
Bob Sisk Carl Nielson

Warner Baxter Arthur Caesar
Dennis O'Keefe

T T T
To Honor Cecil B. DeMille
• • • THIS morning some 680 key film folks hereabouts can boast

that yesterday they heard, and saw delivered, one of the memorable

speeches in motion picture industry annals Those listeners for-

tunate enough to have tuned their dials to Station WNEW at 1:45 p.m.

were likewise oral"y blest, for out on the still free air of America, as

in the Grand Ballroom of the Waldorf-Astoria, went the winged and

inspired words of Cecil B. DeMille The occasion was the luncheon

celebration of this versatile genius of filmland's 30th anniversary as a

producer, and Ampa was the sponsor Yes, there was a gargantuan

anniversary cake which Oscar of the Wa'.dorf's service staff toted.

with muscles taxed, into the flag-draped venue There was the

presentation by Ampa, via John C. Flinn, of a testimonial scroll to the

honor guest There was the crisp toastmastering of Bob O'Donnell.

There was the lively, and here-and-there pun-studded, eulogy of

the famed Spectacle Maker by Will H. Hays There was the intro-

duction of Lenore Ulric There was the glittering paean of praise

by Gloria Swanson There was an in-the-flesh performance by the

Quiz Kids and Prof. Joe Kelly And there was the bundle of well-

turned phrases presented by John Golden, pinch-hitting for William A.

Brady There was the great curved dais at which sat the celebrant.

Will H. Hays, Barney Balaban, Adolph Zukor, William S. Paley, Bob

O'Donnell. Jack Alicoate, Gloria Swanson, Lenore Ulric, Neil Agnew,

Ned E. Depinet, E. W. Hammons, Jack Cohn, Austin Keough, Don Mer-

sereau, Gus Eyssell, Harry Brandt. Herman Robbins, Lt. Col. M. E. Gillette,

Martin Quigley. John Hicks, Jr., Charles Lewis, William Scully, Louis

Nizer, John Flinn, Jay Emanuel, Vivian Delia Chiesa, W. Palmer, Stanley

Resor, John R. Gilman. Vincent Trotta, Maurice "Red" Kann, John Hertz,

Jr., Colvin Brown, Terry Ramsaye, John Golden, and John F. Royal

T T T
• • • HUT // teas the glorious speech by Cecil Blount

DeMille which stood out like a beacon light // was the ultimate,

for he stole hi\ own slioxv Tor the full lest, turn to Pages 1 and 14.

Y V
• • • REMEMBER PEARL HARBOR!

UMPI Sales Plan

Difficult for Metro

Griffis Dinner Party
As Louis-Simon Prelude

Stanton Griffis, chairman of Para.'s

executive committee, will be host
tonight at an informal dinner party
preceding the Louis-Simon fight, to

a group of national defense leaders

and important figures in the film

field.

Guests will include Donald Nelson,
Sidney Weinberg, Col. William Dono-
van, James S. Knowlson, Admiral E.

S. Land, Cecil B. DeMille, William
L. Batt, Barney Balaban, Col. Jos-

eph Hartfield, George J. Schaefer,
Howard Sachs, Bernard F. Gimbel,
Neil Agnew, Ned E. Depinet, Lieut.

Col. W. C. Robertson, R. J. (Bob)
O'Donnell, Gen. T. A. Drum, Maj.
Robert R. Presnell, Maj. Gen. Irving

A. Phillipson, John D. Hertz, Col.

M. E. Gillette, Harry J. Michalson,

N. Peter Rathvon, Charles Koerner,
Harold E. Talbott, Gus Eyssell, An-
drew W. Smith, Leonard Lyons,
Frederic Ullman, Walter Ament and
William Grove.

600 Attend Annual
Ascap Membership Meet

That Ascap was in splendid finan-

cial shape despite its being off the
air for a long period last year in its

dispute with the broadcasting chains
was reported by General Manager
John G. Paine at the annual mem-
bership meeting and dinner of the

society at the Ritz-Carlton last

night. Six hundred members were
on hand.
Paine revealed that the melon for

the first quarter of 1942, amounting
to $965,000, came within five per
cent of equalling the highest distri-

bution ever made for any first quar-
ter.

It was freely admitted last night
that, had not the society gone off

the air last year, this year's distri-

bution would have been the largest

in history.
Gene Buck, president, submitted

his membership report for the year.

Also submitted was the report of the

classification committee.

(.Continued from Page 1)

told the committee yesterday in dis-

cussing the proposed substitute
sales plan.

Rodgers said that it was "prob-
able" some companies would con-
tinue 5-picture selling, as at pres-
ent, and remarked:
"There are those companies with-

in our group who do not desire to
veer away from the five-picture, no
elimination, screen - before - you-sell
plan; while there are those, as point-
ed out in the plan when submitted,
who may make the elimination more
general."

Rodgers stated that the Minne-
sota anti-five-block statute, now un-
der court fire, has dealt a "body
blow" to subsequent-run and smal-
ler town theater owners "from which
it will take years of smart showman-
ship to recover."

"If the distributors do lose the
suit and the law is found constitu-
tional I don't know now what will
happen," the Loew vice-prexy and
Metro sales chief continued. "Cer-
tainly, no distributor could operate
nationally under the provisions of
this law and stay in business, and
maintain their individual standard of

quality."

Rodgers said he believed it was an
"error" for Metro to sell there, and
that the company did so "only in a
spirit of unity and not because we
felt it was the wise thing to do."

May Name Pix Chairman
Of USO Drive at Week-End

(Continued from Page 1)

drive, about $4,000,000 is required
for camp shows at home and abroad.

Last year's drive netted $14,365,-
161, of which $1,000,000 was raised
by an industry organization headed
by Joseph Bernhard of Warners.
Funds are expected to be exhausted
by the end of May. This year's
larger goal is considered necessary
to meet the expansion of our armed
forces.

TO THE COLORS!

Hy Blaustein winds up his duties
today in the Warner Bros, advertis-
ing accessories department and will

report to the Navy for duty as a
petty officer. He is being given a
send-off party at the Warner home
office this afternoon.

Elkins, W. Va.—John Cousoule,
manager of the Manos Theater, has
resigned to join the Navy.

Selma, Ala.—John Hassard, one
time master of ceremonies on the
Skouras Circuit, is a flying cadet at
Craig Field.
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Approval of UMPI's Sales Plan Looms as Certain
Sub-Committee on Trade
Practices Will Resume
Its Deliberations Today

(.Continued from Page 1)

would be approved and that unity

was much closer to becoming a

reality.

An attempt by Rodgers to resign

as chairman of the UMPI was quick-

ly halted by the committee. He asked

that his resignation be accepted, de-

claring that someone else may have

a better understanding of the prob-

lems. The committee, however, re-

fused to accept the resignation and
voted him a pledge of confidence.

The trade practice sub-committee
will resume its deliberations today
and it is believed by many that ap-
proval will be given to UMPI sales

plan which, in part, calls for the

selling of pictures in blocks-of-12.

Rodgers traced the history of the
unity program and outlined the prob
lems that faced the sub-committee.
In regard to the proposed sales plan,

Rodgers said that when he originally

presented the distributors' thoughts
he mentioned particularly that "this

was not a compromise plan and
should not be so construed," but that

in view of all of the conditions, it

was a decided step forward in an
attempt to approach the problem of

the exhibitor who wanted three
things. These were the ability to

buy more pictures at a time, to have
a greater product security and more
selectivity.

Quarterly Plan Not Arbitrary

"The idea of selling quarterly was
not an arbitrary decision, Rodgers
said, "but was the solemn conviction
that it was impossible for the dis-

tributor in today's market to com-
plete or properly identify the prod-
uct beyond that period of time and
still keep faith with its customers,
the public groups and the Depart-
ment of Justice."

Rodgers said that under the five-

picture selling plan no elimination

was provided for. That was left to

the ability of each individual theater
owner to negotiate and as a general
rule amounted to practically no elim-

ination. Therefore, he said, any dis-

cussion of any elimination had to

be the voluntary desire on the part
of the distributors to recognize a
request of its customers, even
though they were agreeing to an
uneconomic, dangerous and possibly
an impractical procedure in view of

the fact that world markets were
falling around them hourly. Cancel-
lation was, nevertheless, included in

the plan; not in the manner sug-
gested, but in a fashion designed to

serve the same purpose and which,
when applied, will benefit from 75
per cent to 85 per cent of the ex-

hibitors represented at these meet-
ings.

Rodgers frankly told the assem-
bly that he was "amazed" and "con-

"Stamp Out Destructive Element"—Rodgers
"My conviction, which must be your conviction, that there are many other

things in this business which need correction more important than the mechanics
of a sales plan, leads me to urge you gentlemen to give full consideration

to the serious days ahead, and to caution you against writing into your delibera-

tions, mechanics that an honest man or an honest company can not live up
to; that we stamp out at this time, once and for all, the one who would
seek to tear down the structure of a great industry, but by all means give

every consideration to the honest exhibitor with an honest problem.

—

WILLIAM F. RODGERS, UMPI chairman, speaking at yesterday's com-
mittee meeting.

Disease Outbreak Bars
Children from Theaters

Northampton, Mass.— The Board
of Health has issued orders to all

theaters in the city that no child

under 20 is to be allowed in the
nouses under any condition until a
city-wide epidemic of contagious
diseases is halted. Health officials

report there are more than 400 cases
of mumps and a generous number of

other contagious diseases in the city.

Argentina's Importation
Of Perojo Draws Attack

Buenos Aires. (By Air Mail)—Re-
ported engagement by a Govern-
ment office of Benito Porojo, Span-
ish director, to "teach" Argentinians
how to produce pix has stirred a
hornet's nest here. Perojo is assailed
as a Fascist in the local trade press,
which suggests that such directors
as Frank Capra and King Vidor are
infinitely better qualified.

siderably disappointed" to find di-

vergence of opinion on the plan
"particularly in territories where a

representative of that territory

participated in these discussions."
He continued pointedly:

"I find it nearly impossible to

understand, when unity is con-
sidered, the method of approach
that would permit in one after-

noon's discussion before a large
group, a determination to tear to

pieces a plan that nine of the
outstanding leaders in the ex-
hibition field, after thoroughly
exploring the situation, agreed
was the best possible solution
at this time."

"I go further to say that I am
likewise amazed to find that
some, after unanimously approv-
ing the plan of their own voli-

tion, when they returned to their
territories actually disapproved
the plan or issued statement
criticizing its content."

Rodgers said that he could tell

his audience "in all sincerity" that
the distributors "have gone as far
as good business will permit as a
basic principle," and added:

"I repeat that some may even
interpret the cancellation more
liberally, but as a unified basis
on which to set up machinery for
a more liberalized method of
sales, the proposal as outlined is

the limit to which the five con-
senting companies will agree.
They feel it is more than fair. It

is viewed by them as a definite
contribution to the cause of a
more harmonious understand-
ing. This, together with the
other benefits under the provis-
ions of unity, can only result
in a closer relationship between
these two important branches of
a great industry."

The session of the committee yes-
terday was open to the trade press,

with this explanation offered by
Rodgers:

"As you know, the sub-committee
believed that the details of discus-

sion held should be confidential, at
least until they could be transmitted
to the various exhibitor groups and
the Department of Justice. No de-

tails of the plan were given out
at the conclusion of the last meet-
ing, but in some manner conjecture
relative to the plan was used in

some of the trade papers to the em-
barrassment of the movement and
some of the leaders.

"Therefore, so that all interested

would have details first-hand I have
asked the trade press to attend this

meeting, but with the distinct un-
derstanding that they do not pub-
lish the names of the individuals
participating in discussions. I leave
the responsibility for the proper re-

porting of this meeting entirely in

their hands. You representing the
trade press are or should be inter-

ested in the promotion of unity and
much will depend upon the manner
in which the proceedings are given
to your readers."

UMPI Resolution Pays
High Tribute to Kent

Resolutions on the death of Sid-

ney R. Kent, 20th-Fox president,
were adopted by UMPI at its Hotel
Astor meeting yesterday.

The resolutions recited that Kent
"throughout his career had given
generously of his time and talent in
promoting harmonious relations
among the several branches of the
motion picture industry and in fos-
tering the adoption and observance
of fair trade practices," and that he
had "by precept and example, and
by acitve participation to the ex-
tent that his health would allow,"
given "encouragement and support"
to the movement which culminated
in the organization of UMPI.

To Form 54 Local

Tax Committees

(Continued from Page 1)

setups, it is said, will be complete,
shortly.

California, Missouri, Ohio I

Pennsylvania will each have two com
mittees and in New York there wil
be three. In these multiple-commit-
tee states a state chairman will be
elected. Each local committee wil
elect its own chairman. There wil
also be a Capital Committee i:

Washington.

Each local committee is composed
of one member representing the ex-^
hibitors' state organization, one;
member representing chain opera-
tions, either an affiliated theaters^
representative or the head of an in-

1

dependent circuit, and one membei
|

representing the distributing com-
|

panies. In states where there is

more than one exhibitor organiza-
tion, each has been invited to have
a member on the committee. In
states where there is no exhibitor
organization, the independent ex-
hibitor member for that state h
nominated by the association in an
adjacent state.

«

t i

::

Following are the local committees -

thus far completed:
CALIFORNIA (Northern)—Dr. Ben Levin

Mrs. Hulda McGinn, Sid Weisbaum, chair
man.

CALIFORNIA (Southern)—Jack Berman
W. H. Lollier, Harry C. Cohen.

CONNECTICUT—J. B. Fishman, Herraar
Levy, B. E. Hoffman, B. A. Simon.

GEORGIA—O. L. Lam, E. B. Price, Col
Arthur Lucas.
IDAHO—I. H. Harris, Roger Mendenhall

Charles Walker.
ILLINOIS—Jack Kirsch, Edward G. Zorn

Morris G. Leonard, Sam Gorelick.
INDIANA—Don R. Rossiter, Fred J. Dolle: 3

F. B. Gauker.
IOWA—E. J. Tilton, chairman; Cliffore,

L. Niles, Harold D. Field, M. N. Blank, W
H. Eddy.
MINNESOTA—Fred H. Strom, John Friedl

Arthur Anderson.
MISSOURI (Eastern)—Fred Wehrenberg

chairman; Harry C. Arthur, Maurice Schweitz^
er.

MISSOURI (Western)—R. R. Biechele
E. C. Rhoden, Arthur H. Cole.
NEBRASKA—Bob Livingston, chairman

Phil March, M. A. McLean, H. J. Shumew
NEW YORK (Central)—Leonard Rosenthal

Lou Golding, H. Ripps.
NEW YORK (Western)—A. C. Hayman

Vincent McFaul, R. M. Maw.
NEW YORK (Metropolitan)—Leo Brecher

Max A. Cohen, former Sen. Henry Walters
Henry Randel.
NORTH CAROLINA—Roy Rowe, H. F

Kincey, Scott Lett.

PENNSYLVANIA (Eastern)—Milton Ro
gassner, Abe Sablosky, Samuel D. Schwartz
Sam Gross.
PENNSYLVANIA (Western) — Fred J

Herrington, Michael Manos, Ira Cohn.
OHIO (Northern)—Martin G. Smith, M

S. Fine, Charles Raymond, George Elmo.
OHIO (Southern)—Harry David, chair

man; P. J. Wood, F. W. Huss, I. Libson
Stanley Jacques.
OREGON—C. J. Miller, chairman; M. M

Mesher, C. F. Powers.
SOUTH DAKOTA—Leo Peterson, chair

man; Fred Larkin, Sherman Fitch.
UTAH—John Rugar, Tracy Barham, F

K. Smith.
VIRGINIA — Leonard Gordon, Franl

O'Brien, F. W. Beiersdorf.
WASHINGTON—J. M. Hone, Frank L

Newman, Sr., E. A. Lamb.
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J
EB. THEATER CONSTRUCTION $M68,000
RCA Photophone Announces 'Snowhite' Screen
Development Described
As Offering Numerous
Advantages to Theaters

A new type of theater screen,
: " characterized as ideal for multi-

:

color prints, has been announced by

f RCA Photophone. Made entirely of
'. -now-white and crystal clear ma-
terials, it reflects while light with-
arout discrimination.

Aptly named "Snowhite," the new
*[• screen reflects 85 per cent of all the
^ white light projected upon it. The

complete lack of color, and the dense-

ly compressed pure white pigment
make the "Snowhite" an almost per-

(Continued on Page 13)

New Harris Theater

Will Open April 4

Pittsburgh—The Harris Amuse-
ment Co. announces that the new J.

'P. Harris Theater (known as the

"Alvin" before it was demolished in

November, 1940, when the roof

caved in), which has been named
•- after the late Senator John P. Har-
„,! ris, father of John H. Harris the

•j
I present head of the company which
now operates twenty some theaters

(Continued on Page 13)

War Department Calls

York Exec, to Serve

York, Pa.—French E. Dennison,
in charge of the Small Commercial

, i Refrigeration Development Depart-
ment of the York Ice Machinery
Corp. has been called by the War
Department to serve as chief inspec-

(Continued on Page 12)

The Martial Note
Rochester—New military uniforms

for usherettes are the latest wrinkle

at Loew's Theater here. The mess

jackets are of royal blue, trimmed

in powder blue to contrast with skirts

of the latter hue. Brass buttons high-

light the outfits. Interchangeable

skirts and jackets are devised so

that tall or short girls can be well

fitted.

Plain Talk About Equipment
By GEORGE H. MORRIS

Equipment Editor, The Film Daily

I AM a Motion Picture Projector.

Total Is Held Indication

That Work Can Be Done
By Using Non-Essentials

I am an American,—a native American.

I was born in the brain of The Wizard,

—

Thomas Alva Edison.

I was nursed by the genius of William

K. L. Dickson.

For almost a decade I was fed the pap

of science to strengthen me for my formal

christening.

The font was Koster & B ia Is' Music Hall

in old Herald Square.

The date was April 23, 1896.

•
A GREAT crowd came to my baptism,

—

*» men in their evening clothes and wear-

ing glistening high hats; women in their

fashions of that year, that era of modesty,

graciousness, and the mutton sleeve.

All looked upon me, and the crude images

I cast upon a primitive screen, with awe.

Some thought me a freak of Nature. Others

an evanescent thing which soon would die.

But my father, The Wizard, and my
nurse were sure that I would survive.

Showmen, too, who watched my labored

flickerings had the faith to make me live,

for faith can be contagious.

The more celluloid my father, and my
other guardians fed me; the more they im-

proved and refined me,—the stronger I

grew.
•

A S I waxed older my diet became more

** rugged.

By 1905 I was given a room of my own

by Harry Davis and John Harris. They called

my room—a "nickelodeon." That was in

Pittsburgh.

Adolph Zukor, William A. Brady, Marcus

Loew, Louis B. Mayer, and four brothers,

Harry, Albert, Jack and Sam Warner, to

name a few, took me to their hearts. I wij
winning a great phalanx of friends, I sup-

pose because I was such an amusing child.

Jesse Lasky, Samuel Goldwyn, Cecil B.

DeMille, Charlie Chaplin, Mary Pickford,

Joseph and Nicholas Schenck, Carl Laemmle
. . . Lucky me to have such folks providing

my food, rich food, in my more formative

years!

I have done my conscientious best to be

worthy of the attention I have received, and

the care which has been showered upon

me. There is not a day in any year, nor

an hour in any day, but that I work at my
chore. Through the lens, which is my
eye, I cast the images of great stars, great

stories, and great reflections of artistic and

mechanical endeavor.

Not only have I a wonderous eye, but old

and dear friends,—those Brothers Warner—

,

gave me a voice in 1926.

Never was I as strong as I am today.

And I am glad. For America is facing the

question of survival,—just as I once faced

it for long, long years after the Wizard

created me.
•

I

AM in the Army camps now. I am on

great dreadnoughts and sleek cruisers

which cut the waves of the seven seas. I

am in some 17,000 motion picture houses

in my native land.

But still I can do much more to win the

everlasting Freedom of the land which gave

me birth, if only my exhibitor-owners will

allow it. Many are,—and ALL must! . . .

I want to show Victory films,—Government

films— , at every performance each day and

everywhere.

I am a Projection Machine. I am an

American.

Detroit Bld'g Total Is Big
Theater Work In Excess of $1,000,000

WB Stand In Delaware
Shut for Remodeling

Wilmington, Del. — The Grand
Opera House in the Masonic Temple,
one of the city's oldest film theaters

has closed for extensive alterations,

it was announced by A. J. Vanni,

Warner Bros, zone chief, who said
(Continued on Page 12)

Detroit—Summary of theater con-

struction for the first quarter of

1942 shows work running just over

a million dollars in progress in De-
troit and lower Michigan. This
includes seven new theaters and five

important remodeling jobs. New
construction is estimated at $790,000,

and remodeling at $71,500, in addi-

tion to $150,000 of work not re-
(Continued on Page 13)

Enterprise of exhibition interests
and the ability of architects to effect

theater alterations, as well as de-
sign new theaters, without interfer-
ing with the vital flow of materials
essential to the war effort, is reflect-

ed in a special statement issued by
Dodge Statistical Research Service
and covering contracts awarded in
the 37 Eastern States during Feb-
ruary, 1942.

Combining new theater construc-
tion and remodelling, last month's
figure is revealed as having been
$1,168,000, and while this slightly

more than half of the total registered
for the corresponding month of 1941,
it nevertheless compares favorably,
considering the fact that the nation

(Continued on Page 13)

Dealer Sales Heavy

On Moliograph Equip.

In all sectors of the nation, de-

mand continues heavy for both Mir-
rophonic De Luxe Sound and Motio-
graph De Luxe Projectors, with dis-

tributors of this equipment also

busy effecting installations. In the
(Continued on Page 13)

Wagner Electric Pacts

Shifted to Long Org.

Detroit—Long Sign Co. has taken
over all maintenance contracts for

Wagner Electric Signs, and em-
ployes of the Wagner maintenance

(Continued on Page 12)

"Bomb" for Bomb
Detroit—Theaters have a special

protection against incendiary bombs
in the form of liquid fire extinguish-

ers of the "Red Comet" type, ac-

cording to George Kobe!, operator of

the Motor City Theater. These

"bombs," designed to quench the

oxygen instantly in event of a boot

fiFe, should prove equally effective

with an incendiary bomb, he asserts.
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A Section of THE FILM DAILY compre-
hensively covering the equipment field, pub-

lished every second Friday, except holidays,

by Wid's Films and Film Folks, Inc., 1501
Broadway, New York City. John W. Alicoale,

Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, General Man-
ager; Chester B. Bahn, Editor; George H.
Morris. Equipment Editor, West Coast Bureau,
6425 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood, Cal.,

Ralph Wilk, Bureau Chief.

Wagner Electric Pacts

Shifted to Long Org.

(Continued from Page 11)

department have been transferred
to the Long shop. The Wagner or-

ganization wil continue to handle
original installations.

Long Sign is currently installing

vertical signs and marquees on the
Norwood Theater, Detroit, for As-
sociated Theaters, and on the Allen
Park in the suburb of Allen Park
for Nicholas George.

War Department Calls

York Exec, to Serve

(Continued from Page 11)

tor for the Philadelphia Ordnance
District.

During World War I, Dennison
served with the Ordnance Depart-
ment at Rock Island Arsenal,—the
first refrigerating engineer in Ord-
nance,—and engineered the general
refrigeration, water cooling and air

conditioning systems at Rock Island.

Radiant Introduces Its

New Portable Screen

Chicago—Now available for wide
non-theatrical use is a new port-
able glass beaded projection screen
developed by Radiant Manufacturing
Co. here. Realizing the need for a
portable unit,—housing a large
screen surface that can be quickly
and easily set up— , to fill present
day requirements in the vast pro-
gram of visual education, military
and industrial training, Radiant has
created this new unit which embodies
minimum weight with maximum
strength and rigidity.

This new Radiant product is

known as the "Institutional Model
DS," and is made in four sizes: 52
x 52 inches, 45 x 60 inches, 60 x 60
inches and 52 x 72 inches.

New "Blackouter" Shown
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Demonstration has

been held here of Dr. Lee DeForest's
radio "Blackouter" for the local The-
ater Defense Bureau. Device is a
radio without loudspeaker, and, when
tuned to a station, should the latter

go off the air as result of an air raid,

will turn out all theater lights and
signs, or flash either a signal light
or bell. Invention is equally appli-
cable to other buildings or private
homes.

Lowrey Polishes Projection
Russellville, Ark. — The Lowrey

Theater has installed a new screen
and additional equipment for the
booth.

Broadway's Paramount
Girds for Emergency

New York Paramount Theater, as
preparation for any emergency, has
launched its plan of war-time
streamlining. Within the next few
weeks, the three massive chandeliers
in the grand lobby, with their thou-
sands of crystals, will be removed.
The chandeliers, each weighing 3,-

700 pounds, have been a decorative
feature of the theater since it opened
in 1926. Art objects have either
been removed, or have been placed
in recesses, and tightened with iron
rods.

The first theater to air-raid drill

its staff of 160 and set up a series
of emergency regulations, the Para-
mount, according to Robert M. Weit-
man, managing director, has equip-
ped itself with the following emerg-
ency material: Two Indian pumps
(added to the fire fighting equip-
ment); portable radios; asbestos
gloves; rubber gloves; blackout cur-
tains for lobby promenade windows;
18 fire pails with sand placed in van-
tage spots throughout the theater;
four emergency battery lighting
equipment sets for the auditorium;
emergency public address system;
nine hand lanterns; additional flash-

lights for all departments; shatter-
proof glass in the box office windows;
crash helmets; gas masks; a com-
plete portable fire truck; emergency
room fully equipped with nurse
and attendants during operation of
the theater; tarpaulin on fire truck;
sledge hammer; axe and hook.
During blackout periods, the

Broadway box-office will be set up in

the outer lobby. Cashiers will wear
berets and blouses which have been
treated with ultra violet preparation
so as to be visible, but not throw
any light. Doormen will wear caps
similarly treated.

Excavation Is Started

For New Basil Nabe
Buffalo—Ground has been broken

by Basil Enterprises, Inc., for its

new 1,000-seat nabe house, the Col-
vin, just across the Buffalo city line

in the Village of Kenmore.
The Kenmore building permit, an-

nounced by Raymond J. Kirsch,
building inspector, calls for a $60,-

000 structure, 104 by 180 feet, plus
two stores on the street and one
apartment over the theater lobby, to

be completed by July 1.

Russell G. Larke of Niagara Falls

is archiect.

Brilliant Program Display

ADLER
"THIRD DIMENSION"
LETTERS—All Sizes for

Interchangeable Use
and New Exclusive

"REMOVA-PANEL" UNITS
Adler Silhouette Letter Co.

2909-G Indiana Ave., Chicago
33-G West 60th St., New York

Heywood-Wakefield Has
Sharp Earning Rise

Net profit of Heywood-Wakefield
Co. for the year 1941 amounted to

$405,679, after deductions, as against
$303,787 for 1940, it is disclosed

in organization's annual report to

stockholders by Richard N. Green-
wood, president.

Consolidated balance sheet shows
accounts receivable and inventories
amounting to $4,786,392 as com-
pared with $3,653,268 a year ago.

Sales during 1941 were 27 per cent
in excess of those billed during the
preceding span.
During 1941 a total of $243,346

was spent for additions to and re-

placements of production facilities,

the largest portion of this outlay
going for completion of conveyor
lines at the Gardner, Mass., and
Menominee, Mich., plants. Dividends
in arrears on the Series B Preferred
shares for the year 1939 were paid
during 1941.

The management, Greenwood as-

serted, is being confronted by many
new and perplexing problems in con-
verting the company's facilities to

the production of war items. He
added that "while our first consid-

eration during the emergency period
must be to assist in the war effort,

we shall nevertheless help our cus-
tomers to supply their civilian needs
in so far as it is possible to do so."

GrE Issues Descriptive

Folder on Lighting

Bridgeport—A new folder which
describes and illustrates G-E acces-
sories for fluorescent lighting is an-
nounced by the construction and ma-
terials division of General Electric

Co.'s appliance and merchandise de-
partment here.
The folder, copies of which are

available on request, illustrates

starters, lampholders, starter sock-

ets, combination lampholders and
starter sockets, and a manual con-
tiol switch. Function of ballasts in

fluorescent lighting is explained.

GAC Building Continues
Oklahoma City — The Griffith

Amusement Co. will begin construc-
tion on a new theater in Claremore,
Okla. where they now operate two
theaters. Immediate remodeling of

their Ritz at Hugo and Rialto in

Oklahoma City has also been an-
nounced. Plans are also under way
for a new house in Duncan, Okla.

i
Always

Dependable

MOTIOGRAPH
PROJECTORS

See Your Independent Theatre

Supply Dealer for Full Information

COfniriG and G0IIIG

WALTER E. GREEN, president of National
Theater Supply, has returned to the home
office, following a business trip to the Rocky
Mountain area and the mid-West.

JOHN EBERSON, film theater architect, has,

left New York for Ashland, O., and will visit

Pittsburgh and Washington before returning to

his local office early next week.

CY DASH, vice-prexy of Hertner Elecfa^,

was in town this week from Cleveland. f&.

ED HARTLEY, of NTS, is scheduled to jou?^
to New York again this week-end from Wash-
ington.

DREW EBERSON, junior partner of the archi-

tectural firm of John and Drew Eberson, has
arrived in New York from Washington.

WB Stand In Delaware
Shut for Remodeling

(Continued from Page 11)

that William H. Lee, architect for
the remodeling of the Queen Theater
here, would supervise the remodeling
of the Grand.
How long the Grand will be closed

was not included in the announce-
ment. The house has been oper-
ated by Warners for more than a
dozen years.

Jenson Betters Pix
Wewoka, Okla.—Bill Jenson has

!

completed remodeling of his Pix
Theater here with a new front and
marquee, neon signs, neon in the
foyer with Nu-Wood trim. New
carpet has also been installed.

Jh^iAIBra
!

EXHIBITORS

Order COOLING

Equipment NOW!
Don't put it off another
day if you plan to install

usAIRco Comfort Cool-
ing in time for next sum-
mer's business.

While usAIRco Refrig-

erated Kooler-aire Sys-

tems are practically out of

the picture, you can still

get low-cost usAIRco
Kooler-aire Evaporative
and Cold Water Systems,

with which over half the

nation's theatres are now
equipped.

Write usAIRco Today!

* UNITED STATES AIR

CONDITIONING CORP.
I MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
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!(A Announces New

'Snowhite" Screen

(Continued from Page 11)

feet light barrier. The result is a
)rilliant picture high in contrast,

iat reflects the utmost of photo
raphic depth and detail

Controlled diffusion has been en-
• I dneered into the screen by a process

^internal polygonal embossing.

I

^ redirects light into the seating
.rea that was previously lost at wide
ingles into the stage wings or con-
centrated in the center aisle "hot
spot."

All types of projection light may
he used with the RCA Snowhite
Screen. It is efficient enough to be
used with low-intensity and incan-
descent projection lights and it will

not exaggerate the yellow tint pro-

duced by them.
The scieen is as transparent to

hound as it is opaque to light. The
sound transmission characteristics

i<»f a screen are dependent upon its

hickness, weight, stiffness, and per-

foration pattern. The compressed
..light weight, flexible body of the
new screen, scientifically perforated
with an open area of 8 per cent,

give it a sound transmission quality

well above Society of Motion Picture
' Engineer specifications.

The Snowhite screen is fully flame-

proofed and backed with a sturdy
cotton drill.

Road-Minded Rhodes Reaches Conclusion
That Future Is the Stveet "Ruyin* Bike"

Akron— R. W. "Dusty" Rhodes, manager of the Colonial Theater here, an-
nounces he has just placed an order for the downtown district's first bicycle
parking racks. They are to be installed in the rear of the theater. Rhodes de-
clares he has been doing a bit of checking on bike sales, and has learned that
hundreds have been bought in the past few weeks. Conclusion: "Theatergoers
are going to be riding bikes to their favorite amusement spots in the very near
future."

Detroit Theater Work
High In First Quarter

(Continued from Page 11)

ported in detail,—a total of $1,011,-

500.

Total includes jobs finished, in

progress, or started during the first

three months. Low figure on re-

modeling and reports from two of
the four local supply houses that
they have relatively few jobs in

progress between them, indicates an
approaching cessation of remodelling
in this area. Importing remodelling
programs have, however, been com-
pleted in recent months by such cir-

cuits as Associated, and Butterfield,

and indications are a few more will

be started in the near future. New
constiuction is, of course, curtailed
by desire of theatermen to cleave
strictly to the materials' conserva-
tion program.

Zern Closes New Pact
Henry Hall Circuit, operating the-

aters throughout Texas, has ap-
pointed Altec Service to take charge
of sound, repair-and-replacement,
and booth parts service in all Henry
Hall Theaters. C. J. Zern nego-
tiated for Altec.

Dealer Sales Are Heavy
On Motiograph Equip.

(Continued from Page 11)

Atlanta area the latter include sound
systems for the Cherokee Theater,
Murphy, N. C; Carolina Theater,
Rocky Mount, N. C; and the Coastal,
Ridgemand, N. C, which also pur-
chased projectors. Orders were
placed by the outlets with Wil-Kin
Theater Supply. Dealer Malcolm
Lawrence, Greensburg, Pa., sold
Mirrophonic Sound and Projectors
to the Manos Theater, Monessen, Pa.,

and W. R. Howell, agent in Okla-
homa City supplied sound and pro-
jectors to the Nusho, Cleveland,
Okla., and John Jay's Theater, Cor-
dell, Okla.

Sales by McArthur Theater Equip-
ment Co., Detroit, were to Cassidy
Recreation Center, Midland, Mich.;
Bridgeman, Bridgeman, Mich.; and
Julius Fodor's New Theater, Benton
Harbor, Mich. B. F. Shearer Co.,

Los Angeles, reports sale of sound
and projectors to J. Berman's New
Theater in that city, and Charleston
Theater Supply, Charleston, W. Va.,
to the Strand, Kenova, W. Va. Mod-
ern Theater Equipment Co.'s sales

included sound to the Lorex, Loraine,
Tex., and projectors to the Palace,
Memphis, Tex., and the Queen, Mart,
Tex.

Orders filled by Joe Hornstein,
Inc., New York, were from the Erin,
Syracuse; Max Tischler, Newark;
Kismet, Brooklyn; Harris, New York,
and Amsterdam, New York. J. F.
Dusman, Baltimore, sold projectors
to the Little, Baltimore, and the
Rex, Norfolk, Va., and Becker The-
ater Equipment, Buffalo, projectors
and sound to the Genesee there.

Other equipment channels adding
to volume sales were Don Ruliffson
Supply, Minneapolis; Falls City The-
ater Equipment Co., Louisville; A.
& S. Steinberg, Pittsburgh; Exhib-
itors Supply Co., St. Louis, and
Amusement Supply Co., Detroit.

Altec Installing Sound
Detroit—Altec Service is installing

new Altec-Lansing stage setup for
sound at the Michigan Theater, ace
house of the United Detroit Circuit.

I. P. Harris Theater
Will Bow on April 4

Theater Construction

$1,1fi8 r000inFeb.

(Continued from Page 11)

throughout Pennsylvania and Ohio,
will definitely open on Saturday,
April 4, instead of March 27 as pre-
viously scheduled.

In contrast to the gala ceremonies
which launched the Alvin, the new
theater will have a quiet opening,
with no Hollywood background or
special preview. The theater will

open in the morning with its regular
program, "To the Shores of Tripoli"
being the feature attraction, and at
8:30 p.m. there will be an official

opening in a brief ceremony with
Mayor Cornelius Scully and Senator
Frank J. Harris, an officer of the
Harris organization, participating.
The Harris Co. announces that this

is not a rebuilt theater but is brand
new from wall to wall and an all-

steel structure from top to bottom
and from the front of the lobby to

the modernly equipped stage. The
house, designed by Architects John
and Drew Eberson, has been newly
equipped throughout, with indirect
lighting in the main auditorium, and
will be their "ace" theater in the
downtown section, playing all top
product.

(Continued from Page 11)

is now at war, with several months
of the 1940 and 1941 spans.

If the present rate of 1942 new
constiuction and remodelling were
maintained throughout the present
year, indications are that in the 37
Eastern States the total would, bar-
ring too sharp a Summer seasonal
drop, come within some 40 per cent
of the 1941 figure. Last year, al-
terations and new building in these
same States was recorded as more
than $20,000,000.

Durham Acquires Empire
Portland, Ore.—O. M. Durham, for

many years operator-owner of num-
erous Pacific Northwest theaters,
following disposal of his theater at
Mt. Vernon, Wash, has re-entered
the theater filed and taken over the
Empire Theater, in Anacortes,
Wash., which latter house will short-
ly be entirely renovated.

Holt Selects International
Cincinnati — A. J. Holt has in-

stalled new International chairs in

his Idle Hour at Carthage.

Gets Tele Patent
Richmond—Patent No. 2,275,026,

covering "emphasized television,"
has been granted to Alda V. Bedford
of Collingswood, N. Y., and assigned
to RCA. The patent covers super-
imposing on a tele image marks such
as an arrow, a star or a letter to em-
phasize any component of the image.

Mumac Makes Bow
Chardon, O.—A new motion pic-

ture theater, the Mumac, has been
opened at near-by Middlefield. James
Mazzucho, of Newton Falls, is man-
ager. The name of the theater is a
contraction of the names of the build-
ers, G. H. Mumaw and Mayor G. W.
Mcllroy.

CHANGE TO ALTEC SERVICE

.A CHANGE FOR THE BETTER

250 West 57th Street • New York City

AS Sole Eastern Distributors, we
carry the full and complete line of

equipment manufactured by:

—

MOLE-RICHARDSON CO.
Hollywood, California

Incomparable Lighting Equipment

Estimates Cheerfully Given

Let U» Enlighten You en
Your Lighting Problems

CHARLES ROSS Inc.
333 W. 52nd St.. New York City

Telephones: Circle 6-5470-5471

IN TIMES LIKE THESE keeping your
equipment in tip-top condition is

more important than ever! Guard
against a dark house and lost box-

office by calling on RCA's Nation-

wide Service Organization for

periodic check-ups. Remember, it's

far better to prevent breakdowns
than tofix breakdowns !

Only RCA Theatre Service

Offers You All These Advantages

!

• Frequent, scheduled check-ups
• Prompt emergency service
• Sound and projection parts
• RCA Magicote Lens Service
• Laboratory, engineering and manufactur-

ing coordination
• Projection engineering service

• Acoustic engineering service
• Emergency portable sound system
• Emergency parts stocks

THEATRE
SERVICE

PHOTOPHONE DIVISION
RCA Manufacturing Company, Inc., Camden, N. J.

A Service of fhe
"
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Pix Are War Effort's Standard Bearer— DeMille
Producer Hails Motion Pic-

ture as Real Conqueror of

World at Ampa Luncheon

(.Continued from Page 1)

yesterday at the Waldorf-Astoria,
the event marking his 30th anni-
versary as a producer and co-
inciding with the premiere of his
latest pic, "Reap the Wild Wind,"
at the Music Hall. (See Along the
Rialto, Page 9, for luncheon color
story).

Industry's War-Time Job

DeMille, who repeatedly stirred
a large and representative audience,
denned the industry's war-time job
as "to help bring home a full reali-
zation of this crisis and of the dead-
ly peril that lurks in internal squab-
bles," and added:

"Today motion pictures hold
the same place in the war effort
that a standard bearer does in
an army."

The industry's future, the produc-
er observed in conclusion, "is bound
up with a free America. And Amer-
ica will last, ladies and gentlemen; it

is the oldest country on earth. It

was conceived in the mind of the
first man to wear chains, and before
that—in the Mind of God."

Text of DeMille's Speech

Full text of DeMille's address
broadcast over WNEW, follows:

"Mr. Chairman, my old friend, Bob
O'Donnell, from the long-horned Em-
pire of Texas. And you Quiz Kids,
remarkable little jets of wisdom

—

and you gentlemen of radio, that
amazing new dispenser of knowl-
edge, over which presidents and
prime ministers advise, encourage
or scold their people. Over which
kings lay down their scepters and
over which drama and humor, com-
mercial wares and news reach from
the minarets of Manhattan to the
farthest outposts of civilization.

"General Hays, who is some times
called the Czar of Motion Pictures,
but is really the paternal guardian of
that great industry. Miss Swanson,
John Flinn, Mr. Golden, all my old
associates and friends of stage,
screen and radio, Mr. Trotta, ladies
and gentlemen of the Associated Mo-
tion Picture Advertisers

—

"I am honored to be your guest
today, and I'm grateful for the
gracious and very generous things
you have said about me, the warm
hospitality you are showing me in

New York and the parchment you
have presented to me. The good-will
and friendship it extends will be
with me always. Some cynic once
said that a man's best friend is a
good lawyer. And although I can't
endorse that statement—nor deny it

—I do believe that one of the best
friends a showman can have—is a
good advertising man.

Advertising is Salesmanship

"Advertising is salesmanship
(which, of course, I know nothing
about), but I have had the good
fortune to benefit from the talents

DeMille Calls Hollywood and Broadway as
Much a Part of the Front as Pearl Harbor

"Don't laugh when I say that Broadway and Hollywood are as much a part
of the front as Pear! Harbor, because remember there was a young man there
who laughed and refused to believe when they told him Japanese planes were
coming."

—

CECIL B. DeMILLE, speaking at Ampa's luncheon in his honor
yesterday.

of good salesmen during most of my
career.

"One good advertising man who
helped to sell deMille Pictures is

Walt Disney. At the last Academy
dinner, just after he had been pre-
sented with the Thalberg Trophy,
Walt reminded me that he did the
art work on all the advertising lay-
outs for 'Male and Female,' of
which Miss Swanson was the star.
"As Shakespeare—(another good

advertising man) once put it: 'What's
past is prologue,' and what you and
I are interested in today is the great
saga that lies ahead of us.
"But let's not make the mistake

of dismissing the past as of no
further use to us. Confucius had
some good advice about this. He
said: 'Study the past if you would
divine the future.'

"So I might recommend a study of
the Roman Empire. We've already
made some of the mistakes that led
to the burning of Rome and the fall

of the Empire, and unless we correct
them quickly and effectively, history
may well repeat itself. But, since
our state of civilization has ad-
vanced, one fiddle would probably
not be enough for us.

"We'd have to have a symphony
orchestra made up of some very fine

political musicians, and the results
to us would be proportionately hot-
ter. But since I burned Rome once
myself, that brings us back to motion
pictures, and the great part they
must play in the present drama.

One Picture Worth 1,000 Words
"Our wise and gallant allies, the

Chinese, have a saying to the effect
that one picture is worth a thousand
words. Multiply that by about 176,-
000— (the number of single pictures
that make up an 11,000 foot motion
picture) like—well, like 'Reap the
Wild Wind'—and you begin to ap-
preciate the potentialities of this
industry in putting across to the na-
tion ideas that it needs today—needs
so much and so deeply for its own
salvation.

"I don't need to enumerate those
ideas—those principles which we
must hang on to if we are to come
through this deadly crisis without
mortal wounds.

"Freedom—is a simple word, and
so familiar—so familiar that, like

the mainspring of a clock, we're not
conscious of it until it stops.

"Freedom is a blessing that we
take so much for granted that we
don't appreciate it any more than we
did our automobile tires.

"We just can't conceive of not
being allowed to speak as we please,

to work as we please, to read what
we please, to listen to whatever radio
program we please, and to kneel to

the God who made us, in whatever
church we please.

"I am not sure that we have fully
realized that this is a war against
civilians, and the part that civilians
must play in it.

"Wars have not been fought be-
fore by all the people. This is the
first war in which the entire popu-
lation of the nation is on the front
because the front goes completely
around the world, nor is there any
place to which we can retreat. Never
before has every newly-born baby
and every bent old man been on the
field of battle.

"Don't laugh when I say that
Broadway and Hollywood are as
much a part of the front as Pearl
Harbor, because remember there
was a young man there who laughed
and refused to believe when they
told him Japanese planes were com-
ing.

Nation Needs to Get Mad
"This nation needs to get mad.

Forget hours and profits, roll up its

sleeves, spit on its hands, and go
to work.

"We are just beginning to hear
the distant rumble and roar of the
assembly lines throughout the na-
tion. We are just beginning to for-
get partisanship and organize effi-

ciently our brains, our genius, and
our vast labor powers with one sin-
gle aim, victory.
"The stupidity of partisanship is

treason. Whether it be partisan-
ship of capital, labor or government.
"Not until the unity, power and

determination of the people, replaces
with modern, streamlined organiza-
tion — the outmoded, inefficient,

wasteful and wishful thinking of the
past tragic years of self-admiration
and self-satisfaction can we rightful-
ly pay for our brave wounded—and
our dead.

"Those dead must not have died
in vain.

"No drama in the world's history
has had more heroic actors than the
American men and boys fighting on
the various fronts of the world to-

day. Their unparalleled deeds of
biavery, courage and endurance in
the cause of liberty dim the saga
of Ulysses—but Liberty is a wo-
man ladies and gentlemen—a beau-
tiful, desirable and very jealous wo-
man.
"No woman likes to be taken for

granted.
"Look at her out there in your

harbor.
"No Hollywood glamour girl can

equal her attraction as she stands
there holding her torch aloft, with
the ocean at her feet, and the stars
in her hair.

"She's not to be won by idlers—nor

iSlfl

People Look to Hollywooc
For Diversion, Giving Filing

A Great Responsibility

held by complacency. She is Amer
ica's sweetheart, and she demands
a courageous offensive against hat^-
—and cruelty—and the barbaris
hell, itself.

3ra«.

-

B

"An offensive against the force;

that are pledged to destroy us. Anc I

the world's liberty with us.
Things That Demand an Offensive
"She demands an offensive agains

intolerance and bigotry. An offen
sive against the savage dictators
and the petty racketeers who wouL
be dictators. She demands an offen
sive that combines the pride of th>

past—with the might of the presen.
—to end, for all time invasioi
against the rights of the free men
who protest their love for her.
"Those are her terms, and non<

but the brave deserve the fair.

"The job of motion pictures is t<

help bring home a full realizatioi

,

of this crisis and of the deadly peril*
that lurks in internal squabbles.

"Hitler and the Mikado think they can con!!:,

quer the world but we, motion pictures, hav .ic

already conquered it. We have invaded ever;
country, not to bring it death and destruction* |

or to take from it its wealth, but to bring i,

our wealth which is humor and drama,
science and art.

"We have invaded not with armed force
and smashing tanks, but with romance an*; !

music and beauty.

Films a Standard Bearer

"Today motion pictures hold the sam
place in the war effort that a standar
bearer does in an army.
"Ours is the task of holding high an>

ever visible the values that everyone i

fighting for. I don't mean flag waving bu
giving the embattled world sharp glimpses c

the way of life that we've got to hang on t

in spite of everything.
"In the midst of battles and convoy depat j

tures to foreign lands, of bombing raids an> .

disturbing headlines, we have it in our powe. '„

to show a lonesome soldier what home look' '<

like, to mirror to him and to all men, th)

joys of freedom. We can give harrassej
J

America relaxation and rest and occasionally
even an hour of peace and laughter.
"The world knows us and likes us. Onl

the other day, a member of the Dutch pres
told me that she had received a cable fror

Batavia while that far-flung outpost of free

dom was in the midst of a bombing raicj f
The people of Batavia wanted to know wh I

won the Academy awards.
"I read that Donald Nelson said: 'I'd giv

:
,

anything in the world if just one night I coul-
finish a leisurely dinner, walk out on th L B
street, drift in the crowds, footloose, drop i' te

a movie when it caught my eye.'

Look to Hollywood for Diversion

"I think that shows very poignantly hoi' L
people everywhere in these times of turmo

j
.

l

and distress look to Hollywood for diversio Je

and relaxation, and even a little bit of ghl It]

mour.
"It is a touching tribute and a magnif!

cent responsibility.

"In medieval times, nations were divide
into three estates—the clergy, the noble:

and the common people. Then Edmund Burk
bestowed upon the press the title in whic
it has gloried ever since.

"He christened it 'The Fourth Estate.'

"Today we can speak with equal justic

of the motion picture as 'The fifth estate' an
of radio as 'the sixth estate.' For the pres;

pictures and radio are powerful forces of th

people, and bear a sacred trust.

"As for the future of the motion pictui

industry, your guess is as good as mine.
"But whatever its future may be, it'

bound up with a free America.
"And America will last, ladies and gentle

men, it is the oldest country on earth.

"It was conceived in the mind of the fir;

man to wear chains, and before that—in th

Mind of God."
}
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OPERATING THEATERS UP 378 TO 17,919

Minn. Raps Distributors and the Consent Decree
THE WEEK
I\ REVIEW
UMPI Sales Plan
— By L. H. MITCHELL _

Charge Distribs. Ignore
B. O. Appeal in Attack
On Anti-5-Block Law

AGREEMENT NEAR: With Al-
lied's board "open minded" on
UMPI's proposed sales plan in

olocks-of-12, early agreement ap-
peared sure at the week-end, al-

though Allied was expected to sub-
mit a sales plan of its own. William
F. Rodgers, UMPI's chairman, whose
attempt to resign was refused, told

the UMPI-Allied meet in New York
that the blocks-of-12 plan would be
difficult for Metro to live up to.

BLACKOUTS: Nassau's county-
;. wide blackout slashed theater gros-

ses up to 50 per cent. Lower Man-
hattan's blackout had similar effect

• it the box-office. . . . Springfield,

Mass., blackout was shortened due
to fear of tire thefts. . . . Massa-
chusetts coastal area will blackout
tomorrow.

KENT OBSEQUIES: More than
1,000 industry officials and friends
of the late Sidney R. Kent filled the
Riverside Church Tuesday afternoon
at the funeral services. Dr. Harry
Emerson Fosdick conducted the serv-

ice and paid eloquent tribute to the
late president of 20th Century-Fox.
. . . Speculation was rife at the

k week-end as to who would become
*j'the new president of 20th-Fox.
Among those mentioned as possi-

lilities were W. C. Michel, Hermann
l'i. Place, Spyros Skouras and Tom

MISCELLANY: K-A-0 reported a

vear's net of $738,095, a drop of

£42,009 from 1940. . . . Philadelphia
independent managers formed a

benevolent association .... Richard
F. Walsh, IATSE prexy, reported
exchange contracts 80 per cent
signed. . . . Col. H. A. Cole urged
industry broadcasts as institutional

publicity. . . . There will be no de-

ferment from the armed services of

theater maintenance workers. . . .

iSkids were seen under annual sales

inventions with number of region-
"I parleys replacing them.

By GEORGE E. GUISE
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

St. Paul, Minn. — Motion picture
producers and distributors attempt-
ing to invalidate Minnesota's new
anti-blocks-of-five law have disre-

garded box-office appeal on the screen
and the right of the public to view
good pictures in their attack on the
statute.

This is the contention of Ramsey
County Attorney James F. Lynch in

(Continued on Pane 11)

Local 244 Receiver

Hearing on Apr. 17

Newark—Chancery Court hearing
for appointment of a receiver for
Local 244, operators, was adjourned
to April 17 when the case was not
washed up in the two days allotted

to it. Vice Chancellor John D. Bige-
low will be tied up with other hear-
ings until that date.

The suit has been brought by six
(Continued on Page 10)

Report Two Distributors

Adapting Plan of Metro

Philadelphia — Metro's so-called

sliding scale selling plan, modified,

is reported being employed here by
two other distribs. for specific top
pictures. Companies, according to

{Continued on Page 11)

Boom for Film Biz
Seen in Australia

Australian film biz is heading for

boom times, according to week-end
advices received by Warners' foreign

department. Theaters are playing to

excellent biz, and are expected to

continue to operate without Govern-

ment restrictions.

South American business also is

reported as "very good" by Warners.

Mich. Theaters Join

Protection Parley

Detroit — State-wide Industrial
Protection Institue went into sec-

tional meetings Friday. Theaters
were in joint session with office

buildings and hotels. Principal
speaker was Carl Pratt, manager
United Artists Theater building.
Major Detroit and Michigan cir-

cuits were represented by principal
theater executives or supervisors.
Major development was a detailed

air raid manual presented to all the-
ater men by Robert Corbin and Jo-

(Continued on Page 2)

Hays to Deliver Annual
Report to Board Today

Annual meeting of the MPPDA
board of directors will be held today.
Will H. Hays, president, will deliver

his annual report on the industry
and the company heads are expected

{Continued on Page 11)

Auto Situation Clips Grosses
Michigan Business Down from 10 to 20 P.C.

U. S. and British Swap
Army Training Films

Washington Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Soldiers in U. S.

training camps will get a close-up

view of the military customs and
field technique of the British troops
by whose side they may fight in the

future by interchange of training
{Continued on Page 12)

By H. F. REVES
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Detroit—Checkup of business con-
ditions in the state shows show busi-

ness generally down 10 to 20 per
cent under a year ago on the aver-
age, with the auto situation getting
much of the blame for this condition,

in varying degrees.
Conditions in Detroit are some-

(Continued on Page 10)

10,013 U. S. Towns and Cit-

ies Now Have Film Houses;
Average Capacity at 577

Motion picture theaters operating
in the U. S. increased by 378 during
1941, it is shown by The Film Daily
Year Book for 1942, published to-

day. Theaters operating on Jan.

1, 1942 totaled 17,919 compared with
17,541 on Jan. 1, 1941.

U. S. cities and towns with film

houses totaled 10,013 at the end of

1941. Average seating capacity of

theaters is 577, average daily at-

tendance per theater, 500, and aver-
(Continued on Page 12)

Modified Sales Plan

To Distribs. Today

A sales plan proposal, reported

to be a modification of the UMPI
plan, was mapped out by the exhibi-

tor members of the sub-committee
on trade practices Friday and will

(Continued on Page 11)

Warner Zone Managers
Meet in N. Y. Tomorrow

Joseph Bernhard, Warner Bros,

general manager, and Harry M. Kal-

mine, assistant general manager of

Warner Theaters, will hold a meet-
(Continued on Page 10)

200 Take Air Raid
Protection Course

Toledo, 0.—Comprehensive ten-

week course in air-raid protection is

being studied by more than 200 men
and women employes of theaters in

the greater Toledo area, it is an-

nounced by Jack Lykes, manager of

Loew's Valentine, who is vice-chair-

man of the air-raid protection com-

mittee appointed by Mayor John Q.

Carey, and conductor of the course.

Group meets each Wednesday at

8:30 a. m. in the Paramount Theater.

Course includes first-aid, fire-bomb

technique, and general defense meas-

ures.
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FINANCIAL
(Friday 27)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET —
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Seat 634 63,4 634
Col. Picts. vtc. (2i/

2 %> 65/8 6'/4 6'/4 — l/
2

Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind 7-16 7-16 7-16—1-16
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East. Kodak 118'/2 116% 11634 — 2%
do pfd.

Gen. Th. Eq 115/8 H5/8 jJ5/8
['/'/_

Loew's, Inc 39V8 387/8 387/8 — %
do pfd
Paramount 143/8 J33/4 133/4 — "s/

8
Para. 1st pfd
RKO
rko $6 pfd ..;.';

20th Century-Fox 9 9 9 + Va
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd. . ..."

Warner Bros 5 4% 4% — i/
8

do pfd. .

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. deb. 4s56 100'/8 100'/8 lOOVs — Vs
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48

100 Vi 100'/4 100 1/4 — %
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Monogram Picts

Radio-Keith cvs. . .
l/
8

l/
8

l/
8 . . ..

.

Sonotone Corp 1% 1% 1%
Technicolor 8'/8 8 8
Trans-Lux 5/g y„ s/g . . \ \\

Universal Piers

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Sid Asked

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45.. 64 67
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 59 62</2

MPA Honors Buxbaum
Harry H. Buxbaum, metropolitan

district manager of 20th-Fox, will
be honored at a luncheon of Motion
Picture Associates at the Hotel As-
tor tomorrow noon. Buxbaum is

president of the group.

Metro Buys Paul's Novel
Metro has purchased "The Last

Time I Saw Paris," novel by Elliot
Paul of an American in Paris, which
is the Literary Guild selection for
May, and is published by Random
House. Victor Saville will be the
producer.

H The Broadwav Parade ®
Picture and Distributor Theater

The Invaders (Coiumbia Pictures)—4th week Capitol
To Be or Not to Be (United Artists-Lubitsch)—4th week Rivoli
Ride 'Em, Cowboy (Universal Pictures)—4th week Criterion
The Fleet's In (Paramount Pictures)—3rd week Paramount
To the Shores of Tripoli (Twentieth Century-Fox) Roxy
The Male Animal (Warner Bros. Pictures) Strand
Reap the Wild Wind (Paramount Pictures-DeMille) Music Hall
Strange Case of Dr. Rx (Universal Pictures) Rialto
Canal Zone (Columbia Pictures) Clobe
When Knights Were Bold Little Carnegie
Captains of the Clouds (Warner Bros. Pictures) (a-b) Palace
The Road to Happiness (Monogram Pictures) (a) Palace
Tramp, Tramp, Tramp (Columbia Pictures) (a) New York
Arizona Terrors (Republic Pictures) (a) '. New York

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES
Nine Bachelors (Dome Pictures)—8th week (a) World
Tanya (Artkino Pictures)—5th week Stanley

FUTURE OPENINGS .

Cone With the Wind (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer-Selznick)—Opens tomorrow (d) . . . . Astor
My Favorite Blonde (Paramount Pictures)—April 1 Paramount
Rudyard Kipling's Jungle Book (United Artists-Korda) (c) Rivoli

The Ghost of Frankenstein (Universal Pictures)—April 3 Rialto

Joe Smith, American (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures)—April 1 Criterion
Dangerously They Live (Warner Bros. Pictures)—April 19 Strand
The Bugle Sounds (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer Pictures)—April 2 Capitol
Rings on Her Fingers (Twentieth Century-Fox) (c) Roxy
Song of the Islands (Twentieth Century-Fox)—April 2 (a-b) Palace
Always in My Heart (Warner Bros. Pictures)—April 2 (a-b) Palace
West of Tombstone (Columbia Pictures)—Opens tomorrow (a) New York
Broadway Big Shot (Producers Releasing Corp.)—Opens tomorrow (a) New York
The Pasha's Wives (The Films, Inc.)—April 4 (a) World
Soviet Women in Arts and Sciences (Artkino)—April 4 (a) World
Continental Express (Monogram Pictures) (c) Little Carnegie

(a) Dual bill, (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill, (d) Third release.

Theaters Join in Mich.
Protection Institute Parley

(Continued from Page 1)

seph Busic of United Detroit Circuit

which is likely to become the basis

for this area.
The manual stresses thorough training

of even temporary replacement employes and
places responsibility for planning and execu-
tion directly up to each thater manager and
specific duties to each employe. Provision
is made chiefly for two kinds of alerts—one
for keeping an audience in the house and the

other for emptying as determined by public
authorities. Emphasis is put strongly on
doing everything unhurriedly to avoid panic.

A detailed manual based on the general
circuit manual has been worked out for each
individual house with special duties for each
employe. Full list of emergency equipment in

theaters with locations and phone numbers of

doctors, fire and police stations, drug stores,

hospitals and major circuit executives is ap-
pended.

Warners Still Without
Word from Dunn, Others

Warners' foreign department said

at the week-end that it was still

without word from Harold Dunn, in

charge of the Far East with head-

quarters in Shanghai, Mike Shathin

in Japan, Cliff Almy in the Philip-

pines and the company's represen-

tatives in Singapore and Java.

20th-Fox Signs Jill Esmond
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Jill Esmond, noted

English actress, has been signed by
20th Century-Fox for an important
role in "The Pied Piper" in which
Monty Woolley will be starred.
Other additions to the cast include
Lester Mathews, William Edmunds
and Ferike Boros.

Coast Theater Seeks
Clearance Reduction

A demand for arbitration to re-
duce the clearance now granted to
the El Monte Theater, El Monte,
Calif., has been filed by W. J. Ed-
wards, Jr., and the Norwalk Theater
Corp., operating the Tumbleweed
Theater in Five Points, a village in
Los Angeles County. Warner Bros.,
20th Century-Fox and Paramount
were named defendants.

Complainant charges that the 63-
day clearance over the Tumbleweed
by the El Monte is unreasonable
and asks that the clearance be fixed
at seven days.

Patterson Testimonial

Richard C. Patterson, Jr., RKO's
board chairman and State chairman
of the War Bonds Savings Staff,
will be tendered a testimonial din-
ner in the Hotel Astor on May 18
by the New York Young Democratic
Club in recognition of his work in

the war bonds campaign.

1~*

CLOSE THAT

TOMORROW BY

TELEGRAPHING TODAY VIA

Tostal
Telegraph
CHARGES FOR TELEGRAMS 'PHONED IN

APPEAR ON YOUR TELEPHONE BILL.

COminG and going

WILLIAM A. SCULLY leaves Wednesday fo.

the Coast.

FRED RATH is here from the Coast.

WILLIAM FERLBERG, 20th-'Fox producer, gets
into town today.

JOHN GARFIELD left town for the Coast
yesterday.

&AA to Pick Arbitrator

!n Freeport, 111., Case
©

Chicago—Inability to agree/ on an
arbitrator for the Bennis arbitra-
tion case in Freeport, 111., has re-S
suited in the complainant and the
defendant asking the AAA to se-

lect an arbitrator for them.
Meanwhile, the Pearl Theater casei

which was to have been heard today*
has been set back to April 13.

Tele Boxing Tournament
CBS Television will offer an inter-

service amateur boxing tournament
for men in the armed forces on duty
in the New York area, starting Fri-
day, April 17 at 8:30 p.m. and con-
tinuing each Friday thereafter until
completed.

NEW yCCLK
THEATERS

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
50th St. & 6th Ave.

CECIL B. De MILLE'S

"REAP THE WILD WIND"
RAYMILLAND : JOHN WAYNE
PAULETTE GODDARD : A Paramount Picture

ON STAGE: "GLORY OF EASTER"—pageant
. . . and "TO THE COLORS"—Leonidoff's revue.

Symphony Orchestra, direction of Erno Rapee.

1st Mezzanine Seats Reserved Circle 6-4600

John Maureen Randolph

PAYNE O'HARA SCOTT
"TO THE SHORES
OF TRIPOLI"

A 20th-Fox Technicolor Production

PLUS A 116
STAGE SHOW ROXY

7th AVENUE
50th STREET

B'WAY &
47th St.

JAMES CAGNEY
'Captains of the Clouds'—and—

"ROAD TO HAPPINESS"
with JOHN BOLES

"A GREAT SHOW."

—

Herald Tribune

50c, $1 & $1.50 n
p
o
lu
h
s
ig
t
„
a
e
x
r

SECOND YEAR— SECOND EDITION
Now Thrilling its SECOND MILLION

IT HAPPENS ON ICE
Sensational Musical Icetravaganza

Center Theater, Rockefeller Center. CO. 5-5474
Eves, except Mon. Mats. Wed., Sat. & Sun.
501 Seats for Every Pert. 50c. EVGS. AT 8:40
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ALBANY- Smash business

I

rand

MEMPHIS-Sock box-office at the Malco!

Palace, Cleveland; Senator, Pittsburgh;

Lafayette, Buffalo; Hippodrome, Baltimore;

E. M. Loew, Hartford; Senate, Springfield, III.;

Olympic, Mica; Granada, Duluth

.

ana more bookings pouring

in every minute!

Donald MacBride • Roger Clark* John Emery
Screen play by Sy Bartlatt, Richard Carroll, Harry Set all

Directed by GREGORY RATOFF
Produced by SAMUEL BISCHOFF • A COLUMBIA PICTURE

TWO
YANKS fir TRINIDAD
PAT O'BRIEN "-BRIAN DONLEVY

JANET BLAIR
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There's ingenuity in the writing, the direction is snappy, and
the principals do their stuff with gusto. There's laughs and
entertainment in the proceedings.—BOXOFFICE

Combination of music and fun makes this grand entertain-

ment. It will bring joy to every member of the family. Pure,

unadulterated fun heavily trimmed with music—the kind that
carries popular appeal. —FILM DAILY

Judy Geneva's inimitable style of acting dominates the pic-

ture and her fans will welcome her in this production as they
have in her past successes. There are plenty of good laughs
in the picture. With Judy alone, "Sleepytime Gal" would be
boxoffice. But it is given added drawing power ... a bang-

up cast. —SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW

The action is very fast, and most of the gags provoke laugh-

ter . . . the music is lively . . . the picture has been produced
lavishly. —HARRISON'S REPORTS

The versatile and entertaining Judy Canova is responsible for
considerable of the zest in this comedy effort, which has sev-
eral saleable elements worthy of special exhibitor attention.

—MOTION PICTURE DAILY

Judy Canova offers a variety of comedy routines and a num-
ber of musical numbers, the last one something of a sizzler.

—MOTION PICTURE HERALD

tttiOYCAHOU4
MPW . MAID'S

GREATEST COMED/FNNf

TOM BROWN • BILLY GILBERT • RUTH TERRY

THURSTON HALL • ELISHA COOK, JR. • JERRY LESTER • MILDRED COLES

HAROLD HUBER and SKINNAY ENNIS AND HIS BAND

ALBERT S. ROGELL— Director

Screen Play by Art Arthur, Albert Duffy and Max Lief

Based on a Story by Mauri Grashin and Robert T. Shannon
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Local 244 Receiver

Hearing on Apr. 17

(Continued from Page 1)

members who charge officials of the
local with misuse of funds and coer-
cion of the membership. Complain-
ants seek removal of the officials and
an accounting of funds.
One of the charges is that Louis

Kaufman, business agent, dominates
the local to the point where members
vote as he tells them.

Others named with Kaufman are
Harold Shadbolt, president; Harry
S. Oppenheimer, recording secre-
tary; William Eussler, treasurer, and
the members of the executive board
and the board of trustees.

Complainants are George Gilligan,
Edward J. MoCrudden, William
Primmer, William Nugent, Phillip
Carlin, Jules Hegel. Their complaint
was filed in October, 1941.

Attorneys for the union are Her-
bert B. Shapiro and Andrew B.
Crummy, both of Newark.

Warner Zone Managers
Meet in N. Y. Tomorrow

(Continued from Page 1)

ing of zone managers and home of-

fice executives starting tomorrow
morning in the home offices.

In addition to taking up new ad-
vertising budgets, the meeting will

discuss current theater problems,
with particular attention to means
for coping with higher operating
costs.

Zone managers attending will in-

clude James Coston, Chicago; Nat
Wolf, Cleveland; I. J. Hoffman, New
Haven; Don Jacocks, Newark; C. J.

Latta, Albany; Ted Schlanger, Phil-
adelphia; M. A. Silver, Pittsburgh;
and John J. Payette, Washington.
Among the home office executives

who will participate are Clayton
Bond, Harry Goldberg, Leonard
Schlesinger, Frank Phelps, Sam Mor-
ris, Abel Vigard, W. Stewart Mc-
Donald, Harry Rosenquest, Louis
Kaufman, Herman Maier, Frank
Cahill and Frank Marshall.

Golding Licks Flu

Fort McClelland, Ala. — Dave
Golding, formerly Film Daily staff

writer, now in Army training here,

is out of the post hospital after a
siege of the flu.

MARCH 30

Anna Q. Nilsson Martin George Smith

Y Y Y
Fortune in Hollywood
• • • TODAY, you'll find your Fortune (meaning the April issue of

that esteemed mag) on the newsstands And therein you'll find a
most intriguing and factual article, "Hollywood In Uniform," which is sub-

titled "It's Duty (Entertainment); Its Box Office (Good); Its Contribution

(Valued); Its Patriotism (Colossal), With An Account Of Its Moods And
Manners"

Y Y Y
• • a AS sort of preview of this rich and meaty appraisal of our

industry, we quote a few of the many, many pointed paragraphs: "The
studios' increased solvency has been achieved despite the loss of foreign

markets, and in the face of a sharp rise in film production costs. Though
Hollywood has sloughed off some of its extravagances in recent years,

(pictures have never been so expensive. Though such figures are arbi-

trary, five years ago an average 'A' production cost around $700,000,

while today the average 'A' represents an investment of closer to $900,-

000. This increase is due largely to the high price of film talent and

labor. For example, extras used to get $5 or less daily. Today they get

$10.50 for silent parts—$25 if they utter as much as 'Yes' or 'No.'

It is said that average weekly attendance last year was five million ahead

of the 1940 level, and some prophesy that this year it will break all

records and go to an astronomical 93 million" Asserting that Hol-

lywood needs to make no apology for its wartime production program,

which is fully satisfactory to the authorities in Washington, Fortune

adds: "They (the Government authorities) have no intention of trying

to intrude on the public's movie reveries by saturating pictures with

war propaganda" The article observes, too', that "practically every-

one in the picture industry belongs to at least one war committee, or is

engaged in raising funds for at least one worthy purpose" Get

ahold of the article,—and you won't put it down until you've digested

every word

T T T
• • • REMEMBER PEARL HARBOR!

larquee Lights Again
aze in Sacramento

Sacramento—Sacramento theaters
have returned to full use of their
marquee lights, but are complying
with Civilian Defense council orders
to have them rigged so that they
can be instantly dimmed in event of
an air raid alarm. Meanwhile box-
office receipts are reported above
last year, due to heavy soldier play.

L. I. South Shore Houses
Hit by "Dim-out" Order

Gross Signs Josephine Brooks
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Edward Gross has

signed 19-year-old Josephine Brooks,
who is a member of the Hedges
Players, Laguna Beach, and will
use her in the next "Snuffy Smith"
picture to be released by Monogram.

Mono, to Start Quartet
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Monogram will start

at least four shooting during April.
First will be "Little MacArthurs,"
with the East Side Kids. To follow
are "Do Not Disturb," "Down Texas
Way" and "Hot Rubber."

The dim-out order for the south
shore of Long Island is expected to

affect theaters in the area, especial-

ly curtailment of marquee lighting
that might be seen some distance at

sea. Civilian Defense officials have
pointed out that the lights along
the shore may be aiding enemy sub-
marines by silhouetting ships
against the lights on shore.

There will be no lights this sum-
mer on resort board walks and con-
cessions on such thoroughfares will

be darkened. Hotel windows facing
the beaches will be blacked out or
covered with heavy shades or cur-
tains at night.

Barrymore as Johnson?
"The Man on America's Con-

science," story of President Andrew
Johnson by Alvin Meyer and Lowell
Brodaux, will occupy a place on this

year's M-G-M production schedule.
Lionel Barrymore may get the title

role, J. Walter Ruben will produce.

Auto Situation Clips

Grosses in Detroit

1

i

(Continued from Page 1)

what different. Here, the emphasis
on conservation of cars and tire?

has caused just a slight trend to-

ward nabes, augmented by layoffs
;

due to factory conversion for Z~^
purposes, so that workers tenfijj?'

patronize the lower price theater i.

By-product here is the use of
more cars to go to local shows,
shorter distances, so that parking
lot problems are actually increasec
in neighborhood parking lots. Down- '-

town lots for the past few weeks
have shown near-capacity crowds,
even on the first few nights of the
week, indicating that show crowds
use cars almost as much as ever.

First-Run Business Good
Business has recently been good

in the Detroit first-runs, largely
perhaps because of strong pictures
being currently played.

In typical auto cities upstate, like

Flint, business has been off because
the towns are so predominantly in-

dustrial, without the mixed commer-
cial setup that a metropolis like De-
troit has.

In other towns, such as Grand
Rapids, there has been a heavy lay
off among salesmen, white collar

employes, and similar groups, de-

spite continued defense production
It is difficult for these men to get
work in factories in their own towns.,

and they have constituted a heavy
portion of the better-spending thea-
tergoers.

Small Cities Lose Patrons

In the very small cities, youngei
men—and girls—have largely dis
appeared, gone to the Army, or to

the big cities to get high-salaried
jobs. Farmers in this state appeal
to have little cash, and are spending
all they have on increasing produc
tion plans for this year—so that they
do not even have time left for shows
afterwards.
Upstate survey of auto conditions

shows little immediate curtailmenf
of show-going because of conserva
tion, despite the greater distances.
In the medium-sized towns, the folks
are walking to shows now in some
degree more than formerly. But in

the rural sections, they are making
just as many trips into town to see
the show. There is a tendency to
double up on use of cars, and this

has meant in some cases bigger box-
office crowds on certain nights, in

fact.

STORKS!
Scranton, Pa.—Son was born to

Mr. and Mrs. Tom Jones. Father is

head of the Comerford Art Shop.

Indianapolis — Herman Morgan
booker at Affiliated Theaters, Inc.

is the father of a baby girl, Susar
Ann, born in the Methodist Hospital
here.
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inn. Raps Dislribs.

And Consent Decree

{Continued from Paye 1)

lis brief, filed over the week-end as
inswer to the arugments set forth
>y six plaintiffs seeking to prevent

. nforcement of the new act by means
>Ca permanent injunction.

>Mj \)mpanies involved are Para-
flUSarfnt, RKO, Vitagraph, Fox, Loew's
and United Artists. The brief also
L-overs the case in which Fox, Para-
mount and RKO are charged with
selling pictures in the state in vio-
lation of the law.

Ingenuity Will Draw Patrons
"It is the position of the distribu-

JP'.ors that if the exhibitor will exer-

I-cise enough ingenuity, he may get
the theater-going public into his the-
iter to see a picture irrespective of

xl jox-office appeal and thus keep the
:\ iroducer and distributor from los-

.»[ ng money," says the brief written

[ >y Lynch.
jt\ "This entirely disregards the

jj
-ight of the oublic and the exhibitor.

u Following the usual course of hu-
r-| man nature, the patron who sees a

»| bad picture does not blame the pro-
lucer, he blames the exhibitor. Af-

u ter seeing two or three such pictures
at a particular theater the patron

rp shuns the place from then on and
t-f »oes to other houses

"The exhibitor at all times must
I furnish the best, and what is best

i
from the public viewpoint can only

I be determined by its box-office ap-
- peal. No picture is generally enter-
taining if it does not appeal to the
masses of picture fans.

"Tastes of the public have been entirely

disregarded in arguments of the distributors
!-- inasmuch as they do not give the public credit

t
for being able to exercise discretion in de-

termining what it wishes to see on the
* screen.

Expect Poor Pic to Draw
"Distributors take the atittude that if a

.. producer makes a picture the public should

.. go to see it whether or not it is entertaining.
• Evidence in this case shows that none of the

I producers or distributors would admit that

any pictures produced were not entertaining.
All contended that, with proper advertising,
a poor picture would draw about the same
as the best production they had to offer.

"The public pays good money for what is

; supposed to be good entertainment and then
goes inside the theater only to find the pic-

ture is anything but good entertainment, any-
! thing but educational. People attend the the-

! ater to relax and enjoy themselves, not to be
. bored.

"It seems to be the main complaint of the
' producers and distributors they are grieved

because they cannot, under this law, cause
exhibitors to suffer the same financial pain
the producer suffers because of his lack of

1 common sense and good judgment.

"It is as if the producer had contracted a

case of smallpox and wanted someone with
whom to share it. This altruistic outlook

, is the basis for the attack on the Minnesota
|

statute."
Lynch Takes Issue With Distribs.

Lynch takes issue with the distributors on
their contention that the cancellation privi-

lege in the Minnesota law. and the require-
I ment that only a full season's product may
[ be sold, deprives them of the right to sell

I cancelled pictures to exhibitors in the same
| competitive district with the exhibitor who
I may have cancelled.

He says producers now sell only to one
! exhibitor in any single district and that with
' more than 500 theaters in Minnesota, no one

j
distributor claimed to sell more than 350.

The claim that the Minnesota law is a
violation of the federal government's right
to regulate interstate commerce Lynch dis-

misses with the statement that prints of

Close Gas Stations and Take Families
To Films on Sunday, Urges Dealer Ass'n

Gasoline Merchants of Brooklyn and Queens, dealers' organization, adopting

resolutions for the closing of service stations on Sundays, told their members, "As
good Americans, it is your duty to take advantage of this opportunity to take

your family out or to the movies on Sunday."

Loew Managers' Case
To State Labor Board

The collective bargaining petition

of managers and assistant managers
of the Loew circuit was referred to

the State Labor Relations Board
Friday following an informal dis-

cussion at the local offices of the

board. The petition was filed by the

Exhibition, Exposition, Entertain-

ment Employes National Union,
Loew's Unit.

It was agreed to include in the

bargaining action not only the Loew
houses in the city but those in West-
chester and New Jersey. This was
a concession to Loew's, which held

that the Westchester and Jersey

houses were part of the same ad-

ministrative unit as those in the city.

pictures are not sold to exhibitors but in-

stead, are only licensed for temporary use.

"The prints move in interstate commerce
but certainly the licenses do not," the brief

says. "Licenses are contracts, made within

the state, and although it is claimed these

are not binding until approved in New York,

it is the state's contention they are not

binding on the exhibitor until copies are

returned to the exhibitor by the exchange
with which he deals."

Regarding the charge of distributors that

the anti-five law delegates the right of cen-

sorship to the exhibitor. Lynch claims that

instead of doing this, the law merely "gives

the exhibitor, who is familiar with views of

patrons in the locality in which he is op-

erating, an opportunity to express the views

of the public in that community."

"The exhibitor has had experience with

people in his community and he knows what
they consider objectionable and distasteful."

the brief says.

Regarding the charge that the law takes

property from the distributor without due
process of law. Lynch says that instead ol

doing this it "merely returns worthless bits

of property to the distributor unused."

Slaps at Consent Decree

Slapping at the New York consent decree,

which provides that features be sold in

blocks-of-five, Lynch's brief says:

"This decree was entered into bv agree-

ment and naturally is for the benefit of the
distributor. The decree by its terms is a

fleeting thing and it is behind this smoke
cloud that distributors now are trying to

hide."

"Practically every branch or exchange man-
ager who got on the stand testified that he
oreferred to sell the whole year's product a f

one time. Naturally he would, as it saves
him considerable work and eliminates a large
number of calls on the same prospect. Yet
this is the very thing the distributors claim
their evidence has disproved.

"Distributors complain that after cancel-
lation of a picture it may not be licensed
separately to a competitor. Such never has
been the practice, the evidence shows. There
never has been an attempt on the part of
the distributor to deal with an actual com-
petitor because thev (the distributors) have
considered it useless and have made no at-

tempt to sell an actual competitor anything"

Lynch's brief then takes up that of the dis-
tributors, filed previously, and goes into the
allegations already made by the distributors
one by one. It closes by citing several de-
risions which might have a bearing on the
Minnesota case.

Arguments will be heard in Ramsey county
district court here on April 6, with a de-
cision expected about two weeks later.

Report Two Distributors

Adapting Plan of Metro

(Continued from Page 1)

report in exhib. circles, are Warners
and 20th-Fox, with the former using
an adaptation of the formula for
"Captains of the Clouds" and 20th-
Fox for "To the Shores of Tripoli."

Actors Equity Members
Pick Nominating Com.

Actors Equity voted for members
of the nominating committee at a
meeting at the Hotel Astor on Fri-
day. Six of the 10 members of
the committee chosen voted for the
membership were selected from a
slate of only 11 names. The commit-
tee has the job of selecting 10 regu-
lar candidates for the council and
eight replacements, as well as two
vice-presidents. The slate will be
presented at the annual meeting next
month.

Modified Sales Plan

To Dislribs. Today

(Continued from Page 1)

be submitted to the distributors for
their consideration today.
The committee-of-the-whole is

slated to meet this week, possibly
tomorrow, to receive the sub-com-
mittee's report and take action on
the modified plan.

Hays to Deliver Annual
Report to Board Today

(Continued from Page 1)

to take some action on the request
of the British Government to buy
British bonds with frozen American
money.

McKenna, Hurt, Recovering
Oklahoma City—Condition of Ben-

ny McKenna, general manager of
the Griffith Amusement Co., is re-
ported at St. Anthony's Hospital
here as improving. He was injured
seriously in an auto accident.

Valente House to Reale
Cadogan, Pa.—The local theater

here, formerly operated by Isadore
Valente, has been taken over by Alex
Reale.

THI

Jo Handy Andy,

Here's a toash

With one, hand free,

Med whip a hosf

!

Now that he's back

This burly ohost

Will knock 'em dead

From coast to coast
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Operating Theaters

Rise 378 to 17,919

(Continued from Page 1)

age daily attendance per theater,
per show, 250.

It is pointed out that 468 of the
theaters are of the "portable" type,
using projection and sound equip-
ment carried from town to town.
Also that 413 houses are operated
for the exclusive use of Negro pat-
rons.
The Year Book indicates that the-

aters are operated in 207 U. S. Army
posts where it is estimated that
there are in excess of 400 theaters
operated by the U. S. Army Motion
Picture Service for Army personnel.
During 1941 the vogue for "drive-

ins" continued and at year's end
there were 95 auto theater locations
in the country.

Investment in U. S. film theaters
remained at $1,900,000,000. During
the past year, expenditures for the-
ater construction and remodeling are
estimated at $23,500,000 and equip-
ment and supplies cost $26,000,000.

Total theaters in the country is

shown at 20,281 houses with 11,-

719,101 seats, but 2,362 theaters with
906,567 seats were closed on Jan. 1,

1942. Comparable figures for Jan.
1, 1941 were 19,645 theaters with
11.390,066 seats, with 2,104 with
800.224 seats closed.

U. S. and British Swap
Army Training Films

(Continued from Page 1)

films between the American and
British armies, the War Department
disclosed Friday

British training films are being
made available for use in Amer-
ican training camps by the Photo-
graphic Division of the office of the
Chief Signal Officer. American army
films in turn are sent abi*oad for the
use of the British.

First British motion picture
adopted as a U. S. War Department
training film is a four-reeler, "In-
terrogation of Prisoners." It was
produced by the British War Office

and re-edited in part for American
use by the Army Signal Corps.

British film "unexploded bombs"
is being adopted for American use
as an official training film available
for showing to officers and men of
the United States Army.
The subjects covered in these

British films have not been received.

The Signal Corps library now
numbers hundreds of titles. More
are being produced as fast as pos-
sible both in Hollywood through the
co-operation of the Research Coun-
cil and the signal corps' own
training film production laborator-

ies in Astoria, L. I., and Wright
Field, O.

Para. Buys "Prelude to Glory"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Paramount has pur-

chased "Prelude to Glory," an or-

iginal story by Charles Leonard, vet-

eran publicity man, as a starring
ehicle for Alan Ladd.

STATE-BY-STATE TABULATION OF U. S. FILM HOUSES

This tabulation of U. S. film theaters, by States, gives the complete American exhibition picture as of Jan. 1. It
represents the first published collation of all theater statistics, including portables, drive-ins, Army post and Negro the-
aters. Tabulation is from the 1942 FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK; a copyrighted feature, it may only be reproduced with
credit as to source.

State
Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut ....
Delaware
Dist. of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Idaho
Illinois

Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts . .

Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire . .

New Jersey ....
New Mexico ....
New York
North Carolina . .

North Dakota. . .

Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania . . .

Rhode Island . . .

South Carolina .

South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia

Washington ....
West Virginia . .

Wisconsin
Wyoming

Towns
180
66

182
428
134
95
20
1

142
188
149
475
237
489
308
202
179
132
97
185
305
350
127
391
149
271
35
70

195
53

462
231
170
359
232
140
560
28

118
163
138
563
126
45
186
165
216
226
50

Total
Theaters

295
105
279

1,203
256
218
38
66

353
359
212

1.125
530
668
461
345
369
206
245
456
724
550
236
704
208
381
53
110
451
111

1,438 :

449
199

1.001
479
259

1,331
65

193
208
280

1.189
209
68

350
357
342
480
67

Seats

110,714
46,139
98,565

869,066
116,620
190,410
24,431
54,849

163,460
267,671
66,727

736,192
297.382
230,918
199,453
152,293
180.682
97,418

133,449
438,336
493,084
238,793
99,156

368,827
67,837

138,498
17,792
60,669

444,239
45.799

,347,377
192,630
54,269

633,695
221,389
126,190
915,884
60.442
76,836
64,199
137,518
562,594
72.181
36,420
162,975
170,388
140,298
277,161
27,186

Closed
Theaters

24
18
11

131
60
26
1
1

23
27
66

160
88
72
86
65
33
68
19
68
65
45
15

124
49
79
6

22
65
19
157
10
21
88
75
21

108
5

10
23
24
109
26
5

21
34
34
57
9

Seats

7.000
4,582
4,762

60,189
17,190
16,758

100
1,000
8,210
7,541

12,434
60,899
24,272
20,678
25.779
15,890
14.697
19,753
5.113

38,041
25,596
14,543
6,854

41,042
8,848

19,175
1,100

10,261
47.770
6,586

102.979
3.500
4.200

33,172
27,537
6,775

60,262
2,905
3,264
6,781
6,556
36,821
5,348
2,175
8,539

12,449
8,475

25,894
3,322

Theaters
Operating

271
87
268

1.072
196
192
37
65

330
332
146
965
442
596
375
280
336
148
226
388
659
505
221
580
159
302
48
88

386
92

1.281 ]

439
17S
913
404
238

1.223
60

183
185
256

1.080
183
63
329
323
308
423
58

Seats

103.714
41,557
93,803

808,877
99,430

173,652
24,331
53,849

155,250
260,130
54,293

675,293
273,110
210,240
173,674
136,403
165,985
77,665

128,336
400,295
457,488
224,250
93,302

327,785
58.989
119,323
16,692
50.408

396,469
39.263

.244,398
189,130
50.069

600,523
193,852
119,415
855,622
57.537
73,572
57,418

130,962
525,773
66,833
34,245
154,436
157,939
131,823
251,267
23,864

Portable

29
5
38
8
8

3
7

24
8

125
17

i
5

i
11
8
1

44
7
2

10
4

Drive- Army
Ins Posts*

1
2

i
10
3

i
2

24

29
10
12
2

11

TOTALS 10.013 20.281 11,719,101 2,362 906,667 17,919 10,812,534 468 95

4
4
1

23
1
3
1
2
8
9
1
5
2
1
2
2
7
6
4

12
4
1
5
2

2
2
2
4
1

14
2

4
3
3
3
4
4
1

1

21
3
1

10
10

1
1

207

Negro
Theaters

19 . .

1

13
41
21

State

Alah^;

7
'.'.".'.'.'.' Ark*^

8 California
1 Colorado

Connecticut
Delaware

Dist. of Col.
Florida

21
6

Georgia
Idaho

Dlinois
Indiana

Iowa
3 Kansas
4 Kentucky

24 Louisiana
Maine

17 Maryland
[

. . Massachusetts
7 Michigan

Minnesota
17 Mississippi
13 Missouri

Montana
1 Nebraska

Nevada
. .New Hampshire

9 New Jersey
New Mexico

39 New York
21 . . North Carolina

North Dakota
17 Ohio
6 Oklahoma

Oregon
. . Pennsylvania
. . .Rhode Island

. South Carolina
South Dakota

16 Tennessee
31 Texas

Utah
Vermont

19 Virginia
Washington

4 ... West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

18

9

413 TOTALS

* Two, or more, theaters are operated by the U. S. Army Motion Picture Service in many of these posts.

(Copyright, 1942, by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc.)

WAC to Preview Eight
Victory Films at Astor

Eight Victory Films will be pre-
sented tonight at a special press
preview in the Astor Theater under
the auspices of the War Activities
Committee of the Motion Picture
Industry. Francis S. Harmon, co-

ordinator, will preside and will intro-

duce Robert W. Horton who will ex-
plain the scope and purpose of the
Victory Films. A large delegation
of publishers, newspaper writers,

producers, magazine writers and ra-

dio commentators will be present.

Add to Arbiter Panels
In Albany and Denver

Appointment of 35 professional
men, educators and business men to
the AAA's Albany panel of arbitra-
tors and of 23 others to the Denver
panel was announced yesterday by
Lucius R. Eastman, AAA board
chairman. The appointees will serve
during the balance of 1942.

Pix Essential Industry

While Aiding War Effort

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—"The motion picture

industry will remain an essential

industry just so long as it makes
a substantial contribution to nation-
al effort during the present emerg-
ency," said B. V. Studivant, director
of the Theater Defense Bureau, who
has just returned from Washington
where he conferred with Lowell Mel-
lett, co-ordinator of the motion pic-

ture industry.
"Motion pictures have a great and

significant duty to perform," he said,

"but every member of the industry,
regardless of his or her position, is

expected to contribute to the war
effort just as is a man on duty at
the firing line. If the day comes
when producers and exhibitors can-
not justify their existence with
proper co-operation, then that will be
the day when our manpower and re-

sources will be diverted to other
avenues of doing our part," Studi-
vant declared.

"It is incomprehensible that some

Court Orders Jury Trial

In Valdosta Theater Suit

Valdosta, Ga.—Judge Bascom S.

Deaver, in U. S. District Court yes-
terday, refused move to dismiss suit

of the Southland Theaters, Inc., for
$105,000 damages against the Martin
Theaters, and ordered a jury trial.

Plaintiff charges that the Martin
interests, through a combination,
made it impossible for it to operate
theaters in Valdosta. Retraint of
trade in violation of the anti-trust
laws is alleged.

New Hickory Theater Opens
Hickory, N. C.—North Carolina

Theaters, Inc., has opened a new the-

ater, the Center, here.

exhibitors are charged with failing

to ,
co-operate properly in showing

Government-sponsored victory films."

He pointed out they are produced
with great care and are expected
to be given preferred playing time
and exhibition by every theater in

the United States.
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WAR CUTS INDUSTRY WORLD REVENUE 27%
Exhibs. Okay 12-Blocks But Ask Ofher Changes
UMPI Exhibitor Members
Ask Cancellation Rights

In Entire Blocks-of-Twelve

Exhibitor members of the
UMPI trade practice sub-com-
mittee are reported to have ac-
cepted the proposal for selling pic-

tures in blocks-of-12, but have sub-
mitted modifications of the sales

plan. These modified proposals were
considered by the distributor repre-
sentatives of the sub-committee yes
terday and their reactions are ex-

pected to be expi-essed at a meeting
today of the entire sub-committee.
Under the UMPI plan, five pic-

(Continued on Page 4)

Navicerts for Films

To Brit. Empire Out

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Under the new set-

up governing military censorship of

films, U. S. footage will no longer
require British navicerts on ship-

ments to any section of the British

Empire, it is stressed here. This
provision, together with regulations

{Continued on Page 5)

Rites Held in Atlanta
For "Buddy" Mansfield

Memphis—Howard Irving (Bud-
dy) Mansfield, branch manager for
Universal here, died suddenly in At-
lanta on Saturday and was buried
there yesterday afternoon. He was

(Continued on Page 6)

20th-Fox Election
To Wait on Zanuch

While the 20th-Fox board is now
scheduled to meet April 15 to name

a successor to the late Sidney R.

Kent as prexy, the meeting may be

set back should the arrival of Darryl

F. Zanuck, vice-president, be de-

layed, it was learned yesterday.

Zanuck is expected to come East

the second week in April, but may
be delayed.

Mid-April Decision
In Crescent let ion?
Nashville, Tenn.—Federal Judge

Elmer D. Davies is now expected in

court circles here to hand down his

decision in the Crescent anti-trust

suit shortly after adjournment of the

present trial term about April 15.

Judge Davies has dismissed anti-

trust charges brought by the D of J

against a group of local grocers. Lat-

ter had as counsel, George H. Armi-

stead, chief counsel for Crescent.

Cagney's UA Deal

(alls for Six Pix

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — James Cagney will

star in two a vear for the next three
years under the terms of a deal final-

ly signed by Cagney Productions
with United Artists yesterday. New
producing organization is headed by
William Cagney, star's brother and
business head, as president.

Sextet will have a $6,000,000 pro-
(Continurd on Page 8)

Trendle's Suit Against
Para, and Kunsky is Off

Suit of George W. Trendle to de-
clare illegal an agreement made
with Paramount Pictures was dis-
continued yesterday in Federal Court

(Continued on Page 7)

31 Closed Markets Account for 10% of Loss, Exchange
Depreciation for 6% and "Freezing" of Funds for 11%,
Hays' Report to MPPDA Board of Directors Discloses

World War II has pared the U. S. film industry's total work
revenue by more than 27 per cent through the loss of markets
in 31 foreign countries, the depreciation of foreign exchange,

the freezing
of f or e i g n
exchange i n
n u m e r ous
countries be-
cause of the
dislocation of
w o r 1 di busi-

ness and the
imposition of

new and stif-

fer taxes
abroad, Will
H. Havs told

t h e MPPDA
board of di-

rectors at the
annual meeting yesterday.

Hays, who was re-elected presi-
(Continued on Page 8)

Want Patriotic Pix

At Regular Scales

Philadelphia—Dispatch of a letter

to all producers of patriotic films

asking that they allocate them at

the same film rentals in vogue in

other territories and without insist-

ence that they be played at advanced
admissions was authorized at yes-

terday's meeting of Philly territory

indies, held under auspices of the

Committee of 38.

The letter stresses the desirability

(Continued on Page 6)

ITA Squawk on Advisory
Council Setup Ignored

Toronto—R. G. McMullen, Admin-
istrator of Theaters and Films, has
ruled that the personnel of the film

industry's Advisory Council, as

drawn up at a conference of distrib-

utor and exhibitor representatives
several weeks ago, is acceptable to

the Wartime Prices and Trade Board
(Continued on Page 8)

Coe Appointed Aide to Hays
Writer-Lawyer Fills Post Vacated by Harmon

Projection Chiefs Spur
Plans for Conservation

Extension of plans for projection
preparedness, as a means of mate-
rials' conservation and the stepping-
up of efficiency during the war, was
discussed on the week-end by lead-

ers in this field, chiefly representa-
tives of the top-flight circuits.

The informal meeting was held at
(Continued on Page 5)

Motion Picture Producers and Dis-

tributors of America last night an-
nounced the appointment of Charles
Francis ("Socker") Coe, writer-
lawyer, as aide to President Will H.
Hays.
The appointment followed a series

of other personnal changes in the
organization and a survey of the in-

dustry in public relations by a com-
mittee of East and West Coast film

attorneys. Prior to the present
(Continued on Page 4)

WILL H. HAYS

Two Features Nixed

By PCA During 1941

Scope of the work of the Produc-

tion Code Administration is revealed

in Will H. Hays' annual report, re-

leased yesterday. During 1941, the

PCA read 1,086 feature scripts and
729 additions and changes in fea-

(Continued on Page 5)

Did Sup Film Move
Tip Mitt on War?

U. S. film reps, in Japan were

forced by police pressure to sign

employe indemnity agreements pro-

viding for large payments to em-

ployes should their offices be closed,

it is revealed by Will H. Hays' an-

nual report. Movement, just before

Pearl Harbor, followed an unsuccess-

ful attempt by employes to take

over partial control of the companies.

Report speculates that the Japanese

foresaw the coming war.
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FINANCIAL
(Monday, March 30)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Seat 63^ 6*A 6%
Col. Piers, vtc. (2i/

2%>
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East. Kodak 117 117 117 + i/4
do pfd 170 170 170
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc 39Vi 39 39
do pfd
Paramount 14y8 13% 13%
Fara. 1st pfd 103 103 103 — 1%
RKO $6 pfd
20th Century- Fox . . .

9l/
8 9 9

20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 5 47/8 4y8
do pfd 69 69 69 — 2

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Loew's deb. 3!/2s46
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. deb. 4s56
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48

100% 100 100%
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Monogram Picts

Radio-Keith cvs
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor 8% 8% 8% + %
Universal Corp. vtc. 6% 6% 6%
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45. 64 67
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 59 62'/2

FRIENDLY SERVICE

SAVES TIME AND MONEY

"Tostal
Telegraph

f£& CHARGES FOR TELEGRAMS^ PHONED IN APPEAR ON YOUR

3^\v TELEPHONE BILL.

Julius A. Lewis Dies;

Rites Here on Friday

Funeral services will be held in
Riverside Memorial Chapel on Fri-
day for Julius A. Lewis, 49, West
Coast editor of Showman's Trade
Review and brother of Charles
"Chick" Lewis, its editor and pub-
lisher, who died suddenly in Holly-
wood Saturday night.
Deceased had been associated with

the industry since 1910, and at vari-
ous times was associated with Mo-
tion Picture Distributing and Sales
Co., Universal Pictures and Prospect
Press. He joined Showman's four
years ago after operating his own
printing company here for many
years.

Surviving are his widow, Ann
Lewis, West Coast manager for
Showman's; two sons, Elliott and
Raymond, and six brothers and sis-

ters.

"Land of Liberty" Net
Reported at $148,923

Net receipts of $148,923 88 from
"Land of Liberty" showings were
distributed by the MPPDA to or-
ganizations in war emergency wel-
fare work. Recipients included: Aid
for Air Raid Sufferers in England;
American Red Cross; Jewish Wel-
fare Board (Jewish chaplains) ; Mili-

tary Ordinariate (Catholic chap-
lains); Protestant Commission on
Army and Navy Chaplains; R. A. F.
Benevolent Fund of the U. S. A.,

Inc.; United China Relief and USO.

25 Milwukee County
Houses Use Giveaways

Foto Pay-Dav Ruled
Lottery in Wisconsin

Madison, Wis.—Foto Pay-Day, the-
ater game which has been employed
by exhibitors in a number of cities

around the state, has been ruled a
lottery by Atty. Gen. John E. Mar-
tin.

Settle Suit for Fire Loss

Settlement of the $82,348 damage
suit brought by Atherton Produc-
tions, Inc., Serial Producing Corp.,
Princinal Pictures Corp. and Peck s

Bad Boy Corp. against 20th Cen-
tury-Fox Film Corp. and De Luxe
Laboratories was filed yesterday in

Federal Court. The suit, which was
settled on undisclosed terms, sought
compensation for the loss of 12 films
in the defendants' warehouse in Lit-
tle Ferry, N. J., following a fire in

1937,

Daughter and Widow Get
Sidney R. Kent Estate

Sidney R. Kent, late president of

20th-Fox, left six-tenths of his es-

tate to his daughter, Mrs. Don Wil-
son, and the remaining four-tenths
to his widow Lilyan White Kent,.

Their shares will be held in trust

until they are 59 years old. Mean-
while they will receive the income
from the trust funds and a small
percentage of the principal.

The will, filed for probate by the
law firm of Dwight, Harris, Koegel
& Caskey, made outright cash be-

quests of $5,000 to each of Kent's
two brothers, Arthur and Lawrence,
and $24,000 to his sister, Mrs. Olive
Kent Barber. Kent's butler receives

$2,500.

The exact size of the Kent for-

tune or the amount of stock in 20th-

Fox held by him will not be known
until an appraisal of the estate is

made by the executor.

Rochester Second-Runs
Increase 6. O. Scales

Rochester—The Grand and Capi-

tol, both second-runs, here have an-

nounced new admission increases.

The Capitol balcony goes from 22

to 25 cents nights, while the orches-

tra remains at 30. Schine's Grand,
will increase its prices from 11 to

15 cents up to 6 p.m., Monday
through Saturday; 17 cents after 6

Monday through Saturday, and to

20 cents all day Sunday and Satur-

day night.

El Cerrito House Asks
More Liberal Clearance

Milwaukee, Wis.— Survey shows
that more than 25 Milwaukee county
houses continue to offer giveaways
with Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday nights predominating for
this policy and dinner and glassware
outweighing cosmetics and powder
as the offering.

In addition, at least a dozen houses
are using other types of promotion.

Asking1 for more liberal clearance,

the El Cerrito Theater, El Cerrito.

Calif., has filed a demand for arbi-

tration in the San Francisco tribunal-

Complainant charges that the pres-

ent clearance granted to the Fox
California Theater and the State in

Richmond over the El Cerrito is un-
reasonable. Loew's, Paramount and
20th Century-Fox are named defen-

dants.

Only 1% of Press Comment
Has Censorship Theme

General acceptance of the indus-
try's self-regulation machinery is in-

dicated by a drop in censorship or

regulation demands in nress com-
ment. During 1941, onlv one per
cent of the total volume of comment
called for film censorship or regula-
tion.

Added Bus Service for

KC Late Show Patrons

Kansas City, Mo.—Additional bus
service up to midnight for patrons
of late shows in the downtown dis-

trict has started on the Armour-
Paseo, Broadway-Wornall and the
Linwood-Benton lines. Heretofore,
the last busses on the lines have left

the downtown district at 11 p.m.

COminG and GOInG

SONJA HEN IE is back on the Coast.

ORVILLE O. DULL, M-G-M producer, got in

from the Coast yesterday on vacation.

O. R. HANSON of Pioneer Films, ltd., Tor-
onto, is at the Warwick. So is JOHN CRIER-
SON of the National Film Board, Ottawa, Can-
ada.

RAYMOND MASSEY will come East t<*laVy;tfi
his wife and son as soon as he cornpitArfifcork

in Warners' "Desperate Journey." -k^f '~

WOLFE KAUFMAN, former Hollywood writer
and now amusement editor of The Chicago Sun,
returned to the Windy City last night after
a brief New York visit-.

WILLIAM WALDHOLZ, in charge of film dis-
tribution for the Federal Housing Administra-
tion, has returned from an extended business
trip through the Southern territory.

PETE SHAYNE. president of the Chicago Op
erators Union has returned from a Florida vaca-|^
tion trip.

WILL HOLLANDER, B & K publicity director,

returns to Chicago from a West Coast vacation
this week.

NEAL BISHOP, retiring secretary of the Chi-
cago Operators Union, leaves for Florida next
week for an extended stay.

ROBERT SCHLESS, general foreign manager
of Warner Bros.; PETER COLLI, Central Amer-
ican manager, and HENRY MICHAUD, formerly
of Paris, reached Lima, Peru, yesterday after
being held up for two weeks in Eucador be-
cause of lack of air transportation.

PHIL KARLSTIN, associate producer, and JOE
VALENTINE, cameraman, are in town from the
Coast to film backgrounds for Universal's "Love
and Kisses, Caroline."

WILLIAM GEHRING, 20th-Fox's Central divi-

sion manager, leaves tonight for Chicago tc

discuss some circuit deals. He will be away
indefinitely.

OSCAR A. MORGAN, general sales manager
of Paramount short product, arrives in Holly
wood today. On his way back East he will

drop in at a number of Pa.cific Coast exchanges
He is expected home in about 10 days.

Only One Exchange Fire

In 1941; $200 Damage

Only one exchange fire with £

monetary loss of about $200 was re-

ported to the MPPDA Conservatior
Department during 1941. Since 1926
only 14 fires have been reported anc
monetary losses total $4,954.50.

JACK SHAINDLIN
Musical Direction

Now in Preparation—
"INDIA IN CRISIS"

March of Time
Three

"STRANGER THAN
FICTION"
Universal

"INDIA AT WAR"
March of Time

Completed—
MENACE of the RISING SUN

Universal

"NAVY AND IT'S PLANES"
March of Time

"CARIOCAS"
Paramount

•

FOX MOVIETONE STUDIOS
460 West 54 St. New York City
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Coe Is Appointed

Aide to Will Hays

(Continued from Page 1)

announcement there had been no in-

dication of the selection of Coe. He
fills the vacancy left by the with-
drawal of Francis S. Harmon to be-

come executive chairman of the War
Activities Committee of the industry.

Coe has had a varied and suc-
cessful career in motion pictures,

writing, radio, sports and the law.
His home is in Hobe Sound, Fla.,

and he has law offices in Palm Beach.

When it was first suggested to

him that there might be an oppor-
tunity to be connected with the As-
sociation as assistant to the presi-

dent, Coe indicated he was pleased
with the usefulness of the medium
of the screen and the work of the
.MPPDA, but did not think he want-
ed to change his life. Later, how-
ever, he did become interested and
explained why.

"These are days when everyone
must do his bit. Not all of the fight-

ing will be done at the front. Some-
body has got to preserve the Amer-
ican institution at home to which
our boys will return. I am going to

try to do pretty well at that. I

have the profound conviction that
the most potent single force in mold-
ing the lives of our people is the
motion picture. Any mechanic likes

to work with the best tools."

Commenting on the appointment,
Hays said:

"The motion picture industry wel-
comes Mr. Coe. He has won a
unique place in the history of his

times. He has excelled in such
diverse endeavors as literature,

broadcasting, motion pictures,
oratory and law. He brings to his

new work an amazing combination
of all these accomplishments. The
industry is fortunate, indeed, to se-

cure the services of a man of such
outstanding talents."

FPC to Pay 25c on Common
Toronto—Famous Players Cana-

dian has declared a 25-cent dividend
on the common shares to be paid
April 27, to shareholders on the
books on April 11. Famous Players
paid a 25-cent dividend on the com-
mon stock at the end of February for
the first three months' period of
1942.

MARCH 31

Victor Varconi Clifford Brooke
Eddie Quillan Paul Lazarus, Jr.

"fc/" is for Usefulness

• • • ANTIDOTE against the poisonous "war of nerves" promul-

gated by our enemies is "nerves of war,"—that pitching to a high degree

of our will to win The more resolved we become to conquer, and

the greater our indignation and effort against the forces of evil, the

quicker Victory will be attained A great deal of credit must go to

Universal for instilling into its Chapter Plays for the '42-'43 span the type

of dynamic action which will rouse both adults and the youth of the

nation to deeds of valor, love of country, and protection of our land, its

people and its free institutions, against seditious acts In 12 chapters

there is "Junior G-Men of the Air," tagged as a "special" and dealing

with intelligence service operating in the air as well as on the ground

There is the five-chapter "Overland Mail" which delineates the

triumph of the postal service over lawlessness in the winning of the

West There is "Don Winslow of the Coast Guard,"—a pulsating

12-chapter sequel to the highly successful serial, "Don Winslow of the

Navy" And, last but not least, the 13-chapter "Adventures of

Smilin' lack," unfolding the hero's exploits against fifth columnists

"V" is for Victory, and "U" is for Usefulness toward that end

T T T
• • • AMONG current goin's-on is the phenomenon of "King's

Row" It demonstrates that a movie can help a book, just as a

book can help a movie This corner well remembers the day that

the now Brigadier General Theodore Roosevelt, Jr.,—then one of the

executive strategists of Doubleday Doran, the publishing house,—stood

at the rostrum in the private salle a manger de Jacques Dempsey and

told an Ampa luncheon gathering of all the celluloid kingdom owed

to story properties, and that the two were happily bedfellows

Well, Sir, now the shoe is on the other foot "King's Row" as a

best-seller certainly gave impetus to the Warner Bros, opus Bui

when the latter got well into its release life, the public became so in-

terested in the yarn that right now "King's Row," the book, has become

a best-seller again,—three years after publication The picture is

also doin' very, very nicely, too Publishers Simon & Schuster call

the resurgence of the book "an unprecedented event" The literary

world should not wonder overmuch anent all this, for the book has re-

ceived, hi addition to the picture itself, the prestige and publicity ac-

cruing from some swell campaigns For example there was the

job Si Fabian, Al Reid, Joe Lee, et al, did on the pic o'er at the Brook-

lyn Paramount and in other stands of the circuit The nooze-

paper ads had the "shock" angle, done deftly and with decorum

It's the sort of power that sells tickets,—and novels

T T T
• • • WHAT'S COOKIN': Doff the chapeau to Fred (Radio

City Music Hall) Lynch for engineering that great and colorful center

spread of the Rockettes in Sunday's Daily News mag section With-

out motion or sound, this is one of the best pix of 1942! ... • Exhibs.

and other film gents are tendering a farewell testimonial dinner tonite in

Toots Shor's for Sidney Deneau, Fabian's chief booker, who has enlisted

in the Army Many leading execs, in local and up-State exchanges

will attend, and Harry G. Black will be toastmaster. . . • Ernest Ingram,

operator of pic outlets in Lineville and Ashland, Ala., is a candidate for

that State's Legislature. ... • James A. Farley will speak, and Kay

Kyser and his band will entertain, at a big rally for the Greater New

York Fund which will be staged on Thursday noon on the steps of the

Sub-Treasury. Wall and Nassau Sts

T T
• • • REMEMBER PEARL HARBOR!

Exhibs. Oke 1 2-Blocks;

Ask Other Changes

(.Continued from Page 1)

tures of a block would be trade-
shown and would be non-cancellable;
the remaining seven would be iden-
tified, not subject to screenings and
two pictures could be cancelled if

the average film rental is up toa'atPO
and one picture if the average iAr4M
is between $100 and $200. ifMer
the exhibitors' counter-proposals,
two pictures in the entire 12 could
be cancelled up to $100 and one pic-

ture of the 12 up to $200.
It also has been proposed that the

seven pictures can be screened be-
fore buying and that the allocations
be specified on these identified fea-
tures at the time of making a deal.

Prospective roadshow pictures must
be specified in advance.
Where the average film rental is

more than $200, cancellations would
be subject to conciliation through
boards in each exchange center.

These boards would be composed of

one affiliated exhibitor, one unaffil-

iated exhibitor and one distribution
representative, selection of the board
members being up to the interested
parties.

Morris Kravitz Elected
Business Agent of Local 306

Morris Kravitz was elected busi-
ness agent of MP Operators Local
306 yesterday at an election at the
Hotel Diplomat. He succeeds Bert
Popkin who resigned recently.

At the same time Local 306 elected
delegates to the IATSE biennial
convention at Columbus, O., June 1.

The winners were: Herman Gelber,
president of 306, Nat Doragoff,
Charles Beckman, Joe Bassin, Mor-
ris Kravitz, Ben Seher, Steve D'ln-
zillo, James Ambrosio, Wallace
Burns, Edgar Stewart, Jack Teitler
and Alexander Polin.

Jed Harris Leaves REO
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Jed Harris has left

RKO via the resignation route.

WEDDING BELLS

San Francisco—Harry Ritz (Ritz

Brothers) and Betty May Heath
were married here by Judge Edward
P. Murphy.

Oshkosh, Wis.—Mary Lou King,
former producer for Fanchon &
Marco in Hollywood, was married
here to Champ C. Seibold, former
member of the Green Bay Packers
football team.

Chicago — Dorothy Friedman of

the Fox 20th-century Exchange and
Herman Naidert will be married next
week.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Director Busby Berk-

eley married Claire James at Las
Vegas.
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Two Features Nixed

By PCA During 1941

(Continued from Page 1)

ture scripts. Short subject scripts

read, including serials, totaled 456

and books, stage plays and synopses
read, 132.

PCA held 1,650 consultations and
w , 4,708 opinions on stories,

si s, pictures, etc. Features ap-
proved totaled 572, including four

reissues and 22 imported produc-

tions while shorts approved total

721, including 10 foreign-made sub-

jects.

Two features were finally rejected

during 1941 and 22 were revised and
approved after being originally re-

jected. Scripts or treatments for

features totaling 43 were re-written

and approved after earlier rejection

and 73 additional scripts were in

process of correction at year's end.

Rejections and eliminations related

to excessive killings, illicit sex with-

out adequate compensating moral
values, offensive sex suggestiveness,

nudity, unpunished criminal heroes,

glorification of gangsterism, grue-

someness and brutality, improper
treatment of the institution of mar-
riage, comedy treatment of minis-

ters of religion, sex perversion, big-

amy, white slavery, and glorification

of suicide.

An analysis of . types of pictures

approved in 1940 and 1941 shows
that there were more melodramas,
westerns, dramas and comedies and
fewer crime pix during last year.

Comparative figures are:

Melodramas: 1940—212, 1941—
223; westerns, 1940—105, 1941—119;
dramas, 1940—51, 1941—62; com-
edies, 1940—114, 1941—127; crime
films, 1940—31, 1941—25; unclassi-

fied, 1940—14, 1941—16.

$75,000, USO Drive Quota
For Industry in N. Y. C.

A quota of $75,000 has been set

for the film industry in this city in

the new USO drive to raise a $32,-

000,000. The campaign opens May
11 and ends July 4.

WE's Bancker Retires

James W. Bancker, WE director

and vice-president, retires under the

Bell System age rule today, bring-
ing to a formal close a career of

nearly 50 years. Bancker's respon-
sibilities in the future will be di-

vided among a number of executives.

STORKS!
Chicago— Howard Sexton, man-

ager of the Indiana-Illinois theaters
in LaPorte, announces the birth of

a baby daughter, Sandra Dean Sex-
ton.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — The Fred Astaires

have a new daughter.

TO THE COLORS:
Al Schmidt, assistant booker in

the Warner Bros. New York ex-
change, has enlisted in the Army,
joining three brothers already in

service.

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.—Lee Umlah of

the Penn Theater has enlisted in

the Marine Corps.

Tom Ratcliffe of M-G-M's story
department. Ditto Eddie Larkin,
popular receptionist on the sixth
floor of the Loew Building.

Menasha, Wis. — John McKay,
manager of the Valley theater here,
has entered the military service.

Indianapolis—Keith Seacrist, one
of the bookers at Affiliated Theaters,
Inc., has joined the Navy.

Charlotte, N. C. — Barney Ross,
M-G-M salesman, has just left for
Army duty. Max Holder, M-G-M
booker, goes into the Army Air
Corps as a cadet.

Detroit—Irving Goldberg, partner
in K & G Circuit, is leaving for
Army service. His twin brother and
partner, Adolph Goldberg, will car-
ry on.

Chicago—Ray Axelrod, city book-
er for Warner Bros., has reported
for Army service.

Boston—Domenic Lupo, former ar-

tist at several Boston theaters, is

with the Marines at San Diego.

Portland, Me. — Donald Jalotta,

second assistant at the Portland
Theater, has enlisted in the Navy.

Wheeling, W. Va.—Paul Johnson,
former assistant manager at the
Capitol here, is now located at Shep-
herd Field, Tex.

Edward Fitzgerald, former Para-
mount, New Haven, booker is now
a captain in the Army.

Boston—Bernard Fallon, Fall Riv-
er operator, has left for Army ser-

vice.

Franklin Garber, theater operator
of Brockton, has joined the Marine
Corps.

Newark, N. J.—Robert Macauley,
who quit his stint as manager of the
Newsreel Theater to join the Cana-
dian Army, is now "somewhere in

England" as a sergeant in the
"Black Watch."

Navicerts for Films

To Brit. Empire Out

{Continued from Page 1)

announced toward the week-end, will

go into effect tomorrow.
Among the chief provisions of the

new orders are that the Office of Cen-

sorship will require that all footage

coming into the U. S. be examined
as to content; that all raw stock, of

all gauges, as well as exposed film,

be checked by representatives of
OOC in collaboration with Customs
officials; and that even cameras in
the hands of incoming and outgoing
tourists be subjected to examination.
Seals or licenses must be affixed to

containers carrying either raw stock
or exposed film going out of the con-
tinental U. S., although the regula-
tions are lenient with respect to
shipments going to Canada.
Smuggling of film in any form will

be dealt with under the existing
"trading with the enemy act."

Adjustments which have been
made in the censorship setup give
more latitude to the U. S. Govern-
ment in the matter of film ship-
ments, but, at the same time, they
constitute a new and stronger bar-
rier against information falling into
the hands of enemies abroad as well
as agents of the latter here at home.

Projection Chiefs Spur
Plans for Conservation

{Continued from Page 1)

Sardi's and attended by P. A. Mc-
Guire, of International Projector
Corp., who formulated the basic
plan; James Lynett, supervising in-

spector of the New York Dept. of

Water Supply, Gas and Electricity;

Bart Greene, chief inspector, Bor-
ough of Manhattan; Lester B. Isaac,

Loew's Theaters; Harry Rubin, Par-
amount; Frank Cahill, Warner Bros.;
Charles Horstman, RKO; M. D.
O'Brien, Loew's; and Charles J.

Bachman, Warners'.
Those present publicly announced

their co-operation with the general
plan which has received the enthu-
siastic backing of IA officials and
calls for the setting-up by the latter

of educational committees to aid in

the nation's conservation campaign.
Men who have always been active

and progressive projectionists, such
as Thad Barrows, president of the
Boston local; Tom Reed, local busi-

ness agent in Washington; Frank
Sutton, Norfolk; William Nagen-
gast, IA Local 640; Lawrence Katz,
secretary District No. 4, Harris-
burg, Pa.; O. M. Jacobson, District
No. 1, Tacoma, Wash., have heartily
endorsed the establishment of the
educational committees.

Bill Berns to Radio
Bill Berns, member of Mort Blu-

menstock's publicity department at
Warner Bros, for the past 15 months,
leaves Friday to join Station
WNEW, where he will present a
daily Hollywood news program.

7hc gals adore

H\$ forceful ways;

He leaves em limp

And in a daze /

The consequence?

THE WOMAN PAW-

for seats at all
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Brian DONLEVY • William HOLDEN • Ellen DREW
Montagu Love • Porter Hall • Directed by stuart heisier

Navel and Screen Play by DAMON TRUMBO • A Paramount Picture
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Want Patriotic Pix

Af Regular Scales

(Continued from Page 1)

of having these patriotic films, pro-

duction of which is anticipated in

increasing numbers in Hollywood,
enjoy the widest possible showing.

Replies will be canvassed at a fur-

ther meeting three weeks from yes-

terday at which time a Legal Com-
mittee, named yesterday is also ex-

pected to report.

The meeting yesterday took no ac-

tion on the price ceiling plan recently

presented. There was some discus-

sion of the "Captains of the Clouds"
terms situation.

Snow up-state cut into the at-

tendance slightly.

20th-Fox, Movietonews
Name SOPEG As Agent

White-Collar workers of 20th Cen-
tury-Fox and Movietonews yester-

day selected the Screen Office and
Professional Employes Guild, Local
109, UOPWA, as their collective bar-
gaining agent in a National Labor
Relations Board election. The count
was 196 to 96.

SOPEG will ask for start of con-
tract negotiations immediately upon
receipt of official notification from
Washington next week.
The local already has been certi-

fied as bargaining agent for white
collarites at Loew's, Inc., and Co-
lumbia Pictures.

American Industrial Corp.

Buys Gen'l Service Studios

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— American Industrial

Corp., of which Ben E. Bogeaus is

president, and which manufactures
camera and other photographic
equipment for the Government, has
purchased General Service Studios at

a price exceeding $500,000.
In addition to continuing the plant

as a rental studio, Bogeaus and a
group of producers, directors and
writers will organize a producing
company to make pictures for re-

lease by a major organization.
Erpi, from which organization the

plant was bought, will continue to

operate its trailer sound department
for independent producers, with Jack
Whitney in charge. D. C. Hickson,
president of General Service, Inc.,

will be transferred to the New York
office of Western Electric Company
which controls Erpi.

Lucas-Jenkins Withdraw
Offer for Station WGST

Atlanta—Offer of Lucas & Jenkins
theater circuit to take over the op-
eration of radio station WGST is

reported to have been withdrawn
Lucas & Jenkins reportedly offered

a guarantee of $30,000 a year to

Georgia Tech, owner of the station,

and a division of the profits.

WGST is now operated by the
Southern Broadcasting Co., under a
long-term lease.

•V REVIEWS Of THE DEW fILfllS t?
"Affairs of Jimmy

Valentine"
with Dennis O'Keefe, Ruth Terry,

Gloria Dickson

Republic 72 Mins.

CLEVERLY - PLOTTED, WELL - ACTED
MELODRAMA HAS PLENTY OF B.O.

OOMPH.
"Affairs of Jimmy Valentine" contains a

generous dose of entertainment. It doesn't

go haywire in its melodramatics, knowing
how to laugh when it has to. The scrip-

ters have evolved a clever plot with many
fresh angles, but in doing so have placed

considerable strain on plausibility. Here
and there the whole thing doesn't make
sense, but that is a fault that can be

chalked up to many of Hollywood's melo-

dramatic tidbits.

Good acting helps keep this film well in

the entertainment groove. There is little

of that heavy brand of acting that char-

acterizes the average film melodrama. Den-
nis O'Keefe, Ruth Terry, Gloria Dickson,

George E. Stone and Roman Bohnen head

the list of good performers. They respond

splendidly to the direction of Bernard Vor-

haus.

Miss Dickson is the announcer on a

Jimmy Valentine radio show. O'Keefe, her

girl-crazy boy friend, is a radio idea man.

He saves his agency from losing the fat

account sponsoring the show when he pops

up with the idea of offering $10,000 to any-

one abe to locate the real Jimmy Valentine.

Broke, O'Keefe goes after the prize

himself. He learns of the town where
Jimmy Valentine is now living under his

assumed name and institutes a search for

him there. Stone, a moocher who has

attached himself to O'Keefe, commits a

couple of murders in an effort to "get"

Valentine in the mistaken belief that the

ex-thief was responsible for sending his

father to the chair.

O'Keefe finds the man he wants in the

person of the town's publisher (Roman
Bohnen), whose daughter (Ruth Terry) is

in love with the young fellow. O'Keefe

goes soft. Rather than drag the girl's

father back into the cruel limelight, he

makes it appear that one of Stone's victims

was the real Valentine. Stone is killed by

his own gun in a fight to keep him from

slaying Bohnen. At the finale Miss Dickson

bows out of the picture and leaves Miss

Terry to carry on romantically with O'Keefe.

CAST: Dennis O'Keefe, Ruth Terry,

Gloria Dickson, Roman Bohnen, George E.

Stone, Jed Prouty, Patsy Lee Parsons, Spenc-

er Charters, William B. Davidson, Bobby

Larson, Joe Cunningham, Roscoe Ates.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Leonard

Fields; Director, Bernard Vorhaus; Screen-

play, Olive Cooper, Robert Tasker; Sug-

gested by story by Paul Armstrong, Jr.;

Cameraman, John Alton; Supervising, Ed-

itor, Murray Seldeen; Film Editor, Howard
O'Neill.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

31 on Buffalo Panel

Buffalo— Thirty-one professional
and business men and educators
have been appointed to the Buffalo
panel of motion picture arbitrators
and will serve for the balance of
the year.

"Ghost Town Law"
with Buck Jones, Tim McCoy,

Monogram 62 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

PLEASING WESTERN FILM ADDS TO
"ROUGH RIDER" SERIES PRESTIGE.

Fifth in the "Rough Rider" series, "Ghost
Town Law" holds its own as pleasing western

film fare. Taking full advantage of its

established format to feature the trio, Buck
Jones, Tim McCoy and Raymond Hatton,

who deliver western justice collectively, as

well as individually, in a manner that augurs

well for the series at the box-office for a

long period to come.

Howard Bretherton's direction of the

Scott R. Dunlap production, takes fine ad-

vantage of the locale of the Ghost Town
and its atmosphere to weave mystery

throughout the unraveling.

Voluntarily returning to active duty to

revenge the merciless killing of two of their

former sidekicks, the "riders" set out to

uncover the mystery of Ghost Town, the

lost gold mine and the many other killings.

Fighting their way through the tangled web
of conflicting evidence, which involves the

foreman and imperils the life of Virginia

Carpenter, who has inherited the desert

mine, the Rough Riders uncover the machina-
tions of a trusted judge and his gang of

gunmen.

Pleasing are the enactments of Virginia

Carpenter, Murdock McQuarrie, Charles

King and Howard Masters in supporting

roles. Masters shows fine promise of film

capability that should bring him along

fast. Photography by Harry Neumann was
deftly handled. Musical direction by Ed-

ward Kay fitted the mood well. Original

screenplay credit goes to Jess Bowers.

CAST: Buck Jones, Tim McCoy, Raymond
Hatton, Virginia Carpenter, Murdock Mc-
Quarrie, Charles King, Tom London, How-
ard Masters, Ben Corbett, and Silver.

CREDITS: Producer, Scott R. Dunlap;

Director, Howard Bretherton; Photographer,

Harry Neumann; Asst. Director, Mack V.

Wright; Original Screenplay, Jess Bowers;
Musical Director, Edward Kay; Film Editor,

Carl Pierson; Sound, Glen Glenn.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

141 More Shorts Made
Available to Schools

Film companies made available
141 additional non-current shorts
during 1941 on the recommendation
of the Advisory Committee on the
Use of Motion Pictures in Education.

Three Original Stories

Are Acquired by PRC

Three original stories for early
production have been acquired by
Producers Releasing Corp. They are
"A Yank in Tokio," "Berlin Re-
volts" and "Bombs Over Burma."

"Harvard, Here I

Come"
Columbia 64 Mins.

ALL THINGS BEING EQUAL, THIS
OPUS WILL MAKE ITS WAY ON DOU-
BLE BILLS.

Maxie Rosenbloom is featured as zf^fc*.
dope in this would be comedy. It _£jM
routine story built around an award given

to him by the editors of the Harvard Lam-
poon for being the most "pediculous" in-

dividual of the year.

Rosenbloom gets all upset when he finds

out that the word pediculous means putrid

and decides to go to Harvard and get
"smartened up." He gets himself into a

heck of a mess what with professors who
decide that he is a missing link in the

evolution of man—and students who heckle
him relentlessly. Before long Maxie has

become a celebrity and acquires contracts

for the endorsement of lots of products.

At the end of the pic he opens another
night club, which is just where we came in

at the beginning.

This reviewer's impressions may seem in-

tolerant, but there is a definite lack of

originality in the development of this film

and the laughs are forced. Rosenbloom is

pleasant as himself; Arline Judge is at-

tractive in a bit part; and there are several

nice performances by a few others.

CAST: Arline Judge, Stanley Brown, Don
Beddoe, Marie Wilson, Virginia Sale, Byron
Foulger, Boyd Davis, Julius Tannen, Walter
Baldwin, Tom Herbert, Larry Parks, George
McKay, John Tyrrell.

CREDITS: Screenplay, Albert Duffy; Story,

Karl Brown; Additional Dialogue, Ned
Dandy; Photography, Franz F. Planer; Edi-

tor, William Lyon; Art Direction, Lionel

Banks; Associate, Arthur Royce; Music Di-

rector, M. W. Stoloff; Assistant, Seymour
Friedman; Sound, Lodge Cunningham; Pro-

ducer, Wallace MacDonald; Director, Lew
Landers.

DIRECTION, Fair.

Fair.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Rites Held in Atlanta
For "Buddy" Mansfield

Adolph Ecker Dead
Brillion, Wis.—Adolph Ecker, 76,

owner of the Brillion Theater, is

dead.

(Continued from Page 1)

33 years old and had been attending
a family re-union in Atlanta. BTe

leaves his widow, two sons, his

mother and a sister.

His death occurred just as exhibi-
tors in this territory were preparing
to observe "Buddy Mansfield Month."
Mansfield came to Atlanta from
Memphis 10 years ago as booker and
office manager, later promoted to

salesman and elevated to manager
two years ago. He was a member of
Variety Club and chairman of the
fund raising efforts among film ex-
changes for the USO.

Mansfield went to his hotel about
11 o'clock Saturday night and at 4
a.m. called the office and asked for a

doctor, complaining that he was ill.

A house physician visited him and
advised further rest, At five o'clock,

Mansfield called again and died while
being treated by the doctor, who de-

scribed his illness as a heart at-

tack.
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"Yoo Hoo General"
(All Star Series)

Columbia 18 mins.
Mildly Entertaining

This is a fair, but not particularly
standout two-reeler which will get
b ^vith those demanding no more

run-of-the-mine entertainment.
l ul n tells of an Army recruit, Billy
Vine, who was assigned to prepare
food in a cantonment because they
thought ''M-C." stood for Master
Cook instead of Master of Ceremon-
ies. His kitchen concoctions hospi-
talize his Buddies, and to square
himself with the General, he puts on
a big stage revue. Vine handles the
emcee slot; the dusky Peters Sisters
chant jive; Gracie Barry warbles a
pop number; Pancho & Marquita
dance; and Ben Yost's Singing Mod-
els decorate the finale. Tag is as
just so-so.

Trendle's Suit Against
Para, and Kunsky is Off

(Continued from Page 1)

without costs. Trendle had named
along with Paramount as defendant
his foimer partner, John H. Kunsky,
in attacking the agreement made in

1929 which sold Trendle and Kunsky's
theater interests in Detroit to the
then Paramount-Famous Lasky Corp.

Complainant had contended that a
provision barring the plaintiff from
owning theaters within a 150-mile
radius of Detroit for 50 years was
in restraint of trade.

Lew Ayres to Conscientious
Objectors' Camp Today
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Lew Ayres, actor,

will be sent to a conscientious ob-
jectors' camp at Cascade Locks, Ore.,

today, A. H. Pier, chairman of Selec-

tive Service Board 246, said last

night.
The actor asked exemption on re-

ligious grounds, Pier stated, and add-
ed that deferment had been granted
with permission of the D of J and
the Attorney General's office.

Good Turnout For Showing
Of Eight Victory Shorts

There was a good turnout of film

execs., the tiade press, and others
at WAC's showing of eight Victory
films at the Astor Theater last night.

Most impressive of the shorts was
"Safeguarding Military Informa-
tion," while "Ring of Steel," with
commentary by Spencer Tracy, ran
it a close second in interest.

Brief introduction to the Victory
showing was made by Garson Kanin
and Francis S. Harmon.

Free Letters to Soldiers
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
San Francisco—Telenews Theater,

and the News, have established a
booth in front of theater where let-

ters to armed forces can be mailed
free.
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IndustryWorld RevenueSliced 27%byWar,Hays
Theater Biz in American
Industrial Centers Soar-
ing, MPPDA Prexy Reports

(Continued from Page 1)

dent, pointed out that in pre-war
years, 35 to 40 per cent of the dis-

tributors' world revenue was re-
ceived from abroad. The 31 foreign
countries now closed to U. S. films
produced about 10 per cent of the
total world revenue. Exchange de-
preciation, Hays pointed out,
amounts to about 20 per cent and
accounts for a further 6 per cent
pre-war world revenue loss.

"Freezing," notably in effect in

U. K. and British Dominions, re-

sults in the annual withholding of
approximately 11 per cent of the
normal pre-war world revenue. As
to the effect of war-time taxation
abroad, Hays commented that in one
country the sum of various taxes
paid by U. S. distribs. equals about
Z7 per cent of their gross revenue.

Hails English Agreement
With reference to British "freez-

ing," Hays singled out the English
remittance agreement as the past
year's outstanding development in

the foreign field. This agreement
provided for the transfer of $20,-

000,000 of sterling revenues in the

U. K. of eight companies, plus 50

per cent of the companies' blocked
funds as of Oct. 30 last. Hays ob-

served that prior to the war, U. K.
revenue met 20 per cent of Holly-
wood's total production costs.

Hays' annual report, requiring 58

printed pages, and termed "The Mo-
tion Picture in a World at War,"
was divided into four parts, the first

devoted to the industry's part in the
war effort, the second to a review
of the MPPDA's 20 years of service,

the third an outline of department
activities and the fourth to a brief

conclusion.

"The motion picture business
will not go on as usual, but the
performance of its essential

services to the American people
will go on—not simply as usual,

but in an ever greater measure,"
Hays pledged early in his re-

port, and added:

"The essential nature of the
service of motion pictures in

war time has been recognized by
Federal officials and would seem
to indicate a determination to

assure a continuance of these

150,000 Letters, 15,000 Interviews Plus
30,000 Phone Calls for Community Service

A total of more than 150,000 letters, 50,000 individually dictated and 100,-
000 form letters, were prepared by the MPPDA Department of Community
Service last year. Interviews were held with more than 15,000 individuals;

30,000 telephone calls were made; the Middle West field representative visited
76 communities in 11 states, made 131 public addresses, attended 31 group con-
ferences, and interviewed 740 community leaders.

Dulce et Decorum
Est Pro Patriu Mori
Toronto—Sergt.-Pilot John Mosey

of the Coastal Command, Royal Air

Force, is reported missing, and be-

lieved to have been killed in action

in a raid over enemy occupied terri-

tory in Europe, the Dominion Govern-
ment announced. Mosey left the

Associated Theaters home office to

enlist.

services through provision of
sufficient negative and positive
film and other critical materials
required to maintain a supply
of films for civilian and military
uses at home and abroad."
Citing again the British experience

as to the films' war-time essential-
ity, Hays said that the British had
"soon discovered that neither eco-
nomy nor protection counterbalanced
the deprivation of amusement" and
commented that English film theater
attendance last year jumped 33 per
cent above the average pre-war year.

Cites Attendance Gains

Indicating that already in the U.
S. theater attendance is gaining
markedly, Hays said that in in-

dustrial centers where factories are
working three shifts, "the theaters
are hardly adequate to the demands
upon their space and time."

"In every part of the nation, and
in connection with every phase of
war work, the motion picture screen
must meet an increasing demand,"
Hays stressed.

The MPPDA prexy also observed
that the screen's educational oppor-
tunities are greater in war-time
"when there is a greater need for
an informed and enlightened pub-
lic."

Discussing the work of the WAC,
Hays said that "all branches of the
industry recognize the need for a
balanced film diet." He affirmed
that exhibs. are "doing all they can"
to fit Government reels "regularly
into their program," but warned
that "if the amount of time devoted
to such films were unduly increased,
the theater would lose its patronage
and thus defeat its own usefulness

to perform these other functions."
"The screen can and will use

all its skill to build morale
through the inspiration of pa-
triotic emotions," Hays contin-
ued.

By mid-year, the report disclosed,

Army post theaters will exceed 650.

Ten thousand showings per week at
277 Army posts in the U. S. and on
Atlantic bases are now required, it

was stated.

Reviewing the industry's varied
war-time services, Hays referred to

the contributions of equipment man-
ufacturers to the American arma-
ment and lend-lease programs, and
to the fact that facilities, equipment
and personnel of Coast studios have
been mobilized for special functions.

Asserting that the industry "has
solved its problems by discussion,
not by fiat; by self-regulation, not

by coercion from without," Hays
declared it "would have been tragic"
if the screen in the present emerg-
ency "were frozen in a vise of po-
litical censorship," its initiative sub-
ject to control of red tape, and its

function distorted by outside con-
trols.

Will Publish Statement
Referring to the Senate's witch-

hunt, Hays disclosed that his state-
ment prepared for the Senate sub-
committee but undelivered because
the hearings were terminated, to-
gether with a letter from Wendell
L. Willkie to the committee's chair-
man, will be published as "Freedom
of the Films."
Remarking that "the inevitable

friction of adjustment to war con-
tinues to be a problem," Hays
stated that "the formulae for news-
reel co-operation with Army and
Navy and State Department are be-
ing perfected."

Turning to the first year of arbi-
tration under the consent decree,
Hays said:

"The prospect of eventual so-
lution of all the trade problems
in the industry lies in the mu-
tual desire of all factors to re-

move all obstacles to unity
and the sympathetic attitude ex-
pressed by Government to listen

to such effective proposals as
may be made that will assure
the highest possible standard of
trade practices in the industry.

Cagney's UA Deal

Calls for Six Pix

{Continued from Page 1)

duction budget, it was annovfaty d.

First pic will get under way t^rfi^-
mit release about Nov. 1, it *ra-

said. Story and title were not an-
nounced.

Their second production will be
for March 1, 1943 release. They
will stress action in their future
pictures. Story and shooting date
for the first will be announced soon.

Raftery, UA's President,
Named to MPPDA's Board
Edward C. Raftery, president of

United Artists, yesterdav was elect-

ed formally to the MPPDA board of
directors at its annual meeting at
which Will H. Hays, president, and
other officers were re-elected. Hays
was re-elected for the 21st consecu-
tive year and the others retained in

office were Carl E. Milliken, secre-
tary; George Borthwick, treasurer,
and F. W. DuVall, assistant treas-
urer.

Directors re-elected were Will H.
Hays, chairman of the board; Bar-
ney Balaban, Nate J. Blumberg,
George Borthwick, Jack Cohn, Cecil

B. DeMille, E. W. Hammons, E. B.
Hatrick, Hal E. Roach, George J.

Schaefer, Nicholas M. Schenck, Wal-
ter Wanger and Harry M. Warner.
A resolution expressing the board's

sorrow at the passing of Sidney R.
Kent was passed by the directors.

Attending yesterday's meeting
were Barney Balabn, David Bern-
stein, George Borthwick, Jack Cohn,

ITA Squawk on Advisory
Council Setup Ignored

(Continued from Page 1)

for co-operative purposes in dealing
with price ceilings and other gov
ernment control matters.

This announcement followed re
ceipt of a resolution of protest from
the Independent Theater Associa-
tion of Ontario, of which N. A. Tay-
lor is president, that the members
of the Advisory Council were not
truly representative of the indepen-
dent owners. The ITAO requested
a review of the situation with a
view to changes in the representa-
tion for exhibitors. Administrator
McMullen intimated that no action

would be taken by the Board because
the Advisory Council was appointed
by the industry.

Warners to Do Two More
Army Training Subjects

Fort Sill, Okla.—Warners will pro-
duce two War Department Army
training films for the Academy's
Research Council on location here.

Terry Morse will direct both, "The
105-MM Howitzer Battalion, Tech-
nique of Fire Direction" and "The
105-MM Howitzer Battery, Organi-
zation of Position."

Earle W. Hammons, Will H. Hays,
Joseph H. Hazen, Arthur W. Kelly,
Austin C. Keough, Arthur M. Loew,
William C. Michel, Carl E. Milliken,

James Mulvey, J. J. O'Connor,
Charles D. Prutzman, N. Peter Rath-
von, J. Robert Rubin, Nicholas M.
Schenck and Sidney Schreiber.

Operator Invents
Auto Burglar Alarm
Toledo, 0. — Strictly hands-off

burglar alarm for his car has been
invented by Lawrence Aubry, Toledo,

operator, who conceived the idea

for the device while repairing a short

in a motion picture projector. Aubry's

alarm will cause the horn to toot at

the slightest nudge to the auto.

Should the push be harder the louder

and longer the toot of the horn. De-
vice is operated by a switch inside the

car. Aubry has applied for a patent.














